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Introductory Note

fh1\ Volume (Volume No 11) mamly dealc; with Meerut
Conc;p1racy C.1se of 1929 The Meerut Conc;prracy Case had
revealed, hoth nationally c:md mtemat1onally, that M.irx1st
ideology had taken ll!I root m the Ind1cll1 sotl and 1t had come to
.,tay m th1., wuntry Moc;t of the Ind1cll1 Nat1ona.1 Leaders who
were very much opposed to Marx1c;t ideology, Cdrned on a
'Y'temc:tt1<.. <..clmpa1gn thclt th1c; \\as a "Foreign" ideology and a'
..uLh not .,mted to India They made no attempt to cnucally study
th1., ideology or adduce dny argument., dgc:tm!lt 1t Ac; cl matter of
t clCt, hke .,uence, an ideology cannot be confmed w1thm the
boundclne., of d country or a contment where 1t ongmates The
cduLated .,ect1onc; of Indian' acqmred the concept of liberty and
democr,Ky from burope and America ~mce the l 9th Century but
they did not brclnd them c.1.c; "f<ore1gu" ideology
That the Mar,.,.ic;t ideology, ba.,ed on clclc;\-c;truggles, wa.. not
alien to the Indian people. wa., eloquently procl<l1med by the
J<..cu.,ed m the Mecrut Con.,p1racy C<ise In the C.onf1dent1al
Report L.omp1led by the Intelhgence Bureau of the Home
Department, Go\emment of India, m J913, dunng the Bnt1sh
Rule m India, entitled "India and Communism", 1t wa!I !ltated m
P.ige 126
'B\ the end of 1928, thertjore, there K-a\ ha1dlv a migl~
publu utility lervrce or mdultrv "'huh had not been
afjec ted, m »hole 01 m part, bv the »-ave of Communwn
w-huh ~" ept the wuntrv during the vear T1anspo1t,
tndU\trtal and agt u ultural ""orkerl of every descriptwn
c letA\, policemen, collrers and even scavengers "'ere
amnng~t the many "'ho.Kere sub1eaed to, if thev did not
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fall tmde1; the ba11C'f11/ influence of thfa whirl"K ind
propaganda campwg11 ~' hic/1 promised them th<' sweets of
re\•ol11tio11 if the'' would hut raise their lumds to grasp
them "
Thi., confirm!. that Commum<;t Movement based on Marxi't
ideology had made itl'I appearance in India in the 1920!1 and to
.,upprc'l'I 1t the panicky Government of British India laid the
charge of con~piracy again~t prominent Cornrnunil'lt' includm!! a
Br1t11"1h ~ubjcct m the Court at Mecrut. The trial made th1'
ideology more popular to larger section~ of Indian~.
The Ruler!; of Briti'h India !.tarted th1~ ca!.c at Mecrut to avoid
trial by Jury. But they could neitht.•r suppre!>!> the Commum't
Movement in India nor could !.ilence the CommumM Jeadl·r~
accu!led m th1o; ca'e who were capable enough to U'>e the C'omt
platform to propagate the JU'tne'~ of the Communi't Mo"cment
and expol'led the brutaht1e' of the Bnt1.,h Ruler!. m India.
We have publi~hed 111 th1" Volume the document" of the Mlemt
Conspiracy Cai.e and the i-.tatcment~ made by the accu.,ed ocfore
the Trial Judge of thi' Court. For all mlt'nt!!i and purpo!.e~ the:-.e
document!> will be treated a" documents of burnmg urge for
freedom and for ehmmauon of cla~'-cxplo1tat1on m our country.
1 am l'lurc. thel'le document~ will he treated a~ mo~t in~pmng for
all time~ to come and the pre:-.cnt and the future generation" m
India or m any other country will fmd the~e document:-. m~pmng
enough to sharpen their conviction to carry on the fight agamM
injustice and for pre ..ervauon of democracy and freedom.

w-i.-~-._
(JYOTI BASU)
Chief Editor

Foreword

The B11t1'>h did not allow the Commum'lh ,md ..,Ol.ldll'. t idea., to
pcnctr.tte mto Jnd1..t \'<h1ch bcLJ.me the orderm the world followmg
the October Re\olut1un Te111hle rcp1e..,..,1on Wd.., mfl1cted on tho'>e
who t11ed to CdO) ll10<;e theo11c.., m the fonn of book'> Jnd IiterJ.ture
mto the "Oil of Ind1J Tht. f11..,t ..tltJLk. \'<J.., on the MohdJlr" the
Cdl ly IL "Volut1on.ine., Cook.eJ tip La"e" were m.,t1tuted .ig.im..,t them
JU"l Jfte1 they 1etumed from Ta.,hkent Three 1 on.,p1rJcy ca'>e., were
m.,t1tuti.:d hy the Bnt11. h ml...·" to .. upp1e.,, the C'ommuni.,h The
f 11.,l \\ ,t., the Pc,h.t\'<dr Con.,p11 aL \ C.1..,t. fol kl\\ ed bv the KJnpm
Con ... p11 dl y C .i..,e .ind thLn LJ.me the Meerut Con.,p11 Jt.) C.i.,c The
Meerut Con.,pirclcy C.1,e .md 1t' onll.ome 1' d landma1k m the
h1,tof\ of the Communt'l mo\ement It Ldme .it .i time when the
entire (.dp1t.i!J,t wo1 ld WJ'I t mblmg m the \'<Of..,t ew1 cn"'' called
the Gre,tl Deprc1,1,mn dt J llJTIL v. hen the new Iv born oc..1,1h1,t '>lJte
Ru.,..,1.i hdd bcu1 m.ikmg t1unendot .idv.mc..e1, On the n.it1on.il
pl.inc the Lfl'I' wJ.., ..,o deep thdt i;,t1 ke .,tmggle" mountrd to the
pedk where Commum"'t' .md re" olut1011.me!> took d 'e1 y le.id mg
role It ,d.,o mtluenL-ed the n.ittonal movement m a vcty big Wd)
At the Lahore ..,e ...... inn nt thL Congre..,., the Congre..,s had to adopt
dcdarJ.tJOn to1 'ompletc mdcpcndem.e The Bntt.,h were alarmed
that unle.,., t.he' J...ed the nallonal mv nenl would pa.,., mto the
hand., of the Communl'h and the revolution.me.., Meerul
Ccm . . plrd(.Y ca ...c Wd ...... tarted from MarLh 1929and1a.. ted for four
and <1 h.tlt} eat.., The entire nation WJ\ .,pell-bound by this barb.inc..
JLt ot the Bntl\h ruler' Unprecedented at that time wa'I the
mtemat1ona\ "upport and ...ohdanty for the Meerut pmoner.;; The
Commum"'t Party of Gredt"B11tam p\ayed a very 1mportant ro\e by
r.usmg fund<; for the defenl.e of the'pmoner~ and campaigned fot
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Communist ideas. Even great scientists of this century Albert
Einstein and Romain Rolland raised their voice against the British
rulers and in favour of the Meerut prisoneri.... Conditions were not
existing at that time for the legal work of the revolutionary forces
and the Communists. That is why the Meerut court was utili!>ed
fully by the Meerut prisoners to declare the aims and objectives of
the Communist Party defying all the thrdats of cruelty. In the
general statement of 18 accused Communists, the analysis of the
world situation and the national !>ituation, the national revolution,
agrarian problem, the trade union mov~ment, tactics for achieving
national liberation and the basic ideas of Commumsm was
explained for the first-time. They were bold enough to Mate at the
outset of their statement that: " ............ .in a colonial country, such
as India is, the revolution will precede the proletarian revolution,
will be of the nature of the bourgeois-democratic revolution. Tiu~
will achieve the complete freedom of India from the control of
British Imperialism. and the complete abolition of all feud!ll and
pre-feudal forms of social organization and will re!>ull m the
establishment of an Independent Democratic Republic. Th15. i5. the
revolution for which we were '7orkmg, and we are convinced that
the programme which was put before the country, the programme
of the united anti-lmperfalist front of all those clas~es capable of
carrying through the revolution, was the only correct programme
for attaining it.
"Our programme and the activity which we undertook in our
efforts to put it into effect, have been much m1sunderi.tood and
also intentionally misrepresented by the Prosecution and by the
Magistrate who committed. We think it nccei.!>ary both for the court
and for the asse:r,sors that the chief particular' in which the
Prosecution has tried to lead them astray ~hould be corrected by
us. This is the main purpo~e of our statement."
The bold stand taken by the Communists accused in the Meerut
Conspiracy Case gave a big encouragement and direction to the
growing movement of the working-clas,, peasantry and other
toiling millions. Though the British imperialists through thi~ trial
wanted to suppress the Communist movement, in the wake of the
deepening crisis of Indian economy and the developing hatred

Foreword (xt)
agam&t the Bnt1'h rule, 1tli re&ult was qmte the opposite Not only
the idea' of liOCtahst revolution but the steps taken by the new
i,tate were populan\ed The Meerut tnal laid the ba&1s tor setting
up an AU lndta Centre of the Commum&t Party with a well thought
out platform that gave a thorough anaJy ...1& not only of Imperiaho;m
but al!io of the Indian ...oc1ety and the ta ... kli that the Commun....r ..
have to carry out
In the h1i,tory of the CommumM movement m India, the Meerut
tndl ha\ a very &pecial place. It wa& thi& tnal that laid the
foundations of the orgam\ed Commum~t movement and thwarted
all effort' of Bnt1 ... h Impenah ... m by takmg .i bold ... rand on all
,.,i,ue' concerning revolution undaunted by all threat\ A study of
their \tatement would enlighten reader\ of the role the Communist&
httve played m the freedom movement, puttmg forward the concept
ot real freedom that would not only unleash the productive torce&
but al1;0 lead the country to overall econom1c, &oc1al and pohucal
development

(HARKISHAN SINGH SURJEET)
General Sec retani
Communa't Party of India (Marxilit)
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I. MEERUT CONSPIRACY CASE (1929)

A Brief History of Meerut Conspiracy
Case*
Muzaffar Ahmad

Numerou" per.,on., m lnd1.i .ind ahro.id were .,tartlcd to read the
.,tatcment., nlclde d lY dfter day at the Meerut Se.,c;1onc; Court by
the Commum._t., among the dccu ...eJ m the Meerut Con!.\pirJL v
Ca-.e, there were .,ome non-Commum"t" ..iho .tmong the accu ...ed
It p, uc;u.il fo1 per<.om .,t.indmg t11al on charge., of cnmmal offence
to try to e'>L..ipe LOnv1ct1on thwugh every po.,-.ible loophole m the
l.iw, .ind 1f they mJke ,my .,tatement m Court, they doll <.,o a., to
weaken the ..illegdtiom brought ag..im.,t them The Commum.,t.-.. m
the Mee rut C on..,pn .Ky Cd'>C .tc..ted 111 an altogether different
manne1 The .,tdtemenh they m.1de day after ddy m the Se.,..,10n.,
Court, 1mcead ot c.,t.ibh.,lung ,my gwund., m their favour,
foredoomed ,tll d1dnLe.-.. of C..,l-.tpe 1 htough their .,tatement!> the
C01nmum ... 1 pi 1.,onc1., .,oug. to e.,tahh.-..h Marx1'>m 1deolog1cdlly
.ind poht1c.tlly .md to ue,11t' c.ond1t1on!> f01 the emergence ot d
<.,tr ong Commnm.,t Patty m India TI it the..,c .,tatement.-.. could be
u... cd dg_.im..,t them ..ind c' l'n 1t>.,ult 111 Lnham ed .,entence-. mattered
little to them
Jn the Mecrut 01..,tnct Jar! whc1e we had been taken after our
.trre.-..t'> (I al'>o \), ,,.., om• of the J.lkU.,ed), w.: wete kept m "eparate
barrack.,, mo . . tly m Lellular b,urack~ Except fot a brief 'pell m
the mommg ,mJ 111 the afternoon Wt \\'ere <.,hut up all the time
w1th111 the banaLk.., A.., I had a h1.-..co1y of tuberculos1~ I wa ... kept
with other.., m the Jdtl ho..,p1tal But we we1c .-..tnctly forbidden to
<.,ee or talk\), 1th one another The1e wa., .i cellular barrack on either
of the two c;1dc.-.. of the <.,panou'> Lampui,
*W1me11 81 MuLaffm Ahmad .i~ lnuoducnon 10 COMMUNISTS CH<\LU:NC.E
IMPERIALl'iM FROM THI::. DOCK rcl.11mg•10 Meerut Conspu.l'-Y Case
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Shaukat Usmam .md 01 G.mg.idh.ir Adh1kan oc.cup1ed the
barrack. on the nght .,1dc It w.i., po.,,1hle-w1th utmo'l c.auuon, of
courc;e-to t.ilk with them when thcv were brought out of the1r
barrack m the .ifternoon fh1' w.i., the f1r\t tune Dr G,mg.idh.ir
Adh1kan \\a., .inc,tcd on J Lha1gc of u1mmal offence Shaukat
Uc;mam .ind my,clf on the <1thcr hand. h.id been ,unong the
acLU\Cd rn the C.iwnporc (on ... plrdlY ca . .e m 1924
The
Government of lnd1..i h.id v.1th dchher.ite mtent puhhcl\cd the
C.i.wnpore Con.,pu.iq C' .i.,c .i., the Bnhhcv1k Con.,p11 ..i<..y (' .N:'
Qmte natur.ill)' when v.c met ,.,c t.ilkcd about om <..,,.,e l told
Dr Adh1kan that the LJrl'ful p1cp.ir.ltion' v.1th '"h1l h thl·
Government had J.ium.hcd Pro,cLUtlon' .ig..im.,t u ... \hO\\t:d thJt
long .. entencc'> "ere me' n.ible fhen v. hy .,houl<l v..c not turn the
Se.,.,1on' Comt mto J prop.i!.!.md,1 pl.itf orm h't makmg polnu..ll
c;tatementc; , I told him f urthcr hoy, decpl} .,orn I "'"' fo1 nol
h.ivmg made J 1i1m1l.i1 me of lhe C.lv. npo1c C'nn ... pir.t<.. V ( 'J,e
Dr Adh1kan agrl'Cd to 1m pwpo,.il It v. ,1., ,,J,o .1g1l•cd t~at v. hen
all of U'> could ITICl't tot.?llhu \\l \\ould t.ikc .i deL1,10n on 1h1.,
lli'>Ue flr1it
There h.id been re.ill\ 1111 'Lll"l 111 kccpmg. u., 'e!.!1q.!.ited lrom
one .inothe1 m 1.iil Hm\ c' l I \H' v. c1 c tr.m.,kirul to .i \en hag
barrack e\en betme thl <..Olll111LllLCmcnt of th<.. mqu1n m the
Md~mtrdte., Court A ~cl'l unJL'I C.,l<..twn 121-A of Jnd1.m J>cn.tl
Code dnd Cr.l"e' undl'I .111 "l Luon., Ill\ oh Ill!.! t1c.1,on .ue t11.ihll' h)
Court of se.,.,tom Befllll UHlllllltlllll!: J l.l ...l to the C.,t· ..... 1nn ... tht.
M.ig1\trJtc ha., to hold .1 prLI m1mJr, mqu 11 \ mto tht• .tlll'g.ttrnn ...
b} rel.01dmg C\ 1dcn<..c ol '' 1t11c., ... e.,
A., 'oon J., we <..Jme togl I her '-' c the C ommu1111it Ju.u ... ed
<..amc to the dc<..1'1on th.1t h\ m..i.km!.! .,l.itcml'nt., J,1\ Jfter d.1) V.l'
\\ould trJn'>forrn the t 111111 1oom 11110 J poht1<...1l foi um f oi t ht.
d1...,t-mmJl1on'> of out tdcolog\ .md to c4u1p ou1.,ch c..·., f ot tJ11.,
m1\\10n by '>tUd} befon. h.md It "J' dcudcd furthl'r th.tt hc•..,1dc.,
1it.itement., tn he g1·H n md1\1du.11ly h.,. l'H'r} .iuu,ld tht.
Commu111..,t JC<..u,cd \\Ould m.il...c .i c1l ncr.il C.,t.llcm<..nl fh1., hook
1c; the Gt!neral \t.itemt'nl
At .i <..ertam .,t.igc ot thl p1 m l'edm!?' m tlu· M.i~'"'' .itc.•\ C ourt
and .il1io m the ~c'>\1011'> ( ourt undc1 ~c<..tmn., ~64 .md ~42 of the
Cnmmdl ProL.tdurt Code of InJ1.1 n:.,put1vd} l'\l ry ,1<..<.1N'd
m•r\on 1., .,ummoncd f1om tht• pn .. oncr\ do<..k to the v. line" hnx
The:: a<..c..u,ed Cdn mJke .11it.1tt•mt·nt m hie. oVYn defcnc.c Jt th1., '>l..l•'C
e
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The o.,tatement, however, 10., not evidence, .,mce the accu.,ed 1., not
rcquired-.i1oo cl wnneo.,~ 10.,-to take the Odth It ha~ been already
1oot.ited th.it the 1oot.itement1oo made by the Commum'>t defendanto., m
the Mcerut Con'>pu.icy C.i .. c were mdde m the Se.,~1on'> Court
It 1.., necc.,.,ary to o,ay .,omcthmg about the Mcerut Con~p1racy
C.io,c Scctmm J21-110 of the Indian Penal Code apply to
offonLC'I mvolvmg trcd..,on To launch Pro,ecutJO'l under any of
th ..,c o,ctt10m. prcv1ou1oo <..dnLt1on from either the Central or the
'it..ttc GoH•mment l'I required The police h.ive not the authority
to m ... tnute pHKeedmg.., d1rec,tly
On M..trch 14, 1929. the Go\ernor Gener.ii of Ind1.i-m-Counc1l
gr..tntcd o,.inllion to l.tunLh Prn ...ecution., .ig.im'>t certam per~on'
undc1 \et uon J21 A of the Ind1.in Pen.ii Code Next d.iy (1 e • on
M.mh 1'i) proccl'dmg' v.e1t' 1mt1tutcd 111 camer.i before the
D1,tnLt M.tg1 ... t1 .ite of Meernt who 11nmcd1..ttely 1,~ucd v...irrant-.
of .meo,t .1g..t1mt the Ju u.,ed pc1 ~ono, Armed v.. nh the..,e v. .irrant<...
OfftLei-. of the Central Intelhgencc Burc.iu of the Home
Dcp.irtment of the GO\crnment of Im.ltd mmed out with e\tremc
promptne..,., ,ill O\ er Ind1.i The name ot thC' otf1cer v. ho a.,
Lompl.1111Jnt ltkd the u>mpldmt before the M.ig1..,trdle m hi~
L '1.11nhc1
"'''" Mr R A 1-lorton In h1., pctltlon before the
M.ig1.,t1..ite Mr Horton dl ... cnbcd h1m..,elf .1.., .in off1cer-on-..,pe,1aldut'v Jtt.id1L·d to the C'cntr..tl lntelhgencc Buredu of the Home
Dlp.tttment ot the Go\e111mcnt ot In .1a Ldtcr. of '"our ...e \o\C 'a"
th1' otf 1tu 'en mg,,., J Deputy ln..,petto1 Gent.1.11 ot Poh1.e m the
Un1teJ P10\ll1LC' of Ag1.i and 0Jdh-now the ~tJtl' of Utt.ir
Pr..tde'h
Bcfot l' gn mg h1.., ....mlt1on to laun1..h thee.,.- PnN.:·cutmn., the
CJo\ 1.•rn01 ( 1enc1 ,11 of Ind1J h..td obt.w1cd tht: ,,ml tton r1f the
Seuet<11) of ~t.llc f 01 Im..hc.1 though t1, \\cl.., not ncle.....,Jf) at .ill
nnde1 the ( 111mnal Prnccdun· C'odc Jn t.:id. the Pro.,ecutton...
\\CIC l.m11d1ed 111 the mterc't of the fme1g.n pohl) ot G1e..it
B11t.1111 though v,111ou' happening., wrthm Ind1c.1 \\ere med a.,
eXl U'C" fot th1" dltlOll
On the 'trcngth of •J,e warrant\ .,.,ucd by the D1 ...tr1Lt
M,1g1\tr .itc of Mecrut ..,e,m.hL'::i were cd111ed out fC'r hour'
together not only m dtf terent part' 'of Ind ta hut Jl-.o m d1ffe1ent
loL..tltttc' of the '..tme to\\ n The pC'hcc not onl) 'e11ed and can 1ed
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away m .,.id, hook'· p.1pe1' ,md pamphlet.,, they took .away even
the off Ke , 1 .~mho.ud., of tht• Worker-,' .ind Pea,ant,' P,ir11c., .md of
mJnY Ti.ide Union-. The pel\on' who had ~.irr.mt., Jg,1111.,t them
v.ei~ Jrre,tl'd on the ,,tmt• d.1} The tn.11 J.i,tcd for mmc th,m fom
\l'JJ ..,, ,md th1ougho11t th.., long period, worker,, pc.t,,mh .md
~copk bdon~mg to the m1ddll' cJ.i,., oh,crvcd M.m:h 20 J\ the

MEI-RUT DAY
I h.i\ e .ihe.lll)

1ckrrcd tt1 the ('..1v. nporc Commum't
C'on,pir.1c) C.1,c 111 1924 '"Im h prt•t·cdl'd the l\k('rut Con,p11.1L)
C.1,e f\en 111 I 022-2' JnJ 111 1924 ,il,o ( 1 l' • hef on: thl' ( ·.m nporl'
C'on,pirJc) ('.1,l'l tht'Tl' h,1J ht•en .1 numhc1 of Commum't
Con,p11 JC) C'.l\C'\ Ill Pl'\h,l\\ JT Ill the ~or th wl''' f I lllllll'I
Pro• 1rn:e
• 111 thl·
But I tl29 '' ,1, not I lJ2..i \f.111\ thm~' h.1d h.tl'Pl'lll'd
mcJnt1me Or g.1111,,111011' nt \\01 J...cr' JIHI I'L'J,,l!lh I \11 t I\.'' h.td
heen torme<l 1nJcpt'tHk11tl' •n \,11111u' p.uh llf tht• u111nt1\ .mJ 111
the J..i,t v. cek ot I >..-u.:mbl 1 I1J ;x .1 t onkrl'm.c \hl' hl' Id 111 (·.ill utt.1
111 \\hllh .ill thv-e •ll~.in1,,l!1nn-. \\l'Tl' llll'rgcd to 1111111 the \ll l11d1.1
Wutker' ,m<l Pl·,1,,1111 P.11t\ ·\II 1h1i, \\,,, m.1dc po"1hk tn the
1111!1..ttl\1' ot till' ( 11mm11111-.t P.ut\ of Ind1.1. tlw11 .1 -.111.111
org-.m1,.itmn h11t "Ith tl'- k.1Jl I 'hip \\di l''l.1hl1-.lwd 111 till'
\\orf...a, ,md Pl·,1-..mi... P.ut~ In thl' ·\II lnd1.1 f1.1dt• l 1111111
Congrl'..,, .il"o lhl 111fluenll' nt thl· ( Plllllllllll'h h.1d hl'l'll ''II till'
1tllrt'J.'t' from J9;~ onv.Jrd Ihl'll' \htL" Con1111um'-I-. ,,11 tht• tDp
hod1c' of !he fnd1.111 \.1111111JI ConJ.'ll''" 1011 ( 1111m1u111'l R i.,
'\1mh1'.i1 \\"" cll'dl'd ~l1..ll't.1r\ 1>! tilt· lh1111h,I\ J>w,111l11l
Con!!rt:'' Commllh'e ( ommu111'l' \\ l!H.' .1(,0 dc1.. 11:d h, 1h,· A II
lnd1<1 Con~rc" C'omn11tll.'t' I lil'n: '' ,1.., C ommun1,t ml hwnu: ,11,n
hl'111nd the form.1111111 of tltr \a,dl f...nn" n Youth Or~.u11 ... itm11111 thl'
Pt1nJclh- the \au lmw11 l/'1111t1f \11hlta C)f cour"t'. Rh.1~,tt Sm}!h
v..i., one of II' f11undl'r' h111 ht· Jufrcd to\\.trth rc,olutmn.11'
lerron ... m in 1..1>111,t· 1•f lllnl· .md hct..tmc .. ,,rn.i.lft•d \\tlh tht•
Hmdu,th.m Rl·puhlll an ..\tm) 1 hL· n.nnc: ~.- ... lain ~ h.mvcd 10
Hm<lti-.lhan '\ot.1.1!1-.1 Rt'puhl h.Jn Arm\. Then.~ \hi' '01111•
Commun1,t influt nt t' 11n tft1., 01 ~.tn1,.11mn .al ..o
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Durmg 1927-28, lhc lrade Unron Movement1i. Jed and
'upponcd hy lhe Commum'lt'\, Jcqmred unprecedented m1htancy
Jnd thc11.: wa' J rcJdKal Lhdnge m 1t.., chJrd<-ter Severcll "ltnke..,
l,1,tmg tor month-. took plate durmg thl' period In Bombay, the
-.tnkt' of the textile worker-.. which continued for many month,.
kd to the tormJllon 1111.Jcr C'ommum-.t le.idl!r,h1p of the f.tmou'
G 1111 Ka111~t11 Unum (LJI BJwtJ) The word ~11111' mean1i 'mill'.
,md ba11 ta' mcJn-. 'fl.ig'
1 hl B1111'h GO\ ~rnment m lnc.11.i v. .i-. .i gooc de.ii pcnurbed by
,111 tht•,c dc\dopmcnto, When m )Q28 the DrJft Publll. S.ifety B11l
\\J'> prl''it'ntcd hcfo1e the Indian Leg1'IJt1ve A''embl), we
h.!.th<,l'U th,ll m f I cltnlllg the [)1 .tft the dUthor' hdd J...ept m \IC\\,
.tmnn~ otlH 1 thing, c'pcd.tlh ~p1..1tl .ind Br.tdlc:y Philip ~prdtt
,111d Hcn1.im111 r r.m1." Br,1dlev \\-CIC mt mhcr-. of the C'ommunt<,l
P.11t\ of (11l .it B11tJ111 ,md under d1rec..11on twm the C'ommum't
IPll'tn.tt 1011.11 h.1d IKt'n cngJgcd m 011!.1111,Jt10n.il v. 01 k v. 1th u-. m
Iud1J Both \H.IC B11t1'h n.1t1nn,1J, fhc Bnt1,h Cimcmment m
lnd1.1 hov. t' u v. ... , not .it .111 h.tpp) Jt their pre-.enle here But
tht'I•' \\ ,1., 1w l,rn v. h1Lh l. ould he 1m ot...cd to cxpd them .i'
undt•,11.thk to1c1gnl'1-. \ .... 11tt-.h 'uh1cll orn.e he held entered
In<.11.1 u111 ld not he d1 n en out ot the umnt1) The Pubh1.. S.tfet)
Bill ptm Hll d 101 thl c\pul,1011 hn1 Jnd1J pf l mope.m B1tt1'h
'llhJt'L h "lwm the (JnH~11m1cnt 1111glil deem m de'H .ible
I cd h\ P.111d1t Mcitil.tl Nch1 u th · Congre" P.t1 l) m the Ind1.in
I eg.1-.l.tll\C \"cmhh tkt 1Jcd th.it the\ v.ollld oppo-.e the Bill
1 hl') ,,11d th.11 th"·~ h.1d no v.c.ik.nc" forth~ r Hnmi..m-.1' hut the
(imeinmcnt h.1d t.ukd to LOll\.lllLC t~t· tuunt1) 01 the 1eJ.ht~ ot
the Commu111 ...1 d.mgc1 <>the1 p.i1 1l..., mdudmg C\ en the
lndepcm.knt P.ut) of Muh.m1m.1d Ah lmn.ih 1omed hJ.nd-. \\ nh
the Congrc" un th1-. ""uc Vii h,lt PdnJn Mott I.ii Nchm \.htnted
w,l.., lo he.it up the pohtILJI .itmmphe1c of the countr) hefore the
,e.,.,1on of the C'ong.re ....... wh1c..h ""d' to he hdd m De1..·embcr 1928
111 (' <1kut1<1 And the C\ ent" v. htch tollll\\ et.I JU'lltied C'\pettclllOn!>
Al d1ffuent plJcc' 111 the Cl1untn rn~etmg-. wcie held. protesting
.i~.im-.t the Bill The -.ub-.tJ.n1..t• of the '1ev. '· e\p1t.•1;,,,.d m the'('
mcetmg..,, \\J\ that the GO\ ernment \\ ,1, \\ 1thout Jny rea,on trymg
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to !lcare the count!)' \\ 11h 1h1.· Commumi.I hogey The Bill wa'
debated for d.!)'' 1ogc1hc1 111 dw l 'entr..11 A''embly When. fmally,
the Bill wa., put w \ otl'. till' Ciovcrnment w.i' Jeft.·.ncd by the
margm of one\ olt' ImmcJ1.11cl\ .l~tcr th•'· the ..lutumn "~"10n of
the A"cmbh l llOl Judcd .•.md the <11l\ cmnr General promul~Mtcd
an oidrn.im.r 1m.orpm.11111g the tc11m of rhc 8111
The nc\t .,t•.,.,1011 of tlw lnd1.m l l·~1,l.tl1\l" A"cmhl}' w,1, lwld
111 l\f,l!lh. 1920 B) tll..lt 111m· .ill the .i.umcd 111 lhl' Ml•cmt
Con,pu.t1.) CJ'C' h.1d hl.:'l'll flltllldl•J up .md h1ought to Mcl•mt
•\ttcr llllOrpor.umg "Hill' 111.· ... h rrll\ ... wn ... Ill lhl" Bill. lh1.·
Go\crnmenl of lnd1,1 p11.·,cntl·d 11 onl.c ·•!!·ll1l lwtoH.' the (\•Jllr,il
.\"cmhh 1\11 \'1uh.1lhlw PJtd. ''ho \\ .l' 1hc11 lhl· Pr1.•,1d1.•nt of
the \"c;nbh. ,,J, ''cd the li1lH'lllllll'llt l'lllw1 lo '' rthdr.t\\ the
\tccmt Con~p11.1 .. \ l ".i'l' Jnd f!l'I lhl Bill P•'"l'J 01 to \\~lh,h.m
the Bill .md ph)..·ccJ "11h till' 1...1 ... 1.· Bm thl' (i1l\ l'lllllll'lll p.ml no
heed 111h"1..otm,l•I .\o \\ lr1..·n thl' <i11\l'rllllll"nt 'ought tu, k.nt• tu
mtrodu... l' till' Bill \h P.1tcl J' Ph''-tdl'nl 11f llw \''L'nthh gJh'
the mltn!! th.u. J' 1hc Bill .1lk..r1..·J the 'uh 1ud1u· ~kl.•nJt
Cim,p11.11.~ C.1,l' 1hl· \-.,ernhl\ ,.11ulJ 111• l11m.!l'I Jt,l ll'' thL' Bill
Durm~ l9~h \\hl·n pu\\L 1f11l na.1\l'llll"llh 111

tlw \\nrl..mJ! L f,1,,
'1111111' p.uh of JnJi.1 th1.· (11J\l'lllllll'llt h.ttf
ht:L'n 1.ollcLl111g m.lll'll.1'• 11•1 thL· 1'11 'l'1. lllt••1i.. tn ht· l.umdwd
JgJm-,1111, \\1.· u111IJ ''-'l •'llh tli1. llllllll'dt.111.· ohJt'l I 11f lhl' Puhlit
SJkt} Btll hut 111 1 \' h.11 11.i.l ~·1111...- h. lotl' II \' J ' ••nl~ .tfh.'r th1.
lhJQ!t:' hJJ hl'llt lr .1mc.t ,1:.1111• t ,.., rh,t1 \1. t• 11.·.111..,cd th.u the
0

\\ere

tn pro~tc'' 111

Gl•H·rnmcni h.1d h.·l·n u·ll

'dllh.' 111.1h·r1.1"

\\di

m

.1d\,lllll.'

L1v.}cr' ,tl\11 h.u.l "1.'l n .. :wh till' thl· .. ,· n1.tfl·11.1l' 1111 nH·r .1 hllll!
pcrtod Jlld tnr tl11' r111r11·1.· lh1.• ( 11•\1'rlHHl'lll h.ul t'llVJl!t't.I thl'
'er• ILi'' nf ~fr I .m:.!101J f,11111.'' .i 11·nn" llt•,J B.tllhkr of thl'

C.1/t utrJ H1!!h C. •urr

\f 1 J.mw' h.uJ 'dt d\."J 111' f,t\ otmh

~1111,1- rh, n J \11U1tlP HJ11t\lt•r - .. , ht' 1u111111
cnun,cJ It \\ '' .11..1u.1ll~ \1r \1111.1 \\h11 h.aJ hc.•t•n ..tmhtn!? till'
p.tpt.•1i., .md dol.llmt•nt• wlJlll•. l•t th1· C ,..,,. ,mJ ,1ttmv lhc.•m fttr tilt'

Mr fJ,h11prokJ,h

,1tten1111n of ~lr r.1m··· \\c d11 nor kn11\\ '"'' ,. "hl"n tht.''' half tx·i:n
rfomg th1' north~· l"\,llt .1111nun1 the·\ "c.•r.: Jl.ltc.I fur 1h~;, lah1u11,,
hut lhl'rl· '" no d1111t\1 th.11 tt.1.·\ h'h"t\t>tl "-,~n,ad<"tJbk· ..mn'f hc <imi:rnmcnr h.td 1·n~s tl!l'J \fr J..a11'1l'' ,.u .a le(' of KO ,zuntc.'J'
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per d..iy ,md M1 Mllr.i ell cl fee of 5 gumear., per day tor the entire
period of the lnctl It m..iy be mentioned m th1' connection that
m the CJkuu.1 High Court d gumea hcl\ the con!!.lclnt VJ.Jue of
R' 17/- lhe'c tee\ were to be pJ1d whether the Court Wd.r, m
\C\\IOn or not, .md nre,pect1ve of hohdcty'> Be\1de\, the
Oovcmmcnt pct1c.l for their qu.u1c1' dnd for VdrJOU\ oth!!r
..im••mt1c' 1 h~} J},o re1.e1ved .tllow..inte' under '.mou\ head"
Auorc.lmJ.! to .m '-''tm1.ue mJc.le by u' Jt thJt llme, Mr Jdmc' u\ed
to n.'u!t\C a totJI 'um ot R' 14 OOO/- per month
rhc numbl·r of pc1 nn' .:1.uu,cd c.1t the begmnmg "a" thirt)
onl I he 11.lmc' nt Amecr HJ1dc11 KhJn Jnd Hugh Le,ter
Hut<.11111..,on .111 Ln!?h,hmJn \\ere mduded d fe\\ dJ.Y' later
Hi1h.hm,on \\,I' not ,1 member of c1n} Commum't Pd.rt) Jnd hd.d
U>llll' to InJ1J .1-. .1 hcdJnlc Joum.1h't Afte1 our ..irre't' he hc1d
'tc11tcd \\orkmg 111 Commum't TrJdc l mon' m Bomb.t) and
\\11tmg tm .m 111!-'h'h \\Cckh }fr y.,1, hwught to \11!crut c1fte1 h1'
111t-.l Ihl. Pnhu' h1mcH'r fc11kd to .Jln''t Amee1 Haidc11 Khan
\mcu HJtdJr belonged h' R.iY.Jlpmd1 D1,tmt of the Pun1.ib He
,,,1, J 'Jilur On nnt' ou.J,1on he left h1' 'h1r ..ind 'td)ed behind m
A111Lm.1 \\hl'rc hi.' took up .11oh m .in .iutomoh1k t.Rtorv \\h1le
\\url..m~ thc1t' hl' not onh m ••• tercd h1' Jl>h hut Je.1mt to 'JleJI.. Jnd
"nil.' I ll!-!h'h .1, \H'll lie oht.iml.'d Jl'o .m .1\ 1.itm ' hu~nu• and
pt11l h ''t'd ,1 'C'Lond h.111J pi.me He '' led the CnJT1mum'l.t Pait\
m '\.mc11lJ .mcJ Y.J' 'c' t Im t1a1m.1!:! to M('·L<l'' <\ft ·r the
u1mplct1on of Ill', tr Jllltn~ hl' n.'lllrnl•d to lnd1J He\\ 01l..c-d tort he
P.ut\ m Hmnh.1\ \\ hile 'c'' 111!! m the.· Gt.nc1c1I "1ow1' Compam
A' ,oon .. .., he- !-!Ol \\md ol the \\clllclfll ol Jtre't agam't him. he
\\Cllt 11110 lmhng. \\hill m ludmg he' 1..,.tcd t ut 1pe On h1' return
tn lnd1J he de\ oh d hnn,clt to the t.i,J.. 1 •mid mg the C'ommum't
PJtty m M.adr.i' M.1m of the p1c,ent dJ\ leader' ot the
( ommurmt P.111) uf ~outh lnd1.11omcd th1.· Pam at the m'pn au on
ut Amct•r It 11dJ1 KhJn <>ne dJ\ tm\cltd' the l.tg-cnd of om II 1JI
.it the Mt·cnn Se"mn' (.'our-he tell mto the hclnJ, of the pnhce
lo b11ng hnn fo1 tu.ii .u Mletut .at th.u 'tclg:e me.ml 't.lnmg the
l'ntne pnict•edmg' o\CI .tg.un from the hegmnmg-J com'e
\\hu.. h the Go\ernment lould not tdk\! Jftcr the l.ip'e ot 'o mc1nv
}Cdf\ Proceeding,, ho\\e\e1. Y.t're 't.incd agam't him 1'1 Mcldra,,
.md h.: wa' 'enh. nc.ed to ngorou' nnpn,onmcnt to1 two ve.u-.
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The number of per!lon!I accu!led, mcludmg Hutchinson, at the
Magistrate's Court was thirty-two. When the ca!le was committed
to the Session!!., Chaudhury Dharnmvir Singh Wdl!. di~charged. He
was the elder brother of Shri Mahavir Tyag1, M .P. Chaudhuri
Dharamvir U!led his family title before h1!!. name. Shn Mahav1r
Tyagi, however, doe~ not do th1l!.. They belong to the Tyag1
Community of Brahmms of Meerut.
Besides Ameer Haidar Khan, there were among the dCCU\ed
thirteen member~ of the CommuniM Pclrty of India. BrJdlcy and
Spratt were member!I of the Commuml!.t Party of GreJt Bnta1a1,
Dr. Gangadhar Adhikan was ongmally a member of the
Communist Party of Germany. Abdul Majeed and Shauk.at
Ul!.mam were member!! of the Commum!lt Party of India. formed
m TJ,hkent m October. 1920 Dharamkanta Go,wam1, Gopcndra
KmhnJ Chalravarty, Gopal Chandra Ba,ak and Radhardman
M1lrd were not member~ of the Commum'it Party of Indut, but
thl'Y '1gned the General Statement a~ 'Commum,ll!. by
Conv1cuon.' The Government havmg failed to prove that P C
Jo<.,h1 wa.., a member of the C'(1tnmum'it P.irty of India. he Jho
'1gned the General Statement a.., a 'C'ommum't by Conv1ct1on'
under tn<.,lrucuons from the Party. The '1gnaturc of D,mge, one of
the thirteen Party memberl!.. does not appem m the Gener JI
Statement. The real!.on wal!. that Dange had been expelled from the
Party earlier for canymg on ftom 1atl facuonal acttv1t1e' m
Bombay
In cour...c~ of the Pro,ecut1on the Government of India 'ubm1ttcd
a h!!.t of name' of md1v1dual<i and orgam,at1on .... dc,u1bed d'
'co-consp1rator,· Th1!!. h~t. however, wall not l!.ubmnted dt the
begmnmg. But ai. their narne!I were bemg referred to time and
agam during the mqmry at the Magi..,trate'ii Court, the accu!led
ob1ected to thi' and demanded to know how the'c rcferem.l!i.
ar0se; becau<ie of this a big h't of 'co-con,p1rator~· wall !lubrmttcd
before the Court. Among the orgam,ation!I cited m the hM there
wa:, the League agmmt Imperialism and for National
Independence. Pandit Jawahar lal Nehru wa' a member of the
Executive Committee of the League. It wa~ on his initiative the
Indian National Congres' at 1i... Madra.., Se!l,1on m 1927 aff1hated
itself to the League.
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Though many md1v1dudl\ and orgdm~at1onc; f1ghtmg ctgamst
Impenahc,m .md for DclUonal mdependence part1c1pated m
foundmg the Leclgue, 1t 1<i 1mpo<i"i1ble to deny the 1mmen<;e
mfluenl.e exe1c1c,ed by the Commumc,t Jntemat1onal behmd 1t~
fo1mauon P.md1t 1dwdharla1 Nehru wa.. m Europe when the
Lc.igue WJ'> ho1dmg It' fmt o;ec,.,100 m Bruc,<ielo; m February 1927
He 'ewred the c,ancuon of the lnd1,m NJt1onal Congre.,... and
attended the Bru.,c,t.lc, Conterem.e J'> Jn offlc1al delegdte He wa.,
elected to the f<xecut1ve Comnuttee of the LcJgue
In ht"i A11tobwi:1apln PJndn Nehru h.i<i wntten, 'I do not know
who ongmJted the 1ded I 1eg1et to 'd) that P,mdu Nehru ~new
cve1ythmg fhoc,e v.-1th whom he hJd dt<iLuo;c,1on' clbout the
LeJgue m Berlm were Commum"it'i W1ll1 Munt.&nbcrg and
VJrendr,m,tth C'h,mapJdhy.1) wc1e cleLted Jomt c;ecretclnec, m the
C'onferenu~ Munttt:nherg WJ"i J member of the German
Commum-.t P.trty I hough V1rend1Jnclth ChdttclpadhydV held
-.trongly oppo-.ul the fmmatton ot a ( ommum-.t Patty m Ind1J m
1921 he JOmed tht Commum-.t Pelrt'r m Germ.my a fe" yearc,
IJter It t"i qmte po-.-.1hle though I elm not c.ertam ahout 1l that he
Jomcd the Commum"il P.nt) of Germ.my m 1927 When
JJwdharlal Nehru met uc, fir • m the Meerut D1-.t11Lt Jail Jfter our
.irrc-.t-. he -.aid Ho" littll' do thL "ie acc.u,cd per c,onc, know dhout
the Commumc,t IntLmc1tmn,tl' I kno\\ cl lot mote than they
My re.1-.on to1 '••)mg .111 tlw. hLrL thc1t thc1c \h.1-. a po . . -.1b1ht)
of 1mplll...11111g Jawahdrlal Nehru al'o m the Meemt Con-.pirJLY
Cac,e A GO\ctnment which l.Ould elIIL.,t an innocent pLr'>on hke.
Chaudhu11 Dh,u ,1m\ 11 ~mgh LOU Id e,1-.1h IJ) 1t-. h,md<i upon a
man hke lclw.1h,11 l.il 1 hough the dtt1tude uf the Govermm.nt
toward'> the Conl!H''' h.td -.ofttncd ll ome extent m 'IC"- of the
1cc,olutmn on Donunmn ~tJtu' .idopted m ll'- C.ikuttd Sec,.,1on
neverthclc.,, thL C omi:re" lt.ade1c, Jnd tnendc, ot P,mdtt Moul.ii
Nehru c1pp1ehendcd thc1t the Gm ernmi:nt might .,end Jawdhatl.il
m the dod along with thl.. uthe1 Jcc..uc,ed m the Met:rut Cono;p1rcK)
Cd.,e, and hecclu-.e of tlm h>p It .idcro; of the Ccmg1e'' and even of
Hmdu M.1ha<;,1bhc.l v1.,1ted ll' euhe1 m Jail m c1t the Court m
Mecrut Muhctmmeld Ah Jmnah of LOut"ie, ncve1 \.l<itted uc; The
Congre.,, "iet up J MeLrul DelenLl' ( omm1ttee wrth P.md1t Mot1lal
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Nehru and Jawaharlal Nehru as its PreMdent and Secretary
respectively. However, m order to facilitate work, Doctor
Mukhtar Ahmad Am.an and Babu Guidharilal of the Punjab acted
as ib workmg Pre..,1dent and workmg Secretary. We did not hear
of anyone except Pandit Mot1lal Nehru and Doctor An!ian making
any contnbuuon to the Defence Fund. Though many of the big
Congre!i!i leader!> h.id prom...,ed to make hand!t(lme contribution..,,
the prom1!ie.., were not kept The Committee, however, took the
enti1e fund collected by our friends.
On the opcmng day of the mqmry at thP Mag1!itrate !i Court, vi. e
found the place full of Vak1b and Bam!iter!i. There were
Mr. Deok1pro!tanna SmhJ of Patna, Mr. K!ih1t1..,h Chandra
Chakravarty of Calcutta and Mr. M.C. Chagl.i, the Barn ... ter from
Bombay, who w.i.., M1 Jmnah\ Jumor at thl" time M1 Chagl.i
'>Ub ...equently bl."came the Chief Ju ... t1cc of the Bombay High
Court and I!> now the Mm1i..ter for External Affair!> of lnd1r.1. There
were abo Mr ChJnd1ahhan Gupta of Luck.now, who later bec.t~e
the Chief M1111 ... te1 of Uttar Pradc ... h. and many other.., pre!icnt on
that day at the Court Mr. Fandul H,lq An ... ,m. Doctm An ... an\
nephew and a Barn ... ter. wa" .tl..O p1c ...ent. He became later .t
\\hole-time wo1kc1 of the Congre ... ., Soc1ah"t P.trty. We could not
'>Ce any rea ...cm for mob1l...,mg !>Uch a large number of lawyer.., at
the !itagc of mqutry of a cr.1 ...e which vi.ould '>Urcly be committed to
the Sc!l ... 1tm" Court The Defence Committee had c. omulted none
of u ... prev1ou..,ly Among the Vak.11' and Bam..,tcr... , only K..,htt1"h
Chandra Chakravarty .tnd Deok1pro..,anna Smha 1emamed ttll the
end of the mqmry at the Mag1 ... trate\ Comt. which Ja ... tcd tor more
than ...even month!i We were comnuttcd to the Se ...... 10n" Coull on
January 14, 1930.
Even befme the completion of the prehmmary mquny Jt the
Mag1!itrate'!i Court. 1t became evident that there wa ... 110 longer any
hkehhood of any proceeding... hemg "tarted agam..,t Pandit
Jaw&harlal Nehru, and by the time mquiry ended tht: Defence
Committee had loM all ..,1gn'! of vitality. Special mentmn !ihould
be made of one mc1dcnt which happened durmg th1.., t1mc. When
we were about to be committed to the Se~~10nl'>, Pandit Nehru
informed u.., (not thJ') time m a peri:.onal capacity but on behalf of
1
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the Congres~) that m view of the 1mpendmg Civil D1sobed1ence
Movement, the C'ongresc; could no longer look dfter our C.1!.e
There Wd'i, of cour1ie, nothmg that we c..ould object to m th1!., but
what a'tounded U'i w.i' the cla!.'> c..haracter of the Congres' leader!.
exposed m the proce!.\ The Congre,., leaderc; adv1!ied U\ to plead
guilty at the out1iet of the proceedmg' at the Se'i~IOn\ Court They
'aid that though th1!. guilty plea would not \dve ui.. from a hght
c;entence, yet the Ca'c would be ended 1mmed1ately Before gomg
to produc..e \cilt m defiance of the Government ban, the Congre\'i
had pJ,mned lo draw uc; mto an ocean of 1ihame The Congres!i
wanted to \Jbotage completely our plcin of propagating our
ideology trom the floor of tht: Court and of bu1ldmg thereby a
\Uong C'ommum\t Party m lnd1d The Commum\t pn1,oner'
reJCLted outright thi!. gratutlOU\ ddv1Lc of the Congre'' leader,,
c..0111munK,llcd through Jaw.ih.irl.il Lvcn the non-Commum,tc;
c.lmong U\, who wc1e not rcluct.tnt to pleJ.d gutlty, refiamcd from
domg 'o for rec1,on' uf pre,uge
M1 Lmgtmd fame' onLe .ippro.i.thed m c1nd a\ked u' who
would act ,,., om DetcnLe C'oun'd Wt• told him that \\e v.ould
condm. t our own defence Mr Jame' w.i.' rec11ly di,m.iyed to hea1
th1' The Government can .ippomt l.iwye1 for the dcfenlc of .s.
per,on of 1n..utfrt1cnt meJ.n' dt'-U'>Cd ot a '-clp1tc1l offenlc But m
om lJ'e thl.. 111Jx1mum 'cntenl..~ on l..011\ Ktron ~a' t1an ... po1t.it1on
tor hk fhc Government, theref me ~J.' undei no ohhg.it1on to
gr,mt u.., free legal .ud Still Mr J.imec; 111ade th1'> oftc1 Mt J.i.me..,
~a" m vei}' h,td hcJ.lth and \\J\ concerned .it the prn,ped of
Londuttmg thl~ Pro,elullon We told him th.it \1m.e the
Gover nmcnt would not give u' the help of a l.iwye1 of h1' 1..Jhb1 e,
1t could appomt ... omcone f1om the next lowe1 rank fhe fee" of
IJwyer., of tht.., 1.ink J.ho weie very h1g'1 Mr fame' beat J. 1et1cat
al th1' ... ug.gc">tmn Howcve1, S1bnath Bandopadh,l)cl ,md DR
Thcngdt both non-Commum't'· cngJ.gcd J.t Go\ cmmcnt' t.O\t
Mr Dcok1pro,,mnaSmh..iat.ifeeofR.., 1,"iOO per month We the
C'ommunt'lt~. engaged Mr Sheopra,ad. dJUni0t lawye1 o1 Meemt,
to repre.,ent U'> only m l..3\e .my of u ... fell rll and \\ere un.ihle to
c1ttend Comt, 'o th.it the proceedmg' we1e not held up Vvc u\ed to
pJ.y Mr 5heopra..,.id" very '>mall \Ulll d\ fee yet he remamcd ttll
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the end of the tndl dt the Sc~..,1on'i Court Very few lawyer..,,
however JUmor they might be, t..ould Cdrry on year after year on
'iuch d meagre fee The f cK.t wa.., that a.., a re!>ult of long a'isoc1at1on
Mr Sheopra...ad had wme to develop an affec.uon for U'i Durmg
argument.., Mr Py.ueldl Shdl"ma, a well-known advoc.ate from
Mecrut and a renowned ..,peaker m Urdu and Enghi,h, conducted
the argument on behalf of P C Jo ... h1 He wa'i dSl old man dnd did
not pract1\e more than wa.., ..,ufhc1ent to give lum the bare
mm1mum for h1.., hvehhood He had not "itud1ed the paper' and
document.., m the ca"ie and wa.., not, therefore, m a po,1t10n to .irgue
to much advantage He JU\t m.ide a hne "ipeet..h m Fngh..,h But
neither the l udge no1 the Coun..,el for the Pro..,et..ut10n did make the
leJ."it effmt to challenge h1.., argument.., Fverybody knew that
when provoked, Mr ~h.irma bec..ime d wmplete1y different mdn
HJ., opponent!> d.ired not f.it..e him m "iuc.h .i mood
One d.iy m c.our"ie of l.Onver "idtmn, Mr l.ime., \dtd that po..,..,. bi}
"iomc day the word' Meerut C'on..,pirdcy C' a..,e would be w11tt~
over hi\ wffm A few day' after the c.ommcnl.ement of the 111.il .it
the l;)c,i;,1on' Court h1.., apprehen"ilon w.io; proved trut> He pd..,..ed
away all ot J 'udden one day Thou~h he WJ.~ on the Government'
\Ide we felt ~ony at ht\ deJ.th He could lecp the Court m good
humom b} h1.., hvely wit M1 K M'- I Kemp who took h1.., plac.e
J\ the ( h1ef (oun,cl fm the Pro-,ecut1on w.i., 1..old a., d m.i1b1e
\l.:ttuc We wuld not d1..,covc1 the ..,hghte-,t trace of humour m h1'
C.hdrdl.tU
Some idea of the g1g.int1c. "icale on wh1t..h the C.i..,c w.i'
c.onductcd <..an be had from the followmg cxt1.ict from the
Judgement of the A1Iahabc1d High Comt "
The tn.il ha'
become \Omcwhdt notonom .Jn acc.ount ot It!> unprel.edented
duration All the dLcui,ed pcr,oni,, exc.ept Hutchm..,on, were
ane.,tcd m Matl-h 1929 (Hutcl1m\on was arre..,ted m June of the
'idmc yea1) •.md h.ive all th1-, time. except for the penod durmg
which "iome of them were relea..,ed on bail, been detamed m J.UI
1 he U1.i] l.Ommenced m the Court of the Commltlmg Mag1..,ll.ik
on c1 wmplJ.mt ftled on Maq. . h 15, 1929, dnd a "iupplementary
<..omplamt tiled ag.un..,t Hutc.hm!ion on June 11 1929
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"The entire proceedmgs have now la.,ted for nearly four year.,
and a half Tht., J"i acc..ounted a"i follow., (1) the p1ehmmary proceedmg~ before the Mag1~trate took
ove1 .,even month.,, re~ultmg m the commitment of the
accu.,ed to the Court of Se~.,1on on Januaiy 14, 1930,
(2) m the Sc"i.,JOn., Court the pro.,ec..ut1on evidence took ove1
11 month~.
(1) the reLOrdmg of the .,tatement., of the acrn.,ed occupied
over ten month"i,
(4) the defcnc.c ev1denc.c l..i,ted for about two month,,
l '5) the .i1,gumcnt., contmued for O\ er 4V2 month.,,
(6) the ledrncd se ....1on-. Judge took over fl\e month.,
thc1eclfter to p1on0unl.c ht" judgement,
{7) the ld.,t of the cippeals wa' filed m the High Court on
M.irc..h 17 1911, dnd d' the pdper book"i were all ready
dnd prmted, Ap11I 10 1911 Wcl., fixed tor the hearmg of
the cippcah But the ..iccmcd them.,elve., apphed for an
J.d1ournment of the he..inng till c:1fter the long VdCdtmn, to
whKh the Crown C'oun,el dgtced Al.wrdmgly July 24,
1911 \\d., fixed fm the .ippedb, on which ddtc the
.ugumento;, l.Ommcnl.ed, .md hctvmg la.,ted for 8 workmg
dJy., were conduded ye.,tcrddy fAugu.,t 2. '11]
'The t.i'>e w..i.. wnduL.tcd on a g1g.intll. c;cctle The e\ 1denc..e
c..on'>t"t" ot 2~ pt 1rted volume., r fuho .. ue There c1re dhogcthcr
1500 P10,cwt10n exh1b11", O\ et 1,500 defence exh1b1h and no
le"' th,m UO w1tne, ... e., were cx..immed The judgement 1r...elf ,., m
two prmtcd volume., l.OVelllH! 676 pagei. of foho MLe
"A m.i.,., of dotumentJ.t) ev1denu. l.011.,1-.tmg of p.ipct., m
pnnted. t}'pew11ttcn -md mc1nusc11pt form'>, booh. pamphlet ...
letter.... note.,, ... 1ip., and other doc.ument., found m the po"i\C"i.,JOn
ot the \ .1110u' .ittu,cd .it the ttme of the .,e,uche' .i-. well d., tho"ie
tound at the ...e.irch ot numerou., other pt.ace' have heen p1oduced
and there 1., .i m.i" of orJ.l evidence both from India and bngland
to prove them There " ciho volummou' evidence to prove the
vanouo;, poht1cal ..ict1v1t1e' ot all the accu1ied and then a"oc1at1on~
wtth ectch other "
(fronL lhl Jlld[!.l ment uf the Chu.I Ju,u .. c l>r Sn ~hah Mohamm td "iull rm.m .ind
Ju\llCl J Yount? of ,he All.ihah.id High Court delivered b' the ( hrl'f Ju~llu on Augu\t
1 1911)
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Mr R L Yorke I C S , wa1' brought to Meerut d~ dn Addmonal
Ses<:.1on., Judge ... pec1ally appointed to try th1~ ca1oe He read out
h1'!. judgement on January 16, 1911, dnd obhged tho ...e whom he
convH.ted by fum1.,hmg each of them with a wpy thereof, pnnted
m the Government of Ind1d Pre"~ m Simla m two volume ... ,
comi...tmg of 676 page., of foohl.ap foho !>IZe
While the judgement Wd'!i bemg wntten, DR Thengd1, the
...1xty-c1ght-year-old engmeer, pa.,1.ed away He had been
Pre.,.dent of the Bombay Worket" and Ped<;ant"' Party B1swanath
Mukherjee. a homoeopath of Gorakhpur, S1bnath Banerjee of
C.ikutta .ind K1<.honlal Gho"h were acqmtted In all twenty-\even
of the .icl.u1oed were convKted They wcte
I \1u.£affar Ahmad
(trdn1-portatton for hfe )
2 SA Dange
1 Phthp Spratt
4 S V Ghate
'; Ke.,hav N1lkanth joglekat
6 Raghun.ith Sh1varam N1mbkar
cac.h to tran.,portat10n fQ( J penod of f\tc lie ww \'
7 Benjamm Frdnc1., Bradley
8 Shant.iram Suvlaram Mua1ka1
9 Shaukat Usmam
each to tran'>portat1on fo1 c.1 pe11od of ten ''an
10 Mu Abdul Ma)ld
11 ~ohan ~mgh Jo.,h
12 Dhardntkantct Go ... wam1
eac.h to tr,.m.,portat1on tor a period ot \< l l 11 H a1 \
I l AJodhya Pia.,ad

\4 Gangadhar Adh1kan
\ ') Pm an Cb..mdr a l o~.hl

16 Motuam GJJ,mdn De'"'
~:a.c.\\ \o \tu\\\\)\)r\J.t\on h't J. \')rnnd ot f1H \ ew '
\1 G()\'lcnchaCnJ.\.td\J.\\~
I 8 Gopal Ch,rn<lra B.1 . . ,1J..
19 Hugh l e-.tcr Huh. hm ... on
20 R.idh,trJffiJll \for .1
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21. Shiavakash Hormasji Jhabwala
22. Kedar Nath Sehgal
each to four years' rigorous imprisonment.
23. Shamsul Hoda
24. Arjun Atmaram Alve
25. Gobinda Ramchandra Kasie
26. Gauri Shankar
27. Lakshman Rao Kadam
each to three years' rigorous imprisonment.
The !lentences passed were unexpectedly severe. Mr. Yorke had
his own back upon us for the exasperation we had been causing
him so long. He took no cognizance at all of the widespread
protests and agitations of workers all over the world, especially
those of Great Britain against our trial. On the contrary, he
amu!ied himself at our cost by ordering us to be treated a!> Class III
convicts. Rules for special treatment of political prisoners had
been introduced, the Meerut prisoners had played a considerable
role in bringing them about. The Government was !>Omewhat
embarras!ied by this prank played by Mr. Yorke upon us. We were
treated as Class II prisoners for the entire period of our sentences.
Now that the trial at the Sessions Court was over, the next
cour!ole was to prefer an appeal to the High Court. Whatever use
we could make of our trial for propagation of Communist ideas
had been done at the Se!isions Court. It was our intention now to
fight the appeal before the High Court with all seriousness. I have
already stated that the Congress-sponsored Mee rut Defence
Committee had ceased to function before the completion of the
inquiry at the Magistrate's Court. Over all these years we had to
depend almoi.t entirely on contributions which came from the

British workers, though, of course, \\\cte were occ~\ona\
contributions o{ sma\\ amount f tom sources w\tn\n tne count~.
Even the meagre sum whicb we used to pay as fee- to
Mr. Sheoprasad was paid out of the remittances of the British
"Not\.et~. The "Not\.ets o{ ot\\ct 'tuto\lCan coun\nes and A.mer\ca
a\Ml tame foN1at<1 \o 'nt\\) \\~. Y>u\ \'nc 1\\n\\~\\ Go~crnmc'\\\ \'\\
India permitted us to receive only the remittances of the workers
of Great Britain. On the initiative of the Communist P4lrty of
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Great Britain and British friepds, the British workers had set up a
Defence Committee with Mr. Reginald Bridgeman as its
Secretary. In deciding to appeal to the High Court we counted
wholly on the special funds collected by this Defence Committee.
Among the junior advocates of the Allahabad High Court,
Miss Shyamkumari Nehru and Mr. Ranjit Sitaram Pandit, the
Barrister, first came forward to help us; so didr·Mr. Banke Behari,
a friend of Puran Chandra Joshi, and a couple of other advocates.
There was the question now of engaging a senior advocate. In
spite of the earnest efforts of Mr. R.S. Pandit on our behalf, Sir Tej
Bahadur Sapru could not be persuaded to accept the brief for us.
So at the suggestion of Miss Shyamkumari Nehru and Mr. R.S.
Pandit, we decided to engage Dr. Kailas Nath Katju, and he
agreed to accept our brief. He had conducted the appeal case on
behalf of Manabendranath Roy and got the term of his sentence
reduc~d from twelve years to six years. It wac; settled that Dr.
Katju would be paid a daily fee. We also paid him a hands<fhlc
amount for a preliminary study of the papers and documents in
the case. Dr. Katju moved the appeal to the High Court and
secured bails for some of the ~risoners. But as aone of the
Communists were given bail Dr. Katju told the Court that it would
be different for him to have their advice. The High Court agreed to
grant bail to only one from amongi.t us. We suggested the name of
Dr. Adhikari, who was granted bail.
About this time Dr. Katju had to go to England in connection
with some piece of business with the Privy Council. Anticipating
an adverse judgement from the High Court, preliminary steps
were taken to prefer an appeal to the Privy Council. To avoid
confusion. it should be stated here that Dr. Katju went to London
with a brief from one of his clients and not in connection with our
case. Our British comrades availed themselves of the opportunity
and arranged for Dr. Katju to meet Sir Stafford Cripps and Mr. D.
N. Pritt. They agreed to accept our brief for appeal to the Privy
Council. Prof. Harold Laski told Dr. Katju in England that, when
he had been in America, President Roosevelt, who had invited
him to dinner, had raised tbe !>Object of the Meerut Conspiracy
Case and had enquired why the Case was being protracted for
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such a long time. Prof. Laski also told Dr. K.atju that he could use
this information in his argument before the Court.
Dr. Katju had no love for the Communists then; neither has he
any now. But prejudice notwithstanding, he would undoubtedly
have done his best in the capacity of a professional lawyer. It is
my impression, however, that his visit to England at that time also
influenced him in some degree in our favour.
Mr. R.S. Pandit was not only a Pandit by surname, he was a real
pundit (i.e., scholar). He was a man of large aud liberal
sympathies. During the hearing of our appeal in the Allahabad
High Court he got Mr. Khurshid Naoroji to set up a Defence
Committee and collect some funds for us.
Our appeal was heard by Dr. Suleiman, Chief Justice of the
Allahabad High Court, and Mr. Justice Douglas Young ..Jt was
generally expected that the hearing would continue for quite a
long time. But, surprisingly enough, after having sat for eight
working days the Judges delivered their judgement.
(I) Motiram Gajanan Desai, (2) H. L. Hutchinson, (3) H. S.
Jhabwalla, (4) Radharaman Mitra, (5) Kedamath Sehgal,
(6) Gobinda Ramachandra Kasie, (7) Gouri Shankar.
(8) Lakshman Rao Kadam and (9) Arjun Atmaram Alve, were
acquitted on all the charges by th·' Court.
The sentences passed against ( 1) Ajodhya Prasad, (2) Puran
Chandra Joshi, (3) Gopal Basak, (4) Dr. G·mgadhar Adhikari, and
(5) Shamsul Huda under Section 121-A of the Indian Penal Code
were upheld but considering the sentence already undergone by
each of them as sufficient punishment the Court ordered their
release.
The sentence passed against Gopen Chakravarty was reduced
to seven months. Thi!. was a strange order, for Gopen Chakravarty
had meanwhile been granted 20 days' remission, so that he
exceeded his actual term by a few days before the Court's order
could reach the Jail.
The sentences passed against (1) Muzaffar Ah~ad, (2) S.A.
Dange, and (3) Shaukat u~mani were reduced to rigorous
imprisonment for three years.
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Philip Spratt's sentence was reduced to rigorous imprisonment
for two years.
The sentences passed against ( 1) S.V. Ghate, (2) K.N. Joglekar,
(3) R.S. Nimbkar, (4) B.F. Bradley, (5) S.S. Mirajkar, (6) Sohan
Singh Josh, (7) Dharanikanta Goswami, and (8) Mir Abdul Majid
were reduced in each case to rigorous imprisonment for one year.
The period of remission already earned by them was taken
into account and all of them were released sometime in
November 1933.
The four-and-half-year-old Meerut Conspiracy Case actually
ended on August 3, 1933, when the High Court delivered its
judgement. The sentences passed by the Sessions Court had been
unexpectedly severe. Equally unexpected were the reductions,
ordered by the High Court. There was no question, any more, of
preferring an appeal to the Privy Council.
About the reason behind the reduction of our sentences "1POn
appeal to the High Court. Prof. Michael Breacher of Canada
writes in "Nehru: A Political Biography":
"The sentence~ were rcdtfCed later, under the pressure of
the British Trade Union Congre~s and others" (Page 136)
The statement is undot1btedly true. It was not merely workers
all over the world who carried on agitation against our tnal
and conviction, even intellectuals like Romain Rolland and
Prof. Einstein, the internationally renowned scientist, raised the1r
voices in protest against the Case.
Prof. Brecher has quoted the following extract from the secret
report of 1935, entitled "India and Communism", made by the
Central Intelligence Bureau of the Home Department of the
-Government of India. "........................ The removal of the thirty
>leading Communist agitators from the political arena was
immediately followed by a marked improvement in the industrial
sit ion. There can be no doubt whatsoever that the arrests
.;i!!«
ed the authorittes in a commanding position and
P"~
uum in the leadership of the (Trade Union)
movement~ h was filled by very inferior- material".
.
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The Central Bureau of Intelhgence may ~mack its hps in selfapprobation as much 1t hkes, but the truth 1s . the Meerut
Con\ptracy Case turned out to be a poht1cal defeat for the British
Government m India and a victory for the Indian Commumst~
The way the Commumsts broadcast their ideology from the courtroom at Government's expen!le has few parallels m history Their
removal from the field of actual movement far from creating a
vacuum gave them, on the contrary, the opportumty of
e\tabh~hmg through propdganda the Commum\t Party on firm
foundations m lndtd The propaganda the Commum~t accuc;ed
earned on from the court-room led to re-thmkmg among the
leader !I of the terronst mowments and they JOmed the Communist
Party m large numbers even before the end of the l 930'c;.
Nearly th1rty-f1ve year\ have pa~\ed \mce the General
Statement was made m the Meerut Sec;\1on!) Court Now that tt 1c;
.ivailable m prmt, 1t will be read, I c;mce1ely hope, wrth eamec;t
. .ittent1on by people m India and abroad For Indian Commumstc;
of the p1ec;ent generatmn, this document I!, an evidence of how the
Meerut Pn~onerc; had thought th1rty-f1ve year' ago

Calcutta,
MUZAFFAR AHMAD
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Intelligence Report of the Government
of British India about the activities of
Communists in India, prior to Institution
of The Meerut Conspiracy Case*

The Success of the New Methods
By the autumn of 1927 the prosecution of the new pohcy outhned
m the previous chapter had provided the Indian Commum!lt Party
with a substantial !ltock of new leaders, and the .,tage wa'I thu~ .,et
for the next .,tep m the struggle which Moscow de..,1red An
attempt will, theretore, now be made to 'lhow how, after the
comparative failure of M N Roy''i machmallon'i to ac.h1eve any
tangible re'iult'I, the new methods met with !lurpw.mg succe'>'I a11d
brought about o;1multaneous upheaval., m 'leveral of India'.,
mdu1;tnal centre~
The combined (though not ,flece<;!lanly c.o-ordmated, for
mteme'-me Jealou<;1e" \till per'>I'\ted to !lome extent) effort.., of all
the element<; dc<;cnbed produced a remarkable and rapid mcrea\e
of Commum<;t influence m Labour cucle<; generally and m the
trade-umom. movement m particular By Apnl 1928, the
penetration of the trade-umons movement wa" so c.omplete that
the extrem1"ts, a.., reprc.,ented by the Workers' and Pea ...ant!I'
Parue.,, had not only o..ec.ured a voice m the control of the
movement, but had obtamed-part1cularly m Bombay-a
defmne hold over the worker!I them.,elve!I The influence of the
moderate element decrea!!>ed m proportion until, before the end of
the year, control had pa,!led almoo;t entirely mto the extremist.,•
hands (Indeed, "wntrol' I\ hardly the appropnate word, for the
Communm leadero; had, by thelf reckleo;., advocacy of the
doctrmeo; of Lenm, ~oon brought mto bemg forces which they
were quite incapable of controlhng ) Commum\m had become
*(E\1erpn from
INDIA AND C"OMMUNl'iM Compiled m the lntelhgence
Bureau Home Depanment Government of India 19ll Revl\ed up to 19l"i
Chdpter 14 Approach to Meerur)
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more to India than the wordy vapourings of a few unbalanced
semi-intellectuals. The oft-reiterated policy-"First disturb the
masses' placid contentment and then inculcate the principles of
Communism"-was being pursued with vigour under the able
guidance alike of European emissaries and trained indigenous
workers.

The Intermediate Stages of Communism in Operation
When, therefore, discontent reared its head among~t the cotton
worker., in Bombay at the beginning of 1928, and amongst the
railway employees at Lillooah a few weeks later, the Worken.' and
Peasants' Parties were able to take full and speedy advantage of
the opportunities so presented. Three years' Communist theory
was rapidly tnm~lated into practice, first in Bombay, then in
Bengal, and later, to a lesser extent, in Upper India,. until it
became evident that a handful of agitators had succeeded in
tempomrily pandysing essential service~ and important industnes
to the ~erious inconvenience, if not actual danger. of the lawabiding population of the areas affected. Riots became the order
of the day; savage onslaughts were several time~ made upon the
police; loyal workers were terrorised into submission by stray
a~sault~ and by threats of starvation; organised attach were made
upon property; and every effort was made. both by speeches and
by printed propaganda, to Mir up hatred, not only against the
~ervants of the Crown, but also against the employers of labour,
the landowners and the money-lenders. As the campaign
progres~cd, Philip Spratt, in earnest pursuance of the avowed
policy of the Communist International, sought other fields to
conquer. Having failed to tum to good account some alleged
grievances of the Mymensingh peasantry, he enlisted the
assistance of Sohan Singh "Josh" in an attempt to plant the seeds
of revolt in the Punjab. In this he was hardly more successful
though a Peasants' and Workers' Party was formed in that
province which passed a number of objectionable resolutions,
some of which contained an exhortation to the public to refuse to
pay land 1evenue and canal-water rates, while, at the Party
conference which was held in Lyallpur in the autumn of 1928.
Communist doctrines were proclaime4 with greater candour than
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on any previou11 pubhc occaMon It was Spratt'~ untmng energy,
too, that brought 10to be10g a Workers' and Peac;antc;' Party m the
Umted Provmces which held it;, maugural conference at Meerut
10 October 1928 The 11peeche11 were extremely ob1ect1onable, and
Spratt h1m11elf openly preached direct action agamst the landlords
and the Government Withm a month branchcc; had been formed
m Delhi, Meerut, Gorakhpur, Jhan'\t and Allahabad

An Appreciation of Spratt's Activities
Spratt alc;o v1c;1ted many other towns 10 India on a similar mt~'\ton
JJld, m the word~ of the Bench of the High Court of Judicature at
Allahabad which later heard the appeal m the Meerut Conc;p1racy
C'ac;e, "he threw h1m~lf whole-heartedly mto Indian Commum~t
poht1cc;" In all hts act10nc; he ~bowed an honesty and tenacity ot
purpoo;e which were worthy of a better cause H1., attitude 1.,, perhapc;,
be~t c;ummed up m h1!1 own word.,, taken from ht., .,tatement before
the Court of Se%10n at Meerut, "I did what I could to carry out the
pohcy of the Commumc;t Intemdttonal, 10 the name of the Bnu~h
work.mg-clac;~ and of the Commum!lt Party, by co-operatton with
what I thought wac; the only body act1"¥tly and effectively work10g
for the nat10nal revolution m India at that time, that l">, the Worker">'
and Peasantc;' Party" To him and MuZdffar Ahmad J'i due m very
great measure the c;tnkmg .,uccess which attended the Party\ effort!I
dunng 1928 and the c;pnng of 1929 It hac; been wntten with authonty
that "Spratt m particular was ub1qu1tous He worked m 1927 mamly
with the Bombay group, m 1928 with the Bengal Party He played a
large part 10 umtmg the Punjab group!i mto one party and m the
formation of thoi,e m the Umted Provmces mto another And all the
time he wru, carrymg on corre~ponden(,e with the LOnsptrators on the
Contment and m England, mformmg them of the progre.,., of the
work, d1c;cussmg difficult1ei,, rece1vmg m!ltruct1on~. whtle tho~
con~p1rato~ m tum were fC(..etvmg m;,truct1on~. and, what 1~ more,
fmancial aid, for India from the head of the conspiracy m Mo~cow
Second only to him, was Muzaffar Ahmad, who, however autocratic
he may have been, managed by volummou~ corre~pondence to keep
m touch not only with the worker abroad but al!!o with all the other
workers m India and ~aw to 1t thdt none was tdle"
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Spratt's Colleagues and Lieutenants
Much the i,ame could be said of half a hundred others who, 1f
they lacked Sprcltt's ab1hty, were senously mfected by h1~ energy
and enthu1o1cl'im The name') of Shaukat Usmam, Muzaffar Ahmad
and S A Oange have already been mentioned and theu ownerc;
need no further mtroduct1on unle!)S 1t be to &ay that the1r act1v1Ue&
m the period between their release from the Cawnpore Jatl clnd the
mc;t1tut1on of the Meerut cac;e, and their 1otatements m the latter
cai;e, have revealed them m the hght of mcomg1ble opponentc; of
the ex11otmg order-"Commum,t& standing fully pledged to the
Commum!)t programme" They are the only three of the Meerut
convict& who have not re gamed the1r hberty at the ttme of wr1tmg,
and any !!.tudent of their pa&t history will view the day of their
relea1oe wnh conc;1derable concern L1m1tattonc; of 1,pace prevent
me from rec.ordmg here the names of any but a or.elect few ot the
otheri;, hut the h ...to11ei; of moM of them m.iy be read m the annclls
of the Meerut Coni;pnacy C'ase

The Bombay Group
The clblci;t of 5prcltt\ colleague1o wa' Dr G M Adh1kan, who
'\ent to India only ell the end of I 928 clfter havmg hved for
i,ome year' m Germany Pnor to h1i; return. he had been m cloc;e
a\i;oc1at10n wtth M N Roy and ot 11er Commum1ots abroad and
t.ame back to the country of h1' birth with adequate credent1cl)!)
and with the avowed mtent1on of furthermg 1he a1mc; and ob1ect1,
of the Commum&t Interndttonal through tb operauoni; of thf'
Commum't Party of lnd1.i and the Workeror.' and Peac;ant!t' Party
Although h11o arre&t followed 1oo qmckly on h1& return that he had
httle or no time to demonstrate h1i; practical ab1hty a& an
orgamc;er, he wa' m!ttclnlly recogm,ed by ht!!. felJow <.onsp1ratorc;
cl' a "c;pec.1ah!)t m orgam'iat1on and tact1cc;" ..md has, smce 1929,
both m and out of 1atl given ample proof of h1~ cclpab1ht1es m th1<;,
dnec..llon and a' cl d1aughtc;man of theoretical theses and
m'truct1on& for 'ec-ret work Other important member~ of the
Bombay group were R S N1mbkar S S M1ra1kar d.lld K N
Jogleka1 All three were member' of the Exec..ut1ve Committee of
the Commumst Party ot India and took a promment part m the
foundation of the Worker,' .md Pea1,antc;' Party m Bombay, the
Wcl'
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two lai;t-named havmg acted as JOIDt eduori; of the Krant1, the
Party orgllln, while M1raJkar and N1mbkar each performed the
duties of 11ecretdry for some time Each played a most active part
m the stnkes m Bombay m 1928 and the tone of the numerou~
c;peeches which they then dehvered (N1mbkar alone claimc; to have
made hve hundred or more) showed clearly that their aim was to
ui;e the stnkec; a~ a means to a Commu111st end-for the
preparation of revolution None of them made any 1oiecret of their
a1m1oi when they were arraigned at Meerut MuaJkcir eventually
succeeded Ntmbkar as the group leader m charge of education and
propaganda when the latter took charge of the pea~dflt1oi' group
Joglekar\ chief work was m the Trade-Umons and the Indian
National Congre~1oi. who~e ~e11s1on m Gauhat1 he attended cit the
end of 1926 ac; ci repre11entative of the Communist Pcirty of Jnd1d

B. F. Bradley
But the !!ltnke!!> m Bombdy m 1928 would certamly not hci¥e
reached the pitch they did hdd It not been for the advice dnd cu. llve
em. ourdgement which BF Bradley gave to h1~ lnd1cin
collaborcttor!!I The evidence prodqted m the Meerut cai;e 11how1oi
thdt he took dn dCUve mtere1oit a1oi a "Commum!!lt fraction" m a
numberofumom (part1culctrly the GIP Rdllwctymen\ Umon ctnd
the B B .md C I Radwdy Union), dnd that he al!!>o played a large
pcirt m the orgam~at1on and conduct of the textile 'tnke and m the
formation of umons of Port Tru!!>l and ra1lwdy employee1oi,
munu. tpdl worker1oi, 011 workef'i and trcimwciymen m Bombdy ctnd
Idler, of JUte worker1oi dnd trJ.D1oiport worker!I m Bengal cl!!> well He
came to India with the claim that, "the only wciy out of the pre1oientday world economic cn1oi1s 1s the 1evolutionary way~ap1tdh1oim
mu!!lt be 1oimct1oihed ctnd 1oioc.iahsm bmlt up from the rums thereot"dfld he llllter admitted m h1' -;tatement before the Sessions Court
thdt all hie; act1v1t1e1oi had been m accorddnce with that theory

S.V. Ghate
Mention must also be made of SB Ghate who. though he Weis
a member of the Bombay group, ~erved m reality a wider cirea If
a d14.itmct1on can be made between the Bombay and Bengal
groups 1t 1s that the former was cloi;er to the Commum~t Party of
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India and the latter to the Workers' cmd Peao;ants' Party, and Ghate,
m Bombay, fulftlled much the 11ame functions as Muzaffar
Ahmad, ac; the general secretary of the Workers' and Peasantc;'
Party and editor of its organ, the Ganavam, did m Calcutta A
Commumc;t smce the firc;t conferenc.e m Cawnpore m 1925,
Ghate'11 beo;t work for the Party wao; done m a 11ecretanal capac.1ty
Ftr'it .i11 a Jomt o;ecretary, and later a~ the general secretary, of the
Commumo;t Party of India, h1o; mam re!iponc;ib1hty was the
mc1.mtenan1.e of the hne of commumcatton with Commun11.ts
abroad, without which the Indian movement could never have
11ubo;,1c;ted He wac; naturally a)c;o m the clo~e.,t touch with thoc;e
who were cc1.rrymg out Mo'Scow\ m'Struct1on11 m different pctrts of
the c.ountry, and h1'S act1vnie., m these dtrcct1on11 made n nece1,11ary
for him to equip h1mc;elf with a senec; of cover addreo;o;es. many of
which were d111covered when ht' belongmg' were o;earched at the
time ofht'S arre!lt He may, m fa1.t, be de<i1.nbed d'i havmg been the
hnchpm of that c;ubver...ive movement wh1l.h he h1m&elf de.,cnbed
dli bemg the dynamic force which orgam.,e' the worker' by
p.irt1c1pdtmg m thetr dally .,truggle, and lead<; them to the fmal
.,c1zure of power' It wa., &aid of him m the committal order m the
Meerut l.a'ie that, Ghate, hke a Gho.,t, Wd'> pervaMve but not
tangible H1., mfluence wdc; great dnd h1o;, name l.omeo;, everywhere,
but he worked mamly behmd the &crnco;, One get& an 1mpre.,o;1on
th.it he deliberately kept out of loLdl act1vlt1e' o;,o a& to be the more
free for hi' o;,ecretanctl dutieo;,

The Calcutta Group
The group m Bombay formed 'o do'e a corporation that the
record~ of then md1vidudl act1v1t1es made a more or le!I~
wnnected Mory, but the Bengal group wa11 much les!I of a happ.)
f.lmlly. wa' undble to commdnd '>O lc1.rge a .,hare of the foreign
re!lourcec; a!l It'S 'i1&te1 group m Bombd' and wac; compoo;ed, on the
whole, of lec;c; able md1v1duah It wac; probably for thec;e reasons
thdt Spratt made Calcutta his headquarter from the middle of I 928
till hie; arrec;t m March of the followmg year The ableo;t of h111
heutenantc-. m Bengal (apart, of cour&e, from Muzaffdr Ahmad)
wc1.11 probably Shtbnath BanerJt, the Judas hcanot of the
Meerut cac;e Havmg acquired a full workmg knowledge of
Commum11t a1mo; and method11 by a tour1,e of trammg m the
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E&tem UmverMty m Mo.,cow, 8Jneri1 returned to Bengal m
1926, and quickly came mto a'>~OC1Jt1on, f1r~t with George
Alhson, .md l.tter "1th .. uch men J'> Ph1hp Spratt and Gopendra
Nath ChaJ...ra\.arl). "ho.,e h1.,tory .., "ntten m Chapter 20 Banerji
lent to rh 1., latter group of Commmmt'> h1., unurmg 'upport and
serv1Lc., throughout the .. enou' mdu.,lndl tro1'f>le which i.wept
Cak.utta and 1t-. em iron' dunng 1928 and ctl'o played a not
mconMdcrable pJrt m the org.m1'>Jt1on of umom of radwdymen,
mill worker,, tram\\..t)'mcn. et1.. He ..t1'o tr.ivellcd further Jf1eld to
A,.imol. Jha11a and hhJpore, Jt "h1ch 1.itter pi Jee he helped
Spratt to form ..tn Ordndnce Worker.,· Unwn compo,c.•d of worker.,
m the Go' .:m1Pcnt Rifle Factor) Jnd be1...ime It' fll '>t V1<.cpre.,1dent He\\ a' e\cntuall) ell.quitted m the Meerut Ca,e. but the
Judge de~cnbed the e.., 1dence .tgam'>t him J'> ".i form1dJblc rc1..ord"
and went on to 'J) 'In my op1mon there rem..tm' room for the
gr.i"e't ,u,p11..1on m h1., 1..J,e. but I c..innot feel qmtc 1..om 1m.cd th..tt
he WJ'\ ever cl memher ot th1., con,p1r.t1..) I. therefore. give him the
benefit ot the doubt" Ot Sham.,ul Hud..t.•.mother important
member of the Beng,11 group the Se.,.,1on' Judge rem •.lfked th,u "II
1., true that the C.t'le agam.,t 5hJm,,.1l HudJ . .11..(. u'cd •., not h.t,cd
on a \.ery long penod of \\Ork or ,1\Cry1..trgc num~r of .it.Cl\ 1t1c1,,
but we h,ne It that he: \\.!' a member llf the Communl'>t P.trty of
India and cl member ot the A.II lnd1.t Worker,· .tnd Pc.t•1emt., P.uty'
(He \\a'> mc1dentalh ..i memher llf the Centr.il l-- xc:cut1vt•
Committee of the former hod\. ) In h1" '>l.ttcmt·nt to the C'ourr
5h.im,ul Huda gloncd 111 h1., ·membcr..,htp of the'e hod1c' .md
took .t\ h1" o\\n the wndudmg .,entl!OLC'i of M,u\ .and Engl!!.,'
earlae.,t mamfc.,to Commum~t., '>1..om to hide then "IC\\, .md
aim' they openly dcdare th.it their purpo<..c' L..tn only he JL.hle\cd
by the forcible overthro" of the whole ex.rant 'oc1al order " The
act1 v1t1e., of v. h1ch thc tl) mg Jud!!e mJde mention mdudc..-d
.,everal highly <;ed1t1ou., .,peecht."<.. deh\t.~red Jl 11me\ of great
polit1C.dl t.Xt1temcnt, .t(.tl\c part1c.1p.ttwn m .tf le.t.<it one ,tnkc and
urderground Y.ork .tmong.,t tr.m,pon \\Orker' .md dO\.I.. worker\
Gopal Ba\ak

Mention ha' ..ihcady hcrn rn.1de of 'ipratt\ ahonave efforts to
organi~ the ped.,Jnt' m the nonh of the Myrnen\mgh d1Mnc.t dnd 11
now 5eem., nec.c.,.,ary 10 refer hneOy to Gopdl Chdfldra Ba.\dk. who
acted ~ Spratt.. agcnr tn J .1'11.:'m Bengal Of poor phyMque and a
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studious disposition. Basak's chief imponance was as the Pany's
depot for Communist literature. His father is a bookseller in Dacca
and Gopal Chandra himself assisted in the business and had,
therefore, peculiar facilities for this type of work, and there is no
doubt that the leader~ all over India found this bookshop most
useful. But Basak.'!i activities were not confined to the production
and ciis1'Cmination of literature. He was also given a good deal of
work in Dacca itself, whP.rt> he refounded the Dhakeswari Cotton
Mill Workers' Union, became its secretary, established study
circles for it~ member!I, and busied him!ielf with a !ltrike in which
Spratt had ordered h1!1 participation. He took part, too, in a strike
of the local !lcavenger~. and helped Spratt in his peasant activnie"'
in MymenMngh mentioned above. Shortly before his arrest. he
formulated plan' for the eMahlishment of other local upions of
railway and jute workcr~-and there can be no doubt that. had he
not hcen left 1iingle-handcd (exc.ept for a !lhort penod when
Gupendra Nc!th Chakravarty wa..., !lent to hie; aid), he would
l'Wntually have brought tu Dacca trouble qmte as !lerious as
Cakuna and Bomha) \\ere cx.periencing during the period m
queMion

The Group in Northern Indi-P. C. Joshi
Puran Chand fo,h1\ chief \. 11m to fame in the Communist
world re''' on the fact that he proved a capable and energetic
general !'tccrctary of the brdnch of thf' Work~rs' and Peasanb'
Party whu:h Spratt inaugurated m the Un ted Province~ dt the end
of 1928 and which wa~ a thnving fledgling when the Meerut ca1ie
was instituted. In h1!1 capacity as secretary, though still a student at
a university. he maintained a considerable correspondence with
Spratt and Mu1.affar Ahmad on a variety of organisational
problems. but· his pc:r!ooonal inclinations <"'Od his age made him
concentrate rather lln the spreading of tllc Communist go!opel
amongst those uf hi' own yean. and social standing. He himself
instituted and maintained a S}'Stem of study circles as a means of
providing "a recruiting ground for future pany workers": he also
started the Krantikan for purposes of propaganda, trequently
contributed to 1t himself, and provided money for its upkeep.
Himself an omnivorous reader, he was constantly impressing
upon his friends the urgent need for a scientific study of
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Communism "so that from the green-room we may step onto the
actual stage". This was his main work, but he also put his theoretical
studies to practical use in his frequent denunciations of the Indian
National Congress and his supervision of the work of those
subordinate to him amongst railwaymen, peasants and sweepers, in
Delhi and the United Provinces. For all his youth, Joshi was already a
confinned Communist when he was arrested, as se"'ral ably written
documents found in his possession testified and as hi~ statement
before the Court of Session confirmed. "Anned mass insurrection",
he said, "is the highest stage of the upward growth of revolution ....
We, therefore, hail and salute the final armed mass uprising of those
who are slaves to-day but will be free after it. ... The problem which
is to be decided, however, is the when and the how of the armed
insurrection." It was to this problem that Joshi was vigorously
applying his mind in the United Provinces and Delhi, and his untiring
energy and the correctness of his "ideology" eventually found him a
place on the National Executive Committee of the All India Workers'
and Peasants' Party. His desperate and indefatigable enthusiru,m for
the Communist cause and all that it stands for is rivalled only by that
of Philip Spratt, his guide and ment~ and on that account alone,
Joshi must be regarded as one of the most dangerous of thoM! whom
the Meerut ca~e fortunately and opportunately removed from the
scene of their activities.

Punjabi Leaders
A reference has already been made to Sohan Smgh "Josh", and
it only remains here to dispose of the ca!,e of another Punjabi
worker, Abdul Majid. Majid became a member of the Executive
Committee of the Communist Party of India in 1925 after a visit
to Russia, and, from then onward~. he took a prominent part in the
organisation and operations of the Kirti Kisan Party, and of the
Nau Jawan Bharat Sabha of later notoriety. He assisted Spratt in
the formation of the United Provinces and Delhi branch of the
Workers' and Peasants' Party of which P. C. Joshi later assumed
control, and was largely instrumental in the establishment of a
Press Workers' Union in Lahore. All his actions were in
consonance with his sub~equent statement before the Court of
Session-"! wholeheartedly sympathise with the ~cientific
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programme ot the Communist lntemattonal which 1t has put
before the world for a world revolution
We Commumsts m
India are makmg efforts to brmg about th1~ revolution "
The Limitations of the Preceding Sketches
It cannot be too r;;trongly emphct.r;;1\ed that the "potted hi!itone!i"
given above are merely mtended to provide et httle detailed
descnpt1on of liome of the chief actor, on the Commum..,t c.,tage and
that they !!peak of only an 1DtimteMmal pdl't of the dCt1V1t1e& proved m
the Meerut car;;e aga1Dst the md1v1dual' concerned No reference ha11
been made, for mc.,tance, to the cryptll. and other letterli which they
wrote to Cdl.h other and to their fnendi; ID London and MoM.ow, or to
the fundc; which they received from abrocld, or, ID fcll.t, to many other!I
ot the mgrechentc; ot the coJoc.,..,al conc;ptrclCY which 1t took many
month' for the pohcc and the courti; to unrclvel Some of these
c.,ubject1. will be dectlt with m a little more detct.t1 m the next two
chdptcrc;, ct.nd my dim here hcl' been c.,oJely to introduce to c.,uch of my
redder\ ac., are unacquamted with them. a few perc.,ond.httec., who'e
nameli will rel.Ur 1f not m thi& volume, ell my rate m the dct.Ily p1ec;..,
when c;enouc., mdu..,tndl or agrct.nan trouble next break!! out m India
A Summary of Achievement~
By the end of J928, therefore, th• te wctc., ha1dly a &mgle pubhl.
utthty c.,ervice or mdu..,try which had not been attel.ted, m whole
or m pd.rt, by the wave of Commum!im whwh &wept the country
durmg the yedr Trdn..,port, mduc.,tnct.I d.Dd agricultural worker.., of
every de..,cnptlon, clerk c.,, policemen, colher.., and even c.,cct\ enger..,
were among11t the many who vvere subjected to, tf they did not fall
under, the bct.neful influence of th1c; whirlwmd propaganda
l.ampct1gn which promt&ed them the c.,weet' of revolution if they
would but ra111e their hand11 to gra!ip them
The Youth Movement
.bven youth.., of all cla!ISC!i were to be hame!ii,ed to the Communist
l.ar of destruction, and a network of study classes nwde 1tc;
appectrance alongside the shop and factory comm1tteei, which the
campaign held brought mto bemg, with the obJCl.t of trammg leaders
from the rank md ftle Of the11e S V Ghate w1 ote at the end of 1928
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that "the work under the youth section is conducted in the fonn of

clas~s in which students have been taking part. These classes have
not met with i,uffic1ent rei,ponse " But although the Pany did not meet

with any very tangible llUccesi, m thii, direction. yet Spratt. assisted by
Dharani GoswJmi. P C. Joshi and others. had laid, by painstaking
labours before hii, mest. the foundations Qf an efficient youth
movement whu:h included a youth !>ection of the Workers' and
Pea...anb' Party known ai, the Young Comrade!I' League. To this
particular part of the campaign Jawaharlal Nehru, the son of the
veteran Congrei,s work.er, the late Pandit Moulal Nehru. lent a
ready hand. Speaking al the Bomb.iy PreMdency Youth
Conference m Poona at the end of 1928. he said : "We mullt aim at
the destruction of all 1mperiali:.m, and the rcconMrucuon of
society on another haw~. That basi!> mu't be one of co-operauon.
which i!> .mother name for ~ociah!>m Our national ideal mu .. t.
therefore. be the e.. tahh,hment of :i co-opt'rative !>Oc1ah't
common\\eahh and our intemauondl ideal a \\-orld fcdcratH•n of
-;ocic1h-;t State'> The Voice that claimll freedom mu't be the voice
of revolt When that voice I'> rai:,ed. EnglJnd "111 how to the.>
mev1table."

The Effect on the Indian Sational Congre~\
Such word!I from a prominent Congre"man wcrt·.
unfortunatd), typ1cdl of the general au nude of CongrL'" "orl>..cr'
of the day. The ,e.,.,1on of the All lnd1a National f'ongrC!I'> \\h1ch
was convened m Calcutta in Oecembcr J9~8. rcflt'rted thr"
pandering .,pmt More than m an) prcviou., Congre,!oo, the
Calcutta gathering .,howed an anx.1el) to ap~a!>e tht" c>.tremr.,h
Resolution' were pa"ed condemning the Pubhc Safety BiJI and
the Trade!'.' Dispute., Brll. \\ h1ch were then on tht' lc.-g1~Jat1Vt" .tnvil.
and u wa!\ decided that the Congre.,., !thoutd take up the
..>rgam.,at10n of the \\ orker~ and pea!ooant~ a., a pan of Ill'. futute
programme of con.,trucU\C work for non-co-operation Some
Comm~mM!> ev~n secured place~ on the Alt India Congre~.,
Commutee. While the Calcutta Congrc~fii was silting. a huge
demonstrat10n of .,ome 30,000 labourer' marched an procenion
with red banners and took i><''~~\ion of the enclosure in §pite of
the protest_!> of the Congrefiis leaders The labourers held a
dert1onstrauon which la\ted for over an hour before they were
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fmdlly induced to depart The mc1dent wa\ 'ymbohc, not only of
the Commum,t\1 ho\t1hly to mere "non-violent" ndt1onah\m, but
.al\O of the enormou~ mc.rel™: m the mfluence and power\ of
orgdm\dt10n ot the workmg-cld\\e\ under Commum't d1recuon

The Eft'ect on the Communi~b Them~elve\
The degree of confidence which Indian Commum~t~ dt."n.,,ed
from the event... of 1928 I\ well demon1.itrdtcd by the proceedmg\
\ f the f 1r't wnft:rem. e of the All lnd1ci Worker1.i' &1nd Peci\&1nt1.i Pdrty
held ml .lll.utt.i .it the end of the yc.ir Pnor to the lOnferem. . e the
P.irty h.id, cl' .a whole, been workmg under cl doctl.., n ... pol1<. . y dnd
mtt·nuon' bemg merely to permeate the rdnl..' of the more
11nport.mt org.im1.i.it1on' but m C.1kuttd 1t tool up cl def1,mt lme of
,1ttdll In ordc1 to prepare the pca,,mf\ for re\o)ullon, the P.irty
\\ oul<l pl.tl.C before them .i programme of their 1mmed1ate need'
ut hk I or the "'mlcr1, there "ould be .i polK) of "trengthenmg
the- 1r.1dc-umon' mmement by .tll me.m ... on the b.i"1' of forn.ird
u . onom1c.. .ind pohllL.il dem.ind' .ind b) re,ort to direct dL.tlon
\II uu..i,1on' \\'CIC t\l be \Cued to d1.i\\ the \\Orlcr' mto poht1c.il
.1dmn by demon,tr.it1\e me.in,, 'tni...e., ctl While dLlno\\lc<lgmg
the t.u.th. cil utility of non-\ mlenL.c, the Pclrt) mctdc no teu'h ot ll
thou!!h 1t .igrced th.it the method' of 'euct prep.irc1t1on fo1 .m
.umed up11,mg \\Cte un,mtcd to• ond1uon' m lnd1.i ,,, the.') then
\\-•'IC In ,flort, the P.irt) \ m1~d1ah! obJf'L.lnc d\ re,ealcd .it the'c
ml!clmg,, ".i' thl.' L.rc.tllon of .in c1ggrc"1\c mentJltty .unong the
"orkcr,, rhc pe.i,.int' dnd the pdt) bow • ornt wnh d \JC\\ to
h1 mg.mg c.1hout .i \ 1olcnt re' oluuon hr...! of .i pohllLJl .ind then uf .i
'o<.1JI &1nd Cl onomll land It 'hould. ~rh.ip,, be c1ddcd, m \IC\\ of
"h.it I\ \did lah.:r on Jhout M N Roy\ letter ot m\truL.t1on,, th.u of
the \IX teen per 'on' who were then clcL.ted to the N.mon.il
I xcLutlvc C'omnnttec! (four e.1"'h from Bomba), Beng.tl the
Punt.ah .ind the lJmtl'<i Pro\ m"c") no le' 11.m ten \\ere enher
mcm~1' of the Cornmuna\t PJrty ot Ind1.i or .idm1ttedh
Commum\h b) LO"" 1cuon The P.1rt) al'o .ithhcltcd IN~lf to the
I cc.1gue clgam .. r Imper 1.tl1\m
f:."en when the U\Ucll alkt\\clnce~ c1re md.de for the e'\ce,,1,c
cxubcranu~ \\h1ch \Uch occa,mn~ engender. there 1' ~ull no doubt
th.it d yc.1r\. \U<..ce.....,ful woB.. lOUpled wnh .a lcl\l~h d1'pl.t) of
foreign tnte1e\I, had enormou~ly mcrta....:d the pre,uge .ind
rnnf1dence of the rm•mber' of the Comnuml\t Pdlty of India .ind
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had encouraged them to niake still further efforts in pursuit of
their goal. Four years later, a Communist paper published in
England contained the following note : "During the strike
struggles of J928-29 the workers of India emerged as a political
force, a development of immense significance, and took an active
part in the nation-wide struggle for independence. A new
milestone was thus reached : the workers had realised for the first
time their revolutionary role among the various forces for national
emancipation."
Neglect of the Communist Party of India
But, though the Workers' and Peasants' Party had gone from
strength to strength, there had been 1ittle or no sign of real activity
on the part of its parent body, the Communist Party of India. The
absence of evidence of the underground activities of a secret
organisation such as the C.P.I. might, of course, have been due to a
variety of causes; but document~ which were later exhibited at
Meerut made it obvious that the Party's members had concentrat~d
so much effort on the building up of the Workers' and Peasants'
Party and on the conduct of its subsequent activities that, the C.P.I.
had perforce been almost entirelfneglected. Small wonder that
C.P. Dutt cryptically complained that "the Methodists and the
Y.M.C.A. are becoming too much two names for the same thing.":
To such a pass had thing!. come in May 1928, that Ghate seriously
suggested that the Workers' and Pea~ants' Party should control the
Communist Party-a complete reversal of the orthodox procedure
prescribed in Moscow. The constitution and programme of the
C.P.I. had, it is true, been formulated in May 1927, and an
executive committee was in existence and had met at Madras six
months later, but drastic reorganisation was clearly necessary. At
the urgent mstance of both M.N. Roy and the Comintern,
therefore, a new effort was made in December 1928 when all the
interested persons had gathered in Calcutta for the All India
Workers' and Peasants' Party Conference. But before I attempt, to
describe what steps were taken, it is desirable to give some idea of
the orthodox relations (laid down in Moscow) between the
Communist Party of India and the Workers' and Peasants' Parties.
This can best be done by exhibiting a working summary of a
document which fell into the hands of the Calcutta police in the
summer of 1928.
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The Assembly Letter
The document m que~tJon 1~ generally known as the A~sembly
Letter becau~e 1t wa1, read out m the cour~e of a debate m the
Leg1slat1ve As~embly on the 1Oth September 1928 Without gomg
mto the t1.omewhat mvolved evidence on the subject, we may accept
the fmdmgs of the Session~ Court at Meerut that 1t wru, wntten
by M N Roy a~ a member of the Executive Committee of the
Commum~t InternatJonal m Moll.Cow, that 1t wa~ dispatched through
Clemens Palme Dutt m London, and thdt Muzaffar Ahmad, to
whom 1t wa~ addres,ed, probably received another copy of 1t by a
different route It wa~ ddted the ~Oth December 1927 and Wall>,
therefore, the la~t of d ..,enco, of h1~tonc documentt1. of its kmd
which came from Roy's pen The letter wa' ongmally at1.~1gned to
'Central Committee Worker~· .ind Pea1,ant~' Party", but the
heddmg had been .tmended to read, "Central Committee C P and
Worker1,' and Peasant~' Party" The mam 1,ubJect<i with which n
de.tit were (1) the orgamt1.ation of the C PI dnd the WPP and
their mterrelatton, (2) mtern.ttlonal affihat1on. (1) the co-ordmat1on
of the acll vttte~ of thco,e Part1e' with thot1.e of the emigrant ~ect1on,
dnd (4) f manc1al m.mer~

Party Organisation
After remdrkmg on the need tor mdkmg known to the ma1,.,et1.
wh.tt it ts that they really wdnt- the Comm1m1~h will bewme the
tru.,tcd leader~ of the md..,.,e., only by g1vm~ conc..rete from to the
1.itter''i unconsc1ou., demdnd,"- Roy proceeded to lay down 'iome
general prmc1ple., apphc..able to India and to explam the prec1t1.e
neces~tty of part1c1pat1on by the members of the Commum~t Party
m the dally struggle But neither Roy nor the Commum.,t
Internattondl, on who~ behalf he wat1. dlmo.-.t certd.mly wntmg.
wa1, under any delu.,1on1, a., to the legality of ~uch part1c1pat1on, for
the letter went on to pomt out that legahty c..ould only be had dt the
expent1.e ot the raison d'etre of the Party-"Every httle act of a real
Commum~t 1s a blow to Impendh~m and the Impenah1,t know., n
therefore, 1f the Commum\t doe., not act secretly he muo,t pa~~ h1~
hfe m pnt1.on " Roy mi;1sted, therefore, on the formation of an 1llegal
Commumst Party, but as legality is an ecibetit1al prerequ1~1le to the
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conduct of effective propt1gdnd.i .imong'>t the ma,lie•., cl Work.ere,'
and Pea 51 ant\ Party mu't aho be built up to take the place of the
Communl't P.irty \\hen the lcttte1hewme'11leg.il dnd to make open
prepar.itJons for the gret1t day when the Commum't P..trty can
a~'ume the Jectde1 . . hip ot the open 1e\ olut1on Thi' "veiled
Communi't Part\ w.i' to be 'a mm. h bro,1der orgam,at1on. J
r.ill) mg ground ot all exploited 'Ol.IJI l'lt.'ment' (proletariat.
pea,ctntrv and petty bc1111r:em\lt) The Commum't' '>hould enter
the WPP howe\ er ,md by vu tue ot then be mg the "con'>l.IOm
vanguJrd of the workmg-da,., • they would be the dmmg for<..e
behmd 1t There followed J drJft of the new Pt1rty 'progrt1mmc of
\\ h1<..h Ro) \\rote thJt thl' '>Ol.IUI element-. re,1dy to fight tm tJm
progrJmme .i1e not Jll ncc...e,.,dfll) Conunmmt.., .md never will be
Commum.,t-. hut organi,ed m the W PP the) \\ 111 be undc1 the
mfluen<..e of the proletandt ,rnd be led bv the C P wllhout
\ubc,u1bmg to 1h programme ot 'ioudh'im It 1., ob\lou.., th,tt ~
P.1rtv -.o con,tnu..ted .,t,md' d better 1.h.m1.c ot c\ Jdmg the dukhc-.
of the I.iw th.in ,1 tullhlooded Commum't Pam .md 11 w,1, tor 1h1'
red.,on thJt Rov ,1dded J word of Lnl1<..1i,m of the orgam'>Jlion ,,.., II
then WJ\ The Wotf...l'r., .md Pea.,,mt., P.trl) \.\.J., too openl>
1dent1fad with th1.. Commum't PJrt\' It 1' puhhdv !<.no\\ n he
wrote thJl prJLt1L.ilh .ill the member., ot the \entrdl Committee
of the Commum't P.irty dlc thL le.ide" ot the \\or"-cr., .md PL·.i,Jnh
PJrty Ot rnur.,e 111 fact 1t 'hould be .,o but the <..Jt ha' been
unnel.eli,a11ly let out of the bJg by pub1J,t11ng the h1,t of thl· C ( ol
the C P Tht'> defe<..t mu<.,t be rcct1f1ed and the new <..omm1ttte ot
the All IndtJ Worker' and Ped.,dl1h Pdlly (of dhout a do1c11
member... ) .,hould c.ontdm a ITIJJOnt) ot tr.idc-umom leddcr' unJcr
Commurn\t mfluLn<..e c.t'> J guJr.mtce th.tt the Part\ will «..ILH·lop
in the right direLtion I hJ\>e .ilreJdy <..hown th.it thc'e 1mlnK11om
were fcl1thtully earned out .it the WPP C'ongre,., m C .ik ulld m
Oec,~mber

1928

International Affiliation
On the i,econd mdm que11tmn Roy wrote 'A.., far a ... the Workerc.
and Peac,ant<, PJrty 1., concerned the que\llon "dn.,wercd 1l ,hould
aff1hc1te 1t'>elf with the Le.tgueAgdm.,t Impcn.ih.,m Thdt w11l ..,ervc
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our purpo\c Through thdt you will have the reld.taon~ dDd did you
need, but you will not be condemned of havmg relation\ with
Mo,cow The WPP c.dn eventually become the recogn1\ed orgdD
of the Le.igue m lndtd "Of the Commumst Party oflnd1a, the letter
\Jld "The C P mu't unque,uonably be a 'ectton of the Commum\t
Intemclllon.il It ., pr.ic..t1c.dlly trectted a\ .,uch , hut no formdl reque~t
to th1' effelt hd\ yet come from our Pdny m India
A
Commum't Party mu\l he c10 org.imc pdrt of the World Commumlit
Org.m" 1t1on It t.mnot be otherwr'e dDd call 1t.,elf 'Commum~t'
fho'e \\ho 'mell to1e1gn d1t.t.u1on m th1\ orgam,at1onal prmcrple
of . 1 body th.lt tdl 11e' on ,1 relentle'' 'truggle throughout the \\Orld,
,ue not C'ommum't' They have d faulty conception ot the
mtem.ttmn.11 n.uuic ot the cla,.,-,truggle Ro) then proceeded to
.. ugmJll/l' .tff 1hdt1on C..ugge,ted by Sakl.itvala dnd IA.maid
( .imphell) with the Mmont} Movement m Gredt B11t.1m d'
improper dnd ,i-.-.cned thdt the correct po'1t1on V.d' that the tenue'
m Be1 Im Jnd P.1r 1' .ire the .1genc.1e' ot the Commum't Intem.iuon.11
to look .tfte1 Ind1.tn .tftdir' the C P of Ind1.i \.\111hJ\C1t' relation'
"nh till ( ommum't Intem.itmn.il thwugh the'e 1..enue' .ind not
through London
l'hc J< ore1gn Bureau
Ro\' then p.i,,cd on to the third mam 'uh1ut of h1' letter ot
v.h1d1 he t1e.1tcd m the followmg word' Indian C'ommum't' m
t1nig1,u1on .ue memhcro, of tht• C'ommunw PJrt)' ot lnd1.i .ind ire
JUtom..itll.tlh member' of the Work.er~ .i.nd Pe.i.,anh P.im Jnd
\.\l expect to bt uc.itcd hy the <..omrdde' .it home .i., 'u<..h We 'hould
not he looked upon J\ out,1der' who c.ould ..ene 'ou onl) d.,
lm.mt1.1l .tgenl' ,\, member' of the \cune Pany n.iuonJlh .md
111ll.rn.it1011Jlh we mt111l 1..o-mdm.ile our cl! l'h He tht•n \\Cnt on
to l xpldm ho"' tlm 'hould be done through the I-01c:1gn Bure.iu
whll.h Wd' the org.m of the Commum't P.in)' ot India .ibw.id Th"
Bu1l'.tU h.1d thll'e mcmher,, namely 'the lOmr.ide m Pan'
(MuhdmmJd Ah alun Sepd"I) C'lemen' Palme Dutt .ind Ro\
hnn.,l If I ht' Bme.lU' tunctlC"1' mdudec.I the pubh1..,.u1on ot the
MU\\t't of llld1a (Roy., pape1 \\h1ch Wei\ fmdmg tb w.J.y mto Indict
m l.uge qu.mtme' at thc11 t11nc) thl' produluon of Marx1'l hterature
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specially for JndIJ. ,md the education of Party membcr!oo abroad. It
was also to Jct ,I', the organ through which the Commum~t
lntematmn,tl would guide the Jct1Ht1eo, of 1b Indian ~ecllon. The
Bureau h.id been ,et up,•., the re.,ult of d re~oluuon pa~sed by the
Commum't PJrt) ot India rn May 1927. but Roy wa!. by no mean~
,a 11 ..,t 1cd "1th the ..ecunt) of 1t' po,1uon md tt~ked the Pany to
.., 1grnt\ 11 , ,1....,enl to the ... t.tle of Jft,ur., outlined above, "in order
thJt .lll po,,1b1lr11e' of m1.,undeN.imhng and confhct will be
ehmm.1tt"d for the future"
Financial Aid from Mosco"
The ld'I ,ed1on of 1h1., h1ghl-.. mrere,tmg ktrer de.tit wtth
·the fmJnti.11 m.1ller · J 'uhiect "h1<. h will be J1~ u,-.cc.J m .,ome\\h,u
greJterdl:'t.ul m Chapter 16 "<\rrc.1n,gl'ment-. hJH" been made" Ro)
wrote "ro , ont mm.· tht" .ud tor rhe thn.•e p<!per\ .md Jl\o tor the
month!~ 111 tht• l\orth 1f nere"..tl) Bc'1dL'' prm 1'1on h.1, .il'o ht.~n
m..ide tor the otht•r ne1..t'''1t1e., .. peufu:d m ,1 report recc1\ied t"Wo
month' ,1~0
J'hl' I' J tl'nlpor,1~ ,ur,mgcml•nt and thm~'
w1 II be 111 J twt1e1 ,fic.lpl' m thl' fl.lt'" Yt•..t1 f 1 c . 1928)
Thl·
new JllJlll!l'lllt nt \\ill 'le .tLLflfUlll~ 111 .i pi.in \\htLh will he
<.ommunll..ttLd tn \nu in JuL' tum· ~kc.111" h1k I ma) mention th..tt
the plJn \\Ill mdudl' 1hl' pulil1L.1t1on h) the WPP of a -.Crtt'' of
'mc.lll pJmphleh de.1h1H! elt•m1·nt.1111\ "1th the theorettt .tl and
orgam ... c.111011.1) quc,lmm of \\orlo..mJ:! dJ" polll1c'"
The ( .1J.. urr,1 l\frt•ttn!' of !Ill' ( omm11111'l P.1n) of Jnd1.t. Wtwn
tht"1do1e the \ Jno11' llll'lllhcr-. of tht' Commum't P.uty ml't m
CakuttJ m D~Lemhcr 1928 thl') hJd hdure them the outlmc: ot
their future progr.1rnmt• ·\Ill''" u·ntr.d c"ccut1\l' ""a' f1r\t dc:tlt'd
.tntl tht' mcl'IHH! then <. on<.1<lcrc:<l thc htrtou, uem' on the agc:nd.1
The mJm dt'l 1'1H1n' \\-c.!le to r11.1i...e rhc: P.any clCt1ve and lo do
prop..ig,mdc1 m 1hc: n.1mc or tlw < PI to .tff1h.11e to 1he Comrnum'r
lntern..itlll!IJI to Jdopt the ( 'ulom.tl 'I hf'I' of the Commtem a' the
bd"' for \\Ork ,mJ to ~t·nd Mu1.tlfJr Ahmdd to MoM.(•W .:io, cl
delcgttll' to the t '<('<. uttu ( 'omm1t1ec of rhe Communa.,t
lntemat1onJI A rt'\ ''t•<l wn,lllulion "'d' \Uh\C'qucn1ly IM•ued wh1<.h
d1tferf'd mc.1renJll} from lhl· t•.ultt."r ont• Jr began by de!o.er1bmg the

P.Jrty

cl'i d \Cllton

ot the (

vmmUnJ\l

lnternauonal .tnd then
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categorically stated that the Party's object was "the attainment of
socialism ............... m accordance with the programme of the
Communist International and the policy adopted from time to time
by the Party with the agreement of the Communist International".
Roy's instructions had thus been obeyed to the letter. The Party's next
meetmgs were held in Bombay on the l 7th to the 19th March 1929
when Dr. G.M. Adhikari, ~the expert in method, pre~nted concrete
proposals for further reorgam~ation which were accepted in theory.
The Pany was to be organised in five departments (for trade unions,
pea!>anb, propaganda, orgam~ational and ~ecretariat development
and political control), and a ~uh-committee was appointed to work
out detail .... On the next day, the majority of the members were
arrested and the programme could not be earned into efft!C:t.

Conclusions
The non-Marxian Commumio.t Party of India, set up by Satya
Bhakta m 1924 while the Cawnpore conv1ct~ were it11l in jail had
thu!> been transformed, 'tep by Mep. into a body owmg full
allt.>g1ance to the Commum't International. Thu, gradual
development wai-. guided .md clo!>ely ..,uperv1..,ed throughout by the
Commt~m it!i.elf and the tonnal act of afflhat1on wru-. the final step
111 the development of a conspa Jcy which had begun with the
capture of the C.P I. at tht! Cawnpore Conference m December 1925.
But th1i-. pan of the con~pnacy waio. m 11io. If le!t11 senou-. than the
formation of the Workers' .md Peasant,' Partae!- which were.
ex.pre~sly de~igncd to th1owdu~t m the eve~ of the thanking public,
and lc11t the word "Commum111'' ~hould frighten people away. So
long as the Commum11b remamed m the background of these
orgamllations, Mui.cow's purpose w~ fully !>erved.
THE MEERUT CONSPIRAC.. 't CASE

Preliminaries
On the 20th March 1929, th1ny-one of the mo~t important leaders
in India, mcluding Spratt, Drddley, Muzaffar Ahmad. Shaulat
llsmani and Dange, were arre ..ted in different part~ of the country
and charged with conspinng to deprive the Kmg-Emperor of the
!'lovereignty of British India. Hutchini-.on ·ww. arres~d a few weeb
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later dnd ht\ name added to the h!!t of tho\e to be proc;ecuted The
chargec; made on behalf of the Crown were \Upported by .i va!!t
masc; of documentary evidence, the hke of which ha1, probdbly
never been handled m d 1,mgle case m the whole h1l-ltory of Indian
legal prctct1c.e, for the very comprehen\tve c;earch operat1on1, which
were '1multdneou.,Jy c.ctmed out pnor to the m't1tut1on of the ca,e,
hctd been productive of every conceivable form of wnc.omttant to
an open cdmpa1gn backed by a ..ecrct orgctmc;at1on Commumc,t
bookc; .ind paperc;, leaflet' and other hterctture letter'!I couched m
<..rypt1<.. term., or written m mv1,1ble mk plan' ot cctmp.ugn and
Lodec; and c1pherc; for u'e m commumcat1on wtth .igenc1e1"o m foreign
land' were amongo;t the documentc; ..e1zed and IJ.ter exh1b1ted befm e
the COUrt'i
A summary of the charges
The g1eat authonty which \O a<.A.Ut.ite .1.nd exJ.<..t (to U\c the
High Court\ phra ..e) a dowment a' the Judgement of the Court of
<)ev~1on give., to my pen ha!! cau.,ed me to tut n to 1t for mu<...h of the
matenal on wh1<.h the prev10U'i <...hctptf1 wa.. ha ..ed, ana I do not
propo'c to go muc.h further mto the 1ctm1hc.ctt10m ot th1., ext1emely
involved cac.e, which embraceo; a large variety ot perc;onaht1e' and
orgamc;ations, m.my of which have 'ilD<..C c.ea,cd to be ot 1mportdn<...c
It l'i m fact my mtentmn to do no more than give a 1e\ume of the
th..trgec; made by the Crown before three ..uc.<..e"1ve wurt1,--one
ot prehm111a1y mquiry, the other ot se .... 1on dnd the third ot
Appeal-and of tho!ie court!> general hndmg1, and to tollow th1\
up by commentmg a.., bnefly a.., poo;c;1ble on three or four a\pect!! of
the c.a'e wh1<.h 'eem to be ot more thdn epheme1al 1mpo1tance
My hr't ob1ec.t can be..,t be ac..h1eved by quotmg f1om the wn<..ludmg
lmec. ot the tmdmg ot the lower Court wh1Lh fm11,hed 1t1, hearing
of the <...a'e on the I4th January I 930 It ha\ been defm1tely proved
that <I) the Commum't Internattonal wa\ founded m 1919, wtth
1t\ headqua1ter at Moc;cow, a., the c.upreme head of ctll C'ommum..,t
Orgam'idllon!i throughout the world (2) 1t' chief dim 1c; to e'tctbh'ih
worker\' repuh11c!-I m every country,(~) fo1 th11, purpo'e 1t ha' J\
1t\ fixed pohcy the exc.itmg ot violent revolution m cill countne,,
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(4) m particular, It hd~ turned us attention to India and detenml'ed
to caul\e a revolut10n which has for 1t~ 1mmed1ate object the overthrow of the l\overe1gnty of the Kmg-Emperor m BnUl\h India, (5)
with th1'> ob1ect 1t ha\ formed acon~ptrac..y with perl\on., and bod1e.,
m Europe ,md India and el\ewhere to excite the Indian workero;
and ped'>dnto., to revolutmn, (6) thc.,e per'>on., and bod1e'>. whom I
may call cono.,pnator'>, have laid down a general plan of campaign
under the d1rect10n of the Commumo.,t Intemat1onal, (7) th11\ plan
mclude., the formauon of 'uch bod1e' d'> a Commum&t Party of
lnd1J and Worker., and Peao;dnh' Pclrtle'>, (8) the 1mmed1ate work
of the'>e part1c' t'i to gam control of the workmg-cJa,.,e., by
01g.m1,mg them m union' teachmg them the pnnc.1ple' of
Commumo.,m mc1tmg them to o.,tnke., m order to educate them ,md
teach them o.,ohdJnty. Jnd m every way to U'>e every po.,...1hle method
of propaganda and m1otruc.t1on t9) the workcr'i a1e thu' to be tought
mJ"' org.imo.,at1on with a view to the declarcltlon of J general 1otnke
followed by 1evolut1on (10) the pca.,anto., are lo be orgam ...ed m d
1o11mlar mannc1 ... o J' to form an effective rc'>e1vc fo1c.e tor the
proletarian mJ"'e' Jnd to effec.t an agr.inan revolutron, (11) m
pur1ou.inc.e of the ...e .inm, a Commum1ot P.irty ot lnd1.i .ind four
Worker.., Jnd Pea..,ant.., Part1e..,, m Bombay, Bengal the PunJab and
the Umted P1ovmc.e..,, were formed (12) the"le bod1eo., were given
fm.inc. 1al aid f1 om Mo.,c..ow and thetr polrLy wa' dictated from
Mo,c.ow, dn ec. tly and via bngland and the Contmenl through
c.ommumf.allon" c..onduc.ted ma "lec.ret Jnd con\p1ratonal manne1
( J1) m add1t1on to thl"I "everal pcr.,ono.,, ..uch a., Alh"on, 'ipt att Jnd
B1adley were .,cnt out to India for the exp1e'" purpo<ie of orgam\mg
the work •.md 1omentmg revolution, (14) m puro;uance of theo;e
d11ect1on" and with the fmdm 1dl help thu'I obtained the'le bod1e'
have orgam..,cd umon..,, c.onductcd demon\trc1t1on", edited papt'f'In\l1tuted youth movement1o 1mtiated and conducted 'tr 1ke'> and
u ...ed all po'>\1ble method.., of propagclnda, ( 1Ci) therrexpu~" ,um m
all the'>e act1v1t1e.,. ha' been to overthrow the 'overe1gnty of the
Kmg m Bntt"h India, with,\ view to the e\tabho;hment of a "IOC.1dll\t
State under the dKtato1'h1p of the proletarrat and the o;;up1eme
comm.md of the Commum~t lnte1 n.it1onal, ( 16) m the'e ac. uv1t1e'
all the accuo;ed with the exception of Dhar:imvir Smgh. are \hown
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to have taken part with full knowledge and approval of their aims
and objects, and directly or indirectly in league with the con~pirators
outside India; ( 17) they have, therefore, formed part of the
conspiracy to deprive the King-Emperor of his sovereignty of
British India and are liable to be tried under section 121-A, l.P.C."

The Sentences
The Additional Session~ Judge who took up the hearing of the
ca:-.e sixteen days later pronounced judgement on the 16th January
1933, sentencmg all but four of the thirty-one accused persons to
varymg terms of transportation and rigorous imprisonment. One
l>. R. Thengdi had died some four months previously whilst on
bail in Poona and three Bengalis were acquitted. Of the pen.ons
with whom this book is particularly concerned, Muzaffar Ahmad
(of the Cawnporc conspin1cy ca~e) was sentenced to transportation
for life. S.A. Dange (al~o convicted at Cawnpore m 1924 ),
S.V. Ghate, K. N. Joglekar, R. S. Nimbkar and Philip Spratt to
twelve years' transportation. B. F. Bradley, S. S. Mirajkar and
Shaukat Usmani (a third of the Cawnpore con~piratoTh) to ten yeai!oo'
transportation. Abdul Majid and Sohart'Singh Josh (Spratt~'s agent!-1
in the Punjab) and Dharani Goswami (who will make his
appearance in Chapter 20) to seven yearo,' tran~portation and Dr.
G. M. Adh1kari and P. C. Joshi to five year!. transportation; while
Gopen Chakravarty (who also figures prommently in Chapter 20),
Gopal Basak and Lester Hutchmson were sentenced to undergo
rigorous imprisonment for a period of four and Shamsul Huda of
three years. Chapter 17 will show how Amir Ha1dar Khan, an
absconding accused m this case. was laid by the heels in Madr~
during 1932 and sentenced to an aggregate of thirty month~'
rigorous 1mpnsonment.

The Scope of the Conspiracy
In the course of a judgement cons1stmg of close on seven hundred
printed foolscap page!., the Sessions Judge accepted the main
conclusions of the Lower Court and found that the Communist
International m Russia aimed at bringing about a revolution or
revolutions for the overthrow of existing Government~ by means
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of dnned mimg' and at the estabhshment of Soviet Repubhcs m
their place, that India had been selected as a smtable field for their
operations and a ... bemg one of the most hkely places for the next
step forward for the world revolution, that the method!I included
the mc1tement of antagomo;m between capital and ldbour, the
encouragement of \tnkeo;, hartaif and '1mtlar demonstrations, and
the creation and development of orgamsat1on.,, !luperf1c..1ally for
the benefit of the1r members, but m reahty worked for the purpose
of promotmg the Commum!ll programme, and that the twenty-<.,even
per<.,on!I whom he later 1..onv1cted had taken part, togethe1 with other'\
not brought before h1o; Court, m con<.,ptracy which aimed at
depnvmg the Kmg of the !lovere1gnty of Bntl'.h India
Outside As"!li"!ltance

On the "iub1ect of tho..,e who were not produc..ed bef01e h1mand they included M N Roy, Khu\ht Muhammad (alta~
Muhammad Ah, altm ~cpa<>..,1), George Alh.,on (alia~ Dondld
Campbell), J F Ryan (theAu ... trahan Commum.,t) Clemen., P.ilme
Dutt, ShapurJt Saklatval.i the late R C L ~harma of Pond1chery
and V N Chattopadhyaya among.,t '\Orne f1tty othe1s-the Judge
ha"I written 'I am qmte .. at1..,f1ed that all the'\e per;on.., are lmked m
one way or another with th1<> con\ptrd1..y along with many other
per.,om who-.e name!I will be foun<l .,1..attercd here and there through
the rec..ord and through th1' Judgement Thl'<;e per.,on-. were all
nghtly de.,c..nbcd by the p10-.ecutJon at .in early ... tage m th1"i 1..a-.e
a\ c..o-con'ip1ratorc; and there can be no doubt that the "i.ime
descnpt1on can very wrrectly be .ipphed to the ab'ic..ondmg accu\ed,
Amir Ha1dar Khan and to the late D R Thengd1, accu<>ed who
has died dunng the pe11od off1ve month'i which the wntmg ot th1<>
judgement ha'i taken In add1t1on to the'ie md1v1dua\., there are al-.o
certam orgam<>atton., m regard to which It 1s proved either that
they have taken part m tht., c..on<.,ptracy a'i orgam..,atton' or that the
person!I who controlled them have u<>ed them for 1..on'ipuat011al
purpose' Suc..h orgam ... at1on!I a1e the Commum..,t International cmd
tt'i affiliated bod1e~. the Kre\tmtern 01 Pea,ani.. Intemauondl, the
Red Internat1onal of Labour Umon., or R·I LU the Communt\t
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Pdrty of Great Bntam. the Ndllonal Mmonty Movement, the
Worker'!' Welfare League of India. the Labou1 Re1,earch
Department, the Young Commum'lt Ledgue ot Great Bntam, the
Indian Seamen'-; Umon. the P.m-Pac1f1<. Trade Umon Secretariat
and, lao;,t but by no mean\ lea-;t, the League Agam\t Impenah-;m "

RevMon on Appeal
Al I twenty-\even conv1cti, duly c1ppealed agam.,t their com 1ct1on
to o;,entem..es to the High Court ot Judicature at Allahabad, a bem..h
of \ll,h1c.h took up the hearmg of the c..a\e on the 24th July 1911
Judgement wa.. delivered on the 1rd Augu.,t by the Chief Jui,Uc,e
who thui, .. ummed up the fmdmg' of the Court "It cc1nnot be too
<.!early that m th1., ca.,e the Government ha' not pro.,ec.uted anyone
for h1' opm10no;, The gravamen of the <.hJ.rge-wh1l.h a., regc11d., a
large m.1Jonty of the c1c..cu ..ed ha' hecn proved -11, thdt they hd\.e
endea\.ou1cd to put their opmmn., mto praclll.e, the me\ Jtable 1e,ult
of then aLt1on 11, thdt the accu\ed have brought thcm.,elve .. w1thm
the i,cope of .,ectlon 121-A of the Ind11n Pendl Code
It may
'>did
that
the
ob1cc.t
,umcd
at
the
con.,p1r.iLy
wa
..
1rnpra<.t1rnble
be
one might even .,ay 1mpo.,..1ble, of aLh1evement 1 he 1,tep'> tclken
by the dl.c.u.,cd t1 II their arre .. t were m one .,en.,e utterl) puenle and
'ould not be <.Onl.c1ved to lead to any .. ul.h 'er mu., Lon.,equenLe'>
a\ the dl.CU\ed drcc1mt of But one 1ca.. on why nothmg o;,ub ..tant1c.ll
wa.. done by the a<.l.U.,cd wc1., the dlertne\-; and '>tnct v1g1lJ.nl.l~ of
the police, who were able to dl'>l.ovcr the L<m,p11c1cy at Jn ec1rly
.. tagc and con ..tantly wab.. hed the conduct of all the dl..l.U.,ed till
then ane't l ven 1t there hc1d been an} LhanL.e of a pdllldl 'Ul.l.C.,..
m 1ou1,mg the pec11,ant'> and wmkcr., that w.ii, L.ompletely hu,trated
by the etfect1vc wunterac..t1on c1doptcd by the lughly effic,1ent pohl.e
The detel.tton of th1-; con-;p1rac.y Wd'> a diffo. ult matter, and 1t wa..
\.ery L.red1table to the Cnmmal lnve,t1gat1on Uepc.lrtment that m
.,p1te of every attempt havmg been made by the dl.cu ..ed to con<.e.il
their de,1gn' and to c.over up their commun1<.at10m and
c..orre\pondence, the pohce maudgt>d to find out prdl t1cdlly
everything that the acc.u~ed did or that pcl,\ed between them '
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Then followed a homily on the panicular gravity of seditions
and inflammatory appeals at times of excitement, and the
summary concluded with the words : "We must, therefore, take a
serious view of the offence of conspiracy committed by the
accused whom we find guilty." But taking into consideration the
fact that all the accused had already undergone more than four
years' confinement before their case came before him, the Chief
Justice considerably scaled down the !lentcnce~ passed in the
Sessions Court. Thi!> clemency was accompanied, however. by an
expression of opinion that if the present offender!> proved
incorrigible it might be necessary in the public intere1't to curtail
their activities for lengthy periods. The result of the appeal was
the immediate release of Hutchinson and eight other les!ler,
conspirator!> (all of whom were acquitted and of whom it was
written that they had themselves largely to thank for l)leir
prosecution, their seditious activities in association with
Communists havmg created a natural !>Uspicion that they were
engaged in the conspiracy.) and also of P. C. Joshi, Gopal Basak,
Shamsul Huda and Dr. G. M. Adhikari who<;e !-lentl!nce~ were
reduced to the term!> which they had already undergone. By the
end of 1933, all save Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad, S. A. Dange and
Shaukat U!>mani had also regained their liberty. Spratt was
enlarged in September 1934, and with the relea!-le of the three
mcorngiblcs m the autumn of 1935, the curtain will be rung down
on the second Act of the Indian Communist drama, and the o,tagc
fully !let for the third Act, for which rehearsal., are now m
progre.,~. It il> only to be hoped that this thud Act, when It comes,
will have a lcsl> tragic ending than its predeccs1'or. It certainly
prombe!l to be more spectacular and to have a quicker tempo.

The Duration of the Trial
Charges of all kind!> have been levelled agamst the authorities
in India in connection with the Meerut Case, the protracted cour~t>
of which ha11 also caused unfavourable comment in circles
wholly unconnected with Communism but at the same time
unfamiliar with Indian law. lt may, therefore, serve a useful
purpoi.e to subject these charges to a brief examination. Before
doing so. I will take leave to quote a short extract from a letter,
written by M. N. Roy shonly after the conclusion of the Cawnpore
case in 1924. I do so because it throws light on the frame of mind
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m which Mo'><..ow'" followers go {and, at 1<; to be feared, alway~
wall go) to theu tnal "The new<; about the result of the Cawnpore
ca!!.e", Roy wrote m November 1924, "reached u~ yesterday We
had not expe<..ted any better Poor fellows' If they could only have
put up a better defence, four years m Jaal would have been worth
while We mu\t have better Commumsts than th14i lot, and the
defending Council\ (sic) By God what fool<; 11
With a better
lot m the dock and lec;c; \tup1d heads at the Bar, the Cawnpore case
could h.ive been made an epoch-makmg event m our poht1cal
h11itory ' The Meerut pn1ioner1i have, it mu~t be admitted,
extralted {\O far a~ foreign <..ountne!!. are concerned) more of
advertl'.ement and poht1cal <..apital from thetr tnal than dad their
predeces<;or<; at C'ownpore, or, mdeed, than Roy, h1m1ielf
arraigned at Cawnpore m 191 I, wac; able to do The Voluminous
d11icour.,e'!. on C'ommum ...t theory and pnnc1ple'> (much of them
irrelevant to the charge' framed) which took the plaLe ot
'ltatement1i of defence were pubhc;hed m book torm for ~ale m
England or anywhere el.,ewhere people could be tound to read
them Jail cond1tion'i, which the accu'ied themselve~ have many
tame'\ applauded in thear letter'\ to thear fnend'i, m\ptred a
contmual 'tre.im of entirely mi'lleadi~ preo,c; .irt1clec;, while the
length of the ca'e hao, alwc:1.y' 'ltood Commum't editor!!. m good
a 'itead
It .,eemo, hardly nele'\'ld.ry to quote exten'lively from that pd.rt of
the High Court 1udgement which analy1ied the CclU\e!!. of delay It
will c;uft1ce to ~a) thclt the blame wru, apportioned in the followmg
word~ Had there been grec:1.ter d1'i<..nmmation m the choice and
~elel.Uon of cv1den<..e for the pro\elUUon, .i greater re'>tramt by the
accuo,ed m keepmg their ~tatementc; wnhm the hm1t., of relevancy,
and a httle more o,tnctne'°' on the part of the Court, the tnc:1.I would
not helve tclken 'IUch a long time ' Of the second of these cau'ie'>
the Chief Ju<;t1cc wrote
The accu'\ed m thear tum took an
mordmately long time in reading out well prepared stc:1.tement<;
which the Court had to take down word tor word In mo'lt ca'e"
they we1e nothmg more thcln an expoMtlon, on an elaborate scale,
of the doctnne'> of Commum'im, tt'> tenet'\ and itc; programme
There hac; been an extravagant wa'\te of time and energy m the
d1ctat1on and recording of the'>e c;tatementc; " It may alc;o be
remarked that the ~e'\s1ons Judge had gone very deeply mto this
matter of delay and had come to the definite conclu,ion that "out
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of the period of three years and ten months during which the
accused were under trial, a period of at least a year could certainly
have been cut off had the accused not definitely laid themselves out to delay the case whenever they thought it safe to do
so." There was further delay of over three months in the hearing
of the appeal, which too, was the result of the specific application
of the appellants for postponement.

The Future
The proceedings were undoubtedly lengthy, but so have been
similar cases elsewhere. The French and the practical Japanese, to
quote only two instances, took two and three years, respectively,
to dispose of cases of almost identical dimensions in
circumstances which gave the accused no opportunities for ~elf
advertisement. When to the masses of evidence adduced is added
a consideration of the cumbrous nature of the Indian law, which,
in its efforts to prevent injustice, places all the cards in the hands
of the accu!!ed, and to this is superadded the determination of
those accused to extract from the trial the maximum of
advertisement for themselves and their doctrines, the length of
time which it took to complete the hearing of the case becomes
the less ~urprising. But the case has emphasised the need for
~peedier, less cumbersome, and less fettered methods of
safeguarding India against those who advocate, or work for.
armed rebellion in the interests of a toreign power. To allow such
individuals freedom of speech and action up to a time when their
activities amount to a conspiracy to deprive the King-Emperor
of his sovereignty of British India, has been proved to be an
expensive and dangerous policy.

The Indian Communist Programme
Enough has, I hope, been said to show the impossibility of
legally prosecuting the various parts of the programme of the
Communist International in India. As Roy himself once pointed
out in connection with the Cawnpore case, "Government do not
object to Communism as such, but applied Communism is not
tolerable to them. It is no longer a dead theory. It invigorates the
present political struggle by stimulating the consciousness and
energy of the revolutionary social forces." The same realisation is
frequently to be found in the statements bf the accused in the
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Meerut ca"i.e and 1t may be of a!.!IM'itdnce to recapitulate, at th1'!.
'tage, the method' by which Indian C'ommum"i.h have 'ought
(and are hkely to i,eek m the future) to put mto practice the
m~tructton' which Kuu,men adequately summarized m the
word11 "Modestly and yet persevermgly must we begm m India
with the work m the trade-umon' and, durmg 11tnkes, with the
education of the Party worker'> "ic Thi~ authont~1ve dictum wai,,
of cour,e, 'upplemented, both before and after 1t'
pronoun'-ement, by more detdiled 1mtruct1on., (.,uch d!!. the
A'>.,embly Letter already referred to) dealmg not only with trddeumom work but al'>o with opeiallom among'>t rurdl worker., dnd
the petty bou~eotlle Many of the.,e document' were produced
by the Crown m 'upport of the c.hJ.rge., J.gam.,t the dccu.,ed, dnd
the C1own C'ouni,el gave m h1' o;ummmg up of the ca.,e, a h.,t ot
the ta'>k., and duties of C'ommum'>t., m Ind1J. denved from an
dnaly'1' of theo;e exhibit'> I reproduce the h.,t d.., the Crown
Coun.,el gdve 1t It md1cate~. a<; he 'ugge.,ted, o;ome ot the obv1ou.,
item., to be looked for m the pubhc dct1v1ue' of the a'-cu.,ed IB>
con.,equence of mJunctlom made by the C'ommun1't Intcrnat1onal, from time to lime "Concentrate on orgam.,auon take
part m the everyday <;lruggle, dofnot d1.,regard the .,malle't
demand, draw attent10n to abu<;ec, and help to formulate demand-;
be con.,p1cuou' m ,ill 'tnkc' and demon.,trat1om, eve1y 'tnke,
ldtge or o;mall 1<; a leo;son, tram leader., 1rom the tank and file
mcuk.ate d1.,uphne, expo.,e 1ef01m1'h, oppo<>e all phra!!.e' about
non-violence or pa.,1.11ve reo;1i,tanc.e, deprc<..ate tactfully the
mfluence of rehg1on, denoun<..e <..dpltdho;to;, explam that
Government alway'i help<; c.ap1tah't' thclt 11 •., m fa'-t, acap1tah<;t
Government, therefore, denounc.e Government, mtroduce
poht1'-al o;ub1ew, and ,.,.,ue.,, empha'1'e that no la'>tmg betterment
•' po,s1blc under the capllaho;t o;yr,tem, .,trci;;,, therefore, the
nece.,.,1ty of revolution and the e.,tabh.,hment of a work.er., 1a1
create d1.,content and mten.,1fy 1t where 1t exists, dcmon.,trate the
mternallon,d chara"ter of the dd.,,-i;;truggle prcmc R I L U .:md
denoum.eAm.,terddm, draw 11Juc,trat1on' from Ruo;.,.a and Chma"
The Sefis1ons Judge took this able analy.;;1, a'> the ba'1' of h1'
exdmmat1on and cla"1f1c.auon of the acuvmes ot the dc<..u.,ed and
found that all the item~ mentioned were cove1ed either by the
*Report on the Revoluuon.iry Movlmtnt m tht Colome~ pn.,t.ntul to th1.. VI Congu:s'
ol tht. C'ommumM lntcmauon.il
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ev1denLe on the rec..ord or by the adm1s'i1ons mctde m the
'>tatementc; of the ctCLu~ed

Other Items in the Programme
To the above ~ummary of the general .md mdustnaJ programme
there should, perhaps, be added a 1.1hort quotation which .,eem.,
general1y, though ctdequately, to c..over the agranan and petty
bourgeot\ s1dc1.1 of th1c; que'>t1on Commg to the c..olomal and
'em1-colomctl countries (Chmct, India, etc ), the Commum1:il
International Jaye; 1t down* th.it "the prmc..1pal task m 'iuch
c..ountnec; t'> on the one hand, to fight agamc;t feudall',m and the
pro capltcthc;t form .. of explo1tat1on and 'Y'temat1cal1y to develop
the pcd'>ant agranan revolut1on, on the other hand to fight agam'>t
foreign 1mpen.ih'm for national mdependence A' a rule
lran'>tt1on to the d1t.tator..,h1p of the proletanat m the'>e countnes
will be po\\1ble only through .t '>er 1e' of p1eparato1 y '>tage' and ac;
the outc..ume of the whole period of tranc;formdt1on of bmaxHm
democ1atH. revolut10n mto '>Oc1ah'>t revolution Tctmpermg with
the loyalty of the troop' c.ome~ .it a more mature -,tagc m the
procecdmg,, a ... tage wh1c.h tho'e with whom we dre now
lOncemed had fortun.ttelv not reat.hed when the Meerut C.d'e
hcgan We l.an, therefore, leave th1.., a'>ped of the c.a'e out of the
rec.konmg fo1 the moment

Violent Methods of Revolution
Anothe1 que,t1on whKh the Meerut cd'c hd' effec.tt\elv
h Indian Commnm'>m
J.n,wcrl'd •.., one wh1t.h 1' often asked
hd'>C<l on vmlem.L 1 b<1.1hc1 chdpter' have demon'>tlcltl·d how the
1evolut10n wh1'h the CommunN lntemctt1011dl ... eek' to hung
ahout 1' wh.it Philip 5pr.itt onc.e de'>1.. nbed .i.., d vmlent uphc.i\ .tl
of d pohtH.JI .ind m1htary c.haral.le1-1evolut1on m the good oldf .1,h1one<l c;en~e
fo the .mthont1e' aheady quoted I need only
add .1 few '>Cntenc.e'> c.ulled .it random from the page' of the
cxh1h1r.. m the Meerut Cd'e m order to '>how thc:1.t thL membe1' of
the Commum't Party of India aie under no delu,1011 a~ to the
natu1c of the movement whILh they !ltnve to promote Thu,,
Sp1att ..,.i1d 111 d c..peec.h whK h he deln e1ed at a young men.,
c.onfercm. e m Maldct m Bengal We need not be (...dfeful to
d1..,gm'>e the brutal, blood thmty !llde of our propo'>c.ll We 'idY
thc..,e thing' a1e mcv1t..tble Dange m Bombay, put the matter m
.. At p 1gl 40 ol 1h1 pro~11111m1 of 1h1 C ommum~t lntt.mauon.il
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a nu1'hell-"C'ommum'm 1~ th1,, 1f, the State 1' ba,ed on violence
1t cannot be overthrown but by violence " In the north, P C Jo,h1
wrote "Any 'e11ou' and uncomprom1,mg movement for
hberdt1on ought to provide and prepare for thei;,e ,m..ce.,lii1ve
'tdgcc-.-ma....., demon,tr.itmn1, dnd non-violent d1.,c1plmed direc.t
md'' ac.t1on dnd, tm.illy, armed ma.. lii 11,mg "
So, too Sohdn
Smgh Jo,h, wrote m the L.ihore Ktrtt "Ye,, 1f 1Jrepardt1on' Jre
mdde, the programme of v1olem..e <.an then be laid betme the
countty" And V N Chattopadhydy..t m d Jetter from Mo,ww to
Jdwaharlal Nehru 'aid "But I hope that th1' time there will be no
'ent1mental non,enc-.c about the 'heddmg ot a few htrc' of blood,
and thdt the rcvolut1ondry movement will be led on purely
matcnah,t1c. hne' by tr..tme<l Mc11x1an revolut1onane' 'The'e die
a few of the numberle'' retercn1..c' to th1~ 'IUbJec.t to be found m
the document' cxh1b1ted at Mecrnt and the dccu,ed te,t1hed one
.ifter dnother m their mdn 1dudl C\tdtement... to the Court to the fat t
th.it they .,till ddhered to th1' view It 1' unncce.,1,.i1y to quote
extr.ic.t' theretrom, tor R ~ Nrmbk.ir .. ubm1ttcd to the Court .in
addltloncil 'tatemrnt on bch.ilf of h1m.,elf and 'C\t>ntel"n nthc1~
whu. h t onclu ... vcly d1,po,c<l of the matter m the followmg v. ord'
'The immediate obJe1,,t1ve tow.ird' wluc.h the party of the
proletJn<1t hd' to work 1' the generJt 'tnke ot wmker' 'uppmted
by d gencr.il no tdx and no rent campaign, which will d' 1t
develop' ll"dd to .m armed 1cvolut1on
Any p1opo..,dl to
<ldm. \.e the revolution m mamtdm 11' gam' without tht• u.,e of
foH.e 1' 111 our view Jn Jh,urd1ty '

Violence an Immediate Objective
Thi' pa....,age ... 1,0 d1,po'e' of one hne of dekncc wh1th
Coun'l'l tor <.,ome of the pn..,oner1.o felt 1t their duty to make On
th11ii 'uhject the High ( ourt 1udgement rc.td\ "The wntcnllon of
the ledrnC'tl .idvoc.,lle for tht appellantlii that \Uc.h Jn obJcc..t1ve 1' d
d11.otant dim to be reJh<;{'d m the unknown fJr-off future cdnnot he
.ic.cepted fo1 d moment No doubt the Commum't' would. a' a
ldl..tILal mea,urL, hegm with the prehmm<lIY 'tage' m the flr,t
m<.,tam.e, but whenc' er c.ondltlom became fdvourahle they would
adapt them~elve' to tho\C c..ond1t1on1, and re,01t to .umed
revolutton. 1f nec..c,,dry
The quc~tlon 1.., enltrcly one of
opportumty and the oppmtumty ha' to be 'eucd and not lo,t <.,1ght
of dloo liiOOn .llii It OC<.UI ~
It 1' maml) to the 1cadc1" of th1' book thdt Indtd mu1ot look fo1
..,alv.iuon from the oppo1tuntt)

Secret Preparations of British
Government in India to frame up
the Indian Communists in
Meerut Conspiracy Case*

HOME/POLITIC' AL/ 1929
F. JO/IV

Subject : Meerut Communist Conspiracy Trial
I attach Mr Horton'., opimon a., to the fea.,ibilit)' of launching a
con.,pir.i1...y ca.,e on the ha.,1!> of material <iubm1tted to hnn tor
c>..dmm.it1011 A., 1t 1<; Mr. Horton·~ opm1on that mu<;t guide the
Government of India. I do not propo.,e to comment on it, beyond
...aymg that I know th.it it h.i.., been cctut1ou...ly and dehberatcly
formed and that it rc"t" on a great deal of !-iohd matendl which I
my.,df have read and examined I can -,ay, therefore, that if th1.,
w.i!-> clJ1 ordinary cnmmal ca...e m which the ..anct1on of the
Government wa., not required, both Horton and my ..clf would be
prepdred to put 1t forthwith mto Com1 with every hope of
..,ccunng d conv1ct1on
In my opm1011 1mmcdiate ... tcp.., 'hould he taken lo a.,certam
whethe1 legJI op1mon endor"c" the result of Mr Horton''
cxJmmal1on
Sd/ D. Pctnc.
15.1.29

Home Department
Hon'hle Mr. Haig
VERY SECRET

Hon'hle Member will remember that 1t wa!> decided to
consult Mr. Langford Jdme' .ibout the propo!>ed coni.piracy
l·a~c again!oit Commum.,t.,. Mr. Langford James recently came
to Delhi for a few day,, and ai. a result of the examination
he wa' able to make, he i., piactically convinced that there
*Exu~rpt~
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will be a very good case. We are clearly justified in preceeding
now on the assumption that will be so.
2. We could not however, take the chance of submitting the
case to a jury. However good the case, there could be no assur·
ance that a jury would convict, and we cannot put the case into
Court unless we are convinced that it will result in conviction.
3. The two principal centres of activities of 'the conspiracy
have been Bombay and Calcutta. In both these places the case
would be tried by the High Court with a jury, and neither
Mr. Langford James nor the Home Department are prepared to
recommend this.
4. It is proposed therefore, that the case should be tried at
Meerut. It is considered that there are good reasons, quite apart
from the point about a jury, for !luch a decision:
(i) With the present dangerous atmo!i.phere prevailing among
the labouring population both in Bombay and Calcutta ii, clearly
undesirable to have the trial at either of these places.
(ii) There is a branch of the Worker&' and Peasanti.' Party at
Meerut. The place has been vi!i.ited by Spratt and other important
members of the conspiracies, and th'?)lgh it is not at the moment a
particularly active centre of the con!piracy, it is clear that acts in
furtherance of the conspiracy have been performed there.
(iii) It is a convenient central place for a trial, which will
include accused and witnesses from all parts of India (Bombay,
Bengal, Punjab and U.P.). It is also very conveniently situated for
the Government of India, who are really primarily respon!!lible for
the trial.
5. It is probable that objections will be raised on behalf of
Spratt and Bradley that having the trial at Meerut we arc
depriving them of the privilege of being tried by a jury which
they would enjoy at Calcutta and Bombay. It is thought, however,
that there would be quite convincing answers to such a claim:
(i) The system of legal procedure in the U.P. is typical of the
procedure of the greater part of India. The principle of trying
European British subjects with the aid of assessors is clearly
recognised in the Cr. P.C., while only in a few places in India are
conspiracies against the State triable by a jury.
(ii) As a matter of fact in a complicated conspiracy case
against an innocent person is likely to have a fairer trial before
assessors than he would before a jury.
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(iii) The trial is likely to last for some months, and it would
not be convenient to detain a jury for such a long time.
6. It is possible that Spratt and Bradley may claim a separate
trial from that of their Indian co-accused. It is thought, however,
improbable that such a claim will be made, because(i) Presumably the main case would proceed against the
Indians, and Spratt and Brd.Clley would have to remain in custody
for many months while the main case was being tried.
(ii) The Europeans could only claim a separate trial with a
view to securing that both the assessor should be Europeans: but
in practice this the last thing they want.
7. What is essential is that, if it is decided to institute the case,
Government should remain quite firm about its being tried at
Meerut, and should not under any circumstances agree to. its
transfer to Bombay or Calcutta, with a view to a trial being held
with a jury. For this purpose. it seems desirable hefore any final
decision about instituting a case is taken the concurrence of the
Secretary of State in this point, as a certain amount of agitation
may be got up in England on the ground that Englishmen are
being depnved of the privilege of trial by jury. The Home
Department consider that there are perfectly good reasons, as
explained above, for the decision lo have the case tried at Meerut.
But it is proposed to place the Secretary of State have in
posse'ision of all fact!'> and considerations, and obtain his
concurrence.
8. I understand from Langford James that he would probably
be able to give his final opinion by the I 5th of March, if we
especially require an opinion as early as that, otherwise without
fail by 3 lst March. As soon as his final opinion is obtained action
could be taken immediately to arrest the accused.
9. I discussed the case today with His Excellency and he
directed that these proposals should be circulated to the Hon'ble
Members.
Sd/ H. G. Haig
20.2.29

COPY OF THE NOTE LEFf WITH THE GOVERNOR OF U.P.

.

I. Case likely to be started sometime in second half of March.
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2. First step is to file complaint before District Magistrate,
Meerut, and get warrants from him, in pur11uance of which
simultaneous arre11ts and searche11 will be made. Mr. Horton will
file the complaint on authority of Government of India.
3. It would be necessary that Mr. Horton should be gazetted
with the powers of a DIG in U.P. Order.. to this effect ought to be
pas\Cd JUst before he files the complaint, but should not be
published till after the arrest!!.
4. Subsequent to the arrest11 the prehminanes will take about a
month before the case 1s ready to put into Court.
5. Toward11 the end of Apnl-a good 11pec1al Mag1!ttrate will
be required. His work may take 3 to 4 months.
6. About the end of Augu!tt or begmnmg of September
Se11\1on11 tnal would begin and might la\t from four to Mx
months.
7. Government of India will pay-(i) Mr. Horton and the mve\t1gatmg 11taff.
(11) Counliel's fees:
(m) Expen!tes connected wtth w1tne11'>e!t
H. G. Haig
23.2.29
LEGAL OPINION ON THE CASE BY
MR. LANGFORD JAMES, BAR-AT-LAW
The mam question m th111 ca!te 111 whether an agreement to put
the programme of the CommumM International mto action for the
purpose of affcctmg 1t~ aim 111 an offence under -,ect1on 121-A of
the Indian Penal Code. Personally I have no doubt that It 1s an
offence under the section The Commum!tt International openly
avow11 tt!t aim to be armed revolution for the purpo~e of
over-throwmg the existing bourgeois Governments, and replacmg
them with Soviet Repubhcs. The Repubhc~ are to be an mtegral
part of the International Soviet Repubhcli whose head quarters are
at Moscow. This 1s asserted to be a provmonal stage preparatory
to the abohuon of State altogether what!toever that phrase may
mean. In any case the provisional stage can only be reached in
India by overthrowing the rule of the King-Emperor and
replacing it by a form of Government under the control and
domination of Moscow. The object can clearly not be obtamed m
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a day and the C.I. has outlined a plan of campaign which is to be
followed in the earlier stages and in preparation for the general
strikes and armed rising of the proletariat which is to herald the
approach of the millenium. Stated as shortly as possible the case
against the present accused persons is that they being
Communists pledged to forward the aims of the Communist
International-and are carrying out the plan of campaign outlined
by that body: in effect it is said that they are practical and active
Bolsheviks steadily working for the overthrow of the
King-Emperor and the setting up of the domination of Moscow.
In my opinion the evidence available (e.g. intercepted
correspondence, publications, speeches, activitie~. the source
from which the money comes) amply proves that ca~e. I also
con~ider that the complicity of each of the accused in the
conspiracy can be satisfactorily proved. The evidence against
each per~on will of couri;.e vary. Some have been at the game
longer than other~. There is certain direct evidence against ~ome
which is absent in the case of others e.g. the two European~ were
obviou~ly sent out by the Communist Party of Great Britain for
this very purpo~e and they have heen paid by that body-others
ot the accused have sent report~ of their activitie11 to Moscow and
elsewhere or have corresponded with well-known Bolsheviks in
burope. One accused has actually viMted Mo~cuw and taken part
in the proceedings of the International. But it i~ quite clear that
here in India they have all acted in concert on lhe lines laid down
by the International and while the evidem. e against some is
overwhelming. I con~ider that there is l!!Ufficient evidence against
each one. Al~o a11 far as l can judge the persons selected for
Prosecution can fairly be said to be the leader~ of this pernicious
movement in the different part~ of India in which it exists.
Sdl Langford James
13.3.29
ORDER IN COUNCIL AT A MEETING HELD ON THE
14TH MARCH. 1929
Sanction is granted to the institution of a conspiracy case
under section 121-A of the l.P.C. agilinst a number of
communists including Spratt and Bradley in the Court of the
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Distnct Mag1c;trate, Meerut Action should be taken forthwith If
arrestc; take place before the Pubhc Safety Bill 1c; mtroduced a
communique ~hould be issued on the ddy of the arre~t,, the draft
of th1' bemg circuldt~d beforehand to Hon'ble Members on the
18th m~tant
lrwm
14129
HOME DEPARTMENT
Pol Branch
Dr.ift D 0 Letter
No D 147, Poll Dated 29th April, J929
CONFIDENTIAL
To
J W A-Langford Jamee;, M A (Oxon)
Barn~ter-at-law

Meerut, UP
My dear Langford Jamee;,
We are rather unea'y at the o;;uggest10n mdde m two recent
letter~ from Horton that 'o much matenal hao, been recovered m
the '!iearche"' thdt 1t may be atlea'lt another two month' before you
are ready to open the ca\e Petrie 1"' wntmg to Horton and puttmg
the conMderations which appeal to u~ I ~hould be glad 1t you
would 'ee h1' letter We do not of cour'e want to preo,o;; you to do
dnythmg that would damage or weaken the case But we are very
def1mtely of op1mon that earher the ca'le CdO be started without
pre1ud1cc to the re\ult the better 1t 10, from our pomt of view, and
while it might no doubt be pos,1ble to elaborate conMderably by
takmg dnother two or three months ~o a'!i to fit every bn of
evidence dt~covered at the '!iearche~ mto tl\ appropriate place
From the practical pomt of view we are dt~po'led to thmk that th1"'
elaboration might be purchased too dearly We want the cao;;e of
course to be thoroughly convmc..mg but we do not want to pamt
the hlly I am sure you are ahve to all the~e con,iderat1ons, and
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I ~hcllJ be grateful 1f you could let u1t have some idea of the
ctpprox1mate date on which, we1ghmg one thmg agam°'lt another,
you thmk 1t would be adv1\able to open the c~e
2 Of the cons1deration1i ment10ned m Petne'& letters, which
lecld us to want m ectrly dec1l!l10n, I thmk the most important
cll'C-

(a) A 1ud1c1dl pronoum..ement I\ reqmred a,,, ecirly a1t po1t~ible,
which wdl enable u~ to deal with further man1fe~tat1ons of
Commum\m dnd to prevent the Communist movement
recovenng from the blow which the Mre\t of the leaders ha1i dealt
1t We hope to be cible on the re~mlt of th1~ case to ITlcllce further
Commum°'lt a<..t1v1t1elil both d1ffi<..ult and dangerou1i for those who
WI\h to mdulge m them But the kmd of aL.tlon we have m
wntemplcillon L.annot be tciken until we have the clear
pronoun<..ement of a Court that the"le dct1v1t1e.., dre 1llegdl
(b) From the poht1cd.l pomt of view 1t would be .m advantdge
to he clble to L.Onvmce m genercl1 d\ edrly d\ posMble that
Commum\m I\ not the kmd of movement that 1ihould receive the
.,ymp.uhy of NdUondh~t' The oppo~1tton to the Pubhc Sclfety
Bill hJ\ cred.ted drttfl<..Id.l dnd ra1 ..e atmolilphe1e, clnd we Wdnt to
\et thclt nght a\ "loon d\ po.,,1b]e
l There dre two other pomt., \\oh1ch .ire not mentioned by
Petne(d) Some attempt\ helve been made to work up J movement for
tran\fer of the l.cl\e from Meerul Govemmt.nt naturally would
not d.gree to a tran\fer but 1t '\eem~ to me that the sooner we c.m
get the tndl \tarted the le\lil l.hance there 1., of the movement
developmg \enou.,ly
(b) Our future pld.n\ for re·mtroduung the Pubhc c;afety Bill
have not yet been conMdered, but 11 mdy be of importance to get
the tnal out of the way before we bnng the Bill agam betore the
As,.embly Th1\ abo ..ugge"lh the deo,1rab1hty of gettmg a dec1,1on
d"i early dlil pol!l\lble
I \hould be grateful 1f you would let me know how the whole
thmg liltnke\ you from your end
You" l!lmcerely
Sd/ HG Haig,

Secretary
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CONFIDENTIAL

Meerut
U.P.
2.5.29

My dear Haig,
I can .is~ure you that I am anxiom. to start the case at the
earliest possible moment. The present difficultly is that we do not
know what we have got and cannot until the stuff has been
looked through. When that has been done our object will be not
to elaborate but to simplify. What we have seen ~o far enables us
to scrap a very great deal of the evidence upon which we
launched the case. You may say that the earlier the case can be
started the better from your point of view, you later speak of an
earlier decision. I am not at all sure that an earlier start meano.; an
earlier deci!.ion, but I most certainly do feel that in th111 case we
must at any rate know what stuff we have got before we ~tart.
Unfortunately only a limited number of people can do the really
important work and you cannot drive them too hard. Horton,
Tasadduk and Khairat Nabi are all slJl'wing ~ign~ of ~train and I
do not wonder. The weather is pretty trying, and they have had
thctr nose~ down on this grind stone fairly consi~tcntly. We do
our best when occal>ion offers (an application for bail) to inform
the public that this is a Moscow ca~e and nothing to do with
Nationali~m.

Well now for my conclusions-I think that the earlie't date on
which we ~hall be able to "tart in June I ~t, but 1 ~hould not be
!.Urpri ...ed if it wa~ later.
Your~ sincerely
Sd/ John Langford Jame~

Hon'ble Mr. H. G. Haig, C.l.E., I.C.S.
Secretary to Government of India
Home Department, Simla

HAIG'S NOTE ON LANGFORD JAMES'S REPLY
My letter to Mr. Langford Jame~ and his reply are for
infonnation. It is quite true m. Mr. Langford James points out,
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that I referred to the importance of both an early 'itart and an early
dee.moo An early dec1S1on i'i perhap' the more important, but we
(,,rnnot ignore the importance ot an early stcUt At the 'lame time
one cannot dl'lpute the 'ioundness of Mr L.t11gford Jame'<i
remark'i, and I thmk tt t'i clear that It t'i no U'ie our pur'iumg the
mdtter with him any further He must be .tllowed to run the ca<ie
m ht'i own way We may telegraph to the Sec..retary of State, .t11d
explam the po~IL1on Ht~ bxcellenc,y <ihould <iee

H.ug
4 '5 29
HOME DEPARTMENT
Drdtt D 0 Letter
2'5th M.ty, 1929
No D 1872/29
CONFIDf NTIAL
J Langford Jame" E<iqr, M A (Oxon)
Bam<iter-at-law
Ch.irlevtlle Hotel
Mu,'ione
My de,u Langfotd Jame<i,
Mdny thdnk' for your letter of 22nd May \.1r N.t11mc:1.n <icem<i
to hdvc tre.ited you very ca,u.illy I dID now g1ad to hem th.it ) ou
.tre teelmg ~o mul-h better, .ind I hope you will 1.oon hdve got nd
of trouble
2 l did not an'iwer your letter of 22nd May about the date of
'tdrtmg the Cd"ie, and 1t seemed to me we unde1,t.ind Cdl-h other
'ufftctently You pomted out th.tt m my letter ot 29th Apnl I held
referred both to an early <itart and an early dec,1<i1on Tht' w.i'
dehberate We do attach con,ider.tble tmport.tnl-e to dn eruly
'tart, qmte apcUt from the wnMderat1on'i that make us want .tn
early dec11,ion But you know our v1ew<i and I need not el.tbor.tte
The Secretary of State t'i alway' to be kept fully informed of the
progre'i'i of the c,.t'ie We telegraphed to him.on the 7th May, after
rece1vmg your letter, thc:1.t the earhe't date on which the ca'e
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might be opened is the lst June. I should be glad if you could let
know what your present anticipations are, so that we can send the
Secretary of State a further telegram.
3. We had a letter recently from Horton saying that you were
of opinion that there was a strong case for including Hutchinson
in the trial. We are very reluctant to agree to aAything which
would mean further delay in opening the case, but I imagine the
inclusion of Hutchinson would not necessarilly mean that. Apart
from this consideration we should, I think, on general grounds
prefer not to add to the number of accused. and there might be
some advantage in dealing with Hutchinson under the public
Safety Ordinance. At the same time, we are quite open to
argument if you attach serious importance to include him. Petrie
has, I think, written to Horton and asked him to expedite the
submission of the detailed case against Hutchin'>on, which we
would naturally have to examine. When we have got it, it might
be a good thing if you or Horton could come here and discus!.. I
per!ionally am off to Bombay and Poona for a week, leaving on
the 2nd June, and expect to be back orf"the 1Oth.
Yours sincerely
Sd/ H. G. Haig

Letter from Langford James to Haig
My dear Haig,
Plea!ie forgive me for not replying to your letter. I waited to do
so until I got back here (yesterday). I would have replied laM
night but the quest10n arose whether we should start on June 12th
or try for an earlier date. After a full discussion we have decided
to ask for a remand until June l 2th and definitely to begin the
case on that date. I am afraid that my inforced trip to Mussorie
has contributed to the delay. Anyhow we shall try to under weigh
before the middle of June. I can assure you that if any other
accused are included this would not delay the start.
Yours sincerely
Sell Langford James
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RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING RELATING
TO THE MEERUT CONSPIRACY CASE
Dated 6th June, 1929
Present:
H. M. (Home Department)
D.l.B.
Mr. Horton, D 1.G.
Mr Emerson O.S.D.
Mr. Horton represented the view\ of Mr. Langford Jame~ and
h1m'ielf that the followmg person!. i.hould be mcluded among the
accu!.ed m the Meerut case
1 Mr Hutchmi.on
2. Amir Haidar-now workmg m Bombay
3 Abdul Hahm
Bengal
4. Hemanta Kumar Strcar
,,
Bombay
5. Pend'e
6 Kullkarm
"
In regard to all the!.e six Mr Horton 'tated that 11 was the
considered optmon of h1m,elf and Mr Langford Jame~ that a
conv1ct1on wa'i certam and that the1r mcluMon would not prolong
the ca!te He explamed that the reai.on for the delay m puttmg
forward the propo,al.., wa!-1 that 1t was only after the exammatton
of the matenal obtamed m the 'learche~ attendmg the arrest of the
present accused that clear cases were established and that m
regard to some of them their importance wa!. realised. The ca..,e of
each prisoner wa!t considered ~eparately.

2. Hutchinson
The Prosecution i~ m a po5lit1on to prove vanous commumst
activities of this man, and his mclu~ion will be of material benefit
to the case. especially m proving the connections between the
Communist Party and Youth Movement in ~ombay. Hutchinson
has taken a prominent part m brmging the~e together and m
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part1culctr he 1., pnmanly re~pon<,1b)e for the orgam.,ation of
"Circle Stud1c.," which clre part of the programme of the
Comm tern
Me~"r" Lmgford Jcime'\ cind Horton attaLh importance to hi~
mclu.,1on m the mtcre"t" of the c..i-.e qutte dpd1t from other
c.on...1derat1on., Other con~ideratlon~ dre
1t will be nec.c~.,dry to dedl with Hutchm.,on ... ooner or Idler dll<.l
the Home Department m con.,ultcitlon with the Leg1~Jat1ve
Dep.irtment h.i., .ilrecidy under wn.,1de1 •.lt1.:m the que.,tlon of
de.llmg with hnn under the S,1tety Ordm.inle There .tre .,ever.tl
obJed1on'> to the later cour.,e (1) Hutchmlion wali m India when the pre.,ent .ic.cu.,ed were
.ine.,ted and w.i., c.l.,..,oc.1.ited with <,everal ot them If he 1"
p1oc...eeded ag.tm<,t under the 01dmcim. e and not undc1
the ordinary l.iw, the obvmu., (flt1L1.,m will be that then~
1.., no Cd.,e dgam~t him,
(11) Proc.eedmg.., unde1 the Ordmdnu· will be 1ep1e..,cntcd d..,
preJUdK !di to the Meerut J<-<-U,ed The Ld.,e Jg.:uml
Hutc.hm..,on •.., not ..,epdrahlt fiom the gener,iJ <.J...,e and
before the Bcnc.h of the 'ic.,..,wn Judge Gove1 nmcnt
would have to <,late cl 1....i.,c wl11ch mduded mc.lte11.il
c.ha1ge.., -.ub-JUdKe .it Meerut The gener.il -.ub..,tanc.e of
th1-. would be LommuniL.tlcd to the a<.tmed .ind h..,
coun~el. and would bec.omc publtL t\en if 1t were
po-.~tble for Government to hdme <..harge-. agam.,t
Hutchm.,on which were not 1elcvant to the Meerut C.i..,e
11 would only be po~..,1ble to prevent Hut<..hm-.on horn
mtrodu1,,mg relcv,mt matter.., by forb1ddmg him to 1,,.ill
cloy w1tnc..,..,e., Such an ordei would almo'>t certamly
lead to a loud outcry and would have 1epcrLu.,..,1on<, m
the Mcerut C.i'>c 1 he1e .ippe.ir.., to the Home
Dep.irtment to be no mean.., of procecdmg agam"it him
under the Ordmanc..e m the near future which, whaleve1
the re..,ult might be, c..ould not be open to rea..,onable
complamt that the Meerut CJ.<,e wa-. pre1udgcd The
Home Department therefore con..,1der.., that proceedmg..,
under the 01dmdnc..e 1.., not prad1cctble dt pre ...ent
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The conclu'11on wa .. that m the mtere't' of the Meerut Cafie .md
on gener.d ground,, Hutchm,on 'hould be mcluded and
pro,ecuted under the ordmdty ldw The Secretary of Sldte Wd<i
mformed on 'l 2nd Mdy thdt tht'I cour'e Wd'I under cons1dcrat1on

3. Amir Haidar
The examm.it10n ot the po,t-'learch m.iten.il 'howfi that thl'I
m.in h.i' t.iken ..i p1ommcnt and nnportant p•.ut m the Commum't
..ic..t1v1t1c,, although hie; pdrt hc1'1 hcen la1gely that of J 'lec1et .igent
wm kmg underground He 1<; d member of the Exec..uttve
C'omnuttee of the C'ommum..,t Pdrty and there 1' dm.·Lt cv1dcn'-e
thclt neither he nor h1.., European c.orre..,pondent' \\-ere under any
nmclpprehen ... 10n a ... to the 11legdl nJture of then ptoc.ccdmg'
C'o11e ... pond..:nLe . . cued ,1t hie; home 'how . . \..OmmumLat1onc;
between the lndtcln Commum"t" .md Mo,Low He wai; m f.Kt. the
duel agent ot \..ommunu....itmn 'Id Hclmbu1g between the Ind1 •.m
Commum ... t P..irty Jnd Mo.,c.ow
B" mdu .. IOn will pe1m1t ot d1re'-t proot of th1' dnd will
lllcltCflclJly 'llt!ngthcn the '-d"e HJ, clffC .. t Will d1,org.m1 ..e meam
of Lommumc.iuon .ind the- evidence produLed .1g.im..,t htm will be
ot gre.it pt op.ig.cin<.lcl v.tlue a ...... how mg the ...cu et .md under-hand
11dtt11 e of the l on~pn ..tc. y fhe condu ... ion wJ' that It \\ cl' vet)
dc..,Jr.ible to mclude him

4. Abdul Halim
Abdul H..thm 1' cl member of the bxellltn·e Committee of
lnd1..tn Commum..,t P..trty .md •.., Jn active Beng..tl v.01kr1
5. Pt>ndlie

Suc..c.ceded Joglekar (om· ot the Mcerut acL u...cd) cl'I 'ec1ctJ.ry ot
the G I P Ra1lwc1y Umon, ha' tJkcn a piomment part m the
Bomhay Worker'>' .ind Peci..,.:tnt .. P.iuy Wcl\ a le.idmg ag1tato1
dmmg the Bomhay ... uike' dmmg whiLh he made violent
'peec..hc"
Ioward~ the end of l<eb1u..iry l.t"it the Bomba) Government
favomed h1c; mclu1,1on but there wa' then 11,1.,utf1uent evidence
a~.im ... t him
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6. Hemanta
h a promment member of the Executive Committee of (a) the
Indian Commum.,t party and (b) of the Worker~· c1.nd Pec1...,c1.nt..,•
Party of Bengal
7. Kulkarni
h an c1.i;.:;1,tant Sldt1on mcl!lter at Manmad on the G l P Rc!tlway
He 1~ a member of the Commum..,t P.irty clnd a member of the
ExeL.Ut1vc Committee of Workeri;' and Pec1...,anti;' Party Bombay
Wc1i; ID regular corre..,pondem.e with ... everal 1mportc1.nt tommum ... t
leader' 1Dcluded ID the Mecrut tncll, ,.., a man of bra1D c1.nd
mtelhgence
8 The l.ai;e of the ldi;t four wa.., con..,1dered together
Mr Horton reprei;ented thc1.t while their 1Ddu..,1on would be of
i;ome as..,1Mance to the ca.,e. he cmd Mr Ldngtord Jame.., urged
their mclu,1on on different groundc;,. namely that out of d ho'>t of
bag and .,mc11l fry they had dchmtely the..,e tour men cl.., pe1i;on"
who are ~till carrying on acttve commumi;t work and were
potent1al1y dangerou' a., foci of i;enou.., commum.,t act1v1ty They
ton,1dered that tf the Government of' lnd1cl de..,ired to give d
.,ma..,hmg blow to the movement the~e men 4\houJd be prm.cedcd
agam"lt
On the other hand, 1t wa., c.oni;1dered thc1.t without their
mclu!i10n the mam object"I of the Government of India would
be 4\erved 1e (1) the ehmmation of the mo..,t promment leader..,,
(11) the expo,ure of commum't dim'
(111) d JUd1c1al
pronountement wh1l.h would provide d leg.ii bd'I' tor dl.tmg
under the ordmdry ldw agcl1mt commum't' cl' .. uth
W1th regard to Pend'e dnd Kulkarni 1t Wc:l' tono,1dc1ed that
action dgam..,t them would be regarded a' vmd1tt1ve dnd ,umed
dg.uni;t the Railway Umon. that 1t could not be taken without pnor
coni;ultc:ltJOn with the Bombay Government, which would
probahly w1i;h to coni;ult the Ra1Iwc1.y authonue.., and m any cc:l.,e
the dehcate "1tuauon at Bomhay made 1t undesirable to take
action whKh might provide trouble
While therefore 1t wa' con,1dcred thelt the v1ewc;, of Me.,..,r,
Horton and Langford Jame' deSt.rverl Cdreful \..On-,1derc1.t1on the
conclu.,10n ot the Home DepJrtment (with wh1<.h DIB concurred)
wall that the\e four men 'hould not be mdudcd
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9 Wtth regard to the urgency of ac.t1on 1t Wd\ noted that the
u1al at Meerut would begm on June 12th March L.mgford Jame\
openmg i,peech will occupy I 2th and 11th ctnd the Court will
ad1ourn on c:lccount of the Muhctrrclm holiday' until 2ht
bv1den(.C will therefore not be tendered before thctt ddte and 1t 1\
not legally nel.e'l\ctry thc:lt the a<.cu ..ed o;hould be produced before
then It l "i, however, de\1rahle that they "ihould clppear on the I 2th
and ve1y de,trc:lble that wclnanh 'hould be 1"ued before then If
thcref01e the G,wcrnmcnt of India del.1dc to mdude Hutlhm1oon
.md Amir H.11da1, a very early dec1 .. 1on 1' nel.c"ary

IN THb COURf OJ. THE ADDITIONAL DJ'iTRIC f
MAGISTRATIJOf MLfRUT
Cd'e No 1 of 1929 hedmn I 21 A I PC J
Kmg-l·mpeior
V\
Ph1hp ~p1J.tt .md other'
\\ir men 't.itcment ot C'howdhur}' DhJ.1 clmb11 ~mgh cln cll.lU,ed
the ahmc lcl'C
I I>harJ.mbir Smgh ...1.uc a' follow., I J.tn not .i C'ommum ... t .md nevc1 hct\.C hl·en one I hJ.ve hcJrd
the dr ... u 1ption of l.ommum1om put lorn ard 111 th1' c..ct'c Jnd I hJ.H.'
now loolcd at 'ome of the boo"-' Jnd I 1...m .,JV qmte hJn~I) th,ll
I do not clg1ee with the obJel.t or the method' of the Commun....i..
I ,un .m .udent follower of Mahcltmcl Gandhi clnd bchcvc hrml) m
no11-v1olenle, .md m prct.<..tu.e I elm J n.iuonah't .md p1opo.,e to
1c..'tnc1111 'ulh If I held the 'hghte.,t 1dcc1 that by attending the
c..ontercnu· ctnd wntmg to Dr Mukhcrp am helpmg the Worker'
.md Pccl,,mt.,' Party wh1d1 1' J umunum't 01~J111,Jt10n. I would
ne\el h.1vc anythmg to Jo with tho'e LY.o thm~<> A' J matter ot
IJlt I h.ui no 1dc.i of Worker'' clnci Pe.1,clnt' Pait) ell all I hJ\e
dl\\clY" tried to do work. dmong the fd1me1' and labourer,, hut
c..c1t.unly not on c.ommum'l lane,, cl\ I now undl'l't.md them nm
h,1\c I the 'hghtci,t 1dc.i to do 'Ulh work m the tuture on tho'e
111

1111('\

Sd/ Dp.1rambir Smgh
26th Novemhl!r. 1929
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Supplement.in wntten ,t,ttcment of Chowdhury Dhdr.imb1r
Smgh
J Dh.i1.imb1r ~mgh 't.ite th.tt I m.idc .1 m1,t.ike through
o\er,1ght m the w11tten 't.itement f ilcd by me-th,lt I ,t,.llcd
Worker., .i.nd Pc.1,,mt., P.irty '' J. tommunt\l mg.im.,allon I
\\ .mtcd to put "Worke1' .ind Pe.i.,.int' P,u tv wh K h 1' J.llcged to he
.i Commum't orga111.,.it1on
I pr.i\ thJt th1' <..orre<..tion
... hould bi? made
\d/ Dh,1r.imlm ~mgh
APPi NDIX l O NOTJ-<S

Opinion
1\1', mqu111e' .md nn c\Jmm.it1on of m.1tc11.tl 'ubm1ttcd to me
hJVL 'Jfl',fltJ 111L' thJt kg.ii pIOOf v.111 nL ,.l\,111.tbk to t.•,t,thh<,h the
cx1.,tcm.. e of J ( ommu111.,t u111.,ptr.ll \ to ckpnh' tht. Kmg ot ,.,,
.,o,crurnt\ ol Bntt.,h lnd1J lhc 'tlll\ of th1-. 1..on-.p1r.K\ 111.lV ht.
'et out m outlme ,1., tollov..,
The C\l'>tm!! \t.ite m Ru"'"l c..1mc mto hemg d\ J re.,ull of .t
ruolut1on m the \CJr 1917 In 1919 the ( ommun1't P.11tv ol
Ru.,..1.i hl adcd h\ Ll·nm '- 'tahh.,hed Jl \fo.,1..0\-\ on org.int.,dllnn
knm\n .1., the fh1rd lntcm.tt1on.1I 1 ht· .urn nt th1' nrgJm.,,11w11
W.t\ dctmcd a' the <..rcat1011 ot v.orld rc\oluuon hll tht purpo'c of
e.,t,1bh.,hmg .m lntcmJttondl c;;o, 1ct Rcpuhhc. \111<.e I 910 four
World Con!!rc"c' of the Commtm l\t In tu nJt1on.tl h.:t\ l' hL'cn helJ
m Mo.,<..ow Jnd hd\C rcdftmned th1., J1111 l \Cl) dcu.,1011 of tht'L
World C'ongre..,.,t., ,., bmdmg upon .ill hr,mt he' of the Commun1 ... t
Part\< wherever thev cx1 ... t and upon .ill dft1h.1tcd hod1t>., I hl·
Commmmt lntem.it1onJI ha,;, dJ.,o ld1d do\-\n thdt when the Wrnld
Congre.,., 1<, not m \l .,.,ion the gm cm mg power of the "hole
orgJ.nt.,dtlon rc .. t.;, tn d bod} c..ilk·d tht. ltCC.Utl\ e Commlltcl of th1.•
Commun...i lntem ..tt1on.il Jn thc'c C'ong1c.,.,c.., Jnd 111 the
re.,olut1on,;, of the rxccut1\e Committee 1t hJ' been .umoum.ed m
the dc.irc.;,t term' that It ,.., the mtcntton of the Commum't
Intcmatrondl to t.n·.ite J rt.'\ ulutton m l nd1.i
2 In the Congrc.,., of 1922 M 'N Roy \\J' prc.,cnl .1t Mo.,tow
a.. a Jeleg.tte fromlndld Jn 19~lh<..WJ\clc<.tcdtothcPn.·.,1diun1
of the cxet.UUV<.. ( omm1tt1•c• of the C'ommuni .. t Intcrn.itton.11 • .ind
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until h1' .ic..uv1t1e., wt.rt. brought to et temporary hctlt by the
Bol,he\ tk C'on,pirctc..y C ct.'ie of 1924. he Wd\ pnmanly re.,pon,tble
to the C'ommum ..t Intern.ttmndl for 1omentmg a revolution m
India In th1., l..t'e 4 pet 'on., were conv1c..ted of <..on,pirmg
togcthet. undc1 the d1rc<..t1on ot Roy, for the purpo'e ot Jepnvmg
lit' M.iJC'tY the Kmg bmperor of hl'i 'o"erc1gnty ot Bnll'ih lnd1d
It wc1' ht:ld bf J High C'ourt of Alldhc1bad thdt the e' 1dence
l'.,tc1bh.,hed thc1t M N Roy prote.,.,ed htm~elf to be Jn c1gent of the
fhnd C'onunum'it lntem.Il1on ..ll •.md to be J<..tmg on beh.ill of th.it
bodv m mg.m1,mg Jnd fomenting the <..om.p1r.tlY
1 ~11h,equcntl) the Conmmm.,t Intemdttonctl decided to
cxtl'nd It' .l<..tl\t 1lle., m India through the medium of the
( ommum.,t PJtt} of Gre.it Bnt,:un It did not, ho\llrever d1.,pen'e
\\ 1th 1hc 'L n 1<..c., of Ro} who '" ... , m f dd .,pet1f1lJll}
IL .lppomtcd to L ondult Commmmt pr,lp.ig,md.t m Ind1.i and who
\Hll ~ l.'d in do.,e c1lhdnle "'Ith the CPCrB In .1dd1t10n muc..h
ptop.tg..ind.t. h.t., hcen londuc.tcd through \t.tnou .. .itf1l1.1ted bod1e'
,t., '"ell .t' <lircd from MO'-lO\\
t In I 92i I 2 mcmhc1" of the C'PGB v.ere Lnm 1ded m
l ngl.t.nd f m cndc,t\ om mg to ...edu<..e th~ Jrmed force' ot the
Cro'" n .tnd for an otfem. c .t.n.tlogou' to that l.Onlempl.t.tcd b\
'il'Ll mn 124 A of the I PC The 1mr t.u ~e of thl'i he' m the fJc..t
th.t.I thc'e .t<..c..U'L'd wt~1e ..tdrnmcdl) cnd1•.t\ounng to lcury out m
f<11gl.md the .t.1m-.. of the Commum ... t lntem.it·on..11 and th.1t -..ome
ot them m pJtllc.ul.t.r R Pc1ge Arnot .t.nd H r llhtt c.m be p10\ed
to h.ive been lOllletnl'd m endcJ\IOu1mg to LJIT) out the-..e \Cl)
.urn., m lnd1..t Moreove1, 'ome of the do~umenh formed dt the
tune of .mc-..t of the\e per-..on' dm lo'ie the 11legdl Jc..t1Ht1e-.. of
member' of the CPGB with reg.t.rd to India
'i ln Apnl 1926 the CPGB 'ent George \111 .. on to lnd1.i Hi-.
' .lrecr wa .. 'horthved owmg to h1' h.t\ mg be\.,.n ..upphcd \\ nh .i
fo1ged pa.. ,port Their next cmt\\Jl) WJ.\ Ph1hp 'lprcitt, who
realh<"d Im.ham Dec..ember, 1926
6 Jt Lan he 1..hrectly estabh"heo~ that Spr.ill .ill\o wa., \unphed
with f.i)\c credent1alo; by member• 'lt CPGB In September 1927
he wa' JOtncd b:y B F B1adley ::,pr.m "u<..ceeded m re''' mg the
commum.,t ..tc.t1v1ty m India, wh1<..h had been lymg donndnt 'mcc
the C'awnporc Con..,pudcy Cd'e He hci~ been ai;.,1,ted b) Jhno\t
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all tho.,e who were lonv1cted m that (.a ...e, and hd ...... ucceeded m
attra<..tmg to the mO\ement large number of ant1-Bnt1!lh agtt.itor.,
throughout Ind1.i
7 At th1' . . tage It will he app1opndte to outlme bnetly the
method-. of the Commum.,t Con.,p1rator-., a proper under,tandmg
ot which,., e-.,entMI to J 1.orrect apprcl1Jt10n of the nature of the
gencrdl c.on,p1r.ic.y Thc'e method., h..t\e been outlined 111 the torm
ot a prog1dmme' the dr.tft ot whKh wa<; adopted by the
Commmmt Intern.tt1on.il c.ll the World Congrc.,., of 1924 They
embody the prmupJc., ot Lcnm, who 1..ime horn a t.1mtly ot
re\olut10nane1, .md who made d '>Llcnce ot the .,tudv of thL
l teJt10n of cl re\ olutton m Ru,..,1a Lenm ba,ed h" pnnuple., on
the Commum'>m of MJn and torrnulated hi\ plJn\ to c.!ppeal to
the l..ttg:e.,t "elllon., ot the 1,,om111umty v11 the "proleta11at H1'
... clc1 t10n ot th11, da.,., 1., undoubtedly mfluen(.ed hy the taLt th..1.t 1t
1., .11'.o the mo..,t 1gnorJnt and dc ... t1tute <..la" ot the popul.it1on It
"· therefore tht• nlO\t CJ'\tl) Jed .111J O\k'O"ltbly ..it ·lll} IJIC, h,1..,
h~a ... t to loo.,e <1nd mo.,t tu gJm O\- . u. hange of GO\ crnment <1nd .i
tr.in,fet ot v. calth In the wonh ol the Bol.,he\ 1k" 11 hd., 'nothmg
to lo ...e but the lham-. fhe l111h lfther d<1.,<; tor v. hK h Ll'Oll1
1.le.,1gncd h1-. appeal v. ... ., th..1.t ot the 'lntelleLtu..tl '-1c\ olut1on,u y
theomr., d ..1uled by the wunterfell b111l1.im.e of their ow.1
mtclledu.iJ., ,md de\olld to the pro\1..,1on., of the ,tl1.epted 1dL.1h
of uv1hzat1on Thi., 1-. the cl.i..,., wh11.h dc.,ptte the muLh v..iuntcd
'd1ct.itor.,h1p' ot the prolet.in<1t, 1,t11l wield-. mu(.h power 111
Ru.,.,ia tod.iy lo tht<., d.i.,., Lenin oftered the them~ th . tt
commum'>m I'- h1-.1011c..illy mev1tJblc th.it 1t repre-.enl., the
1..ondudmg -.t..tgc ofrhe n,flurJ/ .,oc1dl c:>\olut1on of mdnkmd
8 The progrJmmL of tht Commum<.,l Intemctt10nal I.iv' down
thdt dn un.i,01d.1hle pll mt\t. for the tr.in'1tlon from \ ..1p1tdh.,m to
commum.,rn r.., the rt.'\ oluuonary overthrow and dc.,tn1'.t1on of the
bourgc..or-. ~tJtc In order to lulhll th1., 'h1,lotK l..t..,k the
Communi'il P,lfly 1-. en10111ec.I to hrmg under 1t'i mfluenlc the
broad m.i.,.,e., ot rhe toikr-. m gener.tl, •.md <.,ulh nJJ'-'
org. m1.,,1t1on., ... ., lJJ1.k l nron-., 1..o-opcrdt1vc '>01..1ct1c., c.'tl It 1.,
''""'\\...~It.'\~\'\~'-\~~\\)~\~\'-,~ ~ \..\...'\\\\\\.'-\'-.~~\~'«.\\ \\\';!. ~\\\\\~ 1...l~,...,I!...,
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among the armed fcm. e.., of the State In the penod of partial
demand'> and tran.,1t1on \logan.,", the 1ormat10n of "Worker"' and
Pca..,ant1oo' Partu.~.,· with the '>logan d 'W01k.cr-, and Pe..t•uml\
Government 1.., l.ud down a., a mo..,t nnpmlant ta..,k The ..tpp1oa'-h
to the l rm., 1.., to be a.., follow., -G1\len a direct re\ olut1on.try
.,1tuatton with the ruhng dc.l\\ more or le% d1.,org.im.,ed .ind the
m.i"e" m .t .,t,tte of revolutionary ac.t1\ 1ty. the C'ommum.,t Party 1.,
to lead the ma.,.,l'" to ,1 d11el.l .1tt.td~ on the bourgco1., c;;tate Th..,,.,
to be .11... hll 'ved by the Jd\JnLcment of more ma1ked ..,Jog.in., .tnd
the mucc.l.,mg mtc1Nty of mcl.,... movement\ fhe.,c LOmp11.,e
.,tnlc., ulmhmc.ltlon of ... u1kc., and demon.,tratrnn'> '-Omhmat1on
of . umed demon.,t1dt10n., .tnd \t11kc" ..tnd fm..tll) the gcnc1dl
.. 111ke the pJr. lly.,.., of thL c;;tdtC .tnd the .,cume of power m the
n.une of the pwleldl 1.11
Thu " hllk ev1dcn'-c th.1t \p1 ..1tt .mJ hi' c.lv.,ou..tk h..tH
'll lotl'.. h enJc.i' ourLd to t,unpcr \\ nh the loydht) of the ..t1 mcd
fol<. C., of the \t.tlC but tlm clp.tl t It LJn dc,11 I\ be pnn l'U th.1t thl}
h,1\ L p ...u.. th follo\\ cd .md JIL tollmHn!! the pwg1 JllllllL and
1mtrnLtmn., of the ( ommt1111.,t lnlernc.lt1on.tl It L.dll be p10\cd JJ.,o
lh..tl m c.111 thr.,e c.lLtl\ 1t1l" thLV h.tve hu:!n reLe1v111g hnc.1nLial
hl•lp hom the B11tl'.. h C..ommum.,l PJrt\ .md the ( omnmm.,t
lntt'mJt1011.tl or 01g.111p.,.it10n., ,1lhhcltcd to 01 unde1 the Lont10l
of thc'L hod1L" I hL .1Lll\ lflL., .~ 1d methoJ.., of the prL .,enl
( onunum.,l l on.,pn .tlor-. .tit .tlmo .. t 1dcnt1LJI "Ith tho"e th.u \H!rt.
p10noum.ed lo he Lrm1111c.ll m thr Cc.l\\nport. 11.il
1 he ..tLlmn., ol r..,p1.1lt .md lw, ..t.,..ou..tlL..., m pur.. u.m'c DI thi-.
Lllll"PlrJ.L'i LJ.ll he pto'\Ld on tht.. \me" tn\\o\\Ld m thL t..w.npmL
bv th!.! produ'-llon nt kttu., mom..\. 01dc1-.. te\1:g1c.1.1·n-..
Ill \\'pc.1.per' hook-..
)OUlllal-.. pc.lmphlet., Jt\U h) lhetr pub\u..
.,peel he., .rnd .1Llt\ tlll' It 1.. mv '-l>ll"t<lered opunon 1h.1t tht.'ll. \'vtll
hl .,ulf1ucnt l'\ 1denl e to L.,tc.1.bh.,h a .,twng , ,. of l on .. pn .ll \ J"
ddmLd m ~LLl1on l'.!1 A (datN! ~) ot thL lnd1 •.m Pendl Code
.igam\t tht.• follo11. mg pet .,on ..
BINGAL

I Mu1.1ft 1• \hmJd
1 \) K. (Jo..,v.c.1.m1
'\ ~\\.~\\&.\\.~~'\~'\\'\
I\ ~\\~-m....'\\\\\'\\~
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Telcgrdm P No 2'i7 S D.ttcd the I9th January, 1929
from V11..croy (Home Department), Delhr
To

Sctretdt y of Stdtc for lnd1d, l ondon
IMPORTANT

We hdvc 1c<.cntly wmtdl.!rcd c,ircfully tlw 1eplte., of loc,tl
Government., to om Home Dcp.trtmcnt letter No I007 ddted 18th
Augmt, 1928, wp) to1w.irded to you with Home Dep.utment
lctlLr No ~ I ~8 ddted 21rd idem regc1rdmg po.,.,.blc ,.u.t10n
,1gJm'lt Jnd1Jn Commum.,ti, The conc. fu,mn wr have defmrlcly
.tll l\Cd ill t., lhdl hoth on g1ound., of gcncr.il pol1<..y and bn
p1 ,1LtH..,1l um.,1dcr<1t1on., we i,hould m the h1 .,, pi.tu: if 1..om mted
th.tt thc.·rc " .i ... t1ong c.t.,e by the effett of J. LOmp1c.hen.,t\C
uin.,p11 J.L y <.,1.,c Jg<.1111<,t the lcJ.dmg lnd1,111 Comnmrn'lh before
wi: c.omrde• takmg any furthct leg1.,fdt1vc power., \ULh ,\'. Jre
\U!?J:!t'"Lc<l m p.ir.ig1,1ph 8 of our Home Department letter referred
to .ihove 1 he ex t\ltng org...1m.,J.tton1.. would he ht okcn up ,ind the
more d.ingcrou.., lcJ.de1., removed b) \ULLt'..,, rn .,u<.h d Ld\e It
would expo.,c b) me.in., of d 1ud1c.al ptonounl.cmcnt wh11..h
would not be que.,tmncd. the rcdl Jim'> .ind method'> of the
( nmmu1m1 ... I here.it ter 1t would po-,..,1bl) cn.i11lc U<, to ptoceed to
prndJ.m\ U'\\J.m Lommum-,\ ,w•.tll h\ttnn'> '>U1..h d'- lhe Worker-,
..ind PcJ..,..int.., P.i1llc'> unde1 the C'nmm..il Ldw <\mu1dment Alt,,.,
unl..iwtul ... ..,..,OLlJllon.., on the Jutho11l) ol the hndmg.-. ot the
( 0111 t In ou1 \ 1ew 1t \H>Uld mdeed de,11 the ,..,hole , 1,mmum..,t
movl mcnt ,1 more '1eno11' hkm th,m .in) that l 11uld he expl'cted
\'\\.\'\\.' \~~ \.~\.\\\.'l<'.\\\\.~'II. '~\!U.l\ \\l)\N~'\._

'L ~~~''-~ ~\\\'-~'~~'~'t't~ "~ '~'-'~ ~~\.~\\\'\ ....,-.;:.~~'-~ "W\'"~~.....,
~n"ec\m~ ma\tnll.\ \~\ ~'Ut\\ ~ ":~~t, ~"'~ \\~ ""' ""~ ~'~"~"\~~ ·~
1cport • .,uggc<.tmg that thete 1' d good <.'d<,e ag.im ...t 22 leadmg
Lommurmti,, dtnong \\horn Spratt and B1adley are mduded The
c<1.,e a-. outlined by him. would he a LOntmuauon ot the 'ucce'l,ful
Cc:twnpoie Coni.pm11.-y Ca<.e of 1924, which tor cl tune put .m end
to '-t'nou., <.ommum'>t act1v1ttl''> m Jnd1J
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It would be sought to prove that a Communist conspiracy
exists to deprive the King of the sovereignty of British India. The
case would start with the activities of the Communi~t
International and the various agents and agencies through
which it has worked against India, in partiQUlar in recent
times the CPGB. It would further be sought to prove that
this Party has sent to India a..., agents Allison, Spratt and
Bradley and that these have combined with a number of Indian~
to conduct the Communist conspiracy against the sovereignty ·
of the King.
3. Steps are now about to be taken to obtain the best po~siblc
legal opinion. on the material collected by the Special Officer,
which is very voluminous, and we do not anticipate that we !->hall
have a final legal opinion till about the middle of March. If an
assurance of succe~~ i~ given by this opinion, we ~hould then
proceed to launch the case as early as po~sible probably about th~
beginning of April. The trial would tft.ke many months and would
be costly, but in ~omparison with the advantages of success the
time and money would be of little account. When once a ca~c has
been launched, the main activities of the Communists would, we
think, he paraly~cd, for the number of Communist leader!-. in
India is not large, and all tho~e of any account would be included
in the case.
4. If it il' 5.aid that there i~ a good case against Spratt and
Bradley, we ~hould proceed against them and not make use of the
powers of deportation under the Public Safety Bill. which we
anticipate will become law about the end of March.

5. It is hoped that if a ca5.e is instituted, we can depend
on receiving all reasonable assistance from authorities in
England, (see for instance DIB's letter No. B.C.C. General
Dated 24th Deecmber 1928, addressed to l.P.I.). It i!-. not
intended to indict anyone in England though reference to
the activities of Communists in England wiJJ be important
and inevitable.
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Telegram P.No. 648, dated 21 st (received 22nd)
February, 1929
From : Secretary of State for India, London
To : Viceroy (Home Department), New Delhi
Action against Indian Communists.
I am in agreement with views expressed in your telegram No.
257-S of the 19th ultimo, as to the advantage~ that would result
from a successful comprehensive conspiracy case, but I feel
compelled 10 draw )'Our attention to certain difficulties which
appear to me of importance.
Thal there must be a considerahle delay before the ca~e can be
hrought is inevitable hut this is unfortunate in view of the present
activities of the Communists in Bombay.
Of course it is C!>scntial that if the ca!>e t!> instituted there mm.t
be no doubt of it~ succesli and you do not anticipate legal opinion
on this point before the middle of next month. If this proves to be
unfavourable much valuable time will have been wa~ted "ince it
i~ obviou .. ty undc!>irahlc in the meantime to bring forward other
po:-.sihle measure.., again!>l the Communii,t~ or their organisation.
In my opmion the chief danger lie" in the pre~em:e m India of
the two Briti~h organi..,ers. Spratt and Bradley, and perhap~ al~o
Ryan and l cannot help feeling that the ...ooner they are removed
1he better. If they were dealt with under the Public Safety Bill
\\hen pa!>sed, a heavy blow would be dealt to the organi~ation
built up by them and might well be followed 1JP by legal proceeding~ again..,t the Indian Communist leader~ for ~edition etc ..
whether comprchcm1vcly or ind1vidually a~ opportumtiei, offered.
As regards the authoritie!I in this country we can no doubt
count upon a certain amount of assistance but you will realise that
the present situation with general election imminent i"
particularly unfavourable. Particular points ra1.,cd by DIB in letter
to IPI of December 24th, were referred to the Home Office who
definitely ~tated that both legal and political objection!> to the
proposal are insuperable (copy of Home Office opinion was sent
to the OIB by the mail of February 7th). I do not know tl) what
extent documents for which 1l was proposed to search are
essential to your case. Another minor difficulty is the probability
that witnesses sent out from here will b~ detained for several
weeks in the hot weather.
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I ..,hould hke you to give the.,e pomt" your con ..1derat1on but I
!>hall r.me no obJe<..C1on 1t after domg .,o you are ...
.,dtl!>f1ed that
the wuN~ you propo..,e 1.., the be.,t
(Secy P S V 0 , & De pt )
Telegram P No 927 S . ddted the 27th February, 1929
From VKeroy (Home Department) New Delhi
To
Secretary of St.i.te for India, London

un

IMPORTANT
Ple..i..,e refer to ) our telegram No 648 of~ 1.,t m.,t,.mt S1m. e om
telegram of I 9th 1..tnuary ~ ... ., de.,patched m..itter ha., developed
con..,1derdbly We propo..,e to retam Langford Jame., for the Cd.,e
dnd we hd\C been m touch with him I-or th1ee week.,
contmuou..I)' aJumor hd., been work.mg under h1., m..,truLtmn' .md
he ha., reLcntl)' come to Delhi h1m.,elf tor ~ d.i.y.., to .,tudy the
m.i.ten.i.I He hJ., no doubt thdt there \\ 111 be a good c..d"c though
he ha-; not yet given fo1mal op1mun and detail., Jbout md1\o1duah
ha\e not yet been \\Ork.ed out We .trc proLecdmg now ~1th .,ome
c..onf1dence on th1.., .t,.,umpt10n
2 Bombay dnd Calwttd have bee..... ~ • .vo prmc1p,II 'cene., of
Commumo,t ac.tI\ 1tv We are defm1tely of opm1on. however, th..tt
dt'>turbed wnd1t1on.., of 1..tbour ..tl both thc.,e plcice., .md mfluem.. c'
ac..qmrcd there b) Commum"t' make 1t mo't undc"1rable from
pomt of \'1ew ot pre,cn .it1on of publll peace th..it of th10,
magmtude -,hould he tned either m Ctkutt..i or Bombay
Moreo\er, owing to the 'PCLldl proc..edure 111 force m P1e,1denLy
Town-; Case. 1f m'it1tuted m C.tkutta or Bomb..iy would be tned
before a jury. and howe\cr, good the ca.,e, there could be no
rea.,onable a'io,uranc..e that Jury would convict Without
con.,1denng or reaho,mg the wno,equencco, poht1c.1an., generally
agree 'howmg 'ome .,ympathy with Commum'it., Juror' are
affected by .,uc..h popular 'iympathy If the defonce took a poht1cal
hne the chanc..eo, would be that JUTY would acqmt In the.,e
c.ircurnstance., we ..,hould not feel JU.,td1ed m mo,t1tutmg a c..i.,e
before 1ury
1 We hdve therefore c..ome to c.onclu\ton that '-d"e 1,hould be
tned m UP where there ha.., perhap' been more defm1te activity
than anywhere el1,e out'i1de Bombdy ,md Cakuttc.1 Fonner
Comrnum'\t Con.,p1rd'-Y '-d"'e ,iJ.,o tncd m UP dt Cc1wnpore
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A hranch of Workers' and Peasanti;.' Party was ei;.tabJished there
and Spratt and other prominent communii;t~ have visited it. From
pomt of view of Government of India will be responi;.ible for
prosecution Meerut i~ conveniently clo~e. It 1~ abo convenient a'
bemg a central place for accused and w1tnesi;e!> who will come
from Bombay, Punjab. U.P. and Bengal.
4. Ohject1on~ may be taken on behalf of Spratt and Bradley
that U1' a re1'ult of not trying them in PreMdency Town they los'"'
p11v1lcgc of hemg tncd before a JUry. We thmk. however, that
rc.ison.., ..,tated above for trymg ca.<.,e at Met:nlt are convincmg.
f•urthcr trial by Jury of ca!>c under Chapter VI of Indian Pendl
Code I!> cxccpllonal, not normal. Thel'l' i~ now no distinction m
1eg:ml to tnal by JUry between Europeanl> .md Indian!'.. Therefore
nm mal procedure for try mg Europt.·an.., on ... m:h charge m India t1'
th.it he <.,hould be tned with the aid of a..,1'.e!\~Or!>. Only pnv1legc
Eu10pean.., <.:an cl.um 11' that a..,.,e..,..,or~ !lhould be European-!'>ee
Sc.:tlon 284-A C.P.C. On the'e gmumh Spratt Jnd Bradley could
under Section 285-A claim 1-Cpar.itc tnal from Indian,, but not
t1 ial b) 1ury. A1' European a .. ,c-.-.op, would be no advantage to
them, we thmlo.. 1t improbable the) \\Ill mak.c any 1'uch claim.
4' It 1' rcali,ed that quc~uon~ may 1- •• J!-ked in Parliament ai- to
1ca,on., for ..,dectmg Mccrut a~ place of t11al and why Spratt and
Bradlc) are not bcmg tned by 1ur}. We com:iier rea.,ons given
:1bove fumii-h complete an1'wcr. Recogni!>ed l"'ile of law both in
England and India i., that venue 111 a rnn!-ipirac} ca..,e may be m
any place m which overt act., are donl! h} an} of the con~pirator!>
pr<'~ecut1on of con!>prracy: In a cnmmal case the choice of venue
" alway;; with the prosecution a), 1t ii- with the plaintiff in a civil
ca\c. We tm~t you will not feel difficulty abo~·t this. If you did.
ca\c would have to be drnpped. and we .,hould be depn\'ed of
what we arc convmced t!> in the circum!ltances much the mo~t
effl·cuve weapon against Communi!>m, juM when 1t i.-.. ready to he
u~cd.

6. It might be con!>1dcred that another cour!>e w~ open to u-..
namely to proceed with the tnal at Meerut of the Indian
Communi,t-111 which ca'e question!> about .lJUry an:- not likely
to be raised and if rai1,eJ would be of little nnportam:e-and to
0
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d1.,1upl Spratt .md Bradley under Public Safety Bill power<,
Ob1ect10m to th1., 1., that Spratt 1' the pnme mover m 1.on.,puacy It
would be a clear f a1lurc of 1u.,t1ce 1t he we1e merely removed h om
the wuntry IU'>t when the Je,., important wmp1rator' were bemg
put on their tn,il on mo'>t '>enou' 1.ha1gc., It would be d1ffault to
refute the m.w,.ition th.it we were d1.,c..rm11n.itmg m favour of
1.:-..uropean.,
7 A.., rega1d.., d.ite., we could po.,,1hly H'1.c1ve tmal op11110n
from L.ingtord J..tme' a" eJrly cl'> l 'ith p1oxm10. Jnd will receive 1t
not l.iter than the end of th1' month Theredtter we ..,hould be m
po~tt1on to att .tt om.c The preu-.e date tor a<.t1on will depend on
<.on ... 1derJtton' <..onne<..ted with -.cc..unng the ptt-.,age of the Puhlll.
i;)Jtety Bill, on whKh we h.ive not yet amvcd .it c.ondu-.1on' Out
pre.,ent programme tor Pubh<.. S.itety Bill 1' to tdl-..c 1t up c1g.un
about I hlh prox.1mo Intermed1.itc tune 1-. tullv oc..wp1cd by
hudgct, and hy that d.lte we 'hall have given cxtrc1 \Otc-. a'
Centr.il Committee will he 111 Dell:µ and thc'c may he mu<.h
.I
needed With their .w.1-.tdn<.e there .., re,1-.011.1ble c..h,rn<.c thJt Rill
nldy he p..i,,cd \\ 1thout re-.01 t to cxtr.1-ordm.iry po\\ Cl.,
Yon \\ 111 ... cc th.1t <,() f.tr ..t'> LOn<..erm i;)pr.ut dnd B1 .id\ry ua\c fni
pt OLLCdmg' .1g ..11n'l thun "111 he t.il-..cn w1thm ..i k\\ d.1y.., th<. ... amt.
\\hcthcr WL' p1oc.ec<l h\ 111.tl or und~r Puhhc. ~Jfcl) Bill and onLL
th<. y h 1\ L bLL n ..tllL ,lL.J th~\ h..i\ c no furthc1 for h.ir m lucked thl \
will pre,um.ihl~ 111 LU..,Lod\ throug.hout thL t11al R, ..in kft lndr.1
e.uly 111 J.111u..t1\
8 We Jo not thmk th.11 the m~\ 1l.tblc po,tponml'nt f m •1'1L
month or Jc..,.., of all1on ,1g..i111.,t lhe Commum"r" need be rcg.irJL·J
d.\ unn~c.\!....,,.l'l:\\'l U.l\\i"-''-)\\<., \{) \)ea1...e. \){ Bomb.iy Bombd' h..t'>
a\t~a~) ~~'\\ ~\\~c·;ni..,~Q. ~\\\\\\,\I.\\!.\\~\\~\~·~}\\.\\\"\:\ \i...~~~~\'-~
blh I ~brUJr) 1929 to )Oal I tn ll'>I.. H.L_l!lll.lttu11
anc.. ' 1 01 /ndiJn C orn111un/\f' /\
I

not \Ugge\t th 11 th

9

™

'

c "~c

'"Id

'\.Xv rt \Jll'•filll \h,1\

'>itua1100 "' pu.· ..crll dot•'

l\LO/lflflj!<.nt.L HftJ.t.•IJ /fir/£/\('

' ~huu/d ht.· g/Jci lo le.irn d\ ''ilr/
no ob1ea1011 to tnJ/ •.u M..,
~ ~ ~' \ Of"'• ~1b/c: lhdt Jou hJ1 ,.
tcmt of Spratt dnd BrJ.d/ey

<PS VO, & Depart,,.)
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Telcgr.im P No 891 d.ited I Jth (received 12th March), 1929
From
To

Sec..retary of Stctte 1or India, London
V1(..croy <Home Department), New Delhi

Yum Tcleg1dm No 927-S of 27th ultimo Con.,pir.icy trial hai,
been wn,1dered .md I do not thmk n J'i nece,i,ary that my
obJC(..t1on 'hould he further prei,.,ed

(.5e<' P.5 VO & Depwtmenl)

"iANCTION ORDbR
WhereJ'i
I Philip <;prc1tt, 211 J:.mopeJn Ai,ylum L.me, CakuttJ
2 BcnJctmm FranLI' Br.idlcy. Bombay
~ Ajodh).i Pra.,ad 'on of Rctm P1.i.,.id of MJu-RJmpur.
Jh,m..,1 ,md 211 huropean A,,ylum L.mc. C.11<..uttd
.+ ShJukJt u.,mdm ..,on of Ghul.im B.th.mddm. Moholla
l 1,1011 B1k.inc1 Jnd 10om No :2, 4th floor, Blod. No 8
Aga Khan Bmldmg. HJme' Road near Jae.oh Cude
"

6
7
h

9

Romb.iy
Pm an Ch.ind1.t Jo,h1 Holl.i.nd H.il\, Atldhab.i.d
Goun Sh.ink.u 1\n.ind Math ~-·.!!!tut
l R K.ld.un. t.ud11 B.i.ur Jh.in,1
D1 V N Mukh.iq1 'on ot Dr H...tmh Ch 1d1.i Mu\...ha111 ut
J.tft.i R.v...t1. P~ Kot".ih, J1i.,trn.t Gor...t' hpm
C'hov. dhun Dh •.u .nm ir Smgh M L C I V1l.t' 1'1c.,1dent

W01kcc., .md Pe,1.,.int., P.irty). Mecrut
10 DhJr.m1 Gow•.im1. 'on of R.i.mam Moh.i.n. ot JJ.,od.il

K1'ho1cg.m1 Mymen,mgh
I I %1bn.uh BJnt.!111 ..on of D'AJrJJ..J \: 1'1 ot RJngd1c.
'to..\"\\\\\\,\

\l.

')

~~~~~~"~-'"-\;\\\I.:\\~\\\\~~~\\ 1'\\~~~\I\\\,~~\.,\.,\\

\\\\L~\\~ ~\\'\\~~~ -.,\)\\ "-'\ ~~\\-.,\\'\ ~\ ~"-"\,.~\, ~\"~\\'"-~~\.

PS SJndw1p. No.11.hJh and No 2/1 European A'.>·lum
l.lnc.·. C.1kutt.1
14 Sh;1m!iul HudJ, YI Europe~mA!lylumLane, Calcuttd
15 K1<thon Lal Gho .. h. 'on of late Nanda Lal, I Kantapul..ur
Lane. Calcutta
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16 Gopendra ChdkTJ\.:tlty, \On of Harendra L.d of Wan,
LohaganJ D.tu a
17 Radhmaman M1trJ, \OD of Bepm Behan of v1JIJge
B.1mJnpJrJ Bmdwan
18 'inpad Amnt Dangc Mul31 Handa.., Ch..t.wl, 11d flo01
Nagu Saya31' Wdd1, PrJbhJdev1 Ro.id, Bombay
19 Sach1d,mand Vt..,hnu Gh.ite, 17 Dw.iraka D.i.., MJn..,1on'
~andhur\t RoJd Bomba\
20 S H Jhabw.illJ ot Kh •.u BandrJ m the Bombay ..,ubmhan
d1,tnct
21 Dhond1 RJJ Thengd1 .,on ot Gun\.\Jnt ,d1a., A1kob.i
Thengd1, 229 Sada..,h1\ Peth Poond C'1t)
22 Keo;;hab N1lkJnt JoglekJ1 168 l-Jnd.,Wdd, Bombay
2 ~ 'ih.mt.iram Savl.iram MirJJka1 2/l Kh,mdke Bmldmg
Lady Jaml!lhed11 Ro.id DJdar Bomb.1y
2.t R.ighunath 'ih1\lam N1mbkar, C'ontr.tdor Bmldmg
No 2 2nd floor, Ch.im1 Road, oppo\lte Prcllth.tna 'iama1
Bomb,1y
2-c; Gang.1dhJr More\\.\..tr Adhtlt.tn, Bh1mrao Atma1am..,
Wad1, Block. No 1 1rd floor Th,1kurdwer Road Bomba)
26 Mour.im GaJJnan De..,,u, Jonwala Bmldmg. 2nd flom
lidmlhur'it Road near Dr Parekh\ Ho,pnal, Bombay
27 ArJun Atmar.1m Alve, Sh1vram Agn\ Ch.twl hN flom
doo;;e to Elphmo;tone M1ll, BombJy
28 Go\ md R.tmc.handra Ka,le, Bombay Dt!velopment
Department., Chawl No 24 ground floor, ne.ir Dd.,1le
road polu..e 1.itat10n, Bomb.iy
29 tiiohat1 'imgh Jo.,h \On of L.il Smgh Jat, of v11l.igc
Chetanpura, P S AJnala, d11.itnct Amnhcir, hvmg m
1.. 1am.ibad a 'iuburb of Amnt'iar
30 M A Ma31d aha., Abdul Ma11d, ..,on of M&r Fary Bahh,
KcU,hmm of Dhal Mah.tlld, m'>1de Moch1 Gate, Ldhore
City
3 J Ked.ir Nath ~t!hgal 'on of Bhag Mai, Kuc..ha Mo1a .. 1an,
Paper Mdnd1 Ldhore City
have entered tnto a con'>ptrd'-Y to depnve the Kmg of the
1.iove1e1gnty of Bntl\h Indict, and have thereby comm1tt1..•d an
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offence pumshdble under 'ectton 121-A of I PC Now, therefore,
the Governor General m Council, m pur... uance of the provt!llOO\
of ..,e..,t10n 196 of Ct P C , 1898, order'\ Mt M A Horton Offaer
on Speu.tl Duty under the Directo1, Intelhgem. c Bureau, Home
Depdtlment to ftle .i wmpldmt agam"it the ..,,ud per..,on.., m re..,pect
of the "i..ttd offem.e m the C'omt of the 01 ... t• trt M.ig1 ... trdte Meerut
D.ttcd th1' 14th D.ty of M.m. h, 1929
~ec

5d/ Haig.
retm \ to the (Hn t o/ lndta
Home Depallment

ll'leg1am R No S D )\~.dated (and 1c1...el\ed)
20th M.m. h. 1929
f1om
lo

Bombay 5pc1...1.il. Bombd)
Home Department. Nev. Delhi
CUAR LINb

Gmcrnment of Bomh.t) 1...on..,1dcr tl po..,..,thh: thdt 'l!nou'
trouhlc may .in"c among..,t Mtll h,md.., \\hen ,me't of Commum't
lc,1dcr' undc1 Mccmt Mag1,tr..ttc.., wan.ml hc1...omc kno\\n
I hcrcfotc a' a prc1....iut1011.iry me.i..,u1c m1ht.11) .. ,,1,t.in1...c w.t.,
.t-.kcd tot •.md 1111 htJr y ptc.. kct.., ha\ e been ..,t ttioncd 111 Bomb,1y uty
from 6 A M th1.., mommg Warw1<..k. ..,hire Rcg1111ent one..· 1..omp.my
Roy.ii Artillery '50 11fle.., J.1t.., one wmp.iny Hvder.th.td Rt'g1mt>nt
l pl.ttoon1, Up to IO- 10 A M no uouble report, d
(Scuet.iry & Depallmcnt)
Telegr.im R No 1147-S. dated the 20th M,111...h. 1929
hom
To

V11..cro) (Home Department), Nev.- Delhi
Scuct.iry of ~tJle tor Im.h.t, London
IMPORfANT

1-<ollowmg tclcgr.im d.ttcd 20th M.iu.. h trom GO\rrnml.:'nl of
Bomh.iy t\ 1epcated for )OUt mfotmJtton
Begm'
"Government
(Seepage Fijm contellt\)
" t:llil"
<P S VO & Home Dcpanrnc..·nt)
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Teleg1.im P & R No I 161-S dated the '.! 1..t March, 1929
1162-S
hom
To

Vu..eroy (Home DcpJrtment) New Delht
Secretary of State for Indta. London
IMPORTANT

Contmu.itlon our tclegr.tm No 1114-S d.ttcd 20th Marl.h, 1929
In reply to 'hort notice que'>t1on m Leg1'>l.u1ve A"cmhl) tod.iy
Home member' gJ\C nJ.me'> ot ~ 1 pe1,on•. tor who'e c1ne't
w.irr.int' ha' e heen '"ued. 1eJ.d out the t.omplJ.mt that h,1, been
l.ud before the Dt,tnct Mdg1,trdte. Mecrut, .md g.ive 'uLh
mtormJt10n m Lonncction with the '-cl'c .. , GO\crnmcnt of Ind1J
thought could p10pt>tly be given m view of the fJd thdt l..t'>c "
'ub-1udKt.' Mot1l.1J Nehru then gave lll'lll.e of h1' mtcnt1on to
mO\e .id1oumment of the Hou'e to d1'cu'" pohL't .ind .lLtJOn tJ1'.cn
h) GO\ crno1 General m Counul m '.inLl1011mg .md 1.11' mg \tep1,
tor v.hoJe,.ile r.i1d' and .1rre't' m 'ever.ii p.ut-. ot In<.11,1 puhlll
v.orker' helongmg to labour .md pcJ,,mh orgam..,.tt1on'
GO\crnment 'poi...e,m,m took pomt &" mde1 chat 'ut.h J motion
\\J' not pcrm1'.,1ble with reterence to Rule 11, 12 & 2~ (1) (111)
lnd1a11 Leg11,Jat1ve Rule., After d11,cu.,~1on' P1e.,1dcnt rule' thJt
mot1011 w.i' m order c:1.nd would be <.11,t.u.,,ed .it 4 PM Before
d1'iLU,.,10n took. plc:1.tc. however, Governor Gcnc.:r..il. m cxc1L1'c of
h11, po\\e" undt:r Rult: 24 A {1)m lnd1.1n Lcg1.,J,1t1vc Ruic'
d1'.tllowt>d motion on ground that 1t l.ould not hl' mO\cd v.1thuut
dt:lt m1t:nt tu publtl. mlere.,t
(PS V 0 & Dcplt)

1lOMb DbPARTME::.Nl
POLITICAL BRANCH
No ~c;
Dated 28 119
To
H1~

M.tJe'>lY., Under Scl.retdry of c;;1atc. tor Ind1d

5tr,
With refrrenc..c to the c orre.,pondent.e cndmg with Home
Depdrtment telcg1am No 1161-S dated 21,t M.tn.. h, 1929
1162-~
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I am directed to forward, for the information of the Secretary of
State, a copy of the complaint in the Communist Conspiracy Case
which is being instituted at Meerut.
I have etc.
Telegram R. No. 1554-S, dated the lst March, 1929
From : Viceroy (Home Department), Simla
To

Secretary of State for India, London

Reuter London telegram dated 29th April i,tates that in replying
to que~tions in Commons by Thurtle asking for names of
Orgamsatiom. in India the membership of which illegal, Winterton
1'a1d that your information was incomplete but that one of
organisations mentioned in Meerut Conspiracy indictment w&
Leagti: Againi,t Imperiali~m. The telegram probably conveys
inaccurate impres!i1on of what wa~ said, but as Thurtle's question
appean- to have had special reference to Communi!tt
organi1'ation1', we thmk it desirable to make It plain that we have
taken no step!-> to declare any Communist organisation unlawful.
Qut>-.tion whether activities of these organi!tations are illegal will
be important ii,sue in Meerut trial.
2. Reuter of same date also reporb that Winterton said Milner
White was conducting mag1i,terial enquiry into Meerut Case. This
l!i not accurate. It ll!I intention to appoint Milner White as special
Magistrate when case is ready for him to take up but no official
announcement of his appointment ha~ yet heen made and
miscellaneous proceeding"> at present, !iUch as hail applicauonc;,
arc being taken before District Magistrate. We are in
communication with Langford James about probable date by
which it will be possible to open the case. Large amount of
important material appearl!I to have been recovered in sean.hes,
and examination of this is causing dday. We shall telegraph again
of this point shortly.
(P. S. V.O .• & Deptt.)
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Telegram R. No. 1621-S, dated'the 7th May, 1929
From : Viceroy (Home Department), Simla
To
: Secretary of State for India, London
Reference Paragraph 2 of our telegram No. 1554-S, dated 1!I'
May, 1929, Material recovered in searches was ve~ voluminous,
and work of examination, which must be confined to a limited
number of people who appreciate what it means, take considerable
time. Langford James is clear that start cannot be made until this
material has been fully examined, and he knows precisely what it
contains. When that has been done object will not be to elaborate,
but to simplify.
Already fresh evidence discovered will enable him to dispose
with a good deal of evidence originally relied upon. His view is
that it cannot be argued that an earlier start necessarily means an
earlier discussion. Takmg everything into consideration including
our desire that case should be started as early as possible, he is of
opinion that the earliest date on which the case might be opened is
1st June. We feel there is considerable force in views of Langford
James and that we cannot interfere with what he regards a!.
essential preliminary work..
(P.S.V.O. & Dt.)
Telegram P. No. 1692, dated (and received) 28th May, 1929
From : Secretary of State for India, London
To
: Viceroy (Home Department), Simla
Sincerely trust that Langford James is now in a position to start
conspiracy case according to programme on I st proximo or very
soon after. Further delay is likely to provoke severe criticism on
Assembly (or) Parliament.
This refers to your telegram No. 1621-S dated the 7th instant.
(Secretary P.S.V.O., & Deptt.)
Telegram P. No. 1817-S., dated 30th May, 1929
From : Viceroy (Home Department), Samia
To
: Secretary of State for India, London
Case will be opened definitely on 12th proximo. Delay partly
due to illness of Langford James.
This is in reply to your telegram No. 1692 dated the 28th
instant.
(P.S. V.O. & Dept.)
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WHEREAS
HUGH LESTER HUTCHINSON
has entered into a conspiracy to deprive the King of the
sovereignty of British India, and has thereby committed an
offence punishable under section 121-A of the Indian Penal Code.
Now, therefore, the Governor General in Council, in pursuance of
the provisions of Section 196 of the Cr. P.C. 1898, orders
Mr. R. A. Horton, officer on special duty under the Director,
Intelligence Bureau, Home Department, to file a complaint
against the said person in respect of the said offence in the Court
of the Additional Magistrate, Meerut.
Dated, the 8th of June, 1929
Sd/ J. A. Woodhead,
Secretary to the Govt. of India
WHEREAS
AMIR HAIDAR KHAN
native of Kahljan Etalm-Post Office Kallar, District
Rawalpindi. Punjab.
(rest like H.L. Hutchinson)
Telegram P. No. 1911-S dated 8th June, 1929
From . Viceroy (Home Department}, Simla
To
: Secretary of State for India, London
PRIORITY
A reference is invited to our telegram No. 1724-S, dated 22nd
ultimo. As a result of the examination of the evidence against
Hutchinson it is found that there is a very strong case against him,
and that if he is included as an accused in the Meerut Case it will
be of material benefit to the prosecution of the other accused. To
proceed against him under the Public Safety Ordinance may it is
thought be reasonably criticised a~ prejudging the Meerut trial.
Governor General in Counctl has therefore sanctioned
prosecution of Hutchinson as an acCU!\Cd in the Meerut
Conspiracy Case.
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Prosecution of Amir Haidar Khan who was secret agent of
communications between India and Moscow has also been
sanctioned. His inclusion will expose underground methods of
conspirators and will be of material benefit to the prosecution.
(P.S.V. Q.& Deptt.)
Telegram P. No. 1913-S dated 9th June, 1929
From : Home Department, Simla
To
Bompol, Bombay
CLEAR THE LINE
In Meerut Conspiracy Ca!>e Governor General in Council ha..,
given formal sanction to Pro!>ecution of Hutchin<;on on ground!>
(a) his inclusion will materially help the Pro~ecution ca~e. (b) he
will have to be dealt with sooner or later. (c) action under the
Public Safety Ordinance may be critici!>ed with some rea!>on a'>
prejudicing case of accused in Mecrut ~a!le.
The report that Hutchin!>on has been elected vice-President of
Gimi Kamgar Union has just been i,een by the Government of
India and they are holding up hsue of warrant until they hear
views of Bombay Government as to whether arre-;t would have
reaction on Mill Strike situation and whether they have any
objection. If possible it is desirable that warrant ~hould be isi,ued
before the 12th ini,tant.
Similar sanction has been i!>sued against Amir Haidar Khan, a
Punjabi, who ha~ been active m Bombay as secret agent of the
communists. Please !>ay whether the Bombay Government have
any objection in his cai,e. Clear the line reply should be !-ient.
(Home Department)
Telegram P. No. 2000-S, dated l 9th June, 1929
From : Home Department. Simla

To

UPAO, Nainital
CLEAR THE LINE

Enquiry hai;, been made by Secretary of State about long
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adjournment m Meerut tnal which he thmks may give n'le to
comment m Pclrhament, Government of Ind1d understand cau1,e
Wd'I m.,ufflc1ency of pohce dunng Muharrdm to e!.cort pn!.onerc;
to and from Court and guard them there With a view to po~c;1ble
.,tatement m Parliament, however they would be glad to be
(Dept )
mformed fully of cau ..e
Telegram P No 2027-S ddted the 22nd June, 1929
horn Home Dcpdrtment, Simla
To
UPAO, Ndm1tal
EXPRbSS
Ad1ournment m Meerut tnal Plecic;e expedite reply to Home
Dcp.irtment Telegram No 2000-S dated 19th mc;tant
(Home Department)
lell-grr.lm P No 21 '5 dJted (and received) 211d June, 1929
hom UPAO. Nc!m1tal
To
Home Department S1mld
C'LbAR LINb
lJ.,ual Muh.irr.im holiday .. were f1om I '5th to l 9th mc;tant and
Mclg11,tr.ite ha\ thc1etme been a.,ked cl'- to rea..<'n for adjournment
extended beyond the.,c d,1te., Foltowmg 10, hi., reply as explamed
111 Court A<l1ournment nece.,.,ll.ite<l by mab1hty of polu.. e to
withdraw Muharram guard from d1-.tnct and provide esl.ort before
c;;unddy 21rd m.,t.int without endangermg pubhc security End~
Magt'ltrclte dded on his own dl'~cret1on but G'-wemment
undcr"itand thclt m domg ... o he alc;o took mto account fad that
M1 Ldngford Jame' wa .. not well and would probably hctd not
been able to proceed with ca"e 1t ddjoumment had been hm1ted to
d'-tual cnmmal Court hohday.,, 1.c:;th to 19th mc;tant A' for pohce
e"cort, if D1c;tnct Mag1c;trate or Mtlner White had asked Governor
m Council for a ....1stance !>pec1d.l arr.mgement<; would have been
m.tde hm1tmg adjournment to ordmary Muharram hohday\
Thi.., 1., m reply to your telegram No 2000-S of the 19th mc;tant
(Se'- y & Deptt )
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Telegram P. Mo. 2040-S dated the 24th June, 1929
From : Home Department, Simla
To
: UPAO, Nainital
There appears to have been some misunderstandtng between
Magistrate and Langford James. We were informed by latter that
prosecution did not desire any special adjournment, and we did
not understand that his health was any factor in case. Government
of India would be glad if Governor in Council would impress on
Magistrate special importance attached by them to proceeding
continuously with the case and reducing adjournments to as few
as possible.
This is in reference to your telegram No. 215 of 13th mstant.
(Home Department)
Telegram P. No. 2039-S dated the 24th June, 1929
From : Viceroy (Home Department), Stlnla
To
Secretary of State for India, London
IMPORTANT

After hearing on 13th Magistrate adjourned the Meerut case till
24th. U.P. Government were asked the reason for this long
adjournment. They report that from J5th to 19th only were the
ordinary Muharram holidays. Magistrate granted longer
adjournment on account of difficulty of finding police required to
escort and guard prisoners. Local authorities required all
available police during Muharram period to guard against
possible communal disturbances. Had the Magistrate represented
this difficulty to Governor in Council, special arrangements
would have been made limiting the adjournment to the ordinary
Muharram holidays. U .P. Government have been a~ked to impress
on Magistrate special importance of proceeding continuously
with case and reducing adjournments to as few as possible.

<P. s.v. o.& Deptt.)
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Telegram P. 1'40. 2070-S, dated the 27th June, 1929
From : Viceroy (Home Department), Simla
To
Secretary of State for India, London
IMPORTANT
Meerut Case: Defence informed Court on 25th June of their
intention to move High Court for transfer of case to Allahabad
chiefly on ground that they would have better facilities at
Allahabad for obtaming legal assistance and legal books.
\djoumment in these circumstances is obligatory under section
526 (8), Cr. P.C. and case was adjourned till 9th proximo.
This is in continuation of our telegram No. 2039-S dated the
·
24th June, 1929.
(P. S.V. O.& Deptt.)

Home/Political/ J929
K W.•o F. l O/IV
Subject:

Private and personal correspondence
between His Excellency the Viceroy
and the Secretary l• r State.
lntcllirence Bureau
Home l)epartment
Government of India ·
No. B.C.C. Genl.
New Delhi, the 24th Dec. 1928

My dear l.P.I.
In connection with the Communist Conspiracy Case th~
institution of which is under consideration here, it is becoming
more and more apparent that it may be necessary to have certain
searches made ir, England of various houses and offices in which
we have reason to think that there is to be found valuable
documentary evidence bearing the detllils of the conspiracy.
We should not propose a'ly general search for the purpose of
establishing the main OiAtlines .of the Communist organi~ation, but
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iihould merely aim at securing certain pieces of evidence, the
ex111tence of which l!I md1cated by other evidence already ID our
poii!less1on If and when a case 111 instituted, we would move the
try1Dg court to isiiue warrants under section 24 read with iiect10n
33 of the Fugitive Offenders Act I 88 I (44 & 45 Viet Chapter 69)
for the search of the vanous premises.
W11l you please ascertam if the Home Authont1es are hkely to
ra1.,e any objection to execut1Dg theiie warrant'? We should also
hke to know 1f they should be prepared to conduct such searche!i
on the receipt of telegrdph1c 1Dt1mat1on from the proper authority
that such warrants had been tsliued I should be very glad 1f you
could send me a definite reply in time to reach me here not later
than the 14th of February It would be very u.,eful 1f you could
prev1ouslv !lend me by cable liome md1cat10n of the nature of
your reply.
Yourii 111Dcerely,
D Petne

I PI
London,
"P'' Telegram

STRICTLY SECRET
To
Secretary of State, London
From.
Viceroy (Home Department)
New Delhi
Dated, New Delhi, the 22nd March, 1929
No. B.C.C. Genl. Evidence ID our po.!tse.,i.ion show., that the
Commum~t ag1tat1on and acuv1ty m India have been f 1Danced and
controlled through the medium of the C.P.G.B. smce September
1925. The C.P.G.B. have al~o been re!lponMble for de!ipatch of
agents and agitators to India Mnce that date. In tht!I connection
attention 1i; also mvned Roy's letter to C.P. Dutt dated I 5th and
J6th Septembt:r \Cnt wnh your letter No. 128 dated Sth February
~ 929. It 1s, therefore, deMred by us to ootam, 1f possible, further
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evidence which clearly establishes this fact as also reports and
letters which are known to have been sent to various addresses in
England, from Communist agents and conspirators in India.
Individuals in England who appear to be primarily concerned are
as follows: C. P. Dutt, R. Page Arnot, Harry Politt, Potter Wilson,
Saklatwala, H. Rathbone and A. Pearce. Mo!.t likely place for
search, therefore, appear to be the offices and addres!.es of three
individuals and their immediate associate~. It i!. earnestly hoped
that opportunity which has been pre!.ented by the is!.ue of the
Manife!.to will not be allowed to let ~lip as otherwise apparent
objection to action which has been propoi,ed by me might rob us
of valuable evidence which we know should be in existence. It
would he a matter of great help to us in India if searchei, are made
immediately before or after 20th March, 1929.
The above I!. with reference to your telegram No. 748 dated the
28th February, 1929.
The above 1s from Petne to l.P.I.
Copy forwarded to the Secretary. Home Department, for
information.
Sd/- llleg1ble
4.3.29
Secretary Home Department,
{Hon'ble Mr. Haig)
DIB U/O No B.C.C Genl. dated 5th March, 1929

D 0. No. 1496 G.M

Viceregal Lodge.
Delhi
23rd f\·brual). 1929

Dear Haig,
I am to send you a copy of a pnvate and personal telegram 649
of 21 st February from the Secretary of State and .o say that His
Excellency would likt! to discuss it with vou or the Hon'ble
Mem!Jer at an early date.
Yours sincerely,
Sdl- G. Cunmgham
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The Hon'ble
Mr. H. G. Haig, C.I.E.
Telegra:n X
From: Secretary of State
To : Viceroy
Dated, London, the 21 st February, 1929
Received: the 22nd February, 1929
649. Private and Personal: Please see my official telegram of
today to Home Department 648. Corrmunist Prosecution. Deep
misgivings with which I rega:d Government of India's peoples are
confirmed by a recent ~vent in Bombay and by Syke's private
letter of January 26th to you of which he has sent me a copy-see
especially paragraph No. 15. In the circumstances described by
him it seems to me impossible to leave Spratt and Bradley at large
while legal authorities pursue their lenghthy deliberauons to a
doubtful conclusion. Moreover, I de. npt see what disadvantage
can arise fron. applying Public Safety Act to tltem and getting rid
of them and then proceeding with the prosecution of Ind1am..
Indeed 1t l>eems to the only ~afe thing to do. I beg you to consider
this matter further to give Public Safety Bill priority over all oth"'r
buiiiness and to nd yourself of Spratt and Bradley before Bombay
again become a mai;,s of shambles. But, of c 1urse, I appreciate
that respons1b1lity for dec1fion lies with you.
Telegram X
From : Secretary of State
To : Viceroy
Dated London, the 7th March, 1929
Received: the 8th March, 1929
IMPORTANT 839, Private and Personal
Communist pro.:;~cutiou· l have now before me your official
telegram of February 27th l 17-S aria, it removes my misgivings.
I should like to be assured thctt vou have yourself considered
question in the lights of my private and personal telegram dated
Pebruary 21 st and to put before you further grounds for anxiety,
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which your official telegram suggests, I realise, of course, that
trial by jury is impossible but I am seriously concerned at
proposal of feeling which will almost certainly be created here if
it appears or can be represented that a place with which neither
Spratt nor Bradley has been connected, has been 'elected for trial
solely for the purpose of depriving the two Englishmen of so
cherished a right. It will be said that no English v1~itor to India
will be safe; attention will be called to loss of rights which
Eur'lpean British subjects suffered in 1923 by amendment of
Code of Criminal Procedure and which has hitherto escaped
much notice here, and it may be that there will also be revival of
agitation in general extension of trial by jury. I foresee awkward
question!I in Parliament and possibility of agitation which is
undesirable on the eve of the general elections. Nevertheless if a
number of Indian accused are United Provmce!I men and some at
least of their activities have been carried on in United Provinces
and 1f you can send me material which I can use in Parliament to
!.how that there is a clear cut prima facie case I should be prepared
to take risks. I should, of course, not hesitate to do so if you are
advised on legal grounds that it is important to include Spratt and
Bradley in trial m order to secure conviction"' of Indians. It may be
that thi!. is so but it has not hitherto been suggested and mere fear
of appearing to discriminate in favour of Europeans does not
~eem to me by itself to outweight the advantage to get these men
out of India as soon as possible and after all no one is hkely to
!.u~pcct Government tenderness towards Communists because
they are Europeans.
I presume you are satisfied that you can get ~uitable European
as committing Magistrate and Sessions Judge.
Telegram "P"
From : Viceroy
To : Secretary of State
Dated the IOth March 1929

IMMEDIATE
Private & Personal. No. 178-S Communist Prosecution.
Reference to your private and personal telegram of 7th March,
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No. 839, I have very carefully considered question in the light of
your private and personal telegram of the 2 lst ultimo and the
considerations you mention in your present telegram, but I remain
strongly of opinion that the course we propo~e is right.
2. As regards place selected for trial, Meerut wa~ visited by
Spratt in company with important Indian Communists. They held
a public meeting and founded the Workers' and Peasants' Party of
U.P. on basis of C.I. programme. There are 4 centres of the
Workers' and Peasants' Party in the U.P., and party is actively
functioning. Spratt has himself written saying he would like to
make Meerut his headquarters. Bradley has also paid visit to
Cawnpore, where he associated with some of those who were
convicted in the Cawnpore Conspiracy Case of 1924. The legal
position is we are <advised, unassailable, and, as we have
mentioned before the ca~e may be regarded as a sequal to the
Cawnpore Case, mo!\t of the leading accused in which will figure
prominently in the coming trial.
3. In regard to criticism that Spratt and Bradley are bemg
deprived of cherished right of trial by jury, it must be remembered
that offence charged against them is not per:..onal and individual
one, but 1s membership of a wide-~pread plot in India and outside,
and place of trial cannot reasonably be made to depend on which
might suit two out of a large number of accused. Moreover, you
will recollect that Spmtt, when on trial in Bor.ibay in 1927
deliberately waived his right to trial, before European Juror!\, so
that it may be argued that what Spratt wants ic; not 'pecaal
privilege of a European, but a trial before on Indian jury which he
calculate' would give him the maximum chance of acquittal.
Paragraph 4 of our official telegram No. 927-S of 27th February
de~cribe~ special pnv1lege' open to Spratt and Bradley a~
Europeans in the U .P. Trial before Eurorpean as!\e!\,ors wa~
accepted in 1923 in certain circum~tances a!-. a sub!-.titute for a
majority of European jury. Having regard to Jength and
com\)\ex.i\'Y o{ ptesent ca'!le, \t \~ at least arguable that European

~~'~ ~~ '\.~ ""~~'\.~""-. '~ ~~\.~"'\ ~~~~~ ·~\'\ \~
\l\\.c'tC~\'l> ~\ """~C\\\ ~.um~a\\ "dCCU~d.
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4 Of per1ion1i to be arrested 7 are U P men, whose acttv1t1e'\
of one time or another have been cdmed on there A ~ene'! of
houc;e 1iearche., will dl~o have to be made m U P
5 With regard to cledr cut pnmd fac1e1i cac;e, as }ou know we
~hall not take action unlec;c; we are sat1o;f1ed of tln~ No pubhc
1itatement before arre.,t~ take place io; po.,Mble, and a'! soon ao;
cl'Te1its have been made m pu~uance of Mag1o;trdteo; warrant Cd\e
1.. o,ubjudice dnd detail.;, of 1t cannot be dti,c..usi,ed m Parliament
6 A., to mclu.,1on of Spratt ,md Brddley I am ddv1o;ed thdt one
<..ould not go 'lo far ai, to i,dy that 1t 1i, legdlly ne<..e.,~a1y to mclude
them m order to o;ecure conv1ct1on of Indian.;, But Spratt m
pdrt1c.ulctr 10, the <..entrdl figure of the <..oni,p1r.ic.y, and 1f he Wd'!
omitted the c.ic;e would dppedr '\O obv1ouo;ly incomplete thctt It
might well fr<1m the \UbJe<..t of JUd1cial ao; well as pubhc comment,·
to which there could be no cln.,wer fourther db'!ence of Sprdtt dnd
Br.idley might c;enouo;ly affect queo,t1on of o;entencei,. et., it would
he argued thctt Government attached ..,o little importance to l.a..,e
that it wa.., Lontent to let the prmc1pal c.ono;p1rahlr ei,cape
untOUl.hed Ap.irt from above con~1derat10n.., which appear to me
del.N\e, mduo,1on of thec,e two would naturally ct1J Crown m
provmg that c.ompiracy ha.. been promoted by and m puri,uance
of de ... 1gnc, of Commum..,l In·emcltmnal. wh1l.h 11i e.,.,enl.e of c...io;e
7 We are .,clt1..,f1ed that we <..an gu ..uitctble Europe.in1i ac,
Lomnuttmg Mag10,tr.ite clnd Seo;..,10no, Judge Mcitter ha., alrec1dy
hcen d1c;cu1i..,ed with Governor.UP
8 I ume..,tly tru ... t you will fmd your1ielf .Ible tJ .iulhon..,e U\ to
pruLeed at onLe On the programme f1x.ed 1t will be nttLe....,cll) to
t.i1'.e the fmt prehmmctry ..,tep, namel) obtammg warrclnt\ from
Dio,t11Lt Mag1,tr.ite, Meerut. m mommg of I5th m..1ant. though
arte..,t wt\\ not fo\\nw \ome dayo,

Tcleg1am 'P'
I rom Se<..retdf) of ~tJtc
To
V1Leroy
IMPORTANT Pnvdte &

Ddted. London, the 11 th M.arLh 1929
R~l.el\ ed, 12th MdH. h 1929
Per~ondl

"lo 889

Ref to your pm .ite Jnd penonal telegram No 178-S dated the
\\)\\\ Ma.ten 1:\w, c.\\\eto;;, \be "W\\Q\e A,~( of \he ca"e tor
~'\.~~~~~ '\..~ ~ ~ ~~~~~' ~\ \.."~'~ ~~ ~"'-

\\\.'\."-.
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information in the first instance. I should not have found so much
difficulty in agreeing with them. I hope they will now go ahead
with all pos!-.1ble \'igour and that counsel will be instructed to
oppose st011tly all dilatury tactics. I fear we cannot help you
here in the searches. We have been in close personal touch
with Home Office, but it is clear that very little if anything can
be done.
Viceroy to Secretary of State
Telegram P., 4th April, 1929.
PRIVATE & PERSONAL: No. 245-S. Communist Conspiracy
Case. Please refer to your Private and Personal telegram of 11 th
March, No. 889. You need feel no doubt about our intention to
prosecute with vigour. I had been a little disappointed to see from
your telegram that you are experiencing difficulty in getting from
us the assh:tance in the matter of evidence which we had hoped
for. I am very glad, however, to inform the latest communication,
which Petrie had received from l.P.I., that permission has now
been given us to use certain evidence V' the possession of the
Home authorities, which is of first rate importance to the case,
and that Home authorities will cooperate in sending, if necessary,
witnesses to prove these documents. We quite realise out there the
inconveniences which this cooperation in our task involves; but
we are satisfied that the introduction of the evidence wiJI greatly
strengthen the case of the Crown. Perhaps you convey to the
proper authorities a word of appreciation on our behalf of the
attitude which they have adopted.
Home Department and perhaps H.E. should see these secret
papers re: our tendering as evidence in the Meerut Case
photographs of certain documents which were taken in London.
The Home authorities have all along been somewhat qualified in
approval of the idea of runnmg a big conspiracy case, and they
have shown themselves rather "sticky" in the matter of permitting
us to use evidence obtained by or through them.
I am now very glad and relieved that, under a certain amount of
pressure, they have agreed to do what is required, and both
Mr. Horton and myself are satisfied that the Prosecution case will

l:Jenefit enormously. It would have been better still if the Home
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authoritie::: could have seen their way to make certain searches we
indicated to the-n, but this was not to be.
Although objecL· "'l"ll have now been withdrawn, it is obvious
m at p. 11 that there is st. 1a t ndency to
from A & B in the te ,
hang back. I think. therefore, it would be a good thing if H.E. were
to send a private and personal telegram to the Secretary of State
saying how much we apprec.ate the permission now given us to
use certain evidence that we gladly avail ourselves of the
permission, and that we are satisfied that the i'ltroduction of the
evidence will greatly strengthen the case for the Crown. It wouM
be a good thing, too, if the above messc1~ would be conveyed t
the authorities conceme'i, as it would
a "ertain assurance
against their wavering in t.1e resolution they ha\ • formed.
0

Home Depart.nent
(Hon. Mr. H.iig)

D. Petrie
1.4.29

[I]
MEERUT CONSPIRACY CASE

THE GENERAL STATE~NT
OF
18 COMMUNIST ACCUSED
INCLUDING
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M.A. Majid. R.R. Mitra, M11zaffar Ahmad,
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P. Spratt. Shaukat Usmam. R.S. N1rnbkar.
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Meerut Conspiracy Case
The General Statement
Before R. L. Yorke, Esq., J.C.S.

In the Cowt of R I )(uJ..e, £\q1 IC S Addttwnal Scrnons
Judge'. Men lit
Jn the 1...i'c of the Kmg rmpcror ver'u' P Spratt and other
r x.imrn.illon of R s N 11nbk.i1 dl..C.U,ed under 'e<..t1on 342 of the
Code ol C111111n,1l Prnc.cdmc. 1898, made before me, R L Yorke,
Add1t10n.il Sc.....,1011' Judge .it Meer ut on the 2nd d.iy of December
1911
My name t\ R.ighun.ith Sh1H.im N1mbkar, my t.ither\ name 1~
~hn ram Jag.mn.ith N11nhkar. I am by ca,tc No(' d\te, 12 ye.ir' of
age b} occup.iuon Publtc1't, my horn · t• .it Bombay. Police
~tat ion Bombay. D1'tr11..t Bomhay. I re'1de at Bomb.1y
Q You hea1 d your \t,uement m the Lower Ci urt P 2614 re.id
m er on 16 l l I h that '>l.itcment correct 1
A
Ye'>
Q (Accu,ed .i'h me to put hnn the whole of hr' document~
m one que\tllln )
The follow mg document' die m c\ 1denc..e agam't ) ou, Jnd ma}
be grouped d\ below
I f<orergn Connec..Uom P 1828, 179';, 2403. 1148(2'.\), 163".
1148(14). 2408, 1610, 1761, 1762, 2057 and 2415
II W and P P Bomhcly P 1355'7C} OA) (78), 851, 1017,
1940 and (1). 1375. Kranu of 14 5 27 and 21527. 84'.\, ll53,

114l, ll73(6), 1358, !748, 837, 1248(41) (26) ('B) (50), 835.
';44(1). s11. 1148(18) no;;> (40) (14) (42} (6), n44. 1748, 1792.
1602, 1685, 117l(14), 1740 1747. 17"i8, 1759, 1170. 1261, 1690,
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1371(18), 1745, 726 Urdu Kirt1 February 1929, 1175 Kr.mt1 of
28 5 27. 25 6 27, dnd 19 27, P 910 Krdnt1 of 29 7 28, 2111 and
2050(1) to (5)
Ill A I WPP P 468(2). 1761. 1764 17i6, 1757, 1771. 1754,
1751, 1749, 1750, 1770, 1769, 1768, 1116 1767, 1102, 1765,
1099, 1800. 474 2161, 1098. 1760 .md 459 dnd \tdtemenl\ of
PW~ 16 dDd 2'54
IV C PI P 1796. 1287( 11 ), 782 780, 781. 1684, 129'5 dnd
1296
V Other WPP' P 175'5, 1751, 1616. 2049 and 1626
VI TU~ dnd 'trike' P 958, 944, 959 949 961, 967, 792
985, 662. 776, 912, 964, 2217, 2241(1) 22411..t) ..tnd (b) 1696
1706 M2, 1710 M 1, 17 ll 1726 M2 '548( '5) D ()pratt .md
. 'tatement., of PW.., 24 '5 and 271
VII Connection,;; etl. P 1791 1997 99'5 129 146 64'5 771
1494 1'508, 1794 .. tatement.,ofPW' 268 271 P 1744 1741
1774 1777. 1742, 1752, 1772, 1771 177'5 1776 ,md 1778 to
1789 and 20'5'5 C
The dbO\·C h't' prohdbly do not mc.'lude the number' of .Ill tht'
relevant w1tne.,.,e.,
Ha\ e you dnythmg to 'ay m expldn..tllon of the Jbovc cv1denc..e '
A
fh1., J<; a c..ti;e whKh will h.ivc poht1Lc1l .ind h1.,t011L.tl
'1gntf1Lanc..e It 1i; not merely ol c.d'e launLhed m the 01dm.i.rv
c.ouri;c of n.. dut1e' by the Pohce ..tg..tm.,t 11 c.,111nm.1I., It •.., Jn
ep1.,ode m the da.,, '>trugglc It I'• launc.hcd .i.nd Londuc..tcd ... , p.i.rt
ot d dchmtc poht1c.,al polu.y It .... Jn ,mempt on the p.111 of the
lmpenahi;t Brn1'h Go\emment of lnd1J to \tnJ...e .1 hlow at thdt
force which 1t rccogm.,ei; a' the real enemy whll.h will ultimately
brmg ..ibout 1t' overthrow, wh1c..h ha' .ilreddy taken up dll .itt1tude
of 1rrewnc.,1ldblc ho ... t1hty tow.irdc, 1t .ind h.i1. ..tlre.i.dy \hown ,,
vel) menac.mg \trcngth-the m..t\\e\ of the poor .ind exploited
population of th1~ country It 1s an Jttcmpt by the lmpendh"t
Government to i;tnke a blow dt it., enemy, not only by 1em0\mg
from the field the mere 11 md1v1duat.., hut by readmg d le"'on to
all who would follow the hne of the m.i.,., revoluuondry "trugglc
m future, dnd by e"tdbh.,hmg d number of LOnvenient 1egdl
precedent.,, which will fac1htclte the ~md.,hmg of the wo1kt>r' dnd
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ped\d.nt!!.' movement by 'lawful' and 'con!it1tut1onal' medn!i Th1\
t.a.,e, m \p1te of the demah of the Pro.,ecut1on, I\ an dtt.ick upon
the work.ere;' Trclde Umon Movement, an clttack upon the pe.ti;.tnt.;;'
movement clnd cln attack upon the movement for the
Independence of lnd1.i from Bnll\h lmpenah\m
In tht\ ..t.ttement we \h.tU be concerned prmc.1p.illy with the
C.d.,C m th1., .i.,pe<.t 1 ~ m It., real d\pec.t With the legal \1de of the
(.a.,c we .,h.ill have little to do We dre concerned wnh h1.,tom.al
pHKc"c" .ind <.h.ingr' 111 which leg.ii .,y.,temc; and Pendl Code'
.ire only hy-produ<.t' When we dre trymg to 'et up .in rnt1rely
new .,y.,tcm ot l.iw., we cannot be expe<.ted tu p.iy very much
re.,pc(.t to the ex1.,tmg one
We do not pie.id tm mer(.y, or even tor 1u .. uc.e betore th1.,·
r·ourt Thi., .., a clJ.,., court, Jnd m relJ.t1on to an otten<.e directed
.1g..im.,t the rulmg dcl.,., n..clt, the <.0n(.eptmn of JU.,t1tc ha., no
mc.mmg \\.c knO\~ thJ.t th1.., Court \\ 111 not gne u., JU.,tKe but
nc. vertheJc.,., we do not pa.,..1vely offer oui,elve' .i' cl .,at.nf1cc to
the (.IUelty of lmpen.ih'm We c..hallcnge lmpenah\m thdt 1l \\Ill
not dJ.re to p1ovoJ...c the oppre.,.,ed da.,.,e., and the opprc.,.,ed
people' of the whole of It' empnc, hy wre.ikmg 1h re\.enge
upon u.,
In cl Commum't t.on.,p1r.it.y (.d\C tt "c.•xpec.tcd of the clu.u.,ed
thJl the} \\Ill .,how whetht•r or not they prote .... to 'le Commum't'
'°'o J.t the out,~t of our .,latemcnt we wJ.nl to mfor n the Comt and
through tt the world e'pcl.1..t.ll} the world of C' .ip1tah\m and
lmpen..iJt.,m, .i.nd the world ot the land owner., .md feudal lord' of
lnd1d th,u we die C'ommum't" We repeat the wordc; ot Marx clnd
1--ngd., 'Commum"t' ~corn to hide the1r \'ICW\ .md am1' They
openly dec.Ja1c th.tt their purpo.,e"i c.an only be .. 1a1e,ed by the
f m(.1hlc overthrow of the extent .,Ol..IJ.I order'
Our p.irt} the Commmmt Party of lnd1.t \1\-a., not at the time of
om JnC\I duly affihJtcd to the Commum't Intern,1t1onJ.I. and v.e
were not .di membel\ ot any C'ommun ... t Party But neverthele''
we 1ully "IUh.,c.nbe to the 'Y'tem of thought and the well-thoughtout Jnd '<.1cnt1f1c pohllc.al programme laid down for the world
1evolut1011, by thJt mo\t powerful \\orld-w1ae revolutionary
orgJnt\dtlon, the C'ommum"-1 lntematmnal
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From the study of historical facts we have no doubt that India
will play its part in the development of the world. We have no
doubt that ultimately the proletarian revolution will take place in
India, resulting in the establishment of the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat. which organising society on the principles of
Socialism, will gradually eliminate classes and prepare the way
for the evolution to the stage of Communist society, wherein
everybody will work according to his capacity and will share the
social product according to his needs.
We are equally convinced by the same study, that in a colonial
country. such as India is, the revolution which will precede the
proletarian revolution, will be of the nature of the bourgeois
democratic revolution. This will achieve the complete freedom of
India from the control of British Imperialism, and the complete
abolition of all feudal and pre-feudal forms of social organisation
and will result in the establishment of an Independent Democratic
Republic. This is the revolution for which we were working, and
we are convinced that the programme which we put before the
country, the programme of the united (nti-Imperialist front of all
those classes capable of carrying through the revolution, was the
only correct programme for attaining it.
Our programme and the activity which we undertook in our
efforts lo put it into effect. have been much mi!.understood and
also intentionally misrepresented by the Prosecution and by the
Magistrate who committed us.
We think it necessary both for the Court and for the assessors
that the chief particulars in which the Prosecution have tried to
lead them astray should be corrected by us. This is the main
purpose of our statement.
I. OUR SOCIAL THEORY

Our statement is made in terms of the theory of Marxism and
Leninism. It is a matter of experience that this theory and the
attitude of mind which it involves is very difficult of
comprehension to members of the bourgeois class, and
particularly so, we gather, to member!. of the British bourgeoisie.
The Prosecution have clearly failed to understand it. They have
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.. hown th1o; not merely by the dbu\e-"grote.,que", "fdnta!itlc",
'anuquated"-wh1ch they have levelled at 1t, but by their attempt
to explam 1t to the Court
We <.Jn under\tand thl'I d1fflculty, wh1c.h c1bourgeo1o;1oumah\t
re<.ently expre.,o;ed by comparmg Lenm with St Thoma., Aquma.,
m regard to the d1ffa.ulty of comprchendmg him The parallel
m.1y \eem .,trange, but It hd'> ell leao;t tht'I truth, that for the
under.,tandmg of the 'Y'ltem d"oc.1c1ted with eac.h of the'ie name ...
Jl 1., ne<.e"ary to c.,<.c1pe from mc1ny of the ordinary 1ded'i and
pre1ud1ce., cmrent m modern \OC1ety A., St Thoma., repreo;ent.,
the mmd of d pd.,t, fcuddl age, whu:.h •., already .,uper.,eded by the
totally d1tfert•nt bourgc01., dgc, .,o Marx and Lemn repre!.ent the
future prolct.incin So<.1.1h.,t .1g:e wh1d1 will t'H'n more completely·
d1ttc1 trom the pre.,cnt In order to <.0mprehend Mc1rx1.,m anJ
Lcmm.,m It 1., ne<.e.,,t11y to reJIN~ .,uc.h ohv1ou., but (for the
hourgc01.,1c) unplca.,Jnt truth., d., the.,e thcJt C c1p1tdh.,m 1' not a
per mdnent l.Jtcpory but J phenomenon wh1d1 had d begmmng
.md \\111 hJ\e an end thcJt cvcr}thmg l.hangc.,, .md nothmg, not
even the B11t1.,h 1:-mpirc, 1., pcrmcJncnt ,.md that the Bnu'h
Lon.,tnut10n and the Indian Penal Code J1e not la\\., of nature
rhe Jb.,cn<.e of J hi\ tor 1cc1l outlook.. on the part of the
Pro.,cc.ut1on 1., 'erv .. u 1lmg 1 he complc1mt filed agam.,t u.,
l.onve)., the 1ded thdt \\C, or the Commmmt Inte1 J1..lt1on.i.l, h.i.d one
dJ)' thought. without rl.'krrnl.c to pd.,t h1.,tory or pre\ent
l.ondnmn.,, th.it It would be .1 good idea to overthrow the
Government of lnd1.i . .ind hJd proc.ceded to tr} tl Pe1h..ip., ll ..,
unr~cJ.,on.iblc to c11.pec.t mul.h ph1Jo,ophKJI m.,1ght m d
u>1npl.im1 But the .,,.unc llllll.eptmn.., lo be to11r.rt m the mmd.,
of the Pro.,elut1on th1oughout the <.d.,l' The Cuun'>el for the
P1mewt10n .,,ud m h1\ opcnmg Addrc.,, m the Lower Court
TheJT objec.uve 1., by me.in., of progre"1ve md.,..
dcmon .. 11.iuon.,, .,trike.,, by mc1lmg ~' e1ybody d1 .. gruntled, and
u.,mg m certam countne., the nc1t1ondh.,t movement fo1 the
moment m ev1denc.e. to .. ur up J .,tJtc of re\ olut1onary ferment
\\h1ch will be favomable to <.hrel.t .1ct10n .inJ tht'n to brmg about .i
General Stnke a., a prelude to mJ.,.. armed ell. lion"
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The 1oame attitude 11o 'hown m h111 remark .ibout the Ru11111dn
Revoluuon"Now th111 Ru,111.in Revolution, d' I hdve already md1cated, w.i'
earned through by a \mdll and re&olute body of men"
The Mc1g1,trc1te "um1o up the Pro&ecut1on c..d'e m the 'Jme wdy,
and m 'Pile of certdm ml'~g1vmg' (Committal Or<kr, pc!ge 46)
tin.illy accept11 completely the view of the Pro1o,ec..ut1on
No~ 1t 1~ perfectly dear that 1f th1c, we1e the re.ii 'itate of dftc1m,
it v. ould not be worthwhile to pro,cl.ute u., at all We were Jrre,tcd
and tned becau11e we were c.on,.1dered d ddnge1 to the St.ite, th.it
1., to the Bnt1\h Rule m India And we were cl d.mger to the State
not becau~e of anything we did or could to our-,elvec,, but bel.JU"c
we reprec,ented powerful h1,tont..il forte,, whtl.h die ch.ingmg the
whole world, c1nd are m<..1dentally mdkmg t01 the O\erthrow of
pre,ent regime m India It 11o, .i con.,pird<..y not of ~I men, nor e\cn
of the whole of the Commum't Intcm.itmnal but of oh1ct.t1vc
wnd1t1on" and proce.,.,e,, c1nd ll 1c, the'e alone wh1l.h detcrmmc
h1,toncdl event'
Marx expre1oc,ed the matter m the ~o't general fonn m the
mul.h quoted pa,11age m the prcfJ.c..e to h1' C'nt1que of Pohtll.il
Fconomy" (P 1776, "The E"ent1..il' of Ma1x p.tge' 176-177)
The mode ot production m mclten.tl hfo dctc1 mml"'l the
gcner,d c..hardc..tcr of the \O<..ldl, pohtKal .md 1o,pmtu.tl proc.e"c' of
hfe It 11o not the c.on1o,c1ou5.ne1,-, of men that dctermmc' their
ex1'tenc.c, but on the c..ontr.iry their 1o,ou.il cx1,tenLc determine'
their con1o,c10uc,ne,., '
"At a LertJm c,tage m th1c, development the m.iten.il forc.e11 of
production m \oc1ety come mto conf11c..t with the ex1.,tmg
relation!! of production, or-~h.it Iii but a legal cxprci;1o1on tor the
'ame thmg-wllh the property relation' wnhm wh1c.h they had
been .it work before horn form, of development of the forc.e' of
produc..t1on thei;e turn mto It~ fetterc, Then c.ome.., the pcnod of
1o,oc1al revolutton With the c..hange of the l!<..onomic. foundation,
the entue 1mmenc,e "iuper..,tructure I'> more or le..,., rapidly
tran~formed "
Here he 1o,tatec, m gt:ncrdl term' the c..ond1t1on' wh1c.h brmg
about revolution Thc~e cond1t10n.., are not 1de," of hatred or
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v1olenc.e, or even of 1deah\m and ~elf-o.,ac.nf1ce m the mmd'I of
men but a c..hdnge m the mdtenal cond1t1ono., upon wh1c.h the hfe of
o.,oc1ety 111 ba\ed
Thi\ I\ not a wlldly-un-orthodox view. m theory, though 1t'
<.ono.,1\tent dpphcatmn to h10.,tory and pre1.;ent event.. 10., prdc..llcdlly
wnfmcd to Commum!it~ It I'" pdrt1ally dnd more lei,' grudgingly
clc..c..epted by qmte re ..pec.table bourgeol\ cluthont1eo.,, Profe1.;o.,or
H J Lc1,k1, for cxdmple {m P 1782 'Commum'm' pdge 77)
Con,1dcr ctg<lm the\ 1ew tc1ken m P 2398 (Drdft Prngrc1mme of
the C'ommumo.,t Intemclllonal, 1924) pclge' 8 onward' The Drdft
there c..on,1der' the cond1t10n' m the nclture Jnd tendenc..1es of
development of Ccip1tah11m wh1C'h go to produce the proletarian
Jnd rnlomcll re• ulution' under the hecldmg' - Contrcld1c.t1on' m
the- development of the CJpllah't 'Y'tem
lmpt·11ah'm the ld't
'l..tgc ot Cciplt..th'm The reo.,ult' ot the wr.lr clnd the begmnmg of
thl dc<..iy of C cipllcih,m'
I he out loo!.. pencldmg the whole volu1m. but 'ho\\n perhclp'
1110 .. t dc..til) m thc .. c pa1agr.iph ... , cl dcternum .. tK one It 'Pedk ..
dcf mllely of The me'v1tclb1ht} of the wllapo.,e of the C apllclll'l
') .. tern .md 1t will he notKcd thdl for example 'Inten'1h<.cltton
of the d.t'' 'trnggle •.md' Awter 'uugglL .. hetv.een <.olomeo;; clnd
mother umnlm.~' .1.1c rcgatdcd cl' determmed h} the objec.t1vc
rnnd1tmn' of th~ Period The fn,t of the'e pdr.ig. ipho., wnt.im'
the word' t mcllly, the MclrX1Jn theory the greclte't v.e,\pon of the
p1olCldl lclll o.,(rnggJe, Whll.h bCl.OffiCO., cl powe1 fuJ fOrLe cl' '0011 dO., It
Lclpturc' the m..to.,'e'
I he \e1y fmmulJtmn cmd .1.1.<.eplam.c ul th1' th l'ry 11\elf, we
look upon cl' J mJllCI dctcrmmed by the pro<.e'' of de\clopmcnt
of C.1.p11.1ho.,m Om c1Lll011' thc1efo1c .1.nd the movement 111 v.h1Lh
Wl' took p•.ut, Jrc no c11h1Ucll) 1mcnt1011' of our..,ehe..,, 01 even of
\.10,Low' The 1e\ oluuonJry mO\ ement drt'e' trom th1,.,
l.Ondlltono., the pre ..ent pe11od ot the v. orld generally .ind lnd1cl
pJ1t11.uldrly Om J<.tlon' cl.., md1v1duJI' were m J<.1.ordcln1.c \\-Uh
thC' nc<.e1i,1ue1i of the pcnod' J' we \dW them We 'J"' the lmc of
the h1 ..tonc..al force,, dnd lollowed ll
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Many people, including recently no less intelligent a person
than Mr. Bernard Shaw (in his "The Intelligent Women's Guide to
Sociali~m and Capitalism") have raised the objection to our
generally deterministic outlook, that it contains a contradiction,
or is in contradiction with our activities. Their pomt is that if we
regard the future as determined we need not make any efforti. to
secure that any particular future event or type of event comes
about. It is a hoary controversy and we do not intend to enter into
any philosophical discussion. But it is worthwhile to state our
view in the matter. We think it is not different from the view taken
in practice by most other kinds of determinists. For example
enthusiastic patriots on both sides during the last European War
regarded it as certain that they would win. And at any rate after the
entry on their side of the United States of America. it will be
admitted that the Entente's analy!!ti~ of the situation was correct
and their expectation1' ju ... tified. Yet they did not regard thts ai. a
reason for not trying to win the war. They realised that a necesi.ary
premise, without which their conclusi"11 did not follow. wa1' that
they all should try as hard as pm,.,ible for their objecl.
Our attitude ii. ~imilar. We regard our ultimate victory and the
e'itabli'ihment of Communi'im ai. in the highest degree probahlc
(i.peaking in a ~trict 'icientific seni.e) that 1~ to 'iay, for practical
purpoi.es certain and inevitable. But a link m the causal chain or
nexu., from which our victory will follow 1!> our own exertton ....
At certain timeio. thconst'i have attempted to rai!!le the que ...tion
of the relative importance of what may be called the objective and
the !>UbJect1vc factori. in !>ocial eventi.. Lenin gave the only
pos~iblc solution of the problem. He deprecated the formulation
of ~uch a quei.t10n a)o valuelc~s if not meaningle~s. He demanded
the most careful pO!•.,ihlc eM1mate of the ohjective !>ituation and
lines of development and the adju!ltment of our actions to that
estimate. He accepted the objective developments in fact as
determinant. But our Jine!I of action having been decided upon. he
demanded the maximum possible effort in those direction!I, and
consistently fought against the tendency to "leave things to work
out of them~elve~". (Thi!i matter is referred to in P. 1213,
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Bukhann. "Hi.,toncal Matenah,m" and P 1210, Loo;ovo;ky,
'Lenm and the Trd.de Umon Movement")
Whtie therefore we a\'lert our generally determm1"1t1c view we
do not attempt to uo;e th1' a' an argument by wh1c.h to t''lc.ape from
the con,equenceo; of our d.c.tion\, or to mm1m1.,e them m the eye~
of the Court On the L.ontr.iry we lay the greateo;t poo;o;1ble .,tre\o;
upon the tmportanc.e of c..on.,c1ou' revolutionary dl.ll\tty,
orgJm,ation and leader.,h1p

The Indian National Revolution Inevitable
Our clttltude to Indian aftdll\ d<..l.ord' wtth the genercll view-.
he1e de\<..nbed We \hdll deal with the matter a little more fully
,tftctwdrd-. We lOn-.1dcr that the w,iv m Vlrhu.h the cc.onomtl ,md
pohllc.al hte of the world generdlly and of Ind1,i m p.trt1wldr haH~
developed make n u•rtdtn th,it the lnd1cln n.ttion,il 1e\olut10n now
dc,efopmg Mll c.ulmm.ite fairly .. oon m the re\olut1onary
ovcrthrov. of Brttl'>h lmpendh"t rule
India h.t., been under pohtlc..dl \UbJCCt10n tor d long ttme It.,
t'Lonomu. •.md pohtu. cll evolution h.i., been held haLk It.,
mdu-.tndh"m 1., .,till h.idw.trd .md 111 bal,mLcd .tnd dependent to
,, \CIV !?fl'.tt extent on fo1e1gn "upphe., of, :! mean., of prodm.t1on
It., dgr.t11dn rel.1l1on" dll' .. ull mo .. tlv m v mou' -.tage., of
kud,th.,m tt., ag11rnltur.tl tec.hmque extrem h pmmtl\'t>
Poht1L.,11ly 1t hd., )Cl tdken hardh .tnv -.tep., toV1r.1rd., tht•
c'-lJl°llt.,hment ot hourgeo1" demouJC} The wuntr) 1' not onl\
held b.td m u... development but 1o; el.llnom1Lall'v exploited for the
hcnetn of the Bnt1\h hourgem\lc In wn ...equence of .tll th1c; the
J>O'>ltton of tht.> mJ.,.,c., of the people 1., one of extrem~ pove1 l 'v and
\Ot ldl held.. Wclrdnc'' v. h1lc C\ en the bourt?e0t\ clc.& ' ,,., a whole
\c110u .. ty hdmpcred m It' de\ clopment Thi' po,1tmn <..clnnot be
1cmed1ed wtthm the W"tem ot lmpenah'm and con,equentl} the:.'
... uuatmn .... obJec..t1vely 1evoluuoncll). and actually. thc'e
londttmn ... h.ive for 'iC'ltne tune heen gt\ mg n.,e to\ anou., kmd\ ot
movement., ot prote\t ot mcrecl\tng mtc11-.1ty
lnd1.1 h.i' been unde1 Imre11.ih.,t dommat1on for a long time
But c..tp1tah't large ,<..ale mdu,try, the gtedl ferment dnd
re,oluttonary agent, which. wherever 1t ha' gone. ha' qmlkly
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up~et the old order, ha~ entered only recently Tht., 1~ the rea.,on
for the rapid revolut1om<>mg of the .,1tuat10n m the pre.,ent penod
But the world out-,1de India •~ dl.,o developing The ~y.,tem of
Cdp1tahc.,m generally ha~ reached in recent yedr\ a cond1t1on of
acute cnw~ Whether or not Lenm\ d1.ignoo;;1~ 1<; ac<.epted, tt mu .. t
be admttted .i.. the fact that at any rate .,incc the year 1914 we have
~een an uninterrupted ~ene' ot waro;,, and revolutron' of ab.,olutely
unprecedented magnitude and umver'"ldltty, accompamed by
gener.il economic cn"'" and other poht1<.al d1 .. turbanLe ...
extending throughout the world And one at ,my rate ot the'ie
revolution-; ha., -;ucceeded m e~t.ibh.,hmg a radtc..tlly new .,oc1.il
order. wh1c..h t\ looked up to all over the wo1 ld by the opprc., .. ed
da.,.,e., cmd people' a-; a model tor the new order f 01 wh1c..h they
are .. tin mg Now thio;,, <..ond1t1on of unt\er .. al c..h.inge Jnd
un.,ettlement hd'i 11' reaction .. upon India, ,md lannot but hdvc the
effe<.t of ha.,tenmg and mtem1fymg the revolullonan movement
which in an) <..a.,e I'> bound to dc\elop hy rea.,on of India 'i mtem.il
urc.um'itdm.e.., Thl'i '' a -,hurt '!.ketch of what we mean by the
I
ob1c<..t1ve ne<..e.,.,1ty or mev1tab1hty of the Ind1.in 11.it1on.il
rc"olut1on ..tnd why we <..annot but laugh at the Pro.,e<..ut1on.,
p1dure ot a placid and contended lnd1.i di...tm hed b) the effort., ut
Mo.,c..o\'. to go.id It mto unw1llmg tt:\ olut10n We h,1"c no
obJec..llon to the help of the Commu111c.,t lntLrnat1onal ,md the
Ru .. ..,1an workmg-da""· m fact we <.om1dcr that India 'ihould
"'elcome .,uc.h help But the Indian rl·volut10n will he due not to
anything whtc..h the Communl'il Intem.it1onal tnd) do but to
Bnt1-;h Impe11.i)1.,t1c cxplo1t,tt1on .md oppre,.,1on ,md the pm erty
dnd m1.,cry of thl md...,C'> of the people of lnd1.t Dt 7 12 11

II CAPITALISM
We now propo'e to de"elop .,ome nt the fundJmcnt.il
c.oncept1om of Commum.,l theory J little more fully The
Mag1 .. trdtt: (Commltldl Order p.igc-. 27 to 29) attempt., to give ,m
aL-c.ount of whdt we mcdn by Jmpcnali">m. hut tail'> to malo.e n
c.ledr But the 1ded ..., of the greatcc;t 1mportdncc m expldmm~ our
conccpt1on to the world a .. 1t '>land., .ind dl'\.elop' todd) In order
to exp lam the mdtter we mu-.t go ba<..k to whdt the Coun-,cl for the
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Pw.,cc..uuon, with h1~ cu.c..u,tomed piety, L.alJed our old Te,tclment,
namely Karl Mclrx
The learned Coun,el rc1ther ,unly d1,m1,,e, the maten,lli't
ph1lo,ophy of hi,tory ,.md the theory ot the 'c1c..cumulcitJon of
'urplu' \dlue," cl' thmg' of no mterc't to u' ln th1' he •., wrong
Thc'e matter' .ue of the gredte't mtere't We helve JU't given very
roughly c1nd bnctly cm 1ded of the m.tter 1ah't L.OnL.epuon of
hl'tory But 1t 1' not merely c1n ab.,llal.l theorct1c..JI conception We
.tpply .tnd u'e It a' cl guide 111 prc1c.llc.e, d' c.an be 'een from a 'tudy
of our poht1<. ..tl d1'w"1om, or of thl\ 'tatcment
Marx .ipphl·d 1t, and ll 1' on the l onc.lu,1on' he drew that the
general hne' of om pol11.. y afl b.i,ed Hd\ mg e'tabh,hed that the
tuml.m1entc.ll dn,mg fcme ., the de"elopment of the l'l.onom1c
b,1,1,, the mode of produL.llon M.irx next arrived .it the
LOndu,ion th.tt the \hty m "h1d1 th1' forL.e operate' 1' through the
'ol.i..tl d,1,,e.., lie c'tabh,hed the pt ml 1ple of the da"-'truggle,
fut '' h1d1 tnl.tdcntdll} the ( oun,cl for the Pro1,el.ullon d1,pl.ty'
mm.h mme re1,pelt He open' hi\ Commum't mamfe1,to (P
1776 p.ige l J) The hr,tor} of .ill hitherto c'mtmg '0L1et} l ' the
h1..,tory ot dct,..,-,trugglc
Apply mg thi1, wnc.eption then to th1· h1,tor} ot mediae\ al
'oL 1ety h<.' 'how' hem the hou1gem' d,1.,., '°'c d' a rl·,ult of the
dL' clopmcnt of the mc.m' of produLlwn .md e't.irlr,hcd 1helf cl'
the rnlmg d,1.,... m the modern world bv me.in' t•t J fierle and
prolonged ..,tmgglc with the 1ulmg d.t" whtl.h h.td dominated
'01.1cty m the pre\ 1ou' h1,tm1Lr.1I cpoLh the d.1" of the foud.tl
lord' 1 he bourgem1,1e ' he 'cl}'· (pc1ge 1 ~) "h1,to11cclll} h.i'
played ..i mo..,t revolutron..if) role

fhe Bourgeoi\ Revolution
1t 1.., ncl.c1.o1,ary to dwell

c1 moment here upon a 1.on1.ept1on
wh1Lh .1ppca1' often in our d1,l.u.,.,10n..,, th.it of bourgeo1'
dl·mocrac..y clnd the bourgeo1,-dcmuu.it11.. revolution
Humdn h1,tory 1~ c..onL.e1wd . ..,l.hemJllc.ally c.lnd ab,trdcd} .i'
f ollowmg ..t cen •.un c.our1,e ot dl•'-'clopment, 01 p..t"m~ th1ough a
'l'11e' of 'tage' The h1'!ltory l1I dn) given countl) or people wtll
tollov. th11, c.our'e more or le'' roughly. p.t"mg Idpidly over one
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stage and lingering for a long time at another etc. The chief stages
are primitive or tribal Communism, the patriarchal (or
matriarchal) stage, so called ancient society, (the stage
characterised by the existence of relatively large tribal stages,
private property in land and the employmeA~ of slaves);
feudalism, the bourgeois period, and finally Socialism.
Any society can be characterised as belonging to one or other
of these main stages. though there may be within that society
relics of earlier and the beginnings of later states. Similarly any
type of institution, mo<le of production etc., can be described as
characteristic of a certain stage, though it may exist to some
extent in other stages. In this sense the bourgeois-democratic
revolution can be understood as the process which began in
England, for example in about the fifteenth century, and i~ going
on, theoretically. till today (as 1t is not yet completed), whereby
the control and leadership of ~ociety is taken out of the hand~ of
the definitely feudal barons and is transferred first to the !'lemibourgeois landed nobility. later s)tared by the merchant
bourgeoisie, then taken by the industrial and then financial
bourgeoisie and so on. The proce!-ls may involve violent
revolutions as m England m the 17th century, in France in the l 8th
century, and in Germany and Russia in the 20th century, when the
progress of production and the bourgeois class which goes with it
meet with ob'itacleo; of a social or pohucal character arising from
the older form-;, which cannot be removed in any other way. But
these revolution' may not complete the work of the bourgeoisdemocratic revolutJOn; they may only achieve certain of the stepo;;
characteristic of it. Any of the developments in the direction of
freeing the land from private ownership and especially of freeing
the land workers from the servile status which they occupied
under feudalism, and genera Uy of personal freedom nominal or
real, democratic Government. etc., which have been carried out
during, or are compatible with the existence of capitalism as the
dominating economic system, and of the bourgeoisie as ruling
class, are described as bourgeors-democratic. Such are theoretical
equality before the law, the general equality of the sexes, universaJ
education, universal suffrage, republicanism, and the like.
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The Bourgeois-Democratic Revolution and the Proletariat
But it must be understood that what are generally called the
tasks of the bourgeois-democratic revolution arc not necessanly
carried out by the bourgeoisie themselves, or under their rule. In
their revolutionary periods the bourgeoisie may become relatively
radical and launch slogans of "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity" and
so on. But once they have obtained a satisfactory measure of
power they be( ome conservative and grant reforms in general
only under pressure.
Thus can be understood the statement, which probably applies
to most countrie~ in the world, that many of the tasks of the
bourgeois-democratic revolution are left to be achieved by the
proletariat when it has taken power. We may take the example of ·
India. Here and there exist many relics of feudalism and even
earlier social forms (caste etc.) which in the normal course the
bourgeoisie would abolish. Similarly it is historically the task of
the hourgeois-dcmocratic revolution to achieve the independence
of the country from foreign control. But we con~ider that actually
thc..,e thing~ will not be done by the bourgeoisie at all. The!le and
many others of the tasks of the bourgeoi~-democratic revolution
will actually be carried through by he working-class and
pea!.antry when they have taken power.

Marx's Analysis of Capitalism
The present period of the domination of the bourgeoisie has its
characteristic class-struggle. The Communist Manifesto says (P.
1776, page 31 ): "The modern bourgeois society that hali; sprouted
from the ruins of feudal society has not done sway wilh class
antagonisms. It has but established new classes, ne:· 1..onditions of
oppression, new forms of struggle in place of the old ones. Our
epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses however this
distinctive feature; it has simplified the clas!I antagonism. Society
as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great hostile
camps, into two classes directly facing each other: bourgeois and
proletariat". (The phrase: may be noticed: 'more and more splitting
up'). The learned Counsel for the Prosecution heaps much ridicule
upon Marx for his supposed arbitrary division of the world into
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two classes. Marx does not do this. He states that the tendency,
which no doubt will never be complete in any country, though it
will be, and is in most countries already. complete enough for
practical political purposes, i~ toward!> such division. There will
always be plenty of border line cases with which the defenders of
the bourgeoisie will be able to 'refute' the 'crude' and 'arbitrary'
generalisations of Marx.
Already at the time of the Communi-.t Mamfe~to Marx had
o;,ufficient in~ight into capitali~t ~ociety and it1' lines of
development to be able to predict in general tcrm1' that 1l would
come to an end in the ~ame sort of way as feud.ii !>ociety had done.
by the growth within it of a new cla!>!> which would eventually
overthrow the political dominance of the capnah!>t cla-.!> and
proceed to change the economic relation,!, of !>Oc1ety. That cla!>!> of
cour~e could be none other than the proletariat. Tht!> •~the central
conception of the Communist Manifel\to.
Subsequently Marx devoted him/elf to a more detailed
examination of Capitali-.m. and !>Ucceeded m e-.tabhshing the
laws according to which capitali!>t 'oc1ety develop-.. Ba,ing
himf->elf on the much-de!>pised !>Urpluo;, value theory he -.howt'd
how the progre!>!>IVe accumulation of capital takeo;, place (P. 455
"Capital" Volume J. Part 7): how capital become!> centralJ,ed and
concentrated into fewer and bigger aggregation1' (page-. 690
onward~); a~ the capitali!>t cla5.5i become~ wealthier and ~mailer.
the working-cla!.!> becomes bigger (page!> 675 to 677); but at the
~amc time a permanent cla~~ of unemployed worker~ or
"mdu~trial re!.crvc army", i!> formed (page 694 onward~), which 1!>
larger, the larger become!-> the employed population (P. 712). The
employed workers are -.ubjected to mcrea5img ~pccialii.ation and
division of labour (pages 450-51 ); women and children are
introduced into indu,try (page 480); at f1rst the working day tend!>
to be prolonged (p. 428) subsequently to be shortened by
legislation, but the intensity of labour progreo;sively increa"e"
<page 435). As a re!->ult of the"e and many other tendencie!.,
notably the periodic cri~is arising from over-production and under
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p.iyment of the worker'> (page'> 488 to 491 and page 719), the
poverty and m1.,ery of the workmg-c..l,a.,., a., d whole mc..rea~ec;
p1ogre.,.,1vely (pdge~ 711-14)
The .in,llyw. of c..apllah'im •., earned further m Volumec; II & III
of CJ.pit.al" but even m Volume I a c.onf1rm.at1on J'i found of the
pred1C.t1on m the Commurmt M,m1te .. to of the tendenc..y of
<.J.pll.il1..,m to develop .rn C\t!r .acuter cl.i.,.,-.,truggle, between a
.. m.ill numhe1 of . . nmmou..,Jy 11'-h monopoh"t' J.nd the mcreJ.Mng
multitude of the nnpovemhcd p1oletd11J.t The pohttcdl
dc\elopment.. from th1'> .ire not d1.,rn..,.,ed fully m C.ipttdl MdrX
me1cly ledd.., up to 1t hy h1., c<.unonu<. dnd)y.,1., dnJ give., a bnef
.. ummmg up m the f amou.. pa.,.,.agc wh1<..h conclude'!>
(p.igc 846)
While there 1-. thu., d progrc.,..,1ve d1m111ut1on 111 the number ot
the Ctp1t.ih.,t Mdgn.itc., (who U'iUrp .md monopoh.,e .tll the
J.lh clllldge._ of thh tr,tmf ormdlJVe pro\.. C.,..,) there OCCUr" a
<-011<-.,pondmg mc1e.i.,e m the mr.l.,.., ot povett) opp1e.,-.1on,
L n'ilJ.\ emcnt dcgener,tt1011 dnd cxplmtallon but dt the 'iJ.me lime
thuc 1.. .i .,k,1dy mtcn'i1f 1<..ctt1on ot the wrath ot the workmg-d.a.,-; a
'-'"'"' '-" h1<-h grow., C\>Cr more numcrou .. J.n<l •., d1'it 1phned umhed
.m<l 01g,m1..,ed h) the \cry met.hr.ini.,m ot 11 ~ t. 1p1tah'it method of
pt o<lut lion C ..i.pJt.ih.,t monopol)' hccmm!., d fetter upon the
mdhod of p10dm.t1011 wh1d1 h.t'i tloumhed with 11 rn<l under ll
The u.~ntr.tlt.,.ttmn of the medn" of p1oduLl•on .ind the
"o~ tdli.,,1t10n of L..i.hour rc..it h c1 poml the) pro\>c mc..ompJltble
~llh their t.dpllr.ili..t., hu.,k fh1 .. bm.,c.. J'iundt'l fhe knell ot
LJ.p1t<1h .. t p11\ .tle property .. ound., The expropnator., are
L11.ptop11..itcd

C.tpitali'm a Barbarous S)~tcm
1 he m..i.ucr Ldn be .. umme<l up m the t01 m of t\\O different but
wnncltcd thc'e" One I" thJ.l l.ip1t.th'im 1.., mt1111'iH•.illy .i btutal
,m<l mhumdn 'Y'tem-M..i.rx. m h•., Crttique ot Pohttcal
l:<.onomy'' <-J.llcd 1t 'the clo,mg <.hJpll.1 m the pre-h1.,tonc <1tage
'Jf human c;octety The condmton., ot Man wh1lh hd\ e JU~t been
given m reg.ud to tt'i effect., upon the worket., Jr~ venfted by the
cxpc11enc..e of ,lit C.ip1tal1"t c..ountne.., C.ip1t.1h.,m by 1t'i very
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nature produces and perpetuates poverty of a more or less intense
character in the bulk of the population under its sway, and with it
all the other phenomena which accompany poverty-gradual
degradation of the physical. and probably of the mental standard
of the population; insanitary conditions and henc.~' widespread
disease; ignorance and all sorts of vices and perversions which
arise from ignorance and the lack of means to satisfy human
instincts.
From the inequality and class-character which are essential
features of ~ociety under Capitalism spring many evils not Jess
serious in nature; the denial of justice to the worker!!.; the
corruption of politicians and of the educational system, the art~
and the social sciences. owmg to the nece!>!>ity felt by the
bourgeoisie of using these means to keep the working-cJm,1'
1deologically under its control. Through the exaltation of the
bourgeoi1' as the leader and ideal of society arhe1' a commercial
morality whose manifestation~ range from the supply to the
public of adulterated goods, to the Qtbasement of the cultural
level of the people by such agencies a~ the commercial pre~s.
We need not pursue the matter further here. It is well-known,
and i~ largely admitted, not merely by ~ocialist critic~ hut even by
defenders of Capuali!'.m themselves. We can refer again to
Professor Laski (P. I 782, pages I 12- I 14 ).

Capitalism: Self-Destructive
The ~econd thesi~ 1s that Capitalism is utlimately a !!.clfde!-.tructive "Y~tcm. In accordance with the concepl1ons which
have already heen outlined, the technique of production will go
beyond the bounds of Capitalism. "Capitalist monopoly become~
a fetter upon the method of production". and in consequence it~
replacement by another system is objectively necesi;ary. The way
roughly in which Capitalism becomes a fetter upon production is
as follows:
Owing to the relation of exploitation between the worker and
rhe capitalist, more i!- produced than can be con!>umed within the
system itself. The con~equence is a !'.erie!'. of over-production
crises, which involve the ruin of the weaker capitalists and the
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destruction of the means of a production on a large scale.
Alternately with crises there occur periods of prosperity in trade
and production, in which the lost ground is recovered and
extended, but only by the invasion of capital into new spheres,
utlimately into backward countrie!> etc. Thus over-production,
which in the earlier period of Capitalism in spite of its disa!ltrous
L'ffects, has also a progressive function, must utimately tend
actually to reduce the total of the means of production which are
able to operate and in th1~ way wiJI prove a "fetter".
Thi!> anarchical mode of progress of Capitalism depends upon
1Lo; individual competitive bas1!>. To get nd of this completely it
would be necessary not only to abolish exploitation, but to
m"t1tute a complete centrali!>at1on of production. Centrali,ation is
graduall) forced upon Cap1tah11m, up to a certain point-to the
length of national monopolies. in vanou:-. branche:-. of induMry. and
certam 'h1flmg and temporary mtemauonal combmations. But 1t
LJnnot become complete owing to the fundamental national
lim1tat1on' of Cap1tali!>m, and 1t:-. irregular mode of growth. The
competitive struggle. Jt f1ro;,t w1thm the national limit!>, extend\
eventually beyond them, the result bL. •1g war~. and hence
dc..,truct1on llf pro~perity.
Capitalism inevitably generate~ a clao;~-struggl, w1thm itself
wl11ch even m it!> earhest form!>-the instmctive and sometimes
'10lent rc!>i~tancc of the work.er!> to technical innovation!> etc.,-is
dci-.tructive of the means of production. Ultimately. this struggle
become!> !-lo acute as to affect profoundly the whole of economic
hfr, and natmn-wide and even international strike'> nf thousands
and m1lhon~ of men occur, and so on.

Capitalism Leads Inevitably to Socialism
Roughly m this way Capitalism c<'mes ultimately to be n('\
longer a means whereby production b ad" anced. but a fetter upon
production, and is replaced by another system. That system must
obviously be Socialism, for Socialism involves the establishment
of centralised production ultimately all over the world; it puts an
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end to explo1tdl1on ,md hence to over-produc..tton, tt re,olve' tn.
contradu.tton between 'oc1alt1,ed lclbou1 .rnd mdt\ 1ducll
approprtclt1on, Jnd 1t put' an end to the da"-'truggl ..
It ., w01 thwh1le to pomt out that Mclrx dtd not 111 any WclY
0\ erlook. the ad\ ance wh1c..h C..tpttclh'm ha' brought to m..mkmd
In the Communt\t Mamfe,to (P 1776 pclgc' 11-16) he pay'
t11bute to the 1mmen'e Jd\ clm. e 111 the technique ot produc..tmn Jnd
'uent1f1c kno\\ ledge prodw.ed b} C.1p1tJlt\m 1 hc'c Jdv.m1..el>
prm 1de the md1,pemclble te1..h111c..al ba1,1,, the lc11..k. of whKh wa1,
the tundclmental ob\tclclc 111 the Wcl} ot all earhet utoptcln 'lKtJh't
\1..hemel>, wh1c..h c.in 110\\ be u...ed for the 1..omtru1..t1on of ,1 rcclll}
free and equal \OLtcllt't \OLtCl) But not by Cclpltcllt'm C .tpttclh'm
ha-. tJ1led, clnd by It' n.tturc mcvtt.i.bly mu't f.111 to do thl'i In
order to t.i.k.e .i.d\ Jntage of n' c..onque't" we mu"t o\ crthrov.
C.1p1tah-.m It ha' outlived 1t.., mefulne..,., hk.L the W"-le1m v. htl-h
v.ent betore tt, and the time ha' nov. lome v. hen 11 111 turn mu't be
O\ erth1 own .md replaced by a 'till higher 'Y"tem 1...ip.ibk of
c..:trr) mg through "ti11 greater ad\.Jn1..l!t
Through The Working-Cla\\ Revolution
The mcam whereby So1..1ah'm ., c<itJbh ... hcd a11'e of c..om 'e
from the c.la"-'lruggle, wh11..h ov.mg to the'e ddL'll' 111 the
l.dp1t.ih't 'Y'tem bec.ome' a1.ute ult11nJtcly to the pomt of ll\ 11
Wclr the O\ e1th1ow of the bou1gc01,1c ,1, a poh111...il 1ul111g d.i"
and then e1..onom11. i:xpioprtclt1on b} the pt ol..·1,111.11
It '" at th1' poml thclt mdn} So1.1Jh,i-, pcltt \.Otnpclny \\ tlh the
Commum..,h The) \\ 111 Jdm1t, m th1.-01) ill di.tt hc.1' ~onl: hcfo1c
.ind much more But on the lllC\ tlJOthl) of \toknl rc\olut1on th1..')
d1,dgr1..e The gt..ncrcll qui:,t1on need not hl 1. on,1dercd h"'1 c We
1,hdll dedl ldtcr \\ llh the mJttcr .t\ 1t <1fk( l'- lnd1.1 A.II we nu.~d "-•l)
'' that tnc n:!\1Jlut1on hd' bi:gun Jt, rLJlll) l..tn no longc1 be
demed All the non n.:voluuonclry \1ll.1Jh't'' 1...m do now '' to
'eek tn den} the ob\lou' tc.11..t th,u the Ru,..,.,m Rc-..olutmn '" cl
Soc..1dh't Rcvolutton, to mm1m1v· 1to, 1mportance, .ind gent.·r.1lly to
pl.iy more clnd more v1gorouo,I) theu pJrt of defcndm!! (' clpltdlt'm
agatn\t the v. urk.cr' O} mc.m' of the myth of 'pcJccful cvolutton
to Soc1ahi,m "
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Imperialism
Th1'> 1'> the '>Jtuatmn a\ Mcirx felt 1t He hcid predicted the
wmmg of Soc1.th'>m and had '>hown m gcnerdl term' how 1l
would come ahout The development of Capltah~m went on. more
01 le'' clo'>e1y foJlo\\mg the lmc., pred1c.ted by him But, apart
h om the Commune of Pan' of 1871, wh1th W.l\ obvmu~Jy a
p1cm,uure effort. no 1evolut1ona1~ cn'1' de\ eloped until rcc..entl 1
on tht' fad th..it mo'l of the 'em)u' c11t11..l\m' of Marx hd\
turned There 1' muc..h m Ma1X\ wntmg' wh11..h 1,eem' to 'how
th.1t heh.id c> pec..ted the workmg-l l..t" re\ olutmn to c.omc ..ibout
m h1' 0\\11 dJy, or .1t ..iny rate, w1thm a f..inly 'hort period 'lay
Jur mg the nmetccnth c.entur} It <.hd not however Bourgeor'I and .
wfnrm...,t 1...11t11...' '>Cued upon tht' to ..irgue thJt the whole
umc..cptmn of M..ir>.t'>m v....i-. f..il'e lhc} \\CIC J,,1,teJ b) other
f.tl ' ' ..i11...h J' tll.lt m-.te.1d of hec..ommg \\Or'>e the 1..ond1tion' of cl
... uh't mt1JI 'Cl tH>n of the buropcan and Ame11c..m worker' \\ere
trnJmg tu 11npruH~ l fh1' tcndenc..} h.iJ hcen noted by M.irx. .md
l ngel' ·'' Lcnm pomt-. out m Impe11..ih,m' .md the cau'e' of 1t
l.l)lll'1..tlv ,1.....,1gncd)
It " onl} nc1...c.....,,iry hc1e to 11..m.ul that M..in.' e1..onom11..
..t1Ml}'l' v...i-. ..in ..ib,t1..il.l one He did not t..ike mto ...ic.1..ount m lw.
lhcorl't11....il dt'>lU''>IOll of \I;, ...igt 1.1h!'> ... u1..h f.l IOI'> .l\ fradc
llnwm'>m ..int.I th1...· l'>.plo1t..it1on ,1 thl' v.oild mcl1kd h) Buw.h or
otht.:1 mdu-.u 1.11 1...Jp1tJI. wh1l I oh\ 10u'I} ll'Plied to .1lte1 the
p1.1c..t1L..il -.1tu.1110n cl 1zood dc,11 \111111.irl} m 'C.1p1tal' he J1d not
J1,1...u" the efkl..t "h1d1 thl. l.'Xport of 1....tp1t..il Jnd thl.'
l.'t..ibh-.hmcnt of the (..O]ome-. \\ould h..i\c upon t'lonom11.. .md
pohl11..dl de\ clopmc11l' In 111.., pohlll.JI ,mal} '' . the forme1
t.K to1' f1 ..id• Umom-.m <1.nd .. m11 l..i1 mcllh!t' bl. of cour'c
ll'l ug1mcd ,111d ,,.,...c,,c-d Jt their full ',due But tlu' ., pwh.1bl)
not thc l 1'C v. 1th the nc\\ t.1c..tnr' mt1nd11Lcd mtl1 the '1tuat1on b}
lmpc11.ih-.m 1 h" wuld not be torc'>Cl •1 tull} Jt th.it lime It ''
th" wh1"h .tc.c.ount-. maml) f ot the d1-.c1epcln1...1c' "lu'-h 1.. nt1c~
11..1\c pomtt·d out between the lmc of dc\elop1nent he p1e-d1~ted
rllld wh..it hct'> J<..tually f ollowcd

It.,
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The discrepancies however are not fundamental. The effect of
the Imperialist development of Capitalism was simply to delay its
collapse. The overthrow of Captalism which Marx may have
expected then is taking place now, some half a century later. But at
the present day it is impossible to deny the essential ~rrectness of
the Marxian conceptions. The early Marxists were mistaken
about the time-scale, but about the nature and direction of the
developments they were correct. Professor Laski (P. J782) admits
this in part: "The conclusions, that is to say, which Marx built
upon his theory of surplus value, are in lage part true, even though
the theory of surplus value is itself erroneous." (page 112).
The conclusions referred to are (pages 112 and 113) the
poverty of the workers, the eventual economic and cultural decay
of Capitalism, the class war and international war. He repeats,
(page 113):"......... even when the largest mitigations have been made the
broad outline of Marx's conclusions would be in sober fact
unanswerable."
To work this out theoretically was the achievement principally
of Lenin. His analysis of Imperialism made it perfectly clear that
it is the period when Marx's deductions of the collap!->e of
Capitalism from the self-destructive tendencies which he found
within it, and as a consequence the world revolution. are being
fulfilled. This is primarily what we mean b)' the term.
Lenin's "Imperialism" (P. 528) give!'> a complete theoretical
treatment and a picture of the situation up to the time when it was
written (1915}. The Programme of the CommuniM International
also gives a complete analysis of the whole matter, but is highly
condensed. It is thought desirable here to give very shortly a
summary of the facts which will show that our estimate of the
nature of the present period of history is correct.

DI- 8.12.31
The Concentration of Capital
By 1914 Capitalism with its contradictions had ripened. The
concentration and centralisation of capital had gone to extreme
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length' In all the prmc1pal Cap1t.d1\t countne'i the c.h1ef
mdu,tne' were concentrated m the hdnd' of a \mall number of
huge firm,, which might even, through tru\l\, rmg'i etc act for
c.ome purpoc.es almo\t d' one Further the b,mkmg \yi;tem had
.i< qmred enormou' 1mportdnce, dnd had become not only
1..om.entrated m 1t,elf, but mterc.onnec..ted c..lo<iely with all the mam
md111.tne' (See "Jmpenah<im", and The Worker!!.' Regi...ter of
L.1bour dnd Capn.tl" )
( dp1tctl1'm m Cd<..h country from a ]drge clc.l'" of competmg
mdl\ 1dual,, contammg many ... ub-d1v1Mon' .and cld!ihe' of
mtc..rc,t, had become 'omethmg approdchmg a 'mgle c1o<iely
mtegrcited 'truc..ture. of cnormouc, elonom1c power, m ab'iolutely
und1\1ded wnt1ol of the State mdchme That •., not to c,ay that
""uhm the boundc, of md1v1dudl wuntne., th~ ancirch1c <..haracter
of C Jp1tah'm hJd dtc.J.ppedred though tht"I Wd"I approac..hed m
"1mc mdu.,tne' But compellt1on hdd been trdn.,ferred to a large
1..xtcnt to the mterndtlOndl 'Phere born about the nuddle of the
19th lcntury other l.tpttah't <..ountne, begdn to O'<Crtdke Great
E:h 1tam hitherto e.i'1ly toremo.,t m economic de\ elopment, .ind
1111~1 n..tttondl 1.ompeut1on hcc..ame dlUte

I he Divi,ion of the World
I wm .about J870 the ctf ort to de.quire Jnd mom "Oh'e foreign
m.u !...et' 'ource' ot 1.aw mJ.tcnJ.I' .md f1ekl' f 01 m e ...tment' led
w a rJptd c..ompern1ve ru'h for the Jppropnat1on of bJlkward
1..ounu 1ei. d'> the colonic., of the aJ\ anced power.,, 'o that \\ 1thm
tv. o or three delade., the world \\JC. .1hno .. r complete I) d1\ 1ded up
.md brought for1..1bly under the .. wJv ot the leJdmg <.dpttah't
1..ountnc'
1 he mo\l ...en\allonJI l.ii.e wa' that of the pctrtlt1on ot Atn<.a.
•mmng the l:.mpnc' of German}. l-r.in1...e Belgmm. ltdly and
81 u.un and Jt' \Ubordmclte .ilhe,, ~pam .md Portug.11 Thi~
pJrttt1on g.ive rt\e to repeated cla.,he' among the Impenclh,.
power., them,elve,, between Bntdm .m<l han<..e mer Egypt, the
"ud.an dnd Tdng1C!1', belv.een Bntam dnd Germany over South
Alr11...i and We"lt Afm. d, etc But the exp.in\lon Of the Cclpllclh'it
l--mp1re' went on m other 'phere' Jn A~1a the Hnt1,h, French,
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Jdpdm·-.e ,md Ru-. .. 1.m Empm!., all acquired "po!i'e'"on..,", dn<J the
re.,ultmg LOmpet1t1on led to fuct1on between Bntam and
Germ.my 111 the nedr Ea.,t, between Bntdm . md Ru.,..,ra over
Centrdl A'>l.r, dnd to w.rr between Jap.rn and Ru.,.,1d over
M.rnLhun.r At the .,ame tune nearly ..ill the lead.mg c.ap1tah"t
pov.er., e-.tdbli'lhed their c.entrc., dnd "~phere., of mflucncc" m
Chm.r. the United State" ot Amenc.r, Japan, Br 1t.rm and Germ.my
<ll\ 1ded e\ en the PJc1tK 1. . 1•.md., •.md the U111ted State., went to WJr
\\Ith Spam O'ver LOl0111e .. m the we ... t Ind1e-.

The EAport of Capital
The reJ..,on v. hy the'>c reg10n' v. ere p1 otellc<l' or ( m mo't
LJ"c") •.mnc'\ed. and thu., 'ub1ectc<l to d1reLl ..ind Lontmuou.,
m1ht.tl") .rnd poht1cJ.I c.ompul ... 1on. m umtr.r.,t to the pre' mu.,
t1admg pohL.) v.a., partly the grov.mg. wmpet1t1on among the
pO\\er-., and p.irtl} the chJ.nge m the natme of ( ..1p1tah.,m y, h1Lh
brought 1t .1bout that J grov.mg branc.h ot C'.1p1t..ilr.,t .lL.ll'vtt),
wh1d1 \\J., -.oon to beLome .,uprcme. wF" the 1mc'>tmcnt of L..tptt..tl
m the Lolon1e., f\1.trx hJd formulated the lav. of thL progH~"'" c
deuea-.e m the rate ot profit on Laptt..tl (m the thm.1 H>lumc of
C.ip1tJI J J.nd thr-. \h.l' home out b} the tJct-. But O\\lllg to the
h,1d.\\,m.I Lnnu1t1on., ot the L.olom.11 c.ountne., - c.he.ip l.1bour
l'lL - t..ir higher profit"> c.ould be m..ide there Cun-.cqucntl} when
the <ledme m the po<..,1h1ht1c., of remuncr.1t1've mvt·,tment
be!!..tll to he kit <md the po.,-.1b1ht1e<. of forl.!1gn 1me.,tmcnt
dcmnmtrJtc<l L.tp1tJI hcg •.m to tlo\\ m l,ugcr Jnu larger qu..intlltt''
to the IJdd,\\..trd <..ount11~., and their explo1t.it1011 w..i<. r..tp1dly
he gun
l he I .ihour Rc-.c.irdt DepJttmcnt puhlILat1on 'Br111.,h
lmpu • tl1-.m Ill r g) pt' (I' 62) C<.Um..tlt'<. the tot.ii B11t1\h l..tp1t.tl
1mc . . 1ul m b!)pt <l' i. 200 m1lhom Other pubhcallon' m the
Ldbnur R, '·,1 h DLp..trtmcnt "Colonial Se11e., gt\lc ddta whtLh
<.h<1Y. t11<ll 111\1 -.u11l.nt' m GO\crnmcnt lo.in., only m \\'c'>t Afnc.J
amount to .tt 11.. t.,t f. 17 m1lhon' (' Bnt1\h ImpcnJh..,m m Wc.,t
Afrn.. .t. p.ige 47 Oll\'vJtd,) m ba<.t Afr1cJ :i. 24 nnlhon.., ("B11\l'>h
Jmpenc1!J<.rr m l::.J.,t AfnL.1 . <P 1()80). pdge ~ onwc1rd'>), m
M,d.iya L 2.1 5 m11l1om (' Brlll..,h lmpcn.ill'. m m MalJyc1")
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f o;tlmctte.., of the mve"itment of Bntt..,h c.,apttal m India are u ... ually
given at ..ibout £ 700 m1lhon.., <Brockway "The Indian Cn"1'"·
p.igc 41 fo1 ex..imple) A large proportion of the.,e d.it1,, frc.m
before the war
The export of c.ipltcll 11, not c.onfmed to colome.,, H goc' to all,
but c..,pec1ally of (OUr'e to b,Kkward wuntne' We 'an c..1tc the
he.ivy B11t1..,h and f<ren<.h mve.,tment' and loan.., to C1an"it Ru..,.,1a
to wh1<.h we ..,h.tll rcter ldter the big mve..,tmcnt of Bnt1.,h and
Amen<.an c....tp1t,tl m South Amem..i dnd the Ament.in
1me..,tment., m .tlmo.,t .ill c..ountne' .1t thL pre..,ent tune fhe e"port
ot L.ip1t..il I ' a dl.ltdltcn..,t1c.. te.itmc of monopoh..,t-lrnpen.111..,t
C'.1p1t.ih..,rn and help" to expl . un it" brut•.tl and violent Lhara<.ter
Where\ er Lapual goe.., there w,u ..,h1p" go to prote<.t It

fhe lmperialic;,t State
Colom,11 pohq 1.., not the onl) mamte ... tdt1on oflmpcnalt ... m At
the .,,,me lime ..t" thc..,e dcvelopmcni... were gomg on m all the
k.itltng <...lpltdh'l LOUnlne... the 'ilcltC nlcK.hme dommJted
LX<. lu"'' ely b) the big monopolt"t bourgco1..,1c w.i" "tren~thcned
.1g,11n ... t both mtt'mJI •.md C\.temal cnenrn.'
fhL d..i.., ... -,trugglc c..ontmued to dc"elo1 "1thm tht' lmpen..ih't
wuntne.., fhe Trade Umon 01g.rn1".i.t10n., of the \\orkcr' h.id
grown to fo1m1d,1hlc ... 11e ..tnd Ill "~H·ral ot the le. 'mg lountne'
numbc.•red nullton' of member' whtk the v.orkmg-d.t..,., pc1rt1e'
h 1d ..ic.h1evcd grc..it ad\ ..im.e.., .md thre.1h•ned tom· .1de thL polttllal
p1e.,crve' of the bourgeo1.,1c 1 he rnrruptlon ot thr Ltdmg
-.1.·ct1on ot the worker.., c1nd their orga1mat1on' promnll.d hv the
oh1ec..t1vc Lond1t10n,, .md c1ct1\elv pr.ict1..,cd b) the agent.., of tlic
hourgco...,1c, held oft tht.., men.Kc to1 the tnne bcmg 1 ut the 'it.1te
forc.e' h..td ..iho to be 'trengthened ag,tm't 1t
fhc State force.., were mob1h..,ed to mucd'C the Lompet1t1\e
1h1ht)' of C'ap1tc1h .. t tirm.., m the wm Id market TJnff, were
unn er.,ally mc.,redlicd The St.lte mtt!rft-red more c1nd more m
mdu ..try, m ..,ome c.,a~e.., takmg LOnl em.., of 1mportam.e to
\ .iptt.ih .. m generall) out of pnvatc hand... m. the mtere-.t ot
effic1C'nly Elementary education became gent:r4l-m Bntam It
Wet~ made compul.,ory m 1870, admJUedly m order to mcred'e the
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competitive power of Bnt1~h industry. Another charactenst1c
innovation of the 1mmed1ate pre-war penod m Bntam was the
poJ1t1cal branch of the C.l.D.
State action on behalf of capital wa~ not confined to economic
matters. Armament~ were mcrea!>ed enorm<>1,1~ly (Bnti~h
navah..,m, French and German m1htansm), alliances and secret
treat1e' were made and broken mall direction-. and an mteni;1ve
Impenahst and m1htarist propagandd wa.., conducted m
preparation for the commg war, which was bound to ,m..,e from
the ~truggle among the power!> for the appropriation and
red1v1Mon of the colome ....

The First Great Imperialist War
The accumulation of capital on the anarchtL md1v1duah-.t ba-.1-.
charactenst1c of Cap1tah..,m had progre .... ed m the way predicted
by Marx to the pomt when the ~yi;tem could longer go on
... moothly but nece~._.mly gave n'\e to cata-.trophc Thi' took the
form of the war of 19 I4-18 The fundamental 1"ue m that war
\\'a~ the rivalry between the Imperiah"m of Germany and that of
Great Bntam. two of the three greateM power~ m the world There
were minor 1..,!>ue~-Austnan ver~u& Ru~..,1an lmperiah!-im, French
ver-.u., German Imperiah~m. Balkan Nauonaho;m. which can
hardly be called lmpenah&m at all, and ~o on. But the war wa-.
e ... sent1ally an Impenahst 'War, an~mg from the ripening defect!> or
contrad1ct10n.., m the Cap1tahM syMem Thi.., •.., now admitted
Mr. H N Bra1l.,ford <,ay5, (P 48, page 160), "The mouve1'1 of
compet1t1ve cdp1tah..,t Impenah!>m which on both 'ilde<i. led up to
the outbreJk of the war, and prolonged 1t until the "knock-out"
blow could be delivered..... "
The war aro.,e from the weakne<i...e.., of Cap1tah<,m, but 1t al..,o
accentuated them It rc'>ulted m a tremendou!> deMrucuon of
wealth and cc.onomK d1c,locat1on which lasted for Jong after 1l had
cec:tsed. And 1t o;harpened the cla!'.!1-..,truggle c,o acutely that
actually durmg the war the first ~ucce~\ful Ru\s1an Revolution
took place c:tnd the proletariat took power. Th1!; wa~ followed by
revoluuons. forced mamly by the workmg cla~\, m the German,
Austrian and Turk1~h Empires, which completed or advanced the
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work of the bourgeois-democratic revolution in those countries.
splitting them up into a number of bourgeois States. The workingcla~s did not stop there. In Hungary the proletariat seized and
retained power for some months, and in Bavaria for a few day!!,
while un!iuccessful revolutionary movements of great intensity
developed in Finland, Germany, Austria, Italy and elsewhere, and
movement~ only le!i!!i intense developt:d in France and Britain (see
P. 48, also P. 1204, page 725 onwards).

The Post-War Period
The inten<,c wave of revolutionary activity died down by about
1922. to be succeeded by a period of relative i.tahility. at any rate in
Em op~ and Am~rica. It I!i often concluded therefore that the period
ol danger hao; pao;i.ed; Cap1talio;m has i.urvived the most formidable
........ault which has yet heen directed again<,t it and will be able to av01d
itn} .,uch rio;k in future. Thii. is an ab,.olute delusion as the briefe,t
... tu<l) of the fact' of history smce the last war will ~how.
The tendcnc1c' wh1rh were noticed previou<;ly towards the
concentration and ccntrah<;ation of capital. and its fus1on with the
State have continued. and m fact have been greatly accelerated, by
the evcnti. of the war and post-war period. The Worker~· Reg1slf"r
of La hour and Capital'' ( 1923) say~ on page 223. "The prosperity
of capital durmg the war year~ led to the ~a1 ••e process of
tru,ttf1cat1on and c.ip1tal inflation, a~ we have ob~~rved m Clreat
Bnt.1111, m Fram:c. Germany, Italy, Japan and the United State~.
the ~ame factor!\ can be found." On page 130 1t states· "The
tendency to trust1fication and other forms of the concentration of
capitali!!.t activitiel'I wa~ of cour!'le well developed in Great Britain
bt'forc the war, but in the po,t-war period the devt h•pment wai.
extraordinarily rapid." Among the examples given are Lever
hrothers (a chemical combine) which controls 160 companies.
which are responsible among other things for 70 per cent of the
tutal Bnthh output of ~oap. and the Roval Dutch Shell combine
(oil firms uniting some 120 compamel\ throughout the worldl
with an agregate capital of over£ 246 millions. It further cites the
c.t,e of the Fedt"ration of British lndul'ltries. a general industrial
organisation, (page 143) which in 1920 claimed that it
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represented a combined capital of£ 4,000 millions. "The history
of the Federation of British Industries with its kindred
associations is in itself the most significant record of the
consolidation of British capitalist interests since the war."
These developments cannot but have the effect~of intensifying
the crisis. In spite of the fact of the relative stabilisation of
Capital ism, the poo;t-war period has been one of general economic
crisis and intcrnat1onal rivalry. and the class-!-truggle ha!remained at an extremely acute pitch.
Hardly a year ha!> pa!>!-ed since the war when in Europe iti.elf
there has not heen some ril>mg or movement of the workmg-cla!>i.
of at Jeal>t a !>emi-revolutionary character. We can cite the evcnl!of 1923. when Germany wa!> within a very !>hort distance of
actual revolution, and the workers held Hamburg for !-evcral dayi.:
the rising in Vienna in I 925; the British General Strile of 1926:
the perpetual disturbances accompanied hy 111tens1fa·d
perl>ecution of the workers and pea~ntl>-in Poland. the Balt11:
and Balkan State, Itlay. Spain etc., the e!>tablil>hment and
perpetuation of ruthless form!> of bourgeoil> dictatorl>hip, !>U<.'h a!Fascism. in all these countrie°'· mean!> that the class-..,truggle ii. ..,o
acute that ordinary methods (!lo-called democracy) will not
suffice to maintain the mle of the hourgeoi!>ie.
Subsequently in the Ia-.t three years a definite sharpcnm~ of the
crisis had been noticeable. From the end of J929 a very actue
economic dcpres.,ion of world-wide character ha!> developed.
which has i.trained the re~ourl·es of the bourgeoi.;ie m muny
countriel> almost to a breaking point. The latest ncwi. from
Germany °'how!- a rapid growth in the revolutionary !>pirit of the
working-clas~. and the po~!-.ibility of a Fasci~t coup d'l tut
promoted by big capital to defend itself again!\t the workers. The
~ame sort of development is aho indicated in AuMria.
But the chief characteristi~ of this period, to be seen even
before the present economic crisis, is the growing ac.:utenel>~ of
international relations, and the obvious preparation!> by all the
leading powers for a new Imperialist war. It was perfectly clear
1
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from the beginning that the first great Imperialist war of
1914-19 J8 (the "war to end war") had not settled the difficulties
and contradictions which gave rise to it. Mr. H. N. Brailsford was
able to write in 1921 : "The year 1920 saw the completion of the
peace treaties, but even before the last of the series had been
drafted the impossibility of executing its predecessors was
admitted ..... the greater part of the Continent, and that by far the
most populous and productive part has dropped out of our
economic system of exchange ............ " (P. 48, page 160). The
political results of the war and the peace treatie~ had been to place
the defeated powers in a position of artificial inferiority in their
immediate economic position, and in their political, colonial and
military status, which their fundamental economic strength could
not allow to remain permanently. The re~ult was a struggle by
thc~c countries especially Germany, to recover economically
from the effects of the war, the Entente blockade and the seizure
and division of their terntories by the victorious Allies, with the
ob_1cct of regaining their colonial posse~~ion~ and their military
and naval strength, and hence of revbmg the Versailles Treaty and
the Reparations Settlement~. This has been notorioui.ly one of the
chief causes of disturbances in Europe since the war, and resulted
m what was practically war on one occasion when the French
army invaded the Ruhr Valley in 1923. It i~ clear that a section of
the German bourgeoisie are now using th1~ campaign against the
inferior position of Germany to strengthen the Fa~cist Movement,
the growth of which is regarded by the bourgeo1-.1e of
nt>ighbourmg States as a menace. It is unnecess.uy here to go
into all the international contradictions which render almost
every frontier in Europe a possible starting point for the next
general war.

Great Britain versus United States of America
More important is the fact that the last war fajled to solve the
question-which Imperialist power was to rule tbe world? Every
Imperialism by its nature cannot stop anywhere shon of the
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attempt to solve the question. Great Britain had succeeded in
removing Germany from its path for the time being, only to find a
far more formidable Imperialist rival, the U.S.A., established in
its place. The rivalry of British and American Imperialisms, with
the antagonism between the Capitalist Powers as a wh&le and the
U.S.S.R., have been the most important issues in international
politics since the war. With the latter question we shall deal later.
Here we are concerned with the former.
The origin of this antagomsm needs no elaboration. The British
Empire and the U.S.A. are the two strongest Imperialist Powers.
The British Empire is old established, already past the zenith of
its power, with a large colonial Empire. The U.S.A. is a young
power, still expanding, requiring more and more markets and
fields for investments, and hence colonie~. Their interests clash at
all points. The British bourgeoisie, with that of other European
States are heavily m debt to America. American mterests are
driving the British out of nearly all spKeres where the Briti!th
previously were supreme; in Canada and Central and South
America, and even in Australia; in China the British interests
suffered heavily from the effects of the revolution while the
American bourgeoisie were able to safeguard their~ to a
comparatively great extent; generally American exports
previou~ly consisting mainly of raw material!o. etc. are increasing
rapidly and becoming largely manufactured goods, thus
threatening the position of British bourgeoisie which depend~
very greatly upon their exports of manufactured good~. Even in
India. American imports are increasing at the expense of the
British.
After the Wa!thington Conference of 192 J there followed a
period of British-American truce, through which nevertheless the
fundamental antagonism of the two powers could be seen from
time to time, as in the nvalry between the British Royal Dutch
Shell Oil Combine and the American Standard Oil Company and
in the American Debt Settlement m 1923. But the antagonism has
h<x:ome far more open in the last few years. This was indicated by
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the failure of the Disarmament Conference at Geneva in 1927,
when the British and American naval experts found it impossible
to agree. The U.S.A. immediately announced a big Five Year
Nava) Programme, estimated to cost 750 to 1000 million dollars,
which included twenty five 10,000 ton cruisers, 32 submarines
etc. (P. 2491, 15th January, 1929) and Britain also went on with a
naval programme. Next followed the so-called exposure of the
Anglo-French Agreement to pool naval forces against America
and the reports of the existence of an Anglo-French-Japanese
Alliance. These agreements were officially dissolved but the
acute tension between Britain and America remained not even to
be diminished by the much advertised Kellogg Pact of 1928.
Before the Pact itself was signed the reservations put in by ·
Britam alone served to render it a farce. These reservations
included almo~t all the spheres--Russia, Persia, Afghanistan, etc.
except the U.S.A. itself-in which it was at all likely that Great
Bntam would need to fight. And its actual terms were so vague as
to have little meaning. It was later confe~sed in the United States
Senate that m effect it did not bind any nation, (P. 577 Spark). In
any ca~e it served no purpose of the sort for which it was
osten.::ibly intended. The competitive btt !ding of warships went
on. The state of public feeling was revealed in that year by the
AmencanAdmiral Plunkett m his famous speech 1.1 which he said
"We (the U.S.A.) are nearer to a war than ever before. Before we
venture to dispute the rule of the ocean with any other powers, we
~hall have another war, as sure a~ we are !lilting in this room ....... .
Ye~. I am thinking of Great Britain or of any other nation with
whose interests we colJide (P. 2491, 15th January, 1929).
The effect upon British bourgeois opinion of Lhc election of
President Hoover, at the end of 1928 was also significant. He was
greeted with almost undisguised hostility as the representative of
the aggressive American Imperialism, whose regime could not
fail to increase the vigour of the American assaults upon Britain's
economic position.
The Anglo-American situation was one of the first matters
taken up by the Labour Government. Mr. MacDonald repeatedly
emphasised in his speeches the dangers of the position, and after
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conversations with the American Ambassador took the almost
unprecedented step of journeying to America while in office and
calling upon President Hoover.

Naval "Disarmament"
As a result, the Five Power Naval Disarmament Conference
took place in London in 1930. Although it was found impossible
finally to come to any agreement with two of the Powers, France
and Italy, and it took some three months of breakdowns and
resumptions to come to any agreement at all, the three Power
Naval Agreement, the London Treaty, was eventually signed. The
results of this agreement, which is to remain in force until 1936,
are a certain slowing down in the proposed (on paper) rate of
con!>truct1on of the larger !>hips; no restriction on submarine
construction and open recognition by Britam of America'!> right to
naval equality.
The last mentioned aspect of the Treatythas been criticised by
the opponent!> of the Labour Government but has neverthelelo>s
been passed. To conclude however that the result of the efforts of
the Labour Government and the Naval Disarmament Conference
is that the danger of Anglo-American war has disappeared, 1s
quite un!>ound. The objective causes of the antagonism remainarmament!> are only a symptom-and will be accf'ntuated by the
present economic crisi!>, which emphasises more than ever the
need of lmperiafom for markets.
The general nature of these "disclrmament" agreement!> 1s
beautifully illustrated by a leading article in the Times, London of
1Ith February, 1930. "At the Washington Conference Japan was
naturally reluctant to scrap her newest !>hip, the "Matsu", which
had just been completed and was running her trials; after some
discussion it wru. agreed that both she and her si'iter ship, the
"Nagato" should be retained and that as a counterpoise the U.S.A.
should also complete !>hips of the latest Maryland type which
were under construction but which it had originally been
;mposed to scrap. Since Great Britain had no ship, except
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perhaps the "Hood", which was comparable with these in fighting
power, she also was given permission to build two new up-to-date
vessels, the"Rodney" and the "Nelson."
This "disarmament" agreement seems to have restrained the
construction of armaments in a similar way. The conference
ended in April. In May two announcements appeared in the press
of the Bills introduced by the Chairman of the American House of
Representatives. " ......... for the construction of war craft involving
an expenditure of I OOO million dollars which he declares
necessary in order to secure American naval parity with Britain in
the next decade." (Reuter. Washington May 7) and of the
introduction of a Bill into the American Congress on behalf ofthe
War Department asking for the appropriation of£ 900,000 for the
con~truction of a great dirigible as a "flying fort" for the army
(de!>cribed as metal clad, carrying two aeroplanes and ten
machine guns etc.) and in September 1930 (Manchester Guardian
Weekly 5th September) we find the announcement of a new
Japancl-.e programme: "Stimulated by the remarkable progress of
aviation and by the London Treaty which have increased the
nece!<.sity of expanding the air force, the Government is faced by
the necessity of establishing an air policy. says the Asahi. The
scheme involves:
(I) To ex.pand the present naval-air force by Ih squadrons to
30.5 squadrons;
(2) the number of aeroplanes on boat-carriers to be mcrea!>ed
from I 00 to 200: and
(3) an experimental and manufacturing worh.
The scheme also provides for reforms in the ...quipment of
air-craft carriers and an increase in air-ships. The total cost will
be£ 20 millions.
We should also recall in this connection the decision in the
recent Imperial Conference to complete the big naval and air base
at Singapore, which has very great significance in view of the
very sharp clash of lnperialist interests in the Pacific, which is
widely expectc::d to be the principal scene of the next great war.
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The "Armed Camp"
The whole situation is not, however, contained in the AngloAmerican question or in the Pacific. All Imperialist powers
contribute to the sum of contradictions which render war the
invevitable outcome of present developments. It is w~ll-known
that the leading powers with their subordinate allies comtitute an
"armed camp" to an extent far surpassing the preparations for the
la!it war. The very acute antagonism between Italian and French
Imperialisms has been referred to; when at the Naval
Disarmament Conference the other three powers were able to
come to some sort of formal agreement, these two powers could
not even do that. Further it was because of the clash of interest
between Britain and France that the conference came to no
agreement on the question of submarines. The British, who are
threatened as in the last war by a hostile submarine fleet propo<ied
their complete abolition, or short of that drastic limitation. The
French insisted on an advanced submarine programme, as their
only effective weapon against the otherwise O\'erwhelmmg
British fleet.
As with Naval, so also with Military and Air forces. In view of
the tremendous growth in the mechanical, chemical and general
technical equipment of armies, there has been a tendency to
abandon the numerically large armies of the pre-war period and to
replace them by relatively small but highly trained forces.
Nevertheless the actual number of men kept under arms by the
five pnnc1pal power!I is greater than before the war (P. 2491 ).
The Simon Commission (Volume II, Part 8, Chapter 3) quotes
~ome figures of expenditure on armaments for 1928, as follow!l:U .S.A. 4,453 millions gold franc!I (£ 178 millions);
Great Britain 2,900 (£ 116 millions);
U.S.S.R. 2,440 (£ 97 millions),
France 2,286 (£ 91 millions);
Italy 1,333 (£ 53 millions),
Japan 1,215 (£ 49 millions); and
India 1,069 (£ 43 millions).
They state further that the annual expenditure by Britain on
armaments has increased from 1913 by 48.9 per cent, i.e. it has
inrreased slightly if we take into account the difference of price
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levels. This in spite of the much advertised "disarmament"
by Great Britain, which has been held up as an example to
other nations.
We have spent some time on the question of armaments because it
is a matter of importance. The impression is widespread, and is
carefully cultivated, that the series of pacts, protocols and
disarmament conferences, (another is about to take place shortly at
Geneva) are "outlawing war" and rendering it impossible. We have
given enough facts to show what is the real nature of these
agreements. So far as they attempt limitation at all it is on the basis of
paper programmes. which are probably put forward for the purpose
of such bargaining: or it is in the sphere of obsolete types of
armaments, such a~ the very big and expensive battleships, which
many naval experts now believe to be out of date. They effect no real
d1~annament and in fact may even stimulate armament construction
a., the examples ahove show. The real purpose is to deceive
the public
It i!> hardly nece~sary to point out that the League of Nation!>
also plays this part. The League is an instrument primarily of the
Imperialist pohcy of France and Great Britain, for the pursuit of
such item!> of policy as they can carry on in common, such as the
mthtary control and financial penetration of Central and Eastern
Europe, and offensive against the Soviet Umon. (See Labour
Rc!>earch Department " White Paper" number 18). The League of
Nations will not prevent war, when the Imperialist 1.owers which
control it, want war. It will on the contrary help in tl:e preparation
of war by deceivmg innocent people before war begins. and when
it has begun by ~anctifying the war as one waged with
its approval.

The Colonial Revolutions
We must touch bnefly on two other points. The period of
Imperiali!>m is distinguished not only by the self-destructive
tendencie~ of Capitalism, but by the advance of the conscious
revolution against Capitalism. We have mentioned the workingda\s revolutionary movement in the more advanced Capitalist
countries. The period since the war has al!iio been distinguished by
a tremendous wave of colonial revolutions against Imperialist
control. This series began with the Easte~ rising in Dublin in 1916.
and the Irish revolution continued as a more or less open war until
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1922. The rising in the Japanese colony of Korea followed in
1919, simultaneous with the Afghan War of Independence and the
Indian and Egyptian Movements. Then followed the risings in the
French Mediterranean colonies in 1924-25, the great Chinese
Revolution beginning its most active phase in 1925, the
insurrection in Java in 1926, and the movements in India and
Indo-China in 1930. The series of revolutions in South America in
1930, stimulated by the general economic crisis, are also no doubt
to be traced to the revolt of the bourgeois class of those countries
against their status of de facto colonies of British and American
capital. The revolt has not stopped at these major colonies;
repeatedly movements occur in the British and French African
colonies, Nigeria, Kenya etc., and among the South African
Negrors; in Iraq, Arabia, Malta. Cyprus etc. and even in such
remote regions as Samoa.
The Soviet Union
Finally the failure of the bourgeoisie of the world to crush the
Soviets in the wars of intervention of 1918-21, was a serious blow
from which Capitahsm cannot recover.
huge population and
resources of the Soviet Union are withdrawn from the influence
of the Capitalist system, and no longer form a colony for the
exploitation of Finance-Capital. The Soviet system, growing
steadily stronger as it~ industrialisation drive progresses,
weakens the position of the bourgeois world, and strengthens the
position of the working-class in its struggle. In spite of its preoccupation with internal difficulties and international
complications, the bourgeoisie of the world, especially Great
Britain, are compelled to maintain their diplomatic offensive
againM the Soviet Union, to isolate it, to maintain an armed
cordon of border ~tates, financed by the bigger powers, and to
keep up their propaganda against the Soviet Union at full blast.
Among the factors determinmg the character of the present
period, one of the most important is the Soviet Union.

™

Imperialism-Dying Capitalism
Lenin in his discu~sion of the ~objects of Imperialism (P. 528)
gives after an economic analysis the definition which the Magistrate
quotes and misunderstands (Committal Order, pages 27 ,28):
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"Imperialism is Capitalism in that phase of development in
which the domination of monopolies and Finance-Capital has
established itself; in which the export of capital has acquired very
great importance; in which the division of the world among the
big international trusts has begun, in which the partition of all the
territories of the earth among the great capitalist powers has been
completed." This is the essence of Imperialism considered from
an economic point of view. But then Lenin proceeds in his later
chapters to discuss Imperialism as a period in history. He points
out the elements of decay in lmperialic;;m-the inevitable result of
monopolist Capitalism, which is the origin of Imperialism (page
l 08). He shows how investment tends to assume a more and more
prominent place among the activities of the Capitalists (page
111). The formation of a large stratum of ab~olutely idle and
parasitic rentiers or those who depend upon investments (largely
colonial investments) is characteristic (page 109). and as the
programme of the Communist International States (P. 2339, page
'.l ), this and other features are leading to a cultural decay which
~ignalises the approaching end of the Capitalist system. The
increasingly dt.!adly widespread economic :ri5cs, the growing
class-struggle, the ever more destructive armaments, the
catastrophic wars-all pomt the same way. Lenin M .. ns it up by
~aying "From all that has bet.!n said in this book of the economic
nature of Imperialism. it follow~ that we must define it as
Capitalism in transition, or more precisely as dying Capitalism".
This will explain the importance which we attach to the
conception of Imperialism, and why we have spent sr, much time
in saying that Lenin's account of the matter is borne out
completely by the facts of today. The Imperialist period sees
the realisation of the result'> of Marxist analysis. It is the period
when the self-destructive tendencies "'ithin Capitalism are
coming to fruition, when Capitalism as a system is coming to
an end, and all the parts of the structure of Capitalism all
over the world including India, arc involved in cfisis and head
towards revolution.
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III. SOCIALISM AND THE SOVIET UNION
We have explained the Marxian conception of how Capitalism
develops towards Socialism; how the technical basis for a
Socialist society is produced by Capitalism, but at the same time
Capitalism itself is unable to use that technique for the benefits of
mankind, and under the strain of its own inconsistencies and
weaknesses eventually collapses, or rather is overthrown by the
working-class, which proceeds to organise Socialism on the ruins
and achievements of Capitalism. We showed that we characterise
the present period of Imperialism as the decisive period when the
collapse of Capitalism is taking place. We can go further and
show that in some countries already Capitalism has been
overthrown and Socialism is being constructed by the workingclass. These countries form the Union of Socialist Soviet
Republics.
The U.S.S.R. and its achievements naturally play an extremely
important part in our system of ideas and our propaganda.We feel
it one of our most imperative duties to defend the U.S.S.R. as the
Socialists fatherland of the working-class, ~ainst all possible
attack or injury. The U.S.S.R. also plays a very important part m
this ca~e. and has in fact been made the villain of the piece by the
Prosecution. This agam is natural. Imperiali~m feel~ the most
deadly enmity toward~ the "tronghold of Socialism, which stands
as a livinh example to the oppressed all over the world of the
advantages of overthrowing their Impenalist oppressors and the
way to do it.
The Russian Revolution as Socialist Revolution
We must first of all refute one of the oldest and most wild
reproaches againM the Ru!ls1an revolution, which the Coun!lel for
the Prosecution faithfully repeats, that, according to the Marxian
theory the Russian Revolution ought not to have occured at all.
And that, havin!, occurred it is not a genuine Socialist Revolution
at all but a bourgeois revolution in disguise, and it!I outwardly
proletarian appearance will eventually give way to open
Capitali~m. This theory, which was first propounded by K.autsky,
the ren~gade,_ maintains that, a'i Marx held that the proletarian
revolution anses from the development of Capitalism itself, it
should take place first in the mo~t advanced Capitalist country.
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Lenin in replying to Kautsky explained the apparent contradiction
once for all. He pointed out that Capitalism comes in the
Imperialist period to embrace the whole world, and the crisis of
Capitalism leaves no comer of the world unshaken. When the
crisis develops to the point of revolution as it did during the first
world war, revolution first breaks out among those countries
which are sufficiently advanced to be ripe for it in what he
describes as the "weakest link in the chain" of Imperialism. He
means that country in which all the circumstances, the
peculiarities of its internal history, its position and fate in the war,
etc. etc. combine to render it least able to resist the working-class
attack, and simultaneously to stimulate that attack to the
highest degree.
It is clear that this view is not in contradiction with Marxism
but i~ simply the application of the theory concretely to the actual
situation, instead of an abstract conception of it. The occurrence
of the proletarian revolution in Russia first among the Imperialist
countries is no refutation of Marxism.
As to the socialist nature of the revolution, even if there could
ever have been any doubt about it, recent developments must
dispel that doubt completely, as we shall show later.
Capitalism in Russia
We have shown the socialist revolution in general terms as
the outcome of the development of Capitalism, and as carried
through by the proletariat which Capitalism brings into existence.
Russia, though until March 1917 politically an almost mediaeval
ab~olute monarchy, was a capitalist country. P. 48 ("Labour
International Hand Book," 1921 ), pages 67-68 says: "From 1890
onward this human society (Russian) ..... began to u.,dergo a
profound social change which was finally to bring about the
downfall of the unaltering Czardom. This change can be
described as the coming of Capitalism with an accompanied
unprecedented increase in population-capitalist industries
developed with enormous rapidity in the towns." P. 1176
("Illustrated .History of the Russian Revolution 1917")
~ontains some data. It states (page 5) that from 1890 to 99
pig iron production in Russian increased by 19<) per cent,
and by 1900 Russia was the fourth largest producer of pig
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iron m the world In the '!lame penod iron and steel production
mcreased by 116 per cent, hard coal by 131 per cent, mmeral otl
by 1~2 per cent Cotton production by 1900 wm only le'i~ than
that of Great Bntdm or Arnet 1ca Between 1893 and 99 the
numbei of workerc. employed m factones mcrea'ied by 5, 15,000
The c;ame volume give~ on page 93 facts of the c;ame type for a
later penod "from 1909 to 1913 ptg iron production mcreased
(after a '>lump between 1900 and 1909) by M per cent, metal
good' by 51 percent, steel ratls by 24 percent, cast iron by 61 per
cent, c;heet iron by 20 per cent, girders and sleeperc; by 88 per
<..ent " The'ie f1gurec; are 'itated to be typical for the penod
It '' clear that 1f backward compared with Bntam and
Germany. Ru~Ma wac. becommg an mdustnal country, ID which,
though c.tdl ID a mmonty compared with the peac;ant'i, the
mdu~tnal workerc; would naturally play a very important part
Cond1t1ons were then prepared for the revolution, ID that the
esc;ent1al 1;.oc1al bac;!'-, the proletanat, was prec;ent The po\1t1on of
the peasantry wa'!I hkewise one which rendp-ed revolution
necec;sary The pe.ic;ant'i m pre-war Ru~s1a, hke those m India
today, were c.ull only very partially emancipated from feudal
cond1tton' P 1176 'late~ (pagec; '3 and 4) that the land wac; to a
very great extent m hand~ of large owner~. the maJonty of whom
did not culttvate thetr land duectly by Cap1tah~t methods, but
allowed 1t to be worked by tenantc. on !lem1-feudal hne\, for very
htgh rentc;, or for duea labour on the ownerc.' ldnd, or a high
proportion of the pea,ants' own produce, etc In these cond1t1ons
the efftc1ency of agnc.ulture wdc; not promoted The figures given
actually show a fa11 m the wealth of the peasantry From 1886 to
1898 the number of horses owned by peac;ant~ m a certam reg10n
of European Ru~s1a fe11 from 19 6 to 17 mtlhon~. and of oxen
from 34 6 to 24 5 mtlhon\ The Jandowmng cla~~ wm a "fetter
upon produl-t1on" and the <.ond1ttonc; of RusMan agriculture were
thus obJect1vely re\olut1onary
It ts a matter of common knowledge how oppre'istve and
reactionary wa' the rule of the Cz.ardom, and how 1t drove even a
large part of the bourgeo1o;;1e and mtellectual'i mto oppo~1t1on It 1'i
this factor which 1~ often held to constitute the feature of the
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Rubs1an s1tuat1on which 1s mamly responsible for the character of
the revolut10n, and 1~ put forward to support the view that the
Ru-,Man Revolution mu-;t be umque, as the Czanbt regime WdS a
unique bystem of Government We cannot d1scu% the matter fully
here But we must pomt out that whtle Czarism undoubtedly was
one factor which went to render revolution m Russia
compdrdtlvely eaby, and accelerated 1t, 1t was but one factor of
many And further that to asbert that Czdrdom t'i unique l'i
mwrrect The regime m India for example 1.;, d1~tmgu1bhed from
the CzMdom only by 1lb gredter unpopularity, owmg to its foreign
nature and the greater efficiency of tt~ rrpre%1ve machmery
Fmally we would pomt out how feeble the opp0Mt1on of the
bourgeo1S1e to the CzMdom wa~ Only a bect1on of the
mtellectudl' 1omed the revolutionary movement'i In the
revolutmnary day~ of 190~-07, when the ma,se-, rose m open
re' olut1on, and formed theu Soviet~. the bourgeo1Me and the
mtelle(.tualo; contmued to dCt con,t1tut10nally and demanded d
Dumd Owmg to the poht1cal ten-,mn of the time, the Czardom
grdnted the demand, but when the worker~· and pea.,ants
movement had at length been cru\hed, the "con.,Ututlonal"
movement wab bru,hed a\1de P 48 -,ay' on pdge 69 "The money
thu' a"qmred (from Bntam) wa' U\ed to reebtdbh~h the 'haken
dutoc.rdcy dnd to c..ruo;h the conbtltut1onaJ a' well ab the
revolutionary movement" And on page 71 "It mu ...t be
remembered that the Dumd (m I 917) Wd., no longer the
repre,ent.itive body, elected by univer~dl 'iUffrage, which the
revolt of 1905 had wrung from the dUtoLrdlb To abohsh the Duma
by slow degreeb had been the pohcy of 1906 onwdrds
Accordingly the franch1be had been restricted for the Second
Duma (of 1907) and still further for the Third Dumd and the
Fourth Duma, m -,uch a way that the dggregate of peasants and
worker<,' voteo; counted for le4ts than the voteo; of the wedlthy
c.lao;&eb and nob1hty" The bourgeo1i, Democratb and Libera],,
depnved of their source of strength, the mas~ movement, hdd to
give way before the attack of the autocracy
S1mtlarly when m March 1917 the revolt of the massei,, the
workers, ped8ants and soldiers, brought dbout the fall of the Cmr,
dOd the bourgeolSle were able to form a Government, their
feebleness was equally pronounced
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The Collapse of Capitalism
Conditions under the Czardom were therefore ripe for
revolution all round. In this sense Russia was the "weakest link in
the Imperialist chain." But the matter went further than that. The
revolution was in general terms due to the development of
Capitalism in Russia and the crisi~ ?f the Capita.list system whi~h
culminated in the war. That cns1s was particularly acute m
Russia, owing partly to the political system, which was unsuited
to a Capitalist economy and was corrupt and inefficient, but
owing mainly to the relative backwardness of industry, its very
great dependence on supplies from abroad, and the tremendous
strain thrown upon it by a modern large scale war. The chaos in
which the whole life of Russia was thrown by the war surpassed
that of probably any other country. P. 48 says on page
71 : " .......... by the late spring of 1915 the ammunition of Russia
was exhausted, her armaments defective, her organisation in
pieces, and her peasant conscripts in many cases without even the
rifles wherewith to defend themselves against the exterminating
fire of the German and Austrian battalions. Her bolt was shot. The
degree of disorganisation almost surpasses belief It is on record
that on single track lines the railway trucks which had delivered
their loads were actually derailed in order to enable later trains to
be brought to the terminus. The great retreat of the summer and
the early autumn of 1915 dealt a final blow to the prestige of the
Czardom. For a period the renaissance of nationalist enthusiasm
among the mmufacturing classes brought forward the production
of munitions of war, but thi!i was accomplished at the expense of
other forms of manufacture essential for home production. Russia
had been exhausted before. The net result of these final efforts
~as t~ m~e recovery from that exhaustion impossible." All other
~1stone~ g1v~ the same account. It was the collapse of Capitalism
m Russia which brought about the revolution.
The Mass Revolution
Thi!I ~rings us to the second part of the theory of the
Prosecutmn. Not only was the Russian Revolution in their view a
contradiction to the Marxist theory but it was' not a popul~r
movement at all. It wa'I carried through by a "small and resolute body
of men," a "tiny minority," who had seized power pre~umably by a
secretly prepared coup d'etat, maintained their power "by means of the
OGPU and ~e Red Army," "terrorising into submission the bulk of
the pop1llat1on, etc. Such a ridiculous theory puts the Prosecution
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on a level with those obscurantist fanatics who attribute all
revolutions from 1789 onwards to the hidden hand of Jewish
finance and the Freemasons and hardly deserves our attention.
But it requires some answer, since the Prosecution attack on the
Russian Revolution means by implication that this is the policy of
the Communist International, and incidentally of ourselves. "The
Illustrated History of the Russian Revolution"(P. 1176) makes it
quite clear throughout its account that the revolution was a
popular movement, in which the great majority of the workers
a11d peasants took part at the decisive moment. Even in the 1905
revolution the history says (page 18 ): "It is difficult to give an
idea of the diversity and richness of the movement which set their
!.tamp upon the period between January and October 1905. It
must be pointed out chiefly that during these months, the
movement gained enormously in extent. Each month, each week,
each day, brought ever new sections of the workers into the
revolution. The news of the revolution and of the activities of the
workcr!I in the big industrial centres reached the smaller towns
and there called forth an echo of the movement of the citie!i. It can
be stated that in the middle of 1905 all workers of Russia took
more or less acuve part in the revolution.
"It t!I of course true that the working masses did not at once come
forth with clear definite demands. In many places the movement
began with industrial demands. or arose from economic causes but
very soon the workers added economic slogans to these demands.
The movement was transformed into a political mass movement."
P. 48 !lays of the revolution of March 1917 (page 71 ): "The
revolution began in Petrograd with a strike movement of the
working-class population, who were suffering starvation through
the failure of the bread supply. The regiment sent to suppres!I the
revolt joined the strikers, and immediately the Czardom collapsed."
Of the July rising (1917) the same account says (pages 73-74): "In
reo;ponse to the pressure of the Entente, Alexander Kerensky, the
Mmister for war,(and later Premier, succeeded by speeches in
Mimulating the army to a fresh effort; and in June under General
Brusil of the Russian armies made a great drive forward into
Galicia. The effect on the Allied Governments, who judged events
in Russia from the standpoint of the war, was reassuring. Inside
Russia, where everything was judged from the standpoint of the
comming peace, the effect was far other wise. The revolt arose
among the masses. The movement was purely spontaneous. The
Soviets (Menshevik majority ) were officially against it, and the
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Bolsheviks did not take part in it until they were convinced that it
was not a forced or conspiratorial movement but a really popular
rising." And of the November _Revolu~ion, it says ~page 74):
"Meantime the refusal of the Alhes to discuss war claims on the
basis of No Annexations and No Indemnities, the failure to
promulgate the law to give the land to the peasants, and ~he
steadily increasing misery and famine brought matters to a head.
"The Bolsheviks who had been chary of joining in the July rising
waited until they could feel assured that the masses of the
proletariat were ready to revolt. Signs of this assurance were not
wanting. In the Democratic Conference summoned by Kerensky
in the last days of September to base his retention of power upon
some expression of general assent, it was found that no less than
70 out of 110 representatives of the Trade Unions were Bolsheviks.
They waited however for the elections to the All-Russian
Congres~ of Soviets. In the Soviet election~ it had been found that
Petrograd, like Paris in the French Revolution led the remainder
of the country. Accordingly when the Petrograd Soviet in
September returned an overwhelming Bolshevik majority, the
immediate transfer of all power to the Soviets was resolved upon
forthwith.
Or consider the statement of a Social Democrat, Mr. H.N.
Brailsford (P. 1777) written after a visit to Russia in 1927:
"........ the political system which prevails in Russia is not open to
debate. It was set up by a coup d'etat. It had next to be defended
against armed opponent~ in the civil war. It became the accepted
basi:-. of politi(,al and economic life, because during the civil war,
after bitter experience of its alternatives, the masses of the
population did on the whole rally to it, did on the whole defend it,
at a terrible cost m blood and suffering, and did on the whole
acquiesce m the leadership of the Communist Party. What was
won at such a cost of life and treasure, that Party will not expose
to the hazards of argument or the chances of the voting urn. On
that point the rulers of Russia are as frank as they are determined.
Wheth~r in fact a free election preceded by an equally free period
of pubhc controversy would result in a majority for the system,
one can on~y co~jecture. My own belief is that a decided majority
woul~ rattfy 1t. The question is however academic; the
expenment will never be tried. The Communists are content to
argue as they have every right to do that whatever the arithmatic
?f heads might s~ow the arithmatic of wills proved, against
1mr;nense odds durmg tht: civil war, that the mobile and effective
weight of the Russian people is on their side."
II
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The view taken by Profe..,sor Llsk1 1-; \1mllar (P 1782, page& 42
dnd 41} '"The revolution of course Wd~ no -;udden or unexpected
event, 1t Wd& bd&ed upon a -;ene& of great failure' md accelerated
by the utter mcapaclty dnd corruptton revealed by the Czdn!.t
Government durmg the war Begmnmg m Mdrch, 1917, with the
normal con&t1tut10nal upheaval, It\ protdgom&h mdde the fatal
error of a"ummg that the war wa!. popular with the Ru'>'ildD
people and that a ch.mge of 'Y!!.tem could be conducted
c. 'lm<.tdently with 1ts contmuance The BoJ..,hev1k Party, under
Lemn'' leader\htp mdde no 'uch m1..,take With the prom1'e of
1mmed1dte peace they were dble to wm over the dnny and the
ma..,!!.e.., to the1r \Ide
''
rmally tdke the \tatement of .i. bourge0111 cnt1c of the
Bol..,hcv1h (Rene Fullop Miller, "The Mmd md F.i.ce of
Bolo.,hev1!.m" (P 121} Atter de..,cnbmg h1m..,elf m the preface
page XIII) a.., "obje<..hve" and '\.ntH.. .i.1" m h1.., dpprocl<..h to the
1evolution, he ddm1t.., on the ftr\t p.ige of the text "th.it the ma"e'
m.. tually rule m Ru..,..,.a "

The Communist Party
The revolution WJ...,, we <.onclude, a popul.u movement and
o.,uppmted and <..imed through by the mdJOnty of the populatmn,
•.md the Soviet Government rem.im.., a populdr Government,
genumely repre..,entmg the md11s of the people The Prosewt1on
m.ike much play ~1th the fact that the Commum\t Pdrty mclude..,
m It\ rdnk11 only a \mall mmonty of the populauon-"on the1r
own figure'
dbout J ! m1lhono., out of a total population of
o,omethmg hke 180 m1lhon11 " What would the Pro..,ecut1on h..tw?
Mu..,t a rulmg pany mclude m 1t11 r.mh 50 per Lent of the
popuJc1t1on, m Sd<.11hc..e ll'> nght to rule? What of the Indian C1viJ
Service? Doe' 1t .ilone, or even with dll the other offlc1d1' great
J.nd 11mall, and the prmce' and the landowner!!. and the
bourgeo1Me, mclude half the population ot India? Or doe\ the
Con!!.ervdttve Pdrty mclude hdlf the population of Great Bntam?
With 1t' rank' ab,olutely open to dny who w1\he' to entoc, we
doubt 1f the Bnt1.;h Con'>ervattve Party has a member-.h1p
proportmndte)y equal to that of the CommJm~t Party of the Soviet
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Union, which is jealously kept clear of careerists and opportunists, membership of which involves even now harder work,
lower pay and more rigorous punishm~nt in case of crime, entry
into which nevertheless is a coveted honour among the working
masses.

''The Red Terror"
The Pro!-.ecution have of course made much use of the "Red
Terror." Drawing its infonnation apparently from such intelligent
sources of information as Mr. Edmund Candler, it has striven to
create all possible prejudice m the minds of the Court and the
public against the Soviet Umon by this means. It states that in the
course of the Red Terror 2 ~ million people were killed by the
OGPU. We wonder where this extraordinary piece of information
comes from. So notorious an anti-Bolshevik as Mr. J. A. R.
Marriott does not venture to go quite so far. He say!!I one mi11ion
and eight lakhs. These gentlemen are probably thinking of the
casualtie~ in the wars of intervention. (Those on the Soviet side
are estimated at one million three lakhs and fifty thffusand). In any
case, however, how do these figures compare with the total of
9 millions killed during the Imperialist War of 1914-18 for the
satisfaction of the greed of the bourgeoisie of Europe?
The Prosecution hold up the Bolsheviks as mere sadists who
on seizing po~er wallowed in the blood of all who opposed them.
Mr. M. Phillip~ Price, an ex-M.P., record!o. in "My Reminiscences
of the Russian Revolution" (D 585, page 184) that one of the first
acts of the Bolsheviks on attaining power was to abolish the death
penalty (on November 30, 1917). The Red Terror was instituted
some nine or ten months later m September 1918, when the agent~
of British and other foreign Governments began to blow up
railway bridges and to assassinate the officials of the Soviet
Government. On one day, September 5, Lenin was wounded and
Untsky and Volodarsky were killed by White Terrorists. (0 585,
page 334). The Red Terror began officially on the l Oth September
(see also P 1176, page 583). Price gives the numbers kiUed and
executed under the Red Terror for certain periods (page 337). In
1918, September to DC<..ember, just over 6,000. In 1919 whole,
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9,641. In 1920 the death sentence was again abolished until May,
when a new intervention began from Poland. In 1920, May to
July, the number of executions was 893. Total, something over
16,534. Compare this with the 300,000, principally Jews, killed
under the White General Petlura in the Ukraine during his short
intervention and regime (supported by the British Government)
there. (W.J. Brown "Three Months in ~ussia," pages 125-126).

The New Economic Policy
The Prosecution indulge in the usual propagandist nonsense in
connection with the New Economic Policy, claiming that this
means the abandonment of all that the revolution stood for, the
triumph of capitalism and so on. The Prosecution are a little out of
date. This is no longer the line of the bourgeois critics of the
Soviet Union, whoi.e lament is now the rate at which the growth
of Socialist production and diMribution is ousting even what
remnants of Capitalism were allowed to persist. Facts have
disproved all the calumnies against the New Economic Policy.
"Withering away"
The Prosecution blunder equally badly over the question of
the tranl>ition period and the "withering away" of the State. They
are triumphant over the fact that the Soviet State has not yet begun
to wither away and conclude that the thing is all eyewash and that
it will never do so. Lenin made it quite clear that the process of
withcring away could not begin until all classes are abolished,
i.e. until Socialism has been completely established, and
consequently at least a generation or two has passed since the
revolution. It is obvious in any case that while the Soviet regime
remains confined to a fraction of the earth's surface, the rest being
in the hands of the militant Imperialist states, no question of
weakening the regime can be considered. We wonder if the
Pro°'ecution seriously expected the Soviet Government to
complete all its tasks of reconstruction and establishment of a
Socialist society, within a period often years, and then to abdicate
in face of the hostile armies and the diplomatic intrigues Of the
bourgeoisie of the world. We need not deal further with the
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propdgand1'>t non.,en'>e of the Pro!iecutJon It.!. mtnn!i1c value,., not
<,uch that 1t des.erve'> even whclt reply we ha\e given Ito; .,omce
dlone compel'> u., to dfl!.Wer

The Achievements of the Revolution
In iegaid to the actual dc.h1evement'> ot the revolution<,, we
mu-;t content our.,ehe!i with g1vmg the bnetest de-;cnptton and
deda1 mg our belief that m ~pile of all the d1fflcu\t1e..., that have
faced 1t ,md are facmg it, the Soviet Umon ha., already mdde
'>Ubstanttal progre'>'i toward" Sociaho;m
fhe evidence before the court contam .. mformat10n which "
m,unly <,omewhdt out of date NevertheJe,o; an idea Cdn be
obtained of the way m whKh c.ondtt10n' have been improved
under the rule of the workmg-dd'>~
A' the baLkg1ound of Jny LOm1de1at10n to the progre!i' of the
Soviet Umon, tt 11i neLC'\'>ary to take mto al.count the o;1tudt1on m
whKh the Sov1eto; took power They did not mhent a "gomg
LOncein" but Jn ernnom1c !>\'>tern whll.h ./;cl., cldm1ttedly
backwa1d and had '>hO'-"n Jt<, unf1tne.,., a'-> we hdve already 'een
by Lollap<,mg after two or three year' of war The proce.,., of
d1,orgam ... atJon went on for three more year., after the re' olut1on,
untII at la'it the war'-> of mtervent1on had been dealt with
Pnce '>ay., (D )8), p.1ge 186) "The work of bmldmg up a
Commum.,t Commonwedlth ha!. been hmdered from the fir.,t by
the war waged on Ru!i!ila by the forceo; of the EuropeJ.n
The revolutionary war, 1f continued long
bondholder.,
enough, muo;t rco;ult m reducmg ba!itcrn Europe to cl cond1t1on m
which not merely a co-operdttve Commonwealth but c1v1hscd hfe
under any o;y.,tem will bewme 1mpo...,1ble"
By 1920 mdus.tnal produl.t1on had s.unk to about 20 per cent,
and agncultural produ(,llon to about ';Q per cent of that of 1911
The Soviet Umon Year Book, t 910, o;t.ate'i (pdge 67) thclt durmg
the WM (1914-17) 18 n11lhono; were mobihsed and 2~ m1lhom
killed, the whole of mdus.try, o;uch a'i wa'!. left of ll, wa~ turned to
war purpo'ie\, the population of the town.., fell by 10 to 40 per
cent, famme<., and ep1demtc!i earned off large number~. the
national ' 1ealth 1o; C'>t1mated to have tallen from 92 5 to i;9 3
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mtlhard rouble!>, 1 e by 16 per cent Such wa~ the economic
po'>1t1on when m 1920-21 1.itep4' were taken to revive production
.md e\tdbh!>h d Soc1ahlit economy At the Sdme time the quality of
the mdu.,tnal population, at no lime high, had deteriorated
through the mob1h.,at1on of all the be4't dnd mo'>t 1.ik11led worker..
lor the Red Army etc The whole populdt1on wa'> bdckwdrd.ibout 80 per cent 1lhterate Further when recon..,truct1on wa.,
begun, 1t Wd.., undert.lken entirely with the re..,ource.., of the
c.ountry tl\elf Pra<..t1cally no foreign credit..., i.uch cl' were U'>ed on
d huge '>1..dle to revive the i.hdttered e1..onomy 1.>f other countne., of
b1,tern burope after the Wclf, were forthcoming
Tiu.., Wd'> the b.i'l1' on wh11..h the So\1et regime hdd to bmld We
p10po.,c now to 'how very bnefly whdt hcl'i been m..1,.omph.,hed

fhe Soviet«,
I he ~ov1et' have h1'>toncally two a.,pe1,.t.,, which ~hould be
d1.,t1ngm1.ihed They are m the fir!>t place the organ1.i of the
1evolut10n,1ry 1,truggle of the m.i.,.,e., Set up by the worker., and
pc.i~urn•.., m the pe11od of the rNng WdVe of revolution they dre
tht' mean., through which the ma.,!>e., org •.m1.,e them". he., .ind
L'\el l.N~ their powe1 m overthrowing the bomgco1., Go' crnment
Jnd <;tate
~uh.,equently they bernme permanent .i., the 01~.in., of the '-tate
power ot the ma"e" through which the fund1on .. of Legp,Jauon
.md Admm1!.trat1on are performed It 1., with the latter that we .ire
wnLcmed at the moment
P 1777, ··How the S0\1ch Wori..." by H N Bra1l.,ford wntam.,
.m .i1,.c.o11nt wntten m 1927 of the country It Ill b} no mccln., .tn
unc.1 nu.al ac<..ount, but 1t defmttely 'how., how completely
1u.,t1f1ed 1., our ddtm thdt the Soviet "Y~tem even under the
D11,.tdtor-.h1p ot the Proletclndt 1., thf' mo\t democratic 'Y"tem of
Government dnd .idmm1 ..uauon which ha" been )C't e!.ldbh\hed
Jnywhere The clccount begmll, correctly, with the tac.tory "The
pubhc. hfe of Ru\MJ. 11\ ba.,ed on tY 10 umt'\-the factory .md the
v11l.igc In the fac.t01y ground' are locdted mo.,t of the centre~ of
<.ommundl hfe ftom the pubhc hhrary to the techmccll dd~'-e'
WhKh m Welltem lclllds clre more u!lually e'\tclbhllhed out,1de by
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the Municipality. It is as workers of the factory that the citizens of
Russia choose their Government Soviets by their votes." (Page II)
Thus is abolil.hed the territorial basis of so-called democracy
under Capitalism, which by obscuring class cleavages renders it~
votes meaningless. In the factory itself it is made clear, the
workers have a very large measure of control in dealing with
disputes. wages, conditionl>, efficiency of work etc.
"The Works Council... ........ .i!. an influential though not a ruling
power in the productive work of the factory. Over the social
institution of the factory it has full control."
The instituuons are then del>cribed which deal with maternity,
the care of infants and mother~. the education of children and of
young workers, health measure!., phyl>ical culture, adult
education, the young workers' path to the university, the worker!>'
theatre, etc. etc. all managed by the worker~ of the factory
themselves. This i~ the unit on which the structure of Socialism is
based.
He proceeds to de!.cribe the life of a village (page 44). Under
the Soviet regnne with it-. policy of collectivisation (this was
before the days of the Five Year Plan and the policy of the
intensive collectivisation), though the new policy has been only
partially carried through, production of wheat had increased
three-fold. The landlord had gone, and with him the oppression,
both phy!.ical and intellectual, of the old order. The terror of
l>erv1ce in the anny had disappeared:
"The Red Army on the contrary 1s popular. To enter it means
opportunity, promotion and education. It~ term of service
moreover, has been reduced to two years. and its numbers cut
down by two-thirds." (page 49).
He describes a village Soviet, showing again how a genuinely
democratic !.Y!.tem has been established. "The Soviet. .. has two
chief functions. It elects the members (in this case three) who sit
on the more important Soviet of the pari!lh. It also administers the
~oc1al institutions of the village, the school, the club, and the re~t.
But all important matter~ are in practice referred by the Soviet to
the vill..i!..t- meeting, which every elector may attend ... (the
nerson~ u1i,franchised in this village under the Soviet constitution
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number only 9 out of 966 mhab1tants, .. ..). A village which
governs 1t!ielf m this way by a meeting 1s reahsmg the earhest and
.. 1mple')t conception of democracy. A pea!iant who talks with a
foreign v1Mtor about hfe !ie1zed the revolution l!i !iure to !iay at
..omc pomt m the conversation 'Now we are free' That 1!. not the
accepted view outside Ru.,Ma. In the village as m the factory, one
]edrn' to understand 1t." (pages 50 and 51 ).
Th1!i l!i the !.late of thmgs which the Pro!iecut10n describe a') a
ruthle\!-1 d1ctator!ih1p over the pedsantry by the Red Army and the

OGPU
The author pa.,.,e') on to the Soviet !-tY'item m generdl He adm1t!i
thdt d' regard' the foundation of the 'Y!item, the factory dnd the
v1ll.ige, "1t brmg\ the rulers more clo ...ely dn<l 1..on ...tdntly m touch
wnh the people than any other" (page 75)
In 1cgdrd to the higher 'iov1et orgdn!i he I') more cnt1cal He
\late' (page 72) "If they (the execuuve comm1ttee!i) m fact
1em•.un m touc-h with the ma!i' of the people, they owe 1t k'!i to the
•ncnt., of the ')y . . tem tlian to the tact they are them ..elve' elected
member\ and men of the people, and that they helong by a
m.i1or 1ty to the Commum!it Party which ha!i developed the "tudy
of the ma'>\ mmd of the worker!. to a fme drt. The umque and
mtere ... tmg thmg about the'>e executive!. i... not the dub1ouc, and
mdnect method by whKh they have been cho!icn but rather the
fact that men who have spent mo"t of their hw!i a!i manual
workcrc... do contnve by hard study and mce.,,ant apphcauon, to
direct d mthcr comphcated machmery." He concludes h1!i
d<..count "The!ie (pnce!i, mdu!itnah!iatmn, tlhteracy, educatmnal
t.ic1l1t1c!i, i.dllllauon, agnculture) are the problem' of Soviet
poht1c' 'Vath thei.e at lea!it every elector l!i encouraged to concern
h1m.,elf, with the!ie the 1nmense numbers of Ru!ic;;1an c1t1zens who
P"'' every year for the hr!it time through the const.mtly changing
1anJ.. . . of the Soviet!. Me obhged to fam1han!ie them~elves. The
p10ce" nt education 1s mcessant. For m one rec;;pect at lea!it 'these
C'ommum . .l\ are umque among~t the d1ctatorl\ who have figured
m h1'tory Then pa!ision is to educate those whom they rule.''
(page 78)
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The Soviet Legal System
He proceeds to discuss various departments of public life. The
account of the legal system begins: "The Soviets started with the
bold ambition of revolutionising the entire judicial system. They
regarded the existing !>ystem as one of the chief defences of the
propertied class, and they proposed that their own courts aho
should be the organs of the elm~!! struggle........ . It is a
fundamental principle of Soviet justice that all the three judges
must be workers. It has thus reversed the practice of bourgeois
States." (pages 85 and 86). The account concludes ........ much of
the revolutionary impulse has survived. The procedure is more
human, more expeditiou!I, and less costly than of old. There are
fewer appeals. And the old conception of punitive justice has
vanished. The courts try to apply the rule that where the crime is
one which the person i!I not hkely to repeat, public censure may
suffice in place of any penalty. For the habitual offender an
attempt is made to turn the pri~ons which mu!lt resttain and isolate
him, into institutions for hi~ moral re-education. He i~ taught a
trade or works at his own trade, and is credited on release with
what remains of hi!i Trade Umon wage, after his family has been
provided for. In !!Orne pri!IOnl> a self-governing !lystem has been
adopted, and is !laid to work well." (page 87).
The Red Army
The army is briefly de1lt with. The !locial and cultural life of
the soldiers, the equality of !ltatu'i between officers and men, the
political education and di!!CU!-ision, the abolition of physical
punishment for minor offcnce!I, the general education e~pecially
in the technique of agriculture, render the Red Army a unique
inr,titution, which could exi!lt only under a genuinely popular
regime. "The Red Army i~. I believe, one of the undisputable
successes of the revolution. It ha!oi won the affection of the
masses". And it is a clasli army. "To carry annl'l··, as a Military
Manual puts it. "i~ tht> honourable privilege of the workers;
they onJv may l'lerve in it; lhe exploiters pay a tax of
exemrhur ......... ".(page 91).
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The Communal Problem
The 'oluuon of the problem of confhctmg nauondht1e' w1thm
1t.., terntone.., •.., ac..know1edged to be one of the triumph' of the
Ru,'i1an Revolution and the Soviet Rule Thi!> book de'icribe' how
the var1ou' people" have heen org.m1'ed m their 'iepdTate
repwbhc,, with .t.dm1m ...trctt1\e dutonomy. e1tl.ept that the ctnny,
foreign trJde .ind commumcatmn'i, rank d.., common affd1ri; tor
tl.c whole l:-ederat1on, and with t.omplete t.ulturctl .mtonomy
(pJge 91) It 'howi; what the D1ctJtor,h1p of the Prolet.mat mectn'i
101 the bdc.k\\,lTd people' of South Ru,.,1d dnd Central A">ld "The
fu-.t tJ'k 111 Ta1tJry wa' to develop 11' languctge for modem u'e'
Jt.., fcw ...c.holar-. were
to work to tr.m,late text hook-; of dll
kmd-. with J p1efen'n'-e. I ,u,pet.t, for pohllL' The hbrdry
<....tl..ilogue 'howed fifteen title' ot T.t.n..ir book' before the
rL·volution but now <.,how' I ,OOO An otfo. 1.il dJ1ly paper 'iprctng
mto hfc and there Wd.., 'oon .i weekl} for the pe.i,.int,, with fom
m live month Iv pc110d1t..t.I'
1 he h..incrmg-rJm of the new 1de.J' bec1t men.. llc"I} on the
door of harem ..ind mo,que I he' c1l, 'ave m d tew remote vdldge'
hJ-. d1'.tppcJrl'd In -.ome of the mo ...que" women re ... \en !>een
unong the wm,h1ppc1.., In Jll the -.Lhooh the old <..oment1on!> are
dehcd by bo)' .tnd girh who ..11 '1de by '1de m the mo..,t n tur..il
\\dY JI then lc"o"' Before the re\ olution no \\.Omdn would have
hetn the1e to te.it.h, toddy they outnumber men 'tudent' m the
normal 'Lhooh Jnd even m the medical f ..1'..ulty There .t.re actu.t.l
l.d'e' m which a woman ha-. been l.ho,cn ac. p1e..,1dent of a v11l.ige
\OVICt ' (p.tgc 96)
Th, Juthor .. um' up h1' .t.c..t.ount of th1' 'echon with the "",•1 ,..,
J~u~\ld " 'tlntmg her,elf, 'lhe hve" dangerou,Jy anJ "he
hvc" poorly, hut 1t J\ the amb1t1on for d '>plend1d future which
give ... her thl.. cour.ige to endure W1thm cl gener.t.t1on 'he will
hdv<' brought, not the picked few, but the hwdd ma'o;e' of
thc ...e m:glec..ted ba\tem race' \Hthm the cm.le nt c1v1hYtton"
!page' 98 and 99)
Of Georgia .tnd the r.trc\ of the C.t.ut.a'u", which have bten the
'ub1ert mdttcr of "o much ant1-Bol,hev1k prop.iganda he wrne'
(p.ige' I01 .md 102) "Th" contu ...ed comer of the eanh with 1u.i
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high mountdm., dnd deep valley11 mhab1ted not only by Georgian<;,
Armemdn!i and Turko-Tartar.,, but dbo by RU\!iians, German
colomo,to, and \e\<eral le'i!ier native races, wa!> cur!>ed up to It\
reunion under the Soviet, with endle!>s local wdr11 and mtenMI
feuds dnd ma.,.,ac..re' between Georgians and Armemdn\ on the
one hdnd and Chmttan., and Mo'>lem11 on the other It now enJOY"
peace ,md harmony The federal idea enable"i 1t11 httle repubhc., to
reconcile autonomy with peace Theu cultural da1m1, have been
met to the full and the Sov1eto, have actually done more for the
Georgian language and resu.,c1tauon of its neglec..ted hterature
than the former Nattonah<it Government
A<i for the
Armenian.,, where Europe has talked. Ru'ista hao, acted, dnd
provided them with J nation.ii home m which a remnant of theu
per<iecuted raLe thnve\ and pre\ervc<i th dnc1ent culture In Bdku
a\ m Kazan the Turko-Tartar race t'i creatmg tt\ own prom1-.mg
c1v1lti.at1on It 10, a acd1table record"
So much for the "Red Impenahc;m" of the Sov(et Umon The
wntrJ<.,t with the poltcy of the Impenalt1;t power1; need not be
pointed

The Soviet System Democratic
The theory put torward by the Pro\ccut10n of the "Mo.,cow
c..hque' govemmg the whole country ..ub1tranly through the
machmery of the C'ommumi.t Pdlly dnd the Sov1et1; etc. rece1vei.
no -.upport even from 1,0 cnt1cal an ob<;erver d"i Mr Bra1l~ford In
his Lhaptero, on the Commumo,t Pdrty and the D1ctator\h1p (pdgeo,
112 and 129 re.,pect1vely) he o,howo, the 1,truggle which goe\ on
wllhm the Pdrty agdm\t autoc..racy, and hureaucrat1c tendenc1e.,
etc He telh of the dt<.,cu•Non w1thm the Party on all matter!> of
pohcy, and the d1\c1phne wnh which dec1<;1oni. are c..amed out by
the mmonty m oppo<;1t1on to the accepted policy, as well a-. by the
maJonty "In 'ihort, the Party hves, for 1t continue~ tu combme
democracy wnh d1<;c..1plme" (page 128)
He tell'> of the funcllon of "Pravda" (the central organ) a<; the
"watch dog" against Part) abuo,eo,, and of the factory newo,papers
and wor~· ro,' dnd pea.,clnt1.i' c..orre!>pondento,, who mamtam a
contmudl cl .tailed Lnt1c1\m of the admm11otrat10n and 1t!> policy
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He ment1on1, a Jeadmg Party member who 'poke of the Party ~
the "mouthpiece" of the people "The fount.un of power c;eems to
o.,prmg from the factory and the vi11age Nor 1' th1c; d mere
deluMon For while the Pcirty keep!I the vlldl decmon\ m It~ own
di,ciphned handc;, it knowc; very well that it muc;t contnve dt 1t'
pen], to keep the factory and the vdlage loy.tl dnd content On the
admmic;trat1on \1de at lea-.t, th1~ 1c; much more nedrly "Government
of the people by people" than any other 'Y'tem which obtdtn\ m
Europe " (pdge 142)
Cultural Achievement"i
A far more complete p1l.ture than th1' could be drawn even with
the matcndl dt our d1,po,al The dCl.ount given by Pandit Jawah.ir
Lal Nehru, a l.nt1cal ob\erver (P 2492 ot the Lower Court) will be
found to agree 'ub,tdnt1d1ly wtth that here 'ummdmed So alo;,,o
Y.111 that of Mr W J Brown, dn ex-M P Secretary of the Bnt1'h
CIVIi Servant\' Umon ("Three Month' m Ru ...... 1d ') The
Prmt!cuuon have f1led 'ome collation' ot new, paper cuttmg'
(P 442, P 441 and P 444), all from hourge01' paper-.. wh1<.h alc;o
1..onf1rm 1t Thei;e article\ 'ome by Commumc;t, \Ul.h a-. N K
Krup,kaya and A Rakov~ly, 'ome by ouNde ob,e1 verc; 'uch a'
P10fc1111or W T Goode, M1i;, A L Strong Mr W Wellock dnd
L'X M P ctc which appedred m the natlonah't preo;c; m India, are
naturally concerned mamly with l.Ultural dChtcvement,, the work
e"entla11y of the bourge01\ democ1 attc !ltdge of revolution. which
tht• proletman revolution overtook and completed Su<.h dre the
emdn1..1pat10n of women e'pec1ally amongc;t the pea,ant' and the
ha1..kward ndt1ondht1e11 of Central A\1a, and the part1c1pat1on of
women m all form\ of act1v1ty mclwimg admm1,trat1on and
Government, the 'olut10n of the natrondl problem, hedlth and
"iamtat1on, dnd education, e-~pec1ally the campaign for the
'hqmdatton of ilhteracy " We have 'hown the remdrkable
a<.h1evement1, m some of the'e !lpheres A few more factc; on
1mportdnt c1c;pect.., of thic; work may be quoted "Health Work m
\ov1et Rucic;1a" ( 1928) by Anna J Hcimec;, \late\ (page 78) that acid
reo;,,ult of the mea..,ure!!i taken by the People 'c; Comm1i;..,c1n.it for the
Protection ofHedlth, the mfant (ftr\t yec1r) death rate for the whole
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of Ru!>!>Ja fell from 27 per cent m 1913 to 17 m 1923 For Mo~cow
Provmce the figure~ are 27.6 per cent m pre-war day5; that m
1923, 13. 7 per cent. Lenmgrad 23 per cent and J 2. 9 per cent. The
re'>Uh'> of the campaign fm the hqmddt1on of tlhteracy 5hould also
be given "The New Schoob of New Ru~s1a" ( 1928) by Luc)
L W W1bon, ~tates (page 121 )· 'The Comm1~~anat for
Educat10n c1'.tabhshed •.m AIJ Ru.,c;ia Extraordmary Comm1.,.,1on
for the ehmmat1on of Ilhteracy, determmed, 1f po~Mble, to
conquer 1lhter.icy among all the mhab1tant~ of the Soviet
Federation between 18 and 35 ye.ir., of age, by the I Oth
Anmver1'ary November 7, 1927 The !Oth Anmver.,ary ha~ come
and gone, award!\ have been made to teacher~ and to village!> that
have completely aboh.,hed 1lhteracy The Red Army and the Trade
Umoni. .,everally have been .,ucce.,...ful m ltqmdatmg It among
thetr member.,, but rural 1lhteracy and 1lhteracy among the
national mmonUC!\ .,till cx1.,t~ Nevcrthelc!\~ victory 11' m .,1ght and
the battle ha., been gallantly fought··

Economic Progres~
Such briefly are the achievement., ot the Soviet Umon m the
!>oc1al and cultmal '>phere'>. We have notW to come to the
fundamental queM1on of the e ... tabh!>hment ot Socmlt ... m, the
rat.wn d'et1e of Lhe D1ctator.,h1p of the Proletariat The reproach
which c1 tttc'> brought agam'>t the Soviet Umon .ifter the launchmg
of the New Economic Pohcy m 1921 and repeated by the
Pro~ecut1on m th1~ C.t!>e m 1929, rs that the Soviet Umon ha!\
retreated f1om Sociah'>m and 1., g1vmg w.ty to C.tp1tahc;m. Ai, we
have ~aid, th1~ reproach ha' been d1 ... proved by the fact!>,
C1-pecially after the begmnmg of the Five Year Plan m October
1928. But even before th.tt date the ava1l.tble fact<. 1-howed very
cledrly which way development., were proceedmg The Pro!->ecullon hdve no excu-;e for their 1gnordnc.e
A., early as 1925 Trot..,ky wa., able to .,how, m h1~ booklet
''Toward!> Sociah~m or Capttah!>m" (P 757) that the economy of
the Soviet Umon wa~ bccommg !:>0<-1ah.,t. Thi!:> 1.., ... t1l1 more clearly
to be ~een two years late1. "The Econom1c Org:am'iallon of the
Soviet UnJC'n" by Scott Nearing and Jack HarJy d1~cui.ses the
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.,ubject fairly fully and give~ fdcb Thi~ book lay~ down three
for the tr.umt1on to Soc1cihsm (pcige 22 J)
( 1) 'The Stcite power mu't be m the hand!I of the new order and
wielded m the mterest of the workmg-clc1." and agam'it the growth
of the cap1tah~t force~ "
(2) "There mu~t be l.irge ~cale mdu.,tncih'm Soc1ah ... m ccinnot
he accomph,hed m a back ward country It reqmreli techmque m
citcordance with the lci~t word m ~c1ence "
( 1) 'The 'iociah,ed force' of productmn, d!'itrtbut1on and
exchange mu'it contmually expand and tho'>e ot pnvate capital
lo'>c ground m the .-..truggle
A' for the fmt cond1t1on, 1t.., fulfilled About th.it no cnh<.. ha..,
cin) doubt In 1egard to the "'ec.ond, the mdu,tn.1h'i,.ll1on of the
country the followmg percentage figure' ot productmn .1rc given

cond1t1on~

YL ir
AgnLUlture
lndu,11y

192~

24

JQ24 2'i

I Q2'i 26

1926 27

100

108

12X

n4

100

14\

20l

2lO

Thc"'c figure"' "'ho\\- that mdu ... tn.tl prodm.t1on I' ei<.1\\ mg mn<..h
f.t,tl.r than agn<..ulturc The ratio between the two '' a' folio\\'
(lndu~tn.il

\e.ir

to lot.ii produLt1on)

192l 24

1<>24 2'i

192'i 26

1926 27

(per Lent)

(per lent)

(per Lent)

lpt.r llntl

27 0

l'i l

l7

Q

I>/ I:! 12 11

I he rate of growth of mdu'tl y can be wmpared \\ 1th the pre
war rate of growth, which aver.iged 1 87 per u~nt pe1 annum from
1900 to 1911 and 6 45 per cent per .mnum m the penod J908 to
191 ~ The'ie figure"' enc1.ble It to be ~aid thcu mdu,try •~ growing
1.1p1dly and h.t'> already dc.h1eved a \trong po!lltlon The \econd
lond1tton tor the development toward"' Soc1ah"lm •~ fulftlled
In rcgcird to the third cond1t1on laid down. v11 the growth of
'OCldhlied produc.t1on et<.. at the expen\e ot pnv.ite t.dp1tcil. the
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followmg figure" dre given for mdu.,tndl production
Year
StatedndC'oopcrclllH,'H
Pnvdtelk

1921 24
7"'il
24 7

1924 25

1925 26

1926 27

792
20 8

819
18 I

827
17 l

But the.,e figures mdude not only large s<..ale mdu,.try, but !imctll
handicrdft production dl\o If th111 1., ehmmated the figure., are
Year
~late and Cooperative%
Pnvate~

1921 24
94 9
i I

1924 25

1925 26

1926 27

95 9
41

95 9
4 I

95 9
4 I

For wholec;,tle trade the figure., are
YCM
Stdte clDd Cooperatr1.e%
Pmclte%

1921 24
78 2
21 8

1924 25
90 5
95

1925 26
906
94

1926 27
91
9

For retail trade
Year
State and C'ooperat1ve%
Pnvdte~

1921 24
414
"'i8 6

1924 25
i5 7
44 l

1925 26
61 2
l8'8

1926 27
64 c;
l"'i c;

Foreign Trctde, Tran.,port and fmctnce are Std.te monopohell and
1t 1s ..tated that "'oncell.,ton., etc. m the sphere of foreign trdde
amount to lelll\ thdn l per cent of the total turnover
In regard to tJie third cond1t1on therefore, agnculture l!I the only
sphere m which the force\ of ~oc1ahc;m were not makmg progre.,<.
at the expense of pmate c.ap1tdl At that ume the proportion of
agncultural production on State and cooperative fdnn" wa'!t at
a low level and wal\ declmmg 'hghtly (from Jl 9 per cent m
1921-24 to 12 1 per Lent m 1926-27)
Workers' Conditions

That this progres., 1c; not merely forced on by the State m a
bureaucratic manner at the expen'e of the worker<. and without
their cooperation, \\ h1ch would certdmly not constitute progres!I
towards S0<..1ah!im, •., also 'lhown by the facts We have given &<>me
c1tat10n., already on the democraC) which prevail-; m the factory
The workef!I c;hdre m the mcreaMng production of industry I!!
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shown by Messrs Nearing and Hardy (pages 159 onwards). They
state that between October, 1922 and November, 1926 while the
productivity of labour increased 203.9 per cent, wages rose 242.2
per cent. The eight-hour day (seven for night work) is established
by law as the standard. (As is well known the standard day was
reduced to seven hours in November, 1927). Overtime work is
practically not allowed. If allowed it is paid at higher rates. Annual
vacations of at least 2 we~ks with full pay are given, for some
danger<'US or unpleasant occupations four weeks. Equal pay for
the same work for both the sexes is the rule. Maternity is
especially protected. The working mother has two months' leave
before and two months' after delivery, with full pay and a sum of
money on the birth of a child. Special care is also taken of the
children of the working women.
• There are special provisions for young workers, limiting the
age in general to J6 hefore which work must not begin, and
enjoying part-time education for the first years of work. Labour
protection. social insurance, etc., are highly developed and are
managed by the workers' unions.
Messrs Nearing and Hardy give many more such facto; which
are fully confirmed by the earlier and more complete report of the
British Trade Union Congress Delegation to Russia (1924) by
Mr. W. J. Brown. by other volumes in the "Vanguard Series" and
hy many other observers.
In 1927 the claim could therefore undoubtedly be justified, that
in the sphere of industry at least the Soviet Union was progressing
rapidly towards Socialism.

The 14'ive Years' Plan
But later developments have been far more rapid and striking.
"The Five Years' Plan" of economic development. which involved
a rate of industrialisation even greater than that of the previous
years, entirely under State control, and in addition a big
development in the direction of collectivisation and socialisa!ion
of agricultute, was launched in October, 1928. The Plan figures for
the whole period, and results for the first year ( 1928-29) and part
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of the ..,econd, ..trc given m the "Soviet Umon Year Book" for 1910
Thil> 1.., an ottiuJI pubhcat10n de..,1gned pnmanly for the u ...e of
foreign firmi. trd<lmg with the Soviet Union The mformatton J\
therefore dC-cur..ttc
Industriali~ation

On page' 91.md94 it give' J t..tble of mdu ... tnal produc,t1on from
191 ~onward\ Thtli \how' how prodm. . uon fell \teadtly from 1916
durmg the penod of LWll wJr, unt1l 1t re.tched m 1920, the height
of the mtervent1on, 20 4 pe1 Lent of the level of 1911 horn that
time it ro'ie '>tead1ly to 117 4 per <..ent of the 1913 level m the year
1927-28 At the end of that year the Five Yedr Plan began It Wd">
ec,umated that m J928-29 mdu..,tn.tl production would m<..rcJ"ie by
lO 8 per cent to 110 1 per cent of the level of 1911 Actually 1t
exLceded the Plan figure., and ro.,e to 117 2 per cent of 1911 On
th1i. ba"i1i. the rew.ed ei.t1mate tor 1920-10 m'>tead of 151 7 pCI
cent 11, 172 6 per cent of the 1911 levd The Plan a;-ongmall y laid
down ..timed dt mLre..t'>mg mdu"itn.tl production by 1912-11 to
26'5 7 per cent of pre-w.tr production, .it a regular rate of
exp.:ms1on of about 20 per c...ent per annum for the five year"> Even
th1'> tremendoul> rate of mc.rea...e a'> the f1gurel> above quoted .,how
ha., been excet>ded m the f1N year
Two further Item' mdy be .tdded It l"i pomted out (page., 98 and
99) that thl\ mcrca.,e m produ<..llon 1' not takmg pla'-e ..tt the co">t of
c.1p1t.1I On the <..untrary the bal>K '-ap1tal of the country I'
mc,rc..t.,mg ye.ir by year A l.tble "given 'ihowmg deprec1at1on and
new mvec,tment the ldtter far exceedmg the former, and " 'itc..tdy
Arowth from 60,000 million rouble\ J.t the begmnmg of 1925-26 to
74,000 m1lhoni. at the begmmng of 1929-30, and an e\t1mated
value of 85,000 m1lliom at the begmnmg of 1910-31
Heavy lndu~try

The \econd I"> that the heavy mdu..,try-thl"' manufacture of the
medn., of product10n-wh1'-h .., obv1ou..,ly e">"ient1al for a 'ieltcontdmed Soc1dll\t econ0my, 1~ bemg developed very rapidly It J\
"itated 01 pagei. 95 dnd 96
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"The greatest development is planned for the iron and steel
industries, which were most seriously damaged during the period
of civil war........ It is expected to increase the output of pig iron
from 3.3 million tons in 1927-28 to 10 million tons per year by the
end of the five-year period, and the output of open-hearth steel
from 4.2 million to I0.4 million tons. The developments in this
field are undoubtedly among the greatest which have ever taken
place in any country.
"Corresponding activity is planned in the machine-building
industry............... .
"An almost entirely new chemical industry will be created ...... "
The tables of production figures on pages JOO and 101 show that
the facts up to the present bear out the predictions.

Practically all of this increase is of course State-owned industry.
The figures on page 127 confirm those of Messrs. Nearing and
Hardy. and show that the predominance of State-owned indusrty
continue!. to increase. In 1928-29 the production of State and
cooperative mdustry was 89 per cent of the total, small handicraft
9 per cent and private capitalist 2 per cent.
Wages continue to increase and other conditions to improve.
figures are given on page 453 of annual average wages as follows:
Years
1922-23
1923-24
1924-2S
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29

Roublci.
180

355
521
648
726
790

892

According to the figures on page 97, if these are corrected
for the cost of living so as to represent real wages, the figu~ in
1927-28 is J32. 7 per cent of 1913 and that of 1928-29 is 138.6 per
cent. In 1932-33 it is estimated that real wages wilJ be 209 percent
of the pre-war level.
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The conclul.ion to be drawn from these facts h a confirmation
of the previous result that in regard to industry, progress is
undoubtedly towards Socialism.

Agriculture
But under the Five Year Plan the socialisation of agriculture is
also being conducted.
According to the figures in the Soviet Union Year Book 1930
(pages 92 and 93) the total agricultural production, after declining
in 1921-22 to 55 per cent of the 1913 level, rose just above that
level hy 1925-26, and l>ince then has increased steadily but slowly.
The Five Year Plan proposes to carry through two main measures
of improvement:(1) Socialisation, the tram.fer of agriculture from
individualised small licale to State or cooperative large
scale production.
(2) The introduction of modem methods, the inlreascd use of
machinery and fertilisers and the improvement of
management.
The later step!> can be carried out on a significant <,cale only if
fanning is first i.ocialii.ed.
It is stated in regard to the former, that by March, 1930, more
than 40 per cent of all the peasant holdings had been collectiv1sed,
and it is ei.timated that by the end of the five years practically the
whole of the cultivated area will be under State farmerli. (Page 93).
In regard to the second matter it is expected that in the same period
the yield per acre will have increased 35 per cent owing to the
improved methods adopted. The Plan contemplates an increase of
agricultural production by about 10 per cent per annum, resulting
in a crop in 1932-33 of 159 per cent of the pre-war level.
Beginnings are now being made therefore m agriculture also for
the transition to Socialism.
The Soviet Union a Socialist State
The facts here cited entitle us to claim with complete
confidence that the Soviet Union is tranliforming itself
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..ucce\!ifully and qmckly mto a Soc1ah!it State It is the far!it
po.,1uve product of the penod of the collap11e of Cap1tah!im, the
tmt i.,ucce!i.,ful effort to break through mto the new penod which
he., ahead tor mankmd, after 1t hall !!wept tJ.way the pre!ient chcios
of oppre!i'iion, explo1ttJ.t10n and misery
We need offer no apology for dwellmg at 'iome length upon the
Jl.h1evemenh of the Soviet Umon The h111tory of the modem
world apart from the Soviet Umon would be sufficient 11upport for
the Marxian outlook and analyc;1s But .,upplemented by th1._,
c..onuete Ld\e of the !IU(..CC!i'i of the Marx1clll-Lemmc;t poh'-Y
l..drrted through a whole c;tage further than anywhere el'ie, well on
to the high rodd towcird\ Soc..iah'im, our conv1Lt1on of the
L01rel.tne..., of Marxism and Lemm'im d\ .in analyc;1!i of the world
•ttu.iuon m the prec;ent penod, dnd a .. a pohcy for dealmg wnh 1t,
t'iconfumed

The Communi't International and the Soviet Union
One fmther que'itton mu.,t be dealt with m (..Onnect1on with the
l;)ov1et Umon The Pro..ecutmn have repeatedly !itdted their behef
lhJl the Soviet Umon wa., 'at the bottom" of the whole
1evolutionary movement which they are oppo'img They attribute
lhl. foundation and exi!itence of the Commum.,t Intenldttonal
1ti,c)f to the Ruc;c;1an Revolution, wh1<...h, d!i we shall 'ihow, 1c; d
pen·er'iton of the fact., They hcive not hesitated to cJ.C(..U!ie the
c;;ov1et Government of Imper1ah'it1c de ..1gns upon other countnei,
mdudmg Ind1.i, and of "plottmg" to \Ub'it1tute the "Government of
Mr Stalm" for the "Government of His Majesty Kmg George "
The complamant later ..tarted that he "did not charge the
Government of Ru~ma with plottmg to overthrow the Government
ot H1., MaJei.,ty", but "he agreed generally with Mr Langford Jantec;'
'itdtement (open mg c;peech, page 4) that the Government of Ru.,c;1a
.ind the Commum4't Internctt1onaJ have exactly the i;ame obJecttve,
eXdctly the c;ame set plan of action and are dommated by exactly
the 'iame 4'Ct of people " And "m !IO far as the Soviet Government
of Ruc;.,1a 1s a Government by the Commumo;t Party of Ru\Mcl and
therefore bound by the decree\ of the Commtem It 1s pledged to
overthrow the o;overe1gnty of Htc; MaJe!ity "
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The Magi!.trate make!!. an even more straightforward charge
(Committal Order, page 47): "the reason for this insistence (by the
Russian Communist!.) on the necessity for a world revolution is
not far to seek. It 1s mamly a meai.ure of self-preservation."
In th~ face of this the Magistrate then charges us. the accused
with as~uming that the Communist International and the
Government of the U.S.S.R. are the same thing. (Page 50)
We must state that so far as we have put forward any plea of this
sort it was with quite another motive from that which the
Magistrate alleges. We considered that the action of the
Prosecution in charging the Government of the U.S.S.R. with
fomenting revolution in India was a dangerous thing, and intended
to asi.ist in the preparation of war against the Soviet Union. We
therefore tried by taking up this pomt to expose its error and to
force the Prosecution to change their line of propaganda.

So-called "Red Imperialism"
But that i!!. not sufficient. By many ~tatements, such as tho!!.e
quoted, the Pro!.ecution have o;ought to accu!!.e the U.S.S.R. of
"Red lmpenah!.m" and a desire to extend it!. territories by a
conquec;t by "fomenting revolution" over the rest of the earth.
Nobody denies that the policy of the Communist International
is to aM.iM the revolutionary movement in all pans of the world
against Capitalism and Imperialism, and when the revolution is
victorious in other countne~ to bring about a free Federation of
these Soviet Repubhcs which will extend eventually all over the
earth. Nobody deme5. further that the U.S.S.R. and its
achievements m the con\truction of Socialism are a powerful
attractive force for oppre&sed classe& and peoples, showing them
the way to achieve freedom and what freedom means.
But this is not to say that the policy of the U.S.S.R. is to attack
other Governments or to attempt to extend its territories either by
open or by underground means. This is proved by the repeated
declarations of the Jfficial representatives of the Soviet
Govemr,.nt, and by its actions in connection with the countries
which "l'' jer its territorie~.
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We may cite the mterview between Professor Jerome Davi!>, of
Yale Umvers1ty and Mr. A. N. M1koyan, People!!' Commi!l!iar for
Foreign and Domestic Trade, given m "Soviet RusMa and her
Neighbour'" by R. P.Arnot, pages XIV-XX, and the account given
m the same volume on pages 29-30 of the d1plomat1c history of
the que ..uon of the Commumst International and the Soviet
Government. Here It l"i made clear that the Soviet Government m
no way a\M!l1' m the work of the Commumst Internauonal, though
1t cannot for obvious rea!>on!I interfere with that work..
If the Soviet Government were really trymg to promote
rt'volut10n and extend 1b temtone!i, it would be supposed that m
l.t'tt.11n \Ultable ca"e" that Government would have taken lo>tep' by
m1ht.i1y conque"it to extend 1t!i !!.way. and its pohcy would
mev1t.ihly helve led to war with other !itdte\. It would further
n.itur.illy mcrca ...c 1t!. armament\ and nuhtary powe1 to the utmo!.t
m rcadmc"i\ for opportumt1e!i Neither of the!le thmg!i halo> 1t done
Arnot pomt!i out (page!. 36-37)· "The Soviet people have a posmve
and unu ... u.d mtcrc!>t m contmued peace ..... .th1!. mtere"it of the
pe.1lo>antry m peace ha' been expre ....ed lime and agam by the
Soviet Government. I do not mean merely pa!>MOndte dec.l.irauon'
m f,lvour of peace-m which the \latement of every country are
virtuo ... 1-but the practical apphcat1on of these !>ent1ment~ B~ the
end of 1923 the Red Army, which waio. demob1hsed m 1921-22 m
"Pltc of the nsk mvolved, wa!> reduced from over five m1lhon!> to
under \IX lakhio.-Ie .. !> than half the !>tandard th.it wa"i con .. 1dered
nece .....iry by the Czar!. Th1!> actual d1!.armament ha' been
au.. ompamed by defmue proposall'i for d1sannament at e'tery
<..unfe1ence or negotiation of any magnitude smce the end of the
civil war..... ".
The later propo!ials of Mr. L1tvmov on behalf of the Soviet
delegation to the Geneva D1!.arrnament Conterence m 1927 are
well known He there gave a completely worked-out plan for
mte1 nat1ondl diliannament, which would be total and absolute He
ldter \Ubmuted propo.,als for exteni,1ve but partial · real
d1,am1ament. Both proposals were of course rejected. (P. 2491,
6th September, 1928)
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The Soviet Union and the Czarist Colonies
Further if the Soviet Government were really out to appropriate
territory without regard to the wishes of the inhabitants, it would
be supposed that it would have done so at the expense of the
numerous weak and semi-colonial countries on its borders. It~
policy toward~ these States however has been just the reverse. and
a marked contrast to the policy of the Imperialist powers, which
always get these countries under their influence by financial
obligations and entangling treatie!>.
With Afghanistan the Soviet Government entered into
diplomatic relat10ns in 1919. on its declaration of Independence,
and ambassadors were exchanged. In 1926 an equal and reciprocal
treaty was signed between the Governments embodying the
principles of mutual equality and non-aggres!>ion etc. (Arnot.
pages 121-123). Thi!> wa!> a complete break with the policy
pursued by Czardom and still pur!-.ued by Great Britain, to get
Afghanistan under control, if necessary by promoti~ revolutions,
for use as a buffer State one agamst the other.
With Per5ia, which had been divided mto "spheres of influence"
between Britain and Czanst Ru!>sia, the Soviet Government
entered into a treaty in 1920, which ( 1) revoked all treaties etc.
either imposed un Persia by the Czardom or containing provisions
detrimental to Persia; (2) cancelled all the debts of Persia to the
Czari!-.t Government; and (3) laid down the principle of mutual
non-interference. In this way Persia wa!. able to become an
mdependent State. Smee then Bntish Imperialism has done its
best to gain control over Persia, and has succeeded to a
c:onsiderable extent. (Arnot, pages J23- J25)
Similarly in relation to China. winch had been oppressed,
exploited and partitioned by the Czari5t Government in common
w~th the other lmperiah.,t powers, the Soviet Govc:amment gave up
without compensation all the Czamt claims on Chinese territory
and renounced the Rmsian share of the ":Boxer lncemnity."
Moreover by exchanging amba!-.sadors the Soviet Government
recognised the independent and equal !>talus of the Chinese
Republic . IJich no other power would do. (Arnot, page 133)
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The Soviet power, therefore, though it has had plenty of
opportunities to practise Imperialist aggression and conquest, has
rigorously abstained from doing so, even from maintaining the
financial and legal claims which would have given a convenient
pretext for doing these things, in a manner which the Imperialist
powers could not openly have objected to. On the contrary it has
shown not only in words but in deeds its belief in the doctrine of
self-determination and its care for the integrity and independence
of small and backward nationalities.
After this to accuse the Soviet Government of wishing to extend
its domains by armed force or otherwise is ridiculous.

The coming war against the Soviet Union
We have said that we regard it as our duty to defond the Soviet
Union as the socialist fatherland of the working-class against all
attacb and dangers. The Soviet Union has been subjected to a
violent attack in this Court. to which we have tried to make a reply.
But the attack on the Soviet Union extends beyond this Court
room. In our propaganda and discussions we hav~ often
mentioned the danger of war against the Soviet Union by the
Capitalist powers, especially Great Britain. Even while doing its
pan in the ideological preparation of this war, the Prosecut.on
have ridiculed our fears and c..ounter-preparations. The Magistrate
as usual chimes in in unison with the Prosecution: "...... the war of
Imperialists against Ru~sia (which i!-. so confidently anticipated in
all Communist literature that it would be heresy to doubt the
reality of their apprehensions)."
Our apprehensions of a Capitalist war against the Soviet Union
·trc real, and we shall show that they are not only real but
reasonable. But first let it be shown that we are not alone in
entertaining these fears.
The Report of the General Council of the British Trades Union
Congress in 1927 said: "The raid on the premises of Arcos Ltd.
and the subsequent breaking off of diplomatic relations between
Great Britain and Russia tend greatly to disturb the international
situation, and have created considerablt- apprehension in the
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minds of the Russian people as to the dangers of aggression
against the Soviet State." (Report page 80)
And the President in his address referred to the matter: " ......... .
whatever happens, the conquests of the Russian workers must tr
defended and maintained." (Report page 70)
Similarly Diwan Chaman Lal. ex-M.L.A.. said in his
pre&idential address to 1he Cawnpore Session of the A.I.T.U.C.
(November 1927) P. 1381 page 36: "The dangers of war with
Russian are not entirely unreal. They have been voiced on more
occasions than one by the Commander-in-Chief'.
P. 444 contains a reprint of an article from the well-known
Liberal Journal of New York "The New Republic" of \Orne date in
1927 entitled "England's Attempt at Anti-Bolshevik Bloc" and
P. 442 contains a reprint of an article by Mr. Sisley Huddleston, the
Paris correspondent of the London 'Times', and the 'New
Statesman', called "The Riddle of Rul\sia". also of 1927. Both
the&e article& give particular& of the political pre'J>arcltions and
diplomatic manoeuvrel\ then going on among the Western
Capitalist power; in preparatmn for war against the Soviet Union.
Finally. as Diwan Chaman Lal has reminded us, the
Commander-in-Chief of His Majesty's forces in India has several
times recently spoken in a mo&t threatening manner of the coming
war with "a great powl!r to the north." Of cou~e for the benefit of
his hearers in India he has made 1t appear that the offensive would
come from the North. But we need not be deceived by this.
It seems therefore. that we are not the only victims of this
illusion about the war again\t the Soviet Union, over which the
Prosecution and the Magi'\trate are so !>cathing.

Imperialism versus U.S.S.R.
The Imperialist power'\ have three main reasons for their
hostility toward!\ the Soviet Union. Their very natural fear and
dislike of a proletarian Socialist State, which moreover has such a
di&tur~ing e~ect u~n the subject peoples and oppressed classes
of the.1r er~?>tre&; the1r desire to recover the equi valenl of their very
large m\ c~ 1 nents and loans to pre-revolutionary Russia. which the
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Soviet Government has of course repudiated; and their desire,
which increases in strength as the crisis of Capitalism grows more
profound, to exploit the territories and population of the U.S.S.R.
as a market and colony.
P. 48 (Labour International Hand Book 1921) contains an
intere!>ting item of information in this connection (page 69):
(recounting of the 1905 revolution) "The dependence of the Czar
for his revenue upon the Duma made the prospect of a
con.,titutional Government seem a possibility. Whether or not thi!!.
wa!> a mirage is difficult to tell. What actually happened was that
hl.'forc the Duma met in the spring, of I 906. the British Foreign
Offict> approved the floatation on the London Stock Exchange of a
g1ganllc Rus'\ian loan and so enabled the Czar to !-.nap hi!-. fingers
Jl the Duma. This wa!> the first ocl·asion on which the Stock
bchange had handled Czarist bonds ..... .the money thus acquired
wa!> tl'1cJ to rccstablish the shaken autocracy and to crush the
cnn .. 11tutional as well a!-. the revolutionary movement. An era of
reprc~"\10n ~et in. Not at any time during the C:zardnm wa'\ there
such !-lavage and violent terrori!-im ......... "
Thu' the counter-revolutionary activitie!-1 of the Briush
bourgl'Oi!-iic began m Russia as early as I 906.
The sum!ol either lent to the Czari!olt Government or inve!-itea in
Ru1,..,ia by the foreign powers were cons1derable. P. 1176
("lllu!oltrated History of the Russian Revolution") Mates (page 7):
"At thl' end of the nineteenth century it i!-1 e!!.timated that a sum of
600 m1lhon rouble!!. was invested in Rus!-iia from abroad." And on
page 70 a summary is given of the position at the end of the w,u,
wh~n foreign capital controlled three-fourth!-. of the Russian
hanking '\yMem, and had very big holdings in most of
the industries, coal, oil, etc. Most of this foreign capital Wel!!.
French and Belgian. British capital was invested mainly in oil and
coppc1. This is the main reason, it stated, why Rus~ta entered the
war at all.

The Intervention of 1918-21
In connection with the possibility of war on the Soviet Union, it
should never be forgotten that for ~ome years after the
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establishment of the Soviet Government. the Governments ~f
Great Britain. Germany. France. Poland, the U.S.A. and Japan did
wage war against the Soviet Union. both directly and th~ough
subsidised agents. Professor Laski say~ (P. 1782 page 43 ): ....... .
subsidised a series of dubious adventures. prepared for a
consideration to attempt its overthrow" (i.e. that of the Soviet
Government).
R. P. Arnot in "Soviet Russia and her Neighbours" gives some
account of these wars of inlervention. As early a!. May. 1918
Allied promises brought about a revolt of a large number of
Czechoslovak prisoners of war in Russia. In June, 1918. a British
force landed at Munnan!.k "osten:-.ibly to prevent the Murmansk
coast from being used h} the Gennano, and the White Finn!. as a
base for submarine~ But it ~oon hecarne plam that the British
authorities were hostile to the local Soviet!.. Archangel was
presently occupied. the Bol.;heviks expelled. a.id an antiBolshevik Government set up and mamtamed oy Britl',h bayonet!>.
In the forces that held Archangel were American. Siberian. French
and Brifr.h ,0Jd1cr!l. with the latter predominant." (pages 15
and 16)
Next come~ the mterven11on of the American and Japanese
forces in S1bena. "Under the protection of the Siberian Allied
forces (77000 Japanese troop' and 7000 Amencan). the Soviet!-1
were disper~ed, Bobhev1k Government or bodie!\ overthrown and
others ~et up in their place ...... a-. the occupation advanced the~c
anti-Soviet parties were extmgm<;hcd one by one, and in their
place there appeared open part1<;am, of th~ Czardom. The most
notorious was Admiral Koltchak He gathered his force!>
co~posed of monarchi..,t Ru-.~ian,, a stiffening of Allied troops in
which the Briti~h predominated ........... " <page 17). "In the
meantime, throughout the ~pring and ~ummer of 1918, the
Germans had been making !.imilar attdcko; on the territory of
Soviet Rus~ta. They had occupied the Ukrain. and had advanced
beyond Ukrainian territory into rhc territory of Soviet Russia
do~n tr -<trds the Cauca~u!l. At the ~ame time they equipped and
mamt<.ir • J a section of Czarist Rus~ians who were to operate
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against the Russians. This German ophile section of the Czarbt
Russians maintained friendly relations with the Ententophile
!lection which rehed on the support of the Allies, advancing from
the south into the Ca~pian. Thus in the spring and summer of J918
Rus11ia was being ringed round with enemies and there seemed to
be a tacit agreement between the two great world coalition~ then
locked in warfare that Soviet Rus!-iia wa.' a neutral power that
could not be allowed to survive." (page 18) Further on page 20:
"......... The German staffs in Kiev and Min'k prepared three
monarchi!>t armie': ( 1) The North Ru!>!\ian Army, afterward~
transformed mto the army of Yudenit,·h; (2) the South Russian
Army; ( 3 J the AMrakhan Am1y." The Soviet Government of course
remon!ltrah:d agamst this scandalou!\ conduct on the part of
•
power!\ which al th.1t wry tune were professing to be fighting for
'\clf-dt!tcrmmallon." "On< >ctobcr 24. the People!>' Comm1M.ar for
Fort·1gn A ffam !'-Cnt to Prei.ident Wil~on a note in which he took up
tht:' UM.~ of American !>oki1er' and munition~ again!'>l the Sovid
Go\.ernment for rhe prc1.·edmg month!> and made comparil->on of
the intcnent1on with the view!> exprt>,~cd by PrcMdL11t Wibon m
the Fourteen Pomt)\ of Januaf) 18 ....... ". "The note to Prc!>ident
WiJ,on met with no fl'!>pon!-ie." (page!. 22-23)

DI-. 14.12.11
further. "( >n November 7, 19 J8, the 6th Congrei.s of the Sovicti.
made a !>olcmn offer to the Entente poweN to begin peace
negotiation~. No 1eply was received to these communication!' Jn
the nc!l.l 12 month!\ that offer was rl"pcated ten times. but did n..>l
appear on any occasion to have any effect."
But the activitiC!\ of the Entente powers Wl're not confmed to
n1aking open or cuwrt war upon Soviet Rus"ia. Thl"y actually
organised "ploti." and "conspiracies" for the ovt>rthmw of the
Soviet Government. Pncc write:-. in "M~ reminiscences of the
Russian Revolution." (D 585) pagei. J3 I and 332:
"In the last week of August (1918) the 'lzvestia" published the
Lockhart disc:losure". The Extraordinary Commission for the fight
with the Counter-Revolution had obtained evidence of a plot
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agaimt the Repubh(., rn wh1c,h the Bntt'>h agent Lockhart wa<;
m\olved (Tht., ev1denu~ w.i., ..ub.,cqucntly corroborated by the
wttne.,.,e, before the Supreme Revolutionary Tnbundl on
Novembei 28 1918, dt the rnal of Lockhdrt'" accompltce~. al
which the \Htter wa., pre.,ent ) According to th11i ev1dem.e
Lockh,ut h.id 1m 1ted to h1i, room an officer ot the Lettl'>h
Regiment of the Mo.,uJw garmon and paid him a la1ge '\Um of
money to depo1,e the So\ 1et authonty m Mo~c..ow and arre4't the
Counc,rl of the People'> C'omm1.,.,ar., In return for th1\
Lockhart had hmted, v.1thout detm1tely pledging h1m.,elt, that
the Allie\ would rec..ogn"e the mdependence of the Balt1t
State., A few da)., later came the publtcat1on of Rene
Marchand' letter to Pre.,1dent Pmrn.. a1e, which ha., \JnLe been
1-;.,ued a'> a pamphlet In th1., the former LOrre.,pondent of the
Figaro de'>c..nbe., bemg p1e.,ent m the f1r'>t week of Augmt at a
meeting at the .<\mencan Con.,ul..tte m which F-renc..h .md
Bnt1;,h d1plomat11. repre.,entat1vei; al\O took part 'nd m wh1Lh
certain agent<; of the con.,ul.ite of the\e l ountne\ m Mo\<. ow
d1.,cu.,.,cd plam tor blov. mg up the railway bndge'> over the
Volova river .i.n act v.h1t.h v.ould ha\e condemned the whole of
the populat1or ot Petrogrdd to death from \tarvdtron " But
vi.or.,e was to follo\\ Arnot !>late., (page 21)
1t Wd\ onl)
with the <..ommg of lhL A1 m1\t1ce on l'jovember I I thdt the w.ir
on So\.let Ruo;;.,1a began to develop m earne.,t '
It 11, 1mpo.,..,1ble here to follov. the <..0mplH..ated h1.,tory of the
mtervent1on cdmp.i1gn1, of 1919 and I 920 It I'\ .uffiuent to give
one fmal Watton Arnot write' of the 1920 cdmpa1gni;
(page "'i3)"Very exten<;1\c peparat1on1i had hcen m.ide for a ~pnng
offem1ve Th" otten .. n·e begdn m Apnl It wvered ( 1) a Pohc.,hUkratmdn combrndtton (PJl.,ud.,k1 and Pctlur.1) m the We"t dnd
South-Wei,t,
(2) the remdm., of Oemkm., force., under General Wrangel m
the South \Upported b) Alhed war1,h1p., .md equipped with
ammunn 'ln from the Al he.,, .i.nd
<3 ) A J t'ane.,e offem1ve m bai,tern S1ben.i
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On Apnl 4 the Japane\e l\t'l.ted Vlcid1vo\tok and begdn offen\1ve
operdtlOn'I with contmual remforcement~ On Apnl 24, the Poh'lhUkrc1m1ci11 attack Wd'i ldunched on a 250-mile front and reclChed
Kiev, the old capital of Ukr.une on Mdy 8 A telegram
ot wngr.uulauon "on the occ..u\1on of the chief ndt1on.tl holiday
m Poland" wa' 'ent by Kmg George V to Mdr'lhdl P1l'lud'lk1 on
MdV l Alhed comphc1ty wa~ at far<\t demed. but dfterward'
admitted by degree'
on Mdy 11 Mr C'hurch1ll ddm1tted
th.it the Bnll'h .md 1-rench Government' had "helped to
.. trengthen .md equip the Poh'h Army " Fan.lily the d1,covery m
the London dock' of mumt1on\ .ictually m proce'' ot de'lpdtLh to
Polc1nd c1nd the refu'ldl of the dockerc, to hc1ndle them led to the
ll.lhm,,1011 th.it the'e mumtaon' hdd been given free to Poland by
the Brtll'>h Go"cmment d' tar bdc.f... dli Octobe1 "
Thi' c11'1' \11.J' l..OncludPd eventudlly by .m .irm1'lt1ce m
October 19.20, .md m M.trch 1921, J Bnt1..,h-Ru..,..,1dn Tr.tdc
~g1ccm1~nt wal\ '1gned (p.tge' ';8-';9) An mtere,tmg 1tem of
mform.it10n relatmg to th1' pcnod l'I provided by P 48 ( L.ibour
lntcmc1t1onc1l Hand Book), pdge l7 footnote
One of the d1ff 1cult1e" m the rnnclu,1on of the <lgreemcnt \\a'
the Rnu ... h Go\lemmcnt\ m\1'ltence that the Soviet Go\ernmcnt
IA.•'"' m J Pll'lllon to prevent the revolutionary propaganda of the
C'ommum't Intemataonal m But.1111 .md th.tt it mu't do 'o a' a
p1ehmmc1ry to tr.ide In Mc1rc.h 1921 1t wa" d1"overed thdt the
Bnti'h Government hc1d been fo,termg counter-1e\olut1ondl)
propc1gc.1rdd m Ru ...... 1d and th.1t the Bnt1'h Police hdd dctually been
1c'P')n\lble for J forged ed1t1on of 'Prc1vda" (the "'e11tral Of!!.111 ot
the C'omrnum't Pc1rty ot Ru.,.,1.l), which Wd" to be d1'tnbuted m
Ru.....,1cl with d '1ew to cau\mg rt\mg" Jgam\t the Soviet dUthonty"

Collap'e of Intervention
Thi' mten ent1on eventually cea\ed for two mdm real\011'- 'fhe
torc.e, which the Alhe~ and the Central power' were oiiupponmg
.ind 'lub ..1dl'limg were of poor quaht) <lnd morale. cind m spate of
'IUpeno1 equipment etc. (provided by the foreign powen.) they
'- 0 uld
not prevatl penndnently agamst the revolullonMY
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enthusiai.m of the Red Army. Consequently successful
intervention would have meant still greater expenditure and the
despatch of large foreign forces, which the condition of general
exhaustion of economic resources and of the personnel of the
armies at that time prohibited. Further the Labour Movement in
the Allied countries was rev0lting against the intervention. P. 48
states on pages 86 and 87 that the threatened strike of the Triple
Alliance (i.e. the three big umons, the National Umon of
Railwaymen, the Miners' Federation of Great Britain and the
Transport Workers' Federation) and the actual occurrence of a
partial international strike of prote.,t in some countries, were
instrumental in inducing the War Office to withdraw the troops
from Archangel, and later that a direct intervention by Britain and
France in the Poli!.h-Russian War was prevented only by the threat
of a general strike and the formation of Councils of Action.

The Cost of Intervention
When the foreign support was withdrawn the counterrevolutionary armies or what was left of them colJapsed at once.
But for the foreign support the civil war would hardly have la~ted
months. Actualiy the vanous campaigm. laMed from May, 1918 to
early in 1921. [The Japane5.e however did not leave Vladivostok
until November 1922 (Arnot. page 102), and did not evacuate the
northern part of Saghalien Island unttl May, 1925 (page J03)]. The
damage caused by the5.e campaign~ on 22 fronts lasting for well
over two year~. and covering at one time or another almost alJ the
territory of the U.S.S.R. was enormous, and the suffering to the
population and the setback to economic reconstruction of
immense magnitude. The Soviet Union Year Book, 1930, states on
page 68, "The losse'I m indu!.try owing to intervention and
blockade were calculated by the Genoa conference to reach a
general total of 9,212 million pre-war roubles."
The Soviet Government has officially estimated its total losses
due to intervention at£ 5,000 millions (Arnot, page 76). As we
have stall 4J ;:>reviously, the total killed on the Soviet side in these
wars is cs.imated at 13,50,000.
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The comphc1ty of the Alhed Government.., mcludmg the
BntJi;h, 111 not now demed It ha-; been c;tated authontat1vely that
the whole campaign cost the Bnt1'h trea11ury £ 100 malhonc; (See
LabourRe..,earch Department "Labour White Paper" Number4)

Renewed Preparations
It 1' commonly a~'umed that bec,mi;e the mtervent1on ceased
and m 'ome cai;ec, trade agreement-; and even fo1mal "rccogntt1on"
by the lmpenah'it Govcmmentc; were granted to the Soviet
Government the d.mger of further confhct 1\ pai;t This 1s a
wmplcte m1c,concept1on The cauc;ec; of hoi;t1hty are permanent
The circ.umi;tam.e' which cauc,ed the ce,sat10n of the mtervent10n
were temporary and ha\e to a large extent d1,appeared The
e~h.iui;t10n and "war weanne\\" of 1920-21 have gone almo't
rnurel) And the active oppoc,1t1on of the workmg-dac;i; to ant1~m1et pohuc' hac, decre.i,ed with 'uth event!-. ac, the breaking up
of the Anglo-Ru,Man Trade Umon Committee m J926 .ind the
permanent and bitter hoc,t1hty between the re\olut1onary Labour
Mo'vement and the rcformt't' The Bnti'h Labour Movement,
from 8 to 9 m1lhon orgam,ed workerc,, \\!Ith their m1ht.int
l!nthu,1dc,m-Counc1l' of Action, Tnple Alliance, thre.it of the
general ..,tnke etc.. -and Mr Snowden and Mr MacDonald talkmg
of the revolution, ha' 'lumped to .ibout 5 m1lhon membe" while
1t' leaders c,ay "never agam" to the general 'tnke, enter mto
11egot1at10n' \\uh Lord Melchett .ind c..arry on H1i; MaJe,ty\
(1overnment The complete collap'e ot the L.ibour leader,htp of
Great Bntam (the 11ame thmg hac, oc1.urred perhap~ m a le~s
dramatic way m other countne') " an enonnou!> help to
Impenahc;m m 1b ant1-Sov1et a\.l1v1t1ec,
The permanent danger of war between Bnt1\h Impenah..,m and
the Soviet Umon 1~ shown by the h1,tory of the otf1c1al relation' of
the two Government.., -(1) The ulumatum dehvered m May
1921 by Lord Curzon, which very nearly prec1p1tated war It wac,
.ivo1ded only by the extreme moderauon .ind deMre for peace
ot the Soviet Umon, and the difficult Europecln situation
lthe mva,1on of the Ruhr Valley by the French troop'} (Arnot,
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page 92); (2) The breaking off of the treaty negotiations in J924 in
connection primarily with the "Zinovieff Letter" incident (Arnot,
page 78); (3) The raid on the premises of Arcos Ltd. and the
breaking off of diplomatic relations in 1927. These actions are
those of the dominant section. Imperialist finance capital, of the
British bourgeoisie, represented by the Conservative Party. At
other times when conditions are not favourable, another side of
British Capitalist Policy has come to the front, which is concerned
to trade with Soviet Russia. The Labour Party has Ul'lually voiced
the views of that section, but it is not certain that it will continue to
do so. The Labour Party il'I !-.O subservient to Capitalism, that it
may take up either policy, as Capitalism orders it.
We may refer to minor indications of the attitude of Briti!-th
Impenali~m. Such i!-t the campaign conducted in Britain agamst
the so-called anti-religious activitie!-t of the Soviet Government,
which has become very intense in the last few months, and ha!-.
been assi~ted by prominent ~tate!-tmen (generally the continuoul'I
propaganda againl'lt the Sovft Union which i!-. led personally by
the mo!!it prominent statesmen in the country on all !-.Ubjectl'I, 1s
done in a manner and to a extent which would be conl'lidered the
gravest breach of diplomatic propriety if directed again'it any
other Government). We can refer also to such a piece of
provocation as the British Air Force manoeuvres in 1927. which
took the form of a rehearsal of a bombing raid on Leningrad
(P.. 442). Other Imperialist powers behave in the same insultmg
manner. There i!-. continual friction over trade relations. The
Government of the U.S.A. has recently prohibited certain type"' of
export!-. to the Soviet Uuion on the ground that they are potential
war material; the French Government has put an embargo on th1:
entry of Soviet ships into French portl'I. The latest case i~ the
outcry over the ~o-called "dumping" of Russian wheat on the
world market. "Dumping" is a legitimate commercial method
when practised by a capitaliM concern. In any case the ridiculou~
nature of the protest is !-.hown by the Soviet Government's pointing
out that its exports of wheat total 2 per cent of the world exports of
wheat. Many other incidents and circuml'ltances of a more serious
character can be cited to show the existence of a permanent state
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of ho\t1hty between the cap1tah\t powers and the Soviet Umon,
dnd more, the ex1,tence of defimte preparatmn'> and plan' for war
dgam't the Soviet Umon, which may ctt any \Ultable time develop
mto .u. tudl wctr
Incident' of .t deliberately provoc.at1ve chdracter are \Uch a'
the'e the murder of V V Vorovc,k.y (Soviet Amba<;liador at Rome)
at Geneva dunng the Gene\la Conference m 1921 (Arnot, page 27),
the murder of M Vmkoff m War\aw m 1927, the raid on the Soviet
Lagat10n at Pek.mg and the murder of et number of Soviet c1t11en.,
m C'hma m 1927-28, obv10u,Jy with the c.onnl\ancc of the
Impcnah't power,, the \e17urc of the Chmec,e f..a,tem Raah~a)
trom Soviet Lontrol by the Chme<;e bourgem' Go\ernmcnt m
Jlhante with B11tl'lh and AmenLan Imperldhc,m m 1929
The wadc,prca<l plan promoted c.h1dly by Great Bntam of
crn. m...lement of the U S S R by a nng of hea" 1ly armed ho.,t1le
..talc' •.., well known (Arnot, p.ige' l 1'i-118) 'how' how the
horde1 .,tale' refu.,ed to .igrt:c to .i Cio\ 1et propolidl for mutu.tl
d1.,.11 m.m1ent m I Q22-21, and how by Fa'c"t <m1p\ d etat m
Poland .ind Ltthuanra obv1ou.,)y promoted hy the We.,tem poV1.er.,,
the po-.. ... b1ht1c., of .in antr-Ru .. ,1.m bloc J.mong the We-..tcm
hnopcan Lountne., were remfon ed"
He .il.,o .,trc"e' the perm.inent ho..,uhty of the Rumdman
landlord'' GO\crnment wh1Lh •.., 111 IJ1N,e\\1on of a large .,hLc of
Ukr.lm1.m tcmtory Be..,.,arabra to the s.-., 1et Um on He furth1•r gl\ C\
m..,tru1..ll\c tclhlc of the mmc.., m thc..,e bordt'r \tJte' {Arnot p.ige
I i6) ll1c fclc.t.., brought out by him clre th.it the Smu~t C'mon Mm}
Wcl' rcduLed m 19::!1 to 6.10,000 men and t'> at pre.,ent con..,tder..ibl}
le..,., than h.ilf the .. ucnglh of the pre-w.rr C1amt penod. V1.-h1le the \IX
border ..,ldte., VI. Uh .1 tot.i.I popul.iuon of~ 1 rmlhon' (..t\ oppo,cd to the
110 mllhon., of thl' Soviet Umon) hdve ..irm1e., tot.ilhng at the lowe\t
6 42, ~00 and ix1....,1bly, J.ccordmg to equ,111} rch.ible .,t.ilement,.
7,84,100 It " well known thJt thc'c .u-1me... c'pec1.i.ll) tholie of
Pol.ind .md Rumama, .ire m clo-.e relation' with the Bnu,h and
r 1ench J.rm1e,, J.nd high offttcl' ot thc'e We,tem power., tale pdn m
their mJ.noeuvrc., ell. Th.it th1' dlltt-Sov1et Bloc " 'tdl cl.It\ e may be
.,hown by the reL cnt <..et emonldl '1'1t., of Bnt1'h .md F1 ench fleeh lo
cl Rumcl01an lldval port on the Blacl~. Sc.i.
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The c.h1ef ob.,tacle to the .,ucLe..,.,ful e .. tabh.,hment of th1.., bloc..
hcl.., dlw.iy., been the Get mdn bourgeo1..,1e The Bnt1.,h hdve tned to
diav. Ge1mdny mto d "wc.,tem orientation" dgdm\l the Soviet
Umon J.nd \eemed to helve done .. o dt Loc.Jmo "LoLarno wa..,
c.eleb1.ited a\ the ddwn of d new pedLeh1l epoch, but tor Soviet
Ru.....,ia 1t ..,eemed the bmldmg up of J new ho..,llle bloc-d' mdeed
n w.i1, procl,umed to be by one B11t11,h Mm1...,ter" (Arnot. p.ige IJI)
The dlhance formed dt the Locdmo Conference .,oon broke up
bernu ..e of the .mtdgom.,m between the f<rench cmd the Ge1mdn
hourgeo1.,1e, thu., chec.kmg the B11t1.,h plan' tor .i time (p.ige 11 l)
I tfort' were renewed, however, e.,pcually by Lord B1rkenhccid'.,
'1,n to Bet Im m 1928, dftcr whtlh he openly .idnutted th.it heh.id
mged "m p11vdte Lonver,.ition'' th.it Ge1 mdn) 'hould 1om v. llh
Bntam dnd FI .mce ag.un't Soviet Ru .... 1.i (P 249 J J )-1-29)
We mu't Jdd to the'c f Jl.l\ the .ll.t1v1t1e., c'peu.tlly o'- Bnt..,h
Impenah'm m the necl1 E.i1,t the .mcmpt' to get ctfl"l t1\t' LOntwl
on Pe1..,1a the enLour.igement of the "llllle.....,ful rcvolu11on .ig.un.,t
pro-~o' 1ct Amanulldh m ,A fghclm.,tcln .ind the llll fl.cl.,e of
.umamcnt\ c.,pClJcllly of the Jtr forLe, .md tht.• building of ..,11.ttegK
10Jd' ell m h.iq .md the North-We.,t bonllcr PrO\mc.c of lnd1J
(P 12:?.0) Both lrdq .ind N W P J' ha.., often been pomted out, .ire
wuhm ca.,y .11r rJ1dm~ d1.,t.ince of the 1mport.1nt So\ 1et mdu.,ln.tl
c.entre .. B.iku Jnd T1f11, The huge C'<pcndnurc on di nMmcnt' 111
lnd1.i h.i' .tire.id) been lOmmentcd on The t.iLt-. g1\en hy the
<i1mon C'omm1 ...... 1on Report put India m reg.ird to .11m.1ment'
c>.pend1tu1e ,e,enth m the h.,t of v.orld po\\<cr,, dnd .ilmo't on .1
lc,el with "IUC.h m1htJmt n.iuon., d"' JJp.m .md ltdly The need' of
defcnc.c from .iny pov~1blc dttdcil. J(.JO....., the bont1cr drc cle.irly
m-,ufhuent to expldm th11, The redl red...,On\ drc (I) mtcmdllon.11
dcfenLc ag.im.,t 1evolw1on ,md (2) prep.uatum fo1 offen\lvc w.11
It will be .,een thdt from whdtever \Ide the m.1tte1 1., .ipproac.hcd,
It become.., clear thclt evcnh .11c leadmg towdrdc; w.ir by or on
behdlf of the le.idmg Impcn.t11 .. t po\\ er., agJm.,t the Soviet trmon
Thi\ 1\ no b.i...,ele'" dpptehen\lon on our pdrt hut d \enou.., fact
It may be d.,ked. how c,,m 81111 ..h lmpenah.,m pm.,ue the polu.. y
al!Lged here and m d prev1ou., .,ectmn, of prcpanng wclr dg.un\l
both the U S S R dnd the l l S A ..,1multclneouc;Jy? It ..., et fac.t
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thdt both these preparation-; dTe takmg pldce Thdt c.annot be
denied The anr,wcr then I\ that Bntl\h lmpendhr,m ir, impelled m
both the..,e dnectlonr, at the r,ame time by forte\ beyond 1to;
c.omrol It mur,t be prepared for both eventudht1er, for while the
prcpc.tr.1t1on\, m1htdl)' dnd d1plomat1c., .ire dchberdte, the underlying LdU\C\, wh1c.h .inr,c from the nature of Cap1tah..,t power, are
mLc.tpc.tble ot bemg wntrolled by Cap1tdlir,m 1t..,elf, the .ic.tual
outbrcc.tk of w.ir on the other hand, may not be prepared m detail,
c.tnd pet hap' Ldnnot be forer,een The por,..,1b1ht)' ..., to be
1cwgm..,cd thdt the ho,t1Je prcparat1onl\ of the Bnt1r,h and
Arne11Lan and other Jmpcnc.th.,t powc1\ rn.iy .it any ttm<' b<>
.. u..pt>nded out warily c.tnd temporanly and J united front
e'tc.thh,hcd .igam't the US ~ R A ndva] "Dl\c.tlmdrpent' tre.it)
w,luld fot m p.irt ot "u<..h a trc.tn\c.tctmn
DI 4 I ~2
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It ''no doubt \\.tth mtcntmn that the PtO\CLUUon h.ive u ..cd c.tll
n-. unL xc.tmpled pov. er., of m1.,repre,entc.ttton 111 dealmiz v. 1th the
quc,t1on ot the n.1uonal revolution and our .ltlltude IO\\oJtd"
n..tt1<>1l.lll\ln fhe1r propagc.tnda tor oh\ 1ou' pohllLJI rea\on' h.i'
hu:n d11u. tcd to di\ 1de .ind 1'0lc.ttc u.., J.' far J" po..,,1ble from the
1111'11.int 11.illonc.th\t movement On thl other hc.tnd the que\tlon ...,
Olll' wlm h hc.t" nc.ttur.llly LOm. crncd u., LOntmu.tll\' d.., our mo"t
d1tf 1Lult J.nd LOn,tant tadtL.d ptohlt>m .ind \\.C hJ.\C been Jt pc.lm"
f1cquently to \t.ite our \11ewli There "· thercfme the le..,., eXLU\e
for the Pro ... crntmn'.., d1 .. tort1on" We LOn"1der It nec.c.,,J.f\' to gn.e
f mJll~ .md dchmtely our .inal} '" of rhc ... nu ..1110n J.nd the re.i1,on'
whu..h h.1vr dctcrmmed ou1 pohLV, wnh c.t.., prc<.1"'c .i 't.ttcment .i.,
p<M1ble wnhm a \hort '-PdLe of that pohL} m all ll'> more
1mportJ.nt J...,pcu ..

Briti1th Imperialism in India
The rclat1on1,h1p of India to Great Bnt.im, 01 the B11u .. h
f mpuc, "e"enllally an cconom1L one Con..,lllut1onc1I rrl.itton'
mdudmg the 'overe1gnty ot the Kmg are tonm The 1ule ot
B1 lll\h LJ.pltdl over Indr.1 " the re.ihty
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Hl'.ton ·,dly tht' relc1t10n hc1,;; developed through different
'tage,, (..Olre,pondmg to the development of Brttl'.h C'ap1tc1h.,m
Bn 1.,h lctp1tJ.I .icquired mfluencc m India du11ng the period ot the
.,O-(..Jllcd "Mcrcant1lc lmpenc1h,m'', when the prmc1p,d me.in.,
of profit \l\rJ' through the operation ot mcrchJ.nt 1....ip1tal It 1'
notm 1ou., thJ.t J.t th1., period J.nd up to the end of the l 8th century,
by "h11..h time the pohuc.il control of the EJ.'>t Indict Comp.my hJ.d
been e.,tabh.,hed m Ind1.i. the act1' lly of the 811t1.,h WJ.., one of
almo.;,t und1,gui,ed robbe1y (See tor ex.imple L.i1pJ.t RJ.1\
"Unhappy India", Ch.1p 24) Sub,equent to thl'i, roughly dunng
the whole 19th century. the prmctp.tl mcc1n' of explo1t.tllon wc1'
through the oper.it1on of mdu,tnc1l lclptt.i.l, 1e thwugh the ,,1le m
Jnd1J. of Bntt'h manut.1ctur~<l good' .md the u"c h\ B11tl'ih
mJ.nufJ.1..turer' of m.itencth obt,uned Lhe.tpl)' from In<..11.1 4.g.1m
the meJ.,urc' tJ.k.en to "J.frgu.ud the m..i1kct, .,uLh et" thc.ph)"ll..11
dc,tructton of the IndtJn h.md1u.1ft mdu ...tne' \\hll.h LompetcJ
\l\rtth the Bnu.,h, the enforced free tr.ide for B1111'h p;ooJ,, ex1..cp1
the mec1n' of produ(..t1on, CJ.'= • .ire well-kno\\ n l he thml ph.l'l'
roughl) the 20th lCntur ). ., d1 .. 1mgu1.,hcd hy the gum mg
1mport..1.ncc of f-mct111..c-C ap1tc1l B11t1'h lJ.p1lctl 1' Ill\ e'ted m Ind1c1
either m mdu'tl), or m pl.intctlton,, mmc,, etl • 01 ,1, Gm crnmcnt
or othe1 lo.in, . .ind prof It 1' t.ikcn e1thc=r cl' 111du .. t11.tl proltl
,,dane' Lomm1.,._1on.,, ell , 01 J.' mteJC't d1.t\l\rll m.iml} hom thl.'
pe.i,.intr) through l.tXdllon
1

The Exploitation of India
In the pre,ent pcnod the'c three f 011m of C\pl01t..1.t1011 go on
together The ' •.due of thc= C\plottcltton of lnd1c1 lo the 81111,h
bourgeo1<,1e h.i' dlY<.iy' been g1eal D1gbv ("Pro.,pcmu' B1111 n
Jnd1..i," pctge 10) Jttnhutc' the rdpul µ10Mh ot Bnll'h lndu.,try 111
the l.ittc1 hdlf of the I 8th c. entm }' pt mc.1pdlly lo th1' Wl'alth, wh1L h
he \tdteo; m the pcnod from Pla.,,e) lo W.itcrloo (17'i7 to 1814)
amounted to i. I .OOO million' 11m ., not an unorthodox vie"'
Throughout the 19th Lentur) Che drdm went on. ,md todc1y the
rnluc of lhc L'XploitJtJOn ., ob\.Jou,Jy ..ull enormou' The cuncnt
propc1g.mda of lmpen.th\t group' m Bntdm \Ul h .., the "l 'rnted
Empire PJ.rty" very frankly admn' the great 1mportctnce of th.:
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cxplmtauon of lnd1d to the Bnt1~h bourgeo1,1e, and put' 1h tot.i.l
value at J very 'ub,tanllal proportion of the Bnu'h ndllon.i.J
mc..ome (It 'hould be pomted out hov.ever, lo dVOld m1,under'tJndmg, thdt the figure given by Lord Rothcrmere, ndmely 20 per
1..ent ot the total Bnt1'h n.i.tlondl ml.Orne, 1' dbo;urdly high )
Thi' lme of thought and prop.i.gandJ 1' not confined to thc'e
mmorll) .i.nd unoffic1dl, though perh.ip' mfluent1dl group' The
olfo 1al Cono;ervat1ve P.i.rty .it time' exprc"e' the 'Jme 'tt!W We
m.iy 1efer to the no\\ f.i.mou' 'peel.h delivered m J928 m the
Hou\e of Common' by Sir W1lltdm Joyn,on HKh (now Lord
B1cntford) who w..i.' then Home 5euet..i.rv, m v.hu.. h he pi.uni}
,J1J thJt the t.ilk of m1.,..1on.mc' .ind other' that the Bnll.,h v.ere m
lnd1..i. for the good ot the Ind1Jn\ wa' Ldnt · The Bnll'h \\ho hJd
v.un Im.hJ b) the 'word Jnd would keep 11 h) the 'word \'.rCre m
lndtJ tot the benct tt of then ll.tde m p.i.rt1LUl..1.r th.it of L.i.n1...i.,h1re
l he .lltu,11 m.igmtude .i.t the pre.,ent dJ) of the protn n.·1..cn cd
b) the Bnt.-.h humgeo1,1e on a1..wunt of then rnntrol ot India,
.md the um,equenl In'' to lnd1.m c1..onom) 1t I' a matter of
'onlL d1ft11..ulty to dete1mme I .i1p.i.1 R.u ( l nh.i.pp\ lnd1.i. .
p.tg1..' ~41 ~9) quote'' .u mu' e'llm.i.te' of the ..i.nnu.i.I d1clm
\11 '\ J W1J,on
1\11 II \1 H.. n<lm 111
\11 /\ I \\ 11'011
\ir T l\1orNm

l..,,.,.,i

.t. •O nulhon' per mnum

) l)()(l

t. .,m n11lh,1n,
t. ,c; rmlhon'
t. ~ l rm 1hon'

1911
1 Pn,1 \\

11 l

D1gb\ ("Pro,pc1ou' B11tt'h lnd1.1 p.tgc' ~16-220) gt\C"
fig.me' for the p1.?11o<l .i.hout 1900 \\llllh 'hov•• 1dr.i.m of i. ~8-19
1111llmn' per ye..1.1
P10te,,01 K 1 ~h.1h .md I\. l Kh.imb.1u..i. dt''"u" the m.itter tor
the po't v.c1r pe11od v.nh gre,111...ue m then Vve.1lth .i.n<l T.t\Jhle
( Jpcl1..1ty of Ind1c1 But Im the pie-\\ JI pc11od tht.'11 d1'1.. u''ton
'ce1m to "lho\\ th.ll lhe"le t''tlm.ite' .tre t110 lo\\ The~ 't.ite (p.1gcs
2 ~4 2V'i) th.u the tot.i.l dr.un 1..dmlllt he wmputed f1om the
''''blc' ncm' gt\Cll m the t'i...il.i.m.e ot t1c1dc Jnd other hgme' But
lJ\...m,g onlv the H . 1b1e item' tm the t" e ) e.tr l~nod l ll09-10 to
191 ~-14 they red.on .m .mnu.11 <lr,un nf 'i~ C'101c' of \\ht<.h .i.t
k•,l\t 10 uorc' WJ.., d1red, while 'omc 'um from the 1emamder
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dppe.tr., not to have been collec,ted, but went to mcrea.,e Indtdn
mdebtedne.,., The.,e figure., 1..dlculdted on the ba"" of v1'1blc
item.,, agree .. ub-.t,.mt1ally with the e5.t1matc., dbovc quoted for
1906 ,md I 911
But the matter " d1..,cu-. ..ed more fuNy for the year I 921-22
1page-. 21 "- ~6) •.md the) .1ucmpt to take mto account the 111v1..,1ble
Hem' Then re .. ult (page :!'4)" R., 220 c..rorc' for the year One
tmport,mt oh1ectton however ma) be brought ag:.11n't th1' figure
It .. eem-. th.it the c.,t1matc of the Bntl',h (.ctpn •.11 m\ e.,tcd m lndt.i
madi: O\' the autho1., '" too high They gt\e (page 220) i 600
m1llton-. m 1..ompJnte" rcg1'tered out'1dc IndtJ and t. ~" m11l1011"
m wmp.tmc., 1eg1'tcrt•d 111 lndt.t Nov. the f \tcm.tl C' .ip11.1I
C'ommttt~c (Report pJgc 1) "cl)" ..The Return of Jomt ~tod.
\omp.m1c., m B11t1'h India .tl.,o gn e., f1gme' 'hov. mg: the 101.11
L.1p1t.1l of Lompantc' tnl(llpor.1ted cJ,ewherc than 111 lindta hut
work mg: m Indt.i hut .m exammat1011 of the \JI JOU' 1.. omp.i1111....,
ttgunng m the 11 . . 1 .. hov." th ..u m m.tm (..t\l'' e.,pl'L 1.111\. 1110 . .e of
b.ink' m.,ur..tn1..L .md 11..t\ 1g1tt1on <.omp.imc., It \\<mid hl· unf,111 to
rcLkon more th.m J 'mall perLt.~ntag:e ot the v. orkmg: L.1p1t.1I .i..,
JLluJlh emplnHd 111 lnchc.1 IThe L.tpn.11 m the th1cc d.t.,.,l'' ol
1..omp.t111c-. n..tmcd .1mounh m the ) 1.·,1r 4uotcd b, ~h.1h Jlld
KhJmh ..ltla to 'omc l 19.:; m1lhon .. ) Mr M C B ()d)l'l the l..itt
Seullc.tl) of the BomlM\ Chamber of Cn111me1u~ d1't.ll.,,l..,
( St..ttc.,man d.itt d 29 I 19 ~0) tht• Bn11 .. h ( Jp1t,tl m Jomt )101. ~
Comp.mtc., reg1.,ll 1t.d J.hio.td hut opcrdlmg 111 lnd1,1 .md Llll.,
do\\ n the pubh.,hed f 1gurco., f J.r more drJ\lKJll~ than thr f xtcrn.tl
Cap1tdl ( omm1ttet
He <.one.Jude-. lh.11 fhJ'> l.lp1t.1l ,, ell cl u>n,Cf\c.ltl\C l' .. llJnJll
£ 100 m1lhon.,, b11t he IJ.h r g1H'" figure., "hKh enJble u. . to
ct"''ume that the totdl mdudmg p1 I\ dtc (.JpltJl 1., .1t lc.t.,t t 100
mtlhon ... and prob.1bly c.1 good de.ii mmc He further 1!1VC" Jt lc.1-.1
i. 7i m1lhon., .. ., Bntt ... h (' d{Hldl m Jomt ~to\..k Comp.um"
"'~~\'-.\.~...~~ \'\\\'\\~\~
Jf £. 200 mJfhonc. .tnd £ 75 m1Jhon-. ,11\0
them tor tho.,c of \hdh dnd Khdmbctttd u'mg the .,,u111.
e-.t1mJtc., toi th • r 1
e <1 C'i of mtere'r and profl(r, we• get m.,tcdd of
Rc; 220 Lrore.,, R' I 6 I c.rore ..

If we tcJkt. rht.'>c r1gurt•..,

'ub<rnutc
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The further objec.uon m.iy be made th.tt 1921-22 wa\ an
cxc.epuonal yc.ir ID regard to pnc.e levet... etc .md thdt c.,t1m.ite!!.
b.i,cd on the figure., ot that time are not typu..al We hctve taken
l..tp1t.il 1Dve ...tmcnt figure.., from M1 'iayer for a letter ye.ir 1 he
only other rclev.inc figure .iffec..ted 1c,, the volume of trctde. which
dctcrmme' the ncm!!. of tran.,port profit., .md hctnk.1Dg
wnm11'"1on., fhc St,\U.,tll..il Ab.,tr.il.t, 1910, 'how., howc,er thctt
th• volume of tr.idc m 1921-22 w.i., m no w.iy exl.epllon.il The
tot,11 'c.ibornc tr.idc m 1921-22, mdmhng t1cac,,ure wa.. R., ol\82
l.IOIC' fh.it ID 1927-28 \\d., R., 610 tro1e., bcn .it the lower
p1 KC' the\ Jluc h.id mLtC.i.,cd Thc.,c item' of the dr JID, thcrdo1L
~ 111 h.ivc 111l.1e.i.,cd r.ithcr th.in dcl.1e.N::d The othe1 llem., tHome
lhd1gc' cl\. ) 1cm.im .ipp10x11n.itdy c.ono;t.int
We l.dn the1cfore, t.ikc the re\ ''cd hgurc of R' 161 uore' 1 c
f. 120 m1lhon' d., .i 'ound m1111111um figure It mu...t he
1cml'lllht•rcd thJl ~h.ih .md Kh.tmh.ut.i h.i\c mtcnt1ondlh unde1L... 11ni.ttt•d .111 then hgmc' tor r Jtc' ot p1oht' mterc't" .,J\ mg.'
l'll. v.lulc WL h.i\e tJken hgu1c' ot Bnu'h l..tplt.il m,e,tment Jt
v. h.it .ippCJ1' to bL J1 ... lllll.th J l.Oll ...Cr\ Jtl\ e It. H. I
Biot k. WJ\ .11,0 'ccm' to ,,..,..,umc .1 d1.im ol the ....uuc mdcr I hc
h,J1.in Ct1'1' JMgc 41
1J onv..i1d' gl\c., the follov.1Dg
IH!lllc' httc1c'>l on l.JpllJI 1mc,tcd i Vi nulhon-. totJ.l tr J.dc
l l 1l0 11nll1on-. v.h11..h .it till 1.1h.~' 11 u.ilt) J"umcd. lO pc1 unt
t1,1Je pwtn-. .iml 10 per u~nt llJ.n.,plH. protu-. ,g"e' t ~O 1111llron-.
<1d1111111-.t1Jt1\c pwtn-. ctl. • L ~28 nulhon' In .idd1t1on he -.tJ.h.'"
th.it the High Com1m.,,1onc1 ., .innu.il e\pcnd1tme m GreJt B11t.i1D
.., i 24 m11l1011-., .1 J,ugc p.irt l>f '' h1l.h '' J lo-., to lnd1.i not ll)\Ctcd
h) the p1c\ mu-. 111:m' It v. l' \.tke on\) h..ilt th'"' ld't hgurc \hl' \llt.ll
1-. f. I JO m1lhon'- per Jnnum •.md thh
"PUC ot the fJl.t th.it h1'
c'tm1.1tc ot tht• \Cl) m1port.int ncm. mtcrc-.t on l.Jp1tal m\c,k·d ,.,
.idm11tedly lo"
1 he ordt•r of mJgnrtudc ot tht•,c trgurl'' '' rnnfumed b} the
Cdku\,\\\'-"' mo\de {mm ~U\\e d\\\e\en\. ~\.\
~'-\.~\~\"'<t: \'-) U\"\\"\\ ~ ''..~ '\\'\\~\\~\-...\\\.' '"\\a.~~\ \~ \ \\\oe \~\;n

\o\\owmi

\OU%\\

Bnu-.h o\e1 ...e.t\ mvc,tmcnt., m 191..i Yiere 75 to 100 m1lh.u'd
fl.tnc-., 1 e • £ ~ to 4 thou.,.ind m1llton-. 11m 1' "'onhnned b)
Srr George Pa1..,h who gd\e £ ~500 mrlhon.., m 19IO (Sh.ih dlld
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Khambatta, p.ige 217) It " well-known th.it the Well reduc.ed
Bnt1..,h over..,e.t.., 1me... tment.., ..,ub ... t,mt1J.lly while mvei,tmcnt "'""e
the V\.Jr hai, been hampered by B11tam\ growmg pa<;..,1ve trclde
balance Hence we m.iy ai,i,umc £ 4000 nulhoni, .ii, .i rough figure
for the pre ..ent day Accordmg to the report of the Liberal
lndu,tnJ.I Inqmry (p.ige 29) the totJ.I .innu.il mwmc to Bnt.im on
.it..c.ount of 1m 1'1blc item' (mterc't 'ih1ppmg. 'iCI vKe..,) w,1.., .ibout
£. 4 50 mtlhom for the penod 1924-27 mmg to i 488 mrllron.., for
the ye.ir 1927 No\11. the tot.ii Bntr'h mve .. tment' m Ind1c1 arc about
£ 700 mrlhon' aLrnrdmg to Mr 'i.iycr who howe\ er 'ecm..,
an>..rou.., to mm1m1.,e It The figure t. IOOO m1 llmm hc1' been given,
n.imely to the Ci1mon Comm1"'1on ('iice .il'o P 290 R P Dutt
Modem Ind1.i Page 62) l..lkmg £. 700 mrlhon' howe\er th.ll"
17 i per cent of the e..,trmated tot.ii o\lro..eJ.' m,e.,tment.., If we
d'"umc the tn\Nblc mwmc ot Bntam fwm Indr.i to he onb' 17 i
pe1 c.ent ot the tot.ii 1l 1.., J.bout f. 80 mrllron' for I 9'1.7 l 8i
nulhon' But Ind1c1 1.., not Jn ordm.iry torc1gn LOtlllll\ It " a
colon\ 1hc Bntr.,h trdde w1~ lnd1.i ,.., \CT\ J.uge Fmm hoth
..,h1ppmg .ind 'e1 \ILC'i therefore the mt..mm.. \\ 111 be LOn'ldc1.thl)
lugher th •.m the proponion ot c.ap1lal alone would ..,how If to th"
mLrea1.oed total \\C c1dd the\ 1'i1blc item of tra.dc p1oht.., etc. \\C gl't
d 'um m good Jgreement \\lllh thdt dlfl.idv c.alc.ul,ue<l
The c.ondu'1on "thc.n thc1t the tot.ii u 1butc or J1am from India
to Bntdm Lan be 'iclfcly put at f. 120 million' pc1 annum
Tht\ t'i .1 figure \e1y muLh grcdlc1 than thc. prt..-\\.11 e'it1matc,, or
th,m the ,,..,1hle trade balJ.nc..e C\en c11lo\\ mg addition for public..
debt\ and .i prohdhlc. '>Um tor pmJtc m,e.,tmcnt.., It appt.u.., thJt
the d1ffcrcnt..e, whK h " to be found 111,unl\ m thc. mtc1e't and
prnfll on foreign Lap1t.il mvc,ted ,111..,l'' hom the 'Y'tcmJtlL
d1tferenc..e between the pnt..ci, of raw m.ltcn.th ,md parll.lll)
m,mufJLturcd good' J\ handled m lndr.i tor export Jnd cl\ 'old
.ibrodd for con.,umpt1on, c1nd pe1hap' ,11.,0 VILC vcr'" m the
import of m.tnufJLturcd goocfc. mto lmJ1d (')t.c tht• 1cmJ.rk' of
~h.th and Khdmh.llt.i, p.1gc., 20<i 207 J It J\ the ·..,upe1-profJt
\\h1ch nalurall)' JTJ"IC.., from thc. cxplo1t,1t1on of a hJ.Lk.WJld
dgrdr1.1n country b) .m dd\clnLcd mdu\l11c1I Jnd lJ.p1tc1I
exponmg c.ountry
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It Iii c.crtdm too that th1'i expl01tat1on ha1i been a!!.lil'ited m a way
that would not cippear clearly m the f 1gure,, by the l.On'itclnt
Lhanpe1i m the exc.hange ratio of the rupee
Thi' Iii the \Um reckoned cl'i proht'i for the Bnlt'ih bourge011i1e
It 1' cl'i well to notice here what tt mean' from the pomt of view of
Ind1d To a country with a population ot '.\'; crore,, an dnnual lo''
of R'i 160 c.rorc1i mJy not deem d1\a,trou' But m the fmt plac.e
tlH'i 1, not the told) lo" We ctre not con..,1dt"rmg the Jo..,.., to Indian
cwnomy due to the Impenah1it pohc.v of d1'wurdgmg n...
mdu..,t11al development etL That " 1mmea... urcihle We Jrc
wn..,1dermg onlv med\UrJble lo'' We c.cln J"umc a" ..,hah and
Kh,unbJttJ do (PJ!!:C 2'.\7) that the \\hole ... um mu"'t be deducted
hom the Indian Jnnudl mwmc But the burden ~f Bnt1..,h
L\ploitJtmn .md Ol.l upallon upon Indian el.onomy '' greater than
tlw. fhe'e Juthoi' t,1ke the e\pend1tmc of the Gmernment, other
th,m Home LhJrgc"' .1 ... prrn..lull1\ e or at k...t-.t ncc.c ...... dl"\ 1f
cxt1.nJg,mt We l...tnnot ,1grec fhe huge expenditure for example
on the mc,m"' of 1epre..,1,1nn .md the matnh!nclnc.e of the State
111..tLhme ( 106 c.rorc' 111 1929- ~O .iuordmg to the Simon
Comm1 ... -.1on) c.Jn 111110 "'cn"'c he LOl1"'1dc1cd nec.e..,..,cll"\ or u'dul to
Intl1.l l'"'PeL1Jll\- .. , J l.lrge pdrt of II '"' 'pent on .l non-lnd1.m
Jllr-.onnel
licwndl). II mu"'t he IL'mcmhcrL'd th.u India '"' not cl notmcll
rnuntr' Though tt1, popul.1t1011 1.., "'ome -.e\en time" cl" gre.lt, It"
.umu.ll mc.omc " le" than h.tlf th.lt of Greclt B11t.un 'ih.ih .ind
Kh.unbdtt,1 (page 200) g1\c J t.thk 'h<m mg the gto"'' mwmc of
ln<hd from wh1d1 the \.tnou' lh.1rge ... hJH' to h~ deduc.tC'd to g1\e
the llll.Ol11C J\dllclblc tor en1ovmcnt Im the period 191.+ 21 1t
.t\cr.t~,tl'd R' I 862 c.rme' for 1921-22 1l \\J' 2 '.\~ c.ro1e"' SmLe
1921 22 pwduc.tmn h.1-. not lllLll'•N:d mJrkedl\ Jnd pncc.., h.l\e
t.11len 1oughly flom clll mdc\ lc\el ot nh 2~2 m 19'.!l-22 to
202-201 m 1927-28 (Stcitl'-t1c..1l Ah..,tr,1c.t 19~0 pJ.gt! 646)
ln<.nme exptc\,ed 111 monev ''now le'" thdn 1hat of JQ21-22
< 011'1dered ,,, .i proportion ot the tot.it 1m omc-, the B11tt'h
C\plo1tdlton ''cl ...ub,t.inttdl tcduLUOn • "C\mc 7 01 8 pe1 \.Cl\l But
the totcil mcome of lnd1.i 1' -.o clJlpdlhngly low th.it .my reductaon
'"' J.n almo't unbeclr,1ble hurden
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Imperialist policy
The poltty of Bntlo;h Impenah\m tow.ard' India 1' determined
hy n' mten!'t m mamtammg 1h explo1t.ltion The m.un
wn\ldc1.at1on... of Impen.ih't polu. y obv1ou,ly mu't bt! (I) to
p1c,ene 1t' poht1t..il a'cendency, wh1(.;h protect' It\ mvc,ted
tJpll.tl \JIJne' etc .•md ,1"1'h 111 the prc,e1vJt1on of 11' mJrket
.md monopol} of rJw matenJI,, (1) to , ...tegu..trd the Ind1..tn
mJrlct f1om mtcmal compeutmn Thi' 1mohed m the c.idy dJy'
J\ \\a\ 't.ated plc!\ mml}. mc..t,ure' JgJm\t lnd1.m h,md1t.r.af t
mdu,t11e' Jnd l.ite1 me.i,me' to pre\ ent the g10\\ th of lnd1Jn l.uge
\CJle mdu,tne11

The lndu,triali4'ation of India
OH~I

th1' l.ath!I quc,t10n d celt.im Jmount of t.ontrmcl'v hJ'
tJlcn plJt.e It " Jdmltlcd •.md Jgrccd thJt up to the "'Jr lime
Bnt1'h pohc) ,...., ho,tile to the mdu,tn..th,.atmn of lnd1J P 290
R P.tlme Dutt "Modem lnd1J'' p.agc' 46-47, quote' ~11 VJkntnw
C'hnol .md the "Mm JI .ind }1JtenJ1 Prog1c" Report" 101 1921
wh1th 'ho\\' thJt the Br1t1,r1 Gmernmenl \\ot.'IC Lon".1ou'I) .md
,1d1\el) ho,llle to the ~10\\ th of m<lmtry 111 lnd1.t Mr A C'i Clm\
I C c:; ( The ~tJtc .m<l ln<lu'tr y", ChJptcr I) rcl.uc' 'thJt thL
poht) of the Gm crnmcnt of Ind1J tr J<.hllon.all} \JY.l' um· ol
·,leptKl\m" J' to the hcndn' ot mc.iu,t1v But ,1ftc1 rhc ueJl1<111
of the Dep..trtmcnt of Commcrte .md lndu'tr) m lhc GoH'I nmull
of lnd1.i m 190'5. 'ome little Jd\dlll.e Wd' mJ<lc, C'>pct.1..tll) 111
M.1d1.t' .tnd l1 P But m 1910 Lord Morley, then ~cuct.tr) ot ~IJIL'
f01 lnd1J gJ\ c OJ <lL'r' thJt thc'c dfort' 'hould t.eJ'c "Tht''t.
ordc" 1c,ultcd 111 the Jbuht1on of the Dcp.trtmcnt of Indu,111e' J'
J "~PJtdtc dcpJllmcnl m MJdr.t' The tJnnmg l.aL.trny hJd hcu•
tr.m,fc1rcd to p11\Jtc ownc1\h1p before they were rcl.c1vcd, J11d .1
wed\ mg fdLtoi y v. '" do,cd .aftc1 their '"lh! In the llrntl d
Pro\ mt.e' they rc,ultcd m thl' do,mg of the t.otton .,ccd 011
fdt.tory .and there \\.t\ for .i 11me .t d1,11m.t '-hc·c..k on oft1uJI
dttl\ uy m '1m1ld1 duetrmn' cl'c"' here ' Clow g1\eo, (p.tge h I ,1
\t11kmg pKturc of the wri,cquent mdu,rn.tl h.ad. ".inlne'' of
lndld .., 1cve.iled h) the v. Jr · ·1 he lt>llU dl.lton of lOmmerte 111 thc
We1it 'crved to bnng home m J .. u1t..mg mdnner the extent of
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Ind1d'' cconom1t dependence on burope So far cl' matcnal'I were
rnm..erned. her h\l of def1c1enc1c\, cl\ the lndu,tn.11 Comm1.,..1on
pointed out, Wcl\ 'urpn,mg blectnccil plant .md eqmpment.
c ... .,enttc1l acce.,..one\ of the textile and mmmg trdde,, dll kmd' of
m.i<..hme.,, tool.,, hmler.,, dnd \teclm, ml and gc1' cngme' were dll
11np01ll'd There Wd\ not d mathme to make n.111, or 'uew,, c1nd
even .tgnwltmal implement' were m.unly 1mponed Nor w.i'
de 1•..-ndcnle tonfmed to mdtenctl.,, hut d rnn ...tJnt \Upply of
We.,tem e11pc1t' Wd\ c.,,entlcll .md .i number of opportumlle' were
lo.,t when thev Y.-c1e not forthtommg Agclm 111 re ..pelt ot lJp1tal.
Jnd1cl depended lc1rgely on out.,1de .i"1't.ince .ind 1t \\cl'- not unttl
,1fter the end of the \\ell when the opportumt1c., \\ere ~1.,clppeclnng
.111d the 11,k, \\Ctl' multrpl) mg th,1t lnd1cln l.tpltcll ctppcc1red to be
11,.,tn!! lh l.ll'-lOnlcllY 'h) nt~" "
Dm Ill,!?: the wc11 hoY.-evcr clnd the f1N t~Y. ) c.tr., .tfter
lnn.,llk•r,1hk prngH~" \\otl'- m.ide m the c\t,1bh..,hment of l.irge
°'l 1k 111Ju..,t11c., It 1' c1greed thJt Jmong the ldll'c' ot th1'
d.. ' dupmult Jre I I) the .,hort,1ge .md lOn.,equent high puce' of
m mul.il.lmt.d l!noJ.., horn BntJrn Ctl. Y.h1ch f,l\oureJ lnd1.m
prndu<. twn t 2) the Je..,1re of the Gm t rnment to t''-tJhh• h 'ome
mdu..,t11t'' t .,peu.ill\ thn"~ \\ ntd1 \\CIC m."lC.,..JT\ tor the purplN.''
of thl JI mh..' operJtmg rn the Ne.u J--J.,l -m\ mg to the l'\PCll'-C
.111d d.111~~1 of ttJn'-port ft om B11t.11n Clo\.\ .,,,,' on pc1ge ~
hn.tll\, the l.Ontmu.tnll' of rhc \\Jr prc.,eritcd lnd1.m m.mu1.lltun.:i.. \\tth .m upportumt\ ot .1 krnd unkno\\n before On the
nm· h,md thc1e w.i., J big dcm.md tm m.inufJl.lurcd good'-.
l'nh,mu•d hy the t'\<.cption.11 requrremt•nt" ul GO\crnment <>n thl'
othl't h.md the 1e\trllt10n of rmport., g.t\I! pmduler"' m rn,m,
d11c1..t1011., ,, degree of proll'<.Uon horn lure1gn lOlllpelllor.. \U\.h
"' only Jn l'\tlt•rnely high tc1nff l.OUld .tftmd rn norm.11 time.,
Aftt•1 the tn ..t depre.,..10n h..td p..t"'-l!d t1,1dc- l'ntercd on ..t pem'ld of
muc,1\m~ pro,pcnty. Je,e\opmcnt •.md e\.p.in,1on hcc.ime
11ener ,11 •
Both lht>'-C fJllor,, e1,pc1..1Jll) the fo1me1. "111 tend robe of .i
lempm.11} d1ar.ictC'1 Another fdctot hJ'- been 'uppu.,l"d to hJ\~
hccn m uper.iuon, n.uncly .t gcne1.ll 1..h.mg:e ot pohl. \ on the pan
nt Br~t1"h Impe11.ih"im tow.mh the mdu.,tn.ih~.itmn ot lnd1a. due
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to (I) a de .. 1re to mclk.e u'e of the .idvant.ige' which Indict offer~ to
the mdu,tnal c.ap1t.ih!lt' (namely cheap raw m.itenal,, low w.ige\,
few leg.ii re,tm.l1on' on the cxpl01tJ.llon of l.ibour. J.nd a l.ir~c
mark.et, ctn,mg from the nece,\ttle!i ot Bntt'h (' ctp1tah .. m, and m
gcnerctl accord \\Ith the movement of c<191tal m the penod of
Impenclh\m ) (2) po"1bly .i de,ne lo conl.1hate the Indian
bourgeo1,1e who had long been demJndmg f.il.1huc .. fo1 mdu,tn.il
e>..panMon
In favour ot th1' view clre cited 'Orne! t.il.l' (I) the lndu,lnal
Comm1,,1on of 1918. which 1ep01ted m f,ivour of
mdu,tnah,.iuon with Government a"l'•t•.mcc .ind the J 1.,1..il
Comm1.,,1on of 1922 wh1'-h ..t1'o rel.ommended mdu,tn..th,..tl10n
and \anou" me..t,ure" \\htlh fa\loured 1t 'uc..h ... , proll'l.llon,
aboht1on ot c.ounter-e,c.1.,e dut1e., ..tnd the cnc..ouragemi:nl of
foreign 1.J.p1t.tl mve,tment" (P 290 page' "i1-54) (2) the 'tL1kmg
mcrect'e m the e>..port' of Bnt1.,h c...tplt.tl lo lnd1..t m the po,t-\\ ..tt
)Car' 1the figure., .ire 1919. t I .i. milhon.,
1920, £, 1 5
..
1921, t 29 "i
1922, t 16 I
192~. £ 25 ~
The polluc..al rc,ult., of 'uc.h ..tn Cl.011011111. pohc.. \ "ould he .i
p..trt1..tl '.it1.,IJ.c...t10n of the di:m.imh of the lnd1.in hm11gcm.,1e .ind
.i ten<lenc)' h>\\..tr<l., the ctlh.inc..c of th1' d.i" \\<llh Bnt1.,h
Impenah'm
The Worker' .ind Pc..t.,J.nt'' PJ.rty gcnc..•r.ill) look th1' '1ew The
"(' J.IJ lo Ad10n'' (P "i21), \.\hKh \\..t' pubh,hl•d m Ma11.h 1928
'dY' Thi' poht11.dl ncc...e,,uy L.ombme<l "uh 1.•conom1L. d1.'\l'lopment., d1<.t.ite" the tunddmcnt.il lme of lmpcn.ih.,t poht11..1l poh'-)
wHhm Indtd - the exten,1on of thl.! dlhanl.e with the Indian uppc...1
cJ.t.,.,e, (teud.tl rnlt!f'o, 1.im.llord,, etc ) to the bomgco1.,1c ... , .1
whole ··And Jg.tin "The p..trt1al ,,ll1,f c1ct1on of n.. need., (1 r tho'e
of the bourgeo1,1e) .ind the new pohL.y of .ilh.incc wnh Indian
c...ctpllcih.,m which Impen.ih.,m h.i' adopted
" 1 houJ!;h 1t 1'
admitted th.it ())the ..late of mdu.,try 1' nne ot 't.igndl1on (2) the
pohcy of Impendh'm m the 11nmed1dtcly prc<...edmg penod ha'
tended to dnvc the lnd1Jn hourgeo1,1r to the left
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The Pohllc.il Re,oluuon (P i6) ctdopted thctt the All-Indld
Worker,· ctnd Pectlianh' P.irty Conference (December 1928) 'aY'
The \hortagc ot ctn exportctble 'urplu.., of Bnt1'h cctpn.d
tendli to dep11ve the Bnu ... h mtere't' of .m important weapon u'cd
m m.imtammg their economic le.ider,h1p Im.. re.i~mg rel.our<.e
mu,t, therefore, be h.id to the pohucal weapon, and the Bnt1'h
pohtJl.jl d1ctatcmh1p hct' been u~cd to forl.e through the rupee
1Jt111, the All Bntt'h C'omm1',1on on Con,t1tutt0nJI Reform,
"
eh..
But the d1fhcult1e' of B11t1'h Impcn.ih.,m .tl'o dctcrmmt> that
tt., 1und.uncntJI cumomll. Jnd poltttc.il ltne of poht) .,h.ill be
mJmtJmcd It,., Br1tt.,h Impencill'il poltl.V to mdu.,tnalt.,e Indict m
LO operJtton with Ind1.in t..tptt.il though m 'uth cl \\d) that
Hntt'h p1edommJnt.e ,., m.tmt.imcd
the uncxpec.ted
.tg1?.ll ""''ene,., of Impe11ah.,m doc' not the1d01e nnph .i
fu111.J.unent.tl Lh.tngc m tt' polK \ to\\<.trd' the Ind1.tn hourgeo1.,1e
hut on)\ .1 p•.ut1.tl Jnd ptoh..thh tcmp0tdl', mod1fKatton
I h..u " to ,,tv the .ttt1tudc t.iken h\ the Workct., and Pc.i,ctnt.,
Pu l) ".i., .tdnultm!! the t.illmg off .ittcr 192 ~of the tm c ..tment of
Bntt'h L.tpttJI .md the gl net .1) dcprl ., ... 1011 .md 'low progrc"
nf 111Jmtu.tl1'J.llon to tJ.kl~ the Gm crnmcnt etonom1l poltL \
I thl. 1"/6d rc.tttll the Rl 'en I! B.mk B 111 the re1l.l.l1on of Co.i,t..i.I
Rl .,c1 httion ctL ) .md th.: .1LLomp.im mg pohttL.tl pollL~ <the
~1mon Comm1"1011) ,1, J tcmpo1.t1v de' 1..ttton fwm u ... gt"ner..tl
ltnc ..i.doptcd .tl let the ".u ot Cl1LOUI .igcmcnt or tolcrJtton nt
lnd1.m mdu.,tJ\<, Jnd tonuh.tlmn of .md ..tlh.tnLl' "nh the.• lnd1..1.n
hourgem.,1e 1h" " the .,l>-L.tllcd detolom,,u1on theor\
111
l"'Cl1LC
But me.urn h1lc the 6th C. ongre.,, of the C.. ommuna-.t
lntc111..1.t10nJI h.id dt,Lm,cd the mJtter and h..td ... omc lo the
L011Lhl'>IOl1 that tht ...... clll 111\Cl,IOn of the lt'dl ,t,llc of lhmg' Tht•
gcncrJI lme llf polttv rc::mJm' roughly .i' II \\cl' hefore the \\JI
nJmt•ly g ·ncr.1lly to dt.,Lou1.1ge lndr.m mdu,t1y .md 10 keep lndr.a
•Ill .tgmuhm.tl u1untl\ The pohLy ofr11Lom.igement 01 tole1..1.t1on
ot mdu.,lry durmg and ... honly .itte1 the ".i1 w.i' .1 tl·mpor..tr~
modiht.illon, Jnd Jtter .thout 1922 lht' v••1., 1c,e1.,ed Hence
the mc.re..1.,mgly ..tl.Ul~ LOntl1Ll \\llh the lnd1.tn bomgcm,1e
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culmmating up to that time in the threat of withdrawal from the
legislature!> by the Congre~s Party, and the general boycott of the
Simon Commis:o.ion.
Now in the first place the:o.e facts entirely disprove the
: uggestion of the Mag1:0.trate (Committal Order, pages 68-70) that
the altitude taken up at the All-Indian Workers' and Peasants'
Party Conference wao; in accordance with the change of view
which had taken place m the C'ommum~t International. Thi:-. pomt
1s borne out by the ··Labour Monthly'' of Man.·h 1929 which
reprint~ the "Poht1cal Re~olution'" of the AJl-lndrnn Workers' and
Peao;;ant:o. · Party Conference with the editorial note that: "It would
be ea ... y to criticise some of the features of their view. which ha ...
clearly not taken mto account the important deciMon!> of the
6th Congre...... of the Communi"t International on the Indian
que:o.tion. notably in regard to the mdu ... tnah.,at1on oflm.lia ~nd the
danger" inherent m a poht1cal party hke the Worlo.er... ' and
Pea ...ant"' Party ba...ed on a umon of different cla ......e .... "
The mcrcao,mgly cnt1cal atptudc of the Worker,· and Pea ... ant ....
Party toward' the Congre!>" wa~ due to the poht1cal lmc of that
hody, which. a" pmnted out m the Pohtu.:al Re ... olut1on. \\<a ....1
retreat from Complete Independence, (Madrn... Congre ... .,
December 1927) to the Nehru Report (toward:-. the end of 1928).
The 'l'l·ond pomt to notice .... that ,, d1M:u ... .,.on of the rnctttc1.
e!.pecially in the hght of l.itc1 event!> l>how:o. that the view taken h~
the Worker... · and Pca.,ant ... · Party wa' mcorrcct. and that tht·
Coloma) The-.1 ... of the 6th Wrn Id Congrc~" i~ correct.
The pnnc1pal fact" hrought forward m fa\Our of the \'ICW th.u
the pohcy of Bnt1..,h l1.1pcnah ... m 1-. to encourage mdu ... trm
li-.ation are:- ( J) The remo\'al of the l per cent cotton cxc1:0.e duty m I 925.
(2) The mcrc-a.,cd dut1c" on the lower grade!\ of y.trn from
11 per cent to 16 per cent.
(3) The protection g1vl!n to the Steel lndu.,try. (See Clo~.
page!\ 117 to 122).
(4) Other mmor c..a~c~ of protection accorded by the Tariff
Board [on paper madt• from hamboo (Clow. page 122 and
123) etc.].
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( i) The recommcndat1on\ referred to prev1om,Jy of the
Indu ...tnal Comm1\\1on of 1918 dnd the F1o;cal Comm1\Mon of
J 922 which were tdken to exprc.,., the view' of the Government
Agam1oit the1oie are to be urged (I) The three per t..ent exc1.,e duty though not .i. mdtler of great
1mportdn<..e m 1t1oielf, had been the cau\e of muc..h propaganda and
d1.,1oi..ttl'1fa<..t1on Further tto; remO\al Wdli due 1mmed1dtely to the
Bon.hdy Tex.tile Workerli' 'tnke m 1925 (Clo'A<, pctge 125)
(2) The Government wa' ongmctlly oppo..,ed to th11o, mLrc.t\C
,iJthough It h..td been recommended b) the T.t11ff Board hut
gr ..tntcd n on pre,,urc frnm the m11l-owner' It " .idmrttcdly
duelled agam .. t J.ip.ine.,e c..ompet1tion (Clow, pr.tge', 126-127)
I '1c.,c gr,1de.., ,uc not imported from Bntam m Jn} qu,mt1ty
1~) The ~tccl Indu,trv ( 1 e the Tr.tt.i Comp.inv) 1' not a pure I}
lnd1.in <. on<..ern After It' am..tlgam.ltlon with the Bcng..tl Iron
Comp.my thc1e hcl.., heen ,1 um,1dcrahlc proportion of Bnu'h
L.1p1t.tl m tht.., tum 1-urther th1-. " thl~ 1..,1-.e of .i v. .u mdu-.tl"\ The
Gmcmml.'nt h.t' an .igrecmcnt v.nh the CompJll\ tor the
l.On\ er,ion of the pi.ml to v. JI purplN~'' m the C\t~nt of w.ir
(~CL P 12~0 ' Bnt1-.h W,1r Prl'pcu Jt1on-. m lnd1J ) L\m.I C\ en 'o m
1927 bnuntrc' wc1c -.topped .md duttc.., 1edUl.Cd .tnd .i prckrent1J)
1,u1tt 11npo-.ed m f.t\oUI ot Brrt1-.h 'tee! (('low p.1ge 121 l
(-i} I he other 1..J'c' ol p1otcd10n l.llt.'d .ue of \Cr\ .. mall
1riport.m1..c What Jre more m1po1t.tnt are the l.d'C' m v. hh.h
proteLt1011 hr.t' hcen dt'm.mdcd .ind hJ.-. been refU'led The
pr mup.tl c. .11oie' hert' .ire uMI. \\here prott:<. lion v. .i-. re1el.ted
111 01dc1 to iJ.\our the [.,outh Aim.an rmJu,ll)' l'ee CIO\\,
p l':!l'' 121-12 ';) petroleum (Clov. page 12.:; ). .ind wtton p1e1..e
good ... IClmv, pJ.gc 126)
( ';) The rl'<..ommendJ.t1on-. of the Indu,tnal C'llfllm1'-.ron
Jlthough t:ndor..c.·d rn ,gcncr.tl term' h\ the Mont.1gu-Chelm-.ford
Report, were never J.1..ct:pted m full b) the Go\emment .ind
Mr C'loY. h,l, mJde 11 de.ir thdt the pohc~ there 1.ud do\\ n Y.,t,
pm ...ued m r.t H~1y h,llf-hc,uted m.mne1 On ..tl1..ount .Kcordmg to
lum, ot di\ 1,mn of opmron mer the que,t1on of • l·enuar· .md
provm<..1.il" function' v.h1<..h pre\ented the formJ.tllm of the
prnpo,ld CJ.die of tec.hmc.d c"<pert,. ,md of 'hort.ige of fund,, 'the
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two fe.iturc., which the Indu.,tu.il Comm1.,i;1on had regarded J'\ .i
<..h1et ob.,t.ide to progre...,, v1z 'the lad. of ..t dehmte and accepted
poh<..y, and the l.ick of .in .ippropn.ite 01g,m1.,Jt1on of "PCl.ldh.,ed'
expert' remdmed .itter the reform.," (AG Clow. "The Stdte and
Indu .. try,'' page 25)
The propo.,dJ., to form .in "Indu\tncll Se1 v1c..e" .ind J "Chemical
Sen ice" \\ere dropped (pdge 18) The newly tormed P10\ mc1.il
Indu.,tncll Department., were m mo.,t Ld'e' dhoh.,hed m 1922 on
the ground ot ewnomy (p.igc 12) In rcg.ird to the Centi.ii
Go\emmcnt on the 1ec..ommendat10n of the RetrenLhmcnt
Comnuttee m 1922-2 ~ "the Indu ... u 1.il IntelhgcnLc 'cl.tmn
d1.,Jppeclred and \\Ith 1t., elm11n.it1on the new Department beL.tme
unJble to undertake ,my LO-ordmJtmg \\Oil. 111 Lonnc<.t1on with
mdu.,tne., The Inter-Provmc1JI Contcrern.c l..tmc to .in end .i.nJ
pubhLJt1on., were d1'LOntmued .md .ill Jttcmpt., t~ ,t<.,.,1.,t m
prO\ mu.ii .iLtt\ the., Y.ere .tbclndoned 1 he Lthour Burc.m \\J'
aboh,hed
the SLhool of Mme' prnJCLl h.i.d to be .,et .1..,.dt
for the time bemg
/Cp..tgc ~41
In the.,e nnpmtclnt .idmm1•.trJt1\c tunll10m \\he1c thL
Go\emment Lould h.i\e done muc..h to J..,.,.,t mdu.,11\, 1t 1etu ...eJ h1
<lo .,o o..,ten..,1bly on the ground of eumomy
1-urther t •.Kt-. Jre brought torw,ud m Lonnc1..11011 \\Ith tht
Gu\ cmment ., polil. y lo\\ ,ud.., mdu,try
(I) In 1922 new pi.in' of rJ1lw.1~ 1..on..,trnLt1on we1e l.iunLhl.J
Ill\ oh mg t:xpen<l1ture of R., 1'50 t rurc.,, the order' went to B11t1..,h
fmn., m 'Pile of the <lem.ind., of the Ind1.in homge<m1c !'>11111IJ.rl\
m 1921.ih1g:01dc1tor1.112 r.itl\\dY t.i1., \ cnt to rngl,md
<2) I he export Jut; prc'v tou..,I)' 1mpowd on 1l-J.tlw1 .md ... i.m~
\\J' reduLed m 1916-27 to 1 per c..l'nt M.ttt'n.il \\11l thcrcf011.. ht
exported mon: f1t:dy .tn<l the dtftll.ulth!" of the In<l1Jn mdu ... tl\ ht
mued\t:d
(1) 1 he ptopo. . d) hrought fol\\clld 11 1928 to u:..,crvc lht
coJ..,t.il trdfttc of Ind1,m tor .nd1 •.m .,h1ppmg l.OmpJ.ntl'" \\,l\
fiercely t c .. 1-.tcd hy the Gm crnment .ind cwntu,11ly dcfe.itc<l
(4) hn.illy the f111J.nc1Jl polu. y of the Gmcrnmcnt .. mtc lhl
WJ.r h.i., been mmt dc.irly directed jg:Jm.,t the mtcre't' of lnd1.111
ndu~try Th .... J\ \ho\\ n h) the followmg f,.Kt.., -
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( 1) As early as 1920 orders were issued to the Imperial Bank
forbidding it to give credits to industrial undertakings.
(2) The exchange ratio has been manipulated in a way which
Brockway for example describes as "disastrous" for Indian
industry. "The Indian Crisis:" pages 41-42 states: "The fixation of
the ratio of the rupee at 2 shillings in place of 1s. 4d. had a
disastrous effect upon the post-war prosperity of India. It led to
the dislocation of industry and the sale of Reverse Council Bills
which dissipated India's gold to the extent of£ 24 millions. The
Government subsequently appointed a Currency Commission,
upon which Sir Purshottamdas Thakurdas, one of the ableM
representatives of Indian trade, strongly urged fixing the ratio
at I~- 4d. but the Government would not listen to ais advice
and fixed it at 1s. 6d. The higher ratio has been one of the
factor.. in causing the recent slump in Indian industry and
agriculture ......... British officials in India, British importers of
goods and British inveMors have all bcnefitted:'
This alteration of the ratio especially the last instance, is
probably the step which has caused the greatest perturbation
amongst the Indian bourgeoisie and has called forth the most
vigoroui. protest.
('.\) The Royal Commission on Agrirnlture recommended a
policy which involved absorption of Indian capital in agriculture
rather than industry.
(4) The Banking Inquiry recently finished has pursued the
~<ime policy, investigating the means whereby Indian capital can
be diverted to agriculture under British control.
(5) The proposals in the Reserve Bank Bill. and implicit in the
appointment of the Banking Inquiry are for the centralisation of
Indian capital under secure British control. The Bill was dropped
owing to strong opposition by the Indian bourgeoisie. But its
importance is obvious from the fact that the Go\'ernment of India
"Despatch on Proposal~ for Constitutional Reforms" t 930, brings
forward the proposal once again (page 149) and strongly
emphasises its necessity frankly as a safe~uard. Its institution is a
"condition precedent to any transfer of financial responsibility to
a minister answerable to the legislature." (page 150).
. Further the Bank must be ptotected from "political
interference" and must work in close relation with the Bank of
England. (page 151).
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(6) The export of British capital to India, which was
considerable immediately after the war, fell off sharply from
l 923. The figures are:1923. £ 25.3 millions;
1924, £ 2.6 millions;
1925, £ 3.4 milliom;
I 926, £ 3 millions;
1927,£ 0.8millions;
1928, £ 7.7 millions;
1929, £ 10.1 milJions.
The conclu),ion which follows from the),e facts is that Briti),h
Imperialist policy is generally directed toward<; the rc),triction of
Indian mduMrial development, and that the change of policy to be
noticed in the war and immediate post-war period and tot'cl certain
extent more recently. wa), a temporary and partial change only.
It I), admitted that there is a certain tendency for indu),try to
grow. but it i), in the mlin resisted by Impenali-.m, and "
undoubtedly slow.

British Control of Indian Industry
It I'> nec.:e~~ary to notice that such mdustry a~ ha" developed m
India 1~ to a large extent under the control of Bntt),h capital.
Accordmg to the St.iti~tical Ab),tract 1930, (page 593) the number
of joint-~tock companies in British India in 1927-28 wa~ 5,388
with a total capital of Rs. 256.7 crores, and (page 597) the number
regi~tered elsewhere than in India (mainly British) but working m
India wa~ 827 with a total capital of£ 617 .6 millions. Accordinp.
to Mr. M. C. B. Sayer, the late Secretary of the Bombay Chamber
of Commerce, ('Statesman', 29.1.1930), £75 million<; a~ "the
very lowe~t figure", of the Indian regi!-itered capital, i.e. 37.5 per
cent i~ British. The proportion of the capital of joint-stock
companies registered el!oiewhere but working in India, which can
be described as invc!-ited or operating in India is given by
Mr. Sayer at a "conservative estimate" as£ 100 millions. But he
goes on to say!-i: "If the resources of other companies not
comprised in the foregoing figure!-i and profits accruing in Indian
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and reinvested there are included, the total might easily be raised
to well over£ 600 millions," (from£ 573 millions) and later:
"It will be evident from the foregoing that for all practical
purposes a minimum figure of£ 700 millions would probably not
he very wide of the mark."
We can safely assume therefore that the total British capital
operating m India is considerably greater than Mr. Sayer's
original conservative figure of£ 75 millions plus £ I 00 millions.
If we subtract Government and other loans etc. from hi!- final total
of£ 700 millions, the result is practically£ 300 million5>. It c,m he
placed at£ 275 miUions without any risk of over-estimat10n. This
is the figure we have used in a previous section in. calculatton
the "drain."
Even if we takC' the original figure of£ 175 millions the total
Indian capital i1' £ J 25 millions and British capital is about 58 per
cent of the whole. If we take the more reallonable figure of£ 275
milhom. tht~ predominance of British capital i1' seen to be very
marked--nearly 69 per cent of the total.
Moreover, these sections of capital. British and Indian. are not
!>eparate and competing. Mr. Sayer records the htgh proportion
(over 50 per cent) of Indiau capital in jute firms managed by
Brill.,h agent!-. The Tata Iron and Steel Company i~ perhaps the
hc~t known case of a firm with miAed ".ipital. Mr. Sayer ~tate!I that
there are many other companies nm by Indian managernentcotton, iron and !>teel and hydroelectric-in which Briti~h capital
is to be found. British holdings in cotton e~pecially are large, and
btg amalgamations of British and Indian cotton fim1s are now
going on.
Thi~ i~ not merely accidental. It is the policy of lmpenalism to
encourage the investment of British capital in India, at any rate to
keep pace with Indian investment, and further to encourage the
fusion of Bntish with Indian capital. Mr. Clow on pages t 35-J 36
records that the perturbation of the Indian bourgeoisie about the
flow of Briti~h capital into Indian industry led to the appointment
of the External Capital Committe6 in 1924. Thi~ Committee
which was presided over by the Finance Member decided against
any discrimination against foreign capital. The report of the
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Committee states (page 13): "Nothing could be more disastrous to
the industrial development of India that than measures which
would scare away the external capital invested in it or prevent the
local investment of its profits."
DI- 5.1.32.
As to the policy of promoting the fusion of British and Indian
capital. Clow quotes (page 135) the statement of Sir Atul
ChatterJI in the Legislative Assembly on behalf of the
Government of March 2. 1922:"The settled policy of the Government of India, as I think we
have mentioned more than once in thi!\ A~sembly. is that no
conce~o;;ton should be given to any firm!\ m regard to mdu..,tne.., m
India. unle~s !-.Uch firms have a rupee capital. unlc..,.., !-.Uch fmn..,
have a proportion, at any rate, of Indian director..,, and un~!-1~ ~uch
firms allow faciltties for Indian apprentice!\ to be tramed m their
work .... This has been mentioned more than once, and I can onl~
repeat the declaratton."
Indian industry, so far as it develop" at all. t!\ to he under tht•
joint control of Bnt1~h and Indian capital, with of com..,e Bnu..,h
capital as the leading partner.
Finally we ~hould notice the policy of Briti!\h lmperiah..,m in
relation to the "key mdu~try" m modem economy - bankmg. We
have mentioned the trend of policy in connection with the
Bankmg Enqmry and the Reserve Bank proposal'\. Accordmg to
the Stati..,tical Ablitract. 1930, (page 284) the po..,1t1on of the
Imperial Bank, the 18 foreign (mainly Bntt1'h) Exchange Bank.'·
and the 29 major Indian Joint-Stock Banh wa!\ a!\ follow ... :-Impc11al Bank.
Ex1.:hange Bank..,
Indian Bank!.

Capital

Rc:.ervc

Dcpo!>ll~

5 6 er.

5.2 er.

79.3 er.

6 9 er

4.2

68.9 Cl.
60.8 er.

l'T.

C .i~h BaJ.mcc-.,
)0.9

Cl.

8.1 er.
7 .8 i.:r.

The figure~ for the Exchange Banks relate only to thc11
branches in India. These figures show that the position of Bnlllih
capital is very !iotrong. This is even more clear when it is pointed
out that some of the bigger rupee banks such a~ the Allahahad
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Bank, CaJcutta (paid up capital, 35.5 lakhs etc.) and the Bank of
India, Bombay (paid up capital one crore) are largely British
concerns. The position in regard to banking shows very clearly the
subordination of Indian economy to British capital.

The Imperialist State
The second main consideration of British Imperialist policy in
Ind1.i which was referred to before, was to preserve its politica]
ascendency. The chief means whereby thii; is achieved is of course
the monopoly of State power. The Prosecution have attempted to
ridicule our general conception of the State as the organ of a
ruling clas~ for the ~uppression of other classes in ~~iety. They
have maintained that it is ··an institution which ......... i!. there to
guard the liberties and right!. of all the citizens in the State and to
!tee to the best of it!. ability that they all get fair play and equal
treatment."
In an independent country under a developed bourgeois
democratic regime, su~h a claim may not be. at fir~t sight, without
plau:-.ibiltty. though we content very ~trongly that it is false. But it
i!. surely vel') rash for anybody to make that claim in India. The
State in India is the weapon of a naked class dictatorship-the
di~tatorship of the British bourgeoisie.
It~ form is absolutist. All power 1s both theoreticall} and
practically in the hands of the Viceroy, who ii: appointed b} the
British Government. The adrniniMrative machine, which he
directs through his Executive Council, (abo appointed, not
elected) is a bureaucracy. the upper ranks of which consi!.t largely
of members of the British hourgeoisie and-professional cla~ses.
diluted to a small extent by members ol the Indian upper dasses
whose "'loyalty" can be relied upon. The ultimate sanctions which
this largdy British ruling machine depends upon are the Pohce
force, also British to a considerable e>1.tent. both in its dirt>ction.
and in its lower ranks, with its auxiliary organisation of pri!.\on",
'Pies, provocateurs. unofficial agents and informers in every
viii . .!,e and every street and fa~toi:y: and the enonnous and
expensive anny. one-third of the r.mk .tnd file of which is British,
while ~he officerl\ are still almost exclusively British. the few
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Indian officer., bemg drawn from the loyah1.1t cl.i.,se'> of prmce.,
and landowner., E\en the railway., and telegraph., are kept
manned by .in adequate number of loyal Bnt1.,h and Anglo-Indian
worker.,, who are p.ud more highly than their Indian colleague.,
(It 1., mtcrc.,tmg to now. e that the re.:ent "De,pat<..h of the
Government of India on Propo-.ah for C'on.,t1tut10nal Reform"
1n-.1'>t' on the retention ot th1'i -;y.,tem on the railway!., frankly on
ground'> of m1htary necec;Mty) (page 169)
A gl.mce at the Budget en.ible., one to gra-.p immediately the
nature of the Stak The Simon Commi.,.,ion Report (Volume 11.
P.irt 8 Ch.ipter 1) give'> a -.umm.uy of the e<,t1matc., for 1929-10
Central and Provmc1al Of the re\enue, out of a tot.ii of 176 47
Lrore' LU,tom'> revenue i., 51 22 crore1.,, 1.,.ilt 6 1'5, l.ind revenue
v; 48 that i.,, O\el 50 per cent of the total revenue '' e1tht·1
obt.imed from the comumer, predominantly the poor. orthreLtly
obtained from the pe.t.,ant., On the othc1 h.md. only 16 6 <..t0n!'
or under l 0 per cent .., mrnme-tax, v. h1t.h •., levied on the rlLh
Thi., po.,1t1on 1-. un .. at1.,factory e\en hom the Impenah1.,t point of
"1ew, and the Simon Comm1'''°" rcLommend.., tax.it1on on
agnc.ultural mcome., v. h1Lh have hitherto been enttrely exempt
From the re\enue '1de .ilone 1t 1-, de.ir th.u the St.ite m lndt.i I'• .in
cxplo1ter., · State-,
The expenditure '-Ide tot.ii' l 7"i 18 c.rore' Ot th1,, debt .md
pen<.,1on1., come to 22 26 <..rore., the bulk of\\. hich of wur'e goc' to
the Bnt1.,h bourge01.,1e and thetr ex-oftic1al1., Of the re'>t, the mclm
1temc; .ire defent.e, 55 10 c.rore., PolKe, Jail'> and Ju,t1<..e, 20 59
c.rore ... admm1-;trat1on c.ollec.t1on eK 10 64 Lrorc'> On c.lgm. ulturc
and mdu'>tne., arc '>pent 1 "i1 t.rore'> mcd1<..al and publtL hc.1lth
6 18 c.rore., edtKdtlon, 12 t::,7 uore-, Of the total expenditure
therctore, 106 11 Lrore'> or 61 per Lent goc., on mean'> ot
repre.,.,1on .ind lhe mJmten.tnLc of the StJtc mJLhmc, 22 26 aorc-.
or 12 7 per cent on debt., eh.. maml} repre..,entmg Impen.ilt.,1
explott.tt1on while even mdudmg Ll\ll work., and the lo.,, on the
po.,t offa.e, etc. . the 1·xpendnure on what are called "nJUon
bmldmg" branche<, 1' 17 12 crorc\ or 21 2 per cent
!f the Budget on rt., revrnue '>Ide revcdl' th.u 1t •~ an exploircr"
State, the expenditure 1.,1de 1ihow... th.tt n '' a Pohce State
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The Legislatures hardly avail to give even an outward
appearance of democracy to the system. They were mst1tuted for
the purpose of gmdmg the polit1cal discontent of the bourgeo1S1e
mto safe constitutional channel!t, and of enabling the Government
to Judge more easily the strength and movement of opm1on m the
count1y, and they serve no other purpo!ie. The electorate 11"1 a very
,mall section of the population, selected on a property ba,1«i. The
Leghlature!i have no real power-the most important, the
Leg1!ilat1ve A!isembly, hac; no nominal power The maJor part of
the Indian bourgeOI~ repre!"lentauve!i went mto them after much
he~1tat1on, and left them m disgust before their penod had
expired Not only the form but the actual operation of the State
mdi;hme "' exclu .. 1vely m the mtere.,ts of the Bnt1c;h bourge01s1e
We hdve c;poken of the attitude of the State toward., the \\lorkmgcla'' In relation to the worker!i and peasants the State l!i 1tc;clf an
explmter on an enormou' !icale, pnnc1pally of the peasant,. but
al.,l"'1 of d large number of worker!., and m relatmn to the
1mmed1ate economic problem!. and \truggle!i of the!ie clac;,e"i
ag.un ...t their other explmter!i, 1t 1c; a cla!i!t force f1ghtmg on behalf
of tht' bourgeo1Me and the landlord!. agam«it the worker!. and
pe.t!iant' In rel.tt10n to the h1J1an bourge01Me, as we have JU!>l
'>hown, ll 1' a powerful force, directed to defendmg !>Y!itemat1cally
the mtcrc!>t of Bnt1!>h bourgeo1!.1e .t~ un~t tho!ie of the lnd1dn
bourge01.,1e where they clallh
In 1elatmn to the pohucal 'itruggle, whether of the ma'!"iCll or
even of the bourgemMe. ll fights openly and ruthle!i.,ly agam't an)
attdck upon the poht1cal power of Bnll!ih lmpenahsm. It
ant1c1pate\ open conflict by ll' machm""rv of !ip1es and mformerc;
which enable!i It h.l deal with clllY pote1.11.t.l enem1e!t before they
can gather i-.trength. The records of rtus case show th1!i m relation
to the ma'!i movement. But. for example. no le!is loyal a per!>on
than Dr Anm~ Be!>ant has !ilated publicly and m the pre\s that her
c..orre,pondence 1s opened bv the Pohce. All possible \\eapon",
from Mlent l\pying to open terrorism and martial law, are always
ready and are constantly used.
.
Finally a means of the greatest importance used by the State m
defence of the interest of the Briush bourgeoiMe, which should
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not be forgotten, is the control of ideas. Its education machinery,
which leaves 90 per cent of the population safely in ignorance,
and miseducates the rest as to the "advantages" of British rule, is
the chief means which it employs. But in addition it maintains a
very strict watch over what its subjects shall read. It confiscates in
the mails all literature, periodical or otherwise, of a revolutionary
character and a good deal that is not of a revolutionary character,
and "proscribes" wholesale publications which have any seditious
tendency. The power of this weapon of mtellectual strangulation
is enormous.
Such is the State, which the Prosecution a!'lsure U!!., does its best
to !'lecure "fair play and equal treatment for alJ the citizens".

Alliance with Feudalism
But Imperiali!-m has other means at its d1spo!o.al. Fr91nk and
open as its dictatorship 1s. it cannot rely simply upon it'
monopoly of force. It is safer and easier to attract the '\Upport of
such i,ocial strata as can be yron over without exce!'lsivc cxpeni,e.
f iri,t and most important of these is the landlord clasl>. Itself a
creation of the British or owing its continued existence al-. a clasi,
to the Bnfo,h, it has the stronge~t mot1vel-. for "loyalty". And from
the prince!-. downward it i~ as a whole loyal. Next come the
bourgeo1S1e and the upper ranks of the profe!o...,ional class. Though
the political movement of oppo!>ition to Imperialism has been and
I!> to a latgc extent led by the repre!'ientativel-. of the bourgeoisie.
the hourgeoil-i cla!o.!o. i~ not united in this matter. A con~iderablc
!'iection i!o. Liberal or loyalist in spite of everythmg. And
Impenahsm does not gi~e up even the mo~t radical section of the
bourgeoisie as mevitably ho~tile to it. The "Despatch" cxpresse~
ltll confidence that the bourgeoisie will eventually accept the
situation and remain a loyal opposition. It has doubts about the
"younger men" among the nationalisti,, but even about them it
hopes that constitutional possibilitielil of advance will win them
away from revolutionary courses. Its only irreconcilable enemy it
~eel> in the "masses" and ''revolutionary C'ommunism"-and
indicates the way to deal with them: fir4't religion and secondly
land. (Despatch, pages 9 and 5 to 6.)
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From thec;e classe& are drawn the necec;~ary Indian element m
the upper ranks of the admm1\trat1ve machinery and the c;erv1ce'
And with the appearance of popular con'lient presented by the
c;upport of thec;e cla!.~c;. Impenahsm tnes to d1c;gu1'>e to a '>mall
extent the d1ctator'>h1p which 1t actually exerc1'e'

Communalism
Another mo't important mean'> to the hand of Impenaho;m m
kcepmg It' "ontrol over the population of India 1' d ,kJlful uc;e of
the difference., of r.ice, lc:tnguc:tge .md rehg1on c:tmong the people
Thc'c .ire not merely ullh'>ed for foreign propciganda, though full
.id\ ,mt.ige 1., taken of them m that wc:ty, but dre c:td1vely promoted
..in<l exclc.erbclted
It 1., worthwhile to notice thdt th" 1c; cl pohL) which Bnll!.h
Impen.ih"m pur,uc' m evc1y l.Olony where It 1' m c:tll) way
po..,.,1ble, .ind th1' fclct cllone 'how" that the Impencihc;t demal' of
guilt m the mcltter clre f .ihe
In Irel.ind the Prote.,t.mt" were. .ind arc. mc1ted to form
themo;,elve' mto cl bloc. hoc;ule to the Roman C athoht.s In
P..ite .. tme the le\\' clre made to fight the Arab' In Iraq. the Sunm'
arc made to fight the Shia~ <Tim mu't have requtred much
p..it1ent work Nobody ha' ever heJrd of .. uch cl '-onfl1ct an) where
et ...e Apparently It ha' not been.! vef) 'tnkmg 'ucl.e\" .lll)\\d} )
111 Bui md where there dre none of the communal dtftcrence' to be
found m lnd1.i.. the Burm.m' latel} ha\ e taken to hghtmg the
Ind1.in' clnd the Chme,e, \\ho ha\ e .,t'ttled there m rnnMder.ible
number., The greJt d1ftrculty ot Bnt1'h lmperi.111 ... m m Egypt 1'
that It hcl' not found any wmmunal d1ffc:-1ence' to pl.i) upon . .ind
ha.. not yet 'ucceeded m creating ,my
It I!. .idm1tted widely that the growth of communal fe\!lmg m
relent ye.ir' 1' due to the Government' pohl.y of m'tatutmg
lommundl elet.tordte' dnd repre,t.ntatton m 1920. ,md to the older
pohcy of mdkmg appomtmt>nts etc on commun,d ground\ But
other mean!. are U!.ed We have cued 'nme c.i'e' m which
employer" have .ictually tned to arou~e communal feehng among
worker... m order to de,troy their Umon' We hJ\e the glaamg c.i'e
of the Dacca Hmdu-Mu'>hm 11ot1; m 1930. when the allcga.taon
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was repeatedly made before the official Committee of Inquiry
that the local officials, the police and the European special
constables supported the Muslim hooligans in their attacks on the
Hindu houses, refused to interfere when looting was going on in
their presence, and even shared the plun.der, saying to those who
protested "This is what your Swaraj wi)I be like". The clearest
case of all is the Bombay communal riot of February, 1929, which
was obviously staged with the purpose of smashing the militant
working-class organisations of the city, particularly the Gimi
Kamgar Union.

British Imperialism will not leave India
The ruling class which has these enormous interests to protect
and this power to use for their protection, and employs these
methods for that purpoi.e. is not likely to surrender iti. position
voluntaril}'. We have tried to show what the possession•or India
means to the British bourgeoisie in terms of annual income, and
any showing its value is enormous. But its real value to the British
bourgeoisie is even more t"han this. India is the centre of the
British Empire. It has been said that the Indian Ocean is a British
lake. From British South Africa on the south-weo,t to Malaya.
Borneo anll Australia, on the south-east, practically the whole
coast line is in British possession. And India is the centre from
which mo<.,t of these po!oi!oiessions are held. The army which keep1'
them in subjection is garrisoned in India. The loss of India to the
British hourgeois1e would mean also the loss of practically iti.
whole colonial empire.
Dean Inge, one of the ideologi..,ts of the British bourgeoisie hai,
recently 1'iaid: "Individuals may ~ometimes rise above selfii.h
interests but dasse!> never".
It is not in the nature of a ruling clas~ to relinquish iti.
opportunitie!i for exploitation. And it is perfectly clear that the
British bourgeoi~ie have no intention whatever of giving up their
hold on India. The Montagu-Chclmsford Reforms are now
universally recognised to have been a make-believe. They
surrendered nothing to the Indian bourgeoisie. It has already been
m:tde perfectly plain that the present reforms will be of the same
nature. They may offer a slightly more attractive-bait to seduce
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the lnd1dn bourgeo1!11e along the pdth of con1it1tut1onal cooperation but they will c;urrender nothmg of importance If th11i
required demon\trc1t1on at all, 1t has been liupphed by the Simon
Comm1c;1i1on Report, the manner of calling, and the ndture of the
mv1tc1t1onc; to the Round Tdble Conference, and moM emphat1l.ally by the Government of Ind1c1\ "De'!lpatch" The more recent
event., after the return of Mr Gandhi from the Round Tc1ble
Conlt!renc..e dnd the !lubc;equent conduct of arre.,t... 'iihootmgs,
Jath1 chdrge., and ordmance., demonc;trate the .. ame And the liame
wall be true howe\er mdlly '\tep!t toward1i lielf Government" are
t.iken under the au.,p1l.e., of Bnt1.,h cc1p1tdl Impenah\m wall ne\ler
rehnqui.,h at' hold voluntdnly It muc;t be overthrown
The 1tuppo1ted progre~~ive role of lmperiali~m in India
It .., often wntended that m .,pile of all It., drcI\\<bcic..k1i at~
undemoc..rat1c l.hJrJ<. ter, at., cxpl01t.it1on, etc , Bnt1'h rule m India
•., oh1el.t1vcly progre...,1ve It 1., .,uppo'iied that the contal.t of the
1ddt1\lcl} cidvdnl.ed l.1\1h1iJUon of Bntam wnh the relJmely
b.il.kw.ird cl\1h.,c.lt1on of India mu.,t rcc;ult m .,ome benefit to the
ldttf'r Apolog1't' of lmpendh.,m pomt to the 'law .ind order
whKh hd., been c.,t.ibh.,hed 'iimce the commencement of Bnu.,h
<.ontrol the trdn.,port "Y'lem .md the 1mg.it1on work1i and the hke
It.., ob\ 1oui,ly nrelevant to LOmp.m:• the po.,mon oflnd1cl toda)
with 1t!> rnnd1tton J';Q year., ago E\en for purpo'e' of
expl01tc.lt1on ..ome advdnce h.i., hc1d to be m.ide "nd 1t •.,
m1po.,.,1blc to d1">LU">., what c.levelopmenh 'might hc1\e' OLLUrred
m d1fterent c..irLUm'-lanc..e., All th.u to be dt:L1ded •., \\hethe1
lmpenc1h.,m i.. ,1 p10gre.,Mve mflucn<..e no"' m the pre.,ent penod
At the tune \\hen the Bnt1.,h Ldme to India, Indian feudah'm
w.i.., m .i .,t.ite of dc<..ay The Bnu ...h me1<..h.int., cllld ..,0Jd1l!r.,
1epre.,entm~ c1 more adv,mced ..,oc1al da!t', \\ere dble to deteJt the
Indian rulmg cl.1 .....e.,, dnd the 'till feeble Indian bourgeoic;1e••md
e...tJbh.,h thetr c..ontrol But from the begmnmg they beg.in'° play
d double role The umf1cat1on ot the country whl(.h the) effec.ted
W<11i hl\to11c.dly the td'-k of the bourge01.,1e. and Wd\ dn dd\ance
In the 'ame <...ttegory come" the e'tc1bh.,hment of "law .tnd order'
In pldLe of thl" an.lrchy attenddllt upon the declme of feudah\m.
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there were established the relatively peaceful and orderly
conditions necessary for the exploitation of the country by the
bourgeoisie. But owing to the weakness of their position a:;
foreigners. the British could not carry through all the progressive
tasks of the bourgeoi~ie. They came to a compromise witn
feudalism, which, fc1 che sake of its preservation as an exploiting
system was willing to become a faithful ally. This system has
continued till the present day. The feudal or semifeudal
conditions which prevail throughout the land i.ystem and
practically throughout the whole of society, were becoming
obsolete 150 years ago, and today are a complete anachronism, a
survival of past centuries which represent an enormous obstacle
to advance.
At the same time the bourgeois cla.,s of India. at thi~ period the
instrument of social progress. was prevented from foll~wing it.,
natural path of development. The capital which 1-hould have
accumulated in it!> hands and been used for opening up, unifying
and industrialising the coul}lfy. was diverted to Britain. But not
merely pai.sively but actively, British Imperiali1'm oh!>tructed thl'
induMrialisation of India and as we have ~hown, thb polic}
persists until the present day. The British themselve~ have been
forced to develop a transport system, to create -;ome in<lu.,try. and
to permit a certain amount of industry to develop in Indian hand!..
India is officially rated as the eighth industrial country in the
world by the League of Nations. Does this not imply progrc~s·' It
is necei, ... ary to reali!>e in what this indu!ltry cons1.,tli. We have
quoted the statement of Mr. A. G. Clow as to the indu!.trial
po!>ition of India as revealed by the war, and its extreme
dependence upon imports from Britain. This situation ha-.
naturally been remedied to a certain extent. But the eliscnce of
that !.latemcnt 1s .,till true. Indian industry i..; concerned with raw
materials and to .,ome extent with consumption goods, especially
textiles. But it still manufactures no means of production. The
iron and !;teel industry manufactures pig iron. rails, pipei-.
~Jeepers etc., but no machinery. The engineering industry and the
big railway workshc.iJ~ are engaged mainly in repair work, apart
fr.Jm the construction of railway wagons. Even wagon production
is now in difficulties (C'low, pages 133-134 ). In short India ha!>
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mdu,tne,, but 1s not m the full meanmg of the term an mdu&rnc1l
c.ountry It' mdu&rry 10, pnmc1nly dO appendclge of Bntio,h
economy and a mecln'> of fac1htclt1ng BnU'ih exploitauon, not
pnmanly a factor advancmg the economic hfe of India cl~ a
whole
f<urther, India I'> rated cl~ the eighth mduo,tnc1l country on
.ic.wunt of the abo,olute mclgmtude of Ih mdu,tnc1l production
But &!part from Chma, India 10, the large\t country m the world,
v.1th a populc1tton clpprox1mcltely twice a'i great a'i thclt of the next
ldrge-.t country (the USSR), and o,ome 'even t1meo, cl'i great .t'>
th..tt ot Greclt Bntam, for exdmple In relc1tion to the magmtude of 1t'
reo,ource' and popul.it1on Ind1cln mdu,try 1~ ob\.1ou~ly v~ry '>ITulll
Let u' wno,1der bnefly the cond1uon of the popul.it10n We will
dt.il 'ep.ir.itely with the workmg-cld''-' .ind 'how It' deplor.ible
eLonomu.. po,1t1on dnd the bdLkwdrd o,tdte of l.ibour leg1,lclt1on In
regdrd to the <..ond1uon' of the work.mg-cla''· India 1~
undoubtedly one of the mo'>t bcl<..kwdrd countne\ m the world, and
JU\J.n<..e 1' cxtremel} 'llow
We will cll-.o deal with the wnd1t1on of the pea ....mt'I 'eparately.
and 'how that the o,oc1al 'tmt.ture m the countl) o,1de me' 1tably
keep' J.gncultuie man extrem.!I) pnm1t1ve 'tate E\en cap1tah'>t
method' m J.gnculture h.ive hdrdl) mclde .in) progre-., ex<..ept m
the plantation' The reform' propo,ed by Impen.ih'm will
mevJtclbly fail to achieve 'ub-.tclnt1al prvgre'"· as the) do not alter
the funddmental cla" 'tructure of .igncultural 'oc1ety
E.xplo1tat10n m agnrnlture 1' 'till feudal and n' technique i'
<..orrc,pondmgly bclckward and mu't remam 'o
Further cl'> we helve o,tclted. the re.ictJonal) pohc:y of
Impenaho;m m relauon to mdu,try put-; a burden upon agm.ulture
which 1t' pnmmve orgam,auon c.annot hear The ccn'u" retum'i
from 1891 to 1921 o,how thclt the proportion of the populauon
dependmg d1rec.tly upon agm.ulture hclc. 'iteadily mcrec1,ed The
figure' are
1891 61 per cent
1901 66 per cent,
1911 72 per cent,
I 921 73 per cent.
(P 290 R P Dutt "Modem Indt.i" page 43)
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The result of the latest census is not yet to hand.
The effect of Imperialist policy over a longer period is shown
for example by Digby's statement, on page 13 I in his "Prosperous
British India", that in the period 1800 to 1825 there were five
famines, involving a loss of life of one million while in the period
1876 to 1900 there were 18 famines, mvolving a loss of life of 26
millions. The investigations quoted el11ewhere of Dr. Mann and
many others establish the increasing pressure of population upon
agriculture without any compen!lating advance in technique etc.
and the consequent intensifying poverty of the peasants.
Irrigation is considered to be the outstanding case of an advance
in agriculture brought about hy the Imperialist regime. We cannot
understand how Imperialism can derive !>Uch sati!>faction from
this. It is no question of philanthropy, as ill shown by the profits on
the irrigation works. (The Stati::.tical Ab~tract, 1910. p~ge 616617 shows an average annual profit on capital for all the irrigation
works together, for the I 0 year!I 1918-1919 to 1927-1928 of over
7 per cent) and by the meal" taken to ensure that the indigenou"
irrigation system which they replaced in some ca~es should nut
continue to be used and thus diminish the profit~. It i11 one of the
few cases in which the lmperiali11t monopoly of advanced
mdustrial technique has been infringed with any mcidental
benefit to India. Over the greater part of industry that monopoly
ha!I been jealously guarded, and even m agriculture this represent..,
the only exception of importance. Other modem advanced
agriculture methods have not been introduced to any appreciable
extent. The great irrigation worh are not an instance of the
civilising progre!ll'.1ve mission of lmpenalism in India, they are a
monument to what the advanced civilisation of Britain might have
done in India but has not.

The National Wealth
In such conditions the economic position of the people a~ a
whole i~ naturally appallingly low. We have given some fact!I m
regard to the po!lition of the workers and peasants, the great hulk
ot the population. Taking the population as a whole, including the
rich, Shah and Khambaua ("Wealth and Taxable Capacity of
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India" pc1ge 201) give R!. 58-8-0 as the average income per head
per annum for the penod 1914-1922 From th1., ha!. to be deducted
c1bout Ro; 7 (according to them) for the explo1tat1on of
Impenah'!lm, lec1ving R., 51-8-0 1e about £ 4, or a'i they reckon 1t
£ '5 for the yec1r 1921-1922 of h1ghe\t pnce\ Even from thi~ a
further .;;ub.,tant1c1J -;um <;hould be deducted for a tclXat1on etc
wh1c.h \Upphe!. the expenditure of the Government of Indic1
mduding thclt on the armed force\ etc which they reckon (page
261) a\ R' 12-8-0 per hecld Leaving th1<; cl\1de however, ac; part of
1t at ,my rc1te mcly be conMdered cl<; coming back to the pubhc ao,
,er- ice\ etc , we have the figure of R., 51-8-0 pe1 head per clnnum
..t' the averclge for the whole population, mcludmg the nch The~e
author' give o;ome figures of other ncltton' for compan,on
US A £ 72,
United Kmgdom f. 50,
Germany £. lO
etl. No comment 1~ needed on the'e figure'
They al!!>o dttempt to 'how that th1o; figure rcpre4'ent'i an
tnl.tCa\e over the pre-war level of 1900-14 Reducing the hgure of
R' '5g-8-0 m ac(,ordc1nc.e with thl' e\t1mc1ted ratio of the pnce
level,, they get the re,ult of R'i 18/2/- as oppo!!ed to one of R<; l6
tor the penod 1910-14 It I\ obv1ou!!I th.it on the ba1>1'i of the'e
.idm1ttedly rough c.alculatton\ 'uch cl \.fficlll d1fferen'"e hac; httle
mc.mmg l ven 1f 1t •~ t.iken c1t 1tc; face \ c1lue howe"er.
nothmg
to boa\t about It 'howo; a growth ot real mwme J.t the 1cite of
dbout halt per c.ent per .innum
They give ceJt •.un other figure~ Condemning the recent
co,tnn,.ue., of the Hon'ble Sar B N Sh.irma and Mr Fmdlay Shirr~
.i' too high, .ind the careful e'lttmate'i of Digby clDd of Profe!!i\Or
Shah mdependently, as too low, they cue, R" 20 m 1871 (given by
Dadabha1 N.ioroJ1), R<; 27 for 1882 tB.irmg-Barbour) . .ind R' lO
for 1901 (Lord Cur1on) without dl\cu.;;,1on of the meano; whereb}
they were obtained, a'i bemg m rough .igreement with their.;; On
pages \ \ 0 to \ l \ they give f 1gurec; m regard to pnce leve\c; wh11.. h
enable u' to make c;ome \Ort of compcih'\on among these f1gures
fakmg the level m 187l a~ 100, they give that m 1901a<i;139 (and
hen"e thclt for J882 we mdy a'"ume to be J20)· the average for

It.,
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1914 as 151, and for the period 1914-22 as 231. Reducing these
figures accordingly, the result we get is:

Dadabha1 NaoroJ1
Baring-Barbour
Lord C'urLOn
Shah & Khdmh.lla
Shah & Khambata

1871
1882
1901
1900-14
1914-22

Ah,olute
Figure.

Index.

Reduced
Figure.

20
27
30

100
120
139
151
231

20
22.5
21.6
23 8

3b
58 5

253

It is evident that m the absence of further enquiry a~ to the
modes of calculation adopted in each case, figures ~uch as the!>e
cannot be taken very seriou"IY Those especially for the 19th
century are doubtful. a!> there 1s reason to believe that the average
income fell rather than rose up to 1900. Nonethele'!> they give a
•
level which cannot be very far from the actual average income
Even when treated in the most favourable way, and taken to me.in
what they ~eem to do, the~ show a posicion which rn any other
country would be de\lcribed a" stagnation. They '\how a fmrl)
constant ris.e over the period 1870-1920 at a rate of about half per
cent per annum.
The Simon Comm1~sion (Report, Vol: I. Part 5, Chapter 1) do
not commit themselves to any !-.tatement about the period pnor to
1900, but !-lay that economic progre!.1' ha!> been achieved !-.mce the
beginning of the century. But they add: "Even 1f the mo!>t
optimi'itic (e~timate) •~ adopted, the result i~ that the average
income per head in India in 1922 Wal\ equivalent, at the prcva1lmg
rate of exchange, to lcl\~ than£ 8, while the corre!>ponding figure
for Great Britain wa~ £ 95."
That is the po~it1on. Progre!>~ a!'> measured in figure!> may be
taking place; but it is on the best ~howmg extremely slow, while
the actual standard compared with that of any advanced country i1.
extremely low, probably the lowest in the world.
The sanitary condition~ and health of the people are among the
wors.t in the world (Report of Mess.rs. Purcell and Hallsworth).
The expectation of life m India is 22 years. That in Britain is 53
years (P. 290, page 14). Brockway states ("The Indian Cri!>i~'',
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page J9): "The average length of life in India, which in 1881 was
~~ 75 years is now 23.5 years. This compares very unfavourably
with Ua::- 14.5 vec1rs of another oriental race. the Japanese."
Conditions in this respect then, are actually getting worse.
The figures of infant mortality are even more striking. The
Statistical Abstract, 1930 (Page 391). shows that since the
abnormal war and post-war years the death rate under one year
has remained fairly constant at 180 to 190 per mile. Brockway
compares this with 65 for Great Britain (Page 19).
Such conditions are due primarily to poverty. But Imperialist
apologists put blame also upon the "insanitary" habits etc. of
the people, just as they blame the villagers' religious prejudices
fl•r the progressive impoverishment of the soil. These excuses
will not satisfy anybody. Should it not have been the duty of
the "advanced civilisation" of the British on the one hand to
C!.tablish sufficient administrauve machinery to counteract these
reactionary influences. and on the other to educate the people in
!>Uch a way as to abolish them'? The former of these has hardly
been attempted seriously. The latter has defimtely been avoided.
This is shown by the facts ,.f e~penditure on this matter. The
Simon Commission Report (Volume II. Part 8. Chapter 3) shows
an estimated expenditure on medical ~11d public health of 6.38
crores in I 929-30 out of a total expendit•Jre of 17~. I 8 crores. that
i~ about 3.6 per cent. The Statistical Abstract 1930 (Page 406)
shows that the total number of hospital beds in 1927 was 49.000.
i.e. about one to five thousand of the population. This includes
hospitals and dispensaries. State aided and otherwise of all sons.
The administrative side of the campai£'n against sickness and
insanitary conditions is obviously very deficient.
Let us consider the cultural position of the people. The position
of education is well known. The Simon Commission gives the
estimated expenditure OQ edu~ation in 1929-30 at 12.57 crores,
i.e. about 7.2 per cent of"the whole budget. The percentage of
literate person'i found by the 1921 census was 7 .2 (both sexes and
all ages). Though some progress has· been made in education
since that time, the Hartog Committee (an auxiliary body to the
Simon Commission) concludes that the ~ituation in respect of
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literacy has improved hardly at all (Report, page 51 ). The number
of pupils in recognised institutions in t 927 was 10.5 millions,
obviously a fraction only.of the total number of persons of age
proper for attendance at schools. Nevertheless this represented a
big advance (nearly three millions) on 1922, and this J!I
admittedly due to the new Legislative Councils (Report, page 44).
It is perhaps the only advance or gam which can be attributed to
the Reform'> of 1919.
To !IUm up. generally we can see that in accordance with the
social system which is still feudal in form, the bulk of the
population is !ltill extremely backward in almost all respect~. It
suffers from degrading superstitions and unhealthy traditional
customs which bear hardly upon all but especially of cour!le upon
the women. And it 1s well known that almost all the efforts which
have been made by the reforming organisation., of the bmrrgeo1 ... 1c
to remedy this situauon in one detail or another have been met by
the active or passive o~osition of the Government. the
reprel>entat1ve of the "advanced and progressive culture of the
West." The communal difficulties are but one a!ipcct of the
general cultural backwardne!ls of the population, but they l'lerve to
show rnol'lt clearly the root!I of the oppol-lit1on by lmpenali.,rn to
any advance. The condition for the retention of India under
Irnperiah!>t control 1s Ill> backwardnes!I, economic, social anJ
cultural. lmha i., m fact m this matter m a umque po~ition. It-.
ancient feudal orgam.,ation i~ maintained and bol!ltered up long
after it ha., lo.,t all vnahty and when the dominant economic force
m the country '" Cap11alism, and consequently the traditional
Indian culture which is ... uited to a feudal society and !lprings fro111
it, 1& in a &tatc of hopc)e.,., decadence. Nevertheless a Capitali"t
culture i!I not allowed to develop freely, because lmperiah.,m
prevents the growth of the bourgeois class, and con!lciously
obstructs the progre~s of education and enlightenment.
The conclu~ion to which we mu~t come is therefore as follow ....
When British Cap1tah~m came to India it represented a social
syMem in advance of the feudal sy!ttem still prevailing in India at
that time, and con~equently its work in India included ~oml"
progressive features. It achieved certain of the steps, both
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constructive and immediately destructive, characteristic of the
bourgeois democratic revolution. But even at that time it included
also ~ome reactionary features. Its later work has been to carry
through the minimum of advance (the establishment of transport,
irrigation, legal and educational ~ystems etc.) necessary for the
full exploitation of India, and to prevent any growth beyond those
minimum necessitie~. It has stengthened and maintained a large
part of the already obsolete system of feudali~m which it found in
the country, which constituted a great obstacle to social and
cultural advance. The effect is that its policy is now wholJy a
reactionary one. As we have shown it is in relation to both
industry and agriculture a definite fetter upon the adv.ance of the
productive forces, while in regard to the social and cultural
standards of the people its policy is certainly. and m pan
con~ciously, an obstructive and reactionary one.

The situation in India objectively revolutionary
The consequence which follows from the state of things
which we have described-the exploitation of India by British
Imreriali!oom and the stifling of the economic and general progres!.
of the country is that the situation is objectively revolutionary.
The great majority of the population are compelled necessarily to
!.truggle for freedom from Imperialist domination. We shall not
d1!.CU!-.S the position of the workers and pea!.anb. It 1s obvious that
their policy must inevitably tend to be revolutionary. At the same
time even the bourgeois class has the soundest reasons for
deMriug freedom also. The reactionary policy of Imperialism in
relation to indu~try, its control of the cwrt>ncy of the country in its
own interest (the latest pegging of the rupee to a falling pound is a
glaring example), its taking for itself the cream of the profits to be
obtained from the exploitation of people, and many other major
and minor consequences of Imperialist control, all go to determine that the policy of the hourgeois class must be one of hostility
to Imperialism. And the intermediate section of the population.
the petty bourgeoisie, the lower rank4i of the bourgeois class. the
art1llans, the poorer professional and intellectual strata etc. have
as a whole even more to gain than the bourgeoisie from
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independence. Only those sections of the population, chiefly the
princes and the landlord class, and those upper sections of the
bourgeois and professional classes whose interests are closely
bound up with the Imperialist machine, which profit from the
Imperialist connection, must support Imperialism and can be
considered definitely counter-revolutionary.
Revolution is therefore the prospect before India--either soon
or less soon, but inevitably at some time. What will be the nature
of this revolution? From what has been said it is clear that it must
comprehend the following principal elements:( 1) The most obvious is that it will secure national independence, political independence which involves the overthrow of
British rule and the establishment of a completely independent
national State, and economic independence, which mcani. the
expropriation of all foreign debts etc. Only in thii. wa, can be
ruinous exploitation of India be stopped, and the way prepared for
a general advance of the productive forces.
(2) All the feudal andl'semifeudal instituiton!I in the land
system (landlordism) and in the State (the Indian States) will be
abolished completely. As we have seen these are part of the
Imperialist exploiting system, which must go when that -;y!ltem
goes. But they further constitute a tremendous obstacle to the
advance of agriculture and the rural population, and so mu~t be
abolished.
(3) It is clear that the revolution must be a popular one. In the
circumstances of India at pre!-ent, it cannot be confined to a mere
replacement of one exploiting ruling class by another. It mu!lt
achieve some form of popular democratic rule and the opening
up for the people of immediate possibilities of advance in the
matter!- which touch them nearly, in sanitation, health, housing.
education, and ~ocial and cultural advance generally.
In short the revolution in India will be of the nature of the
bourgeois democratic revolution, modified by the conditions of a
colonial country.

The Indian Bourgeoisie in Relation to the Revolution
The question next arises, what social forces will carry through
this revolution? As we have said, although the revolution may be
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ofbourgeoa\ democratic type 1t does not nece4l"anly follow that 1t
will be earned through or led by the bourgeois clasb itself The
1,1tuat1on m India and the pos1t1on of the bourgeoISJe leads Ub to
conclude that this lb the case here the bourgeo1s1e will not lead
the national revolution
Our d1bcuo;\1on of the pohcy of Impenah"m m relation to
Indldn mdubtry led to the conclusion that the pohc.y Wcl'i on the
whole one of d1scourclgement of 1Dduo;tnahbcJ.t1on, and hence the
mtere\to; of the Indian bourgemi;;1e and the Bnt1\h clash fairly
,hd1ply Th1b 1o; certainly the fact, clS recent poht1ccll event\ hd\'e
,hown, and ID order to get a correct perbpecuve It 1o; necebbary to
bccJ.r th1\ fact m mlDd Nevertheleb\ we cono;1der that the Indian
bourgeome" not objectively Cd.pcible of puf\umg a revolutionary
pohcy The md.ID recJ.o;ons for th1i;; are clb follO\\b (I) The clo\e cl"'oc1at1on of Bnt1i;;h and Indian capital ID
Indtan mdu,try We helve given i;;ome facti;; prev1ou~ly The Bnt1sh
polu. . y I\ to mcrea\e the as~oL1at1on of Bnt11,h and Indian cap1tcll,
under the dommclt1on of the former. \O that conflict wdl become
mcrea\1Dgly d1tfacult
'2) The dependence of ll'rl1an merc.hant cap1tcll on export and
import, whll.h 1o; largely concerned with Bnw,h goodi;; or tb
rnntrolled by Bnt1o;h 1Dterebt\ Tli1' 'iection, the i;;o-called
'\. omprcldore" bourgeome 1s a1, m Ch111a normally \'ery "Joyal" to
the foreign mtere\t\ Some bect1on of It howe\ er hab been
penah1,ed by the recent alteration of the exchdnge rcltlo, and
\1multdneoubly hit by the gcnercJ.l tr.ide cn\I\ .ind h.is become
d1!!.<..ontented It' cono;equent pclrt1c.1p.iuc.n m the C1v1l
D1!!.obed1encc Movement hab caubed ... ,me surpno;e (Despatch.
pdge 4)
(1) The clobe connection between the lnd1.m bourgeol\le .ind
the md1'!lputdbly loycJ.hbt landowmng mterebtl\ The bource of the
"pnm1t1ve accumulation" of a good deal of lndtcln mdu'itnal
c.ip1tal 1o; land A number of leadmg pnnces clre partakmg m
mduo;tncll acuv1ty both m Bnll!11h India and m their States The
lower ranks of the Indian bourgeo1~1e al'o clre connected \\1th
agranan explo1tmg mterestb, as a great decJ.l of capital unable
to fmd remunerative mvestment m industry ts appbed to
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money lending, the acquisition of land, and retail trade. In view of
the explosive nature of agrarian relations such interests are
necessarily politically reactionary.
(4) The general weakness and backwardness and the deeply
divided character of Indian Capitalism. It has not even a single
umted political party. Its forces are divided among the Congress.
the Liberal Federation, and various communal and other
organi!.ations, which reflect real differences of interest in some
cases. though they are able to come together on certain i~c;uec;,
namely in the All Partie~ Conference and the boycott of th~ Simon
Commission. The bourgeois clahs split (though the split was only
temporary) over the issue of the Round Table Conference and the
Civil Disobedience Programme. In view of this weakness, which
1~ reali~ed by the bourgeoisie. and the growing and alrejdy very
~harp clash of cla!.s interest~ in both industry and agnculture 1t ,..,
dear that a revolutionary policy and movements. which would
nece-.~arily have to involvtf"fhe ma~-.e!-., could not he kept under
control by the bourgeoi!>ie.
The bourgeoi~ cla-.s m !-.hort l!I too weal, and tt'> intere'its arc
bound up too clo~ely with both Bnti~h Impenah'>m and Indian
fcudali-.m, while the contradiction between it!-. interest~ and tho-.e
of the ma!l!-.e!I, Jl'> only pos!>ibly revolutionary alhc-.. j, too d1Tcd
to enable it to embarl upon a policy of revolutionary overthrow of
Bnti'>h rule.

The Bourgeois Nationalist Movement
This analysb 1s confirmed, and the non-revolutionary character
of bourgeois Nationalihm !.hown, by it~ history. It is unnece!...,<U}
to follow that hio,;tory in detail. It 1s enough to con!-.ider the two
occasions on which the Indian national bourgeoi~ie have hern
driven to organise open mas'> movements against Bnll'h
Imperiali~m (the Non-Co-operation Movement of 1919-1922 and
the Civil Disobedience Movt•ment of 1930-1931 ). On both thc-.e
occa~ions the bourgeois groups who have financed and actually
cuntroJJed the movements, and the bourgcoi~ and petty bourgeo•'
politicians who have actively led them, have been extreme!)
careful to re~train their follower!"\ and prevent them from
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becoming revolutionary. It i!I a fundamental mistake to consider
either the Non-Co-operation Movement or the Civil Disobedience
Movement as revolutionary. They of course both contained
certain revolutionary element~ and po!l!libilities of development,
but the~e have not been allowed to develop.
The~e i,tatements hardly need any proof, but the following
out·,tanding facts can be cited to confirm them.
( I ) Netther movement ha., been demanded complete
mdepcndencc from BntJsh lmperialii,m There wa~ practically no
tall of 1t at the time of the Non-Cooperation Mo\'ement. Jn the
c"'iie of the C'1v1l D1iiobedience Movement there ha11 been much
talk. and the Lahore Congrell!I. December 1929. e\'tm pa,~ed a
11:,ulutton dl'mandmg Complete Independence. But the leader~
hJvc dropped th1ll demand They have asked for a number of
thmg' .tt different time~. rangmg from "the \Ub,tance of
Independence" through the tamoull "eleven pomt!I" to a mere
"change of heart". But never Complete Independence. dt "
worthwhile to touch for a moment upon the h1Mof) of "Complete
Independence" in relation to the Indian National CongreM..
Rl.,ulutton of th11t nature had 1'.!en brought up from time to time in
the Congrc" Se.,,tonll, but were al~ay' oppo,ed hy the prmc1pal
C'on~:rc.,ll lec.ldcr,, Mr. Gandhi, the late Pandit Moll Lal Nehru etc.
But It obtamed mcreallmg !IUppon from tht~ rjd1cal pettybourgeo1' \\-mg ot the Congre!lll. and m the excitement resultmg
from the appomtment of the Simon Comm1ll.,ion etc. m 1927, wa'
pm•.,ed at the Madrall ScsMon with the support or acqutescencc of
mo.,l of the promment leader., 'till, th1!> decei\\...d nobody, and the
acceptance of the Nehru Report m the ..... tumn of 1928 hy almo~t
c.lll the Congre'!I leader' i.howcd what v.ilue wa~ to be attached to
their demand for lndepcndem:c.
At th1~ time however, d !lect10n of the llO-called "left" leaden. of
the Cong1ell., (prmcipally Me~!\rs. Jawahar Lal Nehru. Srmiva.\
Iyengar and Subha!I Chandra Bo~e) launched the Independence
League, which purported to he a senous Independence Party. But
"'II\ !lhown conclui,ively in P. 56 ("Pdhtlcal Re~olution" of the All
India Workers' and Peasants' Party Conference. December 1928)
from a study of the actmn~ and published programme of the
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League, the formation of this organisation was simply a
demagogic device, having no serious purpose to secure
Independence behind it. The conclusions of the A.l.W.P.P.
Conference were confirmed completely when many of the leaders
of the Independence League accepted tbe Congress resolution,
which went back to Dominion Status, making Independence
contingent on the compliance by the Government wnh certain
conditions by the end of the year. Others of the Independence
League leaders abstcuned from voting, while only a small ~ection
put up in a fight agamst this disgraceful retreat. After that nothing
more was heard of the Independence League. At the end of the
year (1929) the conditions had of course not been fulfilled, and
Independence had to be reaffirmed, though the leader~ were
obv1ou~ly very unw11lmg. None the Jes~ when tbe C'iv1I
D1i.obed1ence campaign began, Independence, even a~ a demand
to be put forward for bargaining purposes wai-. dropped.
practically wnhout any d1s~nt from the members who had voted
for 1t. During the negotiations between the Government and the
imprisoned leader!\ in I 930 Independence w~ not the demand put
forward by the latter.
At the Karachi Congres~ the Independence Re.,olution wa'
agam pa->&ed. But the hne taken by the C'ongrei.~ leaderi. 'tlnCl'
then. and especially their attendance at the R.T.C. ha\ shown
agam, that it wa~ not ~eriously meant. At the R TC and m
propaganda 'tpeeche~ in England, Mr. Gandhi talked of the
"&ub~tance of Independence" and defined it in a way which
&bowed that even their moderated demand was put forward fm
purposes of bargaming and demonstration, and that he knew qu11e
well that he would not get 1t.
Thii-. h1Mory really needle. no comment. It is obvmus that people
who can vote for Complete Independence one year and Domimon
Statu& the next year, do not attach any serious meamng at all ro
Independence. The Government of India's "Despatch" puti-. the
matter "ith undeniable correctne1's when it contrasts the bulk of
the bourgeOJ.. nationalist~ wnh the extremist elemenr, the
tcnon~\s and other~ who "have adopted Independence not a!- 4
phrase but as a seu\ed ann." <Page 'J.)
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Independence to the ordinary Congress leader is a "phrase"
with which to keep the rank and file contented, and perhap~ to
threaten the Government. It is nothing more.
(2) The second circumstance we can cite is that in both the
Non-Co-operation Movement and the C1v1I Disobedience
Movement but especially the latter. the bourgeoi~ leaders have
dire..:ted attention away from the fundamental revolutionary
que..,t10n of the "seizure of power" or even from the economic
demand!> of the masses which could lead towards revolution to
petty reform!> such as the abolition of the ~alt tax. They have
talked of no-tax campaigns, and much more vaguely about norent campaigns, but never carried them out. (l'he recent
development.., in U.P. are characterised by Mr. Gandhi and the
Congrc~!> Working Committee ai; a rent-'iuspeni;ion movement
<md not a no-rent campaign.) Their greatest weapon ha!> been the
boycott of Bnthh good!>, which, whatever 1b effect1venes!> in
decrea!>mg the profit.., of the Bnti!\h bourgeoi~ie m trade with
India, j.., not m the least a revolutionary weapon.
( ~) They have cons1!.tently rdused to contemplate the use of
Hulence. There 1s no doubt 1 hat relatively few of the Congres~
leader.., beheve religiously in non-violence as a prmc1ple. (Thi~ 1~
'hown for example by the conduct t'f tho!>e Congre!>!!.men who
arc, or are a!>!>Oc1ated wtth. employer'- of labour or landholders.
The) w11lmgly tolerate all the explo1tat1on and violence practJ!)ed
upon theu worker!> and pea!>ant~. either directly or by the State
which ~upports them.) But on the other hand 1t I!) incorrect to
attribute their adoption of non-violence to tactical rea!)ons. The
redl ..,ttuat1on i!. that they do not want tl.-11 which could be obtained
by violence, namely the overthrew ot British rule. But for
wh.itever re ison, they have incessantly preached non-violence
dnd have puhl.cly condemned and disowned any acts of violence,
on the part of their follow\!1 :\.
(4) They have not he~llatcd directly to ~abotage and oppo~e the
beginning!> of the revolutionary movement of the masses. The
dai;~1cal case 1s the termmation· of the Non-Co-operation
Movement in1922 which was due to the fact that events, such as
the Chauri Chaura incident. showed that an agrarian revolution
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was developing. During the recent Civil Disobedience campaign
the Congress showed by its attitude towards the G.I.P. Railway
workers' strike that it would not tolerate the alliance of its
movement with the militant workers' movement. Even more
revealing was the incident which occurred somewhat later when
the peasants began to attack the moneylenders at Kishore Ganj.
Mymensingh District, Bengal. The Congress organs denounced
their action and called for the intervention of the Imperiah1'l
police (Matter!I went even further after the conviction of the1'e
peasants to various term1' of ngorou!I impri!lonment. The Amrita
Bazar Patrika in a leading article asked the Government to
approach High Court to get the sentence!I enhanced).
In fact the Civil Di~obedicnce Movement 11' 1t!>elf to LI
con))iderable ex.tent to be looked upon a!I a mean!I of ... abotagmµ
the revolutionary movement. It was !>tarted confc,1'ed~ "1th .i
double aim: ( l) to bring pre!l!lure to bear upon the Government,
(2) to check. the growing "violence" (that i" revolutionary 'Plfll 1
of the ma!lse~. Jn Mr. Gandhi's letter to the Viceroy of the .2nd
March. 1930 he !lay": "It i!I common cau'c that, hnWl'\CI
di..,organiscd and for the time heing in,igmf1cant it may he. the
party of violence is gainmg ground and making 1ti.clf felt. .1t 1"
my purpo\e to !let in motion that force (non-violence) a..; well
against the organi~ed violent force of the Bntio;;h rule a' the
unorgani,ed violent force of the growing party of v1olcncL' "
IBrock.way "The Indian Cm.1!1" page 1.W.)
And again in rhe lerter on the eve of hi!> arrest, he 'ayi.: "The
on\y way to "onquer violen~e i' through non-violence ... you m.1)
condemn c,v1\ D1'ohed,ence a., much ai. you hke. Wil\ you prdc1
a violent revolution'!" (Brockway, page 146.)
It 1~ clear from this which of hi~ two a1m!I Mr. Gandhi com1dc1'
\\\\)\t \~~~~~'- t\\\<i \~ \\~~te.&it\ that thi!!I one, i.e. the defeat of rill'
\nd,an revo\utmn, hai- been more fiUCCC,_~ful.
( )ur ..-.. um.ttc ot the PO'>J(lon of the Indian national hourgt•oNC
~;ticodnfmm·d "'' 0 hJ tht• C!W.>nl!t oft/N> Chine.~ Revolution. M-hl~h
OI' 'm :-.ome wa"". I
pointed out m P. 11iJ .~ au'.1Y clo.~ para/kl to Indian bi.(i/01)'. A.\
Peasant~ Pan
;h f ~n~ciple,'i and Policy of'the Wonten ·;Jnd
bouigec> · Y
e c:m;umstances of the Chinese national
is1e were such that they could be ex~ao much
1
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further than the Indian bourgeoisie in the direction of revolution.
They actually did go a long way towards revolution, hut before the
complete defeat of the foreign Imperialists, they deserted the
movement. It is hardly conceivable that the Indian bourgeoisie
will ever go as far as did their Chinese counterpart!..
The reasons and evidence put forward are sufficient to establbh
that the Indian bourgeoisie cannot pursue a revolutionary policy.
It may act for a time in more or le~s vigorous oppoi.ition to
Imperialism but it can never go to the pomt of revolution againi.t
Imperiali~m. In its actual pohtical activity It b normally a' much
cC'nccmed to check the beginmng!\ of the revoluuonary movement
of the ma!>ses as it is to oppo!.e the Government~. and when
~~nou!.ly threatened by the mas!> revolution, it will become
directly and acltvely counter-revolutionary, and will join with
Impcnah~m against the masse~. The daim~ of the bourgeoiMe to
rcpre~cnt and lead the whole of the nation are untenable. The
hourgeoi..,1c rcpre~cnt!> for a time a force wavering .md vadllating
between the counter-revolutionary bloc of Impcri.ih~m and it~
alhc~. the princei. and landlord!> .ind the loyal upper clas!>e~. and
the revolutionary bloc of thl' worker!> and peasant~ and the town
poor. the petty bourgeo1!.ic and the rcvoluuonary youths. Il
vacillate~ for a time between the l\I. o great c.imp.., of re' olution
•.md counter-revolution, a..,~1-.tmg to a • crtain extent. e!\pecially m
the early ..,tage!\, in the growth of the rcvolut1ona1y movement. but
later coming more and more to hamper It~ growth. to confuse the
i'"ue and mi..,Jcad tl. and eventu.11ly. a' the 1evolution gathers
'-lrength, findmg: itself forced to lme up mort! and more definitely
with the forces of counter-revolution.

D/- 6. J.32.
\n regard to the ultimately counter-revolutionary role of the
'\'\~\\)'\\~~\)\W!,'t\)\~\'t"\\\'t\~ !\.:~~;~~ ~~~~,~~~~'-~~~~'\.~~'\
how it strives by all meani. to sabotage the revolutionary
movement of the masses. and on one occasion at least has
definitely called for the action of the Imperialist Police against the
masses. But the Indian national bourgeoisie has not yet gone as
far a.!> some others of its kind. In Egypt for some time a
compromise was maintained between Imperialism and the
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bourgeoisie, and the Wafd Party fonned a Government headed by
Zaglul Pasha in 1924. Under the regime of Zaglul the
revolutionary working-class movement was declared illegal and
crushed. (See P 2365, page 422 onwards). But the clearest case is
that of China. There the national bourgeoisie, after deserting the
revolution in 1927, joined with Imperialism to crush the
revolutionary movement of the workers and pea!>ants. instituted a
regime of White Terror which must rank as one of the mo!i>t
terrible in history. P 2365 (page 455) speaks of "the unparalleled
White Terror and the physical extermination of the best cadres ot
the Party." P 444 contains a reprint of an article by the wellknown economist and author, Scott Nearing. in which he state'
that 20,000 were executed in 8 months in tht!> White Terror
campaign. which was conducted primarily by the national
bourgeoisie, who until a few months before had been •memher!I of
the o;ame party. the Kuomintang. as the workers and pca!.ant'
whom they now slaught'?'ed.

Can the Bourgeoisie compromise with Imperialism?
It il> ne~e,sary here to tum aside a moment from the m.un
5.ubject to di5.cui,s a question which ari!i>e!I. We have !.hown the
basi'i for the opposition of the Indian bourgeoil>ie to Impcnah .. m.
and at the f-.ame time concluded that it cannot pur!lue a policy of
revolution agamM lmperiah!.m. What then will be the outcome of
it!. policy? Can we conclude that the oppo~it1on of the!>e two
clas!.e5. will continue indefinitely, or that there are objt.'CtlW
po!i>!i>ibihties of a l>atfr factory compromi~e betwet!n them? And 1f
so. on what basis can that compromise be founded?
As we have already \tated the general lme of polic.y of
lmpenah5.m-the restriction of the development of industry, the:
control of finance and banking etc. etc.-is ~uch as to give no
basis for a compromise at all satisfactory to the deo;1res of
advancement of the Indian bourgeoisie. And as is pointed out m
P 56 ( "Pohtical Re!lolution "), this line of policy is necessitated by
the po~iuon of the world. and the general decline in the economic
power of British Imperialism. It is not in a po~ition to grant
substantial concessions but must on the contrary try by all means
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to increase its exploitation and the strength of its political
dictatorship in India. This policy was well developed and easily to
be noticed in the period discussed in the "Political Resolution." It
has become better defined and more pronounced since then. The
chief indications of a political character are:
( 1) The Simon Commission Report. As pointed out by all
nati inalists this report recommends no "advance" in the position
of the Indian bourgeoisie at all. In the Provinces it ha!. given the
promise of slightly greater influence, though still under rigorous
i.afeguards, but admini!>tration, which is the nature of Provincial
Government, is not what the bourgeoisie want. They want power
to influence the general economic policy of the coftntry. This
means power at the centre. And m thi' re!!ipect the Simon
C'ommi!i!>ion recommends if anything a !ltep backward.
(2) Es,entially the same iii true of the next mo!!it authoritative
pronouncement of Imperiali!!.t policy. the Government of India's
"De,patch". This makes some nominal concessions m regard to
the participation of the Indian bourgeoisie m the Central
Government. But it hedges these conce!!i!lion!!i about with
numerous preclutions-a R ·serve Bank safeguarded agam .. t
poht1cal interference, and working in co-operation with the Bank
of England, a consolidated fund a!I the guarantee of the payment
of "Home charge!>" and other lmperial1~t claim~: and supcrvi!it10n
of fmanc1al affairs by the Imperial Government, with power' to
take over control m case of default; -.o that the ultimate result
would be not a strengthening of the po-.it;on of the Indian
bourgeoisie, but a con!>olidation of the posiuon of lmpenahsm.
(3) The firm line taken by Imperiau .m agamst the Congrei.~.
In all the long series of Viceregal pronouncements. the interviews
with Congres~ leaders, and the latter attempts at med1a11on. the
Government never retreated or showf.'d willingnes" to commit
it~elf to any conces~ion. The Congress leaders "grovelled" m their
anxiety to find a basis for agreement, which would ha\e enabled
them to po!itpone or suspend direct action. But the Government
apparently welcomed a "trial of stren~th", knowing that It would
ulllmately have to offer less to a beaten enemy. The vigorous and
deliberately provocative manner in which it attacked the Civil
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Disobedience Movement shows the same attitude, as also does its
firmness in the final negotiations which compelled the Congress
to capitulate. (This is what we have to say with regard to the
policy carried on by the Labour Government and Lord Irwin as
Viceroy in India. But very recent events have proved that, as the
Manchester Guardian a couple of days ago has put it, this
lrwinism has gone and the firmer hand of Hoarc-Willingdon has
begun.)
(4) The increasing extent to which the States are brought
forward as. in effect, a counter to the bourgeoisie. This was to be
noticed from the time of the appointment of the Butler
Committee. The Nehru Report itself mentions that its author!I
have no doubt that "an attempt is being made to convert the Indian
States into an Indian Ulster". (See P. 904 }. Thi!I policy has come to
the front in the Simon Commission Report, and if! the similai
in~b.tence of the "Despatch" (pages 32-34) that ~pecial landlord''
representation must be retained. m view of the "~teadying effei:t"
their representatives wlt'i have upon the legislature.
But its moM definite expression is found in the deci!lion!I anJ
3ugge~tions of the Round Table Conference. Imperialism ha'
displayed the greatest enthusiasm for the new departure of till'
prince\ in "voluntarily" coming forward as a part of the structu1c
of the All-India Federation. Two points are particularly to hl'
raoticed that the appomtment of the States' repre~entativcs to the
Federal Leg1~lature is to be m the hands of the ruler~ (FcdcrJI
Structure Sub-Committee Report paras 24 onwards) and that the
State~ will obtain arepre~entation greater than is warranted by thl'
proportion of their populatmn to the whole, especially i11 the
Upper Chamber (paras 28 and 31 ). The ~econd Round Table
Conference has ~ugge~ted 40 per cent for the Upper and 33•/, pl'I
cent for the Lower Chamber. Moreover. these representative!\ will
take part in deci!liom. of all questions, even tho~ which do nol
directly concern them (para 36). These decisions of the fin.I
Round Table Conference have not been altered by the Second.
(5) Finally, the results up-to~date of the Round Tabk
Conference as a whole. Though the Imperialist representative~
claim that these dt:cisions and proposals involve considcr.tbk
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;oncessions to Indian nationalism, they actually concede very
.ittle. The official Government statement made by Mr. MacDonald
:tt the end of the first R.T.C. (Report pages 72-83) put forward
.hcse points as concessions:
( l) "Status" of equality.
(2) "Responsible Government" with safeguards, i.e. responsiJihtv of the Government to an elected Federal Legislature,
·nduding conditional responsibility for financial policy.
(3) "Full responsibility" in Provincial Government, and a
tn1)rc liberal franchise.
The limitations and safeguards, however, are so numerous and
important that these concessions in effect amount to Nery little.
I'he principal among them are:
( I) The powers of the Governor-General which are:
<a) To be solely responsible for defence and external
relations (including relations with the Indian States
outside the federal sphere) during a period of transition
( Pederal Structure Sub-Committee Report, para II).
(b) To act in case of emergency in responsibility to
Parliament in regard to securing "the peace and
tranquility of any part of the country," avoiding
"serious pr~judice to the interests of any section of the
population," and securing members of the public
services in any rights guaranteed to them by the
constitution. (Para 16 ).
(c) "Ordinary" right to refuse his assent to Legislative
measures and to return a bill for reconsideration; and
"existing powers of reservation and disallowance" will
remain. (Para 2 l ).
<d) Power to "carry on the King's Government" if the
constitution becomes unworkable. (Para 23).
(e) Powers in connection with finance.
(2) FiPancial safeguards.
These are:
(a) Funds for payment of interest and sinking fund on
loans, and salaries and pensions of persons appointed
on guarantees given by the Secretary of State. are
secured as consolidated fund charges. (Para 18).
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(b) Funds for reserved subjects will similarly be provided
for. (Para 14). (These two heads together take well
over half the revenues of the Central Government at
present).
(c) A Reserve Bank will be 'instituted, entrusted with the
management of currency, and exchange (Para 18), and
until this is done the Governor-General is to have
"adequate control over monetary policy and currency."
(Para 20).
(d) The Governor-General's sanction is necessary for the
introduction of bills to amend the Paper Currency or
Coinage Acts (Para 18).
(e) The Governor-General has powers in regard to
budgetary arrangements and borrowing, ~to intervene
if methods were being pursued which would in hi~
opinion seriously prejudice the credit of India in the
money marktts of the world." (Para 18).
The Governor-General has power to appropriate funds to
implement any decisions made in pursuance of his spe~i•1l
powers. (Para 16).
(3) Limitations on the Constitution of the Central Legislature
(a) We have referred to the proposed representation (and
over representation) of the reactionary princes.
(b) The Upper Chamber is to consist of "members who~~
qualifications should be such as will ensure that it is a
body of weight, experience and character." (in other
words of extreme conservatism like the present
Council of State.) (Para 26).
(c) The Lower Chamber, in addition to the membcr:elected in the ordinary constituencies will contain
representatives (in general of course loyalists) of
special interests: the depressed classes, Christians.
Europeans, Anglo-Indians, Landlords, Commerce.
Labour, and the "Crown", (Para 34). (The second
R.T.C. decided to dispense with the last named special
representatives, i.e. those of the "Crown.")
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(d) Min1,ten (the Governor-General ctppomt\ the Chief
Min1,ter, whom tum appoint~ the other') wdl not have
to re ... 1gn unle'' faced with .i ho,t1Je vote of 2/3rds of
the Chdmber (PMa 14;)
!4) In the 'pbere of Provmc1dl Government, where It 1-;
cI,umed that 'full re,pon ... 1b1hty" hdli been given, cilmo't equally
torr11dab)c rc,ervdt1on-; dnd ... afeguardc. are found m the power\ of
the Governor., whu.. h dre. 'to d1c,,olve the leg1~lature, to withhold
J.,.,cnt to Legi...lauon, to return Bill' for reLOD"i1derat1on to
rl .,1..rvc Bill' tor the conc,1der,lt1on of the Govemor-Generdl to
d1.,m1.,... Mm1,tcr"i, to act independently of Mm1-;ter"i m matter.,
mdudmg the protec.uon of mmontte"i and "idfeguardmg the ,afetv
1110 tr.m4u1ht~ of the prO\mc.e and m emcrgenLy c.,mc,ed b) the
hreJkdown ot the con"illtution to c..ury on the admm1,trat1on '
(Pro\lllLtal Con.,t1tut1on 5ub-C'omm1ttec., Report, para 6) In
ldd1t1on 1t 'hould he nota.cd thJt m the Ldmmdan pro\.lm.ci;;
(81..ng.d B1hJ1 ,md the Umted Prm1m.e.,) Y.here opm1on hct'
hL.en expre.,..,cd m tt., fJ\ our 'econd ChJmber"i ma\ be
m...11tuted -tcl 1ender 1mprcgn.ihle the po.,1tton of the )Jndlord'
1 ") Gener.illy the commu •I que.,t1on hd.., utiJ1,ed to the full
fh1. m.ittc1 y, J' felt to be .,o important thdt the Pnme M1m.,ter
humelt h.id to p1e.,1dc ()\er the dehbe1 1t1on\ on th1., ..ub1cc.t The
IL .,ult ~."' thJt the onl) Pl'"lbthty of .. ~reemcnt wa., tound to be
m 't..p.tr.ite t..ommunJI clcdorJte., mdudmg po...,tbh a 'epardtc
dcdo1.1tl for the l.itc't protege., ot Impenah,m. the dcprc.,..ed
dd,,e, <Mmontv Suh-Commtttee., Report. p.ua 8) The -.e'-ond
R TC c.,uncd th1' poht..y further ... u11 L\entudli\ under prc,..,ure
from thl' Bntt'h the Mo"ilem' dnd the l• 1 r rmnontte.., pr.id1calh
rdu...cd to lome to JO) Jgreemcnt .tl Jll
16) It ,., l.ttd dCl~n th.it there -;hould he no d1,L.11mm.itmn
J.gJm't B11wh l..ommt-ruJI mte1e"1' (P.tr.i 14)
(7) Rcumtment ot Bntr..,h ... ub1ec.t' for the lndtdn ( '' 11 ~er\ ace
Jnd the lndrJn Pohc..e Sen tee '' to continue (Sen ice.., SubC'ommmec Report p.ir,t ~)
(8) 1 he Imper tah"it demand, m,1de on ..,lldtegtcal ground ... tor
the .,cpar.it10n Pt Burm.i. I' l..cUTted through (Burm.i SubComm1Uee Report) A ,pcc1al Burma R TC hd' now been
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mo;Ututed, though without any expre'~ agreement by the Indian
repre,entauve' at the general R TC'
The totdl re'ult ,1, It appedred at the fir~t ,eo;o;1on ot the R TC
c.in be 'ummed up m the word' ot :\11 Br.ulo;ford, d 'upporter of
the L.tbour Government then m offo.. e "An el.iborate me"h.im,m,
ched.' .tnd halance,, c.trefully devN!d "'1th the ob1e'-t of mdkmg
.i quid.. mo\ement of cono;1derc.1ble "hange nnpoo;\lble
( LeJder' 8/2/1 J) It "'a' of wur'e 't.ited thJt thc'c mrJngemcnt'
were not fm.iJ Jnd further mod1h".itmn' .i' d 1e,ult of ncgot1.it10n'
\\ere l.Ontemplated Mr G.tndh1 \did th.tt the R TC had not
conceded hdlf enough ( <it.tte,m.in 7/l/l I) But no rnnc.e1\.thk
mod1hc.auon' m detJ1I c.ould Jlte1 the f und.iment,11 l.hJrallcr of
thl' \l.heme, the effcl.l of \\hKh "'c.l' not to lh.tnge the po,111011
e''ent1Jll}
The 'ccond R 1 C' 1f 11 hJ' d,mc nothmg el'c hJ' 'ho\\n thJt
no further mod1f1c..lt1on' OI l.Olll.l!"IOll\ cUC to hl. lll.tdl. I ht
report' .iueptcd h\ tlhe F-cdcr.il 'tmlturc or othu '-.uh
Committee' mdke no nnport.mt "h.ingc m the dcl 1'10"' of till
f1r't 'e"1011' In h1' I m.tl 'tatcment Mr M.tdJonJld d.umed \\Ith
.ippd1ent pnde lhdt the <.lulJrdtlOn of f.tnuc.11v 1911 ,,,11,tood It
wd' t.tken b) lhc L1bcrJI l'iJtl mdh't dck.g.ttc' to the '-Cwnd
R 1 ( .. , a mJttcr of 'dtJ,fJLlmn th.u the Bnt 1,h um crnmcnt li.1J
tnJde no rctrcJt \mt.c tht. flr,t ,c..,...1on Al.lu.tlh thl} \\Lll
J"ummg too mm.h The B11t1'h fJCl\cmment u'cd the 'uonJ
,t'.,,mn of the R l C to dcH•lop ..t 'tdgc further ll' m.mocuH1..
vi. nh the lndtdn ~t.i•c' and to l.On,ohdJtc 11' Jlh.m'"'e \\ 1th thl
Mu,hm l.OmmunJI lcJder' dlld depre"ed dcl" lt.-..td..:1' ,111J
through them cffelt1\ cl) to hloc.J... the dcm..tnd for g1l.,tll I
t.onct·,,10n' hy the other ddcg.tte' I he true po,1twn 1' 'ho\\ n
\cry clc..trl} b} the c.ondudmg 't..ttcmcnt by the Pnme Mmt.,lll
Jnd the 'pecc.hc' ot ~1r 'i.imu<'I f lo..trc. the 5el retJry of \tJll JnJ
\1r BJld\\ m dunng the Hou'c ol Common' dcb.ttc on the R r <
(Dec.ember 1..tnd 4 I9l I)
The Prnne M1111,tcr' do..,mg 'tdtt'mcnt \dV\ •With rtg.uil to
f'ent1.d Government I mJdc 11 plam thdt. 1iuh1cct to Jetm~d
lOnJ1t1on .... Hi' \1JJL'''Y' l.1tc Go\-ernmcnt were pn.•p.in..d 11
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recogm.,e the pnnc1ple of the re.,pon.,1b1hty of the exec.utlve to the
teg 1.,Jature, 1f both were con"t1tuted on dn All-Ind1d Federal
ba'1'"
Thi., pa..,.,age acqmre!I '1gmf1cance m view of the he'!l1tat1on'
,111 ci drmbt., expre.,..ed by an important 'ectmn of the pnnc.e., after
their ongmdl enthu1i1.i.,t1c dcceptdnc.e of the 1ded of do All-India
1-e<.l r.it1on The Government not only m~11it., on hd\ mg 1t'
'>l.tum.. h .ilhe.,, the prml.e.,, a'> ctn e.,...enll.tl part ot the future
1-cdcrdl Government of Ind1d, but keep' .,ome of them m re:.en·c
now at the pre.,ent .,tag\! 'o thdt, 1f the need drt\C\, It c,m mdkl. u-,c
01 their po .. 1t1on to refu\e further cunce.,.,1on~
With regard to the .. afoguc.1.rd., etc Su Sdmuel Hoar~. repeatmg
,1 hnk mmc cxph'-1tly the \\.Ord' of the Pnme Mm1.,ter'
.,t,tll'mcnt 'did "We .ire prcpc.1.rcd to make .in c.1.d\ dncc to
1e.,p011'1hlc GO\ernmcnt hoth m the <..entre and m the provm'-e'
upon l.Ctt,11n defm1te c.1.nd '>PCl.1f1cd c.ond1t1on., There \\.ere two
wnd1t1on.,
the f 11.,t l.ondmon \\a' th.it the re.,pon.,1blc
G0\ernment Jt thl:' <.cntre mu.,t be an All-Ind1J Government
rep1e.,entmg hoth B11t1\h Ind1c.1. and the InJ1Jn <itate., and the
''-~ond <..ond1t1011 \\',t., th.ll 't' .!r.11 obhgat1on.., \\ h1ch h.td re.,ultcd
h om our long ,1\...clu,111011 v.rth India mu't be ,afrguarded
fu..t of all until lnd1,1 \\.1' m ,, pCI tt1on to defend thelf. onr
wmm,md of the JIDl) mu.,t he de,tr .ind und1.,puted. Jnd our
wntwl ut foreign .itfJn., mu't be re .. er\ed Sel.ondl) our
1clatrom w11h the pr m'-e' nnM be rct.uned h) th'- l.ro\\ n
~ mdnl.1.il ,l,lh1ht) mu't be eflclt1vel) ,.ifegua1ded and i..o
ult1111Jtcly nrn..,t be mtcmal .,ecunfy 1 he n'montle., mu't he
prolel.tcd T!1crc mu.,t he no unt.i11 ., 'nom1l. .md l.Ommerc1.il
d1,l rnnmJllon .ig.im.,t Bnu.,h tr.ider' [he 11ghl., of the 'ctv1ce..,
rec.mrtcd bv the Seuet.iry ot Stdte mu ... t be \Jfegu.irded "
To 1emo\c .ill po..,..,1hle doubt\, Mr B.ild\\m \\ound up the
dchate "Refcmng tu the que.,tmn ot the tr.in..,•llon penod
Mr B.lla"'m \cl1d that noh,,dy .it pre.,ent could \dY how long n
would Ja,t. hut 1t would l.i't 1u't "' long .i' it w.i' the will \)t
P.irh.imcnt thclt tt \hould lc11.it, .md tf .ind \\hen the con,t1tut1on
Wd., c'tabh.,hed, nothmg thc1c m l.Ould be 1el.u.ed. wnhout the
lon,ent of Pc1.rhdment "
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Impen.i.h,m. which Cdn make conce\\1ons only dt 1ienou1, lo"
to 1t,elt, 'how' no de,ire dt dll to do 'o
We wndude therefore th.it there ., no objective b.ii,11, for .i
la,tmg wmprom1'e really \at11,f.ict9ry to the d\pir.i.ttoni, of the
Indian hourgeoii,ie Comprom1'e of a pennanent chdr.icter will
come. 1f at dll. only when the ma" revolutmnary movement
dnve' the bourge01,1e mto open counter-revolutionary alhanc.e
with Impenah'm (the temporary lrwm-G.mdh1 P.ic.t h.i., been 'et
J.t naught by Impen.ih'm w1thm d VCI) \hort lime Jfte1 1t' Jdop
tmn The re1..ent development' do not "-h.i.nge the \ 1ew cxpre,,ed
by u' J.t .i.ll On the contrary, they 'trengthcn om argument')
But 1t h.i.' to be remembered th.i.t the natmn.i.I bourgecm1e m.i.dc
.i.n effort to foH.e wn1..e.,..1om m the Civil D1,ohc<l1enLL
"-dmp.1.1gn which undoubtedly 'urpn,ed Impe11JIMft both h) thL
extent of the 'upport whll.h ll hcl' obt.imed. even I rom the htg
mdu,tnJI bourgeo11i1e .ind the mcr1..h •.mt' ot 'uLh pl.lle' ,,,
Bomb.i.y. ( oe,pat1..h rpage 4) .ind b) the extent to whll.h II
'u"'c.eeded m mob1lt\mg the petty bourgeot' and C\en the pL.a,,1111
md'-'C' and keepmg them under It\ "-ontrol In tht' 'ttuauon 1t 1'
po, ... 1ble (the .ittttude of the Cong.re!!.' and Mr G.1.ndh1 m 't1d. mc
to J. pohL} of L.o-opercltton ell .1.ll _o,1' mdkc It prob.1.blc) thclt 'omt
'ort of nomm.1.I c.omprom1't.' mJ.) be .u.h1c\-cd. J\ WJ.\ J.l.hlV•·Ld 111
the equdlly d1fticult <.J.'e ot l-gypt the l dbour P.irty Wd' m oftll ~
m 192.t But our ,m.ily'1' ot the tunddmentdl' ot the po,tl1<lll
hold' good There " no obJeL.t1\<c bd'I' for d fm.11 Lomprom1't
lhc c.omp1om1'e \\htc.h m.1.y be rc.il.hcd will be J. \U1l.1u
l.omprom1'c only. b,1,ed on no re.ii l.On1..e\\1on' by Impl'n.1h'm
.\nd m tune the lnd1dn bourgeu1"ite will f md thl\ out J' did lhl
I·gypl1dn' lhc re,ult will he the \Jme-J. tcmpordry lull m thl
\trugglc, clnd re,umed c.onfl1c.t Idler, ~Ith the hou1gccm1c m J
more d1thc. ult po"i1t1on ow mg to 1to; error of h..avmg fallen mto thl
Impenah't trdp
Dominion Statu\

The Chme1ie bourgem\lc, by leddmg the m"'" mo\ cmcnt to lhl
pomt ot open m"4urrec.t1on, wcrt: .1.blc to forced fcurly fc1,ou1Jlik
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comprom1.,e with the Impenahi;t power.,, at any rate m South and
Centr.il Chm.i They .ich1eved effective wntrol of the c..ountry, at
the pnce of recogm~mg foreign lodn., and mvec;tmenb and
cLonomt(.. mtere.,t generally With th1., they are .,attc;fied They no
lunge1 (..Onduct a movement of any vigour agdmlit Impenah">m
Thev hdve dch1cvcd "Dommton Statu.,·
The dern.ind., of the Indian bourgc01.,1e ha\e m the pa.,t been
pitched at d lower level than the dtt.imment<i of the Chmei;e
bourgeome Their demand.,, a., formul •.lled m the Nehru Report,
eve1 <.upplemented hy the "ele\en pomt<i' of Mr Gandhi were
e<...,enttdlly for 'Dom1mon (}t.itu" with <.Jtegudrd<i" The generdl
..,Jn<..t1ty of B11t1.,h m\e..,trnc11t.., .ind eLonomK clJtm'> v. a'>
rcwgm.,ed 1 e Dom1mon St.itu., not Independem.e \\.i., the
u .. onum1c e.,..,cn1..e of the dem,md v. h1 le B11t1<.h LOntrol of the
Jim~ and foreign .itt.iu.., .md the dppomtment of Bnt1o;h
Go\cmor.., ,md Go\emor-Gcne1JI v.a.., .igreed to Ltter. under
p1e..,..,me from hchmd the bourgco1"1c h.i.., hecn obliged to ra1'e 1t'
dcn1.md..,, .md .1t the K.irJ' h1 Congre.,., the deu..,ton v.a., for
Complete Indcpcndem.e" dclmcd to mdude control of the arm).
tl111?1gn .itt,ur<. .ind fm.incc .md t1 .ii pohl) But C\en tht<i
IL..,olut1on propu.,ed "p,utncr.,h1p '1th Grt''.ll Bntam. and
.u.lm1tted the po ...... 1b1hty ot mod1flL..ttllln'> (....ifegu.ud<.) 1t
dcmon.,trctbly neu•.,.,ctry m the mtere't" of lnd1.:i.' while the
cc.onom1c.. obhg.it1on<i ot Indict to Bnt..tm '.\ere Jdm1ttcd m
P' 1111..1ple. the demctnd be mg for "l rulm) b) dn 1mp.:iruc1l
t11bun.il 'The re.,ulut1on. ho\\<evcr. Jl.,l .ippnned of the Gandh1Irnm P.ic.t'. wh1c.h wet.., b.i.,cd on .ic.LcptdnL.c of the dec1.,10n., of
the hr ... t R TC', J<i ...1 bJc;1., Im d1.,1..u<i,1on .•md .iuthon..,ed
M1 Gctndht to 1cpre<ient tht> f'ongre.,., .it .,ewnd RT r Dunng tt.,
,e..,..,1on m London Mr G.inJlu dchned .ind modified th1., po1o1t1on
"t11l further He agreed to the p11nuple of no d1'>cnmm.it10n
.igctm.,t Bnt1\h tommerc1Jl mtcre.,t ..: .:ind .i1..tu.11ly propo.,ed two
vc1y hberdl formula' on the <iub1e<..t h1m.,clf He Jl\o demed
h.tvtng a<iked for the wtthdraw.il of the Bnt1~h arm) The 'Leader'
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dated 20/11/31 publishes the!le particular proceedings of the
R.T.C.:
Chairman (Lord Sankey): " ... I do not think it would be in the
intere!lt of India to comply with the immediate request to
withdraw the anny".
Mr. Gandhi mterruptmg ~aid "May I JU!lt correct you? I have
not a ... ked for the withdrawal of the Bntl'. h troop!'>. I do not thm!...
there 1., a ~entence in my remarh to that effect, and 1f I did utter a
'entence of that character. I shall hke to withdraw it."
Hi~ fmal manife.,to •~1-ued after the Pnme Mm11. tcr\
condudmg 1-latcment, repeated the demand for "Complete
Independence" not excludmg partner<,h1p with Grc.tl Bntam .tnd
.tccepted agam the pnnciplc of "~Jfogumd' m the.mtcrc\t of
India." He com.ented aho to rcm.un .t member of the f'~dcr.il
Structure Sub-Commmee for tl'> further Lh~cu.,~wn of .,.tfrguard..,
Th.., 1., the po.,it1on wlthi"egard to Jmpenal..,m.
In regard to feudalt\m no demand~ arc put forward at ..ill The
Nehru Report !>pec1f1c.tlly .,afcgu.ird., landed prnpert)', .ind th1..,
ha' heen confirmed rect'ntl)' by M1 Gandhi. The genc1.tl
democr.ttlc demand' .trc weak even um\cr.,dl ..,uffr.tg.c 1., put
fomdrd douhtfull)' and after much di-..cu.,1-1011
Though we con~1der that .,ul·h a comprom..,c cannot come
.tbout. tt " worthwhile to .,ec what would be the <.,1tuat10n 1f .i
comprom"e ot a permanently ..,<lt..,foctory ch.uacter were am\eu
at. The ba'1' of ~uch ..t ~ettlemcnt would hdvc to he the .,at1~factwn
of mo.,t of the demand., JU~t con.,1dercd. It would give rel.tllH~
freedom for the Indian bourgeo1~1c to develop mdu~try hchwu
tanff wall.,, to monopoh<.,e 1t., coa!ltal traffic, to fax the rate of
exchange of the rupee and generally to have compll-tc control of
tt\ finance<, etc. but mother re.,pcrt'i the lmpcnali't financial .ind
economic mtere't' would he maintamed. It ha~ been made \el)
clear on many occa<.,1om, e g. m the Nehru Report, and m the
recent interview givl!n by Mr. Gandhi to a prcs~ rcprt:!>entat1\e
('State!. man' 813/31 ), that no d1'icrimmation agamst British cap1tJI
would be attempted or allowed
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But otherwise the po!>it1on of the country a!> a whole would not
he altered appreciably a!> b shown by the nature of the demand!>
and conce . . s1ons which we have !>Ummari!>ed. The exploitation of
the people would continue. The population a!> a whole would be
held back in it!> development by the drain of m economic
rc!>ourcc!I The feudal !ltructure of society and the land !>ystem
wnuld remam. Even the progre!>!'>ive function!> of the bourgeol!>IC
would not be reafo.ed to the full, owing to it-.. continued
<.kpcndern.:e upon Bnti!>h Impenali!>m and it!> clo'ler alliance with
fcudalt~m All that could be clanned would be that the 'ltruggle of
the people for freedom would be made easier if the demand!'>
(conta111ed m the eleven point!'>, for example) for the.aholit1on of
the C I.D .. the reduction of the expenditure on the arm) b) half.
mo<l1ficat1on of the Arm., Act etc. were granted. But everybody
ktw~., that m no conce1vahle circum.,tances \\htle Impenah-..m
1em..i111.., would the ... c demarn.b he granted. And 11..., dnuhtful 1f the
hourgc01-..1t' \Hmld want them. In the circum-..tancc' outlmcd here
the Indian hourgeot!'>tC would become, to a far g.1e.itcr extent than
no'N. an .illy of Bnt ..... h Impe11ali'm again.,t the m.t.,.,c-..; and n
',"ould need all the protect1t'n afforded b) the arm). the Arm-.. Act
,md the(' I.D
1hc kmd of rclntton., whll"h would rc,ult m thc'e
l llcum-..tancc., bct\\cen Impenah.,m .md the nat11.m.il bourgco..,1e
un the onl' hand and the ma~.,c~ on the other. are f01c.,hadl'I\\ cd by
the dec1.,.on" of the R T.C.. and the term" of the "trut·c" agreed to
on th,lt h•.-.. .... hctwecn the Viceroy and Mr. Gandhi on 4/'VI 93 I.
The R l.C. d1:c1.,101"' have been con<lemn.·tl hy Mr. Br..ttl..,ford
('Leadl'I' 8/2.n I l who a~k.ed. "Ho'' doc~ the balance of po\\ er
"lcltHJ hetwt•cn the l.indlord~ and the tenant!'>, dehtor~ and
u-..ure1!'>"" And Mr. N. M. Jo.,h1, who took part in the Conference
de.,c11hc!'> I hem a!'> "calamitom for labour." ('Leada' 24/l/~ 1.)
The mam poinb in thi~ conncct1on are:
( 1) Suffr..tge •~ re!'>tril'.tcd to a maximum of 25 per cent of the
ropulut1011 (po~sihly as httle a!-. JO per cent) on quahfo.:ation~ of
property and education. (Franchise Sub-Com1mttee's Report, para
4 ). Labour will be "repri:sented" presumably by nomination m the
Central Lcgi~lature (!->amc Report. para 34) and po!->s.ibly m the
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Provincial Legislatures. [Provincial Constitution Sub-committee'!-.
Report, para 7 (c)].
(2) While special representation for landlord!. (who are
economicaJJy powerful enough not to·need it) i'i provided for in
the Central Legi~lature, and also in fact in the Provincial
Legislatures. if the proposal!-. in regard to the !lecond C'hambcp,
are carried out. no special care of any !IOrt i!I taken for the
pca!.ant!I.
(3) The State!-. arc left. in regard to internal matter' and al'o
federal repre!lentation, entirely suhject to the d1,netmn of the
princes. The recommendations am !.O reactionary in thi' n.•,pect
that the bourgeo1'1e of the State,, through the State People,·
Conference, have begun propaganda demanding a declarat10n of
right'i. direct election of State i.' reprei.cntati \'e' ctc.
14) Labour. factoriei.. etc. arc not made Jefm1tely federal
matter!-.. They are subject to concurrent power!I of leg1,lat1on.
federal and provmc1al. I [Federal Structure Suh-commltlel''
Report. Appendix I (c).) It will therefore, a!I Mr Ju ... h1 pomt' out.
be extreme!} hard to get any Labour leg1!llation p.1!1,ed.
(.5) The'e arc the feature' \\hich relate more e'pl'Cially In thi:
mtere't' of the mJ."c'. But 1t ., de,u thJt the whole ') ''l'lll ol
limited, communal electorate,, .. ccond Chamber' pm:kcd with
...elected react10nane,. Gmernor..,· and Govemor-Cienc1.il'
complete po\\ er.., of \'Cto, etc .. a'> 1,tcm of '\:hcd' and h,ilJrn:l''
cardully de\ 1,ed" to render the progrc" of the hourgeo1'11~
1mpoi.1,1ble. will operate even more d1'a'trou..,ly agam't the
o1ntere~t!. of the ma"e'
Thi' being the nature of the f1r'lt Round Tahlc Confrn·m·i:
deci'>ion m relation to the ma,..,e,, nevl!rthclci.' thl' dcc1,10n' "cw
accepted hy the Congre" a' the ha'i' for tht• n1mpron11:-.i: <1f
March 4, 1931. Section 2 and 3 of the Government of Im.ha\
.. tatcment of .5th March I 931 run·
"A~ regard!- con"'tituuonal quc:stion~ thC' !ll'.Ope of futu1c
dii.cu'>i.ion i' 'tated, with the a1,~cnt of Hi' Maje..,ty'~ Government.
to be with the ob1ccr of conMdcring further the i.chemc tor the
co1ucitution,d Govemmcnl of India d1scu~liied ar the Round Tabk
Conference ....... ~tep' will be taken for the partic1pauon of the
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repre..,enlal1ve.., of the Congre,;;.., m the further dt<.,CU'i'>tons that are
to take place on the !.Cherne of con..,tltuttonal reform,;; "
I-urther, although the pea<,ant!. and the poor petty bourgeoNe of
the town.., had done much of the work of the C1v1I D1..,obed1ente
Movement, and hdd undergone mo.;;t of the ..,uffermg mvolved,
they were 'lhown little con..,1derat10n at the time of the truce
Acc.ordmg to the offrc1al ... tatemcnt of the term.., of '>ettlement of
1th M<irch 1931, c!lthough the ..,urrender of the C'ongre..,., wa.,
LOmplete (.lll act1V1t1e ... , mdudmg: boycott of Bnl1..,h good..,.
p1d..etmg heyond the prov1"'°"" of the ldw, etc are g1,en upl
neverthele..,.., the rec1proccll l.Once..,.;;1om by the Government were
hy no mecln" complete and m<iny of the poor follo~er., of the
Congrc ... ., h.1d to ... uffe1 The mquiry mto the Pohc.e exce-...,e.., Vva'i
dropped If 1t would h.n e hcen any ".it1 ... tact1on to mnocent
'111.tgcr., who h.1d hcen 1111ured ,md cau-.ed Jo.,.., hv the Police to
.,cc the 0H1l'lal re-.pon-.1hh.· pum-.hed. they lo'>t that ...a11 ... fact10n
All Ordm.mce., n( .1 1epre"""" e chJrdcter were not \\ tthdr.iwn
Ordm,mu• No I of 19~ I. lhrelled nommJllV .1gami.t the
Tcrr<111.,h. contmucJ to nper<ite All nutr1rc.itmn.., declarmg
... .,.,oc1.it1011' unlawful wc1e n<11 w1thd1 awn The Burme ... e pea ... Jnt'
umtmued to he 1mpn ... oned unde1 their prov1 ... 1on.., Pw ...ecutron ...
•1g.11n't Police .md Soldier ....md thn..,e '1a1ged with violence \\CIC
nl1t \\ t1hdr,1wn SolJ1cro. .md Pohl.c .ind pn .. ont:r., gmlty of
\ 1olcnce were not 1de.i ... uJ The G.1rh\\al Riflemen. \\ hoo.e
(lompktely ''non-violent") action WJ'I of the mo.,t \aluable
rc..,uli... of the whole L.m1p.11 gn. wt II completL tht•tr long "entence ~
Property 'e11ed wa' not 1eturned 1f 1t had bel·n d1 ... po'>ed of The
'.tluahle pnntmg p1e ......e., ot hourge\ 1 C'ongre.,,~men. which
nohody would buy. we1e returned But the hnldmg: ... of pea..,ant ....
\\hwh had been .,old m large number.... v.cre not returned The
pc.1,ant.,' holding.., C\l'll 1f not yet ..,old. were not returned. 1f the
Collector "had re:Nm to heheve that the defaulter would
Lontumac1ou..,Jy rcfu'lc tf1 pay the due., rccoverahle f1 om him "
rmally po..,h rendered v.ic.mt by re..,tgnauon.., .ind permanently
t 1llcd were not gt ven h.ick to the late 'incumbent" E'en where the
po't" had not bl!en filled the ca"e' were "con-.1dered on their
inent ... "
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When the negot1dt10n'i between the Viceroy dnd Mr Gdndht
were gomg on at Delhi mo<,t of the le.id mg lnd1.in commercial dnd
mdu.,tndl tndgnate., either came or were called to Delhi to give
their view' But not d .. mgle Labour 1epn:'ientat1ve, of however
moder.ite a chardeter, wa .. mvlled
Though a final comprom1.,e between the Ind1.in bourge01<,1e and
lmpen<ilt'm ha' not come about and the former may dg.un require
the .,upport of the m.i,.,c~ .ig.un ...t the Government, yet they neg:lctt
the ma"e' and thetr mtere"t" m tht., tl<igtant m.mncr The rettldl ot
the'e fact., 1e.illy <,upphe., .tll the rnmmentdl) th . u 1' needed on thL
"Stx..1.th,t" programme p.i.,.,ed .,horth .itterw.trd., dt the Kard1..h1
Congre~' It wa .. .,o obHou.,ly mdke-behew thdt even the Congr1.. ''
le.ider., .ind org<lm them~ehe., h.trdl) p1ctcndcd to tdke 1t .,cnou.,l) It
1s not nece.,,ary to .,pend dny more time on 1t
At the 'ccond R TC Mt Gandhi m.ide .i <lemagog1t. "PCCl.h m
\.\-h1ch he repre.,ented h1m,clf .md the Cong:tc..,.. .i' 1t•p1c..,cntdt1\1'
of the poor but no 1mpoftant 1..h.ing:c wa., m.ide m the 1ea1..t1011.in
dec1"1om \\ hKh had been taken on th10, matter .tt the f 1r't R 1 (
1 he effect ot o,uth .i fmJI t.omprom1..,c lhl·relorc . .,uppo.,mg 11 111
be po.,.,1blc. would not C\"t.!nt1c:tlly .tltc1 our .m.il)"J" of thL
o,1tuat10n, the dao," reldlJOn..,h1p" or the pol11. y \\ h1d1 \\IC o,houlJ
h.t\e to pur.,uc In pi.ice of the two dd"'e". the l11d1.m dlld thL
Bnt1<,h hourgeo1.,1e. keeping up ...i>mc n:l..1t10no, nf p.i1t1.tl ho-.11!11\
to edt.h other dnd from time to t1111e Jttcmptmg to uo,e the m..t,.,l
..tg.im.,t c.it.h other, the two .,cl.l10n' would h.ivc hcl.omc om
exploiting .md ruhng da.,., \\ uhout .,cnou' mtcrn.1' d1tfcrc11lL'
The po<,1t10n of the lll...l'l'>C~ "'ould rem.un d" 1t 10, ll o, e"o,cnt1.il tt1'k
\VOU!d rcm,un. only the tdl.tK., of 1t., "lruggle would be Jl!c1ul 1n
.,ome o,mall degree

The Revolutionar} anti-lmperiali\t 14 ront
To re.,ume our d10,t.u.,.,1011 we h.1\e c't.thh,hl."d th..tl thl
bourgeol\1c lannot le.td the lnd1Jn rc\.olullon. Jnd thJt It .,t.inlh ' 11
d po.,lllon .,ep.irJtc from the revolut10na1y d.i.,.,.c., m lnJ1,111
.,octcty, ,md mu">\ utlnn.itely oppo"e the re\ oluuon We hcllcH
al.,o that the petty hourgc01.,1c lannot le.id the rcvolut1on fht'
da.,.,, e<,pcc.1Jlly tht> urhJn pctly hourgt•01•.ie cert •.unly mc..ludt'
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l.irge \ec.tlono;, which dre objectively mtere\ted m the \U<.Ce\\ of the
1evulutmn, dlld will gdm by It But a' .u-gued m P 118 ("Prm<.1plec., and
Polic.y") dlld P '5n (' Cdll to A<.tmn") dlld a\ we fully agree the petty
"'omg:eol\1e d~ d da" " m<.c1pdble of leddmg the revolution
fh1., view may 'eem pdrddox1cc1l m lnd1d where dmong tho'e
1.. ld''c' mte1e,ted m the dttamment of the revoluuon 1t 'eem'
o\\ 1ng to 1t' edutdl1on etc , dnd It' pre,ent degree of pohtl<.dl
1-on,LJOU\nc", to he obv1ou,ly mc1rk.ed out to take the leddmg
p.ul But the pelt)' homgem\le '' not \ln1.tl) .. pedkmg .a dcl,., clt
,ill It " cl hetcrogeneou' group of \trdtd ,md \CL lion' h.!\ mg
rnughly .. 11111 lclr economic. ,t,md..lrd' but no homogeneity of
l1.onom11. fum. liom ..lnd no other \OC1al hond to umtt' It And the
pnhlll.il wn,<.10ll'1ne" whKh d1,tmgt11,he' 'ome pdrt of the pcttyhourgcm,1e 1eflclt' the d1v1ded dnd mdchmtc po'1tlon of the
1.. I.1'' It h.i' none ot the ton,...,lent) of the poht11.dl 1..om(..1ou,ne''
of 'u1..h tomp.irclU\elv homogcneou' d.i"e' J.' the "'orkmg-dd"
or C\1..n the pe.i,.intl) It m.iv dl one lune folio" the bourgelm1e m
'01111.. t01m of hdlfhe..t.lled NclllunJh'im 11 lllcl\ .il clnother tend
tO\'l.,ud' ,, 1c\.olutmnJf) mdcpenden1..e polu.• ) It mcl\ mdme
tov. .nd' ~ot i.lh'm
or ~ J.'t "m
or P.m A '1..t.m~m or
C ommun •.t11 ... m m .my other momclll.inl) fJ,hmn.iblc mode of
thought ~ul.h revolutmn.in Lon''-" .... nc" J' ll mJ\' de. \.dop '"
'Lldom lllcll kl'd h) (..llJl\hlenq or depth It ,, 111.•l prc,enttd a' the
.vorkmg-dJ" " v.. nh ,, dnH.t exploit mg d.i....,, "h11.h '' e..t.,tl)' .inJ
1..ert.imlv d1 .. rmgtmhl·d cl' n' encm\ Owmg l•> 1t' plNllon 1l ''not
c1hle ea,1h J.' the v.. orJ..mg-d..t...,, '' to .1pprc(..1.1 lc the.. re.i.I n.iture ot
the. prc ...cnt e(..onom1L .md poht1c.il W'ilem It te11d' to pre,cnt .i
'Y'tcm of '0<..1ct) to 1t,elt m pcr,on.il H.1m .... ,,, It' o\\.n e\1 ... tem.e
".in md1\ u.lu..th\t one Henle lhe mthl lon..,1,tcnt ..lnd detcnmned
te\oluuon.uy poh9 v.,.h1(..h the pelt)-bourego1,1c d' 'uth de\.elop..,
"tc11011,m And, a\ we hd\e pomted out repe.itedh ternm'm cl\
.i 1evoh1t1ona1y polll. \ '' •'encrdlly entirely u'ele,.., The pelt\ho111gelm1e 1' not umtcu .i' cl d.i.....,, " m,ufhL 1ently l J(ldble of
bcmg 01g.tnN:d. clnd h.i' not ... uthuently cle..tr-c.ut mtere'h lo dct
"" the powerful umtcd dn' mg fo1:1.. e wh1l.h I' reqt11rcd for the
lcctd 1~r,h1p of the 1e\olut1on lt t'\ not d c.l.i'~ whllh l.m t.ike the
le.id It can only be led
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The event., of the pd'it few year1., m th1., country c;how that th11.,
account of the petty-bourgeome .., correct From about the year
1926 on\\ard. the petty-bourgeo11.,1e had been movmg 1.,te.iddy to
the Lett-toward., mdependence dnd oppoo;1t1on to the Domm1on
Statu., dem•.mded by the C'ongre1.,i, .ind tigam .. t the doctrme of nonv10Jcnce The growmg Independence Wmg m the Congre.,., and
the prcdommant 'iCctlon of the Youth Movement wc1o; of thl'i
nature But the depth of their 1ad1c..ill'im WJ.'i te.,tcd J.lready rn
19'.!8 In th.lt yeJ.r c1 p.,eudo-revolut1onJ.ry peJ.1.,ant'i' movement
w.i., J,mnched m the B.irdoh TJ.lukJ under the lead of
Congre,.,men. and the "re~olutton.iry" youth 'iUpported n
v1gorou'il} and quite unc.rn1c.illy. while they neglected the
genumel} revolution.if} worker.,• moH·mcnt, which w.i' n.,mg
qurckJy all over the country ,n the 'iclmc time C'leJ1er "trll ., the
rewl.itron of the po,1t10n m l 9l0 At the L.ihore Con&rc.,., 1929
the} forced the leJ.der., to .idopt Complete Independence .md
almo'it O\erthrew non-violence But once the hourgem' lcadl'I'
gJ\e the 'lgnal and hef'dn C1v1l D1'lobed1cnce their lci1..k ot
re~oluuonary l.On .. 11.,tenc.}' and deterrnmdllon 'howcd 11'cll l hl ~
r,11.,ed not a \\Ord of prote'it when Complete lndependenu~ w,1,
dropped h} the leader,, .md for JIJ their oppn1.,1t1011 to non
\ 1oknl.e .md thc11 c.nc' ot "Lon~ 11\c re\oluuon", they mcl'ld\
'made 'idlt". offered 'iJl}Jg1.thJ .md uo\\ed mto the J<11J, A
.,mc1ll 'iCl.t1on re\olted J.t h1" betrJ)dl J.nd toot.. to tcrromm
Pract1e.ally no 'iCttlon of nnpon.mu· 'tud to the genuine ITIJ"'
revolut1onaf} pohc}. ~hu. h H hJ.d been dccl,mng for 'o long
The expcncn'e of other lOunt11c., l.ompletcly C"onf1rm' our
view On \.ery few OCl.J'il<ln'i hJ' the pctty-hourgcm' dd\lli broken
1001.,e from other 'lcl"'"'e' .md pur.,ucd J.n mdrpcndcnt
revolutionary polKy It did 'o for J. 11me durmg the F1cn1.h
Revolutmn. but c.onfrontcd hy 11 .. own fundJmcntal )J.l.k ot ,1
defmttc "'}'tern of clJ.,., mtere't'· Jnd therefore of a dchmtt'
pohcy, It wao, 'ioon b1 ought b.ad under the leader1.,h1p o1 the
bourge01.,1e In the C'htn\:'l.,t' re\olut1on the petty-bourgeo1,1c
c1gam for a 1.,hort time took Jn mdcpcndent hne Durmg the 1.,tJgt>
of the hr't growth of the re' oluuon m 192~-26. n contnbutcd to
orgam-,e dnd rou...e the work.er' .md pecl\dnh under the b.inncr of
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the Kuommtang. 1 e of the bourgeoNe When the betrayal and
de.,ert1on of the bourge01.,1e developed m 1927, .,ome liecuon of
the petty-bourgeo1li1e tned to mamtam the united front, and, that
f dtlmg, 1t broke nominally with Ch1dng-Ka1 Shek and the <.ounterrevolut1ond1 y bourgco1.,1e and formed an independent
Government at Wuhdn But wuhm d few month\ n had to defme
1t., po.,1tton-e1ther with the ma.,.,e., or with the bourgeo1\1e It of
1.ot11'>e1..ho"e the ldtter Thu' even m .. uc..h ca'le., d'> tho~e m 1-rdnce
at the end of the I 8th tentury and m Chmd toda). where the
wo1k.mg-c..la.,., •., wc..ik. ,md 111-developed. the pett) bourgeo1"1e
1..m pl..iy no perm •.mem independent pdrt (In more developed
u1untne ... d\ Marx .md other hl'>tonan., ha\le pumted out, the hne
ot the peuy-bourgc01'>1c " ..tlWclY'> to Vdc11l.ite and iollow that
l ; .. , , wh1c.h \Cem' fm the moment to be 'tttonou'> )
A' \\C hc.ivc 'tated m de.ii mg\\ 1th the workmg-c..l..t...., mo.,,ement
md1' 1du..it ... hom the pctt}-hourgco1" d,1.,... <.Jn ..ind do pe1form
u,cful ...crv1u for the m.i ...... 1cvolut1on. hut not J' member' of that
d.i" The) do th1' ...en Kc on)\ h\ brmgmg their techm1....il
4uJhf KJl1011' Jnd u ... mg them 111 the org,m1,..illon ..ind preparcltlon
ot the m l''IC'> for 1cvolut1on m the 'P" It ot the "m kmg-c..la,.,
pl htK,ll pohc y
Ih1' 1' wh) \\C h..i\.c ah\.1\' Jc\otcd l.C"l1'1der..ihle ..ittentron lO
thL Youth Mm cment the org.im ... J.tll''l of the pcm-bourgem ... 1e .
•md to the N,H1on..il (ongrc.,, \\ic h,1, c pomtcd oul to thl•m lh..tt
thl' h1,ton(.JI role of thL-11 c..l,i-.., m ... p1tc of it' 1c\olut1on.i1\
cnthu.,1,1.,m, •., betr.l'vdl of the rl.!\ olullon Jnd the.it 111 orde1 to o,el\e
the re\.olut1on genumdv J., l.ugc .1 'u.. t1Cln ot them a\ po.,'1ble
rnu't c..omc over to .11..nn ...1..1011' c,en 1u! of the M • .,., re\ olutmn We
h.i\.c done th1' h) cxpo,mg the 1 f rmt'm ot the n..illondl
huurp:eor.,1e on the one hJnd .md on the other the mdh1ht)' of the
J>tlt,-bourgeo1'1c J\ a d.1.,., tu breJk loo'e from the leadcr,hrp of
thc bouigco1.,1c It \\a., m dcmon,t1..itmg. to them the"ie
mwntrm ert1ble tact., th..it v. c 'debau'-hed their rmruh '

I he Workers and Pea~anb
Among the ma.,,e, we h.t\. c .tlw d't' hdd .t \IC\\ thdt the
muu.,tucil workmg-cl""" mu ...1 t..ikc Ie.uhng pld1..e I hr' ha ... 1..dU\ed
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the Pro'e"'ut1on liome amuliement, but we m!l111t th.it 1t 1' nJtural
,md "'orrec.t In 'Pile of c.omparat1vely 'mall number,, the
workmg-c. l.i" mev1tably wall take the lead of the pea,antry m the
revolutionary 'truggle
The prmc1pal motive power of 'oual progre'' m the modern
pcnod he' m l.:trge 'cale mdu,t1y The mdu,tnal town I\ the leader
m \lKlety todJ)' The v11l.ige c..Jn only follow The pe<1,.intry
rep1c .. ent' J b.iLk\\.ird reactaon.iry mode ot produLt1on wh1Lh 1'
deemed to d1,appc<1r Such a cl.i" c..an h.irdly take the lc.td m .1
mmcmcnt ot 'oc1.il .idv,mc.e
In "'on,equenLe of 1t\ mode of production and hte, thl
pea,.mtl) 1' c.ulturdll) more backw.ird th.in the \\oork.mg-d.i"
The workmg-d.i". bemg directly wntronted "1th C' apn.ih\m
.lL h1c\ c' J more thorough under\t,mdmg of the n,llurc ot thl
modern 'ol.1eh th.in the pca,.intr) Jc .iu1uuc' f mther ,\ morl
Lomplctc d.i" LOn'LIOU\ne" It L.ln torm gcne1.il• 1dc.t' ,md
pohc..1e' .md fight tor them fhc pc.t,,mtry on the LontrJr\ ''
L<>ndemne<l to .i rel.itl\/IV n.irro\\ r.ingc ot mterc't' Gcnu,1!
poll UL.ii polK 1c' Mll not rc.id1ly penetrate 11' und1.'1,t.m<lmg Tim
n.ino\.\ne'' \\,1, ,ho\\n for c\.imple during the ll\ rl \\JI .md
mt1..n cntwn m Ru ...... 1,1 I he worlmg-d.1'' knc\\ "'h.it 1t \\ 1'
fighting for .md \\cl' um,1,tenth Red l he pc.1,,mtn on thl
other h.ind 111 mJn) .m.:.i' Jftcr ~eumg the l.md v. ould J1.Lcpl thl
rule Inc.ill) of \\hKh C\CI \Ide WJ' tcmpor.u1lv ... uu.e..,...lul Jnd
HN. •1g.i111 to tight onlv \\hl'll the
white' Jttcmph:d to rl
e ... t.ibh'h ldndlo1d1'm l he Jo..,1' n.irrowne" of the 111tcrc'1' of lhl
pe.i,.tnlr} 1\ ,tl,o well 11.no"'n J hc'\o will rc.id1h 1om togt•the1 .mJ
f 1ght Jgdm'r tht..JT t.\\n expl01tcr mone) lender or IJnJlmd 1'>111
onlv wnh mu1.h grcJtcr d1th1..uhv will they 01g.inl'1C O\cr 1.ul!l
.ired"> .t\ .i d.i" to fight the J.mdlord' .., .i d.i." fhe \\orklll!!
da" on the other h,md 'cry c.i,11) d1.quire' .i nJt10n.il dnd CH n
.in mtern.it10n.il c l.i" Lon ...c.1ou,nc'' In v1e\\ of 1l\ morL
de\.clopcd Lulturc 1t rhc t\\O d'""::' .m· d\\OCJJted, the \\Ork111I!
c..la'' mcvat.thl) t.ikc' the le.ad
.f-urther m L<>ntr.1'1 hJ the fll'.l\Jntry. the \\nrkmg-d.1"' I'
more homogencou' l Id" 1 hl·rl. '' \.Cry lntlc.· dc.t'h of m1c1L ' 1'
between drffcrcnr 'tr.ttJ of the \\Orlmg-d.a"· "' the1c 1' bdWL'- 11
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different "itl dld of the peas.mtry The workmg-cld'i"i 1i,
c.on'-entrdted and d1c.c1phned to ctC..t d"i d umted force by the
wnd1t10n'i of tt'> hfe clnd work, m d Wd.Y that neither the ped\d.ntry
nm dny other c.l.t"i'> (.an be It l'i given by 1tc, expenence of
cxplmtat1on cl more '-omplete under"itdndmg ot the ncJ.ture of the
eLonom1'- clnd poht1cal c;y..,tem It therefore c.ome' to be imbued
\.\uh ci more thorough revoluuon.uy outlook thdn dny other da"
It' ,11>..,.tlon 1'i one of conc,i1,tent and obv1ow. expl01tclt1on The
povc1ty of the pe.i.,,mt1y ho\\ ever I'> not d!Wd.).., oh\ 10uc,ly due to
thL Lxplon.iuon of othcrc.la"c' It mdy ..tppe•.u to he due ci' mul.h
to the gcncrdl pdr..,1mony ot nature or to c,ome p.i.nu.ular Odlur..tl
1..<11.i ... trophe The md1\ 1dudl of the pe.i"idnt dd'" mdy hope to d
lUt.un extent by hard work ..tnd good fonune to n'>e tod po..,1tion
ot lomfmt <,ul..h pro'>pcLtc. for the worler' .ue c.ompclr.tll\CI)
..,Jtght All thc'e 1..011..,1<kr.tt1on' go to 'ho\\ that the L.on..,Lllm..,ne..,c,
undu..,t.indmg .md 1c\.olut10nar) detcrmm . u1on of the \\OrlmgLIJ" mu't he '>Upenor to tho'>c of the pc.i..,Jntrv
I 111.tlh, the \\. ot kmg d,t....., 1c, pi.Kell m ..,m h ..i p<Nt 1011 m
wmrol ol 'tr ..ttcg1'- po111t' the btg to\\"" the du.1 .. n c pdlt' ot the
prmludl\ o.! ") "IC'm the U,m,port dlld )me, of 1..ommum<...tt1on Ctl.
ol ,lKICl\ th.11 thc fo1<.c ot ll• tt..t1.. kl" 1mmcn,elv ~re.ttc1 thdn the!
1dJt1\c \\ught of it" numbl'r'
I he p~J,,mu v h..1.. C'\ 1..,tcd ... , J d.t ' for m.im 1..l lllUI IL' ..tnd
'm1..L' the d.t)' of J.id. CJdc Jnd John '3.111 h,1, hom time to tune
11 ...1..11 111 1c\olut10n Jg.1111'1 11 .. oppte.,...,ot, But ll'> 1c,ulu11011.il\
mu\.e1111..nt h.i., ncvL1 h1..en .. u1.."'c'"tuJ In tht. } 1em.h Rt.•\ olut1on
.in<l thl. Ru,,1.1n Re' olut1on, ll \Ul.l.Ccdcd, bc1..a .. ue m both 1.. ..i"e" rt
w,1, kd hy .mother 1e'volut10n.try d,1.,... the h{•u1g1 t.11,1e .mJ the
pwkt..i1i.1t 11..,pet. tl\cl) \\hll.h 1..l'lll '• r.Uld on the pohttl..tl
tlhlL\cmcnt.., of the rc\olutmn, le.\\mg the pc..t,.mll\ to rh o\\n
~unt.cin the l..ind In the gret.•n rc\olutmn 111 l .i.,tem l uropc
<1lte1 the w.11 the pc..t">.mtry h.i' .11.. h1t'\ ed m ..omc <..ountnc' a
p.1111..il ">uuc.....,, b) ctll)mg \.\tth the bourgeoNe .1garn.,t the land1>\\ner' on the one h,md ,1111i the workmg-d..i"" on the other A'
\\ould he expelled m '>U1..h '-lr<.um,t.in<..c">, the '>m<.e"" of the
l'll·l"Jntr) h..i .. been only p.utial .mJ •temp<lrdn The hourge01 .. 1c
h..i, mg 1..rn,hed the wm kmg-da'' \\- tth the .ud ot the pect,ant
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anmc5>. and secured it~ political power, has begun to re-establish
landlord1o;m.
In India at the present day the difference between the two
clm....e~ 1.., to be !\een. Though backward the orgam,at10n of the
work mg-class 1s farm advance of t~t of the pea!\antry, a~ are ah.o
Jl'i pohucal expenence and con!-tc1oui.nei.i.. The workmg-claso; "
becommg rapidly an active dnd con!tc1ou' revolutionary cla....,
The pea!tantry 1Ddulgei. !\pasmod1cally ID local 1D'urrect1onary
movement,, but a' a whole 1t l'i 'it11l only potentially
revoluuondry
The worklDg-cla'!t m India, m the 'ien'ie of an orgam'iablc
dCtnc force, apart from the agncultural proletandt. number' 1.,ome
f1\e nulhon~ It I!\ a l'lmall cla"i5. compared wnh the prc ... antry But
the workmg-da"" m Ch1Da, which ha' pldycd dnd 1' playm!=! .i
defm1tely leadmg part ID the revolution, 1' rcl.it1vely .ind
ab ..olutely 'mailer than the lnd1.m workmg-cla" bvcn the
number of the Ru1., .. 1an workm!!-<.'ld'' wa" at the lime of the
revolut10n a relatively ~all frdctmn of thdt of the pca ... ant1y
We conclude therefore that the workmg-cla" (.Jn and "ill he
the lcadmg da'" m the Indian revolut1011 Wh1k the pca,.int1 y will
c"itahh'ih for the revolution the 1Dd1,pen,1hle ha"ic m the countn
by 'ic11mg tht! l.ind and overthrow mg the foud.il-tdpllah't '~ 'h.'m
~f exploitation m operation there. the \\orkmg-d.i''· .i"1"tcd ti,
a~x1h.im~' from vanou' 'ccuon' of the town poor. an1.,an' .ind tht·
Ml} bnmgeo1,1e. will conduct the doc1,1\c dtl..tc.k upon the 1..cntrL' ot
the State po\\'er, and will be pnnc1pally com.:cmed m c'tabh-.hmµ thl
new St..ttc •.md the new order The wor~mg-dd'" anJ the \s,.orlmccla" party will be tl1e dcc1dmg and d1rectmg force

The Programme of the National Relolution
We have \aid rhat the Indian rcvoluuon mu"t be e,..,en11.1lh •1
bourgeol"i dcmocrauc: revoluuon, mod1f1cd by the <.·ond111011" ol •1
colom.:11 country Th1"i 1.., the ca'\e. although we ha\c Jh 11
conc.luded that th<" cla1i\c\ whu.:h will rnrry through tlw re\oluuon
are the \\Orkmg-da" and the pea.,.intry, ... upportcd by thl! pet:·
bourgcol\1c. an<l although the bourgco1~1e will mev1tabl~ nrP'1'i:
the revolution.
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The Prosecution and the Magistrate have stated repeatedly that
we aimed immediately at setting up "a workers' republic on
Soviet Lines" (Committal Order, page 7), or aimed immediately
at the Dictatorship of Proletariat (Committal Order, page 88).
That is, we are said to look upon the Indian revolution as being not
C'onfined to the bourgeois democratic stage but as going
immediately beyond it to the socialist revolution, as wa~ the ca~e
ir Russia (though even there only after an interval of some nine
months).
That is not our conception. The colonial The~is of the Sixth
World Congress of the Communist International show!\ this
clearly. Section 34 of this Thesis says: "The basic task of the
Indian Communist consisti. in struggle against British
Imperialism for emancipation of the country, for the destruction
of all relics of feudali~m. for the agrarian revolution, and for the
establi!>hment of the dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry
in the form of a Soviet Republic." This 1s not a socialist
programme, nor the dictatorship of the proletariat. The
Prosecution have relied upon the phrase the "Moscow road"
(taken from Mr. Norman Angell's well-known book mentioned by
Mr Brailsford in hi~ evidc.~.·e here) to show that we aimed at the
dictatorship of the proletariat immediately. Reference to the
anicle in which this occurs [P. 526 ('5)] will !\how that it i~ meant
merely in the· sense of breaking away from the S) stem of
Imperialism and C'\tabhi..hmg worker~· and peasants' rule which
may then lead on without further violent upheaval towards
Socialism.
The essential condition for the proletarian re\·olution and the
l>etting up of a 'IOCtalii..t society ii. tii-· ..:x.i~tence of a sufficiently
developed industry as a ba,.is. We do not consider that the growth
of large scale industry in India i~ sufficient to serve as the ba:;is for
the immediate transition to socialist organisation. As we have
pointed out previously, Indian industry is not only backward, it is
ill-balanced, owing to the.· fact that it has been developed primarily
as a subsidiary to British economy, and not primarily to serve the
needs of the Indian people. The great bulk of the manufactured
goods consumed in India even in present conditions are imported.
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Most important of all the means of production are not
manufactured in India at all, and even accessories for industry,
transport and agriculture are produced only to a small extent.
Further the actual strength of the working-class, in
consequence of this position, insufficient to enable it to undertake
immediately the immense task of instituting the dictatorship of
the prolateriat and carrying on at once the struggle for Socialism.
Consequently, the immediate "·onquest of the evolution will be
confined to those briefly enumerated already. It will be in essence
a typical bourgeois democratic revolution, achieving at the same
time independence from Imperialist rule and establishing, not the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie but the rule of the masses. The
instruments of economic power, the transport system, railways,
docks etc., the banks and financial concerns etc. at pre!'lent in tht'
hands of the Imperialist bourgeoisie will be nationali~ed and thf'
foreign debts and other obligations will be repudiated. In view of
the inevitably hostile attitude of the bourgeoisie, the principal
industries at present undir Capitalist control, whether foreign or
Indian must be nationalised without compen!\ation. Likewii-.c all
foreign trade will be nationalised. The smaller indu~trial and trade
organisations, handicrafts, small retail businesses etc. will be
allowed to work under their present ownership with strict control
against the excessive exploitation of the workers, and swindling
of the public. The elementary demands of the worker!w--a legal
minimum wage, the 8-hour day and 5Vz day week, special
insurance such as provision for employment, old age, sickne!I~.
etc., proper compensation and labour protection laws and the like.
will be enforced. The land will be nationalised, the landowner~
expropriated without compen~ation and security of tenure given
to all actual cultivators. Land revenue wil1 be assessed on a liliding
scale on the basis of production. An income-tax, graded, on all
large incomes will be enforced. Agricultural debts will be
cancelled or reduced; the rate of interest legally limited to a
reasonable figure; State-aided sources of credit will be made
available; all under the direction of the village and district peasant
councils. At this time the agrarian revolution will take only t~e
first step, just as the revolution generally is of the bourgeois
0
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democratic type. The second step of the agrarian revolution in
which the poor peasants and agricultural labourers overthrow the
leader~hip, and divide the land, of the richer Capitalist peasants,
will not take place generally, though in certain circumstance and
places the relation of class forces may lead at once to this further
c,tage.
A popular workers' and peasants' army will be created, and the
pruhibition on the carrying of arms by the masses reversed.
Measures to secure a rapid advance of education, to improve the
general state of sanitation, health and housing, the emancipation
of women, and the "depressed" sections of the population, and the
other minimum social needs of the masses, will be set in motion,
the different races and communities of the country will be
harmonised by a system of federation, with cultural and
admmistrative autonomy for all
regions and substantial
mmonties, so far a~ they are found to desire it; generally a policy
of advancing the industry and mean~ of communication of the
country and developing its natural re~ources under State control,
will be put in force, as the only means of guaranteeing a rising
~tandard of life for the population.
The State which will be s1•t up will be democratic, participated
m by all except those who definitely support the counterrevolution. Freedom of association and discussion will be
instituted for the masses for the fir: t time in the history of the
country. In ~hort, the programme outlined in the publications of
Workers' and Peasants' Party (P. 523): "Call to Action" (Appendix)
will be put in force. The leading classes in the revolution, the workers
and peasants will naturally exercise a decisiv1;; influence on the course
of pohcy and development. It will be 'l "democratic dictatorship of
the workers anJ peasants". The fom1 \)f the State will not be
parliamentary on the usual model Such a type of "representative"
machinery can only lead to the reassertion of the interests of the
bourgeoisie, and hence to complete counter-revolution. 1be
organisation of the State must be based on the organs of the masses.
councils of the workers in the factories, docs, mines. railway centres,
etc. of the peasants in the villages; of the working-class housewives,
~he sn:-a11 traders, the handicraft workers, etc., by occupational groups
m their localitie~. that is to say it will be a Soviet system.
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Progress towards Socialism
The difficulties of this regime will obviously be great. Even the
relatively advanced working-class of Russia had and still has to
wage a tremendous struggle to carry through its programme. The
numerically and culturally weaker working-class of India will be
faced with a task of enormous difficulty. In a backward country,
starting with a relatively undeveloped and ill-balanced industry,
and a huge individualist peasant population, will the workers' and
peasants' dictatorship be able to defeat the effort~ of Capitalism to
recover its political dominance and progress successfully toward!I
Socialism? That will be its fundamental problem.
We believe that the situation of the world today create1i
conditions which make possible the successful "growing over" to
Socialism.
It must be remembered that this period of hist"')' is that m
which the capitalist system generally is decaying. Though 1t 11:
still enormou~ly powerful, it has passed it~ zenith. Every year ~ee'
its difficulties and interdal divisions increase. Time is on the Mdt•
of the Indian workeri,' and peasants' dictatorship. On the other
hand as Capitalism weakens. the Socialist stronghold of the
working-class in the U.S.S.R. goes on from year to year o;teacJ1l)
and rapidly strengthemng.
The U.S.S.R. though its population is only half that of India,
has been able to hold out, alone, again~t the capitah~t world
because of the internal weaknesse~ of Capitalism, and becam~e the
working-class in the capitali~t countries has rallied to it~ ~uppon
at decisive momenb. With the support therefore of the U.S.S R
and of the revolution in the capitalist world, the Worker~· and
Peasants' Republic of India will also be able to hold out.
The Workers' and Peasants' Republic of India will not be a
Socialist Republic. But its policy will be to develop industry on a
non-capitalist J>asis so that it may become a Socialist State ai.
soon as possi~e. The objective possibility of this wilJ be dented
by those wlw bel~eve that each country must pass through each
stage in irs development in the proper order, and that before
Socialism can be established, it must become a fully developed
capitalist country. It is such a formal and rigid conception which
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led to the denial by many socialists of the possibility of the
proletarian revolution in Russia. That revolution and the
succ-es'iful construction of Socialism in Russia have proved the
possibility of this kind of partial reversal of the order of progress.
DI-. 7.1.32
Though India i& admittedly too backward to be able to carry
through this non-capitalist development towards Socialism
inc!•·pendently, the theoretical possibility of such a development ts
not excluded, and the existence of the U.S.S.R. provides the
condition& which render it not merely a theorelical but a practical
posMb1lity. As the practical support of the U.S.S.R. and the
revolutionary working-class in the Imperialist countries will help
tc .,afeguard the Workers' and Peasants' Republic of India against
the armed intervention of the bourgco1Me, so the economic
~upport of the U.S.S.R. will -.afeguard India agam~t the economic
0n!>laught of Capitalism. With the help of the advanced socialist
industry of the U.S.S.R. the Worker.,· and Pea~ant.;;' Republic of
India will be dble to mdustrialise it&elf rapidly. and hence to
mc1ea~c the numerical and cultural 'itrength of its working-class
and to check and eventually defeat the growth of Capitah~m. With
lhe growth in industry and ·1 the strength of the workmg-class.
the po!><iibilitie~ increase of influencmg the whole economy in a
.,ociah!>t direct10n. Eventually un.'er 1he leadership of the
worker!>, the poorer pea~ants and •he landles!> labourers can
overcome the resistance of the capnah.,t elements, the
moneylenders and the nch peasant&, and set about the
'>oc1ahsation of agriculture, the orgamsatiCln of large-scale fanns
cultivated in common by up-to-date technical methods. The rapid
growth of industrial production " '' ~olve the problem of
mcreasing ~ubstantially and progressively the income and
~tandard of life of the people and securing them
full
emancipation from the evils of the pa.;;t.
It ll!. roughly in this way that we concehe the future
development of India.
In order however not to leave the discussion of this pan of the
'iubjct &enously incomplete, we have to admit the theoretical
pos~ibility of a somewhat different course. Owing to the
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weakness of the Indian working-class it is conceivable, that
during the national revolution, circumstances may determine that
the effective leadership will not be definitely in its hands, but
rather in those of some section of the petty bourgeoisie. Thii.
would involve at the worst the rapid collapse of the revolution.
after the pattern of the Wuhan interlude in the Chinese revolution,
owmg to the inherent feebleness of the petty bourgeoisie, the
accession to power through their instrumentality of the
bourgeoisie, and hence of Jmperialism and compl~te counterrevolution. At the best it would involve that, while the
fundamental nature of the revolution, its National Democratll.
character, would be unaltered, a number of progrei.Mve
achievements. which would be attamed under the leaderi.hip of
the working-class, would not be effected. In particular the lme ot
development sub!lequent to the revolution would got be a noncap1tah~t development toward!I Soc1ahi.m, but a c:ip1tal1't
development to the establishment of the rule of the bourgeo1'"'·
wuh 1t!I concomitant!l 9f exploitation. agrarian react10n. g10wm~
clalilt-struggle. and eventually proletarian revolution.
We are concerned at the pre!ient stage, however, primanly wuh
the achievement of the national revolution, probably ,md
preferably m the form we have md1cated-of the DemocrJth.
Dictatorship of the workerlt and peasanb-but anyhow m
whatever form, that e!lsenual !ltep mu!lt be taken.
We have said that we consider this a theoretical poi.s1b1hl}
only. That 1s our view. The petty bourgeo1!l fonn of the nallonJI
revolution Ill extremely unlikely But the ~ucce~o; of the worlcr'
and pea!lantli depeud!I upon a number of factor!., of ~hich not tht.!
lea~t h the !IUbJect1ve preparedness of the working-clot''
leader!lhip. the Commum!lt Party of India, it!I i: 1 rength. 11\
revolutionary determinauon. and Its contact with the maM.ell of
the workers. peasant!I and other revolutionary classe&. UnleM1 the
working-cla!ls !IUcceed!I quickly in organising a ~trong
Commumi;r Partv which will be able to undertake the leadership
of the revolutio.n in the extremely complicated condition~ .>f
India, it will not be able to fulfil its task. We are confident
however that in 'Pile of the efforts of the Imperialist State, aided
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by the sabotage of the Indian bourgeoisie and their ideologi!its,
the working-class will succeed in this and will lead the national
revolution to the estabhshment of the dictatorship of the workers
and pea~ants, and eventually to Socialism.

The State in the Revolution
The essential problem in any revolution is the i,eizure of power.
\t pre~ent Imperialism is m control of the State. The fundamental
task of the revolution is the dispossession of Imperialism of its
State power, and the e!itabli!ihment of the State power of the
workers and peasant!!.
A!l the Pro~ecution have very correctly empha!iised, th1!l cannot
mean that the worker!I and pea~ant'i can merely .take over the
ex1!.tmg State machine. The State must be !!mashed and replaced
by an entirely new State.
The rea!>On!> for this have been dealt "Ith by Lenin
exhau!itlvcly. He point!! out that the State l!i always the organ of a
wlmg cla!l!I. lt!. type of orgam!iatlon 1s !iU1ted to the need~ of that
da!l!I Its per!.onnel I!i faithful to that clasi, and 11\ upper ranh
con!-i1~t of member!I of that class
We h.ive !ihown that the State m India is such an organh~at1on as
th1 ... It 1i, definitely and unquestionably the organ of the ruhng
cla""· the BntJi,h bourgeoisie. Its !ltructure is suited to the position
of the Bnti!oih bourgeo1Me m lm!1a. They are a small foreign
mmority m a land which they exploit to the limits of economic
po!oi1tihility. Con!-iequently thetr State muM be an ab· olutic;t one,
highly centrah~ed, restmg on a perfected l!>ystem of Police and
!.p1c1, to hunt out the germs of '\edn1on before they can reach the
point of action, and on i,upenor force .md mobility to crush
oppoMtion 1f 1t succeed~ in nsmg to the level of open revolt.
La!.tly ll!I per!.onnel cons1!its in Jts upper ranks of member!. of the
3nti!\h bourgeo1!>ie and m its lower rank!!. oflndians who owmg to
their cla!l!oi affiliation or personal mterests can he trusted withm
hmn.. to be loyal to them.
It l!i obv1ou!i that for both the!>e rea~ons the existing State
machme will be quite useles~ for.the workers and peasant!-.. Their
State machine must rest not on the superior power of a ~mall
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exploiting minority but on the support of the masses, the rank and
file of the workers and peasants. And it must consist in regard to
personnel not of members even of the Indian upper classes, who
will hate the workers' and peasants' power. but of members of
those classes themselves. It must be ag·we have stated, instead of
an autocratic bourgeois dictatorship, a democratic popular Soviet
Republic.
The establishment of this State will clearly necessitate the
"smashing" of the present State-the removal of its officials. the
dismissal of its Police force, the exposure of its spies and secret
agents and the disbanding of its army. As has been done in the
U.S.S.R., some officials etc. of the army and other services who
posse&s special and necessary technical knowledge and are
willing to place it at the disposal of the new order. may be taken
over. But the machinery as a whole must undot1htedly be
destroyed from top to bottom before the new order can be
e!litablished.
We then come to the n., order. the Dictatorship of the workcl"\
and peasants, which we have ~tated will organise itself m the
form of Soviets. The Prosecution will of course take fright at once
at this Bolshevik work and it~ introduction into India. But the
Soviet is a universal phenomenon at a certain stage of the cla,!.1;truggle of the workers and pea&ants, as the experience of many
countrie' has shown. It may be that as Russia is the first country
of the succe~sful workers' and pea~ants' revolution, the Ru!l.4'1an
name may cling to thi~ body, even in other countries. In any caM~.
whether the name i~ adopted or not, the organisational form will
inevitably be adopted.
The germ from which the Soviet arise~ is to be found m thl'
general "trike committee of the workers, which draws 1t1i
representatives from all the factory and shop committees of a
town. The Strike Committee i~ the supreme organ of stmggle of
the working-cla!t!t. During the period of acute revoluuonary
struggle the Strikt. Committee transforms itself into a worker!.'
Soviet, which after the capture of power becomes an organ of
power, in conjunction with the peasants' and soldiers' Soviets,
which are also modelled on the Strike Committees. The Soviet of
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the workers, peasants and soldiers is thus the organ of the
Democratic Dictatorship of the workers and peasants. Soviets,
being based on units of production, and being the elective bodies
of the toilers themselves, alone are in a position to guarantee true
democracy to the masses.
We have said that the national revolution in India will have to
be earned out against the:: bourgeoisie and under the leadership of
the 1Jroletariat. The immediate objecti\le towards which the part}
of the proletariat has. to work is. the General Strike of workers.
,upported by a general no-tax and no-rent campaign, which will
d' 1t develops lead to an armed revolution. If th1s revolut10n 1s to
..ucceed, 1.e. if it is to perform it' bourgeois democratic tasks, the
overthrow of Imperialism, the abolition of landlordi'm etc .• it
mu't fight not only Imperialism and the landlord cla's bur lhe
bourge01sie a~ well. That is.. il must be, a' Kuusinen has pomted
out m h1' concluding 'peech m the debate on the Colonial Thes.is
<P 1204. P. 1520). "a Soviet revolution. i.e. a clas.s revolution of
the worker~ and pea,ants." The Strike Committee' and Pea~ant
Committees will develop mto Soviets of the workers and
pca,ant~. a!! the national revClluuonary -.truggle as,umes an acute
form, and will then pa~s over .nto organ~ of power
Soviet~ a~ the form are often confuo,ed with the D1ctator,hip of
the Proletariat a~ the cla'\~ content of tl .! State power. The Sovteh
Cdn dbo be the organ~ of the Democratic Dictatorship of the
worker!'- and pea'\ant~. When \\oe ~ay that the State m India after
the victory of the national revolution will be m the form of a
Soviet Republic, we do not mean that 1t will be tdenttcal with the
Dictators.hip of the Proletanat. The Soviet State however. i.e. the
Democratic State of the workers and pt..t·.ants, rs the only type of
State which will be able completely to perform all the tasks of the
bourgeois deomocrcitic revolution. The Soviet power alone will be
able to guarantee and consolidate the victory over Impenahsm
and feudalism. Further the Soviet State is the only State form
i,uited to the "growing ovc1" of the national revolution into the
c;ocial revolution. The Colomal Thesis recounts the basic general
lclsk of the colonial revolution • in the following order.
[Para 16(a)].
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"The emancipation of the country from the yoke of lmpenabsm
(nationahsatton of foreign conce.,,ion,, radwdys, bank!!., etc) and the
e'itabhshment of the national umty of the country where tlu!i hclS not
been attcuned, overthrow of the explo1tmg clas~., at the back of
which lmpenalioi;m oi;tands, orgamsauon of Soviets of workers and
pedSal1t'i, estabhshment of the D1ctator;h1p of the Proletmat and
pe~antry, consohdatlon of the hegemony of the Proletanat "
For the "consohdauon of the hegemony of the Proletanat", and
the peaceful trans1t1on or, "growmg over" to Soc1ahoi;m, the Soviet
form of State 1s eoi;sent1al
The new order ID India will then be the Democ..rat1c Dic..tator
oi;h1p of the workeroi; and peasants, organ1bed through Sovietb We
emphaoi;1be the term "Democ..rallc" The Pro')ecullon, unable to
under;tand that any State orgdmoi;at1on '-an pO')Mbly depend upon
popular ~upport, have as~umed that 1t will be 'a d1c1dtor,h1p of dn
md1v1dual" or of a 'small and compact httle body of men" We
can underoi;tand the IDcreduhty of the Pro~ecut1on, but we aoi;surt..
them that we mean wl)at we say
We contend that the Dictatoroi;h1p of the Proletanat or of the
proletanat and peasantry, exerc1'ed through the Soviet&, 1' a more
democratic !iystem than any other sy,tem of Government yd
eMabh&hed, more democratic ID particular than 'iO called
ParhdlTientary Democracy R P Dutt !iayo;, (P 'H4 "The Two
Intemat1onal!i, Page 79) "Bourge01'> democrac..y with 1t'
Parhamental) sy!item use~ words to mduce behef m popul.tr
part1c1pat1on m Government Actually the mcl&~~ and thcu
orgamsat1om. are held far out of the reclCh of the real power and tht.
real State adnun.&tratlon
Bourgeois democracy and the
Parliamentary system !!iharpen the separation of the masses from the
State by d1v1S1on of the Government mto leg1slat1ve and ex&.ut\\t.
powe~ and through Parhamentary mandateoi; beyond popular recall
One contrasts bourgemoi; democrclcy with the Soviet ~y ..tein
which "
umte!i the mas\e' with the orgcln'i of Government by
a nght of recaU, amalgamation of leg1blclt1ve and execuUVL
powe~ and by U\e ot workmg board'> Above all th1\ umon 1'
fo\tered by the fact that m the Soviet '>Y\tem electton\ are bJ"<..d
not on arbitrary territorial d1stm.. toi; but on umt\ of production In
11
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this way the Soviet system brings true Proletariat democracy,
democracy by and for the proletarians, against the bourgeoisie."
The Soviet system is a higher form of State power than the
Parliamentary one and a more democratic one, because instead of
giving power to the minority of exploiters, it gives power to the
great majority, the exploited.
One further point is necessary in connection with the nature
and historical role of the institution known as the Soviet, or
Workers' and Peasants' Council. There has been a tendency to
as!iociate the traditional, supposedly democratic administration of
the people found in India, the Panchayat, especially the village
Panchayat, with the Soviet, and to declare that they amount to the
!.ame thing. Nothing could be further from the trudil. In the first
place. as we have just shown, the Soviets arise only in certain
historical circumstances. Only when the class-struggle of the
masses ha!i reached a point of such depth and intensity that the
..,cizure of power can be considered as a practical possibility. do
the masses begin to develop the Strike Committees and Peasant
Committees into Soviets. The Soviets are the organs of
revolutionary struggle and revolutionary State power of the
ma!.!.es. Organi!lations even of similar structure to the Soviets
cannot be called Soviets, if they do not perfonn this hi!itorical
function. But secondly the fonns of organisation of the Soviet!.
and the Panchayats are totally different. The Soviet even after the
revolution, when it has become part of the organisation of the
State, i~ formed on a class basis. The Panchayat on the other hand
has a caste basis. The village Soviet is elected in a general
meeting of all the village population, except the exploiters. The
Panchayat is appointed by the se,arate castes of the village.
which usually, in accordance with tradition, appoint the moi:.t
influential and therefore richest membets o{ the\t caste. lhe
Panchaya\ therefore becomes an organisation o{ the v\\\age
exploiters, an organ of power for the oppressors.
It is therefore quite comprehensible that the bourgeoisie should
include in their programme the organisation of the villages and
revival or strengthening of the Panchayat~. (The Congress often
advocates thi.,, but it is put forward most definitely in the
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constitution sponsored by Dr. Besant. Recently, instances have come
to notice that Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru in his propaganda speeches
generally says that the next Government in India will be a
"Panchayati Raj"). The bourgeoisie are right from their class point of
view. But they cannot represent this aa a progressive step or a
democratic step. It is no more democratic than Parliament, to which
indeed it is somewhat similar. They are both devices which under the
form of democracy secure power for the exploiting classes.
The Soviets however, as we have said, are a democrdtic form of
Government and State organisation. By their mode of origin, their
historical function and their structure, they necessarily represent a
democratic form, and indeed the highe11t type of democratic
structure which has yet come into existence. This is not mere
th~ory. We have quoted some evidence to show that the tegime in
the U.S.S.R., which describes itself as the "Dictatorship of the
Proletariat," is in form more democratic, even for the peasantry,
than the so-called democra9¥ of the West European and American
Capitalist States. Under the dictatorship of the proletariat, the
workers and peasants really order their lives through the Soviet
machinery in a democratic way.
Similarly we have shown that the leadership of the Commum~t
Party in the Soviet Union con11ists in finding out and interpreting th!!
desire~ and need11 of the masses, and seeing that they are put into
effect in an organised and 11ysternat1c way. The Soviet 11ystem and the
system of Party leadership result in a combination of centralisation
and efficiency with pracucal flexibility and democracy such as ha..,
certainly never been found under any other regime.
The order which the workers and ~11ants under the leadel"!lhip of
the Communist Party of India will e~tablish in India will be no lesi.
democratic and no le~s dependent on the real consent and
co-operation of the m&sc:s. There will be no "clique", no "compact
little body of men", which will dictate as Imperialism dictates now.
There will be a popular mas~ party, which will exercise leadership.
which will point out the way and will get the hearty co-operation and
support of the masses in pursuing that way.
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The Workers' and Peasants' Party, the Party of the National
Revolution
The policy of carrying through the national democrntic
revolution will be conducted, as we have shown, by an United
Front of three main classes, the working-class, the peasants and
that miscellaneous group which we call the petty bourgeoi~ie. In
the period when we were working in the movement, we conceived
of the Workers' and Peasants' Party as the organisational form of
that United Front. Its publications show that it regarded itself as a
party repre.!ienting these three classes and that its policy was
essentially the attainment of the national democratic revolution. It
did not aim immediately at the dictatorship of the proletariat, nor
did it put forward Socialism as part of its programme. The
propaganda of it.!i individual members may at times have mentioned
the.!ie things as ultimately to be attained, but its pohcy and programme
a!> such demanded only independence and democracy and described
only the way to get them by carrying through the national revolution.
We have outlined already the programme of the national democratic
revolution, and shown that it coincides with that of the W.P.P. The
con,tnution of the W.P.P. of Bengal (P. 523 "Call to Actmn") states
that the aim of the Party is: "The attainment of complete
Independence from British Imperialism and thorough democrati!.at1on of India. based on economic and social emancipation and
puhtical f recdom of men and women."
That is, shortly put, the programme "f the national democratic
revolution, as we have described it. P JOl7. which is the original
statement of the aims and policy of the 'Workers' and 'Peasants'
Party of Bombay, clearly states that its policy 1s the attainment of
Independence, and the demands formulated m it contain no
!>ocialist items. P 1013, "What the W.PP. stand.!! for", says the
c;ame thing. P 138, "The Principles and Policy of the W.P.P.",
'tates that the function of the Party "in the most general terms is to
achieve at least the essential preliminary .!itep, that is the
attainment of political Independence, for the abolition of
exploitation and political oppression."
And at the end it speaks of "the building up of a new
independent and democratic order", as the task after revolution.
These all bear out the essentially national democratic character of
the W.P.P. and its programme. The W.P.P. was an Independence Pany.
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The Prosecution however have urged-and the Magistrate of
course has supported them-that the W.P.P. was really a
Communist Party, or was a "veiled Communist Party." We do not
deny that a number of us were members of the W.P.P. But that
does not mean that the Party was a Communist Party. The
Communist Party has its programme, the attainment of Socialism
through the revolutionary overthrow of Capitalism and the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat. The W.P.P. has its programme, the
attainment of Independence and generally the aims of the national
democratic revolution. The two are not the same. Communists
could join the W.P.P. because they agreed with its programme so
far as it went. The C.P. also works for the attainment of National
Independence and the achievement of the task of the national
democratic revolution, since in Indian conditions these are the
essential steps towards the fulfilment of its programme.
This kind of argument would show that any Trade Union, for
example, of which a Communist was a member, was a
Communist Party, or that the Indian National Congress was a
Communist Party (because several of us were members of 1t)
We repeat that the W.P.P. was not a Communist Party; it was the
Party of Independence and of the national democratic revolution,
and nothing more.

The Communists and the Nationalists
Connected with this misrepresentation of the nature and policy
of the W.P.P. goes a misrepresentation of our policy, and
incidentally of that of the Indian bourgeois nationalist leaders.
The Prosecution begin by making such an astonishing statement
as this: ''The revolution that these accused have visualised is not a
national revolution. It is an anti-national revolution ......... the
quarrel which these accused have with all these gentlemen who
are generally looked upon as the leaders of nationalist thought in
India ......... is that their ideology is all wrong. They are striving
or at present are accredited with striving for Independence m
India. That is a hopelessly wrong ideology according to these
accused." The Magistrate, although it is clear that he sees through
this, dutifully chimes in: "Nothing can be clearer than that
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the Nationalists and Communists have nothing in common and
their real aims are diametrically opposed." (Committal Order,
page 71).
The revolution for which we were striving, as we have just
explained at some length, and for which the W.P.P. stood, as its
publications show, was the national revolution. We want the
freedom of India from British Imperialism, and, as we have
explained again and again, we could work on the basis of a
"united front" with any others who stand for Independence, or
even with people who pretend to stand for independence, but do
not mean it, such as the leaders of the ill-fated and short-lived
Independence League. (See the "Political Resolution". P 56,
which makes the offer of a united front to this body.) It is a case of
c,heer misrepresentation to state that the revolution for which we
are ~triving is anti-national.
As for the next point, there is no doubt that on questions of
pohcy we are strongly opposed to all the gentlemen whom
the Prosecution named-Messrs Gandhi, Jawahar Lal Nehru,
Subhas Chandra Bose etc. But the reason why we oppose them is
that we stand for national revolution and they do not. All our
propaganda and publications contain this theme, that these leaders
of "nationalism" are not leaders of the national revolution but
leaders of a national reformist movement. They are not "striving
for Independence in India" as the Prosecution say of them. In fact
that is our complaint against them. They are striving for
Dommion Status in India, or something even less than Dominion
Status. They want a compromise with Imperialism 10 accordance
With the interests of the bourgeoisie, as we have just explained.
They want a compromise with Imperialism, we are against a
compromise with Imperialism, but on the contrary want to
overthrow it. We are therefore entitled to ask, which are the better
nationalists, we or they? This is the difference between these
gentlemen and ourselves, and it is again a downright perversion of
the obvious facts which the Prosecution have indulged in.
But it is necessary to state the matter geherally. The Prosecution
have insinuated that we as Communists cannot sincerely work for
national freedom and the national revolution. We are, in their
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view, out to "use ......... the nationalist movement for the moment
in evidence" for our own sinister purpose, that of attaining
Socialism. We are not nationalist, we are "internationalist" that i!I,
"anti-nationalist."
We have not disguised the fact that we are Communists and
therefore internationalist, and that we work for the establishment
ultimately of a worldwide all-inclusive federation without
oppressors or oppressed, in which nationalism will have no place.
But in the present stage in India or any oppressed country, we
regard the movement for national freedom as a progressive force
We look upon the national revolution in India or China, or
anywhere else, as an enormous forward step, and we work for 11
quite sincerely. We are ready as we have ~aid, to work with
anybody else, even if it be a bourgeois organi~ation, if 1t 1~
pursuing a genuine national revolutionary policy and will give m
freedom to conduct our own propaganda and organisation. On
these conditions the Chinese Communist Party worked for year~
within the Kuomintani which also included the national
bourgeoisie of China. That the Chinese Communist Party
committed certain tactical mistakes in its relations with the
Kuomintang, does not alter the fact is participation in the
Kuomintang at that period was in principle correct, just a~ 1t'
separation from Kuomintang was correct in 1927 when that body
became instead of a revolutionary a counter-revolutionary forc.:e
The situation in India is somewhat different from that m Chma
Here we are convinced, as a result of an economic study which we
have already sketched, and as a result of political experience, that
the bourgeoisie is incapable of playing even the revolutionary part
which the Chinese bourgeoisie did. Its position is no more than
one of opposition, peaceful and non-violent opposition to
Imperialism, but ultimately violent opposition to revolution.
Hence our tactics in relation to the bourgeois reformists are not
those of alliance but of criticism and opposition. But this line we
take not in the interest of any ulterior policy but in the interest of
the national revolution.
We claim that Communists can take part in the national
revolution. We go further and say that the Communist Party of
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India will play a leading part in the national revolution. We have
declared that we believe that the working-class will be the leading
class in the national revolution. It follows that the working-class
party, the Communist Pany, will play a pan of great importance as
the leading and organising force in the national revolution, just as
the Communist Parties of China, of Indonesia, of Korea, and other
colonies are doing.
Our simultaneous support of nationalism and internationalism
involves no contradiction. The ultimate equalitarian federal union
of free peoples' States at which we aim cannot be attained on the
basis of national oppression. It would be impossible, as the Social
Democrats profess to think, for any Empire to pass directly into
the union. The first step is that such a national unit must attain
freedom. It can then enter the union freely on an equal basis. From
thi!i point of view then the attainment of freedom from Imperialist
oppression is a step forward towards Internationalism. And as
we have shown the national revolution means an essential
advance not only in this respect but in many others also. Hence we
..,upport it.
We should also make clear the difference between the
nJt1onalism of an oppressed people and that of an independent
..,tate, and why while supporting the one we oppose the other. We
have stated that nationalism is characteristically a bourgeois
conception. It arose first definitely in the period when the
hourgeoisie was rising against feudalism and fighting for control
of !iociety. In that period it was a progressive conception. It
involved an attack upon the division of the population and the
land into innumerable petty principalities and its unity into
relatively large national aggregations-a progressive step
necessary in the interest of the advance of production and trade.
Round these national centres the tntditions and interests of the
bourgeoisie have gathered and have now become inseparably
connected with the existence of nationalism. The objective
conditions drive more and more incessantly towards a worldwide
organisation of economic and political life. The bourpoisie
extends its int,..rest all over the earth, and founds international
trusts, the League of Nations, the Pan American Union,- the
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International Telegraph and Postal Union etc., but it cannot give
up nationalism and the national State which protects it. The
proletariat, on the other hand, can do so, and almost nothing in the
ideology of the working-class is so alien and offensive to the
bourgeoisie as its indifference to the sacred principle of
nationalism.
Nationalism in this sense has obviously lost all progressive
significance, and has become a purely reactionary force. It has
now fused with Imperialism, and means the invasion and
oppression of other peoples, the maintenance of armaments, and
war. It is the principal ideological means whereby Capitalism
rallies the working-class to support of those policies, which
are opposed to its real interests, and is therefore one of the
forces most potent for destruction and reaction at work in the
world today.

British Workers and the Indian Revolution
The question of our attitlide towards nationalism is brought lo
the front especially in this case by the presence among the
CJ,ccused of British Communists. The Prosecution have wisely
resisted the temptation to accuse these comrades of "interfering"
in Indian matters which are not their business. But so much cannot
be said for the representatives of the Government in the
Legislative Assembly. During the debates on the Public Safety
Bill for example Government spokesmen, especially Sir Deny!I
Bray, expressed great indignation that British Communists should
venture to dabble in Indian affairs which do not concern them. It•~
surely very dangerous for representatives of Imperialism to set up
any such abstract principle of nationalism, which they themselve!I
necessarily violate continually and which can be used against
them with deadly effect.
As Communists we recognise no such national limitation. All
Communists are the enemies of all Imperialist Governments
equally. But British Communists as members of the British
working-class movement have a special interest and concem in
assisting in the destruction of British Imperialist control of India.
The British Trades Union Congress in 1927 (see Report)
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discussed the question of the low standards of Indian workingclass wages etc., and the absence of effective limits to their
exploitation, in their effect upon the British working-class. The
opinion was universally expressed that this had a most destructive
effect upon British working-class standards. Miners, textile
workers, jute workers, were all being threatened with reductions
because of the competition of low paid labour in India. The jute
worlr..l·rs especially had suffered from this for many years. As a
result of the discussion, the Congress decided to send out a
delegation to study the matter and Messrs Purcell and Hallsworth
were duly sent. They produced a valuable report on Indian Labour
conditions, and did their best to persuade the unions in India to
affiliate to the International Federation of Trade Unions and to
adopt other reactionary measures. Later British Trade Unions
have begun assisting, on a larger scale than before, various Indian
reformist Labour leaders with funds.
British Communists also realise that the low ~tandards of the
Indian workers are a menace to the British workers. In fact the
Communists had been raising the question at the Trades Union
Congre4's for some years before it was taken up by the reformist
leaders. But their attitude to the matter is different from that of the
reformists. They believe that the Indian workers will not be
helped by the grant of funds to Indian reformists. They believe
that the only way to help Indian worker!I to get higher standards,
and incidentally to help the British workers also, is by assisting
them to build up a militant working-class movement, both trade
union and political, which will lead the struggle for the overthrow
of British Imperialist control of India.
They are confirmed in their policy by another and even more
important consideration. They see the Indian revolutionary
movement, including the workers' movement, struggling for the
overthrow of the British Government. They are members of a
movement, the working-class movement in Britain, which is also
struggling for the overthrow of the British Government. They see
the great importance to British lmperialjsm of its control of India.
They conclude that the effectiveness of their own struggle will be
greatly increased if they co-ordinate these movements and assist
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in the attack upon the common enemy at another and more
wlnerable front, India.
They look upon the two movements as parts of one great worldwide movement against Imperialism, and they consider that it
is right and reasonable for one secti<'n of the attack upon
Imperialism to assist another section; for the revolutionary
British working-class to assist the revolutionary movement for
independence in India.
It is worthwhile here to deal briefly with an objection that is
often raised against the alliance of the British revolutionary
working-class and the revolutionary movement for independence
in India. Lord Rothennere for example claims that 20 per cent of
the British national income is derived from India, and that if India
attains independence the British workers will suffer more than
anybody else from the loss of this. Now according to the Liberal
Industrial Inquiry (Report, page 426) the British national income
is estimated at £ 4,000 millions per annum. We have shown that
the contribution from lndilcan be estimated (it is admittedly a
cautious estimate however) at £ 120 millions per annum, i.e. 3 per
cent. If we make a generous allowance for underestimation, and
increase it to 5 per cent, and a generous allowance for thC'
probable repercussions of the Indian revolution upon other
colonies-we have remarked that India holds the key to the whole
Eastern Colonial Empire of Britain-we can assign a total at the
most of 7 or 8 per cent as the loss to the British national income
directly and indirectly due to the Indian national revolution. This
is substantial no doubt, and we have no wish to deny that the los~
to the British bourgeoisie would be extremely heavy. But 1t
must be remembered that this loss will fall in the first place not
even mainly upon the industrial bourgeoisie, but upon the
'rentiers' and the like. Their loss will affect the working-clas!i
only indirectly and to a small extent (through the loss to the
luxury trades etc.).
The possible contnaction in certain branches of trade (it should
be remembered however that the boycott of British goods has
already in this stage effected this contraction) will be more than
compensated for by the benefit to the British working-class of the
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n&mg standards of the Indian workers, when lmpenahst expl01tauon 1s removed, and by the mcreased market for mdustnal goods
which would result from a nsmg standard of bfe m India
generally, and a policy of development of Indian national
mdu&try ConMdenng the matter merely on this level therefore
and this highly abstract manner, we must conclude that 1t 1s
probable that the Bnt1sh workmg-class would not lose but would
gdm on balance from the success of the Indian nat10ndl
revolution
The League against Imperialism
The com;c1ousness of the umty of mtere&t m the anta-11\lpenah'>t
..truggle of these two mam revolutionary forceb, ha~ developed a
..pec1al form only recently, with the rapid growth m the colomal
revoluuonary movement The mtemauonal character of the
revolutionary Labour movement hd& been recogm,ed \mce early
m the last century, and 1t took 1ts first def1mte form m the
e'tabl1~hment of the Commumst League m 1847 Espec1dlly smce
the foundation of the Commumor,t International m 1919, the
further t.oncept1on of the nece'>Mty of umty among the variou&
'ecllon~ of the revolutionary nataonahst movement and between
It and the revolutionary workmg-cla~b movement, ha& been
emphc1~1,ed At the Second Congre,., of the Commum~t Interndtlonal m 1920, a resolution wa& pa\&ed on tha'> subject laymg
down the general Imes of Commumst policy on the que&t1on
lP 2195) But It wa& only m 1926 or 1927 that this ulea took
orgam,at1onal shape m the formation of the League agamst
lmpendhor,m The pnnc1ple of this League 1s the umty and
co-ordmat1on of the struggle agamst Impenahsm by these two
mdm forces which oppose at, the revolutionary workmg-class
movement and the revolutionary movement for the emanc1pat1on
ot the colomes.
1 he Pro~ut1on have proclauned tnumphantly that the League
agdmst Impenabsm 1s a Commumst orgamsat1on They say ...It 1s
a body which is defimtely Communl"'t and 1s domg the work
of the Thml lntemat1onal under the camouflage of being a
wider body."
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The Magistrate also has been pleased to exercise his gift for
irony at the expense of this "peculiarly non-Communist body."
The Prosecution have shown from time to time this strange idea
about Communist influence and methods of work. Anything
which a Communist or a Communist ofganisation does has for
them a certain sinister and underhand implication. Other
revolutionary and pseudo revolutionary bodies or individuals who
joined the League against Imperiahsm are not accused of doing
anything dishonest, of using a "camouflage" or of working
through it. They are all innocent dupes who fall into the trap laid
by the superhumanly astute Communists. This is ridiculous. The
League against Imperialism is not a Communist body. It is a
"wider" body including many organisations and persons who
could not possibly join the Communists International or be
considered Communists. It is of course a revolutionary body
Communists do not join or assist in the formation of organisation.,
which have no revolution'!JY possibilities. The League again!.t
Imperialism exists for the purpose of promoting the colonial
revolution against Imperialism. Its resolutions and publication:.
show this.
Take for example the resolution passed at its first session m
February, 1927, quoted by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in this report
to the All-India Congress Committee, page 9: "The Congm.,
accords its warm support to the Indian national movement for the
complete freedom of India and is of opinion that the liberation
of India from foreign domination and all kinds of exploitation
is an essential step in the full emancipation of the peoples of
the world.
"This Congress trusts that the peoples and workers of other
countries will fully co-operate in this task and will especially take
effective steps to prevent the despatch of foreign troops to India
and the retention of an army of occupation in that country.
"This Congress further trusts that the Indian national
movement will base 1ts programme on the full emancipation of
the peasants and workers of India without which there can be no
real freedom, and will co-operate with the movements for
emancipation in other parts of the world."
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So also the joint declaration of the Indian and Chinese delegations, part of which runs (pages 10-11 ): "British Imperialism,
which in the past has kept us apart and done us so much injury, is
now the very force that is uniting us in a common endeavour to
overthrow it.
"We trust that the leaders of the Indian movement will do all in
their power to co-ordinate their struggle with that of the Chinese
peopt~. so that by simultaneously engaging British Imperialism
on two of its most vital fronts, China may receive active support
in her present struggle and the final victory of both peoples may
be secured."
Similarly the resolutions passed at the General Coun.cil of the
League against Imperialism at Brussels, December 1927, give
definite support to Complete Independence and revolution in the
colonies. The first resolution (Report, page 3) states: "In this
Mtuat1on the task of the League is to intensify its activities with the
object of mobilising in a worldwide re!iistance to the Imperialist
offensive, all the revolutionary forces fighting for freedom and
democracy m the oppressed colonial countrie~."
The League against Imperialism stands definitely for Complete
Independence in the colonies, i.e. for revolution. It has never
denied or attempted to obscure that fact.
Communists have played and do play a prominent part in it, and
the Communist International generally approves of the line of
Its work and encourages and supports it. But to say that the
Communist International does its work under the "camouflage'' of
the League against Imperialism is ridiculous. The Communists
openly join the League against Imperialism, in order to get into
touch with other organisations and persons which are (or like to
pretend to be) supporters of the colonial revolutionary movement,
such dS the Syndicalists, "Left" Social Democrats and the like,
and the national revolutionary and national reformist and Labour
organisations in the colonic~ for the promotion of such part of
their programme in regard to the colonial revolutionary
movement as these bodies can agree to.
This can be seen from the facts in regard to the organisations
and persons taking part in the League's activities. Consider
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also the following from the "Report on the Development of the
League against Imperialism" in the "Anti-Imperialist Review,"
page 85.
"P. J. Schmidt (of Holland), one of the most active and
energetic of the younger left wing Socialists, rendered excellent
service to the anti-Imperialist movement by building up the Dutch
section of the League on a broad basis with the co-operation of
Socialists, Communists, Syndicalists, anti-militarists, bourgeoisrctdicals, and national-revolutionary Indonesians."
The League against Imperialism is a "wider" body. Most of the
sections here enumerated would be repudiated by Communists in
relation to their policy in the Imperialist country, for there almost
all, including the "Left" Social-Democrats, are not revolutionary.
But in regard to the colonies, Social-Democrats, as Mr. Brailsford
has told us, can in theory support revolution, if the~ is no
effective machinery provided for conlltitutional advance. And
even consistent bourgeois-radicals, who in theory must object to
the rule of one country ovef another, may support the colonial
revolution.
The League against Imperialism i& therefore a genuine
embodiment of the united anta-Impenalist front and Communio,t!>
take part in it on the same terms as other!"!., openly and profes&edly
in order to further and carry out their programme of supporting
the colonial revolution. It i& some of the other bodies and
individuals, who do not really support that policy, which ill the
policy of the League, who must be accu~ed of dishonesty. If any
are to be blamed for "working under the camouflage" of the
League for purposes other than its true and avowed purpo'ie, it •"
some of these; the Indian National Congress for example. or
Messrs. Lam~bury and others in England, who, though not revolutionary, joined this revolutionary body and thereby acquired a
valuable reputation as supporters of the colonial revolution which
they did not deserve. These have gone from the League. But
others, sincere revolutionaries, such as Madam Sun Vat Sen, who
are not Communists, remained in it, because it is not a
"camouflage" body, but a body which is really trying to do
genuine revolutionary work.
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The Labour and Socialist International and the Colonial
Revolution
Whtie deahng with the colomal revolutton, tt t~ necessary that
we touch upon the attitude of the Soc1abst Intemauonal towards
ll The Pro&ecutlon have held up the Labour and Soctahst
Intemattonal as a body which "holds rational feelmg~ with regard
to the Labour que~tton " We presume that they approve equally of
1t., "feehng!i" ID regard to the colomal question
The trad1tton!t of the Second Intemat1onal before the war (the
Pto.,ecutton will be hornf1ed to hear) were ID favour of the
wmplete freedom of the colome~ The que~t10n wa!i never very
thoroughly d1scu~sed ID tho~e days, a~ the colomcll revolqt10nary
mov,.ment had hardly begun to develop except m Chma But the
influence of genume worklDg-clcisli miitmct was '>till &uff1c1ently
... trong m the Intemauoncil to make It automatically take up the
<..orrcct .ittltude on the que'>t1on, 1e agamst Impenah\m, for the
independence of the colome'> It 1s well known thcit at the ttme of
the Boer War, the Fabian \Oc1ety, then probably the mo&t
opportum'>t group wtthm the Soc1ahst movement, earned
um,er.cil opprobnum among Soctcihitt\ for tts pro-Impenah!it
..ittnudc The attitude taken up towdrd., India wa\ m accordance
with th1., feelmg Mr Rcim!iciY McicDoncild Vt!tlted India ~ome
lime hetore the war, cind pubh~hed cl book ..The Awakenmg of
lnd1..i,'' m which he subjected the Impencihst regime m India to
'levere condemnation. And he \t,u·~d
No rclCe or nation can govern cinother JUStly "At the &ame time
he mclde cl pubhc appeal m which he ~.itd
"Let Independence be granted" ('The New Leader')
We hctve lihown how opportum!tm gradu.:llly corrupted the
lecldmg ~ect1ons of the Second Intemauonal, and that durmg the
war and the i:-oiit-war penod tht& corruption hciii mcide tremendou&
'tnde1, In all matters the pohcy of the Labour and Soc1ah~t
lntt·mdt1ondl I\ now "rational" from the bourgeo1& pomt of view,
thdt •., one of complete !tUb~rvtence to Impenahiim, and the
Lolontdl que!it1on I!» no exception Nevorthele~& the old trad1t1on~
!.tt11 hnger The worker!<> who \Upport the Labour and Soc1ahst
lntemat1onal, out of old a'>iioc1auons and dl\c1phne, fmd at hard
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to stomach open betrayal. They must be deceived. Accordingly
when the Labour and Socialist International held a full discussion
on the colonial question at its Brussels Session in 1928, its leaders
gave vent to much radical verbiage. They stated ["Colonial
Resolution" D 145 (7)]: "Colonial policy has been one of the
means of the expansion of Capitalism throughout the world ...... ;
native races have been subjected to foreign brutal domination, to
shameful exploitation and robbery by foreign capitalists.
Socialism is opposed to the very principle of the foreign
domination of colonial races .. .it therefore supports the efforti.
towards emancipation of those colonial races, who have fulfilled
the basic conditions of modem independent civilisation, and
claims on their behalf complete liberation from the foreign yoke.··
The Prosecution wil1 no doubt tremble; but they need have no
fear. The resolution proceeds to demand: "Complete Indeif'endence
and International Equality" for China; Complete Independence
for Egypt, Iraq and Syria and "Full Self-Determination" for India
Even the desirability of ba~boozling the working-clas!. must not
be allowed seriously to embarrass the British Labour Party m u..
dealings with India.
The behaviour of the Labour and Socialist International
Conference to the colonial representatives present was in keeping
with the nature of the resolution and discussion on the queMion
The colonial representatives were not allowed to speak or take
part in the discussions, and were confined to the visitor's gallery.
Diwan Chaman Lal, ex-M.L.A., who was present as a fraternal
delegate from the All-India Trade Union Congress, therefore sent
in an indignant written !ttatement [D 145 (8) and (9)] in which hr
declared that the Labour and Socialist International policy with
respect to India was dictated by the British Labour Party which
had "Imperialist leanings." Some representatives from lndone,ia
and North Africa and from the Chmese Workers' Union in France
and the Chinese Socialist Students' Union also sent in protests
[D 145 (5)) which also condemn the reactionary nature of the
decision on the colonial que~tion.
These colonial delegates had ample cause for dissatisfaction.
But the betrayal of Indian bourgeoi~ nationalism by the British
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Labour Party has been even greater than they could have
expected. The Labour Party was bound by this decision in regard
to India according to the discipline of the International. It is
known, however that discipline is not very strong. But the Labour
Party had committed itself to a support of bourgeois nationalism
even more definitely than this. It had already before this accepted
the "Commonwealth of India Bill" as its official policy. This Bill,
which was drafted by prominent Indian Liberals, even if not
exactly what the bulk of the bourgeois nationalists want, concedes
most of their demands, responsible Government at the centre, the
army only being reserved etc. (See D 537 "The Labour Party and
the Empire'' By L. Haden Guest, page 70 onwards).
But all this was when the Labour Party was not uhder the
"sobering responsibility of office." Its policy in office is well
known and was in full accord with the spirit if not the letter of the
treacherous "colonial resolution" passed at the Brussels
Congress. During the Labour Government in 1924 we had a
foretaste of what Labour Imperialism means in relation to Indian
nationalism, when the Bengal Ordinance was promulgated and
~ome 200 men were imprisoned without trial. But the Labour
Government of 1929-1931 surpassed its own record. The
speciality of Social Democrats generally is fair words and foul
deeds. The Labour Party carried out this tradition. It forgot even
the Labour and Socialist International resolution. It forgot the
"Commonwealth of India Bill," and its pledges, public and
private. to the bourgeois nationalists. Even its words in office
were not at first fair enough to deceive the Congress leaders into
going to the R.T.C., while as for its deeds, they need no detailed
study. It instituted a reign of terror Jn which 70,000 were
imprisoned, thousands injured and scores killed, said to be the
worst since the White Terror which followed the Indian Mutiny of
1857. it promulgated Martial Law and an unprecedented number
of punitive ordinances. It pushed through the R.T.C. policy, in
fa~e of the opposition of the main body of bourgeois nationalists,
wuh the obvious object of displaying the weakness and division
of bourgeois nationalism to the world, and being able "round a
table" with an appearance of fairness and liberality to defy its
demands.
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This is the treatment which it meted out to the bourgeois
nationalists. The treatment of the labour movement is only
distinguished by greater frankness.
In the summer of 1928, the Labour Party called a "Commonwealth Labour Conference," which various reformist Indian
Labour leaders attended. The behaviour of the Briti~h Labour
Party representatives was so reactionary that even these men
walked out of the Conference and refused to take further part in it.
Mr. C. F. Andrews, a member of the delegation, explained the
matter. He says [D 145 (2)]: "The real reason was the blank
refusal of the British delegates present to make any change m
their attitude towards the Simon Commission."
But he proceeds: "We on our part as Indian delegates were
fighting against Imperialism and against racialism. Those who
were delegates to the same Conferenee were in their acti~!oi and
deeds even if not in their stated words fighting really for
Imperialism and racialism."
Mr. Andrews is an an;able and somewhat reactionary
gentleman (he is now supporting the R.T.C.) whom the Labour
Party could have deceived and won over with perfect ease if they
had desired. Already before their accession to office they were
committed to the policy of Imperialism (participation in the
Simon Commission) which their Indian fellow reformists could
not persuade them to abandon, and they seem to have made no
attempts to conceal their contempt for their Indian "comrade~."
Before this, in 1924, the Labour Party had shown its colour!! by
launching and carrying through the Cawnpore "Bolshevik"
Conspiracy c&se, and by penmtting the forcible suppression of
strikes. As in other matters it !lurpassed itself in 1929-193 I . It
attacked the Labour Movement, not only by continuing this ca!-ie
but in many other way-:,. It smashed the Bombay mill-worker!!.'
strike and the jute workers' strike of 1929 and the G.I.P. Railway
workers' \trike of 1930, victimising and imprisoning many of
their leaden. It u!oied Regulation III of 1818 and the Bengal
Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1930 against militant labour
leaders. (We can cite the case of Fazal Elahi and others in the
Punjab, imprisoned under Regulation III, and the case of many
Trade Union leaders imprisoned under the Bengal Criminal Law
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Amendment Act. The Home Member of the Government of
Bengal gave a solemn promise to the Bengal Legislative Council
on the occasion of the reenforcement of this Act in April 1930,
that it would be used only against terrorists. None the less, a
number of militant Trade Unionists who are certainly not
terrorists are today in jail, of course without trial, under this Act.)
The attitude of the so-called ..Left Wing" of the Social
Democracy is in accordance with its usual line. The function of
the Left Wing is to head the natural movement of revolt against
the betrayal of the orthodox Social Democracy by a show of
opposition, but to prevent this revolt going to the point of action,
or of weakening the organisation of the Social Democratic Party.
The Left Wing in the Labour Party has played its game in
connection with the colonial movement, and has tried to deceive
both the Indian bourgeois nationalists and the British workers.
While there was still the possibility of doing so with some show of
plausibility they assured the Indian national movement that the
Lahour Party, in spite of appearances, was sound at heart, and was
desirous of making important concessions. Even up to the last
minute. the "New Leader" while showing sympathy for the Civil
D1!>obedience Movement seems to have urged its leaders to go to
the R.T.C. Others have gone to the length of denouncing the
R.T.C., so that the Indian bourgeois leaders may know that they
!ltill have friends in the Labour Party.
In relation to the British working-class, the same policy of
!lharn opposition has been followed. The real attitude and policy
of its Left Wing has been most clearly shown by their relations
with the League against Imperialism. The branch of this League in
Britain, to which many of the Left Labo~ Party leaders belong,
proposed to wage a campaign in support of the Indian revolutionary movement, and therefore of necessity against the Labour
Government, which was suppressing that movement and
Mrengthening the police and military dictatorship of Imperialism
over India. They refused to attack the Labour Government and left
the League against Imperialism.
·
. This Left Wing has also contributed to confuse the Indian
Mtuation in the eyes of the British workers in a way that can
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only lead to the weakening rather than strengthening of the ties
between the British working-class and the Indian revolution.
Mr. Fenner Brockway in his "The Indian Crisis" (1930), makes
such statements as the following: "In recent years the rank-andfile membership of the Congress ha~ become much more
articulate. Indeed under the influence of Jawahar Lal Nehru, the
present Chairman, the Congress has increasingly become a
proletarian movement. Mr. Jawahai Lal Nehru is a socialii,t, and
the growing influence of the industrial workers combined with
that of the students (largely without posts) who are spreading
~ocialist ideas has made the Congress more and more an
organisation demanding not only political freedom but social and
economic freedom as well." (pages I 13-J 14).
This kind of propaganda misleads the British working-elm,,
about the situation in India, and leads them to think•that the
Civil Disobedience Movement is a mass movement aiming at
Independence, instead of what it really is, a movement led by the
bourgeoisie, into which t~y have dragged some workers and
pea~anti,, and aiming at some compromise with Imperialism. Thi!>
will create misunderstanding as to the stepi, which the Briti<>h
workers ought to take in support of the Indian revolution, leading
to the conclusion that all that is required is, that a compromt!>e
should be reached which is acceptable to the National Congre'>!>,
and consequently that the "settlement" with the Congress which
may come as a result of the R.T.C. or when the reforms are
introduced, will be a solution of the question satisfactory to the
masses. The result is that the British workers abandon all initiative
in the matter and wait helplessly on the "conciliatory" policy of
the Labour Government-which is what the Left Wing-require!>.
Finally the book shows what conception this "Leff' has of d
settlement of the Indian question. The author talks vaguely of
"social revolution" in various places, but at the same time appeali.
to the British bourgeoisie to safeguard their interests in India by
timely concessions: "If for a moment I may give a word of
friendly advice to those who have capital invested in India, I
would say this: the real danger to British investments in India lies
not in a political revolution but in a social revolution. Everyday
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that the satisfaction of India's political claim is postponed,
increases the likelihood of a cataclysmic social revolution in
India, involving the repudiation of Government loans and the
confiscation of property ....... Those who wish to safeguard their
economic interests, would be well advised therefore to urge that
rea~onable terms be made with the first as soon as po~sible, in
order that an atmosphere of reason may be created for the
o;ubsequent settlement of the second." (page 50).
And yet the author of this book and his like claim to be
!.ocialisto;, and not merely sociali~ts but "Left-wingers."
The attitude of the British Trade Union Leaders is as
reactionary and dangerous as that of the Labour Party. The policy
of Messr~ Purcell and Hallsworth while in India was under a
'>how of verbal radicalism to persuade the Indian Trade Unions
and Trade Union Congress to affiliate to the International
Federation of Trade Unions (Amsterdam) and to concentrate upon
economic matters and leave politics alone. [See D 145 (30)].
Bntt~h Trade Union leaders sat upon the Whitley Commission,
which wa~ appointed after a great wave of working-class activity
m 1928 for the purpose of finding out means of suppressing this
activity. As was to be expected, in view of the identity of the
Chairman, they recommended schemes on the lines of the
Whitley councils, which have been repeatedly condemned by the
Trade Union Movement in Great Britain. The purpose of these
councils is to tie down the workers by means of arbitration,
conciliation machinery and sectional agreements, to prevent them
getting any improvements of any value, and at the same time
prevent the growth of the Trade Union Movement.
British Imperialism has shown its appreciation of the useful
work of reformist Trade Unionism and the International Federation of Trade Unions in preventing the development of the Indian
working-cla.~s in a militant and revolutionary direction. When the
"paid agenb" of reformism, such as Messrs T. Johnstone and
Sime in 1925, the International Textile Workers' delegation
10 1926, and Messrs Purcell and Hallsworth in 1927. [see
D 145 (33)] "The Labour Movement and the International Labour
Movement" by N. M. Joshi] come to India. they are neither sent
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back without being allowed to land as were C. Ashleigh in 1922
and T. Strudwick in 1928, nor are they watched and spied upon,
until either they are caught in some technical breach of the law (as
was G. Allison in 1927, for which he was given 18 months' R.I.),
or they can be entangled in sedition or conspiracy cases. They are
allowed to make speeches for which Indian Trade Union
organisers would stand a very good chance of getting two years'
R.l. under section 124A, because Imperialism knows that without
this kind of superficial radicalism they would not be able to carry
out their reactionary schemes.
Similarly, when reformist Trade Union organisations send
financial assistance either for strikes or for promoting organi11ation under the control of their allies, no obstacles are put in the
way of its receipt and no conspiracy cases are launched on the
strength of it.

DI- 8.1.32.
The Prosecution have remarked that there is "war to the knifc"
between the Communists and the reformists of the L.S.I. and the
l.F.T.U. We think that judging mere1y from its record in
connection with the colonial movement, the Second International
:s such a body that no honest socialist could take up any attitude
towards it but one of ..war to the knife."

The Communist International and the Colonial Revolution
The difference between the attitude of all shades of reformist!>
and that of the Communists towards the colonial people!.
generally is shown, in his curious religious phraseology, but
clearly enough in Mr. Andrew's letter to the All-India Tradl·
Union Congress, Jharia Session (See Report). Mr. Andrewii
speaks as a reformist, but one having sympathy with the
oppressed colonial peoples. He is forced to admit "My experience
in England has been one of great disappointment with regard to
British Labour Policy ......... there was literally no serious attempt
to understand the real Indian situation ......... "
In regard to the Communists he proceeds: " ......... after v~ry
careful enquiry I found that the appeal for a violent revolution
which might at any time involve war and bloodshed was never
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really absent from their programme ........ .in other respects
however, except this single one of "open violence". I had
personally far more sympathy with the Communists than with
other Labour Parties in England and Europe. For while the right
wing of the Labour Party constantly swerved with regard to the
vital que~tions of "Imperialism" and "racial superiority" and
"white Labour'' the CommuniMs never wavered for a !iiingle
o,econd with regard to these essential matters. Already in South
Africa I had found the same thing. The only Europeans in South
Afnca who really and honestly were against what i!. called the
"White Labour Policy". and were ready to admit Indian~. Cape
Coloured, and Bantus on equal terms were the Commum~~.,:·
We have already given briefly the attitude of the Communist
International towards the colonies. It is one of unhesit.tting
o,upport of the colonial revolutionary movement. The Communi~t
International, a!> the organi!>ation of the revolutionary workingclm.i. of the world, i!. bound to as~ist any movement which i5.
dtrectcd toward!\ the overthrow of i!> enemy, Imperialism. The
ThcMo; on the Revolutionary Movement m the C'olome" and Semtcolome!>, pa!.~ed at the 6th World C'ongre!.'\ of the CommuniM
[ntcmat10nal, !>tates (Section 8):
"They revolutionary emancipatory movement of the colomes
:md o,cm1-colonies more and more raJly r. 1und the banner of the
Soviet Uniun, convincing themselves b) bitter experience that
there t!. no i.alvation for them except through alliance with the
1evolut1onary proletariat and through the victory of world
proletarian revolution over world Imperialism.
"The proletariat of the U.S.S.R. and the worker!.· movement m
the capitali!.t countries, headed by the Com1:11.1nist International in
their turn are supporting and will more and more effectively
o,upport in deeds the emancipatory struggle of all colonial and
other dependent people!>: they are the only !'lure bulwark of the
colonial peoples in their struggle for final liberatton from the yoke
0 1 lmperialism."
Thi!. attitude received perhaps its clearest expression in the
actmn of the working-class of France in 1924-25 during the wars
waged by French Imperialism against the risings of the colonial
populations in Syria and Morocco. Neither of these movements
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was a proletancill movement The population m both ca&ec; "
backward, hardly any bourgeois cla!lc; ha!!. as yet developed Nonetheles' these movements were genumely revolutionary, cilld the
French workmg-clac;!I led by the Commum .. t Party and the
Confederation General du Tra\.all Umta1re wdged cl bnlhdnt
campaign of demon,trat1on-. and '.ltnke~ m o;;ympathy with them
dgamc;t the French Government
The Pro!.ecut1on have d\Serted that the Commum't International 1-. a Ruc;,1an organt\dt1on, and that 1t 1\ pract1call} Jn
organ of the Soviet Government for promotmg Its \uppo,cd
\chemes of aggre,.,1on m othe1 countneli We have expo\ed the
\tone-. and .,hown that they .ire fahc
But anMng from thec;e idea' c..ome' the <..I.um th,u the
Commumst International 1' ..mterfermg" m the affair' of "other
countne,", made obv1ou ...ly with the obJe<..t of arou-.mg ndf1onJh"t
prejudice agam!.t 1t Jc; a ••foreign" orgdnt\at1on with foreign 1dcJ...
We have repedtedly referre9 to the national narrowne" of the
mode of thought of the bourfeol\te, and have litated thdt we do not
rccogm'e \Uch national hm1tation., The Commum't Intem.it1on.1l
1., the orgam\aUon dnd vanguard of the revolutionary ~orkmg
dcl\!. movement of the world Thclt movement ,., a worldw1d1
movement, wh1c..h the cond1t1on., of the prc,cnt penod and thL
logic.. of event' forc.e to mtegrate 1t,elf more and more c..lo,t:Jy m
dl'.lregclrd of national bounddne.,
The greate\t md1gnat1on t'> alw.iy\ cxpre....,ed .it any rcvolu
t1onclry orgam,at1on re(..e1vmg help from abroad, e'peucllly help
m the torm of money We would pomt out m the ftr\t place th..tt m
tht\ ca'e the Proo;;e(..ution are mdulgmg m nd1c.ulou\ exdgger.iuon
m the matter Apclrt from 'um' '>ent from abrocld to the a....,1,tJnL1..
of \tnker.., which were admittedly ~pent for the rehef et(.. we dtL
accu.,ed of rece1vmg about R\ I 8,000 m apenod of well over two
year& Thie; 1;,um would perhap., ,uff1ce to mamtam two Bntl'•h
comrade!., one of whom Wei\ m lndtcl for ~ome 27 month,, and the
other for 19, at a rate wh1L.h, we feel certain, the gentlemen who
~xpre\~ed '>Uch horror at tt would not regard a' adequate
It .., mtere ... ung to notice that the Impenah..,t Pohce found "
s1m1tar mare's nelit m the ca\e of the revolutionary movemenl
m Java They had conduL.ted a great propaganda agam't the
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workers' and peasants' movement there, that it had been financed
from Moscow and so forth, and the Social Democrats of course
had joined vigorously in this. But the facts proved to be otherwise:
"The confiscated archives of the Indonesian Communist Party
had clearly established the fact that the Indonesian workers and
peasant!> had contributed from their paltry earnings the necessary
funds to purchase weapons and to procure all other means
to organise the revolt against their oppressors." (P 2365,
pages 48 J-82). (The bourgeoisie themselves can understand the
,ponlancity of an armed rising. The 'Statesman' during la5.t few
day~ i1' carrying on the worst campaign against the Congress
movement in this country. Ju!it after the arrei-t of Mr. Gandhi and
other Congress leader!> the editorial article of this paper admit!>
that. apart from non-violence, if the masses wanted to wage a war
.igam~t the Government, they would procure anns from any
'ource in 1,p1te of the Arms Act and rise in open rebellion.)
S1m1l.irly there i~ evidence on the record to prove that the large
1,mm Jt the disposal of the Red Flag and other union!> in Bombay
were collcctl'd anna by anna from the workers themi-ehe!i. A
genullle ma~!> movement does not need ''Moscow Gold".
But e\'cn ~o. though the cry of "Moscow Gold" ii. ridiculous in
view of the fact!>, we maintain that we have no objection to such
help from abroad. We consider that •t is the dut~ of the
rcvolu11onary workmg-class movement to display international
'ohdarity. and if it can express this by financial meani. it should do
~o Finally we should recall the action of the Bntish bourgeoisie
them1iclves in actively supporting with soldiers, wari;hips, and
unknown !>Uffi!I of money, the counter revoh11ion in China, which,
on their theory, is ''no concern" of the British, or in financing
heavily over long period of years the Czarist Government and the
White Guard Armies in Russia. The British bourgeoisie spent
hundreds of millions of pounds on this nefarious object, and yet it
expr!!sses the greatest horror when ten or twenty thousand rupees,'
'uppo\ed to come from Moscow. are found with Communists.
ffhcy require no proofs to raise scares'about 'Bolsheviks' and
'Mo~cow Gold'. To them Messrs Gandhi, VaJlabhai Patel and
Jawaharlal Nehru are all 'Bolsheviks' and even religious
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movements. such as the Red Shirts and the Khilafat. are said to
have been financed by 'Moscow•.)
The Communist International depends upon the genuine
development of the revolutionary movement in each country. But
it tries to co-ordinate and advise these movements. The reproach
is therefore made that the Communist International supplies a
"foreign il:leology" to these movements. The Prosecution by their
propaganda about our anti-religious and other peculiarities, their
emphasis on the "anti-British" theme, and their ridicule of our
slightly unorthodox vocabulary, have tried to create this kind of
prejudice. And the Government representatives in the Assembly
discussion did not hesitate to make the point more directly and
vulgarly.
The Communist International certainly tries to supply an
ideology to the movement in India. What objection can .itere be to
this on national grounds? In the first place we could remark, a!> we
have done previously, that most of the distinctive ideas of the
Communist International lwhich are commonly supposed to be
"German" or "Russian" actually originated in England, a!> we
natural in view of the fact that Capitalism and large scale indu!ltl)
first developed there. The Imperialists pride themselve!> !>omcwhat suprisingly on the introduction into India of the suppo!>edl)
English ideas of democracy and freedom and the like. Why
then should they object if the Communist International trie'
to introduce the equally "English" idea of class-struggle for
example?
The whole conception of the national monopoly of an idea of
course is absurd. The ideas of Communism belong to the culture
of the world, and cannot be artificially allocated to one count1 y or
kept out of another. If the bourgeoisir adhered to their own theory
they would have to lay it down that none but Englishmen should
study Newtonian mechanics and none but Germans the theory ot
relativity, that none but Scotchmen should use steam-engine!'!, and
none but American~ aeroplanes.
The clear principles of the conflict between the Commum!tt
International and the Imperialist States are confused by thi'
nonsense. The conflict is a class conflict. The bourgeoisie m the
various countries try to keep their power, and have no scruple'
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about assisting each other in pursuing that purpose. The workingcla!>ses of those countries are striving to take power away from the
bourgeoisie, and proclaim the same necessity of international
unity for the purpose. One of the means which the bourgeoisie use
in the fight is the tradition of nationalism and hatred of foreigners
which it has inculcated into the masses. And it supplement!I this
with its State control of the means of transit between the various
State!I and across the boundaries. It institutes searches of people
crossing frontiers, and entering ports, and robs them of papers
etc., if it suspects that they have any revolutionary connection. It
institutes Police control of the is.sue of passports, so that
revolutionaries cannot travel about the world, or are. liable to
heavy punishment if they venture to do !IO. Instances of both these
method!> arc on record in this case or in connection with it. It does
not confine itself to the control of movement~ of person!>.
It controls the movement of literature. and, s.o far as it can. of
idea!>.
And in the case of India it must be admitted that it has
... ucceeded to a considerable extent in isolating the country from
thr t"l'Sl of the world intellectually. The classics of I 9th century
Sociali5.m, known to every college student in Europe (except in
England of course, which is nearly as backward a~ India 111 this
re.,pcct) arc still forbidden as. dangerous things. to be !leized hy the
pvlice and exhibited in ''conspiracy" cases.
The working-class cannot accept this position. 1t cannot
recognise what the bourgeoisie would have it recognise. that its
first loyalty should be to the bourgeois State. It looks upon the
bourgeois. State as. a weapon used by the bourgcosie for crushing
the working-class. It has no loyalty to that State and takes it as its
duty to overthrow it. Its loyalty is only to the working-class and its
intcm<.!tional revolutionary movement
Hence the Communist International has no prejudice at alJ in
thi\ matter. It will carry on its work as an international
revolutionary organisation, striving to unite and lead on an
international scale the revolutionary working-class and colonial
nationalist movement of the world. in spite of any steps the
hourgeois States may take against it.
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DolUments of The Communist Movement m India
V THE AGRARIAN PROBLEM

Ao;; we have shown m our treatment of the national revolution,
the part played by the ped&antry m that revolution 1~ one of vel)
grec1t importance The pohcy which we put forward for the
~olut1on of the agranan problem t"i given there, and m the
&tatemento;; ot poltcy of the WPP etc , which are on record, m
bnef outhne S1mtlarly our c1ctual act1v1he"i m connection with the
pec1"iant movement had relatively httle chance to expand c1nd
develop The Magt\trate remarks m hi"i Committal Order thdt
"Beyond theoretical the~e' the Pc1rty has done httle work among
them {pea"iclnt"i) ,,•{Page 159) Tht"i, however, has not prevented
the Pro"iecutlon from mdulgmg tt\ bent for propdganda ell the
expense ot our peai;;clnt programme c1nd propo,ah It ha.,
repre"iented U"i, m accordance with 1ti;; mucll hne, cl\ mdulgmg m
ndiculou' theon&mg about the clci\\ 'tructurc of the rur.il
population, and a~ pldnnmg to rd1\e d clcl''\ wdr m the pedcefl>I
Indtc1n countryo;1de
It'' therefore necei;-,ary lb place the pnnc1ple' underlying om
pea~ant pohcy m correct perspective, JU't1fymg the'e prml..1ple.,
dnd to 'how thclt the trend of development whtl-h we advoc.dte 1.,
h1o;tonc.ally inevitable The method~ by which we propo\e to brmg
about tht' development dre neither con\ptrcltonal not d1~a..,trou.,
They c1re ba\ed on economic factor' clnd the alignment of cl.i.,. .
force ... cl\ they exi~t today m Ind1.an \Ouety

The poverty of the Indian peasantry
The dgranan que,uon 1s no doubt the central que.,tton of IndMn
hfe NeMly 90 per cent of the annual production of lnd1d c.om1't'
of agncultural produce and 71 per cent of the total population •'
engaged m agriculture The agranan question ts the que,uon of
the proverbial poverty of the Indian peasanb-and of their
bclCkward method' of production The different cla~\eo; differ m
thetr formulation.;; of the problem, and ~o do the \olut1ono; offertd
by the'e cla"e' to tht\ problem The one pomt on which otht.1al
cl<; well a& non-official authontie& c1gree t\ the uno;peakc:tble
poverty of the pea&ant ma.,;o;;e,
In 190 l, Digby worked out a figure for the average ,mnual
mcome per head for the whole of India, and gave "£ 1-2,-4d per
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head a~ a tolerably o;ure quantity" He adds "that does not come to
one penny per day There as not a decent hvmg m at, even 1f 1t were
equally d1v1ded There Iii not the hvmg of the cattle on a
re\pectdble farmstead m a welitem country " (Digby "Prosperous
Bnt1i;h lnd1cl" pclge 6 J7)
Commg to cl more rec..ent mveo;Ugauon, that of Profe~~or K T
Shdh, who worked out cl \lm1 lar f1gure for the year 1921, we fmd a
moll doleful picture Profes\or K T Shah i;ays "The average
Indi.m mc.ome ,., "iO ~mall that 1' qmte mo,uffac1ent to meet even all
the pnmary want-; of man, of food, clothmg, and ~helter
fhe
.i"crdge Indian mcome •., JU'>t enough to feed two men m cvt:ry
three of the population (or gave .ill of them two m place of the
thrle meal' they need) on c.ond1t1on that they dlt co"'ent to go
n.lkcd, hve out of door' dll the ye.ir round. have no dmu,ement or
rcuc.lUon and want nothmg ehe but food, and that the lowei;t, the
l.Odr"e't dnd lea't nutnt1ou~" (K T Shdh and Khambatta "The
Wc.dth and Taxclble Ccipd'-lt} of Ind1d" page 25'.\)
Even the 1edctlonary Simon Report, while wmpdrmg the
.tver.tge mc.ome of India pea he.id with that ot Great Bntam.
remdrk<. thdt "the contra~t remami; ..,t,irtlmg, even after allo"Wmg
for the d1tferenc.e betv.een the rdllge ot need' to be \Jtl\hed"
(Report, Volume I page 3 ~4)

Imperialilit and nationalist approach to the question
I he apolog1i;t.., of Impe1 iah .. m who admit th.u India ,., poor.
m.:unt,un that 'he wa' poorer \till before the Bnt1~h came The
Bntt"ih rule brought pc.ice and order .ind modem mean' of
'-Ommuml.ttlon and with them "m'-rea~mg rurcll pro~penty" It 1'
pomted out that 1mgclt1on, clgncultural department'>, re"ieclrc.h
"itdt1onli, et'- , are domg theu very be't fo1 the "economic uphft" of
the rurdl populclt1on M.my Indian c1vtl1an' have wntten book~ on
the dgrdndn quc ..t1on Many of them hcive brought together
VdlUcible material clbout frdcl1om~dt1on of holding ... the growmg
mdcbtedne1t1oi of the peao;ant-., the pnm1tne dlld bdd..wclrd n.iture
ot .tgncultural economy m India. The med\Ure\ they hcive
propo~ed .ue unable even to ~cratch the \Urfdl.e of the Jgranan
problem The Impenaho,t .ipproach to the agr.man problem is
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based on the desire to preserve and perpetuate the strangle-hold of
Imperialism on India and its sources of raw materials.
Recently many nationalist writers on economics have devoted
themselves to this problem. They correctly point out that the
present plight of the Indian peasantry is due to the political
domination of the British in India, to the Imperialist policy of
hindering the growth of indigenous industries, and of controlling
finance in the interests of British capital. But in practice, however,
the agrarian programme of the nationalists is essentially of a
reformist nature. Even this reformist programme is urged with a
half-heartedness characteristic of the whole nationalist movement, which does not offer a consistent and determined
opposition to Imperialism, as it aims at a joint partnership in the
Imperialist exploitation of the workers and peasants of India.
Class-Struggle the fulcrum of the whole Issue
The apologists of Imperialism as well as of nationalism persist
in denying the class naturel"of the agrarian problem. Technical
improvements, liberalisation of the bureaucratic machinery and
the partial transfer of the financial control into the hands of the
indigenous bourgeoisie is all that they think is necessary for the
solution of this problem. The Imperialists are never tired of talking
of the "civilising and cultural mis5.ion". of the era of technical
improvements they have opened. They were eloquent over their
duty "to educate the backward races for prosperity, progress and
culture". The same hypocritical lies have been repeated parrot-like
by the Labour lackeys of Imperialism from their Cabinet seats.
The nationalists of the genuine Gandhian brand totally
repudiate the element of class-struggle in their agrarian programme. Their programme restricts itself to singing praises of the
"golden age" of ancient India, of the self-sufficient village
Panchayats and of the whole chain of other impracticable Utopiru.
from the charkha to the various schemes of "village reconstruction." They are never rired of calling for a united front of the
landlords and peasants, of workers and capitalists, for the
"substance of Independence" which ultimately means an abject
and ignoble compromise with Imperialism.
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The demal of cla\& confhct m agranan cond1t1onc; 111 ba"ied on a
wilful m111underc;tandmg of the economics of agranan product10n
dnd .lppropnatton The lmpenah&tc;, however, deny cla.,c;-o;,truggle
m word& only The agrarian pohc.y of lmpenabsm l'i based on its
own clac;s mtere~tc;, which are directed toward& the monopoh"iauon uf the raw material resources of 1tc; colomec; and toward.,
pre,e1vmg tt'i monopoh't hold of the colonial market'> S1m1larly
the agr man demand' of the nat10nah't movement l.an never go
beyond the (.m..le of the ciao,\ mtereo;,t\ of 1t11 fnend'i and hnan(.1er.,,
the (.clpttah'it'> .md the zammdar\
When we 'ay thJt the agrandn problem I\ not merely one ot
1mprovmg agm. ultural tec.hmque, we do not m any way deny the
11nportam. e of the'e 1mprovement!>, on the other hlfnd, we
mamt.un thdt 1f the 1mprovementc; of agricultural tel.hmque are to
be umver,al-.md they 1...annot be of any U\e to the broad ma.,..,e.,
of the pea"iantry without bemg umver.,al-they \\ 11l 1mmed1ately
1.ome up ctg.un't the barncr' i;et up by the gnen d1 ..u1buuon ot
pm .ite property m land Thi' would 1mmed1ately bnng up the
qut.,tton of ve,ted mtere.,h, of landlord1\m and of da.,,_,trnggle
( t.i ...... -1;truggle therefore, 1& the fukrum of the \\hole 1...,ue
I< ormulation

of the Problem

A wrre1...t formuldt1on of the agr.man problem mu't neL.e...,anly
he p1e1.edcd by an mve..,t1gat10n mto the reldt1on' between the
p1odm. e1, the cxpropncllOI and the 1mddle man, cl' well a& the
1elat1on., of p11vate property m land But the11e relation' 1.annot be
wn,1dered deta(.hed from the '01.1.il order m which the) ex1o;,t and
wnh wh11.h they c1.re wrrelated Thr'i c.orrelatron \\ot1l t"nable u' to
und1.1,tand not merely the p.t\t h111tory of agranan (.Ondltlon' but
.iho to ant1upate the trend ot development m the future Thu' we
will not be .iblc to under,tand the agrarian problem m India m the
la,t .inci m th1' (.entury, without tak.mg mto con,1derat1on the
extent .md the nature of the cap1tcll1't de\elopment wh1l.h
l.Orr.!,pond' with the'e penod' Thi" correlat10n will en.ible U'- to
obtain a real m ..1ght mto the l.au"ell\ of the gro\\mg p.iupen1oat1on
of the lnd1.in peall\antry under Impenah1tt rule It will en.ible u' to
1ormulclte the programme and pohcy ahd the pel'pec.t1\~ of the
future agrandn development m India Further 1t will enclble u1o to
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see that the path towards this development necessarily leads
through an agrarian revolution towards a socialist organisation of
agriculture, which alone will guarantee an equitable distribution
of the products of labour.

Early Phases of Capitalist Development Destructive and
Progressive
The accession of the British to power brought India, as if at a
stroke, under the political and economic domination of a more
developed social order, namely Capitalism. The 150 years of
capitalist rule in India did not play the civilising role which
its apologists claim. The story of the early development of
Capitalism is everywhere "written in the annals of human history
with blood and fire". Marx has most vividly described the
birth pangs of Capitalism in Europe in the closing chapters of
"Capital." "Capital" he said "comes into the worLd soiled
with mire from top to toe, and oozing blood from every pore.'"
(pages 842-843). In Europe, however, Capitalism in its early da}~
played a revolutionary roll. It ushered in a society based on a
higher and more developed form of production. It broke old
feudal ties and relations and substituted others in their place. To
speak in the language of the "Communist Manifesto'': "Wherever
the bour-geoisie has risen to power it has destroyed all feud••I,
patriarchal and idyllic relationships. It has ruthlessly tom asunder
the motley feudal ties that bond men to their "natural superior.-. ..
It has left no other bond between man and man but crude self
interest and unfeeling cash payment."

In India merely destructive
The early period of .:apitalist penetration in India had none of
the redeeming features, which have accompanied and followed th:
dawn of Capitalism in Western Europe. According to the Colonial
Thesis of the Sixth World Congress of the Communist
International: ''The devastating consequences everywhere brought
about by capitalist development, in particµlar in the first stages
of its existence, are reproduced in the colonies to a monstrou~
degree and at an ac~elerated rate, owing to the penetration of
foreign capital. The progressive results of Capitalism, on the ~the.~
hand, are, for the most part, completely lacking in the colonies.
(P 1228, page IO).
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Marx on the British Conquest
We bhdll bnefly review the devclbtdtmg com.equenceb, whu.h
acwmpc1med the early o;tages of capllclhbt penetration m India,
and md1cate ttb effect on agrc1.nan cond1t10ns In ht'i well-known
l etterb on Ind ta", wntten m J 853, KclTI Marx pomted out that
'The m1,ery brought by the Bntt'Sh to India was fundamentally
different and mfimtely more far reclchmg than .mythmg that India
hJd ever buffered" S1m1ldrly we fmd "The whole ..,eneo; of c1v1I
w.m, mva.,1ono;, conque't' and famme' which India beem' to
hJve undergone m rapid ..ucce"1on may appeclT comphcdted and
dc.,tructtve, but were m reahty confmed to It\ \Urface England on
the othe1 hand hao;; pulled down the entire \trul.ture of the Indian
.,octcll orde1. without .my \tgn of rebirth bemg \ls1ble Th11, lo\\ of
.m old world without the gam of a new one Jend1, .i trag1L touch to
the pre.,cnt m1.,ery of the- lnd1an1, Herem d1tfer., lndt.i of today.
under the Bnt1bh rule, from ci1l 1t... old trc1d1tton1,-from the lmtory
of 1t., p..i.,t'
The de.,truction of the village community
1 hr pohucal .,t.ige m India h.id 1,ecn m.iny d drd\tll. Lhange ot
"Llnc but the \OCtdl order h.id rem.imed mt.iLt-trom c1nc1ent
time' 11ght up to the flr"it deccldc of the I 9th (.Cntury The
pwdm.tnc bcl"' of th1' old 1,oc1al order wao; .igm.ulture, wupled
with h.ind mdu,try 1he umt of \Oc1.il organt\clllon w.i' the v1ll.ige
Lommumty h.io;;ed on wmmun.il owner.hip of lc1nd, on dnect
1.ouplmg of agnculture dnd hcind-mdu,tneo;, .md on a fixed fonn
of d1v11,1on of lclbour Mc1rx ha., de,l.nbed th1-. Indian v1llc1ge
c.ommumty cl.., follow' "They conblltute 'elf-1,uthc1ent produ1.t1\ e ent1t1e,, the area of l.md upon which production J\ cclmed
on 1.mgmg from .i hundred to 'everal thou\clnd J.Lre., The greater
pdrl of the product .., produ"ed to1 the \cllt.,facuon ot the
1mmcd1ate needs of the community, not a' commod1t1e'
only
.i 1,upcrfluny of produce undergoe' trdn,format1on mto commod1t1e,, th1~ bemg m pdlt .i pnm.iry re'lult of the c1ct1\i1t1e1i of the
liltate, to which o;;mce 1mmemonal da)I"' a defm1te proportion of
the produce ha!!. gone m the form of rent m kmd " (P 455.
"(' clpttal", page 377)
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Eve1y fdmdy m the village tilled the 11011, 1.,pun dnd wove and
pur1o,ued other 1.,undry tr.ide' Every v1lldgc h.id 11' CMpenter,
bla<.-k ... m1th, we.iver, prie,t, 11chool mai;,ter etc The'e .irt"an11 were
other i;,erv.inti;, of the village d., d whole, rece1vmg a fixed dnnudl
payment m kmd, or holdmg the plot of lclnd .it a reduc.,ed rentdl
The vtltdge headman wa' the htghci;,t offic1,tl of the v1ll.ige .ind the
tax-gathe1er ai;, well
The \.tll.ige community thu!> formed .i ..,elf-contamed umt •.md
w.i' the ba(,,kbone of the enttre 'octal orde1 which prev.i11ed m
lnd1.i up to the begmnmg of the 19th century The i;,urplu' wh11.h
went horn the' 1llage' m form of tribute to the kud,tl chief, .ind
p1 tn'-C' made the luxury and glory ot the c.ip1t.il c1t1e' of old 1 he
mdu,tne.., of the town' \\ere m.imly tor the produ1.tton ot .ill1de'
of luxury tor the kmg and h1' <.,ourt1er' The export mg mdu,tm'
wh11.h grew up m cert.im c.ommerual town' nea1 the g:rc•.it tr..idt.
mute' al'o prodm.ed m the m.im c.lrt1cle' of luxury n.imdv
mu ... lm, ..,tlk '· 'hd\.\ "· eK, whKh ne\ er tound then \.\ .iy mto tht
\.111..ige The mdu11try wh1c~ ... upphed the dd1l} w.int.., of lht.
m.i"e' of peai;,c.lntry w.i.., rooted m the v11l.ige' and petrified 111 tht
t..t,te gmld' of the 'tll.ige W1thm thc..,e hmtt' 1t LOuld onh
rem.un m the ..,.ime p11m1t1ve <,t.ige. without ,my de,elopment toi
1.entur 1e' togethe1
Dyn.i,t1c.., L.tme .ind dyn.i ... ue., went but the v11ldge commu111t'
rem,uned Many .i ume .i tyr.inmtdl chief extorted too muLh
tnhutc f10m the pea ...anti;,, tm .Non' dei;,olated \\hole v11l.:ige'
mlt:rrn.:Lme w.irfdre r.ued whole v1ll.ige' to the ground, but when
pedLe wa' re ... torcd the v11ldge <.-ommumty repwduced 1t..,elf m
11' origm.il form On th" ba'I(,, g1oundwork of the \1llc.1g1
1.ommumt1e' ro1o,e from t1111e to time, c.entrah,ed State' \.\ h1t.h
d"l.hd1gcd the followmg funt.t1on' pubhc work11, admmi<,tr.itwn
.md f mdnte PuhlK work' c.on..,ti;,ted of 1rngatton c.1nd dr,unJgt.
wh1l.h wc1c i;,o c.....,cnll.il for the uplcep of the fert1hty dlld
produ(,,ttvlly of the <,011
Unlike their prcdccc..,..,or.,, the Bnt1..,h cdme to lndta cl'i dgcntll of
commcrl.1.il c..ip1t.il urged more by the greed of profit-hunting
th.an by the de.,ire tor poht1t,1l t0nquci;,t Then ob1ecuve wa' thi:
monopoly of the Fc.1..,tern trdc.le d(i well d' of 'h1ppmg trdn.,port to
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furope We are not concerned here with thdt early history of
plunder, robbery dnd murder perpetrdtcd by the Ear,t India
Compa11y, to "iall'.,fy it' greed fo1 gold It mu!!lt be remembered
however that 11 Wcl"i th1' very plunder which ac<..elerdted the pdce
ot the mdu ...tnal revolution m G1eclt Bntam, made the mduMndl
utth"i.it1on of the 'teclm-engme clnd the "ipmnmg Jenny a redhty,
,md thu' c.redtcd the bcl"il\ for the extended capllah.,t explo1tdt1on
of Indt.t We h.tve to enqu1re mto the ewnom1c. etfecto; of the early
81111.,h rnle (the 19th century) on lnd1cln \oc1cty ,md pclrt1cularly
on the ped..,clntry

Penetration of Capitali'im in Agriculture
One of the mo.,t dec.1.,1ve md1c,u1on., of the pcnetr.tllon of
C.tp1t.1h.,m m .igrn.ulturc under the B11tl'~h rule w.i., the
d1"•.olut1on of the v11l.tge 1...ommumty 1 h1.,, .i., M.irx pomt., out,
.,., ... , due not too mm.h to the mterfe1en1...c of the Bntl'. h taxg..ithe1c1 or the B11t1-.h .,old1e1 ,1., to the mflucnL.e of the 81111-.h
'tc.tm engme •.md frl.!e tr.ide 1 he -.old1rr who de\ .io.,tcltcd v1ll.igeo.,
.md the ty1 .tnm1....il l.htcf v. ho extoi led e'<orbn.int tubule ft om the
lommm11t\ h.tH' C\et been the cnem1t:-. of the vtlldge l.llmm1Jntt)
111 lmh.t I he Bntl'.h no douht pl.i\ cd hoth thc-.e rok.,. pC't h.tp"- m
.1 f,u mote hrnt,11 m.mnu th.in thl·n p1cdecc,.,or., 'The B11t1.,h
(10\ l mmc..·nt It.id c..lcm.mc..lcd ~ 1 pet Lent of the gw" rent.ii J..,
11...\cnuc m 1822. Jnd 7"i pc..rl.cnt m 18H Tim \\,a.. ,1 <.ru.,hmg
Jem.md \\h11...h left thl· l,mdlrnd., .md thl· <.ulll\J.tm-. 1c-.om1...ele.,.., '
lR C Dutt. lnd1.l m the Vtllott.tn Age p.!ge 47) 1 ht., C\t.C.,.,l\e
<lun.ind m.lck hy the tr.id1t10n.il t.L\. g..ithc1er m,Lc..lc hnn mto .t
\lllu.il l.mdlord-opprc.,.,01 VI.ho wnmg hom the pcJo.,Jnl., the
utmo't he 1..ould In the De1..1...Jn the Bntt\h GoH~rnmcnt 'mJdc
dncLt •.ur.tngcmcn1' with e\CI)' .,cp.i1Jtc 1..ult1\,1tm .md nnpo.,cd
upon hnn d lei'\ to he tC\l.,ed Jt l',11...h 1e1..umng "ielllement " Tim .
.idd, R C Dutt, (1b1d, p.igc ';I) "necc.,.,.tnly V1.e.i1'.enl·d the' 111.ige
Lommumt1eo., "The J.....,e..,-.ment., ot 182.+-2X \\htch dcm.mded 56
pe1 lent ot th~ prodm. c V1.e1e h,1.,eJ on f.lulty mcJ-.memcnh .ind
ended m opprc.....,1011 "!--vet) eft01t ldwtul ,md unlJ\\ful \\.t\ m.ide
lo get the utmo'it out of the w1etched pc.i,,mtt~. \\ho \\ere
'uh1e<.ted to torture m .,ome mo.,t.i1lle..,, 1..mel .ind 1e\ oltmg beyond
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.ill de,cnpllon" (1b1d, page 'i2) The mtroduc.t1on of the ryotwan
'-Ylltem m the Dac..an oi.wept a\1de the v11Jage commumt1e,, which
were umver!ial there
But what knocked the very bci'-1'- out of thc\e m..ututton' were
not the'e admm1Mrat1ve l.hange' mtroduced by the Bnt1'h It wa..
their influence et'- commercial cap1tah .. h and trdder,, which
undermmed the bd'l'- of the village <..ommumt1e,, 1e their ,elf
..umc1cncy The ..Y'-tematlt. de .. truct1on of lnd1.i 'i m,mufactunng
mdu,try openmg up of tr.lde, floodmg of Ind1.in market' wtth
mac..hme made good,, It 1'- the ..c thmg' whllh led to the ult1m,uc
bre.ik up of the village commumt) Between 1814 .md 12 Ind1.111
export' of certam p1ec.c good' tell horn 1.266 608 to 106 086
piece' and import' ro'c f 1om 818 208 to c; 1. 777 ,277 y.ird' dunng
the '.ime time (1b1d. page I 08) Jn 1811 it w.i .. '-lJted (1h~ p.t!?t
lO'i) th.it "the bngh'h m.inuf JL.tltrC'- \I\ ere gencr.1lly l.On .. umed h\
all abme the \Cry poorc't th1oughout lnd1.i" The dl'•.trul.£1011 of
the '1llJ.gc mdu,try de'itro) ep the . . e1t-.. .utt1l..1Cnl.y of the vtll,1ge'
The villager bc<...ime dependent on the tr.ider . . m the to\\n 1 he
v1ll.igc Wd'i lmkcd up \Hth the m.i1 ket wh1<..h \\-,1, now 1.1p1dh
grnwmgup
1

l"ax and Renb in Money
Another clement "h1<..h the Bnt1'h mtrodtll..cd mto the '111.t!!L
w.i-. the p.i)mcnt of .i..,..c.....,ment m 111orn·y The pea•umt h,1d no"'
not only to fmd money tor the p.t) mcnt of J, .. e..,..ment hut Jl'-o fo1
the pun.ha . . e ot other necC"....,1t1e' of hfc \Uc.h J'> doth. '>J.ll 0il
ell.. He thu' bcc..imc the pl.i) thing of d.11 the flul.tu.tllon' m pmt..,
whll..h .ire c..h.ir.1ctcn'>llc o1 l...tp1tah'>t e<..onomy G.idg1I pomt., ou'
("lndu,t11.il l-volutmn of 1nd1d' pdgt' 21) "The pncc' o1 ilhlU
gr.im'> dnd other prnduc.t . . m Ind1d fluctu.ited cnormou'h m J.11
paw. of the c.ount1y durmg the fir,t 'iO year1.i ot the J9th u·ntmv
hut through .ill the'e fluc..m.itton' there wa' .i <..ommon tendem. v
and that wa~ of the pncc' to tall The rnmmon and the genei.11lv
accepted exp\anatton ot th11o phenomenon w.i., the mtroducuon l'l
mClriey ec.onomy m the country, c'pec..1dlly the introduction of
Ccl\h payment ot Government ,1,-.e..,.ment1o The t,dl of pml' ol
agncultur.d produ<..e m the c.irly dJY'- of the mtroduction ot
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money Wd4' mev1table The money m circulation war., not enough
to meet the mcrear.,ed demand er.,pec1ally JU\t .ifter the harver.,t
ume "The duty" thrown on the amount of cunency m the country
l.iigely mcrea'>ed .md thu"' the price of commod1tJer., began to fall

Land a Commodity
The logu,al wn,equence of the mtroductrnn of money and
1..ommod1ty economy I\ that land 1t,elf becdme a commod1ty
I ho..,e 1..ult1vc.lt01\ and 1.immdar., who were unable to pd) a""'e''>tnl m m c,1.,h were evicted .md their land 'old The ,,tie of 1.ind m
~ rc .... ~d c.lnd a proce"' of rcd1"tnbution ot owner\h1p m land .,et m
I• ~propriation of the Common Land ..
Bcf mc we rnn.,1dc1 the gcner.il re.,ulr... of the Lap1tah.,t
dcmt'lll' mtrnduc.cd mto Jnd1 •.m .igr.u1c.ln economy 'Ac mu..,t
1mntmn one more fJll The forceful t.>xprop11atmn of <.ommon
I.mu.,, c..,peL 1ally g1 .umg land..,, helongmg to the '111.lf!e
lommu111ty h"' been a phenomenon .icc.·omp.m' mg c..ip1tah..,t
tk \ dopmcnt m ,111 umntnc., M.u'\ pointed out thdt th1' proc.e.....,
\\.t'- ~omg on for .ilmo.,t three hum.lied \ c •.tr.., m Engl •.md fh...,
pwlL..,... of C'\pwpn.1uon "a' JLLOmp.m1ed h} J ruthle.....,
h.'11,)11'm 111,1\., C'\lltmn of pc.l.,.mt .....md the loY.rrmg of the
\\ t~l'' of the .ignLuhur..il lcibourer 111 Engl.md Thi... p1<Ke.,.,
.1t4m1cd the g1ound f0t L..ip1tah.,t agmulture m.tdc the land p.111
md p.nu~l of c..1p1tJI. while prm rdmg tor the need' cif m.i..,tcrll•.....,
ptolet,m.in . . " 1C.1pnal, p.ige 811. P 4<:;';) The L.tp1t..ih.,t .. 1.1tL' m
lnlh.1 dt'Pll\l'd the village commumue ... ot then file g1.i.rn1g l.md..,
hv do.,m~ the fotc.''t" .md con.,l'f\ m~ them for gencr.il 1cH·nue
PlllplN.:., D1ghy .. ay., m rctetence to th1" "What th~ people lo..,t
by the depnv.itton of the gra11ng ground.,, dc.td \l\,<.lOd for fuel l'll
'' unknown A l.1rge .,um would be needed to rccompcn..,c the
LUltl\,1to1.,, deprived of their ,mc1L'nt nght., of gra11ng fuel
uilll'Ltmn. gdthermg of root., and other pnv1legr.,"
Genual Eft"ect& of Capitali\t Economy in A~riculture
fhu., thede.,tm<.llon of the ..e1t-1ouf1rcrL·nt \111..igc c.·ommumt).

thl' rum of \ 11lage a., \\t'll

J\

urhJn hand-mdu.,t11c'. th~
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mtroduct1on •.md expano,1on of money economy and trade, .md the
conf1'>cat1on of wmmon land' and pa'>lureo, have all been the c.h1ct
element'> c.ha1actew.mg the penetration of cap1taho,m 111
agnculture everywhere The generJ.I effect~ of th10, h.ave been "the
o,ubject1on of the t..ountry-,1dc to the tu le of the town,' ffid'-'
e\ 1cuon of ped,J.ntry. the mcrca'e m the army ot land le"
labourer' and the c.ono,equent lowering of wJ.geo, The peJ.o,ant w,1,
m the pa'>t exploited by the tax-gatherer J.nd had to rendc1
o<..Cd'>1onal feudal 'crv1c.e'> to h1' feudal overlord But c.1.pJ.rt horn
unfmeo,ecn mva'>!ono, dnd waro,, he enjoyed o,ome 'mt of '>Clurlly
ot tenme et<.. , .itt.ichcd to the village wmmumt} Umkr
Cap1tah'>m and c ... peuall) m 1t'> e.irly 'tage' he betdmc a hl•lpk"
prey to a whole g.ing of vulture'> the trdder. the moncy-lendc1 •.md
the t...ip1tdh't Go\crnment He bec..ime a pldythmg of dll thl
freak... and fant..1e' ot the anJ.rl h} of lJ.p1t.ih't t!wnom\
fludu.iuonr., of pnc.e..,, 'lump' and t.immc' Thur., under t...i.p1t.d1..,rn
the pear.,ant h.i' no r.,cc.u11tv, he 1' alwJ.yr., m dangc1 of hem!! 'IV.lpl
mto the C\Cr mc.1ea,mg' flood ut l.mdle<.r., l&1bou1er' &1nd
p.aupe11,ed prolct.a11an">
Gro\\.th of C.1pitdli~t Agriculture in Europe and America
The ...c gencrJ.l cffclh arc ob,erved everywhere In l uwpl
hov.c\er \\hell. .an md1gcnou' g10wth of C .apnJ.h'm took pl..t1..l
tht>) v.erc followed hy .i 1.tp1d dewlopmcnt ot mJ.t..hme mdu . . trv
Th1<. led to the Jb,01pt1on of the IJ.ndlc..,.., IJ.homc1' (.ll lt..t,t m thl
early 'ltJ.gc') mto the ncv. ly devclopmg mdu,u 1c.., On the othu
hand the de\clopmcnt 'lf mJ.lhme mdu..,t1y l.TCJ.tcd J '\t.iblc bJ.'"
fur t..J.p1t,1h'll Jgnt..ulturc LJnd hdd bet..omc J. wmmodtty dn<l cl
rum ol the \mall peJ'ianll 't led tu the u ,m,tc1 of l.ind 111111 thl
hJ.nd' ot c.J.pltdh't landlord' who beg;J.n the lUlt1vJ.t1011 ol l,111.!l
cr.,t.Ue' v. 1th the hdp ot modem md<..hmcr., 1 hi\ involved J dd 1111fl
1mpr0\ emrnt I ht pmmt1vc method.., t hJ.r,1llen,l1<.. of 'mdll .,L,11.
agm.. ulturc. bct....tml Jc" profitable Luge "'"die Jg11u1lturc wh1lh
with 1t' modern method' Jnd machmc' ''more produll1vt.. 1..Jllll
mto ex1r.,tenc.e lec.hmt..Jlly th11, 1r., ,1 p1og1cr.,..,, hut 1t ncce..,,..i111\
brmg\ with 11 ...clf other wnfl1t..t'>, between the f Jrm hdnd Jnd 1h1..
c.iplldh\t tarmcr, betwC'cn the o,mJ.JJ pca\Jnlry ,md the mh
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farmers, who control the co-operatives, and lastly between the
peasantry as a whole and the bank magnates who control the
wheat pools and the cotton markets.

The Penetration of Capitalism into India led to Decline and
Stagnation of Agriculture
In India the capitalist element was introduced under the
au!>pice& of a commercial capital which is interested in
(I) plundering the country by open and shameless methods, (2) in
ruining Indian industries, (checking the growth of modem
industries and in pushing forward British goods in India), and
keeping the monopoly of the raw material resources oflndia in its
own hando;. The operation of British commercial capital in the
I 9th century was accompanied by unprecedented and
unm1t1gated dio;aster for Indian agriculture. The first 75 years of
this century may be characterised as a period of acute agrarian
cni.i!I. Owmg to the ruthless plunder carried out by the Company
officials and their agents in the name of collecting revenue, the
neglect of administration and irrigation, and lastly the sylltematic
de,truct1on of indigenous industries, the rate of accumulation of
.igncultural wealth fell so low that even simple reproduction
became an impossibility. A series of famines ravaged and
depopulated the country. Goaded into desperat10n by the inhuman
oppression, the peasantry rose m various places against landlords,
planters, money-lenders and the British Government.

The 19th Century a Period of Acute Agrarian Crisis and
Decline
We shall give a few characteristic~ of this period. In the early
days the East India Company was merely concerned with
cxtoning the maximum amount of revenue with the minimum of
expenditure. The Permanent Settlement of Lord Cornwallis was
devilled with this express object. It vested in the zamindars
proprietary rights over the districts. the revenues of which they
collected for the State. This measure "reduced the vast masses of
the peasantry of Bihar, Orissa and Bengal from their position of
allocJial proprietors to that of mere tenants at wilJ; thus they were
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handed over to the tender mercy of a few cruel and rapacious
zamindars." According to the Regulation the zamindar could sell
his property or a part of it. After. such a sale or transfer all the
previous engagements with previous tenants were automatically
cancelled. Thus the zamindar could sell riis property, buy it again
under a false name and then increase the rent as much a~
he pleased. In order to get punctual payments from the zammdar
the Government pas~ed the Distramt Act against the tenant by
which the ryots "were rendered liable to personal arrest and
imprisonment, their doors forced open by the Police and their
houses entered by the Police in search of distrainable property."
(Reference, Abhaycharan Das "The Indian Ryot etc." 1885,
page 33).

The Neglect of Irrigation and Drainage
Another effect of the Regulation of 1793 was that the
Company's Government to~lly neglected puhlic works. This led
to the neglect of the old sys\em of irrigation am.I drainage and the
consequent destruction of agriculture. Das points out in hi~ work
that the Regulation "not only declared the zamindars perman~nt
proprietor~ of the soil but also entrusted them with thl.'
construction of roads, khals, embankments and other worh of
rublia utility". (ibid, page 349). But the zamindar was nothing but
a parasitical blood sucker. The same author quotes further a
new~paper extract of the year 1840, which dec;crihes how "whole
plain!"\, which were once paddy field&, had become desolate, while
the zamindar continued to extract the rent by attaching the
bullocks of his ryots" (ibid, page 352).

The Sub-Infeudation
The zamindar was not the only parasite feeding on the ryot.
The zamindar himself being an absentee landlord was ever
willing to sell a part of hi~ right to squeeze the peasantry. Thus
arose that ~ystcm of subletting and sub-infeudation with its
hierarchy of Putneedars, Dur-putneedars etc. . . . "whole sole
object is nothing but to squeeze the life blood out of the ryots".
(ibid, page 210).
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Parasitic Middlemen
The increase of trade in the first half of the l 9th century no
doubt Jed to the accumulation of capital in the hands of the
indigenous merchant class. This capital could not go to the
building up of industry as in other capitalist countries. The
~upremacy of the British commercial capital prevented any such
development. This capital was diverted to land, and here too it did
not reach the soil in the shape of improvements or agricultural
machines etc. It was used for the purchase of subletting rights
from the zamindars, who were always in want of money for their
wasteful luxuries and for the payment of Government revenue.

The Money-lender
Apart from these parasitic leeches who appropriated more than
two-thirds of the produce of the peasants in the form of rental, and
i.quee1..ed out the rest in the form of illegal cesses there arose
another evil which is common to all provinces and periods, since
the advent of the British. No doubt the money-lender was not
unknown before the British came, but 1t is only after the
penetration of Capitalism and the universal spread of money
economy that he became an aJJ-powerful and an all-pervading
evt1 According to Digby: "Before our time the village lender wa~.
and in the countries named he is still (the countrie~ named are
Kurrc1m Valley, Swat, Afghanistan) a dependent, a servant of the
rural community, and never what our sy!.tem is making him in the
Punjab villages-that community's master. (Digby, ibid. pages
298-99). The exorbitant demand of rent by the zamindar and the
introduction of money economy forced the cultivator to go to the
money-lender. Not only did the money-lender extort enormous
mterest but under the existing judicial system he wielded "a great
power over his debtor". The Mahajan and the Marwari is at the
same time a trader and can exploit the peasant in his double
rapacity. "When the Government taxes are demanded, the ryots
hire money from the Marwaris to pay them in. Should the debtor
'iell his grain to pay the taxes the Marwari alone is the purchaser"
<Das, ibid, page 320). Naturally the cultivator has to sell his grain
far below the market price.
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The Growth of Parasitic Landlords in the Ryotwari Provinces
Although the systems of land tenure introduced by the British
differ in different provinces, the same parasitic elements
reproduce themselves everywhere, and th~s the same spectacle of
agrarian stagnation and decline throughout the country during
the nineteenth century. The same capitalist elements i.e.
( 1) introduction of money economy, and (2) saleability of land,
operated everywhere. These in conjunction with the state policy
of the British Government to destroy indigenous industries and
prevent the growth of new ones, naturally produced the same
effects everywhere. In ryotwari provinces the cultivator wac; given
absolute ownership, and had to pay the tax directly to the
Government. In these provinces as well as in the Punjab, a
movement of graduate transference of land from the hands of the
original cultivators to those of landlords and money-lenaers set
in. This process did not lead to a consolidation of holdings, or to
the development of capitaµst agriculture, but merely to the
growth of parasitic proprietors, who pocketed almost the entire
produce of the cultivators. In many cases as in the Deccan for
example, the Marwari money-lender did not even take possession
of the land. "The Marwari merely-appropriated to himself th!!
entire profits of cultivation in virtue of the large number of debt
bonds that he held ... thus was the great portion of the pea~ant
class reduced to virtual serfdom". (Gadgil, ibid 33).
Fractionation of Holdings
The destruction of "'illage handicrafts in the urban hand
industry set free enormous sections of population which had now
to find their livelihood in agriculture. This led to an over-pre'>'>ure
on agriculture and created a large class of landless agricultural
labourers. The absence of any other employment for the members
of a peasant family resulted in the subdivision of the parental
holding. The average size of holding in India declined in the
nineteenth century. The unit of agriculture became more and more
uneconomic, leading to the decline of agriculture. This tendency
is clearly shown in the figures of the average holding of a typic.d
village in Poona given by Dr. H. Mann:
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Year

Size of average holding

1771

40 acres

1818

11t ..

1820-40

14

"

1

1915

Dr Mann pomts out that "the execess1ve subd1v1s1on which has
progre.,Mvely mcreased dunng the Bnllsh rule 1s a very real evil"
Digby quote~ from the Government Report of 1887-88 facts about
the vanous d1!itncts m the Bombay Presidency, which go to show
that 30 to 40 per cent of the holdmgs were unable to supQort their
owner.., for more than six months S1m1lar details are quoted by
him m the lower province~ of Bengal Speaking of ryob holdmg
Je ...s that 2~ acres m Patna, he says that "they can only take one
full meal d. day m~tead of two, they are badly housed, and m cold
weather in~ufftc1ently clothed A~ to labourers, theu cond1t1on 1s
... ull

wor~"

Famin~

The mam concrete results of this penod of dechne of
clgnculture w~ (1) fammes, (2) agr.man n~mg~. and (3) fall m the
average mcome per head.
Accordmg to Digby, the nineteenth century 1s charactensed by
the Meady smkmg of India and its population mto a State of
ch1omc famme-stnckenness There were no doubt fammes before
the Bnt1sh rule, but "not one approached m extent or mtensity the
three great distresses of the last quarter of the nineteenth century."
He gave the following instructive summary of the famines of the
nmeteenth century.
ht penod of 25 yCcU"S

5 fammci.

lnd penod of :t5 years

2C..mmcs

~rd penod of 25 years

6 tc11111nes

deaths

l,000,000
500,000

S,000,000
(recorded)

41 h penod of 25 years

18 famine\

26,000,000
(estimated)
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These figures speak for themselves. The famines of the last
quarter were far more numerous, far more extensive and far more
destructive. Apart from these famine deaths proper, there are fever
epidemics, which invariably follow the increased malnutrition
consquent on famines. In 1897 the total number of "fever deaths"
was 5,015,842. "An appreciable portion of these 5 millions of
deaths are practically famine deaths in so-called non-famine
years." (Digby, ibid, page 157). The impoverishment of the soil
due to the acute famine crisis of the last quarter of the nineteenth
century led to an enormous fall in the agricultural income of
India. In spite of 16 million additional acres being brought under
cultivation since 1882, "the agricultural income of India in
1898-99 was only Rs. 285,86,34,562 as against Rs. 350 crores in
1882, a decrease of about 18 per cent on the figure of 1882."
(Digby, ibid, page 156). These figures illustrate with sufficient
force the results of the predatory economy of Imperialism on
Indian agriculture.
I

The Agrarian Risings of the Nineteenth Century
The first three decades of the nineteenth century were
characterised by a series of agrarian risings. The violent and r.i.pid
introduction of capitalist elements into the agrarian economy of
India were the chief causes of these revolts. All palliatives
provided for by the pre-British economy had been destroyed.
A new layer of exploiters was superimposed on the top of the old.
The zamindars and the money-lenders a1tsumed more disgusting
forms. The European planter had appeared on the scene and
operated with all the aggravated forms of Asiatic oppression
Immense masses of peasantry and artisans were turned out of
their lands and professions, a prey to poverty and death.
The great rebellion of 1857 was no doubt the last desperate
effort of the feudal princes to regain their lost splendour and
power. Nevertheless it was the background of intense agrarian un~
rest of the huge maHes of the landless pea.~antry and the workless
artisans which made it a mass revolt. The peasantry was not
consciously fighting for its rights. It was an elementary revol~ on
the part of the peasants agamst the new conditions of oppression.
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sir Wtlham Muu recognised this factor m the events of 1857-58
"Sale had everywhere rumed numerous hereditary propnetors m
the village commumtles, and had everywhere changed them from
d contented and faithful yeomanry mto a repmmg and disloyal
body of cultivators ever broodmg over their gnevancec; and
pred1.,posed on the first opportumty to break out mto lawlelili acts
When deprived of their proprietary title they were still, as a rule,
left m the cult1vatmg occupancy of the .,011, powerle~s for good
but moc;t .Jct1ve md v1gorou~ for evil-a ranklmg sore m the ci1de
of the Government " (Quoted from Das, 1b1d, page 577) The
)edder, of the rebelhon did not and could not put forward the clac;s
dcm.ind'> of the pea~antry On the other hand. mmy. of the
t,mdlP.,li peao,antc;, "Kol'" for m'>tance, JOmed the Engh~hmcn Jnd
were rewarded later on "by bemg allowed to loC\t !!.Orne of the
rt.hdhouc; z.immdar!!i (Dae;, 1b1d, page ..:;;2 )
Indigo nots were the logical outcome of the pohc.y of torc~d
wlt1vauon of commerctal cropc; by the European planter~ The
rvot WJ'> compelJed to plough, to weed h1~ land and to c..ut and cJrt
the p!Jnt at time~ when he would p1der bcmg engaged m the
lUlt,, ttlon of other crop' of c;upenor proftt, the land actually
t!.!Jdy fot other crops or even c;own w1th c;uch ... rop' \\d.'> torl.1bly
ploughed up and rec;own with md1go (Da,, 1b1d, p 106) The
Indigo Comm1.,c;ion of 1860. which wa'> app.>1nted after 2~ yeari;
of Indigo terron-.m m Bengal, admit,, "the c;enouli charges of
ktdnappmg ml!n, carrymg cattle and rootmg up garden-; and other
offenteli" brought by the ryot~ agamcit the plmtei' It further ciays
that "the practice of 1mpm:onmg md1v1dudl~ m the factory or its
11 uthou11e~ wac; of common occurreru:e" The'e harrowmg
tondn1on~ of oppreciMon led to a \ene' of n'mg~ m which many
md1go fac.tonec; were razed to the ground The mqmry of the
Indigo Comm1s ...1on did not stop these atroc1t1eci They contmued
m Bengal and B1har and led to the mas' em1grauon of the
pcd.,dnts to the Nepal temtone.... Das quotes from a new~p.iper of
1887 "every now and then for the last ten year,, 1here are revolts
dgamst the ~ystem of md1go cult1vat1011-that obtam!!i. and more or
le,s w1de~pread demon~tratton of an agramm n ... mg They have
been promptly suppre~sed after the manner m which all popular
11

11
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disturbances are suppressed under the Indian Govemment'!I
'peace at any price' administration of law; but none the less do
they show that there must be something radically wrong about the
system of indigo cultivation which gives rise to them." (Das, ibid,
page 314). Indigo tyranny and oppression was the first brutal form
of exploitation connected with the growing of commercial crop!i.
Later on the same exploitation made its appearance in the
legaJised oppression of plantation labour.
Risings against the Zamindars
The zamindars of Bengal and Bihar were the parasitic creature-.
of the British Government with unlimited powers for evil and
mischief and none whatsoever for good. They could rick-rent,
ruin and ravage the peasant, oppress and tonure him tg extort
mnumerable illegal ces!!.es. When his own powers failed, he could
is!lue a distraint warrant and call the assistance of the police and
the civil court to fleece his,tenant. The Bengal Tenancy Act of
1859, the !lo-called "charter of the Bengal cultivators," did not
solve the problem. The strangle-hold of the zamindar over the
tenant W8!1 not ~haken in the least. A.C. Das from whose book we
have quoted above say1' that for the wealthy zamindars the court!!
of ju!ltice turned into mstruments of oppression and into meanll of
filling their own coffers. In Pabna in 1873, the attempt of the
zamindars to force enhanced rents on the peasants by fraudulent
means resulted in "a violent and threatening outbreak." Many
such outbreaks took place during these days in Bengal and Bihar.
Das descnbes the conditions obtaining m Bengal in that penod m
the following words: "The disputes between the zamindar1> and
ryots have divided Bengal into two great camps, which have
terrible reprisals to make against each other. Seriou1' riot!.,
breaches of peace, bloodshed, murder, plandering and burning of
villages and atrocities of a like nature are a daily occurrence."
(Das, ibid. page 562). The miings against zamindars in Bengal in
thi11; period seem to have been more or less organised. The General
Administration Repon for Dacca Division of the year I 872
k ..
quoted by Das speaks of "combinations of ryots" and of "stn es ·
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Of course these "strikes" were broken by the zamindars with the
help of the police, and bribed hirelings.
DI- 9.1.32

The Deccan Rising against Money-lenden
In the Ryotwari provinces the place of the zamindars is taken by
the landlord Government. "The land revenue is generally collected
from the cultivators direct. The whole of the economic rental is
taken, leaving to the cultivators little more than the wages of their
Jabour". (R.C. Dutt, ibid, page 98). Thus the peasant cultivator
under Ryotwari is kept on the brink of starvation. He is invariably
dependent on the money-lender for the payment of his annual land
revenue. In abnormal times, i.e. in cases of failure of crops, fall of
prices etc .. he goes wholesale into the hands of the money-lender.
During the days of the Civil War in America, and the
consequent break in the export of American cotton to England,
cotton cultivation grew very rapidly in Bombay. The peasants
borrowed freely, but were always able to pay, as the cotton was
fetching good prices. In the meanwhile the Government increased
the asse11sment. After the conclusion of the Civil War, prices as
well as wage11 fell. The cotton cultivation declined. Failure to pay
the interest brought debtors to Court. The .::ultivators were unable
to pay the new enhanced assessment demanded by the
Government. Money-lenders refused to lend. "The result was that
hatred of the money-lenders which had been smouldering for
some time became more bitter, and in 1875 expressed itself in the
Deccan Riots, which consisted of a series of preconcerted attacks
dnd outrages on village sahukars in the districts of Poona. Satara,
Ahmednagar and Sholapur. One feature of these outrages was that
all account-books and bonds which could be found were destroyed
by the rioters." (G. Keatinge "Rural Economy in the Bombay
Deccan" page~ 85-86).
The four different risings described above were directed against
the four different factors introduced by capitalist economy in
India, namely ( 1) the mass eviction and (lisplacement of peasants
and anisans, (2) the planter, (3) the zamindar, and (4) the moneylender. These risings are clear indications of the crisis brought
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about by the superimposition of capitalist economy on the top of
the feudal one.
The fall of average annual income per head is another sure
index of the decline of agriculture. in as much as the total
agricultural income of India forms 90 per ce11t of her gross income.
The earliest figure available for India's annual income per head
was that given by Dadabhai Naoroji for 1870 which was Rs. 20
per head. Then we have the figure calculated by Baring and
Barbour for 1882 which was Rs. 27/-. For the year 1900, Lord
Curzon gives the figure of Rs. 30/- per head which is disputed by
Digby. Digby's estimate is more reliable as he gives the details of
his calculations, while Lord Curzon has nowhere said how he
calculated his figure. Digby's figure which 1s Rs. 17.4 may be a
little too low, but is certainly nearer the truth. The last quarter of
the 19th Century, as we have already seen wa~ a period of acutl.!
famine crisis and was accompanied by a tremendous fall of
agricultural income. Further jf we tak~ into cons~deration the
rising price level during thele yearii we arrive at the following
table, which is fairly indicative of th~ general fall of the :innuaJ
income per head towards the clo~e of the I 9th Century.
1'\Jame

Year

Rupee~

Pnce Index

Rupee'

D Naoro11
Banng Barbour

1870
1882

100
120

20
:?2 5

Digby

1900

20
27
174

14ll

12

<N 8. Pnce mdcx in column 4 ., weighed tor 100 .irucle' (Sec KT Shah
and Khambata, 1b1d, page 111)

The reduced figures for in~ome given in column 5 clearly iihow
that there is tendency for the a\erage annual income per head
to fall.

The Factors which Contributed to the Decline of Agriculture
in the 19th Century
The decline of Agricultuu: in India in the 19th Century wao;
direct outcome of the exploitation of InJia by the commercial and
loan capital of Britain. This exploitation took the fom1 of an open
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and undisguised plunder in the early days of the Company's rule.
"The rulers of India might be governing men but first and
foremost they were merchants." Almost the entire land revenue
collected by the British was exported out of the country without
any return whatsoever. This drain rendered all accumulation
impossible leading to the impoverishment of the soil and the
pauperis..ttion of the masses. After the abolition of the Company's
rule, the commercial and the finance capital ceased to be
identified with the rulers; but the exploitation and drain
continued more extensively, though through more or less
legalised channels. The entire load of the tribute extracted by
Briti:-:h merchants and finance-capital fell on the shoulders of the
Indian peasants. After the destruction of indigenous handindustries the main source of wealth in India was agriculture. It
ha" always been the policy of British Imperialism to di!\courage
the growth of modem industries in India, and convert her into a
country of raw produce subservient to the manufacturing needs of
Great Britain. In fact this is the essence of the domination of
British finance-capital over India. The predatory economy of
British Imperialism in India in the 19th Century almost defeated
its own ends. It almost killed the goose that laid the golden egg.
Firstly as already seen British Imperialism not only retained all
the feudal and parasitic elements in the agrarian economy of the
country, but even strengthened some of them. British Imperialism
does not extract all its tribute directly from the peasants, but
through its feudal intermediaries like zamindars. talukdars etc.
"'ho continued to exercise their feudal rights of property with its
i.anction and support. Further, capitalist economy has
i.trengthcned the class of money-lenders which preys upon the
peasantry. This retention of feudalist exploitation, in conjunction
with the Imperialist tribute, proved a great obs1acle to the
development of capitalist agriculture.
Secondly the efforts of the Imperialist '1ovemment to replenish
the impoverished agriculture by irrigation and public works were
negligible in proportion to their increasing demand of land
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revenue. R.C. Dutt in the preface to his book "India in the
Victorian Age" says: "Except where the land revenue is
permanently settled, it is revised and enhanced at each new
settlement once in 30 or 20 years. It prop~"es to take 50 per cent
of the rental or of the economic rent, but virtually takes a much
larger share in Bombay and Madras. And to it are added other
special taxes on land which can be enhanced indefinitely at the
will of the State. The land assessment is thus excessive and i: i!I
also uncertain. Place any country in the world under the operation
of these rules and agriculture will languish." (page XIII).
This decline of agriculture meant "permanent poverty and
recurring famine&", and the consequent decrea11e in the
purchasing power of India. This opened up a gloomy prosl'ect of
the narrowing of India'~ capacity for the absorption of Briti~ti
manufactured goods.
Lastly, another factor whici\ largely contributed to this declme
wa~ the disproportionate development of railways and irngation.
The total expenditure on the railways up to 1880 was
£ 24,644,702 while the total expenditure on irrigauon during the
same time \\-as £ 11,851, 193 (R.C. Dutt, ibid, page 362). Towards
the end of the last century the same disproportion prevailed
During the last 20 years the expenditure of the respective headll
was as follows:Railways£ 4,827,522.
Irrigation £ 139,895 (R.C. Dutt, ibid, page 594 ).
The Briti~h Government was at first more interested in the
construction of railways for the expansion of its trade and for the
military domination of the country than in irrigation and in the
improvement of agriculture. The lop-sided development was one
of the cause,., which contributed to the decline of agriculture, all
has been recognised by the Imperialists themselves in their
Famine Commission Reports of the closing years of the last
century.
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The Imperialist Effort to check this Decline
During the first two decades of this century British
Imperialism attempted to check this tendency towards an agrarian
decline. These attempts were made in the interest of Imperialism
itself. They did not in any way lighten the load of exploitation
weighing on the shoulders of the peasantry. These attempts were
in the main directed towards the normalisation of agrarian
conditions within the framework of the existing feudallmpcrialist State. This normalisation was directed in the main
towards ( 1) removal of the most flagrant abuses practised by the
zamindars and the money-lenders, and (2) the improvement of
agricultural technique.
•
Tenancy Acts

The absolute powers vested in the zamindars of Bengal and
U.P. who had no interest in agriculture beyond the rent they got
from the cultivators. had proved disastrous. The various Tenancy
and Rem Acts passed in the last and this century gave protection
to a section of tenants by granting them fixity of tenure. They
were thus enabled to live a fairly stable life on the land they
.:ultivated, which was quite essential for the progress of
agriculture and for the steady supply of raw material. These
reforms, however, in no way touched the question of proprietory
rights of the zamindars. The tenant was given merely the use of
the holding whether temporary or permanent. These' reforms were
accomplished under feudalism and not against it.

Legislation against the Money-lenders
In the 19th century the case with which the money-lender
could lodge his debtor in prison even on the strength of a fictitious
document had led to the Deccan Riots. These were followed by
~he Deccan Agricultural Relief Act, which abolished arrest and
•mprisomnent for debt. This reduced the aggravating nature of the
money-lenders' grip over the peasants. Similar acts restricting the
transfer of land to non-agriculturists, especially in the Punjab,
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were directed towards the same goal. These reforms did not touch
the problem of the indebtedness of the peasants, the causes of
which are (1) the rigidity of the Government revenue demands,
(2) the small size of the peasant holdings. and (3) over-pressure
on agriculture.
Co-operatives
Indebtedness, however, is a brake on agricultural improvement.
Many civil servants have expressed themselves in favour of
"substituting organised credit for that of the money-lender." (Sir
F. Nicholson). The step in this direction waio. taken in 1904 when
the first Co-operative Societies Act was passed. The progrcs!i
made within 14 yeap, wa!i almost negligible. In 1913-14 there
were:
Number ot

Number of

Loan'> l!tSUcd to

Soc1et1c!t

Member!.

member!. and to
other Soc1ct1ci.

14,881

695,998

50,417,310

,,

Most of these societies were agricultural credit societieio.. The
total sum given as Joans 1s nothing compared to the enormou!i
figure for the total agricultural debt for British India, which
according to the e!itimate of Sir Edward Madagan was R!I ..~00
crores in J91 1.
The Co-operative Movement m India "Has been from the first
largely a movement grown under official patrondge and
guidance" (Gadgil, ibid, 249). The Government directly invci.l!i m
these societiei. under the cover of "State aid" and through 1t keep•
the: entire financial control of the movement in its own hand,. In
this way it is able to centralise the capital of the village middle
class who alone take advantage of this movement and guide it in
channels suited to its own purpose. There are no sale .or
productive co-operatives in India. The co-operatives as they exist
do not offer the peasant any protection against the trader and the
middle men. At best they are calculated to substitute the village
money-lender. and even this function they discharge only to 3
very limited degree.
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Irrigation
The Famme Commission of 1901 enunciated the pohcy of
pu.,hmg forward the erection of irngatlon works especially for
protection against famme11 The total area under imgatton
doubl~d 1t.,elf dunng the penod between 1894-95 and 191 ~-14
The ctrea under 1mgation m 1911-14 was 46 8 milhon acres cls
clgclm4't 23 8 mdhon acres m 1894-95 It t4' true that more crop i'
pioduced m the imgated area them m the non-imgated, but the
<iurplus i'i appropriated by Impenah'im m the form of 1rngat1on
tax and other dues lmgcltlon scheme~ have been the bei,t
c.ip1tah4't mvestments for Bntt\h Impenah.,m Accordmg to
India m 1927-28" "The total capital outlay on imgallQn and
nJ\igauon work, mcludmg workli under c.on\truction, d.mounted
.it the end of the year 1927-28 to R~ 115 3 <.rores The gross
re\~nuc Wcl., R' 12 1 crore'i and the workmg expen'e' \\ere
R., 4 7 l.rore\ The net return on capital I\ therefore 6 4 per l.ent"
(Page 112)
The c.ip1tal outlay mclude\ work., under con\trul.llon, whil-h do
not .i., yet brmg d.llY mcome Hence the .ictual return on capital i'
mul.h higher than 6 4 per cent
The high wate1 r.tte' which the pea'iant i'i 1eqmred to pcty m the
1mgctted arcctli forl-e him to grow "the more remunerative and
.,pel.1dh\ed cropi, mtended for the out.;1de mark.et. Indian or
1:-oreign" Imgauon hali thus "helpec.1 the movement of
1.ommerc1ah..at1on of agriculture and very <lefm1tely encouraged
the tendency of growmg tor the market a~ agam1,t g-rowmg m.imly
fm home con ..umpuon" (Gc.ldgll, ibid, Page 15'.\) Thi., 1iub1cc.ts
:he Indian peasant' directly to the eAplo1tat1on of the wholesale
merl.hant dnd md1rectly to that of the bJnl magnate' who
manipulate the world pnces of raw matenal

Railwaya
The growth of railways under lmpenahlim d\.,i!lts m the \ame
proce'"· namely the ~ubjection of the peasant to mdirect
ex.plo1tation by the commercial Cap1tahsm of foreign countnes
Atl.ordmg to Gadgd "the direct effects of ratlway extention were
the lcvelhng of prices espec1ally those of food gram~ throughout
India, the growth of large export trade in raw agncultural produce.
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and in a certain measure the extention of the cultivaion of crops
intended for export". (Page 146.) The same result was predicted
much more clearly by Marx in his famous "Indian Letters".
"I know", he said, "that the big capitalists of England are today
conferring on India the blessing of railways for the sole purpose
of obtaining for their factories cotton and other raw material at a
reduced price". The "nationalised" railways in the hands of
British Imperialism are not an instrument for the development of
industries which could relieve the pressure on agriculture, but for
the indirect exploitation of the peasants by commercial capital.

Agricultural Departments
Agricultural Departments came into existence at the beginning
of this century. Similarly agricultural research institutes and
agricultural colleges were started during the first fifteen yean. of
this century when very little progress was achieved. The attention
of these institutions was chipfly directed to the improvement m
the cultivation of export crops, such as cotton, jute, tea etc. These
improvements did not touch the staple agricultural produce of
India, namely food grains. The backwardness of agricultural
technique as compared with other advanced countrie~ like U.S.A.
can be seen by the figures of the yield of agricultural produce per
unit area under cultivation. The following figures are taken from
the International Yeclf Book of Agricultural statistic~. as quoted by
Shah and Khambatta, ibid, Page 314:
France
Rice
Wheat
Cotton
Oilc;eed

US.A.

Egypt

India

27 2

15.7
65

16.5

2.7

4.4

I I

3.0

(for 1909-1921)
The much boasted work of these agricultural departments and
research institutes, can never reach the broad masses of the peasant
cultivators. The only concrete achievement which stand to the
credit of these departments are the developments of commerci~I
and specialised crops like tea, coffee etc., which are grown 18
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pl.mtJtlOn' by Bnti .. h capital with the help of the 11em1-~lave labour
ot the Ind1.m worker' The tot.ii yield of the tea crop m 1921-22
w.ii;; 274 mtlhon ton11 4' .igam't I 97Y2 m1lhon tone, for 1900

Objective of the!!ie lmprovements-Normali~ed
Ewloitation
The Mai a1.rc.ige m the begmnmg of the century wJc, 199,708
fhe

thou.,Jnd Jue., ()901-02) .i' agam't 221,862 thou,Jnd acre'> for
1927 28 (St.:itt .. ll<..dl Ah,t1act 7th h'uc 1910), an increment of
, 1bout IO pet cent The n.,c m the rural population between
1901-21 "'.i., al'>o ahout I 0 per 1.ent The total yield of the
Jgmultural prodm..c hd' not mLreJ.. ed ex<.ept m the c.&'e of
lOtton )Utt> and tc.i The Simon Comm1'"1on (Part I. page 18)
pomt., out thdl the export ttade of India m agncultur.il produce
lw. ttunendou,ly muc.i,ed Jnd hd' tremendou,Jy enlJrged The
• ll .ite1 volume ot export' 1' lontnbuted by agncultural product~
hkc c..otton 1ute, ml 'ced, wheat .ind tea The total \alue ot the
l'Xpmt' hd\C men from t 70 nullton<; m 1898 to£ 262 5 m1lhon11
111 1926 '27 fh1' ., no doubt cl 'clt ... t,1Ltory re,ult from the pomt of
\ 1ew of Bnll'h f m•.mce c...tplt..tl wht<..h poc..ket' the entire profth of
tlmtxpmt t1Jdl' m the to1m ot (1) height dJ.trgc,, (2) payment<;
011 .tllOUnt of bdnkmg <.omm1''1on' ,md {1J mtere't on foreign
L 1p1t.il 111\e,ted 111 Jg:nLultmal enterpn'e" 'uc..h cl' 11ng.it1on,
pi ml limn' ell. The .. urplu' p1odu1.1.~d b) the cultl\ .itm doc' not
..?:o to cm ll.h the ,011111 the fonn of .ig111.ultural 1mp10\emcnt ... nor
t.1 thl de\clopmcnt of mdtgcnou' mdu,tne.,, whtLh lOUld 1ehc\C
lhl p1c ....urc on .ignc.ultmc Thu' the '>t1J.nglchold of Bnll'h
f 111.1nLc <. apttJI O\ c1 the entire ec.onom} ot I nd1..t lcaJ .. to the
P 1up~11,Jt1on of 1t' to1hn!! 11111l1on,, Jnd the "tJgnat1on of 1t..
•..?:nLulturc .md mdu,tne' The "tmprmement'' of the l.i .. t th1cc
di lJOc' were m the mclm Juec..tcd to"',ud' the normJ.h,Jtton ot
lnih.in ..tgm.ultur1. • .ind to\\,ud .. rcp.urmg the ha1m done by the
'''.imclc'" plunde1 .md robbe1y ot Bnt1'h rule The e"cnce ot the
1t'r.ir1.in pohl.y of lmpe11.ih'm 1' to 1.on"clt India mto the .tgr,man
hinll'll.ind ot G1e,tt Bntam India 1' .1 .. ~ed to 1etam 11' plci<.e m the
Cmnr1onweJlth of f<rcl" N.iuon'" -the 'R11t1'h bmp1re. l ' the
' 1.t\l' produ<...er of the 1av. mdtcncll'> needed tor Bnt1,h mdu,tne'>
l iuthcr th1, monopoh ..t l.Ont10l over the agnc.ultural produce of
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!)Uc.h d Vd't c.ontment a' lnd1d .idd1, to the 1,trength of Bnt11,h
lmpendh'm m 1t' ec.onom1c fight with other lmpendh'lt c.ountr1e..,
who do not po,!)e!)' wlomefii or who\e colome., do not produce tht
product.., of India

The Immanent Contradiction of the Agrarian Polic) of
Imperialism
Doe' tht<ii mean that India tfii e\ er gnmg to remdm the bul\\..irl of
the 'uprcmaly of Brtt1..,h fmdnl.e c.1p1tdl m the world' Will Br.11 ... h
fmance ldp1t.il with 1t., new fdngled 'c..hemefii of' bmpnc Umtv
dnd "Empire free Trddc" be ..ible to develop the dgr..indn ll'lh
mque and the .tgr..indn eL.onomy of Indtd, even m 1t1, O\\ n mte1 eo,t,
dnd at the expe1N.' of the exploited pc.i\dl11"' of Jnd1J Jt1d thu-.
'trengthen 1t' po,1t10n dt home .ind ..ibtoad) The "'"'"et to thL'L
que,uom ,.., g1"e11 by the h1,tom.al de"clopmcnt of Imp~11dlt'111
1t,elf. and Jt 11, .in emphatic. no
In the very proc..e" of the openmg up of Ind1.i to nc\\ fm1m ol
explott.1t1on Bnt11.ih lmpen.,..11.im \\d' forced to umfy lnd1..1 lht
mm1mum of ton,tmlt1ve dl.ttvlty r.ulwdy,, harhouro, etl \\hu.h
w.11, mdl'~pen'1ble both for m1hta1y dommdtmn m thc <..ount1v .mJ
for gu.trdnteemg the unmtenupted ..ilt1v1ty of the t.n.•u1on
mac..hml! .11, wdl d., the tr.tdmg need' of Imper 1.ih ... t L.ountm' hJ-.
<.redted the prolctdndt wh1l.h 1.., now makmg 1t1,clf kit J' .111
mdependent poht1tdl for<..e The mtroductmn of lctp1t.ih1.i1 1.lll
nomy ha' deepened the c.l.11.io, clec1v.1ge between the lc1ndlo1d md
the ten.tnt the monry-lendcr ,md the pea,,mt m debt the pi.mill
and the ldbouru A., a ,.ifcgudrd dg •.umt the1,c potcnu,11
rc\olutmn.iry lor<..e., Jmpe11.lh'>m h.t., to keep up the whole ..,trJIJ
of pal .1'1t1L. d.i.,.,c, hvmg by a prc-c.c1p1t.1h1,t mode of cxpk11t.1twn
The 1Jmmdd.1' taluqd.ir,, raJ"'' and p1mc.c1, h..ivc all t l ht
mdtntdmcd J.' t hulw.irk of rcac.tmn cmd wunte1-rn\ olutrnn I ht
cxl'iten1.c of feud.ii ldnd-lord1.,m, who...e mtere1.it m dgm.ultm1.
doc., not go beyond cxtortmg high rent,, .., d great hmd1.mu. tm
the development of Lc1p1tdh't l.indlord1&m and the growth of laigl
-.c. dle tdrm1.i worked hy mdchmery The feuded propnetc:lf)' nghl'wh1ch hd"e been pre,e1 veJ by Impcriah.,m to cement ll' dlh.intt
with counter-1evolut10nc1ry torc.c,, die them1,elve1., fettc1' on tlil
cxpdn.,1on of .igr di 1dn produc.t1on Stagn.1ung .igr ,mdn produ,uon
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means insufficient accumulation-means insufficient reserves for
Imperialism to draw upon in time of war. It further entails
dccrea~c in the purchasing power of the peasantry which spells
decline of trade. The class conflict between the vast majority of
the cultivating peasants and their feudal capitalist exploiters,
.mmindars, money-lenderl-i and the Government, become!> ever
... harper. Every recurring trade depression brings with it the ever
growing menace of an agrarian revolution. Such is the vicious
circle in which the Imperialist economy is condemned to !>tifle
I t..,l'J f.

The War and Post-War Crisis illustrates this Contradiction
The lmpenali1,t war of I 914-18 and it!> aftermath hrought out
tlm contradiction very clearly. During the war years Briti!>h
lmpL·riali..,m drew heavily upon India'~ rel-iources of men,
munition~ and money and of raw materials. lndustrie11 connected
with thl' manufacture of raw materiah received an impetm.. The
<,toppagc of imports from the warring countries and the
d1fficult11.:1, of i.hipping facilitated the growth of Indian indui.tric~.
Pric
of industrial g:l>ods ro11c very rapidly, export of raw
m.11criaJ..,, wheat, cotton. etc. innca!>ed and the pri~cs of
agrirnltural product11 ro!>e but nl>t !>O rapidly al-I thol'le of mduMnal
good!>. Thi" disparity of prices first affected the labourmg clas!.C!>
1m land. plantatim11, and factories. There were 1,trikes and
d1..,turhancc!> on the A!-.sam Tea Plantations. Thi!-. disparity also
affected the pea!>ant!.. During the years 1917-18 thert! was a !-.crie!>
of pea<,;mt disturbance~ in the north and in Bihar. After the
conctu ... ion of the war the price!> of industrial goods continued to
n . .c. while those of agricultural product!'! frll. This contradictory
trend of pricc11 wa~ characteristic of world price movements
during this period. In fact this price movement was characteristic
nf the post-war crisis in Europe and formed the economic background of a ~l·ries of revolution!> of the working-cla.... s which took
place during that period. Thi~ revolutionary ferment was
not without effect on India. The nationalists launched the
Non-Cooperation Movement as a prote!.t against the reforms of
19 19. Fm the first time in history the nationalist movement made
1.:'"
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an appeal to the broad ma~'e11 of the pea'ianlry The pea'iantry
which Weill already dnven to de ..parallon by the al.Ute ag1anan
l.11.,II\ responded more enthu ..1a11t1cally than their le.ider., had
bargamed for While Mr Gandhi wa~ makmg h1~ non-vt0lent
laborato1y expcnment at Bardoh, the pta11ant d1 ..turb.inc.c .. m
Oudh .i"'umcd the proportton" ot .in m ..urrectton In Oudh thL
action., of the pe.i..ant' were well orgam.,ed They were directed
.igam .. t the rtl.h landlord~ Hou~e" were burnt, e'tate' looted The
revolt wa' cru ..hed b) the m1htary The la~t of the 'iene'- ot
.igranan n .. mg' of th1' pcnod w.i' the Moplah r1'mg on the <.o..t't
of Malab.ir It wa' the revolt of Moh.immedan poor pe.i,am ..
again't the Hmdu landlord., .md money-lender'
The agranan d1 .. turbance11 and n'mg' of 1919-21 we1c the fo ''
rumblmg., of .in agr.man revolution What prevented them from
11preadmg and unnmg mto an agr.111.m revolution w.i' the ~.int of
a natton-w1de pohtic,tl mm.emcnt with an agr.m.m prog1ammL
The workmg da,., 'Wa' JU"t learnmg to hght 1t., own battle .iml \\ ,1,
'till unorg.m1 ..ed and not pol~c.ally l.OO-.LIOU' enough to take thL
lead The nat1onah"t movement, .t.. we .,h,:tll .,ee, w.i' led b\
Ldpltc.ih't' and landlord ... or by men who..e 'ymp.ith1e., wuc with
th1" da"' Thi" movement betr.tycd the pea,,mtry a' ... oon a' tht}
ro.,e .tgam't then 1mmed1atc C"Xplo1h!I' the .1.immdar,, monLy
lender' and the Government l he bourgeo1" nauonah't le.t<lu'
deh\ercd the pea.,antry to the tendc1 men.1e" of the Impc11.tll'I
hangmen who did then Job thoroughly

The Immediate Lcgislathc Measure'i again.,t thi'i Cri.,ic,
After the Impcn,111..,t h.mgmen ,md mmderc1' had helped to tldL
over the Ln'1", the Impeu.ih"t leg1,J.iturc and the poln1u.m
'at dl'Wn to hatLh '.itegu.trd" and 'Lheme'i for the future lhL
1mmed1ate leg1'>lat1ve mc.t,u1c' adopted to pac1ty the ten.tnh
and laboure1" were (I) amendment'! to l.ibour lclw., oht.11nml!
m Ac;,.tm Tea Plantdtton• (2) the Champaran TenanLy A<..t dnd
n) the U':IUllOU' Lodn ... At.t of 1918 dnd the Oudh Rent ALl I he'll.
ctlone were not ,uffu.1ent 1\lew .,tcp" held to be taken. d nc"'
pohcy enunc1ctted, tor the cxpct1Non of .ignwlturJI produdlO'l
tor the expdll'iton of the Indian market, and tor the avertmg of 111
agranan revolutmn
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fhc Roydl Commt\\ton on Agriculture Wd'i appomted to
di,cover medn., of mcrea~mg the agrtcultural product1v1ty of
Indicl and thu., provtdmg an extended mMket for Bnttsh mdu..,tn.il
import"> The Agncultmal Comm1.,..,1on WdC> not appomted with cl
view to '>olve the ag1anan problem On the contrary the real
que.,uon of 1J.ndowner~h1p wa~ exprec;.,Jy excluded from ttci term..,
ot 1cter,•m.e, which ..,tdted that "It will not be w1thm the c;,ope of
the ('omm1.,c;1on\ dutte'i to mclke recommendat10nci reg.:1.rdmg the
LXt'itmg 'Y'tem of I.mdowner.,htp and ten.im. y or of d~,e~.,ment of
IJ11d revenue ,md 1mgat1on chctrge~"
fhr Report of th1' Comm1.,.,1on which wa' pubh,hed m 1928
1ec...ommcndcd the mtroducuon of modem method' of agm.ulture.
hL1tr1 ..ccd,, <..hem1cal manure.,, u'e of machmef), org.im.,cd
.11?nc...ulturJI mJrketmg. co-ordmclted .md c...entrah,cd dgncultur. tl
1c...,e,1H.h opcnmg up of model tarn1' etl Thi.., 1' an e'l(c.ellent
p10g1Jmmc But the'>e 1mpro\cment' ncl.c..,,,u1ly prc-.,uppo'e
IJ1gc... ,c...,•le f.i.rmmg Only l.:1.rge, wn.,ohd.i.ted holding' \\'ould lend
thtm.,cl\c' to the mtroduct1on ot the\e modem method., fhu"
n.itm.i.11) the'e 1mprovemcnt., Ccln only be t.ikcn ad\ .intJge of by
h1g l ..mdholdc1 '· landlord' and monev-lem.le1.,
Whcthc1. under the gu1da1Ke of the Gmernment. feudal
IJnlJl01d1.,m ot ..lt lea.,t cl pa1t of 1t get., tran.,fo11ned mto tdp1t.ih.,t
IJndlmdi-.m or not .• , cl que,t1on for the futmc to Jn'>\\l'r But one
thing ..., c...le,.u The growth of ld1gc 'lcllc fJrmmg v. ork.ed
h, mdc...hme1y would ncl.e'-'clllly mean m..l...., e\propn.ltlon of
p1..c.l• ..111t.. horn their land' We die not Jg..un ..t la1ge \tJle t,mmng
h) mJduncry
Wl! know that large .,c,lle f.mnmg mu'>t uh1m.ttcly triumph O\er
p11n11t1vc '>lllJ.11 't.tlc dgnculture But under Impen..:t11'1n with 1t.,
h>.cd polll y ot retarding mdu'itnah.,atmn. the"~ unemployed
m.l'"~" of pcc1.,,mt' would not fmd employment Thi.., v. ould me.in
t h11the1 lowetmg of the \tandatd ot htc of the pooi Jnd the
: 1ndle1,, pcJ'ldnt., At be1,t the'e meacime1, may help to cre.ite cl
thin 'ltcttum of nl.h pea,ant'I at the expcn'c of the btocld m.i"c' ot
Pt'dl.ic.lntry, Jc; w,.., the ca'le m pre-revolut1on,11y Ru.,..1.i. under the
'°lt'>l)pm Reform., of 1906 But up to the p1e\ent \er) httle ha'
h1..cn c.lch1eved m th1o; directum • .ind before anything h.t' been
<lone India 1c; dgam c.mght m the vortex of .mother wo1 ld
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depre"1on The d1-.tre~<i c1mong the pea~antry ., great at tht.
pre,ent moment, owmg to the low pnc.e<i of c.lgncultural producl·
The mendce of c1n c1grandn revolution .-. c1gam loommg large on
the pohtu.. al honzon
The c..entral purpo~e of the rec..ommendc1t10n.., of the report,.., to
..,olve the que-.llon of the expan-.1on of the mner market and to
dev1<ie way' and mean' to prevent agranan revolt., The expan,1011
of the mne1 market raqmre' an muea-,c m the product1vnv of
the "011-1 e • improved agm.ultural method,, hetter -,eed' tht
u'e of mc1c..hmef) etc The-,e change,, d' we have 'c11d, c,m bt
effeLted on the ba-.1.., of a lc1rge-,cc1le Lap1tc1h't c1gnLtllturc Ind1,1
hJ.' big landlord,, but the'e do not ca1ry out lcirge -.c.c1le modern
agm.ulture Theu land •.., 'Pill up mto -.mc11l pc111..el., whll.h Jil
wlt1vJted by tendnt' U\mg the mo\t pmmt1vc method' ol
pruduLtton Big lcimJlordl'm hci' heen c.reJted m lnd1d by• Bntl'. h
Impenah'm by the tr.m,formc1t1on ot tdx-c.ollettor' IJIJ.'
mc1lguLc1r' etc mto ldndlord/· c1nd ped ...mt' mto tenant' In mde1
to \hcl\e off the pecl.\dnt revolt LOn,cqucnt upon the mucJ.,mg
explottJtmn of the tendnt' '-O c.reated by the11 lc1ndlord' thl
Bnu'h Government had to tr..tme .i. \CUC\ ot protcttM
legl'>lcillOnl\ for the tenant' Thu .. .iro\e J \entciblc mt111.. 0 1
lc1ndlord-ten.int rel.itton' of .i feudcil LhdrJ.Lter whll.h .m. 111
ob-.tc1cle m the p.ith of the aec.lt1on of ldfge \l.Jlc t....tp1tJh.,1
ag11l.ultme The author' ot the report hc1ve th1' d1fhc..ulty de.trly 111
view They red.h'c th,u the proc.e-.~ of the tran\f cr ot land from tht
hcind.., of the ped...,ant.., to tho.,e of the money-lender' Jnd
l.clpltdh't" •.., 1,1kmg plc11 e hut they deplore the f d.l..l th,tt the m.w
landlord look\ only to the rent he LJn c.olle<.t The Report go"'
on to .,c1y 'fhe c..omplamt. thdt the lc1rgcr landlord' do httlc Ior the
development of thetr e-,t..lte.., on modem 'c..1cnt1ht.. lme-. 1' J H ..1}
general one, and the honourable ex.Leptton~ to be found m every
provmc.e are"" few m number d' not tu do more th.m thww mto
rehef the dpathy of the mdJOllty In theu defence 1t ma) hL.
pleaded with .,ome tr.tlh th..lt. m 'ome p1ovmce,, the "'Y'tem 01
tenure, or the Tcndnc..y Law re..,trdm' them ftom unrt..,u1c.tl!d
po.,..,e..,.,10n of c.l LompdLl ared, and m othc1' prevent" them trom
'ecm mg a tull and Id.lr return h om the proceed"' ol th<..ll
enterpme "(Report, pc.lge 425)
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fhe que<,t1on of the expan ...10n of the mner market 1<, the
que.,tt0n ot the development of cdp1tah<,t dgnculture and this
!Jttc1 que.,t1on immediately come'i up dgam1it the md7e of the
exl'. tmg ... em1-teuddl reldt1on., on land In the period of bourgeo1.,
revolut1on., m bur ape ( m the I 8th and the I9th centune.,} the
prcl.ond1t1on., for the development of cap1tahi;;t .ignculture were
Lreaterl hy the revolutionary de.,truct10n of the teudal rel.it10n., on
IJnd but the Impen.ih.,t bourgem.,te, which hd'i to rely for 11"
lolon1<tl dommdt10n., mdmly on re.idtonary feud.ii c)a.,i;;e<,,
l..tnnot be expel.led to dunk of thi... pdth The duthof', of the
ImpLn..tli...t C'omnu.,.,10n'i;; Report .,ugge't a path of reform
Que . . tmn... of tcnme have been expre.,.,ly exduded from our
tcr 111.., of rt'ferenc.c but ~c ... ugge.,t. where cx1.,tmg "Y"tem-; of
tenure or tcnJnc. y l.iw., operate m .,uc.h J w..ty d\ to deter the
l..tndlord.., \\ho Jre wrllmg to do .,o from mvc ... tmg cdp1t,tl m the
1mp1me1111;nt of then l..lnd, the ..,UhJCCt .,hould rcLe1ve c.dreful
um\lckr.illon with u view to the cndc.tmcnt of \Uc.h ..imendment.,
J.., m,1y he LJkulJtcd to remove the d1ffo. ultv We mJkc th1'
.,uggc.,tmn ..., 11 .., from the b1gge1 IJndlonJ.., onl)' thJt the
111Ju 0 ur Jt1on of 1mp10vemcnt'- beyond the hnJnLI..tl LdpdL tty ot
..,ni..11l tcnani... 01 of ..,mJll holdei..., (.Jll c.omc
If ,1., .t re.,ult ot
mrn.:!.t.,mg mtcrc.,t m .iguc.ultm JI dewlopmcnt, .tn) dc..,1re to
undc1t..tkL wo1 k of thp., c.h.ir.u. . te1 b1xomc C\ 1dcnt. "I.:' <..om1der
thJt the lcg.tl ob.,t.ide., <,hould he rcmoH·d .ind repl.tc.ed. where
nt'lt'.,...,lf)', h) kg1 ... l.1t1ve encour.igemt>nl" (Report. p.igc 426 )
l hr.. path, wh1th the Roy JI Comnw.,1011 propo<,c\, aim' .it the
Llc<1t1011 ol ..l thrn .,tiatum of (.dp1t.1h.,t 1.i1mnd.ir" Jrg,m1.,mg large
"l.tlc f.tnm on then J,md.,, ..it the cxpcni;;t: of the poor .md nghtlc.,.,
tcn<1nt., 5u<...h .i de\elopment would me..in the p.imful exp1 oprtJtlOll cllld Cll'~J.ivemcnt of the m.tjot tty ot the pea..,Jntry
Hund1cd' .md thou ... and' ot hte tcn,mt" and ten..int' .it will be
J1 tven lrom the l.md without h.ivmg the <,hghtc<,t ch..ince of hemg
JLwmmod.itcd m mdu ... try
fhc g1eatc ...t d1tf 1culty m the ~ay of Jny ,cheme of .ig1112"ultural
1rnp1nvcmcnt 1., the fman(.tng ot .ignctlltural produc.t10n The Coope1.it1\c Movement h.i' m.idc grc.it p1ogre.,'I m the )ear' .ifter
the W1r AcLordmg to the Agncultural Comm1.,.,10n the
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proportion of members of agm. ultural ~oc1et1e\ to the totdl
number of f.lmrhe' m the rural area' are a .. follow'
Punjab l 0 2 per cent
Bombay 8 7 per c...ent
Madr.i'i 7 9 per cent
In other provm<..C'i 1t Jl> le,.., than 4 per cent and m U P I 8 per
cent (Gadgtl, 1b1d, page 247 )
The c.ap1tah\t co-operat1vec;, a' we have already 'idld, ha\e
done nothmg beyond 1epl.ic...mg the money-lender' and thJt too to
Jn m'1gmfKant degree The Co-operative Movement m India ha'
none of the adv,.mtage' of the L1bc1al Bourge01' Co-ope1at1H.
Movement m Europe before the WJr Sale ~oc1et1e' Jrc tcw dnd
far between Con,umer' 'oc1et1ec; Jnd co-operJt1vc productmn
,ue totally ab,ent m lnd1J The gre.itcr p.irt of the fmJm.mg of
.ignc...ultu1e ..., \t1ll done by the mah.iJan HenLe 1mpe11dh"111 may
Jttempt Jnothe1 method ot fmJnLmg ag11c...ulture undl'r 11 ...
hegemon) by maf...mg the mahaJ.in the v11l..tge agent of the
lmpen . il BJnk, ,.md regulilltmg h1' Im,mc1al ac.t1v1t1c., hy
leg1,latt0n Thi\ rat1onah,at10n of tcud..tl u'my 1., rc<..ommcnded
m the \di 1ou' report' of the rec...cnt B..tnkmg lnqume' It v. 111 no
doubt enable Brtll'ih lmperldh'm to get b~tter .md w1de1 rnntrol
of tm •.mc...mg agnc.ulturc It will ..,, •.,t the prm. e<i' of <....ip1tah.,at1011
of .1gm.. ulture and c...ement the unron between the cla'' enem1e., of
the ped .. antry the m.1ha1..tn Jtld the Imper lrlh'it B.ink' It"' 111 m no
w.iy lighten the load of the explonatron of the pe.i,dntry nuther
w11l 1t ..ivcrt the 1e<..urrem.e of an agran . m en'•'
The que'it1on whllh drt'it''i m c...onnec.tron with the .tgra11.in
pohc.y ot Impenah'm 1' ....... folio\\'
Will the development of l.uge-\c...alc .ignc.ulturc take pl.1c.t..
m\lde tht. fr ..imc \\-ork of the pre,cnt lmpenah~t-tcuddl 'truc...1urc
dlong the pdth of reform wh1L.h Impendh~m propo'e' 7 Or will the
development le..id 10 ..t worker'' dnd pca'iant'' revolution under the
leader,h1p of the proleta1 tell, which will de\trory landlordt'm
<..onh\C..itc the land.., of brg 1ammdar1o,, talukd..ir..,, mdlgu1<lr' J.nd
m.imda11o, give them over to the pe.i,dnt m..i,1.,e, dnd thu' t..rcrlll:'
the c.ondtt1on' fo1 large "-C...dle agnculture, not under p11v<lt~
owner,h1p (C..tplldh,m) but undl!r c.olleL.UVe owner,h1p
(Soc1cd1~m), The que ... t1on will be deL.tdcd by d"" . . truggle-.ind
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hy class struggle alone-not only in India but also in England and
in the rest of the world. Whether the British civilian in conjuction
with the capitalist zamindar drives the peasant from his land and
thui. creates room for capitalist agriculture; or whether the
workers and peasants oflndia will drive away the British civil and
military authorities. and the zamindars, and thus clean!le the
ground for the huilding up of socialist agriculture? This is the
fundamental question.
It i1' from this point of view, that we have to look at the Repm t
and the recommendations of the Royal Commission on
Agriculture and in fact at the agrarian policy of Imperiali!.m al> a
\\hole. The political and the economic significance of thi,! report
can hL' underi.tood from thill point of view. The net rc~ult of all
thc.,c propoi.als can only be the development of Capitah~m in the
village. better tools. better irrigation co-operatives, artificial
manure. more techniciani-. and veterinary !>Urgeom. for the village
reorgani:-.ation of grazing land!> and fore!>tll. conl.tructions of
waterwayi. and railways; better marketing conditions etc. All
thc-.c are to :-.erve the same purpose namely the development of
Capitali:-m. the construction of large scale forms. creation of a
thm ~tratum of rich pea!lants: and the tr.msformauon of rentrccciving zamindars into capitalist "entrepreneur!-". Thi~ i!> the
c~scnce of the agrarian programme of British lmperiali~m in
InJ1a. In thi:-. connection it is important to note that the author:- of
the report, while formulating this purely bourgeoii. programme.
madL· it a point to set their face against all proposals which may be
in the interests of the industrial development of India. As agents
of British Imperialism. they took every care to further the
mtt•rc:-.t'\ of the indu~trial and commercial 1.:apital of Britain as
~ell ai. those of the Indian trading and mone~.Jending capital. For
111'1am:c, the que!>tion of prohibiting the cxp011 of ml seeds was
rai,cd before the Commission. It was pointed out that the export
of oil :-.ced!- entailed a lol>s to the soil in as much a!> the
cone:-.ponding oilcake. which 1s a valuable manure, was thu!>
l'>.portcd out of the country. Jn spite of this con~idcration. the
Commission has not only turned dowfl the proposal of a total
~~o~1bition, but also advised against export duties on oil seeds.
Snn1larly it rejected the proposal of prohibiting the export of
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011-c.dkc rurther 1t turned down the propo.,al to created modem
011-cru.,hmg mduc;try m Indtd. which would export 011 but retdm
the 011-c.ike to be uc;ed d., nldnure m the c.ountry, with the remdrk
that "the oil <.ru.,her' m Indtd would hnd them.,elve.. m
wmpet1tmn with d weJl-e.,tabh.,hcd J.nd highly effluent mdu ..uy
(foreign) J.nd there •., lntle red.,on to believe thdt their <.0<,t of
prodm.. t10n or the qu.ihty of their p1odu<.t would enable them lll
compete with that mdu,try (Report, pctge 88 ) Thi., argument 1'
obv1ou,ly fat...c f<tr.,tly lnd1.i h,L., the.ip' labour enough ,.mJ to
'pare, "iecondly the '-O't of tr,m.,port ot '>eed.,, wh1<.h goc., mto till
pncc of the imported 011, •., chmmated m the '-d'e ot 011
mdnutactured m the wuntry 1t.,elf and thirdly. the 011-<.rn'>hmg
mdu.,try J.fter dll doe' not need 'u'-h .,k.11lc<l ldbour, r.l., " not
d\,.ulable m the wunuy The Comm1.,..1on m ad~1.,mg ag •.un.,l lhL
bmldmg up of .i modern ml <..ru.,hmg mdu.,try m lndtJ .,
obv1ou.,ly protc<.tmg the mte1c .. t of the four big Bnt1.,t tmm
which <..ontrol the trdde m OJI 'red' It 1' proteL.tmg the mtcre .. i.. ol
the Bntl'1h Lhemtcdl .ind food mdu ... try wht<.h require' Ind1,111 Id\\
m.ite11dl'> and fmcJ.lly the futcre't' of the Ind1dn L.ommeru.il
bourgeo..,1e wht<.h 1., mtere.,ted m the export of ml 'eed., J.nd thl
tmputt of vegetdble ml S1m1ldrly the Comm..,.,ton l.OUD"it lled
dgam't the tmpo.,mg of J proh1b1trve duty on the expon of
..trt1f1L.1dl mJ.nure ,md the L1CJ.t1on of fJ.c.tone., for the produ<..twn
of nitrogen fert1h<,cr., ob\ 1ou.,ly fo1 .,1m1IJ1 rea'>on'
Th.., t"i the IJ"it word of Impcn.th"it polr<..y m Jgn<..ulture It
<.annot .,ohe the .igrcJ.n,m problem bcc...JU"iC lmpc11ah.,m will
nc\er toul.h the que.,tion of p11v.itc propert) m land. bcL.dU''- 11
pur-.ue' the "ict pohcy of pre\cntmg mdu,tn.t11,..tt1on It p1e,e1 H'
ctnd perpctu.itc' dll par.i,1tt<. d.i"e' l.Onncctcd with the owner,h1p
of l,md J.nd torm' new dlhctnL.C"i with them Under Impcn.th'n
therefore, the explmtdtron of the ped'>dnt1y 1m.. rcct'e' lllOll.
qu1c...kly thdn the development of the pr odm. t1ve method' I hL
problem of the mncr mdrket 11i not 'olvcd hy 1t' p..trtJ.il refotm'
ctnd tt"i hdlt-her.lrted pdlhcJ.tl\e mea,urc' It c..:mnot d\e1t th,•t
radt(.Jl ,0Jut1on of the J.grdn.in problem nr.lmely-the .ig1<L1IJl1
1cvolut1on. wh1(.h will .pcll 1t' own downfall
lmpcriali~m

Cannot Solve the Agrarian Problem

We thu' come to the< ondu,1on th.it the Impenah1it bourgco1' 11!
cannot ~olve the clgrdn.in problem even m th own mtcn.!" 1
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It t..mnot evade the dgranan cn'>l'> and hence c.mnot .tvert the

JgrJnan revolution But we mu..,t admit with Mdrx that 1t ha'> m
-.pile of 1t-.elf <,et ..,octal force., m mollon dnd l.rcated the mJtendl
wnd1tton.., tor d ..,oc1al revolution Mdrx ha'> ..,aid m h1-. ' Indian
ldtc1-." "Whdtcver the Bnt1..,h bourgco1-.1e may be forced to do, 11
"'tll never cmJnc1pdte the tnd.,..,e.., nor better the '>0<..1al t.ond1t1om
But wJ--,1t the bourgco1 ... 1e <..dn do ,.., to t.tedte the maten.il preLond1t10n.., tor both "
~olution

of the Agrarian Problem for the Pca.,antry by the
Pca!lantry
I he m·xt que..,ttnn we have to de.ii with 1.., wh.it othei: d.i..,..,e..,
111 nindcrn Ind1.m ..,ot.1ety dte mtc1e..,tcd m the -.olut1on of the
,1gM11.in ptobkm The mo-.t 1mport<lnt d.i.....,c-. v. hIC.h dre the
d1.u .1llcn-.t1l p1oduc.t-. of the prou..~-.-. of t..ip1t.ih-.t deH!lopmcnt
111 lnd1c1 .ire the n.it1onah-.1 bourgeo1-.1c .ind the ptolet.inat The-.c
I wo d,•-.-.e.., tw the11 very n.iturc .i-. 1C\ c,tled m the11 rcl.ttl\ e
po-.1t1on m the pnKc..,.., oi product10n Jrc oppo..,e<l tu one anothet
fhur d.i-.-. mtcre-.1-. ..,tand pole-. a-.undt~1 In the -.truggle .tg.imo.,t
lmpc11.th\m thc-.e two cla ... -.e-. plJ\ e-. . . cntrJll} d1fte1cnt role..,
I he 1Mlton.i1J..,t bomgco1..,1c dt 11-. be'>t pl.ty'> •.m oppu'>ttton<tl role
10\V .ird-. ltnpe11.tlt-.m m orde1 to cxtm t -.ome lOOl.C'>'>ttH1-. •.md to
-.11u1glh~n 1t-. po..,ttton ,1., Jn c\.plo1tmg ... la..,., under the ex1,t111g
-.nu.ii (>t<lcr 1 he prokt.m.it on the other hJnd t.Jn only -.el\ c 1t-.
own lld'>'i mte1 e'>h by t.dll} mg thrnugh the n.tt1011al 1e\ olut1on
.mJ thu-. uc.itmg the ~ond1t1011-. Im it' 0\\11 cm.in~tpJ.t1on
IhL J.tt1tude of the-.e tv.o dJ.-.-.c.., to the .1~r.i11an prohkm mu..,t
thcrcfo1c be Iundamcnt.111} d1ftc1cnt
lle1c we m.1y he a'kcd v.h} we do nu lOJNde1 the .igrJn.tn
problem horn the pomt of' IC\\ ot the pcd-..intr} 11 ...ett Th..1.t l'ohvtou..ly the mo't prnpe1 thmg to do. ,md thdt 1-. cx.idl't v.hat the
lMrty of the p1t..llct..1.11.it h.1 ... done 111 Ru-.,1d, .tnd that 1-. v. h,tt the
( PI will do m Indt.i Stmlldtly the Wmkcr,' and Pc.1-.,mt\ Pait\'
hJ, pul forth J progrt1mmc Jllu dcmdnd-. v.h1d1 \01ce lhc \\.1-.hc..,
of the pcd\.tnt1} ThL' n.ition.th't homgco1\1e on the other h..1.nd.
'-' hKh h.i-. a d1He1 cnt progt .immc to our..,, ..tho L1,um-. to 1 eprc,ent
the w1 ... he-. of peJ.<;Jntty Thl· homgeoi... n.tt1on.1h..,t le,1de1.., h,l\e
tnJdc clca1 time., without number thdt they do not ...1.md for an
0
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agr.man revoluuon The mfamou' Bdrdoh Re,olutton of 1922 1'
an example Jn thl\ re,olut10n the Working Committee of the
Ind1dn Ndt1onal Congre'>I!. "a,sured the 1ammdar\ that th~
Congre" Movement I'> m no way mtendf'd to J.ttack their legJI
11ghh" .i.nd that even when the ryot'> had gnevanc..e' (A
declJrauon to the \dme effrct ha~ been made by Mr G.i.ndh1 m .m
mterv1ew J.t Delhi ... oon after the Gandh1-lrwm Pact wa.., \lgncd It
w.i.... repe.ited once more after h11!. return from the 'econd R T ("
when the Working Committee ot the N.i.tmn.i.l Congre....., ~ .i'
dN:u....,mg the <.,o-cdlled "no-rent c.i.mp.i1gn" m U P) Thi' would
go to 'how that the Congre....., repre,ent.., the w1,he' of thL
cxplmter... thJt 1' zJmmddr.... J.nd I' oppo ...ed to the 1nte1c't' of the
peJ,antl!o But ll hd' to be .i.dm1tted that the Congre'' hJ1, h..td ,1
wn"l1derable following m the ... truggle of 1921-22. J.nd~c1hh
C\Cn todd} LOno,1dcrable mfluenLc J1mmg the ped">ant1y
WhtL.h programme will the pea\dntry acc..ept, The refot m1,t
progtdmme of the Congre.,.., IS.1..ed on cl.i." LOll&horat10n 01 thL
re\olut1011ary prog1amme of the C'ommum't b.i,ed on dJ''
..,truggle >Wh1c..h progrdmme will fm.i.lly emanc..1pate the pc.i ....mt'
from the c..ombmcd explo1tat10n of Impen.tlt">m. the /.tmm<lJt'
the tiader.., .i.nd the money-lender'> Before we proceed to Jn1iwer
th1' que,t1on. before we go mto J det.i.1led .i.nalyo,1<., of the rno
p1ogr.i.mme' 1t \\ 111 be net..C'>,Jry to give a cur,ory review ot thL
cld'' ..,tructure of the Ind1dn pe.i,antr) J<., tt ... t.i.nd' toddy

Clas-; Structure of the Indian Pea!!lantry Today
The c..en'u' of 1921 mcnt1011\ tour L.ategone"I of people
'>Upported by .ignt..ulture the c..ult1v.i.tm ,, farm 1.ibourer..,, pl.111t.1
tton worlo..e1' Jnd rent recel\er' with thetr agent~ Their 1elc1t1vc
numerc..rnl ..,tn.:ngth " di!. follow'
Pcd'>ant t..ult1vdtor..,

17l m1lhon'

1-Jrm lclbourer'

18 m1lhon'

Pl.i.ntallon worker'

24

Rent-1ecene" .i.nd their .i.genl"I

m1Jhon'

106 m1lhon'I
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Three d11,tmct 'Y~tem' of land tenure ex1~t m India, but as far cl~
the pea,ant cultivator I\ concerned he Ilil equally oppre~\ed clnd
exploited by clll the three In every province 90 per cent of the
1.ult1v.itor' have to '>Upport them'ielve' by the cultivatton of 'mall
,md unc<.0nom1c holdmg1i The trader and the money-lender, the
umvel\,il exp loner' of the pea1iclntry, are pre.,ent m eclch province
fhe mtroduct10n of c.ip1tah'it economy m the '11l.1ge ha., cl\ we
h.t\e .,hown, re.,ulted m the growth of para .... t1c da.,.,e., which play
thl' rnle of the middlemen between the St.tte or the i.ammder and
tht wltl\Jtur Gener.illy \pe.tkmg thl\ dd.,., of idle 1ent-rece1ver.,
•., on the mcrecl'>e The total number of rcnt-rece1ve1., m Bnt1\h
!nd1J WJ.\ 8 4; million' m 1911, then numbe1 h.id gone up to 10
m1l11011-. m 1921 Thi.. cld.,., .., growing m the 1cg1on' of R)'Ot\\ldll
.md pc.i.,,mt prop11ctor\h1p
fhc Poor Pca4tant-a Future Proletarian
We hJ\c pomted out th.tt the penetr.itmn of (' .ip1t.1h"m m
l!!Tlcultme ha-. made land a commodity We h.t\ e .11-.o .,hown ho\\
th1-. prnc t..,., l-1 cated, on the one h.ind. J handful of p.ira\Illl.
middlemen Jnd on the other hand J. '.i.,l md.,.., of ng:htle.,., ten.ml"
.md po01 u11l1\ ator.,, hvmg on unec.onomu.. holdmp:., The
'>lllJllne.,., of the-.c holding.,, the tJ1..k-ren11ng ot the l.mdlord, the
uintmuou-. rN~' ot t.ixe., and pn<..e'- thc.,c JU~ the f..tl top, whu. h
Jll -.lo~ mg. l.on\crtmg the poor pca,.int e1thc1 mto J p1olet.m.in • .i
hJndle.,., l.iboure1 or ,1 hond-.,la\c The n.itme .ind extent ot thc1.,e
th,mgt'' m the dd" \tructure of lhl" pom pe..i.,.intry .ire
dell'nnmcd by loc,11 condition-. .,u~h J\ the eJ1.fl•nt o1
mdu . . t11,1h.,.it10n the ... y.,tem ot l.ind tenured~ "'h11..h thtfet flom
pwvmLe to p1ov1m. e The prol.c.,., of rhc come1.,ion of the poor
pr.t.,dnt mto .in .1gncu1tur.il or mdu.,tnJI l.ibome1 i.. dc-.1..11bcd bv
R Mukheqt'<' m h1., "Rur..il Fconorny m lnd1.1" m the tollowmg
"oid-. 'Sm ..tll holding., belo\\ the el.Onllmlt -.17L" \\ould leep
l.1bou11!1., on the l,mdlord.,, e't.ite., wnhout m.ikmg them
•ndl pendent ot the nece.,.,1tv ot l.ibom ma on then 1.indlord.,'
I
.
emd, Thu ... the .um of the IJndlord' h.i' heen to leep the holdmg.,
' 111.il1 .ind r.i1,e renh d\ high d~ po,.,1ble The 111.ichme1y ot
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<.ommerce neglect\ dl\O the tood reqmremen1' of dn e'~enl1dlly
dgncultural population At the \dme time the orgam'lat1on' of
rural c1ed1t' "up,et by the mtroduct1on of explonmg commerc1,d
and trdde mtere"\l\ All the'e en,ure a pcrenmal 'lupply of
labourer-, from the field' to the city work,hop"
Th" tendcm.y of the tran'lformdllon ot the poor ped\dnt mto the
proletan.in 1' ch.ir..icten,tH. of capllah"t development bnglc'
wrote m hi\ book on the agrdnan que,t1on th •.lt 'the pooi peJ,Jnt
11;, the tutme proletandn" Due to the very 'low tempo ot
mdu,l11dh'-dtlon the ma1onty ot proleta11dnt\Cd ped'ldnt' arc not
pcnn.mently .ib,orhed m mdu ..u 1e" A 1..on..,1dcrable number of
mill wmke1' m Bomb.iy .md mine-worker' m Beng.11 .irt.
1..uh1vdt01\, who .. ull hold then 'mall plot of l.ind m tht
count1y..,1de .md .i1c hcdv1l} m debt to the v1Jldgc moncy.lemlc1
Out ot the ...tarvmg wage wh1<.h the Ul}' explo1tc1 P••Y'- them tht\
'-d\e d p1ttdncc to 'lcltl'-fY the greed ot their v11lclge cxplo1tcr

Serf"
In a1ea-, without mdu .. t11dl de\elopment the poor tenant' f,111
into .i .. t.llc of ...em1-.. Jdvery Thu... the 5dntdl\, Kol' and the Gomh
dnd other ..ibougm.il pea..,,ml\ have been umvcrtcd g1ddually lwn1
tcndnt" mto bond .. l.nc._, m pdrt' uf B1har dnd Chhot.i N.igpm
Sm.h ..,erf, e•mt toddy m Smd dnd m the Bardlih laluq.i In
B..i1doh Taluqa they form JU\t le" than h.ilf the populJt10n
Mr M.ih.idcv Dec,,.i1 m h1' 'Story ot B..irdoh" c't11nJ.lC'- the tot.ii
numhe1 of Oubl..t\ (',crh) ..i' ~O to 40 thou .. dn<lc,,, the tot.ii
populJt1on of the Tdluqa bemg 87 thou'ldnd' He dcc,,a1ht'' them
c.l' tollo""' - "The Dubl,a-,. however. are a dcl''- .ip.i11. and there 1~
little \olunt.11y dhout thl"rr lahour They remdm .ttldt.hcd to th 1·11
mJ.-,terc,, prJ.clJ<.J.lly .i~ then 'erf, " ~ dther hlwm writmg dbout thL
Dublac,, atter h1\ tour m GuJdldl 'ldY' 'They get mto deht to the•'
m..i\tcr.., .ind helve to repcty their dcbh hy work which ottcn lci't' a
ltfetrmc Though lcgdlly tree, they die not ..uppo\ed to t.hJng:e
tlv1r md,ter,, ..ind therr 'Ptrll hd'I become competdy uu'-ht•J
I h,l\e '-Cldom "ecn J more p1t1dble '1ght than thc\e 'crh JO J
bondage far 'trongcr .ind more degrading thdn thcit whu. h
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the Bnt1'>h RdJ 1mpo'>efii upon their ma!'iter' "Bombay Chronicle"
11/1/11) There dre no ..,tat1!'itu..... avcttldble to e... ttmate the totc.ll
numbe1 of ..erf'> and bond'>lave.., m Ind1d The law doe'> not
icc.o~m.,e '>lclve' and \ert... m Indict, although 1l wnmve.., at their
eAl'>ll.. nc..e But the tendency of the cla,.., of poOI pea,antty to fall
mto virtu,11 '>erfdom I'> undoubtedly pre,ent m lndld, <1.nd " a
Lh,u.il.lC'l l'>llt. o1 t..ip1tah't cxplo1t.ll10n of the Indian village"' htt.h
1.., .it.cmnp.imed by the pre..,crvJtmn of pre-c...ip1lah'>t e\plo1tmg:
d..t'>•C'

Agricultural Labourertt
1\.1..wrdmg to the IJ't c..cn'u' fc.lrm l.ibome1' form J.bout· 18 pc1
uml ol the tot.tl population I he lc.lnd IJ.hourer get' the mJJot pc.lrt
of h1'> w.ig:c 111 money A11'>c m pm.. c' ot food g1am'> .ind mdu..,U1dl
good' .iltcd'> h1111 cquc.llly Jdvcr...t:I) 'The: day l.ibomcr m tall got
1111 J<.h,mtJge from the pro'>perlly Jround him Hi' wJgc'> 1emc.lm
111 ~ooJ .md bc.ld yec.lr'> ah kc at the ba1 c nummum "hK h en..tblc..,
him to .,uh"''t ' (Kc.itmgc, 1b1d, p.ige 681 The'>e v.cre the
wnd1tmn., of the .tgrK ultur di l.1bourc1 111 the DcuJn m 1825
I hL v .ue todJ) \.t:r) mm.h the 'd'' 1e I he \htgc'> ot IJnd IJbourer'
\di) from plO\llll.l' to proHm. c ALLmdmg to Kc.itmg' It V.d'>
.ihout R., 70/- per .umum 111 the Deu..in 111 1912 Du11ng the l.i'>t
1~ >c.11., p1 ll e'> hJ\ c ll'>en 1di more th,m )(")pet Lent VI. h tle \\ J~e.,
h.t\L IJggl'U hchmd The l.tbouret '>hdrt''> ,111 the m1'>c!rll'' ot the
111du ... t11.il l.ihourl'I "'1thout the ,td\ ,1111,1gc'> o1 thl l.i.tcr l)i be mg
,1b1L to Lomhmc Jnd re'>l'>t the \\Jge ~ut
Pl.mtation Labour
Ahout 1 4 m1lhon., of wo1ke1' .uL Lng.igcd m the g.wv.rng of
'-PCLt..tl ptoduLt-.. out of V1.h1Lh 7'i nulhon J.IC engJ.gcd m tcJ.
pl..tnldl1on' m A..,,J.m Agrn.·ultnr.il l.thom on the plc.lnl.i.tton'> 1'
ri~hly LOnLcntr.1tcd More thJ.n hJ.lt ot the tot.11 numbe1 ot
pl.int.it10n worker' o( India .1re LOllLCntr,.lted m A"am tea
pl.int.itmn., Au.ordmg to the 'innon Rtport clbont one m1lhon
l..thuurcr., dfC LoncentrJted m the tec.l pl.i.ntdllon' of A'>..,dm The
le l I11 d
'
u-.u} 1' highly orga1mcd •.md modern. "bric the method!'!
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of exploiting the plantation workers which are in vogue there are
most primitive and brutal. R. C. Dutt wrote about this oppresMon
in the beginning of this century in the following word\: "The 'ilave
law of India, by which labourers are imported into Assam and are
bound by penal clauses to !ierve out their term~ of contract.
continue to mark the tea industry of the province with an indelible
stain". (Page 522).
Very much the same condition~ obtain in Ai.sam t<'day
Corporal puni..,hmcnti.. violatmg of women worker.... vcncrr.11
dii.eases and the highe~t mortality figurei., thc11e are the
characteristic feature11 of thc'ie types of capitali11t undertakmg'
Fenner Brockway m h111 "Indian Cri'i'" quoting from the Repmt
of the Briti!ih Trade Union Delegation in 1928. 'ayi.: "The gan.Jc11'•
of As~am are virtually ..,Jave plantatmn ...... .ln Allllam tea. t~ \Wcat,
hunger and de:o,pair of a million of lndian1', enter day by d.iy"

The Poor Peasantry an ovft"whelming Majority
The exploued cla"e' together fonn an overwhelmmg mJJ011ty
of the mral populauon. They are the poor pea,antry, the fann
labourer\, 'iemi-,lavc' and plantation worker.... Again.,t thc-.t·
explmted cla"e" Mand the exploiting cla.,'ie!i, the Govt!nmwm.
landlord, the 1ammdar' and taluqdar' with feudal nght,, rent
receiver' and middle-men. money-lenderi. and trader., L'tc The
!me of demarcation between the'ic great opposing se(tion' ,., not
t'vcrywhcre very clear Between thc\e two great 'ectmn., then' '"
a 'ecuon' of wdl-to-dl' pca ... ants of vanou' gradation., from the
poor pea11antry to the nch The importance of thill ...ection ltl'" 1n
thi~ that it 1' a huffor cl.1 ...... between the two oppo..,mg cla.,~l·~ It
ha' partial dffiliation.., to both. It' predominance and mflucnl"e
varic' in the different province1', and thi' difference i.., one of the
factor!i which 1i. re..,pon\1hlc for the varied character of the peJ"an'
movement in the vanou1' province~. Iti. affiliation1' to the m:h
pca.,antry makl'' 1t helive in the po1111ib11ity of improvmg it-. lol
under the cx1\ting \ocial order, and lend.., itl'> support to tht:
rcformi!it pea'iant mo\ cment, 11pon~ored by the bourgeoi11ic m the
alliance with the po!..\C'll.,ive 1'ection of the ruial exploiting cla~~e.,
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Jn the ca!>e of such an alliance the agrarian movement will
develop on reformist Jines and will ultimately tum reactionary,
leadmg to the strengthening of the exploiting cla!>!.e!.. The middle
pea!>antry a1'1 a whole has nothing to gain by such a tum of events.
On the other hand tt ha!. everything to gain by supporting the
movcm,·nt of the poor pea~antry, farm labourer!., plantation
work.er.... headed by the proletanat which l~ a struggle of all the
oppIC\!>ed agamst all the oppressor!..
The Conditions and Class Structure of the Peasantry under
the various Systems of Land-Tenure
Bm hefore we proceed to consider the reform1!>t and
revolut10nary \Olution~ to the agrarian problem we will bnefly
cx.immc the cla~.., !>tructure of the peasantry under the different
-.y ... tcm.., of land tenure which obtam m India. "There are three
d1.,tmct "Y"term of land tenure in India: (I) ln Bengal. 81har and a
fourth part of the Madras Pre1-1idency, the Government ha1-1
IL'Wgm.,ed the proprietary right!-. of the zammdar1'1 and fixed the
..Me-. .. ment!> permanently. (2) In ..i large part of the U.P and the
Punpb ..i.nd m the C.P. a !.imilar cla!.s of landlord!> mtervene~
hctv.ecn the Government and the cultl\atmg tenants. and 11'1
prnn..i.nly re!>pom1ble for the payment of revenue. The settlement::.
.ire however 1'1Ubject to penodic rev11-110n. (3) In the rest of India
the Government deah direct with the cultivator.., and dt~charge
'-Orne of the function!> of the landlord" (Simo11 Comnuss1on
Report Vol. I page 385). The followmg table will make th11-1
L)e..i.rcr

--- - - - - - Sy,tcm ol

I.mu tl'nu1e~

-----

Total area
taxed

of
tOtdl

Population

f}(

!Oldl

'* ot
lOldi

Pl'rmdncnt 1<1mrnd<1n

116 m1lhon jCfe!>

18

80 m1lhon.,

l6

lempor.iry 1amrndjn

198

30.5

82

37

3~4

51 5

58 7

27

210 7

100

Ryot\\jrt

---- -----

Grdnd T'ltdh

648

100
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Thus we see that in British India nearly one half of the land
belongs to the zamindars, and the number of peasants exploited
by them is 73 per cent of the total number of peasants. (Figures
from Statistical Abstract, I 930, page 358).
D/-1J.1.32
Bengal ii. the classical province of permanent zamindari The
entire land under plough, i.e. about 41 million acres. is owned hy
95,000 zamindars (Shah and Khambata, page 303) who
appropriate almost the entire produce created by 30.5 million
cultivators (with their families) (K.B.Saha "Economici. of rural
Bengal," page 116). Between the zamindar and the cultivator
there are many middle-men and rent-receivers who~c npmhcr 1'
difficult to estimate. The average holding a~ calculated h~
K.B.Saha (ibid, page I 17) by dividing the actual area cultivated
by the number of familie~of cultivators is 4 acre~. The actual
holdings of the peasants al> ascertained for the as~e~~mcnt rcporh
of 10 di.,tricti. of Bengal comeo;; to about 2 acres (ibid, page 117)
According to the calculat10n~ of K.B .Saha, even 4 acre' art'
hardly sufficient to secure to the cultivator the other neccs~ane'>
of hfe." What he can have ii. only bare nutrition for him and h1'
family calculated m termi. of rice. But the~e are average which
show the intense poverty of the poor peai.antl> who form the bulk
of the rural population. An idea of the cla~i. i.tructure can only he
obtained by .,tudymg the dil>lribution of holdingl> among the
tenancy. Such data are not eai.ily available. Mommcn. tht'
Director of Agriculture for Bengal, gives the following figure~ lut
the dh.trict of Jes!oiore, which are ini.tructive:Economic cond1llon

Numher of Famthe<;

Pet cenlat?c ol TotJI

Well-lo-do
Poor mean~
In want
Starving

246
493
542

30

162
1643

<The figure!>, cover 10,019 persons m all)

I 'i

31

-

2'.!

JOO
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Thii. may be taken to be typical of Bengal. According to this
total 85 per cent of the cultivating families are either very poor or
living in dire want. The overwhelming majority of the occupancy
tenants, as well as the tenants at will, are perpetually suffering
from land hunger. "The village holding in Bengal is not large
enough to attain the economies of production even under the
prc!>en methods of cultivation." (Saha. ibid, page 120). The
greatest ob~tacle in the way of any increase in the holding of the
poor peasants is the feudal and semi-feudal right:-. of zamindars
:md middlemen. An effort to solve this problem without touching
thc~e right~ is foredoomed to failure. The Bengal Tenancy
Amendment Act of J938 which enables the occupancy. ryot to
tr:m:'lf~r his land, may, if it is assisted by lmperialhm by the
opening up of facilities for improved agriculture, (according to
the recommendation:-. of the Royal Commi!>i.ion on Agriculture.
fur example) result in the formation of a few middle size farm~
owned by nch farmers. Thi~ a~ we have already pointed out will
nol ..otvc the agrarian problem but on the contrary aggravate it.
The enormous growth of i;ub-infeudation going hand in hand
with the retardation of industrial de' clopmcnt. has given birth to
tie!> and affiliationi. hctween the urban and rural petty-bourgeoisie
11mddlemen, rich peasants etc.) The rural petty-bourgeoisie in
Bengal is overwhelmingly parasitic and i!> mterc~ted in the
keeping up of the whole .. tructure of feudal rights. They art~
'>Upportcd in this by the urban petty-bourgeoisie which in political
matters i.. pseudo-revolutionary. This section ha~ always i;ided
wllh the tamindars against the intere:-.t-, of the pea,ants, and U!>ed
11' political prec;tige to undermine the e:rowth of a genuine
pca~ants' movement.

The United Provinces form another important region of great
landho!ders. According to the Simon Commission Report, "the
C\tate~ of the 'Talukdars' of Oudh number no more than 260. but
they comprise 2/3rd of the area of Oudh and pay l /6th of the land
rl·v~nue of the United Provinces." The zamindars of Agra enjoy a
' 1mllar position. This handful of ':barons." as the Simon
\ommission Report calls them, appmpriate almost the entire
rental of the 40 millions of cultivators. The greater part of the
peasantry has now (after the rising of 1921) occupancy rights,
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"but the protection afforded by law is counteracted by the
ignorance of the peasantry and by the delay and costliness of
justice in the courts." Feudal tithes and cesses like nazrana and
bhents still exist. The average size of the bolding is 4 acres, which
i~ below the size of the economic holding. Agricultural
indebtedness is heavy and cumulative. Both these factors are
leading to the growth of the class of agricultural landles!I
labourers.
Analysis of the distribution of holdings, in typical villagei.
shows that 80 to 90 per cent of the present holders live on
uneconomic holdings. Rents are heavy and besides thi!I
"unrecorded rents and other levies of the Talukdars both in labour
and materials also contribute to diminish further the profits of
small holders." (Fields and Farmers in Oudh, by Professor
Radhakamal Mukerjee, page 129). A considerable se~tion of
these small holders are "part time agricultural labourers who
tenaciously adhere to holdings too small to maintain them, and
who therefore supplement ,their income by working on other
men's field." (ibid, page IX). Most of the part time agricultural
labourers are heavily in debt (87 per cent in Sirs Chehri village,
ibid, page 285). Many, like the Pasis, have been reduced to virtual
serfdom.
Even according to bourgeois economists of the Lucknow
Umverstty, which by the way is subsidised by the zamindan., the
satisfaction of land hunger is the fundamental problem in the l J.P
In "Fields and Farmers in Oudh" which contains investigation:-.
into the economic conditions of some typical vil1ages in Oudh.
the author come to the following conclusion:
"A~ long, however, as there is less land in the village than there
are people clamouring for it, these evils are likely to continue 1_11
spite of the Tenancy Laws. It is the land hunger which 1:-.
ultimately responsible for the economic status of the tenant"
(Page 218)
But what these same economisL~ fail to see is that theiI
reformist schemes of "rural reconstruction" are inadequate to
solve the problem. They fail to see that what is wanted is the total
abolition of all feudal property relations in land, without which no
equitable redistribution of land in favour of the poor peasants and
the landless cultivators will ever be possible.
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The cltis cleavage in the U.P., with its remnants of feudal
uthes, cesses and services in very sharp. The lme of this cleavage
run' between the poor peasants, landless labourers and debt
.,Jave~ on the one hand, and the zamindars and theu agents and the
mahajans on the other. Even the Simon Comm1!ts10n Report ha!t to
Jdm1t that "the opposing interests of landlord and tenant offer
.,enou!t d1fficult1e~ for the Government and the Leg1!tlature!t
Rccentlv Mr Mukhtar Singh (a z.amindar of this place) and
Mr Bra1l!tford, a Labour apologist for Impenahsm, have declared
that an "agrc1.nan revolution" was 1mm1Dent ID the UP
(Sir Malcolm Hailey, the Governor of the Prov1Dce Ja1,t-yect.r ID h1 ...
.,peech before the Legi!tlative Council admitted that the agranan
.,.tuat1on m U P. was objectively revolutionary.)
The Punjab 1"' a typical area of temporary zammdan This
"Y'tcm 1"' known by the respectable name of "pea!tant
propnetor1,h1p" Here the Government I!> the landlord and "land'
J., the mam and direct oppres"'°r of the pea!iant cultivator
According to the mvest1gat1ons of MrCalvert ( S1a and
D1,tnbut10n of Agncultural Holdmgs m the Punjab" by
H Calvert), 7 J 5 per cent of the landholden. cultivate holdmgs
le''!. than 10 acre1,, 1.e they work on uneconomic holdmg1,, 58.3
per ct..nt of the.,e holders work on plob less than 5 acre!t The everm<..rea1,ing land tax they pay to the Government I!> v1nual
expropnatmn The d1v1Mon of land m the Punjab 11, a'!. foJlows
72 8 per cent of the area as held by 28 4; per cent of the total
number of holders, 27 .2 per cent by 71 5 per cent. 70 per cent of
the ped!tants m the Punjab are thus poor pea!iants. A considerable
ma1onty of these poor pea"'3.nts are required to rent additional
land Accordmg to Calvert "of the total area of 28 820,600 acre'
over half or J5,653,000 1s cultivated by tenants paymg rent. (1b1d
page 9) Apart from the nch peasant, who thu!t plays the role of
mtermed1ary land-lord, the other enemy of the poor peasant I!> the
money-lende-r Mr. Darling found that only 17 per cent of the
propneto~ of land were free from debt. The average debt 1s about
Ro; 76 per agriculturist. 1be total debt is Rs. 90 crores and the
dnnual interest charged on it •"' 13 crores or three times the total
ldnd revenue. Tius shows what a substantial share of the mcome
of the poor peasant 1s appropnated by the mahaJan
Government measures to alleviate the mdebtedne!>s have been
two-fold Fintly the encouragement of co-operatives. In c;p1te of
11

11

11
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their rapid increase the total capital in March 1930 was Rs. 14
crores i.e. about 1/8th of the total indebtedness. Further they are
controlled by the rich gentry of the village and in the main profit
no other section. Secondly, the Land Alienation Act perhap!.
checked the transfer of land to the Hindu mahajan, but the
mahajan has introduced himself inside the "agricultural tribe"
itself. Government effort in the consolidation of holdings ha~
been criminal. During 7 years 3.3 per mille of the total area under
cultivation has been consolidated. (K.B. Saha, ibid, page BIJ
The policy of consolidation of holdings has been more succc!isful
in the canal colonies, which cover ten per cent of the area under
plough in the Punjab. "The estimated area held in holding!> of 25
acres and over is 66.5 per cent of the whole, as compared with the
Provincial figure of 46.1 per cent." (Calvert. ibid, page 41 ). But
even in the canal colonic5. the di!o.tribution of land among the
peasants is as fol1ow!i:
Precentage of total acres.
l'ndcr ten aL·rc.,

(c> to 25 acre.,

25 and over

'lot.tl

12.4

21.1

66 "i

I00

Percentage of total holder'

53 6

22 5

1or1

(Calvert, ibid, pages 12-13).
Thu"' even here more that half the holderi.. arc poor pca ...ant"' m
uneconomic holding~. At bc~t therefore the Government policy
with reference to the holdings as well as indebtedne"'~ i!i not l(l
protect the va!-.t majority of the poor cultivators but to create a thin
!itratum of rich and well-to-do pca~ants indebted to it. Beside.,, tr•·
canal colonies, as well as the entire irrigated tracts of the P11n1ah.
from profitable capitalist investment for the Government.
Thu!. the poor and middle pea!-.antry of the Punjab i!-t exploited
( 1) by the Government in the capacity of a landlord and capitah~t,
(2) by the money-lender, and (3) by the rich pea~ants from whom
they rent land to supplement their plots.
In the Ryotwari provinces of Bombay and Madra1'1 again the
Imperiali!-tl State is the landlord. More than 80 per cent of th..:
peasantry till uneconomic holdings. Bombay is characteri!oted by
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cxce.,.,1ve !1Ub-d1v1!11on of the land, which, a\ Dr Mann admll\,
ha-. pwgre.,.,1vely mcrea!led under Bntl!lh rule " Dr Mann found
ft.it 81 per cent of the holdmgs could not under the mo-;t
fa.bout dble c1rcum ..tance!I mamtam their owner., ' He mve'!lttgdted
the mcomc" of the holdmgs m the village of Jategaon-Budruk,
Jnd cla!l\1hed the fdm1heo;; m three categone., thu'i Group 1, Well-to-do, who could hve on the mc..ome of
dgm.ultme alone. Group 2, tho<.,e who have to !lupplement their
mwme hy 'ome handicraft, Group 1, tho.,e with def1c1t budget
(fot the ye.u 192'i)
Group 1
lot 11 numbc1 off< 1mil1c.,
~ur 1 1 J~ 01

ddJl rt

in

rupcL" per yLar

Group'.!

C...roup '

7

I 'i

l(p

+99

+170

-1 '.!1

Ahoul 'iO pet cent of the poor pe.i.,.intl) h.:i., to tent IJnd from
thL 111.. h peJ-..mt., or middlemen In the DeLlan the cxplo1tJt1on ot
t11l po >1 pl.t..,.int by the mtddlem.m-1.mdlor<l v. ho m m.mv LJ'>e'
L•>mbml' the f um.uom of .i money-lender "' enormom The
probk 111 of mdchtednc"" 1.., very .tc..ute m Bomba) Dr Mann
fo11nd 111 u~rt.im 'tllag:e' he 1me..,t1g:.ited th.it the JltuJI e.1rmng'
111 Jn .t\ u ..i.g.c ,e,t,on drc httl~ mote th<tn \\-hdt 1o;; 1cquired to cnJhlc
lhl pu>plt to ll\e on their own 't.indJrd of hie .ind J.l\o to p..iy
mtu e't on debt,;;
In the 1H>tv. .tu pro\ mce' the lmc of c1...t....., de.n .1~e "'...tg,un thJt
hcl''Vlcn the Government l...tndlord .ind the poor <1nd middle
pc,t1.,,mt1y The mfluenc..e of m1ddle-pe.i,ant-. the.it l ' tho1.,e v.-ho
~row c..ommcrctdl uop.., ...tnd emplo) \\...tgc l,thour off ..md on
Ill Lon-.1c.lcr..iblc Th" da..,.., 1.., \t1enuou..,I) oppmed to the
Govcrnmcnt but o\\ mg to It'> afflltauon' to the rllh pc.:i,...tnllv ...tnd
r.ip1tdlM' 1t " prone to follow the le...td of the hourgem'
ndtlOndh'>h Jt., mtluenL-e over the poorer ..,eL.t10n h.i' been u..,cd to
le<1d the pca..,,rnt movement m GuJtdt m refotm1o;;t chJnneh
The mo..,t out\tandmg fe.iture of the ryotwan tenun: I\ the overllh. re,1,mg ldnd ldX. which mean' the hteral expwp11dt10n of the
VJ..,t nldJOnty of peai;dnt... fo add to th1.., there I'- the mtem1ed1.11J
1.tndlord and the money-Jender Thi' ..utc of Jfta1r., will
ultimJtely make the united front of the poor Jnd middle peJ,dn1'
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and land labourer., .lgam\t the Government, money-lender... and
Khot~ (landlord.,) po~s1ble Repud1auon of old agricultural debt.,
moderate rate of mtere.,t, graded land tax, and Jgncultural mcome
tdx and abolition of all other rentc; .lnd cec;c;e~ etc will be \Orne of
the pomt\ of the programme of th1' umted front
To ... um up In the region of permanent zammdan, the
overwhelmmg 111.lJonty- poor pea.,anh, land lcibourerc; ell. are
.,till ... uftermg trom remndnh offend.ii cxplo1t.lt1on at the hand . . ot
the 7ammdap, ,md theu agentc; On the top of th1'!. c..ome ... the
explo1tat1on ot the c..ap1tahc;t Government, of the money-lender
and the trader But the c.onf1ct of mtere~tc; between the 1JmmdJ1
and the tenant (oc..cupanc..y or tenant at will) 1" the determmmg
f.lctor m the\e part., Any genume movement for bettcrmg thL lut
of the pec1~.int' mcanc; the flarmg up of th1., clc1.,, c..onhc.t In the
poht1cc1I md..,., .,truggle c1gam.,t the Government th1' dcl~"f<mfl1lt
will be the determmmg factor
In the ryotwcln c1reac;, ac; well ac; m the region of pt'cl.,Jnt
propneto1c;h1p (m the PunJaq>. the poorpea,ant I'!. andyed dm:lll)
..i.g.lm\t the landlord The clac;., conflict between the m .. h pl'J.,clnt
who let., ht'> 1,md and the money-lender on the one h,md and thL
poor pea.,amc; and land labourer., on the other, 1' .il'o pre,cnt hLrL
But the mten"'<~ Jnd ,di-round explo1tat10n prJc..ll..,cd by thL
Go\>cmment )Jndlord mc1ny time' ... ut., c1cro"' th1.., d1v1 .. wn clnd
make., the umted front agam'!.t the Government poc;\lble

The Nationalist Attitude Toward!i the Agrarian Problem
The .ttutude ot the nat10nah.,t movement toward'> tht J.gia11.m
problem 1~ detcrmmeo by the da'" Lnmpo'!.1t1on of that
movement From 1t\ early begmnmg"> the nJtlon.lh.,t mmcment
ha\ been the movement of the Indian upper cla1i.c;e., agJm.,, the
Impenah~t Government It ha., been the movement spon~ored .mcJ
">Upported by the cla'' of Inda.in cap1tah\ts, merchant., and
zammdar\ No doubt the nat10nd.h\t movement ha' repre.,ented
more or le\'\ progre1.i..,1ve \e(..tton of the'e cJac;'!.e"> The movmg
force of the movement has been and ~till 1s the lnd1ct11
bo11rgeo1s1e Thie; 1c; revealed by the fac.t thdl even m 1tc; ec1rlY
phal\e the mam plank1; of the nat10ndh't progrdmme weie
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bourge01~ demand~.

such cl\ protection to Ind1c1.n mduo;tnec;,
bJnkmg etc We cc1.nnot c.ondemn a movement by merely calling 1t
bourgeo1' The burgeo1c;1e m 1b early efforti,, at building up
modem mduc;try hc1.d to d1~~olve the feudal relations m lc1.nd clod
hdd to put an end to or dt lea.,t partially aboh<,h many tonne; of
feudJI e"<-pl01tat1on Thie; hclppened m the eighteenth and
nineteenth ...entune' m Europe But the young boun~eo1<,1e of
rnlomJ' wuntne' hke Chma, India, Egypt, etl. hai,, grown up
under tot,Illy different cond1t1onc; An.,mg out of the need., of
t1J<le rclat1on' of lmpenaho;t capital 1t ,Jowly develop~ mto an
m<lu.,tnal bomgeo1\le But 1t dho fmd., ambmonc;, 1t'!I dec;1re tor
lXp.101,1011 and power, thwdrted by the hxed polH..y ot Impenah.,m
to rd.t'"d the growth of mdu<,try m the colome., It 1., th1c; ~onfl1ct
of mte1c't' '"h1th make., 1t play an oppo<,1t10nal role towdrdc;
lmpcnah.,m At the .,.ime time th1' very fdc.tor the want of an
opemng. m the mdu .. tnal 'phcrc. h.t-. forced it to mvc.,t 11' capital
111 IJnd and u-.ury 'It-.1mmed1.ite mtere't' are i.,o c..loi.,ely bound up
Mth ldndlord11,m, with u.,ury and with the exploltatmn of the
pea.,ant ma.,.,e, m gene1al that 1t take-. 1t., -.tand not only agam~t
agr,m.m revolution but a).,o ,1gam-.t evel) dec1~1\ e Jgrdrtdll
1rform The C'olomdl The't' of the 6th Wmld Congre.,.,, from
\\hllh we quote the abo\c goc-. on turther and .i.dd-.
It (the
homgroi.,1c of the {.o)ome-.)" ah.i.1d ,md. ot V1.1thout foundation
that even the mere open formulatmn of th'- .igranan que-.uon will
.,tmml.tte .tnd dC.l.Clcrate the growth of the proc.e'' of
1cvolut1onar) termentat1on m the pea-.dnt m.i.-.'c' Thu., the
1efo1mi..t bourgeoNe hardly <l,ue' to de'-1dc to Jpproac.h
pral.tlLally th1., ba.,K urgent quc-.uon

The Affiliations of the Bourgeoi1t Nationali~ts with the
Zaminda"
lh1., pa..-..1gc L01re<-tJy dnaly'e' the attitude of the nauonah~t
.novcment toward-. the agranan que,hon Before the war the
t1dt1unatm.,, hdd no pea,ant programme. not did they attempt to
dr<1w the pect\dnt ma"e' mto the n•.umnaJ \truggle In the la~t
Lentury the nat1onah4't oppo\!Uon wcl' t~e undl'gm,ed 'upporter
of the 1a1mndars R (' Dutt. d bourgeo1~ economt~t. who
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\Ucce.,,fully expo..,ed the pohcy of the Impenahc;t Government m
retardmg the growth of Indian mdu&tne~. expres~e., h1.., adm1ra
tton for the z.immdar' thu' "They (thoughtful men) hdvc
recogm11ed that, apart from the poht1cal gam of havmg mfluentidl
bod1e' of men between the ahen Government and dn
unrepre,ented nation of cultivator..,, the opm1on and mfluence of
..,uch men belongmg to the country and to the people, leaven the
admm1.,trdt1on. corred It' m1'>takeo,, re'>J'>l 1t' arb1trarmec;c,,, .md
brmg 1t more m touch with the people" Thie; Wcl'> wntten m '90~
Th111 apologia for the ummdar'> 1c,, chclracten,t1c. of the natJOndh\t
movement
The 1mpetu'> which mdu.,tndhc;at1on m Ind1.i received durmg
the war c;trengthened the poc;1t1on of the Indian homgeol\1e ..tnd
deepened ttc,, confllc..t with the Impcnah't bourge<11,11: In lhl
prote't movement agam..,t the un'>Jtic,,f..tc..tory 1cto11m ~t 1919
the n.it1onaho,t., for the tu.. t lime made an .ippe.11 to the ma..,·e~
The \cl't m.tc,,c;ec,, of the pea..,antry 1e,ponded bc(..clU'e tht•y thou~ht
Mr G.tndh1 wa., c.allmg t}Jlm to iom m cl 'trugglc c1ga111.-..t lht.11
oppre">or' The1c Wcl' no agrc1n.in progr,1mmL' put forw.ud Nor
dtd the Congre'!. put forn ,ud any demand' on bch.111 of thl
peac,,•.mt' But the idea ot non p.t} mcnt of tJxe,, ot non
cooper•.llmg with the GO\ernment v..1, put before the pcd..,,mt~
Given the poc;t-w.tr dcpre"mn. given the pohllt..tl krmcnt whit.I
Wd.' ell 11" hl.tght m 1919-20 the 'truggle of thl. ped..,,1111
de\eloped c1long the lmc' of the dc..1.,, dcc1vc1gt mdrt..1ted m thl
la'>t \Cc.tum In ryoh\ Jn are,1' the ped.,dnt... .i., a whole p1 m. eedul
to orgc1m'c a no-tax c.imp.ugn In the Zdmtnddll dt'>tlh. l' ot Oudh
and Agra the pca...mt' 10..,c 'pontdncou,Jy .ig.:un't the lc1ml101d.,
Here cc1mc the c1c..1d tc't the movement the pc.t'>antry ro.,c .1gc111.
the ZJmtnddr.,, the natumah't' betrc1yed the 'tmgglc fhe C1\tl
D1c,,obed1en(..e Wcl'> c.11lcd off The ped'>ant m.,urgenh \\ere It.ft h>
the mercy of the lmpcn,il1M mal.hme gun' The CongtL"'
Workmg C'ommntee c..clmc out with the famou.., B.i1doh
Rc..,olut1on 'The Workmg Commmee advl'e' the CongtL"'
worlr.er'> d.nd orgJnt'>Jt1on., to mform the 1yot., thc1t w1thholdr'1g
tue rent p.iyment to the tdmmdar'> 1' contrary to the Congie'"
re\olut1on' and tnJUrl'lU'> to the best mtc1e't' oi the country lb'
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Workmg Committee as ... ure" the 1ammdcir<., that the Congre'!.
movement I!. m no WclY mtended to attack theu legal nght... and
thJt even when the ryot<., have gnevanc..c .... the Committee de<.,Jre!.
thJt 1edreo,s be <.,Ought by mutual con!.ultdllon dnd arb1trat1on "
fh1.., reo,oluuon lciy!. down m d nut<.,hell the pohcy of the
( ongre.,.., with reterenc..e to the agrandn queo,tJon The ' legal
nghto, of the 7dmmdars are not lo be attclcked Subo,equently, as
we '>hall o,ce. the Congre<;<.,1te'> hdve alWc.lY"' o,upported the cauo,e of
the 1ammdcir..,, middle men cind money-lender.., m the leg1..,latureo,,
whcneve1 tcnanc..y or moncy-lendmg b1l1" h.ne been mtroduced
fhe nat1oncih<.,to, deny the ex1..,tence of cld..,..,-.,truggle not bec.Uc.l'>e
they do not ..,ee thc.lt 1t ex1">t.,, but bet.au<.,e they w1.,h to put off the
J t\ when th10, c1 ....,.,_,truggle will tdke o,uch •.m dc.ute form, thc.lt 1t
v. ill not only ovcrth1ow Impencih'>m but be a o,enou.., mencll.e lo the
md1genouo, explmter., fhuo, the nc.lUonc..1h'>l bomge01,1e mu.,l tight
H!cllll\t clll Jg1.trtcln revolution-to protcc.t 1h ow11 .nlctL-\h On the
1llh1..r h.md 1t ha" tu extort c.once,.,1om from Impe11Jh'rn 111 oider
to muccl"C It' "hare ot the explon.iuon of the ln<lMn nlcl,.,e,, 1t not
to L ..,t ihh'h 1t,dt a .. dll mdepcn<lent dcl" l or th1" pm po"I! 1t
hLwme" the more important 101 1t to obtclm 'uppmt tiom the
pL 1' mtly (Colom.ii Thc'1'>) -.Jc..1tHlllc.lh.,m <..Jnnut offer to the
PLJ\dlltly ..111 .igrdn.m prog1 .mune b.i..,u.l on d,1,.., 'truggle \\hat 1t
UllL., oftc1 them, 1' d ..,em1-1chg1ou' c.i. cd ot non-\ \()lenLe .md
~.1t\ .1g1 .1ha anJ cl redc.tt0n.i1 v pwg1 .un111e ot Ch 11 khJ Kh<tdd ..u
md v11l..1gL- leu1n..,trnLl10n fh1.., h,1.., hu?n up ttll qmte lt'c.entl) the
whole agr ..m ..m prog1c..1mmc nt the ,.,hole n.111011.ih..,t 1110\ement
Non \1olcm.c .ind ~.1tv.ig1clh.1 .uc to \\lean the pe 1... antry from the
.ir1 <l11.in 1evolut10n Ch.i1 khc..1 .md Kh.tddar to ru. onc.i le the
P1 J\.tnlly to lt.., y. tct<..hcd lot dnd \ 111.igt. rccon\truct1on to keep
till pccl\Jllt"> under the control of the 1Mt10naho,t agent\ m the
'•lldgl''i of the 1.immdJr..,, mone)-lcndl'r" and nuddlemen

I he Attitude of the Bourgeoii, Nationali.,~ To\\-ard., Agrarian
Reform., in the Legislature\
Thr .ittttude of the ndt1on.ih..,h tow.1rd' ,1gran,m leg1,lattun hJ.'>
hLcn cqudlly reau1onclry We .,hall only give typ1cJl example" ot
k.gi'lc.lt1on ( 1) .igam">t 1mddle men. (2) agam't money-lendet '·
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and (3) against zamindars. We have already explained that the
growth of parasitic middlemen in the zamindan areas 1s a fetter on
agricultural production. The Imperialist policy of increasmg
agricultural production demands that the cultivatmg tenant be
made l!ecure on hi' land, and that the uansfer of land be eal!y
Bengal Tenancy Amendment Bills have been brought before the
Council smce J922. The nat1onali!o>t!. opposed these biJI, but not
from the pomt of view of the cultivators demanding a more
radical cure. but from the pomt of view of the zamindars and the
middlemen. When in 1925-26 !.Uch a bill was pending before the
Bengal Leg1!.lat1ve Council. "Forward", the nat1onahM organ,
wrote thay they ''will not object to g1vmg occupancy right to the
ryot while ~ecunng for the landlord at the !.ame time Mmplc cffic1ent and equitable mean' for reah ... mg h1!. rent"i. (Quoted f1om
"The Ma!.!.e!o>" January 1926). It wa!> not until J928 that-the Bill
became an Act. In 1t~ fmal form It 1s quite favourahle to thl
zammdar who get.., a tran!.fer fee e\ocry time the land change'
hand!>.
I
The Punjab Money-lender\ Bill <1926). which wal> directed
toward!. rat1onah~mg usury by requmng the money-lender' to
reg1o;;ter them,elve1, with the Government, wall aho f1crcely
oppo<.,ed hy the Hmdu Nat10nahllh. Thi~ time agam they did not
oppo"ie 1t on behalf of the cult1vator1,, demanding more rad1cJI
mea!.ure1, agamM u'ury. but from the pomt of view of the moneylender'\. Lala Lajpat Rai m h1o;; "People" wrote: "If the Bill ,.,
pa1,o;;ed m 1to;; present form and enforced vigorously the him~
aimed at 40.000 money-lender!> of the provmce w11I htt a more
numerous cla~o;;. The re"itncuon of credit on a va<.,t ~cale that will
be bound to re'\ult from an enforcement of the provi~ions of thl'
meao;;ure will hit indu11try and agnculture ahke". ("The Ma.,1,e!."
June 1926) "The Mas!.e," from which we take thii; pai.sagc.
remarko, on 1t that the Lala "m hi!. anxiety for the already overflowmg pocket~ of 40,000 mdiv1duals, forgeti; the rest of the 20
mllhon~ who are going deeper mto the mire of misery and
o;;tarvauon "
fhe la~t mMance i... that of the Goalpara Tenancy Bill which
wa~ brought m by the Government to regularise the statui, of
11
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tend.nts Thi., Bill propoi,ei, .m encroachment on the nghh of the
zammdar,, which they enjoy m virtue of the Perm.ment
5ettlement The landlordi; of Goalpara naturally ra1\ed d. hue and
ay but whd.t l'i cunou' l'i that the natlonah\h ot Bengcll
~upported the zammdar' "The nd.t1onah't organ Forwclrd"
i..ondemcnd the hill on the ground thd.t 1t will de.,tro) the tie., of
c.ommun nd.t1onahty ex1'itmg between Bengcll dnd Goalp.irc.1 '
CThe ' Ma\\e'" December 1927 P 1788 )
Bourgeoi~ Nationali~t Leadenhip of the Peasant Movement in
the Ryotwari Area~
In the ryotwan distm.ti, the mclm dcl" conf111. . t p, between the

lJowrnmcnt and the pea,ant~ d' d whole The '-onflu..l between
the lc.1ndlord-m1ddleman money lender hloc. and the poor pea.,,mt~
1' no doubt p1e\cnt but cl' the big landholder 1' al'o <,UbJett to .m
t vcr mc..1ecl,mg ldnd tdx
d united front between the h1g
lc.1ndholder,, poor pea\ants, .ind the l.ibourer-dgncultun,to.,, I!.
po.,.,1hlc up to cl certam .,t.ige Thi' J'i the re.ii,on why the
n.illon.iho.,t' h.ive been more 'uuc.,.,ful m or~c.1m.,mg 'ome .. art of
11t..i.,dnl movement m thL ryotw ..111 area., The B,udoh .,truggle of
1928 1' a typ1l.c.1l example of ..uch cl mm.ement lhe Land
Lt..dgut. movement .iroo.,e out of the Ml iggle and h,.., a 'i1m1lar
l.lo.\Ci .. hd'1'
Tlte tax .,tnk.e of the Ba1doh pcd.o.,dnt., m 1928 \\cl' not the fu.,t
'tnk.e of thdt n.iture The General Admm1,trauun Report of
the D.i<...(.d. D1v1.,1on for 1872-71 de'l nbe' a ped, . mt' .. tnke 60
year' back (A (' oa .. thtd page 567) But the Bardoh 'tnke Wcl'
Ptrhap' the fmt 'tnk.e of pea,,mh condm. tt.d by a poht11..al party
The ndtlonah't' earned on the \truggle of J928 m .i nght
retorm1't fa~h1on horn the \ery begmnmg they put forward Lhe
demand for an "1mpdrt1al ' Government mquiry They rod.de 1t
dt!ar that they "d1d not dc\lre to embarrd'!. or hum1hate the
Go\ernment" (Mahddeo De,d1, "The Story of Bardoh", page
241) All <..are wa' taken not to g1v~ any pohllccll colour to
the litruggle Mr Vallabhbhd1 Pd.lei 'aid " Tht\ " no non-td.X
(.Jmpa1gn laun<...hed tor any poht1cdl end," (1b1d, page 152)
Durmg the actudl <1.j!:1tat1on Mr Vallabhbh.u Patel held to u'e .di h1'
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M.thdtm1<.. metaphy1i1c!!I to bru'ih a'1de the c.la!!t'i conflict dmong
the pea-,antly He told the pea,.int' "The Sdhuk.ar •., merged m the
tenant hke Wdter m milk The poor pea,ant' however, who
formed the back.bone of the 'truggk-, enthu,1a,t1cally and
1mphc1tly followed their leade1 The leader\ touk great Cdre to
direct th1!!t enthuo;,1a'm of the oppre!!t'ied mto o;,afe c..hanncl'
"~dtyagraha" they were told, pre,uppo'e' the hvmg pre,cnc..e of
God The leader depend., not on h1-, 'trength but on that of h1,
God "(Page 2~ I) Then they were J.'iked "to .,trengthen their c..a,tl.
orgam\at10n'" The leader'ihtp ot the 'truggle Wd' 'o Lon"
derate, 'o con-,utuuonal -,o free from the doc..trme' of dd"
'truggle, that the entire ndt1ondh.,t bou1geo1.,1e -.upported 1t fht
big bo,,e, mterceded on behalf of the pea,anto;, and thL
Government granted the demand tor an 11npart1.il mqtmy Tht
leader' declared that th1-, wa1, a g1e.it vu.. tmy Vu.. tory fo1 wh,11 >
Victory to1 the "pnnc1pJe that enhanc..emcnt -.hould be legal Jnd
JU'it 1 The Broomfield rcfort 1l 11, true c.ut down the propo,t.d
enhancement for certam v1llage-., (.ihout R., 28 OOO .i ycJr) ht t
upheld 1t m the L.d'e of other'

The Significance of the Bardoli Struggle
No doubt the Bc1.rdoh ... tmggJe w.i1, L.amed out m a rcfo1m1'
m.mncr No doubt the nauonahr,t., 'trm. k to their hxcd 1e,olve 111
k.et>p the local and circumo;,c.nbcd LhJrd<..h!I of the 1,truggle (pa2'l
] 4;6) No doubt a broad-b.i,ed agran.in programme w.i' not p1<1Led
by them before the pea1,Jnt1, But -.till It ha., to be adnuued th,tt
here we 1,ee for the f1P1t ume the nat10nah't" orgJm1,111g tht.
peao;,antry (ao, a da\S) agam1,t the Impenc1.hi;;t Government ,md
carrymg out a o,truggle on their e<..onom1c ~nevam.t' It
demon,trated the po.....,1b1hty of a brodd orgami;ed pedo,,rnt
'truggle The'>e demon'itrdt10n., filled the urban middle d.t'-" with
enthuo,1ai;m, dnd the i;;Jogan 'Bc11doh\e India" wa' ra1">cd Or tht..
other hand th1' 'ldborJtory demon,trauon of Bardoh WJ' ' 0
i;;pectacul.ir thdt 1t Wd\ almo'it un<..omfortdble tor the n.ittonal
bourgeol\1e of the l'dmmda11 provmce'i The 'Forw.ird 01
Calcutta "heaved a '1gh of rehet" when the i;;ettlement WJ'
reached
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Character of the Agrarian Programme of Bourgeois
l\Jationali~m

fhe Bardoh 'lucce!>'> led to the formation of the ' Land
l e.ig11c' The Generdi Secretdry Wa'I Mr Mdhddco oe ..at, the
Juthor of "The Story of B.irdolt" The programme or pnnc1ple!>
enunc. 1ted by th1' League reveal the true cta .... character of the
BJtdoh Movement This dgrandn progr,unme, 1f 1l l.an be called
one, re,tm.t' tt'elf to the Ryotwan prov1m.. e .. The \ery ttr..t
dJu .. e read.. 'The propnetor.. h1p of the land' e.,t.., not m the State
but m the 1.indholder or Khatedar, whether he t.Ultl\ ate' the land
h1m,...Jf or through h1" tenant.. " It ha., nothmg to .. ay about the
1u1h wh1c.h the Khatedd1 may l.h,ugc from h1" ten.mh but
Jun,md .. 1hat the rentdl' 'hould not be u .. ed a .. the ba'1" for ft\.mg
'''L"'mcnt fhe method of c.Jlculatmg the J ....e .... ment o; the
l llh,mu.. ment •., no doubt .i rdttonJ.l one The ,1..,.,e..,.,ment 1., to be
k' 1td on the net mtomc (profit., of J.gnt.Ultute) J, land t,1>.. \\c
hJ.\'L .1lrcady .,ccn th.it m the R)otw<111 .uea ... thc 1.md ,..,
L01H.Pnt1.ited m the hand'I of the Khat KhJ.tedJ.t or mone)' lende1
1 he two dJmc' .nent1011ed above nt.1ke 1t quite deat th,1t II I" the
111te1t c,,l ot thc.,c 1111ddlemen whtt.h the pt ogramme 'cek.., to gu.mJ
.ind not tho.,t.. ot the actual matte1., of "L'il not to -.J) J.11) thmg of
tho1,1..· of the 1.md labourer' fhe Lmd Le...iguc P1og1.1mmc thu' 10,
the prog1amme of the v11J,1ge under dJ•.., and for the nuddle
l l,1._., .md t.tke' no notice whJt\ocve1 of the mh:!rc't" ot the poo1
PL·l'Jnt' (who ..ire.: moo,tly tenanr..). and the l t11d lJhoure1' lt
'uggt>'t' d fov. admm10,trauve thangt' •n the mel.ham ... m of
1""e"111g the ievenue--doe'> not even demJnd J reduLt10n-and
k l\'t..\ the entire cla'" o,tructure m land untout.hl•d
ro . .um up the agr.:u tan p1og:r.11nme of the nJtlon,th\t
bou1gco1 ... 1e doe' not go be) ond the tollov. mg pomt.,
(I) The teth111cal 1mpro\.t..ment of .ignc.ulturc,
t'.:l) Org.lm ... alton of land-mortgage bank., and other bankmg
f..tt.iht1eo; to further the penetr.iuon of l.ap1tdl mto the
'vtll...ige~

n) Spread of education,
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(4) Charkha and Khaddar as a side lme employment for the
pea1,anh,
(5) Panchayatl> on a ca!>te baM'>, to en~ure the a!>cendency of
the village bourgeo1S1e,
(6) Spread of cooperation; and
(7) Reduction of land-tax (Mr. Gandhi'!> "eleven pomt<,")
Mo<,t of thec;e item' are part of the lmpenahst programme of
agncultur.il refoITT1 Agamst Char1'.ha and Panchay.tt ....
Impenahl>m can have no ob1ect1on So the only pomt d1re1..tcd
agamc;t lmperIJh!>m I\ the reduction of land revenue by 50 pe1
cent a1, demanded by Mr Gandhi m hi' "eleven pomt' "Thi.," 111
affect the pea1,ant cultivators only to a hm1ted degree, and th.i.t too
m the Ryotwan area~. But even with reference to th1.,'1cmJnd, 11
hci!> been pomted out that the offlc1al Taxation Committee h.id
recommended a 'ub1,tant1al reduct10n m the land a~1,e1,..,mcnt m
the Ryotwan area., (B9'1llbay Chromcle 30.4 30, ait11..lc h)
"Poht1cu1,"). Thu., the agrc:lnan progr.:lmmc of the n<1t1011.il1~1
bourgem!>1e" m theory no better thc:ln that of Bnuc,h Impe11.ih,111
Both cla!>c,es are mtcnt upon preventing an agranan revolution,
and hence the nat1onah.,t programme. !>horn of 1t., met..iphy'11...1l
and ~enumental verbiage about non-v1olencc, Sanagwlia, ell
come'> very near to the Impenahst programme. A n.it1onJh ..1
bourgeo11, profe~!)Or whom we have quoted before, cxp1e,.,e.,
h1m ...elf early on th1& pomt. He warn~ the member!> of hi" dJ'>"
that "There an&e' the further danger of the cla&\-cOn.,l.1ou,nc.,,
of the m ban proletariat bemg mculcated among the pea~antry. Jnd
th1., already threaten!> to become a senous c;oc1al and poht1< al
menace " And then goe~ on to suggellt that: "A great deal can br
achieved by \C1ent1fic farming and agrarian cooperauon, but the
'>ocial en.,., cannot b~ prevented without ~ome land ad1u1,tmt•nl
and reorgamllat1on of holding~ and the rehab1htat1on of . . oine
foITT1 of real village self-government." (Radhakamal Mukeqee.
"The Rural Economy of lnd1a," page 245 ).
In practice however, in it'> effort~ to play a refm ITI 1'- 1
oppos1uonal role toward!! Imperialism, (to extort conce'i<iJOn'from it), the nationah~t bourgeo1Me creates an atmospheic
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favourable to the unfoldmg of class struggle- favourable to the
organ1c;cJt1on of a class movement of the peac;antry, which alone, m
dlhance with the proletanat, will be able to !!lolve the agranan
problem m Ind1d

The

Le~1tons

and the Review of the Recent Peasants'

Struggles (1930-31)
Before we proceed to conci1der how the proletanat propoc;ec; to
. .olve the agranan problem, we will bnefly review the recent
pcd•umtc;' strugglei, which took place dunng and after the Civil
D1,obed1ence Movement Such a review 1s necei,~cJry 'lS It will
th10w mto rehef the attitude of the nat10nahc;t bourgeo1\1e and
then poht1c. .ii organ, the Indian National Congreci,-and cierve to
further cxemphfy the generah,dtlonc; we have made above The
.itt1tude ot the nat1onahc;t bomgems1e towardc; the pea'>ant ma\\e!!I
"dt"te1mmed by two contradictory factorc; firstly by 1tc; deMre to
plJy the role of "the t.hamp1on of the people" and to 'trut about d'
the opponent" ot the ImpencJh\t Government with a view to
extu1 t tert.un c.oncec;,mn' for lt'i own cJa.....,, c;econdly by It' mortal
fear of the ..igrclflcln rcvolut10n
In the fmt N C 0 Movement of 1919-21 the nat1onahst
bourgeoMe, unde1 the leade1 'hip of Mr Gandhi, for the fmt lime
'>Uc.ceeded m developmg the Congre'' Mo' emcnt mto cl ma.,,
movement The) mdde an appeal to the people and to the pea,dnt'
generally to 1om m the pohttcal movement and c;ucceeded m
rou.,mg to pohuc,11 con'tc1ou,ne'' large ~ecuon' ot the peuyb0mgecm ma"e!!I, both m the town' and m the country c;1de Thi'
movement a' we have cJlre.idy pomted out took place agamc;t the
bac.kgrnund of .i deep econonuc cnw1 The cdll of the Cong1e!!l'i to
the pecl•mntry penetrated deeper mto the Jowe1 ,tr,1ta of the
Pl',i1i,.m1 mJ1i4ic,, thdt the Congre'>' leader'> had expected Pea,ant
rt>volt, dgam't the batbarous oppre\..,IOn of the landlord,, mone)\cndc1" dnd ut the Government oft 1c1ah flared up at pomt' of
gieJ.tc-.1 pre,,ure hke the United Provmce\ The Congre'' beat a
ha,ty retreat .md called off the movement
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The Congress for a time withdrew from the mass movement. It
entered upon the period of Swarajist tactics. It entered the councils
and the Assembly and attempted to prove the inadequacy and
unworkability of the reforms from within. We have shown above
what attitude the nationalists took towards the peasant question
inside the Legislatures during this period. Their attitude, we pointed
out, was generally reactionary, and determined by their desire to
safeguard the interests of the rural exploiting classes, namely the
landlords and the money-lenders.
·
The factors which forced the Congress and the nationahM
bourgeoisie to abandon the path of obstruction within the
legislatures and once again embark on the path of a mass movement
were two-fold; first, the increasingly aggressive policy of Bnt1'h
Imperialism, and secondly, the growing indication of a~altemat1ve
movement, which was revolutionary in character and which
threatened to seize the leadership of the broad masses of the work.er~
and peasants and thus eclipse the Congress altogether. The aggrel\1i1ve
attitude of British Imperialism found its expression in the economk
field in the various measures taken to hinderthe industrial progre''
oflndia and thus thwart the ambitions of the industrial bourgeome
In the political field, this aggressive policy found it~ expressmn m
the appointment of the "All-White" Simon CommisMon. In the
meanwhile there took place a phenomenal rise in the worker,'
movement a~ well as the youth movement. Thi~ was accompamcd
by the insistent demand for Complete Independence and the
populari~ation of the programme of National Democraw.
Revolution. The Congress itself was forced to adopt the resolution
of "Complete Independence" at Madras in 1927 and with a
temporary re-lapse at Calcutta in 1928 to reaffirm it at Lahme
in 1929.
The firm attitude taken by British Imperialism in the negotiation~
of December 23, 1929, showed that the bourgeoisie was not going
to get Dominion Status or anything approaching it for the ai.kmg
of it. On the other hand the pressure of the growing radicalisauon
of the Congress rank and file, taking place under the influence .of
the working-class movement, as well as that of the terror~
revolutionaries made it impossible for the Congress to proce
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under any other flag other than that of "Complete independence".
This was of course nothing but window-dressing. The Congress
leaders always entertained a secret hope about the Round Table
Conference. This is borne out by what Mr. Gandhi wrote in "Young
India" after the Lahore Congress. Speaking about the December
negotiations he said, "We broke on the central point of Dominion
Statu•. Surely nothing would be lost by Congress ab~tinence from
part1c1pating in the Conference (R.T.C.). If the British Cabinet mean
well let those who have faith attend, and 1f they being anythmg
worth looking at, from the Independence standpoint, the Congress
will capitulate." (The "Hindustan Times" 21.6.30).
The pohtical stage in 1929 was almost completely occupied by
th~ ~truggle of British Imperialism against the revolutionary
movement of the working-class, as well as the revolutionary terrorist
movement. The menace of an alternative revolutionary leadership
wa!- particularly acute during this period. The Congress could not
hope to retam its political leadership, and to play its vaunted role
of .,landing between revolution and Imperialism, by merely pa~sing
1e..,oluuons It had to do something more. It had to launch a mass
rt>fOl m1!.t struggle in which it w•·uld get opportunities to strut about
a!- the "Champion of the people," and to keep its restless rank and
file bu!.y in spectacular demonstrations, and which would materially
J.'"'1!>t m the task of disorganising the gr1~wth and consolidation of
the revolutionary front. The purpose of the Civil Disobedience
Movement which was inaugurated in March l 930 has been defined
hy Mr. Gandhi himself, writing in the "Young India" in January
1930. Mr. Gandhi ~aid: "There 1s undoubtedly a party of violence
m the country. It is growing in strengtl.
they will listen to no
argument, ..... action alone has appealed to them. This appeal can
only come from non-violent action. In my opinion it and it alone
ran save the country from impending lawlessness and secret crime.
We are tightly pressed in the coil of violence. It is a sin to stop
ac..tion that may prevent anarchy."
The Civil Disobedience Movement of 1930-31 was well thought
out and planned. The Congress leader~hip knew very well that it
~ad ~o restrict itse]f to spectacular demonstrations and the filling
f Jails and had to take great care to localise and control the peasant
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struggles. The Congress had gathered sufficient experience during
the past ten years especially in conducting a localised peasant
struggle like the Bardoli of 1928. It had a network of Congres!I
Committees throughout the country. It h:ad at its disposal a cadre
of reliable Gandhists trained in the Spinners' Association. Wnh
these pre-requisites Mr. Gandhi thought it quite safe to inauguate a
campaign which "would not cause destruction or involve bloodshed,
but which would be large enough to make the impression he dei;ired"
(Gandhi's interview to a special corre!->pondent of the "Daily
Express" 22.1.30). In spite of this the national bourgeoisie reali'ed
the ri~k which such a campaign involved, but the risk had to bt
taken in order to crush the violent revolutionary movement, which
Mr. Gandhi, according to his own admission "dreads more than
Lord Irwin's wrath"; the ri!,k had to be taken in order toJetam the
political leadership in the country, without which the Congre!!is ncwr
could hope to make "the nece!lsary impre!!i!'lion" in the Round Table
Conference.
I
The proo;;pect of a reformi~t struggle of the Civil Disobedience
type was befo1e the Congress for more than a year. The Congrc!>'i
knew very wdl that besides the urban petty-bourgeoisie, it had to
rally the ~upport of the peasantry in order to be able to create the
nece!\sary pressure at the conference, about which it aw.iy.,
entertamed hope,. But in !\pite of this it made no preparation., to
organi~c the peasantry or formulate their economic demand,. The
Lahore Congre~s "inaugurated a campaign for Complete
Independence" without an agranan programme. No doubt a great deal
of hp sympathy wa~ expre!!.~ for the cause of "the worker!!i in fa~ld
and factory". Mr. J. Nehru declared from the Pre!i.idential Chair, thJt
"real rehef can only come by a great change in the land laws .:Uld the
basis of the prc!!.ent !.ystem of land tenure" and in this noble wur~ he
called for the "co-operation of the big landowners"! In fact it i!> foi
this very rea!'lon that the Congress is unable to formulate the elm•'
demand~ of the peasantry, which must of necessity include the negauon
of the right~ and privileges of "big landowners".
It may be noted here that Mr. J. Nehru tabled before the UP
Congress Committee on 26-2-30 a resolution containing a pea~ant
programme-which may be described as a dlluted version of tho'>C
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11,sued by the Workers' and Peasants' Parties m the past. In i.,pite of
the clauc;e about compensation to the money-lenders for the
cancellauon of debts, 1t must be admitted that 1l was a much more
comprehen!>1ve formulation of peasant demands than any hitherto
put forward by the Congress. The programme, even a!I 1t was
incurred the d11,plea!>ure of even the "good'' zammdars m!>1de the
Conrrei.,!> The U.PP.C.C. referred 1t to lt'i Council and nothmg
Wcl'> heard ahout 1t subsequently.
Mr J Nehru obviously did not mean buc;me!l'i when he put
fm ward the programme. He knew very well that these clJ<.ll
demand., of the peasantry could only be reah!>ed, not "m cooper.it1on with the zamindars", but agamst the combmed re!>t!>tane
of the 7Jmmdari.,, the bourgeoisie and lmpenahi.,m Did Mr J Nehru
ut1h'e hi' mfluence to orgamse the peasantry on a clai.,s biil>t!I a!.>
p1eparatory to the commg struggle? He did not The fact that 1t
WJ'i neces!>aiy to orgam!le the poor and middle pea1>ant5. on a class
hciM\ lor the 1eah!>at1on of their demand~ was not e\en mentioned
m the programme The repre!lentattvec; of the zammdarc; and
Lapnal1<.ti., mi.,1de the Congress had quite a different plan m view
for •he C1v1l 011iobed1ence Mtwement and Mr J. Nehru certainly
did not want to break with them In puttmg forward that programme
hr wa' merely playmg his trad1t1onal role as a pseudo Left. to shout a
few radlldl 1-logan!I and m practice to 1mphc1tly follow the reactlondl)'
ledder-.h1p of the bourge01Me. [Quite recently m reply to the recent
U P Government communique m connecuon w1th the recent
ord mance, Mr J Nehru has d1c;as!loctated himself from the 1dea of the
exp1opnat1on of the zammdars. (speech m Bombay, 16 12 31)]
We hdve Mated that the Congress !ltartuf the Clvrl Di!lobed1ence
Movement without an agranan programme, without the formulation
of the economic demands of the peasantry. without any proper
orgar1J'idtion of the peasantry as a claM,. The Congre!I~ and the
bourgeo1Me were certamly aware of the importance of the peasantry
They knew very well that they could not hope "to make the
nece.,._ary 1mpre!l'\1on" on the Impenahsts without m '>Orne way
t..ickhng the que.,tion of the peasantry Mr. Gandhi himself said
toward~ the beginning of the movement that, "Not what happens m
the cit1e., but what happens in the village will this time decide the
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fate of India". (Young India, 17-4-30). But at the same time
Mr. Gandhi, as the true spokesman of the bourgeoisie and the
progressive zamindars, knew from his past experience that the vast
peasant masses of India, under the grinding oppression of the
Government, zamindars and money-lenders, form highly
inflammable material. Drawing in the peasant masses in the
movement on a countrywide scale would have meant the unfold mg
of class struggle-which may lead to agrarian revolution-and th1'
had to be avoided. The participation of the peasantry had to be !>o
controlled, restricted and localised as to evade all issue of cla\!>
conflict between the peasant masses and their native exploiters.
This was the central thought which guided the plan and the progre!>'I
of the Civil Disobedience Movement from Dandi to Delhi.
The Congress organised Independence Day dcmonstratton!> on
•
the 26th January 1930 all over the country in towns as well a'
important rural centres. This certainly made an impres~ton on the
peasantry. The general imprpssion got abroad among the pea!>antry
that the Congress was starting a war on the Government. The
question of land-trui., rent irrigation dues and other taxes, a~ well a'
other major economic grievances must have immediately \tood
Gut before them. But the Mahatmic mind was working m quite a
different direction. The Mahatma hit upon the salt Jaw!. to begrn
his Satyagraha with. It i!> interesting to note that as early as January
1930 in Bandavilla (in Jessore District in Bengal) the pea!>ant!> who
were opposed to the formation of Union Boards, a!> they extorted
enhunced taxation without any corresponding return, !>tarted a notax campaign. "Liberty" of 25-1-30 reported that "A no-tax
campaign was in full swing" and that in spite of repress10n "tf1,'
villagers have determined to continue the campaign to a suc1..es!>ful
fmish". The Bengal Congress Committee sabotaged the !>truggle
and diverted it later on towards salt satyagraha. This instance shows
how Congress was bent on avoiding even a partial srtuggle of the
peasantry based on immediate and major economic grievance,,
especially in zamindari provinces for obvious reasons.
In spite of the fact that enough opportunities for the !'.tarting of
peasant struggle on the basis of immediate and pressing demand~
of the peasantry were present in every province, the Congre!!S
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advised the pea~antc; to re.,tnct themselves to brectkmg sct1t law~
The Up PC C for m~tance towards the begmmng of March I 930
rcwgm'iec; 10 its re!lo1ut1on "the tact that the peasantry 10 the-.e
provm"ec; are m et ml'\erab]e cond1t10n and have had to put up with
a "ru.,hmg burden of rent and other 1mpo'i1t1on~ and dur10g the 1ast
three year-. have faced repeated fallure~ of the harve!lt~ re'iultmg 10
fam10e cond1ttons" It further rewgm.,ed that m 'ipite of the-.e
cond1tton'\ the pea'iantry were faced with an enhancement of rent
('Leader' 111/30) The U PPC C advised the pea'>ants to await the
development of the ma-.-. satyagraha campaign and fmallv
wun-.elled them to break (,a)t law!I
In the early day'i of the Dandi march, propo-.ab were JTiade m
the ..rr1ou" provm'-e'i to !lt.irt no-tax, no-rent campa1gni;;, <-ampaign'i
.igamo,t the Chauk1dan tax .ind agam!lt forec;t laws- m short
1..imp.aigns for the 1mmed1ate and pre'\'>tng demandc; of the
pe.as.antry But all the!le were ruled out by Mr Gandhi 10 the openmg
. . t.ige of the movement The A I C C which met m Ahmedabad on
the 21,t March, endor!lmg the resolut10ns of the Work.mg
Committee .iuthono,ed Mah.itma Gandhi to m1t1ate ,md <..ontrol the
C1 vii D1-.obed1ence Movement fhe same A ICC granted
eme1gem.y" d1<-tatonal powerc; to the Pre'>tdent to name his
\U<.ce~-.or and ftll up va<..anc1e-. m the Workmg Committee md
expre'>'ily laid down that the provmce'i ..,o far all po'>Mble c;hould
con<..enlrdlC on a c1v1I breach of -.alt laws Thu., the A ICC the
h1ghe-.t dtrectmg 01gan of the Congrec;~. abdicated m favour of a
Gandh1an chque m the Workmg Committee which wa., to mittate and
control d <.,pecta<..ular and uo,ele!I<., demon..,tratlon to !latlsfy the
e11thu-.1a!lm of the petty bourgeoi!I rank and file for 'c;truggle' Even
for the 'idlt demon~tration, the Congre'>'i thought lt w1i,e to dictate
"tages and i,dfeguard.., 'ipecially m the Zdmmdan areai, The re-.olut1on
oftheCounctl of the U PPCC latd down on 15111 that "Salt tax
-.hould be broken fiNly m selected area-. under the c;pecMJ control of
tht PC C dlld i,econdly by local committee-. and by individual-. '
It may be urged m defence of the cautious open mg of the struggle
that the \alt \atyagraha wa... nece\sdry to trdm the people for the
higher 'itages of the fight and thdt the Congreio.<; had a graduated
Pldn of progre<;s1ve struggle n~mg by i,tage~ to a mas<> campaign of
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tax and rent strike of nation-wide character. This is obviously not
true. If it was a question of training, it was surely not the question
of training the masses. At the most it was a question of training a
select cadre of Gandhists in the task of "controlling the struggle",
that is sabotaging the struggle, wherever it would assume a mass
and class character, and evading it in all rural areas of maximum
class tension. The first news of the Dandi march and the Salt
Satyagraha was greeted by the peasant masses everywhere a~ a
signal for "war". There was an enthusiastic response from the
peasant masses of the principal rural areas of U.P., Bengal, Bihar,
C.P. and Gujarat. This was vouched for by the utterance of the
Congress leaders themselves at that time. Mr. Gandhi stated that
the manifestations of the Civil Disobedience Movement in Gujarnt
were striking but he sought to direct this enthusiasm in the.picketing
of liquor shops and cutting down toddy trees. Mr. Kidwai giving
his impressions of Rai Bareli stated that the enthusiasm of the
villagers was inspiring. Tl}ere were also clear indications among
the local tenantry of their desire to take up the struggle on the ba'1'
of their long-standing grievances against the taluqdars, which he
put down wholly to the instigation of the District authorities, who,
he said, "had started the old game of trying to tum the movemenc
into a fight between the taluqdars and tenants". In order to distract
the attention of the peasants from their real economic grievance.,,
spectacular demonstrations of Salt Satyagraha under the leadership
of the "Good" zamindars and their sons were organised in Rai Bareh
(30-3-30). In C.P. although the suggestion of offering resistance to
forest laws was made very early, the "War Council" asked the
peasants to concentrate their energies on Salt Satyagraha fir ,1.
Similar tactics were followed both in Bengal and Bihar as well.
The next stage of the movement begins with the pennission given
by Mahatma Gandhi to start Civil Disobedience of salt laws on a
mass scale. This was after the completion of the "Dandi march"
that is early in April It is important to note that the majority of
these mass demonstrations of the symbolic preparation of Salt were
held in the towns. In the zamindari provinces care was taken to
d-..in off young peasants enrolled as Congress volunteers to ~he~
towns to participate in Salt Satyagraha a~ we JI as in cloth and bquor
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picketing Naturally they were arreo;ted m large numbero; and o;ent
to Jail Thus the Salt Satyagraha 'ttunt m 1t't md1v1dual ao; well as no;
m.io;., form wa~ a part of the well con'i1dered tactic of removmg the
cldive element<; from the potential centres of agranan litruggle It
Wd'i a tactic not of developmg but of dtliorgamsmg the <;truggle
The t.ict1c of "f1llmg the Jail~" by makmg technical breache'i of
law .md at the .. ame lime neglectmg to direct the energy of the
pea.,ant maso;es m a <;enous .,truggle for their economic gnevance~.
formed the e~'>enttal tcature of the plan of the C'lV11 D1.,obed1enc..e
Movement throughout The Poht1cal Conference m C P c:.enou~ly
d1-,cu.,.,ed on the 16th Apnl the problem "how to compel the
GO\ t>mment to make arrelits"-a., the Salt Satyagraha c.imp.ugn
thcte did not bnng a .,ufftc1ent c..rop of arrest<;
The mterv1ew which Mahatma Gandhi gave to Mr Ao;hmead
Bclrtlett clod which wao; pubho;hed m the "Datly Telegraph" of 'i-4~0 throw., a Im 1d hght on the plan of the C D Movement Mr
Gclndh1 i-. there reported to have '>atd, I have never w11ihed to
emb.irra.,., the Government I have concentrated on the Salt Tax
bel-dU'>e 1t meano; to attack the Government only on tho~e taxe-.
mio.vmg mmal turpitude" A•\ ed about his plan regardmg the
c.dmpaign tor the non-payment of land tax, Mr Gandhi '\aid, 'The
Government c..an re.,t m peace for I ha"e no mtention of domg
Jnythmg of the sort I do not regard the land ri>venue tax a-; one mvolvmg
mor,tl turpitude After Salt TIDI. we ~hell! attack the taxeo; on dnnk., and
dru~.,' Obv1ou'>lyth1.., interview wa-; forthecon~umption of the Bntt'ih
lx>urgeome and Bntt'>h state'\men Mr Gandhi could not afford to ~ay
ll 'iO openly m India But the plan of po~tponmg, evadmg and
d1-,orga01smg the real peasant ..,tJuggle wa' 111 e.,o;ence followed by tht:.
Congreo;., dunng the <;ucceedmg months
The 'itartmg of ma<;-; C D of ~alt lawli m the begmmng of Apnl,
certamly brought the de\tred ma\s arrec;ts. but 1t also brought m
brutal rep1e\\1on and lath1-charge<; The m1htant element<; m certam
cn1ec; mtu1ttvely rec;1sted tht"lie brutaht1e't Calcutta, Karachi,
Pe!lhawar and Sholapur, one after another, became the scenes of
herou.. re'ii'>tance and bamcade'i The 'terronc;t revoluuonanes of
Bengal '>taged their "armed coups" m Chrttagong dunng this penod
Under the influence of the events m Peishawar an aggressive "Red
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Shut Movement" began ID the N.WF Prov1Dce and acros!> the
border With the n!>e of this wave of spontaneous nsmgli, the
Government promptly arrested Mr. Gandhi under Regulation III
of J818, and the Congres!> orgaml!at1ons were declared Illegal m
the stormiest parts. After the arre!>t of Mr Gandhi and
Mr Vallabhbha1 Patel (a few dayi, earlier), !>Orne village& of Bor't.id
and Bardoh Taluqa!> l!tarted the no-tax campaign It mu~t be
remembered that the peasant farmerll of vanous village~ of KaircI
D1,tnct were ready and pre!>&mg for .i no-tax campaign but were held
rn check by the vac11latmg and non-committal attitude of
Mr Gandhi and the leaderi, On 27-4-30 when ai,ked 1f no-tax c.unpdtgn
might be 1mmed1ately started m Bardoh, Mr Gandhi liatd, "Ra' (the
village where Sardar Patel wali arrei,ted) and other vdlage1; of K.urcl
had re\olved to do so He left 1t to the d1,cret1on of the peopk
themi,elve!> It Wall a stage m the fight " It 1& 1mportdllt to•note thclt
whtle Gandhi wai, po1i1ttve m advi&mg the pcm.ant' ot Gu1arat to picket
cloth and hquor &hops and c~ toddy tree& and make .,alt he took up a
non-conumttal attitude on the que~t1on of no-tax campaign
DI- 12-1-32.
Under the pres!>ure of event'i the Congre.,~ moved to .mother
demon&trat1on, namely Fore!>t Satycigraha m a controlled dnd
rec,tncted form On 22-4-30 theLate Pandit Mot1lal Nehru g.ive
permt\MOn to the C PPC C "to start Scityagraha agamst the g1dZmg
lawli". He expre"ed htll hope to Seth Govmd Da&, the b1gge!lt
Lammdar of the provmce and an ex-Member of the Coum. il ot
State, "that the movement will be well orgam,ed unde1 h1.,
leaden.hip before it 1s actucilly started " Th1!> advice wa' 'tm.. tly
adhered to m the begmnmg of the Forelit Satyagraha The f1 1 t
demonlitrat1onli m th1c, connection were orgam&ed and led in B1har
and ID the C P by local big zammdars A Mlver ..1ckle wa., generdlly
presented on these occa&ions to the leader!>, with which tbey
maugurated the !lymbohc cuttmg of gra&s m the closed area'
On the JSth of May the Working Committee dt~cu'sed the var1ou'
plans of the C1v1l D1sobed1ence Movement and adopted, cauuou"
rec,olut1on &aymg that the time had come for the maugurauon of a
no-tax campaign by the non-payment of !>pec1f1c taxe~ m certam
provrnce!I. But the Committee spec1f1cally laid down that .a
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begmmng .,hould be made by non-payment of the land tdX m
provmceli where Ryotwdf1 Sy.,tem prevailed-and the non-payment
of the Chauk1dan tax m provmceli where this I'> levied ~uch as
Bengal and B1har Even th1-, however wa!t to be done, lia1d the
1e.,olutton, m area!. selected by the Provmc1al Congre.,!t Committees
"om. crned The Commtttee exphc1tly warned agam~t the '>tartmg
of <;uch campaign'\ m provmce~ not authonsed by the Congress
Along with th1., the breaches of Salt Law~ were to be contmued
About the ~ame ume when tht'> re.,olut1on about the no-tdx campaign
WJ'i ddopted, Mr G,mdlu wa~ mterv1ewed by Mr Slocombl."
(21-c:-10) In th1., mterv1ew Mr Gandhi formulated h1.;, three pomt!t
(I) The tenm ot reference of the R TC lihould mclude the frammg
ot <l c0n<;t1tut1on g1vmg to Ind1.t 'the liUb'>tdnl.e of Independenc.e",
(2) Repedl of Salt Ac.t, proh1b1t10n ot hquor and bJn on foreign
doth, (1)Amne.,ty The other '>even pomt., (out ofh1., former eleven
pmnt') which mclude the reduction of land revenue, he wa~ content
to lcavt for the future 1111., '>how!. how senou., the Congrev. leader'i
were m orgam<;mg no-tax c..ampa1gn It wa!i more a threat than a
plan of genume litruggle
fh.! 1e~olutton .tbout the no-tilx l ampa1gn Wd\ promptly rephed
to by the Government, by the promulgation ot an Ordman(e agam'>t
.iny no-tax ag1tdt1on Police repre~'>1on arid terron'>m m the rural
.irea., .,tarted, and the-.e blow., fell upon a totally unmgam.,ed front
No preparation or orgam.,at1on for the .,truggle wa., anywhere made.
ex<..ept pethdp!t m some v1l1age., m the Kair and Surat d1.,tnct.,,
which had already launched the campaign The pohce rep1e.,.,10n
m the village.;, met m plal.e., with the '>pont.meou., reli1.,tance of
villager., and June brought the ttr.,t crop 01 .1rt1-pohce not!. m rural
area., The '><.ene of bloody cla'>he., with the authont1e., .,h1fted now
f1om the c1t1es to the village.,
horn the month of July another nnportdnt factor began to exert
Itli mfluenc~ The effect~ of the world economic crl'l'> became
'IMble m India The Bombay Stock bxc..hdnge CnM!t and the closmg
ot the ~hare warket wao; reported on the l 2th of July Thi., wali
d(..lOmpanied by the cnlil'> m the Bornbay Tex.tile mud.,try, the
do.,mg of mill., and a large increase m unemployment The mam
factoro;; c.ontnbutmg to the cn.,t&, u wai, i;;tated, were the fall m cotton.
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prices, accumalaion of stock and general trade depression. Sir
Purshottamdas Thakurdas in an interview to the press (the "Time~
of India" 18-7-30) stated that "In rural districts there was widespread distress which was becoming more and more acute." He
added that, "The Government will have to give either takav1
advances or some sort of doles to cultivators to enable them to
subsist." Mr. D. P. Khaitan, President of the Indian Merchants'
Chamber Calcutta, said that. "The prices of both raw and
manufactured jute had declined to a level which was considered
low even in the pre-war period. The producers were the woN
sufferers." (The "Times of India" 18-7-30). Mr. Pir Mohammad
Hussain, in the Punjab Council, quoted several figures to lo.how
that the price of wheat and cotton had gone down so low that the
yield per acre was only Rs. 2 net after paymg off the.water rate,
land revenue and local cess.
It was under the impression of these indications and al!oio of the
first serious anti-money-l91der riot in the affected area (Kishorga111.
Bengal), that the section of the bourgeo1s1e which stood for
essentially same political demands as the Congress, but which
discountenanced the C.D. Movement, sent its representative,,
Messrs. Sapru and Jayakar, on the peace mis~ion "to restore nonndl
conditions." The congress leaders who were "leading the struggle"
were not devoid of interest in these peace efforts. The Associated
Press reporting the Working Committee meeting on the 30th Cll
August Mated with some justification that "indication!"I were not
wanting that the Committee was closely following the fortune~ of
the Sapru-Jayakar pec!ce move."
The Working Committee meetings of the same date came .•ut
once again with a long programme for the coming month5>. Mo't
of the items of this programme concerned only the bourgeois clas'
and especially "the mercantile community". which was now lendmg
its organised support to the C.D. Movement The programme
included withdrawal of deposits from Post Office Saving B~k'
and Postal Cash Certificates, (withdrawing support from B~1ush
Insurance Companies, ~tting up of Arbitration Boards for bu!tmes~
disputes, boycott of British goods, propaganda for the use_ 0
Swadeshi articles etc. The programme still spoke of "preparauon
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and inauguration of a campaign for the non-payment of land revenue
or such other Government tax as the provinces may consider necessary
or feasible." It is important to note that six months after the movement
had started the Congress still talked of preparation and inauguration
of a restricted no-tax; campaign. And this preparation had hitherto
consisted in sending its leading cadres by thousands to jail, by asking
them ·o make senseless salt demonstration. The U.P.P.C.C.
communique of 2.8.30 reported breaches of Salt Law, picketing of
hquor and cloth shops, and not a word about the organisation of the
peasant struggle. At the same time it had 1600 arrests to its credit ~o
far. Except in a number of villages in the Bardoli Taluka no-tax
rnmp:iign was nowhere seriously in progress.
Ahout this time Forest Satyagraha emerged out of the stage in
which it was practi!.ed by volunteer~ only. In C.P. and Bihar, it
took a mass fonn. The mass of poor villagers, who are hit the hardest
hy forest regulations, went in enthusiasticall)' for these
demonstrations. The Police repression which followed in the wake
of these mass demonstrations was met in many places with the
~tubbom re~istance of the peasants. leading to bloody cla~hes.
Seveial such clashes were rep0·1ed from C.P. in September, the
Chimer incident in Maharastra took place toward~ the end of
September. At Chimer 5,000 villagers w;·vlaid the police who had
am'stcd the leaders of the Forest Sayt<1graha tht're. Firing had
ab~olutely no effect on the villagers determined to rescue their
leaders. The Congress volunteers and the leaders made futile!
attempts to check the violence of the mob and tried to save the
poli<.:e hut failed. The Chimer experience was too much for the
C·ongress. Mass forest Satyagraha was ai.J·mdoned in the Bombay
pre~1dency thereafter. But in !-.pite of the Congress several ma'is
net... in connection with the non-payment of forest dues continued
10 take place in the C.P., the Deccan an<l Bihar. There were riots in
the C.P. where several thousand goons armed with spear.~ and lathis
P•lllicipatcd. Jn the Deccan .,c>veral thousands of Kolis occupied
the Sluvneri Fort and refused to pay the forest dues. (October 17).
In Nasik District 4,000 peasants participated in a campaign of nonpaymcnt of grazing dues but were put down by armed police. The
call t 0 ~
rorest Satyagraha appealed to the poor peasantry in those
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paru where the closure of fore!lt and the levy of truces on grazmg and
gathenng fire-wood m closed area~ 1i; cl genu1De economic gnevanc.e
But the Congre,.., did not want to develop or orgc101~ a btruggle on
these partial gnevance-, They merely wt~ed to make these sen-,ele.,~
i;ymbohc demono,trat1onll to fill the Jddb The moment the blruggle
gro\\-mg deeper "pontaneously took a llenOUb tum, they dropped 1t
The breakdown of the "peace negot1at10nll" which took place dl
the end of September can be said to mark the end of the fmt period
of the C1vtl D1sobed1ence Movement The mdm characten .. t1c of
th1ll period 1s that the Congre\s leaderllh1p Wd' able to develop thL
C1v1l D1i;obed1ence Movement almoo,t dcc.ordmg to It\ plJn of
'.ltagmg a demonstration, ftllmg the Jdlls, evddmg a genume md''
lltruggle of the rural population dnd locaho,mg c1nd 'dbotagmg 1t
where tt could not be avoided They began wllb the 'dlt
demon4'trauons which 1Dvolved no mner cld"" conflict nor 1mohed
a ma3or economic gnevdnce of the peasant ma,.,e, They developed
thelle demon\trationi; frol}I the md1v1dual form to the ma" form
and left off when a i;uffic1ent number of people were drreo,ted 1he\
..erved no other purpo41e but to divert the energ1ell of the rank Jnd
file, who were ec1ger for '.ltruggle, mto o,afe chdnneh fhe~l
demono,trat1on .... even when they took a mao,\ form, did but neghg1bk
dctmage to the Salt Excise Depdrtment dcc.ordmg to the adm1w011
of the Government They were abandoned a\ o,oon cl' they fJ1led to
bnng the c1wa1ted c.rop of arrec;tb or led to ant1-pohce not., S1m1ldr
tacttci, were adopted with reference to f<orebt Sc1tyc1g1ahc1 wh1c.h
we helve descnbed above Rec;oluttons about no-tax campaign were
pali\ed, but 1t wa\ not aJlowed to develop anywhere o,enouc;ly exLcpt
ID Bardoh with which we ~hall deal pre~ently The centre of gw IV
of the spontaneou" n\mgs of th1i; penod Jay more m tht.. urbJn
arecti; than ID the rural ones No doubt the begmnmgo, of the ctg1 Jndn
cnll1s made them.,elve\ felt towardc. the end of this peuod The
ftr\t anti-money-lender and antt-zammdar not' took pJ.u.c '"
K1shorgan3, Sukkur and li;lampur It was under the 1mpres,1on of
these md1cat10ns that the hberal bourgeo1~1e m1t1ated the pri:lle
negotratron' The negot1ctt1on!I failed Both the Congre"' and th~
Government we1e unw1hng to yield The Government did not yiel
because 1t wac; not yet faced with the ser10u~ situation (with which
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it wai. faced 5 months later} created by the combmatlon of an acute
agranan cns1'> with an unorgam~ed but contmuou'i pohuca] ferment
Of course the y1eldmg demanded of the Government has to be
under'>tood m relation to the Congre'i'i demand itself, which wa"'
nothmg but an elastic formulation of the term'> of reference to the
RT C The Congre-,s did not yield because they fe]t they had not
exc1tul the "maximum" pre..,~ure They were encouraged by their
~ucce'>~ m keepmg up Jarge poht1cal demonstration, and at the same
time bt>mg ab1e to avoid 'ienom clac,., confhct~ There was no
01gam<;ed revolutionary party m the fteld to take advantage of the
poht1cal ferment and develop d revolutionary mas'> struggle The
agr.man cn'>l~ had not developed '>O far a., to mten~1fy the menace
of '>pont•.meou'> ma'i'> revolts of the rural exploited cla.,<;e<; The thud
fat.tor which 'itrengthened the Congre.,., and which wa~ not pre~ent
m the tmt N C 0 Movement of 1919-21, Wd'> the orgam-,ed -,upport
whtt.h 1l obtamed trom tho'>e '>ectlon-. of the bourgeome which
generally ~tood aloot from the Congre<;-, The Indian mercanttle
wmmumty '>Ohd1y supported the Congre'>'i The Pre~1dent of the
Ahmedabad M1ll-owner'i A.,.,ociat1on -,tated (the "Time<; of India'
'.!6-i-10) that "W1.,e 'itatemar. l1ip demanded a bold pohcy of
l0nc..1hat1on ba..,ed on comprom1'ie with Mahatma Gandhi" And
latter it refu-,ed to -,end It!> repre'>entatl\ e!i to the Leg1'>lature., a..
prote'>t agam<,t the arrest of Mr Gandhi 1 he Bombay N.its"e Piece
Good., Merchantc,' A-,<;ocsat1on dedared "a hartal for an mdef1mte
period from 26-7-30 a~ a prote~t agam-,t the repre'i"1Ve pohcy of
the Government " The Federdt1on of the Indian Chamberi. of
Commerce refu~ed to ~upport the R TC Thi" org..im~cd bourgeois
'>Upport moral a'i well as material, togeth, r N1th the other reason<;
given above, enabled the Congre'>'i to po<,tpone its capnulauon m
~t:ptember and contmue the movement for another five month<;
The concludmg five month~ of the C D Movement may be said
to form the .,econd penod The dec1-,1ve and dommatmg factor m
thi.. penod wa.-, the rapidly deepening agranan cns1s The Federat10n
of the Indian Chambe~ of Commerce, m ib cone~pondence with
the Government of India, gave stnkmg 'figure~ ot the phenomenal
fall of pnceCi of cotton, JUte and wheat ( 16 l 0 30) Cotton pnce
were stated to be so low as to be under the cost price of production
1
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The Jute grower couJd hardJy recover haJf of his coo;t of production
In the c.ai,e of wheat there was an unprecedented fall The pr1c.e fell
from R., 1/8 per mc1und, (m March 1930) to Re 1/3/- per maund m
October of the \clme year It wai, stated that even the pnce of R~ 1/
8/- was unremuneratlve to the Punjab growers of wheat Th1,
downwc1rd trend ot dgncultural commod1t1e\ 1s borne out by the
diagram prepared by Mei,,ri, Rodocana<..h1 and Co m Bombdy
(The "Time ... of India" 29-4-11) Accordmg to th1o; d1.tgram the
percent.tge drop m the pnce' of Broc1ch <..otton, JUte .ind whe.it
between January 1930 and Janu.iry 1911 wao; re.,pecttvely 45 pe1
cent, 50 per cent and 50 per cent 01 ...tre'& among the culuvator~
was great and eve1yday mc.rec1~mg A Talukdan tenant from
Barabank1 (UP) wrote (The "Hmdu ... tan Time," 16-20-10) lhe
produce of an ent1Te holdmg 1& not .,uthctent to meet 'ven hdlf of
the rent demanded, now 1f the rnlt1vator "hould decide to pdy the
rent. there wrll be nothmg left to &upport the family throughout the
year" "The Statei,man",-of 10-10-10 report., .tbout the dl'~t1L''
.tmong JUle c.ult1vc1tor., m the d1'itnch of Bengal "The cult1vc1tm'
c1re puttmg up for 'c1le all then worldly po.,'ie.,.,1om. uten,11 .... cdtllt
etc
utter rum ..tare' them m the face The cult1vator" m .ill
the provmceli were faced with the .,ame f .tte
fhe mtcn,1f1<..at1on of a w1de-.,pread agr.in.tn d1,tre.,, nldde tht
ta ... k. of contrail mg the C D Movement. e~pec.1.1.lly m the rur,d Jre.1very d1ft1cuh Attt•mpt' we1e made, m .,p1te of repre.,i,1on to letp
up the demon.,trat1on., m the c.1tic., The bourge01.,1e who 'upported
the movement offered matcna] .,upport to the Congre'' m th1'
P1cketmg of doth and liquor 'hop,, flag \c1lutat1on' et~ we1t
organt\ed m the cn1e\ to mc1mt.im the cnthu"a'm of the l tt}
bourgeo1' rank and file On the hr~t of Oc.tober the Bomb 1)
merchant., made d voluntclry offer to the B PC C to p.ty a ..ort ol
levy to tht War Coum.. 11 to help the Congre.,., Movement m tht
city But m 5,pttt' of the ..e cttlempt\ the <..entre of the movement h.id
now dehmtely \h1fted to the 1utal .trea\ The ta~k ot the Cone:re''
m th11i penod wa~ to contmuc1lly d.tngle the threat of .,p1ecid111g d
no-tax campaign m the face of the Government, to loc.clh1ie ,md
<..ontrol the campaign m part\ where 1t h.td alrecldy been ..ti'rtt..d
(BMdoh), and to politpone .md evade 1t m 1ammdar1 provmceii (hki.
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ll p Bengal, B1h..tr eK ) We .,hdll bnefly touch upon the three mo.,t
import.int feature"i of the pca.,ant c;.truggle'i of th1~ penod, namely ( 1)
the Gu1.irat .,truggle (Bctrdoh, Bor'idd), (2) the ~truggle of the U P
pt.•.i.,,mt1y, and (1) the .,pont.lncou~ pea.,ant mmgc;, of th1!ii penod
r I) Ccrt.im village., of Bor.,ad Tdlukd (Kdird 01.,tnct) dnd the
B,uJoh T.tluk.t (Sur.tt 01.,trn. l) were the fir.,t m GUJdrdt. m fact m
thL wl 1le of InJ1.t, to ldunch upon a no-tdx c..ampa1gn dunng the
c I> Movement Tim they did c;,pontdneou.,ly 'ioon .tfter the drre\t
nf l..i,u<l.ir P.itcl .tnd G.mdh1 The middle pea!iidntl) of Guja1.it
1!.LllCT .illy ,.md e.,peL i.1lly of the.,e p.irtll uld1 tdluka~ I'- ~•• ongly undL 1
c,,111 Jhi.m influence The pca.,ant., of B.udoh Taluka hdd l.dmed
out,, no t.ix .. trugglc agdmc;.t the enhanc..ement of 1928 to which we
h th. ..the.id) referred The 'B..tnJoh" type of pea.,ant 'itrugglc 1.,
l h.u.idc11.,tK of Gdndh1an 1eform1.,m It attempt~ to .tvotd at all
l.O'l' the da.,.. .,trugglc J.g.im.,t the lm. .il explmter., and .,eek...
ult1m.1llh d.i...., c..ollaborat1on with the Impen.th.,t Government It
,1ppL,11., th.it th1., form of .,truggle lan he u.,ed by n.iuon.il retornmm
Im .,omc 11me wllh impunity m the l)OtWdlY ..tre..t., to meet n., own
pu1po.,c wh1'h 1., lo k.eep up ademon.,trJt1on ,md poht1L.:1l ferment,
\\ h1k .it the .,.ime tnnc keepmg •n l.helk the m.,tmc.tn e force., ot
lt\olt lhe re.i.,on of thI\ 1., to be .,ought m the d.i.,., .,tllll.lure of
lhL l•t·.1-.,mtt\ ot thlN~ Pill' tnle' v. h1l.h '' e h.i\e .ilreudy g1\en m
111l,1rltt1 ,Ll.t1on 1 he pc.t.,,mt ry of GuJ,1r, t m.1y roughly be di\ 1ded
11110 1h1cc d,1.,...e., m1t.fdle pc.t.,clnt' pom pe.t.,.mt., dnd l.rnd
l.1hou1t.1' fhe.,e di\ Non., lOllll.lde mote 01 Jc.,., v. Hh the prmcrp.il
t i...tc tit\ Non~. lT 1.ilp..trclJ. R.tmp.u.11 .ind Dubla~ The p.it1d.i1" \\ho
lornKd the had.hone ot the ... uugglc both m 1928 .ind 19~0 ~I
hd111w to the t 11 ... t named d.1 ... ., The m.lJl • 11 ~ o1 them clll' more 01
k "" \\l II to do pca ... .int f.u mer... who torm .i .,ub.,t.tnll..tl mmo11l\
of thL lnl11c popul..tt1011 ot the pc.t.,,mi.. of Gu1.i1..tt The Duhla.,
10!-l thLt "'1th tht• RJnip.u.11 ton11 the m.t1ont\ fhc} .ire either poor
PlJ\,mt lUlt1vctt01\ ,md l.iho111Lr., 01 Jl.tu,11.,crt... who are ,1du,1llv
l 'l1 l01tLd b) the pat1d.ir.,, v. h1lh .., tht.• econom1ltlll} domm,mt
't'Ltmn ownmg the g1edtc1 p.i1t of the l.md of the prm mce All
lhL-.L "l'l.lton., howe\er die f.lu~d \\1lh one big . .ill-po\\e1ful
~Jndlord, who h..t., ,111 the rnt",m., ot oppie.,...ion, polll.e eh. Jt ht.,
eL], Jnd c.all th.it "'· the Bntr.,h Gmemmcnt The m.11or clJ.,...
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conflict in thi!-1 province therefore is the one hetwecn the Government
and the peasant population generally. Of course there is a section of
big land-owners and money-lenders which alway' 'iides with the
Government. but it i!-1 relatively insignif i<'ant. economically a.' well a1i
numerically. Thu!> when the middle peasantry put!> up a reM!>larwc
againM the univer!o.al oppres~or, or carrie' out even "the reform 1, 1
~truggle again~t him, it 1~ bound to receive some mea,ure of mot JI
~uppo11 from the section of poor and landlcs' pea,antry. The !o.tronghold
of Congrc!o.!o. influence among the Gujarat pem.antry 11o1 the pat1darclJ.,.,
of middle peao;ants. The Congre~-. ha' never attempted to cnh't the
'upport of the Dubla!> and Rampamj by ci;pou!-.mg their econom1L
mterc!>ts. All they have done 1' to open a few a!-hram ... 'chuol' fo1
them and done !!IOme "welfare" work among1o1t them. The mtluenLL'
thu!-. gained over them wa1o1 perhap!> enough in 'horthv.d 'lmg#!b
(lile tho'e of 1928 and 1930-31 ). to make them pa.,.,1vcly 'upprnt thL
mowmcnt of the patidar!o.. Attempt' were actually made h} the
Go\cmment official' dt1fing the no-tax campaign of B•trdoh .md
Bor..ad to 'tir tho~c '-CCt1on' again't the paudar!> hut they met "'1th
little 'ucce!-.'-. Thi1o1 rather lengthy explanat10n 1., g1wn to 'hov. ho" .1
non-v1oknt Gandh1an demo.,tmt1on of cl no-tax campaign wa., po,..,1hlt
m Gu1arat without g1vmg n!>c to !icm>U!> da'" confl1cl'> wtth the d,,,,l'•
which ...upport the Congre".
In 'Ptle of t111 ... even 111 Gujarat, the Congrc,., made no 'e11011\
attempt to 'pread the no-tax campaign which hacl <dread) liw1
'tarted ma few v11lage' of Bor..,ad and Bardo1i to the 1c't of 1ho,l'
Taluka., up to the end of September. "The Time., of India" 1l'po1tcd
on 2519/30 that Bor.,ad and Bardoli Taluka!> would bt• the f ir,1,uc.i'
!>elected for the non-payment of taxe!-.. The 'trugglc ..i-. ... umcd J
particularly ai:utc form m the month!> between October .md JJm1.1•)
1931. The land revenue m these part" I' paid yearly m Januctr} JnJ
Match. By the time the no-tax agitation gathered fmcc m thl''L'
taluka., mo'l of the due.., were paid. In Bor,ad for instance .111 the
due., for 1928 and I 929 were paid up except m the ca!tc of Ra., Jnd
13 other v1llagc,, which took the pledge not to pay the rc,cnUL
toward!! the end of March, a.., a proteM against the arre't of S.nd.u
Patel. In Bardo Ii Taluka however out of the 5 lacs, the total revenue
demand for the Taluka. 2V2 lacli were due when the M' 1\·emcnt
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...t.i.rted there m June Attdchment' dnd pohce repre.,s1on began
dg,un-.t tho\e village.., which had taken the vow not to pay the land
rewnuc. a., early d"i m June Toward' the end of September, the
Cong1e"' began a 'Y~temdtlc propdganda m the ...e taluka' with a
, 1 c~ to orgam'e the movement The Government 1,ent 'trong
umtmgl·nt., of the Kitchener Pohce to the1,e tdluka1, ,md began an
unp 11.alleled reign of terror The d"ihram-;, whu..h were the <..entre'
of no 1,1x p10pJ.gdnda, were demoh..,hcd dnd occ..up1ed by the pohc..e,
hou'L'" were broken open the mmdte.., were me1<...rlc..,1,ly beaten ,md
thL propert)' fou.rbly atta<..hcd In Bor,J.d, where the due' ~e1c
nt...~hgthle thl' Government ,mte-dJ.tcd the pdymcnt1, ~ htc..h were
d111 m 19~1 and dem.rnded them rn Ottober Under the'e
l llLUm..,tJ.nLe .. of grd\e provoLJt10n J.nd mo't brut.tl 1eprc..,-;1on.
thL ( ong1e ... . , orgJm,ed mrgratton of the pea..,,rnt . . to the adJommg
tl n 1t01 rL" of the Batoda litJ.te About NO\embe1 h. df the populdtron
of hot'1 thc..,c t.1luka1, had migrated ThL .,tandmg uop' whr<..h they
k ft hLhmd were attached, their hou1ic' broken open J.nd the c.ontent"
IL ..,Lt ed 01 robhed by the polrc.c Not ..,cltJ,fied "1th tlm J.nni:d po"...e'
of K1tl hl·n 1Poh<..c entered the B.mxia tcmtol) .md .mad.ed thL. LJ.lllP'
of .nl H111.1tl'• and beat tht'" 1 mc·rltle..,...I) Pp to ~member the
L impugn Wei.., 111 the m.un re ... trr<..ted to Bor..,.id TalukJ m Kaira Dr-;tnct
md B,udoh m Sm at Underthc nnpre""' 'n of the hero11. ,utfermg., of
th1.. ll111.it11, and bccau ...c of the approad mg LOlll'dJOn umc the not,t\ Ldlllpdtgn hcgJ.n lo 1,prLad to othe1 t.tluka' lJ.l.tlpur Clukhh, .ind
Bul1i.u ('°)urdl) follo'Acd 'mt m DeLemh1.~1 Olpad followed a.., latL. a.,
m T.mu,111 lhc onl) othe1 pl.ile' 'Ahe1e the l.ttnPdl!!J1 'PICdd m Gu1.rr.it
\\UC N.1d1ad and An.ind m the Ahrncd.ih.id d1.,t11.t and HJ.lo) m the
PJnlh M.ihJI., Fvcn m the'e tdluka1i onh • "vrll.tge., Wt'tc ,rlfCl.ted
I Im.., L\.Cn m GUJcllc.ll, where toi the red..on' g1\en abO\c the Congre.,...
ould gmdc and wntrol the movement and effcl.tl\eh prevent ll from
<l1. ve1opmg mto d <. lav.. 'tmgglc of the pe l"cinl., .i.., a 1.. IJ..,., agam.,t the
Lim er mnt nt they were caut1uu' enough not to 'pread tl.e mO\ ement
It"' 1mp01tant to note th lt the movement he1c thd not 'tart" Ith
th1. f01mul.tt1on ot econom1L. dcmdnd ... of the pea....mtr) and their
Lnrrdat1on with the poht1cal ...trug:gle. ag•.un't the whole w"tem of
hnpL.tMIM 1.ind tenure and thu' agam\t ltnpcn.ih'm tt\elf The
Congre.,... lc.ider' never 'aid a word dbout the mab1ht} of the
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pecl,ant' to pay land revenue by the pea,,mtry w.i' thdt 'we ,h.tll
not pciy taxe' untrl Mcih.itma G.indh1 and S.irdar Pdtel .ire relea,ed
Many of them 'did that 1t wa' a 'fight tor C)w.ira1". but gener,11ly
added we 'h.ill not pdy till Gandh111 ci'k' U'I to pay' , and m MarLh
1911 he did cl'k them to pay without g.11nmg anythmg for the
pea,dnt1y of GuJ •.llat' h.onom1C. demJ.nd' were put forwcl1d by th,u
'e1.t1on of the hourgeo1 ... 1c whll.h did not openly 1om the muvt.mtnt
but lent 1t' mordl .md mcltcn.ll ,upport The Pre,1dent of tht Ind1,m
Mer1.hant' Chambc1 of Bomh.iy .idd1e....,ed .i letter to the
Government, m wh1c.h he referred to the f.ill of pn1.e' ..i111.I
re1..ommended the '-.t'e of the pe.i,J.nt' of the two t.tluk..i1, tor
complete or partial 1cn11"1on He <..ondcmned the pohc.c rcpre.,.,mn
dnd the GO\ernment poh<..y of .inte d.itmg the pdymcnt dJIL.,
(Leader 19111110) Mr WJkhand Hu.i Ch,md 1.,pcaimg Jt thl
Annual Gener.ii Meeting ot the Mahar.t.,htr.i C'hdmhu of
Commefl.e dem.lndcd th.it;hc GO\emment 'hould dltogcther fort ol1
the land revenue for one ve.ir to '..tvc the agm. ultun1,t' from thL
effe1.h of che cnw.
fhc Bd.rdoh 'trugglt. ot 192b \\J' pmely cconomll. Tht
Cong1e'' le.ider' 'tl e"ed repc.itedly the pomt th.i.t 1t had no polilll 11
11npl11..it1on1, They o;,tud1ou ... 1y kept out the polit11..il 1,1.,uc' In 19 ~O
l 1 the) wanted to h.ivt. d wt.II pl.innLd hut 101..J.h,cd dcmo11,1r.u10
for their own pohtll.J.I pmpme fhl- poliw...d 1.,log.i.n' undc1 \\hrd1
the ... ttuggle wa' c.ondul.led \\CIC merely Th11, wd' a fight 101
Sw.ira1 .ind RelLd'-t. M..ihatm.i and ~.uda1 'The CongrL.,... Ll>Uld
not .ittord to formu1.1tc tht. ,truggll! on the h.i.,11., of t'l..OllOnm
dem.indo;, ht.1.au ...c m th.1t lJ'c the 'tmggk· w.i' bound to 'P' id
e~peL1dlly m \ 1<..\I. of the J.gr.u 1...t.n l.Tl'>I' On the other h.md thl
1,truggle w.i' ... tn1.tl) lot tih.,~d ..ind the energy ot the PL"'"n'' 111
other d1'tnct' \I. .i., <lnel.led to cloth dlld h4u01 p1ckctmg ,111d ~.ill
'idtyagr<lhd The 1,truggk WJ' not c on<luLtcd on the d.i'' bJ"" hut
on .i c..i~te b.i'" It w.i.., the i...J'ltc Pdnc.hJy.it' wh1<..h weri: U'L d 10
brmg '>OLJdl prci,,me on the \J.<..111.itmg elcment'i It WJ' throu"h
the .igency of Ld'-lL PtlnLhaydt"> th...t.t bldckleggmg on the part 01
Ramp.irdJ .md Duhl .. , w.i' prevented ~o attempt Wa"> rn.s.dc to bi Ill.!
m the'e two da~'e' by formul.itmg their demand"> cl' pe..t.,Jllt'
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l ontiollmg the 1,truggle through the Pdnc.hayat.., mcan1, wntrollmg

it through the mo1,t mfluent1dl, therefore, nc.h member., ot the c..io,te
A -.trugglc whKh "" m the mtere1,to, of the mdJOnty of the poor
pt-a'>.tnb •.md to1)ep, on land 1...m never be c.onducted on th1 ... bd.,l'>
Another nnportdnt tJct1c of the 11trugglc wa., the HIJrdt, the m.i.,.,
1111 g1 ,1t10n of the pat1ddr., to the Baroda ~late H1Jrat wa<, effective
111 ,, mu1..h a ... rt ... aved the pc1t 1dar.., from the inhuman pohc.e
1eprc.,.,ron Hi1rat together with the wmplete bo}wtt of Government
l ff 1u.!1 '> nude It rmpo..,...rble for the Government to wlle<.t the
1uLl1UL t vcn by ,uta<.hmg (.,TOP"· be1..Ju.,e there \\d'> no labourer
J,. 1J.1blc to 1emovc the ...amc The Re\ cnue Member of the Bomb.ty
(10H'111ment 'tatcd th..1.t two l..1.kh11 h.id to be '>pent to tC<.Qvcr half a
l,il '1 of a11ca1., L..1.tcr on the polKc p,ut1c' .. unounded \\hole vtll...igc'
11111 t11cd to p1e\c11t m1gr,lt1on by fo1Le The 1mpor1Jm.e of H11r..1.t
to till Congre" I.iv m thl" th..1.t rt prev\?ntcd '10le1Ke on the pdrt ot
Lht people and th.tt rt hdped them to lrn.. ..1.h'c the .. trugglc The
qtll ,11011 of the H 1JI dtl., rmgr Jtmg to the nerghhom mg d1,tr Kl
L.111v111g with them c1 v1gorou.., no t.n. ,1g:ttallon ne\cr .iro..,c In
th 11 L,l\e thL not.ix tamp.ugn would h,l\e .,pre.Id lrf...c 'Alldtue m
(1u1u1t It w.i' thL c;;,ll\,1gr.lh1 tadtc of mete!) \\1thd1.rn111g from
thLll "dl.igec.. th,1t 1., \dLJtmg tue <.cntn!' ot Lontl1Lt .ind d\Otdtng
J-..ttt.tl ll\l.,l,\nLl'
fhe plight of tlw B,udoh pe.t.,dlll'> .iii r the tnKe I" \\.ell kno"n
PuhLL 1cprt .,.,1011 LOntmued even Jfter t11c truLc M.m} of tht. land.,
.111 .iL11cd WLIL Ill\ c1 1ctumed In th1., -.onncct1on 11 \\a., the ...rndllc1
pat1dJ1 pe<t...dnl.., who we1e the lo.,e1.,, a., the htg ta1m'> whILh h..t.d
hecn Jlt..t.<. hed Lou Id not he ... old No (.,ompem.ltmn w.i., gn en tor
the dL-.t1t1Lt10n ot property. not to "c.lY dl1\.thmg .i.bout tnJUI} to hfe
rnd limb fhe GovL rmnent m.,t1tuted a .,1 .dll mqun) mto the pol1Le
opp1e ..... 1on ..1.t thL rcque ..t of Mr Gandhi .,o a., to en..1ble hnn to go
h> lhc R r c Jlld ot <.our ... c wc kno\\- "'h.i.t (dtnC out of 1t when
1e.id tht. noto~1ou., Gordon Report
!2) Th<. Congre ...... had to follow quite d1tfe1ent t..i\..ttc... m the
l P He1c the mam que ... 11011 1' of 1ent. and the pr mcrpal hne of
ll,i..,.., Lle.iv..1gc 1., bet\\een thr tendnt,-ughtlc.,... or othern 1<.,e, and
the big l'Jmmd..11., Jnd t<.1.lukdd1.., The ten.mu y 1<., ground dov. n not
only b) cx<.c..,..,1w rent, but even the t1\11a/ method' ot 1ent colle<..tJon
J.re mhuman J.nd b..1r bar ou., m the extrl•mc 0\ er and dbove th1~ the
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zammd.ir exact'\ 11leg.il ce.,.,e~ and forced labour from the nghtle.,.,
tenant Thi.., bemg the common feature of the .igranan cond1t1om
m U P. the cla..,.., c..onfhct there t'i pat t1cularly acute and it 1.,
1mpo.,.,1ble to launc..h a no-tax campa1gA without 1t... tummg mto .i
no-rent 'itruggle .igam... t the ummd.ir"
The dem.md for a no-tax c.ampmgn wa., made by the U P pea,dnl\
muc. h earlier du1 mg the couro;e of the C D movement ll .,ell hut
nothmg ex<.cpt 'idlt Satyc.l.grc.l.ha and ptc.ketmg etc Wc.l.., OQ,dlll'>Ld
up to November 1910 The <..ollect1on tune m U P 1., NovLmbu
and then under prc ...... ure from below the Congre.,., w..i., fm<..ed to do
..,omcthmg m the m.1ttcr The UP PC C review toi the week enchng
22-9-10 .,t..ited th..tt 'The Counc.11 of the U PPC C h..t., .t.,ked thL
d1ftercnt Cong1c.,., Committee'> to <..oncentr..ite their .mention on
no-t.ix <....impa1gn wh1Lh mdude., land tax, mc.ome tai pun1t1H
poht.c t..ix .md othe1 '1m1la1 d1reLl taxc., ' It Wd'> '>l.tted th 11
prepa1.it10n., were bemg m.tde m th1., d1re<..tion No-rent 1..imp.1um
of 1.our.,e w..t., not ment10~d ..it .ill (Hmdu.,tan Time.., 1 11 10)
The c..ompellmg f01L-e whKh made the Cong1e.,.., 1.omL f orn uJ
'f01 the p1cpa1.it10n of the no-t.ix Lamp.ugn" \\d" of LOUJ\L thL
deepe111ng .igian.i.n c..n"'"· V1.h1ch hct.ame quite ..ipp.uent 111
Octoher lhc ">ecrct.uy ot the Bo..itd of Revenue .idd1e.,.,eJ 1
urcul,u to the 01-.trn.t Otf1u.!r'> m UP m wh1Lh he .i-.ke<l thvn
to l..tretully \\ ati.h the .igr..in..in <.,lluatwn 'He "1.itc<l th.it chL
c.ontmu.it1on of the low prn. e-. tor tood-grcJm" <..au"e" .i11x1L11
not only m 1egard to the pre.,ent but m 11' po.,.,1hle 1e.iLt10n on
the land 1evenue, if the downw.ird pwgrc-.., ,., 111dmt.11ntJ
Inform..ttton h.i.., been ret.et\ed that the re..,ult., a1t. .ilic.iJ\
makmg them.,ehe., .ipparent m ... ome d1..,tnct-. for ex.unpJ . . lll
the reltnqm.,hment ot 1rngcJtcd holdrng<;, and .i dt.d1111n
re ... 1.,tanc.e to CJeLlmcnt " ('Leader", 20-10-10)
On 27th ot Novemher the "Leader" reported "acute dt'>L-Ontcnl
among the cult1vcJtor'> m the Allah.thad D1o;tnc..t, due to the 1..tll 111
pnc.e.., " It <.,t.tted tl-tat the tenant., VI.ere bemg pre..,..,cd h) tht
ummd.ir., for theJr rent<; which were f.lllmg due, but they (Ten 1nhl
were unable to pc.iy hec.aulie of the c..heapne.,, of g1..tm Nwm·rou'
pet1tton., for rem1..,.,H'll were bemg filed Under the.,e <..ncum.,t..tnl.l. "
the Congre..,.., had to be m the f 1eld, not to lead a no-rent <..amp.ngn
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but to wntrol dnd 'idbotage It We hdve dlreddy given the rc!iolution
of the l T P PC C with reference to no-ldX The dctudl fommla about
1cnt \\d'i that the Congre-,, wa.., to make arrangement.., with the
iJmmdaro, that the tendntc;; be allowed to pay 8 to JO ,mna!I m the
1upct dnd get a receipt for full pdyment fhe Congre-,.., thu'i hoped
to .tvOld r(d'i'i-... truggle by making drrangement ... with the good'
iJm111da1.., ~Xddly the ... ame demand v..i.., made by Mr Anand
~w,1 rup ,t big 1ammdar M L C of Mu1atfdrnaga1 In The Leader"
J J 2 10 he w10te th.it "the Government ..,hould remit at lea'il 2'5
pu Lt.Ill of the revenue tu the 1ammdar.., and m turn ,t..,k them to
1tmll double tht• amount to the c..uluvator..,
II w,1-. under the ..,tre..,c;; of the-.e C\ ent.. th.it the Congr~,.., hJ.d to
!!l torn,ud to he.id the mo\ement 111 ordcrto be head 11 A., -.oon a.,
1g1t.it1011 wa.., ... tatted by the Cong1c-..., polite rep1e..,..,mn beg.in m
lJ p Meet mg-. .... CIC b1okcn ur Volunteei-. were beaten JllU ).:tiled
In 'Pile of the t.tlk of ..,p1e.idmg the no l<l>.. t..tmp<11gn which '-"d"
~omg on toi month-. no prep.i1..tt10m v.e1t m.ide fhe Kl'an ~dbha..,
WL H dt..,LOUI aged .md pect'i..tnt-. .1-.ked to 10111 the Congrc-.-. B,tt<..he-.
uf 'olunteer-. we1 c d1 amed ott h om the '1 ll.1ge-. to the ell\ for '..tit
"I 1tv<1g1 ah.i doth and hquo1 l '-ketmg <1.1d 'o on The blov. !I nt
pnhLL rtp1e..,..,1on fell 011 <1n unp1ep.ucd front
A \lllllll.., Jtti.:mpt v.,1.., made onl} 11 two village, m Agra to
Ol!!;.1111-.l a no rent <..Jmp.ugn tm~ Jtd.., the end of Dc<..t:mhc1 1 he
pollu.' 1tp1c..,..,1on ..,t<tttcd <tlmo,t 1mmcd1.itclv Attempt.., v.ere m.idc
ll 1 follo>w the B•.udoh model Tcn.ini... m1grtlted nut ot the v11lJge"
I ht poh<..c utwp1ed the dc..,crted v1 llJgt.., dnd h1 ok.." open the hou'e"
0 f tcnJnt... 1 he no-1ent ep1..,odl m the le~ '111.tge.., of Agra tOlldp..,ed
m the I u . . t week of J,mu,uy 1911 fh1.., " ..... the only m..,tdnte of Jn
Ol!!.tlmt<i no tent tampd1gn m U P .md It took pl.1.ce tl>Wa1tl.., the
Llld of thi.: movement The1c wcrt' ..,pm..tdtt .tltempt.., .tt ..t no-tent
1.. •.11n11a1gn m a few d1<.,tm.t' n1 UP tow.11d.., the end of January
1ht l c.iacr' reported on 2c tnl that m tlmteen \tll.1ge.., ot Rat
B.uelt the1e -wa ... a gcnerdl 1etu ... al to p.1y a11ectr.., ot rent Jue to the
l.indJ01d, ty1anny Jnd h1gh-hJndcJHe,.., Thi.., v.J.., met hy the
Go'-'ernmcnt b} reah~mg the 1enl J<., rL venue unJer ') I :!A of the
Oudh Rent Act
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The decl.ir.1t1on to 'tdrt no-tax dnd no-rent cdmpdtgn m U P <lnd
m the 1ammdan .ueJ ... on the part of the Congre~ ... wa1, more ,1
thredt thJn d plJn of 1,enou' Jct1on The bncf 'ketc..h ot tht
po.,tponement, the lJ<..k of orgam.,ed cff~rt and hJlt-hearted attempt'
Jt .,tJrtmg the c..Jmp.ugn ... m \ery 1e'ltr 1ded Jred' undc1 the pre\\urL
of deep ag1JnJn dl'ttrc'" 1' .,uffa.1ent prnof of 1t Mr Br.ul,toid
wa' <..one<..t when he wrote thJt the Congre....., hke dll n.umn th,r
mo\ement' mdudc' clll cld\'ie' dnd 'ome ot 1t' 'uppolter. would
hdve been 'hod.ed b) d no-rent c..amp.ugn (Bomba) Chromc..k
II 12/lO) Mr Bail,f ord the d1,gm ...ed 'up porter ot ImpenJh'm
knew the dclllger' of \Uc.h J c.ampd1gn He \did 111 nonn.il c...ondllmn'
th1' rent 1., .i me1c...1Je,., cx.ict1on TodJ) 1t' pdymcnt •., phv'llctlh
when m tJct ..i ten.ml c.mnot pay 1t rc...qunc..., 110
1mpo\\1blc
vet) \ 10lent .ig1tat1on to mduc...c him to 1du"c He fore~.idoY.uJ 1
gnm pro,pec.t both tor Impc...11Jh.,m <lnd 1\1..itum.tlNn WhJI '' ''
ye.,tctd.iy .i nJt1onah1,t .iglt.illon mJy bec...ome tomorrow Jn
agr.inan revolt
I
lnd1cJllon., ot .,por..idt<.. ag1a11an 1cvolt wc1e not v.antmc 11
December In \itlldgc Karma m the All,1h,1b..id 1>1 ...1111.t the\ 111,w:u
re.,Luc...d thc... \ oluntec1' ..i1rc,tcd b) the PohLe ~m11l.u I) Jnt1 Pohl
not.. Wt're reported m JJnudry m the All..ih.ib..id IJl'>tm. t On I9th
JanuJry 1911 there"'" Jn .tltcmpt to bm n the /JmmdJr' houo,c.. 111
\llldge Khanpm AllahJb,1d Dl'>t11c...t On the 26th JdnUdl) 1910 1
Teh ... lddr Wd' k1llt..d m \111.igt. .l\ondld h1tehpm 01,tmt !l P
when he went ac...lompdrncd hy the ldmmdd1 to 1eJh\e ltlll' Thi'
Wd\ an dll of rct..th.tllon agam.,t the feh.,1ldJ1 who he.tt ,md clhu-.td
the tenant.,
n) The Urnted PrO\ m<..C'i Wd\ not the only prOVIO(..C \\ li ... ll
dgranJn revolt.. fl.ucd up toward., the end of 1910 In the .,uon I
period of the C D Movement .tnt1-1 Jmmddr nor.. ••mu mom."
lender not1, and 11..,mg:., of the pt.cl\anh fldrcd up everywhc1c.. 111
B1har, m Bengal (M1dnJpm) m (_ P (Buldan.t) and 'o on I "i:n 111
GUJdTJt to\\ard1, thL end !here we1c md1<...it1on., of J growine
tendenc..y towJrd.., vmlenct on the p..in of pdt1dar., Tow.ud' tht end
.>f Dec.ember the Burmct Rebellion whu.. h wa' an orgdm..,ed I 1' 111 g
,
.J
~
of the pea'idntry. whipped mto .t<..tton by wntmued ag;r.man ut'U\
begdn and c.ontmucd f m month' together
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It wa., under the pre.,.,urc of the mmg tempo clnd frequency of
,tgi.in.in revolt., that the "truce" <...ame about The Congre!I.,
c.tpitulclted wholc.,ale It got none ot the pomt'> which it h.i.d put
tot'v\ard when the pca<...e negot1at10n" broke down m September
t 91P The Government c.i.n be '>d.td to have "yielded", 1f at all, only
on one p1 unt It m<lde. 'a pe<lLC ge .. ture" to the Congre.,.,, thm
ILLO~ 111.,mg 1t fm the time bemg .. ., <ln tmportdnt pohttcal fon.e m
the countty lmpenah.,m w,1., forLed to do thr., under the .,tre.,!I of
thL mtcn1,e dg1a11an '-fl"I' m India, .md ,m evet deepcmng elonom1c
u 1..,1., m [ ngl.i.nd tt.,clf lmpcn<lh.,m \\-<lnted b1edthmg time to
w11.,ohd,1tc 1h po.,ll1on m Engl<lnd 1t.,elt, .,o a., to be m a better
po..,tt1on to lighten 1t" gnp on India fhe Congre.,., ll.,cJf l-l!rro11.,ed
11110 ... ubm1.,.,1on by the growmg men<l1..C ot the .tgr<lndn revolution
L<1p1tul<1tcd .md gt<lnted Jmpcrldlt.,m the hre<lthmg "Pc.l'-C tt wanted
11m 11<lidto1t' ov.n 1..0.,t, ... ., the tc(.cnt event., h.tve 1,ho\\-n 5mlc
tht .,o <...tiled Tru ... e Impe11,1h.,t ll'p1c..,.,.on h.t., not abated, on the
otllLt 11,111d 11 h<l., bcu1 .,tead1h mue.i.,mg The\ h..t\e begun <l
rnthk .,.., rugn of tcrnn m Beng.tl .md .ire cmplo\ mg ultra-C z.111't'
1111.. thod . . of trnturc <lgam't 1evolut10n.111e1, Thl .,<lme 1., h.:ippcnmg
Ill h1L N w r Pill\ 1111..e ... lmpcr th'lll I' tdlkmg the .... me l.mgu.1ge
\~ 1th the Congrc...., whK h 11 did when the pc.t<..c nl~got1at1on... broke
down In 1cpl) to M1 GJndh1., plc<ldlllLT tl'l~grc1m <l'kmg \\hcther
1hL BL11~JI 01<lm..tnle ,md the LIP rcp1 "ion v.c1e m<l1lJtmm of
111Lndh rcl,tt1om betv.cLn u-.. Lord W1llmgJon '.t) "· The
Go, ernmcnt Jc.,11 e to h,1vc t11cndly rel..ition-. v. 1th all pohtl<..al
p. ut1eo., . md all .,cct1011' ot the pubhL 'Impen.tlNn Ldll once ,1gc1111
,11fo1d to 1gnmc the Congre" a' the pc11t) wh1d11..,m deliver the
good.,

fhc Delhi 'T1 Ule' b1 ought the pea'>ant., nothmg wh.:it.,OC\ er The
f'L,1.,,mt1y tigu1cd m the Tru(c tc11m no douht, <lnd th1' v.a.,
P1lllLtp.illy w11h reterenLe to Bardoh, wlm It <ltlcr .ill wa' the b1gge't
org,m1'ed peJ'>ant '>truggle under the leade1 .,J11p of thL Congre~.,
J 111 ... ag1eement laid down tht 1eturn of mo' cJble •.md 1mmovc<lble
piopc1ty att.lLhed durmg the cc1mpaign hy the Government, only
undl'r <-ert.im cond1t1on., A., for rem1<:..,1on m laud revenue 1t 'aid
th.tt lf neLC'll\,try the revenue will be .,u.,pended m accord ..mc.e
with the 01 dmc.try permc1ple., of land revenue admtnt'>tratlon " "No
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compenlidtlon Wcl\ to be given for 1mmovedble property \old 01
otherw1'e d1.,po<.cd or' Th1<. 1.., .ill that the pea.,antry gamed
In order to m.ike the bitter pill of <..aprtulauon Jt Delhi ac<..eptablt:
to the rJnk Jnd file .md to the pca.,antry, the Congre,.., declau~d th,u
1t.., goal of 'Pumd SwJrclJ" 1em.uned mt,u..t In 1t' "left" propag.mdJ
1t "itatcd thclt 1f SwaraJ wa~ not won at the R TC' 1t would .. tart thL
.. tmgglc ..tgJm rurther 1t pJ~..,ed a re .. oluuon of the declar Jtmn ol
fundJmental nght.., The econmm" dcm.ind., of the pca,ant' \\t'll
for the h1 't time offt<..1ally IJ1<l down by the C'ongre'' fht."t
demdnd' <lo not go much beyond the 'cle,en pomt' dlrt•J1.f\
referred to m the pre\ 1ou.., 'e<..tmn The pnnc1pJI dem.m<l' .ire
(I) Redu<..t1011 of ldn<l revenue and rent. with t.ompc11,.it1on to
the "imdll nmmdJr' fo1 the redu<..t1on ot the IJttcr
( 2) Graduated tax on Jgncultur.il mc.ome
(l) fxempuon from rent f01 unct.onom1t. holdmg' \\ th
l.Orre,pon<lmg c..ompen..,at1on to the ..,m..tll 1.imm<lJ1' altct.tul O\
\U<..h .m exemptmn
(4) Ahohtmn of .,erfdom
(c;) Control ot u"iury
A.cc.mdmg to the..,e dcman<l\ ldndl01d1.,m 1., to 1cm.un 1nt.u.t A"
for the p1'tl} retonn' 'uggc..,te<l 'A.C m.iy pomt out th..tt tht \,1110u"
lmpc11.ih..,t C'ommr.,.,ion' thcm,ehe., h.ivc "iuggl!.,lld \1Jrnl ... 1
relorm' The '.ibohtlon of 'erfdom L<lll have no mcJnmg until thl
\Cry h.i"" of the p1c,ent teuddl-Impcnah't agrJnJn et.0nu1m ....
knnc..kcd out The law m India a' we hJve ..,,ud doe., not 1ct.ogm"l
.,crfdorn \e11dom ex1't' m Ind1J m ,pile of tt and"' 111 t.ontmut to
ex.-.t ,\, long a' the 7.immdar\ clnd the talukdarc., and the11 cigtnl"
t ontmu" to ha\e unfettered power over the lrfe Jnd hmb of thui
tendnt.., J' long d\ the rnoney-lcnderc., nde on the bJ<..k of the pour
pecl"idnt' Jnd ..uck them dry dnd a' long '" 1dc..k-rentmg Jnd
uncc.onorn1<.. unrt., of IJnd contmue The Congrc..,., will not tou~h
the power Jnd the pnv1lcgc' of the tdmmdar., ,.md the mone\
lender.,
Immcd1dtely the thmly d1..,gm.,ed wmdow drc,..,mg at K,uJc..h•
Wd., O\e1, the Congrc.,... heg,m to retre<lt Th~ h1 ... tory ol th ..
dmendment.., to the KJrach11ec.,olut1on Iii mte1e..,ung 111 th1., re.,pcc..t
1
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The Cong1cv. dppomled cl Committee tu mvlle dmendment., to the
1_., 0 tut1on of fundamental nght., which were to be brought before
the A I CC before the rc ... olut10n could he adopted m 1t.., tmal form
flm w.i..., done m Augu..,t 1911 The dciu~c about the reduction of
Il'\Cnue and rent w.i.., more clearly wmded to 1e.i..,-;ure the zammdcif'.,
thr.1.t the") ... tern of l..md tenure Wd., to remam mtdc,t "It Wd., only to
hL re' •rmed' hn ther the Sub-ComrmtH•c\ .imendmcnl et., to the
proh1b1t1on of u..ury Wd' turned down 1 he lormula of' wnt1ol of
lMITY WJ' ,1dhc1ed to
Afte1 the Trut.c the Congre..,., took over lhe t,t.,k of Government\
tr.1.x wllec,tor In "Pile ot lhe he.ivy dcpre.,.,ron and m ..,pltc of the
h.,.,,. ., the pca.,.inlly had 'uffcred under police reprcv.u."n durmg
thL L' D Mo\ l'rnent thl' Cong1e.,., propagdnd1"t" begJn to exhort
tht plr.1. ....mt.., c\erywhe1e to p.iy up lmpcnJ.h..,rn h.id granted 'ome
rt nu . . .,1011., whKh we1c totJll) madcquJ.te ~oon .ifter the lruc,e
polltL rcpre.,.,10n beg.in agam. c.,peuall~ m the 1ammdan provmu•\
fm ext01tmg 1ent and revenue Ag1tat10n clnd mg.im.,at10n for
'iLL u1 mg total or p.i1 thll rcmi....,rom wa' the 1,,1 y mg need of the
mm Lmcnt Thcre wa., exc..ellent opp01 tu111ty tm unfoldmg pca~dnt
'''~"111.,,1t10n .rnd pe.t.,ant un• n., on the b..t'l" of thc-.e partial
dun,md.., Agrn. ultun..,1' (Onfe1cntc' took pl..tLC 111 .ill provmt.c..,
111 Bomb,ty, Seng.ii C P Mr.1.drd., , 1u11ng the Ja..,t vedr ,md
1 L.,oluth1ll'> dcm,mdmg rt"m1.,,1on' ''t'Ie pr.1...., ... ed
but Jctual
m1•.im ... at10nal work \\a.., rctrely dont.. 1101 w.t.., p.ir 11.tl eLonom1L
..,truggle -.t.irted .mywhere In UP howe,e1 the rnndttlon' \\Clt~
too b.td Cuntmued ag1anan d1.,l1e"'· 111r.1..dcqu,tte 1cm1..,,10n., b} the
Government, a 1cg1me o1 torture and <llll'"t" di the h.tnd"i of the
poltte r.1..nd the r.1..gent.., of tht: 1.tmmd.ir., 1 'tted an um.omfortable
'1tu<1t1on io1 the UP Cong.re,.., .ilter the Trm.e On the one hdnd the
( ong1e,.., h,1d to c.,pou"ie the LJ.U'e ot the pec.l'>J.nh and pl.ty the
tole ot thcu 'h.impron and on the othe1 hand It had to tulfil Ih
duty .. .., tht' tcl>..-wllector of I.npenah..,m clnd the tent c...ollec..tor of
lLt 'clmmdar It formuldlcd the ec...onunrn. demand-. of the tenant~
in tht: 1o1 m ot a demand tor rcm1.,-.1on of rent. but went on
progre ... -.1vcly retreating ,md lowe11ng the dt•mand tu 51UH the
1.unmd..1r.., and Impen ..111.,m On the 11th ot Mr.1..rch 1911, the Councll
o1 the U PPC C' pa~..,ed a re~olutton 111 wh1C.h rt "noted with grave
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concern th,tt coercive and offen\1ve med'iure' clre bcmg tclken tu
recover rent and 1cvenue m the'e pmvmce' m ..,p1te of the admitted
tac.t that there 10, ac.ute economic d1'itrc" and con,equcnt m.1b1hty
to pay the demand" "The only powlble 'olut1on of the pre,cnt
problem." the re..,olullon went on to 'ugge,t, "w,1' the rem1.,..1on of
.i 1,uge p.irt of the rent whu. h the Coum. 11 'ugge'it 'hou1d be 60 PLI
cent m the t..J.\e of non-occupanc.y ten.:mt1., and .c:;o per c.ent m thl
c.t'e of ou. upancy ten.int'\ .ind cone,pondmg rem1,,1on by the loLJI
Government of the 1cvenue' On the 21rd of M.m. h 19~ I M.ihJl111.1
G.mdh11\,ued d m.tmfe,to to the k1,an.., of the UP \\ h1c.h w,,, 'ubmmuJ
to U P Governor before h.ind
In th11., mamfe<,to
Mr GJ.ndh1 'd~' "TheCungre.,..cxpe<..hevel) ten.mttopJ.ya,ca1h
a' po,,1ble .ill the rent he t..J.n m no t..J.'e J.' J. gem.•r.il mle le" thJn l'J
dillla'\ or 12 am1J.' cl' the l..d'c mdy be Here the dt>mJncJ.of .c:;o to 60
per <..ent 1('111r....,1on ha.., heen lowered to .c:;o tu 2.c:; pet <..ent On the J..fth
ot June, the lJ PPC (' p.t.,..ed a re\olut10n .i'kmg the 't.itutot)' .md
'ub-tendnt' to pJy 8 dnnJ.-vrn the mpce dlld the ou.upJ.nc.y tenJnh 10
pd)' 12 Jm1.i' m the rupee of the rent demand The 1e,oluuon .idd
"tho'e \\ho are m J. plNllon to pd)' mme 'hnuld do \O ' ( U PP< (
Report on "AgrJnan 01,trc" m U P September 1911 )
In 'ip1te of the re,olut10n' of the Congre.,.,, the pcd'iant LOuld not
pJy for mo't '1mple rea,on thJt he hJ.d no 'mplu.. at all to p.t} Im
rent with The Report of the U PPC C referred to J.hovc 'how'
c.ik.ul.iuon.., of the budget of .in .iver.1ge holdmg m lJ P dl the prc,1..111
p11c.e' It 'tdtC''i thJ.t "Al.tordmg to the-.e c...ikulJ.tmn' no 'mplu' I'
a\.a1lable for the payment of rent l he c.ond1t1on of the 1J.rgc m.i1011ty
of <.ultn.itor' "one of an object de,titutmn Howevl~r we m.1y w01k.
the figure,, the concJu,1on '' 11 re..,.,t1hlc thdt Jt the pre..,cnt 1,11'. th1..
\cllue of the produce of an dverage holdmg w11I not be enough "1
leave any 'urpluo, with the tenant for the payment of rent (1b1d
pdge 16) Naturally the Congrc\'i drrvc m the v1l1J.ge' for p..ty1m.nt
f.i1led The U P Government refu,ed to grant any furthe1 .idequ.ilt
rcm1.,'ilon,, and rcp~1.,,1on. arre\t, and torture m the village-. \\t"nt
on mcreJ,mg Ai; the collcct1on time approa<..hed (November), the
demand for no-rent <..ampaign on behJ.lf ot the pea'iantry be<..ame
pre,,mg In 'p1te of the fact thJ.l negot1dt1on1i were gomg on "ith
the Government, the U PPC' (' wao, forced to autho11'e the
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Allahabad D C C to mdugurclte d no-rent campaign (I 5th
November, J911) In December It Wd' authon,ed m Cawnpore.
l tawah, Ra1 Barch, and Unao
Once agam theie are no p1eparatmn'I. and the leadcro1h1p 1'
,a..illat.ng Mr Shcrwam, Pre\1dent, U PPC C declared the other
dJ.y th1' 1' not a no-rent Lampa1gn, ten •.mt'!. have mere I) ,u,pended
J. pm 1qn ot their payment" He added that the 'truggle wuld be
,u,pcnded 1f the Government were prepared to l.Ontmue the
nL~otl.itlon' horn recent report' It appear' that the lJ P Congre,.;;
k.id"'r' Jre d1' 1ded .. , to the .idv1\ab1hty of IJunLhmg the pre.;;t.nl
no ll'nt L.unpa1gn Thull while the Congrc'' \hi\ retreatmg
Imp•·rt.th'm hd(, once dg.un taken the offen,1vc The Co~rc\!I ha'
hLLn toa.cd to \ldrl the CD Movement onc..e agam th1' lime under
1 J1,ad' ant.igc d' the lmpendh't ,1ttad. ha' ahcady begun Onl.e
1g.un th~ Work.mg ( ommlltee ha' Ldlled upon the people to break
'.ilt IJw' to <..I\ 11 b1e.tLh of non-mm.ii l.i\\' ( ') brl'd<..h of ordmance'
tlL No tax .ind no-rent.., not yet 'Pellh<...illy 1clommended for
1111mt-d1Jtc.. admn Sm. ral boy<..ott of Go\lcmment offK1.il' \\ h1c.h
pio,Ld 'o dkc.t1\le m the l<l\t mo\emcnt,.., th1' tune not to he U\ed
•' 1l 1' 'Jld to he .1g.im't the pr l.lple ot Saty.igraha The Work.mg
<. ommltlLC h.i' gncn 'a 'PCLl.il .i"u1anl.e to the tJmmdar' th.it
thLIL "J' no de,1gn on then mterc't' I g1t1111.iteh rlL<.JUired .ind
tppt .1hng to thl' l.mdcd .md momed d ..1• e' to heir the Congrc,..,'
0 L'.1.dc1 4th lanu ..uy. 1912) f-ourthe1 from the uttc1anLe ot d
IL .,pon-.1hk ( ong:re" Journ.il of Bomhay 1t " 4u1te dc ..u th.it 'm
tht' PIL\Clll C 0 Movement, no LOl1\l1tut1on.1l 1.,...uc ''Ill\ olvcd ..1-.
m lhe )J.,l fhc 'truggk. the) (Cong1c" lc.ic.li.:1') ,1dm1t I'> of .i
ddl IN\ c' Lhd1 .i<..tt·r, /11111/t d to ,.m d'>\Cl l 1 of the 11ght to' cnt1l.ite
thL people' g11e\ am. c' .ind ,eLUre ... un.iblr rehet m 1e,ped to Beng.il.
l 10nt1c1 Jnd lJ P Ordmance,, and thJt 1f only the Gmemment c.l1c.l
' 10 l hcl.omc o~'e"ed with the idea of a Cong1e'' mmcment to
'un\cll l.1~ .ind ordet dnd ru,1ke an on,l •.mght on LI\ ii hhen1e'
lhtough thL 1r ordm..tnl.e\, thue would 1edlly be no lfl'I' ..tl dll '
U 11'L. Pie" km n,11, 9/J 112)
With 1dc1cn<..e to U P the only pl.u'.e \\here a no t.ix c.imp.i1gn
1' un the Cnng1ec,' "to1 mulct" a<..rnrdmg to thl\ 1om1t.tl '' th.it 'the
Government 'hould .,u,pcnd collel.lmn.,, and the Cong1e" 'hould
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!IU!.pcnd the no-tax campaign. and both part1e-, ~hould agree to abidt>
by the recommendation~ of a "competent" Committee. which would
mve~ttgate the que~t1on of pnces, economic o;ltuatiun, etc., Jnd
formulate the prmc1pfe<; on which rent !!hould be levied .md
collect1on!I, !IU.,pen!l1ons and re1m~Mons ... hould be made " l h"
demand even a hberal zamindar hk.e Hon'ble Nawab of Chh..it..i 11
con\tdcr!I to be re.i~onable and JU St. From th1~ It I!. qmtc dca1 th,11
the .,cope of the C.D. Movement J<; already hm1ted, and m "Pllr of
the dcclarat10n., <;aymg that 1t •., the "fmal \tlllgglc" one ITIJ\
confidently predict It., early collap.,c.
The experience of the la.. tC D. Movement a., well .i' th1., prclw.k
of the new campaign. bnng<; u., to the 1rre.,1..,t1ble condu ... 1011 thJt
the Congrl!..,.., hemg an orgam'\allon wluch 1., dependent on the
.,upport of "landed and momcd cla..,.,e..," cannot .md 't.111 not lcJtl
the pea.,antry to It\ puhllcal and economic em.mc1p.it10n. Th1<i wo1~
c.tn only be .ich1eved through an agrarian revolullon. and onh th.
agrM1an revolution agam..rBnu.,h C'ap1tah.,m and Indian l.tndlrnu1,m
can he the ba'1' for the revolut1on.uy cmam:1pat10n o1 lnd1.i

Agrarian Revolution-the only Solution
We have i.cen that Impcnah.,m m i.p1tc of 1t., pa.,t ad11111mll.1llH
reform\ a., well a., It., pmpo~cd technical 1mprovcmt·nt., will not he
Jblc t<l \olve the agrarian problem. The admm1'lrat1vc rdonm h.t\t
not heen anythm~ more than weak palhat1vc ... which <lid not, .111d
l.annot. go to the root of the quc,uon-thc nght.. and powc1' ul
mtcnnediate par<t,itu.: cla~'e". Irnpcnah..,m 1... no d11uht mtr1ci,tcJ
m grant mg 'itab1hty co the actual cultivator.,, m or<le1 to "t'l me •1
\table agr•.man producuon. But it mu.,t at the .. amt' tnne not d1,1· .:J'l
the 1ammd.ir.,, money-lender!. and mtermedia11c\. who..,~ ... uppoit
1t mu'>t enh ...t a., bulwark\ of rcacrion and counter-rcvolut1un Tim"
the\e .idmm1"trat1ve change'> cannot touch the property 11,!!hl' 01
the zammdar., and mtermediane\. It cannot touch the 1.·.1p1tJh'1
relal1on., obtammg m the country.,idc. If occupancy 11g:ht' Jll'
granted to a '\cct1on of the raiyat\-lhc'e agam tend to hc.:ontL
non-cultn-atmg .,uh-landlord.,, and a cla..., of undcr-ra1yah with •he
\amc d1ff 1cuJtie-, of m\ecunty grow~ up under them Th '' hJ' bcc111
the ca'e in Bengal. If a Land Alicnat10n Act prevent' the tvn.,fci 0
1
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IJnd to a money-lender "out.,1de the agm.ultural tnbe", the moneykndct reproduce., h1m.,elf tn'i!de the tnbc 1t.,elf f.ven 1f the great
effort of tcc.hmcal 1mp1ovement were to tructtty 1t would only
bcncf1L a thm -;tr.itum of rich pe.t.,,mt., h.ivmg large holdmgc; The
mi·ery .rnd poverty ot the poor pca.,.intry who form the
ove1whdmmg bulk of the entire population ot lnd1a rcm.tm.,
unto _hcd An} .,Lheme ot ..tgnLultur.tl de\elopmt!nt wh1c..h keep~ the
ex1.,ung ..ou,tl 01 der with ll'!I peculiar mterm1xture of teudal-Lc.lplt.th.,t
1elJtton., mu.,t, a.., we h.ivc pomted out, nccc., ... .inly lead to the
1ggrcl\ at10n of the problem, through m.t.,, C\ Ktmn' and ma.,... tnl.re.t...c
m tne number of J,mdlc" l.ibourer'
Bnurgl.01' nc.lt1on.ill'•m Lettamly hke.., to pl.ty the role of the
1..h.11np1on of the poor pe.t..,dnt1y .i• .tgc.lmc.,t Impen.1.h.,m It Lcrt,unl)
\\ l\hl. \ LO U\e It' mnuCllLC Ofl the pCd\dllt ffic.l"'C"' d\ ,1 weapon to
t xtort furthe1 l ('lllLC.....,toll\ from Jmpc11.ih..,m But 1t1, c.ommumt)'
ol mtcrc't' with the lutc.ll cxplmtmg dc.l.,..,c., p1e\ent, 1t fiom putting
lorth m c\.cn ... upportrng the 11nmcd1c.ttc d,1,.., dcmc.tnd' of the poor
ptJ,c.lnll} At he't the} helve m.idc the wmmon g1 JC\ .1.nce' ot the
1.unmdc.t1' .md pec.l..,dnh c1gc.l1mt thl. Go\crnment the pl.mk ... of their
.1g11.itmn and l.c.l•cf ull} J\ mdt. 1111 ...... uc' tn\ oh mg: cl d.t..,., LonfhLl
hLtv.cc111he pc,1..,c.tnt., •.md the 1 •.m1md.u .md nuddlcmen The re\.Je\\<'f till' ( I> Mm cment wh1L h we hc.l\ c ~· \en 1... a ..,uff1llcnt pwof of
th1., ..,t,1tcmcnt We h.t\C ..,c..·n hov. ... tm.l 1..lu..,Jy d l'lHCnt LdlT'pa1gn
w..t.., .1vo1dcd ..tnd po..,Lponed cl' t,u .. .., po..,..,1hle m the lJ P t:.v.idmg
..tnd '..thota~1 11u'1hc d,1..,., v. ell m the lOllflll} ..,ldL "thL. dcdarcd c.llm
ot the Congrc.,.., lcJder..,
I he Pea...ant Programme of the Work •• , ~' and Pea...ant"' Part~

The W01 lcr... Jnd Pc.i ... .tnt-. P.irl1e.., h,l\ c from the "cry out..,c\
1.IL.uly .md luL1dly tormul.1tcd .ill the 1mmed1.1te and prc.....,mg
Lkm.ind1, of the pe.1..,,.mll\ .1g.11n.,1 h'lth Impenc.lh..,m and the
7 .1111mdc.l1., In their dctc.111 thl''c demJnd., differed 1or different
111ov11H.e' but m prmL1ph they dcnlc.lnded (I) abolition of
lllll'1med1atc tenme .... (2) rcdud1on of 1ent and taxmg d maximum
'>LJl1: of 1cntdl, ('.\) Jbohtmn nf all' nc.l/rJnd" "hhcnt ',et<. (4) 11legal
1..c,.,e.., (' abwdb.,") to be rngm.,abk oftence.,, (~) fixed 1ate ot
mteie,t, (6) -.topping the t1.tn..,te1 of land to non-agnc.ultur1"'l"', cmd
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(7) .iboht1on of "b.ttd1 11 , "b,11gd 11 .,y,tem<i, etl The 1mmedtdll.

pdrti.il demcmd<i of the ped,.tnt'i them.,elve' were taken up b1,
the Worker,· Jnd Pca'i.int., Part1e.., J.' the pl.tnk., ot then platform
and then p1op.iganda Ac; the .. e dem.ind., 'it.tnd they contdm dn
unbndge.ible d.t.,, lOnf11ct bt!tween the poor pca<,ant., .tnd tht.
rm.tl exploiter., Tht'i cla.,., conflKt need not be 11np01tcd from
out\tde Wh.it 1., needed 1c; the rel..ogmllon of tt The'e p.ttti 11
demand., form the b.t'I" for Jg1t.it1on and org.m1.,.ihcn of thl
pc •..,.tntry for the rcdre.,., of the11 1111mcd1.ite cconom1l
g11ehmce' Ali the '>lruggle protced' on th1' b.t"' <1' tht
orgam ....tt1on of the pc.i,ant' grow' the pca,ant'> them.,elve' >will
lOme to the pomt of m.ikmg the rcvolut10n.iry dem.tnd Im .,ok
nght' O\er the land they cult1v.tte .ind henlc crn ehmmat1on of
the 1.indlord cla" f Poht1cal Rc<iolut1on (2)1

A Programme of Agrarian Revolution
rh .... 1evolt1t10n.t1y dlf'fn.md-ldnd to the pc.i .. .tnt .ibohtmn of
the entire pdrd.,1t1c l.tndlmd d,t.,,-1, the kernel of d progr.unml
of dgrJrt.tn te\olu11on Before we de.ii with the other 1mpl1<..it10n'
of the JgrJrt.tn rcvolutton before we de.t1 \\-tth the cl.t"t.' that v.111
larr) 1t out .tnd v. 1th 1t., tutun.. pt•r,pcd1vc' we 'h.tll fir,t <111'\\ll
the que,t10n ho\\ the O\erthrow of the pJr,NltL l.tndlmd1'm 1., lh
e"enll.il .md me'vlt.thlc pie LCmd1t1on of .inv rt>.tl dc\clopmtnt if
Jgnc..ulturc--0f .iny ..uh,tJnU.il better mg ot the Clo11omtl 1.0nd111on
of the bro,td m.t"c' of the pl"d..,dnll y
The ldnll'lldllOn 'll .ill .1.tmmdclrt 11ght., m l.md .. , well of 111
unprodult1vc mtcrmcdtclry tcnun!'· will rctnO\I! thl! grcJte.,t ob•• tLk
m the \\-clY of , .. u,fyml! the IJnd-hungcr of the m1lhon" of pllll 1
pccl'>dnt' A 1.it10nc1l rcd1 ..u 1hut10n of holdmg.., will then be plMthlL
Thi'> rcd1,mhut10n L.ould thrn he l.tmcJ out hy the v11l.igc umnul
reprc..,entmg the poo1 pt.'.l'>dlll' ot the v1l1Jge I-very pca.,.inl \\Ill
hc1vc dn mJhcn..tblc nght m the holdmg he wlttvclte., with h1' 0 " 11
dnd h" fJm1l)., labou1 hery 1eJ1<,t11buuon. tr.m..,fororeJ1.(hJ1U!t
will be c...ir ned out not through the mc<lmm of ,,lie but through thi
.igenc..y of the\ 111.igc rnunLil clcc..ted by the c.ult1vc1tor.., thcm.,c'hl'
Thu., l.ind le.i'e' to be J lommod1ty L.in<l ..,pcL.Ulauon lt'J"e'

.t.,
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Money-lenders and middlemen can no longer appropriate the
land of the peasants. The land becomes the common property
of the people-the land is nationalised. These changes will
create the first essential pre-conditions for a stable agriculture11ccurity of the cultivator on his land. Further those lands which
are today "closed" by the zamindar and rendered not available
for <.utt;vation will be expropriated .md divided among the
landless peclsantry.
This is the guiding thought in the clear and concrt"te
formulation of the programme of Agrarian Revolution which
was made by the C .P.I. recently in ;~s "Draft Platform of Action".
Thi• pea:o.ant demands formulated by the C.P.I. are as follows:
(I) The cont iscation without compensation of all land and
c:o.tatc:o., fore!.t~ and pasture!!. of the native princes, landlords,
money- lender!!. and the British Government and its transference
to pedsant committees for use by the toiling masses of the
pea!.antry. The complete wiping out of the mediaeval system of
landhold mg.
( L.) The immediate confis.. !lion of aJI plantations and their
tran,ference to revolutionary committees elected by the plantation
worker~. The formulation of the deman< in the case of plantations
;, two-fold. With reference to plantatio11s which are parcelled out
m .,mall allotment:-., worked by contract workers with more or less
primtt1ve methods, the demand is that these allotments and the
land belonging to the plantation and not in cultivation, should be
handed over to the labourers and poor reasants as their property.
In the ca!!.e of large scale mechanically equipped plantations and
workshops connected therewith, the demand put forward is the
natioPalisation of the plantation in the interests of the whole Indian
people.
(3) The immediate nationalisation of the whole system of
rngation, complete cancellation of indebtedness and taxes, and
the transference of the control and supervision of the work of
irrigation to revolutionary peasant committees, elected by the
working peasantry.
1
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The Immediate Gains of the Agrarian Revolution
The agranan revolution will abohc;h ac; 1f by a c;mgJe c;troke the
immense tnbute which the peabantry has today to pay to the
iammdar and the middlemen 48 5 of the total arable land m
Bnttsh India 1c; owned by the btg zammdars Mr K T Shah, the
economist of bourgeois nattonahc;m, estimates the "tribute
appropnated by the btg zammdars at 2'5% of the total ag11culturdl
produce of these areab Thie; comeb to about Re; 17~ <..rore1,
cJ.nnually We must add to tht\ the tnbute taken from the pea\.tntry
by the non-agncultunc;t landownerc; of the ryotwan area~ In the
ryotwan areas 50% of the land 1s owned by c;ub-landlordc; who do
not cultivate It but extrclCt rents from thoc;e who dctually till 1t
Thie; total rental may be roughly taken cl\ hcJ.lf the total land
revenue from the ryotwan cJ.reac;, which 1s R' 20 ~ore1oi Thu..
Re; 184 crorec; 1c; appropriated annu.illy by the LcJ.mmdar1, dnd
middlemen This tribute doe!; not return to the land m the fmm ot
improvements, manure eic directly, nor doe1, It do bO md1rectly d'>
the whole of thi!; mc.ome 11, ac; yet untaxed An agrc:1.nan re\0Jut10n
c:1.lone will abohc;h thii, heavy tnbute Thi-, will put a \top to tht
"robber" economy perpetrated agamM the -,oil today It w11l le.i\e
a greater margm to the peac;ant, a~ It will mcreac;e his mc.omc per
capita by 25% It will tend to i,tab1hc;e agncultur.il produc.tton
1mmed1ately on the pre\ent baMc;

Agrarian Revolution, the Axis of the National Revolution
The taskc; of the agranan revolution will have to be c.uned out
agamst the zammdarc; and middlemen, who are the duect
oppressors of the peai,ants, agamst the national bourge01 . . ic
which hai,, ac; we have been, afflhatlons with the rural explo1tmg
classes, and agamc;t Impenahsm, which " the b1ggec;t oppre.,.,or
and as \uch 1i, mterested m keepmg up its &maller aJhec;, the
zammdarb and the bourgeo1\le Hence 1f agranan revoluuon 1 ~ to
be c;uccesc;ful It mL \l be ac.compamed by a national revoluttonan
struggle agam&t the ex1c;tmg 1mpenahst-feudal &tate
The nauonal revolution 1~ often descrabed m our hterature J'I 4
bourge01s-democrauc revolution The rea!lon for thl!» 1c; that the
democratic taliks which the bourgeo111 revolut1on11 of Europe
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rerformed in the XVIIIth and XIXth centuries have still to be
tchieved in India. These tasks are: ( J) abolition of landlordism;
2) elimination of all pre-capitalist forms of exploitation (serfdom,
eudal cesses and services etc.); (3) end of the autocratic
11 1e of the princes; and (4) substitution for the imperialist·eudal ~tdte of a republic based on adult suffrage. Thus we see that
tgraa ~an revolution must form part of a bourgeois-democratic
·evolution. The consummation of these ta!\ks in a country is in
t~clf not inconi.istent with the subsequent development of that
;ountry on capitalist lines. In fact that is exactly what happened m
:;;urope after the bourgeois revolutions. The overthrow of the
111tocrat1c rule of the feudal princes and landlords opened up the
-"1cld for capitah~t development and modem industry. The peao;ant
.va!i freed from his feudal fetters and subjected to capitalist
!xpl01tat10n. Agriculture emerged out of its backward stage and
!Dtered the phase of modern large i.cale farming under the
fommation of capital. This was posi.ible in the period of the dawn
)f Capitalism, when the bourgeoisie was a progressive and
·evolutionary force. Today, in the period of Imperialism that is of
.he declme of Capitah~m. thl. bourgeoisie has allied itself with
rC'mnants of feudalism, and is thus mcapable of carrying through
tht: ta1oih of the bourgeo1s-democratic •.·volution. This is true of
!he imperialiM as well ai. of the colonia: bourgeoisie. The Indian
bourgeo1s1e is, as we have seen, bound by ties of common interest
partly with Imperialism and partly with the landed aristocracy.
lt cannot carry out the!ie tai.ks without endangering its own
interests.
The national revolutionary struggle 1: ... ndoubtedly a struggle
of the Indian people against foreign domination. But it is at the
'lme time a class struggle. Those classes of Indian society which
are the most determined and courageous fighters against British
lmperiali!im cannot debve1 the decisive blow at their bitterest
enemy without simultaneously hitting at their native oppressors
and exploiters. The Indian bourgeoisie has its differences with
Impe~ialism and is today playing ~ oppo~itional role and
parad1.ng. as the champion of the Indian people against
Impenahsm. But no sooner will the national revolutionary
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struggle enter on its decisive phase, than the Indian bourgeoisie
will come out as an openly and aggressively counter-revolutionary
force, and ally itself with the princes, the zamindars, and
Imperialism, against the revolutil.~nary workers and peasant\.
Thus the national revolutionary struggle cannot be carried to u,
logical conclusion without assuming an acute form of cla~'
struggle--of workers against capitalists, of peasant!\ again't
zamindars, of all the exploited against all the exploiters. The
broad masses of the peasants cannot be brought into the Mruggle
against Imperialism except on the programme and platform ot
their class-demands. And how can the national-revolutionary
movement of a predominantly agricultural country like India be
powerful enough to defeat Imperialism, unless it draw~ m the
millions of its peasant masses? The class-demands ~n the ba<..1' of
which our Party approaches the peasants are not picked from
books-nor is it necessary to tutor them to the peasants. In fact
these demands have been put up by the peasants themselve!i, 111
their own way. They have led to isolated and spontaneous cl<ti.'e'
in the past. A systematic organisation and agitation of the
peasantry on the basis of these demands will mean the unfolding
of cla&s struggle in the rural areas. This class struggle i!i not of om
making; just as the struggle between labour and capital •~ not of
our making. It exists independently of us-is the very ba~i~ ot the
society in which we live. What we wish to emphasise i~ this. th.it
until this class ~truggle assumes a conscious form. become'
nation-wide, until it rises to the pitch of an agrarian revolution.
and until it is linked up with the political struggle for national
liberation led by the proletariat, until then the succes11 "f thl'
national-democratic revolution will not be guaranteed. Jt is in th 1'
sense that we say that the agrarian revolution has been and
remains the axis of the national revolution.

The Allies of the Peasantry in the Agrarian Revolution
The agrarian revolution is often misunderstood as a revoluuiin
. t 1t~
of the peasantry as a class, fighting single-handed agams Id
oppressors. The history of the peasant movements of the. wor f
teaches us that this has never been so. The agrarian revolution' 0
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the past have been carried out under the leadership either of the
bourgeoisie or of the proletariat. There were no doubt peasant
struggles in the pre-capitalist period, before either the bourgeoisie
or the proletariat was born. One s.uch example which was
carefully studied by E Engels was the peasant war in Germany
m the Xlllth century. The modem proletariat was not born.
The bourgeoisie was weak and young The peasants carried out
. . ingle-handed a most heroic struggle against their oppressors but
were ultimately defeated and had to bow down under heavier
chain!> of serfdom.

The Agrarian Revolution in the Dawn of Capitalism
in the epoch of the bourgeois revolutions. i.e. in the dawn of
Cap1tali~m. the agrarian revolution!> were fought and won under
the leadership of the bourgeoisie. These agrarian revolutions led
to the aholition of serfdom, of feudal due!-.. ce~ses and services,
.md m c.,ome place!,, e.g. m France, led to the complete abolition of
feudal ownership in land. Feudal exploitation of the peasants
made way for capitalist exploitation. The settmg free of serfts
..,upphed cheap labour to ti. · new industries. The growth of
mdu:-.tne1' made the application ot modem methods in ag:nculture
po-.s1blc. With these modem methods luge scale farming became
po..,..,1blc, now that the fetters of foural owner.,h1p were either
dt'-.troyed or modified :-.u as to :-.uit the needs of capitalist
economy. The large capitalist farmer expropriated the small
peasant and explmted the land labourers. The exploitation of the
pea<;ant Wa!, reproduced, but on a higher plane. in the plane of
capllaliM society. Such was the cour~e -.f •he agrarian revolutions
of the bourgeoisie, which led to the introduction of capitahst
ag1 iculture The relation of serf versm. master was abolished, but
-was replaced by the relation of labourer ver~us capitalist farmer.
ln the epoch of Impt:riali~m. the development of Capitalism in
backward countries followc., an essentially different course. The
development of Capitalism in such countries proceeds more or
Jc..s. under the aegis of the finance capital of a more advanced
Cdpllalist country. The development proceeds under the retention
of most of the remnants of feudalism. The indigenous bourgeoisie
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which grows up i~ Jes~ 1Ddependent, more para\1lic, clnd ha\
affihat1on" with the landed anstocracy It I'- for th1~ reci..,on that tht
belated agranan revolution ID ..,uch countnes cdnnot be earned out
by the bourgeoii,ie A clas ... ical example of th1fii type 1.., the agrclfldn
revolution ID RusMd Lemn ha' told u' that this revolution Wd\ not
earned out by the bourge01Me "Even the Man. h revolution, the
revolution of the bourgeome and the "pdrty of comp1om1,e
prom1fiied the pea1tantfii th1~ victory over the ldndownerfii But 11 did
not keep its promi\e Only the November Revolution, only the
v1ct01y of the workmg-cla"" m the town,, only the authonty of tht
Soviet._, mdde it po'iifiiible to free the whole of Rufii\la from end to
end from the misch1evoufii hentage of our former 'erfdom-from
the economic exploitation of the pea,ant1y by the landowmng
bourgeo1S1e, whofiie ) oke pre,.,ed 1mp.an1ally on .all ped!>Jnh
without dt,tmcuon " (P 1149 "The Land Revolution• m Ru,.,1J.
page 5) What wa1t true of the dgrdnan revolution ID Rm,ia will ht.
far more true of the agrapdn revolution m ln<l1a We have 'een thdt
the Indian bourgeo1fii1e wilJ be mcapable ot cdrry1Dg through tht
bourge01~ democratic revolutton The Indian pea,.mtry will hJ\t
to look to different quarter' tor an ally m the agr.man rcvolut1 m

The Proletariat the Natural Ally of the Peasantry in India
Durmg the laM deLa<le a new dd\\, which ..., the Lhar.il.temt1t
product of the cclp1tah\t development of modem India hd\ wmL
forward m the pohuc.,iJ arena The mdu..,tnal workmg da''· or tht
proletdnat, 1<, obJect1vely the b1tterec;,t and mo't determmtd
opponent of Impen,.d1'm The proletanat 1c;, the onl) cla" whKh
will c.arry through the natmn,11 revolution to It' condu,1on md
accomphc,h itli bourge01Me-democrat1c ta1.;k' The proktanJt m
India ou. upie' a vital po,1tton ID the 1mpenah't apparatu" ot
dommat10n It \\Ork' m 11' factone' dnd war-mdulitrte~ it ron' 11"
network of tran,port and traffic, the ra1lwcty,, dockc. ett In
compan~on with other 'e"uon' of toiler' 1t 1' far more advan'-ed
more d1~c.1plmed, more concentrated, and far more orgdnt!>ed The
rapid growth of poht1cal c.onc;,c.1ou,nes' and organtfiidtt0n dtn°11g
the workmg-cla... !) tfii d potential menace to Impendh!>m <fhe
present tnal 1s but one of the many futile effortfii of lmpencdi!>m to
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avert this menace). For these reasons the proletariat is the
potential leader of the national revolution in India, and as such the
pnncipal ally of the peasantry in its struggle against the
Govemment and the landlords. In fact the alliance of the
proletanat and the peasantry is the fundamental pre-requi!>ite of
the !-lucce!>s of the agrarian revolution in India.
The imperialist state in India, as a police-state, oppresses the
workers and the peasants alike. When the starving worker !>trikes
again!>t the capitalist master, it is the imperialist baton which
mtcrvenes on behalf of the capitalist in the name of "law .:md
orJer.'' When the tax-burdened peasant grow!I restive under the
load of enhanced assessment, it is the "Kitchener Squadron"
wi11ch i!> !-.COi to "reason" with him. The imperiali~t state, as an
exploiter !>tates, exploits the peasants as a rack-renting landlord in
the ryotwari areas. It expl01t1> the workers as the capitalist
fmanc1er of the railway!I, the port-tru~t!I etc. The peasantry has,
no doubt, other exploiter!I to fight agam!tt the zamindar~. the sublandlord-. and the money-lenders. Even in this struggle the
bourgeo1~ nationalists have failed to support them, as \\e have
-.hJwn. It I'> the proletariat wli ·eh alone can support the peasants in
all the1r '>truggles against all thei1 exploners.
The hard !>chool of !>trike struggle m which the proletariat is
cea!-iclc!-isly engaged, awakens it to the consciou.-.ness that it
cannot emancipate itself from capitahst explmtatton unless it
deal' a death blow to Imperialism in India. This task of
overthrowing Imperialism cannot be achieved by the proletariat
l>mgle-handed. It must link up its struggle with that of the broad
mas!-ie!> of the peasantry. It must org 111i~e it!>elf into a political
party with a programme of an all-round popular revolution. lt
mu!-it mobilise under its red banner all the oppressed and exploited
clas~es and marshal them against Imperialism.
The fighting alliance b("tween the proletariat and the peasantry
ha!. a further basis in India. The Indian proletariat is to a
~on!tiderable extent a floating population. A substantial !>ection of
11 oscillates between the city and the countryside. Many poor
peasants wander into the city in search of a short-time employment to earn a little cash, and then return to their villages. This
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floating section of the working-class forms the Jiving link
between the stable, permanentJy settled proletariat of the cities,
and the poor peasants and land labourers of the countryside. The
stable proletarian too is the poor pe,asant of yesterday, and he
knows the plight and misery of the poor peasantry full welJ. Thui.
the proletariat alone is the truest and best alJy of the peasantry in
its fight against its oppressors.

The Organisation and Tactics of the Agrarian Revolution
We have seen that the operation of Imperialism aggravates the
agrarian crisis in India by worsening the conditions of the poor
peasantry and by swelling the ranks of the landless proletariat.
The national bourgeoisie was the first to appear in the Indian
political arena "to demonstrate their opposition tq. the ruling
imperialist-feudal bloc." Their opposition however is "not of a
revolutionary but a reformist and class-collaborationist character:·
and hence it cannot an4tfoes not result in the formation of the
class organisations of the peasantry. "The demonstrations of the
bourgeois opposition against the imperialist-feudal blm.
however, even if they do not have any deep foundation. can exert
a certain accelerating influence on the process of the political
awakening of the wide masses of toilers"-especially the
peasantry. This initial ferment could, in spite of the wishes of the
bourgeoisie, be made the basis for the class organisation of the
peasantry, which is the first step towards the agrarian revolution.
The peasant organisations, such as came into existence under
the leadership of the bourgeoisie, were always dominated by the
rurd) exploiters. The organisations which came into existenLI.! m
the ryotwari areas under the aegis of the "Land League", w~rc
dominated by the rich sub-landlord. So are the Zamindar League~
of the Punjab under the thumb of the landlords and money_lenders. The Kisan Sabhas which grew up in the U.P. in the
days of the Non-Co-operation campaign collapsed after the
Oudh insurrection, and were not revived afterwards. The onl.y
organisational fonn which the bourgeoisie has pressed forw'.1"~ •;
the ''village panchayat" based on the caste-system. The v!llag
panchayats with their semi-religious atmosphere are admirable
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instruments to secure the domination of the viJlage bosses over
the cultivators and blur the class conflict in the villages. The
pca!>ant organisations of the bourgeoisie as they stand today are
hopelessly inadequate and unsuited to the task of unfolding the
agr anan revolution.
Recently attempt~ are being made to revive "Kisan Sabhas" in
u P. 1 '1e aims and objects put forward by the central organisation
of the Kisan Sabhas (Central Ki~an Sangh) include the following
demand!>:
(I) Reduction of revenue and rent \O a!-1 to leave sufficient
margin of existence to the peasant~; (2) Permanent right on the
f,lnd he cultivate!.; (3) Abolition of 'Nazrana', 'Hari' and·'Begari'
(1 e, illegal ca!.e'\ and forced labour); (4) Reduction of canal dues:
(.5) Reduction in the rate of interest; (6) Right to bmld house!., dig
well., etc., on the land he cultivate!.; (7) Formdtion of Panchayats;
(8) Promoting ~ub!>idiary industne!> m the village; and (9) Free
and compubory education.
The~e are l'>Uch demands a~ will be readily agreed to by ·good"
1amindars in principle. They do not involve the abolition of
IJn<.llordi.,m or the prohibiur of u~ury The Kisan Sangh is
.,uppol'>ed to he an independent orgam~at1on of peasants; or, in the
IJnguage of it" aims and objects, "all ·he person~ whose main
\ource uf mcome i!> agriculture.·· A,d 'it -;trives for their
cconom1c and political progress.' Thu!> m the rules of the Central
K1'an Sangh, there is nothing to debar the ?amindar~ from
becoming its members. In practice the K1san Sabhas are merely
the auxiliary organisations of the Congress. The) are not allowed
to function as the permanent organisat.~r . of the peasant class,
which .,eek to continue and develop economic struggle in
umelation with the political. Kisan Sabhas are organised and
d1\banded to suit the political need~ of the Congress bosses.
Ouring the C.D. Movement ~hen it was a question of controlling
and ~abotaging: the no-rent l·ampaign in U.P., the Kisan Sabhas
\\ere disbanded. It was the Congress Committees, dornmated by
tht> 'good' zamindars and their agenn>, which functioned. After
the truce, the Kisan Sabhas were again started. The attitude which
the Congress leaders adopt towards the Kisan Sabhas is clear from
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the following remarks in the U .P.P.C.C. Report on "Agrarian
Distress in U.P." On page 87, the Report says: "It seems to us that
it is absolutely necessary that clear and definite instruction\
should be given to the Congress workers in the villages as to the
attitude which the tenants should be asked to adopt towards the
zamindars in the matter of payment of rents and other cognate
matters. Kisan Sahlras have been organised but without de.finiti•
programme, and unless properly led, might do more harm than
good." (Refers to Barabanki). Obviously the Congrc~s is afraid
that Kisan Sabhal> unless 'properly led' may put forward the cla"
demands of the peasantry again~t the zamindars, and if allowed to
develop, they may challenge the authority of the Congre''
Committees in the countryside. Similarly in the other parh ot
India, (C.P. Deccan, Madras) the Congress leaders never make
• League' rn
any attempt to form permanently functioning Peasant
Unions. Annual Peasant Conferences are convened under the
presidentship of lawyvs. 'good' money-lenders, and zammdar\
who invariably read a sermon on cla1>s-collaborat10n. Thi.'
bourgeoisie in India have never organised peasant organii.at1on,,
as organs to lead the political and economic struggle of tht:
pea!lant itself. All they have done is to create organi:.allom. to all
as a check on the development of any !IUch struggle.
The party of the proletariat cannot discharge its ta!.k as the .di)
of the peasantry merely by issuing paper programmes of agrai ldh
revolution. The proletariat must come forward and show the
peasantry the way to form their own class organi!.ation~. to fight
for their immediat.! economic demands, organisation!I !lomewhat
similar to those which the proletariat has built for itself 111 the
citie~ viz. Trade Unions. The Peasant Union~ will in.:ludc onl}
peasants who cultivate the land with the labour of their o\\n
family, as well as, in the initial stages, the land labourer!! .. The
peasant unions must on no account contain the village expknter.,,
the rich peasants, landlords, money-lenders or traders. It is only
when thi!t condition 1s fulfilled that the peasant unions will b~ ~
suitable basic organisation for the peasant struggle for parua.
demands. The pre-liminary unit of organisation will naturally~
the village. But in the event of a struggle for partial demandi. • .,uc
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d!. opposition to an enhclJlcement of tax or rent, or agdmst 1llegdl
<.e.,c;e.,, offlc.1cll oppre~\1on, etc , the umon will undoubtedly grow
dnd embrclc.e cl number of surrounding villclges, or even cl taluka
ouung ..uch a pa1t1cll struggle the peac;ants will learn to form an
elec..ted exec..ut1ve body of the umon, which will make a
<.cnlrdhc;ed and proper conduct of the 1,truggle po~.,1ble The
torr11tton .md functionmg of !.uch a body. the peclsdnt committee,
make' the next \tep m the orgamsat1onal trammg of the peasantl)
The pccl'iant thu., leam!t to get hi' bu.,mcsc; done through a
properly elct,ted repre.,entat1ve body of hie; own cla1,c; The pea1,.mt
will le.i.m the art of .,elf-Government through this peasant
wmm1ttee., In fa"t the pea.,ant t,ommittee, ac; a clac;c; orgam.,ation,
'' the nude.ii umt of c;elf-Govemment on which the future
1epubh" of the work.ere; .i.nd pea1,ant' of India will be bac;ed
I he pea.,Jnt committee bear' the \dme 1elat1on to the pea,ant
umon .i' the 'itnke committee doe., to the trade umon The
prolt..t.ir 1.in ccldrec; wmmg over to the pea1,antry from the l.Jt1e'
will maten,dly a'"'t the pecl.,antry m the tormauon dnd
fun<.llorung of 'iUch ped!tant committee., It •., only when such
pew,,mt "ommltlee,, con"I"' 'lg ot da!t.,-con.,cmuc; Cddres of
pCd!idnt'i 'iprmg up eve1ywhere, it l!t only VI.hen .,uch cadrec; .ire
\teeled m the \truggle for part1dl dema'ld'i. that ll will be po!ts1ble
to untold and lead a count1 v-w1de no-r' nt and no-t.ix l.ampa1gn A
no rent and no-tclx t,dmp.i1gn. thus org.i.m.,ed on a dcf1mte cl.i.,.,
bd'il'i, lJ.n no more be 'itopped 01 bettayed by the mac..hmat1onc; of
the nat1ondl bourge011,1e
Sut,h a no-tax and no-rent "ampaign howe' er, will not ra1'ie
1t ..elf to the level of an ag1clnan 1 voluuon, unlesc;, 1t 1s •
'•muhdneou.,ly bdc.ked by c1 rnuntr}-w1de general ..tnke of all
w1111'el\ of India In the event of !tuc..h a Mmultaneou., action, the
dlha11ce ot the pea!;antry and the proletanat will tclke a <.om. rete
fo11n. clnd the death knell "f Impenah!tm will hcl~e .. ounded The
pca.,ant commnteeo, and 1>tnJ...e committee\ wdl tunctton m clo1>e
co-operation on the bcls1s of a brodd ndltOncll-revolutiondry
P•ogrclmme The~e wmm1ttee' \\Ill cl\ t then a\ organli of struggle
tor the ndt1onaJ revolution A' the \truggle developl\ the peasdllt
commmee., w1tl proceed to the fn!lt act of the agrclndn revoluuon,
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the !letzure of the land' of the big zammda1 c; The landc; thu' 1,eizt.d
will be d1.,tributed among the poor pea'iant!I, under the democ1at 1L
cluthonty of the pcac;ant committee'! This fm.t act of agrc1.ndn
revolution cannot have !ltab1hty un)e,s there " a '1multaneou\
c.apture of power by the workerc;' and pea.,ant11' committee' m
<..onJunct1on with the c;old1er'' committee., The organc; of 'truggk
will thu., grow over mto the organ., of power, the Worker\
Pea'>clntc;' and Sold1erc;' Soviet,, which \\ 111 be the ba1,1c umh ot
the Workerc; · clJld Pea'>dnh' Republic of India The furtht.i
progre1,c; and '>UCte" of the agranan revolution tan only be
guaranteed by !IUch a Nauonal Government
Here we may om.e clgam mention that the CPI hd' 1eLentl1
thalked out a programme of action fm the pea,antry-m tt' D1 ift
Platform, with which we c1re m full agreement The. C P 1 LJ.11'
upon the peci,antry and agricultural proletdnat to engc1.gt. in dll
kmdc; of pohucal demonc;trc1t1on., and <..ollect1ve retu .. al to p .,
taxe' and due!I or to c+rry out the orderc; and deu .. 100' of thl
Government and lt'i agent'> Further pomtc; m th1c; prog1amnll. lf
a<..Uon are ac; followc;
{I ) Refu.,al to p.ty rent, 1rngdt1011 thdrge.,, or other cx.I<..lH'n'
and refu,al to l.arry out dny lahour \crv1ce., what,ovcr (Beg.ml
tor the ldndlord' native prmce,, and the1r agent.,
(2) Refm.dl to pdy debt' dnd drrear' to Government thL
landlord' and lhe money-1endel\ m any form whdt..,ocvt.1 A' t
prdc.Ucal Wdtl.hward for the cdmpa1gn dmong the pea'idntry and J'
d medn'i of dt. velopmg more poht1cal c..on.,c1ou1,ne'>'> m the p1c.,t.nt
movement, the CF I propo\e'i the 1mmed1dte orgam!>ciUon ol
revoluuonal) pedc;ant.,' tomm1ttcec; m order to c.irry on a f1bnt to
a"h1eve all the revolut1ondry democrau" change., requu\,d m tht.
mterec;tfoi of emanc1pdtmg the peac;antry from the yoke of Brtti'h
Imperldhc;m clod 1t\ feudal dlhed The C PI ldy~ \tre,., on the fcid'
that the agn<..ultural proletanat and e'>pec1a1ly the plantation
worker.., 'ihould be mdepcndently orgam..,ed, and thetr orgdnl'clt
10n.., be amalgclmdted wnh the proletanat of the town., und1•1 the
banner of the CommunM Party and repre\ented on the pea,Jnt
c.ommltteec; The C PI nghtly pomt., out that the permd1Jt:~Jt
aduevement of theo.,e t>Oht1ca\ a.nd c,oc1a\ changec, 1c; only po""1b e
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by the overthrow of British domination and the creation of a

Federal Workers' and Peasants' Soviet Republic.
We have but cursorily sketched the character and trend of the
orgam~ation and growth of the peasantry, leading up to the
agrarian revolution. We need not go into detail to outline the
various organisational fo1ms. In fact the little organisational work
we did among the peasantry our~elve~. in the period up to our
.irrest, wa!) restricted to Mymensingh in Bengal and a few places
m the Punjab. But it is necessary for u~ to point out that our
urgant!)ational programme for the peasantry wa~ open and abm ebourd, and clo~ely resembled the well-recogni~ed organisations of
the workers. such a!'. strike committees and trade unions Jbe class
cC'nfhct on which alone such organisation"' can be based is not of
om making. It exists in spite of us, thanh to the capitalist-feudal
t hm acter of our l!.Ociety. What the party, the conscious vanguard of
the workmg-cla!!i..,, does, is to rccogm~e thi!!i cla.'s conflict and to
hmTI~'s its maximum motive power through such class
organi!)ations in order to cru~h the para..,it1c exploiters of society,
and free the path for unhampered ~ocial and technical progress and
for and equitable distribution of the products of labour.

The Socialist Reorganisation of Agriculture
The victory of the agrarian revol1 tion will open up new
per,pcctivcs before the national Government of Indi.i, whi..:h, as
we have already ~een, will necessarily be a democratic republic of
workers and peasants. The agrarian revolution will have deposed
the imperialist super-landlord, expropriated the feudal zamindars
and rajahs, and will have effected a more or lc"'s equitable
d1,tnbution of land among the poor pea!!i•. uiry. These changei; will
not ha~e touched the technical basis of agriculture. Agricultural
production will have still to be carried on. on an individual basis
and with the help of the same backward and primitive means. The
needi. of the market wiU stiil be supplied by individual producer~.
1 he competition between the individual producers will exist as
before. The rich peasants will thrive at the cost of the poor. and
with the progressive industria1 policy ()f the national Government.
the rich farmer will develop into a capita1ist farmer. using
machinery and manure. Capitalist exploitation of the poor
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peasants and land workers by the rich farmers will go on in full
swing. The National Government will have to depend more and
more on the rich peasant, or kulak. The National Government
which was established by the workers 4tnd peasants in the teeth of
the opposition of the bourgeoisie, may thus slide into their hand~.
and be transformed into a counter-revolutionary bourgeoi 11
Government. There is therefore, :ibstractly speaking, a possibilit)
of the agrarian revolution in India being succeeded by a capitaliM
development of agriculture, leading to a re-e~tablishment of
Capitalism and capitalist exploitation. The reason for th 1 ~
possibility is simply this that the agrarian revolution in the main
destroys feudal ownership, but it cannot and doei. not aboh1ih
private ownership as such, or individual production. which are the
basis of Capitalism.

The Path of Socialist Development
In the epoch of llll'Perialism however, another path of
development is possible, the path of the socialist development of
agriculture. The agrarian revolutions in the epoch of Imperiafo.m
take place under the leadership of the proletariat. It i!i the
proletariat which simultaneously carries out the tasks of the
bourgeois-democratic revolution and establishes the rule of a
workers' and peasant~' Government. The first steps of :-ouch a
Government will be the expropriation and nationalisation of kc)
industries, means of transport and banks. The proletariat, which is
the motive power behind the Government, can use these
commanding heights of national economy to direct the development of agriculture on socialist lines. It will take over exiMmg
large consolidated estates and convert them into model laigr
scale agricultural farms run on the lines of socialist industry. It
will unfold a mass cooperative movement among the peasa~try
and encourage cooperative production and collective fanning.
It will quicken the pace of development of heavy indut;try.
necessary for the production of agricultural machinery. tra~t~rs
and manures. This will on the one hand strengthen the poMt~n
of the proletariat and make a rapid progress of large .~~ ~
agriculture possible. By and by the individual producers wi
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drawn into the network of the cooperative production, and later on
organi~,ed into collective large-scale farms. The "kulak" farms
will no longer be in a position to compete with gigantic collective
farms run by modern machinery. The very basis for individual
farming will disappear. Agriculture becomes a part of the socialist
mdustry of the proletarian state.
Suc.~i in short is the perspective of a socialist reorganisation of
agriculture which the proletariat can achieve after the victory of
the agrarian revolution.

The Russian Example
<;;cciah!>t organisation of agriculture is today no longer a mere
utopia, but a reality which i~ being built up in Soviet Russia.
V1hfiers and enemies of the Soviet Union will have us believe
that Capitalism was re-established in Ru...sia m the name of the
New Economic Policy, and that it 1s Capitalism which is thriving
at pre~ent in Russia. The late counsel for the Prosecution made
'ome amazing statements in his opening addre ... s before this
Court, in connection with this subject. One seeks in vain for
.trgument~ in the vulgar vapour; gs of Mr. James. There are none.
He was not ,..o much mtere!>ted in arguments as in abu ...e. However
we are not concerned with that. We 0 ly wish to state a few
fact!> to ... how the growth and the ch.1.racter of the sociali~t
reorganisation of agriculture in Russia which succeeded the
agrarian revolution of 1917.
Russian Agricultural Conditions before the Revolution
The pre-revolutionary Russian villa,' groaned under the
pressure of the remnants of feudalism. The best land was in the
hands of the big landowners; and only a very small portion of
these lands \\as cultivated by modem methods by capitalist
farmers. The rest of this land ~as parcelled out among occupancy
t~nants, many of whom in addition to paying their rent had to
work on the land of their landlord to pay off the price of
the~e occupancy rights. The same sS'stem w:is prevalent on
capitalist farms. Almost the entire agricultural production of prerevolutionary Russia came from the overwhelming major.ity of
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\mall peasdnts workmg on uneconomic holdmg~ The dgrdrtan
retorm<i of Stolypm, which endbled the pea\ant to go out of the
v1llage-commumty and ~ell h1\ land, acl.elerated the con<.entrd
lion of ldnd m the hand<i of the capLtahst farmers, dnd thu., helped
cdpltdhM fdnmng But all the vdnou.., forms of pre-l.J.pitall\I
explo1tat1on, ..,erfdom, feuded serval.e\, debt-<ilavery ctc
remdmed The md1genou1i mduMry did not produce agn<.ultm.il
mdl.hme,, or manure Agncultural techmque was very b.Kkward
The agran.m revolution m Rul\Ma had the ta\k of t.reatmg the
precond1t1on<i for the unhampered development of agncultur II
produ<.Uon It 'olved th1\ ta\k by nat1onahi-.mg the J,md bv
destroymg big l.mdowneri-.h1p, and by cuttmg the Gordian knot of
the l.Omphcated land-relat1on<i obtdamng before the revolution
Whdt were the 1mmed1ate gaml\ of the RU\<ilan aea ...antrv 'ThL
pea\antry obtamed from the big landowner\ 7~ m1lhon hel.tdtt' of
land and from the nch pea.-..ant.-.. an add1t10nal 6-) mdhon hcl..t lll'
makmg .dtogether 110 mllhon hectare' Calculated m pIL. "' n
rouble\ the value of th11\ land would amount to 20,000 m1lhon'
Be\lde\ thl\ there ha' been a \Ub,tant1dl redud1on 11
Government a ... .-..c\\ment on land The Government dem•.md t(ld,1~
it half the pre-revolutionary demdnd The heavy tnbutc wh1th thL
pea,ant' hdd to pay m the form of rent'\, mtere~t on mortg.igt.'
ht1gat1on co...t..., fme' and bnbery etc , d1,appea1ed altogethtr
Ac"'ordmg to Vargd the pea.-..anb today pay to the town dhout
800 m1lhon gold rouble'\ le,r; than they paid before the revolut1or
By the\e fir..,t mea.-..ure.-.. of the agrdnan revolut10n thL
proletariat hberc1tt:..d the poor pea~antry and the landlc" labourer'
from the explo1tat1on of the feudal landlord But the te luiital
ba<i1~ of agnwlture remamed unchanged There wc1e no IJrge
sc.ale agricultural farms The relative weight of Soviet ~tJte tJrm~
which were brought mto ex1~tence as model farm'> ~""
m\1gmfu.. ant The ha\1s of agncultural production wa~ ~ull th1:.
mdhon\ of iimall ped\.int fann':I with pnmmve method' The d.t''
contrdd1ct1onl\ among the pedsantry remained Thi'> became ck~
m the period of foreign mtervenuon The "kuJak1," the 0 "
It al produte
pea\antry, who l\t11l dominated the supply of agncu ur
the
to the market and to the city, began to sabotage and play mto
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hands of counter-revolutionary forces. This opposition was overcome by the proletariat in alliance with the village poor and the
~emi-proletarian strata in the villages. With the help of the
committees of the village poor, many of the recalcitrant kulaks
were ex.propriated. The measures of war-communism which were
enforced throughout the Soviet territory secured a steady supply
of grain and other agricultural produce to the Red Army and the
industrial centres. War-communism meant almost military control
of the entire industrial apparatus by the proletariat. In the rural
area~ it meant elimination of the market for the time being and the
. . ub~titution for the same of a system of state-controlled barter.
Tht'SC measures enabled the proletariat, supported by the poor
pcd~antry and the land labourers, to centralise the entire economic
re..,ource~ of the Umon and hurl them against the enemy. This
en..,ured the victory of the proletariat against the counterrevolution.
War-communism was a temporary measure. It ensured the
defeat of the counter-revolution; but at the ~ame time the ravages
of the counter-revolution led to the disorganisation and decline
of industry. Agricultural pro1 111ct1on wa!. at the lowest ebb. In a
backward country like Russia the only guarantee for rapid
development of agriculture was the strengthening of indu~try. Jn
order to do this it was necessary LO ensure the supply of
.igncultural produce and raw materiab to the mdustrial centres.
1 he quickest method of doing this was the stabilisation of
agricultural production on the existing basis of individual
production. It was for this purpose that the Ne"' Economic Policy
was introduced. The New Economi.: Policy reintroduced the
market and stabilised the currency. It reintroduced Capitalism m
the rural areas, but under safeguards and restrictions. The New
Economic Policy however did not mean a wholesale resuscitation
of Capitalism in Russia, ac; the Prosecution represented to this
Court. According to Stalin ("Leninism" p. 435) "NEP is a special
policy inaugurated by the proletarian state: a policy which is
h..i~ed upon the toleration of Capitalism, while keeping all the
co~manding positions in the hands of the proletarian state; a
pohcy based upon the struggle between the capitalist and the
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socialist elements, upon the increasing predominance of the
socialist elements over the capitalist elements."
In the years of the NEP, capitalist elements could not and did
not develop in the sphere of industry. The entire heavy industrv
with the exception of a few concessions lay in the hands of th~
proletarian state, and was already working on conMstently
socialist lines. The same was the case with the transport induMry
In the sphere of trade, Capitalism did occupy a strong po!>Jtton
during the years 1923-26. But there also a mass cooperative
movement, as well as the activity of the trade organs of the Matr,
soon displaced private capital. This process began during the
years of NEP, and socialism has now been able to recapture the
channels of the circulation of commodities, which connect the
town and the village, from the hands of private capiial.
In the sphere of agriculture however the socialist sector. 1 e
collective farming, continued to occupy an in~ignificant po-.1tmn
right up to J928. The s~re of collective production in agncultme
did not exceed 3.4% of the total agricultural production m 1928
Similarly, only about 8.9% of the total agricultural production tor
the market come from the collective farms.
However agricultural production increased steadtly, and m
most branche~ outstripped the 1913 level. The exceJlcnt
functioning of the consumers' cooperatives and the trade
organisations of the state maintained a steady supply of rav.
material~ and grain etc. to the industrial centres. This gave
industry the necessary respite to develop. In 1927-28 the
production figures for all staple industrial products exceptmg iron
and metals surpassed the 1913 level. In iron and metals the mdex
figure for production were 82.3 and 85.5 respectively, the level of
1913 being I 00. The iron and steel industry however concentrated
on the manufacture of agricultural machines. The production of
agricultural machinery in J927-28 was 136 million roubles a~
compared with 51i million roubles in 1913. The rapid mdustnal
development in the NEP period created the material basis for th"'
socialisation of agriculture.
f
The agrarian development of the NEP period was not 0 ~
wholesale capitalist nature. This is borne out by the character 0
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the clas~ differentiation which took place in the villages during
thi!'. period. The characteristic of capitalist development is the
mcrease in number of the two polar groups, the capitalist farmers
on the one hand and the village poor on the other. This process
naturally takes place at the cost of the middle peasantry. In the
Soviet v11 lage we find on the other hand that the number of middle
peasants has increased. This is at the same time accompanied by
the growth of the kulaki and the proletarian elements in the
v1Uage. Here are two processes going on side by side. On the one
hand the capitalist differentiation, which 1s 1mpo~sible to avoid as
long as the individual basis of production exists, le:tding to the
growth of the kulaki. On the other hand the opposite process due
to the bettering of the condition5. of the broad masses of the poor
and middle peasants. This last process is the direct result of the
'iupport which the proletarian !'ltate gave to these clas~e~ by the
followmg methods: nationali!!iation of land, mass cooperative
movement, preferential credits, ~eeds, etc. to the poor peasantry,
graded tax, and freedom from tax to the village poor. This process
of the cla~s differentianon duri11g the period of NEP will be
made clear by the following figures given by Varga in his report
on the ~1tuat1on in the U.S.S.R. before the Vlth World Congress
(P 1204 p. 1120).
Pealallt fam1liel
No land at all:
Up to 4 hectares:
4 to 8 hectares.
8 to 13 hecta1es:
Over 13 hectare!>:

1922
41 (%)
81 0
13.0
l4

02

1926
4.5 (%)
67.0
23.0
52
0.8

We see that the poor peasantry holding 4 hectares or less
decreases from 81 to 67% while simultaneously the middle
peasantry increases from 13 to 23%. The kulaki increases from
0.2 to 0.8%.

NE~ did lead to a slight !)trengthening of the kulak. Is this fact
!)Uffic1ent to prove that NEP was a resuscitation of Capitalism in
R . ?
U!)'ita · Through the NEP the proletariat succeeded at the same
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time m bettermg the economic cond1t1on'i of the poor and middle
pea'iantry and convmcmg them that 1t I'i capable of helpmg them
and leading them m the nght path Through NEP the proletdllctt
'iucceeded m 'itrengthenmg the \Oc1ahst mdu,try, and recctptunng
J. predommant po,1t1on m the mtemal trade of the U mon, through
11' c..o-operat1ves and lh 'tate organs of trade Thu' we ~ee th..it
through NEP "an mcrea,mg predommance of the ~ociah't
element over the capnah'it elemenb" wa~ guaranteed
Thu' m J927 the nece"ary precond1t1on' for that gredt ,tep
forward, the dnve for the <..ollect1v1o;at10n of agriculture wen.
created The 1 '5th Pdrty Conferem. e of the Commum\t Party of the
Soviet Umon was able to place two 1mmed1ate ta'h befon.
the proletanat of Ruo;,1a ( l) acc..elerauon of the rap1d1ty ot
mdu,tnah\at1on, and (2) a far-reachmg progra1111me of co
operative production and the orgamsc1uon of lc1rgc 'rnk
agnculture m "collective farm' "
The\e direct1on'i oflthe Pdrty Conferenc.c were 1mmed1.iteh
tran,lated mto a<..t1on, and the tollowmg mea... ure'> taken m h md
()) Orgam,cttton of new large Soviet farm,, and e\pec..1c1lly \\hJt
are known a'i "gram factone~" The gram fa<..tonei, hc1ve bt.t.n i
great o;ucce~c; Nowhern m the world doe'> there ex1,t o;u1..h
pertec..tly mechami,ed '>oc1c.1.h,tu.. production (2) M.ic..hme 't.iuon'
c.1.nd tral.tor ...tat1on'i, which lend machmery to the pec1....mt' ..ind
thu'i make large farmmg po,.,1ble for the pea..,ant' on 1
c..o-operattve bct'il~ (3) Rapid i;;upply of machme' and m.murt. to
the v11Jagec;, In the year 1928-29, 4000 tractor\ were given O\LI
for agncultural production In l 929-l 9l0 the number ro'e to
11,000 It 1,;; expected that after the complet1on of the Stal111g1.id
tractor-factory 77 ,OOO tra<..tor' will be ctvatlctble for the )td•
I 9l0-3 l The production of art1f1<..1al manure reached the fJgme 01
1 mtlhon tons m 1929-19l0 According to the Five Year Plan 11
will be 9mllhon tons m 19l2-31 (4) La\tly the suppre~1o1onofth1..
kulak, by levymg md1v1dual taxe\ on the kulak farm~. furcher
restnct1on of their nghls to rent land from other peasant1o dnd l•'
employ wage labour Stnct meai,ures were to be enforced t1gJtn'1
sabotage m the 'iupply of gram Ftncllly the orgamsatton of 4 bi()(..
of middle pea~ant., dnd land worke~ to fight the kulak
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These measures fell on fertile land. During the years of the
NEll the bond of alliance between the middle peasantry and the
proletariat was knit strong. The broad masses of the peasants had
now full confidence in the measures of the Soviet State. The
nationah~ation of land 12 years back had given the first blow to
the pdty possessor'" ideology of the middle peasant. The
de dopment of the co-operative movt'"ment in the villages, which
had now almost completely dislodged private capital from the
.,phere of trade, had assisted in the process. The harsh measures
again~t the kulak cominced him that the prospects of becoming
md1vidually rich at the cost of others were not present in Soviet
I~m.,ia. He began to think of other perspectives for his farm.
The.,e other per!.pectivei. he could i.ee before hi!. eye!., m the hig
S<)V)d farmi., the model collective large i.cale farms, and the
mJchme and tractor stations. In addition to this he found that the
Lollect1ve farm~ obtained special tax-concessions from the state,
mgami.ational and technical help, as well as seed~. credit, and
m.ichme!.. In this way all factor" were now favourable for the
middle peasant to join the collectives or take to co-operative
production.
All thci.c measures created a tremendous enthusiac;rn among the
mai.:.ei. of the poor and middle peas ... ntry for the collective farm
movement. Poor peasants and rniddlt> peasants streamed into the
collect1ve farms. The pwcess asi.umed tht:: dimensions of a real
popular movement. a movement which the world had never
known before, a movement of millions of i.mall pca~ant farmers
towards socialised farming, i.e. toward~ <1 collective form of
large scale farming, a movement fro ., (\siat1c Backwardness to a
rat10nal and modern mechanised agriculture.
Up to 1 October, 1928, only 5,94,000 pea!.ant farm'\, i.e. 2.3%
of the total number of farms had been absorbed in the collective
farms. On 1 June, 1929. the number of peasant farms which had
been ab&orbed in the collectives had gone up to 19,43,000, i.e.
7.5%. Since then millions of peasant farms have been absorbed in
t~e ~ollectives. According to the latest figures available in the
Soviet Year Book of 1930, 40% of the total number of farms were
collc!ctivised (see "Soviet Union Year Book" 1930, P 105). "It is
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estimated that by 1933 practically the whole area under
cultivation will be under-collective or state farms." (ibid, p. 93).
The latest report available to us is 6 months old, but it is quite
enough to show the tempo of development. The "Vossi~che
Zeitung" a liberal bourgeois daily, reporting the plenary meeting
of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. on the 17th June 1931,
stated:
"The socialisation of agriculture, which h. being pre"ed
forward at maximum speed, has brought in the expected stati~tical
results. In the principal grain producing regions of Ru~sia, 1.e. m
the Ukraine, North Caucasus. the Volga District and in Crimea, the
socialised form of agriculture can now be said to predominate
More than 80 per cent of the total number of farms, and more than
90 per cent of the total area cultivated by peasants in the!-.c part~. 1~
now organised m collective farms. Jn the remaining grain producing territories and in those producing cotton and heet sugar, aboul
50 per cent of the peas'1t farms have been collecuvi~ed, and thl·
Central Committee expects that by the spring of 1932 the!)C region\
will be completely collectivised. Even today, 13 million fanm
have already been organised in 2,00,000 collective~. Be!-.idc~ there
are 4,000 state farms working. Thu11 the Socialist Sector of
Agriculture takes today the first place in the Agrarian Economy uf
the U.S.S.R. and occupies 70% of the total area under plough."
We have given but a ~ketchy picture of the giganuc stndi.:\
which the Ru!\sian peasantry have made in alliance with the
proletariat, a stride from serfdom to socialism. The dgranan
revolution freed the poor and middle peasantry from rhe p1ecapitalii,t exploitation of the landlordi,. It abolished the h~'d\'}
tribute which the peasantry had to pay to their f euda\ mai,tetl-1. \\
freed the path for development towards large scale modem
a~n·culture. But this development did not come in Ru!\!-ia under
the ~u~picc .. of Capitali ...m. The l>trongholds of Capitalism, bank\
a~d industries, were already in the hands of the proletariat. From
this commanding position the proletariat was able to dire~t ~he
development from small scale to large scale agriculture, avoiding
·
.,; itaJ.isl stage. The NEP stage rus we have
of -capitalist development. The
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economic policy of the proletariat has always been orientated
towards the poor and the middle peasantry, and directed against
the kulah or capitalist farmers. The basis of the NEP was no
doubt the small individual peasant producer. Through the ever
mcreJs;ng network of cooperatives, through special credit
facilitiel) and technical help to the poor and middle peasant,
thrvugh the heavy taxes placed on the kulak, the proletarian state
succeeded in improving materially the conditions of the broad
ma1'!.C1' of the poor and middle peasantry. This cemented the
alliance between the proletariat and poor and middle peasant1',
which wa!\ the essential pre-condition for the next stage.
The movement for the formation of collective farms was not
merely an organisation movement. It involved clas5. 'itruggle. and
a bitter clas~ struggle, against the kulaks. The kulaks and the
rnllective farms could not exist !'tide by side. The kulak is a
cdp1tahst farmer who employs labour. He enriches himself by the
expl01tation of the neighbouring village poor. The collective farms
organiM:: the!\e very village poor, with their small plots of land,
and free them from the exploitation of the kulak. Consolidation of
.,mall plot~ in a large collect. ~ farm makes the uo;;e of tractors and
other agricultural machines possible. Rational method!\ of
,1griculturc can now be employed. T':e yield per acre increases.
The poor pca!\ant organic:ed in a coll ·ctive gets better return for
h1., plot and labour than when he wa:-. alone, and had to augment
h1!. mcome by sweating for the kulak. The Soviet State to\ernted
the kulak so long as he was nece!\sary a., a supplier of agricultural
produce. No 1-0oner do collective farms come.! mtC" existence and
organise agricultural production on a ., "eh larger 5.Cale, than the
kulak becomes superfluous. The kulak with his strong economic
position was an authority in the village. He had to a certain extent
a commanding position in the village. With the formation of the
col1ecti'e farms, he fade~ hilO the background. For lhese reasons
the kulak most bitterly oppcl.,1•d the collective farm movement.
Thus the movement for the "collectivisa:tion" of agriculture can
be carried out by the proletariat only with the support of the land
workers and poor peasants and in alliance with the middle
peasants, because it means the liquidation of the kulaks as a
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clas!i Collect1v1sat1on mean\ the ehmmat1on of the kulak, 1c. the
ehmmat1on of the la\t of the hne of the cap1tahi,t exploiter' of
the peac;antry Kulaks who offered rec;1stclnce to th1c; movement
either actively or by \clbotage, hctve been expropnctted fht.
expropnat10nc; of the kulclb m the pre\ent phac;e of development
.ire of a different character from tho\e of 1918 (the period ot Wdr
commum.,m) In 1918 the ei,tate clnd property of the recak.1trJnt
kulak were d1c;tnbuted among the ne1ghbourmg poor pt:'a,antry
Tod.iy they are added ac; et whole to the much larger umt th1..
c.ollect1ve farm In 1918 expropnat1on of the kulak" led to 'iub
d1v1.,10n, today 1t leads to \Oc1.ihi,at1on
The bourgeo1' pre.,., attempted to v1hfy the pe.i'iant movemLnt
m Ruc;s1.i by 'aymg thctt 1t Wd\ clc.compamed by vmlent med,UIL'
agctmc;t the pe.ic;anb The d1ctator.,h1p of the proletjncll 1' ncvu
ai,hamed to uc;e violent methodo, .ind doe<.i u'e o,uch method, m tht.
<..ampa1gn for collect1v1\at10n-but agamM whom? AgJm't tht.
exploiter, the bourgeo1~ .rnd the kulak The proletanctl <-Jn do 'c
only becau'e 1t hac; the fulle't cooperation of the poor ped'idntn
and the c;upport of the middle pea..antc; The b.ic;1c. <..ond1t1on ofthl
alhance of the proletdnat .ind the poor peai,antry with the m1ddlt.
pect\antry 1c; Lenm'c; rule-never to employ <..oer<..1on m 1cl.itwn
with the middle peai,antry In fa<..t •'l.Onv1m.e, not coe1ce" h.ic, bt..en
the prmc1pal 'llogan l\\Ued to clll orgam\eri, of the collec.uvc t.irm
movement
The procei,<.i of t1 cln.,formatlon of \mdll \cale agru.. ultme in
large <.icale modem agriculture, when it take<.i plac.e under
Capnah\m 1c; Jccrmpamed by the expropnallon of the poo1
peac;anb, ctnd 10, ba.,ed on tremendom explo1tat1on ot tht pooi
peac;anb and land labourerc; The law which gmdei, th1c; proc.e'' 1'
the anarchic law of cap1tah<.it compet1t1on Bec;1des, m tap1t.ih'1
\OC1ety we necc\sJnly have the co-ex1'tence of small farm' dnd
large farm' In fact the profits of the IJrge farmer!. are ba.,cd on the
explo1tat1on of their c,mallcr neighbour' Thu!. m no <-dp1tah't
country do we ac, yet \ee d complete ehmmat1on of the unproht
able \mall farm ec.onomy
The s111me proc.eli\ I\ takmg place m Soviet Ruo,<i1a- 1n .i
planned and orgdm~ed manner, becausr It 1~ takmg pla~e
under the guidance of the proleranat, who today oc..cupy t e
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commanding positions in the economic life of the country. It is
takuig place with the enthusiastic cooperation of the broad mas~es
of the poor and middle pea!iantry, and not at their cost. It is
ai:companied by the disappearance of the capitalist farmer, and
not to hi'> advantage. The proletariat, which controls the socialised
urban industry of Rus~ia, is today capable of giving its helping
hanu of friendship and alliance to the poor and middle peasantry,
and of promoting large-scale, rationalised agriculture on the basis
of cooperation and uf the elimination of all capitalist exploitation
m land. A!> collectiv1sation and socialisation of agriculture
develop'>, agriculture will reach the level of the urban industries,
thl' d1 ... 1inction between town and country!>ide will di!>appear, and
.i~11culture will become a ~ection of the ~ocialist industry. Today
m Soviet Russia the programme chalked out by Marx and Engels
m the Communi~t Manifesto, that "Agriculture and urban
mdu!>try <arc) to work hand in hand, in r-.uch a way a.,, by degrees,
to uhliterate the di'>tinction between town and country," is being
t1 ,m.,latcd mto practice
fJ1- 11 1.32.

VI THE TRADE UNION MOVEMENT
The evidence and accn-.ationo;; in c ..innection with our work in
the Trade Umon Movement form a large part of the ~ubject matter
0f this ca"!e. The principal immediate rea ...ons for the institution of
thi!-1 ca ... e was our Trade Union activity; and among the effects
which the ca!->e has had and will have upon publk life in India,
thu.,e in connecion with the Trade Uni io Movement are the most
direct and perhaps the most important.
The subject has however been dealt with in detail in other
!.latcment~. It is therefore unnecessary to do more than touch upon
'-Orne generalisations, and bring forward a few points which have
not been noticed previou!il].
It is necessary once again to emphasise that this case is an
. mack upon the Trade Union Movement. It was launched at a time
marked by very great activity on the part of the working-class and
the Trade Union Movement. The Government was opposing this
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by other means alo,o, o,uch dS the Trclde~ 010,putes Act, which wa,
condemned by almo\t all \ectton& of the Trade Umon Movement
a... an attack upon It Nearly all the accuo,ed m this cac;e .tre TrJdL
Umonmo;, mo~t of them from the two chief centre\ of working
cla.,., act1v1ty of that peraod, Bombay and C.tlcutta The time of
our arre"it l.Omuded m both c.to,e' with the prepdrat1on!I tm v~rv
big "itnk.e~ m whKh the employer~ were the dggre.,,1ve pdrt) A
very large part of the evidence agam\t mo5.t ot U\ con\1c;to, ol
record' of ordinary Trade Umon work, which 1t would ht
unnece,,ary to bnng forward 1f It were not mtended to condemn u
d~ m \Orne wdy of a cnmmal chdr.tcte1 Nevcrthelec;, thL
Pro.,ewt1on have denied that they are J.ttackmg the Tt .tde Umon
Movement and m order to 'upport their demdl they hJ\ e put
forw.trd their theory about the "genuine" Trdde Um~n Movement
ac; contrd,ted with the Commum't Trade Umon Movement Tht}
are not attac.kmg "genume Trdde Umom,m,' but only Corn
mum~m But, acceptn~ th1~ 1t mecln~ thdt they a1e tlymg to IJ\
down the pohl.y which the Trade Umon Movement 'hall 1.onf inn
to, under pam of bemg condemned ao, "Commum,t,' .md bun!hable to pro,ecut1on under \CCtton 121-A of the Indian Prnal
Code Thdt t,, ai, we !lhould mamtam, m 1t<..elt an attJl.k ol J H'I\
c;enou<.. nature on the mo\lement If the Pro ... ewt1on were domg no
mo1e th.m they them,elvco; adnut, they would be .ittac..kmg tht
Trade Umon Movement
The poltcy which they are trymg m th1<.. w.iy to dtl.tate to tht
Trade Union Movement "of l.OUl\e the \J.me poh1.} wh1c..h th1..
bourgeo1., da,o; m •.di c.ountneo, tne~ to make the worker' follow
Ao, the Mag1,trate expre,o;ec; 1t, (Comm1ttal Order, page 11 In
my opm1on .i 'genume Trade Umom\t' 1o; one who i-. p11ma11ly
l.oncerned with the improvement of the ext,lmg cond1t1onr, of th1..
workero; with which h1o; Umon 1o; concerned he t\ connected with
poht1c..., only 1s o,o far a~ he aim~ clt gettmg legt\ldUon lor ..u1..h
improvement, he l.reateo; \tnke\ for the !>clmc object "
That ,., to \dy, the Trade Umon Movement will be allowed 1'
exm on cond1t1on that 1t pur\ue' a pohcy of ...ect1ondh'-m and
reformt~m. dnd putli forward no clcltms which involve c1
fundamental l.hange m the ec.onom1c 'Y'tem
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Jn 1oeekmg to re!>tnct the idea'> and act1v1t1es of Trctde Umon~ m
th1., wcty the Pro1,ecullon are actmg ac; they are expected to do But
they ctre quite wrong m cla1mmg that the Trade Umon Movement
whu.h ob.,erves their hm1tallom. 1'> the only genume one Even
~r and Mr'> Webb do not !>Upport them m that
Actually, cl\ hac;; been .,hown m cl prev1ou'> Matement, the Trade
Uri )fl Movement m almoc;;t all countnec;; m the world hao, been
o11gmdlly md mamly a revolullondry movement, aiming not only
at mamtd1mng or 1mprovmg the '>tdndard of hte of 1tc;; memberc;;
under (' dp1taho,m, bllt at ovetthrowmg Cap1tdh'>m and the
c.ip1tah .. t poht1cal c;;tructure, and ec;tabh-,hmg Soc1ah!>m and
workmg-da.,., rule
1 he cap1tJh<.,t<., and then St.ite orgamsat1on<. have combated the
Trade Union Movement by vanou .. meam., not exdudmg the mo.,t
dra..,t1" but .imong other~ hy corruption From the earhcc;;t days 1t
ha\ been the cap1tah't pra<.tlce to mtrodul.e their agent<. mto the
11.1Je lm1on<., or to buy over m c;;ome more !>ubtle way the
v.01k.uc;;' own leaders These cdp1tah!>t agent\ m the workerc;;'
movement have not acted mamly a., <.,pie' but ha\e put forward a
<l 11mte pohc. y and tr 1cd to •'ldUl e th\! worke1., to follow 1t The
poltc.) the) alwa) c;; -.tand tor 1., mdrk.ed hy the very featun.'" which
d1-.tmgm-.h the Pro.,e<.utlon'-. "Gcnmre Trade Umom-.m mamly
11 form1<.,m an .icceptance of Cclp1tah'm .md 'ec.t1on.1h-.m
At flr-.t m mo ... t cao;e-. tl11<. pohty on the pan of CapJtaho;m had
reldt1vely little 'u"'ces-. The early <.,tage-. of the growth of
mdu'>tn.il Capttah'>m m almoo,t all l.OUntneo; aie marked by a
v1..,ry he1l.e <.truggle between a bctdly orgam'>t>d but m1;tmct1vely
revulutiondry workmg-cla-;c;;, and the a 11 ·d force-; of the <.ap1tcth.,t'>
and theu State Many of the more bad.wctrd countne<., have never
got beyond th1i, '>tage The 1eforrm~t Labour Movement never
pubhi~he-, lt">elf a!> the prec;;entallve of the ma.,., of wo1 ker1;, who
contmuc to wnduct an opt.n <.truggle with Cap1tah<.m but m the
orgam.,cd and mterm1ttent manner which c.ond1lJon~ of ngoroul'.>
1mprc-,1;1on penn1t In some few of the mo'>t advctnced countne'I
only hai. refonn1'im conl\ohdated 1~ po111t1on With the help of
the Lctpllah~tc;; and the State, which reprel\11 the revoluuonary
movt:ment ctnd otherw1c;;e a<:s1~t refonn11;m. it ha-, nl>en to the
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position which has enabled it to claim more or less plausibly to be
the true and genuine Trade Union Movement.
But Engels first pointed out and Lenin subsequently emphasi~
ed, it is only certain economic coR.ditions which permit of thi~
consolidation of reformism and the j>ermanent suppression of the
revolutionary workers' movement. Capitalism has lo reach and
maintain a certain level of prosperity before it can supplement it~
corruption of the working-class leaders by widespread bribery of
the masses, and thus induce the majority of the working-clas~ to
consent to live under its rule. This level of prosperity can be
maintained under Capitalism only by a policy of Imperialism or
exploitation of other countries; and only for a certain time, until
the general process of expansion of Capitalism gives way to a
general decline. While the imperialist system continues to grc11"
and prosper, therefore, reformist Trade Unionism 1h the leading
imperialist countries can also flourish. This was roughly the
situation up to the time of the European War of 1914.
Since then howev~ it has become quite evident that the
capitalist system as a whole has passed its zenith. A general lcH:I
of prosperity equal to that of the pre-war decade has, never llt:en
reached since. There is good reason to believe that thi!i prnce'~
will continue, and the economic position of Capitalism a!I a
whole, while showing no doubt some fluctuations will become
progressively worse. That being so, the economic condition!> for
the prevalence of reformism in the Trade Union Movement a1•:
also dii,appearing. It is to be expected that refonnism will decline
and the revolutionary workers' movement grow in strength. There
can be no doubt that is taking place. Since the early dap
of Capitalism a tremendous advance has been effected m the
capitalist technique of dealing with Labour both in the encour~ge
ment of reformism and in the suppression of Comm~m~m
Especially since the War, when these problems have contmually
occupied the attentions of statesmen, industrialists and economists, the adv11nce has been very rapid, and aJI recordro. hah~e
been broken in cunning, deceit and v1olence. In spite of ·tb:
however the reformist Trade Union Movement has not been ah e
to maintain its pClsition, while the revolutionary movement as
generally increased very markedly in strength.
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We reply therefore to the Prosecutions' arguments on this
liUbJci;t, that while they could have maintained their theory with
.,0 me !>how of possibility two or three decades ago, they can do so
no longer. The Trade Union Movement is not naturally a reform1o;;t movement. It i!!. naturally and originally a revolutionary
movement, and after having become subject for some decades m
., 0 mi. countries to a process of perversion and corruption i!!. again
returning in the present period to its proper revolutionary policy.
The Pro!>ecution cannot be allowed by ingenious misreading of
h1~tory to d1sgui~e the fact that in conducting thi~ case they are
.ictually attacking the true and genuine workers' Tr~de Union
Movement.
In .,upport of this theory of the Trade Umon Movement, and in
ordc1 to create prejudice against u~ on national grounds, the
Pro.,ecuhon have al'>o argued that the Communi!!it movement is
cnt1rely a product of Russian influence. This 1s the favourite
theme of all contemporary anti-Communist propaganda. But it 1s
of cour.,c without any actual ju~ttfication. If the h1'>torical facts are
exammed-a~ ha!. been done in a previou~ statement-it will be
found that dlmo~t all the e ... ~e •• ual idea~ of modern Communi~m
..tro"e with the nse of modern large !>cale indu~try in England in
the early year~ of the I 9th century. ! ·veral of the leader!!. and
wnte1., of the Chdrtist Movement ( I g:,4-48), and of even earher
pt>nod!. di!!iplay an acquaintance with much of Communist
thought. These ideas were collected and ~ynthe!iised by Marx and
l'..ngcl!- m a way which has required no e~~ential modification
'mcc. The working-clas!> movement of their timt. was largely
under their influence. and was to <. 1..0n!'liderable extent a
Communist movement in the full ~ense.
The 20th century has seen a revival of Communism on a much
larger ~l·ale. The movement in ib mode1 n form has been of course
greatly mfluenced and strengthened by the Russian Revolution.
Ritt to ~ay that it owes ih existence to the Russian Revolution
alone, is absurd The revival of the revolutionary wing within the
I~temational Labour Movement had begun already hefore the
European Wax of 1914. In spite of the dramatic collapse and
betrayal of the International in 1914, there were revolutionary
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minorities in opposition to the war in all belligerent countnc,
including Great Britain. In some countries, such as Italy, the anti~
war section had the support of a majority of the orgam~ed
workers. These anti-war sections of-the Labour Movement were
meeting together as early as 1915 (the Zimmerwald Conference)
and in the !lame year the appeal began to be made to the
Communist minority to break away from the Social DemocratK
Parties and to form a new International. In this movement the
influence of the Russian Bolshevik Party was by no mean,
exclusive or even predominant. Almost all the parties of the
belligerent powers were represented at one Mage or another. The
Commission set up at the Zimmerwald Conference held a .,e.,.,1011
in Stockholm in the summer of 1917, before the BoJ.,hev1k
Revolution, which took a formal decision to estaW1sh the nc\\'
Third International.
The!le and many other facts can be cited to show that the
Prosecutions' theory .t>n this matter is false. The modem
Communist Movement has grown up and i!I growmg m rc.,pon'e
to the needs of the situation. No movement of the kind can ht
formed or fo!ltered artificially.
In order to maintain their claim that in prosecuting u~ they Jtc
not attacking the Trade Union Movement, the Pro~ecullon hJ\e
also put forward the contention that we are not a part of ihc
Trade Union Movement at all, but are "outsiders" who havL
tried to enter the Trade Unions for ulterior motive.!>. Thill theme
appears also in a circular issued to members of Parliament hy
Mr. Wedgwood Benn, when Secretary of State for India la~t ycJr
In answering it two or three points have to be mad 1 The
objection may be brought against the account just g1 ven of the
Trade Union Movement that it does not at least apply to India
We should not admit that. But we should reply that whatewr
truth it has is due to the fact that the work of the ..out~iders" sen~
into the Trade Unions by the bourgeoisie has been so prolonge
and vigorous. Ever since the stormy beginnings of the ma!I~
struggle and organisation of the Indian workers 15 years ag;· ~
great number of bourgeois agents of various sorts, indepen en
humanitarians, Liberals, Theosophists, Congressmen. Commu~~~
lists as we)] as direct Police agents have been busy colTllPung
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movement with their various, but all counter-revolutionary ideas.
At a11 y rate we can say that if we are "outsiders" we are not the
only ones.
But we claim that as Communists we are not "outsiders" in the
i.,ame sense as these others are. They are representatives of various
bourgems political or rehgious reactionary organisations. We are
repr.....entatives of Communism, the working-class policy itself.
Communism has developed in other countries in which industry
and the industrial working-class are of longer standing than in
India and we by our work try to save the Indian workers the
trouble of learning from the beginning what it has taken so long to
accumulate elsewhere-just as Indian capitalists when setting up
couon mills do not begin with the primitive apparatm driven by
water wheels, whu.:h was used in Europe in the I 8th century, but
m-;tal up-to-date machinery. We owe our exiMence as a party to
two main factors--the developed theory and the example of the
Communist movement in the more advanced capitalist countries,
.md the spontaneous rise of the militant worker!>' movement in
Indtd. We act, as it has been expressed, as a link between the more
adv1nt.ed movement of other ·ountries and the more backward
workmg-class here. This explainl> incidentally, the apparent
.momaly which has not failed to attract the Prosecution!!.' notice
that we happened to be mainly per'>Ol•'I of lower middle-class,
rather than working-class origin.
The Communist Party is not at all an outside mfluence in the
working-clas!., or even in the Trade Union Movement. It has
of cour<;e a clearer idea and a more consist1mt revolutionary
consciousness than the Trade Unions, e' t•n at their best. But that
1'• •t~ function. It is the leader of the workmg-class and the Trade
Union Movement, and aims at drawing into its ranks all the most
progressive and conscious men in the Trade Unions so that the
•elations between the two or~anisations are as close anrl as natural
ao; possible. Such a body is not in any sense an external force, it is
an integral part of the movement.
Following the c;ame line of argum~nt, the Prosecution have
further asserted that we are indifferent to the immediate interests
~f t~~ workers, and that we induce them to strike etc. not for
legittmate" economic reasons, but for political or other purposes.
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Now an appea1 to the facts will show that in our case thi~ i~
entirt"ly incorrect. As has been shown at length in other
statements, the strikes with which we were concerned, except lhr
one-day demonstration against t~e Simon Commission in 1928.
were of an economic character. They were in almost all
cases caused by the employers' aggression-maltreatment,
victimisation or attempt to lower rates-and mostly originated in
a spontaneous and unorgani&ed manner. Our part was to exert our
influence to keep the workers united and assist the organising of
strike services such as relief, picketing etc., and in this ~ay to
secure the best chance of success for the strike. In some ca&e~ the
strikes were no doubt prolonged partly in consequence of our
work. But that was because in the given conditions a long stnke
was necessary to achieve any succes at all. If the strikes had not
been organised, they would have collapsed scfoner than they
actually did, and the workers would have obtained no benefit. Wt
cannot be held responsible for the obstinacy of the employer!\.
But this charge i/atso made in a more general way again!>t u'
and our policy. It is the theory of the reformists that they .i.rc the
section who arc careful of the immediate interests of the w0rkm
while we neglect them in favour of ultimate aim!>. The
Prosecution also contrasted our policy with reformii.m in the
!-Jame sense. Now no doubt a study of the expressed policie~ ot
reformi~m and Communism may give some ground for coming to
this conclusion. Communism puts before itself the revolution ai.d
the preparation for the revolution as its highest aim, to which all
other partial or immediate aims must if necessary be sacnfied
Reformism on the contrary puts forward no such ultimate a.im.
and professes to be exclusively concerned with immediate
matters. This is the theory. But in practice it is h~d t~> bel.iev~ th;~
any circumstances are likely to arise under Capitalism m \\ ~ 1
the interests of the revolution would demand a !>acrifice ot the
immediate economic interests of the workers. In general the ea~~
of the revolution is advanced if and so far as the workers fight :r
their immediate economic interests. On the other han~. 1 e
reformists' innocence of ultimate aims of a revol~rrna;~
character usually involves in practice that they are not_wtl ~~ate
put up a fight at all. They will fight even for the imm
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mtere'>t'> of the worke1•,, only 1f the worker., them..elvei, are
determined on it bven m thdt cai;;e, expenenc.e '>how-; that they
will '>Jbotdge the workeri;;' hght 1fthey can Some refonnt'it't-the
more con.,1i;;tent-w1ll da1m that they have a better way than that
l•f hghtmg, ndmcly c,o-operdt1on They will prei,., for the
m.,lltution of maLhmery f 01 c.on.,ultctt1on with the employers and
w 1 1Jt,1t10n and arbitration .md by the'ie mec1n'> will hope to
Jd11evc dll lhJt m1htcint woiker.,· movement will get, and more
Improvement'> are obtdmcd by thei;;e mcctn'>, on OLca.. 10n'>, there
1., no douht But broadly 1t I" true to i;;Jy thctt the worker., can
11nprm e their po'>1t1on und<.'r C ap1t.ih.,m, or mc1mtc1m 1t aga1m.t
t-. )nom1c J.dVCl'>lly, only .,o far a., they give the emph)}el'i c..iu.,e
to lc.u th .....·• It they cI1e m1htcI1.t they c...tn get <.onLc,.,ton'> from
thr t..mploycr.,, not other W1'1! Rcformt'>t leddcr\ c.an take
,1(hJ.nt.igc of the m1ht.mcy ot the worker' to get re.,ul1' through
till 11 own rcfonm.,t m.i .... hmcn But unlc..., they h.ive the '>dnct10n
of the 'trt:.ngth dnd will to hght o( the worker' hehmd them, they
L.m get nothmg Refonm'>l'i redh'tc tlu~ •.md 'ome ot them may
mJkt• df ort .. to mamt.un the m1ht.int 'Plflt .imong the worker\
llt1t then v. hole outlook on th, «thuur mpvcment and '>Oc..1.il aff.iui;;
.., .1g.im.,t tlu' polH..) lhc) do not bchcvc 111 the o\etthro~ ot
<.1pn.ih.,m lhl'refme the\' mu't I hevc m promoting th ....
p1.,,pc11ty of CJp1t.1h'm \ h1c..h .iu.ou.• 1ng to thl' .. Jp1t.tl1't me.in.,
t 4u.iht) of .,df..llhte fo1 ,tll c.. 'pcuall} the wor kt.1' The)'
believe m the m.Kh111c1y of c..o oper .illon .md .... on<.111.iuon-C.,enrva Whitley Counc.tl'> .md '>O on Jnd h1 Wt>\et tlie) m..t)' try,
thev c...mnot rec..onulc tlK.\e rl11ng' \\ tth J 11.•,1l 1111hta.1t \trugglc by
tht wmker.,
1 he.. dt.tu.il "1tu,u10n thcrclore 1' the revel'>c of rhat which the
c..l01m1't' .ind the Pro.,cc.ut1on da1m B)' out pohc..y ot
l ncour,1gmg md org.m1.,mg the m1ht,mc. ;1 of the worker\ \\e bnng
.ibout the optimum cond1tnm' tor the a .... h1e\L'ment ot 1mpro\e1i1ent' .md the m.imten,m 1 of the wo1 ke1 i;;' '>t.ind.1rd., undc1
Ctptt..ilt'm Bv thetr pohc.) elf enc..ourdgmg tru't m ... onc..1hdt10n
.ind the employe1,' good will .md tl\e ltkc, Jnd dt\f..OUrdgmg .i
miht..int polity, the 1efonn1't' tend to \Cl up cond1t10n., m Y..hKh
the bc,t 1c.,ult.,, even under C.1p1tc1h,m, c.annot be obtdmed
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Thi' general 'itatement l~ fully borne out by the fact' both m thL
countne'i of advdnced Cap1tJh'm and m India In cond1t1on.., 01
pro'>penty the refomm.t leaderb are able to 'ec.urc 1mp1ovemem.,
Jnd conce'>!!.IOD'> But m cond1t1oh' of adver,lty dnd tr.tde
depre~'lon they fail to put up cl 'enou' re,1\tdm.e to the <...ipn.tl1'1
demdnd' for wage cut' .md !oipeedmg up .md on the cont1Jry ...,, 1, 1
m c.irrymg out the Cdp1tah't'' w1!!.he1i It lli m thebe <..ondu1 011 .,
\\-h1c.h prevail now m Jll Cdp1tah1it countne' ot the worlu th.tt lht
wo1 ler' begm to redh'e thdt our theoret1<..al .tc..<..ount of thL 11.tlurt
of reform1'm ., not an exaggeration but 'ohd truth The retornmt'
•.tre .. the .tgent" of Cap1tah'im wtthm the wm kmg-<..l.t'' A, 'lKh
the) c..annot fight Cdp1tah'm effoctn ely, even fm 1mmed1 t1L
demand' and e<..onomK mtcre't' We on the c..ontrary <...tn dnd llo
fight Cdpltah.,m on any l''iue, 1mmed1dtc 01 ult1~dte '-"llh 111
forl.e'i Our pohc.y 1., <..on,equently more effec..llve Th1' dLCU,Jtmn
therefore "Jl!!.o fal'>e
I
In 'hart the attitude tdken up by the Pro,cc.ut1on tO\\drd' tht
Tr.ide Umon Movement 1' unten.tble dnd .tb,urd throughout 1l,1,
''natural. d'> thc1r po,1t1on m <..onnc<..t10n Y.1th 1t •., mo.,t 'h'~'
~everal hne' of Go\emment poh<..y Lomerged to produ ..... 1111 . .
<..J.,c, d\ h.i' been 'ho\\n el,ewhere, but the mo't 11nport,m1 \\J'
that J.11,ing trom the 'lludt1on m the Trade Unron Movemllll I• I'
m a ...en ...e the <..ent1 ell .,,UC m thl' L.d'C Yet the pol11. ~ ol thl
Go\cmment on th1' que,uon l'i m d1rec.t l.Ontrddu. t1011 to tl'Lll
ptofe,..,.on,, ,md the Pro'>CLUtlon helve to JTidtntJm tlm
<...ontrad1<...tory dtt1tt1dc
The Government c..1.um to tolerdte .md even to em.our w1 Lht
T1.tde Unron Movement, .tnd the Proo;,ecut1on helve to prolL" thl
!!.dme 1de.i' Yet the <.d'>C I'> a<.tually undertclken m.tmly beL.IU'l 01
Trade Umon \\-ork of .i perfectly ordmciry .tnd leg~I kmd 1hL t IL•
I\ that the Trdde Unron Movement dnd c'pec1ally the union~ "' 1 ~
wh1c.h we were connected were hec..ommg a nm<idn<..e tu (.tflJlll
mfluent1dl group'i ot <..clpllcth\t'>, both Jndtdn and Bntl'•h 111
Bomba} and m Calcutt.t A' our cl'-t1on'i were entuely ldwtul thl'
1ph<. •ll
l.Ould do nothmg agam'>l u<i d1re<..tly, though they tne d to 111
1
dnd
.i ,o
k
•
u<i m fal\e C..dliC'> of notmg tram-wreckmg dnd the I1 c
1
•
mc1ted hired hooligan~ Jgdm.,t
u., They therefort" bt:gdn to eM..'
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pie..,..,urc on the Government They <..onducted a campaign of
propdganda ot a perc;onalJy abu..,1ve character agam11t uc;, m their
pre..,.., dnd m the A..,c;embly, Counc1h, buropean A'>!.Oc.1al1om, and
Chamber.., of Commer<..e They acw,ed U'> of bemg re.,ponc;1ble
101 the ia1Jway a<..ctdent at Belur on the EI R m I928, and for the
wmmunal not m Bombay m Februa1 y 1929 (though a<..tually we
\\eie very a<..t1ve and were pe1hap!. the mo<,t potent mfluem. .e m
kcepmg the pca<. .e and quelling the not) Thl!y openly demanded
om dcpo1tat1on, mternment, p1event1ve re'>tramt et<.. , and tmallv
p10-.ccut1on for <-0n,p1racy agaimt the ~late The ftr<,t rec;ult wa.,
the Publtl Safety Bill which t •.uled only by chance, ancf the !.ec..ond
w L'> th1-. l.d'>C' There t •.m be no doubt about 1t Other quc\t10n.., are
111'.-olvtd and other J'>pe<..l<, of the ca'>c and the movement have
'>lll<l dt.H'loped 1mportarn. . e but tht. ongm of the whole thmg, the
Jl 1l 1e.i.,on why the l.a'e wa., !aunLhcd w.:i-. that the Trade Union!>
in 192~ ~ere c.iu..,mg m<..onvcmentc to l.Crtam mfluential
l .tp1talt-.t' who acc.ordmglv took me.i,ure'> among wh1l.h wa., our
tPe'>t to ..,,lVe thetr profit... The Pro\cl.uhon are therefore m an
untL11Jhk po'>1t1on Henl.c the1r v.iend theone' .tbout the Trade
Limon Mmement Enough ha' been '"'d to <..ho\.\- thut fdl..,Ity But
11 "' llLLC<....,ary to develop !>Orne pomh more full)' a' m1.,
un<lL1't,mdmg .ibout Commum..,t l ,1de Umon polJLy I!> not
Lnnhned to the P10,cl.ut1nn

Rcvolutiona1 y Trade l.J nion Mo\ ement, ~ Oppo~ed to Reformi~t
\(}( wl flu on

The Pro'e' ut10n, beldU\e of then l "1..,..,al 1gno1 an<..e of \\hat
l 1t1dl Untom'>m 1<.. dnd '>land' tor, h..i' c mdde 1t necc.,o;ary for U!> to
Lxpl.nn wh..it the pohcv of revolutton.i1) Trade Umon Movement
1' d'> oppo.,ld to the 1eform1'>t Tr,1de Umo11 Movement The matter
l.tn he '>urnmed up undu two headc; d'> follO\.\-'> The reform1!>t
li.ide Umon Movement ,t.ind., for the consohdauon. development .md :n.untenam. . e ot the pre'>ent ~y.,tem of explo1tat1on
I( ap1t..ih,m), whtle the Commum..,t or revolutionary Tiade Umon
Movement .,tantf., for the complete de'>trud1on of tht., 'Y'tem
lt.. pl,iung It by the rule ot the w01ke1., (Commum~m)
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It •., not liUff1c1ent however for ui, to d1'imN1 the o;ubJect with
th1., bald 'itcltement, It 1., nel.e.,,.iry for u., to place our v1ewpomt
clearly before the Court It Iii true m fdct to 'iay thclt the,e two
pohc1e.,, the pohc.y of reform1o;t Trdde Umom'im dnd the polll.y ot
revolut1onary Trade Umomiim, reflect the d1tferent 'it.igc' of
development of the workmg-da'ili wh1c.h Iii leadmg to thl
deliilructton of bourgem' 1oioc1ety It 1., not ed'iY to apply th 1,
formula to the extremely young Trdde Umon Movement m IndiJ
though trom 1t' early dciy' up till rec.ently the 'tnkmg feature 1,
the fact that thllii workmg-dd.,., movement hd' .,uttered mo1oit hom
the fact th.it 1t'i ledder,h1p h.i., been .ilmo't entirely bourgc01' lht
h14i..toncal detml de.tlmg with the development of the lndi.m 1r.tdt
Umon Movement ha' been dealt with bv other,, dnd will hl. dl .tit
with by u., here l.ite1 It may howe\er be nec.e"'~Y tor u' 111
expldmmg our pomt to touL.h upon 1t he1e
Let u' f1r<,t tdle the rcfommt fr.:idc Umon Mm,ement Thl
'i1m1ldr 'ect1on1oi of th!1"movement throughout the w01ld h.t\t
more or le.,.,, followed along the o;.imc lmeo; dnd the 'idtnc pohl'
Thi' policy, the pohc.y of the rcturm1't Trdde Umon., '' typ1lJlh
exemphf1c:-d by the I f U <Am,tcrd.im) \\ho m •.unt.un th.11 tht
pre.,ent world el.onomtc.. l.l l'il,, the g1cJ.te't m h1'itory d tm ~
wh1c.h ha., dffec.ted every wumry m the \\Orld .md 'ih.tktn t11l
foundation' of the greatc't power' 1.., IU't .tnother pu10.I 1
temporary 'it..tgn..it1on, whu..h pu 1ndJc.J.1l} rew1., undc1 ( .ip1tc.th\I 1
And they c.on'i1der 1t to he their duty to J'i'i1't 1t O\CI th1' penod nl
"tempor dry" Cll'il'i, to tr} dnd p..ttl..h up ..., h.it thq. l.On,1du to h,
only .i p..t...,mg m..,t..tb1hty of the c..ipn.ih..,t ... y.,tun II ,.., hetJU't ol
th1'> thcil we fmJ the 1etorm1't' ..idvol.Jlmg the pnnupk thJt
the worke1.., 'ihould .icc.ept 1cdul.t10n' 111 wdge.., •.md longer hour'
of work
It .., mtere ... tmg to note that pfl·c.edmg the prc.,ent el.Onomt\.
c.r1'1', the c.ip1t.ih't' with the 'iupport of the ref or m1't 11ttdL
Umonli l..u ned out d. tunou'i r.iuondl1'dllon dnve Thi' 11npo' 111011
of r.it10n.ih..,.it1on 1...iu..,ed greclt .,uffe11ng to the workmg-dJ'' b
c;pcedmg up, lower w.ige., ..tnd longer hour., But they were tol,d )
the reform1<it.., thdt tht.., "rat1onah.,at10n" W.l.., nece'i'idlY to hc..•P :':
'itdb1h.,e Cciplt.ih.,m, the bogey of foreign c.ompet1uon Wd' hll>Uf 1
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forw.ird, .i.nd la.,tly, if the worker<-, would only .idopt rat10nahi;at1on .i pe11od of unprecedented pro11penty would follow for them
Thi., 1., \\hdl the 1eform11,t., told the workers m 1927 What have
been the re1,ult~ ot followmg this policy of cla11.,-collaboratton of
the 1dommh, Ha.., that penod of pro..,penty a' prom1,ed arnvcd?
No 1 hL very oppo.,1te ha.., happened And today we hnd the
we 1 l.,.e1, fal.ed with another c..ap1tah.,t offen.,1vc The rea,on for
th 1., c.an or•ly be expl.nned m the following way,- -rat10nah ....1t1on
mc.im inflated p1oduct1on, wor'!lened cond1hon., and md.,.,
unemployment generally tor the wo1kmg-d.t.,.,, which m 1t., turn
mean., 1cdm. ed purcha,mg powcr,-thc 1e-,ult ,., mer-produc..uon
w'11t h 1., one of the mam cau"e" of the pre,cnl world economtl.
, """"' Tht., hJ., now bel.ome .,o dear that c\en the reform1'l"
..idm1t 1l In J920 111 Hllferdmg, the pnrn.. 1pal theon't ot the
L.1buu1 .i.nd <;,m. 1ah'l Intt!mJ.l1ontll wrote m .,upport of 1at1onJ.h.,at1on ,1., a mLcln' of .,trcngthemng C.1pn.i.h.,m He ,,mJ "What \\e
v. ..im 1' J. 'trung, .md not p.mpen,ed and dec...J.dent Capttdhsm,
betJU"I! 1t " alway' plca.,mg fm the hen that h1' mhe11tanc..e
'hould hl· cl\ t Kh cl\ po-,,1ble" He wn'1dc1ed that C clpttah-,m h.id
,1 ..mg ltJ.'e of hk .ind toukl not be ovcrthrnwn It hJ.' to '"gro"
ovu mto \ou •.tll\m, Jnd hcnc.e mu..t be J.,,1.,ted to grow 'tronghv 1.it1onJ.h ">.tlton
But now they hd\e he"•n c...ompelltd to .idnnt the truth The
Rl',olution of the 4th Lc.ihout and Sot1<1h.,t Intern.ition,tl Congrec,,
(Augu.,t I 9'H) \clY" m .,o m.iny word' that 1auonah,at1on ha'
ta1Itd to h1mg what 11 p1om1i;ed, but hJ' m'-rea1,ed untmplo, ment and 'Plec.ld want and m1,ery among the workm11;d<t'" fh11, dm~, not mean of c...our..,e thc.lt t11c1r pohty hJ.' ch.inged
fhcy "till tru.,t 111 the League of N.it1on' and appeal to the
.ipitJh't" to m.,tttute econom1t demotracy
In the taLl ot th1., cn"1' Capttah'm 1., trymg to n11t1gate the
l'ffec...t1, upon 1t..,clf by dell\ermg further v1uoui; att.l<...k\ upon the
worke1' Huge arm1e' of worker'> throughout the world arc
unemploved, \\here 1,oc1al m ... ur.incc cx1"t', at 1., bemg reduced or
tomplctely .iboh,hcc.I, whe1e no 'o'-1.il m.,urdnte ex1<;l\ the
houigcOJ., State 111 refuC\mg any a"'""tanl.c to the unemployed Thi'
1 ~ being done with httle or no oppo,nmn from the 1eform1... t11 and
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in some cases with their assistance. With the support of the
reformist Unions, the capitalists are introducing a system of "horttime working; wages are being further attacked and every effort 1,
being made to reduce the standard of living of the workers to the
lowest possible limit.
The reformist theory that the conditions of the workc1s will
gradually improve under Capitalism, that the present or pa-.t
economic crise!I of the capitalist sy!ltem are things that wt· !>houkl
assi!lt in patching up, has been utterly smashed by the march ot
events. The present crisis has exposed the fact that Capitali!lm ha-.
become a hindrance to the development of the productive foru~'
of society, that even a partial improvement within the framework
of Capitali<;m is only possible at the expense of a !>till f urtht•t
worsening of the conditions of the worker!I. We look.upon lhl·-.e
periodical crises of the capitalii.t i.y!ltem as denoting the appw Kh
of itl> collapse. Our policy is not therefore to a!IMM it to rccoHr
and bring it back to hpalth again, but to take advantagl:' 111
the crisis and a ... si!lt it out of it!> misery quickly by cndmg the
present state of !lociety, thm, a!l!listing the worker' out of their 'tak
of mt!>ery.
The polil:y of refortni!lm !>lands in direct contradiction to all tht'
teachmg!> of h1i.tory it!o.elf. fact!I given in connection with thl:' d,,,,_
struggle, the International Trade Union Movement and the lnd1.rn
Trade Union Movement, show that the development of cvcnh
lead!> not to the gradual improvement of the condition!> of thl'
workcr!I but rather to the worsening of their conditiun .... Thi' ha'
been shown by the w.:>rld-wide attack upon the condition-. of thl'
worker!> during the Jao;t ten years assisted by the reformi!>t!I m t!i.: 11
att\!mpt!> to ~ave Capitali~m during the periodical crise!I, winch arc
becoming ever more intense. In India the policy of refo1m 1' 111
during the!>e attacks upon the worker!.' conditions has re!lulted 111 J
steady retreat. Where resistance to these attacks was put up by the_
worker"i, we find that for the period 1921-30 the Government 01
India figures show that two-thirds of the strikes that took place arc
da!>sified as unsuccessful. Further when considering this question
we must take into account the enonnous number of instance.,
where the worker~ were prevailed upon by the reformists not to
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1c., 1.,t ,md .ii; a re.,ult had 1mpo~ed upon them lower wage~. longer
hom'i, rattonah.,.it1on and retrenchment, without a .,truggle It 1i; m
thi-. way that the rcform1't' try to re~tore to health and to attempt
to hi mg bad.. cl further period of normal ope1 ation of the c..apn.ih o;t
... y-.tcP'l dt the expeme of the workmg-cl.i.,., Tim 1., oh\ rnu.,ly the
\\IOng way The correct way 1<. offered by the revolutionary Trdde
llni '""· hy the maximum re.,1.,tdnc..e of the worker' to an) dttempt
to 1mpo.,c f urthet w01.,ened cond1tmn., upon them, the mdx1mum
1e.,1.,tdnLe tu hunger and poverty and by the O\ erthrow of
C.ip1tJh.,m dnd the e'>tdbh.,hment of the D11.. tdtor.,h1p of the
Pr lletJnat

The Revolutionary Trade Union Movement,
RcformM

a~ oppo~ed

to

twn \ and A1111 \
It'' nete.,.,Jry tor u., to put fortN.ird our idea., J' to the tuntllon.,
Jlld Jim' of Tr.1de Union' The Pro'>eLut1on while ... t.itmg the c.i.,e
cll!c.lln .. t u... the Mdgt .. tr.ite while comm1ttmg: ll' ..... cll'>O ..ome of
the Jltt1'cd, who dd1m ddherence to the 1dorm1.,t .,Lhoul of
thought beL.tu.,e n otter., u ....m ..i po.,._1ble y, J.\ to .tu1.umalhcl\L .ill l.llO.,JlllL'd together to pl.tLe on rt:LOJU ,m cntuely
t•11oncou., 1dc.t of the tum•. tmn., .ind mm of the T1Jde l'mon
Mu\ement bom the ret01m1.,t .,Ilk there '" J ul\eP.. ny of
op1111on., ,1., to the functions of T1.idc Umon.. In different
Lou11t11L., the 1cform1'i1" mJmt•.un different po ... mon., m hance tor
m..t.mLc the rctm m1 ..t undcr..tc.1.nd., th.it cl t• .ide umon 1., c.1.11
rngJm.,Jtton th.it f1gh1" for the improvement 01 lch.il. .,oc1JI Jnd
politic.JI right' cn1oycd by the wmkc1' "1th the fmJI pomt thc1t
1 iJdc Umon., .,houJd endedvour to bnng Jbout the cmc.1.nc.1pc.1.t1on
•)! the worker' In Amer1La one fmd ... thJt the Ame11c.Jn Trade
Un101mt ton•l1der' the Tr.idc Umon orgam.,.itton a .. a mean., ot
nnp10\ lllJ! the cond1t1on~ of Ldbour. Jnd to .mempt to e .. tabh'h
JiCJLcful rdat10n., Jnd col1,1horatmn between L1bour and C Jp1tdl,
" 1 the 'Jme time u'mg Jn) bourgeo" poht1c..:ll 01gJm\dt1on to
.itt,un n, cndo; The Trade Umom'i' of GrLJt Bruam Y.ould
fficllntclm that they are out to e\tdbh~h ..oc1Jh.,m, but only th1ough
the c.ap1tJii.,t P.irhament.iry machme They have e.,tabh'ihed their
I
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own pohllc..al party, the Labour Party, but JIJ their action., mti..t be
.,tnctly m accordJnl.e with the prmLlple., laid down by the
bourgeo1., State A., to the T1Jde Umon., they ac..cept the policy ot
clJ..., c..ollaboratmn, while at the .,Jm~ lime they claim that they .ire
f1ghtmg for the improvement of the gener.il wnd1t1on.., ut th1..
work ere;
Ai, to the reform1~t lndt.m Tr.ide Umon.., they have ..i.dopted .ill
th.it I' had .md enfeeblmg from the 1cform..,t frdde l moni, ol
other l.OUnt11e.., Thu.., we fmJ that the newly formed lnd1.m ft.ide
Umon Federation under the direction of Jo.,ht, BJ.kh..i.lc G111
Sh1v.i R.io and Co ha.., for n.. ob1ec..t., among other thmg .. to
generally 1mp1ove the c1..onom1c •.md .,(Klal 1..ondn1on., of th1..
worker' Then they l.OINder th.it they '>houlJ cnde.t\ou1 to
C'>tahh'>h .,ome mca..,ure'> '>Ut.h a' the n.it1on.ih.,..i.t~n ot l.md
mme.,, mmcrah, ra1lw.iy., etc But how .ire the'e and other th111~'
to be Jc..h1eved > The method' ot attamment .tcw1dmg to thL
l-ederat1on c;hall be, "by ~n.,t1tut10nal, demm.1at1<.. and rewgm.,Ld
Trade Umon method',' whatever they may mean Nowhere m .i11\
of thec;e examph!' of adhe1cn'c to 1cfmm1 ..m m the rrade Union'
do we hod .tn) mklmg of '>Ulh J thmg a\ the da'>'>-'>tmggk lhL
reforml'1t' clJ.tm that the T1Jde llmon., ..tre org..tm,.itmn., lm thL
improvement of Labom l.Ond1t1on,, hut even m th1., hn11 1eJ
'>phere bc1..au'c of their ...tbot.tge they h,tve no nght to even th1
cJ.i.1m We h.nc only to mention their a<..tt\ 1llc., m relat10n to tht
many d1,pute., that have tJken pl.ic.e, "'hercm the 'truggk. of thl
worker.., ha' been 'ahotaged, tht• S I R 'tnkc, 1928 Kha1 .igp111
h I R, GIP , the d1ffe1ent textile \trike.., ,md \O on Om po..,111un
1., that the Trade Umon' arc 01g.im,.iuon' mtendcd to fight fo1 tht
betterment of the <..0nd1t1on' of L.ibom of the wmkcr.., by ' 11
mean\, and we h.tve c,hown by our p.irt1c.1pat1on and leadcr..,t11p ol
alJ the umon' that we hJve been lonnected wuh. thdt thi-. I" ' 0
The Commum'\t leJder,h1p m the Trade Umvn' doe" . . uppott
the pohcy of hghtmg to1 the 1mmed1.ite dcm.md' for 1mp10\t
ment of the condtt1on' of Labour of the worket '· for ~ot.1al ,md
poltt1c..dl reform' But while th1' 1~ ,o, while we 'upport the poll<. v
of rallymg the workrrc; mto the Trade Umon' on the h.i1it" oi thcll
1mmed1dte demJ.nd' for improved cond1t1on,, we mention t hdt tht!
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moo;.t important function is for the overthrow of the capitalist
'Y"t~m. it bcmg a fact that there cannot be any real or lasting gains
under Capitalism.
It may be argued that by pursuing the policy a~ outlined we
umJcr..:~ttmatc the importance of the ~truggle of the worker., for
1mmedi<lte demand., or that we mi.,s the pos.,ibihty of obtaining
fm 1•1e workerl'> 1'.Ucccss in their .,truggle for the same. Further it
m<l)' be ... aiJ by the reform1~tl'> that we .,acnfice the worker~ m this
1c..,pect for our political programme. But we claim that we do
underi,tand the 1mpl)rta11ce of rallying the worker~ for the ~truggle
llfl a programme of immec.hate demand-. on fundamental
4u•.:..,t1on..,, wage,, hours of labour. lcg11'>lat1on etc. while maintainmg om poht1c<ll ~land and 1t 1~ hecau..,t! of th1~ that we .,ay we can
hnng the greate-.t mea~ure ot .,ucce-.!-1 to the workmg-cta ......

Revolutionary Trade Union Movement, a..~ opposed to Reformist
Relatw11 \ 11 rth Emplovn~
Hnw do employer-. tackle tht! Tiade \ lrnon question? The
l ..i.nit.ih..,h -.cc m the growth of Tiadc Union-. among the ~orker-.
tlie development of a forct.:! that can and doc' threaten their very
cx11,tl'nce. The cap1l:.ih~b a-. a elm.-. have no doubt a~ to the
men.ice that the orgam!->ed worker~ ol kr to them. The)' rccogm~c
m the Tr,1dc Umon-. their Lia...., enemy ,rnd the de<ll ~ llh them a-.
'nch There 1.., no need for u-. to go into the method~ adopted to
cru1.,h the early growth of the Trade Union~. Tl11~ ha" been fully
dealt with el1.,ewhere. Apart from the u-.e of the force' of the o;tate
.1gam-.t the Tr.i<le Umon-.. which we •.hall deal with later, there
.in· many i,ubtle and effective method!-> .Ldopted by the employer-.
to try dnd counteract their power. The growing alarm of the
c.lpJt.ih't" of Great Britain wa~ ..,hown m the report of the L1heral
lnd111,tnal Inl1u1ry, "Britam '!-> lndustnal Future." On page 143 it
"PC<l·k" of the "frequency and duration of indu..,trial ~toppages''.
and 1" perturhed hy the marked increa"e in the amount of working
tnne lo(,t m G1eat Britam owmg to if')du-.trial di~putt!-1. especially
'>lllcc the War. In rcadmg the report fw1her we are able to ~ce what
lme., the employers dc~ire to follow to meet the menace of
orgam.,cd Labour. The crude mcth(ld of "collective bargaining'' a!.-
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it 1c, de~l.nbed-the etem.al tug ot w.ir between highly orgc.lill'led
nval torl.e'\-h.i., to be effectively contwlled But how l.dn th 1., bl.
done'> It '-dn only be done by the Trddc Union' agrecmg tu
w-operatc with the employer., m workmg .,ome agreed 'Y'tem of
conl.1hat1on dnd arbltrcltion And 1t i., 1h th1~ co-operclt10n with thL
employer,-<..la.,'\-collclbor.it1on-that the retorm1.,t le.ider-. of thl
Trclde Umom h.ive found their go.ii form.my year' the p1m<.1pk,
of conuhat1on and arb1trat10n have ell.led with .i de.idemng efll.tt
upon the Bnt1.,h Trade Umon Movement In the iron dnd .,tLll
Lotton and boot .md 'hoe trade.,, bo.ird~ ot arb1t1.u1on .md
L01K1lrat10n operated with .irr.ingcment., which p1ov1dcd for lhl
'cttlement ot wage que'\Uon ctL The ra1lw.ty., h.tve t11ed ,e,L111
expenment,, LOnLrhdt1on maLhmery wa., c'tabh,hcd a.., call~ ,,
1907, wh1th cventuall)' broke down L1te1 m 1921 on the b.l'I" ot
• ww. 'll
the Whitley 'kheme Central dnd Ndt10n..il W.igt:.., Bodrd'
up It w..i., durmg the .ibnorm,tl period of the w,u 111 1916 th 1t
Whttleyp,m wa' mtroduc5d AC omm1ttcc on Jndu..,t11.il Rel.it1011
w,1, m..,lltutcd by the f>drhamcnt under the Lhc.l1Tm.in..,h1p of
Mr J H Wh1tlry \\ho'\c mam t.i.'k wa' to rcLommt:nd mllh0t1'
for l.Onl.1lratmg mdu.,tn.il d1.,pute' fhe mam pwpo,al of tl 1'
c.ommtttee w,t.., the e ... tabh.,hment of Jomt Indu.,tnal C'ounu"
compo''-d of equal number' from both \Idc,--employu.., md
\\orker., The..,e '-ounctl' m the ftr..,t plaLc ex1..,ted not Im th
purpo..,e of wnc1hat1on, but 1ather for the purpo.,e of 1Lgul 1s
con,ultat1on and LO opeiat1on They did funl-tton tm a ..,hmt tltlll
a., the maLhme1y for conc.1hat1on and a1b1tr.it1on durmg puh IP'
the mo..,t d1fftLUlt per•od.., which tollowed the ~J.r
The Whitley lOUnLlh, \Upported by the 1eform1 ...1 r· k
Umon.., m '-O oper.ition with the employer., pl.iyed .in ll'lpo1tanl
pclrt durmg the yt...d1' when the herLc't mdu..,tnal 'tnfc w,10, 111
progre''· 1mmed1.itcly after the w.ir They played the role of
weakenmg the re,1.,tam. c of the w01ke1' to the dtlclCk' thdl wl.11..
ldunched upon the worker..,' wndll1on., After they b.id ...en t..d th 1'
purpo'e they all but broke down Out of 74 counLll4i th.il "'eit
brought mto bemg 27 <..Ol1dp1.ied and the remainder arL 10 J
LOmdto.,e condition born the Whnley Council there wa.., ,1,.l up
under the Jndu ... tn.il Court' Act, 1919, 1hc Indu~t11JI Court tht
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t11 .,t permdnent Arb1trat10n Court \et up m England A later
development owmg to the failure of Wh1tley1 ... m, Wd' the
mdcpendent dttempt to e\tablt ... h ... ome mal.hmery A Nation.ii
Jndll'·ll 1.:tl Counc1J v. d~ \et up,-the great Employer~'
A:o.,oLrntiom on the one hand under Mond, and the reform1't
TtJdc Umon' under the direc..tmn of Ben Turne1 Thi' wa' m 1928
md ime to be known d\ Mondt!im Through the mdc..hmery of d
N.1t1ond1 ln<lu,t11al Counctl and the .uburatton c..omrmttee..,
LOnncded with th1i; Counc..11, the reform1't Ttdde Umon leader..,
J1.igg1.,J the umon' mto co-ope1,ll1on with the employer., on the
qt1t.,t10n of rat1onah.,at1on, and f.iL1htdted th1.. atta1..k ot the
u11;ilov1..r' upon the 1..ond1tton., of the worker' Thi., open \abotage
011 thL p.irt ot the 1efmm1't' wa' '1gorou,Jy oppc,.,cd by the
IL \olutmn.uy clement m the umon' But lht.. net re.,ult of th1.,
1ttL mpl1..d Loll.tho1atton of the rcform1't Trctdc L1mon le..tde1' with
till unployu., Wd' thdt the worker., were fmLcd to .tc..Lept the
11t101MJ1,,1llon and wor.,ened c.ond1t1on' the fight ot the orgam,ed
\\mku to m..tmt..tm ht., 1...ond1tton.., v..i., .,.ibot.iged ..tnd many
\\orku., kit the Trade Umon' m 1.h.,gmt
1 hL t1e.tLhc1ou.. work of tl1 refo11rn,1 T1Jde l1111on le.idcr., m
11 ,111..,f m mmg the union., mto 01g.in' of d.i-., Loll.1bor dt1on .md
h1l .ikmg the rc..,1-.t.inc..e ot the v.orker• w,l., not on!\ c..ontmed to
li11...il Bntam J-<m m'td111.1.\ the R1..1onm'l ContuJe1.ithm ot
L1bour m I-r.inc..e \\d<., dft1hated lo the NaltOlldl r1..onomK
( ounul .ind 'o on In Ind1,1 the reform1.,t le.idLr.,, Jo.,h1 & Co
\\etL .ic..ttvely .,upportmg the poh1...y of e.,t.ibll'·.htng lcg:1.,Jdt10n on
th1... hnt-., of tht bngh.,h Indu.,t11.ll Court.., Act... of I 919 .ind lht.,
\\J.., folloVved by their c..o-opeiatton on t111.. Wh1tlc)' C'omm1..,..,1on
In m.im plci1...e., m India the 1efonn1't 1 iade lJmon Jeade1.., h..t\C
knt then .,upport to the m.ic..hmery of 1...on1..1hdt1on ,md .i.1h1u.i.tton
By t.u the wor\t ex.imple, and th1., I'• the example thdt h.i~ been
h\ t.ir the mo..,t benefo. tdl to the employer.., ,md of the gr eate-\t
dL1r1ment to the wmkcr.... " thJt of the Ahmedabad Textile
worke1.., Thr.., '' .t permanent Arbttratlon Board. LOn\1'tmg of one
nominee of the Ahmed..tb.i.d Texttk Lahom llrnon and one
nommce oftheAhmedabad M1l1-ov.ner.,· A..,..,01...1..ttton Th1.., Board
hd~ been m operation .,mc..e J920 and 1t J\ mtere.,tmg to note thJt
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M. K. Gandhi has represented the Union on the Board since the
beginning. And we find that this permanent Arbitration Board wa!>
responsible for-among other things-imposing a cut in the
wages of the Ahmedabad Textile wor~ers in 1923 of 15 per cent.
The WhitJey Commission Report refers to this Board on page~
336-37 and say!.: ·'The system is admirable in its intentions and
has had a substantial measure of success (From the employer!>·
point of view). It has been criticised as being somewhat diJatory in
its operation; of the complaints pending at the beginning of 1929
50 were said to have been outstanding since 1922." Other
experiences of joint machinery are those of Messrs. Tata & Co. at
Jamshedpur and the Buckingham and the Kamatic Mill!> in
Madras. In Madras the Textile Labour Union c.·o-operated with the
employers in the same ways at Ahmedabad, to the d\;triment of
the workers.
It is through this door of Mondism and Whitlcyism, through
Boards of arbitration and,,conciJiation, that the rcformi~t leader"
arc trying to take the Trade Unions, transforming them mto organ•.
of daso;-collaboration, sabotaging the economic struggle of the
workers with the uJtimate object of the complete subjugation of
the Trade Unions to the emplo)ers and the capitalist State and ..,o
to the de!>truction of the Trade Unions as fighting organisation!>
Jn June of la!lt year, the report of the Whitley ('ommis.;ion wa~
published, and among the many recommendation~. there are tho..,c
which deal with the setting up of machinery to deal with induMrial
disputes on the lines of the old Whitley committees. wage hoard~
etc. Where Trade Unions exi!lt, the recommendation con!.1der..,
that the employers ~hould seek their collaboration ,:llll
co-operation in the establishment and working of work"
committee!.. Alongside this joint machinery. the Governm~nt
should lose no opportunity of utiJising their powt"r to appoint
boards or courts of arhitrution and conciliation and of makmg
these courts permanent under the Trades Disputes Act.
While on the one hand the reformist Trade Union leader!> are
damouring for the Government to put into operation the rrcoinmendations of the WhitJey Commission, on the other hand the
employers maintain that the recommendations as a whole are too
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dJJ\ll1.- The1efore the Government are domg nothmg But the fact
1erncltn" thc.lt cl., tar d~ the maLhmery for co-operation and cltt'i.,col1Jborc.lt1on •" <..oncerned, 'lame employer-; are operating 1t, and
cl' the reform1.,t T1ade Umon leader-; bcwmc more and more
t.inb.utJ' ...cd by pre.,.,ure for clc..t1on ftom the rank-and-file
workl!r., they will direct the worker' mto th1., Lhannel In relat10n
to th ... quc,twn of Wh1tley1'm c.lnd Mond1 ... m, 0("1mpart1c.ll" wurt.,
of Jrb1t1,lt1on and conc1hat1on and of JOmt work' Lomm1ttec' or
,my c•thu tm m of da.,.,-<..ollaborat1on and l.o-ope1 .ill on "'1th the
cmployc1..,, whether the bait be a' m the cac.,e of TdtJ Comp.my. 1 e
proht ... hanng and Company Umon1'm 01 .i., m the ~c.1..,e ot the
Ahml·<l,1IM<l Textile worker-. "G.indh1 R.iJ," our .itt1tudc 1.., one of
<..omplctc op(HNhon The reform1"t' follow th1.., path of da.,..,wll.1bo1at1011 Im two nlc.lm rca..,on-., one, the fc,1r th.tt the
1L.1der... l11p ol the Trade Umon.., n11ght p.i-..., mto the h.ind-. of the
( 0111mum"t' .md to 'how to the emplo'reI., that they h,ne the
wmkcr., m h.md •.md the other,.., that by th1-, poll<..) thcv hope to
thr nttlc .inv m1ht.mt movement on the part ot the V1.01 ker.., a., ...oon
.i., pn• ,1blc
A.., ( ommtm1-.t-. we c.J.um ll1.it the ftJdc Umon 01g.m1-.<tt1on of
thL wo1ke1-. mu-.t be entire!} f1cc fhcir pm~cr Jie.., m efficient
01gJlll\Jl1on \\ Jthm the fal.lory, v.01k hop 111111, nnne. -.hrp or
1\ huevc1 the v. m ket.., mav he cmplo} cd The) ha\ l. no need to
t.tl-..l .td'vtLe hom LJp1tahc.,h ..,u<..h .. .., Mond, Wlutley 01 Tat<t on the
CJUL'itton of the method of produung the be..,t kmd ot md<..hmer}
lrn c1thc1 h.irg.11nmg m tor t1ghtmg Alter all ,.., ..,,ud .md done.
bLiHnd tht'i m.ld11nct} of dc.i\'i-LOllc1bn1.it1on ot lomt C'otml.11".
Bo,11d . . .ind Court . . _..,o u ... ctul to the L 11ployc1.., and ..,upportcd
hy the 1d01m1"t" -there .tlV1.ay-. loom up the two power.,
11 fCLOtlL1l.1hlv .mt.igom..,tll. to one ,mnthe1 whH. h dll.t.11c th.it the
lOlll )u.,1011 ot any of the.,r tmn1' of l.Ol1.tbrn.1tinn mu..,t be
dt.pcndcn~ for then \ahdlly l'pon the pro..,pcLl ot hcmg entorLed
hj '>tnke 01 l<Kkout, there ate no other mean-. of entoru:-ment
ln wnc luumg th1.., pomt we m.uniam th.1t the w01ke1 ... mu..,t,
\\h1..1l' the1e Trc1de Union., hc1\le been tnllowmg .1 p.ith ot da"Lollc1bo1 dtton, dr.tg then um on.., J\\-.ty Wo1 k -.hop. l.1c. to1}. mill.
nimc dnd 'ihtp comrmttee.., muo;t b~ e-.t.thh-.hed by the worker-.
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themselves, entirely free of any connection with the employer!..
The factory committees must be elected from the workers direl·t
by Shop-stewards or Shop-delegates. Any attempt on the pan of
the employers or reformists to tum $;}le factory committees into
tools of class-collaboration must be counteracted. The clai.'
character of the factory committee must be preserved.
These factory committees will be the centre of the struggle for
the everyday demands of the workers in the factory or workshop.
embracing both organi11ed and unorganised workers, drawing
them into the revolutionary class-struggle.A further development
should be an alliance between the factory committees of all
factories and worhhops, under one concern or trust, for tht·
purpose of common action against concentrated capital; at th1.:
same time each individual factory committee must ha retained m
each factory and workshop. Conferences should be convenl'd ot
factory committees for various di.,tricts. industries and also on ,,
national scale, in partijrular in connection with the ripening
conflicts between Capital and Labour.
At the same time it i!-. necessary to fight for the recognition 1~1
the factory committees by the employers and for thl'ir lt·g.11
existence. to protect member!I of the factory committeei- from
victimisation. If thi~ i!-. done and the activity of the revolutionilry
workers in the factory strengthened, the workers will have no U'-l'
for Whitleyi!lm or Mondism. The factory committee!\ under the
guidance of the revolutionary Trade Union Movement mu'>I
become the ba!-.i!I of the industrial structure of the Union!. and
must play a decisive part in the period of a direct revolutiom.1•)
situation in the ~truggle for the introduction of the wo1hr'control over production, and the passing of indu!lt11.•I
establishment into the hands of the working-class.

Revolutionary and Reformist Trade Unionism-Relations
with State
As Communists we are under no illusion as to the role of the
State. We stand by the position as put forward by Marx..·"Thef
State is the organ of claso,; domination, the organ of oppressiori. 0
one class by another. Its aim is the creation of order whu.:h
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Icg,di.,c'> dnd perpetu.ite'i th1' oppre.,..10n by moderatmg the
Lolh, 1om between the cld'i'>e' "("State and Revolution" page 10)
ro complete the picture the reform1't" .. tep m ctnd wnh their
rhcmy of the "com. 1hat1on of cla,,e., by the State" try to lmk up
the lrade Umon Movement with the State
The quc ... uon of the attitude of the Trdde Umon .. tow,ud., the
C:,tall. c..ome., under two head' ( 1) Jeg1,Jat10n, c;ol.1J.I reformc;
hour' c..ond1t1on' of lahom etc , dnll-ldbour Jeg1,Jat1on ell. ,
('.?)the .ittempt'> to d1dw the Trade Umon\ m d' J pdrt of the
LJDltJh.,t Stdte m.ic..hme through the I L 0, R TC, Whntey
Comm1"1on et(.
1h1.. Pro.,cc..ut10n for gcner.il prop.igdndJ purpo'e' trotted out
\\ 1th th..tt c.lge uld hourgeo1' theory .ibout the ~t.ite bcmg .,ome
-.uppo.,edJy dct,1ched and 1mpart1.il ·thud part) ' "ho ..e function
wc.1., .i., the Pw-.cl.ut1on Coumel '>did to gu..tHJ the hbertu::., dnd
11~l 1 t' ot ..tll the c..1t17en' ' What however h.i-. the State done to
111-.t1ty th1' <,latcment of the Pro,ec..ullon" h there ctny foundation
t01 •t 1 Jn the org.m1\..tllon of the Trade Union-. the c.ipnah-.t' 'a"
thu1 l IJ" enemy bel.onung cl force and a menac..c And a' earl) a'!.
1"99 m G1eat B11t.im they 1m oked the aid of the ~tc.ltc with the
IL .,ult th.tt Combmatron Al.l-. were p.i....,cd, "hlLh made JIJ torrn1:,
ot I r.td1.. Um on 11leg.il In I 824 the'>e \l. t\ \\er.: repealed but the
1'0tJ...1..1., V1.c1c -.till cxpo,ed to pro,e1..ullon fm Lon,p11.iC) for 'tnkt>
.11..t 1011 ell her 'tnl.e th1' tune the 'truggle with the ~tJtc ha'
\!l ne on m J dmg dong f,i...h10n-.,omct1me., the Vl.orkcr., ha\c
g,unu..I .i pnmt and .,omellmc\ they h,l\ e hht hut alwa)' the
nov.u rem,11n., with the State to l.ru.,h .inv fo1\\ct1d mme of the
WO!l<..t'T'

In lndt..t leg1.,latron m th1' re'pcLl 1' 'ery .,ma11 .md the be.,t

xc.1mplc 1' the Tr.ide 01.,pute' ALl of 1929 5o much tor
kg..,lat10n to .mempt to c..ontrol .ind '>Upprc,., the v. orkmg: da~'

l.

movtmcn' Wh,u ha' the ~tate done m rel.ttmn to general
rnnd111on' nf labour' lt I\ a t.ict, and h1'.!to1y 'l.tnd' to w1tne'' to
•l th.lt no .,Ol.lctl reform, no leg1\l<1t1on tm thr p1otet. lion or
•mµ1ovemcnt of the cond1t1on~ ot the w01J...mg d,1.,... h.i' been
P•1''ed untc.,., n hJ' been torc..ed by the mo't bitter .md detcrmmed
'trugg1c on the p.irt of the wmkef\ In India one othe1 tactor ha'
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dctu.ited the pa,.,mg ot certam meagre leg1,ldt10n m th1' re<,pelt
.ind thdt 1., the preo;;.,ure of the <..dpttah't., m the home count1y Tu 1,
leg1,Jat1on h.i' been dealt wtth fully cl,ewhere Throughout thL
h1,tory of the workmg-dcl'~ movement we helve .,uftu. ient
ex.imple~ ot the work of th1' 1mpcirttal .ind detcichcd ..third p.uty
All the ton.e'i ot the Stelle hdve been u'ed to <..ru<,h the mm.?
workmg-d.i~' movement The .irmy and the pohtc forte hJH
been u ..ed on mnumerable oc.c.a,ron' to 'hoot down and haton thl
worker., m the mtere"t' ot the employe1., What we arc lOnlt.rnt.J
with 1' the .itt1tude of the refmm1't lecider' on th1.., quc ... t1on And
m tht., a'pcct their pohc..y 1' e'pcci.1lly obv1ou' dmmg thl.. po't
Weir year' Subtle effort' ha\e been made 111 man) lottnllIL' to
draw the Trade Union Movement m d., d pci1t o1 the bomgllll\
State ma<..hme, to work out whcite\cr leg1,Jauon m~ hdH' hun
mtrodu<..ed, to cidJu"t the cil.l1v ll1c' of the I rJde Union., to Irr 11
with the anti-labour lcg1<,)dllon etL.
The \\orker' are 1014 thdt thcu gne\cin<..e' will he ll..UIL,,Ld
by lcg1..,latmn a., a mc..ln.. to p1cvcnt them f1om tcikmg d11l ... t
..lcllon, and cl' cl re\\ ard for th1' bellci\ al of the worker' th
1etnrm1..,t lcJ<ler' cilL. gnt..n a 'e.it m the A"emhly or .i hct 111r h
Gcncv.i 1 he: poh<..)' of rcfornu'm 1' mamfe,tcd m thu1 LJl!L lllL ' '
to Lo-upc1JtC' \\<llh the Gowrnmcnt to go to (1cnt..\J I L 0 t'
'rcpre..,entcit1ve' of Ltbout or to .iLt ...., rep1c,e111,1tnc" on 'UL1l
bod1e' a' the Whitley Comnu ....... on Jnd the R T ( Jt the h1dd111L
of the GO\ ernment Jnd the cmploye" m the n,m1e o1 l Jhom
A ... the <..JpttJh..,t LTI"" deepcn.., ..o will the Jtt,11..k" upon tht
worker' Lomln10n., a .... umt.. .i more 'tubhom and hrut.il Imm lhL
forte' of the ~t.ite will be u ..cd to th1., t•nd. leg1,J.itmn wnlu 1111Jnd hm1tmg hour., of l..lbour .ind l..ond1tion., of wml \\Ill ht
removed Prcll..tl<..ally C\CJ} where alreci<ly the 8-hom \\.orkntL
<l.t} hd' heen w1thdrJwn The rcc..ommend.iuon., o1 11' 0 " 11
Whitley C..omm1.,.,1011 .in<l the I LO will he ignored turthtr ALI'
proh1b1tmg the nght of the worker' to defend them..,che., will bl
U 111J1JI
mtrodUl..Cd
radc D1 ..pute ... A<..l<, of Grcdt B ntam JO
· foru.:<l Jt the Jh.in.i 11.idc umon (' ng1t '' In
(A rc"ioluuon WJ'

n

°

k • 1 ~, un'I
the 1evolut1onar.> fr,1dc Union' c.dllmg for a gcnctd I ., l 11 c 'C' . 1
dbOl l!Jl.U
the TrJ.de o... putc ... Act I h1 .. Wd' pci\"iCd but a(..(1011 \\J......
C'
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tw the refonm<its ) And as m many other countne., (Italy, Bulgana,
Yugo..,ldVlci and elsewhere) the worker' will be deprived of even
th(• nght to po!.!.es<; thetr own cla5.<i Trade Umon5. or to call a stnke
And with the atd of the refonn1!.ts, anti-labour arb1trat10n of a
wmpul<;my ndturc will be mtroduced by the State, as m the US A
with the co-operation of the American Federation of Labour
In ,ill thc'e the reformist lcader<i are actmg a5. the alhe~ and
Jgcnt., of the employer<;, makmg every effort to de'itroy the
1e.,1.,tam.e of the worker.,, which 1.., only a prehmmary to the
,ma<;hmg up of the workmg-cla<;<; orgam<;at10ns In this the
trcJ<..herou-. role of the refonni..,t<> Trdde Umon bureaucracy 1s
elT'plia.,1..,ed We redh'e the importance of th1' dnve of the State
\\Ith the co-operJt10n of the refonn1't" agam't the workmg-cla11s
And J., dgam't <iubm1'..,ton and co-operat10n with the refonni't
fi.ide Umom the only dltemallve 1' for the concentration of all
the fo.<..e'i of .ill the worker., to fight agdm.,t the least direct
n.''-trt<..tton of the nght of combmatton and of Mnke by means of
leg1..,Jat1on (which come under the gm<>e of compulsory
,ub1t•.itton, legdl protection for '•IJ.<..klegs. leg1..,ldUve <;anct1on for
J ,t\LJ!>t method., for <..rmhmg the ..,trugglc of the working-class),
.md .1gam!>t refonm.,t leadehh1p of the ' orker.,' -;truggle and for
11-. condw... t m the <;pmt of the revolution iry cla5..,-<;truggle
fa en though we helve u ...ed the ...e argumt:nts agam<it the State to
cxpl.im n. . true cld.,i:.-character. th1., doe' not mean to .,ay that the
working cla.,s ... 110uld not pre.,, for a programme of rmmedrate
dem<1nd".I for legi.,latron affectmg the general body of worker..,
The leg11,Jatron m te'ipect of workmg c., .1Jtt1om. m India a~ we
have '>liown " extremely low m <..ompar1'on to other countne~.
the1efore a programme of demand., for comprehen511ve i,oc1al
leg1c;lat1on '>hould be populan~ed and a struggle on this basis
miti.ited 1b1ll programme ot demands should con'1't of, among
other thmg~. the following demand<;
<1) Lrm1tauon of the work.mg day to 8 hours for adult~ and 6
h
~
•
our~ or youths Introduction of the 6 hours working day m all
hdrmf ul mdustne~. mcludmg coalmme!I, and free supply of mdk
and butter to the workers m the5.e mdu<;trres.
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(2) Complete freedom of Trade Unions, demonstrations
picketing and strikes.
'
(3) Equal pay for equal work for women, youths and men.
(4) Complete abolition of compµlsory contract labour and
systems of legal bondage of the workers.
.
(5) A compulsory weekly rest period at full pay and a paid
annual holiday of four weeks for adults and six weeks for youth'
(6) State insurance against unemployment, sickness, accident.
industrial disease, old age, loss of working capacity, orphanage.
and compensation for disablement.
(7) Establishment of a State minimum wage of Rs. 50/- a
month, prohibition of the contract system and establi!ihment hy
law of weekly payment of wages.
(8) Prohibition of deductions from wages for art-y reason or
purpo~e whatsoever (fines for bad work etc.).
(9) Introduction of properly organised factory mspecuon.
workers elected membet's thereof, to supervise labour cond1t1on'
in all factories employing hired labour.
( 10) The abolition of the system of hiring workers through
jobbers, sarangs, etc., employment and dismissal of worker' to
take place through labour exchanges, controlled and supervised
by the Trade Unions. Abolition of all caste and feudal customs and
regulations within the factories. In addition, the Communist Partv
of India supports and fights for each and every demand mtended
to improve the conditions of the workers (building of new hou!\e~
at Government or employers expense, provision of proper
lavatories, clean dining rooms etc.). The. Communist Party of
India is definitely against the principle of arbitration ,md
interference by capitalist arbitration courts. It emphasises mo!tt
definitely that the sole means of securing any serious concesMon5
on the part of the exploiters is resolute class-struggle by stnkes
and mass revolutionary activities.
i
To make our po5!ition quite clear on the question of fighting or
im':"ediate demands we will use the words _of Marx: ~'T:~~
Umons work well as centres of resistance against the enao f
ments of capital. They fail partially from an injudicious us~ 0
their power. They fail generally from limiting themselves to 3
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guerrilla war against the effects of the existing system, instead of
simultaneously trying to change it instead of using their organised
forces as a lever for the final emancipation of the working-classthat is to ~ay ultimate abolition of the wage system." ("Essentials
of Marx" page I 70) This is our position. The fight for a
pro11ramme of immediate demands or the partial struggles of the
worKing-class is not the be-all and end-all as the reformists view
1t, but it is only a means to an end--the overthrow of the
bourgeois state of society.

Reformist and Revolutionary Trade Unionism-Tr~de Unions
and Politics
The Pro!>ccution while expounding the case against have tried
to read !>Orne sinister meaning in the connection between the
Communist Party of India and the Workers' and Peasants' Parties
and the Trade Unions in which we were active. As a matter of fact
the question has been fully dealt with by others, but it is necessary
tor U!> lo deal with it, not so much from the point of view which the
Pro'lecution or the Committing Magistrate put on the question, but
more so from the difference between the reformists and ourselves
on the question.
It ha~ been shown that the bourgeohie have from time to time
tned to impose limitations and restrictions upon the Trade
Uniom., that they should accept the capitalist state without
que~t1on and have no other desire than only that of trying to get
'ome remedial legislation passed.
What however is the attitude of the reformist Trade Unions in
this matter and their difference with the Revolutionary Trade
Unions? The reformists are convinced that the best means of
ieah~ing the task facing the working-class is to come to some
agreement with the bourgeoisie, by co-operation, and to develop
democratic forms of Government, which they consider will give
an opportunity to the working-class of becoming possessed of the
eco
·
no~ic resources of each country and by this means lead to the
estabhshment of so-called industrial democracy.
d Fro~ what we have already said, this programme !!.tands in
irect irreconcilable contradiction to all the teachings of the
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history itself and the development of events is leading not to the
gradual improvement of the conditions of the workers, not to
democracy, but rather to the collapse and overthrow of
Capitalism, and to the Dictatorship ef the Proletariat. It is natural
therefore that as our promises and aims are so widely different the
solution of the difficulties facing the workers must be based on
widely different ways.
A part of our crime according to the Prosecution i.; that we
introduced politics into the Trade Unions. It is only natural that
the bourgeoisie should try and limit the activities of the working
class movement. It is not however natural that Trade Umorm.h
themselves should agree to the imposition of these limitationi. or
that of their own free will they should in!-ititute them. Nevcrthe)e,.,
it is a fact that the reformists do follow a policy oP limiting the
scope and activity of the Trade Unions and to face them with
economic task only, at the same ttme trying to ignore whatever
political groups there nl'hy be. Thi~ is what is termed "neutrality, ..
and is in fact an attempt to drag the Trade Union Movement awJy
from its general class-struggle, that is to say away from the
political ta.;;k, and to concentrate its attention entirely on econ111rnc
problems, ~tanding aside from political parties and group~.
In following this policy of "neutrality," the reform1!-tt~ are m
fact carrying out the work of the bourgeoisie who alwav'
endeavour to preserve the Trade Unions against political infecuon
and to get them to pay attention only to economic problem,.
wages, hours etc. It is however not possible for the Trade Umon~
to maintain this attitude of "neutrality." and thi!-i has heen prcwed
from the Trade Union history of all countries. especially l.ireat
Britain. U.S.A. and Germany, where the most determmi:d
attempts have been made to develop thi~ policy of "neutrality". In
reality the Trade Unions there have never really been neutral.
Wherever it has been attempted the result has been to play mto che
hands of the capita.lists.
Another term used by tho~e who desire to keep the Trade Unior•
Movement divided from politics is that of "independence''. Thi'
policy of independence is closely allied to neutrality and follow'
more or less the same lines.
·
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But what after all is politics and what is economics? It 1s not
possible to divide the one from the other. The position has been
aptly defined that "politics i!i. concentrated economics". The
.,truggle of the working-class for an 8-hour day and a minimum
\\agt:" i~ the same as the struggle for the confiscation of the
tactone!I., workshops and the railway~. An economic struggle is
dh. , at the same time a political i.truggle.
It will be found that the bourgeoisie have in all their legislation
m relation to the Trade Union Movement tried to prevent
any political organisation of the workers developing alongside the
1 radc Unions and m recent years it found expression m antiTrade Union Act in Great Bntain in 1927. By this Act the
Trade Umom were prevented from collecting the political
levy :i.nd the contracting in prmciple wa!I. introduced. In the Trade
D1,pute!oi Act of 1928-29, clause!!. were included preventing
the U!.e of money for political purpo!i.e!I.. This however cannot
pR·vcnt the working-class from bmlding their own political
orgam.,at1om.
Poht1cal part1c!I. m connection with the Trade Union Movement
h tve hcen developed by the refonni!-.l!oi and Social Democrats in
France. Britam, Norway, Belgmm and so on. In Great Britain the
Trade Umom. are collectively linked up with the Labour Party.
But m pur!.uance of the policy of 1'Ptrayal, the refonni'its and
Social Democrat!o. have tran!o.formed these parti~s into leading
part1e!i of Capitalism, not only from a political point of view but
,11.,0 from the point of view of social composition. Thus we find
today Mr. MacDonald of the British Labour Party leading a Tory
Government, and the late Labour Go 't'111ment as!i.isting in evt:ry
way the capitah!i.t drive against the conditions of the British
worker~, reducmg the social insurance of unemployment and
betraying every interest of the working-class. It has outdone all
capitali~t political panies in its policy of ruthless repres~ion in
the colonies, especially India. This story can today be told
m reference to all countries where Social Democratic or
Labour Parties exist. They have in. fact become the pillars of
C.ipitalism.

DI- 14.1 32.
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It is quite clear that on the question of politics the Trade Union!>
cannot on any account remain neutral. On the other hand it j 11
equally clear that we must prevent the working-c1ass from being
betrayed by the reformists and SociQ.l Democrats. Unfortunately
the Indian Trade Union Movement has been infested by a
conglomeration of persons with diverse political connection~.
We have N. M. Joshi and Co. from the Liberal Party, Shiva Rao
and his friends from the Theosophical Society, S. C. Bo~c.
M. K. Gandhi and others of the Indian National Congress, with a
few loyalists and direct agents of the employers. The organi!led
working-class must make a determined effort to shake off the!lc
reformist agents of the employers and the other extrancou'
political influences.
The Young Indian Trade Union Movement must grofit by the
costly lessons bought by the working-class of other countrir' h)
not following them into the morass of betrayal at the hand!. of the
reformists and Social 1oemoracts. As the working-class of
necessity established its own organisation-the Trade Unions for economic defence, so they must build their own political
party-the Communist Party.
This process has already begun. The working-elm. ~ I'
separating itself from the other classes and influences with grl!at
difficulty, and is being organised into an independent cla!.s force
Though the process of liberating itself from the Liberal reforrmst
influence of N. M. Joshi and Co. and the bourgeois nationali!>l
influence of Bo~c. Gandhi, Ruikar and Co., though the proce!l~ h
slow, it is taking pla<..e. It is the task of this party to dra\\ the entire
working-class into the movement and to lead il to victory ovc1 the
bourgeoisie, and after victory to lead the working-class forward to
its final objective-Communism.

Relations with the Party
We understand the Trade Unions as being broad ma!IS
organisations of the working-c1ass having specific tasks on th~
basis of which the working-class is organised. On the other ban
·
on a
the Party as such organises workers who are unammous Id
specificalJy defined programme and on definite tactics. It shou
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not be confused however that by these two statements we say that
the Trade Unions have neither programme nor tactics. They
certainly have a much broader though less definite platform. In
rec;pect of the relationship between the Communist Party and the
Trade Unions it is necessary to make certain facts clear.
We have already explained the attitude adopted by the
refL 1 mists in respect of politics and also the policy of classcollaboratiun followed by the Social Democratic and Labour
Parties connected with the Trade Union Movement. It i!. clear that
there cannot be anything like "neutrality" or "independence" from
politics. The influence of the Social Democratic and Labour
Partie._, the parties of the reformists, only tend~ to pervert the
u111on" mto weapons of bourgeois policy. On the other hand,
ht:cau"e the Trade Unions are broad mdS!. organisations and
hcrnu~c the Communist Party is the vanguard of the workingcl.1~c;. 1t!. place is in the unions is to give the correct lead, direct
and assi~t. Trade Unions must become a field for Communist
.ict1vity. Ultimately they will become the most important weapon
m lhe cla,s-~truggle, making it possible for million~ of workers
who have not yet arrived at the i;ta~e of CommuniM consciou~ness
to be led by the Communist Party.
The resolution of the Second Congress of the Communist
lntcmahonal (P 2395) on the role of ( ommunist Parties puts the
po"1tion quite clearly: "The Communist Party is a part of the
\\-orkmg-class, being its most advanced, most class-conscious,
and, therefore, its most revolutionary part. The Communist Party
'' \et up by the selection of the best, the most class-conscious, the
mo..,t ~elf-~acrificing, the more far-sig'".t*"d workers. The C.P. has
no mterest differing in anywise from tho!.e of the working class.
The C.P h d1!.tinguished from the general mass of workers by the
fact that 1t takes stock of the whole historical path trodden by the
working-class as a whole and endeavour~ to defend the interests
not only of separate groups not only of separate trades, but the
mtere't.of the working cla~~ m its entirety, no matter how its path
mdy twist and wind. The C.P. is that organisational political leader
by means of which the most progre~sive part of the working class
directs the whole mass of the proletariat and semi-proletariat
along the correct path."
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How is the C P to fulfil its most important role under the
prec;ent circumstance&? We have tned to contrast the po hey of the
revolutionary Trade Umon Movement ac; oppo,ed to the
reform1\t, their social theory, functtonc; and aim&, relation .. with
the Stite etc In deal1Dg with the\e pomts, we have made referenc.e
to the prec;ent world economic cnc;1s and we claim that there
cannot be any return to a penod of cap1talm 1,tab1hc;at1on Rathei
there mu1,t follow a further decay of Cap1tahc;m and \\1lh th 1, d
development m the 'trength of the revolut10nary tide In Indtd the
po&1t1on 1c; becom1Dg more favourable Apart from the gencrdl
attack upon the cond1t1ons of the workmg cla", the dnll
Impenah1,t 1,truggle i1, developmg and here and there bredkmg
through the counter-revolutionary framework of the C'ongre"
Under the'e favourable cond1t1ons 1t " the +a'k of the
Commumc;t, to build .md conc;ohdate an mdepcudent
revolutionary Trade Umon Movement and form clnd c;trengthen J
revolutionary Trade U"ion oppo,1t1on ID the nat1oncll refo1m1'l
and reform1c;t Trade Umon1,
In &pite of the hm1tat1om of the C P of India th1' 1c; the t.11.k 11
mu&t 1,et 1tc;elf .ind Y.e con1,ider that owmg to the l.Ontmm,d
trea<.hery of the reform11,t Tr.ide Umon leadcrl!I, cond1t1on., Jlt
be1Dg <.reated which wdl facihtclte the carry1Dg out of the tJ'k
Where the Commum't Part1e' a1e weak a' ID India these he bdote
them unlimited opportumue' for the development of thL
revolutionary Trcide Umon Movement Under the circmmt.ml-c'
thl'i 1c; the mo\t important c.hannel towMdl!i the wmnmg of
mdependent leader1,h1p m the cla.,c; bcittle,, toward& the wmnmg
of the mclJOnty of the work mg cla,c;

Organisation
The quec;t1on of the orgamc;cltlonal structure of Trade Umon., 1"
the moc;t important The reformi,t, however, does not appeJ1 to be
of th1' opm10n Sc long c1' he hcis c;ome form of orgamc;auon to be
able to claim to speak on behalf of thf' worker\, he ...eem'
&111tasf1ed The c;tructure of orgam&at1on, a• we fmd it today. 0~
narrow sectional and local hne~. umon& orgam'ted m mdiviJud
mdlc;, factone~ and work~hop~. radways \ubd1v1ded and <ipht up
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mto competing unions, all this provides the greatest weakness to
the .vorking-class movement. In this state of organisation the
Trade Unions are not able to fulfil their role of being organs for
defending the interests of the working clas!i or of leading the
..tttack against the bourgeoisie, and the pre!">ent state of society. It
1., our task to see that structure of organi!iation is placed upon an
cffi1..1ent footing to make the necessary improvement to fit the
changing conditions of the struggle, to make the unions more
cdpahle of facing up to the attacks of the capitalist class and
fulfillmg all their tasks in the class struggle.
A lack of centralisation is perhap!> one of the weak~~t features
ot the Indian Trade Unions and in the main is a result of the policy
followed by the reformist leader!i. For m~tance, unions are
fo.,tercd m ind1v1dual mills, craft and !iectional umons are built.
On the railway.., unions are fostered at particular centres a!i also
.m~ derk umon!i, staff unions, workshop union!!, hnemen's unions
J.nd 'o on Thi~ chaotic state of affair~ has been brought about
hec.iu'e of the desire of certain mdividual!i to become "Trade
lln1cn leaders" and to exploit the movement for personal ends.
The re.,ult of thi!i has been must detrimental to the working clas~.
dnd to the great delight of the employers, mutual contl1ct!i, interunton d1..,putcs and the breakmg up of 1nke action have foJlowed.
A' agam!it this, our policy is for one Trade Umon for one
undertaking-industrial unionism. But by this we Jo not desire to
'>ee a bureaucratic form of Trade Unionil">m brought into being.
The dt~tmguishing feature lies in the orga111sation uf the Union
orgdn' on the basis of workshops and f1ctory committees with the
elective principh.· and control from be1uw, replacing executives
and officiah., a general Trade Union centre being the leadership
.ind management of the whole Trade Union Movement of the
conntry.
The factory and workshop committee method of orgamsmg the
work.mg cla!ois has proved to be by far the best. It is for this reason
that !.O much d.ttention was paid by us in the organi!>ation of the
UKU
.
· · to the development of mill comnuttees. It does not
neces!iarity mean that there has got to be a Trade Union before
there can be a factory or mill committee. These committees can
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be developed 1rre,pect1ve of whether there Ill a -;trong Trc1de
Umon or d weak Trade Um on or even 1f there I'\ none at all The~r
factory or mill committees have to carry out funct1onll for beyond
the ability of even lltrong Trade UmQn'\ In fact the\e factory ctnd
worhhop committee'\ stand as organ'\ preparing the ~ay to the
revolution and will be the means of con\ohdatmg 1tll victory a' fdi
aii mdul!try ..., concerned The1r bd\IC function bemg worker,
control, for U'\, therefore, they have tremendoul! revolut1on.iry
importance
The factory, mill Jnd work,hop are the best pldce to dpprodc..h
the worker' on a level footmg, to break down rehg10u' d1fferem. e'
and bdrners to expo<ie the reforrmst' and Social Democrat~ dnd to
hammer out a Mngle m1lhtant platform for conductmg the
<itruggle for the 1mmed1ate demdndl! of the workmg ... 1.i,, Umt~
ot the workmg cla'll Cdn only be brought about pro\ 1ded \\l
de\troy the 1mdgmdry barner' that d1v1de them Thi\ L.dn be he't
done at thetr place of work The umty thdt we have 1,0 ottcn
'poken about 1\ th1~-umty from below
The 1mmen'e importance of factory, m11l, work,hop dnd r1t
c..ommntee' haii been dptly 'umman<ied by Comrade Lozov1,ky m
hl'1 book "The World Trdde Umon Movement"
'(I) The factory dnd work<ihop <.omm1ttee<i are the 'pe< tJI
organii of cla<i' umty durmg the epoch of \OCtcll revoluuon,
(2J That they helve ao; the1r td-;k the brmgmg nedre1 of thl
work.mg cla'' mao,\e\ to mdu\try, and the formation of c.idrt'
nece,<;dl) for runnmg mdu,try,
(1) They .ue the o;ole ba,14i on wh1c.h to reorgctm'>e the TrJdc
Umon Movement on the mdu,tnc1.I prmc1ple,
(4) The development of the fa<.tory committee' mean' J
tran,1t1on trom the craft and -;ecuonc1.J Trade Umon Movement w
the h1gheo,t form of Trade Umon orgclD1&at1on-Industt1JI
umom-;m,
(5) The factory wmmntees are the primary organ'> for the
control of worker-; over mdu\try, clDd after the l!OCtal revoluuon
the ba-;1c \oc1ah\t orgam\at1on of national economy,
(6) Further experience ha' 'hown thc1.t the growth of the tactoh•Y
n to t e
committee'' mfluence and importance is m proport 10
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growth and development of the o;oc1al contrcid1ct1ons and \Oc1al
-.truggle, that the ebb and flow of the wave of revolution makes for
.in ebb ,md flow m the factory and work!ihop committee
movement"
Tiu.1efore, 1t •., one of the mo'lt important t.t..,ko; of the Party to
c.reate factory and worko;hop comm1ttee!i, and m th1., respect o;tnke
mo ~ment fum1.,heo; real prereqm,1te cond1t1on... for their
t01mat1on Stnk.e committee., elected by the workers \hould be
ut1h.,cd to th1., end to form the bao;1o; of !iuch comm1teeo;
rhe Indldn Trade Union Movement h.to; made more than one
0'~.igpur .ind Calc..utta) .ttternpt to throw off the reform1o;ts and
rcform1-.t nc1t1onah'lt leddero;h1p, Jo\h1, Chaman Lal, Gm, Bose,
Ru1k..ir and other.. Thi' bourgeo1., nat10nclho;t leader.,h1p had been
rL-.pmNblc for 'Y'temallcally "11detr.tLkmg and \abot.igmg the
l.1.i-.-. .. truggle and preventmg mdepcndent poht1cal action They
.ue pledged to cla.,o; LOllaborat1on and <..upport of Lomprom1se
with Bnt1"1h Impenc1h,m, on the ba,1<.. of the Jnd1c1n bourgeoo;1e'o;
p.irtK1pat10n a-. a JUmor partner (Jo.,h1 and Gm on the R TC)
Th.:tr tact1l.' of .,c1botagmg "itnke' by methodo; of locah,mg and
'rl·ttang (B N R J927, S I R 1928, etc ) have been fully dealt
wnh el..,ewhere Then o;upply of blackleg' trom then Umons to
defec1t the 1929 G TP Railway Stnk.e and on other occ.ao;1on!i are
well known
bvery opportunity mu\1 be UC\ed to expoo;e theIT treacherouo;
'-hd1ctCte1 to the work.mg cla,o; and a more determmed effort mu<;t
be made to remove th1' leader!ihtp altogether 1'1om the year 1928
onwa1ds the Trc.lde Umon Movement ha' faced a penod of
declme and as a 1e.. ult the Trade Umon ')Tgam,at10n hao; !iuffered a
'evere 'ietbaLk, .md hd\ gone back aln u"it to the po'1t1on that It
'tood m m 1926 Therefore at preo;ent the ex1stmg Trade Umon'
J.re '-lructurally mcapc1ble of directing any broad cla,o; o;truggle
Therefore the mam ta\k. confrontmg the Party apart from that of
bulldmg factory and \\-Ork,hop commttteeo; which we have
..theady dealt with, 1s to reo1gam'e the ex1o;tmg Trade Umon~ and
to extend the T1 ade Umon Movement
f The Umon!i which ex1o;t the P.irty mu't work m and tievelop its
r<l.ction~ In the 111am the worker~ 111 the key mdustneli are either
<..ompletely unorgamsed or badly orgam~ed The concrete ta.\ls
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for the exten1;ion and reorgamsauon of the Trade Umon1; are ldid
down m the Draft Platform
"In order to organise the w1de1;t ma~\e .. of the work.mg da~' to
defend the day-to-ddy mtere1;t' of thtt worker\ dnd to mamtdm the
general revolutionary 'truggle of the tmlmg ma1;'e' of our
country The Commum1;t Party of India call~ upon call dd.,~
con~c1ou\ worker1; to conc.entratc every effort on the creation 0 1 r.1
revolutionary Trdde Umon Movement The C P oflndia deem' n
e\\entJal to orgam'e ma\1; Trade Umon' bd,ed on fJcton
c.ommmeel\, with the leader,h1p elected directly by the \\ orkt.r'
and conM\tmg of ddvanced revolutionary worker' The frddt
Umon' mu ..t become regularly functtonmg ma'" orgdm,.ition.,
workmg m the -;pmt of the cla,1; \truggle
'
'At the 'ame time the C P of lndtd wo""-' fo1 the
trdmformdt10n of the A ITU C mto fightmg all-lnd1.i 1.entte ol
the Labour Movement on d cla,1; bci:-.t~
' If thi' 1~ earned 9l1t and the worker\ e'pe<..tdlly m tht.
key mdu.:,tne~ (metal trade\, textile, mmmg. etc.. ) dre orgdm\t.d
m their mdu~tncll Umon,, and the Trcin,port Wo1km
Railwaymen, Sedmen, Dodo. Worker,, etc. are orgam.,ed m tlit.11
re,pective Trade Umon1;, and frade Umon' of pl.intdtlOn .ind
ag1 icultur.il worker., are org.im,ed the Indian Tr.ide Un.on
Mo"ement will then be cdp.iblc of fulf1llmg 1t' 1mport.int rolt. 1.1
the clal\o:,-.:,truggle '

The Condition of the Working Cl~s
Havmg \tated ab,trd<..tly the Commum1;t pohcy m 1cl.it1on to
the Trade Umon Movement, m contra...,t to the reforrn1.,t poht.) 11
I\ nece1;sary to recall briefly the mam fclc.t' a' to the dppht.Jtlon (• 1
the\e two pohc..1e\ m the Indian Movement Any c..on,1derdt1on of
the'ie fac..to;, will show clearly thdt the pohcy ol the reform1't' "ho
had unque.:,t1oned leader\h1p of the movement for full ten year' 1"
spite of the m4itmct1ve m1htanc.y of the rank and ftle-wa'> wholly
meffectave to improve the pos1t1on of the worker~ Our pol"Y ha'
11'
had relatively httle chance ot bemg put mto pracuce but during h
e to c t.
4ihort career tt ha., \hown concrete re~ult.., and a prom•'
h
c
.,m a'
1
1
worker-. of advancement and a better hfe, such cl' re mm
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been quite unable to do. But capital and the Imperialist
Government have interfered. They cannot tolerate a workers'
movement which seriously sets about raising the workers'
.,1,mdards. They have passed new punitive and repressive
)cgi!>lation, arrested leaders, batoned and shot the rank and file,
Jn~d rontrived for the time to crush the militant umons. But this
Mtuation cannot last. The movement must advance again assisted
by the expenence of the past; and the one great le~son which.this
experience teache:.-. us i., that the theoretical views which, it was
oL•r habit to discuss incidentally in the course of our Trade Union
work. are correct, and are indeed the es~ential truth of the
.... 1uat10n; that ii-., that there is no hope for the worker~ under the
rule of c..tpttal. and the fundamental task of the worker~·
movement is to overthrow Capitalism. The next advance of the
1111htant Trade Union Movement will be made with a much firmer
nm.,1·1ou.,ne.,, of th1:-. truth.
Before any account of the Trade Union Movement can be
under!ltood, it is necessary to have an idea of the bas i., upon which
the movement n~es, the matt'rial cond1uon~ of hfe and work of
the workers, and the att1tuae adopted toward~ them by the
lmployers and by the State. It is proposed to give now only a very
.,hort .iccount of the po~ition as it ha~ been dealt with m some
dl!t.i1l m previous i;tatementii, though the facts in themiielve~ are
.,o important and so disgraceful, that it would be 1mposs1ble to
re pc.it them too often or to ~av too much about them.
The following table give~ a very intereMing and stnking
compamon between the rates of wage•; r:ud to workers, working
m the !lame industries and trades, in Gre.lt Bntain and India.
The figures reprel!enting the ratell of wages of the various
clal!.,e!oi of workers in Great Britain are contained in a reply given
hy the Minister of Lahour to a question asked in the House of
Common:: CHan!)ard, Monday 24th Nov. 1930. page 907). The~e
ratel! of wages are for Julv 1930.
_The only exc..eption is~ that of rate5 of wages for weave1·s and
'Ptnnerc; (cotton industry). The rates of wages for these we rkers
are t~en from the "Memorandum on the Cotton Industl)" (J:.'. 48)
pubhsned by the United Textile Factory Workers' A:.sociation,
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Great Britain, and represent the average money earnings for
workers in that particu Jar branch of the industry.
To make the comparison easy, in all cases, the wages of the
workers which are on a weekly bas-is have been transferred to a
monthly basis, and money value to Rupee basis.
The figures of the rates of wages for the workers in the vanom
industries in India are taken from the Report made by A.A
Purcell. M.P. and J. Hallsworth, T.U.C. Delegation to lndi..i
1927-28. Again. where necessary, the figures are put on a monthly
basis and money transferred to Rupees. In the case of the Indian
weavers and spinners (cotton) the figures are taken from a report
compiled by the Labour Office, Government of Bombay (pp 9
and 20). The report was compiled in July 1928 and repre~ent1, tht'
• from 19
average monthly earnings the figures being taken
representative cotton mills in Bombay City.
Rate~

Industry and Occupauo/

of Wage\
lnd1J

Great Bntam
Weavers (Cotton)

Rs

94 O{l pm

Rs

49 9 11

rim

{8omtld~ l

Spmnen; (Cotton)

R!>.

94 20 p.m

R!>.

27 9 11 pm

(Bombay;

Bricklayers

Rs. 195 10 p.m.

Bnckldyers" Labourer

R!>. 14400 p.m.

Rs. 65 3 0 pm
(P & H p
R~

rn

1310pm
& H p 371

(P.

Engineer Fnter (London)

Rs. 167 90 p.m.

R:.. 47 4 0 pm
(P & H p n

Engineers' Labourer
(London)

R!>. 12090 p.m.

R!>. 2280pm
(P. & H p 38J

Tramway Service (Dnver!>)

Rs

182 8 0 p.m.

R!>. 2600pm
(P. & H p 19)

Hand Compositors (London)

Rs. 234 00 p.m.

R~.

Machine Minder <Pnntmg)

Rs. 278 8 0 p.m.

Rs. 38 I 0 Pm
(P. & H p 39)

18 4 0 pm

(P & H

r
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Rateo; of Wage..

Industry and Occupation

India

Great Bntam
Bookbinder., and Machme

Ro;

21140p m

Ro;

Ri.

19200to
22600 pm

Rs 45 00 to

154 8 0 pm
14400pm

R'>
Ri.

Fuler'

R.111" ay' (Engme Dnver'i)

4620pm
(P & H p 39)

784 0 pm
i:ind higher
grades c1re reserved for
Europec1ns and
Angk>-lnd1an<1

R,ulw.iv., (Tid.ct Collec.tori.)
A Gtade
B Grade

Vlcrcant1le Mc1nne ('ieamen)

Ri.
R'

R'

12000pm
R'>
(Under dec.t\IOD!o
of the Na onal
Mmt1me Board)

5~ 40 pm
2900 pm
higher grade.,
are reserved tor
Europec1n' and
Anglo-lnd1ani.
(P&Hp21)

26 8 0 pm
(P & H p 41)

When con!ltdenng the above table it !lhould be understood that
the hour; of labour are not the same for the workers m India and
Great Br1tam To earn the meagre wage~ !lhown above for the
Indian worker!I, they, m the most ca!les, ;.c.l~e to work a 60-hour a
week In Great Bntam, to earn the wage~ shown above, the
v.orkers there work between 44 and 48 hour~ a week.

In the ca~e of Railway workers m Great Bntam they have a
48-hour week, th1!11s not M> m India Today in Great Britain there
1' an attempt on the part of the employers to level down the wages
of the workers m all the above trade:.. The Indian workers are
bemg used a~ a lever to this end. This 1s what we have to
fight agam-;t The wages of the Indian workers have got to be
levelled up
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It wall be c;een that m only one Cd\e 1c; the Engh.,h wage le.,,
thdn twice the Indian wage Thi., •., the Cd\e of cotton wedver1, and
there the w.ige paid by the notonou~ly depre.,.,ed Lanl.d'lhm.
mdu.,try 1., compclred with the wage of a relatively pnvalegtd
'iect1on of the Bomb.iy m11l-workerc;, the mo ... t ddvanced of tht
Textde worker' m the country In no other ca.,e 1i;; the Ind1dn Wdg:t
more than one-thtrd of the c..orrei,pondmg Engh'ih Wdge dnd m
.,ome Cd'e' 1t 1i;; lei,., than one-tenth Mes'>r., Pun.ell dnd
Hdll'v. orth \ay that it take'i m mo'>t ca'>e'> 6 to 8 lnd1.m worke1 .. to
obt•.un ell!. much wage' a'> one of the lower-p•.ud worker' m G1edt
Bntam
In ctdd1t1on a good deal of othe1 mformat1on l'!i .iva1lablc wh1th
allov..., It to be '>een thdt Me.,.,r., Purc..cll dnd HJlhworth dll qmtt'
JU'>t1f1ed m concluding that the average wage of Indian work.11'
generdlly 1i;; not more thdn one '>h1llmg per dJy (<aiy R1, 20 pu
month) Anybody who know., lnd1dn c..ond1t1on., wall dgru \\<Ith
th1'> conclu'!iton The wage'> of the more !!tk1lled worker., m thL
mam orgam.,ed mdu.,tre' (except the 1ute mdmtry) .i1c of "our,,
higher But even the'>e mdu.,tne., dnd the rd1lway., employ l 1r l
numberi, of un'!ik11Jed men at wage!!. round .ibout R., I 1/ pu
month, whtle the great ma.,., of worke1., m the .. mallu .md It''
orgam.,ed mdui;;tne~. the plantation worke1 '· doc..k .ind oth~1 toY.n
tran.,port worker'> the mmer'i dnd the mumc..1pal worker'> c..tl. tll
are dlmo.,t all paid Je.,c; than R., 20-may c..on.,rderJhly le'' ln 1
certam proportion of ca'ie'>, the wages ot J mdn will ht
c;upplemcnted by tho.,e of h1., wife (and even of hi'> c.h1ldn.nl
u ...ually, of c..ouri,e, m the ..,ame occ..up.it1on 1 he wage' of womt.n
are mall ca'e' sub.,tant1ally lower than tho'>e ot men and cannot
11ufflce to alter the poc;1t1on very much But, of <..our.,e, their dftl.l
1., worc;e thc10 appear., at firc;t i;1ght Jn many occupauon., 111 >.h1th
the w1vei; of men are employed on a con.,1der.ible i,c.ik the w.tg;~
of both tt"nd to 'mk unul their c;um approache., the ctver.ige R'I •
level A c..oncrete ca\e 1\ that of Calcutta Mumc1pal .,wetpeI'
There th1'.> argument wa'.> a<..tually ui,ed .igam'>l any mcrea!.e 1;
theu wage\ (of R.-, 12 or 14 for men, R'> 10 or 12 for wom~;
This obv1ou1,ly apphe~ to the coal mme'i ali,o. where 1t 11o. u1,u.i 01
a man and wife to work together The Jhana Colhery Emplo;~~~
A\\oc1at1on \ay' that a man .and wife can ~eldom earn m"r:roen
Rli 20 per month The ~ame N obv1ouc;ly true of the tea 8
workerc;
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This circumstance then, apart from whatever else may be said
about it, does not materially alter the general truth that the
1ncome of a working-class family in India is not on the average
more than Rs. 20/- per month.
Thi~ rate of payment as an average can only be described as
mori'>trou~. It may be said that the comparison with English wages
1., m1!>1eading. as English wages are high. That i~ so, though they
are not as high as in some other countric~. notably the U.S.A. But
1f wages are taken in Europe genera11y they wi11 be found to bt~ at
, 111 y rate comparable with English wa~!i. Probably in no
European country, even the most backward, arc wage~ Jess than
50 per cent of the English level. But Indian wages arc only 10 to
:o per cent of the Engfah level.
Wage~ in all colonial and backward countne!i of course tend to
be far lower than in Europe. But it !>eern~ that Indian wages are
Im., l!\ en compared with the u~ual colonial rate~. Rai Sahib
Chandrika Prasad's statement may be recalled, which shows that
ot all railway system~ in the world. the Indian has the di~tinction
ol employ mg worker!. at the lowest pay. (R!-i. 9 per month). (It also
,how.., incidentally that the hi~.aest pay tu a railway servant in the
world ..., in India-Rs. 4,000 per month.) The lowest paid
employee on the railway in China. anl her colonial \.'.ountry. gets
~'.!O dollar!. per annum. i.e . ..ibout Rs. 3_, per month. Textile wages
111 China. however. arc \aid to be abPut level with those of India,
though m Japan, a notorious country for !-.Weatrd labour, they are
higher. Indian labourers are welcomed in Ma!..iva, Burma and the
Ea..,t Indies. on account of their cheapne..,i.. It i~ probahly true to
\ay that of all countries in the worlo ~ i..cept the colome!-1 of
l'l)Uatorial Africa, where ~lave condition). exi!.t) and certainly of
,lfJ _countrie'i with a devf'loped industry, India is the country in
wh1d1 the workers are paid the least.
This scandalous state of things has not c!icaped the attention of
tht' European Labour Mo~ement, which ha:-. ~een in it a source of
lidnger to its own standards. All the numerous Labour delegations
~ 0 lndm in rcl·ent years have stressed the neces:-.ity of raising the
wage'. of the ln<ifm workers. Messrs Purcell and Halls worth gave
..1.1o. then parting a.dvii.:e to the Indian Unions to leave aside all the
Pell) questions of grievances etc. which occupy so much of their
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time, and concentr.ite on .i big umted dnve to double and lrrble
the w.1ge' of .iJI the worker' m India With whdtever motive n w1,
given, 1t wa~ .tdmirable advice We, however, we1e tar morL
mode~t m our progr.imme We merely put forward the demdnd
for-no furthe1 reduction m w.ige ..-dnd flo.ttmg m thl
b.tckground .i purely theorett"al dem.ind for a umver,,11 minimum
of R., lO per month But the'e demand' were enough to upi;et lht
employer' 'o mu"h thc1t we hc1d to be put m Jail, whL're ML.""'
Pure.ell\ and Hall,worth\ tnend' of the L.tbom Pc1rty kept u<. tm
over two year'
Jt the poo;1t10n m rcgc1rd to w.ige1.i I\ d di1.igr.u.e thL othL•
condnmn' of work hour,, holiday,, pum ... hmcnt etL etc. wh1Lh
dre hardly ]e..,, importdnt from the pomt of vie~ of tht• "or kll\
'tandaad of hfe and culture ,ue m no WclY better The1e '" mdwl 1
'tatutory hm1tatum of hour.., of work. but It .tpphe., rinly m Br 1111,h
India. only to tc1"tone' (not fm example to 'h1p1.i 1.i1l\\J}"' ,,unl'
drn•. k, pl.mt.ttton..,) dnd 1mpo"'e' J mc1x1mum ot eleven hour' on
the dJy Jnd 60 hour' ~r week bvcn thc..,e hhe1al pro\l'. 1om tNJ
to be ignored by the JUte m11l-ownc1' for cx.imple 111 the d,1,' 111
pao..,penty when they wi..,hed to im.reJ\C p10dud10n l 'ndt.r lhl
double 'h1ft 'Y'tem, wh1L.h 1ende1ed evJ\IOn e.t'Y Jnd "nh
mudcquate m'peL.Uon they c.ould 'we.it thctr worke1' fot L Hn
longer hour.., thcln the..,e of cour1.ie. ~ 1thout l'"<t1.1 P·'' In
umegul.ited ocL.up.itmn' the po..,1tmn i.., '"Jn<l.ilou' I hut '' 1
good JcJI of matencll on the rt!"ord which h..t1!. been .. umn1.111 ~ I
m cl prev1ou.., 'tcltcment, '>ho\\'mg the cx1 .. tem.c ol dlmn t
muc<l1ble <..ond1tmn'> m regJrd to hour' of work OH 1 J "1dt
\ •.111ety of oc..c.upcltton' The wor't 'uttercr.., ,pejk.er to bl "otkt 1
m pldntat10n\ dod.., port tru"'t' and ra1lw.iy' dnd dLTIL 11
o<..c..up.tlt0n.., of .tll ..,orh dlC notonou.,Jy h.td m tlm rc,pcc.l I~ 01
IC> hom' per dcl) .trc regul.trly .,poken of Tht Wh rk 1~
Comm1.,.,10n ha.., de\L.rthed the ..,.tme ..,tdte of dtfdn<. m 'in 1
mdu..,tnc' ..,uc.h cl' t •.mnmg and <..arpct m.tkmg Not only Jll ~ll'
long hour' worked ell a time but th1c., goec., on conunuou.,Jv t I\
ldrge number of worket, work \even ddy\ d week, dnd th1..~t 1'
U\UJlly no provNon for holiday., No doubt, wm ker., do take JV~
dnd even longer penod\ off from time to rime. bur do~ng ~
mvoJve.., a 11.,J... of dt,11JJ\\dl .md m dDY <...t\e Joi,., 11 Jb''11,
me Bolll ,
Unauthon,ed ab,e1Kc 1., often pum.,hcd ..., m ..,<>
Jb'ent.1
d
cotton mtll' hy deduction o1 2 d.iyc., p.iy for edc h cl}'
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The record contains some material which goe11 to show the bad
conditions in the factories and place' of work. The mines are
perhaps the wor!lt ca!ie. Mr. Mardy Jones ha!i written very 11trongly
on the ab,ence of adequate provisions against accidents in mines,
the . . u,p1..:1on of deception by the mine-owners and the insufficient
m•rectmg 11taff. But apart from accident!\ the conditions of work
.ire ext1cmcly and unnecessanly unhealthy, especially for women.
rrom plat.es of work of all 'ort!i abo come complaints of
m.i.dequatc ventilation. no water 'upply. no clean place for meat....
r.o ....i.mtary arrangement' etc. etc. Cond1tion!i 111 thi!i re!lpcct vary
con..,1derably a' the Whitley Commi,s1on pomt11 out, and are
rJtm,1lly w0r'e m the more backward local mdustnes, but we
knoY. f1 om our own expcnence that thmgs are often very bad even
m the mo't up-to-date m1l1'.
l'he c.ond1t1om. of employment of women and children are a
loni;.-..,tan<lmg \candal, hut m ... pne of a certam amount of
lcg1..,IJt1on 11 cannot be said that the pos1tJCln " very much
111.proved Ag1tat1on for the di11contmuance of the employment of
Wt'111en m thl' mme' date11 fro"ll ahout 1900 but there are 11t11l many
thou-..mJ-. employed and tt will not cea'e accordmg to the::
1.ttc . . t mrangementl>, unt1l1 1939 Mt-..,,r., John~tone and Sime
L ondemned e'pecmlly the condtt1om. '11 employment of women m
the 1ull· 111111., .i.nd o,o far 1.., \Ille knl'W thmg11 have not improved
thctc Jt all Children under 9 are now not allowed to work. in
t',t.1hh,hmenr... covered by the Factory Act!-.. But in other
ocLup.i.tmn..,. which probably employ as many ~orke~ in all, they
lJ.n ..,till be engaged as early a~ the er1rloyer~ thmk fit. Ch1ld1en
hegm work m the tea garden!> from four years (Whttley
CommM1on Report) and boy!> of six are employed in the dirty and
dt1.n~erou.., work of the Con!lervancy Department m Calcutta.
Mr B1J1l11ford g1Ve!i rase'\ which he observed, of boys of ten
woilmg tor 12 hour-. a da~. 365 day~ a year~. m the extremely
i.lthy and unhealthy condtt1on' of a tanning factory near Bombay.
~nd 1oleepmg and eatmg in rough shed' on the premises: and of
0°Y"' from six upw.trds working. agam a J2 houri. day, without a
de..tk for meal, or any other requirement, m glass factorie~ in U.P.
uto,u.le the actual time and place of work cond1t10ns me no better.
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Hou1,mg cond1uons clre notonou1o all over India clod have been
condemned m the c;tronge't term\ by cill who have exdmmed the
matter Educ.it10n and other requirement\, c10d amemtte' .ipan
from toddy c;hopc; are hopele,sly poqr and meagre It 1c; not\\ ithout
~ome JU'it1fa.at1on (from 1t' reformist pomt of view) thdt thL
Whitley Comm11o\1on lciy~ more \trec;c; on the need for
improvement m hou,mg and health mea1,ure1o than on any o1hei
a!ipect of the quec;t1on
The method!. of engclgement .ind dl\m1..,..,a1 of lc.lbour cite ont.. of
the commonest dnd dl.Ute't ..,ource' of ,uffermg' to the worker' In
order to 1,,ne trouble dnd m order to keep the worker' dlVldt.d
mttm1d.ated .ind do..,ely \Uperv1,ed, mdlly firm,-prob..1.bly tht
maJonty-eng.:ige their worker' through Jobber' or '..1.rd,m \\ho
u ... ually get the worker... mto their debt and otherw1!>c u'e thtn
po..,1t1on to exploit .md oppre" the men merc1le..,,Jy Betwtt•n thL
Jobber~ clod the employer' other agencte' 'omet1mc' e\tabh'h
them..,ehe'i. 'o thc.lt 1w1,ome "a'e' there are no fewer than tou•
'tratd of explo1ter' hvmg c.lt the expen\e ot the JctuJI workt" ln
the c.a'e ot the 'eamen e\pcc1.tlly, where the 'arc.lng' wm~ m
league with the lodgmg hou"le-kecper\ on 'bore. the 'Y't' m 1
extremely oppre,,1ve In 'Pile of ten yec.lr' of agn.iuon h) lht
Seclmen.., Umon,, howe .. er. nothmg \Ub\t,rnt1JI hc.1' ht..cn do11L to
remedy n
In ,my l.cl\e, whether the JObber 'Y'tem ., u ..ed or not tht
engtlgement c.lnd d1 ... m1..,,dl of worker' " produl.t1ve of mudi
explo1tat1on c10d oppre,c;1on Bribery to get 1oh' 1-. .dm0 ' 1
um\oer,al bmployer' Jnd foremen u'e their po\1t1on ,.md the th1t 11
of d1..,m1..,..,.il to get further exc.lc..Uon' clnd \erv1ce' from W1>1"- 11 '
The power of d1'ml\'ial 1' u~ed m dll .irb1trclry wc.ly, e .. pc<..1alh 01
cour.-..e, dgdtn\t rebelhou' men A man who for any rcJ'on 1°"'"'
h1' work •.., m a p1t1Jblc po,1t10n In a few Cd\e\, employer-. d'"'1
unemployed worker' to get bdck thetr v11lage..,, wherL theie 1 ~
perhap\ a .-..hghtlv better chdnl.e of e'c.ipmg 'itarvdt1on 01 wmLI
But the1,e .ire the mmonty For the greclt bulk of unemploYL
worker~ there I\ no prov1.-..1on at cill
th
Commum.-..t.-.. .ire often dl.CU\ed of over-empha\l\ln.L. ~
moU\Clo I
1mportdnce of md1v1dual and cla~' economic
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determmmg the action., of men, and of exaggeratmg the mtenMty
of cl.i~., .intagom.,m The factc; of the c;1tuat10n m India, bnefly
.,)..etched here, .,how that there i~ httle room for exaggeration The
t•mploymg clJ.%, broadly and a~ a whole, act., m relation to 1b
work.erc; prec1ouc;lv ~ 1tc; immediate ~hort-range economic
1r•"re.,t., d11.. tate It pays them the mm1mum reqmred to mduce
them to ic..c..ept work and to keep them ahve, never, of cour~e,
makmg the .. Itghte'it pretence of c..on.,ultmg the worker-. about 1t, 1t
mdke., the mm1mum of prov..,10n for their hou.,mg and other
1eLd., 1t merc..1le.,.,ly drag., mto work even children of the youngec;t
age dl which they c..an be employed economtc..ally ,._ neglect., to
•1ake even the mo'it obv1ou., and e.a'y provNonc; for the
~onvemencc and c..omfort of worker-. at work-prov1Mon., which
v..ould m m.lny c..ac;e.,, pdy tor them,elvec; •., mcre.ac;ed efflcienc..y
1 hL employmg cla1.., .,how., 1t.,elf t>xtrcmely 'elhc;h and wtth
h,udly "tral..e of enlightenment about 1tc; 'ielt-mtcre'it
But further than thdt, 1t t\ not merely pa...,l\el} ~elh\h and
1i..ghgcnl of the worker,;; welt.are Where 1tc; mtere"it'i demand 1t, it
•LC1vdy opp1e ....eo;, and per.,l utt., the workl~r.,, takm~ all ~ort., of
pre<.. •.mt10n., that the worker., 'h.all he entirely pa...,1vc and helple"
V1Lt11m of It., expl01tat1on Before there •., any hmt ot rc.,1.,tance or
rehelhon bv the worke~ barbarou-. 'Y'te1m of indenture and
onc10u .. tt-rm., of eng.igt •nent are m'tttuted, amountmg m o;,ome
1..a.,v. almo't to ,Javery The tea garden' arc of cour'ie the mo.,t
notonou\ and b1gge1.,t ca1.,e The Whitley Comm11.,..,10n tak.ec; much
pam •to v.. h1tew.t1.,h the tea <..ompame1., hut m • 1~w of the recurrent
ag1tat1on on the quc.,t1on tor year'!. pa~ ,•rid e~pec1al ly the' 1gorous
<..ntJc.1.,m of Mt.,o;;ro, Pure.ell and Hah .. worth and the rephe., rt
c.allcd forth from the compame.,, nobody l..an be \at1..,f1ed that the
Whttley Comm11.,.,10n ha., given an objective account E\ en a-, it 1c;,
It' adm1.,~1on' are rlama!!mg Further, elaborate '>Y!!.tem-, of
pum.,hment ... and hue., are '-tet up Me1.,c;ro;; Purcell and Hallc;worth
emark that "m the \\age' field there 1c; a ventable maze of
tx tction-, dcductmns and forfeiture'" The worker\ .tre
'Y'temat1cally bulhed and phy1t1call~ maltreated They are fmed
dnd ch.,mt'!.'ied a1b1tranly They an:: entangled m debt b) mean., of
the •Ylitem ot bnbe1t to get Job., and by dela)ed pa}ments The
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employeri,, m i,ome <..a"e' at ledst, encourage the e\tabhc..hmem of
toddy liihop' for their worker.,, a' drmk •., one of the be't meam lf
preventmg dtsc.ontent If m spite of, or bec.mc..e of, all th1, thL
workerl> l>how '>1gn' of reliit\tance, 1hey are dedlt with ruthle,,I}
Lec1.de~ among the workeri, are c..y,temc1.t1cc1.lly VKt1m 1,t.d
011.putec., on l.Ommun.il or other ground' (several cc1.o,ec., mentmilld
m the rec.ord' have been l.tted m prev1ou., \tatement...) .ire worked
up c1.mong them Full advantage t\ taken of the <..1rc.um1itance thJt
the employer' may ha\ e provided the worker'' houliie\ or m.iy own
the land on wh1l.h worker"' hou'e' dre bmlt In th1' 1..a1ie thLy
threc1.ten, and c..drry mto effe<..t, expul,ton trom the hou'e' m c..J\t
ot d1.,pute, or u'e the1r legc1.I nght' m the mdtter,, to l'ol.1te tht
\\'orkeri, from out1,1de conta1..1' and to c.ut oft their wc1.te1 1iupph
(Severc1.l "a'e' of th1., hdve 01..1..urred m our cxpem'!n1..c) Fmall}
they cc1.ll m the polll.e ,md c1v1l authont1ec.,, who are alWdV' v.1llm~
to help them, to break the ~orker' re1,1c.,t..lnc.c b) any me.in' from
pro,ecutmg them on f.tf,e chc1.rge' to 'hootmg them
It cc1.nnot be 'c1.1d that m mo't of the'e m.itter' there'' .my git 11
d1fferenc.e between the Indian ,md the Bnt1'h emplo}t.t' lht
Bnt1'h employer' often cl.um to be more advanu~d th,1•1 thL
Indian It" true that wor.,e cond1tmno, c.an be found m 'omc.. ot tm
'mc1.ller and more b,1ckwa1d mdu,tne' under lnd1c1.n 1..c1.p1t.1l thJ11
Cdll be found m .iny Bt 1t1'h l.Onccrn But the'e arc 1t.hL' of
med1aevc1.h'm In up-to-dc1.tc mduo,tnec., tt Cdnnot be m.imt.tmt.. I
that there ic., any advdntage horn the worker'>' pomt of' 1cv. thL
Indian-owned c.otton mill' of Bombc1.y c.ompare tavour.ibh 111
almo't c1.ll re,pel.l\ with the mam)y Bnt10,h-managed futL Mill., of
Bengal The wc1.gcc., arc defm1tely higher, ,md other LOnd1t10n• Ill
no more onerou,, though for many yec1.r' the JUte mdu1,try h.t., beLn
far more pro,perou' thc1.n the c.otton mdu,try Both m.. 1de .tud
oul\tde the m1lll> the Bombay workerc.. have more fff'edom of
orgc1.mc.,c1.tmn thcll1 the Bcng,iJ worker.,, though cond1t1on., h.iu
It ., ..ull
become far wore.,~ m both cc1.'e~ m the la!lt tew yedr' 1 h
po.,.,1blc for the Bombay workerc., to orgam'e openly, while.. m t "
Jute c1.rec1. m Bengc1.l the Jabour mo~ement ''for pracULd.I pmro~he'
I ned t t
illegal The Indian m1ll-owner' hdve not yet deve 0 r
10
mdu.,tnc1.l 'PY c..y ...tem while \uch cl ">''tern ha~ been working
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close contact with the police for some time in Bengal. On the other
haud in regard to methods of corrupting the workers by "welfare
work" and the like, some of the more intelligent Indian employers
a' at Nagpur have done probably more than any European firm.
Further the infamous enslavement and exploitation carried out on
huge number'> of workers from the very beginning of the tea
mdu!>try, mu!>l be put down almost entirely to the account of the
European employers, who !>tarted the industry and are still mainly
rc,pon!>ible for its management.
Such bemg the record of the employer~ the record of the State
toward' labour i~ what is to be expected. A Marxi~t. i,n fact, could
not w1,h for a clearer example than i~ provided by India of the
t1uth ol h1' favourite "dogma" that the State acts as the instrument
of oppn!•"10n of the ruling cla!>!> against the en~laved classes. No
worker can vote, either for provmc1al or for national
ll'pre,entattve~. A !>mall ~tratum enjoys the vote in a new
mumc1paht1c!>. Even after the Congre~!> has pretended to demand
umver!>al ,uffragc. there" no indication that the franchise will be
cxt•·ndcd beyond 25 per cent of the population at the mo!>t-which
would le.ive the workers ..Lill pract1cally without any voting
'trcngth. The Government do not ~eem to favour the proposal for
'cparate labour electorates, which m .pitt" of its !>U!>ptcious origm
.md generally obJecttonahle character might conceivably be made
me of by the workers for their own benefit. The Government are
tar more mtcre!>ted in the mamly artificial and ultimately
reactionary "depressed cla~ses" movement, and in giving them a
!>cp.irate elct.toratc Labour "repre!>eritation" ha~ been in the paM.
and apparently will be in the future ,,y nommation. Under this
'Y'lcm the Government appoint per~ons who have some
knowledge of the labour movement to sit in the councils or the
A"embly. The total number thus appointed has been in the past
very ~mall (eleven in all); the Government have sometimes. but
' 0 met1me~ not, accepted the recommendations of the Trade
Unions m fegijrd to the per,onnel of the appointments, who have
heen anything from respectable hc1rd-working reformi~t to police
~gent!I ~nd swindlers, and the representatives thus appointed have,
a!I nommated memberi,, had very little influence and have usually
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done what they have been expected to do namely liupport tht:
Government on all occa\10nli In regard to the leg1!!.ldllve
prov1Mon' m.ide by the Government hitherto for the protection of
the worker!!., the !!.hort survey of J.abour cond1t1on1i JUlit given 1 ~
really a 1,ufflc1ent md1cat1on The po1itt1on J!!. .,au..,factory, or up to
the uliual '\tandard!!. ot mdu,t11al countne!!., m no re.,pe<..t ThL
dctudl number of Act., pa..,~ed I\ .,mdll, .ind mo\t of them die of
httle importance and dffeL.t very few worket' Ot the 1mport..1111
Item' of leg1..,lat10n, th.it on hour.., of work hm11' the houi . . to
eleven per day and 60 per week., di\ oppo..,ed to 8 ,md 4~
re!!ipect1vely of the Wd,hmgton Hour., Convcnt1on, It dpphc., onh
to factoneo., and only of Bnu..,h-lnd1a (It 1-. worthwhile to notu.L
too that even th1' AL.t Well\ pd\'\ed only m reo.,pon\e to umtLO
demdnd' from Lanca-.h1re and Bombay The t6lrmcr w..intLll
protec.tmn from Indian rnmpetn1on, the ldttcr. whKh Wd\ "orkml
a relatively o.,hort ddy, w..1.nted proteL.tlon f1om up-t.ounll)
compct1llon ) Childrey are not allowed to work m f..t.t.to11e' unJu
nme year'\, ao., oppo-.ed to twehe m bngl.md There arc hm1t.it1on.,
on the.employment of young pero.,on., at mght, but they .ippl) t 1
mduo.,tnco., not to other occ.upauon The long deldyed leg1.,J.1.tron on
the employment of women m underground mmc' 1-. 'o
umat10.,fat.tory d~ to he l.ondemned by Mr Mardy Jone'> J' Jn
mstance of Government' comphc1ty with cap1t..i.ho.,t rap,tut\
The Government have ddoptcd an I L 0 Convent10n m 1cga1d to
unemployment, wh1c.h, however, doco., nothmg tor tht
unemployed, and ha' dppomted a Se.imen ' Rcau1tmt.nt
Committee m 192t. to de.ii with the -.cand.il.., already menuoned m
connec.tton with the engagement of the o.,e<lmen, but h,1., not ..ttted
on the report of the Committee and hc11, done nothing further m tht
m.itter Thi.., •., d practically complete record of the Governmcn1°1
India\ lclbour leg1c.lclt1on
The Government have been very ..,low and t1m1d m pa.,.,mg .in'
Jeg.. ,J.il1on for th~ benefit of Jabour But m med'ure'> dgJm"t thl
workerli 1t hac, 1,hown whdt •..,, for Government. a truJy remJrk..tb...
promptitude and thoroughne..,.., The employer\ ag1tat1on dgam'1
{ 192~
the Mdhtclnt Labour Movement began m the 'ummer 0
h
,
Already by September,
Government had come t orward with t e
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Public Safety Bil1, and two months latter with the Trade Disputes
Bill both of which became law early in the following year. Shortly
.itterwards the Bombay Government passed the Bombay
Prevention of Intimidation Act. There is no need to go to into the
nature of the!>e measures now. They were recogmsed immediately
by everybody as class war legislation of the most dra!>tic type.
~n other ways too, the Government rallied vigorou!-ily to the '>ide
of a rather panic-stricken Capitali!>m. lt!> own official!., the Viceroy
1rn..luded, joined in the propaganda campaign. It launched a whole
... em~., of pro!>ecut1ons of labour leader!-i and organisers, of which
th1.., ca..,c 1!. one. It ~et an example of the most unbending !'ternne~~
,111d vmd1ctivene!oi~ in its relation-. with its own employee!oi a!oi m the
b 1 R and S.l.R. strike!. of 1928. And it exceeded all even of 1t!oi
ov. n precedent~ in the !.evenly of 1t!oi admini ..trativc mea!>ure!oi
.1gam.,t the Lahour Movement. If there had ever been any room for
doubt. there could no longer. after 1928. be any que.,llon a., to
which cla'>!oi controlled the State m India.
It ha<. always been the practice for the Government machmery
111 India to treat labour very severely. Mr. N. M. Jo-.h1 ha~
rnmplamed of C.l.D. c~pionage upon him and the evident
..,u..,p1c1on of the police towards h11n. Shootmg upon the worker'>
while on 'trike ha1' abo been a con..,tant occunence 1'ince the
1.:a1 h-.t day-. of the Labour Movement. Labour orgam~at10n m India

.

h.i-. .i\way~ been a diff1cu\\ anu dangcrou:-. ma\\er. But -.mce \9'2~
what little freedom of organi!.ation and a!.-.emhly \here wa!. for the
worker., ha., very largely gone. The emplo) :·r~ have taken the

and the State has enthusia!-t1cally ~upported them. The
panic on the labour question which pn:v.uled in 1928-29 has died
down and pubhc attention hai. been mainly occupied by other
thmg!I. But the administrative system and methods established for
cru~hmg thi: Labour Movement in those years have continued in
operation with undiminbhed rig.our. With the help of the police the
i·mployers have sacked all men who have become at all prominent
m Union work, taking advantage of the trade depression. The
c. . pionage system upon the workers;., now well developed, so that
.my movement cf resi~tance can be cru!>hed from the beginning. If
dt<.,cimtent grows i-.o that strike and other action seemi-. likely,
tn1lidli"ve
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S 144 1c; brought mto operdt1on, dnd mcetmgs dre prevented by
armed pohce dnd troop., The pre-,ent method' are not , 0
\pectdcular .ic; thoc;e ot .i few yeJ.rc; ago, but are more etfe1.tive It
Wd'> commg to be d !ICJ.ndal thJ.t nu !ltnke of dOY '>IZe c.ould tdk•
place without c;hootmg by the poltce or troop'>. and the murde1of 1
number of Mnkcr!I The pohc.e dnd troop' Me "t11l u~ed-m fd1.t
more than ever But they dre on the \pot m time and by their help
c;tnke' are '>O '>C1enuf1cally '>mothered f10m the c;t.irt that the old
crude methodc; Me u..u.illy not needed

The Indian Trade Union Movement
In the '>ltUdtIOn wh11.h ha'> JU\t been dC'>l.rtbed-of m1..,erJblt
p.iy J.nd d1-,gu'>ttngly bJ.d cond1uon' of all "ort'>-d v1go1ou'
movement of p1otcc;t by the worker' 1.., not •d "urpn'mJ
dc\elopment It •., naturJ.l aJ..,o m c.ond1t1on" of gener.il 1gm 1Jnu
,md of 'Y'tem.it1c oppre-,,1on .:md mt1m1d.it1on by the emplo}tr'
.tnd the State, that the Movement whde 1t remdmed m the worku '
own hand' 'hould be lJ.c.kmg m permanence J.nd \hould h l\L
achieved reldUvely httle Tht\ Wd\ the CJ.\e up till the w.ir t1111.
The movement before 1914 Wd\ mtermntent .ind '><.cltter<.d .md
attrdlted the J.ttent10n of few people ouNde tho\e m1111cd1Jte1\
conc.erned, '>O that exLept for 'ome <,eLt10n' of the more t.duL ,1tt.d
worker\ no permanent orgam-,auon' we1e 'et up Thewdi <..h,mged
the '1tuat1on rad1c,iJJy A con..,1der.tble growth of mdu.,try tot~
plaLe and cond1tion' ot .tll worker' were \hcirply ,mu
Mmult,meou,ly wor'>ened by the rapid n\e m the LO'>t ot hv1m.
The movement of prote't by the worker.. grew rnrre,pondmglv 111
extent ,md vigour, -,o muc.h c;o th.u Jl .ittracted w1dc.,prLJd
attention from out\lde, dnd more or le'' permanent orgc1n1..,dW>fl'
were e!lt.tbho,hcd on cl far larger \c.ale than before fhe beginnm"
of the Trade Umon Movement 1'- aL<..ordmgly pulat 1917 .ind l9l'I
when thl\ proce\\ became well developed From 1t\ begummg thL
movement h.t\ depended on the leader,h1p of outc;1de1., It 1'
h1c;toncafly the t.i1..t th.tt pr.ict1cally no perm.ment orgami;.ition h.iJ
been o,et up by the worker' them\elvco; before the ouNde 1 ~ tJffiL
h rgan1.,.iuon
m, and pos,1bly their cldtm 1c; JU'Uhed, that no c;uc o
l'11.
could have been \et up by the worker' alone at that ume
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, 1tuation, however, was such that leadership was of relatively little
importance. The discontent of the workers was widespread and
deep. and their claims for advances overwhelming, while at the
,;ime time the employers were in general prosperou~ and could
Jfford concessions without difficulty. Advances in consequence
were obtained in a considerable number of cases, and without
cxc\. ,.,ive oppo~ition. The outside leaders were able to take
advantage 1..lf this position to negotiate such advance~. and by this
mean,, •.md through their services in stabilising organisations etc.,
they were able to establish themselves as the recognil'>ed leader~ of
the movement.
They were accepted by the workers. But they were also
nei:e,,ary to the employer~. Capitalism in India had had no
cxpericni:c previously in dealing with labuur "unre!\t" on !\Uch a
l.irgc \cale. and the traditional method._, of merely .,upprcssing the
trouble. were nu longer adequate. Accordingly they wekomed or
Jt lecJ't tolerated the outside leaders. who. it mul'>t be said, were in
general 'uch a" to recommend themselves very '\trongly to the
capitali!\t clas!\ a' leaders of its labour force. We are sometimes
.ic ·a,ed of exaggeration whl"'n we del'>cnbe that the reformist
labour leader!\ as "agents of Capitalism". We ~hould claim that,
considered objectively and from a long-penod hil'>torical point of
'1ew. that de'icription is justified in all ca~e!\. But in India there
'ecm' to be a more immediate and obv1oul'>ju!\tiricat1on at least in
mo!\t ml>tances. The principal group of refonnist leaders in
Bombay tl> that headed by Mr. Joshi, of the Liberal Federation, the
Servant!\ of India Society and the Social Set vice League. Several
others of the Bombay Labour leader~ belong to one or other of
thc-;c hodic!\, whil h are supported by so111e at least of the Bombay
mill-owners and other capitalil'>ts. Other originally independent
Labour leaders in Bomhay have in almost all cases come eventually under the influence and effective leadership of Mr. Joshi.
In Madras the group which has established itself as the leader
.md _guide of the Labour Movement for the whole province
conM<,I~ of members of the old Home Rule League, which was
hcf~re the Non-Co-operation Movement, the principal bourgeois
nat1onali!\t party in Madra~.
1

DI- 15.1.32
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In Ahmedabad Mr. Gandhi, pre-eminently the leader of the
bourgeoi!!. class, himself took on the job with his 1mmedtdle
~atellites. The president of the Textile Union at Ahmedabad, who
i-., of course, a faithful follower of Mr. Gandhi, i~ a mcmbe1 of .i
mill-owning family. In these ca!->e!I there can be no que-.t1on d\ to
the accuracy of our de~cript1on. If the employer~ did not actu.ill)
appomt these men, at least they could not wi!lh for more 'lltt.ihle
per!->ons m their po!lit1on!I. In other ca<..cs also, the outMder., hd\e
followed the fashion !!let by these principal p10neer group.,, o1 m
other way!-> contnvcd to do more or le!\!\ what the employc1,
require. In Bengal, the outside leader'> have been f1om thl.!
beginnmg more mi-.cellaneou~ and on the whole cwn more
reactionary. than at the other centre-. named. Amoq,g the fn,t to
come forward were a Europen lawyer from the Calcuttd Ba:, thl'
late Mr. Braunf1cld. and a leader of the Anglo-Indian communn}
Dr. H. W. B. Moreno. Later for <..ome tune. the Congre" under thl'
leader~h1p of the late Mr. C. R. Dai-. took a h.md. By !924
however, Congre!I' mtere-.t m the movement J1ed (only to be
revived agam recently when the national bourgeo1 ... u.· \htntl'J
\Orne m..t<..!!. !1Upport for their campaign again!lt the Gowrnmentl
A group of .,upporter11 of Mr. Jo,h1'!\ pohcy wa., formed ldt.:r. 1'ut
never ... uccecdcd m gettmg complete control of the movcme1 1t
which remained d1v1ded mto at lea!lt three or four .,h1ftmg' hut
dlway!I contending group,, one led by the notonom· Mr. K C Ro)
Chowdhn The diff~rencei-. have been not mainly on que.,tron-. of
policy of principle but of a per11onal character. and the con"~'1• 1 cnt
division and wcakne-.11 of the movement have no doubt .u1ted th.:
employer' admirably.
Jn other place,, Mmrlar condition!I have prevailed. Vd11ou-.
fol lowers of the late Lala LaJpat Rai, a leader of the bourgcor,1e 01
the rather le!I' advanced type, have ~taked out cla1m11 in the Ptm1.ib
and at Cawnpore Mr. Andrews held for some year!!. a Roving
Comm1"mn all over Northern India and Bengal. Mr Chaman
Lal, who, !\O far a-. he 1~ anything, is a Congressman and follow::
of the late Pandit Motilal Nehru, popped in and out of t i.:
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movement in a disconcerting manner, but with a uniformly
reactionary effect. Mr. Joshi set up groups of followers of his
policy at various secondary centres, ShoJapur, Indore, Nagpur,
Jharia. Kharagpur. After a good beginning the Union at
Jam1,hedpur fell under the joint influence of Mr. Jo~hi, Mr.
C'ha·nan Lal and Mr. Andrew, and wa~ eventually taken over on
the Americ.in model by the Tata Company it~df. Vanou~ other
. . mall groups of work.er~ in U.P., Punjab and clsf'where have from
urnc to time been "orgam~ed" by outsider.., who have U!>ually been
communah!>t"-, careerists and reactionarie~ of an even wor!>e type
than tho~e already mentioned. Thi!. survey will explai'n why we
h.ive been m the habit of calling out1>1de leader<; of Labour "agent~
of the bourgeoi.,ie", and will ~how that we have been fully
1u-.t1f1ed. Our de'>cription il>, in mo't ca ...e .... literally true.
It ,., worthwhile in thi~ connection to notice ..,ome of the few
ca-.c-. m which !>cctton<; of the wcirker!> were able at thi!ot early
prnod to !'let up and run organisation m parttal or complete
muependence of out!otide lea, !ri.hip. In MHne cai.c~. the) have
hcen cxccedmgly militant and have ..,hown great org•.mi~ing
1...1p..ic1t) But m the absence of long n.; ·encnce of their own, or of
,my knowledge of the accumulated experience .ind theory of the
L tbour Movement, they have been eventually defeated and their
q1gaimatiom either broken or brought under reformist influence.
A category of wm kers which h.as al-ways been relatively free from
out.,1de mflucnce of the ordinary type 1~ the postal workers. The
po.,tal organi ... ation was well established year~ before the general
m..i"" of worker~ began to organise. But it ha~ always been run
under the patronage of officials, and has been Mrongly influenced
hy the upper grade staff, who have tended to take '-harge. Al> a
con.,equcnce in many place.., the lower grade staff have split off or
1otmed a separ:ite organisation of their own, which has, however,
continued more or less the same tradition)). concentrated on
running benefit societie., and accumulatmg big funds, sought the
favour of officials etc., and consequently has not just if1ed its
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separate ex1"itence Durmg the year' of rNng pnce\ 1917-21, the
poc..tal worker!> !>offered 4ieverely, and there were a number of
4itnke" of which the Bombay Po ...tal \tnke m the 'ummer ot 1920
r4i perhap!> the mo..,t memor.ible Other mtluenc.e!> however proved
eventually too "itrong m theu effect upon State employee' Jnd
there remamed no permanent re,ult The po!>tal worker,, howe,e1
are not a typical categmy. a' \O large a proportmn are de111.,il
worker' Of greater mtere't 1' the CJ\e of the rd1lwJymen Herl
agam the clencal .ind 'rm1lar grade' exercr.,e a good dcJI 11t
mtluence u4iually m the direction of reform1'm but their weight
1... not \O great d' among the po,t..tl worker' One of the 'cll1onc, of
worker" with the longe't h1,tmy of m1htant 't1ugglc 1' the North
•
We,tcm Railwdymen They fought .. m.cc..,..,ful c,tnke' 111 thL
period 1918-20. and were fortunJtc m cnh.,tmg the 'crvKe' (lf 1
number of the more ejfm. ated employee\ with whu'c .t1d J \Lf\
\trong orgam..,at1on Wcl\ ec..tahh,hcd all m e1 the lme A l.ugL
proportion even of the huropecln clnd Anglo-lnd1dn St.tt1 JO'll... u
the umon, wh1(.h d..t1mcd .u one time 8i OOO member<. l11t
leddcr.,, however, though mtelhgent .md (.Ompell.'nt men \\e1,
guided by no prmuplc or knowledge of the Ldbom Movu1,.. 11l
and (.Ould not 'tand out ag.tm..,t the temptclt1on' of thcu pm11101
The management bought O\ er ... ome leader,, h.id othL 1'
Vl(.lllm..,ed and 1mp11,oncd, m\t1gated quarrel~ on (.Ommun.il .ind
pel\onal g10und' wnhm the Umon, ,md eventu.dly 'ucL.Ct'dt'd JJJ
defeating the \tnkc of J92c; dnd \fficl"ihmg the Umon .tltoge•hci
Smc.e then the pnm.1pal leddcr\, now completely ~orrupt~d hJ\l
kept m ex1,tcnce d \mall umon with d few hund1ed"' m thou,.im''
of mcmberc.., •.md have (.Onl...cnllated on quarrelling with lllht•
would be leade1,, mJkmg pronoum.. ement' of loydlty to lht
management and the Government, g1vmg evidence bet'>re 11
Simon and Whitley C'omm1..,..,1on' and '\abotagmg a11 othet etforb
dt Ldhour Orgdm\dtlon, whether on the N W R 01 cllicwhllt. 111
the PunJab
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The hi4itory of the Bengal-Nagpur Ratlwaymen I'' also one of
nuln,mt '!tlruggle~. but pre.,ent4i new feature\ Jn this ca~e the
dwcal dnd other higher grade-, have exerted a much more
ddmitc influence m the dlfect1on of reform1..,m, m wh1c.h they
h.ive been d!14il'ted to \Orne extent by out.,1der4i At time\ however
tht. 1ebelhou\ne'" of the lower gradc4i led by the.. men of the
Kh.uagpur Work<ihop ha~ prevailed and 'ome \tubbom !ltnke1,
h.ive been tought At one time m 1927, the ten\lon between the
two ..ec..t10110, bcc..ame o,o ~reat thdt a complete 1;pln took plac.e The
wC11l.,hop men '-ould not o,tand Jlone however Jnd cventuJlly
mt.rgcd mto the rcform10,t union agam
fhe F.i.,tern Bengal Railway o,upphc1, a c.a1,e ~h1ch 11, a o,tep
fmthc1 m the \Jmc d1Tec..t10n Here the clem.al grade' StauonM ''tero, ell. have been m wmplete '-Ontrol ot the union, which
tht.y h..iH. mn the1w.elvco, with onh nomma1 d.,.,1"ta11c.e from
out,, le hom tht. bcgmnmg m 1919 to I920 The\ ha\ e kept the
Union p1ac..t1Lally to them.,eheo, and ha\e ha1dly made an}
tilt mpt to enrol the lower grdde o,t..itf m wmko,hopmen ')m'-e the
'\ C () pu md when there v. d' d o,pontJneou' 'tnkc O\e1 .i pJ.rt of
thL hnt the llmon h<l., c.onduL.lcd nu o,t11kt. .md h,1., 'Ul.<..e.,.,fullv
p1L\ented Jn mdependent mo\e by the lower gr.tde"
1111' 1" howcve1 dll extreme '-·l'l The GIP R.ulv..ay tor
LX 1mpk p1t..,ent1; cl <l10,t1nl.l <.onlrcl\t I here th1.. o,mJIJ rt.'form1 ... t
l 111011 led by Mr 51 C Jo-.h1 'U'-1..eed1..d m wntrollmg onh a o,m.ill
'LLt1011 of the de11c<ll o,tafl m o,omc of the Bomhd\< otfii..e' ot the
Ruh.\' iy Mo . . t of the c..le1 Kai Jnd other uppe1 ~·1ade 't..iff 1omcd
thL m1htJnt Umon, ..ind m,my of thl'ITI took an JLtl\e pall m
0 rn.tm,mg ,md <.onduLtmg prop.igandJ tu1 .i m1ln •.mt pohC)
N1...vl rthele" 1t 10, true thd.t clerKal wm kero, will u'u<lll~ be
louud to ext'rl.1..,e d.n mfluencc m the duecuon oi 1etm m1'm, to a
~ILJtcr t..~tent at lea.,t thJn other worke10, Th" 10, the cao,e m othe1
lountnt'l dlo,o The 1ed'OI" are tauly cledr Then eLonom1c
P'hltion .., commonly (though not alv..ayo,) better than thJt of the
lnlJontv of woiker' They are brought by th1er v..01k mto doo,e
<.ont,Kt v. nh the off1c1al1, and md.nagement .i cenam iuoport1on
~rL ot bourgeo11; ongm, and therr cducauon h.i' the effect of
ringing them under the mfluem. e of bomgeo1 ... 1dea1,, the popular
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classification put!\ them as educated men mto the middle clJ"
with which they will therefore tend to identify them~elve'-' The
mfluence of the clerical workers and similar grades I\ probably m
India the prmcipal reason for the t'ndency, at time~ f.urly .,tron,
which •~ to be found withm the ranks of the work.er~ them.,clvc:
towards reformism.
As for the refonmst influence of outside leader~h1p, n hdfdly
needs explanation, in view of what ha~ already been 'aid Jhout
these le.ider' But the employer!\ and e'lpec1ally the Government
do not leave thmg~ to chance, and the natural mchndt1on., of
the out'llder.... They are encouraged by all mean\ to .,ho\\<
themselve' "d good mfluence on the side of moderdllon" .md Jlt
.,evcrely d1~couraged from developmg any tendency towJ1d'
m1htancy
As Mr Joshi and Mr Kirk have te..,t1f1ed even thL mmt
re~pectable Labour leader' are \Objected to clo..,e:: .md contmuou'
surveillance by the CAD -which ts 1t..,elf a gentle rcmmdc1 tlMt
wor~e thmg.., may follow. Any who dre md1.,creet enough to go
further than the Pohce approve of are apt to be mconvemem.1..d m
'anou~ way..,-they may ~uddenly lme their employment. (>I fmd
the11 nommdt1on to the Mumc1pal or Lcg1~lat1ve Council •., 1101
accepted
On the othe::r hand. the::rc arc reward' for tho'lic who kl~ep tn the
... tratght path of rcform101om. It 1.;, never a bdd thmg for Olll '
worldly proo;,pect' to be known a~ a pubhc man and to be on good
term!!> ~Ith the local employer!!> and offlc1al~. and tor the mo1t
amb1t1ou~ there arc appomtment~ to Mumc1p.ll ,md Leg1.,J.1tt\L
Councth or even the A~..,embly, Court!!> of Inqmry or A1bmc11wn
Royal Comm1~..,1oni., Round Table Conference,, Intcin.1uonJI
Labour f'onferencc..,, dnd any number of other pnzco.,
It " notcmous that the Labour Movement 1~ mflue::nccd by thl''t'
thmg~. but the extent of the mfluence ,.., perhap.., not rcalto.,t•d 1 hL
very fo1mat1on C.'f the A l.T.U.C. in 1920 was due prmc1pJllY 10
the need felt for d body which could make recommenddllOO" 1"
the name of L.ibour for the delegation to the Wa.,hington
Internallonal Labour Conference. The perpetual quarret... among
Labour organi..,er' c\pec1ally in Bengal and Pun1ab. which h,ne
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had a very adverse influence on the movement, are to be attributed
largely to competition for rewards of this sort. The effect has not
only been to foment internal rivalries but to promote certain types
of ournmsation, needles~ to say, bad types-for the purpose of
.idva~cmg their leader!-.' interest~. The very harmful and
de· 'onth!.ing practice of founding large number!> of small or
bop:u., "Unionc;" under the leadership of one per!.on or group, is
the moc;t obvious im.tance. It io;, not !o.Olely due to this reason, but
ha' been mamly promoted by it. This cauo;,e i!oi abo responsible for
t!le oppo!oiite but equally fatal error. 'ometime~ to be ~een, of
mg.um mg al1 the worker~ of whatever occupation in a.given town
mtn one loC'al union-for the glorification of the local leader.
Loli.II umty 1' deMrablc. in fact e!oi!oient1al. hut to organi!oie all
wu1k1•r., mto one union i!> to carry the prmctple too far, to produce.
proh,thly meffic1ency, and enev1tahly 1~olat1on from the national
11101cmcnt
But all the!.c per!>onal or organisational cffecl'i of out~ide
le,1der,h1p !o.Upplcmented by pre!>sure from the employers and the
C~ovcrnmcnt, are of minor importance. It I!> more correct perhaps
10 .,.iy that they are a~pect!> only of the c'"ent1al important effect
whtL.h tht!. mfluence ha!. had upon the Labour Movement, namely
to ..,UbJcct 1t to reformism.
Thi.., pre....,ure by the Government and the bourge01sie upon the
L1hom Movement began lo be exerct!>ed form the very beginning,
when the movement began to take on mas<; proportions in
1917-18. It wa!oi more or less succes!>ful m getting at least the
nommdl leaden.hip into the hands o:" .,, men. the middle class
Labour leaders. but this circumstam.:e did not have a great
influence on the movement for some year~. While the industrial
b0<im Wd.., maintained and prices continued to ri!oie and even later,
roughly until 1922. the mass movement could not be brought
under control. When the industrial boom collapsed however. the
new conditions made themselves felt and brought to an end the
11 N ph.i!>e of the Indian Labour Mot1ernent. Business contracted.
pnce!I became stable and began to fall again. unemployment
mcrea!led, the employers put up an even stiffer resistance to the
worker!. demandc; and began in their turn to demands cut~; and the
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chaotic md4'4' movement began to lose 1t.., ~trength dnd wa,
brought to a ..,top The new cond1t10n~ of the second phd'e ot tlie
movement expo..,ed the usele4'4' chclra<..ter of the outside leader..
but at the ~.ime time provided them with thetr opportunity 10
4'tab1hse their po4'1Uon and poh<..y m the movement It expo,Ld
them by ..,howmg that they hdd been unable to orgam,e thl
movement effectively to w1th..,t.ind the new penod of ddvennv
and cap1tah!!.t offensive Mo\t of the leaders had d<..luJ.lly verv
httle idea of how orgam!!.atlon.., 'hould be conducted They hdd not
mst1tuted proper reg1..,trauon of member,, collect1on.., of fund,
orgam4'atlon of Joe.al branche..,, elect10n of committee' etl etl In
many Cd!!.es m <..on..,equem. c the Umon' which had been fo1mcd rn
the boom penod ..,oon ceclliied to ex1o;,t altogether, while mall c..d'l'
they were gredlly reduced m ... 1ze and mfluenle
Where however the lcdderlii were dble m 'p1te of lhr1r .,hott
commg4' to keep their po..,1uon4' they found the new condtt1on.,
more fdvour.ible tm d(eir purpo'e' The m1ht.mt enthu.,Jd\m ot
the earher year4' Well!. ddmped by ddver\Jty In the ab,em.e of mv
proper m!!.trucuon m the 1de.t., and h14'tory of the Lahom
Movement even the mo..,t active worker4' tended lo lo'e he.ill All
that w.i.., left m mo..,t C.t\e.., of the big ma....., umonlii of the ectrltt..r
penod, wa!!. \mall group., on wh1c.h It wa.., relatively ed'Y to
1mpo!!.e the loc.il 1... olatton and the hm1ted dnd ..,e<..t1onJ.l JJITI'
which refonm'm delight~ m The actual 'pmt of 1eforml'>m could
be mcuJcc:lted mto the worker\, while of couro~e the per..,on.il
ascendency of the leader4' could be mdde ..,ecure
Tha... acc..ount of the generdl cour..,e of event' 1& torrec.t '' 1'
shown by the generc:ll figure!!. for the'e year' of number' .ind
member..,h1p of umon' .ind of d1::ipute::i, ,md by the h1stone., of che
md1v1dual umons Fven the Ahmedabad Textile Umon, wh1lh thtoub1de leaders had orgam,ed far more cc:lrefully than elc.ewhere
4'how& the general trend The totdl number of textile workerc; '11
Ahmedabad 14' abJut ~0.000, and at 1t'\ h1ghe\t pomt c:lbout 1922
the Umon had d \trength of about 35,000 memberc; The
employer&' offen ... 1ve <..ame m J92l when they demanded a 20 per
cent reduction of wage' The worker.., 'truck but the i,tnk.c wa~
fought half-heartedly and the leader~ agreed after two month' to .:1
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cut of 15112 per cent. Shortly afterwards, in 1925, owing to the
prolonged strike of the Bombay Textile Workers the exci!>e duty
nn cotton was removed by Government and the Bombay mill,1wner:, agreed in consequence to restore the 11 Y2 per cent cut m
wages which they ha<I tried to enforce. It was obviously the
me 1nent for the Ahmedabad workers to pres!. for the rei.toration of
their 151/2 per cent cut. But the Union made no attempt of the sort,
..md has not done so to this day. In view of tht>~e events and the
pohc)' they indicate, it is not surprising that the membership of
the Union fell steadily from 35,000 in 1922 to about 11,000 in
1C>27 The proportion of members retained however 1!. ·better than
111 mo~t ca!.Cl> a!. the Union had been from the beginning more
thoroughly organised.
A more extreme case is to be o,een m the Bombay Textile
Indu'itry, where the worker'S, owing to their pol>ition and
rn11ccntration and the relatively long standing of the indu~try, are
the mo~t militant and conscious in the country.
Many ~ trugglcs were fought in the period 1918-22, which gave
it~ worker'> ~uch a bad imp~ ''>sion about the numerou!> out!>ide
I .abour leader" who took a hand m their affairs, that none of these
had any influence by the end of th ·t period. The employers'
offem1ve developed. and was v1gorou. ly resisteJ b) the workers,
who fought four prolonged general o,trikes (all defensive)
Ill the -.ix years 1924-1929. After the first of these, m 1924,
the reformillt!> rallied and began organillmg work agam, so that
Jftcr the 1925 strike, in which they a~~i!>ted in lhe distribution of
rehef, they were able to set up a small ._·• .l>n. This union however
never claimed to have more than 9,000 member~. and was
rnmpletely swept away by the next strike in 1928. Other cases in
whi~h the course of organisation and the influence of the
reformists followed the gt..neral line described above in that
~e~od a1e the Coal Induo,try, the Madras Cotton Industry, the
· .C.I., G.l.P. and E.1. Railways, and the Iron and Steel Industry
at Jamshedpur.
d The A.I.T.U.C. itself also shows the same general course of
e~elupment, except for the circumstances that in the first few
year~. It was patronised by the Indian National Congress. The first
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.,e.,,1on m Bombcty m 1920 and more e~pec.1ctlly the -;ec.ond dt
Jhana. m 1921. were marked by the pre.,ence of a lctrge workmo
da~' element and the greate~t enthu.,1a'm The ,e..,,1on .it Jhdi7d
Wcl\ '1gnah.,ed by a big 'trike m the ne1ghbourmg C..Od) mme., .i1 d
the pldc..e ot meetmg wa~ 'iurrounded by police and troop'i .irmtu
with mac.hme-gunei;; By the time of the third Congre'\ Lihort
1923. the retreat had begu'l and the attendclnc..e wa' entirth
middle cla" Thi., wa\ more 01 le~' the Cd\e ctl'o .it tht next
Congre,., m Cakutta 1924. Jnd ell the next three C'ongn. "l'
Bombay 192~. Mcidrcl\ 1926. and Delhi 1927, though the Ind1dn
National Congre" element had gone, the attendanc..e w.i' almo't
c..onhned to middle cl.1,., Labour leader,, the number., ol Unum
and worker., repre.,ented were at a mm1mum dnd the proc.eedm.!'
were of the mo">t formJ.l and u...clc,., nJ.ture No pHtgrJ.mml., v.ut
put before the worker"> or plan\ mdde tor ClrgJill\clllon or r.lll1011
the re ... olutmn"> pa,..,ed con\l">ted enurcly of .,terco-typed .tppt 11,
to the Government fol leg1">lJt10n ctnd mqmry
Sm.h Wd" the ...econd phd'e m the grnwth of the lnd1.in h tdl
Umon Movement-the period of the trmmph ot the m1ddk. LI t"
rcformt't leader">htp. and the period of the lowe..,t ebb m wnrkm~
cl.11i., clCt1v1ty A number of 1mportdnt ">truggle., by ...cc..tmn' ot thl
worker., took pldce dunng th1' trme, though not d\ m.iny d., m tht
prcc..edmg or the 'ubsequcnt penod. but the.,e 'trike"> were fo 11eht
by the worker"> alone, dlmo">t mdependent of the TrJ.de lJnm1
Movement, which went on 11" peac..etul way undt">lu1bed b) thtm
Thi\ period may be .,aid to hdve o,hown the bank1uptt) 11
reform1\m a'i completely a"> I\ po'>">lble Before the <...ip1t.ih't
clltdc..k on the worker'' c;tand.ard,. it did not merely fad to put up Jn
effective reM\tJ.nc..e, 1t did not even try
A new penod mcty be .,aid to ddte from about 1927 matkt.d h)
much greater act1v1ty on the pJrt of the worker~ m rr.,..,tml! tht
contmued ciltdcki;; of the employer\, but cil'>o by c1 d1">t1nc I gwwtli
m the con">c..1ou~ne\"> of the worker., cl'i to the 1mportanc..t> of thui
\truggle and the pO'>'i1b1hty and neceo;Mty of mdepend1...nt dJ''
ac..t1on on their part The trdde depre~c;1on hJ.d continued w1tl10Ut
any notc1bJc change from 1922-26, to be \omewhat mteno,ifi1...d 1 ~
1927 ctnd 1928 cl"> cl re">ult of the cilterclllon m the exchange i.iuo 0
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thf' rupee m 1926 A.-., a con,equence of th1' and of development~
m othei mdu!'>tnal countne' the employer!'> began a movement for
11uondlt"idt1on which began to be noticeable m 1926-27 Thi.-.. Wei<.,
the mo.,t 1mportdnt cdu.-.,e of the new movement among the
'A-Ork.rt.., They were al'o however affec..ted to \Orne extent by the
n \ wJve of polltu. .il ac..t1v1t) which began to n'>e m the country .it
tl1dt ume wh1c..h Wei~ ... umulated by the rdtto que .. uon, the Simon
Comm1.,...1on ag1t.it10n etc.. etc That thi... movement mfluencLd the
wmkLr... to ... omc cxtellt 1.-., ... hown by the gredt re.,pon.,e they made
ll) the mO\ement clgam<.,t the Simon Commt<;<.,1on
But the~e
t m.tm1 .. 1•.mce1i ,tlone do not .,ufftc..e to account for the movement
Dm mg the p1 eLedmg ye.ii.., of .. tagnat10n there hcid been .i ,)ow
1Llunml.tt1on of d1,content dmong the worker., c:lnd dho a ,)ow
pu1ll1 atton .1mong them of new tde..i' 1 he conception of ddo.,<;. . uuggk .md of the oppo..,1t1on of mtere..,h hetwcen them,elve..,
111J tht. uppc1 d.i..,,e, w,1, becommg c.lea1er, and pe1hcip., dho
.,ome idea... of \Ou ah .,m dnd of the work of the So\let U mun v. ere
-.p1L.td111g 1 h1., 1., .,hown hy the eagcme.,.., with whtc..h new
,1 )ht1L.tl idea., v.e1e taken 11 'h) the worker'>. when we our<;e)ve.,
<1111ong: othc1.., began to put them forward by the 1mmcdrnte and
\\ ldL ... p1ead popul.lllty of May Day wh1c..h began to be c..elcbr..ited
111 19'.!6 and 1927 .md by the f dct that the bt,!! outbur ... t of .-..tnkc
u.t1v1t\ m 1927-29 w.:t11 not ..,olcly .i 1e.,pon't> to tnl-re..t.,ed
P'l"'-Llre trom the c..ip1tah.,1', but .iho p.irtook of the n.iture ot .i
wmkmg d,1..,.., offcm1ve
ThL hegmmng' of thi... new movement arc rerhap' to be ...een a..,
l,u b.ic.k. a' 192), when the dechtll •., 'hown b) membehh1p
ftgme . . etl may be .,aid to hdve ce.i ... cd .ind a 'hght n<;e began
I rum th1., tune .i 'low but w1de.,pread growth m the Trade Umoni.,
to')k pl,1u. Jt fir.,t mamly on th~ old lmc~ and w1thm the 'Y'tem of
the old l Jnmn., unde1 th<" r !form1.-.,t ledde1' The fir.,t defm1te '1gn
w,.i... thl' begmmng of tht. new pohcy of rat1onah.,auon on the
r.11 Jwd'""· wh1Lh re,ulted m the p1olonged 'truggle of the B N R
v.oikc1., 111 1926-27 ~omethmg of ~hc new workmg-cla..,, outlook
whKh wa . . now developmg w.t~ to he ...een m th1o;; <;cne~ of .,tnke'
1n th
•
c c..on~c1ou' m1htdncy, e'pecially of the Kharagpur
wo1k.,hop
L
men uut it Wd'- not .-.,uf f1c1ently con,cmu., to .,ucceed
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Out~tde mll1t,mt JecJder~hip Cdpable of giving , 0 b,tclllti.il
clS'Witdllce came on the ~cene only at the end of 1927. ~hen thl.
worker' were ,dready exhau'ited and the .,truggle lo\t Nonethe
lei.i. the worker' gave a very good account of them,elve\ and
\taved off for more th.m a yedr the defedt which reform1.,t )eJ<le"
would have accepted dt the begmnmg
By 1927 1t Wd\ po\Mble to see clearly th.it a new wJve ot
work.mg-dr.t" dct1v1ty wa'i fl')tng. dnd m 1928-29 1t ..,howed tt1,df
t\ .m .llmo't unprecedented number of i.tnkei. m almo.,t .tll
mdu4'tne' The r.i1lwaymen were mvolved on four 1mporL.int
ra1lw.iy4', the texttle wo1 ker.., m Bombay and at lea.,t '1X othLr
centre!li, the greater part of the jute worker'\, the worker, 11
Jam,hedpur. and mumc1pal .md .,everal other c.atego11e1, nt
worker\ at m.iny centre' m all part\ of the c..ountn
The penod of actn ny contmued well mto 1929, but JI thl
•
end of that ye.ir J c.ertam exhdu.,t10n bec...ime .ipparcnL
At thl
..,.ime lime the tr.ide \lump '\Cl m Though th1o; cau ..ed the wmkw
heavy loo;" through unemployment .ind cut' m w.ige,, tho't 111
work were to a c..ertfan extent compen,..ited by the tail 111 Pll~l
of tood-.,tuth, and m .iny c..d'e .i period ot tr.ide dcp1c1,1,11in
.iccomp.imed by muc.h unemployment 14' the lc.i't fdvourdbl.! tune
for d fight b} the worker' In add1t1011 to th1' the emplovw• md
the Government had t.iken dr.i'it1c.. 'tep' to cru.,h the TrJde Union
Movement. dnd m..,t1tutcd a .,evere reign of te11ot .ig.im1,t 11
Accordmgly hy the end of 1929. the w.ivc of dlllHtv h,1d
practically \Ub\tded
A' the rec..ord of 'trike' and member,h1p figure' of Umon'
give' the h1'tory ot the a'-t1v1ty of the period, d 'urvev of !lit
A I TU C Sei...,1on., will ,how the cor re,pondmg 1dc1 l,1gic. ii
'-hange.., Now m the C\lent' m que~t1on m the ,c..,~1on' ot tht
A I TU C we played a promment part, we put torv.Jr<l
re\olutton'i embodymg our pohcy, .ind m th1\ way contnhutct.I c~~ J
certam extent to the change of policy wh1Lh wa" grat.Iu.i '
brought cibout m the movement Bel.dU\e of th1~ the Pro,eLution
helve tned to reprc\cnt not only the event"i m the TUC '>c'' 100 ~
orl-..er., in
but even the movement m the umon~ dnd .imong t he w
"
"
on
ulll pdl t
t he country d\ pnmdnly due to ~ome c.on~pJr.ic..y
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A con1iideration of the magnitude of the movement will be enough
by 1t11df to show that conception is absurd. But not only that. A!,
hd' been 11hown already this revival of the workers' movement
W.1' already making itself felt and gathering strength well before
we were m a po!>1Uon to exert any influence on the course of
evrnt1i. Our contribution wa!!. largely m the !tphere of ideall-as in
the 1 U.C Sesllion11. But it l!!I tore to 1iay that m putting forward
0 Jr pohcy we were mterpreting the 1dea11 which were forming at
that time m the mmds of large number of worker11. By formulating
our pohcy m th1~ way we not only mterpreted and clarified the
wmkcr,' idea!>, we at ... o contnbuted directly to their formation. In
domg th1!> we performed the e.,sential task of leadership. But the
e' cnt' . . how that we were on the nght lme!>. We 1mcrpreted the
worker1i' 1dt·a11 correctly, and .,upphed what they wanted. Once the
policy we were putting forward' began to get abroad among the
worker' It received a rapidly mcrea'>mg mea!lure of '>Upport not
only m '>peeche!! and vote!!, but m action.
The e'!lcntial pomt!I of the pohcy which we put forward m the
f lJ C were the concepllon of the workmg-cla'' movement as a
~l10k'. which llhould !>tnve to act together m a d1,c1plined way
united by the TU C., a\ c: poo..cd to the old reformist conception
of the TU.C'. a!! a loose federation with no dt>fmue function m the
1,tiuggle The i;ame concept10n we ·ned al'o to mtroducc mto the
actual 'trugglc!> of the vanous ~ect11n!I of worker,, all Ill 'hown by
our propo,al' for am.algamatmg overldppmg Umonll, and the
org.1.m!latJon of mJu!>tnal union,. Trade~ Counc11' etc., and by our
policy m 'tnk.c ... We Mood alwayll of cour~e for the attllude of
1,trugglc by the work.er!! against the employ •.m. a~ opposed to the
reform1't tendency to ~urrcndcr '1 adopt conciliation if any
change prc!lented itself. Finally, we began to introduce our more
geneial idea' of the political nature of the Trade Umon struggle,
oy oppo,mg co· operation with the Government, boycotting
Gene .. a and the Simon Commission etc, by bnnging forward the
ide.i of mtemat1onal afi1liation with the revolutionary working~lao.,s movement, and by discussing general pohucal affairs, such
ah., the Rus,1an and Chinese Revolutions, the pro11pect"l of war and
t e hke.
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At the Delhi Se,li1on of A I TU C , March 1927, which wa, lht>
firo,t attended by any of u..,, we were 'till a 'mall group, wh11 h WJ'
unable to make 1tlielf felt very effectively
hight month' later at the Cawnpore Selililon, our 'trength h..id
mc.re.i..,ed con..,1derably and we \\ere a factor which had to hl
tclken mto clc..c.ount So muc..h wa' th1' 'o that Mr C'h..tmJn l .ii
who pre"ded at this 'e"1on, felt the influence of the new LUnlnt
of opm10n dnd thought rt nece"ary to take litep' agam't It Hl
followed the well-known tactic..' of headmg the mv\cment m
order to beheJd It He gave J \ery 1ad1cal P1c,1denllJI Addrt"
but 'ucL.eeded in ~Jbotaging or rendering harmle.,., ,ill the "ll-P'
wh1c..h we propo..,ed
A year ld.tter d.t the Jhana se ... "on (Dcc..emher 19'.!l.i) OU!
po"1t10n wa~ ~tronger, though we were 'till m J. mmonty On
many que.,tton.... however, e ... pe<..1ally tho.,e •tom.hmg •hL
1mmed1ate mterclit., of the worker,, the tide of fed mg w 1'
obv10u,ly with u .... and we were able to c..any 'ul.h pomh .ig,rn1,t
the conv1ct1on ... it not fue vote., of the refo1m1"t m.i.1orlt) Tht' ~ l'
the reform1">t'' pohcy-to .t<..t \O far a"' poo.,..,1blc .10., a b1.ike on tht'
workero.,, but Jt .i.ny <..O\l to keep their po'1t1on' 1t ncLc..,....in· O}
o.,upporting for the ttme bemg pohc1eo., m which thL'Y dill not
heheve The re ... ult wa.., "'een at the next o;eo.,,1011 of the A I 1 ll C ..it
Nagpm Dec.ember 1929 Owmg to their long J...,...OL.t.1t1on ~ 11h thL
Union' Jnd their t.il.l1v•• the rcforma...t' were 'till \Cl) ... trong II t
m1htant Lcft-wmg had advd.m.cd by th1' time eH.n f a1tht.1 Jnd m
alhanL.c with the group led by the Indian N..it1on.1' (ongte''
wh1<..h had agam begun to t.tke an mtere!!.t m the wo1 kero.,, the' h.id
a maJOlll) The reform"t', howeve1, would not aLccpt thut
defeJ.t, and \el.edcd from the TU C Though now ..i mmonty thL"
were \till et big m.iJonty, .ind their 'ec.e.....,1on Wd' a vc1y 'cnou~
blow to the TU C .md thl\ wmbmed with the l.Ontmuou~
'
•
d
repre\\JOn duected agam't the Left-wmg by the Government an
the fal.t that the wa'vc of m1htant workmg-<..la'"' i,trugglc w.i'
now defmnely \Ub'1dmg, ...oon reduc..ed the TUC to 1el..ttivc
impotence
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The outcome at the present moment of this period of Trade
Umon hi!oitory is no gain or advance, at any rate of an obvious
character. But there can be no doubt that the movement has
advanced in consciousness and knowledge. For the time it is
Jcfcated and weak, but the next period of advance will show that
the experience of the last few years has not been wasted. For the
f 1r,t t1m~ the workers have been able to sec the reformist policy
anu the militant revolutionary pohcy in action together, to
Lompare them and to decide which deserved their support. The
tcformi.,t policy wa.. cxpo!-ied even more decisively in this period
than it had heen before. Out~tanding cases are the railways and
the Bombay Textile Industry. In the former case t~c management.,, pur.,umg a united policy attacked the workers on lme after
frnl', leaving in the end no important ~ection untouched. and
pt ovokmg .. tnke~ on five different lines in the course of four yrars.
A-. early a:-. the first of these. the B.N.R. ~trike in 1927, it was seen
th.11 worker., of one railway alone could not hold out and the
appeal wa.. made by the Left-Wing for a general rai Iway stnke a~
the only remedy. The appeal failed them, and in the subsequent
year~ the workers of the E.1.R., N.G.S.R., S.l.R .• and G.l.P
l·<.11lw,1y .. were -.ucce!-.!oifull) provoked to !oitrtkes and defeated
one hy one. while the reformist!-. in control of the All-India
Ratlwaymcn!oi' Federation did nothin!:
The c:a<;c of the Bomhay Textile Industry wa., 1'imi1ar. The millowne"'• pur"uing a united policy, attacked the workers of mill
after mill, defeating them one by one and forcing their nevi.
n.1t1nnaliscd methods on them. The reformist~ had no policy but
oppo!ied the militant policy of unitt>d resistance. The militdnt
poltcy Wa!-1 put inttJ effect and was succ,·!oi:.lul, at least for the time.
The txposurc of the reformists was complete, and they have never
rnanagcd since then lo re-establish their position with the
Bombay mill-worker~.
Thc!oie art: the most out~tanding cases. But all over the country.
in th
. took place in these years. the lesson was to be
e Mn"kes which
f•mnd. and was learnt, that the reforp1ist policy of suhmi!-ision or
" 1 the best, sectional struggle. can lead to nothing but defeat:
while the v
.
.
ery great obstmacy and prolongation of many of these
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.,tnke~ '\bowed that the worker"i were leammg al"io thdt the poliq
of united m1lttant .,truggle If not dn mfalhble mean& to '\ULC.e'), d
lea\t offers the best chance In mo~t of the'\e .,tnkes there w,1, no
Commum'\t "consp1rator" to preach hu, doctrme' But none th
le" the'e doctrme'\ found their way more or le'°' clearly mto thl
mmd., dnd mto the act1v1ue' of the worker°'
We cldtm therefore that our pohcy ha' JU\t1f1ed 1t,elf Wht.rL 11
ha' been put con,c.1ou~ly and c.ompetently mto pra<..t1t.L 11 h 1,
been ~ucce\\ful, and even where 1t ha~ not been c.on• c.1ou . . I) held
1t ha' developed out of the worker'' own expenenc.c .md h 1,
recommended 1t,elf to them dS the only po1ii~1ble pohc.y t01 thun
to follow We therefore look to the future development of thl
movement with conhdence l<or the moment the \1tu,1110n "
unfavourdblc But JU~t .i., hve year' ago the worker' hLgdn 1 Ill ,
pha.,e of ac..t1v1t), ~ h1c.h ~howed that m the prevaou' long pc1 wJ ol
"tagnat1un they had not been merely vegetating hut h 1J
a\\1m1lc1tcd the expe11ence of the pa't and profited from 11 1,0 till\
will do agam Dur}llg the 15 year' of 1t"i ex1,tem.c thl 1 l
Movement with the lca\t po,,1ble cnc.ouragement horn 0•1t u.lt
ha' made .i vt!r) big ad"ance dnd 1t 1-; 1mpov,1ble to he heh. th 11
adv,mce wall not go on
The mo~t 1mpo1tant of the 'tep' whtLh 1t 1' nec..e'"·llY to t.ikl 11
the worker-. dd\ anc.e 1., to gu on, have been mdac..ated prl' mu'h
They are the e''enttal polu. . 1c-, for wh1c..h we \tood when Wl \Hll
ac.tavc m the movement, for c.ond1t1on' hdve not c.hJuguJ '<
completely a' to render that pohc.y ob\oletc The1e mu"it bL 'du 1
an ever more -.ohd ,md umted organl',.it1on of the wmkc1' b.i,ul
on the wm k.er' c..omm1ttee~ m the place' of produc.uon iht
worker'\' org.tm'>atlon' mu.,t be re.,olutcly kept mdepend •It 11f II'~
employer-, mfluenc..e or c.olldbor.illon with the Stdtc.. Jnd rnu'I he
freed from the c..ontrol of refonn1\t-., the con,c..1ou,ne'>'> of thtlf
own c..la,., mtere\t.,, and the pohcy of united m1ht.mt ... uugek
mu\t perme.tte .tlJ .,ec.t1on'\ of the worker,, and ledd on to thl- fin ii
lement
le"lon of all, the nec.e\\1ty tor the poht1cdl .,trugg Ie to . . uPp 1
the ec..onomu.. one We .,rood fo1 th1~ pohcy, and we i.hould t 11 ~
that the very fa<..t lhat we were arre!!.ted and have been 11npt1"111 L
for nearly th1ee yedr., mdmly on a<..count of 1t, 1\ 1t'\el1 t videntt
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that the policy is correct. But we claim al!io that it has been
already JU!ltified by its results. It ha!> proved effective in practice,
anJ ha!i proved to be the policy for which the working-cla!ls itself
I!> m!>tinct1vely striving. It is no artificial policy, imported from
Jbroad and imposed on the movement by external mfluence, but
grow!> up from the necessity of the !lituation and the actual
experience of the workers themselves. For this reason it cannot be
L r 1l"ihCd by a 1epre!>SiOn and putting 3 few Of it~ exponent!> in jail.
It \\-Ill c:antinuc to grow and will be !ieen no doubt far more
con,ctou,Jy and effectively put into practice. when the workingcJa,., beg.m!I its next big advance again!lt Capitah!im.
VII. "TACTICS"
11 1., nccc..,..,ary to ex.plain "iome poum ari,ing from our method'
.md tJll1c,, 'o far a!> they have not been covered by what we have
'aid Jlready

Fractions
Pmt comcl".i the question of our attitude to "wider bodies" !IUch
1' fradc Umons, the Wor1 er!>' and Pcaliant!i' Party, the Indian
NJtiunal Congrc~!i. elected legislature.,, etc. The Prosl·cutJon in
Jlcordance with 1t!I u.,ual Bol~hev1~ -phobia ha~ done tts be~t to
ll'prc,cnt our formation of "fraction•" "nuclei" ctc d!> a p.!culiarly
l\1ach1..i.vclhan undcrhauJ proceeding.
Thi' rt!proach t'> at fir~t sight rather d1fficult to understand. In
fact we arc often charged with being unneces ... anly frank and open
.ihout our tractrnn work. We habitually di!>cu~~ it publicly in our
1oumaJ, ctc Actually both these op..:'' 1tc chargr' arise from the
'-ame wcaknc~i. m the position of our opponent~. The bourgeoii.ie
and the reformists both habitually conduct fraction work in the
"iJme way al> we do. But we can ahvav~ afford to be honest about
11 • and they Uliually cann0t.
·
The bourgeois and rdo1 mist parties, the State, and other
interellti., i.y,tematically form fractionl> in such bodies as Trade
Union,. We have referred to the Uberal Trade Union League in
Great Britain, and to the fract10n ot the lndian bourgeoisie in the
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Ind1.m Umon' We helve .il'o cited a c.i1,c of what we conclude 1,
the fractton work of the Stclte tt'elfm theTrclde Umon Mo\emcnt
Mr K C' Roy Choudhn and h11, cl11,oc1dte1, prer.,ume on tht
1gnorclnce of the workerr., and to 11ome extent on the 'iel.ttonal
explo1tmg mte1e11t of the "Sclrdar..," m the JUle mdu..,lry to l.nndu 1
cl def1mtely -.tnke-bte.ikmg. Loyah~t Union, hke the tdmou,
Zubcltoft Umon-. m Ru ...... 1a But the ftac.t1on work of Impc11alMi
doe.., not nel.e1111dnly take thh fotm It vane' from 1,1mple "PVmg
and mformmg, wh1c.h ..., m 1t..,elf not 1,t11c.tly frdLtton wmk at ,111
through the cldvm.acy ot d redct1on.iry ,.md reforrn11,t pohl y hl
m1..,ch1ef rnclkmg. the L1e.it1on of 'Phl.., etL •.md p'eudo
revolut1om~m dnd provoc.atmn Natur.11ly th1.., kmd of fralt10 11
work c.annot be ,nowed It 11, mdeed J. MciLh1,nclh.m unduh,md
game
The reform1\t1,, though the}' do not .t.dvert11,e 1t,•m,1kc k'' ol 1
1,ecrct of their pohcy The Stnkc Committee of the Bomb"
Textile 1,tnke of 192, wa.., openly l.OnduLtcd on th11, hcl"' IJnm
both 1,1de1, The frcJcUon work of the Rrght-Wmg 111 thL All Tm.111
T1 ade U mon Con gr e....., \\ J..., for ye.1.1.., wnduLted .ilmo't opt.nh
though they were not cl vety d1..,l.1plmcd 01 muted fr.1.<.t1on 1'
Mr Kirk c.omplJ.m\ (See P 1206 )
We cJ.n .t.fford to be open dbout our frcJc.tton work ,md fo1mat1nn
of nudc1 etc rn work.mg d.i'' org •.m11,.it1on1, Open, th,tt '' l( 'J\
'o f.11 .i1, the wor ker1,, not tht.. Pohc.e. dre c.onLemed. bu..m<.L •ll 1
rntc1e,t1, <.hftcr m no way from thoi.,e ot the worker' We JIL l~l
genume workmg-dd" p.uty dnd h.1.ve no mte1c1,t m 1.ont.1~.1lm!!
our 1dcnttty and J.IOhcy from the w01ker1,
bqually m reg.i1d to the other bod1ei., we die not 1.onLL1ned to
hide our 1dent1ty We dre conc.emed only with bod1v. m whiLh
the1c 1i., \Orne ob1ect1ve po..,,1b1hty of 'ecurmg .ilhc' foi th~
workmg-clcl....., or ot gettmg 'ympathy for our progrdmme Thu' 111
the C'ongrc" or m petty-bourgco1' vouth orgdm..,.iuon' whil ti
we con..,tdercd, ont&mcd i.,ect1on11 which were potenu.ill\ reHilu
he
tmnary, dnd l.dpable of 1,upportmg the worker.., clnd pc.1,ant.., m'
1evoluuonary <\truggle, we put forwcJ1d our progr.im mr for tlinattonal rcvolut10n
r
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In .ill .,uch ca~e., we do our be't to convince by cu. t1on tho'e to
whom we put our programme that we are really conc..erned to
L•lllY that programme out We become the "bu.,y-bod1e'> through
whom you cdn really get liomethmg done ' We can do th11i
'>llLLC.,.,fully bec..tulie we are not puttmg forward a '>ham
piogrdmmc m wh1L-h we do not believe but a pract1cdl
r lgr.imme \\h1ch we really do want to cJ.rry out
11

•

Immediate Demands

Ih1., bnng., u., to the next que'!ltlon, thtlt of pa1t1c1.I demand., c1.nd
1111med1ale progr.immec; The Pro~e<..ut1on d~'>ume that th1i, ., c1.ll
blutf we "1mply w,.mt to c..apture the affeL-ttonc;" oi the workerc;
b" gcttmg them 1mmed1..tte improvement' ,md 'o on wnh a -.1cw
to ILJdmg them forward hke 'beep to carr) out our p1ogrtlmme
without theu under.,tandmg 1t
We h,1w ,llrt..ady 'hown the faJ,1ty of tlul\ We are genumely
wm. crncd to gel improvement'> .md to defend the po'>tllon of the
wmku . . Jg,un'>l attac..k'> In fact we are the onl) workmg-da"'
~my wh1L-h at t11l ttme'!I t'>
11lmg to lead .t tight O\e1 el.onomt<..
ljllt..\l1on' AgJ.m, th1~ 1' bu. tlu.-,e om mtuc'>t" .tic tho'e ot the
.vork111g c..l.t" I he reform1 '>b .ue th 'e1 'ant' of the bourgeo...,1c,
md af the homge01,1e a1e ,ufttL-u...1tly hrmly oppo.,ed to the
ULm,md .. (lf the wo1keri,, they h.ivc to obey rurthcr unlike the
1dorm1.,t.,, we do not '>hlfk from the pro'>pec..t ot a re\'olut1on ln
the p11.. '>ent penod tlny large ,cale (or .,m,111 't...ile) eumom1c
'llugglc of the worke1' 11., fought m1 1.,t bmeil} b) the Capllah1o,t'
Y. tth JI! the power' of the Stclte to help them Con,equently
Jny 1,uch conflict 1i, .i dITec.t lc1o,,on to the worker" m the
nLLC''llY ,if ovt:1throw ot the bourgem., St.ue, th.tt t'> a le,.,on m
h volutton Thi~., re.:ih,ed by the reform1~1". whom l.On,equen<..e
hLcomt. all the more aft aid of the el.onom1c 'truggle ot the
Y.mkt.r,, dnd conc.entrate all energy on 'Jbotdgmg direct
"lluggle., c1.nd leadmg the attentto'n of the workerc; mto other
'Pherc.,
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Thi!! ha' led to a rather cunou' '1tuatton It 1' the traditional
reproach of the reforrm&t!I thdt the revoluttonm 1e' dnd
Commumlit!I are only concerned with Utopian theone' having
no practit.ally apphcat1on or 1mportc1.nce, while they thL
rcform11i1', are concerned with the "bread and butter' que..1100 ,
which really touch the worker'' mteresi... Th11i Well! never true but
a' the '1tuat1on bt>comes more revolutionary, 1t beLomc-, more
obv10ulily fahe It 1' now the reform1!!1' who lihrmk from touLhtng
'bread and butter question' , c1.nd who devote them,el\e, tn
d1,tra<.tmg the attention of the workcr!I by t.oncentratmg on mort
and more petty que,uom. [!!.ee the remarkli ot Pur<.ell on the lnd1an
Trade Umon,, D J4Ci(10)], or by vague talk Jbout ~cx.1ah'm Jnd
'o on A cleai example 1' given by P 709, which 'ho"' how thL
Independent Labour Party m Great Bntam w.f, .it one time
(.Ondu<.ttng d very rad1cJI (.dmpa1gn (apparentl)) {or thl
mtemauon.:ll umty c:Ji the Soc1ah\t Partte' of the world ind
re<.onc1hat10n between the two Intemattonal' [~ee cl1'o then
mamfe'>to, D 95( 1) ] But at that time there were gomg on m
dpproac.hmg \truggleli over wage'> and 1;uch &imple m.ittl 1' rn
vanou' mdulitne,, and the I L P refu,ed to JOtn \\ 1th thl
Commumlit Party on the 'tr.:11ght forward workmg d.t''
programme of !!Upportmg the\e litruggle!I
It 1& qmte true that 1t 1<> u ... ually U\eles\ to put our programme.. Ill
it& fuJJ form before an mexpenenced worker It Iii cl 'ome\\h it
comphLated .md ab.-,tract programme, the whole me.mmg 1t
which he cannot understand at once, though we c.an cl'> m th ...
Pro,ecullon th.tt worker& m general come to unde1 .-,1and it mm.h
more ea.-,1ly than do member\ of the bourgeo1&1e We follow tht
very <;ound prmc1ple of lettmg the worker\ learn by expencn<.t A
worker who ha.-, been through foitnke' and vict1m11;at1on dnd ha'
come m contact with the Pohce and the Law Court!I, UliUclllY net.d'
very httle teachmg to convmce him of the reahty of the cl."
uon ot th~
1;truggle and the lioundneli' of the Marxian concep
ton to the
State Thie, I\ the meanmg of our tactn. .-, m re Ia 1
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immediate demands of the workers. We are not out to deceive
chc workers in any way. We need not, because our theory of
hi.,torical development is sound; events are working out as we
po~tulate; the economic struggle of the workers leads directly to
revoJ11tion.

"Making use of the Nationalist Bourgeoisie"
The Pro.,ecut10n have made great play with our alleged tactics
of "making use" of the national bourgeoisie and then throwing
them owr. We are the astute Machiavellian intriguer~ once more,
who .trc going to hoodwink the mnocent babes of the. Congress.
But agam of couri.e we are entirely misrepre!!.ented. Our relation
~ 1th the nat10nal bourgeoic;ie 1s plain and 1s openly ~tated.
We can mamtain a united front with them if they are pursuing a
genuinely revolutionary policy, and are willing to allow us
freerlom of agitation and organisation. If the} do not fulfil
hoth of these conditions there i!!. no question of our "using"
tht.m.
In lnd1a the former of theM' onJitrons has never been fulfilled.
The bourge01!>1e have never pursued a revolutionary struggle.
i\nd we have never "used" them. •:i1e have always tried to
Y.tn theu follower!> awa}' from the111 by openly denouncing
JnJ expoMng them as reformists and putting forward our
own revolutionary programme in contrast to theirs. We cannot
-.ee any form of "making use" of the naticn:ilist bourgeoisie
m this
On the other hand the national bourgeoisie constantly try to

male Ul>e of the masse~ for theIT purposes. In the Non-cooper1tion campaign and m the Civil Disobedience campaign 1t is
the ma~~es, the petty-bourgc.0isie, the peasants, and to a certain
"Xtent the workers, who do a large part of the actual work and
undergo the suffering. The bulk of the Civil Disobedience
Prt\oners in the District Jail Meerut came from the vi!lages and
were in most case., peasants.
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But the dac..c..1c,tl cac,e of the bourgeol\1e makmg ll',r ut the
mac,c,ec, for the pu1po'e of the national retorm1c;t ~trugglt. ,, 111
Chm.t It w.ic.. on the 'trength of the m..ic,c, revolut1onc1ry movt..m1.ni
th..it the Chmec,e bourgeo1c..1e '"" ured c,uch ctdv,mtagc' .t1, 1 ~l\
were ..ible to get from the lmpenah!.t power..,, ..ind when tht..y hJtl
gamed ac, mulh .i.., wa' poc,c,1ble and m order to prevent tht m 1,,
mo\ ement m ttc, turn from bec.ommg dangerouc.. to tht.n d.i.,,
poo,it1on they trectlherou,ly formed an alhctm.e with ImpenJh1,m
and fought ,t!!dtn't the mctc,c, rcvoluuonar} movemt..nt with thl
utmoc..t ferocity It wac, not we who uc,ed them Thev m.idl tht
moc,t bnlhant and c,ucc.ec,..,ful uc,e of u..,

The United Front
Alhed with the cac;cc, pte\ 1ou,Jy cun,1dered g(tthe tc1c.t1t..1, of till
United hont Tim method " alw.iy'> held up c1c.. th<. -.uprt..nll
ex.imple of the 1ctc,c.Jl1ty of the Communp,t' Agc1m th,
11nprec,,1on 1c; qmte"un1uc,t1fted A' the Mctg1c,tr.Ul. ht1.-. p01nt1.d mt
(Comm1ttal Order p.igc 9) Communl'l'> h.t\e nu munopol} 11
t..ict1c.' of th1-. c,ort .\nybody ., pcrfec.tly free to t1y 111f ht 1h111k'
he h..i' ..i 'upc11m poht)' v. h1ch c.ctn wm c,upport It 1-. onl\i IKt lll\l
the Commum't polit) 1c, d tundctmcnt.illy hone~t poh1.y '"h1th
doe' not depend upon dete1vmg .inybody thdt Commui11't' m
.ih\ aye; f1 ee to pt opo'c ctnd conduct a umted ... truggle tor '
common aim 1 hoc,c who fear expoc,u1e are not 1,,0 free to um Jul 1
th1c, poh<.y
Thi! united front m the workmg dJ'' 'truggle m tt'> u-.u.il fPrm
., put fona.drd d1rcl.tly to the worker-;, m dt'oreg.ud of the relo 11111 ' 1
leaderc;, v.1th the J\ owed objec.t of leJdmg the worke1' .iw.1' trom
reform1'm to a m1l1tdnt and revoluttondry pohcy and lec1dt."h 1P
Itc; c..uccec,c, 1c, mJde poc,c,1ble 'oolely becau'e the reform1't' dt.pln~
upon dec.e1t to mJmtam their poo,atton On the 'trength f 0
ut.mon 1r
trad1t1on' ,md pac..t work the refonmc..t' hc1ve d re P
1v
of" hit h Ill
defend mg tht mtere.-..to; of the workerc;. un der cover
di:d
betray the worker,· mtere.-..t\ now The umted front.._ mtei
frJnkly to expo\c th1c, po,1t1on of the refomuc..t leaderi
nc.h
I
t ded gi:nm
But th1c, 1-; not the whole of tt'i purpo\e t •~ m en the ,uugglt.
to \ecure the unity of the workmg-cla~" force' m
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And for th1& purpo'e the Commum\t\ may \Omeume\ conclude a
Li... mporary alliance even with the reform1c;t lec1.der!i, if that 1!1 felt to
be ab,olutely nece\c;ary An example of th11; 1' given by the Texule
.. tnke m Bombc1.y m 1928 For the purpoc,e of the 1mmedtdte
.,uu~glc the umty of the wo1keri;; wa& the ftr\t eo;~ent1al And to
.,ccure th1' c1 pact wnh the reformt\t leader~ hdll to be made Of
, our'e 1t m no way rci;;tncted the freedom of orgamsat1on and
p10pag,mda of either \1de
A \11mlc11 ca\C occurc; m P 2491 (File of' Intemattondl Pree;\
Corre'ipondence" Volume VI, No 40, May 1926) Here cl
1e.,olut1un I\ given wh1c.h wa~ pai;;~ed by .tn enlarged _c;eo;sion of the
}-< C C I wh1c.h c.ontam' the pd\~age
The (. ommtern afhrm1; thdt m the mtere't of unity c1.II
Commum\h wilt Jgrce to d1 ..contmue the mdependent cx11itence
of the R I L U .md 1t' amalgamation with the Amc..terdam
Jntematmnal on the bcl\I\ of c..ummonmg a 1imgle world Congre\i;;
ot both Trc1de Union International\ "
At that lime the 'iltuatmn of the workmg-cla\\ generally Wd&
ont. of retie.it dnd d1,orgam,.it1on m face of d powerful offeni;;1ve
h) the homgeo1.,1e The 2ommum'l Intemat1on.d thought It
po.,,1hlc to ...eLurc the e'>.,enttal reqmrement of the movement, a
gcnume umf1cc1t1on ol the Trade U1 on Mo' ement of the world.
wlm.h of LOUT\C would have !!.trcngLhened 1t t;reatly and give 1t
mt.rc.i,cd hghtmg db1hty f<or th1., purpo\e 1t w.i~ w1lhng to see
the R I L U d1.,..olvcd .i' a 'eparc1te body The Am,terdam
Internc1tmnal of cour..e refuc..ed tht'i pe1tectly fatr and honest
p10po ...al
The o;ame '-Ort of pnnuple., ap1 1) m the case of other
movemcnto; The onl} Ccl~e &pcc1hcally mentioned m the records
1' that lOntamed m P 4;6 (PohttL.d Re,olut1on) m which the
Workers' <'nd Pea~.mtc; Party declclred that 1b attitude toward~ the
Independence League" ... hould be one of "umted front" Thi~ wai;;
done, a\ J\ frankly lildtt·d m the re\olutton, because while the
piogramllle dnd litated pohc1es of the "Independence Ledgue" and
the Workerc;' and Peasants' Pdrty :tre ~omewhctt s1m1IM, it was
reah.,ed that tht~ wac; a deception on the part of the leader~ of the
Independence Lectgue" If thc1.t League were to have turned out
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after all to be a genuine body, believing in a mass programme for
the nationaJ revolution, there would of course have been no
objection to its amalgamation with the Workers' and Peasant''
Party. In the actual conditions the only sound policy was to ex.po'e
the deceitfulness of its Jeaders in putting forward a programme m
which they did not believe (which was exposed and denounced
openly in the same resolution) and to win away from them tho,c
of their followers who did believe in the programme.

Gandhism
The next subject with which we have to deal is Gandhi.,m It
has been referred to in a previous section, but hai. not heen treate•i
in a unified manner as a political method and system of tactic
The Prosecution had confu!.ted the ii.sue in cT>nnection with
Gandhism. They ~aid correctly that we are vehemently oppo.,ed to
the policy of Mr. Gandhi. but the reasons they give for th1., arc
inadeqate and false. The reasoni. they gave for our oppo<,ttmn to
Gandhism are these: (I) that it stands for Independence, l2) thJt
Mr. Gandhi has "religious scruples," and (3) that he led the NonCo-operation Movement forward to the point of revolution Jm.I
then called it off.
We have already discussed the first at some length. We oppo'e
Mr. Gandhi and his policy, not because his Mand!! for
Independence, but because he does not stand for Independence
The i.econd point is only partially and indirectly true. The tlurd I\
correct.
But even this il> not a i.ufficient statement of the po!i1t1nn Jt 1"
not because of any particular occurrence, important though thJt
was, that we oppose Gandhism. We oppose 1t becau4'e it 1" ~
complete and well-thought-out system of bourgeois natJOnd
reformism. This system like any reformist programme has tw~
l>ides, one the achievement of reforms by peaceful anJ
constitutional mcan1', the other the opposition to revolution, an
of these the latter is as usual in practice the more important.
Gandhism was in its earlier days not distinctively a lJl)urgroi'
. me ways more
system of tactic~. It rather voiced the interests. tn so
· 01 .,.e
radical, in others more reactionary, of the rural petty-bourge
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and simtlar sections. This wa~ shown especially by its opposition
to industrialism. Its originator and prophet, Mr. Gandhi, may still
. . tick to these features as a matter of personal belief, but in his
actual political practice he has shed all tendencies of this sort, and
thi!\ combined with the advantage of his reputation as a saint,
v•hich gives him great power over the masses, and the like, has
enabled him to become the representative and spokesman of the
Indian N.it1onal bourgeoisie.
By mean!\ of Gandhism, the bourgeoisie is able to mobilise
ma'>1' support to a far larger extent than it would otherwise dare to
do It daims to speak in the name of the pea"lants, br,cause of the
Khaddar programme and because it has ventured from time to
llme to launch limited and stnctly safeguarded no-tax campaigns.
It even claim., to speak for the workers on the ~trength of the tame
union..,, e1'pecially of textile workers at Ahmedabad. These
.ic1vantage.,, together with the personality of Mr. Gandhi, which
act., a., of powerful unifying force, constitute the positive value of
the policy from the bourgeois point of view.
The negative or anti-revolutionary side of the policy, is even
mon• valuable to the bourgt:oisie. The influence of Gandh1sm on
the workmg-class is not inconsiderable. It is most intense in
Ahmedahad, but is found to a certaH: extent all over the country.
And 11 1s a most reactionary influence. The Ahmcdabad Labour
Union I!\ one of the worst cases in the country of an openly class
collabor.itlom!\t Union, run with the object of preventing the
worker"I from obtaining any improvement'>, and keeping them
~met and peaceful. It actively discrurages class consciousness,
for example by refusing to affiliate t(1 the All-India Trade Union
C'ongres:., and preaches, not raising wages to bring a higher
'>landard of life. but voluntary lowering of the standard of life, in
order to Ii ve within the actual wage~. Even Messrs Purcell and
Hallsworth condemned thi'!i Union [See D 145 (30)]. Mr. Gandhi
pur.,ues the same policy m regard to other sections of workers In
llJ28 h I
.
e to d the scavengers of Ahmedabad who were demanding
better pay, that he would not supp~rt their demand until they had
~iven up drin1< and adopted clean habits. Similarly during the
ombay textile strike in J928, when workers from Bombay went
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to get help from those of Ahmedabad, Mr. Gandhi discouraged thr
giving of donations by the Ahmedabad workers. (See P. 1713 •.md
P. 1716).
In relation to the peasants, the policy of Gandhism 'ihow., •h
reactionary character in the ronowing way!!.: (I) It seeh '>Upport
mainly in the ranks of the rich pea!iants. This is notoriouiily thl'
ca~e in the Bardoh Taluka where a strong peasant movement held
developed under the Gandhi!it leadership. (2) It il!. confined to the
ryotwari areas which constitute le~~ than half the area of Bnt1,h
India and are divided into patche!i by the zamindan ared' .md
State!!.. A movement in the ryotwari areas would not de\elop
freely owing to the!!.e territorial limitations. In the 1ammd.111
areas, the propaganda of Gandhic.,m i~ mainly concerned "'1th
open advocacy of class-collaboration and the unity of m11.:1c'"
between the peasants and the zamindar!i. (3) T~e propag.mdJ pf
Khaddar. which is meant primarily for pea~ant~. •~ obv1ou'I} ,1
refonnbt non-revolutionary ml!asure. It t!i confe!isedly de,1gncd
to increa~e the inc,me of the pea~ant!i by making them "'rn ~ m
their ~pare time. If it ha!> any effect in thi!i direction It will clccI1 I\
tend to make him more contented with hi~ lot, rather than mc1cN'
the active di!isatisfaction which il!. required to ra1~e htll c,tandcitd
effectively. And 1t ha!> no effoct in increa~mg a o;en~e of !>ohdclnl\
with other peasant!i; on the contrary it will tend to en<.vmcl::l'
the individuaho;t outlook which l!i the great weaknc,., rif the
peasantry.
Generally the anti-revolutionary character of Gandh1!il poh<.}
and tactic~ is confirmed by all its promment feature!>: thl' atNm<.c
of an aggressive or militant attitude ("love your enem' ")--tht'
adoption of "passive" re!iistance, "Civil" Disobedience ctc · th(!
tactic!> of "offering" onc~elf for arrest, "filling the jaib" and ' 0
on, which have the effect of assisting Imperialism to remove hom
the arena of struggle with the minimum of difficulty all the 1110 '1
. and conscious
.
active
men; etc. etc. We have deal t previoU!>IYC"1th1
.
d the l\'I
the chief campaigns, the Non-Co-operation an
f
der~h1p 0
I
h
Di~obedience Movements, conducted under t e ea .
r
. f und in nuno
Gandhism. The same kind of policy and re&u It is 0
h the
matters. A clear case is the Bardo1i campaign of 1928, w en
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ttitude of direct ... abotage of mihtant &truggle wa& adopted by the
~
G.indht!it h!ader& The demand made was on Iy 1or
re-examma11011 of the matter by the Government offtcials, It bemg promI'>ed
m advance that their verdict would be obeyed, whatever 1t'i nature,
The c.amp.ngn wa'> re'iolutely confined to the Bardoh Taluka,
although the ped..,anh m other dI'itncts 'ient m offer'i to 'tart nonp vment of taxe., m '>ympathy, and the whole affaIT wa'i made to
end up 111 an orgy of cld..,...-collaboration--comphment'i to the
Governm of Bombay on his "tact" and <,O forth [P 415 (11) and

<l

II

p 416 ('5)]

The rchg1ou., que ... t1on t"nter.., mto the mdtler '>O far a' we are
onu.med only to th1.., extent, that hke all rehg1om propaganda
th it of M1 G,mdh1 tend., to ob'><..Ure cla.,... d1ffe1ence., and mother
\~ l).., h.1vc a redcflondry ctfcc.t, and that m th1., <..a'>e It g1ve'i a
p,1rt1LUlat .,hdpc to the tact1(., ot reform1'im and mve'it" them with
1 t1ad1t1onal .,,.mcttty (Satyag1..tha and the hke) Exponent& of
Gandh1.,m have frequently boa..,ted that 1t stand.., between India
md rt-\ olut1on Thi'> 1., the tact and th1., I'> thL ... ub'itance of our
c ppo-.111011 to 1t Gandh1'im 1.., dn 1mmen..,ely po\\ ertul mean.., u . . ed
h the 1ctorm1.,t n..tt1onal bcmrgellt'i1c, with which It l.orrupt'i and
nmleJd., the revolutionary mo\ ement of the ma.,...e.,, and ut1hses
1t tor 1t.., own 1ctorm1.,t end.,
Jnd1viduc1I Terrori~m
It '' unnete..,...a1y form to deal with the poht-y of md1v11Jual
te1romm at any length The Mag1'itrate ha., Lotrectly pomted out
th.lt we 0ppo'>e tcnon.,m not bel.au ...e ol dJIV ...,ent1ment on the
'>UbJeLt of v10Ience but betau..,e "e are L.Onvmced of Jl!i
u. . de,1,ne,., a1, a practKal revolution.u) policy But cl rather more
LOmplctc 'tatement of the <.a!ie 1.., de'>ITable We look upon th1.., J.'>
upon othc1 pohl.te.., from the cla..,... .,t,md-pomt lnd1v1dual
tLrromm h e"'ent1ally a petty bou1ge01'i pohcy It an<te&
hi.,tonc.illy m cond1t1on' when the pett) bourge01<;1e l'i m cl <;late
oppo~u1on to an autocrat1L opprC!i'>IVe rule, (a" under the Czan'im
during the la'it century) but the ma..,... re\olutmnary movement
"yet ill-developed The petty-bourgeo1..,1e bemg more ex:plo1ted
dnd oppre.,.,ed '" impatient \\ 1th the t.haractensttcally feeble
retonni<;t
•
• con">t1tutional oppo-,1t1on of the bourgeo1<t1e to the
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autocracy. But it finds apparently so ally in the ma~scs, and hd,
therefore to act on its own. The petty-bourgeoi~ie, however, a' ~e
have pointed out, is such a class that effective solidarity or mcl~'
action on its part is practically impossible. And unlike the
bourgeoisie it cannot buy other. classes to do its fighting tor 11
Accordingly a section takes to terrorism. The policy itself hedr'
the stamp of the outlook of the petty-bourgeoisie. It arise~ from cln
exaggeration of the role of the individual, the official or potentdtc
attacked, and results in an exaggeration of the importance of the
individual ~ho conducts the attack.
As the mass movement develops and its potentiaht1c., a' .i
revolutionary force become clearer. the terrori~ts tend to ,omc
extent to come over the mas~ movement, and 1-uch part 1e,
deveh,,t-...::! as the Socialist Revolutionary Party in Ru.,.,1cl (cln
Agrarian Terrorist Party) and, at an earlier stage, the SouJh'I
Republican Army in India. But while the policy of terrom111
remain5. on the programme, 1t tend5. to ab~orb all the encrgu:' of
the most active fand !-.elf-sacrificing member~ and quiti·
unnecessarily to deliver over to the pohce not only them,elvt!\ but
also their fellow~. Consequently we oppo!>e 1t even a!. a 'uti ..1d1.11)
line of policy.
We are of course not msen~ible of the revolutionary vntut:'
displayed by the terroriMs, nor of the advance which ~uch pJ1t1e•
as the SocialiM Republican Army have achieved over orthodox
nationalism. They represent an advance in al-I much a!-1 they oppo't:
non-violence, they give up consciou-;ly all my!-.tical ob!.CUfclOll'1
philosophies in favour of a reali~tic progres~1ve outlook. the~
advocate, at any rate in theory. the mass revolutionary mc"'ement,
and they ~how the nece5.sity of illegal organisation and the wJ) in
which it may be effected.
h
f I e
f
0
But we consider that the courage and sclf-sacn ice
. are wasted and the advance they have made, import.intt
terronsts
though it is, not enough. They have advanced from the poMtton
. natmnahsts,
.
.
the bourgeois
but have been reac hed only the hmtl~
of petty-bourgeois nationalism. In order really to i.erve the rau'~
of Independence and national revolution they have to go one ,iep
further, to the mass revolutionary movement.

°
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Constitutional Advance
It l'I necec;!>ary here to touch upon a quec;t1on which hac; been
rdl'ICd m the cac;e, e!>pec1ally by the evidence of Mr Brd1bford
Thi'I w1tne!>" c;tated that the Labour and Soc.1ah.,t Intemat1ondl
v.ould not d1c;approve of revolution m ca!>e!. m which c.onc;t1tutional medn'> for the attainment of the object<; of the revolution
ire J.ickmg We are not conc.emed with how far th1'I 1., a correct
.,t.itemt>nt-we cJ.n c,om.ede that 1t repre.,entc; the theoretic.al
v1cw'I of a Ia1ge part of the LJ.bour and Souah<,t International
though the p1act1Lt. of that body doe., not .,upport 1h the<.,ry Our
wncern 1<; with the c.onceptlon of the po.,.,1b1hty of revolution, or
the .ittJ.mmcnt of the object<, of revolution, by· comt1tut1onal
me.in.,
The que.,t1on may not appear to be of 1mmed1ate practical
1rnportanc..c m lnd1d But 1t 1<, po•;..ible that a., a re.,ult of the
1efo1m., and an exten'lton of the franchi...e fmthe1 effort., will be
n.idc to encourage parliamentary 11lu.,1om among the md.,.,e<, and
L' en .imong the workmg-cla.,., Our view. a., 1., well known. ,., that
Lven m rnnd1t1on., of the fulle<;t development of bourgeo1'>
m.mol.racy undet umv1 r<,al .,uffr.ige, 'free' m.,tltut1on.,, a
dt.moc1.1t1C tr.idtt10n", ett , 1t t'i 1rnpo.,.,1blc for the workmg-cla.,.;;
to t<1ke power 01 redh<,e Sociah.,m by Parhamentary me.in<;
P 1719 (R P,tlme Dutt Comrnu111.,rn") .,..ty<, 'The Commum"t"
do not rcJCd the current concept10n., of democracy becau<,e they
hch . . . ve m the .,upenonty of the tew, but bec.m'ie they beheve that
the ph1a.,c., of democracy bear no relauon to pre.,ent reahue., The
divorce between the reahttec; of po\\-cr anJ the theory m modem
democ..1at1c 5tate., h.:i., been noted l v ,h.,erver., of all ...chooh It 1s
the "Pcu..il pomt of the Commum'>t'I to ms1'>t that th1'> divorce 1<,
not due to dCLJdental or remediable c..auc;e.,, but I ' mherent m the
lldlUJe cl capltc.lh'lt <lernocra(.y Democraty m fac..t 1c; held to he
unre..ih.,able m cap1talJ< t \Oc1ety becauc;e of the fundamental
hclpk•v.;nc!.-. of the propertyle.,., man, the parltamentary form.,
only .,ene to veil the 1eclhty of the bourgeo1<, du.. tc.ltor.,h1p by cUl
'tppe tr.inte of popular con.,ent, \'-h1ch l'I rendered umecl) by the
Lapttdlist control of the soc1dl !>tructure, and even th1!> vell 1!> ca't
d'l•de m morn t f
~n s o any stre~., by open a-,~umptton of emergency
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dictatonal powers. The plea that this situation may be remedied
by education and propaganda is met by the reply that all the large
scale organs of education and propaganda are under cap1tdh\t
control ... Where the Communists idiffer from other believer., 111
the ultimate victory of the working-cla~s is that they do not
believe victory will be achieved until after a very much JTI(Jrc
severe struggle than b ordinanly contemplated. They believe thc1t
the ruling clas!i will use every means, political, economic ,md
military, to defend its pnvileges and that the final dec1.,1011 'A ill
not be reached without open civil war. In !>upport of tht' the)
quote evidence to show the readme~!> of the ruhng cla!>., m m.in}
countrie!i to fling con,titut10nal conr;;1derattons to the wmd<, when
theJT pnv1lege!i are m danger."
DI- 16.1.32

The mo!lt e11!.ential ground!. of our cntic11'im of bourgeo1'
democracy are .,hortly and clearly given here. It only 1cmam" to
call attention to the effort!. which have been or dtc !>uppo.,ed t(,
have been made to achieve the object!> of the revolution by nonrevolut1onary mean!.. We need not examine at any length the
re!>ult<i of thei.e attempt., on the part of the German, Scandm.i v1.in
Australian, Bnt1.,h, and other Social-Democratic Part1e., The~
have al1 achieved el:i!ientially the same re!lult. When placed 111 the
position of talmg office they have been confronted with t~e
alternative, either to admm1ster Capitali~m peacefully .i.., the
bourge01!> part1e!> do, 01 to attempt to work for Sociafo.m. whteh
mean!I deMroymg the bourgeois State machine, and break.mg the
economic and poliucal power of Capitah!>m, and hence c1v1J WJI
It is too much to !>ay that they have been con!>idered the latte•
po!>s1bility. Completely corrupted throughout their upper o;ttJt,i
(largely a'i a re.,ult of the workmg of the Parliamentary machmci)
itself) by cap1talht 1deac; and intere'its, without any !>enou'
socialist mtcntions at all, they have hardly even thought ot "
possible alternative policy, and have simply administered the
capitalist State Thi-. j<, the universal and inevitable fate of an,
attempt to get Sociali'im through the bourgeois const1tutton.
But we do not th~refore advocate, as t he P rosecu t 1·on charge uo;.
1
taking power without the actual support of the populauon In t ie
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ld.,e of Ru.,.,1a a'i we have i;hown, the mai;s oflhe people was wnh
the.. Bohhcv1k., and Left Social Revolutionary Part1ei; at the time
of their takmg power P 719 <,ay.,
('ommum'it!i, while re1ectmg current democracy, differ from
. . yndicJh.,m and other revolutionary ph1loi;oph1ei; which proclaim
the nght of the "militant mmonty" to ende..ivour to change
., 0 L1ety The glonf1cat10n of the mmonty ..ind of the coup d'etat
rt.Jlly belong., to the Blanqui!>t <;chool, wh1<..h wa<; always
\ 1g )rou.,Jy oppo.,ed hy Marx1.,m Marx11,m taught that the
1the1Jt10n of the worker<; could only be the a<..t ot the worker.,
the1melve~ and that all the Commum'>t., could do wa~ to
LndeJvour to guide the <,truggle of the worke1., mto 1t.. 1eah.,atmn
•n thL- D1L-tato1.,h1p of the Proletariat "
Bot11geoi., demoua<..y doe~ not re.,pond to the real deo,1re' and
mtue.,t<. of the popul.it1on It I'• l>O mflex1ble that even at a time of
1nten.,e 1evolut1ona1y <..rl'il'>, when the m.t'i'> of the population
pa,.,e., O\er to the 1evolut1onary c..amp, bourgem., democracy
c. mnot m genc1.il reg1<,ter th1!> <,1tuat1on, .. ., wa11 <,hown by the
l1 1<.tn1y of the C'on~t1tuent A'i'iembly m Ru'>MJ
h11Jlly cve11 1f the bcuq,'"'01" democrJUc.. machme1) <.an on
Olld\lon retle<..t the 1eal revolution,uy will ot the nldJOrll) of the
pLOplc 1t of 1c" to them no guai 11tee of power Whace\ er
P 1rl1Jmcnt.uy ma1011ty we get for tC\olut1on we .,hall have to
fight for powe1 out'>tde Parliament Th1111., the ultimate umclu.,1ve
m'wu to tho'ie who advoc..ate <..on..,t1tut10nal progres., The
leg11,ldture 1.;, not an organ of force It doe.., nPt control the State
mac..hme the 1.1v1l '>erv1ce, army, PohcP etL- except b\ the con.,ent
of the latte1 To u\er<..0me the bourgeo"' State mac..hme, wh1c..h t ..
m 01gan of for<..e we want more th..in a talkmg-..,hop we mu..,t
lia\e a mo1e powerful force and th1'>.., the mtlht,mt '>Upport of the
ma" of the population
Th11, h the value of Parliamentary refonn1.,m m the advanced
cap1talJ1it countnec, It would obv1ou.,Jy tend to take' the l\cime
road m a colony m which the attempt wa11 m.ide to ach1e\-e
independence by c..on<;tltutmnal mean... Even dC<..eptmg the
~<..once1vable, that an apparently democratic form of
ovrrnment were e-.tabh-.hed m India, 1evolut1on would be no
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less necessary and inevitable than now, under unconcealed
Imperialist dictatorship. We do not say that democratic form,
universal suffrage. etc., under the present ImperialM rule,
supposing that Imperialism could and would grant them. would
be of no advantage. But their advantage would be indirect onh
They would afford some facilities for the education a;J
organisation of the mas!te!., which present condition" do no allo-n
but that is all.

The "Revolutionary" Tactics of the Bourgeoisie
In the course of its oppositional struggle again!.t Impcnah'm d
section of the bourgeoisie and of the petty-bourgeo1!.ic ha" tended
to adopt a semi-revolutionary phral!.cology and ha!. talked not onl)
of complete independence, but of the ~ei1.ure. of power Thi·
method or !.logan principally a!.,ociated with th1' movement I\
that of the "Constituent A!>sembly."
In the cla!.~ical b911rgeois revolution!t of the nineteenth tcntur}
the bourgco1!tie, which rol!.e to power through the as ... 1~tanc,· of tht•
exploited c.la!.!.e!t of the old feudal !.ocicty, in !.Orne ca!.c., l teatt·J
an organ of democratic power called the Constituent A!\.,emhl}
Thi~ wa!. a national hod}' elected on the baM!. of adulc . . urt1.1ge.
who!te function was to formulate the con!.titution and the ngh1'
and liberties of the people. The Constituent Ao;!.emhly pla,ed an
important part in the French Revolution. It wa11 convl.!ned i'l~ the
victorious bourgeoi!.ie to consolidate it!. victory O\.Cr frud.ih'm
The ConMituent A!.!.embly of the French Revolution. h"to11cJll\
speaking, inaugurated the epoch of bourgcoi!. democr.iq and
par1iamentarism.
Hi&tory has taught us that the democratic achic' -=mcnt-. of tht
bourgeoi~1e, which certainly marked an advance in their 111nc "ver
feudal ab!tolutism, ~oon proved to be hollow from the pouit of
view of the toiling mas&e!t. The bourgeoi& parhament.., betain~
organ' of hourgeoi!t dictatorship. The Thesis on Democracy ,in 1
Dictator&hip of the Second Congres!\ of the Comm11""
Intemallonal puts thi~ point clearly (P. 2395 pages 42-4J>· rt.itn
"During the previou& epochs parliament had performed a eel m
· Cap1..i 1'
progres!tive function as the weapon of deve Iopmg
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But under the pre.,ent cond1t1onc; of unbndled lmpend.h!.m,
1 arhament hd., become a tool of falc;ehood, de<..e1t, violence and
encrvatmg goc;Mp In the face of 1mpenah~t1<.. devac;tat1on,
plunder, v10l.it1on, robbery dnd rumdt1on, pdrhdmentdry refonn1t,
dt void of ...y.,tem, of con!)tancy and of defm1te pldn, hdve loc..t
Lve1y 51gmtic..•.mce for the workmg mdc;c;e.,"
Bour gem\ democ.rdtl<.. revolution., m the pre.,ent epoch, which
.,
1 Lhclr u ten.,ed by the dedme of C.ip1tahc;m, cannot lead the
toiling ma.,.,e., to freedom and democracy through parhdment.imm Thi., hac; been clmply proved by the lec;.,on., of the Ru...,1an
Revolution The c;logan of the Conc;tlluent A.,\embly, which wa.,
r.tN..d by the bourgcm..,.e 1mmed1atel} after the 5UCt!e's of the f 1rc;t
1evolut1on wa' a dcvt<..c on then part to wn.,ohdate the power of
tht hourgw1.,1e by the help of a parh.imentdry 'Y'tcm The
bourgeoNe c..ould not .,at1.,fy the elem~ntary demandc; of the
nM.,.,e., for f1eedom democra<..y, pe.:t<..e and bread The actual
orgam ....ltton., of the tmlmg mac;!.ec;, the coun1..1h of workerc..'
d1..put1e' •.md the peac..ant.,' and c.,old1er.,· commtttee'!I which were
the actual 01gan~ of ... truggle and hJd been re.,pon .. 1hle for the
o~erthrow of the autocra<. v we1e thru.,t J.,1de Jnd then demandc;
1gn01ed The hr.,t revoluuon wa., thu., undble to complete even
thL bourgem ... -demo<.r.it1<.. ta\h of the revolution Only the
November Revolution v..i., able to -.omplete the ... e tal\k.., and open
tht. !Odd to .,01..1c1l revolution
Thi., 1., the mode of development of the bourge01., revolution
.ind of th1.. Con~tttuent A.,c..embly, 1t1, organ fht., h1.,tory .,how1,
that the Con .. t1tuent A\!.embly 1c., pnn1..1p.dly an organ for the
Lonsohdat10n of the power of the hourgeome under the <.over of
demo<..1acy aher the revolution h 1, m an} ca!.c e1,.,ent1a1ly a
bvurgt..01., Inl\t1tut10n, of the parhamentd.ly type Its employment
m .my given c.a.,e therefore pre~uppol\e\ m the fmt pla<..e that the
bourge0111e 1., the cla..., which ledd., the revolution, or at dny rate
thdt the bourgeo1,1e takes pd.rt m the revolution Now m India this
'' not the ca\e We h.1ve ~hown at length that the es ..ent1dl
<..hct1.itter of the bourge01c..1e m Indtd I\ non-revolut10nary, and
ctctuctlly, a11 the revolution develop\, c.ounter-revolut1onarv Th11,
..ii
one determme!) thdt the Conc;t1tuent A!.c..embly hac.. no place m
the.. hi.-,tof} of the Indian Revolution
J
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But although it is essentially an organ of the bourgeo1!>ie, the
working-class can in certain circum~tances support the demand
for the Constituent Assembly, as did the Bolshevik Party foi cl
certain penod during the revolutic.tn. Lenin justified thii. dema:id
in the following words:
"The demand for the summoning of a ConMituent A''cmbl)
formed in the pa~t a perfectly legitimate part of the programme ot
the revolutionary Social Democracy. because in a bourgr 01 ,
republic the Constituent Asl-iembly com.titutei. the h1ghe't f01 m
of democracy, and becau!>e the imperialist republic. v.1th
Kereni.ky at iti. head. in creating a parliament. wa .. prepa11ng
an adulteration of the elections accompanied by numerou'
infractions of democracy."
The Worker!.' and Peao;;nats' Parties have frolfl time to tm1c
placed before the Indian National Congre!>!> the l'llog,111 of J
Cono;t1tucnt Asl-iembly. In its manife!>to to the Madr.t!-1 Se.,,1011 of
the Congre,o;. the Wotkers' and Pea'lant!-i' Party l'iay:.:
"A national Con!>titucnt Assembly guaranteeing complete
national independence and the dcmocrati!>ation of national life m
every re!-ipect-thii. mul'.t be the mam plank of the Cnng1e"
platform." (P. 23).
The Indian National Congre!>s wai-. then mak.mg iti. fmt h1,to11'
gei.ture a., the champion of Indian independence. A re,olL1tion
dcmandmg complete national independence wa!-1 for the flr~t trrnc
pa"ed at the Madras Sei.i.ion. But wa~ the Worker.,· and Pea,anh
Party correct in e .. t1mating that bourgeoil'i nationah.,m W•1'
proceedmg to a militant ~truggle for Independenl·e? 01 WJ' 11
preparing an adulteration of elections, accompanied by numcrou'
infractions of democracy? Sub5iequent event'> o;howcd that .. thc
bourgeoi~ie wa~ preparing for an "All Partie!-i' Conference 1 ~
outline a scheme of Dommion Statul'i, as a counter-po1o;c to thl
Simon Commission. Its mdependence resolution wai-. to tum int~
a dominion status resolution the next year. The renewed gc . . ture 0
.
mdependence
at the Lahore Congresl'., the moc k hero ics· of 1101ne
''Wt:IC
of the Congres~ leaders, who talked of the "capure of power
th
·
rried un wi
prelude~ to a m<i~~ reformist struggle, which was ea
.• with
one eye on the possibilities of suitable compromi~e
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lmpendh.,m, and the other eye on the be'>t mean~ of holdmg the
tnd'>'> revolutionary
movement m check The nat1onahc;t
bourgemMe hd., proved thdt tt 1s not only mcapdble of leadmg the
n,u 1ondl revolution, but that It 1c; fd'>t developmg aq elaborate
te\,.h1i1que for preventmg and oppo~mg the '>ame A clac;., which
.,t 111 pm., It'> faith on a Round Table Confecence, cannot be
.:xpe<..ted to take the c;logan of Con<,t1luent A c;sembly very
. .enou.,ly, a ... togan wh1c.h ha!> ~en.,e and meanmg only m the
e\ entuahty of the crtptme of power by the bom ge01.,1c
The Worker!>' and Peac;antc;' Part1e., reah..,ed the ant11e\olut1onJ.ry charJ.cter of the nat10nal bourgemc;1e.eaily enough
If they wanted any Lonvmcmg, the retreat of the Congre ... s after its
demon.,tratmn at the Madra., Se.,.,10n to the All-Part1ec;
C'onterenLe, wa.., '>Ufftc1ent to Lonvmce them that the national
bomgeo1.,1e wa., not capJ.ble of pur<;umg a revolutionary pohcy
At the end of th.it year at the All-lnd1a Worker.,' and Peac;ant.,'
P,11ty Conferenc.e, the -,)ogan of the Comt1tuent Ac;.,embly wa~
dtopped
foJay 1t
umeal and d1v01ced from .ictual Lond1tton.., a~ 1t
\\.J., 111 1928 fht"> c;log.m \..an haH! no meanmg m a bourgeo1c;
1dorm1't movement m which the bourgeo1,1e '' .,Lhemmg to gam
" few LOnLc,.,1on., through reforn .t channel., At be.,t 1t can be
the <.log.an of a revolutwnary biol ot the bou1geo1~1e, the workers
•.md the pea,antc; le; ... uch a revolut1ona1) bloc .ig,ua...t lmpenah'm
po'>-.1hle m India 7 We h.ivc ,hown thJ.t 1t h not The c;Jogan may
,mr,K t certain of the petty-bourgeo1c; mte!tec. tualc; But agam the.,e
Jrc a da" who are not able to lead the ma'" 1evoluuon If we were
lo '>et out with the idea of dehvenn~ l 1~ movement over mto the
hand<, of the petty-bourgeo1-.1e. and therefo1e ultimately mto
tho.,c of the treacherouc; and counte1-revolut1onaiy bouri=i;eoi.,te,
we 'hou!d go dbout tt by .,tartmg the movement off wtth the
'logdn of the C'on ..utuL.nt A!l,embly The !llogan hds no meamng
fot the mas'e" It tl> tot..tHy un~uJted to a mas~ movement led by
the worbng-cla .. ., a., the nat1ondl revolutionary movement m
India mu<;t be
·

'"a-.

The revolutionary bloc which will carry through the national
rcvolutron m India 1s that of the worker~ dnd the pea~ants and
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other exploited classes. These classes can only depend upon the1r
own mass organisatiom., not upon the parliamentary forms of the
bourgeoisie. They will work for the formation of strike
committees and peasant committees, which as the struggle
develops, will expand into tht> Soviets.
The formation of Soviets h not the immediate task in India
The revolutionary struggle has not yet developed to that pitch. But
it is the duty of the party of the proletariat to show to it~ all re~ the
pitfalls of bourgeois democracy and bourgeo1!> p<.eudorevolutionary methods of struggle, and to make clear to them thr
necessity of the development of their own ma~~ organi1'iat1on' into
organs of struggle and power. The Constituent Assembly 1~. ai,
Lenin said, the highest form of democra<.·y in a bourgcol\
republic. But India will not see this stage. The ladian revolution
will proceed directly to the still higher democratic fl'tm, the
Soviets of the workers and peasanti..
I

Revolutionary Mass Action
The method which we propo!>e for the achievement of the
revolution is the ma!>!> action of the people a!> a whole. It 1' J
method which arise!> naturally from the immediate needs of the
'itruggle of the masi.es. The i.pontaneom. struggle of the md~'e'
for demands principally and originally of an economic cha1,1cll'1.
which is doomed to defeat if confined to its elementary Jnd
anarchic form, is brought by education and orgam1'1atron to ·1
higher level, and eventually to the logically inevitable attack upon
the state power cf Imperialii.m, the great obstacle in the way of Jll
the struggles of the masses. As we have explain:J, the
organisations which the masses spontaneously form in the cour'c
of the struggle, the strike committees, village committee~'. etc i
will through the experience of the struggle and the necc<;s1ue~ 0
the position which will confront them, be forced to expand and
develop .mto the organs of the new state power, the sovi·ets There
1
is nothing artificial or impossible about this proposal. All popu ~r
revolutions in history have followed a path of this kind. on Y
.
. .
.
h" h they have been
d1ffermg m the greater or less d1~tance to w 1c
the
allowed to pur!>ue it. Events have already shown that this 1 ~
course which will be followed in India also.
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The workers' movement has already gone some distance along
the road which we have just sketched. Many sections of workers
are long past the stage of merely local and sectional agitation for
immediate demands. They have set up permanent organisation!I
of more than local extent, some of which arc tending to extend all
ll •!r the country. The nation-wide federal organisation of labour,
the All-India Trade Union Congress, which was originally set up
by the bourgeois labour leaders in imitation of the institutions of
other countnes, ii, being increasingly taken over by the workers
them,elw:-.. The leading sections of the worker!I have already
gone beyond a purely economic programme. They· are putting
1orward with their economic demands political demand~ also, and
-.uch dcmand!i ai-. are proper for the workmg-class. independence
.i.nd ~ocmlii-.m. The workers' organi!lations in many parts of the
LOUntry now obi,crve May Day regularly [see D 145 (34) (Dr.ift
Report to the Jharia Session of the AITUC) and D 144 ( 1-5 and 7].
They boycotted the Simon Comm1ss1on and demonstrated agamst
1t [See D 145 (34) page 17, and the depositioni, of Pro~ecution
wttnel'li,eo; from Bombay a •. ! Calcutta], and al!lo boycotted the
Whitley Commission very widely. These facts show that a
pohtlcal consciousness 1s growmg. 1 ·1is process will extend. The
-.trength and perfection of the Trdde Umon orgams.1t1on is
mcreasmg, and the influences of leadership making for
rcform1'm are being combated. By the experience of the
economic struggle and by demonstrations such as those on May
Day and political occasioni, of importance etc., by mean!! of the
v.orkmg-cla!!s press, by working-clas~ cJucation and the like, the
cla~' coni-.ciousnes!oo and political knowledge of the working-class
will increase.
The organisation of the pea!lantry 1s naturally far weaker and

le~~ pe:manent than that of the working-class. But the peasant\
frequently show in action a spirit of struggle for their needs and a
cll.!ar knowledge of the identity of. their cla1;s enemies. Several
incidents, such as the local peasant risings in many places during
t~e ~on-~ooperation and Civil Disobedience campaigns, show
t e \,;onsc1ousness and militancy of the peasants.
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Orgam,at1on of the agncultural labourer' on the lme., of Ti..idt
Umom\m and of the pea~anb d~ d whole but e'lpec1cllly thr poon..r
.,ect1on,, for the purpolie of pre'IMng theu mtere\t\ ag,un<tt tho,t
of the l.md-owncrli, Govemmont c:tnd other ex plotter' will "Ple..id
clnd by mean' of the poht1cal method~. of which the v.tlur h 1,
clheady been te1ited, of demon\ttat10ns and non-payment of itnt
and taxe,, the pea.,ant movement will grow m 'llrength .md
C.On'ICIOU'lne\\
The petty-bourgeo1,1e of the town ... have pract1c;ed fm , 0 mt
time their tharacten\ttl. pohtlcal method .... either terromm 011 till
one h,.md or on the other the boycott of Bnt1'h good1i .mu tht
mdnuf acture of Khddd.tr, Salt etc There I\ plenty of ev1dcnu thJI
the meffecttvene\\ tor 1evolut1on.try purpo~e' of both tht'\L lint'
of dCt1on 1' bemg more widely apprec1.itcd. Mid the tendull.\ 1,
g10" mg for the petty-bourgeo1'1e to t.:ike up the work dont lrn
example hy the Chme\e petty-bourgeot\Je Jt cl <..ertam .,tilgc ol ll t
1evoluuon of m~' clg1t.it1on and org.m1'at10n In add1tton thl
petty-hourge011i1c dnd the poor popufdtlon of the town' \\-Ill tt11d
to org.tm'te to fight for theu own econom1<.. mtcre'lt1i, JJ!JHl'>I tht
unemployment, bad houlimg cond1tton' high rent1i !Jd.. o
\amtdtlon, et<. prev.nhng m the town.,
The .,trength of the revolut10nary movement of tlie'c thrtt
mam ~ect1onc; of the populdtton, m ,pue ot 11' ht1n'Y'temat1cJ.lly led .tlitrdy and betrclyed b} the P't'udo
rc\olutaonJ.ry mmemcnt of the bourgeo1'1e, will g1ow gre.ite1 rnd
greater Ultimately 1t w11l culminate po.,.,1bly m a nauon '>'ldt
c.ampa1gn of non-payment of taxe' and rent1i by the pea.., mh ..ind
a gene1al \tnke by the workerli, and then the time to1 the ,irmtd
upn.,mg and the dctual ~e1zure of power will have arm t.<l
The orgm1'i.itmn.tl form which the movement will ddopt wil
v.il
corrc\pond with 11' chdrJcter Each branch o f the mme m·nt
t:
form 1tli own '1ec.t1onal org.im~auon~ o f litruggIe, lb 1.u.tor\1
•
c.omm1ttee"i Trade Umon..,,
Trade\ Counc1}~. c•t<.., It., pCd'-dOJ
ly fe<le1 ate
umon1i dnd committee\ etc The~e mu&t be looc;e
d 0
together -,o dli to .,ecure the nece~sdl)' unity of poll'} ;" 1; 11
ordmation of al.lion, m ~ome orgamsat1on embodying 't ~ 1 of
1mpenah-,t united front of the exploited clasi:.e., The 0
1

1
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oigdm.,auon appropriate for the purpose 1~ not the Workerc;' and
Pea.. ant., Party, a., we at one time 'iuppo~ed The weaknes" of tht.,
type of body ha~ been pomted out by the Sixth Congress of the
Commum.,t Intemauonal It., programme and hne of work are that
of the ant1-1mperiah\t umted front tor the attamment of the
1t10nal democ..ralH. revolution But 1tc; form of org.imc;ation 1~ too
1e.,rm..tl..ll and narrow tor th1., purpo.,e, dependmg .ic; tt doec;
mJmly upon md1v1dual member\h1p
Corre• pondmg with the dec1.,1vc part which the workcri;; cl'> .i
da-.-. will mcv1tahly take m the rcvolut10n, will be the leadmg and
01 gam.,mg fum.t1on., of the workmg-dac;c; party, the C'ommumst
P.irt) fllt: Commum.,t Party 1., the work.mg da..,... Party m the
"t.n"c that 1t rcp1c~cnt't the mterec;t1.1 of the workmg-cl.1~' directly.
\\h1lc 1t m.iy be <,.Itd to repre.,ent thoi;;e of any other cla.,., "u"h a.,
thL pe.1.,ant1y mdnc<.tly or mc1dent.1lly and 1t.., imbued ~1th the
J1-.t1m. uvcly woi 11.mg-da.,c; ideology and theory, Commumsm
But oh1cd1vely 1t~ <,truggle 1., m Lh!.! mtere\t of all the workmg and
L'Ploncd 'it.tt10n., ot the populat10n •.md can •.md will obtam
"uppoll among them, Ua... pea.,,mh, e<,pcc..1ally the landle1lo~
tgm ultmal proletariat and the poor pea.,ant'>, the poo1 da.,.,ec; of
th1 town., Jnd the ,iru .. an'i, and to •me extent .1mong the pettvhomgc01..,1e .ind mtclleL tuah The<.. ommum.,t Pa1ty of lnd1a \\ill
then he 111 a po.,1t10n rt"ally to le.id ,mJ co-ordinate the \\hole
movement .ind a., th~ appropn.itc umc to dtal the dec..1<,1\.e blo~~
Jt Impcrmh .. m bv leadm~ cl dnect campcl1gn 11pon 1t
} m thcr the 11g1dly dN.. tplmed • J..11ful. 1llcgally c.onducted
v.01k of the f'l•mmunt">t P.my will bl. 11eeded m certam ec;.,enttal
lkp.utmcnt., ot revoluttonJ.ry dttlv1ty of .i techmcal thar.tcte1 The
(ommum.,t Party will undert.ike the l'•'>Ue ofpenod1l.al .ind other
htc1Jture for ag1tdt1on clod propc.1gcmd.i, nel.C'\'>dry for the
l..dUL ition clnd orgdnt'>dtlC'n of the md.,.,c~. and\\ tll l.onduct other
t.dULcltmnal w01k, and the wmk of propag •.mda among the rank
.ind file ot lht.. army and the Police tor"e, e\M•nt1al
the wmnmg
O\er or ncutrah.,mg of the.,e ve1y 1mportdnt 11npenah\t 'itronghold11 and the work of '>Upplymg the force' of revolution with
ann., Ccln only be done by the Commum.,t Pctrty

for
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P 2'65 ("From the 5th to the 6th World Congre\\ of thL
Communist Intemattondl") contdm!I much mfmmdtlon on thl
~ucce~' of vanou., p.irt1e~ ot Commtem m conduc.tmg their ~ork
on a \ery large \Cale m condltmn~ of 11legahty, and m comhmml!
the 11legal e.x1Mence of the party \\Ith leadeP1h1p of the open m.i."
movement We would 1efer pd1t1c.ularly to the ca ..e of Chmi.1
(p.ige 4 c; c;)
"Notw1th.,tandmg the unparalleled White Terror ,md 1h1
physic.al extermm.it1on of 1t' be't c.ader' the P,uty ha' been c1bk lo
keep 1t' Party .ipparatu' mtact a' well a' the lower org.i1m.ttm11'
(pnm.inl) work.er'' group') .ilthough 1t h.t\ to work umlerg1ou11J
It h.i., now ahout 10,000 mcmbcrc;, t..onc.entr.tted m the hrg~l'
p1olctan,m ccntrei;, (Hankow, Sh.mgh,u)
In Poland. (page 28';)
"Notwlth,tandmg all d1ffic..ult1e.,-the 1llcg.il~tatu' of thl Put\
,md the terror wh1c.h grew mme mten ..e J1te1 the r.i'u't w111
d'etat-the Party hci' 1m.re,1.,cd 11' m11uenl..e .tmong the n.i '~'
and de.tu.illy wa' tllfe leadet m <.,eve1.tl m.i" dd1on'
In ltJly (page 161) even Ttade llmon dc.t1v1ty .ind mg,,111..,.i.11011
1., 11legJJ but nevcrthelc.,., the P.trty 1., 't1ong .tnd h l' ~·· n
mfluem. e among the ma"e', while 11lcg,tl puhltl.1t1011 if
nc\\"1pcipcr' etc. • 1' c.an 1cd on ..m.Le.,...fully 11leg.tl p.utv .md ri llll
Union Lonferem.c' are held ctL The '.ime lmd ol Lond1t10n' Ill
found m the mc.lJonty of c.ountne'
Thu' the bourgeo1., te1 ror wh1Lh ,11m' J' tJw. llp(•lt h 1, '
rec.ord, .it the "phy\lc.al cxte1mm.tt10n' of the IL \ol11t101J.11\
workmg-cla" movement m many wuntne,, fail' to Jc.hu.~H ii\
ob1cct fhe force' of 1evolutmn g.tthcr dnd ...t1Lnrthtn
underground, to bur't out when the '1tUJtlon 1., npl 1111
overthrow the bourgeo11t Stdte Jhe ..ame will 1m:\lt.ibh hl rht
development m lnd1.i Jn 'Pile of dn) mcd'urc' of 'P\ mg inJ
terron'm wh1<.h the Impcnc.lh't Government nldy c1 .i<lopt th1..
re\o]utJOndry movement, led by the Commum't P.irtv of Ind• 1
will fmd meam to ev.idc them c1nd c.ury out it' work

The U~e of Violence

II

, ,uon "'
The end of our revo\ut10ndry preparation cln d orgdTII '
t tht

then be the v10lent overthrow of the pre1ient St ,,ite, the u\g:Jn ;> the

°

1mpcnah.,t d1ctdtor,h1p. the complete de1ttnu.uon
Jnd
wo1kcr-.
1mpenah .. t power• .md the e~tabh~hment o f thc
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pca-.ants' power. It will be done by force. We definitely
i:ontcmplatc and prepare for the use of force to attain our object,
the national revolution, and to consolidate it. Any propo~al to
achieve the revolution or maintain its gains without the U!.e of
forct· "'m our view an ab!.urdity, and can only be a deceitful trick
to h,nnpcr the progress of revolution.
It 1., perhaps necessary here to point out that we do not advocate
111 1.lt-.criminately the use of force, at any time, opportune or
0thcrw1.,e, or of anv kind suitable or otherwi-.e. The Magi'-lrate
admit-. th1.., m regard to terrorism. The charge ha!. abo been
kH:llcd at u?> in the Legi!.lativc A?>sembly, and in tbe report of the
Bomh,1y Riot~ Inquiry Committee ( 1929), that we hrought about
the rnmmunal riot-. in Bombay in February 1929 wnh a view to
uuh ... c thi~ outbreak of violence for our own end~. The charge i~
compktdy di~proved by the exhibits fP. 702 (A Mamfe..,to of the
Wot lo.a~· anJ Pca~ants' Party of Bombay on the communal
qnc..,llon ), P. 786. P. 951 ( l to 9 and 21 ). etc.) and ,.., m any ca'e on
1hc lace of tt ridiculous. We do not gain but \o..,c heavily by the
t•immunal 'Pilting of the population along "vertical" line<;. which
,ih-.curt''- and confuM!~ it~ 'horizontal" divi~ion along das~ line~.
The only mtert.. st~ which gain from communali-.m arc the
c\plotmg mh~re ... t!. generally, and I •1periali'm in particular. which
unJouhtedly werC' re!.ponsible fo1 the!.e rw1s and the attendant
hlnod-.hcd. We obviously cannot profit from thi~ kmd of violence.
~onethek~s \\C do advocate the u?>e of violence. and the
P10-.ecution have made great play with thi!> question, and have
"llla1..ked their lip!> 0ver the "few litre!> of b\uod" which we be\ieve
\\Ill have to be shed. This i!-. ta.
mo!lt revolting h)'pocri~y.
Impcnali-.t rule in India and everywhere ebe wa~ established by
'iolcncc and always has been and is maintained only by the
·.y..,tcmatic u ... e of violence. The liystem of Capitali~m has always
involved the violent s1!ppression of the working-class dnd other
C\pk..1tcd ~ections, and .is it grow!., it become!. continually more
violent and destructive. The period of Imperialism has seen an
orgy_of bloodshed and cruelty !-.Ulih as never could have occurred
rcvmu-.ly b the history of the world. From the seventies of the
_N c~ntury, when British Imperialism began vigorously to
cim-.ohdatc
and exten d its
· co 1oma
· 1 empire,
·
·
'
1t has waged a
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continuous series of wars in all parts of the world, in Egypt and
the Sudan, in innumerable places in South, East, West and Central
Africa, in Baluchistan, Afghanistan, Burma, Malaya and ChmJ
and it has been followed ent1'usiastically by all the otlie;
imperialist powers. The colonial wars culminated m the
European War of J9 J4-18 during which nine millions of men
were directly killed, while 5.till bigger numbers died of di,ea . .~
and famine, arising out of the war, or were wounde~. Since "the
war to end war," war, directly or indirectly waged b)' the
imperialist powers, has continued. in the intervention in Ru!>,ia, m
Turkey, Syria, Arabia, Mesopotamia, Morocco and China, and all
the while the White Terror of the bourgeoisie ha!> gone on Jn a
scale never before thought of.
These things ~hould be remembered when the erO\CCUl1on. the
repre~entative~ of Imperiali!>m, condemn u5. for contcmplatmg thc
u~e of force. A~ R. Palme Dutt sum~ up the general quc,tmn
(P. 719 "Communil'ltp"):
"It is the condition.; of .. ociety that are producing chao' Jn<l
revolution: it i~ the object of the Communist~ to end tho't
condition~ by givmg con5.ciom. direction to the in!>tmct1ve hm:c'
of revolt mMead of vainly ~eek.ing to stem them. No emu 111 f..tll
could be greater than to suppoi.e that the Communi!>t' J1e out to
"make" a revolution in order to impo!>e their !.Y'tcm upon
mankind. The CommuniM Partie~. far from conjuring up Cl\ ii "J'
artif1cially, rather !>eek to shorten its dumtion. In the Commu111,1
conception, the alternative to Proletarian Dictator,h1p ,., not
peace. It is war and blockade. faming and di~eao;e, hlmd 1CH'lt'
and the break-up of civilisation".
We openly declare that we shall have to U!>e violem:c. the
violence of the mas~ revolutionary movement. But in contra!>t Ill
imperiali~t violence, an ocean which has engulfed the ~hol~
world for generation~. our violence can be but a drop. A!> 0 PP0 'l'
to imperialist violence, which, while Imperiali~m la!-1' 1'
· pe11Jh't
permanent, our violence is temporary. As opposed to 1m
,
violence, which is used to maintain an obsolete, barbJr~ut~
exploiting system, our violence is progressive and will be U'I:' . ,
. the next great step forward m
. the mate h o f the humc1n rJ~t:
attam
This is our justification of violence.
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VIII COMMUNISM AND BOURGEOIS
SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS
The Pro!lecution have tned to nd1cule U'i and to brmg U!I mto
di.,favour with the pubhc generally by dwelhng on our !luppo!led
( 11 p0 .,1t1on tu "everything which the normal man cons1der'i
Jec,ent,' e ... pec1ally God, the family, nat1onah.,m, and "a !leme of
humom We are !>Urpn ..ed that they !lhould have taken tht'i lme !IO
J.ite m the day But perhap' they have not read the Commum!lt
M,m1fe...10, m which 80 year11 ago Marx and Engeb returned a
h1tmg and deva<,tatmg reply to exactly th1!1 'iOrt of o,caremongermg non.,eme
The matter would not be worth our attention 1f 1t did not raise,
m one or two Ld'>e ... an "11ue of importance, clbout which there 1s
likely to be nmrnncept1on Such arc the que!IUon of rehgton, the
flmlly .ind ..ex 1cl.:.1t10n!> generally, bourgeot!I morality, and a
'1m1lar matter brought up by the evidence of Mr Braihford,
nJmch md1v1dual liberty .md other cultural a<..h1evements of the
hourgeo1 .. 1r
Our\ 1c" on clll the'>e matter' ... dec..uled m general terms by our
theu1y of 11oual evoluuon, the mah nah't conc.ept10n of h111tory
We have quoted prev1ou11ly from Marx' .. "Cnuque of Pohttcal
f LOnomy (P 1776, page 176) "The mode of production m
mate11al hfc detc1mme ... the general c.haracter of the 'oc1al.
pohtic.al ,md 'Pmtual proce .. <.,e<, of hfc "
A., the m.Itenal b..lM'>, the mode of producuon cvolve!I, "o aho
do dll the m-.t1tut1on' of ..,oc1ety and h, mode' of thought
The Family
The fa.mly ha.., a h10,tory of 11nch evolution, which it •~
unn 13 l..L<,\ary for u .. to follow here It 1' enough to ~ay that m the
worlJ ot the pre">ent day the family as an m-.ututlon l ' important
m pioport1on a.;; ~oc1ety t<., backward A11 c1v1h!lat1on advance!I the
family become11 leo;<> prominent a~ a \Ocial m"t1tut1on and tend'
modre dnd more to break-up In pclrttcular it 1" the progre!l'i of
in uo;tnah">at
ton an d an urban mode of hte which are de-,troymg
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the family. The way in which this comes about is obvious. Marx
says (P 445 "Capital" Vol. 1. pp. 528-29): " ........... .large 'ICdle
industry. which broke up the economic foundation of the old
family system and that of the f!fmily labour appropriate to thdt
system, was itself sweeping away the old family relationi.". And
"However terrible, however repulsive, the break up of the olrj
family sy~tem within the organism of capitalist society may ~eem.
nonetheless large scale industry, by assigning to "'omen and to
young persons and to children of both sexes, a decil>ive role m the
socially organised process of production, and a role which h.i' to
be fulfilled outside the home, is building the new econmmc.
foundation for a higher form of the family and of the relation
between the sexes." Further:-"! need hardly say that 1t .., 111,t a.,
stupid to regard the Chri,to-Teutonic form oi the fanuly a'
absolute. a~ it is to take the !>amc view of the clas,ical Rom.m
form, or of the clas~1cal Greek form, or of the Oriental torm-which, by-the-bye I conl>titute a hi!\torically mtl•rconncl 1cd
developmental series."
Under Socialism, mdustriahsation will in<.rea~e. mo't ot dll m
backward countne~. and the undermining of the family l annol but
proceed even further than it ha~ gone m bourgeob 'oc1ety It "
however. no quel>tion of the attitude of !>Ociali!>t!> or f'ommu111'>1'
to the matter. The proces!> il> going on under Capitah!>m, and \\ 111
continue under Socialil>m.
Thi!> is enough to !>how that the propaganda of the Pro,ecut1on
on this question 1s non!>ense. But another aspect of it 1' ot
importance. The clock of sentiment which !\urroundl> th·· fdmil)
has alway!\ been U!>ed to cover it!\ use a!\ a means of t'xplmtation
The most obvious example 1!> the peasant family. The permanence
of small scale enterprise in agriculture, which has remained d
striking contraM to the well-marked tendency of combinauon •111 ~
concentration in almost all the other industries. is largely to ~t
explained by the exploitation of the peasant'!> or ~mall farrnei '
family, even down to the young children, which give!- •l ~n
economic advantage which large scale enterprise~ cannot ea' 1 )
overcome.
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Thi'> expl01tat1on of the fdm1ly remdms under cap1tahst
1.. . mdit1on'i A typical ca4ie 1s presented by P 548 (5) which llhow4i
how the fact thclt the Cdlcutta Municipal '>Cavcnger'i had to ~end
their wivei, to work m order to 4iupplement their 1Dcome'i, was
u!led .igam'it clny 1DC.recl'ie ID their wages
We expo.-..e the ahu'>e of the family ID thl'> w iy, and we claim
, 1Mt under Soc1clh&m only will the Ulle of the family for the
explo1ldllon of women clnd children cea'>e The rule of the
wm"mg-da.,., will take energetic mea'iure'> to 1..arry tht'> out And
gt•ne1ally we con\1der that the tendency towdrd., the loo.-..enmg of
the tie., of the family 1" a de'iirable thmg for the cultural future of
..ouety But m relation to the famtly a., an m'>tllutu)n we helve no
n~w p1m1..1ple to expound, and we take no defmtte hne of
prnpaganda
The Position of Women
Though the two que'>lloni, Jre intimately wnnected the c.a'>e 1.-..
not cxJctly the .-...ime with reg.ird to the po"itllon of women ID
'"\.lety fhc '>tdtu.-.. of women hcl'> been trdd1t10n,llly one of
111te1 JOnty to men, ana at t1me'i of .ictu.:d '>la very Under
C..iptlJh&m the1e '"a certalD tendenc) to\\ ard-. the equ.ihsatlon of
the po .. n1on of the '>CXe'>, which 1• .,howmg 1t.,elf '>lrongly now
among the urbcln m1dlile-cl.i'i" ID India B11t thl'> tendency ha4i
hmn., even m the advanced cap1tah'it countne'i the po.-..1uon of
women ., 'till defmnely one of mfenonty The f1anch1'ie Wcl'>
extended to women on the .,ame term'> .i., to men. for the ftr'>t tame
only dt the General Electton of 1929 m Bntam while other legal
.md c.u.,tomal"\ d1fference4i, namely rn regard to wage 1.tte'> are
'till ob.,c1vcd The Soviet Union,., the only country ID the world
whe1e lomplete equahty ID theory dnd to .t large and mcrea,mg
extent m pracllc.e I'> the rule P 442-44 (Collect1ons of articles
from the Indian pre'i.-.. mdmly on the U S S R ). 'ihow that the
em.mc.1pdtton of women which I'> takmg place there 1.-.. one of the
nMttt>t' which ha1i atuacted the c1ttent1on of out '>Ide bourge01s
ob.,ervei;; almollt more than anything el\e
h We cl'i'>OC.tate OUr'ielves With the propaganda tor the removdl of
1 e tradu1onal bar!!!. to the progrell' of women. '>UCh .i~ mequahty
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of wage rates and the like, relative absence of education and such
institutions as the "Purdah". But we emphasise that the complete
emancipation of women will be achieved only after the
revolution. Conditions in India are still !iemi-feudal, and the
political situation of the country"puts an unsurmountable bar m
the way of cultural progre~s. Only in the big towni., wheil'
bourgeois culture make it way, and there mainly among the upprr
and middle-classes, is noticeable progress being made. For the
bulk of the population this progrei,s can be achieved only afte1 the
revolution.
The situation m Great Britain is more advanced than that m
India. Nevertheless the CommuniM Party of Great Britam ha' 10
devote attention to the matter. P 2366 (Communt\t Party Tram111g
Course. page 86). emphai,ii-.e5. the nece5.:o.lty of.thi' work, hut
points out that "Revolutionary Marxi~m know~ no ..,pec1ht
women's que:-.tton and no i,pecific womt•n'<1 movement
Communii;.m will b7 achieved, not by the united cfforh of .tll
women of different classes, but by the united Mruggle of ,tll th~
exploited".
The 5-UbJection and exploitation of women 15. only one a\pcct ol
the subjection and exploitation which is the lot of the g1edt
majority even of the men of the human race. It muM he ... olved on
cJa~s line'>. not on ~ex line~. The Communi!it Party of Gre.11
Britain lay~ down certain ta~k~ which the Party in ll'> work hJ., t,.,
undertake, which amount to: ( 1) the establishment of complete
equahty between the sexes within the working-c\a\S movement
and the abolition of prejudices in the matter among the workmgcla!is, (2) the recognition of house wive~ as a catq.~my of
workers-producers of the human race--of the h1ghl''1
importance, and 'the encouragement of struggle by them for the
improvement of their position and (3) the drawing ot· worlmg
women into the active working-class fight again!it C'ap1tahi.m.
espec1ally against their usual position of undercutting men
workers.
The tasks of the revolutionary movement in India, though
including more elementary questions than these. mu't be under·
taken in the ~ame spirit.
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Personal Liberty
The Pro,ecut1on have rat~ed the old cry about the de~tructton of
per,onal frredom under Soc1ahsm, and they have been to a cerldm
extent . . upported by Mr Bra1lc;ford It 1s necei,c;ary to deal wnh the
m.ittea c;hortly
We ..ire of cour'e not concerned with any abc;trdct d1<,CU'>'i1on of
the nature of freedom of the md1v1dual We dccept mdu.,tnah"m
dnd ..ill thdt 1t mvolve.., m the ..,0L1ah~auon and mecham<,at1on of
pruduc.taon and hte gene1cllly "Re1;tnct1on ot personal freedom"
to th1.., extent mu<,t go on under an mdu,tnal CJ\ 1h..,at1on, whether
t ap1tJh<iit or <,oc1ah!!.t Re1ectmg any utopian specJ.1lat1onc;, we
LOnfml' our..elvec; to cond1t1on' as they are
In the tn ..,t place 1t •.., to be noticed thdt the 'uppo!!.ed conque't
o1 pui;onal hherty by the bourge01c;1e 1.., to a large extent d myth
In 1t.., mo..,t pw..,perou!i penod\ C ap1tah..,m m certJ.m countne\ hd'
~1\.rn J con .. 1derable degree of per..,ondl freedom to the
hourgcm'le For the poor, the work.er~ or the peai;ant\, such
lieedom hd.., never ex1!!.ted ~ven for the bourgeo"1e dnd the
n1Jdle d..i..,.,e., th1., freedom I' now tendmg to d1.,appear The
l1Ll.e, ... 111e ... of the penod of Impenah.,m l.Ompel the bouigem!!I
~tJtL to d1..,l.1plme and orgdm"'e all 1t'i forte.., tor the ~truggle
1g..im .. t othe1 StJte' dnd agam ... t the re\ olut1on by extend mg
wmpul ...ory mrhtary ...crvrc..e, mcrea..,mg tdxat1on re ..tnctmg
ht.cdom to travel re..,tm. tmg freedom of expre.,,1on of opmmn.
dnd many mother ways Even for the rulmg c1ac;1; and ll\ hangerc;on 'uc.h a penod of c..r1'1' a .. the world 1., now ex.pe11encmg mu\t
\\ape away to a con..,rderable extent ·~,· gam., m hberty obtained
dur mg the \p.icrou' ddy~" ot the Jc1,t century, when war c1nd
rc\oluuon were not alwdy., wartmg round the corner For the
~>..pl•1 tted t lcl" of cour... e, even l!luch deg1ee of freedom a' they
.ive won •.., entirely taken away m prei,ent cond1t1ons
I Dmmg the actuc1l peraud of revolution , the c..1vtl war c1nd the
ighr ..tgd•n't counter-revolutron, we of cou'°'e contemplate
trJnkly d
•
rigorous 1e,tnct1on of the pe1,onc1I hberty of c11l The~e
dre war tond thon!., and the llitm..te...,t method\ of d1Ctator,..h1p

amountmg 1f neces~1ty ,u"e' to the Red 1'error. or pro\etan~
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Martial Law, mu~t be enforced for the 'afety of the revolution
Tht' however, t~ a temporMy pha'e When the penod of •le.Utt
!itruggle 1' past and the new regime 1' firmly e'tabh,hed the
d1ctdtor~h1p becomei; progrei;~1~ly milder Then dn mveNc'n of
the prev1oui; order 1., to be 'een The ma~'e" fmd themi;elve., t.ir
freer thdn they cdn have been under the d1ctdtor,h1p of <.apit,11
The bourge01,1e however fmd them,elve' under the d1c.tato1<ihip
not of their own ddi;<; but of the hitherto exploited a'ld opp1e"Ld
cld.,,eo; NaturaJly they complain bitterly of the lo'' of hbtn}
which they hJve !!offered It I' the lo"' of liberty to explmt othrn
and hve dn eai;y dnd carefree hfe at then expcn ...e
The i;ame l!i to be ....ud of the quci;;tron of the freedom of 1dl. 1'
etc Under Cdp1tah'm there 1~ freedom of cxprc,.,.on for
bourgeo1i; rde.i' (w1thm hm1t' In Ind1d or m Fd\CM It.ily the 1dL.i'
of bourgeor' hberdh'm Jre 'uppres,ed) Revolut1onar~ work mg
cla'' idea' are o;uppre!i\ed, 1f not by the d1reLt aL.t1on tJI thl
bourgeo1!i Stdte, thtJti with dlmo't equdl effe<..t by the work.mg ot
cap1tah't economic pre ... ,ure Under the DILtJtor... h1p of thL
Proletdnat workmg-dd\!i ideology ha' freedom to devdop
Cap1tah1,t ideology 1' ... uppre,,ed m the deg1ce that 1t 1cp1c.,en1' .i
direct dcmger to the revolutron
The po"1t10n of tho'e Soc1dh't' who, hk.c Mt Br.!rl.,ford ILJl. . . t
Commum,m, becau'e rt\ revolutronJry method!! mvohe a br_.ik.
with the cultural dCQUl\ltlOn\ of the pai;t, dnd 111 p.!rt1Lul.u thL
'uppre,.,ron of the h eedom of the md1v1dual, ''to be Judged mthL
hght of the'e fact!! Apart, thc1t •., to \J.), from the general que.,t 1011
of the po,Mb1hty of ei;tabh!ihmg Soctdh\m without revoh1•10n Jnd
the D1ctc1tor~h1p of the Proletanat For we contend that rt thtY
reject the:,e thmg' they reject Soc1ah,m, dnd mu't be content to
~ee the mcrec1,mg 4iuppres,10n of md1v1duc1l liberty. among othLJ
thmg,, d\ the cn~1' of Cap1tah\m grow\ wo1.,e, unul c1v1h.,.it1oh ''
11\elf de,troyed
h
1
1
Thi' kmd of cttt1tude reveal'i a cla'" content It " t.
'enumental unreah,uc.. Soctah\m of the petty bourgeo•'
mte11ectual.,, who are more concerned with the cultural tr.idiuonth"
than wr
of which they con!l1der them,elve' the repre.,entauve ....
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the demands of the working-class and its struggle. Sympathetic
v. ith the working-class struggle up to the point when it becomes a
real menace to Capitalism. this class is then driven by the logic of
event.!'!, either to return to the side of the bourgeoisie, i.e. to follow
the line of the Social Democratic Parties, or to leave the practical
~trnggle altogether and degenerate towards a utopian anarchism.
These people complain that Socialism. by destroying the
lei-.urcd intellectual class. which has been largely respon~ible for
cultural progress under Capitalism, has de.!-itroycd the possibility
of all genuine culture. This is disproved by the actual progress
made in thi.!-i sphere under the Soviet regime in the U. S.S.R. There
a ma~~ culture is being built up. for the first time in history.
hducation on equal terms is being extended to all. A completely
literate population is already in sight. A.., the economic position
improve~. the means of primary, secondary and higher education
.tr~ bemg rapidly extended to reach even the mo!.l backward
..,ection-. of the population. The working day in industry i!. already
reduced to !.even hours, to six and five for !.pecial types of work.
Tl.e cultural significance of this kind of development is
enormous. For the carrying on of the cultural traditions the special
lc1 ... urcd cla~~ will no longer be ncces~ary The whole population
can take part in its development. ~o mm.:h for the fears of the
111tellectua1'. that Socialism will destroy liberty and culture.
Religion
The Prosecution, with unequalled hypocrisy, have singled out
our opposition to religion as the texl f, •r a sermon to the people of
India on the danger, if the revolution 1s successful. to "the God of
the Chri~tian, the Jew, the Mohammadan and the Buddhist" and
nen to "the God of Hinduism". The British bourgeoisie are well
known to be intellectuall} more backward than those of any other
advanced country, and <ire still to a large extent steeped in
1-uperstition. But we do not think that it was because of anv
rdigious respect for the gods o'f the Muhammadans, or th~
Bud~hists or of Hinduism that they have helped to maintain these
ie\igiou11 ~ystem~ in full vigour. Indeed the policy oflmperialism.
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well dec;cnbed by a certdm Lieutenant Governor of A\\am cl\
"takmg hlam ds 1t!I favounte wife", does not \peak re,pect for
thec;e de1t1es
The pohcy of lmpenah'm m India, as we have pointed out
prev10u!>ly. hds been 'o far dli po\c;1ble to prevent the <..ulturJI
advance of the people of India, and to keep them tied by tlil
bound' of mediaeval \Uper,t1t10n. ~o thc1t they may more ed.. ily
and patiently be exploited, and may c1t penodc; of poht1<..dl <..J 1\1'
be mc.1ted to fight dmong them..,elvec; on rehg1ou' ground'
It 1s cledr lo the mo\t \UperfH.1al ob~erver thdl rehg10n m IndiJ
\erve~ d\ d wec1pon of 1mmen\e power m the hdnd' of Impe11ah'm
for res1,.tmg the 'truggle for freedom It hd!> been u"ed a' yet onh
on cl ~malJ 'cdle, dgdm't the reform1't movement of th<.
bomgeo1,1e A' the m~' revolutionary moveml.!llt develop' \\t.
cdn be 'ure that 1t will be u'ed for more v1gorou,ly. a' thl tc111bk
not' of Februc1ry, J929 m Bombay, whtc.h were dne<..tcd .ig.im't
the worker!>' 1evolutt(>nary movement, w11J te,t1fy
If only on th1' ground Jt would be our duty to pomt mt thJt
rehg10n 1~ objectively a redcllondfy for<...e But the matter goe'
beyond th1' In 1..ountne' where the rulmg cla'' ccmnot 01 dov. not
'tir up commundl trouble, or otherw1\e d1Te1..tly m.ikL u'e uf
1ehg1ouo., m't1tut1om. for it' poht1cc1I purpo~eo., (If 'uch a l.Ollnll}
ex1"t"') rehg10n 1' J. b,u to the progre"'• of the people It ,., Jn
mtellectual obo.,tddc to c.lear and \C1ent1f1c. thmkmg It ob,<.ur1,'
dd\li difference' It enJOID\ obedience dnd \ubm1!>'10n to tht
oppre.,!>or m th1' world d~ the pnce for emamc.1pat1on m the ne\I
It 1~ "the opmm of the people"
Thi" wa" reah,ed by the bourge01,1e m It\ early day.. Jnd 111
\everal countnec; the bourge01~ cla~' ralhed to the fight .igJrn't
feudahc;m with the \logdn of "Freedom of thought" and even op• 11
cilhe1'm But on e.,tabh,hmg 1t,elf as the ruhng c.la..,., 11 "J~
confronted with the ne1..e.,c;1ty of keepmg the proletarldl quiet Jn
Napoleon
had to m~tltute the reign of ~uper\t1t1on once more
h
who con~ohdated the rule of the French bourgeo1,.1e .after ·h L
revolutton, 1~ re.,pon\1ble for the remark that "rehg1on teachc<i t e
rt to luxu1y
poor man that poverty m th1c; world Iii the bec;t pa,c;po
m the next"
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Jndu.,tnah.,m, and techmcal progre.,s generdlly, have a marked
eHect m de~troymg super'itltlon Rehg10n is now chardctenst1c
mamly of dgncultural countne~ In the advdnced countne~ the
giowth of mdu~trah'im ha~ had o;,uch d wide-spread effect m
de,tlo)mg rchg1on among the workmg-clas., thdt the bourgeolSle
1 we h.id to 1e.,ort to .,pecial means to keep 1t .ihve They have
Jaum,hed "popular" rehg1ou'i, "democratic." rehg1ou., 'iect~ and
even .,em1-revoluttondry demdgog1c typei; of rehg1om, prop..igand.i ... uc..h d'i '1rc\1vah'im" and the "Salvation Army"
In the face of th1., open U'ic by the bourgeo1~1e of rehg1on for
Lounter revolutionary purpo.,e'>, and lt'i general· ob..,curant1.,t
Lffclt we c..annot but oppo.,e 1t We do not dt'igUI.,e our oppo.,1t10n
to ,tll religion.,, and we cannot allow rehg1ou'i propaganda or the
opLn ob.,ervance of rehg10u., practice~. by any Commumst
But we rec..ogm.,e th.it 1t 1., not the centr.tl fact of the preo;ent
"tu..it1on We know that rehg10n will not fmally d1.,appear for a
\ety long tune after the e.,tabh.,hmcnt of Soc1ah<,m We .tre not
• 011ccrned now prtm ..mly with .mt1-rehg1ou., propagdnda, though
"'L do not exclude 1t \\-e LOmbat rehg1on maml) by pomtmg out
11-. re..iLttonary role m poht1cal and .,oc1.il .tffair.,, and it., h1 ... toncal
root., m explo1tat10n .tnd the .,ubm1.1tnauon ot cla.,~ to cla~., We
'~''"t .md cxpo.,e the effort, of lmpenah-.m to utth.,e both
rdrgrou.., preJud1<.e., .tnd rehg1om mi,utuuon' etc for 1to; own
end, We demand the complete <,ep.iratton of the educational
J.Pt1i11,llu., from the control of rehg1on But we recogm.,e f1ro;t the
ncc..e.,..,1lte., of the pohuc.tl i,trugglc •P the pre'ient penod We do
riot refu.,e c..o-operat1on with md1v1duah who hold rehg1ous
hehcf., or even preJch rehg1on We conc.,1der the economic and
P0 httcal ..,truggle the important que'illon, to which que'it1on'
ammg from rehg1on mn'it be .,ubordmated
Lernn i.,tated the maltt.:1 thui., (P 1489, "Lenin uber Rehg1on"
Pdge 20)

1 he explanJt1on of our programme mclude' necei,sanly
rndkmg clear the t1ue economic and ht~toncal root\ of rchg1ou.,
<.o'ltui.,ion Our propaganda nece1.i~anly mclude1.i the propaganda
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of atheism ............ but we must not fall into the error of
considering the religious question abstractly, ideali!!>tically,
irrationally, apart from the clas!!i struggle, as is often the case wnh
radical bourgeois democrats. It Would be bourgeois narrownc!.\ to
forget that the pressure of religion upon mankind 1s only the
reflection and product of the economic pressure within !.OC1ety If
it is not enlightened through its own struggle with the dark force'
of Capitalism, the proletariat cannot be enlightened by pamphlet'
or any propaganda. The unity of the real revolutionary 'truggle of
the oppres!>ed cla.,s for the coni.truction of a paradise on earth 1,
more important than the unity of the understanding of the
proletariat in regard to the paradi!!ie in Heaven." Thi1o1 il> our poh.:)
in regard to religion in the present i.tage. When Jhe revolution "
accomplii.hed however, a new phase will be entered. Thm \\l'
shall put into force our demand!. for the complete separation ol
the educational appuratui. from religiou!> in!.titution!>, dnd 1he
cessation of all support by the State for religion. And w.: ,IJJll
conduct an active campaign of enlightenment for frcemg the
ma!!i.,ei. from rehgiou!> prejudice~. But we shall not pcr. ccuti:
religiou!. belicfi.. Lenin emphai.1se~ (P 1489, page 12) thJI
" ........ injury to the fcelmgi. of rehgiou!> believer., 1i. to be carclull)
avoided, a!. th1., lead' only to the i.trengthenmg of 1ehgmu'
fanatici&m."
And: "Each man must he completely free to follow .i.n)
rehgion or .. ubscnbc to no religion."
Contrary to the allegationi. of the bourgeoi&u~. th1& pnhcy h,t,
been followed in the U.S.S.R. The correct policy of the
separation of the Church from the State etc., hai. been follo~'-'<l
and religiou~ instruction to children has been proh1b1ted. The
. l·nd
Church, with other property owners, has been deprived of Jb •1
etc. But beyond thi(i religion as such has been left alone. Pnc't'
and member~ <Jfthc Church hierarchy have of course het!n treat~~
like other people in regard to their political activity. The 0
. Church was closely connected wit
. h the •Stal"'I.' anc.1 the
Russian
k
Police organisation!!, and most of the members of its upper ~an ly!.
acuvc
were finn ~upporters of the old regime. So far as l hi:y
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. . upported counter-revolut1on they were dealt with hke others
The .,0 -called 'per1iecut1on" of rehg1on went no farther than that
We Lan cite for example the followmg quotat10n from Mr W J
Br0 wn now ex-M P ("Three Month., m Ru~Ma" pages 58, 19)
~o the Bol.-.hev1k., by new.-.paper, by po.-,ter, by "itudy circles
, 1d ., 0 on do their be"it to de'itroy rehg1on But while th..-, I\ the
poliLy they permit and mdeed enforce, the fulle't hberty to the
t1dhercnt-. of dll f mth~-Chn'>t1an, Mohammadan and Jew ahke to
pit1rll'>l their faith The churc..he' .1re open An)whcre m Ru'>'>ta
you mdy go to church when you plealie (dlthough to the We,temer
11 1., not an ed1fymg ~pectacle) dnd the pne\t'- can .preaLh what
tht) plea'>e, '>O Jong a'> they do not mc1te the people agam't the
GO\crnment
Innumcrablt. other ob.,erver' have tc'>llf1ed to the \amc effect
The pe1'CLUl1on of rehgton", hkc '-O many other '>lone' agam..,t
tl ~ polK) of the Bol..,hev1k.-, I'> merel) a ptcLe of counterl l ' olut1onary propag.mda, and an exdmple of the un,crupulou..,
c1.,e whKh the rehg1ou\ behet.. of the tnd..,..,e, a1e put to by the
bnurgeo1\1e
Bourgeoi~

Morality

The Pw,erntmn have quoted M.1rx ., '>tatemcnt that trom the
pomt ofv1ew of the prok'tanat "law, mmdhty and rehg1on
dre
o,o many bourgeot'i pre1udll.C"> And "mildrly our atta1..k
upon bourgeoi., mmahty ha., often been U\t.d h) the defender' of
the bomgeOI'>tl' to gl\·e the idea th.lt Comm•nmh are <..ompletely
1l!!t11dlc.,., of <..011.,tramt\ of all ... ort<. 1nd will plunge the world
nto .i <;tale of unre.-,tramed h<..ence
0111 .i.tta<..k upon hourgc01' morality 1' fu,t of all m dttack upon
the hourg1,,01~ U\e of morahty a"i dn 1deolog11..al meJn' tor wagmg
Ito, o,truggle Jgam.-,t the prolet.mat The great 'moral prmc1ple"i
which the bourgeo1,1e hdbttually and nece"io;anly neglect
them,elve.,, they enforce agdm<,t the proleta11at wtth all the
autho11ty of 1ehg1on and the power of the lav. Thou "halt not
'teal th e f un d ament.il doc.trme of bourge01., "morahty" 1~
;~le~,anly dt"iobeyed by every bourge01..,, evef) hour of ht"i hfe
L bourgco1~ f'Xl'>ts by ~tealmg ..,urplu.., value from the workers
11
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More, as Marx has shown in the last part of Volume l of "Capital"
the process of "primitive accumulation", whereby all later Jarg~
scale capitalist development in England was rendered po1111 rble,
was a process which cannot by any means be dismissed a11 merely
technical robbery. It was open, bare-faced, illegal, violent robben
on a huge !lcalc of the land of the peasants which went on over~
period of more than three centuries. The relationship of lndra to
Bntish Imperialism provides a similar case. The Bnti..,h
imperialists claim that India is in "debt" to them to the ex.tent ot
about£ 700 or£ I ,OOO millions. Yet as we have quoted prcvmu'l)
from 1757 to 1814 the British bourgeoisie robbed India of£ I,OOO
million~. Even now this debt i~ paid off by the Indian ma!l!le' to
the Briti!lh bourgeoisie about once every 6 to 8 year~. accordmg to
our previous calculations. Yet the "debt" remlins, and the ver)
suggestion that India should repudiate it is met with tran...port" tit
moral indignation.
We therefore n~fect the bourgeoi~ doctrme "Thou 'halt m1t
steal". But we do not advocate that when the worker.., me hung•)
they lihould indulge in petty theft to remedy it. Thi.-.. will pro' rdc
no ~olution. We want one great mas!t theft of all the propell}
which the exploiter11 have !ttolen from Ul\-We want thl'
"expropriation of the expropriators". This will 11olve the que..,tron
once for all and render "Thou !lhalt not !\teal" a precept wlml1
none will be tempted to infringe, and which will con!lequentl) be
forgotten.
The position is the same in other matters. The bourgco1<:1e. who
habitually and necessarily kill and use violence ar·un..,t the
proletariat, have the audacity to preach "Thou !\halt not kill" The
bourgeoi!~ie who preach sexual morality practise the exploitatton
of women, and draw profits from prostitution. The bourge<mie
who preach "Thou shalt worship the Lord by God" are to J
considerable extent non-believers themselves. The bourgco 1' 1f
who systematically lie to the public in their advertise~enti,, the~
pre!l!!t, their education, their diplomacy, who base therr law an
. of equaJ.1ty. wou Jd prevent
their "democracy" on the permanent he
1
their clai.s enemieli in the name of truth, from assummg fa .,e

names and using fal~e addresses.
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This 1s bourgeois morality and that is why we reject it. As the
c;ystem based on robbery will be destroyed by a gigantic act of
robbery, and a society then established m which no robbery need
or can be committed, so the other principles of bourgeois morality
mu!!t bt' exposed and destroyed before a new proletarian morality
c:m be !iet up.
The King
The question of republicanism which has come up in thic; case
c;everal times must also be considered in the light of our general
conception of social evolution. If this is grasped, it will be
po!i1i1ble to understand our amusement at being charged with
con!>p1racy to "deprive the King of his sovereignty". The King is
Jlready an anachronism in our view. Kingship is characteristic
c'pecially of the later stages of feudalism and the earher stages of
the growth to power of the bourgeoisie. At the period of the decay
of f eudahsm and the consolidation of national States, the King.
repre!ientmg objectively the interests of the bourgeoisie, plays a
pr0gre!>Mve part. Such was the position, roughly, of Amanullah
m Afghanistan. As Capitalism progresses, however, the King
becomec; an increa~ingly reactionary force. He 1s a product of
feudalism, and can hardly escape from that influence. The typical
Jb1iolute monarch, in tht' period when kings really wielded power,
wai. a representative of the interests of the nobility, the semifeudal big land-owners. It was a king of this kind who was
overthrown m the British revolution of the I 7th century, and in
the great French Revolution. In both these cases republicanism
wa!I !lomewhat premature. The bourgeoisie was still not powerful
enough to do without a king, and kingship was restored. But
the ~mg'c; power steadily declined after that stage, with the
yr~wmg power of the bourgeoisie. Owing to a somewhat uneasy
alhanc~ with the nobilit) on the part of the bourgeois1e, the
~~ng wa!I ret~ined up to 1871 (with intervals) in France, up to
l 7 in Russia, up to 1918 in Gemaany, and up to the present day
in Great Britain.
the king is essentially an alien in a bourgeois country and if
heBut
\o; t · ed

re am

he becomes steadily more and more a puppet. The
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typical developed bourgeois country is a republic. Consistent
bourgeois radicals are republicans. There was in the 19th century
a fairly active republican propaganda on the part of a wing of the
British Liberal Party, a bou~ois party. It is obvious that all
Socialists should be republicans, and it is indicative of the
corruption of the Labour and Socialist International that severed of
its parties, e.g., the British Labour Party, are tolerant of, if not
actively in favour of, monarchy; many leaders of the German
Social Democratic Party were against deposing the Kai&cr in 1918
and so on.
Owing to the peculiar history of Great Britain, the Bnti'h
bourgeoisie have been able to reconcile the monarchy completely
with their interests. But that does not prevent them from
recognising that it is not a typically bourgeois institution. The
hypocrisy of the monarchism of the British bourgeoisie ii. eru.rly
exposed. They !!.how no distress at the non-observance of their
supposed principlrin France or the U.S.A., (while they do i.how
acute distress at the non-observance of the vital principle of the
rule of the bourgeoisie in the U.S.S.R.). They openly rejoiced at
the deposition of the Kaiser and the establishment of a repubhc m
Germany. They were only less rejoiced at the deposition of the
Czar, because they suspected that he was pro-Gennan. In fact
there is some evidence that British servants of His Majesty thr
King of Great Britain assisted in conspiracies to ovcrthro\\ h1~
Royal cousin, the Czar of all the Russians. (See P. 1176, page 217
"Speech by Lenin"). It was only when the proletariat took power
in Russia that the British bourgeoisie elevated the C1ar tu the
position of a hero and martyr, and the monarchist prejud1cell
which had been and are being instilled into the backward -;ection~
of the British working-class were used to incite them again~t the
Russian workers.
The British bourgeoisie have no reverence for monarc~ism ai.~
principle. They keep George V on the throne because he 15 use
. at any ume
.
to them and 1f
they were to come to th"•nk that on
•
Id become as
balance that he had ceased to be of use, they wou
f h
.
hance o t .!).
republican as anybody else. Actually there is no ~
ular in
Assiduous propaganda has made the Royal family pop
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Britain, and even to a certain extent in the colonies, and thus the
monarchy is a not unimportant means whereby the bourgeoisie
defend themselves and their empire.
Thus solemnly to accuse us of conspiring to deprive the King of
his sovereignty is simply a piece of demagogic humbug. If we
were accused of what we were actually guilty of namely trying to
overthrow the British bourgeoisie, few people could be found
who would not sympathise with us.
The Law
If the armed forces, the police, the educational s~tem, religion,
morality and national and monarchical sentiments, are all
weapom in the hands of the ruling class for maintaining its power,
no le~s 1s the law and the judicial system. The Prosecution have
referred to our view of the matter in pointing out that they together
with the court are part of the "White Terror." This is undoubtedly
true, and it is important that it should he realised, for the
bourgeoisie of Britain succeeds better than most in maintaining
the appearance of justice and equality between the classes about
1t' legal apparatus, and at the same time getting the essential work
of the defence of its class interests done through the legal
machinery.
We have referred from time to time, as have the Prosecution, to
the "White Terror," and at this time it would be well to give some
facts which will show what is the meaning of this expression.
E'pecially is this necessary as the Prosecutmn have tried to cover
up theu own role and the emptines .. c•f the1r case by associating us
with what they have described as the horrors of the Red Terror.
Our offence, we have been told, "was against the whole
community, and the activity of the accused was fraught with
danger not to the Government alone but to the whole of the
ei.tablished order and society."
Th~ effect of the application of our programme in Russia was
described in the following term: ':'These, to me, fantastic theories
~~M~rx we~ pushed to their logical conclusion with a ruthless
.. tahty which must make every body in the world shudder". We
ar the Red peril. We are not to be associated with. But who a.re
w
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the learned gentlemen who make this sort of statemenb agam4it
us? They are themselves the representatives of system of tenor
which rages throughout the wh°'e world, and not least in India, a
terror waged, not in the interest of social advance, but for the
preservation of an obsolescent, barbarous, exploiting system,
which is acting as fetter upon the progress of the whole of
mankind.
This terror has existed ever since the class-struggle of the
workers against the bourgeoisie began. We have referred to the
early struggles of the British working-class, under the Combmdtion Law~. and the later persecutions. 1be same thing is true of the
workers' struggle throughout the History of Industrial Capnah.,m
m Europe, and especially at the points of culmination of th.tt
struggle, in the Europe-wide risings of 1848-4l and ri11mg!. m
France m 1871, when the working-class was crushed with
merciless ferocity. J>rofessor H. J. Laski says of the latter (Thi·
Commune of Paris) (P. 1782 page 37): •• ......... Becau!.e it aimed
its mam blow at the idea of private property, it was met with a
repression, which considering the scale of the struggle wa., a'
brutal as any m the historical record". The number of work.er.
killed by the White Terror on this occasion is usually ~1ven d'
upward~ of 30,000. The Communards are accused on the other
hand of shooting, under extreme provocation, some 60 hostage~
taken from the Versaillese.
The terror waged by C7.arism against the revolution from it'
earliest years i~ well-known. Especially after the events of 190~
this terror reached terrible proportions. "'The Illustrated History ot
the Russian Revolution" (P. 1176) pages .50 onwardt>-giv~ !.ome
facts which show that as late as 1908 and 1909, thousands were
being executed each year.
1
But the White Terror exceeded all bounds during the revo utionary crisis in Europe after the war. No accurate infonnatio~i~
available, naturally, for the war and immediate post-war pe~92 ;)
P. 1486 ("International Press Correspondence". lst March ds
gives some estimates: In Hungary since the war 15 thou: in
have been killed in the White Terror; in GennlDY IS rh~~S::nl~d
Bulgaria 2S thousands; in Romania JS to 20 thousands, 10 1
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65 thousands; in the parts of Russia occupied by the Whites,
lo thousands; in China, about a lac. In the period 1925-27 alone,
86,591 were murdered and 12.504 executed by the agents of
Capitalism. Funher figures are given for the period January to
June 1928, compiled from the bourgeois press, which of course
normally minimises its own excesses. This table states that in
these six months there were killed 10,377; tortured, I 3, 107;
arrested 36,735; banished 356. Of searches of workers' quarters,
officers etc., there were 22,394; prohibition orders on meetings
etc. 995, suppression of newspapers, books etc.; 478 cases. The
Judicial machinery was responsible for the followi.ng proportion;
907 tnals involving 6,003 revolutionaries, of which 3,395 were
condemned to death and 30 transponed for life. During this period
also there were 46 hunger strikes against prison conditions,
mvolving 907 persons.
The particular type of bourgeois terror established in Italy,
which also shows a tendency to spread to other countries, is
known as Fascism. It is distinguished by the existence of an armed
mlmg party, the Fascisti, completely dominated politically by the
mterests of big capital, wnich constitutes itself a sort of political
police, exempted from the ordinary law so far as action against its
political opponents is concerned. u may arrest, beat, or shoot at
Mght, without any untoward consequenc~ to itself, and has
established a reign of terror of an absolutely unexampled kind.
It is worth referring also to the case of the United States of
America. The U.S.A. is still sometimes hcld up as an example of
freedom and democracy under Capitalism. It has a free, federal
republican constitution, founded on the most radical bourgeoisie
democratic principles, and is the most advanced country technical~y and the most prosperous economically in the world. But the
ruhng class of this capitalist paradise wages a struggle against the
workm~-class of a ferocity which until the post-war period of
instens1fied class-struggle was to be found otherwise only in the
colonies. The use by the Americav bourgeoisie of the law for class
purpo.ses and its disregard of its own professed principles of
(uahty and justice, are perhaps the most cynical anywhere to be
ound. We rnay refer to the case of Sacco and Vanzetu. which has
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been mentioned many times during the proceedings of this case
It is now acknowledged universally that this was a unique
instance of deliberate "miscarriage of justice". Although the
defence succeeded in breaking'down the Prosecution case at all
points, the judicial machinery took the matter into its own hand\
and insisted, after a trial which lasted in all seven years, in geuin~
the two accused executed.
White Terror is a universal phenomenon under Capnahsm, and
is found in all capitalist countries. It began with the earhe..1
movements of the working-class for the improvement of 11,
position, and has continued to grow ever fiercer until today And 1t
can never cease while a class society remains.
It is also found in the colonies. We have referred to the ca'c of
China. Java is a country also in which a mercilt!ss terror ha' beer
and is directed agamst the revolutionary mass nattondh\t
movement. P. 2365 states (page 479) that between 1923 and 1926
about 3,000 Com1'iumsts were arrested or deported. Dunng dlld
after the insurrection of 1926, which was partly due to th1•
provocative policy, about 800 revoluttonaries were killed. about
I 0,000 imprisoned, about 5,000 sentenced (from one to 20 year')
and 3,000 deported. Nine leaders of the Communist Party were
hanged. Since then mass arrests have taken place every few
months. We might proceed to give similar facts about all the
major colonies, Korea, Indo-China, the Philippines, Egypt, Iraq.
Palestine, Syria and the various other African colonies.
India also has had it~ feel of White Terror. The suppre!!is1on ot
the "Indian Mutiny" of 1857, and the subsequent repri1,al!!i were
the outstanding example of the ferocity which British Imperialism will use to retain its hold on India. A gruesome account of
this period has been given recently by no less stout a defender of
lmperia1ism than Mr. Edward Thompson, in his book ''The Other
Side of the Medal."
. It
This suppr~ssion was carried out without the cover of law h
was a frank open exercise of superior force. To suppres~ t :
nationalist and Labour movements since then, the l~w.has ~e
utilised as far as possible. Against the nationalist ag1tat1on in t
early years of this country, the Indian Penal Code, dra."tic ai, tt iii,
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was considered insufficient, and new weapons had to be found.
Regulation m of 1818 was revived after decades of disuse.
Section 12 l-A was added to the Penal Code ( 1908). Freedom of
organisation and association was throttled by the Criminal Law
Amendment Act of 1908 and the Prevention of Seditious
\1eetmgs Act of 1911. An even simpler means of doing this was
later found in the use of S. 144 of the Cr. P. C. In 1911 the Press
Act wab put into force. to remain until 1922. During the war the
• Defence of India Act" gave more special powers to the
Government, and in the period 1915-18 over 1,200 men from
Bengal alone, and unknown numbers from other provinces were
1mpnsoned under this Act. Many of these, a\ is well-known, were
tortured to extort confessions.
There 1s no need to do more than refer to the terror which has
c.ontmued since the war, combming both legal and extra-legal
methods of repression. It reached its high pomts in the Jallianwala
Bagh Ma~sacre and the Martial Law regime in the Punjab; m the
Ch,mn Chaura incident in which apart from the repnsals by troops
19 men were judicially executed; and m the suppression of the
Moplah peasants' revolt; m the Bengal Ordinance and its 200
v1ct1mb in 1924; and in the intensified reign of terror in 1930. But
throughout the whole period even m the intervals of comparative
quiet, there has been d continuoub sene~ of prosecutions under
S. 124-A, I.P.C. etc., arrests under Regulauon III, conspiracy
ca.,es agdinst alleged terrorists, Communists and others and
'>hootmg of workers on strike. In spite of persistent demals also,
there lb no doubt that torture is still used upon prisoners to extort
Lonfes~ionb etc. (See the staternett~ made to the Court by Dr.
N'arayan Chandra Roy in the recent Calcutta Conspiracy Case).
1 So much for the practice and results of the White Terror in
.ndia; and so much for its representative in this Court, who have
~e audacity, in face of their own record. to rais~ the cry of Red
ierro1 agamst us.
In •l~ methods of repression, the British bourgeoisie shows, in
~ontrdst to many others, a preference for the observance of the
aw. Cases are by no means lacking in which its agents have
~Xceeded their own legal limits, but these are exceptional. But we
ontend as we have said, that the law and legal machinery arc and
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are intended to be a means used by the ruling class for the purpo!le
of suppressing the exploited classes. In Britain itself, in spite of all
its pretence of fairness and impartiality as between the cla&l!ie~.
this is so. Professor H. J. Laski tp. 1782) summarises our critici~m
of the machinery of justice thus (pages 134-135): "All men an·
equal before the Courts; but they cannot enforce this equahty !idve
by the possession of wealth they do not possess. The humble
tenant who seeks redress against his landlord, the servant girl who
is dismissed without wages or character by her mistress, the workman injured in the course of employment and refused compen!lation by an employer who argues negligence on his part, all the!ie
are but instances of an inequality before the law which give-; the
lie to the democratic thesis of equality. The hierarchy of com1'.
moreover, may well swallow up in the costs c1f appeal even the
pitiful redress the worker has been able to secure. The very tact
that special legal institutions have been created which i,eek to alte1
the balance the p~sent order maintains, is itself proof that the
democratic claim is inadequate". He adds a reference to two wcllknown book.s which he admits give .. very fairly" the truth 111 th1\
indictment. The same view of the class nature of the legal
machinery is taken by no less considerable authoritiei, than the
Webbs ("History of Trade Unionism," pages 625-26), in their
account of the Osborne Judgment. They refer to "the b1ali ,mJ
prejudice, the animus and partiality-<loubtless unconsciou!I of
the ~udges thems.elves ......... the undisguised glee with which
this grave miscarriage of justice was received by the govemmJ?
class ......... ", and state: ..What lay behind the Osborne .ludgmc~t
was a determination to exclude the influence of the workmen ~
combinations from the political field." Thus these authoriue~
admit the class character of the law and the judiciary.
In India probably the most striking instance of the cla.'i.
character of the law is given by its oppression upon the peasantry
Especially in the Zamindari Provinces, the jails are full ~f P~0~
peasants and landless labourers whose crime is nothing 11
.
h
espec1a Y
poveny. Any actual offence committed by t em. ·
I!\
against property, is punished with e:x.traordinary sever~ty. The:h~
a settled policy of weeding out all the men in the village~

°
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seem likely to lead or organise revolt against the landlords or
other exploiting interests, either by entangling them in crimes,
or by the simpler method of using sections 109 and 110 of the
er. P. C., whereby a man can be given one year's R.I. (Three years
under S. 110) merely on police suspicion.
This is how the legal machinery works in its day-to-day
Jperations m its ordinary field. When we come to the law in
relation to political offences, the balance is weighted even more
heavily on the side of the ruling class. Laski says, approvingly
tp. 1782, page 127). "In capitalist States the laws of tre&bon and
!>edition, for example, are, from a communist standpoint, so
defined as to make rebellion and urgent criticism of the
pos!!ies!>ing classes difficult to the point of impossibility." This is
the cao;e with the law in Great Britain. As is well-known, the law
m India in regard to pohtical offences is far more drastic. We live
a1oide a!!. needing no comment such "lawless laws," as they have
been rnlled, as Regulation III of 1818, the Bengal Criminal Law
Amendment Act of 1925 and 1930, such pieces of frank class
legislation as the Trade Disputes Act of 1929, the "Goonda Acts,"
and lhe Public Safety Ordinances, and the various other
ordinances put in force f1 )m time to time by the Viceroy. These
are open expressions of Imperialist Dictatorship. We are
concerned merely with the regular law and its operations.
S. 124-A, l.P.C. is perhaps the most striking instance of the
means whereby under the cover of the law the ruling class can put
it~ will into effect. Many bourgeois critics have pomted out the
loosenes1' of its wording and the freedom it gives to repression. It
'~ administered strictly. In normal time~ the great majority of
political cases are launched undc ~his section. Even in time of
criliis, such a~ the Civil Disobedic1ice Campaign, it is so useful
that it is still widely employed. Only a few years ago merely
theoretical advocacy of Complete Independence was punishable
under this se..;tion. To state in pubhc the obvious truth, known to
everybO<f:y, th ...t the Government is respon~ible for communal
;ou~le, is punishable under S. 124-A, according to the Chief
~esidency Magilitrate of Calcutta. The use of the slogan "Down
1h I~perialism" was punished under this section in January,
;:;2
9, in Calcutta.

DtJ- 18. l .'il
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Almost equalJy useful to Imperialism is Section 12 t-A, I.P.C
an extraordinary provision even from bourgeois Jegal pomt of
view, which was added to the P~naJ Code only in 1908. Its mo1.it
striking feature is the provision, 'in contrast with the British Law
of Treason, that no "over act," or act which is itself of a crimm:il
character, need be committed. This gives obviously the very
widest possibilities of repression. The remarks of the Magistrate
{Committal Order, page 9) make perfectly clear his belief that
mere membership of any organisation having as its object
complete independence, and contemplating any degree of
compulsion in its attainment, is punishable under th1~ c;ect1on
And according to the statements of the Senior Coun~eJ tor the
Prosecution, at many places in his original add~ss, even formal
membership is unnecessary; "association" i~ enough.
Section 121-A, l.P.C. has been used in many cases other than
the present one. Particularly notable are tho~e in which the
"Muhajirin" coming back from their visits to Soviet Ru!.c;ia ha'<e
heen involved. In all of these cases there was no evidence cigam~t
the accused except that they had been to Russia. U!.ually they
were arre~ted immediately on crossing the Frontier ~o that they
had no chance to do anything. Yet most of them were sentenced
Two in 1920 denied that they were Communists, yet they were
given one and three years respectively. (P. 1375, "Kranti"
17.9.1927). In 1923 eight were sentenced in exactly the c;ame wa),
for one to three years. And in 1927 another ca~e occurred of
precisely the same type. This time the sentence was fHe year\
The Cawnpore Conspiracy Case of 1924 illustrated agam the
possibilities of this section. Evidence even of association of the
flimsiest character, and practically no evidence at all of st~ps to
carry out the intentions of the supposed conspiracy, was suffrctc::nt
to give four men four years' R.l. each. The Cawnpore Case wac;d.
· · urean
as nearly as is possible, a case of prosecution for op1mon P
simple.
ts
•
ID I
If Section J21-A, I.P.C. requires any supplementing. nee
deadly efficacy, this is provided by Section 10 of the Evide
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Act. This enables to be used against any individual on a charge of
conspiracy evidence of the acts or expressions of opinion of his
associates, which may have been committed without his approval
or even his knowledge, if they occur after the commencement of
his association. This section seems to be interpreted very widely.
f vidence of acts committed before association commences and
after it ceases is admissible. There need be no direct proof of
ai-.sociation-mere "circumstances raising the presumption of a
common concerted plan" are enough to prove conspiracy.
With such legal provisions, repression should be child's play.
Yet !>till further steps have to be taken to implicate p,ople and get
them punished legally and constitutionally for breaches of the
la-w. Such are exemplified by the conduct of this case.

"Fair Treatment" in the Meerut Case
We should make clear before beginning to discuss the
procedure which has been folJowed in this case that we are not
lodging a complaint. We have no illusions about justice under
Imperial ism or the possibility of justice between a ruling class and
an oppressed class in any ci .;umstances. We try to take advantage
of !.uch provisions of the law as seem useful to accused persons, in
the full knowledge that any faciht cs etc. which we may gain
thereby will be in the end of no use tL us. It has been no su1prise lo
u11 that in most important instances these facilitie~ have been, by
one means or another, denied. But by doing this we are assisting in
the more complete exposure of the class character of imperialist
"1ui.tice'. That is our whole purpose and justification.
Let us take first an incident which " itself suffices to show the
character of the tnal. In his speech ~t the Chelmsford Club on
June 20, 1929, the Viceroy said, referring to this case, "His
Government were convinced with the evidence they had before
them that the accused had violated the law of the land," ("The
Le~de1", Ju~e.22, 1929) and in England he said:
If the Bntish Government interfered in this case, both he and
others of the civil service wouki resign". ("Daily Worker'',
January J3, 1930).
k After this any Judge who had the temerity to acquit us would
nuw what to expect.
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Why at Meerut?
The first step which the Prosecution took in their campaign
was to select Meerut as the pla~e of trial. As we have pointed out
in innumerable applications, tire grounds on which the Meerut
Courts are held to have jurisdiction are of the feeblest. The
Prosecution and the Magistrate, in order to justify themselve\,
have had to magnify out of all proportion the significance of the
Conference which is said to have taken place at Meerut. The
places where the major part of the activities which figure m the
evidence occurred, are Bombay and Calcutta. Such activity a'
took place at Meerut was relatively of the very slighte\t
importance. Only one of the accused lives at Meerut. Only 8 of the
accused are alleged to have visited Meerut at any time, whcrca'
• or Bombay or
practically all are alleged to have gone to Calcutta
both "in pursuance of the conspiracy".
The objects of t;e Prosecution in selecting Meerut were the
same as those which prompted the selection of Cawnpore- - agam
on the very slightest grounds-in 1924. It isolated u11 from thi:
movement with which we were connected, and separ.:t.ted us from
our friends and relatives. It increased greatly the difficulty and
expense of obtaining legal assistance. It brought us under 'the
most subservient and illiberal judiciary in the country'. And 11
deprived us of a trial by jury. The Prosecution have been ahlc to
put forward in justification of their choice only the fact that
Meerut is a "Central place".
We went through the formality of applying for the tran"fcr 111
the case first to a Presidency Town, Bombay or CalcuU.t. Under
Section 527 Criminal Procedure Code the Governor-Genc.>ral-m'
·
•'
Coundl has ' power to do this. He refused,
expressmg
regre t'' and
as~uring us that "the matter has had full consideration". It may be
noticed that the Labour Secretary of State for India was asked to
"No reply
do this in the House of Commons on l 5th July, J929·
was given". ("Pioneer", l 8th July, 1929).
.
1929 for
We next applied to the High Court at Allahabad l~ J~ly . det
transfer of the Magi~trate's inquiry. The Chief Justice m 0: the
laid great stress on the necessity of "leaving in the min 5 0

:•i.
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accused the impression that they had had the fairest possible
trial", and so forth, but the application was refused.
Later, on the I 9th October 1929, during the course of the
Magistrate's inquiry we had occasion to apply for the transfer of
the case. In accordance with Section 526(8), Criminal Procedure
c 1de, the proceedings at once stopped, to give U!I reasonable time
to move the High Court. We sent our application by post, but
before it came up for consideration, the Prosecution had gone
before the High Court and obtained an ex-parte judgement, that
we had abused the privilege extended to us under this section, and
that the case must proceed at once. We protested ~against this
l1rder, and applied that the case should stop until our previous
application for tiansfer had cotne up for decision. This application
was refused. Thus the clear provision of Section 526(8) was
d1.,obeyed by the High Court. Even in this petty matter the
1udic1ary did not trouble to observe its own law.
We next applied to the High Court under Section!I 526 and 267,
t nmmal Procedure Code, for transfer of the case to Allahabad for
•1.c Sei.sions Trial, and for lury. It is interesting here to notice
another instance of predecision of the issue by the Executive
Government. At the time when our application was before the
High Court, the Committal order of the Magistrate was delivered
on Saturday, 11 th January, 1930. On Monday, l 3th January, before
the High Court decision had been made, an Extraordinary Gazette
issued by the Government of the U.P. announced the appointment
of the Additional Sessions Judge at Meerut for thi'i case.
All our efforts for transfer were thLo; :iefeated, and the scene of
the trial remained at Meerut.
Interception of Correspondence

It is an accepted practice that the corresponden~e of accused
persons with legal adviser!I should not be tampered with. and
espe . 11
•
cia Ythat its contents should not be known to those in charge
of the Prosecution. We never had any illusions as to the way in
which this pnnc1p
· · Ie was bemg
. observed m
. our own case, and we
h·
ave from time to time charged the Prosecution with
systematically examining our correspondence. They of course
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have always denied the charge, with every symptom of virtuou~
indignation. But the evidence of Mr. Abdul Aziz, ex-Jailor of the
District Jail Meerut, (P. W. 138), and Lieutenant Colonel M A
Rahman, ex-Superintendent of file Jail, (P.W. 133), show cli::arl)
that our correspondence has been passed to the Prosecution for
scrutiny.

Witnesses from Abroad
At the end of the Magistrate's inquiry, some of the accused put
in lists of defence witnesses which included a number of person~
resident in Europe, mainly in England, and in Indian State~
During the course of the Sessions Trial an application wai. mJdc
that these persons be summoned by the District Magistrate lo
come to India as defence witnesses. The DPStrict Mag1litratc
refused to issue summons on the ground that hi! had no
juri!!.diction to do so. In consequence an application wa11 made lo
the Govemor-Ge~ral on the 22nd March, 1930, that thl
authorities at Meerut be directed to issue summons to i.ome of
these foreign witnesses; that provision be made that they be
allowed to enter the country and to leave again without bcrng
arrested; and that while in India they should not be subjected tu
annoyance by the Police etc. These items were nece'isary a~ some
of these persons had been named by the Prosecution a' "coconspirators".
The Government replied, on the l 7th May, 1930, that ( 1) the)
had no power to summon witnesses from outside India, or to
direct that they be summoned; and (2) that if such per!!.OOll ~1shed
to come as witnesses, the Government of India could not give any
undertaking that passports would be granted to them. or that it
they entered India they would not be arrested, ..if they had done
anything which rendered them liable under the law".
. · I Session~
The same accused then applied to the Add mona
.
I)
moo befi
the~e
Judge on tht. 30th May, 1930, either
(
to. sum
re
0
witnesses, or (2) to direct the Prosecution to brmg the~
0
.
. .
rd their evidence t
the Court, or (3) to issue a Comm1ss1on to reco
ust 1930).
England. All these requests were rejected (~th Augld bring 8
The situation therefore is that the Prosecution coo
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witnesses from England, several from French possessions in India
and one from an Indian State, while the Defence cannot bring
!loch witnesses.
The Campbell Case
The attitude of the Government is also shown by another,
!lomewhat similar, incident. It had been arranged that a lawyer
..,hould be sent froIJl England by the National Meerut Pri~oners'
Defence Committee for the defence of the case, and that he
o,hould be accompanied by Comrade J. R. Campbell, of the
Communist Party of Great Britain in the capacity of a political
advi!ier. Comrade Campbell applied for a passport after an
agreement had been arrived at with the Indian Office, but after
o,omc delay was informed that a passport could not be issued. The
Secretary of State for India had reconsidered the matter and
rJec1ded not to allow it.

Propaganda
ln the early !itages of the ca"e the Prosecution went lo much
trouble to conduct a campaign of propaganda in the pres!i against
the accus~d. the movement in India with which they were
connected, the International Labou1 Movement, and especially
dgam!it the U.S.S.R. The opening speech for the Prosecution was
confessedly a piece of propaganda, and was very fully reported
and widely published. Many other opportunities, such as
applications for bail by the accused etc., were taken by the
Pro!iecution for further outbursts of this propagandist activity.
Throughout this time the accused were !iilenced by their position.
Wh~n their time came for a little counter-propaganda however,
dunng crnss-examination of witnesses in the Sessions Court, the
' 1tuation had changed. The attitude of the Prosecution had now
~ec_ome one of strict legal property. Nothing was farther from
heir t~oughts than propaganda; and of course the accused must
npot think of propaganda either. Anll, without prompting from the
· the Court itself would 11usually stop all su(..h efforts by
hros· ecut1on,
~•. e accused with the convenient doctrine of the ..irrelevance" or
inadmissibility" of evidence.
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Bail
Clear evidence, if any more is needed, of the way in which the
judiciary has acted as the dutiful. servant of the Executive in
connection with this case, is provided by the question of bail
During the first two years of the case, bail applications we-re made
fairly frequently, on behalf of some or all of the accused, but in all
cases, except one in which the accused was at the time ot
application in serious danger of losing his life, bail was refused It
is admitted that the courts have discretion to grant batl in such a
case ac; this. But the main legal point relied upon in refusing bail Wd'
that it should generally not be granted in cru,es in which the offence 1,
pumshable with transportation for life. As was pointed out however
on behalf of the applicants, cases have occurred, in Peshawar for
example, under Section 121A, in which the accu:ed have been
released on bail, and none of these cases lasted anything hke the
length of this case. Further it is the common practice to grant had to
persons accused under Section I 24A, offences under which are aJ,o
punishable with transportation for life.
It is unnecessary to go into the please which were put forward
by Prosecution, and supported by the judicial officer'I, that 1f
released on bail we should abseond, that our health t!- not hkely to
suffer more in Jail than outside etc. they are obviously !lh1f1,
which had to be resorted to for the purpose of givmg some i;,mt of
legal cover to an executive order.
This was obvious enough at that time. It has been made i;,t11l
more clear by tht. way in which bail has at last been granted tJ
some of the accused. A test application was made by two "f U!I m
April, I 931, after the Delhi Pact had been signed and the pohuc.d
tension of the previous year had partially relaxed. Owing to thii.
fact coupled with the carelessness of the Crown Counsel, and the
circumstance that they were fortunate enough to agree brfore a
relatively independent and liberal-minded bench, they we~
granted a conditional bail. This established a precedent an
almost all the remaining accused applied also. Only four n~n~
Communist accused succeeded in this Court. When we appea de
.
full arranged to dect e
to the High Court, a full bench was care
Y
fi they
this important question. Their decision was prepared be ore
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heaid arguments, as 1s shown by the fact that their judgement
of &everal typed pages was ready a few mmutes after they had
reured for dec1S1on The dec1s1on 1t~elf was extraordmary All
the non-Commumst accu&ed except one (owmg no doubt to
c.onfu1,ion over the name) and mcludmg three who had not
,1pphed, were granted bad, while all thoo;e of the accu1,ed who
had dec...lared themo;elves Commumst' by conv1ct1on, whether
the evidence proved their connection with the C PI , or notwere refu,ed Sub~equently the poht1cal dl'icnmmallon ~hown
here ha& been emphcistsed m two Ccl&eci I wa!I brought back on
acl.ount ot a fhmsy techmcahty, and comrade Gl)ate who had
heL.n relea,ed on grounds of health m 1930 was brought m
agam for the citrange rea~on thclt ht& health had not improved
wlu le he had been out-,1de
The effect of these dec1s1on1, had been m the f uc;t place to
e'\pose all the arguments put forward prev1oucily by the Crown
Coun,el agam-,t our bail Tho&e who have been granted bail are
,till charged under Section 121A. which 1-, pum&hable with
llansportatmn for hfe", and they Me pre~umably as hkely to
ab'icond as ever they were, yet they are relea1,ed But on these
groundc; bad wa1, refused to them ao; well ao; ourselves for two
year' In the ~econd place, 1t has been shown quite defimtely that
bail 1' withheld or granted not on JUd1c1al grounds at .all, but
'olely on poht1ccil grounds Dunng the C D Movement,
Gandh1an natmncihsh were hkely to be c1 n01&ance, con\Cquently
they were kept m&1de Now that Civd D1sobed1ence ha& cect~d.
they Me unhkely to cau&e trouble .md they are released. But
Commumc;t-, if active. are even more hkely to cau~ anxiety to the
pohce them previously Therefore they must c;till be kept locked
up This is the a1gument of the pobce and the Executive
Government, cll1d their actions have shown that precisely the same
1' the argument of the JUd1c1ary

Jury

of

But probably the clearest test the ·~ud1c1a' attitude" of those
concerned with our tnal 1s provided by the nu nner m which the
quec;taon of Jury has been dealt with.
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We have tried by all possible means to get the benefit of a jury
trial, for two reasons. First, because we consider that any jury
would see the extraordinary lengths to which Imperialism has had
to go in the formulation of its law aM in the conduct of the case,
in order to convict us, and this "would be in our favour. We do not
mean that assessors will not see the same thing. But assessors
have no power either theoretical or practical, as the Cawnpore
Case showed. It is worth-quoting once more the concluding
sentence of the judgement of the Sessions Judge in the Cawnpore
Case: "Agreeing with two assessors and differing from the third as
regards Usmani, agreeing with one assessor and differing from
the other two as regards Muzaffar Ahmad and differing from all
the assessors as regards Nalini Gupta and Dange, I convict the
accused (all) ............ and I sentence each of the sai<f'accused to 4
(four) years' rigorous imprisonment."
And the second reason is that trial by jury is one of the
"treasured liberties" 6r the British subject, which has been
maintained for many centuries, and the denial of which, after all
possible means of obtaining it have been tried, is itself a very
revealing fact.
We applied first to the Magistrate on 23rd July, 1929. He
tejected our application with the remarks: "There was a m&s of
documentary evidence in this case which it would be impossible
to expect a jury to cope with ........ In a case of this length the1e
would certainly be minor casualties in the ranks of the jury and
each one would necessitate an adjournment or retrial and the case
would never end ........justice would be hindered and not
forwarded by giving a jury in this particular case."
His next argument was still more remarkable, from one whose
job it is to uphold the dignity and impartiality of the law: "Man
was a political animal, and there was a popular tendency to loolr
on this trial as a political one. It would be almost inevitabl~ ~hat
the opinion of each juryman would be swayed by ~is ~~~tt::
leanings either for or against the accused and the verdict, d 11
conclusive at all, would quite possibly have little relation to .the
· of t he ev1'denee.........Justice
· · was more like lytobedonema
ments
case like this by a trained judge than by a jury.''
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We appealed to the Sessions Court against this decision on
20.11.29, with of course a negative result. But the judgement was
even more remarkable. The Sessions Judge admitted that Chapter
33 of the Criminal P.C. applied to this case. And from this it
follows that we are entitled under the law to have a trial by jury.
p. 11 t, for essentially the same reasons as those given by the
Magistrate, he considered that the ends of justice in this particular
case would be better served without a jury.
Our application on the matter to the High Court had the same
result. The Chief Justice in his judgement of 27/1/30 continued
the extraordinary attitude of his subordinates. He began with the
!ltrange statement:
For some reason which I do not very clearly understand, the
deft:ndants are set upon having a jury and they think they would
dertve '\Orne advantage from it. But if in a trial by jury the
evidence were to go to the length that all or some of the thirty-one
accused had adventured upon a conspiracy of which the utlimate
object was the overthrow of the Government of His Majesty the
Kmg Emperor by armed rt!volution (which is alleged), that is a
matter which might be regarded very gravely by a jury, and they
might not take a clear and judicial view of the evidence." (We are
thankful to his Lordship for his anxiety on our behalf.) He
repeated the remarks of his subordinates about the "superhuman"
task for a jury represented by the case, and rejected the
application.
In this application the point was stressed that those accused
who were residents of Calcutta and Bombay, (that is the majority
of the accused) are being deprived by being tried at Meerut, of the
ng~t to a trial by jury which they normally enjoyed by reason of
th~1r place of residence. The Chief Justice had already replied to
this pomt in July 1929 as follows: •'That makes no impression on
me. The alleged fact is that they conspired at Meerut. and if in
1':°1h they did so, they must •in the absence of special
: 1 rc~mstances, be content to be tri~ by the procedure ordinarily
PP icable to the accused at Meerut". And he simply repeated
these words .....
,,... th'is occasion.
.
It 1s
. a very neat tnc
. k of

5l6
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His Lordship's. But we must point out that out of the 23 accu'ied
from the cities of Calcutta and Bombay only two are alleged to
have "conspired" at Meerut.
The cJaim was also made that· the presence of three Brith.h
subjects among the accused rendered Chapter 33 of the Cr. P.C
applicable to this case and that therefore a jury mu.,t be
given. This was rejectP.d, on the grounds that it was not "expedient
in the ends of justice" that this provision of Chapter 33 should
be applied.
The last point has given rise to inferences. It is supposed thdt
the three European accused were raising some "invid1ou'
claim" for jury, which would apply to them and not to the othc-1
accused. This is not the nature of the provisiQn made undc1
Chapter 33. A jury given under this chapter would try all the
accused.
As a last resort we appealed throug\1 the Court by teleg1am
to the Government of U .P. early in February 1930, to declare
this district a jury district, for the purpose of thi!-i ca~e. undi:1
Section 269 Cr. P.C. The result was negative. Again 1l '>houlJ
be noticed that the Labour Secretary of State for India in repl}
to a reque~t in the House of Commons on the 15th July 1929
that he should see that jury was given in thi~ case replied that
"the matter was now before the Court and he did not proprn1t' tu
interfere." ("Pioneer" l 8th July 1929). The fact that the ca'e
was before the Courts was irrelevant. He had constitutional
power to "interfere" through the Government of U.P. but he
did not avail himself of it.
We have stated that we started on this long cour~e of
applications and appeals in accordance with a definite pohcy
We were sceptical from the beginning of obtaining any
· t 1ven
advantage from them, and the record which we have JUS
g
will show that our scepticism was completely justified. But we
wished to undertake them only for the purpose of exp?sing
· d'1c1a
· I rnachmery
more completely the class character of the JU
.
.
B · · h sub•ects.
and the nature of the ••liberties.. enjoyed by r1tas
J
We feel that we have achieved this object fairly thoroughly.
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Conclusion
This case is an astonishing one in many respects. It has been a
never-failing source of surprise to even those who like ourselves
have long been forced to adopt an attitude of complete cynicism
"~to the ways of Imperialism and its agents.
It!> very inception was obviously not a consequence of any
"cnme" on our part, even under the all-embracing Section 121 A.
Much of the evidence brought forward dates from period up to
four year~ before our arrests.
The ca!>e was launched, as we have pointed out, primanly as a
mean<. of attacking the rising working-clas~ movement. But th1~
I'• true not merely generally. It applies to the specific situation in
the early months of 1929, the time of our arrest. At that time the
wtton mdu~try m Bombay was in a state of cnsis. The
millowner!>' offensive of the previous year had been defeated.
T~1ey were preparing for their second attack on the workers'
cond1t1ons, which opened with the publication of the Fawcett
Committee Report m April 1929 and developed to a ~econd
general strike in the same month. The arrest of those accused who
came from Bombay w~ decided upon. not because of any
mfrmgement of any law on their part but in order to attack the
Bombay mill workers' conditions.
S1m1larly m regard to Bengal. The jute industry was work.mg
up for a cnsis principally over the shift question, which was
precipitated by the announcement at the end of 1928 that a change
would be made in about 50 p.c. of the mills simultaneously in
June 1929. A strike involving abC'·Ut 2 lacs 50 thousand jute
worker!> actually occurred in August 1929. The.Bengal accused
were arre~ted m order to prepare the way for this attack.
The~e were other minor reasons which prompted the
a~thont1e~ to launch a case at that time, also having no connection
:~:~any. crime of ours. One purpose was to frighten the bourgeois
ionahsts (who had at the Congress at Calcutta in December
I928, giv~n their ultimatum to the Government), with the dangers
0 f appealmg to the masses, owing to the risk of letting loose the
1
c a-.s-~truggle
·
· Th'ts was clearly announced by the Viceroy in a
speech m January 1929.
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And no doubt the case was found very useful in providing the
Conservative Party in Britain with propaganda material for u~e m
the General Election which took place two months after our
arrest. The value of ..Red Scares'' ilad been shown in the General
Election of J924.
It may be noticed at this point also that the Government had
obtained in advance the implied assent of the bourgeoi'I
nationalist politicians, who in the debates in the Legislative
Assembly on the Public Safety Bill had expressed their agreement
with the policy of trying the communists in the courts.
The question of ..crime" on our part did not arise. We had to be
sacrificed to the economic exigencies of the capttahstii of
Bombay and Calcutta and the political needs of the big bo''e'
who rule in London.
Some llOrt of case had therefore to be fabricated, on what
evidence was available or could be found in the searcheii. Much of
this evidence is of 8'l astonishing character, even if we bear rn
mind the strange vagaries of the Indian Penal Code and the
Evidence Act. Apparently the object of putting in a large part ot 1t
was to overwhelm the court and the accused with its volume, for
weight it hall none. A considerable part of the proiiecuuon
evidence con~ists of letters of a personal or business character,
exchanged among the accused; particulars of Trade Umon or
similar act1v1ty of the usual type; and standard economic dnd
political works, such as Marx'!!. "Capital" Vol. I, Marx '!i "Wage
Labour and Capital," Bukharin's ••ttistoncal Matenah:-.m."
(twice), Marx's "Civil War in France" (1871), Marx's ··c1a11 !lstruggles in France 1848-51" Engels' "Pea~antll' War 1 ~
Germany," Marx's '"Wages, Prices and Profits," Marx and Engeh
'"Communist Manifesto" (1848), and so on.
.
The case ill indeed an astonishing one. But its most stnkmg
. th•
feature, which all detached observers have commented on, 111 ~
absence from the evidence of any acts on the part of the c1ccuse
of an illegal character. The Prosecution have done their b~M to
give the case an atmosphere of criminahty by ~mpha 11::·~!
..cryptic correspondence " "assumed names" and behind it a. t
.
'
ha
ot claimed
Jund gleam of ..Moscow gold". But even they ve n
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that any of these things is illegal. Cryptic correspondence and the
ltke are perfectly legitimate means, which any sensible person
would adopt, to avoid the inquisitorial attentions of the police. To
receive money even from the E.C.C.I. itself is no crime. The
Prosecution evidence is that money came to us from abroad quite
openly through the usual channels. The police could have
confiscated it en route if they had thought its receipt illegal.
(Actually they did send some money back which was intended for
us. But in this they broke the law, not we). We are accused of
"fomenting" strikes, of "capturing" Trade Unions, of
"debauching" the minds of the Youth, the other sinister actions.
But none of these things is illegal. In short it is admitted (among
others by the home Member to the Govmment of India, in the
Legislative Assembly in March, 1929) that none of our actions in
themselves have been contrary to the law.
This aspect of the case, as we have said, has caused some
perturbation among those who have not yet realised what
Imperialism is, and still retain their nineteenth-century beliefs
111 our ·'traditional liberties." A letter appeared in the
"Manchester Guardian' of 1Oth December, 1929, signed by
Messrs. H.G. Wells, H.J. Laski, R.H. Tawney, and the Rev.
Walter Walsh, repeating the suggestion that this was a ..strikebreakmg prosecution", protesting agamst the refu~al of bail.
the refusal of jury, and the choice of locality for the case, and
demanding that we should be allowed "the elementary rights
of British citizens on trial".
The "Manchester Guardian" itself m its issue of the 9th December,
1929 had published a leading article on the subject which described
ru. the most disturbing feature of the case the fact that there was no
accusation of "over acts" but merely a "vague charge of 'conspiracy
to deprive the King-Emperor of his sovereignty·. It suggested that the
procedure of the case should be modified a little and that the
d
.
'
ece_nc1es should be observed rather more strictly, for the sake of the
credit of "British Justice". And on Jhe l 2th December the Archbishop
of York wrote to the Secretary of State to a similar effect.
The key to the puzzle of course is to be found in the nature of
modem capita
· 1·1st society and its development. These good
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gentlemen do not realise the "legal" resources at the disposal of
Imperialism in India. Like the bourgeois radicals and democrats they
are, they are still thinking in the tenns, already decades out of date. of
a freedom "broadening down from l>recedent to precedent". They
have no conception of what happens as a matter of course in tho!le
two-thirds of the world which are subject to imperialist domination.
They do not realise that in its last crisis Capitalism is tightening it~
hold, striving with ever greater brutality to save itself b) more and
more merciless exploitation and oppression of its subject
populations. Section 121A, is no survival from the barbarous pa~t It
was added to the Penal Code during the enlightened twentieth
century.
But there is no such excuse for the ··Labour" Government.
They knew perfectly well what they were doing. They were
carrying on the policy of Imperialism in all its details m every
sphere. In particular they carried on this case. It is worthwhile
to state clearly what .i\is means; to what the Labour Party and
the Labour Government committed themselves by alJC'wmg
this case to proceed.
(1) They discarded all the doctrines of bourgeois liberali1im m
regard to the freedom of the individual; and his rights: it is "more
expedient in the end~ ofjustice" for people to be tried by a member of
the imperialist bureaucracy than by a jury of their peers.
(2) They made republicanism illegal. As the "Manche.,tcr
Guardian" in the leading article before quoted remarks:
"If to aim at depriving the King-Emperor of his sovereignty 1~
itself a crime then all active republicans are criminab, and the
secessionist party in South Africa (to choose an illu~tration cited by
Mr. Benn) (Mr. Wedgwood Benn, later Secreuuy of State) are
indubitably guilty of a seditious conspiracy."
(3) They admitted that to aim at the establishment of the rule
of the workers and peasants was a crime.
(4) they contradicted in deeds their own principle that 1 ~
permissible in a country in which there is no democrat11,;
machinery, ~o overthrow a despotic Government and estabhi.h a

democratic Government.

.

(5) They prohibited the practice of militant 1\'ade Unionism.
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(6) They prohibited working-class internationalism. The
hst could be extended. but these are the most prominent items
in a record of which any Social-Democratic Party could
be proud.
There could be no better argument for revolution and the
Communist policy than this. Our superior critics of the Labour
Party, who have always assured the masses that theirs is the more
excellent way, both to Socialism in Britain and to freedom and
democracy in India, have proved in action the value of their
!'lohcy. They have proved that opportunism in theory means
treachery and counter-revolution in practice; that tQ attempt to
overthrow Imperialism by using its own machinery is to
tran,form one!lelf into a jail or and hangman in the service of
lmpenalism.
We apply these lessons not only to Britam but to India. We
rcrricmher that the Nehrus and Gandhis of China and Egypt have
"hown them11elves exact parallels to MacDonald and Wedgwood
Benn. The experience of this case confirm11 us in our behef that
tfle only possible policy is an uncompromi11ing revolutionary
pohcy. which shirks no i~sues. and shrmks no is!lue~. and shrinks
horn no nnphcations, but is out by any possible means, legal or
11legal. to overthrow Imperialism and smash it; that is. the policy
of the Communist International.
The !ltatement that I have delivered from the beginning up to
thi, point i!> the con~idered and agreed statement which I am
authomcd to make on behalf of t 8 Communist accused,
namely, G. M. Adhikari, Ajudhya Prasad, Gopal Basak, B. F.
Btadley, G. Chakravarti, S. V. Ghate. D. Goswami. K. N.
Joglekar, P. C. Joshi, M. A. Majid. S. S. Mirajkar, R. Mittra,
iuzaffar Ahma~, Shamsul Huda, Sohan Singh Josh. P. Spratt,
haukat Usmam and myself. It is intended to deal from a
Comniunist point of view with all the important political
quelltions raised by the Prosecution in the case and to present
thhem and the Court with the considered and united opinions of
t .. m . .
~ a1orny of the accused on these questions and on the case
a11 a .wh~le. Tht other accused mentioned will later submit an
application to this effect.

Examination of B. F. Bradley in
Meerut Conspiracy Case

In the Court of R L Yorke, IC S, Add/ Sessions Judge

Mel.'1ut

In the ca'e of Kmg Emperor versuo; P Spratt and other'
Exammat1on of B F Bradley acculied under ~ect1on l42 of tht
Code of Cnmmal Procedure, 1898, made hefort me R L Yorkt
Addl Ses\1ons Judge at Meerut on the 24th day of June IQ~ I
My name 1s BenJamm Francis Bradley, my father\ name •~
Franc1~ George Bralliey, I am by caste Bnta\h, 13 year-. of age, hy
occupation Journeyman Engmeer, my home I\ at 4 Elm ..d.tlt! Road
Waltham Stow, Essex, England, residence m India 1o; not fixed
Q You heard your statement m the Lower Court P2601 read
out on 16 1 31 h that statement correct?
A Yeo;
Q The followmg evidence relate' to your f01e1gn
correo;pondence and connectmns liO far & they are alleged to hd' t.
anythmgtodow1thth1!!.case P 1012, 1008,651,672, 1671 1671
1673, 2424 and 2425 sene\, 1520 to 1523, 1862, 2188, 2422 and
2423 senes, 2426 and 2427 senes, 1524 to 1529, 1827. 1'504 dlld
1505, 2428 \enes, 674, 671, 654, 2181, 2408, 2401 ..ene'1 240~
2402, 1860,2432(2), 1670, 1861,2412. 1857, 1856,2182 181 1
1826, 1815, 1812. 1667, 1668, 1858, 2187. 1816. 2406, 18)~
2411, 1814, 2414, 2115, 1669, 1659, 2413 !)CflC'i, 2416, 24I
1660, 2417, I 802, 15 J4 and 1S15, 527(1 ), 1809, 2404 Have yliu
anythmg to say about this evidence?
A Before I go mto explanation I want to gave 1oome
JUSllf1cat1on it may be called
d to
These document!! m the main that are put to me are deo;ire the
connect me with certam orgamsat1ons abroad Before l an.,wer
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question in detail about each individual document I would like to
pass some personal remarks. It ~as been claimed by t~e
Pro!lecution and they have done considerable propaganda on this
~core, that a Communist is something foreign to the workingclass and the working-class movement. I shall do my best in what
J have to say to refute this suggestion. Born of a working-class
family I began to work in a factory at the age of I 4 and after a
!thort while I settled down to learn the Engineering trade. The
Great War was declared when I was 16 years of age. Immediately
the War propaganda was started in the Capitalist Press of all
belhgerent countries, informing the workers of theif countries of
the terrible atrocities that were being committed by the forces of
the opposing countries. Added to this, further propaganda was put
out that we in particular were fighting for the freedom of small
nations, that native workers would join the itghting forces our
J"b" would be safe, our wives and relatives would be looked after
and 5.0 on. Promises were made by the Briti~h Government to
Ireland, Egypt and India that if they would assist the Home
country in this particular struggle, their aspirations for freedom
would be satisfied when the War was over. In fact the whole world
wal-. to be enttrely changed and Britain was going to be the
champion of freedom for all countries.
In 1916 I fell a prey to this propaganda, although partly
reahsmg the class-struggle that was going on around me. I joined
the Navy to participate in this game of murder on behalf of British
Imperialism. During the 21h years that I spent on board my
w~r!>hip a monitor, on active service on the Belgian Coast. I
Wit~essed the ~pectacle of men being blown to pieces, or terribly
maimed and crippled for life. From my side I assisted in sending
~ver shells that would blow to pieces or maim other men in the
ike manner, men who were workers like myself and who had no
quarrel with me or who had never done me any hann. This was
War, the Imperialist War for "freedom". It is impossible for me to
adequately describe the wholesale mass murder and ruthless
brut· 1·
ally that went on during the 4 years between 1914-1918.
bWe have hedrd a lot of talk from the Prosecution, in this case
a out violence, lurid accounts of the "Red Terror" are drawn with
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the help of bourgeo1\ pubhcat1ons such as the fooh~h httle
pamphlet pubhshed, "Bolshevism, the dream and the fact," by
Edmond ChandJer The late Mr. Langford James 11a1d 10 hi~
openmg addre11~ when he was i;peakmg about the Ru.,Man
Revolution 11
fanta&t1c theories of Marx were pushed to their
logical conclu~ton"> with a ruthless brutabty which mw,t mdl.e
every body m the word &hudder 11 Accordmg to the Crown
Coun&el the Commumlits have a\ their &ole object the anmh1Iatmn
of the bourge01111e, the an~tocrat~ etc and 1f they have their wJy
the whole world will be runnmg w1' n blood That th1.., 11hould
come from the mouthpiece ofBnt1o;h Impenaho;m from tho11e who
only a C\hort while before had been applaudmg and part1c1pJtm~
m a war, the b1gge't ma,o; &laughter m the h1&tory of the world
only goeo; to o;how their rank hypocn'y
Who maugurated the bloody reign of violence and murder nao't
brutal between 1914-1918, a penod of terror and ... utfcrmg
un~peakable? Little Belgium and the kllhng of dn Ar<-h duke
somewhere m the middle of Europe were only the excu'e' 10''2
m1lhon worker\ were o;laughtered dunng th1& penod of md"
murder maugurated by C.ipnah\m, among whom wa., d younge1
brother of mme Mdny more mllhon~ toddy are exNm~
throughout the world mental and phy&ical wreck"> d' .i re .. utt \ll
much for the combatant"> Thou&and\ of women and chddren wt:rr
blown to piece' by the air raid\ camed on by the Bntl&h, Gertndn
and other for<..e"> All th1., wa' done to make the world .,,tfe for
explo1tat1on Did the Cap1tah'ib of any of the&e counu 1eo, thJt
participated m th11i War keep their promises to the worker-, whom
they had u&ed ao; cdflnon fodder? No. Did Bnush lmpen.il1'1n
keep 1tii prom1&e:ii to Ireland, Egypt or India? Of cour.,e not The'>e
prom1~e~ were kept m the fonn of the Black and Tan11 for Ireland.
gun-boats for Egypt and for India Jalhanwdla Bagh and the ye.ir~
of ruthless repre1is1on
h
Along &ide this Impenah1tt War went on the cla~" Wdl 1 e
1 oport1011
pncei, of food 1,tuffs and nece:iiMUe!i roi,e out o f a1 pr
h
.
h
h
crea&e in t e
durmg the war. To attempt to keep pace wit t is m
h ir wage'
cost of hvmg, the workers a!l.k.ed for mcreasei.; m t e
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Every increase however small had to be wrung from the Cap1tahst
clav~. worker'i were even forced to stnke at the very time when
the commod1ues that they were producmg were ot d1re neces'ilty
While .it the ~ame time the Cap1tahsts were heapmg uf:> thetr huge
tortune!!i from the super profits at the expen\e of the blood that
v. 1s flowmg m Flanders and el'iewhere Unfortunately no party
exio;ted then to give the proper lead to the worker., In 1917 the
Ru'l'>tan Revolutton took place and the workers of Ru.,,1a 'iucce~'i
fully e<;t.ibh-;hed themselve'> m power Thie; wa' the lead that we
wmkers had been lookmg for. and tht' wa' the menace that the
Capttah-.to; feared most The Arm1st1ce wac; c;1gned in November
191 !< and atter tht' a ~trenuouo; effort wao; made by the Capttahsts
of all the countries to force thoc;e of us who had JOmed only for
WJr .,erv1ce, to continue and go and fight the Ru.,.,1an workers
In m.iny CJ'>e'i there wa'i a revolt agam-.t th1' and the v.orkers m
the Navy, Army .ind Air force demanded that they o;hould be 'ient
home, they had had enough of the Cap1tah!>t War I was
dcmob1lt,ed m 1919 and returned to my trade but I 'oon found
that I had been demob1h,ed rrom the rank~ of the Impenah~t War
mto the rank' of the class War to face the general attack that had
been begun by Cap1tah'im to snatcl1 away from the worker<; all
that they had wrung from ihe Capllah~t!> dunng the war penod
Thi., wa' the way that the Cap1tahi,t., were keepmg then prom1'>e~
to the worker'> Thou~and'i upon thousand~ of worker'i were bemg
dcmob1h~ed every day mto the ranh of the unemployed The war
had brought poverty and misery to the worke1s, but m 'Pile of this
Capitalism was not ~at1sf1ed, hundred-. of mtlhon' of pound were
'>ttll bemg 'pent to attempt to crush the workers' ~tale m Rui,Ma It
Wa!. because of these expenences, plu~ my own a' a worker
employed and unemployed that I became class-cono;c1ou~
In l '.>20 I helped m the "Hands off Russia" c.impa1gn, which
Wds 11 ucce~,ful m rousing the workers of Great Bntam prevented
the 'lolly George' a ship loaded Mth munition~ for
counter;evolutionanes m Russia from leavmg the London docks, and
1in~lly 10 getting the British troops withdrawn from Russian soil.
n 92 J I was forced on to a long spell of unemployment, of

the
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course I was only one of an army of some 2~ milhoni, of
unemployed workers who were paying the price for tolerating the
system of Capitalism. After ~metime I managed to sign a
contract to come to India as an engineer, and in October J92J I
came to India for the first time. My employer on this occasion
being the Government of India and my stay here then lasting
about nine months. During my stay I visited among other place~
Karachi, Lahore, Rawalpindi and Bombay. It was during th 1,
short sojourn in India that I was brought into direct touch with the
conditions of the Indian workers and I was extremely impreo;,ed
by the terrible poverty and distressing conditions under which the
working-class of India were forced to exist. The only satisfactory
description that can be applied to these conditions is that they arc
revolting. However, I was unable during my stay ~n thi11 occa,1on
to render any assistance to these workers. In 1922 I returned to
England to face the )icious attacks that were being made agam't
the conditions of the workers there. Now in what I have to ..ay I
want to emphasise the fact that I speak as a worker; a worker from
the metropolis of the largest Empire in the world, a worker who
participated in the class-struggle in Great Britain, who ha~ 'm1:t·
the War undergone periods of unemployment, and was a witne"
and has been a victim of during those years the ruthles!!. dnve thdt
has been made by Capitalism upon the condition!!. of aJI worker'
in that country. This includes Miners, Railwaymen, Textile.
Woollen, Transport and Ship Building workers, etc. etc. includmg
my own trade, engineering. The example of my own trade 1'
typical. The average wage of a Journeyman Engineer in E:.ngland
in 1920 was £4-5s a week, this wage has been reduced by
continuous attacks until it has reached the sum of £2-18!>-1 Od
which is the approximate wage paid to a Journeyman En~ineer m
Great Britain today. Not satisfied with this, engmeerin~
employers are staging a further attack upon these even reduce
conditions. Whatever the workers have gained in respect of hour\
of work and wages during the pass 20 years is being taken awday
·
• In 1a
These facts coupled with my personal expenence 10
· h classduring J92 J- J922 forced me to take a deeper interest m t e. t
· sa1"d re ferring 0
struggle and to realise the truth of what Lenin
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Marx's proposal for "the separation of Ireland ... as the only
possible form of Iris~ ~iberation which ~ust be inc~1uded in the
programme of the Bnt1sh Labour Party . It was:- a means of
obtaining the freedom of Ireland, of hastening the social
development and emancipation of the British workers; for the
Br 1ish workers would never become free themselves so long as
they assisted (or even permitted) another nation to remain in
,Javery."
We workers of Great Britain more than any other section of
workers must learn this lesson and take an interest ourselves in
the question of the struggle of the workers in 'our own' colonial
1..ountnes and defme our attitude in relation to the same, the
1ea!.on being that the ruling class of Great Britain owns the largest
.:olomal territory in the world, that somewhere about four
hundred million human-beings are being forcibly kept under the
yoke of British Imperialism, out of which over three hundred
milhons are existing in India. It is the proud boa~t of this ruling
d.i!is and its supporters that the British Empire because of its
v:i~tness is the "Glorious Empire upon which the liun never sets"
dnd m regard to India it is described as "the brightest jewel m the
Engh'h Crown". But only those who ltave visited such places as
Indta can fully realise and appreciate the true significance of these
boa!.ts. One is struck by the stark poverty that is seen everywhere
.imong the masses, the miserable wages paid for labour. the
terrible housing conditions known as coolie lines, or
Improvement Trust Chawl~. to say nothing of the mud huts and
the thousand!. upon thousands whose ;,nly shelter is to be found
on the road side. In short the conditions can only be described as
hideous. On the other hand the British Empire during the years of
Ill> growth provided for the ruling bourgeoisie cheap raw material.
markets for their produce and fruitful spheres of investment for
~heir !iurplus capital, which in tum has provided these British
and-holders and share-holders with enormous profits and in
~ne of the world trade depression since 1920 the Board ~f Trade
a~gland, estimated that the income of the British Capitalists fro~
Al~ad h~ ri~n from 180 million pounds to 270 million pounds.
ng side this should be taken into consideration the fall in
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p~ces during this period, and a~. Jeast. 60% of this total represenh

tnbute extracted from the Glonous Empire" for Briti:.h
Capitalist bond-holders. Durl\Jg the years 1915-1924 the shareholders in Indian Jute industry 'extracted profits and reserve fund,
totalling three hundred million pounds sterling comparing thr~
amount with the number of workers in the industry which is about
three hundred thousands and estimating for these ten year!. it
means that the profit per worker extracted was one thousand
pounds and it follows for one year one hundred pounds from each
worker, while the average wage paid to the worker is £4-1 Os per
annum. Dividends range in this industry from one hundred to
three hundred per cent. In Malaya the Rubber Capitalists make
about £109 per annum out of every worker.•the wages paid t1i
these workers amounts to £ 15 per annum. The same Mory can he
told about all the pans of the Empire, Africa. Egypt etc., but we
are at the momefll mostly concerned with India. I may say here
that what I have explained is what I meant when I said in m)
speech P. 2240 "I have no love for the Empire though I ha\e
fought for it.. .. .the present Empire is constructed on ex.plo1tation"
How does the question of the Indian workers concern the
workers in Great Britain'! It is not necessary for me to go into
detail about how the British came to be in India, but I will ju't
mention that some 200 years ago they came here as merchant
adventures to plunder the country and from this adventure wa~
founded the British East India Company. From the question of
ordinary direct plunder came the question of a market for Brit"h
goods. India was to be plundered both ways from withm an~ f~om
without. Everything went well for the plans of British Cap1tah'm
up till the war, the accumulated loot principally from lndi~
provided the basis for the rapid development of Industrial capita
in Great Britain. Briti.sh products and manufactured goods
increasingly being imported into India under protective measur
.
.
fti
n the Indian
to safeguard the market, with the disastrous e ect upo
handicraft industries and destroying the village sy~tem.
· · the export
This was followed by another phase of exploitation, Jso for
of British Capital principally as Government loans and a

we;
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mvestment in plantations, mines and industry. Export capital is
the basis of Imperialism, during the last quarter of the l 9th
century colonial expansion went on a pace and Imperialism was
consolidated. It was during the closing period that the British
bourge-oisie acquired a monopoly of foreign Trade Markets and
B•itain came to be known as the workshop of the world. It was
during this period that the upper strata of the workers of Great
Britain benefited slightly by this means of exploitation, and on
occasions some Trade Unionists even have joined their particular
oountry giving assistance in the exploitation of the colonies. Howrver Great Britain did not have it all its own way, so-even before
lhe war the supremacy of Britain was being chalJenged and the
war dealt her almost a death blow.
There was rapid development of certain industries in India
from the period of the war up till 1920. This development was in
fact against the policy of Imperialism and allowed only because
the war required it . The home country had to turn all its resources
to produce war material and munitions. Not only did the
lJourgeoisie of Great Britai11 '1ave to tum all their resources to the
business of wholesale murder to attempt to maintain their
l!upremacy, but they drew from the l olonies much canon-fodder
and munitions also it was during this period that a spun was made
m the development of certain industnes in India and the boom
period for 'them began. This boom period however brought no
relief to their workers, the boom reached its highest point in 1920
and the highest peak of wages never even reached the increased
c~st of living. The boom period of the War was to Capitalism
simply a period of intensified exploitation, and provided an
opportunity for the Indian bourgeoisie to develop some indusb)'
at least; they used this opportunity as much as they could.
In 1920 British Imperialism began to reassen itself, Lancashire
wanted back its cotton market; Dundee wanted back its jute
market, Vickers, Armstrong-Whitworth and other engineering
con~e~s wanted back their markets and so on. The British
:pna~15ts demanded that the policy towanls the colonies should
reviewed and put on a proper imperialist basis. All the means
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within the power of Britis.h Imperialism were used to prevent
further industrialisation and in India after I 920 it has come almost
to a standstill. The measures adopted were as follows:
In 1920 the Imperial Bank wis forbidden to give credit to any
industrial undertakings. In 1922 Railway construction plans to the
extent of 1500 million rupees orders for this were given to an
English firm in spite of the demand of the Indian bourgeoisie that
the orders should be placed in India. In 1923 orders for 3132
Railway cars were given to English firms, and we have seen the
wholesale retrenchment that has followed in the Indian Ratlway
Workshops. In 1926-27 the export duty fixed at 12% in 1919 on
leather and skins (for the purposes of creating a leather industry)
has been reduced to 3% in this way the raw .material will be
exported. During the same year the rupee exchange wai; 11et at
1/6 even though the industries in India were against it and
demanded an excl)ange at 1/4. Instead of increasing the Tariff
duty on iron and steel, as demanded by the Indian bourge01i,1e,
preferential tariffs were fixed for British iron and steel goodi, fhe
increase in the coal tariffs demanded by the Indian bourge01,1e
was rejected in order that the South African Coal Industry .. hould
'be protected.The same year approval is given by the Government
on the export of capital from India to Brazil. The Royal
Commission on Agriculture in effect advises that Indian c.1p1tal
should be directed to agriculture. In 1930 a bill was introduced m
the Legislative Assembly ostensibly to give protection to the
Indian Cotton Industry, but in reality as the result of !iome
compact between Lancashire the Government and some Bombay
mill-owners. This bilJ was calculated to deal with two quesuoni..
one Japanese competition and the other to give Lancashire a
· b"ll
· the
preference in the Indian Market. The debate on this
1 m
Assembly was extremely interesting in so far as it exposed the
..
..
nd the Indian
struggle between the Bnt1sh bourgeoisie a
Th.
bourgeoisie for the monopoly to exploit the Indian Market. 1 1'
new Cotton Tariff Bill was passed in the Legislative Ass~m.b Y'"
. . f Impenaltsm in
March 1930 and showed the inner contrad1ct1on o
the struggle for exploitation.
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However, in spite of all this it has not prevented industries
already developed in India from entering into frantic competition
with the home industries and this has resulted in what we have
seen, the vicious attack upon the conditions of the workers. This
brought out a sharp contradiction between Imperialist Britain and
India.
The power of the British ruling class over their Empire
followmg the war was considerably shaken in spite of its apparent
mcrease in size and the position today, 12 1h years after the
termmation of the War is to say, the least, extremely critical. For
today not only has she to meet foreign competition but the
dom1mons also challenge British exports in the World Market.
In the attempt to save their supremacy the Capitalists make a
dnve against the conditions of the workers and after the drive had
been succe~sful in Britam it is reflected by a drive against the
v. orkers 111 India and other colonial countries. It is my mtention to
show that the struggle of the British workers is common with the
. . truggle of the workers going on in India today, and in doing so I
~hould be able to explain the character and meaning of some of
this correspondence that passed between myself and persons in
England. To do this I will compare the position of the workers in
certam industries in Great Britain with the position of the workers
m those mdustries in India.
Although I am going to draw comparisons between the
conditions of workers in certain industries in Great Britain and
India it doe41 not mean for one moment that I believe the ruling
class of Britain are allowing indu~tnctlisation of India to take
place. Nowhere in India today do we see any sign of a
development of the production of the means of production. Some
md~stnal development is bound to take place in spite of the
resistance of Imperialism, but this development is controlled and
kept within certain limit~ by their tariffs etc. India can produce
\Uch commodities as cotton goods, boots and shoes or anything
for consumption
· under these conditions,
•
but she must not be
allowed according to Imperialism to produce the means of
Production.
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Export of capital to India is turned into such channels that wdt
serve the best interests of British Imperialism, the building of
railways and the means of transport, docks, and grandiose
schemes of irrigation with the direct object of maintaining India
as an agrarian appendage of British Imperialism. To hold before
the eyes of the masses of India the perspective of expandmg
industries under Imperialism, capable of making concessions and
raising the standard of life of the masses is sheer humbug
Imperialism's role in India has been and will be to impede the
development of Capitalism.
In the first place I would take the Cotton Industry. This bemg
the first and most important of British export industries that is of
cotton goods, and show how this industries has been affected
• fonned 21 per
since the war. While yarn and cloth exports in 1912
cent of the total British exports they only formed 18 per cent m
1927 (Cotton Mpster Spinners' Report). The raw cotton
consumption in the five leading European countries has fallen
from 10.3 million bales in 1913 to 8.1 million bales in 1926. The
fall of the British consumption during this period being nearly 30
per cent. At the same time the cotton consumption in India and
Japan has risen from 3.7 million bales to 4.8 millions. Thu~
showing that the production of cotton goods was passing to placei.
where cheaper labour was employed.
The reduced standard of the workers quickly affects the cotton
industry and it is shown as follows. The decline in the
consumption of cotton goods in Great Britain is by 33 per cent~
compared with the consumption in 1912. The ~ason ~or th.15
reduction by 1/3 in the home consumption. a reduction which still
continues, is the continued attacks which have been made by the
employers upon the workers wages during the post-war years.
Therefore the decline in consumption of cotton goods cannot only
be attributed to foreign competition. The reduced stan~ :fth:
British working-class during the last 10 years since 1920 15 5 0~
by the striking figures recendy given by Mr. William Qraham. t ~
President of the Board of Trade in which he shows
ai:i;~on
income of the worken during this period has fallen by 1 mi

that:
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pounds sterling. This l~dslide in the income_ of the workers of
Great Britain is due entirely to the wage reduction enforced by the
employers, it follows that the demands for goods will be reduced
by this colossa1 amount. At the same time the huge army of
unemployed must be taken into account.
In respect of exports of cotton goods this argument can be used
even more forcibly in relation to the pauperised Indian masses,
India being one of Britain's principal markets. Whereas Britain
o;upphed India with 85.67 per cent of its requirement of yam in
1913, it supplied only 30.92 per cent in 1926 (Cotton Master
Spmners's Report). Then the department of Overseas Trade in its
"Report on the conditions and prospects of British Trade in India,
1927" points out that the majority of Indian consumers have only
a very small margin of means, and agam the Indian Tan ff Board's
Report of 1927 shows that Indian consumption of cotton piece
goods per head has fallen by more than 14 per cent comparing
1913-1914 with 1925-26. Mr. H. P. Mody, Chairman of the
Bombay Mill Owners' Association in a statement issued on May
7 th, 1931, points out "that the loss of Lancashire Trade was not
due altogether to the boycott but it was to a great measure the
result of crippled purchasing power of the country". This of
course takes into consideration both imported and Indian
produced cotton piece goods, and shows conclusively that the
reduced purchasing power of the Indian workers is a fundamental
factor in relation to the British export decline. The state that the
Lancashire Capitalists have got into, is shown by the frantic and
contrnuous press propaganda that is going on today.
What "solution" does Capitalism bring forward to solve this
state of affairs? Its only "solution" is to further intensify the
present contradictions and aggravate the situation as it is already
b~ further reduced wage~ and longer hours-rationalisation. And
thrs "s0 Iut"ron " we have seen applied not onlv to the workers of
Lan
" India. The whole
h" cas h"ire but also to the workers throughout
~story of the Cotton Textile workers both in India and Lancashire
smcde !he war has been one of struggle to prevent worsened
~on rtron. Thii, struggle has been carried on under the name of
raLtonalisation'.
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To show what is in the minds of the capitalists and the common
interests of the workers I would use the words of the capitah~t'
themselves. The following ~tract is taken from an article
published in the "Manchester Guardian" even as far back a'
January 1928 and runs as follows:
"Why then has this trade been lost? There are several mam
reasons, but the greatest is this-yellow labour ar.d brown have
attacked white; 2s. 6d. a day has attacked JO shillings a day, and
has done it wearing the arms and armour of 10 shillings". How do
these interesting individuals, the capitalists, proposed to face up
to the situation? Why, by reducing the JO shillings to 2s. 6d , a~
the article says in continuation. But if these individuals are m a
position to carry through such a proposal.would the 2s.6d. remam
at 2s.6d.? Of course it would not. Those of u~ who have been
associated with th7Cotton Textile workers in India know that the
whole history of these workers has been one of ~tmggle tu
maintain even the meagre 2s. 6d., and to prevent their already
miserable conditions from being wor~ened.
The Bombay Textile workers have borne the brunt of the'c
attacks, and strikes have taken place at one or other of all the
textile centres throughout India. every year up to l 930 a~ I will
show. The Ahmedabad Textile workers in J923 were forceJ to
accept a 15 per cent reduction in wages after a two months' 11t11kc
in an attempt to resist. In 1924 the General Strike took place m
Bombay involving over 160 thousand workers and lastmg for
three months, this was an attempt on the part of the workers to
resist wage reduction that was being enforced by the Bombay
Mill Owners' Association, their excuse being trade depre 11sion
The workers again in the case were forced back to work suffering
the reduction. Not satisfied with this the Bombay mill·owner'>
decided to make a further attack on the workers' condiuons 111
1925; this time they wanted a reduction in the wages of 11112 per
"k I t d about tor
cent; the workers again struck work and the stn e as e
h
four months. At this time the Government of India came~o t .:
assistance of the mill-owners and suspended the Cotton xc•~
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duty and because of this the 11 Y2 per cent reduction was not
enforced. In 1926 and 1927 strikes continued to take place in
Bombay, Madras, Cawnpore and other textile centres. At the same
ttme as these attacks were being made on the Indian workers
~tmi1ar attacks were being made on the workers in Lancashire. In
1927 the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' and the Cotton
Spmners' Manufacturers Associations of Lancashire were
preparing for their big drive and putting forward the demands for
the reduction of wages and lengthening of the standard working
week. This was simultaneous with the drive that was being
prepared aginst the Bombay Textile workers. This ,drive matured
m l 928 when Bombay mill-owners came forward with their
rauonah!.atlon !.Cherne, further reductions in wages and increased
hours of labour. This time the employers wanted to speed up and
at the !.ame time reduce the workers' wages by 12¥2 per cent. It is
r1f interest to note that this attack of the Bombay mill-owners
comctded with the drive of the Lancashire employers against the
Lancashire Tt::xtile workers and at the same time as the suggestion
v.as made that the 10 shillings of the British workers should be
brought down to the 2!.. 6d. of the Eastern workers.
DI 21.6.31.
If the British workers submit to the attack then it does not end
there, because the Indian workers are also attacked. Since 1920
the Texttle workers of Lancashire have had to face serious
unemloyment and the workers have been forced to work short
time. In 1921 out of 577,710 insured workers, 104.669 were
unemployed, m 1926 out of 575,100 insured workers 144,018
were unemployed and in June 1930 there were 234,700 insured
Persons unemployed in the Cotton industry, that is 42.2 per cent.
(~m1stry of Labour Gazette figures.) This is typical of the
situation that the workers have had to face during the post-war
years, and at the same time the system of short time is operated,
and th. ·
is is not done with a desite of the employers to save the
wor~~rs from the horrors of unemployment but to ensure that a
s~fftcient number of skilled workers remain in the industry with
t le hope that trade will revive. At the same time it is used to break
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the resistance of the workers in further attacks. In Bombay m the
years 1929-30 the position of the unemployed was quite as bad
out of some 160,000 workers in the industry about 60,000 we~
unemployed and in 1930-31 ofth~ same number of workers about
40,000 were unemployed.
In 1929 after the Fawcett Committee report on the J928 stnke
the drive against the Bombay Textile workers was increased and a
General Strike took place lasting about three months. As 1t will be
seen by the continued attacks made by the Bombay mill-owner~
since the war the workers were not in a position to resist and they
were forced back to work defeated. In the same year the long
talked of attack upon the Lancashire Cotton workers matured and
on July 29, J929 the Master Spinners ancf Spinners and
Manufactures Federation, locked-out over five hundred thousand
Lancashire Textile '°rkers. The demand of the employers here
was for a direct reduction of the current wages of 12.82 per cent
together with an increase of the working hours from 48 to 52~
plus the usual speeding up. This lock-out was one of the mo't
important steps of the employers in the process of rationahsat1on
The employers' justification of this attack was to cheapen the co't
of production and so enable them to re-enter the world market
with competitive prices. This justification is easily exploded by
the simultaneous attack upon the Indian Cotton workers. In tht'i
drive against the Lancashire Cotton workers the Cotton master
received the valuable assistance of the Labour Govemmc-nt, they
with the assistance of the Trade Union officials took part m tht'i
struggle to betray the workers. The Ministers of Labour of the
Labour Government refused to grant unemployment benefit to
the locked-out workers, stating that it was against the law to
relieve workers who are in dispute. In this way the Labour
Government supported the employers against the workcr11,
further, assistance was given by the arbitration machinery whichh
. . waste
was set up by the Government. The result of arb1trauon
forcing of a 6~ per cent cut in the wages of these workers.
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The Bombay Textile workers were defeated in their attempt to
resist the attack of the mill-owners to worsen their conditions and
increase the rate of exploitation during their last General Strike.
The argument used by the Bombay mill-owners was that
reductions in the cost of production were necessary to meet
rompetition. The Lancashire Textile workers were also defeated
and forced to accept worsened conditions and reduced wages. so
the position in respect of competition remained unchanged. Is the
defeat of the Bombay Textile workers the signal for a new and
further attack upon the workers in other countries. especially in
Lancashire? If the argument of the cotton masters of Lancashire is
to be used then the reply is 'yes'. And so the vicious circle goes on.
The very significance of the position is exposed by the
simultaneous attack launched upon the Lancashire workers and
the Bombay workers who were resisting still further worsened
conditions. It is not a question of competition at all. It is a
question of the scramble of profits on the part of the employers.
and a frantic attempt to stabilise a system that is crumbling before
their eyes. The cotton wor1.~rs of Lancashire cannot and will not
agree to be condemned to the fate of having their wages and
conditions levelled down to those of the Indian workers. even if
the conditions and wages of the InJian workers were to remain
!.tationery. But a defeat for the Lancashire workers is a signal for
an attack upon the Indian workers. and a defeat for the Indian
workers means a further attack upon the Lancashire workers. This
is the logical conclusion. and the vicious circle. By this means it is
clear to the workers both British and Indian that their struggle is
common against one common enemy and that they stand or fall
together.
The above arguments can be applied to many other sections of
workers. the Jute workers for instance I have already indicated
the enormous profits made from the Indian
'
Jute Industry. The
lltruggle ot' the Jute workers is typiaal, the Jute Industry of Bengal
~~ staned entirely by British capital, the first mill was registered
~n d S72, the Fon Glotlcester Mill. For many years the Indian Jute
n ustry has had the monopoly on the world mark.et. The two
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important factors that induced the capitalists to develop the Jute
Industry in India were, the good supply of raw jute at the door of
the factory and the other was !he enormous supply of cheap
labour. These conditions were ' pitted against the condition,
effecting the Dundee Jute Industry where comparatively better
conditions were enjoyed by the workers. Serious rivalry between
Dundee and Bengal was felt as early as the year 1894 and this
brought a vigorous protest from the Dundee Chamber of
Commerce as follows:
"Against the working of women and young persons twenty-two
hours a day and a children fifteen hours a day, as againlit ten hour~
a day work in Dundee." On receiving this protest the Secretary of
State for India ordered an enquiry to be made ~n the lipot. but
nothing was done. The power of the capitalists was too strong and
of course it was British capital. This rivalry naturally continued
and after the warlseveral new mills were floated in India,
including one, the Chevict MiJI whose plant consist\ of the
machinery brought from Thomson Brothers, Angus Work\.
Dundee, by Andrew Yule and Co. in the year 1920. The machinery
from this Dundee Mill was dismantled, transhipped and re-~et up
in India to be worked by cheap labour. It is little wonder that the
packing and shipping of this machinery caused considerable
surprise and resentment among the unemployed Jute workers of
Dundee. Here we have a glaring example of Imperialism usmg
cheap labour not only for profit making, but to pit agam~t and
keep down the conditions of the workers in Great Britain. In ~pite
of the terrible conditions of the Indian Jute workers the history of
their struggle during the post-war years has been similar to that of
the Cotton workers, and from the owners side it has been one of
unscrupulous exploitation. Here again the struggle of the worker~
of Dundee and Bengal is one.
1
Perhaps a more striking example of the use of cheap colont
labour to reduce and keep down the conditions of labour and a "~
to replace the comparatively better paid labour of the workers ~
the metropolis is that shown by the use of s~~h labour as s;~~at
Under the decision of the National Mar1tme Board 0
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Rritain the wage of the merchantile marine seaman is fixed at£ 9
equivalent to Rs. 120/- per month, with free food in addition,
as against the average wage paid to the Indian seaman which is
Rs. 26-8 per month. Because of the cheapness and abundance of
Indian labour it is increasingly replacing British labour.
A further example can be given in respect of the workers in the
Iron and Steel Industry. In the subsidised Iron and Steel Company
of Tatas at Jamshedpur the rationalisation drive has been going on
for some years now and we have witnessed the resistance put up
by the Indian workers there during 1928 and 1929 against
worsened conditions. Exactly the same struggle Cs going on in
England today owing to the rationalisation policy pursued by the
Enghsh Steel Corporation, and in consequence of this in
February, 1930 the Penistone (Yorks) Works of Mebsrs Cammell
Laird and Company were closed down and one thousand workers
were thrown out of work. The plant which had been erected at a
cost of one million pounds is being dismantled showing that the
closmg down of this place is not a temporary measure. Cammell
Laird and Co. were today gettmg the same production with 3900
worker!I as they previously has to employ 12,000 workers to
produce. Again in July another steel works was closed down. This
fmn belonged to Guest Keen and Nettlefolds, a well-known
company at Dowlais the closing down of these works threw out of
employment over three thousand workers
In 1928 over 600,000 railway workers m Great Britain were
forced to accept a wage cut of 211.z per cent and again this year the
employers are out to enforce a further cut.
During the last six or seven years serious attacks have been
made upon the Indian railway workers. In 1930 the workers in the
Woollen Industry of Britain had a very severe wage cut imposed
upon them. The Mine workers in an industry which used to
employ about 1,500,000 workers in Britain are perhaps the
hardest hit. The history of these workers since the War "to make
England fit for heroes to live id" has been one of continuous
struggle, today their wages are below starvation level. the poverty,
distress
d
an
unemployment among these workers is
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mdescnbable. While these workers are struggling ID Bntam the
Indian Mme workers are toiling under slave cond1t1ons
The same picture can be appk.ed to the Eng1Deenng Industry
The Engmeenng employers say, 1f we can reduce the pnce of our
commodities we may be able to compete once more ID the world
market In the Ship Buddmg Industry we have a very stnkmg
example, accord1Dg to the Secretary of the Boller Makers Society
m March, 1930 the number of workers employed ID ship bulldmg
has been reduced by l,54,377 workers smce 1920 owmg to
rat1onahsat1on, and agamst this fact the tonnage of sh1ppmg m
Great Bntam has considerably mcreased dunng these years In
fact the same story can be told about the workers m all lndustm:i,
the guaranteed hour, day, and week which was WQP m the struggle
of 1919 md 1920 1s to be snatched away and wages are to be
ruthlessly cut This 1s the position m Great Bntam today after ten
years' of contmuol(S large scale depression m almost all
mdustnes In spite of the contmuous wage cuts there 1s mas&
unemployment The M1D1ster of Labour Returns for Apnl 1931
show 2,639,633 registered unemployed ID Great Bntam This 1~
the highest figure smce the war Starvation stares these worker\
and their dependents ID the face, there bemg no hope of their
bemg absorbed wtthm their mdustry. Is not ~uch i.tate of affair& as
I have outlined sufficient to impress the mmds of the Bnu&h
workmg class? Such 1s the callou11nes& of the cap1tahstli the
methods that they adopt to dnve down the cond1t1ons of the
workers which were my bitter experience and which left a
profound 1mpre&s1on upon my mmd.
The whole outlme that I have tned to give from a worker&
v1ewpomt shows the correctness of the defimuon of Impenabi,m,
of which the Bnt1sh Empire 1s a part, as given by Lenm that
lmpenah.-,m was the penod of capitalist declme or dymg
Cap1tahsm Although I have only dealt with Bnt1sh Impenahsm
and directly with Great Bntam and India showing the class natudrc
te of tra e
of the struggle m both these countnes, the chrome sta
th
countnes
depression 1s not only confined to Great Bntam and e
nt
under the dommat1on of Bndsh Impenahsm. Tbe prei;e
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economic crisis is directly a crisis of the capitalist system as a
whole, in America, Gennany, France etc. there are huge annies of
unemployed workers. In America, the most powerful Imperialist
power today, we find in United States of America in January, 1931
there were 6,030,000 unemployed. These figures are given by Mr.
t amont, Secretary of Commerce U.S.A. The capitalists of those
countrif"s are making similar drives against the conditions of the
workers m those countries. In short the capitalist world as a whole
1s struggling in the grip of a tremendous world crisis under which
the very contradictions of the system itself are being exposed and
because of which the system must collapse. It· is from this
situation that the working-class of Britain have got to define their
attitude m the cla~s-struggle and especially towards the struggle
m the colonial countries within the Empire.
The British capitahsts use the argument that it is competition
from the workers in such countries as India and China wuh their
low wages and their long working hours that is under cutting the
Bnttsh products. But who is it that is keeping down the conditions
of the workers m those cou11tries? It is the same British capitalist,
who forces these workers to toil under disgusting circumstances
for all hours, 52 weeks in the year, in return for a wage that can
only be described as a miserable pittance not sufficient to provide
them with enough food. It is the same British capitalist who is
imposing rationalisation at home and at the same time planning
new schemes for further exploitation of India and other colonial
countries. British workers who assist or even permit this state of
affairs to continue are in reality sigmng their own death warrants.
The task of the British working-class is to fight for the liberation
of the colonial masses and for the conquest of political power at
home. It is for us British workers to consider how best to achieve
this. The General Strike of 1926 showed the right direction and
also showed that the British workers were just as militant.
coura.geous and determined to fight as any other section of the
workmg-class throughout the world, at the same time it exposed
:e t~chery of the tefonnist Trade Union leaders. These leaders
ave smce been enforcing upon the worktrs a policy of class
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collaborat1on under the name of "Mond1sm" and propagatmg
"mdustnal peace" while Cap1tahsm goes on steadily explortmg
the workers
The Bnt1sh Labour Party have 'from a pobcy of deception and
refonmst 1llus1ons gone over to a full blooded and whole-hog
support of lmpenabsm at the same time propagating such
quakery as "lmpenal preference" and "Empire Marketing" The
Labour Party has had suff1c1ent time and opportumty to 4ihow Its
mtent1ons, havmg operated as His Majesty's Government on two
occasions, and on both occasions 1t has been succes,ful m
showmg its Impenahst character In re\pect of matters directly
concemmg Great Bntam the role of the Labour Government ha'
been one of full-fledged support to all me1c;urec; that the
cap1tahsts have brought forward to reduce the lltandard of hfe of
the workmg-class, m their attempb to ~ave themi,elve!"I from tht
chaos w1thm which jhey were bemg itubmerged
The Labour Government has freely used alJ the c..ap1tahc;t Stelle
machmery to prevent re~1stance on the part of the workers, dm mg
the Transport Workers' Stnke of I 924 they introduced the
Emergency Powers Act, the m1htary were called m as blackleg'
and on all other occasions the m1htary and pohce have been freely
used and stnkers have been 1mpnsoned Unemployment rehet
wa~ refused to workers locked-out by employeri, to enfon..e Wcl~e
reductions Workers who have been unemployed for a penod
are refused unemployment msurance benefit with a view to
forcmg these workers by starvation to accept labour at c1.ny wctge
the employer bkes to impose. Further the Labour Government .ire
responsible for 1mposmg ~k work upon the unemployed The
Government machmery 1s used to setup arb1trat1on courti, through
which the wage reductions and rat1onal1sat1on policy that the
employers desire to impose are passed on to the worker' Further
anti-labour leg1slat1on such as the Trade D111putes Act remain"
1hl" da1os
law and the Labour Government even use it
h
collaborat1on pohcy of the Labour Government 1s endoned by~
Labour Party ln other words the Labour Party has come forw
m tht~ chaos
to save Cap1tabsm from itself. to save Cap1tab!lm f ro
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which in reality means saving the super profits for the capitalists.
Earlier, I gave figures which showed that the annual income of the
British workers had been reduced in ten years by 700 million
pounds sterling per annum. Mr. William Graham, President of the
Board of Trade, supplemented this statement by pointing out that
1nring the same ten years the national income on the other hand
has not fallen but it remained stable at 4,000 million pounds a
year. By this co-operation with Capitalism and the enforcement of
rationalisation upon the workers the Labour Party is enslavmg the
workers and intensifying the contradictions which are so apparent
today.
forced by poverty and unemployment assisted by these Labour
Impenali~ts, British workers are driven mto the military forces in
preparation for an attack upon U.S.S.R., a new war, and to be used
a!> tools in the hands of this gang of ruthless exploners to maintain
India and other colonial countries in forcible subjection, by the
u<;e of machine guns, tanks, poison, gas etc. etc.
The policy of the Labour Party in relation to the Empire has
been such that even the latt. Lord Birkenhead was able, when the
Tone!> came back into Government after the firrit Labour
Government of 1924, to say that the/ were merely carry mg on the
pohcy of the last Government. When the Egyptian Nationalists
made certain moderate demands from the Labour Government,
the reply was the de~patch of warships to Egyptian ports. When
the tribesmen in Iraq refused to bow to the might of Britain.
aeroplanes were sent and they were bombed. The then Labour
Mimster. the late Lord Thomson look a delight and full
responsibility for this affair, saying when referring to the incident
th~t "the effect of our air attack was appalling. 700 tribesmen
~ei~ed with panic, fled into the desert, where hundreds must have
penshl.!d from thirst ........... ". Nothing is said of the number of
human beings that were killed by the bombs during the raid. In
respect of China full support was.given by MacDonald Thomas
and Co. to the bloody Imperialist policy followed there, the
ruthless reprelilsion of the workers' strike movement in 1925, the
m.issacre of workers in 1926 and the British gun-boats and troops
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that were sent to China in 1927. Even the I.L.P. owing to it~
subservience to the Labour Party would not co-operate with the
C.P.G.B. in its "Hands off China" Campaign. The impenah~t
policy followed by the Labour·Party in respect of India we know
only too well, they were responsible for the introduction of the
Bengal Ordinance in 1924, their co-operation on the Simon
Commission; their record of ruthless repression from 1929 to
1931, wholesale shooting and arrest of the Indian masses, the
shootmg down of strikers; the numerous ordinances takmg away
whatever shght vestige of freedom there was, and finally the part
of the Labour Government played in the recent negottatlom, on
behalf of British Imperiahsm in delivering over the Indian ma.!ises
to a further period of intensified exploitation, poverty and m1.!iery
DI- 29.6.31.

To justify this policy of Imperialism the Labour Party talk of
estabhshing a "British Commonwealth of Nations" on the baw. of
the British Empire. They talk of 'socialising' the Empi1e How do
they propose to carry this out? With bombs, warship~ and troop~
or by the murderous policy that they have applied to India The
foundations of the Empire, as I have shown, are based upon
ruthless exploitation and it is upon this basis that they propose to
build their "British Commonwealth of Nations". If this 1s so then
the Labour Party programme for 'socialising' the Empire means m
other words socialising exploitation and slavery. Such tenns .ire
only used by the Labour Party to cover up the fact that they are
simply carrying out the policy of the British ruling c.lass 10
relation to the gathering and rising colonial revolt especially m
respect of India. No Party truly representing the working clas~ of
Britain can be reconciled with such a policy because the workers
of Great Britain are equal victims of the same Empire.
1
The policy of the British Labour Party is the same as the po icy
of the L.S.I., or perhaps it would be more correct to say that the
· · h Labour Party.
policy of the L.S.I. is the same as that of the Bnus
tter
being the most imponant factor in this International. As a mat is
of fact it is hardly correct to call it an International ~au~ 1has
only representative of sections in European counmes an
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little or no connection with the colonial countries. It is because of
this make up that the policy of the L.S.I. in relation to the colonial
and semi-colonial peoples bears the mark of a body prepared to
carry out the wishes oflmperialism. In other words the L.S.I. is in
fact a pro-imperialist body. After the War the Labour Imperialists
Jf European countries felt the need for an International to more
effectively assist the capitalists in carrying out their policy of
reconstruction. At the same time it was necessary to supplement
the work of the League of Nations and the I.L.O. A more
important reason for the bringing into being of the L.S.I. was the
necessity of some sort of International to divel'l the workers'
attention and to stem the rising tide of revolutionary upsurge that
was threatening to engulf the world. For this reason the L.S.I. with
1t& present constitution was established in 1923.
In respect of the colonial and suppressed Nationalities the
policy of the L.S.I. has been completely in keeping with the
policy of Imperialism. Where the strong hands of Imperialism
was applied the L.S.I. would justify and support, where the
situation necessitated the Imperialist power concerned talking of
"refonns" or a "measure of self-Government within the Empire"
that also could be accommodated In other words, the policy of
the L.S.I. is elastic and accommocbting, and can be adjusted to fit
m with the particular need of the imperialist policy of Capitalism
at the moment. At the same time through its resolutions it denies
the elementary principle of national self-determination and shuts
Its eyes to the relationship between t'he opressed colonial
countries and the oppressors. Refu~ug the right of independence
and adopting the principle of education towards self-Government
(the White Man's burden) which means accepting the position
that Im~rialist domination is a good thing and denying the fact
that the masses in the enslaved countries are in bondage to the
Im~rialist country. It would support the idea of the Indian people
hav1n~ self-Government (but within the Empire). On the other
hand_, it.repudiates the demand fot complete indep;ndence.
It 1s little wonder that the L.S.J. ieceives every suppon from tbe
Im~rialist powers and that the Imperialist oppressors give every
assistance to member of this international to visit their colonies
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and to establish connections and carry on propaganda. In recent
years several envoys of the L.S.I. have come to India, Purcell,
Shaw, Brockway, Brailsford, et,c, etc,. British Imperialism sees m
the L.S.I. a useful ally, a body.that will kiU two birds with one
stone, on the one hand to head the British and other European
workers off the revolutionary path and assist the reconstructmn of
Capitalism and worsen conditions for the workers, and on tht:
other hand to propagate to the colonial masses that they could not
do better than remain with in the Empire. Such a policy tli
designed only to bind the shackles of Imperialism more firmly on
the colonial masses and also upon the workers of the homecountry.
I have made it clear in what I have already said that the mtere't
and struggle of the working-class of both Britain and India are
common, that the rationalisation drive against the worker-; m
Britain coincided with a similar drive against the workeri, of
India, and that they both stand or fa11 together under the attack of
British Imperialist Capitalism. The maintenance of Bnt1sh
Imperialist power depends upon the workers of Britain hc::ing held
as under from the workers of India and the other colonies, to
prevent them from realising their common interest and common
struggle. To talk of building Socialism on the basis of Empire
exploitation is to propagate an idea as ridiculous a~ h "
mischievous and those who do so and support this idea are the
agents of those who desire to perpetuate these loathc;ome
conditions of exploitation, robbery and murder.
As against these organisations which are betraying and handmg
the workers over to Capitalism and Imperialism for further
exploitation stand the Communist International and the R.1.L U
with their unhesitating support for the colonial revoluuonal'Y
movements. The Communist International stands as the 0~~
organisation of the revolutionary working-class of the wor
linking up the workers on the basis of the class-stroggl~. 'fhis
position is made quite clear in the theses on the Revoluuon~
Movement in the colonies and semi-colonies passed at the Si~)
World Congress of the Communist International (Section
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·The revolutionary emancipatory movements of the colonies and
semi-colonies more and more rally round the banner of the Soviet
Union, convincing themselves by bitter experience that there is no
~alvation for them except through alliance with the Revolutionary
Proletariat and through the victory of the World Proletarian
revolution over World Imperialism. The Proletariat of the
u.s.S.R., and the Workers' movement in the capitalist countries,
headed by the communist International, in their tum are
..upporting and will more and more effectively support in deeds
the i::mancipatory struggle of all colonial and other dependent
people!I; they are the only sure bulwark of the colonial peoples in
their !ltruggle for final liberation from the yoke of Imperialism."
The above principle has been given effect to on more than one
occa~mn, the assistance rendered to the Chinese in the struggle
Jgain~t World Imperialism: the assistance given to the colonial
populations in Syria and Morocco by the French workers under
the banner of the Communist Party. the assistance given to the
Indian workers during tht" ·r strikes, and so on.
The only party in Great Britain that realises this and carries on
the correct policy in relation to tl•e situation is the Communist
Party of Great Britain. whose poli.. y it is to rally the workers of
Great Britain on the anti-Imperialist Front, whose active
propaganda and demonstrations were able to bring the workers of
Bntain to the true position and so prevent troops and ammunition
bemg sent to murder the Chinese workers and so drown the
gathering Chinese workers' revoha:i'-1n in blood. The vigorous
campaign that the C.P.G.B. has carried on to bring pressure to
bear upon British Imperialism and to rally the British workers to
.he suppon of their fellow workers in India, who are struggling
for. ~reedom. The clear and unequivocal denunciation of the
political and economic slavery imposed by &ritish Imperialism
';in hundreds of millions of workers in India and throughout the
?:sh Empire, and finally
clear cut del1l8Dd for the
wu
drawal
of
tro9ps
from
India
and the colonies and ...
_
reco . .
u-.;;
C P gmti~n of their complete Independence. On this basis the
· .G.B. is forgoing the link that will unite the struggle of the

the
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British Proletariat with the struggle of the colonial masses
against Imperialism, and lead them to overthrow this great
organi~~tion of ~xploi~ation •d oppre.ssion as represented by
the Bnt1sh Empire. It 1s our ahn, the aim of the working-claiis
movement to overthrow Capitalism and to substitute in the
place of the Dictatorship of the Capitalists the Dictatorship of
the Workers.
It is under this lead of the Communist Party that we worlcers in
Great Britain are beginning to realise that a defeat of the workers
on one front means that the capitalists will be in a much better
position to tum their attention to other fronts. The success of the
working-class of Great Britain can only be effected by the
formation and consolidation of a United F~nt between the
Proletariat of Britain and the Proletariat and masses of peasantry
of India. The victory of the working-class in advanced countne'
and the liberation Qf the oppressed Nationalities from the yoke of
Imperialism depends entirely upon this United Front
Imperialism has itself made conflict between exploiters and the
exploited International. Marx expressed the position clearly m his
Manifesto of the Communist Party when he says, "The workers
have no country". They have one common enemy that has
imposed the conditions under which they exist today, and which
they must unite to destroy.
Whilst at the same time I realise that revolution will not come
in India through the advice given either from Great Britain or
Moscow, but nevertheless it will surely come and the cause of it
will be the object misery and slavery created by the v~ry
oppression of British Imperialism itself, which is today steadily
impoverishing and wonening the conditions of the masse~. But
the day of their freedom from these chains of slavery will be
hastened by unity of action with workers who are weltering under
the whip of the same slave master. By this I ~ ~at ~
emanci-tion of the Indian masses from British Impenabsm wi
r· onus
weaken the capitalist exploiters, who are today battenlD8B 'tish
British wolters, their freedom. their helps forward the n
worken in their struggle for mmaciJNdioa·
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This can only be successfully achieved by the linking up of the
revolutionary working-class movements of Britain and India
along with the revolutionary working-class movements
throughout the world on the basis of the programme of the
comintcm. The Communist International alone is mobilising the
wide masses, not only in capitalist countries but throughout the
world for the final struggle and overthrow of Imperialism.
In view of the position of the workers of Great Britain an
exceptionally heavy responsibility devolves upon their shoulders.
a responsibility that they are certainly not going to shirk. The fact
that I am in the dock today charged along W1th my Indian
comrades shows that we, workers in the metropolis, are beginning
to realise more and more that it is our interest to see that the
domination of our own bourgeoisie over the workers in the
oppressed and colonial countries of the Empire within which we
hve must be abolished once and for all.
In spite of the fact that the watchdogs of British Imperialism in
the intelligence and other organisations, the best trained and most
pernicious in the world, .re watching all roads leading to India,
preventing access to all who might assist in the growth of the
class-consciousness of the Indian Proletariat, guarding India with
tts millions of human beings like some precious sacrifice that has
got to be slowly bled white on the altar of the Maloch of capitalist
Imperialism, our duty is quite clear. Even the Labour Government
has shown that they will not allow militant workers to come to
India and have associations with Indian workers. Any worker who
is suspected of the "'terrible crime" of desiring to help the Indian
workers in their stmggle is refused a passport as in the case of
1· R. Campbell, Tom Mann, etc •
.An outstanding instance is given by P. W. 247 Sergeant
Littlewood, ""A Mr. T. Sttudwick came to Bombay. He was
d~tain~ .on board". This was during August 1928 and is the case
0 a Bnush worker whose passlVWf etc. was in order: but British
Im · 1·
yy••
'
~na ism fear= that he would be of too much assistance to the
1:an Workers. So in spite of the fact that his passport was in
0
r he was not allowed to land. Another glaring instance is the
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case of Mr. J. W. Johnstone, who attended the Jharia Session of
the T.U.C. as a fraternal delegate representing the L.A.I In this
case Mr. Johnstone was served with an order for deportation, he
was subsequently arrested at f,lle T.U.C. Jharia and deported. The
above instances took place under the Tory Government. I can also
give facts of how the reformist labour leaders of the l.F.T.U., act
and show how they are prepared to carry out the orders of their
Imperialist masters, and thereby keep the workers divided. One
case is that of J. R. Campbell who desired to come to India to
assist the accused in this case, apparently he came under the
category of those who would be likely to give assistance to Indian
labour. He was therefore refused a passport by Mr. Wedgewood
Benn, the Labour Secretary of State for India. The grounds for
refusing the passport are given in a letter frofn the India Office
dated 19/12129 to J. R. Campbell "That undertaking was given, a'
is clear from the letters of the 11 th and 28th September, from th1,
office at a time wl'len, and on the assumption that t~e Government
of India were enabled by the currency of the Public Safety
Ordinance to ensure that any breach of these conditions would be
followed immediately by the removal of Mr. Campbell from
India. The Public Safety Ordinance has, however, ceased to be
operative ........ he must now decline to recommend the grant of a
passport valid for India". This shows that in spite of the fact th.tt
J. R. CampbeJI was prepared to give an undertaking, Mr. Benn.
the Custodian of British Imperialism in India refused to grant a
passport to a workers' leader because he could not have him
removed from India at the sweet will of the powers that be. Thi& 1 ~
a part from the fact that J. R. Campbell would have been of
immense value to us in conducting our defence in this case.
A more recent incident is that of William Gallacher. as
compared with David Kirkwood; both desired to attend the
forthcoming Trade Union Congress, both happened ; b:
engineers and members of the same Trade Union but av•
Kirkwood is a member of the I. L. P., he is to be allowed to c~m~~

William Gallacher is a mem&er of the Communist Party, e 1
refused a passport
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We have learnt from bitter experience that had the workers
bowed down to arbitrary class legislation, designed to keep the
workers apart there would never have been a Labour Movement.
we are certainly not going to begin now to bow down to this kind
of legislation, or dictation from the capitalists, we defy
capitalism to prevent us from linking up with the Indian workers
in their struggle.
Whtlst it is necessary for us to carry on vigorous propaganda
and agitation in Great Britain among the workers there to make
them understand what British Imperialism really stands for, it is
also necessary that this should be accompanied by concrete
assistance such as British workers coming to India to work with
the Indian workers and in the Indian working-class movement.
I cJaim that the only way-out of the present world economic
crises is the revolutionary way, capitalism must be smashed and
socialism built up from the ruins thereof, upon this must be taken
mto consideration the position of the British Empire. Either,
emancipated by the Proletarian revolution in Britain or by the
active participation of tt..... British Proletariat the revolution in the
colonies is achieved and there will be found in India, other
countries previously hostile tc capitalist Britain, countries
converted into loyal allies of Svviet Britain. Such an alliance
based upon the workers of these countries will provide a sure
bulwark against the bogey· of attack from American Dollar
Imperialism, to which almost all European countries are heavily
mortgaged to-day and which is becoming the nightmare of British
Imperialism. At the same time it wiil provide an unsurmountable
defence of the Soviet Countries against the forces of counterrevolution.
That the working-class of Great Britain are waking to the fact
that their struggle to-day is inter-dependent with the masses
stru.ggling for freedom in the colonial countries-especially
India- and that for success there must be unity of action. this is
~coming more apparent day b)' day. This awakening is being
Crought about and led by the C.P.G.B. That I am a member of the
ommunist Party of Great Britain I admit and I am proud of the
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fact. I stand here to-day to register the right of the workers of
Great Britain to co-operate with the workers of India in the
struggle against capitalism and imperialism. In doing so there is
no conspiracy, it is open co-operMion in the class-struggle against
our common enemy, and come what may we are detennineJ
ultimately, to march forward together shoulder to shoulder to ou;
emancipation under the banner of the Communist International.

My arrival in India for the second time
An unsuccessful attempt has been made by the Prosecution to
shroud my arrival in India with mystery and to suggest that I came
to India under false pretences. The Prosecution (Junior) Counsel
said in summing up the case in the Lower Coon tbat "he came like
his predecessors or false pretences as an engineer." I do not know
why we said this. What they have to support this allegation I do
not know. I have bq9n shown several documents, two of which are
P. I008, 1012, which I understand are alleged by the Prosecution
to announce my coming to India. I do not see anything at all in the
document P J008 that has any connection whatsoever with me.
unless, of course, the Prosecution want to fix on to me the
suggestion that 'University fellow refers' to me. I am certainly
not a 'University fellow' and I know nothing about the reference.
In P. I 012 it says that "an engineer who will be going to Glasgow
soon." These cryptic letters of the Prosecution have been
developed to a high degree. Tiie fact that I am an engineer became
common knowledge, and such a fact could be easily incorporated
in a letter. As to the word 'Glasgow' meaning Bombay, this, of
course, can only be mere assumption on the part of the
Prosecution. there is certainly no evidence to support it. Had 1
gone to Karachi it would have had to have read as Karachi. I have
seen these two exhibits, they were not sent to me and I unde~tand
they have not been properly proved. I think Spratt has given 8
satisfactory explanation and there is no need for me to say an~
mo~. I know nothing about them. All sorts of strange an
secution about
mysterious stories have been concocted by the .Pro
. for
the anival of certain persons in India. One Percy GladdlDB
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instance is mentioned. In the case of this person the Prosecution
with all their army ofC.I.D. have not been able to produce a scrap
of evidence that any-one saw such a person in India. But
nevertheless we have been given an elaborate story about him. In
respect of my coming to India for the second time I desire to make
i' quite clear that there was nothing mysterious, and certainly
nothing ~urreptitious about the way I came. I came quite as
openly as I came on the first time, my passport which is on record
shows this. One of the reasons for which I came to India was to
work the agency for a patent tile, an invention of my elder brother.
He was also the proprietor of the firm, "The 'Crab' Patent Under
Drain Tile Company". At the same time as a Communist, of
course, I owed a duty to my class which I was certainly not going
to shirk. An opportunity was offered me during the year 1927 to
again return to India by my elder brother who wanted to develope
the sale of his tiles and I agreed to come to India and to my best in
this respect for him. At the same time I saw an opportunity to
render some practical assistance to my fell ow workers in India; to
further study their conditior. :, to be in dose contact with them and
to participate in their struggle along with them. I seized this
opportunity and in September, 1927 l came to India on the P and
0 boat Ranpura using my own name, my own passport and quite
openly.

Explanation of Money, Private letters and Telegram etc.
Money:-! have already explainf'd how and why I came to
India in 1927. The Prosecution ha"~ thought fit to put in as
evidence a mass of private letters and telegrams purporting to
have been either sent by me or received by me. The main point in
these exhibit; is that they refer to the question of salary, either that
1 am asking fc.r it to be forwarded or saying that it has not been
sent. All these telegrams and letters are to and from my mother
~nd my bonher. Now without any reason whatsoever your Honour
~~~ked by the Prosecution to infer that there is something sinister
b ind these letters and telegrams, here I may mention that my
rother has been cited as a co-conspirator while my mother has
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not, no reason is given for this. In spite of all this and on th
flimsy inference a Moscow scare is built up, you are asked :~
believe that Moscow is intrigu~ng and that my mother and
brother, and in fact the whole family are involved in this "Moscow
plot". In short, it is alleged that they are in league with me dnJ
have been transferring "Moscow money" through cenam
channels to me.
Then the name of the Workers' Welfare League of India 1 ~
brought in and the Prosecution counsel has said, without any
concrete evidence to substantiate the same, that I was bemg paid
" ........ month by month for doing this Communist work of the
revolution of India ......", the same allegation is repeated bv the
Magistrate in his Committal Order. Now as I have already pointed
out I was doing business here on behalf of my brother and II I\
only natural that letters and telegrams dealing with the quest10n of
my salary and other business matters should pass between us, that
is members of my family. Out of all rhe amounts mentioned by tht:
Prosecution and alleged to have been received by me all except
two were sent either by my mother or my brother. One of the~e
two amounts not sent by them is alleged by the Prosecution to
have been sent by one H.P. Rathbone, all that I can i;ay in th1~
respect is that I knew a Mr. Rathbone as a friend of the family and
this may be the same Mr. Rathbone. It is quite possible that he wa~
asked by my people to forward this amount to me (P. 1504 series)
P. 1514 series with message "Wire receipt league":At the timt: this money was sent my elder brother was travelling
in the midlands around Birmingham and as is usual with persons
who are travelling an address to which all correspondence should
be sent is fixed. I understood this message to mean that I should
· B'1rmm
· gham
send the receipt for this money to a certain hotel m
which was the headquarters of the Commercial Travellers.
. . and also of other orgamsat1ons
. .
Assoc1at1on
of wh1'ch my brother
th
15
·
l
·
fierence
to
was a member. Correspondence and matena m re
.
I h d been movmg
matter has been lost owing to the fact that
~
. folJowed
about from place to place and then, of course, this was
by my arrest.

m;
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P. t 860: The Prosecution had tried to support their theory that
this money was being sent by the Workers' Welfare League and
have referred to this letter. The portion which says "I have to
thank you for.... also for the receipts for the monies the League has
been able to collect from the British workers for the strike at
1fombay." This is a letter from Potter Wilson to me, now the clue
and the explanation to this reference to receipts can be found in
P. 1814, a portion of which refers to the fact that the Workers'
Welfare League was able to collect from the Amalgamated
Society of Dyers, Bleachers, Finishers and Kindred Trades,
Lanca5.hire; The sum of £ l 00-0-0. This was oaJy of several
amounts that the Workers' Welfare League was able to collect to
assist the Bombay Mill Strike of 1928.
Now the position is that in my capacity as one of the treasurers
of the Joint Strik~ Committee, which was conducting that strike,
ti1eo;e amounts were sent to me. The total sum that I received from
the Workers' Welfare League was R5.. 4015-5-0. This amount I
received direct and quite openly from the Workers' Welfare
League and it was handed ~ve1 to the Joint Strike Committee and
1t appears m the balance sheet of the Jomt Strike Committee
produced &fter the termination of tt-e Strike. One of the amounts
included in the above is£ 100-0-0 rf'ceived from theA.S D.B.F. &
K trades.
The facts are that the whole of this sum was sent by the Trade
Union Movement in England to a~sist the Indian workers on
strike, that it was used for this purpose cm be shown by the
balance sheet of the Joint Strikt.. Committee, but the most
important point I want to make is that I received this sum openly
direct from the Workers• Welfare League and that no cover at all
was nece,;sary. I have never, during the whole of my stay in India.
attempted in any way to conceal my connection with the
Workers' Welfare Leagu~ of India. The correspondence that the
Prosecution have put in is a sufficient evidence to this effect. But
the Prosecution have thought fit only to put in as evidence the
co
.
rrespondence that passed after a certain date and concocted the
story that after a certain date when the Public Safety Bill was
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being put forward I became bold. Had they put in my earhe
correspondence they could not have maintained their theory tha~
my mother and my brother we.re being used as a cover to send me
sums of money. The point I ~t to emphasise is that I was in
continuous correspondence with the Workers' Welfare League
almost from the time that I arrived in India because I knew the
Workers' Welfare League to be the official representative 111
England of the All-India Trade Union Congress, that no attempt
on my part or on the part of the Workers' Welfare League wa'
made to conceal anything as shown by the evidence. But the~e
letters only date from 8.9.29 from my side that is P. I 861 and from
the Workers' Welfare League 23.8.28 P. 1860. What has happend
to the letters that passed before these dates. WbJt has happened to
the letter referred to in P. 1860 which contained receipts for the
money received for the Joint Strike Committee. The C.I D
apparently have np-record of this correspondence, or if they have.
the Prosecution have conveniently not put them on record. Had
they done so it would have caused some confusion in respect ot
the conclusions that they desire the Court to draw.
Now according to the Prosecution I was working in India for 18
months, from September, I 927 to March, J929 when I wa~
arrested. If all the amounts which the Prosecution have put on
record and which they alleged to have been received by me are
reckoned up, it comes to the enormous sum of Rs. 5365- 10-0
approximately. This includes Rs. 1055-0-0 received by me after
my arrest while in jail. But even if the total sum of Rs. 5305-10-0
is taken and divided by 18 that is the number of months that I w~
working in India, it come to only Rs. 298-1-5 per month.
follows that according to this calculation I was in receipt vf
. t the
Rs. 298-1-5 per month and on this huge sum accord mg 0
Prosecution you are to believe that I was hired by Moscow ~o
create the machinery and to finance the moment to overthrow 1 ~
sovereignty of the King Emperor in India. I had to pay my ho:f
bills and I travelled about India considerably. That I was shortnd
letters a
money even to pay for these necessary expenses mY fi other
telegrams showed and to suggest that I had money to use or
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purposes is s~eer non~nse. The. whole proposition .is as
ridiculous as it is fantastic. I emphatically deny the allegation of
the Prosecution in reference to the question of money received by
me while in India.
P. 2428: The reference on P. 2428 series is a business reference
and should follow the explanation already given in P. 1514.
The Workers' Welfare League of India
A large amount of correspondence alleged to have passed between
myself and the Workers' Welfare League as has tJc:en put in as
evidence. All this correspondence it will be seen dealt with Trade
Union activities and strikes. In view of these documents and also in
view of the suggestion made by the Prosecution that the W.W. League
paid me my salary while I was in India, and that it was a Conummist
body, I desire to place the Court in full possession of the facts about
this body as I have them. Although I have mentioned the numbers of
these exhibits here I may find it necessary to refer at a later stage to
the contents. In the beginning I should just like to recall how the
Prosecution introduced this body the Workers• Welfare League as an
important "conspiratorial" organisation. The Crown Counsel in his
opening address produced an intere~ting graph in which certain
organisations were placed in relation to each other. Tiie graph.
however, did not prove much of a success, perhaps the Prosecution
Counsel was not very skilled at the job of producing such a thing,
because he apparently found some difficulty in placing certain of the
organisations that he wanted to accou."lt for and therefore he said in
his address. "Then there are other bodie11 which it is slighdy ditfl.CUlt
to place. 1\vo of them are the Workers' Welfare League and the
labour Research Department". Little things like this, however, did
not deter the Prosecution. the Workers' Welfare League had to be
~as~ protege of the Comintem, and this was done in spite of
Scotuncertainty of the Prosecution and their lack of evidence. The
land Yard C.I.D. witnesses lxouiht out to India at considerable
expense, should have at least been able to tell the Court something to
:bstE ntiate the allegation of the Prosecution. ln spite of the fact
at tt e Prosecu,tion tried to draw this information out, only vape
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inferences were forthcoming such as the Workers' Welfar
League was in close touch with the "Sunday Worker'' (whic:
according to the evidence of Mr· Brailsford was not a CommumM
organ) or, that the "Morning Post" had called it a Bol~hevik
Organisation. Those of us who know the "Morning Post" ~an
credit it with manufacturing any wild scare, to satisfy the thmt of
its Anglo-Indian and empire building readers.

DI- 30.6.31.
To try to add weight to their story much has been made by the
Prosecution about the address of the League. Comrade Spratt hc1'
already made some reference to the offices at 162 Buckmgham
Palace Road. The League during its 13 years of existence h~ had
several addresses as the membership-card (D 709) will llhow
During the time while I was in England and a member of the
League its meetitlg place was at Doughty House, J8 Dought)
Street. This was the Headquarters of the N.A.F.T.A. Thtll I'I the
Furnishing Trade Workers' Union, but it did not mean to say that
the W.W. L. had come under the influence of the fum1shmg trade
workers, or that it had become a furnishing trade worker!I' body
Of course, applying the logic of the Prosecution and of the
"Morning Post" that because the office of the League was at 162
Buckingham Palace Road for a time it must be a Commumst body
because another alleged Communist body had an office m the
same building. This argument, of course, of the Prosecuuon "
foundationless, and at any rate very bad evidence.
Now I should like to say something about the history of the
League and its work. The Magistrate in his committal order, page
• &
•
•
76 shows a deplorable lack of 101onnat1on
m
respect of. th1~1
organisation when he says that: "it started with the miua
advantage of being the representative in England of th~
·
't the Wnrkef\
A.I. T. U .C." I cannot let this go without correctmg • •
d t on
Welf~ League was started just three years before the foun a 1
of the A.I. T. U.C.
ded by
The facts are that the Workers' Welfare League was foun
Mr. A.G. Field, an individual who desired to assist the Indian
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workers, in the year 1917. Another point I should like to
emphasise is that the date of the foundation of the League shows
that it was founded exactly three years before the foundation of
the Comintem and four years before the R.l.L. U. was brought into
being and the same year that the Russian revolution took place.
T"is being so it could hardly be an offshoot either of the
Commtem or the R.l.L.U., as the Prosecution would lead the
Court to believe.
Thus the position i~ that a few Indian and Bntish subjects in
England founded the League in 1917 and were, in a very short
time, able to show a substantial organisation. The objects of it
were, m short, to safeguard the interests of the workers of India, to
lay facts about the conditions of labour etc. before the workers of
England, at the same time making it clear that the exploitation of
labour in any part of the Empire is detrimental ·to the general
mterests of the workers throughout the Empire. This 1s according
to the constitution and rules of the W. W.L. which I tender.
I would just mention briefly some of the work done by the
:.Cague and its activities s::1ce its foundation. In 1919, that is
before this alleged conspiracy started, the League sent a memorial
to the Secretary of State for lndi~ drawing attention to the
omis~ion of any reference to the q._•estion of improvement of
rondit1ons of the workers in the Montague-Chelmsford Report,
.md urged the need for steps to be taken on behalf of the Indian
workers. In 1920, the League was able to persuade the General
Council of the British Trade Union Congress to approach the
Secretary of State for India in conn~rtion with the strikes that
were taking place then in India, and called for the granting of
Trade Union rights for Indian workers. Further the first time that
an appeal was ever issued for financial help on behalf of the
Indian workers on strike was issued by the Workers' Welfare
Leagu~ in 1924 resulting in assistance being sent to the strikers.
Again ~n 1925, the League was successful in getting the General
Council of the British Trade Union Congress to make a grant to
~e Indian workers then in dispute. 1be League was responsible
~::~?eral inten:st being roused in England about the terrible
ittons of Incban Labour that exist on the tea plalltations and
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was responsible for the workers' delegation coming to India, 0
from the Trade Union Congress and the other direc~e
representing the Workers' ~elfare League~ Mr. Marciy Jone:.
These delegates attended the Cawnpore Session of theA.l.T.U.C.
Another example of the work of the League is shown in the
lOth Annual Report for the year 1927 which has been tendered
and marked D. 711. The assistance was rendered during the
Bengal-Nagpur Railway Strike of 1927 and on this occasion
financial help was sent with the co-operation of the British Trade
Union Congress. This report shows general co-operation between
the League and the British Trade Union Congress. In one pan of
the Report it says. "Further correspondence with the Genercll
Council followed and finally the League is.glad to report that a
receipt or letter couched in cordial terms, recording appreciation
for the work of the League, and expressing the view of the
General Counc;il that any appeals from the A.l.T.U.C. to the
British T.U.C. should reach the latter directly and not through the
medium of the League. The League Council accepted this
suggestion and informed the General Council of the T.U.C. that 1t
would also keep them informed of any approach to the British
authorities or such action taken by the League in this country."
The League is a non-political body and includes among it~
members representatives of all working-class organisation~.
Communist and non-Communist. The membership of the League
is mainly by affiliated organisations and in this matter the IOth
Annual Report shows a considerable increase in affiliated Trade
Unions.
1
Among the eighty affiliated societies are the Iron and Stee
Federation, The London Society of Compositors, the N.A.F.!.A.,
.
. of Boot and Shoe Operat1ves,
·
the National
the National
Umon
Amalgamated Building Trade Operatives, etc.
31 t
The 11 th Annual Report for the year ending December, 5
. held 10
. London on

1928 as presented to the Annual meeting
as
February the 16th, 1929. (It is hermy tendered and m~~~the
D. 712). ltdeals with the workdoneduringtheyear. 80~.'; to the
most inportant year as far as I am concerned acco. •:pheaval
Prosecution, it refers to the tremendoul economic
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witnessed in India during 1928, and class character of British
Imperialism, and the brutal method used to suppress strikes and
the working-class movement, and the need for closer cooperation between the British and the Indian workers.
The fact is that the League was able to collect £ 440-0-0 to
assist the Bombay Textile workers on strike during the year,
which was received by the Joint Strike Committee. This is the
amount which I referred to earlier and which was sent to me,
£ 40-0-0 was sent to assist the S.I. Rly. strikers and£ 10 to assist
the Jute workers on strike at Bauria. Trade Union Conferences
were organised by the League in order to draw the attention of the
British workers to the Indian Labour situation.
•
Considerable importanc~ is sought to be attached by the
Prosecution to the reports and correspondence alleged to have
been sent hy me to Mr. Potter Wilson of the Workers' Welfare
League which deals with strikes and Trade Union matter. I would
draw your honour's attention to the para in the llth Annual
Report
which
runs
as
follows:
''During
1928,
Mr. N. M. Joshi, General Secretary of the T.U.C. has week by
week forwarded a summ~~: y of news on the strikes taking place in
India. Full reports were also received from the Joint Strike
Committee conducting the Bomba~· Textile strikes."'
Was there anything conspiraton1l in these reports sent by Mr.
N. M. Joshi? If not, then there was nothing conspiratorial in the
rl!ports alleged to have been sent by me also during 1928.
It will be seen by this Report that further affiliations of
organisations were made during 1928 from ,uch organisations as
A.E.U., S.W.M.F. Trades Council~ and Co-operative Guilds etc.
Becaui-.e of the excellent work thal the League was doing on
behalf of the Indian workers, the A.l.T.U.C. decided to make
the League its agent in Great Britain. The foregoing information
~hould be sufficient to explode the canard of the Prosecution
that this organisation was a Communist body or that it was
a conspiratorial body. With the continued recurrence of
~b~ur disputes, the indiscriminate shooting of strikers by the
hohce and Military, the bad conditions, the long working
w~~r~ and low wages etc. the need for an org~isation that
courageously put forward the position of the
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Indian working cJass is great and of immense value to the
Indian workers. The Workers' Welfare League of India ha,
worked as an open organisatia~ for the last 13 years, and will
continue to do so, giving every ltssistance to the Indian workmg
class movement. It is the set policy of British Imperialism to
prevent the British working class from helping the Indian
workers. The attitude of the Prosecution in dragging in the
Workers' Welfare League in this case is a part of thi!t set pohcy.
An organisation !tUch as this, that has shown practical re:..ult\ 111
drawing together in the struggle the workers of India and Bntam.
has of course become a menace to British Imperiah,m. The
modem method oflmperialism to discredit a body i!!> to broad,·N
the suggestion that it is under the inOuence and control ol
Communist!t, in this way making it possible fot the Government
at any time to attach it to some particular "Conspiracy Ca,e" th.it
they may hatch. Th,S: workers are not so easily gulled a:.. th1.,, the}
know the methods of Imperialism, the link once forged between
the workers of India and Britain will not be allowed to be :..o ra,11)
broken.
The Prosecution have not put on record any concrete ev1denLl'
to ~upport their allegation in reference to the League, I de.,rre
again to emphatically deny the ab!turd allegation of the Pwllecution that the Workers' Welfare League is a Communist body or
under the influence of Communists, or that it paid me m) ..alar}
while I have been in India.
P. 2417: I de">ire at the moment to make some reference tu th1.,
exhibit. It is one of the many letters written to Potter \V11"on In
thi!t case I wish to draw your attention to the posHcnpt. where
you will find "enclosed find 'The Spark' a new paper that ha.,JU"1

come out, it has got to be improved;" now with regard to thi~ P011 tscript the Magistrate observes, while summing up the evidence
against Mr. Desai, "Bradley sent a copy almost at once to ~otte•
. h the remark "1t
. has got to be 1mprov
.
ed" · He obv1ou.,Jy
W1·1 son wit
· · ot .,o
regarded it as a vehicle for conspiracy". Unfortunately it i:.. nh 1
.
.
lly But w en
obvious to me. I never knew Mr. Desai persona ·
Id oon
read in the Bombay papers that a socialist weekly wo~ kc;n 10
come out, I was naturally interested in the news and was
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!>Ce the paper. I would have been a poor Communist if I did not
keep my eyes open to what the Socialists were doing. Further I
thought that Mr. Potter Wilson, as Secretary of the Workers'
Welfare League, may like to have a look at this paper and perhaps
hke to order it for himself as there was no other English Socialist
raper going at the time.
I could never fancy such a far-fetched meaning could be read
mto my casual and imper!)onaJ remark "it has got to be improved."
What was. in my mind when this letter was written, was that the
paper a~ !>Uch was ab~urdly small to be of much ui:.e to any body,
and of cour~e being in EngJii:.h it did not get to the workers. From
what I gathered when I saw the paper, especially its first editorial,
one havmg any first hand acquaintance with the labour movement
could not po~~ibly have any allusion about its scope and policy.
Obviou5ily tt could at best be compared with an l.L.P. organ. Apart
~rom the harm such a paper would incidentally do the most we
Communist~ could hope for was to sometime get a carefully
wnttcn article in its columns on some topical subject just as
-.,m1lar of my contribution-; which were occa!)ionally published in
the nat1onalt<;t paper~. However, a paper that looked up to the
'Daily Herald' a!'.I its ideal could nnt conceivably be expected to
g1\e quarter to communist propaganda as such.
Cryptic Documents
P. 1671, P. 1672 and P. 1673.

P. 1671 P: il> a photograph of a letter add1essed to "Mac" over
the Mgnature of one Leonard, an.t according to the date was
P0 '-_ted a few days after my arrival in India. This letter, containing
a<, •t doe!> cryptic figures, has been made much use of by the
Pro!>ecution. Like many other documents and much of the
eviden~e that the Prosecution have put in in this case they have
made full use of these exhibits irrespective of whether they have
b~e~ proved or they could have proved them satisfactorily or not.
S1m1larly w'th
·
.
1. th e M ag1strate,
th
p
he-has accepted whatev~r version
e rosecut1on have put forward in respect of any exhibit and
uth~"crupulously used lt in framing the case against rne. What is
'" !!tory th at is
· to Id by the Prosecution witness in respect of
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P. 1671 P. P.W. 262 who deposed to having "intercepted" thi!>
letter says that he went to the Mole, Ballard Pier and there picked
up a letter addressed to E. J. H~rsmen. Further the cover was of
the same size and colour as the other letters, which were censured,
written by Bradley. On this evidence this letter is to be credited to
my account.
It should be a perfectly patent fact known to every .,anc
individuals that many thousands of letters are posted everyday at
the G.P.O. Bombay by thousands of persons who are entm:
strangers to each other, and the covers of these letters are in an
overwhelming majority of cases exactly of the same size, r.hape
and colour. Nevertheless P. W. 262 says that he obtainecl a
photograph of this interesting letter which is now P. 1671 P. But
~e do not see any evidence of a photograph of t~e very important
. .elope with the address on it, we have apparently got to accept
the word of the Cfl.D. that such a thing did exist at all. The
Bombay C.l.D. bemg satisfied that the above was not sufficient
evidence and could not be accepted by any one as proof that I wa'
the originator of it, they set to work to put it on a more concrete
basis.
It is passing strange that in the case of P. 1671 P. the Bomba)
police thought it necessary to prepare a special report and tht'
report appears a~ P. 1672. Now it is only in this polire rrpvrt that
we find the alleged address of the letter P. 1671, it apparently wa~
not thought of sufficient importance to photograph the envelope
upon which so much reliance is placed by the Prosecution
Nevertheless it is upon this police report P. 1672 that !l "tory ~.,
concocted to substantiate the allegation of the Prosecution. In th•~
exhibit a mysterious Mr. Hill is spoken of as giving informauon.
we do not know who this individual i.s and he was not called a~ a
witness in this case to give evidence on this matter. This polu.:e
·
ted whu:h
report goes on to say that another letter was mtercep
· this letter
d
was addressed to Asaf of Hyderabad, Deccan, an m ·
.
10
·
·
·
p
1673
P.
Again
there 1s reference to Mac. This bnngs me to .
- ·
.
. ortance co
this instance it was not thought of sufficient amp
.
.
n haps the two
produce the photographic copy of this envelope. cer
envelopes of P. 1671 and P. 1673 were not the same.
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Before I proceed I would just like to refer to cenain remarks
pa&!led by the late Mr. Langford James. He says that I write an
excellent hand but found it necessary to print this Jetter P. 1671.
On the other hand that I did print this letter has not and can not be
!lalllifactorily proved by the Prosecution, is now apparent, and
hecau!le they have no proof on this scope they try to introduce
&ub&tantiation from another direction to attempt to prove that I
wrote this letter. Necessary Explanation must be given, I would
not attempt to keep the Court in the dark over this matter, thi~ is
my explanation.
During my travel and voyage from England to·lndia in 1927
I made friends with several individual co-pa~sengers, as one
u.. ually doe!> on &uch a trip. Among these individuals were, two,
A. A. Baig of Hyderabad, Deccan, and the other wru. a Mr. M. Ellis
who wa& coming out to India as a sub-editor on the 'Statesman'.
A" 1& ,hown by P.W. 182 Ex. P. 672. The three of us Mr. M. Ellis.
A. A. Baig and myself had our photographs taken on board the
Ranpura and this photo is copied on P. 1673. A. A. Baig the
md1v1dual whom I met C'P board the Ranpura and to whom the
letter P. 1673 is addressed comes of a very highly r~spectable
family m Hyderabad, Deccan. It is extremely remarkable that
though the Prosecution supplied t1, with a long list of names of
co-coni-.pirator!I during the Magbtrates Court and yet I could not
fmd the name of Asaf Baig among them. On the other hand the
Pro&ecution ~eek to rely upon this letter P. 1673 to Al-af Baig to
prove that a cenain letter containing cryptic code was written by
me, th1& i& according to the polic~ re-port P. 1672. The late Mr.
Langford James in his Address says "I have no doubt in time Mr.
Bradley may explain who Mac is". I will now proceed to
:•nhghten the Prosecution, if they do not already know who Mac is
;n P. 1~73 P. The Prosecution claimed that the Mac referred to in P.
673 ts the ~ame Mac 10 whom the Jetter P. 1671 is addressed.
Now all this is very interesting and the product of the very fertile
imagination which the Prosecutibn have shown they possess by
even carrying on this case. The argument of the Prosecution
~~e~upposes that Asaf Baig was a co-conspirator; presupposes
at he knew who Mac was; at any rate 1t
. 1s
. quite
. wit. h.m reason to
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chum that Abaf Baig was m posoite'i'iion of certam fact!I and 1t the
Prosecution claim 1s correct that P 1671 P 'upport\ their
propooi;1t10n that the 'iame person wrote P 1671 P thenAc;afBdig
1s m pooi;,eoi;s1on of oi;ome very. valuable mformat1on that c-hould
have been oi;ecured for the Court However, he wac; never called J'
a Prooi;et.ut10n w1tne'' nor waoi; h1' name put down on the h·u of
t.o-con\pirators, the fact that he was hvmg m Hyderabad doe.. not
cut any tee The Prooi;ecut1on have been able to produc.e per-,0 n,
from any where, Great Bntam, French. India and dl\o from
Hyderdbc1d m the form of L1aqat Hus.un PW 191 I claim that the
Prooi;ecutton have deliberately evaded brmgmg Aoi;af Baig he1e d\ 1
w1tne" Had he come he would have ha.cl to give the he to tht
fantastic story concocted by the Pro,ecuuon
The truth about P 1673 t\ that A!laf Bdtg .in<}. Mr M blh-. J.' J
have said, travelled together on the Ranpura Mr blJl', "J'- kml\\11
toAoi;afBa1g and my,elf aoi; "Mac" and he cc1me to lnd1.i to t.ikt up
a JOb on the "Statf111Uin" ao;; a oi;ub-edttor The reference to Mdt m
P 167l P 1' that I wrote to Mr M Elho;; cl few d.iyc; l-l'tore th1'
letter wa~ wntten d.nd \ent htm oi;ome cop1e\ of th1' and other
photograph' taken dunng the voyage d.nd I addre,,ed him .i-. Mtl
Apparently the Bombay C I D \eem to have ml\\ed th.lt ktttr
very convemently There 1s not the ~hghte't truth m the
Proo;;ecutmn oi;tory m relation to th1oi; md.tter I know nothmg abou 1
P 1671 P and certainly never wrote 1t I w1'h to 'it.ite that th"
document ha' been put m on the mooi;t fhm'iy ev1denu! Jnd
attdchcd to me, the fdct'i that I hc1ve put forward tJn be
\Ubbtant1ated by either of the two per<;ono;; I hd.ve mentioned thJt
1oi;, Mr A\afBa1g and Mr M Elli\ If you look at P 619 written °~
the back of two of my v1'i1tmg cardoi; appear the name' Jn
addres-,eoi; of both the\e person~
h
Before I go on with the quelit1on of the other exh1b1t' of t ''
character I \hould hke to refer to the que'\t1on of cl)pll(.. hgun.'
and my oi;ugge~ted plieudonyms The Prosecution had an amati~
kna'k of oi;olvmg the<re figure& and &ugge~ted that the key could t
found m Palgrave'oi; Golden Treasury Well I know nothing dbou
&
d 1th mt in
th1\ No copy of Palgrave's Golden Treasury was aoun wPoh(..e to
'Ptte of the fact that oi;tnct mst111ct1onoi; were given to the
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-;eize any such inflammable material. The Magistrate seems to
have no difficulty whatsoever in arranging certain new names for
me. He first attaches "fred" to me and say!I: "his initial 'F stands
for }<rancis not Frederick". This of course cannot be used to
!>Upport the contention that 'fred' was a false name used by me.
Then I am given the pseudonym of Leonard and against this is to
be added another name of Jack, without any apparent reason these
names are to be foisted upon me and without any evidence to
!iupport such a contention.

Explanation of P. 673 and P. 674
There are several pieces of evidence put in by the Prosecution
m thi!I cai.e which have come rather as a surprise, of cour!le that is

to be expected in a case of this character. I suppose P. 674 can be
put into this category. The late Mr. Langford James in his opening
addre!is said he "had no doubt that I would be able to throw
con!liderable light upon this letter". At the '\ame time he gave a
long disl:our!»e on this exhibit explaining how it is alJeged to have
Lomc mto the hands of the Police and then telling us what he
considered the letter really meant. There is no doubt that light,
considerable or otherwise, is verv necessary in respect of this
exhibit and because of this I will p1oceed to give my explanation
ahout this extremely mysterious document. Whether I do this to
the satisfaction of your Honour and the Prosecution is a matter
that remain!!I to be seen.
In the first place I would deal with the circumstances under
which it was 'discovered'. Accordi•1i to the evidence of P. W. 175
Mr. Sandwell this exhibit P. 674 was found in one of his
cupboard!I. The story is that on the 24th of April, 1929 Sandwell's
i.ervant .Joseph D' Souza brought this letter to him saying that on
the ~ay before he had found it while shifting an almirah following
the mstructions to do so hy Mr. Sandwell. On receiving this from
~o~ph J?.' Souza Mr. Sandwell immediately sent it off to Inspector
· ero1msky of the Bombay C.l.D. Why he should have sent any
document to Mr. B. Derojinsky, an individual whom very few
pe~ple indeed in Bombay can know is a fact that needs very
St>nous con s1'de ration.
· Now I should explain
'
that I left Bombay on
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the 6th of March. 1929 for an organising tour of the G.I.P.
Railway and did not return to Bombay until the 24th of March on
which day I was arrested. However the document was not
'discovered' until exactly one '{llOnth after this according to the
evidence of P.W. 175, P.W. 228 and P. 673 and that was almo\t
seven weeks after I had Jeft Bombay. Although it is shown Lhdt
Sandwell was extreme1y interested in my movements on behalf of
the C.l.D. still it took him seven weeks to 'find' this document
Mr. Sandwell says that he took over this flat at the beginning of
January 1929 and in his cros~-examination he could not say which
room had been occupied by me as a tenant of Mrs. De Burgh. thl'
individual whom he says he took the flat from, it should be noted
that the document P. 674 is dated June 6th, 1928.
From the evidence of Mr. Sandwell it wa" st.own that he hdd
been acting as an amateur detective had been working m clmc
co-operation with the Bombay Police since shortly after m)
arrival in Bombay jn 1927. And that enquiries were continuoui.I)
being made by Sergeant Littlewood (P. W. 247) and other CJ U
officers about me from him. Further in reply to a que!IUon put bv
Mr. Sinha Sandwell said that he met Sergeant Littlewood more
than he had Derojinsky. On the other hand DeroJinsky (P. W. 182J
said that he had never visited Mr. Sandwell. That Mr. Sandwcll
dabbled in amateur detective is !.hown by his reply to a quc~tton
put by me that he had "carried out investigations for pnvatc
people, industrial thefts and the like". Further this witne!l!I P.W
175 is able to say that the doors of the flat were invariably kept
open day and night and that it was possible for any one to enter the
flat at any time. After the alleged finding of such an important
document it is very strange that there was no search made where
the document was supposed to have been found. I should have
thought that after "finding" such a document the Police would
·r any mu1c
.
have made a thorough ~earch of the place to d1scover
1
1
such documen,ls were lying about, according to the evidence of al
those who have depo~ed to this exhibit no such thing was do1
nr.
.
Let me now pass on to the next witness
t ha t deposei.
· · to .t ni.
h
document. P. W. 182 Inspector B. Derojinsky, a ~ussian .bydb~~~
and according to his own statement, was present tn RusMa u
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the revo]utionary period of 19 J7. His very name and origin
introduces an atmosphere of suspicion. From his evidence it is
quite apparent that he is a bitter opponent of the present Soviet
"}.;tem of Government in Russia and that he bore a heavy political
bia~ and persona) animosity to the workers' Government there. It
.., common knowledge now that Russians who are opposed to the
workefo' rule in Russia and, who have been forced to )eave that
lountry on these grounds, have found willing a11ies in Imperialist
countries surrounding. to carry on their intrigues. Every method
possible has been used by Imperialism a~~isteg by Russian
Whites to smash the workers' State without succe!.s. One of these
methods has heen that of producing forgeries of documents to
create an atmosphere of opposition and prejudice against
U.S.S.R. and to be used in cases of this character.
In the latter part of the year 1920, a group of Russian Whites
1,1milar to Derojinsky were active in London, they conceived the
idea of printing imitation copies of the Mo~cow Daily "Pravda"
rt>ferred to by P.W. 182. Ti.:!se forged newspapers were produced
Jnd were to be shipped into Soviet Russia for anti-communist
agnational purposes. British Gowrnmcnt institutions lent their
aid to this project, one of which wali the famous Scotland yard. the
in~titutions that also kindly assis.ted Prosecution in this case and
provided them with some witnesses. The question of the forgery
of thi~ daily paper "Pravda" was broght up in the House of
Commons and in a reply to a ques• k'n the then Home Secretary
Mr. Shortt admitted on March the 3rd, J921 that the Director of
Intelligence, "assisted them, i.e. the Russian Whites, to the extent
(Jf arrangjng for the removal of the English printers' names from
the news sheets and for their being forwarded to an address in one
of the countries bordering on Russia." (Hansard).

It. is only to be expected that Derojinsky would deny having
fabricated any documents for the Government, and further, as the
Crown Coun :)eI says t hat he ts
. prepared not to object
. to any
argument which the defence may put forward. that this witness
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has a political bias to the extent that he prefers the old regime to
the present one in Russia, the circumstances under which P. 674 is
produced as evidence lend support to the proposition that it is
simply another case such •s I have mentioned.
Among the many forgeries of a like nature that have taken
place, perhaps, the best known is the" Zinoviev Letter", reference
to which appear in many of the Prosecution exhibits. I will briefly
touch upon thh. to show the methods and use of forgeries. The
"Zinoviev Letter" was produced as the bombshell during the
General Election Campaign of 1924. That the "Zinoviev Letter"
was a forgery none will now deny, and like some of the document'
put forward by the Prosecution in this case it was suppo~ed to
have been instructions from the Communist International, but of
course in this instance to the C.P.G.B. on the tactics that should be
employed during the election and also the need for working
within the B1'tish Army with a view to paralyse all the military
preparation of the bourgeoisie, this is according to the
Government Blue Book 1927. An official of the British Foreign
Office, a Mr. Gregory was responsible for the publication of th1'
letter in the press and as a result of the fabrication and publication
of this letter the Tories were returned to Parliament with an
overwhelming majority. The same official of the British Foreign
Office has since become involved in the "Francs Case" and wa'
suspected of illegal practices and h~ had to leave the Foreign
Office. Among the many reasons, that go to support the fact that
the "Zinoviev Letter" was forged is that the original has never
been published and as a matter of fact was never seen by any
Briti~h OfficiaJ. At the same time several copies were in
circulation in Great Britain and they all differed in certain detail.,,
had the original if any been produced these mistakes would hdVC
been revealed. Like the Ex. P. 674 the "Zinoviev Letter" contained
in itself much internal evidence which supports the fact that it wa'
a forgery. The question as to the authenticity of the "Zinoviev
Letter" "has been raised in the House of Commons on and off
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from 1924. The Tory Government refused an enquiry into the
matter while on the other hand the Government of U.S.S.R.
invited an enquiry. A delegation of the British Trade Union
Congress visited Moscow to investigate and came back satisfied
that no such letter ever left the Communist International. Not only
in Great Britain but in all other countries Russian Whites have
been creating their forgeries, some of which have come to light,
Druzhelovesky who worked in Berlin, and Orlov and Sumarokov
who worked both in New York and Berlin. Similarly in the case of
Derojin~ky who travelled and remained in Turkey, Egypt and
other places and had there connections with the Briti!lh Police
according to his evidence. In March 1928 Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald declared that the letter, that is the "Zinoviev Letter"
was a deliberately planned and devised concoction of deceit fitted
artfully for the purpose of deceiving the public and to mfluence
the election. That it played a major part in the verdict none will
deny, that it wa~ a fraudulent one few will dare to deny" Mr.
MacDonald declared that this was only one of the many forged
documents of this character that had been circulated. In the
instance of P. 674 I consider the authorities have been extremely
brazen in their methods. Here is a case of a Russian White, who
had carried on exceedingly shady transactions while living in
Russia after the Revolution. as shown by cross-examination,
travelling around the world without a passport and being recei\led
with open arm!I by the British Police at different places. He was
welcomed by the Poli~ at Constantinople and taken within their
ranks for a period. He was thought to be of more use in another
place and travelled to Egypt, and then after a little more
meandering he comes to India. where he again is allowed to land
apparently without a passport. This is more than even an
Englishman or an Indian would attempt to do. A few days after he
lands in Bombay, he is called by the Commissioner of Police, not
to be questioned about his landing without a pa~sport but to be
asked if he would join the Police service. Special Branch. without
any apparent reason.
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Before closing on this matter I shall just return to the evidence
of P.W. 228 who said that "it may be 5 or 7 days" after I had left
the Room that the document P. 674 was found. Now as I have
already stated I left Bomb~ on 6th of March and did not return
again until the 24th of March on which day I was arrested directly.
I arrived at Grant Road Station, yet the document was not sent to
Derojinsky until the 25th of April as P. 763 shows. There is a
considerable difference between 5 or 7 days which could have
made the date of "finding" about the lOth or I 2th of March and
not the 25th of April. This statement of P.W. 228 throws
considerable doubt on the question as to when this exhibit wa!.
really "found". Much more can be said about the evidence given
by these witnesses that were brought by the Pro!.ccution to prove
this document, where the statement of one_.vitness conflict!; with
another, but sufficient has already been said.
Mr. Stott, the handwriting expert has given his expert opinion
that P. 674 w~ typed on the same machine that typed P. 345 etc.
I can only say that Mr. Stott is the Government of India handwriting expert and in the pay of the Government and work in the
office of the Director of Intelligence Bureau. I was not in a
position to bring a handwriting expert to disprove this opinion.
Nevertheless the Government have in the past as evenb have
shown, not been averse to producing forged document!.. They
have not been averse ro assisting Russian Whites or on the other
hand taking assistance from them. I claim that thi!I I!! another
incident of this character and that this document P. 674 came to
light in a very !i.U!ipicious manner. The document in itself is an
extraordinary concoction containing as it does strange cryptic
references and figures, a document that the Prosecution could
weave many fanta~tic stories around, and with a case such as this
where there appear~ no overt illegal act it is necessary to produce
such documents to create the correct atmosphere. It is my opinion
that this document P. 674 wa~ purposely forged to produce
evidence against me and to strengthen the case of the Prosecution.
I suggest that this document was deliberately placed in the
almin1h and then De Souza was asked to clean it out. I deny
having any knowledge whatsoever of this document.
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In respect of P 654 I may have received such a letter,
but I do not know As regard~ the other documents P 2404, 2408,
1802, 1809 and a)<.,o P 2432(2) I know nothmg about the~e
I should hke to c;ay generaHy ac; far ac; the ..uggec;Uon of the
Prosecution 1~ concerned about the tran.,pos1t10n code or cipher
and f 1gure code etc , which appear m <.,ome of the..,e documents I
agree with the reply that hac; been given on th1c; matter by
Mr Sprdtt
DI- 1 7 lt
With regard to your act1v1t1e~ m connec..t1on with the
A I TU C and with TU 'c; <.,lnkeo; there 1~ the follow mg e\I 1dence
on the record P 666, 2249, 661, 1206(1), 638, 659, 670,
PW'c; lll, 123,254 P 958,944,967,2080,PW's245,273,276,
278, p 2219, 2240(2), 2241 (2), 2244, 1701, 1705. 1710(2),
1721(2). 172i, 1728, 1729(2), 1730, 2226, 1690. 1727, 651,
107, 954, IOli, 12i9, 1628, i26(2) and 4l Have you
,mythmg to <.,ay dbout th1c; evidence? (Note ALcu<.,ed did not want
the ex.htblto; m th1c; questton explamed to him It wa~ therefore
omitted)
A Perh.ip.., the large'\t portion of C\I 1denLc agamc;t me
refer.., to my Trdde Umon and ~tnke act1v1t1e~ Both the
Pro..,ecut10n and the Md.gt<.,trate have ~tre..,..,ed the pomt that
my acttvttte"I m India lay chiefly with Trade Umonc; This
fact 1c; not o;trange for a Commum\t and d Tiade Umom<.,t I ~hould
hke to c;tate here that I am a member today of one of the largest
.md oldec;t Trade Umonc; ID England, the Amalgamated
cng1Deer1Dg Umon Workers who are Commum"t are members
ot th1., Trade Umon The\e Communt'\t"I LOntec;t and take
offtc1dl po!.1tion ID the Umon The Commum"t" ,ue m fact
looked to by the workers generally for the lead on almost all
occasion.., I was my~elf a member of the London D1~tnct
Committee of the Umon upwnte the time I l.ame to India m
1927 I have therefore been rather a ..tounded to hear from the
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Pro1iecut1on ~1de and aho from other quarter& the muddled 1dea1,
put forwMd on Trade Umomsm Of course, from the Pro&ecution
.,1de a tw1&ted mterpretallon hali got to be placed upon my
act1v1t1e., and the act1v1t1~ of the other commum&ts because the
Trade Umon Movement otcup1e1i a very promment po.,1t1on m
this ca...e The Coun1;el for the Pro,ecut1on ha& said that our
act1v1t1e., m connection with th1& movement form one of the mo1,t
important pclrt& of the ca&e, and hJ' gone to ~ome length to
de.,c.nbe certam alipects of 1t In domg ~o he hcl~ been gmlty of
much m11;repre,entJt10n and d1~tort1on It 1.,, therefore, nec.eb1,ary
thdt our view., on the Trade Umon Movement be .,et-forth
We have heard much of 'genume' Trdde Umon1, and 'genume
Trade Umon act1v1t1e., Like the exh1b1t1, that hdve been put to me
now much of the evidence tendered by the Pro.,ecut1on to prove
th11; Cd.,e wds obtained from the otftcco;; ofr~1\tered Trade Unum'
when the .,earche1, of the accu1,ed took pi.ice on MJrch the 20th
1929 Tht& evidence conMo;;t1, of re&olut1on.,. mmute hook1;, 1eport">
of meetmg1,, 'peeche1; and letter' to other orgam~dt1on1, etc ctc
The Pro1,ecut1on have al.,o obtdmed through their orgdm1,.it1on
the C I D report., of &trike.,, 1;tnkero,' meetmg1,, mc.1dent1, ammg
from p1c.ketmg, organ1\dtlon of volunteer corp., Trdde Umon
Managing Committee meetmgb, Trdde Union re.,oluuon., Tr.ide
Union Congrelib report\ demon1,tratton1,, .,peec.he., of the acc.ubed
m Trdde Umon meetmgli, m fact clll po.,.,1ble .ict1v1ue., m
connection with the workmg of the Trade Umon Movement a'
liUch At the bdme time they have .,ue....,ed the pomt that the
accused were domg their utmo\t to lmk up the Indtclll Trade Umon
Movement with 1;uch workmg-cldlili orgam1,cJlJOnli outroi1de lnd1.i et\
the R I LU, the Workerb' Welfare Ledgue, the Pclll-Pacifo, T1Jde
Umon Secretar1ctt, the League agam1;t Impencdlbm cllld 1;0 on
Our cnme clc.cordmg to the Pro~cut10n i., that our act1v1t1eb m
th1b connection were "not pnmarlly for the 1mmedldtc
improvement of the worker~· lot, but to tram them m .,ohdanh
and the umted action and m th1\ connection to m&ittgate them to
strike both for educative purpolie., and dl\o ab a trammg m 4itnkc
methodli, leadmg on eventually to d general litnke, which 1"
mtended to paralyse the Government and create d revoJuuonary
s1tuat1on
(CO, page 6)
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Th111111 put forward before a bourgeo1c; court by a member of the
bourgeo1S1e, with httle or no knowledge of the temble cond1t1ons
under which the workers have to tml and ex111t, or of the methods
of explo1tahon adopted by the exploiter~ to gnnd down the
workerc; and extract their prof1tc;, with httle or no knowledge of
the funct10n11 of the Trade Umon Movement and its Intemat1onal
character, or what Trade Umom-,m \tandc; for The Pro11ecut10n
declare that they cJ.re not attackmg the Trclde Umon Movement
They h.ive protested to th1~ effect agam and agcJ.m The committal
order, pcJ.ge 10 c;ay-,, "It hai; been alleged at lime' that the ca~e ...;an
attack upon Trade Umom\m Thi-, agam 1~ a m1,conceptton The
P10,ecuuon ha' very fairly \lated thdt ·any of the ac<..u'ied who
may be found to be a genume Trade Umom't and not cl commum~t
wn".lptrator c;hould be d1'icharged "
But m order to mamt,11n their datm they have to give thetr
view' of what the movement I\ and \hould be The cornmtttal
order proceed\, "A defimtton of the term "genume Trade
Umont'it" 1' perhdp' d1fftcult In my opm1on a "genome Trade
Umom,t" 1~ one who 1c; pnmanly LOO<..emed with the
improvement of the ex1c;tmg cond1t1on' of the work.ere; wtth which
ht' Umon t' com..cmed he •~ connected with pohuc' only m 'iO
far d\ he aim' at gettmg legl\lcltton tor 11uch improvement. he
ueatec; \tnk.e' for the "ame obJeLt A Commum't on the other
h.ind hcJ.' a different ob1ect1ve He hope' to improve the cond1t1on
ot the \\orkmg-clclc;,, not m the immediate future, but m the mme
d1,tant future, not by the conc1hat1on ot the l"mployel' 01 by
I avourdble leg1\lcJ.tmn but by the de!!.trucuon ot the emplo) mg
da..,, and the aboht10n M the e11.1,tmg 'Y~tem of Government"
The whole po'1uon ot the Pro,ecuuon m rclauon to th1~ part of
the case tum'i on the quec;Uon ot the ncJ.ture of the 'genuine' TrcJ.de
Umon Movement I ccJ.n readily grc10t that 1f the movement 1s
really a' they picture 1t, and at 1t l'i dec;cnbed abo,e, then they
need not troub1e to attack 1t But tht' 1c; not the Trade Umon
Movement a!.\ It ex1~t..,, either m India or anywhere else Even Mr
& Mr, Sydney Webb 1~ their H1,tory of Trade Umom~m. pdge 1.
'ay "A Trade Umon a' \\C underc;tcJ.nd the term, 1s a contmuous
d.\'>oc1at1on of Wdge-edmer' for the purpo'e of mamtammg or
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improvmg the cond1t1on& of their workmg hves "Then they give cl
foot-note In the f1r\t edition we said "of their employment "Thi\
has been objected to as 1mplymg that the Trade Umons have
alwc1y1t contemplated a Jlerpetual contmuance of the cap1tahst or
wage sy"item No such 1mphcat10n was mtended Trade Umon&
have at various datec; dunng the pa&t century at any rate,
frequently had ac;p1rattons towards a revolutJOnary change m the
social and economic relations " Though we are not prepared to
accept every statement of the Wehbe; d& correct, we thmk that they
are far nearer the truth m this mstance thc1n the Mag1'tro1te
In c1ttemptmg to give exprec;s1on to hie; views about the Trade
Umon Movement, m the pac;c;age quoted, the Magiliitrate &how.,
clearly the hmnation which the bourge01'1e o1ttempt to 1mpo'>e
upon the movement, but I claim that this ~1ewpomt ha1t nothmg m
c.ommon with the Trade Umon Movement~ 1t realy 1c; He "iay"> m
so many word"i that m order to conform to the mtere&t of the
bourgeome}he Trade Umon Movement 1thould only be concerned
with immediate economic conditJOnc; (He add& "iomewhclt
naively but from the bourgeo1\e pomt of view correctly "of the
worker1,; with which ht\ Umon is concerned " This fall& mto lme
enttrely with the atrocious Trade 01..,pute& A<-t& of 1929 whtlh
forbid\ any Umon to mterec;t 1tliielf m the \truggle of the worker'
of another mdull\try )
In re1tpect of pohttc\ th~y mo1y enter them only m so far cl' It •.,
necell\1tclry to try .ind obtam <-ert,un remed1,ll leg1c;lclllOn The Trade
Umon Movement cannot helve a pohcy of 11' own ba\ed upon the
re-con&Lruct1on of ...oc1ety In 1thort the Trade Umon Movement
c;hould accept the\e hmncit1on& and have no other amb1uon.,
Cap1tclhliim and the pre1tent Mate of \OC1ety with c:ill that 1t 1mpo'e"
upon the worker' mu\t be clC.ceptecl by them without que,uon
The Prosecution have \hown that this 11i. their view of the matte•
agam cind dgam Thu"i the present Senior Counsel of the
Prosecution m connect1on with our propo.!i.al to mtroduc..e
resolution m Umon meetmgs on the Chmese revolution et<..
(P. 1981) &aid, "what thell\e thmgc; have to do with Trade Umom .. m
I do not know" Apparently the worker" are not even to d1.,cu.,.,
poltt1cal quec;tions in their Unionll!i
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It is a fact that the bourgeoisie have succeeded more or less
completely in imposing certain limitations upon the Tracie Union
Movement. This has happened because the bourgeoisie control the
State machinery and have found agents within the movement. But
nevertheless we assert that these limitations are forced upon the
Trade Union Movement by an antagonistic class which seeks to
crush it. This case in particular can be cited as a classical example
of the effort of the bourgeoisie to impose limitations upon the
Indian Trade Union Movement, and to attempt to crush it.
I desire here to contradict the position maintained by. the
Magistrate and the Prosecution as to our relations with the Trade
Union Movement. As Communists we do not base our stand on
any abstract right. Our view and our stand is born of the actual
realities of the class-struggle in operation. Any attempt on the
part of the bourgeoisie to impose its policy upon the workingclass movement is met by us with vigorous opposition. Whilest 1t
is the correct policy of the Trade Union Movement to have before
itself the programme for the "improvement" of the workers'
condition within the system of Capitalism. by both economic
means and by legislation. Nevertheless it is a fact that there can be
no real or lasting improvement under Capitalism. Therefore, it is
our policy to consider the means for attaining socialism and to
this end we work for the mobilisation of the masses of workers for
the revolution. In a colonial country this takes the form of the
revolutionary fight for Independence and the overthrow of
Imperialism. These are the historic tasks of the working-class
which it is bound to undertake. The bourgeoisie naturally in selfdefence try to place these limitation upon its action and
consciousness, but the working-class cannot recognise them and
must break through them in spite of any legal and forcible
restraint.
We Communists are accused in our tum of being "outsiders",
who are trying to force our point of view upon the working-class
and the Trade Union Movement, and to lead it in a path which is
unnatural to it, (C.O. pages 46 and 47). That a representative of
the bourgeoisie should make such a charge against us is
ridicu\~us. The workers certainly do not support this view-point
and I can claim to speak as a worker on this subject.
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We deny that we are "outsiders". But we assert that the
bourgeoisie sends into the unions ten times as many more
"outsiders" as we could possibly do. Mr. N. M. Joshi the
universally recognised ~:leader" of Indian Labo'!r, the only
"Labour" representative in the Legislative Assembly who has
been working for many years in the Unions in Bombay is actually
a member of the Liberal Party, the Party of the big industrial
bourgeoisie Mr. B. Shiva Rao who with Mr. Joshi "represented"
Labour on the R. T.C. who has also been working in the Unions for
many years, is a close follower of Dr. Besant, and brings with him
an ideology even more reactionary than that of Mr. Joshi, of the
bourgeoisie of Madras. A still more sinister figure is Mr. K.C. Roy
Chaudhri, who has worked for many years in the Unions in
Bengal, and last year visited Geneva, ~here he "represented"
Indian Labour, he must be put down as nothing else than a direct
agent of the imperialist policy in the Labour Movement. I would
refer to Ex. D. 139 (I) which shows how a union, the Kankinara
Labour Union, of which he is the President and which he
effectively controls, invited the Governor of Bengal to one of the
meetings and presented him with an address. It mention!I
incidentally that another member of this union, Also an
"outsider", Mr. Singheswar Prasad Shah was given a certificate by
the Police, ostensibly for helping to settle communal
disturbances. Also I may deal with D 139 (I 2) which shows how
Mr. K.C. Roy Chaudhri suddenly introduced another "outsider"
Mr. B.C. Mondal into the Kanchrapara Railway Workers' Union.
had him elected Vice-President and charged him at the same
meeting to represent the Union before the Simon Commi!tsion
and to prepare a memorandum for the purpose, supposedly on
behalf of the members of the Union.
These three examples are outstanding, but it is clear that the
great majority of the non-working-class leaders of Labour in
India are consciously or unconsciously agents of the bourgeoi!lie
trying to confine the Labour Movement to activities which the
bourgeoisie can approve. The situation is similar m Great
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Britain.There also the bourgeoisie is indignant with the
Communists for "interfering" in the Trade Union Movement. Yet
that bourgeois class itself, in addition to actually though not
directly controlling the Labour Movement through the reformist
Labour leaders, openly runs such organisations as the "Liberal
Trade Union League" for the corruption of the workers to the
politics of the Liberal Party. We see the same kind of thing going
on in India even more openly, and it is, therefore, comi;rehensible
that we are amused when charged by the bourgeoisie with being
outsiders "meddling'' in Trade Union affairli which are noi our
concern.
But the matter is more important than this. It cannot be
answered by a mere retort that the bourgeoii,ie are guilty of that of
which we are charged. It may mdeed appear strange that the party
~uch as we are connected with in India. which as yet cons1o;ts to a
con!iiderable extent of middle-cla!i!> origm should claim to be the
party of the working-class and to assist and lead the working-class
.1s a part of itself. The same criticism is made agamst Marx,
Engels and Lenin, the greatest leaderli of the workers, none of
whom wa!> himself of working-cla"ls origm.
It is a fact that historically certain memberi, of the middle-cla!i!i
mtelhgenliia such as those named, have been of great significance
111 the movement, though they are but a minute fraction of all
tho'e who are attracted by the power of the movement, or the
!ipoili, to be obtained through it, have attempted to patronise or
exploit it.
Tho!ie who want to serve the working-class movement must
genumely accept its programme and ideology and really identify
themselves with it in thought. And that i~ what Marx, Lenin and
many others did. For though they are held responsible for the
ideology and thought of the working-class movement, they
derived the material for their classical formulation of this theory
from the experiencts and struggle of the working-class itself.
Marxism would not have come into existence but for the English
Chanism, the French working-class movement, with its
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revolutionary experiences of 1848 and 1871, and the early
struggles of the German Proletariat. Leninism is based on what
Marx had achieved, and the later experiences of the European
working-class, the triull\phs and weaknesses of social democracy
and Trade Unionism, the Russian Revolution of 1905, and the
beginnings of the colonial revolutionary movements. Marx stands
out as a gigantic figure in the history of our movement. None of
less he was the product of the movement, and the essential idea11
for which he stood, and which he enriched and formulated 'o
clearly are to be found in many of his predecessor!! and
contemporaries. It is even more obvious to us that Lenin was the
product of the working-class movement in the Imperialist period.
and the essentials of the policy for which he !ltood are to be found
springing up not only in Russia but in alTlands at the same time .i~
he was formulating them.

It is the bourgeois evolution of the individual which ra1!-ie' the.,c
men above the movement, and rates them as its creators, when m
reality they are a part of it and a product of it. These member., of
the other classes can enter the working-class movement d.nd wmk
as a genuine part of it. And we as!i.ert that it is the function in lndrn
of the members of the middle-cla.;s to form as it were a lmk
between the working-class movement of the world, it!> trad1tton.,
and theory, and the young and inexperienced and a!>. yet
theoretically iJl-equipped working-class of India.
We are not an outside influence •interfering' with the
Proletariat of India, and dragging it from its path. We owe our
existence as a party to the existence and struggles of the Indian
working-class. We are an organic part of the working-cla..,.,
movement, a product jointly of the early spontaneous struggle\ of
the Indian workers, and the more advanced theory and culture of
the older sections of the working-class of the world.
It is true that there has always gone on it all national sections of
the Labour Movement a struggle between the policy of
reformism, conformity to Capitalism, and that of revolution. T~e
working-class develops from Capitalism and growi; within it. It Iii
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influenced by the culture of the bourgeoisie, its interests, its direct
pressure by force and corruption. Hence, the strength of the
reformist section of the working-class is almost all times
considerable, and may for long periods be greater than the
strength of the revolutionary section.
But this in no way means that revolution is an unnatural or
unsound policy for the working-class to follow. So also the fact
that traditionally the Socialist Parties, and since the foundation of
the CJ. the Communist Parties, have stood for the policy of
revolution, while the Trade Unions have tended to be more
reformist, in no way goes to show as ttie bourgeoisie argues that
the C.P.• is the external force trying to draw the workers away
from the proper policy. The Communist Party represents the
truest interest of the workers, it organises within itself the most
advanced and conscious section of the workers. and is an integral
part of the working-class movement. The Trade Union~ and the
Communist Party are mutually inter-dependent. The movement is
incomplete without either.
Finally, the Prosecution following all bourgeois and reformist
critics, has emphasised the charge that while the Reformists are
concerned with activity in improvements in present conditions for
the worker~. we are not so concerned. or are less anxious than the
reformists for these things. We cannot allow this to pai;s
unchallenged. Experience proves that exactly the reverse is th~
case. The Reformists are the servants of the bourgeoisie
objectively if not subje.ctively, and cannot fight the bourgeoisie
even for immediate reforms, while we can and do fight the
bourgeoisie sectionally or as a whole. for immediate reforms or
for political power, without reservation.
Any study of the working-class movement, as it has developed
historically, will show the truth of these statements. The British
Trade Union Movement is the oldest. as in Britain Industrialism
developed before it ~peared in any other country. Though nol
strong .in comparison with later times, it was sufficiently
troublesome not merely economically but politically. to be
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declared illegal in 1799. Thereafter it grew 'underground' for 25
years. On the repeal of the Combination Laws in 1824 it began
almost at once to grow rapidly; and developed a definitely
revolutionary complexion.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Webb who have no predilections in favour
of revolution, have described the movement up to 1843, that is
the culmination of the biggest wave of Chartism, as 'The
Revolutionary Period' (History of Trade Unionism). It is wellknown that in this period most of the essentials of the later
working-class and socialist theory developed, at any rate m
embryo, in the writings and policy of Benbow, Bray, Hodgskin.
Thomson, Owen and others. (Reference to thill is
P. 1782). T. Rothstin in his book 'From Chartism to Lahourillm'
remarks how near some of the leaders of the physical force' Wing
of the Chartist's, notably Ernest Jonell and l.S. Harney. ~tand to
the modem Bolsheviks.
These men were familiar with the ideas of the exploitation of
Labour, the class-struggle, the Trade Unions as the organs of the
economic struggle of the worker!!, the combination of the
economic and political struggles, the General Strike, the neceo;llity
of the use of violence by the working-clalls, the aim of the
movement as not merely political but economic equality. and
so on.
Similarly as industrialism sprang up and progressed in other
countries in Europe and America, a definitely revolutionary
working-class movement sprang up also. The French workingclass had a! least one serious attempt to overthrow the bourgcoiMe
(in 1871) and remained predominantly revolutionary at leallt unti I
the end of that century, while even in the early years of this
century and the war time, in the period of the greatest degr.adation
of the World Labour Movement, a sub:,tantially large part of the
French working-class remained faithful to the revolution.
It is interesting to notice that in France, in contrast to the usual
state of things, it was the Unions which were the repositories of
the revolutionary spirit among the workers. While the Socia~ist
Parties were corrupted more completely by Imperialism, a secuon
of the Unions always remained true. (Reference to this is P. 48).
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Similarly in Germany, in Italy, and the rest of Europe, the
Labour Movement, beginning as Socialist or Anarchist groups
and parties, and only later developing into Unions, began as a
definitely revolutionary movement. Even in the U.S.A. where the
American Federation of Labour has been from the beginning in
the SO's Predominantly and increasingly reformist, there has
always existed side by side with 1t a Labour revolutionary
organisation, in the early days the 'Knights of Labour', and late1
the I. W.W. And the American Socialist Movement was from its
beginning in the 70's revolutionary, only later developing, a
Reformist Wing.
In those countries also, in which the" Labour Movement has
developed only relatively recently, in the period of the corruption
of the older section of European and American Labour, it has
been. a revolutionary force, examples are Russia, China, Central
and South America and Java. In Russia the working-class was
from the beginning revolutionary. so consequently were the
Unions, so far as they existed. H.N. Brailsford, a Social Democrat
in P. 1777, 'How the Soviets work'. talks of his llUrpri!te at the
remark of an old Russian Textile worker that the object of his
Union in the early days before I 905 was the overthrow of
the Czar.
In P. 1230 'Lenin and the Trade Union Movement'. page 10 we
read (writing of the period 1900-1905) "thu11 spontaneous
movement of die working masses was developing into a struggle
against the employers and later against the autocracy. All these
l\pontaneous actions dovetailed with the political line which was
being developed both within the working masses and in those
organs of the revolutionary intelligentsia who were working side
by side and gradually lining up and welding themselves together
with the spontaneous movement."
The Unions, such as they were, took a leading place in the
I905 revolution, in Russia. when for a time they were able to
organise relatively freely. They were suppressed in the period
of reaction, only to rise again for the overthrow of the Cz.ar in
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March 1917, which was the work pnmanly of the 1Ddustndl
worker'! The Umons were orgamsed rapidly, and tor a time
tolerated the Prov1s10nd) Government In October 1917 they were
predominantly revolut1onaqi, and played a led.d1Dg pd.rt ID the
Boli,hev1k Revolution Thus ID "Lemn and the Trade Umon
Movement" by Lozovi,ky (P 1230 Page 19) "In h1o; articles dnd ID
h1o; 'peecheo; Lemn alway' cono,1dered the Trade Umons d\
workmg-class orgam\at1ono; dest1Ded to play an 1mmeno;e role m
the overthrow of the old syo;tem and m the creation of a new
one
Dunng the October Revolution 1belf there wa' no break
between the Party and the Trade Umons which took d.n acuve part
m the direct \truggle m c..onjuncuon with Shop Committee' (on
page 2c;) " But why mu't the Trade Umono; m Lenm\ opm10n
come to control the national economy? "Be~udo;e" Lenm rephco;,
"The Trade Umoni, are Ma's Orgamo;attom. and the revolut10n .,
pnmdnly the c..reat1on of the masses 1t\elf "
In the Cd.'e" cl Ch1Da and Jdva, dDY de.count of the revolutionary
movement~ m theo;e placeo; ~howo; the leadmg part taken m the
revoluuon by the Workers' Trade Umoni,, and the very gredt
dtfftculty expenenc..ed by the bourgem,1e. even after the
'uppre\o;1on of the revolutionary Umon., by force and terror, m
orgm10,mg reform1i,t Umono; havmg cJ.ny 'trength at all It 1.,
uo;ele'' to multiply example\ All over the world It " found m
practice thdt the pohcy which the worklDg-cld\S ID\tlnctnely
adopto;, d~ 1t comeo; to redh~e itself as a ciao;,, 1' revolution clgam't
Cap1tahsm It orgamo;e' under vanouo; form-,, 1to; Umon' and 1t'
part1eo; The Umon\ with pnm,mly economic aim,, but not at all
exc..ludmg poht1cctl a1mo;, the Party pnmanly poht1cal but
as~1~tmg the Umono, dnd the worker' generally even m their
economic struggle,, the two forming together ao; complementclry
parts of a !!.mgle movement with one fundamental aim the
Soc1ah\t revolution
The bourgeome hcl'i d.lwayo; o;hown itself very con!icrou., of the
menace to rt\elf wh1c.h the Ldbour Movement repre<ienh, even m
1ts pnmittve and weakest forms Whatever the type of bourgeo1o;
State, absolute monarchy, constitutional monarchy, bourgeo1'i
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repubhc or any other, 1t ha'i dlway'i met the f1r'it efforts of the
workers to orgamse even for the mo\t hm1ted purpose with
greater !IU!iip1cion, and often m 'ip1te of the absence of the smallest
provocation with open force
The British Trade Umon'i were illegal for 25 years up to 1824
Durmg this penod, m 1819, the famouli Peterloo Masliacre
oc.curred, when troop' and pohce ftred mto, and cav.dry charged a
peac.eful Worker'' Meeting Durmg and after thdt penod, up to the
';0'!1 the worker' o;uffered mnumerable \entenceo,, liometimes even
tran~portdllon at the handli of the bourgeo1., Stdte i\nd of course
throughout the penod, the less spectacular but hclrdly le's deadly
weapon of v1ct1m1!lclt1on and blackh!ltmg hcls been uo,ed b)' the
md1v1ducll employerli and their 81i\OC1ctt10nli
Even m the period of the h1ghe\t 'tatu' m bourgeo1' o,oc1ety of
the Tr.ide Umom., thetr formal recogmt1on by the employer.... thetr
.ict.ept.ince of thetr le.ider~ a' HJ, Ma1e,ty c; Cctbmet M1m,ters
and Pnvy Counctlorli, thtli weapon 1c; U\ed agamc;t the rank and ftle
by the employer~ on a tremendou' c;c.ale It \hould not be
forgotten that the weapon of open force I\ never completely laid
a ... 1de. cl\ 'lhown by the Trade Umon.., and Trade Dt'lpute Act of
1927 and the attitude of the Government dunng the General
Stnke and the Mmer'' Loc.kout of 1926 m England
The lictme 'ort of h1..,tory 1' found m .ill other countr1e" We can
refer to the German clntl-Soc1ah't Law' of 1878 and 1890 .md the
'ltlll more d1fficult 41truggle earher \\'h1ch led to the permanent
exile of M.irx and the many other leaderli of the 40''
In France Trade Umom'm Wcl\ forbidden Lompletely for mdlly
ye.ir&, and mct.,sacre& of the orgdnt\ed \\orke1~ took place m 1848
and agam on a gredter \Cale m J871. not only m Pan\, (wherf" the
number of work.er' k11Jed m the Whne Terror after the tclll of the
commune 1& vanoulily given from ~0.000 to 60,000), but alc;o m
other mdu,trial centre'
The htlitory of the US A has been d1,tmgm,hed from ltli
bl!gmnmg nght up to she pre11ient day by the pecuhM ferocity and
dtliregard for its own taw~ \hown by the bourgem\1e m 1t., attctck
upon the worken. (P 48)
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In Russtcl. at fnst all workers' orgam\at1ons, and lc1ter only
those formed by the pohce (Zubatoff Umon&.) or orgam&ed under
very close supervmon by the State, were allowed to exist at .lll,
c1nd the &avagery with which the worker-; orgamsat1on&. were
-;oppressed 1s notonou& Funher example-; ctre superfluou\
But open force, though the fm,t wec1pon u&ed by the
bourge01-;1e agamst the worker&, and ctlways 1to; la\t reserve, 1-; not
w~ only weapon H1stoncally the corruption of the Labour
Movement by agent-; of the bourgeo1&1e hc1\ played a very grcc1t
part Already m the penod of 1llegahty of the Bnu'h Trctde Umon'
Franc1o; Plc1ce, who mdy be called the prototype of all Lc1bour
reform1&t, wa" active among the worker' He worked for .md wc1'
largely instrumental msecurmg the repeal of the Combmc1t1on
Laws m I 824, d'i he 'iaw that 'iheer repre&,1on had the effect of
mcreasmg the revolutionary temper of the •worker.,, .md he hc1d J
\ubtler and more effective method of defendmg the bourgem,1e
(a' 'itclted by \\(,ebb, page 109), "Combmc1t1on\ wnte' Place to <.i11
Frc1nc1o; Burde\t m J825, will &oon cea..e to ex"t Men have kept
together for long penod\ only by the oppre,s1on of the law.,, the.,e
bemg repealed Combmat10ns w1ll loo-;e the matter wh1<. h cement.,
them mto mas&e'i c1nd they will fall to piece., All will be orderly ....,
even a Quaker could de..,ue
if let alone
Combmauon&, exceptmg now and then, and for pc1rt1culJ1
purpo .. es under part1culc1r cucum\tance-;, will c..ed\e to ex1't "
Later, dunng the n.,e of the revolutionary wave of Chart1'm hi..
formed a party The London Workmen'-s A\"ioc1.it1on, wh11.h
attempted to lead the movement, m order to keep it ,afely under
control, and generally practised all the tnch of the model"'l
reformist Thu" h1\toncally reform1.,m begc1n a'> the work ot
con.,c1ou' agenh of the bourgeo1o;1e and counter-revolution (c1'
Place undoubtedly wa' m the workmg-c..la"' movement )
The bourgeo1SJe ha., of cour&e not only &.ent tt'i own men mto
the movement It begc1n m that way, and 1&. -;tdl mamly dependent
on th1& method m India, but later a much greater part wa'i pl4yed
m the older movements by the wmnmg over of the workmg-c..l.i.M~
leader!I This 1~ effected m many ways, from direct bnbery. of
which there 1-.. no doubt a great deal, though \pec1f1c c.a.\e"i dre
11
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difficult to cite except m America, to merely 1deolog1cal
corruption The workmg-clas!i leader'i are exposed to bourgeois
mfluence by such means a'i election or nommat1on to Jeg1slature'i,
Royal Comm1M11on!i, Jomt Comm1ttee'i with the employers, such
cl'i wage'i boards etc, and the se'i'i&On!i of the Geneva Intemat1onal
Labour Office In the!ie and other ways the bureaucracy of the
Trade Umon Movement and the leadmg member~ of the workmgclas'i partte!i are brought round to acceptance of class
collc1borat1on and the revolutionary tendencte'i of the rank and ftle
are 'iuppre'i'ied The es~ent1al histoncal character of reformism, dS
Lenm ha'i !laid, l!i the mfluence of the bourgeome w1thm the
·
Labour Movement
Nonethele'i' 1t ha!i 'omewhat deeper root!! than the corruption
of the leadmg md1v1dual!i and bureaucrctcy of the movement,
important though th1'i ha'i been Fram.10, Place. m o,p1te of his
abthty and "raft. wa' not .. ucce.,,ful m keeping the major part of
the movement under h1!i control, and the workmg-clas' of Bntam
wa1; mamly revolutionary until the middle 40\ Reform1-,m only
defeated revolution definitely after 1848 Reformism could not
tnumph until ll'> economtl. bast' wa.. laid by the expan~1on of
BnU!ih Cap1tah'im. which began to go forward ~ery rap1dl) from
that time
Lemn m hi' Impenaho,m (P 1752, page 117) 'iay1; "
Impenah'>m ha!i thuli a tendency to create
pnvlleged 1;ecuon' among the worker!!. and to detach them from
the mam proletanan llld'i'ie," lt 1' worth not1cmg that m Bntam
the tendency of lmperi\h'im to divide the toilers. m th1~ way. to
encourage opportum .. m .imong them and to give n1;e to a
temporary orgamc decay m the workmg-cla'i!i movement 'itloYted
lt'ielf much e.arher th.an the end of the 19th and the begmnmg of
20th century For two big d1,tmcuve feature'i of Jmpenah'im
clpphed to Brnam from midway through the I 9th century, va'it
<.olomal po41se.,,1onct and the monopoh!it poMtmn m the world
markets" "
Here he (Engel'i) pomt' out cau'ie'i and
effect'i The cau..e!i Me, (1) Explo1tat1on of the world by thtc,
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country. (2) Its monopolist position in the world market. (3) Its
colonial monopoly. The effects are ( 1) The transformation of a
section of the British working-class into the middle class. (2) The
opportunity of leading it wt\ich part of the working-class accords
to a section corrupted by tbe capitalist class, or at least paid
by it".
This is undoubtedly the basis of the widespread prevalence of
reformism among the workers of the advanced countries. But this
factor does not operate automatically. The employers indulge in
all kinds of methods, such as Whitley Councils, Profit-sharing
Schemes and so-called "Welfare Work," in order to persuade the
workers of their benevolence and the futility of the class-struggle.
Even Mr. N. M. Joshi for example in his pamphlet "The Trade
Union Movement in India" (D 145) condemns the employer·~
"Welfare Work" al!. it is conducted not with the motive which It
claims but in order to destroy the workers' solidarity.
Thus reformism or opportunism is the result of first, direct
corruption of the agents of bourgeoisie in the working-cla!!.!I
movement and secondly the "buying or' of the sections of the
working-class by means of concessions, higher wages, etc., which
Capitalism in its periods of strength and prosperity is able to do.
specially in the Imperiali!!.t period. The reformism which has been
considered the charactrristic feature of British Labour is due to
the fact that Britain was able to achieve this kind of position long
before other countries. The general rise of opportunism in the
working-class movement (from the time of the foundation of the
Second International 1889) and its victory (1900 onwards)
coincides with the general period of Imperialism and the
explo.\lation of the whole world by a few leading industrial
countries.
Reformism has been dominant in the World Labour Movement
three decades or more but before the War of 1914 it was of a
relatively veiled character. Apart from Great Britain, which was
as stated, a special case, the reformist leadership had to keep up
some appearances of revolutionary devotion, in order to retain its
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hold on the rank and file. The more open cases of opportunism,
such as the entry of Socialists into bourgeois Governments,
(which is now-a-days a common place in the L.S.I. was then
visited by the formal displeasure of the International, expulsion of
the members in question etc. The chief achievements of the Prewar reformism were, (I) in the theoretical field, formulation of a
reformist version of Marxism, based on the actual improvement
in the position of large sections of European and A~rican
working-class and (2) in the political field, the betrayal of the bulk
of the European working-clasi;, in support of the imperialist war.
At Conferences of the International shortly before the war it
decided to oppose the war, which was then foreseen, by all possible
means, and in the event of the war breakiiig out "to use the political
and economic crisis created by the war to rouse the masses of the
people and hasten the fall of capitalist domination" (from P 48, page
184). The way in which this resolution was ignored, the workers led
to the slaughter and their spontaneous resio;tance to the imperialist
war machine sabotaged by the great majority of the leaders of the prewar International is now notorious.

was
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Since the War, international reformism hao; sunk altogether into
new depths of betrayal and ha~ become quite obviously a party
~upponing the bourgeoisie. The Bntish Labour Party and the
Trade Union Congress (Great Britain) leadership are now no
longer in any way exceptional. With them stands practically the
whole of the L.S.I. in open opposition to revolution, to the
U.S.S.R .• and the colonial revolutions in open ~upport of the
capitalist ~tabilisation, hs rationalisation at the expense of the
working-class, its preparations. diplomatic and military, for war
both against the U.S.S.R. and against rival imperialist powers.
<It is unnecessary to quote details. The actions of the Labour
Government in Great Britain are well-known.) Yet the Counsel for
the Prosecution is surprised that we condemn these men as
'traitors to the cause'. Not more than ten years ago Mr. J. R. MacDonald and Mr. Sm~wden were supporting (in words) the

'Dictatorship of the Proletariat' and the 'Socialist Revolution'.
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This rapid pa~stige of the Soc1a/-Democrats to the nght and
their abandonment of even nommc1l oppos1t1on to Caprtahsm, hdo;
nece&Mtated to the fonnat1on of a 'Left Wmg' m the L S I which
tneo; to contmue the function of the pre-war Social-Democracy,
namely oppos1t1on to Cap\tahsm m word\, but betrayal of the
workers to Capnaho;m m deedo; But for this 'Left Wmg' the value
of the Social-Democrats to the bourgem\1e would be loo;t to cl
cono;1derable extent, ciS large sections of the more advanced and
con,c1ouo; worke~. who now support Social Democracy, would
leave 1t 1f 1t were led o;olely by o;uch open traitors clS
Mr MacDonald
Thus the h1o;tory. considered superf1c1ally, of the workmg-clcl'"
movement though begmnmg admittedly with cl revolutionary
penod, has led further and further away .from revolution The
present ultra Impendhst, ultra Loyclh&t poo;1t1on ot the Labour and
o;pec1ah&t Intemat1onal and the Bnt1sh Labour Party, th1' I\ ~hat
g1veo; m~e tot.he conception, which the Pro&ecutton chen,he" ot
the true nature of the workmg-clas\ movement, 1 e , a movement
m no way ho"tde to Capnaho;m Thi' 1& 'upported by the fdc.t of
the h1,tory of the 19th century which 'il1ll formed the mental
background of the Bntlsh bourge01,1e, and which appeared to
o;upport the theoretical reform1o;m of the pre-war Soc1.il
Democracy The&e are a no;mg proo;penty of Cap1tdhsm and a
rmng \tdndard tor a considerable section of the workmg-cla''
But th1& whole conception 1s &battered by the facto; of the 20th
century Already before the war Cap1tah"m m Bntam Wd'l vl\lhly
declmmg, and with 1t the ~tandard of hfe of the Bnh'ih workmgclao;o;, a& &hown m L RD pamphlet ('The two Nation&'), thclt by
1914 the level of real wageo; had fallen to 90 8 percent of the level
of 1900, and the revolut1om&at1on of the Bntl\h worker' ~a'
defm1tely gomg on at that time The war, which wao; a &ymptom of
a part of the cns1o; of lmpenah&m, ,and the po\t-war penod, helve
shown still greater dechne not only m Bntam, but throughout the
cap1tah&t world The po~1t1on of the workmg-clas~ a~ a whole '"
gettmg worse The workmg-class as a whole 1s no longer
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predominantly reformist and is becoming inc-reasingly
revolutionary as the immense and continuing revolutionary
ferment since the war shows. The Socialist and Labow parties
which occupy the public eye, are not representatives of the
movement which they nominally lead. Even with the help of the
traditions behind them, the powerful party and Trade Union
apparatus, newspaper etc., at their disposal, and the help of the
bourgeoisie propagandists and police, they are steadily losing
their hold on the rank and file. Their big votes at elections \.!tC. are
more and more supplied by the petty-bourgeoisie. The Labour
Movement is coming into its own again. It began as a
revolutionary movement, it has again become a revolutionary
movement. The conception of the Prosecution and the Magistrate
(and the bourgeoisie cla!.s as a whole) is 30 years out of date.

International Trade Union Movement
P. 666:-This is a copy of some resolution!> that were submitted
to the Jharia Session of the Trade Union Congress by some of the
affiliated Trade Unions. The G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union wa!i one
of the organisations that forwarded the resolution on international
affiliation. At Jharia I wa!i elected by the E.C. on to a small
committee to look through the resolution that had been sent in by
affiliated organisations a11d to prepare and put them forward to the
T.U.C. Of course I was tn favour of this resolution and I should
hke to give some explanation about thi!. exhibit. The course of the
development of the labour Movement outlined above is reflected
in its international organisations. which also went through three
main stages (I) The First International (Revoluttonary
International), (2) The Second International (Reformist
International), and (3) The Third International (Revolutionary
International).
The accepted date of the origin of the First International is
1864. Marx had much to do with the founding of this
International, and in 1865. Marx brought forward his Address and
Rules which were adopted in November of that year. lo his
Address he lays bare the abject poverty of the British workers and
places the theory of the class-struggle forward which would form
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the basis of International. The International, as it was then, was a
Trade Union International and between the years of 1865 and
1871 it occupied itself with linking up the working-class
organisations of Europe, at the same time doing its best to assist
the workers who were frCllll time to time struggling to improve
their hours, wages and conditions.
In the year 1870 the Franco Pruss1an War broke out. At this
stage the German members of the International vigorou~ly
opposed War, although Socialist members of the Reichstag at the
same time voted for war credits. However, opposition wa'
useless.
The International in France wa~ being vigorously suppressed
by the Government, members '¥ere persecuted and heavy
sentences inflicted, consequently there was little protest agam!lt
the War. The French armies were ~mashed and a Repubhc wa!I
proclaimed on September 4th, 1870 and on January 28th, 1871
the French Government signed an Armistice. Following thi~ the
workers attlltnpted to put the revolutionary teachmgs of the
International into operation and on March 26, 1871 the Pari.,
Commune was set up. and the workers held political power for
two month~. for the first time. It showed the revoJutmnary attitude
of the worker~ at that early date. One thing especially was proved
by the Commune, that wa~ "the working-cla~s cannot simply lay
hold of the ready-made State machinery, and wield it for its own
purposes" (Marx, C1v1l War in France). After a heroic defence of
the Commune by the workers of Paris, followed by weeks of
terrible barricade and street fighting, the Paris Commune wa!I
brought to an end. The bourgeoi~ie Government ~old1er~
murdered all the prisoner!ol they could get hold of, they ~oughr
throughout Pans for any man, woman or child who had taken part
in the defence of the town or who had even attended to the
wounded, and they slaughtered them enmasse. This was the clai.!I
war. The suppression of the Paris Commune is perhaps one of the
most hruta1 mcidents in the history of the class-struggle. The
streets of Paris were 1itera1ly running with blood, thousands were
murdered, the Commune was dead and the First International had
received a crushing blow. '
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After the Commune, efforts were made to save the
International, the General Council transferred its Headquarters to
New York., and in 1878 at Philadelphia the last Conference of the
International was held.
The second attempt was made to form an International in the
year 1889. The two largest French sections held rival Congresses,
they were the Marxists and the Reformists. At Brussels a
Conference was held in the year 1891 and there these sections
were reunited and the Second International was formed and
carried on till 1919. In the year 1900 the Central organ or Bureau
was set up. At this time the Second International was nothing but
a collection of national bodies which never took any notice of the
Bureau, as a matter of fact the Bureau had no power at all. This is
admitted by Mr. Brailsford in his evidence. "All its job seemed to
be was to make arrangements for Congresses and receive
correspondence". The Second International had become
~omething like an anti-war organisation. which carried
resolutions to prevent war, but when the war did come in 1914,
instead of hastening the downfall of Capitalism, the leader" of the
Second International rushed to the assistance of their individual
countries, to fight for Imperialism. The President, Vande\ veldi,
joined the Belgian Government. Everywhere members of the
Second International acted as recruiting sergeants calling upon
the workers of their respective countncs to go and murder each
other. With the War the Second International died.
It is important to notice that this statement is a correct summal)
of the position of the old International during the War. The
Prosecution, in pursuance of its attempt to show the reformist
wing of the Labour Movement as the "legitimate" and "genuine"
Labour Movement, has tried to maintain that the present reformist
L.S.I. is the direct and only descendent of the pre-War Second
International. The Prosecution Counsel in his opening Address
says "Now I have said that this International existed at the
beginning of the War. It was also in existence at the end of the
War." This is false. P.. 48 "Labour International Hand Book'~
pages 184-185 show this conclusively "The outbreak of the War
broke up the Executive Commission of the Bureau ............ ".
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The nominal sear of the Bureau was transferred to the Hague,
and the vacancies caused by the absence of the belligerents were
filled up with Dutchmen. The only Conferences held were (I) of
the socialists of the neutral countries in January 1915 which
appealed for peace; (2) the allied socialists in 1915, and some
later conferences, all of which emphasised the necessity of
continuing the War; (3) of socialists of the Central Power!> in
April 1915 which apparently did not deal with the War at all; and
(4) several unofficial conferences of parties and minority groups
opposed to the war.
This is not the activity of an International. It is the activity of
the fragments left after the·break-up of the International.
The Prosecution go further. They represent the International
Reformist Labour Movement as 'having a continuous history.
passing from the Seeond International to the post-war L.S.l.
without a break, and the post-war Third International as an
intrusion, foreign to the real Labour Movement, brought about by
the Russian Revolution and due solely to it. This is shown into the
late Mr. Langford James address which deals at length with this
question. (Page 8.)
Now it is true that the Second International was marked very
deeply by reformism and nationalism which as we have shown
was the dominating influence in the Labour Movement of the
time. But it is incorrect to maintain that the only current of
thought in the working-class movement and in the international of
tht.. pre-war period was reformism.
As I have pointed out, section11 and minorities in practically all
countries-majorities in some, such as Italy, some of the Balkan
States and Russia-remained true to the traditional policy of the
working-class i.e. Revolution. And the International as a whole,
influenced by thi!> active minority and the vaguely revolutionary
sympathies of the working-class, could never descend to the
depths which the post-war L.S.I. has reached.
Before the War the two wings within the International were m
conflict. The War, the complete break-up of the International, and
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the betrayal by the reformist majority, accentuated the fight.
Already in 1915 the most far-sighted leader. Lenin, was calling
for the break-away of the revolutionary wing and formation of a
new International.
The initiative was taken in 1915 by the Italian Party (the
majority of which was revolutionary and was opposing the war
even after Italy had entered it), which called a conference at
Zimmerwald in September, attended by representatives of parties,
or minorities in some ten countries, which set up a permanent
Executive of Commission (P. 48, page 185). This was followed by
the Kienthal Conference, at w~ich the call for the revolutionary
solution of the war problem was more pronounced. (P 178, page
42): "But at Kienthal, where Lenin was one of the most
outstanding figure~ the atmosphere takes on a different hue. There
cannot, it is as~erted, be any durable peace under Capitalism. The
only way there to lies through the conquest of political power by
the masses, and the ownership of the capital by the people. This
can only come as they struggle with increasing mtensity against
Imperialism and its war so that struggle may be transformed into
a contest between Capitalism and the proletariat. The Second
International is vigorously denounced and the whole tone of this
conference suggests that a great event or a great leader will swing
its members into the full tide of revolutionary ardour." "The great
event was the Russian Revolution and the event that produced the
great leader in Lenin."
The Third International wa~ the result of the developments in
the whole Intem'lltional working-class movement. It was not an
exclusively Russian affair, or the product solely of the Russian
Revolution. This is shown still more definitely by (P 48, page
155). After the March Revolution of I 917 the Zimmerwald
Commission and the Petrograd Soviet called a general conference
of the Socialist Parties at Stockholm. This conference never met
but the Commission held a session in the summer of 1917 at
which the decision was .taken to found a new International. "The
Zimmerwald Commission held a conference at which it was
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declared that a new International must be fonned; but the coming
of the Bolshevik Revolution prevented any further action till the
end of the war."
Even in this matter of historical detail the Prosecution is
incorrect. The dec¥ion to form the Third International preceded
the Bolshevik Revolution.
ActuaJly no steps were taken to form the Communist
International until early in 1919, and the First Congress of the
Communist International (March 191 9), (P 48, page 189) was
held simultaneously with the first unofficial conference at Berne,
February 1919 which really founded the L.S.I. (P 48, page 196).
Just as the Prosecution are incorrect in regard to the origin of
the Communist lnternatioqal, so they are wrong about its nature.
The statement already quoted conveys the idea that the
Communist International is exclusively dominated and controlled
by the Russian Communist Party. ~ow there is no question that of
all the parties in the Comintern, the Communist Party of the
U.S.S.R. is the most influential. This is natural, and results from
its greater revolutionary experience and the fact that it is a party
which has achieved the greatest advance along the road which the
Comintem sets for its. For exactly the same reason the German
Social Democratic Party played a corresponding part in the prewar Second International; and the British Labour Party, as the
most experienced and powerful (and corrupted) Reformist Party.
leads the L.S.I. today.
This is as it should be, but none the less the Comintern is an
International, and all its constituent parties take their part in the
determination of the policy. As early as 1921 Zinoviev was able to
report to the Third Congress of the Comintern,-"The leadership
of the C.I. during the first two years was not yet entirely
satisfactory to be sure, and only during the past year we can say
this with satisfaction-did we succeed in laying the foundation
for an institution composed of representatives of at least ten or
twelve parties, and which has at any rate attempted to conduct the
Communist Labour Movement along International lines, also
with regard to its leadership ............................. ". (P J 15 I.
Zinoviev Report of the E.C.C.I. 1920-21).
At the Sixth Congress in 1928, a full report of which is on
record (P 1204), the participation of representatives of all
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countries is obvious. Parties in fifty-two countries were
represented. The Presidium for the Congress rontained thirty-five
members drawn from eighteen countries, (page 76). The E.C.C.I.
elected at the Conference contains 59 members and 42 candidates
representing at least to 25 countries, as an inspection of the list
will show (on page 1547).
The principal items on the Agenda were ( 1) Methods of
struggle against the dangers of Imperialist war; on this reports
were presented by representatives of British, German, Italian,
American and French Parties; (2) the programme of the
Communist International; on this the report was of a member of
the Russian Party (3) the revoltttionary movement in the colonies;
on this the reporters were representatives of the Finnish, Italian,
Chinese and other colonial countries. A glance through the report
will show that the representatives of all parties took part in the
debates and sat on the Commissions which elaborated the various
resolutions. The leadership of the Comintem hes principally with
the Russian, and secondly with the German Party, which 1s, next
to Russia, the most experienced in revolutionary action and the
best equipped theoretically of the parties. But the Comintern is an
International, and to talk of any one party having a 'regulating and
controlling influence' is absurd.
So also is it with the theory and policy of the Comintern. The
Prosecution represents it as a ~pec1fically Russian policy,
introduced into the Labour Movement for the first time in 1917 by
the Bolshevik Party. As the Comintem itself declared at its
Second Congress (P 2395 "Theses and Statutes of the Second
Congress"), it ~ards itself as the direct descendant of the First
International, ai1d bases its doctrines and pohcy on the traditional
accepted doctrines and policy of the socialist working-class
movement, namely Marxism. It claims merely that it has rescued
Marxism from the degradation and distortion which it ·had
suffered at the hands of the Reformists of the Second
International and that it applies the theory and methods of
Marxism to tl\e present period of History.
The Proseoution account of the Communist International and
its History is, thetcfore, false from beginning to end. This account
was invented for the purpose of supporting the theory which the
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Prosecution chen~h. that the Labour Movement i~ normally and
properly a reformist movement which 1s able and wdhng to hve
permanently w1thm the system of Cap1tahi,m, and in no way
threatens its existence Commumsm, according to this theory 1s
an external force -essentially foreign to the Labour Movement,
promoted mamly by a group of malevolent people who fo1 \Orne
unexplamed reao;;on were able to seize control of the Statt" of
Rus~ia m the year 1917, and owing to the powerful ~upport which
thei,e people are able to give, contnve' to exert a certam mfluence
m other countnes
But not only the facto; of the Pro,ecut1on, but 1t~ theory d1'.o,
are false I have shown bnefly and I believe \dt1o;factonly that the
modern pohcy of Commbmsm 1~ m no wdy a new thmg to the
Labour Movement, but 1t 1s on the contrdry almoo;t 1dent1cdlly the
pohcy which the workmg-cla's IQ\tmct1vel}' begm~ to pract10,e
everywhere 1t begm' to attam cono;c10u\ne'' of 11'elf as a cla" lt
1o; the trad1t1ondl pohcy of the Labour Movement, on which 1t wa\
umte~ and orgamsed m the fmt place by the Fust Internat1onal
The reform1'm which the Proi;ecut1on patrom'e 1\ a deviation
from the true and proper path of the workmg-L la\c;
But now m the prec;ent penod the workmg-cla'' I' bemg
forced by h1\toncdl cond1t10ns back to ll:it ongmdl correlt
revolutionary pohcy, and the expre1,o;1on of this fact t\ the
formation of the Commumo;t Internat1onJI

The Red International of Labour Union•
P 666 1s a resolution calhng for afflhdtmn to the R I L U Now
m wnnectmn with th1\ exh1b1t I should hkc to refer bnefly to the
R I L U which has figured m the calie of the Pro\ecuuon
prominently The Proo;ecut1on had taken much delight m provmg
that the R.l LU wai; formed at the m1ttat1ve of the Commtcrn,
ha' C\'ienttaJly the \&me pnnc1ples and pohcy, and work\ m cloo,e
co-ordmat1on wnh 1t Th1& 1o; admitted I !lee nothmg obJecttonctblc
m 1t It 1s m accord,mce with the prac..t1ce of the lntemdtton.d
Labour Movement o;mce 1to; foundation That movement hao;; nevc1
recogmsed any fundamental d1o;tmct1on between the Trc1de Um on
and the Soc1ahst Wmg. The Fmt Intemat1onal was compo,cd
mdtscnmmately of both type~ of orgamsat10n'i, there bemg 11
maJonty of TrAde Umons
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So also was the Second International until 190 l, when a
separate International Trade Union Secretariat was fonned. After
this the two parties continued to act in the closest alliance, and
most of the leading members of the Trade Union International
belonged to the Second International. It is still the case with the
L.S.I. 1111d the l.F.T.U. which work closely together, have
periodical joint Executive Session&, issue joint appeals,
manifestos etc. The relations between the Comintern and the
R.l.L. U. are of the same type.
But while it is correct to say that the R.l.L. U. was founded on
the initiative of the Communist International, this is not the whole
truth. It is necessary to touch briefly on the history of
International Trade Unionism and the policy of the l.F.T.U. in
order to understand the reasons for the foundation of the R.l.L.U.
When the Imperialist War of 1914 started the Labour
International that existed prior expired, as we have shown. The
leaders of the International showed their true colours at the
crucial moment of test. Acting against the principles that they
professed to uphold, they called upon the worker& of their
countrie& to mobilise in defence of their "own" bourgeois State. In
doing so they sent one section of workers to slaughter another
section of workers in the interest of Imperialism. It is necessary
for me to make this reference to get some idea of the present
leadership of the I.F.T.U. because they are the same individuals
who betrayed the workers in 1914 and destroyed the then existing
Socialist and Trade Union International.
The War and these 'leader~· destroyed the old idea, although
previous to 'the War these Reformist leaders associated
themselves with the idea of class-collaboration, the result of the
War and their support of it made class-collaboration their main
plank, and by this it became the very foundation of the future
International Federation of Labour.
After the l.F.T. U. was established one of its first jobs was to
assist in the signing of the Versailles Treaty, the outcome of this
was the establishment of the League of Nations with its 1.L.O. It
was quite clear from this that the new l.F.T.U. from the beginning
had renounced the class-struggle. In the face of this the workers
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had no alternative but to fonn a new International that would carry
on the class-struggle free from opportunism and refonnism, an
international that would unify all the militant elements and the
Trade Unions that uphold the principle of the class-struggle, true
to the traditions of lhe working-class movement, that is those who
considered the class-struggle the basic force in the history of
mankind.
Another great factor was the Russian Revolution. Although
such an International was not formed until 1920, it was these
events that made it a necessity to bring into being an International
that would link up all the militant and revolutionary Labour
Unions throughout the world. In 1920 the representatives of the
Trade Union organisations of Great Britain, France, Italy, Spain,
Russia etc. met in Moscow, Robert Williams of the Transport and
General Workers Union of Great B~tain being one of the British
representatives, and out of this meeting grew the R.l.L.U. and the
followpg declaration was confinned; "That in the majority of
those c!ountries which took part in the War the greater part of the
Trade Unions-true believers in neutrality (apolotics}-in the
aourse of the terrible years of the war became tools of
Imperialism and played a fatal role, thus hampering the final
emancipation of the toilers"; "That it is the duty of the workingclass to gather together all Trade Union organised forces into a
powerful revolutionary class association, which, working
shoulder to shoulder with the political organisations of the
Communist International of the proletariat and in the closest
contact with this organisation, would be able to develop all it~
forces for the final victory of the social revolution and the
establishment of a well organised Soviet Republic"; "That the
dictatorship of the borgeoisie must be opposed with the
dictatorship of the proletariat, as a transitory and drastic measure,
which alone is able to strangle the opposition of the exploiters,
and secure and consolidate the gains of the proletarian
revolution"; "That the Amsterdam International Federation of
Trade Unions is unable, because of its programme and tactics to
attain the triumph of the aforementioned principles and secure
victory of the proletarian masses in all countries." "World Trade
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Union Movement" (Losovsky). The setting up of the R.l.L.U.
brought a big storm of protest from the I.F.TU., and along with
this storm of protest the voice of the capitalist bourgeoisie of the
world could be heard. The leaders of the I.F.T. U. could see that all
their efforts to lead the workers along the path of classcollaboration would be undermined by the R.l.L.U., and would
expose such bourgeois organisations as the League of Nations and
the I.L.O.
I maintain that whoever supports the principles of classcollaboration is a supporter of bourgeois democracy and therefore
opposed to the setting up of a worker's state. Further-more the
very individuals who make up·the leadership of the Amsterdam
International have all supported the imperialist policy of their
country, and in Great Britain, as I have shown, they have carried
this policy out through the British Labour Government.
What do the workers want an International for if the component
part~ of such an International are going to do whatever they like?
Mr. H. N. Brailsford makes it quite clear that each section of the
Amsterdam International can do just what it pleases. The sections
of the I.F.T.U. have done on several occasions things which
militate against the other sections. In the main the l.F.T.U. is a
federation of European union!I and it can claim to have but very
little connection outside Europe. While speaking at the 1927
Se~sion of the British Trade Union Congre!ls Mr.A.A. Purcell, the
then President of the l.F.T.U. said "They (the leaders) do not think
in terms of the world unionism. They have not taken cognisance
of the extraordinary rap1dit) with which the world is becoming
industrialised. They think only in tl!nns of Europe" (British Trade
Union Congress Report). This is a ~trong criticism, and further
during his speech he exposes the mtrigues of the leaders of the
1.F.T.U. in 'llaking a block against the Russian workers'
movement anc! sabotaging International Trade Union unity.
Attempts have been made to draw in Trade Union organisations
of others parts of the world. The~ attempts have been assisted by
the capitalists io bring these unions within the influence of the
reformist Amsterdam International, because according to the
Prosecution this is the genuine brand of Trade Unionism. Several
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attempts have been made to draw the Indian Trade Union
Movement under its influence, one such attempt was made on the
visit of Messrs. Purcell and Hals worth in I 927. On the other hand
the R.I.L.U. has 'lte affiliation of Labour unions throughout the
world, China, Indonesia, Philippines, and Africa etc. And because
of this the R.l.L.U. has become the gravitating centre of the Trade
Unions fighting against Imperialism, those unions that are
carrying on a struggle not only against their own bourgeoisie but
also the foreign exploiters. The principle of liberating the
exploited colonial peoples has been foremost in this agitation and
propaganda; such has never been considered by the l.F.T.U. This
is a very important feature of the R.I.L.U. It has carried cm an
unswerving and constant struggle against Imperialism.
The question of the united frorv of the International workingclass movement which has been made much of by the
Prosecution, and on which certain resolutions have been dealt
with .hy the All India Trade Union Congres!I, is one of much
importance to the International working-cla~s. Resolution!-. were
brought forward at the Cawnpore and Jharia Trdde Union
Congresses that the Congress deplores the failure of the AngloRussian Unity Committee and urges further that efforts be made
to bring about unity between the l.F.T.U. and the R.1.L.U. The
R.I.L.U. and its affiliated organisations have proposed the united
front because they realised the need for an lntemational united
front to check the onslaught of the capitalists and transform the
present struggle from the defensive into the offensive. Thi~
approach for unity was turned down by Amsterdam, those who
stand for class-collaboration could not possibly unite with those
who are working on the basis of the class-struggle. Amsterdam
prefers unity with the bourgeoisie through the League of Nation!>
and the l.L.O.
It was not a unity with the leaders of the I.F.T.U. that was
wanted, but unity between the revolutionary workers of the
R.l.L.U. and those workers still under the influence or the I.FT.ll.
The working-class movement needs unity to be in a better
position to carry on its activity, unity among the workers is the
basis of the class-struggle. This call for unity, the unity of the rank
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and file will be pursued until it is realised. The refusal to respond
to the R.l.L.U. call for unity, for one 'iingle Trade Union
International, is one of the examples of sabotage on the part of the
I.F.T.U.

P. 661: Article on Jharia Trade Union Congress (P.P.T.U.S)
In this article I have supported the idea of affiliation to the
P.P.T.U.S. In support of this I would like to deal with this
particular organisations, and to show the need for such an
organisation to assist the Indian workers in their struggle. It may
be of interest to the Prosecution to know that as early as 19211922 the Australian Trade Union Congress carried a resolution
calling for a Pan Pacific Conference of workers. It was at this
stage that the initiative for some form of concerted action on the
part of the workers of the Pacific was taken, and the credit for this
must be given to the Australian Trade Union Movement, the
P.P.T.U.S. has, since it started working, been a bugbear to
Imperialism in the East. An interesting point i~ the fact that it cut
accross the pet idea that the bourgeoisie themselves had of
forming through their agents, the reformist leaders of the l.F.T.U.
and the l.L.O., the Pan Asiatic Trade Union organisation (as
shown by P. 2369, of page 32); "In clo1;e collaboration with the
1.L.O., of the League of Nations, International reformism tried in
1925-1926; to convene a Pan Asiatic Labour Conference in order
to split and break-up the Chinese Trade Union Movement with the
help of the leaders of the Indian and Japanese reformism (Suzuki
and Joshi)."
The idea was.no doubt taken from that of the Australian Trade
Union Movem'ent and to counter this I claim that the above
proposal was put forward. The idea of the Pan Asiatic Conference
was to keep the Trade Unions of the East on the "right lines" that
is on the lines of reformi'\m and class-collaboration. every
assistance was given to the representatives of the l.F.T.U. to this
end when the reformist leaders from the East visited Geneva. On
the other haqd every hindrance was placed in the way of the
setting-up of the P.P.T.U.S. by Imperialism.
The initiative of setting-up of the P.P.T.U.S. was taken finally
by the New South Wales Labour Council in conjunction with the
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Third All Australian Trade Union Congress in February 1926.
Invitations were sent out to all Trade Union organisations in the
Pacific for a Congress to be held at Sydney, Australia.
As would be ex~ted, owing to the interference few delegates
arrived, the delegates present held a preliminary conference and
decided to postpone the convening of the Congress proper until
May 1st, 1927, to be held at Canton, and a provisional agenda was
adopted which was later confirmed by the T.U.C. of Australian
and the All·China Labour Federation.
At the same time as the Congress was to be held Canton was in
the hands of the counter-revolutionaries, who were ruthlessly
murdering workers and labour leaders. It was therefore decided to
hold the Congress at Hankow, and in May 1927 the Congress took
place in spite of the fact that the Japanese delegates were arrested
on their way to attend the Congres~and the Indian delegate~ were
prevented from attending by courtesy of British lmperiali~m.
From this Congress was established the P.P.T.U.S. and the
foundation was laid for a true militant alliance of the Trade
Unions of the Pacific countries, and through the P.P.T.U.S. a link
was forged between the workers of the East and the West. The
P.P.T.U.S. is certainly not a conspiratorial body. It is a solid
international of the Trade Unions drawn from the countne~
bordering on the Pacific including China, Java, Australia, Korea,
Japan, Formosa, Philippines, U.S.S.R. etc. The Hankow Congre:.:.
was the first time in history that the workers' representatives from
such Imperialist countries as Great Britain, U.S.A., Japan and
France met in Conference with representatives of organi~ed
workers from colonial and semi-colonial countries for the set
purpose of devising ways and means of combating Imperialism.
establishing a permanent alliance between the workers of tht; East
and West, and drawing in the workers of the Pacific as an integral
part of the World Trade Union Movement; tearing down the
barriers of racial prejudices, artificially created by Imperialism,
raising the level of the standard of Jiving of the workers of those
countries which are oppressed by Imperialism, in this way
frustrating the plans of the imperialists to use one section of the
working-class again~t another.
DI- 3.7.31.
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For some reason or other we have not heard of any sign of life
from the conspiracy by the imperialist agents, Suzuki, Chaman
Lal, Joshi, Vonekubo and others to bring into being the proposed
Asiatic Labour Congress, perhaps it is because some of these
individuals are under other orders such as the R.T.C. and the
Whitley Commission etc: The Formation of the P.P.T.U.S. had
become a political necessity for the millions of toilers rouncl the
Pacific (over four hundred million in China· sixty million in
Japan; one hundred and twenty million in U.S.A. etc.) to wage the
class-struggle successfully, owing to the fact that d\King the last
twenty years the centre of the world economic and commercial
activity had changed to the pagfic from the Atlantic area. And, we
find the greate!>t contradictions inherent in capitalism and
Imperialism are to be witnessed today in the Pacific and in Asia.
After the War the three leading powers of Imperialism; Great
Britain, America and Japan were facing each other in the Pacific,
between them there is a continuous struggle going on for the
domination in China and the Pacific generally. This struggle is for
markets, for sources of raw material and cheap labour, and this
struggle must lead to war. it is inevitable. unless the workers are
prepared to unite against these exploiters. Practic.ally the whole of
this vast portion of the world is under the yoke of some foreign
Imperialism. China for instance, where millions of workers are
attempting to throw off the shackles of native and foreign
oppression is today the playground of all Imperialist powers;
Indonesia with its sixty million workers, exploited hy Dutch
Imperialism with the aid and participation of British and
American capital. In Korea there are twenty million workers and
nearly as man:t'Pormosans, who are !>offering under the most
butal yoke of Japanese Imperialism. The masses in the
Philippines are rotting in the grip of American Imperialism and so
on. All these workers have to face the same issue, have to face-the
to.ame common foe, Imperialism. And the masses of India (though
India is not geographically speaking in the Pacific it is certainly in
the same arena), the Indian working-class is suffering under the
yoke of lhe 18.IJest imperialist power and therefore their place is
shoulder to shoulder with the exploited millions of the Pacific.
Their place is with them in the P.P.T.U.S.
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P. 1728: I am alleged to have said according to translation and
the C.l.D. report of the speech delivered to the Bombay Textile
strikers, "such housing conditions, their starvation, their low
wages, their Jack of education, their want of clothes, such
conditions of povtrty and penury must be removed and for
bringing about that state of things, those the owners or the rich
who are foisting it upon them must be first thrown in the sea."

Conditions of the Working-Class in India
In order to explain this and also to give the Court ~ome idea of
our activities in connection with the Trade Union Movement in
India it is necessary for me to explain shortly the position of the
working-class in India and its relations to the employing clas~.
both British and Indian, and to the State. This is not out of place at
the moment seeing that the report•of the Royal Commission on
Indian Labour has just been published and the fact that the
workers' "representatives." N. M. Joshi and Chaman Lal were
able tcfsign a unanimous report with such employers of Labour a~
Sassoon and Birla.
I do not propose to bring forward any abstract theorie~ in
relation to this matter, I shall give facts. We have heard much
about the class-war from the Prosecution ~ide as somethmg
created by us, the facts that I shall give may assist the Court to
appreciate the existence of such a thing all the class-war and that it
is not of our creation. The Prosecution are concerned about the
fact that Marx divided the world into two cla!\ses. I have already
given ~ome facts about the capitalist side of this system of
exploitation, the economic position of the working-cla~!\ 1s
generally fairly well-known but it is nece!\sary for me to give
some of the broad facts here. I will therefore deal with the
conditions and compare them with conditions obtaining in other
countries.
Let us take first what is sometimes termed, 'the ari!itocracy of
laldian labour,' the Textile workers. The Fawcett Committee
Report, page JOJ, takes the average of monthly earnings of a
weaver in Bombay city at Rs. 48/- per month on the basis of the
Labour Office Enquiry in 1926. They give then a Comparative
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table page 122, which &how~ th1~ rate compares as follows with
the wage~ of weavers m some other countriec; These rates are for
the years 1924-26 and worked out ac; follows m Rupees per month
approximately.- Austria Rs. 55/-, Belgium Rs 60/-, Poland
Rs. 48/-, Great Bntain Rs 96/-, Canada Rs 185/-, Holland
Rs. 114/- US.A. Rs. 228/- and Italy Rs 60/- It wtll be c;een that
there l'i a d1spanty between the weaverc; m Belgium, Great
Bntam, U S A and Italy. The lower wages m AuMna, Holland
and Poland are due to the weaver~ bemg m the mam female
I should mention at tht& Juncture that the wages of the workers
m the above countne~ named, are calculated on the ba~1s of the
48 hour week, while the wag~ of the Indian Tcxule worker 1s
bao;ed on 60-hour week But this wage apphe& only to weaver& m
the hlcmd of Bombay, It 1s defm1tely an exceptional one The
Report '>clY' on page 10 l that it 1s far higher even than that of the
'pmnerc; m the '>ame mill The pos1t10n of the 'pmner' 1s as
follows
In July 1926 the Bombay Government through 1tc; Labour
Office compiled the average datly and monthl) eammg' of
worker~ m each of 19 repre~entallve mills m Bomb.iy cny and on
pdge 9 of the1r report the wages of Sider~ (!.pmners) are gn·en a~
R, 27/9/11 Tiu!. the average monthly l!ammg of cl full lime
worker. I have taken the Sider!. from among the ~pmner&. because
they compn'e the largest section among them and receive the
h1ghe\t dver.igc wage. By reference to the Fa\\'cett Committee
Report you will ~ee that the W.igell of the ~pmners m the
rnuntne'' named are only slightly lower than tho..e of the
Weavers, and ye\.in India there i~ such a large di,panty between
the wages of the!ie two seb of worker'>.
Me~sr& Purcell cmd Hallc;worth m their "Report on Labour
cond1t1ons m India" quote the offlc1al mqu1ry and give re!iults {m
rupeell pm.) to R,. 39/- a& average wage for all other mill-workers
m Bombay city. For Ahmedabad It i~ about Rs. 37/8, for Sholapur
Re; 26. Even these figures of Bombay city were cntic1~ a~ too
high, by the Bombay Texttle Labour Umon Women'!ii wdge& of
course are on a much lower lo.Cale, and for Bombay city are about
R!I. 20/-.
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These wages are for what on the whole are the best paid
sections of workers. Now take the workers in the next biggest
industry. Messrs Johnstone M. P. and J. Syme in 1926 visited
Bengal and published a report 'Exploitation in India' (D. 65)
which gives the:. following as the weekly rates actually found
prevailing. Weavers Rs. 61- to Rs. 111- (very few at the latter),
Spinners (men) Rs. 4141-, Bale carriers Rs. 5181-, Winders Rs. 51-;
Beamers and dresser!> Rs. 4141-, Hemmers and Sewers Rs. 41121etc. These are the best paid sections; but we also get Repairer!>
(men and women) Rs. 2141-, Batchers (men and women) Rs. 2141-,
Rovers (men and women) Rb. 21121-, Coolies Rb. 31-, Twibterb
Rs. 3131-, while some old men and boys are paid the magnificent
sum of Re. 118/- per week. The Whitley Commission Report say!>
that the time is ripe for standardisation of wages in the Cotton
mills, and the Jute industry shqµld examine the po!>!>ibility of
standardisation m the Jute mills. Standardisation on the baM!> of
the above figures mean!> standardisation of poverty.
Now let us take the Mimng Industry. Mr. T. I. Marcly Jones
himself an ex-miner, visited the Indian Coal-field!> in 1927-1928
and made a very thorough investigation mto all ai;,pectb of the
industry there. He states in D. 116( 1) "There is no official check
on wages ... The highest rates I found anywhere in the three
chief coal-fields were; surface labour males 9d a day, female!> 7d
a day, under-ground labour males Is. 4d, females 8d. The average
number of !>hifts worked per week is 5, so that the eammgs of a
man and his wife at the coal face is about JO shillings per week. It
is an admitted fact that the run of wages in the coal-fields does not
exceed these rates."
Thus the working miners get at the best about Rs. 28/- per
month if man and wife both work. (Colliery Employee".'
Association Annual Report, 1927, D. 142( 17), says, "A man and
his wife can seldom earn more than Rs. 20/- per month".)
Mr. Mardy Jones the slightly better wages of the Indian clerical
and superior staff (Rs. 40/- to Rs. 70/- per month) and the far
higher ones of the European managers etc. and concludes "· ·
there is absolutely no sense or reason in the huge disparity
hetween their standards of life and the masses of the mme
workers placed in their charge."
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Now take the ratlway~ In P 651, an exhibit put m cigam~t me,
th1& I!!. an d111cle "Worker lead& Deputation to the Agent," and
de"cnbes very bnefly the cond1t1ons of the r.ulway worker!!. and
refero;, to the fact that a deputation mcludmg my&elf waited on the
Agent of the G I P Radway to try and obtam liome redress for the
worker"' gnev.ance" The reply of the Agent to tht" deputation&
reque\t was very uns.aw.factory However, the article "laow& the
wage" of the workers on the GIP Railway to range from as low
ao;, Rs 11/- and R' 13/- per month That the'e cond1tton\ are
general throughout the ra1lwcLy' of India" adequately borne out
by many of the defence exh1b1b Rai Sahib Ch.mdnkci Prasad who
1" con&rdered an ciuthonty on railway matter" gives liome
mterestmg f.acb m ht\ Pre,1dent1al Addrei;, to the A I TUC
March 1927 [D 14'5('.\2)] He \tateli that the average wage of all
railway employee\, mcludmg European,, m lncha 1s under Rs 40
He give\ al&o an mterelitmg table \howmg the m1mmum and
mcLx1mum rc1tei; of pay on ratlwayli m vanou& countne&, and
'how\ that India gives both the lowest R' 108 (pe1 annum) and
the highe\t (R\ 48,000/- per annum) The next lowe't to India 1&
Chma. at 100 dollar" per annum (that., about Rli 400/- and the
next 1<, Japc10 at RO\ 552/- per annum)
The&e "\tatement<o. are confrrmed by \Ulh documents or
'lt.ttementli a' the B N R I W U Annual Report 1926-1928
(D l l9(21 )]. p.age 2 report' that u \ecured a prom11ie of mc1ea&e
of pay for the employee& on R' 11/- per month and under The
mm1mum wage of the loco staff m general wa' rallied to Rli l "i/8/Pm and that of the Kharagpur Work'lhop to R" 15/-, ra1\ed the
mctX1mum of the-scale of the adult 'lchool teacheri, to R" 35/p m, rcltll\mg the mmimum ratell\ of pay of the Loco. Camc1.ge,
Shed, and Electnc hne \lclff, un,ktlled 'ltatf to R' 1l/8/-. &emi-

'ktlled R" 15/-, ~kdled R' J8/- all engmeenng g.mgmen on
lDl.remental rate"-'ub1ec.t to the mdx1mum of R~ 17/- Similarly
D 119 { 11) give' ce1 tam data clbout the K.mchrapara Workshop of
the E B Railw.ay, Khala\l\ J>dY 1' R' 1l/- uniform rate m the ~hop
on 20-1-30 For i,kalled men R' 20/- to R' 28/-, then clfter 3-5
ye.ir\ wait Ri:. 30/- to Rs ~ 1/- then a longer watt (and bnbe) and
hnally R& 55 to R" 82/- D 1~9 (21) Report of the E.B Radway
0
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Indian Employeec;' A~c;oc1at1on 1928, page 9, c;tatec; that the
employees on th1c; railway 18104 or 70 per cent of the whole staff
are paid les& than Rs 10/- per month (Quotmg from Agent.,
Annual Report)
The Whitley Comm1ss1on hac; made -,everal recommendcttlonc;
which all seem to be to discover the be\t kmd of Trade Umo11
organ1c;at1on for ratlway workers, and they c;uggec;t thctt there
should be a Jomt Standmg Cenlrctl Board I c;hctll have c;omething
to c;cty later about the-.e thmgc; known to uc; a\ Whitley Counc1lc;
But 1t 1c; of great mtere&t to know that one of the mctm c;1gnatone.,
of the Whitley Comm1&s1on Report, Mr Ch.iman Lal 1c; today
a member of a stnke committee c;et up by the All India
Railwaymen'~ Federation which'' threatenmg the Railway Bo.ud
with a general ~tnke on all r~lway., throughout India Ha'
Mr Chaman Lal ~o \Oon lo't faith m hi' Whitely Comm1.,\1011"
Hae; Mr Chaman Lal suddenly bewmc radical) Of wur.,e not
Chaljllan Lal 1r., playmg the i.,ctme role today a' he played ye,terday
a.nd he wtth Mr S C Joc;h1 and other\ on th1' c;tnke commlllce arc
only there to betray the worker\ c1c; they have done in th~ pa1,t
I will JU\t now refer bnefly to the cond1tton' of \edmen
D 119(24), Report of 1925-26 of the Ind1 •.m Sedmen' Umon
Calcuttd., '-3Y' on page 45, "The Indldn \ec1men c1re getting very lo\\
wage" in compamon to Englt'h \ectmen The wage' would be
f. 2/-, only (about R1, 27/-) a month where tl' the lcttte1 got an
ctvcrctge wage of£ 9, about R' 120/- per month" D 147(17)
Bulletin no '5 dated 2J 9 27 of the Bengal Mc1nner'!l 1 Umon give'
the 1,ame rate of pay for vc1nouo;; dct"e' of men Kh,iJa'"" get a'
low as Ro; 16/- pm whtle h1ghe1it paid men apart from the
.,eamen m the Dock department ., Hec1d Sukhain R' 29/- In
Engmeermg department \1ml1,uly rate\ vctry from Re; 18/ (lOJI
tnmmerc;) to R., 31/- Clerk' alone get higher rate' R1, ~'5/
D 147(2) Bulletin dated 10 9 27 give\ \lmtlar \Lelle for
employee., of the IS N Comp.my, R' 20/- for lac;cdr,, up to
Ri; 11/- forclerh
D 147(7) Bulletin no 4 of the Port Tnic,t Manner.,' ,md
Worker\' Umon dated 2 1 28 gtvei; rcltes for Khc1l.ic;1i1' of tug-boJt'
and launche-, at R1i 20/- Lo<..k-gctle Khctld"""· coal-tnmmefl• and
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firemen at Rs. 16/8/- to Rs. 21/8/-. Jolly-boat Khala~sis Rs. 22/- to
Rs. 23/-. Heave-up boat K.halassib Rs. 32/- who have to work 30 or
40 feet under water.
Take the tea garden workers, D. 142(20) contains notes quoting
from the Government report of the year ending June 1927 for the
Assam Valley Division. It gives monthly average earnings
calculated on the daily average working !-ttrength.
Least
Men
Women
Ch1!Jrcn

Ri.. 10/I 3/4
Ri.. 817/3
Ri.. 4/9/9

Greate1t
Ri.. 15/8/Ri.. 12/0/9
• R<t. 7/614

Ai•e1age
Rs 1219/9
Ri.. 1011417
R' 6/10/8

With thi~ data has to be reckoned the fact that in the tea gardens
the coi.t of livmg ib very high. Here i!. given the following as the
typical day's food for tea garden workers: Moming:-tea water
with salt and no milk; M1d-day:-food left from previous evening
of fried rice with tea water. ~alt and chillie1,: Evening:-low
quality rice, some with dal. some merely with salt and chillies.
No decent meal even once a week. This dietary costs Rs. 16/to Rs. 18/- per month and female'> are often not able to earn
thi~ amount.
But the!i.e conditions were apparently not !i.een by the
Rt. Hon'ble J. H. Whitley, Chamnan of the Royal Commission on
Indian Labour. He speaking at the Annual Assam Dinner given in
London by the Tea Association on June the 6th said, "... there
was no other place which seemed to be i.o delightful as A!i.sam. I
called it at once-odle 'Garden province of India'. He was referring
to his tour to inspect the conditions of Indian Labour. These
remarks brought vigorous applau:-.e from the Tea-garden
capitalists. He went on to show that he was doing his work
properly on the Commission and said, "I beheve, over six hundred
thou!.and persons who come as workers to your gardens and, m
the course of a few years, have saved !IUfftcient money. leave your
garden. take up Government land and become mdependent
cultivators on their own". I should hke to contrast this statement
with that made by Messrs Purcell and Hallsworth in their report:
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"our view is that, despite all that has been written, the Tea-gardens
of Assam are virtually slave plantations, and that in Assam
tea the sweat, hunger and despair of a million Indians enter year
by year."
Municipal Workers P. 548(5) gives the following figures;
in Madras town the majority of the men sweepers are paid
Rs. 17/8/- per month and some special section Rs. 20/- or
Rs. 25/-; women Rs. 13/8/- and some Rs. 17/8/-. In Calcutta the
rate for mehtars is R~. J 2/- per month, for sweepers and cartmen
Rs. 14/- and for masons etc. a very small minority Rs. 18/- to
Rs. 30/-. P. 802 statc;s that the labourers in the Kirkee Arsenal are
paid -/8/- a day. It is unnecessary to give any more data. Any
further facts would merely confirm the same general principle.
Messrs Purcell and HalJsworth if) their report have surveyed the
field fairly completely and their figure!i merely bear out tho!>c
quoted above. They give substantially lower figures for the Tea
gartlen workers. for others, so far as they can be confirmed they
agree fairly well. They remark in the General Statement (page
10): "All enquiries go to show that the vast majority of worker!> in
India do not receive more than about one shilling per day. ln the
light of all the available evidence we feel confident that in
submitting as a very rough average the sum of one shilling a day
as the Indian worker's wage, we are not underestimating rhe
position, especially bearing in mind that in the wages field there
is a veritable maze of ex.action, deductions and forfeitures. At an)
rate we are satisfied ... that the average cannot be placed al any
higher figure". They proceed: "It must be said with truth that
millions and miJJions of men, women and children get only half.
and even often less than half the amount of food needed to
maintain the very lowest state of life .... It is undeniable that the
Indian workers are half starved and bad\y clothed, as well a:.
horribly housed". In their conclusions they point out the fact that
(page 43) "... having re~ard to the fact that in most trade1o,
occupations, caJJings and industries in India it takes 6 to 8
l&"rkers to obtain as much wages as one of the lowest paid
akers in Great Britain".
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So much for wages. I should now like to pass a few remarks on
the question of hours. Hours of work are perhaps the next most
important matter in determining the lot of the worker, and the
position here is fairly clear. According to the Law as 1t !ltands at
pre!i.ent, the hours of work allowed m factoneo; in British India are
hmited to 11 per day, and 60 per week (this 1s a modification
especially made for India, of the hour11 convention adopted at the
Washington Conference, 1921, which made 8 hour~ per day and
48 hour~ per week the U!lual !iotandard)
Th1!1 hm1t l!i. usually adhered to \O that the worker~ m factones
u~ually work ten hours per day for a o;1x day week. This l!I !i.O in
the Bombay Cotton lndu,tr)', except for a \mall number of
workcr!I. Me!l!lrs Purcell and Hall!lworth !ltate m their report;
".............. .the whole workmg-day ........ which on the average
cannot be IC\\ than one of ten hours " But there are many
occupat10n~ m which thl\ l \ not the rule, or the law, 1f 1t applies,
I!-. not ob!lcrved. In the f 1rst place the States are not included m the
.,phere of operation of the Law Me\\Th Purcell and Hall11worth
LllC' the ca\e of Baroda State, where the State Act allow!- 7 hour!I
tn\te ..J ot !i.lX for children. 12 houn. m~te.id of 11 for women, and
place~ no hm1t on the hou1., of employment of men. The \econd
pomt to nouce t!i. that the F.ictory Acto; apply only to factones ai,
\Uc:h. In many orgam~ed occupauomi houf!oi !leem to be pract1caJly
unhmJted.
Thu!-. Mr. Mardy Jone\ m D 142 (7 and 8) 'how~ how mine
worker' have \ometmie' to \lay m the mme for l 0 to l 2 hour\ or
more Their daily allotted work may be dug m 6 to 8 hour~ but
because of the lack of tub' for conveyor~ the)' have to remam. ln
mo\t c1vihi.ed countrie11 the hour' of work for mmc~ dre ng1dly
hmned, \Orne time' from bJnJ. to h.u1k. 'onrerrme., ar the coal
face, it is ui.ually eighr houf\ In D 116 ( 17) he referi. to "pea'lant
familie!'i livmt m the. \\\\t\el\ fot l\a'i\ on enl\" \) ) 4.1 ff)) )ne
\ndum Coo\ Emp\o'jee~· ~~~oc1at1on re\)Ot\. tefon. \o \\\e case o\
the clerical employees of the mmmg companies who work ten
hours a day and seven-day week, with no hohday!I.
D 139 (2) gives particulm about the workers organised in the
Bengal Mariners' Union. Those employed in launches, steamers,
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barges etc: have a twelve-hour-day daily duty, from six to six. In
port it may be 18 to 19 hours work for Engine and Deck
department, that is the great majority. The workshop men work
from 8 to 5 wilb a half hour break. Steamer clerks, manifest and
tallymen work all hours more or less. D 139 (3) dealing with the
same class of workers say that the agency staff work 16 hours per
shift.
D 139 (24), the Indian Seamen's Union, Calcutta, Report of
1925-1926 says that there is no regulation of hours of labour of
seamen as in England, and no overtime pay D 147 (7) P.T.M. and
Dock Workers' Union Bulletin No. 4 dated 2-1-28 states "Men of
Heave-Up boats, bowser-boats, anchor vessels and tug and re~cue
are to work day and night, Kidderpur Dock Khalassis work for 12
hours a day and others arc to .work sometimes more". Further
overtime allowance is re!-.erved for the European and AngloIndian employees.
Df 142 (20) states that there is no limit to the hours of work of
labour in the tea factories, "work goes on to midnight or even
dawn".
In the report of Messrs Purcell and Hallsworth they refer to
conditions on the railways and give cases brought to their notice
of men in traffic and loco department~ having to work for 28 and
39 hour~ at a stretch, and porters having to work for 36 and 48
hours without a hreak. They ~aid that memorials and petition!>
innumerable have been presented relating to the long hours of
certain sections, and that all the conferences in the last few year!>
have passed resolutions on this question.
Nore -P:L\~agc "'h1ch folio~\ wa~ nor fully rcu~ed ar 1h1~ ~ta,c and wo.' u.:tuull} m:uli'
on 11-7 but 1& put m here

J.\ 1h1~ 1~

ns proper pla~\·

Conditions of Women Labour
The wages of women are always lower than those of men. I
have given some data on this and there is any amount more. The
conditions of employment of women are in many ca~e.,
notoriously bad. In the Bengal Jute Mill~ for example women are
largely employed. (The Statistical Ab!!.tract 1930 p. 681 gives
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figures showing that about 62,000 women are employed). There
are no arrangements whereby these women have leave of absence
during pregnancy. Mr. H.N. Brailsford [D 145 (10)] quotes an
official witness who stated that "Inquiries into the records of 132
women workers showed that 102 had borne ~38 living children of
whom 139 first saw the light of day while mother wa., working in
the factory."
D 142 (20) states that the women in the Tea plantations carry
their children to work on thdr back<. and cal>e!. hav~ occurred of
the death of the child. It remarks that many managers and other
officials of the plantations. keep the cooly girh. as their
concubines.
In D 142 (I and 2) Mr. Mardy Jones give~ an account of the
po-.ition of the women worker<. in the Indian coal mmes. He
points out in the firo;t place that India i!. only country in the
British Empire where women work in mme~ at all. About 30,000
were employed when he wrote in 1928.
He state!. that Government ha!. admitted that:'The phy!<>ical conditions in the majority of Indian coal
mme.; are no longer such as to make 1t de~ITable that women
should he employed in them. In only a "cry small percentage
of such mines is there any arrangement for ventilation ............ "
"In 1925. 38 women were killed in mine accidenb .......... ".
He concludes his account of the matter: "There is nothing on earth outside Dante' s mfemo to equal
the cruelty t~ women labour m the mme!<> of lndi..t."
D 119 is a document which was drawn up by one of u-. on the
hasis of personal inquirie!> into the conditions of the municipal
scavengers of Calcutta.
The Conservancy Department does not come under the Factory
Al·t, and employs boys of 6 to 8 years old m dangerous work i.e.
going into the gully pit!> to take out mud etc. accumulated there.
They are soritetimes rendered uncon~cious by the poisonous gas.
Sometimes death result!>. The pay of these boys is at the most
Rs. 8/8/0 per month.
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Housing and Sanitation
Consider the very important question of housing and
sanitation. Opinion is absolutely unanimous on this matter.
Messri. Johnstone and Syme, Mardy Jones, Purcell and
Hallsworth are ~nited and emphatic on the point. Purce11 and
Hallsworth in their report (p. 8) give the general verd1ct;"The housmg of the people in our own country i!. a !lerious
problem, but m India 1t is far more serious, for d1c;gu!.tmgly
bad hou!.ing conditions prevail generally so far ai. the
working-classes are concerned. Wherever one goes in the
different parts of the country, whether it be m the vtllage, m
the moderate sized towns, or m the big c1t1e!.; and whatever
may be the de&1gn or layout of the hou!le!., whether they be the
Mngle roomed dwe11mgs bmlt m "Imes" or tencmenti., or the
Mngle roomed dwelling!!. dotted about i.eparately m !!.ome place,
• cannot m any dec.·ent \enc;e be
they are all unutterably bad, anCI
regarded ai, "home.,".
We v1Mted the workeni' quarters wherever we c;tayed, dJld
had we not !!.een them we could not have believed that o,uch
evil placeo, ex1!!.ted.
The proceed to give i.ome !.pcc1f1c ca&e!., !!.howmg that the rent.,
which the worker!. have to pay even for thc!!.C placeo, 1epreo,ent J
very subi.tant1al part of the worker.,' mcome. They quote a table
!.howmg the ovcrcrowdmg in Bombay, which Mate!!. that 236, 781
per\ono, hve in roomi. each occupied by 6-9 peri.on!., 115,731 111
room\ each occupied by 10 to 19 per'!lon!.; and 31,578 m 1oom.,
each occupied by 20 penions or more. They state (p 9)
"The overcrowding and ini.amtary cond1t1onc; ahno't
everywhere prevailmg demonstrate the callou!.neM1 and wanton
neglect of their obvious duties by the authorities concerned."
It 1s 1mpo..,Mble to give any complete or even repre..,cntat1ve ho,t
of the other and mmor means of explmtauon and opprc!.'>1on
which are u'!led againi.t the worker!. with greater or le'' intcn.,1ty
all over the country. The authorities already quoted and the
exh1b1t!!. contam a mas~ of material on the point.

,
System of Fines
Purcell and Hallsworth Report (p. 18) notes "that there are no
negotwted or agreed rates of pav. The rates of wage& are, in facl,
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all imposed upon the worker; " They make this remark m
reference to railway' It apphe'i to practically all mdu~tnes Even
the most advanced and m1htant 'ectton of Indian Lcibour who
have by their repeated stnke' clnd contmual struggle achieved a
better po'i1t1on than most workerb m India, the Bombay Textile
workers have to endure muc..h m th1b Wdy
D 145 (17) 1' dn account of the 'iybtem of fme\ prevadmg m
the Bombay M11lb, published by the Bombay Textile Labour
Umon, It 'how., that the '1tuat10n lb extremely oppre,~1ve
1 here Iii no theoret1ccll hmu to the ..unount of fines. (p 1l) The
nature of the offence for which worker\ c1re fined are not
<.pe<..1f1ed It 1s anythmg whtcl\.the management objects to (p I 5)
An employee fmed lb not u,u,dly given mformdllon on the lllcltter
dt the ume (p 4-5), rule'i \ettmg out the cond1t1on1; of fme' are
the exception (p 9), rules of cl <..ertam mill provide that 1f cl
worker I\ up to tt>n mmutes ldte he '-clD be hned a" the mancJ.ger
thmko;, fit, it he 1~ ab,ent for one da} he 1' fmed t"'o dayb wage,,
1t db,cnt for more than thret" ddyb he L.tln he fmed, at d1,c..ret1on,
all h1' edmmg,, etc et'-

Bribery
It tl!i c..ommon knowledge, cllld •.., borne out b\ the mdtenal, dt
our d1bpo,.il, thdt the !ly,tem of bnben 1' ext1emely common
Worker\ hdve to pdy bnbc1; to get dnd keep their 1obs, and
th1ough th1<t they get mto debt u"u.ill) to profe,.'itonal
money-Jenderb, who'e hab1t1, clild rate' of mtete't dre notonou'i
The ,eamen Me e1,~1cJ.1ly \ l'-ttm' of tht' .ibu,e, 'iee I> 119 (20)
.md DI 19 (24)
Dismi~als

Worker' .ire .ubttranly d1.,m1'l!icd. often by mmor irre,pon\lble
off1c1cJ.l' [,ec the lcl'-t! of the Kdllc..hrapdr.1 Ra1lw.iy Workmen D
119 (12), the BombcJ.y Textile Worker' D t..i.5
and the
Calcutta Scavenger<. Umon DI 19]

n1>

Condition of Work
The cond1t1on' of work .ire extremelv and unnece,,anly
troublesome and unhecllthy, for ex.lmple tho~e of the mmers (bee
Mr Maidy-Jone" article') He note' m D 142 (7 and 8),-
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"Miners often have to work in dangerous places ............ the
management alleges there are marked as dangerous. But the
miners say that the mark is often put up after the
accident. ........... as there are only nine inspectors for the whole
of British Indi&, one may have to travel hundreds of miles to
get to the scene of an accident, and it is easy to cover up
trdces."
Workers on Tea plantations are under conditions practically of
slavery. They are kept on the plantations and are watched and
prevented by force from leaving [D 142 (20)]. D 139 (17) shows
that even such workers as those in the Dhakeswari Cotton Mil1s
are practically under slave conditions; if five are absent
simultaneously they are treated as strikers, and forfeit fifteen
days' pay: no speaking is allowed in the mill, not more than five
men are allowed to meet in the .vorkcr!.' quarters: workers arc
beaten, kicked, abused, etc by the management.
Victimisation for Trade Union or similar activity is
univ~sal; a very large proportion of strikei. start from thi!(Bauria, Chengail. Lillooah, Municipal Workers strike~. Bombay,
etc.) though there are usually other general cau~e~ and
grievances.
All kinds of means are adopted by employers to prevent the
worker!> from organising or taking effective action. P. 525 (3)
states that the management of the Calcutta Tramway!'I Company
stirred up communal trouble between their Bengali and
up-country employees, thus preventing the formation of an
effective Union. Similarly D 139 (4) states that the management
of the Keshoram Cotton Mills tried to excite Hindu-Mu~lim
tension by setting up in rivalry to the existing Textile Union a
"Hindu Workers' Union" with the aid of the Hindu Mahai.abha.
In this case the attempt failed.
.
P 1565 shows how the Oil Companies of Bombay imported
Pathans during the strike of the Oil workers in 1928-1929 to a<.·t
as blackleg~. This resulted in the communal riots of February,
1929. Other incidents can be cited among the Textile workers of
Bombay, the railway workers, etc. etc. where attempts have been
made by the employers to stir up communal trouble with a view
to break the solidarity of the workers.
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Labour Legislation
In my <ipeech to the Bombdy Textile stnker1i, P J705,
according to the C I D report and the trdmldtlon I am ~uppo1ied
to have said "We 'iay that the'>e ldW'i are wrong How can that
law which make\ people 'itarve be called d law? For tht'> law 1s m
order that they 1,hould be able to lead a hfe of luxury after we die
of '>tarvat10n Jn th1'i wdy they '>peak of law But we .ire prepared
to dmegard even law1., them'ielve!. (at the root) We do not respect
(or recogmi;e) thei;e lawi;"
Whtie JU'itlfymg th1' '>peech I would recall thdt the late
Mr Langford Jame\ m h1'> exceedingly lengthv addre<,s at one
pldte ..,aid when he wa' deahrrg with the que,llon of the 'itdte that
'I ...uppo'>e any ordmary per.,on \liho thmk1i about the State
1cgard.., it a~ an 1n..t1tut1on which for better or for wor..e, well
or le,-; well, i<> here to guard the hbertie' and nght-i of all the
citLlen'i m the State and ..,ec to the be1it of lt<; ability that they
all get t •.ur play and equal treatment
Now that wa., not at all
the theory of Marx "
Of cour...c 1t wa' not, and no .,,me mdn 1dual who had given
any thought to what the func..t1on of the 'itate I" could be under
.my ~uch illu,ion The State 11, the org.m of the rulmg cla.,.,, and
ct'\ the hourgeo11i1e are the ruhng cla.,., today the State t'i used
only m their mtere'it.., But let m. get away from theory and let U\
exammc how the State function., m ac..tu,ll pr..1<.tKe fo do th1c; I
will take leg1'ilat10n m regard to Labour
The cttlltudc of the employer.,, both Indian and foreign, towardS'
the wo1 ker1,, 11, adequate!~ '>hown by the c:xamples quoted But
what ot the S\ate. that '>Uppo1iedh deta<.hed and nnpart1al "third
party" who1,e function, m the word., of the Coun1,el for the
Pro~ecut10n, "' "to guard the hbertte'> and nght., of all the
c1t1zens" c111d "to \ee to the be\t of tl\ ab1hty that they all get fatr
play"., Surely, 1,eemg 1,uch cl cond1uon of thmg'>, ~uch clll unequal
'>truggle between the nc..h bourge01.,ie on the one hand and the
mcll!IS of poor, 1lhterclte, 1,,uperc.t1t1ou'i, oppre.,..,ed, decel\ed,
tncked, '>tmed and maltreclted work.er<; on the other, 'iurely the
State, m Ill\ pa\1i1on for "equal treatment" and 'fair play" will
ru'ih to the a\l\t<.tance ot the worker'>, will fight the
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employer;, dlld force them to treat therr worker; more fairly and
more humanly?
But what lileps have the Government tdken to dlicertam the
worker~' pomt of view? It 1~ well known that even under the
reform& of 1911J, the property quahf1cat1on Iii so high that
prc1Ctlt.ally no worker& can vote Mr Clow ("The State and
Indulitry" p 140) 1..tatei, "The rl'form\ provided for the ftrM for 1iome repre1ient.it1on
of labour m the Legt,lature
.t lcibour repre,entauve ha\
occupied a nommated lieat m the Leg1,Jcit1ve A&liembly
throughout ttli ex11itence
the total number of prov1m.. 1.tl \eat\
(11.. now) 10"
I need not go mto the l..haral.ter of the'e nommated
rcpre\entat1ve1i, their h11..tory \how' th.tt they are all \Ub,erv1ent to
the Government Further the ~1..tem of nommclt10n to the
leg1,lature1i ha' had c1 corruptmg mflucnc.e on the m1ddlc-d.i"
labour lcclder<t
I

Hour&
I helve toul.hcd upon the que1it1011 of workmg hour' dlready It
11.. 1..tated (e g m the Textile Tanff Board Report, 1927) th.tt 11 w.i'
m \.1ew of "the 1..pec1al condlllon'" of lnd1c1, thclt the W.tlihmgton
Conventmn wai, modtf1ed 'o thctt m'te.id of 8 houa,. It hour' per
day, and tn\tecld of 48 hourc; per week 60 hour' we1e c.tlJovi.ed m
Ind1cl Thc'e "1ipec1c1I cond1t10ni," are not <tpcc1fled but the only
pecuh.mt1e., of India relevant to the m.ttter, c;eem to be, that Ind1.i
hai, cl hotter and therefore more cxhclu\tmg d1mclte than mo-.t
mdulitnal countneli, and thdt Indian workerli are wof\e fed and m
the mam of poorer phy.,1que thdD mo1ot other worker' Yet
mlitcad of IC\&, the\e workers are "allowed" to work l hour' mon.
per day And, cl\ I have i,a1d thcc;e rule1i apply only to fell.tone,,
thclt t\ to cl mmonty of worker; even m the orgam,ed tr.tde1,, .tnd
only to Bnt1lih India
Take the c.t1ie of the 30,000 women mmer,, who et\
Mr M:ardy-Jones pomtli out are the only women stall work.mg m
mmes m the Bnll&h Empire In D 142 (1 & 7) he give' Jn
c1Ccount of the dtt1tude of the Government ot Jnd1J to th1'
que1,t1on As early a~ 1902 the Government wa1.. empowered to
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abolish this evil. The power wa~ not used. In 1921 the matter
came to the fore again, and the Viceroy was empowered to
abolish it. But in 1922 he concluded that it would be
"inexpedient" to do so in view of the fact that women formed
more than one-third of the total workers. A joint committee of the
Indian Legislatures appointed at that time decided in favour of
abolition in the course of 5 years. The Government of India
circularised the Provincial Governments and interested parties on
the matter, and these protested. (Both Indian and British Firms).
Eventually the Government del.ided on gradual abolition,
beginning from July l st, 1928, and ending by June 3o. 1935-a
period of 7 years. But the matter had been allowed to lapse for
some three years, and so the parties interested were circularised
once more. Again they protested, and in consequence the
Government decided to extend the period of gradual abolition to
1939. (See A. G. Clow, "State and Indu!-.try" pp. 152-155, which
confirms all these statements).
This i!-. in spite of the Government admis~ion already quoted
that "the physical conditions are such that it is undesirable that
women ~hould be employed in the mines." and the fact that
142 (3)] the mine managers and inspectors are in favour of the
early abolition of women labour and are of the opinion that it
could be done in 3 years or even 1. Mr. Mardy-Jones concludes;
"When this failure to act promptly in recent years, and the
utter failure of the Government of India to issue any
regulations from the Act of 1901 right up to 1927, and the
present pot icy of a further protracted period of 10 years are all
borne in mitM:l. the charge of the Governments' complicity with
the capitalist rapacity is irresistible."
I have already noted that for the whole of the British India, in
which hundreds of mines are scattered over an area .many
hundreds of miles in length and breadth, the Government
maintains only 9 mine inspectors.

ro

Seamen
Let us take the case of the seamen. Mr. A. G. Clow (State and
Industry p. 143) states that:-
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"The consideration by the Legislature of the Draft
Convention for establishing facilities for finding employment
for seamen led to the appointment of a Seamen's Recruitment
Committee w-ich investigated the conditions under which
seamen were recruited at Bombay and Calcutta. The inquiry
revealed the existence of serious abuses at Calcutta and was
followed by administrative changes which have produced
satisfactory results."
This is a typical example of Mr. Clow's method of making
much out of nothing. No "satisfactory results" have been
produced. The situation in regard to the recruitment of seamen i!I
as bad as it ever was. Al the Jharia T.U.C. 1928 the President
Mr. Daud, (who is also President•of the Indian Seamen's Union.
Calcutta) said (Report p. 15):-"•.............. .the Government was pres!ied to improve their
'
system
of recruitment and all appealll in that direction have
uptill now fallen flat upon the dull cold ear of the Government
at the instance of the ship-ownerll."
The resolution on the question passed at the Cawnpore Se!ision
of the A.l.T.U.C. 1927, e.g. (and repeated at the Jharia T.U.C.
next year, almost in the same words, Jharia Report, App. p. 54).
(P. 1381. p. 115) sayll:- "21 (a):- This Congress, while
disapproving of the action of the Government of India is not
enforcing the recommendations of the Seamen'!I Recruitment
Committee of 1922 by introducing a hill for amending the Indian
Merchant Shipping Act in the Legislative Assembly, strongly
urges upon the Government of India to introduce the same in the
next session of the Indian Legislative Assembly without further
delay."
"(b) This Congres!\ strongly urges upon the Government of
India the necessity of setting up an Advisory Committee along
v.-ith the establi~hment of the Seamen's Recruitment Committee
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as recommended by the majority members of the S.R.C. on the
lines of the Geneva-Inter. Labour Conference."
Resolution 20 reads:- "This Congress strongly urges upon the
Government of India to amend the Ind. Mer. Ship. Act so as to do
away with the pernicious system of recruitment of seamen
through the licensed brokers as per recommendations of the
Seamen's Recruitment Committee and Mrongly recommends the
e'tablishment of a State Employment Bureau at all the ports of
India."
It is necessary to state that the Government has not yet
introduced the necei-.i-.ary Bills. In fact .,ince 1922 it has done
nothing in the matter except to .,helve the Recommendations of
iti-. own Committee.
The sufferingi-. of the i-.eamen under thi!!i "Y!.tem are :teute. not
only in Calcutta, hut in all pom m India. Purcell and
Hall~worth'i-. Report i-.tate~ (P. 41):"For !.Orne year!! the whole que,uon of recruitment and
i-.upply of labour hall heen agitating the mind!. of the men's
repre!->entativell, who bitterly complain of c'\isting method'
under which the labour force i~ llClected for employment by the
agency of Government licensed 'hipping brokers and Ghat
Sera11gs. Under tht' 'Ylllem bnbery and corruption are nfe and
cause great hardship to the men and thetr famthes. The seaman
1~ charged a sum equal to 25 per cent of wa~e!I me1dy for the
broken.' reconunendation for ~ervice, and it i!!- alleged there is
collusion beilwcen the brokers and the lodging· house keepers
by which the latter abo make an 1mpollitton upon the llCaman,
over and above rent, for his opportunity of hemg registered to
occupy a few feet of room in exceedmgly bad qu~ers
ashore ................ "
See also D 139 (24).
Legislation ·
It would be pollsible if time allowed to go into almollt
!!pheres of Labour Legislation and show that the Governmeflt has

an
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done in effect almost nothing, compared even with the bourgeois
Government11 of Europe, in th1& matter It 1s only neceClsary here
to td.k.e Mr Clow's account (pp 137 following) and subject 1t to a
bnef examinat1t;1n He admit& that up to the war of 1914-18 the
Government clttltude w~ one of laissez faire, and goec; 1110 far a'i
lo scly thctt in the ec1rher penod (1860)
"The mc1in anxiety of the Government 'ieem\ lo have been to
protect the c;oc1al bY!ltem from the workmen, rather th.in to
protect workmen from the \OC1cil c;yc;tem" (p 134)
So thclt up to the war time the re\ult' of Ldbour Leg1,lc1t1on clfe
cldm1ttedly meclgre The\e re\ult!i were (I) The Fclctory Act of 1881-1891 hmttmg the clge of c ht ldren
employed m factonec; (not mute\) to 9 yeclr\, .ind proh1b1lmg
mght work for women and hm1tmg the hour\ of work m the day
(2) the Factory A<..t of 1911 whereby hour> for cldult11 m textile
m11l11 were hm1ted to 12
But for the poc;t-wM penod Mr Clow give\ .in 1mpoc;mg Jt,l of
eleven Convention' propo!ied by the lnternattondl L.tbom
Conference\ c111d ratified by the Government ot Indtd The)
dre-

(1) Com.entton hmitmg the hourc; of work m mdu,tnJI

undertakmg' I helve touched upon th1c; and expo'ied the traud of
1t dlrecidy But an mterebtmg pomt ir, to he obi,erved On P I ~9
Mr Clow mentions th.it m March 1920 d memondl Wd\ 'ent to
the Viceroy by the Bombdy M1U-owne~ a111k.mg for the reduction
of houri, from 12 to I 0, throughout lnd1d We know the rea\on for
th1~ dltrmi,m With their bupenor ldbour d1sc1plme they could
expfo1t the1r workerb to the fulJ in JO hour\, whale then
compct1torc; m the up-country mtlh would loc;e by the hm1tatton
of hourCl to th11i extent So even th11i much advert1c;ed cldvclllce (1t
Wet\ hm1tdt1on only to 11 hou~) Well:! effected a\ the re,ult of
pre!isure from a &ect1on of the bourgeome thembelveb
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(2) Convention concerning unemployment. What has this
"Convention" and its "ratification" done for the unemployed, who
in nonnal times are not negligible in number, and in times of
depression a large army? Has it given them an unemployment
relief? Or even poor-law relief? Or even registration? Or fares
paid to their homes? It has given them absolutely nothing.
(3) Convention concerning the employment of women during
the night.
(4) Convention concerning the night work of young persons
employed in industries. This applies to industries but not to any
other occupation.
(5) Convention regarding· the nght of association and
combination of agricultural workers. Anybody ·having any
knowledge of the situation in the rural areas will know the value of
this Convention.
(6) Convention concerning the application of the weekly rest in
industrial undertakings. I have shown that this does not apply in
practice or even in theory on the railways or in the mines (clerical
or supervisory staff) etc.
(7) Convention fixing the minimum age for the admission of
young persons to employment as trimmers and stokers.
(8) Convention concerning the compulsory medical
examination of children and young persons employed at sea.
(9) Convention concerning the workmen's compensation for
occupational diseases.
( l 0) Convention concerning equality of treatment for national
and foreign wqrkers as regards workers compensation for
accidents.
(11) Convention concerning the simplification of the
inspection of emigrants on board ship.
.
Further the main principle has been applied of the convention
regarding the minimum age of admission of children to
employment. And the consideration of the Draft Convention for
establishing f atilities for finding employment for seamen led to
the appointment of a Seamens' Recruitment Committee. The
result of this has already been dealt with.
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The only Act of importance in this period is the Act of 1924
restricting the age (to 17 years) and hours (to 6) at which children
may be employed in the mines.
This is the result of the benevolent interest of the Government
of India in La1->ur in the years from the war up-to-date. Some
conventions have been ratified, a few of which in their restricted
sphere are undoubtedly useful, but to claim that they do more than
touch the fringe of the matter or constitute an appreciable advance
towards the state of labour legislation in the countries of Europe is
impossible. While in some of these matters for which the
Government claims credit (hours, mining and seamen's
legislation) its attitude has been definitely obstructive reactionary
and subservient to the interests of Capitalism.

Trade Union Act and Tradesnispute Act
But the attitude of the Government i& seen most clearly m its
legislation in regard to the Trade Union and Trades Disputes Acts.
Af,rabout five years of activity oftheA.l.T.U.C. theTrade Union
Act was given assent to on March 25th, 1926. A Private Member'i-.
Bill to extend the immunity from criminal liability to unregistered
unions was defeated in 1928. (See Clow P. 160). On examination
we find that this Act falls much short ~f the Trade Union
Legislation that existed in Great Britain before 1925, and taking
into consideration the fact that India is ruled by a foreign
Imperialist power, which has imposed upon India many repressive
laws, it gave very little or no protection to the Trade Union
Movement. It can be seen that it was designed to protect a certain
kind of Trade Unionism that would not be harmful and at the same
time to make a show that this was an advance and that the
Government was not against the workers organising.
The Act gave some measure of protection to Trade Unioni-.
under it, but what was this measure of protection and what was to
be given in return for it? It was just a matter of supplying a certain
amount of information to a special section of the Police who at
some future date would use it to suppress any militant movement
on the part of the workers. To the unions that would not regiioter
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and give this information no "protection" was given, and
unregistered Trade Unions and joint action taken by the workers
without forming a registered Trade Union would still be liable
under Section 120 B of the l.P.C. (Criminal conspiracy.)
Mr. D. P. Sinha and the defence generally in this case have
several times raised the question of the evidence that has been put
in by the Prosecution in respect to our activities in connection with
the registered Trade Unions of which many of us were members
and office-bearers. But the Magistrate's Committal Order and
your own order of the 30.4.30 show clearly hqw futile this
particular piece of legislation is.
It required an amendment introduced by the Legislative
Assembly to the Government Draft to provide that a part of the
funds may be used in cretain specified ways for political purposes
(See Clow P. 160). Even this fund is to be collected on the
"contracting in" principle, as opposed to the far more liberal
"contracting out" principle in force in Great Britain up till 1927.
The Act does not give immunity from attachment of funds, and
even restricts the spending of funds of the Trade Unnions for
helping workers generally in thetr struggle. It is obvious by this
that the Government has power to suppress any Trade Union
action on the part of the workers that 1s likely to be effective.
In clause 22 of the Act it says:-"the Act provides that Local
Governments may, by a special or general order, declare that the
provisions of this section shall not apply to any Trade Union
specified in the order." This applies to a section that allow certain
outsiders (non-workers) to be officers of a Trade Union but the
above clause u designed to preserve these positions in the Trade
Unions for those persons who only carry on a policy calculated to
keep the workers pacified. And certain other limitations were
imposed on the registered unions and they were brought. under
Government influence to a certain extent.
An example of the effect of this Act against the interests of the
working-class is provided by the case of the Gimi Kamgar
Mahamandal (evidence of Hasan Ali, P.W. 245). The Gimi
Kamgar Mahamandal in May, 1928 was as a whole in support of
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the General Strike in the Textile Industry of Bombay. But the
Secretary of the G.K.M., D.R. Mayekar had been bought over by
the mill-owners, and was working against it. In spite of the fact
that he was in a J.iopeless minority, and did not consult the workers
or the Managing Committee of the Mahamandal he was allowed
by the T.U. Registrar's Office to register the Mahamandal in his
name on the strength of his illegal possession of the G.K.M.
records (the facts are that he had already been expelled from the
Union, and was no longer the Secretary) and the fact that he would
conduct propaganda in its name against the strike.
Nevertheless in spite of these obivious defects, the Act WJS
hailed by the reformist Trade Union Leaders as a great boon to the
workers, and they pointed to it as a sign of good wiD on the part of
the Capitalist class. The Capitalists have never yet enacted
legislation in the interests of the working-class without pressure
from the workers as a class, this has been shown by history. In the
cas' of this Act there was no pressure, the Act of:1926 was oD~y
enacted because it was expedient and in the interests of the
employers.
This trial is an excellent example of the worth of the Act {lS
such. There is no need to deal further with it because it is followed
by the more important Trades Dispute Bill of 1929. Reference has
been made by me on many occasions in my writings and in my
speeches during my activities in India to the Trades Disputes Act
of 1929. In my speech I referred to it when I said in P. 1710:"Govemment has brought a bill in the Legislative Assembly at
Simla by means of which our people will suffer greatly by means
of which the activities of us people will be stopped. (Here by
'activities' I meant Trade Union activities) ............ .If any bill
whatsoever is passed in it we do not accept that Law. What you
people (workers) ought to do is to build up a Legislature of your
own by starting a big Union." In justification of this I wish to

say:The 'lrades Disputes Act of 1929
It was apparently found, after the Trade Union Act of 1926 had
been allowed to work for two years, that it did not sufficiently
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shackle the working-class movement. In those two years the Trade
Union Movement of India had made rapid strides forward, the
Indian working-class had learned the need for solidarity and unity
of action, and during these two years the workers had put up some
of the most detennined resistances to the onslaught of the
capitalists on their already bad conditions.
The foundations were being laid for the building of a militant
Trade Union Organisation, this coupled with the growing
consciousness of the workers and the fact that the workers were
turning the struggle from the defensive to the offensive, made the
advent of such repressive ~easures necessary for Capitalism. It
was because of the fear of the Capitalists that a movement was
growing that would challenge their very existence that the Trades
Dispute Bill was passed in 1929. This Trades Disputes Act makes
strikes illegal unless the employers are given sufficient notice to
recruit scabs, forbids sympathetic strikes entirely, preventing even
funds being passed from one Union to another and aims at placmg
the Unions under Government control.
The Act as such consists of three parts. The first relates to the
appointment of Courts of Inquiry and Conciliation Boards in
industrial disputes. The second declares illegal withdrawal of
labour from Public Utility Services, i.e. (Railways, Posts,
Telegraphs, Telephones, Water, Light Supply, Public Conservancy
and Royal Marine Service) unless each individual withdrawing
obtains pennission or gives one month's notice in writing, as
shown in Section 15 (1):"Any person who, bemg employed in a Public Utility
Service, goes on strike in breach of contract without
having given to his employer, within one month before so
striking, not less than fourteen days' previous netice in
writing of his intention to go on strike or, having given
such notice, goes on strike before the expiry thereof, shall
be-punished with imprisonment which may extend to one
month, or with fine which may extend to fifty rupees, or
with both."
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By this method the employer is given sufficient time to
recruit blacklegs who would take the place of the workers
who would not submit to the despotic control of the
employei!s.
The third part is the "Danda" part of the Act, Section 16 (a)
starts off by declaring illegal strikes which have any object other
than or in addition to the furtherance of a trade dispute within the
trade or industry in question, or (b) are designed or calculated to
coerce the Government either directly or by inflicting hardship
upon the community. Section 16 (2) is important and runs as
follows:"lt shall be illegal to commence or continue, or to apply
any sums in direct furtherance or support of any such
illegal strike or lock-out.~
Thus preventing one section of workers from coming to the
assistance of another section.
St!'°ction 17 of the Act provid~s that anybody who declares,
instigates, incites others to take part in, or act in furtherance of
such a strike shall be liable to 3 months imprisonment and
Rs. 200/- fine. Section 18 protects those persons who refuse to
take part in such strikes from any action against them on the part
of their Union. Not only does it do this to protect their scabs. but
the Act also places them in a position that even the rules of the
Union do not apply to them and further they can claim
compensation from the Union, Section 18 (2) says: " ............... .in lieu of ordering a person who has been
expelled from membership of a Trade Union or Society to
be restored to membership, order that he be paid out of the
funds of the Trade Union or Society such sum by way of
compensation or damages as the Court thinks fit."
It is really unnecessary to comment upon the Bill. In short it is a
direct and ferociou~ attack upon the freedom of the worker!> to
organise and fight either for improvements within the pre11ent
system, or for a change in the system. Any strike of any size can be
brought under Sections (2) or (3) and directly smashed by the
power of the State. Any strike which is so limited in extent that it
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cannot exactly be brought under one of these sections, can be
sabotaged and defeated "peacefully" by the inquiry or conciliatory
machinery of part I.
This measure when first put forward in 1928 as a Bill called
forth instantly a tremendous protest from the whole labour
movement Mr. N. M. Joshi published a statement in which he
criticised it strongly [D 116 (11)]. (A cutting from the A.B. P. of
17-8-28). In the course of this statement he says:-"lt introduces modifications of the Draft Bill of 1924
which are disadvantageous to workers. This shows an
unfavourable change in the attitude of the Government of
India towards labour............ "
The Second part of the Bill which deals with strikes
and lock-outs in public utility services is the most
controversial as well as objectionable .
........ ..... .1 want to emphasise that the Government of
India is attempting to pass a Legislation which is more
drastic than the old British L~gislation of
1875 ..................... .
The second and third parts of the Btll are certain to be
vehemently opposed by workers. It is true that the Bill
also makes lock-outs illegal but is mere eyewash.
"Even eminent judges in England have admitted that
although the law regarding the relation between master
and servants provides for penalties for master as well as
servant, the law has hardly been used against masters.
Moreover in a state of society where capitalists dominate
the Government the law is bound to be used against
workers..................... I shall have to oppose the whole
Bill ................................................ reactionary
provisions ....................."
So this is the opinion of Mr. N. M. Joshi the Government
nominee to the Legislative Assembly and a reformist labour
leader.
The Bengal Trade Union Federation held a special meeting on
2-9-1918. [P. 544 (2)1 and condemned the Bill, and proposed to
organise a campaign of opposition to it.
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The Jharia Session of the A.l.T.U.C. Dec. 1928 passed a
strongly worded resolution, condemning the Bill in toto and
deciding for a general strike against it. (Report of Jharia T.U.C.
Appendix C.P. ~5) (D. 305). This resolution was put forward by
the left-wing b~t although the right-wing had a majority in the
Congress and could have thrown out or modified this resolution,
they dared not do so. And the President of the Congress, Mr. M.
Daud, an individual who is far from being a militant, had to
express himself in the following words about the Bill (D. 305
P. 30):"By these legal provisions the Government practically
intends to stifle all sorts of labour movement that are felt
necessary to safeguard it~ interest. If this reactionary law
finds a place in the ~atutes Book, the Trade Union
Movement instead of developing, would be gradually
eradicated to the best bargain of capital. We caution
Government in time that they should weigh the equity and
injustice of the measure and should be well advised by
impartial and unbiased opinions before they would rush
into such a nefarious and reactionary law........... "
The whole labour movement (except the most shameless agents
such as Mr. K.C. Roy Choudhury) was vehemently opposed to this
Bill, and even the right-wing representatives at the Congress had
to support the general wish.
Such is the attitude of the Government of India shown in its
Legislature. How is it in practice, in its day-to-day dealings with
the movement, in the localities'?
Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A. in his pamphlet "The Trade Union
Movement in India" [D. 145 (36)) published before the T.D. Bill.
writes (P. 21-3) that "the attitude of the Govemment .............. 1s
difficult to define." And it appears to be one of "deep suspicion" of
the labour movement. He cites the espionage upon all leading
lahour workers by the C.l.D. We can cite more convincing
evidence. The Jharia T.U.C. (Report App. C. P. 45) (D. 305) passed
a resolution protesting strotigly against the use of fire-arms by the
police against strikers. Th~ Government publication "lndusuial
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Disputes in India" 1921-28, records 5 recent cases of firing (pp.
10-12) in the KharagpurStrike 1927; Bombay Textile Strike 1928;
E.I. Rly. (Lillooah) Strike 1928; S.I. Rly, Strike 1928; Fort Gloster
Jute Mill (Bauria) Strike J928-29; But actually it is common
knowledge that hardly any strike of importance has taken place in
recent years in India in which either actual firing or other violence
by the police has not been committed.

Public Safety Bill (later, Ordinance)
I have in many of my speeches and writings mai:le references
against this repressive measure, I have also supported
organisations, etc, protesting "against the same.
The Magistrate in his C.O. said that:-"He was garlanded on
more than one occasion when his departure for England under the
P.S. Bill was confidently expected, and it was said in praise of him
that he had taught the labourers Communism." (p. 202). In
further justification of P. 1705, how can we po!,sibly respect such
Legislation as this?
The position is that an attempt was made in 1929 to add ~till
further repressive measures to thme already in the possession of
the capitalists. This was by the introduction in the Legislative
Assembly of the Public Safety Bill. The Btll was designed to give
the Government power to deport "Agitators" who are British
Subjects and to confiscate moneys donated to Indian Trade Unions
from working-class organisations in other countries. Scared by the
mass strike movement and political activity of the Indian workingclass that took.place during 1928, the capitalist!, hoisted the bogey
of the "Communist Menace" and under this attempted to rush
through the above measure.
The Bill in reality was meant to isolate the Indian working-class
movement from the International Revolutionary Movement. It
was vigorously opposed in the Legislative Assembly and thrown
out by the casting vote of the President. Not satisfied with this the
representatives of Capitalism again introduced it in the Legislative
Assembly in 1929. Many strange and violent speeches were made
by the captains of Indian industry (Sassoon and others) in the
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Assembly in support of the Bill, and mysterious documents were
unearthed from the archives of the many police departments. It
was quite clear by the speeches etc., that the employers in India
had been drivelt into a panic, they spoke of organisations and
individuals who were "creating conditions for the overthrow of
Capitalism and Imperialism, of the creation of "secret and illegal
organisations", etc. No small amount of this panic felt by the
capitalist~ has been transferred to this case.
Nevertheless the whole of the Trade Union Movement of India
condemned the Bill in no uncertain tenns, meetings were held and
propaganda carried on against the Bill by the Unions (D. 305).
And a resolution was passed by the Jharia T.U.C. (D. 305 P. 47)
protesting against the Bill. As I have said. the Bill was again
introduced a second time in t929, but the Pre&ident of the
Legislative Assembly refused to allow a debate on it, on the
ground
that such a debate would adversely affect this trial.
;
However the Government were not going to be so easily
baulked a second time, they were determined to make this Law at
all costs. It was therefore certified by the Viceroy as an Ordinance.
The Public Safety Ordinance was an expression of the state of
panic that the Government had been driven to and was a further
attempt to cut off the Indian working-class movement from the
rei,t of the world.
Goonda Act (Bombay) 1929
Not satisfied with the repressive and anti-labour laws that
already existed, the bourgeoisie set about amring themselves with
more. Calcutta already had its Act which was known a~ the
"Goonda Act". Under this Act the Commissioner of Police,
Calcutta could direct any person whom he considers about to
commit an act involving a breach of the peace, intimidation or an
offence against any persons or property, to remove himself from
Calcutta for a period of 1 year or failing this he would be liable to
imprisonment for l year.
Such an Act as this was not in force in Bombay and in August
1929, a Bill called the Bombay Prevention of Intimidation
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Act, 1929 was introduced in the Bombay Legislative Council, and
it was closely modelled on the "Goonda Act" of Bengal. By the
Speeches made in the Bombay Legislative Council in support of
this Bill it was quite clear why it was being introduced, it was
directed entirely against the working-class movement. The millowner's representative, both Indian and British were as one in
support of it. Lalji Naranji said that the ".........danger m playing
into the hands of those who were responsible ...............disastrous
to business people .................... ".
Mr. Addyman said: "He would tell the house that fully 90 per
cent of the mill-workers did no,t desire a strike, but were prevented
from working due to the threats which he had quoted. That was the
kind of intimidation which had succeeded in arresting almost the
entire industrial energy of Bombay."
We did not know before that Mr. Addyman waii in the
confidence of the mill-workers. Mr. N. A. Bechar expressed a truth
when he said that the representatives of the Chamber of
Commerce and the Indian Merchants' Chamber iiupported the Bill
because they were directly or indirectly interested in the mill
industry. "And again we hear the voice of capital through Mr. A.
Greville Bullocks (Bombay Trades A!lsociation) h\! said that he
had not met a single business man in Bombay who did not
consider that the measure was not only advisable but neces!lary."
Mr. Hotson in moving the Bill wa!I quite frank in so far as he
advocated the measure for reasons connected with the strike
movement. But the attitude of the Congre~s representatives is
interesting~ N.@fiman, Bechar and others. I. N. Congress
representatives in the Bombay Legislative Council, tried to get the
Bill restricted to emergency arising out of a trade dispute or
industrial unrest only. The reason for this was that they feared that
the Act would be used againi;t their bourgeois National Congress
activities and to save this they were prepared to throw the workers
movement to the dogs .

.

Order of Deportation
The Act in Clause 5 gives power to the Commissioner of Police
or a District Magistrate to deal with any person when he is
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satisfied that the person is about to commit or is suspected of
abetting the commission of a non-cognisable offence against any
person or property or the offence or criminal intimidation or any
other offence involving a breach of the peace. If any person is
considered to tSe dangerous, the Commissioner of Police or the
District Magistrate may direct him to remove himself from the
Presidency area within a given time and not to return for a period
of six months. Should any person on whom such an order had been
served fail to remove himself then Section 9 of the Bill provides
that he may be arrested without warrant and may be removed in
Police custody, or convicted to six months imprisonment. It will
be seen by this that anybody can be brought under the provisions
of this Act and removed at the will of the Commissioner of Police.
Now as the speeches and the;eason for the introduction of the
Bill clearly show, the Bill was brought forward to be used solely
against the working-class movement. It was placing another
w~on in the hands of the capitalists to suppress the Indian Trade
Union Movement, and to remove from the midst of the workers
those leaders who were making themselves effective and giving
the correct lead to the workers. The report of the Select Committee
that was appointed to consider this Bill was signed by three of the
reformist Trade Union Leaders Messrs S. K. Bole, Syed Munawar
and S. C. Joshi, the latter writing a minute of dissent. So we find
that the Bill found support from the pseudo-Labourleaders; from
the Indian National Congress- if it is directed only against the
labour movement-and from the employers, both Indian and
British stand as one, thus the workers have a United Front again&t
them.
Alongside this special Legislation "for" and against labour,
there is always the Indian Penal Code for the capitalist to fall back
on and I have shown that in practically all the strikes that have
taken place in India. Section 144 C. P.C. has been applied, in this
way the workers are gagged.
I think I have made it abundantly clear that the State exists
because of the irreconcilability of classes antagonistic to one
another, it exists to keep one class in oppression and to deprive it
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of its means of struggle. Even Kautsky, and of course the 2nd
International, in theory do not deny that the State is the organ of
class domination or that class antagonisms are irreconcilable. I do
not know whether our Indian and Internationalists agree with this
or not. Nevertheless it is a fact, as is quite clear by what I have
said, that the State is the product of the irreconcilability of class
antagonisms and it is a power created by the governing class, and
as I have shown it is an instnlment of exploitation of the oppressed
dass.
Thus all the forces of the State are arrayed against the workingclass movement, the police, the military, the law and the
legislatures. The whole of ttft State machinery is directed to
stifling the growth of any militant Trade Union Movement. And
how in any dispute between employer and worker the machinery
of the State is always there to use against the worker. I think I have
shown conclusively that all this machinery i!. there for one reason
only, that is to maintain this system of exploitation, the workers
must not be under any delusion that this complicated machinery of
Law and Legislation is there for their benefit or that it is possible
through that machinery to bring about better conditions. This
myth, if it still remains in the minds of the workers must be
exploded. The workers must learn to rely on their own resources,
through their own organisations alone can they achieve their
emancipation.
The Indian Trade Union Movement
I now want to deal with the history of the Indian Trade Union
Movement. The case generally depends to a large extent upon our
activities in connection with the Trade Umon Movement; and the
case against me particularly 1s concerned vecy much with these
activities. It is necessary for me to show the state the Trade U!lion
Movement was in when we came in contact with it, and that our
line of activity was dictated by the need of the workers for better
and more militant leadership than they had had for the previous 7
or8 years. •
As the following history will show, the Trade Union Movement
in India had been under reformist leadership from the begilh1ing.
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It had in its early years been supported with great enthusiasm and
militancy by the workers. But the result had been very little. There
was no appreciable improvement in the conditions of the workers
generally. In consequence a great decline had set in. The energy
and enthusiasra of the early years had been largely wasted. Very
little organisation existed, and the workers had learned little from
their experiences.
The responsibility for this situation we put down mainly to the
reformist leaders. We felt that if the workers' position was to be
improved and a sound Trade Union Movement built up, it wrui
essential to attack and overthrow the leadership of the reformisb
in the Trade Unions. Therefore if the Court is fully to understand
and as a justification for our activities in the Trade Union
Movement I should like to briefly cover the early history of the
movement.
The Trade Union Movement of India did not take definite shape
until the year 1918. Nevertheless, even before this date there were
in ..existence certain Trade Unions in Bombay, Calcutta and
Madras. The Warpers in the Ahmedabad Cotton Mill!. formed a
Union in 1917 and the Bombay Postal Union was formed in 1907
and so on. However, from the year 19 J 8 onwards there was a
steady growth in the number of Trade Unions. One will know that
peculiar circumstances operated at that time which perhap.,
favoured the growth of the Trade Union Movement. There had for
some time past been an unprecedented boom in industry and trade.
new factories were springing up everywhere, the cause of this wa11
the war. Industry in Great Britain and the other belligerent
countries had been turned to production of war material, a further
result of the war was the fact that prices of all commoditie'i
including the necessities of life, soared high. It was found
necessary that commodities previously produced in Great Britain
and imported into India should now be produced in India itself.
This sudden development in industry created a demand for
\about greater than had ever been known before. The vast majority
of the worken. that have been absorbed in industry have been
drawn from the agricultural and cultivator class. Because of the
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illiteracy and backwardness of the workers, there was provided an
opportunity for certain interested individuals, who were not slow
to seize the opportunity, to step in and champion the cause of
Labour. These persons were attracted to the cause of the workers
on many grounds, philanthrophic, humanitarian, because the
movement offered good grounds for exploitation, and so on. The
Servants of India Society interested itself in the beginning with
workers' conditions, sanitation, etc. and made representations to
the Government, and was in tum consulted by che Government on
the question of Labour Legislation. It was from such material as
this that the Trade Union Movement of India 'got its first
impressions of "Trade Unionism".
I have explained the position that accounted to ~ome extent for
the sudden development of industry in India, that period it will be
understood was abnormal, the cost of living went up by leaps and
bounds, as usual under Capitalism the wages did not in any way
keep pace proportionalJy with the rising cost of livmg the real
wages of the workers fell rapidly. The result was general
discontent among the workers, a period of unrest followed and
many strikes took place, some of which were successful. This may
be put down to the fact that enormous profil!t were being made out
of the boom by the Capitalists. However, the real wage~ of the
workers that were successful, never kept pace with the soaring
prices. Nevertheless, the successes gained by the workers taught
them as nothing else could the need for organi~ation. Thi!. i!, the
period during which active Trade Unionism can be cun~idered to
have begun. The two years following J918 were marked by the
epidemic of strikes and the climax was reached in 1920.
From this sftike activity on the part of the workers many unions
that exist today were started, although most of the Unions were
unstable and as a matter offact only brought into being to conduct
the particular strike and were really nothing more than strike
committees.

The AD-India Trade Union Congress
~~ ~ n~ tat otgan\f.a\\cn ~~ \c\\ '\>~ \be. -HuU.en. and \.he
result was the spontaneous development of Trade Unions, such as
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they were. Those who had been interesting themselves in the
movement made efforts to co-ordinate those unions that had
already come into existence. The results of these were the holding
of the First Session of the All-India Trade Union Congress in
Bombay on Cktober 3lst, 1920. This gave an impetus to the
movement and several new unions came into being, led by certain
interested individuals who could see personal profit and an easy
stepping &tone to the Councils, Royal Commissions, etc.
At this time an added interest was given to the Trade Union
Movement for those seeking to advance their positions at the
expense of the movement, for at about this time, the International
Labour Conference held it first Session at Washington, and its
Constitution gave the rights to workers' organisations to have their
delegates nominated by GovCJllment in "agreement with their
recommendations". Thus Mr. N. M. Joshi says in his pamphlet
"The Trade Union Movement in India" (p. 10):-"this brought out
c19lrlY the necessity of not only starting labour organisations, but
also of bringing about some sort of co-ordination amongst them m
order that they should be able to make their recommendations
with one voice." Hence the motive of Mr. N. M. Joshi and others in
starting the AU-India Trade Union Congress. We have since seen
year by year the annual scramble to be nominated to the
International Labour Conference at Geneva. From the First
Congress Session up to the Nagpur Session in 1929 the l.L.O. has
been the rallying ground for the reactionary reformist Trade Union
Leaders to gather on. This reformist and bourgeois leadership ha~
characterised the Indian Trade Union Movement up to 1929.
Howeyer the Indian Trade Union Congress was started on the
crest of the wave of the industrial boom. At the First Session 60
Unions were affiliated and about 42 others expressed their
intention of supporting.

Early struggle of the Trade Union Movement
The Trade Union Movement spread to the various industrie&
and occupations throughout India. But Trade Unions as known in
western countries did not come into existence even after the
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starting of the T. U.C., as a matter of fact little real organisation as
such did exist at all. The obstacles in the way of the development
of pennanent organisations were many. No definite system for
collecting subscriptions was introduced and the fact that industrial
Labour in the early stages was to a great extent migratory caused
much trouble. This position has to some extent changed during the
last decade, and we now have a permanent illdustrialised
proletariat in the large industrial centres. Still, a big percentage of
the workers regularly return to their villages and in this way
contact is broken with the Union. Although in thi~ respect the
migratory nature of the workers has its good side in so far as the
class lessons learned by them in their struggles in the industrial
certres are conveyed to the villages. Ignorance and illiteracy, the
fact that the workers could not even read was a serious obstacle.
The large army of floating unemployed and the vigorous
opposition put up by the employers to any sign of organisation
among the workers, because of these reasons in the early stages
there was little permanent organisation. In spite of these facts and
this draw back, we saw that the workers were no longer inclined to
tole1 dte the terrible conditions of labour that had been imposed
upon them for so long, and there were many spontaneou" strikes.
During these strikes the worker showed and understanding of the
need for concerted action, but the standard of consciousness was
of course low.
The years from 1920 onwards are very important to us b_ecause
they form part of a whole, the struggle between capital and labour
which is continuous, and not something brought about by a few
agitators. The boom which I have spoken about was followed by a
steady trade depression, with all its attendent attacks upon the
conditions of the workers. It was during this period that the
leadership of the Trade Union Movement was put to the test, and
the weakness of organisation and bankruptcy of leadership was
exposed. The early strikes were directed towards securing a
shorter wotking day, the hours of labour then imposed by the
employers were measured by how long it took the work.er to
become exhausted, there was no limitation. It was not until the
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year 1922 that the 60 hours week was embodied in the Factories
Act.
But this Legislation was not the outcome of any act of kindness
towards the WOl'kers like the Legislation of the years 1881, 1891,
and 1911 which ~ imposed to regulate the conditions of labour,
they were brought about rather from pressure from the Lancashire
Textile Capitalists and others interested parties in Great Britaiq, to
obstruct if possible what they would term "unfair competition."
1921 Congress take an interest in the Trade Unions·
An interesting demonstration of class-consciousness and classsolidarity was given by the workers of the Buckingham and
Camatic Mills of Madras. A remarkable degree of power of an
imperfectly organised union wv also shown, in so far as the
workers were able to sustain such a long stoppage of the work. The
workers of the Buckingham Mill were locked-out by the
empk>yers on the 21 st October, 1920 on a question of "discipline."
When the workers of the Camatic Mill saw their fellow workers in
conflict with the employers they decided to join them, and the
struggle lasted until January 27th, 1921. The terms of settlement
of this strike led to another strike, this time in the Camatic Mill on
the lOth May. On this occasion the workers of the Buckingham
Mill threw in their lot and joined the strike. The strike resulted in a
trial of strength between the workers and the employers, lasting
until the 21 st October, 192 J and ending in failure.
The employers had attempted to starve the workers into
submission. Further to break the ~trike the authorities applied the
Law and an interim injunction was issued against the leaders of
the Madras Labour Union from the High Court, restraining the
Union Leaders from interfering with the business of the millowners. A further attempt to break the workers' solidarity, was the
instigation of communal dispute, which resulted in a sustained out
break of violence. Police protection was afforded to blacklegs, but
in spite of alJ this the strike lasted for nearly 10 months.
During the year 1921 the Congress leaders and lawyers who had
given up their practices began to take an interest in the labour
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movement, with the object of using the workers to further their
political aims. The fact that many employers of labour were
British was used to intensify the atmosphere in industrial strife.
This was looked upon as a useful field by the exponents of non-cooperation, and the Congress leaders for a shortwhile used the
workers' to this end.
The late C. R. Das who took part in the Assam-Bengal Railway
strike of 1921 (Industrial Disputes in India P. 5) says:"Not really a case of labour strike but of actual
temporary non-co-operation."
Political funds etc. were used during this strike, but the strike
ended in complete failure.
However this was only a temporary phase and the organisation
of rank and file workers on a Trade Union basis has never
seriously been taken up by the Indian National Congress. Neither
has mass action or strikes of workers been encouraged by the
Congress, either for the workers or to further the aims of the
Congress. The reason for this is that the Congress is a bourgeois
organisation, the interests of which are those of the bourgeoisie
alont". Wherever the Congress leaders have interested themselves
m Trade Union Orgainsation, we find that it has always been to
prevent any action on the part of the workers (the cult of nonviolence), and to being the workers under the direct control of the
employers. A good instance of where the Congress influence has
been steady is in the Textile Labour Association of Ahmedabad.
which is under the benevolent control of such leaders as M. K.
Gandhi and Vallavbhai Patel. It has been the object of these leaders
of this union to keep the textile workers of Ahmedabad isolated
from the other textile workers of India. In pursuance of this their
policy has been the refusal to join the T.U.C. thus weakening the
position of the textile workers as a whole and playing into the
hands of the mill-owners.
•
A serious outbreak of strikes took place during 1921 and the
Government report describes these strikes as follows::•The short-lived, amicable and successful strikes of
1920 had become less frequent. more bitter in their
character and less effective in their results".
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Thus describing the growing development of the class-struggle
very clearly, and the failure of the workers to be able to conduct
their struggle successfully. The largest strike was that carried on
by the mine wq,rkers and this ended in defeat for the workers. The
T.U.C. was held this year at Jharia in the mining district.
97% of the strikes that ended in 1922 were completely
unsuccessful for the workers. In this loose way the Trade Union
Movement went along a prey to all sorts of adventures and
opportunists.
Activities during 1923-26, A period of reaction
This year began a period of reaction, the number of strikes that
took place during J923 showed a considerable decrease, although
it had become apparent that ttle strike weapon was being used
more regularly by the workers to attempt to better their condition~
or at least to try and prevent them from being worsened. From the
stffke committees and small loose unions the work was begun to
establish permanent Trade Unions. The work of building these
unions was slow and difficult. As I have pointed out the workeTh
did not take the initiative, they allowed lawyer, politicians and
social workers to take the lead. These persons imposed upon the
Unions their ideas, the Unions were kept small for the benefit of
those who had started them, their aims were restricted and theu
activities localised. It was in this way that the seeds of reformism
were sown and the rise and influence of Joshi and others took
place. Almost every year a big strike took place in one or other of
the textile centres, but I shall deal with the textile industry
generally when I deal with the Bombay Textile Workers' Strike
of 1928.
The trade depression continued during 1924, further attack~
were made upon the worker's conditions and the strikes that took
place assumed a much wider and more determined character than
ever before. This year the Fourth Session of the T. U .C. was held at
Calcutta under the Presidentship of the late C. R. Das. The
resolutions that were passed at this Session were definitely of a
reformist character and no lead was given to the workers to rally
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them against the worsening of their conditions. At the same time a
substantial increase was shown in the number of Trade Unions
throughout India.
The idea of Provincial Conferences of Trade Unions was got
going and the Provincial Conference of Bombay Trade Unions
was held in January 1926. The majority of the resolutions put
forward at this conference were calling for legi~lation, including
that for the establishment of machinery for conciliation and
arbitration. This conference was dominated by refonnist Trade
Union Leaders and their attitude in the face of the detennined
attacks of Capitalism was sheer treachery. (D. 395).
The tempo of the industrial struggle ~bowed a slackening
during 1926, there was no very important stnke during the year.
The Sixth Session of the A.l.T.U.C. was held in Madras under
the Presidentship of V. V. G1ri and differed very little from its
predecessors. (D. 367).
This year is important for the passmg of the Trade Union Act. I
have dealt with it under a separate head but in passing, I should
like to emphasise this fact that the Act was not introduced for the
use and protection of the workers. The capitalists at this stage
feared, that with the growing trade depression, the worsened
conditions of the workers' and the need for the mtroducuon of
rationalisation in industry, the passive philanthropic reformist
Trade Union Leaders would not be able to control the growing
revolt of the workers. The aim of thi~ Act was therefore to ensure
some measure of control.
The Delhi Session of the A.I.T.U.C. 1927-A New Crisis.·-·Tbe struggle Revived
The Delhi Session of the All-India Trade Union Congre~s was
held under the Presidentship of Rai Saheb Chandrika Prasad. This
wa~ its Seventh Session and was held on March 12 and 13. A.t this
Congress the General Secretary, Mr. N. M. Joshi 1s pleased to
report that the T.U.C. has had no occasion to order any strike. {D.
399). Such a report as this can be applied to the whole history of
the T.U.C. One would imagine that the condiuons of the workero
were very satisfactory, and that t~ey were ignorant of th~ class-
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struggle that was going on around them. Nevertheless, the T.U.C.
carried out the job that it apparently was brought into being for,
that is it elected its representatives to the International Labour
Conference. The number of Trade Unions affiliated to the T.U.C.
at this session' was 57, an increase of three on the last year.
Shapurji Saklatwala attended this Session of the Trade Union
Congress.
The year 1927 saw the end of the period of reaction that
had characterised the Trade Union Movement between the years
1923-26. The same type of struggle that we had witnessed during
the years 1918-20 began to reappear. This was very marked on the
railways where the railway employers had started a campaign of
retrenchment, and there were widespread strikes among the
railway workers during this y~ar. There were also many strike~
among the textile workers, who were also being attcked, it wa!I
during this year that the initial scenes of the General Strike of
tytile workers of Bombay J928 took place. All these struggles
showed a much higher level of class-consciousness. In Bombay
the First of May was celebrated for the first time as Labour Day.
The Trade Unions were taking on a more permanent shape, and
many new unions came into existence. Another sign that the Trade
Union Movement was developing in a healthy way, was the
attempts that were made to amalgamate the parallel unions that
had been brought into existence, a general attempt to co-ordinate
the strength of the workers.

(Conclusion of portion inserted on 11n.)
Cawnpore Session AJ.T.U.C
P.W. 111: The FirstSessionoftheA.l.T.U.C. that I attended wa!I
the Cawnpore Session in 1927. As I have already pointed out
being a Trade Unionist I was very keen to get into direct contact
with the Indian Trade Union Movement and to see how the Indian
Trade Union Congress functioned. Therefore, I wrote to the late
Ganesh Shankar Vidyarthi who was the Cbainnan of the
Reception Committee of the Cawnpore Session of the T.U.C and
asked him for permission to attend this Session of the T.U.C. Thi~
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I did shortly after I arrived in India. I received a reply from him
with the permission to attend. It was at this Session of the T.U.C.
that I came in contact with many of the accused in the dock and
made friends with many of them and also with many others of the
Trade Union Leaders in India for the first time. This Session of the
T.U.C. was attended also by Messrs Purcell and Hallsworth as
fraternal delegates from the British T.U.C. There was also another
fraternal delegate at this Session that was Mr. Mardy Jones who
was attending on behalf of the Workers' Welfare League. The
President of this Session was the exceedingly bourgeois labour
leader D. Chaman Lal. In his Presidential Address he gave his
opinion of the Labour Gov~rnment, which is true today as it was
then. In P. 1381 he says; "I must warn the British Labour Party that
in the eyes of intelligent Indians today that Party stands
thoroughly discredited............ the Labour Party as a whole
betrayed confidence we had placed in it. We have more right than
the Russians to criticise them. They are part and parcel of the
Government which governs us. And I say that no Indian can forget
the indignity of the Bengal Ordinance. I wonder how Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald would relish the hospitality of an Indian prison for an
indefinite period without trial or charge with almost certainty that
when (if ever he does) he comes out of prison he will be a physical
and mental wreck for the rest of his day&. And it is Mr. MacDonald
and his Government who are responsible for reviving Star
Chamber methods and have acted worse than the Bourbons in
giving the Indian Government a carte blanche for the issue of
lettres de cachet at his sweet will against its opponents."
Within twelve months Chaman Lal was able to forget this and
joined the Whitley Commission, a Commission, issued by the
Governmentthat acts in the way aescribed above by Chaman Lal.
His memory is very short.
The All-Russian Trade Union Council had named a delegate to
attend this Congress, but unlike Messrs Purcell and Hallswgrth the
Bntish Government thought it would be better to refuse to allow
this delegate to travel in India and they even stopped the
telegraphic message sent by the Russian T.U.C. British
Imperialism knows the hannless British Trade Union Leaders and
only they may be allowed to enter India.
D/-4.7.31
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Nevertheless. the f~ling of the Congress was shown by the
passing of the following resolutions:"This Congress congratulates the U.S.S.R. on having attained
the IOth anniversary of the first Workers' Republic in spite of the
Imperialist intetfention." (P. 1381. Page 110.)
Mr. Chaman Lal again broke out on the resolution put forward
to define the attitude of the Congress to the Simon Commission as
follows: "From this platform I call upon the British Labour Pany
to withdraw the two representatives from the Commission. As
self-respecting
men they should tender their resignation
voluntarily. India does not want them, and their own principle!i.
should prevent them from acting as the common hangmen of a
nation in distress." (P. 1381. Page 108.)
However, this did not prevent Mr. Chaman Lal from cooperating with these hangmen of the Indian workers on the
Whitley Commission, and asso!iating with the very individuals
that he was condemning just twelve months before.
An attempt has been made by the Prosecution to show, that we
are t>nly in the Trade Union Movement to capture it and to use n
for our own ends. Then it has been suggested for instance that the
resolution for affiliation to the League against Imperialism at
Jharia was only carried because of the arrest of J. W. Johnstone,
this is not correct as the resolutions of the previous Congre!i.&es
will show. I want to show that the gradual growth of the
consciousness of the movement goes on in !tpite of the attempts of
the reformists to hold it back, it goes forward to take its place as a
pan of the revolutionary movement.
The attitude of the Cawnpore Congress was defined towards the
Simon Commission. Already in many parts of the country Trade
Unions had defined their position and were prepared to take a
prominent part in the struggle against the Simon Commission.
which was then the latest expression of British lmpenalism.
Political consciousness in the working-class movement was
.beginning to take a definite shape at this time in spite of the fact
that the bourgeois Nationalist Leaders were publicly advising
Trade Unions to keep out of politics and stick strictly to economic
questions such as wages, hours etc: The reason for this was they
feared the mass revolt of the workers even at this moment and took
up a definitely counter-revolutionary attitude.
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However the Trade Union Congress came out against this and
declared clearly their position. The resolution carried by the
Congress, after declaring for the boycott of the Commission, called
upon the traitorous British Labour Party to withdraw its members
from it. And this resolution called for the election of a subcommittee to draw up a project for establishing a working-class
Government in India. The boycott of the Commission was carried
out and received splendid support from the working-class through
out India.
Other resolution showing that the Congress was on the correct
lines, one was a resolution on China in which lessons were drawn
from the experiences of China. namely that the national bourgeoisie
will surely betray the struggle for national Independence, and that
they will surrender to the Imperiafats and will slaughter and
suppress the workers and peasants who will attempt their
emancipation. They must aim at the leadership of the workers in
the national struggle for freedom, and be prepared for the inevitable
betrclyal by the Indian bourgeoisie. Only the workers and peasants,
in India as in China, will finally prove ~teadfast and loyal in the
struggle for freedom from lmpenahsm.
Ar other resolution which supports what I have said in reference
to the League against Imperialism, is the resolution on Imperialism.
There were many other resoluuon~ put forward detailing the
grievances of the workers generally. A pious resolution was passed
about the B.N. Railway Strike at Khdragpur, but no call for action.
It was at this Congress that the C\lUnc1l of Action was elected and
a large plan of organisation was ~et out but apparentl) there was
no intention on the part of those who had spon~ored this Council
of Action to carry it out.
The General Secretary's repon shows a general attack upon the
conditions of Labour and he say!.- in {P.1381) "during the period
under report no strike was authorised by the Executive Council,
but owing to very acute industrial conditions obtaining in different
trades and in different parts of India there occurred some strikes
and lock-outs in which officials of the Congres~ had to interest
themselves.'' It also reports that during October J927, Rs. l 3625/were receivetl from the C.C. of the Trade Unions of the U.S.S.R.
which assisted the Kharagpur strikers, and also a sum of
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R~. 667/13/3 receiyed from International Transport Workers'
Federc&tion, Amsterdam."
But in the report I could not see that any consideration had been
paid tl• the imqiediate cause of the successive wave of strikes that
had taken place throughout India during 1927 and leading up to
the biggest year of struggle between Capital and Labour in India
during 1928. The whole of these strikes under review had been
purely defensive, the resolution and persistance with which the
workers tried to repulse these attacks, and the sacrifice and the
class-solidarity that the workers showed was outstanding. The
position is that on no occasion did the T.U.C.C.E., attempt to direct
this class-solidarity into channels for an offensive movement, and
therefore the workers were being forced to retreat.
P.569 is an article by me T.U~. must call for action. This article
deals with the general drive against the conditions of the worker!I
and the part that the T.U.C. played. It was an attempt on my
part to show that the T.U.C. and the E.C. were not really functioning
then as they should in view of the resolutions passed at Cawnpore
and in view of the fact that the year 1928 had opened up a period
of most determined attacks of the Capitalists as a class upon
the workers. The trade depression which started about 1920 had
steadily continued and had now reached an acute stage m
India. This state of affairs affected the most important indu!ltrie!.
such as Iron and Steel, Cotton, Jute, etc. This condition of trade
depression in India was a part of the world trade depression. These
conditions of trade had their repercussions on other sections of
workers connected with Railways, Transport, Shipping, etc.
Another important feature that affected the industrial posiuon
in India was Great Britain's Industrial policy toward!I thl'1
country, which was directed to stultify the industrial development
of India.
As a result of the world trade depression the Capitah!lt'
throughout the world were racking their brains to find a way out.
to save themselves from catastrophe and ruin, to attempt to save
themselves from the chaos, which is the natural result and product
of the operation of the system. This condition of world affairs as l
have said was extremely aggravated by the war.
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Capitalism in its frantic efforts to re-establish its industry to
save its profits etc. resorted to what we now know as rationalisation
and retrenchment. This weapon of rationalisation was ruthlessly
used against the conditions of the workers in India and became
the spearhead of the attack of Capitalism in spite of the already
rotten conditions of the workers. Kharagpur in 1927 was a dittct
result of this attack, and the attack was being develoJ>('d the Textile
Industry of Bombay, Jute Industry of Bengal ctnd the Iron and Steel
Industry of Jamshedpur. These were only some of the open
examples. This state of affairs was the direct cause of the year
1928 seeing the biggest wave of strikes ever witnessed in the history
of the Indian Labour Movement. The wave of revolt of the worken
against the attack of Capitalism began durmg l 927 and developed
with ever increasing frequency, with the result that the whole of
India at some time or other during 1928 had become affected.
Here I just want to make it clear that thts indui,tnal Labour unrest,
these stnkes are a natural result of the operation of Capitalism and
Imperialism. And the strikes were a justifiable revolt of the workers
against the damnable conditions imposed upon them by the very
operation of the sy&iem of Capitahsm.The crime, if it can be so
called, is not on the part of the workers who revolt, but on the pan
of those who maintain such a system which impqses such
conditions upon the workers.
At the i,ame ttme as we were w1tnes~ing durmg 1928 the open
~truggle between Capital and Labour, the Capitalist::, through their
machinery were considering two thing~ which they calculated
would act as measures to aid them to put down the worker and
keep him in bis place. Number one was the Trade Disputes Bill,
which was a repressive measure and Number 2 was the Royal
Commission on Indian Labour, better known as the Whitley
Commission. By this meandering i,how it was expected .to take
the sting out of the grow mg revolt. Both these measures have been
de!alt with elsewhere.
It is claimed for the Prosecution that we played a very prominent
pan in this.strike wave, in this revolt of the workers during 1928.
Well, we did, and we intend to justify the part that we played. The
whole history of the Trade Union Movement up till today has shown
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a bankruptcy and lack of leadership and the pan that we played
was to assist the workers in their struggle and to try and give them
a correct lead.
The resolution of the Cawnpore Session of the T.U.C. to boycott
the Simon Cor1Unission was perhaps most effectively and best
carried out by the Bombay Trade Unions. This action introduced a
new poitical colour into the Trade Union Movement. A well
organised demonstration was arranged by the Left-wing Trade
Union Leaders and W. & P. Party to boycott the Simon Commission
when it landed in Bombay on February 3rd, 1928. The G. I. P.
Railway Workshop workers struck work along with the Municipal
workers and the mill workers. A demonstration was taken through
the streets of Bombay and a huge meeting wali held, and the position
of the workers under Imperialism was explained. The response of
the workers to this demonstratit!n was rather a shock both to the
reformist Trade Union Leaders and also to the National Congress.
who had done their best to throw cold water on the idea. For
participating in this demonstration many of the Municipal workers
were victimised and discharged. This resulted in a further strike
of the Municipal workers with the result that those workers who
had been discharged were re-engaged. The general participation
of the workers in this demonstration resulted in their understanding
the true nature of Imperialism and what the Simon Commission
stood for.
The E.C. of the T.U.C. met only twice during 1928, one
occasion was on the 6th of February at Delhi. At this meeting an
attempt wa~ made by the reformists leaders (Joshi & Co.) to get
the T.U.C. affiliated to the l.F.T.U. and of course Messrs. Purcell
and Hallswonh assisted to this end. It appears that they did nor
want to go back to Europe without doing their job, however they
failed, a i-trong stand was taken against this by the Left-wing
element and the leaflet P. 545 (6) and (7) was issued stating the
exact position of the R.l.L.U. and the J.F.T.U., and showing how
the I.F.T.U., as an organisation was the right hand oflmperialism.
The decision of the E.C. on this matter was that it be postponed.
the 1'.U.C. asking what steps that were taking to bring abou• a
United Workers' International. They did not know that the 1.F.T.U.
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was sabotaging this Uftity. It was at this Executive Committee
meeting that the decision which elected the Workers' Welfare
League of India as its representative in England was arbitrarily
rescinded. Against this the Left-wing did not take a strong stand,
this of course was bad because the Workers' Welfare League had
done excellent work in England and was a body that should have
been suported. It was at this E.C. meeting that Messr~ Spratt and
Kishori Lal Ghose were elected to inquire inlo the conditions of
Trade Unions in Bengal.
That the workers were prepared to take action in defence of
their condition, had been clearly shown, at the same time they
were realising the need
organisation. During this year a
considerable improvement took place m the State of Trade Union
Organisations, many new Trade Union!I came into being and the
older Unions showed a substantial increase in their membership
and they took a permanent shape. For instance amalgamation
took place between the G.l.P. Railwaymen\ Union and the G.l.P.
Railway Workshop Union, and by the end of tht> year they showed
a membership of over 40,000 according to the Labour Gazette.
The Textile workers had developed their organisation under the
name of the Gimi Kamgar Union (Red Flag). Thi!i. Unions started
during the year with a membership of only 324, the December
issue of the Labour Gazette give!I its membership as 54,000 and
by January 1929 the membership had risen to over 65,000.
According to the Labour Gazette giving the official figures of
the Bombay Presidency showed that the number of workers'
organised in Trade Unions during the last quarter of 1928 rose
from 117 ,OOO to 198,000 i.e. by approximately 69 per cent. This
membership had been attracted to the Left-wing and militant Trade
Unions and the new Unions that were coming into existence under
the control of the Left-wing Trade Union leaders. And this was in
face of the fact that the cmployef!I had done everything to support
the refonnist Trade Unions, refusing to "recognise" the strikes or
approaches unless they were headed by such leaders as Joshi,
Chaman La( and others. The most important fact to take into
consideration was that these Unions had grown out of the struggle
of the workers. This development of the Trade Union Movement

for
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that I have shown in Bombay is an example of what was taking
place all over India. P. Ws. 123 & 254.

Jharia Session A. I. T. U. C.
I attended tlit Jharia Session of the A.l.T.U.C. as a delegate
representing the G.l.P. Railwaymen's Union of Bombay and I
participated in all its sittings. This was the 9th Session of the
A.l.T.U.C. and it was the second occasion that it had held at this
place. This Congress was held under the Presidentship of the
reformist Seamen's leader Mr. M. Daud. After the open Session
on the first day the fraternal delegate from the League against
Imperialism Comrade J. W. Johnstone was arrested while leaving
the Pandal.
This Congress should have been the most outstanding one in
the history of the organised Wbrking-class of India, the fact is
however that it failed to rise to the occasion, although it had met
while the workers of India were in the throes of conflict with
C~italism. The main reason for this was the fact that the reformists
were there in majority, unfortunately several of the new militant
Trade Unions were unable to affiliate to the Congress owing to
the rule that a Union had to be in existence for one year. Under
this rule Unions like the Gimi Kamgar Union were unable to send
delegates. Because of this we did not get a true expression of the
feeling of the workers at the Congress.
Nevertheless a very clear division was shown among the
delegates at the Congress, the Left-wing were more conscious of
what they wanted as a united whole. It was clear that a definite
policy against the reformist leadership was crystallising, concrete
resolutions were put forward and amendments to reformi~t
propositions were moved and fought out on the floor of the E.C.,
although I must admit that our position was not sufficiently
effective.
Perhaps the only radical gesture made by the Congress was the
resolution to affiliate to the League against Imperialism bur this could
not very well be opposed in the face of the arrest of J. W. Johnstone.
and was only in keeping with the resolutions against Imperialism that
had been passed unanimously by the Congress in previous years.
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The most important resolution was that on the question of the
Trade Dispute Bill (D 305). It called for a campaign of meetings,
demonstrations etc. and for the preparation of a General Strike
with the demand~ for the rescinding of the bill, a minimum wage,
8 hours day, etc. Unfortunately this resolution was never acted
upon by the T.U.C. It was only supported by reformists as a kind
of window dressing.
The attitude of the Government towards the Trade Union
Movement at the time was aptly described by the President in his
Address:- "The use of Police in the B.N.R. Kharagpur Strike,
E.I.R. Lilooah Strike, and Bauria Strike, in the name of law and
order, are instances of such stem measures ............The Government
looks upon the Labour Movement with suspicion and its
organisations and the active workers of every Trade Union are
closely watched by a section of the branch of the C.l.D. police,
and the waste public money by engaging special police officers
reporting the meetings of Trade Unions. The above statement is
made abundantly clear by this case. A resolution protesting against
the employment of police and military against the workers on strike
was carried. This resolution also talked of a General Strike. The
re5.olution on Imperialism carried at the Cawnpore Se!lsion was
re-affirmed by this Congress as also was the resolution on the
Simon Commission.
The Congress considered the question of establishment of Trade
Council!. and a resolution was passed to this effect. The
establishment of Trade Councils would assist very much in the
development of the Trade Union Movement and in co-ordinating
Its activities.
The question of the Pan Pacific Trade Union Secretariat, and
the reformists' proposition of an Asiatic Labour Conference under
the control of the Imperialist agenb such as Yunekoleo, Suzuki
and Joshi was considered. A keen fight on this question took place
but the reformists were in a majority and the question of affiliating
to the P.P.T. U.S. was postponed for one year. At the same time the
idea of the Alriatic Labour Conference was supporced.
On the que~ion of the 1.L.O. another fight took place. Delegates
like Chaman Lal and Mahbubul Haque etc., supported by the
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representative of the l.L.O. in India Dr. Pillai were out to maintain
connections between this Imperialist body and the Indian Trade
Union Movement. The Leftwing leaders made it clear that the
l.L.O. was putely an appendage of Imperialism, the control of the
office being ··in the hands of the particular Capitalists and
Governments concerned. Darely do the findings of the I.L.O
Conference either get ratified or operated by the employers or the
Government, ifthe findings are in favour of the workers. Further,
on more than one occasion the Government has even ignored the
nominees oftheT.U.C., proving that they only want a certain type
of representation there. However, the Left-wing delegates were
not strong enough to break through the connections between the
l.L.O. and the Indian working-class movement.
Two of the largest Unions a(filiated to theA.l.T.U.C., the G.l.P
Railwaymen's Union and the B.B.C.I. Workmen's Union had tabled
resolutions calling for the affiliation of the T.U.C. to the R.I.L.U.
N the same time a letter was sent from the l.F.T.U. AmMerdam
asking the T.U.C. to affiliate to it. In view of this the Congre;!oi
ignored the resolutions of the Unions and a resolution sheJvmg
the whole thing was passed, leaving the Indian Trade Union
Movement cut off from the International Trade Union Movement
for another year.
Fraternal greeting!oi were received by this Congress from the
Workers' Welfare League, League against Imperialism, Nauonal
Minority Movement Great Britain, and P.P.T.U.S.A message from
the C.E., Trade Union, U.S.S.R. was sent but this was suppre:o.!led
by the Government.
The affiliated membership of the T.U.C. at the session wa!oi
98,621, but this does not give a true picture of the Trade Umon
Movement because the new Trade Unions were not affiliated. I
certainly spoke at the open session of the T. U .C., a brief report hn!i
been put in, (P. 2249), calling for a militant policy for the Trade
Union Movement. At this session I was elected a member of the

E.C.
The number of strikes during 1928 was 203 out of which only
27 were successful. The number of workers involved reached the
highest point in the history of the movement, in all 506,851 workers
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had been involed in strikes during the year. This was perhaps the
most important year up to date in the struggle between Capital
and Labour. Strikes took place in almost all industries; Bombay
Textile; Bengal Jute, the E. I. Railway; S.I. Railway; N.G.S.
Railway Sholapur, Nagpur, Cawnpore and Madras Textile, Steel
workers at Jamshedpur, Calcutta Dock workers and Scavengers,
Bombay Oil Workers etc. etc.
The total number of disputes that had taker. place between the
years 1921-28 was 1598, out of which only 254 were succesful
for the workers. if compromise i~ to be taken as a sllccess for the
workers, then the figures given may be under!!.tood in that way.
Taking the figures as they are irshows that only 1/6th of the disputes
brought anything to the workers (industrial disputes in India).
The Jharia T.U.C. showed that a !o>Olid Left-wing group was
taking shape, conscious of the need!'> of the class-!!.truggle, but at
the moment not prepared to force the is~ue. The fact of the heavy
economic struggle that had gone on dunng the past year and the
mas!!. support that was behind them wru. not fully realised. The
Left-wing only retamed their posit10n as the opposition and did
not p: ess the struggle to the offensive. The Trade Union machine
wa!o left in the hands of the Reformil!lt to sabotage the future
'truggle. The duty of Left-wmg at th1!) Congress should have been
to unmask the treachery of the Reformist leaders in the eyes of the
~ orkers. In view of the charge the Prosecution ha!!. brought against
us these mistakes should be clearly understood.
Our criticism of the reformists in the face of their -.abotaging
tactics is certainly julllified and our m1~take 1s that we did not
carry it further. The allegation of the Prosecut10n that we were
'fomenting' strikes is ridiculous on the face of It, a.' also is their
allegation that we prolonged the strike!'>. Whatever we did ~as
definitely in the interest of the workers. This contention ~an be
supported by the fact of the development 6f Trade Union
Organisation during the year 1928 which was phenomenal, and
the most important fact about this developme'1t 1s that the workers
were flocking, not to the Refom1ist Trade Umons but on the other
hand joining the Left-wing militant Trade Umons. The Left-wing
Trade Unions had been built dtrectly out of the struggle· of the
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workers dunng the prev10u~ 18 month" Workers them~lves were
takmg a very keen interest m the buddmg of their Umons and
were steppmg directly mto the leader!iih1p Thi-; p0Mt10n naturally
cam.ed much ~oncem both to Refonm~t Trade Umon leader\ and
to the Government and employers
P I07, 43, 1628, 983, P 2226, and P 958 -At the Jhana Se1,111on
of the TU C I renewed my acquamtance with Mr K1,hon Lal
Gho"h, whom I had met at Cawnpore It wa" from him and the
other Trade Umon delegates from Bengal thdt I got ~ome 1dcd of
the -;truggle of the Baur1a Jute workers that had been gomg on for
\Orne month-; It wa-; torc1bly brought to my notice and to the notice
of the other delegate~ at the TU C that certain Umon. the
Kankmara Labour Umon, under the control of K C Roy Chciudhun
and Latafat Hu!iisam wa" ca~mg on 'tnle-breakmg act1v1t1e'
Thi' Umon wa~ clffihated to the TU C dnd Lcltafat Hu,!ii.im WJ'
present at the Se~'1on of the TU C The Bengal delegdte' who had
been conducting the Baund \tnke. that 1' Radhdramdn M1trd
Chakravarty .md other~. brought a v1gorou' prote"t forwdrd .it lhl
E C which wa" even '!lupported by K1,hon Ldl Gho'h aga'n't th1.,
i;tnke-brealmg act1v1ty and demanded the expulsion of th1 .. Umon
The re\ult of tht" wa" thclt a committee wa\ \et up to mqum· 11110
th1" allegauon In a d1"CU\\1on with me Mr K1,hon L.il d1,c10.. ed
the ternble phght of the Jute worker' who were on '!ltnke . md
a'ked me 1f 1t wa' po,s1ble to obtam \Orne fmanc1al help trom
Bombay The mdttcr \\cl' ra1,ed at the EC clnd I mdde d pronml
that I would get th1\ que\t1on ra1!iied m the Trade Umon\ of Bomh. I\
when I returned I al"o \aid that I thought that It would be po.,..1hk
to get at lea1,t R~ I 00 from the G K U To contmue th1' 'ton I
might sdy that I wa' my\e)f very keen to c.ee the condnmn' of tlu
Jute worker' of Bengal and especially to see the 'tnker' \\ho hJd
been puttmg up "uch a ~plend1d fight In the mean time I Wl'llt to
Calcutta when I attended the A I W P.P Conterenc.e. dnd m t h,
Conference hall while the Conference wa' m progres' I .Jg.un '·1"
K1,hon Lal Gho'h and he a~ked me 1f I c.ould go to B.iu11d \\'Ith
him that day to addre'~ a meetmg of the \tnkers I told hnn th.11 I
wa~ 'orry thdt I could not go on that day a!ii I wa1, too bu'y v. 1th thl
Conference, I al'!lo mfonned him at the c;ame tame that I pw1111.,ed
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Bankim Mukherji, Radharaman Mitra, Chakravarty and others who
were actually conducting the Bauria strike that I was prepared to
go to Bauria with them. Nevertheless I fixed up a date with Kishori
Lal and at the appointed time I went to Howrah Station to meet
him but to my disappointment he failed to come.
The next day Kishori Lal Ghosh came to the offices of the
Workers' and Peasants' Party, 211 European Asylum Lane and
apologised for not keeping his appointment on the previous day
and then and there made another appointment with me. This time
he kept it and Jawahar Lal Nehru, Bankim Mukherji. Kishori Lal
and myself went to Bauria. On that day I visited the worker~· quarter
and addressed a meeting M' the strikers (P.2226). A few days
afterwards I returned to Bombay and on my arrival I immediately
tried to get the matter of assi~tance for the Bauria Jute workers
raised. I got the matter raised in the B.B.C. I. Railway Workmen's
Union and the G.l.P. Railwaymen'!! Umon. Some day'i afterwards
l wa~ called by Mr. N.M.Jo~hi who was very ill at the time; on
vif-iting him he told me that he had received !lome reports from
Bengal about the Jute worker~· l>tnk.e that wa' going on which he
WI'' un,tble to under!ltand. He said he would hke ~ome up-to-date
mformauon and as he had heard that I had vi!lited Bauna, he a~ked
me for some information about the strike and the posiuon of the
worker~. I g1ve him whatever infom1ation I had and my opinion
.1~ to how things stood there. This of course was gathered by me
while there on the spot.
The strike had entered a critical phase in the heginning of
November 1928 and there was a complaint from tho\e who were
leading the l!luike about the lack of suppon from the Bengal Trade
Union Federation. Of course the secretary of the B.T.U.F. was
hnnself much too pre-occupied and n was too much to expect
of him to do more than occasionally address a meeting of the
··tnkers. The crisis was however overcome by the timely a~sistance
rendered by the B.J.W.A. who at the reque"t of Mitra and
Mukherjee had come to their assistance. It was only because of
this suppott rendered by the B.J.W.A. and hy members of the
Workers' and Peasants' Pany that the workers \\ere able to ~ontmue
the strike.
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I pointed out to Mr. N. M. Joshi that the present pos1t1on of the
striker!!I was cnllcal and that they needed financial help at once
Alc;o that the Kankmara Labour Union wac; doing its best to import
blacklegs intt> the mills
At the firM available Managing Committee Meetmg of the
G.K.U., thJ.t was on 16-1-29, I explamed the poc;ition of the BaunJ
!!ltnker' and moved a re\oluuon that Re; 1000 be c;anctmncd by the
Umon to a!!IMc;t the Bauna Jute ~tnker~. R~ 500 to be ~ent at once
and the balance would be ~ent later on 1f required (P958) It WJ.'
on my advice, havmg visited Baunct and havmg fir~t hand
knowledge of the Mtuat1on there. that the money was de~patched
to Mui:affar Ahmad. It WclS my opmton thctt 1fth1' mom~y wao, 'cnt
to Muzaffar Ahmad it would re.ich the pen,on' directly conducting
• lawyer\' fee~ to be met becau'e of
the strike, of cour'e there were
the pohce terrono,m and the ca ...ec. had been c.tarted agamc;t man)
~ the ~tnkers. Of course the G K U wa' not affiliated to the
TU C at that date ctnd wac. not bound to o,end thi' money through
offic1al channel~.
The B J WA wac. the ongmal Trade Umon for the Jute workc1'
Th" wac; known to u~. but however m c.p1te of th1\ ... m.111
oppoc;1t1onal umon' were bemg c;tarted, even by the B T U F ,md
of courc.e thl\ wac. ag.unc.t the resolution of the T. U C'. 1t can not bl'
~uggec.ted m any way that the Worker~· and Pea~anto,' Patty ot
Bengal was trymg to be a nvctl to the B.T.U.F, to say th1~ •~to tJlk
non!!ien!\c,one glance at tht! T.U. rec;olullon of the Worker,· .md
Peasanb' Party will explode tht\ theory, .is al!ooo will clny .ictu.11
knowledge of the work done by 110, membero,

"Disruptionists in the T.U.C."
P 1206 (1): This 1s an arllc\e on the disruption~ m th~
Trade Umon C'ongre.-..~. Thi!\ article of mme ha& been tulh

1ust1f1ed by the events that have taken place. In the year 1929
we w1tne&sed the mo~t determmed attack of the employm.!?
c\a~s to !-.mash the qu1ck\y deve\opmg militant T1J1k
Umon Movement and m th1' attack they received the a&~l't.m1.~
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of the refonnist leaders (Kirk, Shiva Rao, etc.). The year began
with the workers of several industries being in open conflict with
the employers, the textile and oil workers of Bombay, the jute
workers of Bengal and so on. The!ie attack!> were in direct
continuation in 1928. The continued attack!. upon the workers by
the employers, their efforts to introduce rationali~ation into
Indian industries, their methods to suppre!ls the workers'
movement and any resistance to the impo!lition of wor!,ened
conditions had the effect of con!lolidating and educating the
workers. The G.K.U. had become one of the Rtost important
factors in the lives of the Bombay textile worker!I and a factor that
the mill-owners had to reekon with. In view of thi!I the millowners were carrying on a viciou!I campaign of v1ctimisat1on of
any worker who made him!lelf prominent on behalf of the G.K.U.
m particular. or who was elected by the worker!I a!i a member of
the Mill Committee or even attempted to make members for the
Union, found himself to be a marked man and in many case!I
immediately sacked.

DI- 11.7.31.
The cases of thi!> type of 'ict1mi!>ation werl! extremely
numerous and began !lhortly after the rc..,umpuon of work after the
1928 strike and continued up to the 1929 !>trike. The facb about
thi" systematic victimio,;ation which wa!I heing pursued by the
mill-owners were brought continuously to the notice of the
Fawcett Committee which wa!I then conducting an enquiry into
the Min \trike of 192R. Howe\cr, v1ctimi,ation continued and
many strike.~ resulted. the worker..; ne,·crtheles~ were detennined
to build their Union and were not going to allow themselves to be
browbeaten by the employer!!. This po!1it1on was brought to a head
by the victimisation of prominent G.K.U. workers in the Wadia
Mills resulting in over s\)I. thousand workers m these mi\\s coming
out on strike to demand the rein~tatement of their victimised
comrades. This demand the employers refused to comply with
and instecld began to recruit new workers (blacklegs), to the mill.
In the
of thi.-; and the fact that thi" kmd of victimisation had
been going for some time pa~t in ne.ir\y a\\ the mills. the G.K.\J.

face
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called a General Strike on the 28th of April, 1929. The response to
this call for a General Strike was splendid, within two days over
one lac of workers had struck work. On the one hand the workers
were fightinglor the very existence of their organisation and they
realised it, on lhe other hand the employers were out to smash the
workers' militant organisation and to introduce their system of
rationali!.ation. As usual for this strike all the force!. of the
Government were brought to play on the side of the mill-owner<i,
the use of armed police and troops, the prohibition of meeting,,
the introduction of the curfew order and later the passing of the
Intimidation Act (Bombay) to prevent picketing. etc.
At the same time the employerll hired a large crowd of
hooligans and imported them into the mill!t a11 blackleg~. Wnh
thelle hooligans the employel'!I ~tarted their own 'Trade Unmn'
and called it the Blue Union: the !lole object of the'e hued
hooligans under the guise of the Blue Union wall to mt1m1datc the
picket' of the G.K.U It wa' at thi~ i.tage that the Reform1:-.t Umon,
the B.T.L.U. came out openly to play the role of a blJck.lcg
orgam,ation. Not to be outdone by the employer:-. with thcu Blue
Union, the B.T.L.U. ~elected the colour of green bccau'e the
majority of 1b member~ happened to be Mohammedans and the)
al~o !iiet pickets to the Mills. The job of the pickets of the Grec11
Union (B.T.L.U) was the !lame a~ that of the Blue Union picket-.,
that wa!t to as!list blacklegs to go to work for the m11l-ownc1-.
From the disruptive propaganda that I !ipoke of m P. I 206 ( I) they
had gone a step further and had become openly the agent~ of the
employer!.. At the same time the B.P.C.C. carried on a v1gorou'
propaganda again!tt the !ttrike, voting money to thi' end
These were the forces ranged again~t the worker!I' struggle and
against the G.K.U. as such. For the last ten years the work.er~ h,1d
been maintaining a continuous struggle in defence of their rotten
conditions, during the previous year they had put up a f1g:ht
Ja4'ting for six months and following this there had been strike' '"
almost every miH. In view of this, and in view of the odds that tht!Y
had to combat, it is not surprising that the worker!. should be
forced back to work.
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The G.K.U. had become the object of attack both of the
reformist 8.T.L.U., the mill-owners and the Government. The
former realised that they had now no influence among the Textile
workers of Bombay, and the latter realised that the G.K.U. was a
mass union of workers' class-con!lcious and militant, and that it
was carrying on, on the basis of the cla'is-!'ltruggle.
In July the Government appointed a Court of Inquiry under the
T.D. Act, in reality this Court was to serve :is a means of further
attacking the G.K.U. This was shown by the report of the Court of
Inquiry, and the fact that much more c.on!iiideratidn was given by
the Court to the G.K.U. itself, its organisation, structure. policy
and administration etc. than to the actual ~trike and it!I cause!I.
Tub Court of Inquiry in it!'I report exposed the concern of the
Government at being confronted with the problem of dealing with
the growing revolutionary Trade Umon Movement Reformist!'!
were showing that they were unable to control the workers on
behalf of the employers. The pas!ling of the Trade Disputes Act
etc. !'leemed to be of no avail, the worker' v.enl forward building
their own militant organisation. The exammation of the G.K.U.
hy chis Court went on to some length an.d -with the assistance of
Mr. Mody, the Chaim1an of the Bombay Mill-owners'
Ai,sociation, they tried to show that the G.K.U. was not really a
genuine Trade Union the type of Trade Union that the mill-owners
de'\ired. The report of the Enquiry Cmnmntee laid the whole
blame for the General Strike and the general state of affairs in the
mill area on the G K.U., at the !'lame time the Court made a
'eparate and <"onfidential report to the Government, a very useful
piece of machinery for them.
Several strikes took place during the year. such as the Bombay
Oil workers' strike. The workerll in the Jute Industry struck work
ill their attempt to resist the policy of the Jute mill-owners which
Wd.s to increase the working hours from 45 to 65 per week
without any corresponding increa~e in tire wages of these
workers. At one time there were well over two lac!\ of \\'Orkers on
~trikes, unfortunately there was no proper organisation and no
proper lead.
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The next mo&t important stnke was that of the Tmplate Workeri;
at Tata's Golmun, the cond1t1on& of the!le worker& are extremely
bad Th14i \tnke la&ted for over 6 month., and some. three thou.;and
workers were mvolved Unhke the Bombay mdl-owner,. Tata
and Co refui;ed a Board of Conc1hat1on or a Court ot hnquiry
under the Trade D14ipute\ Act, th1\ was becdu\e there wa' no
effective Trade Umon orgami;at1on clt Golmun to deal with and
the workcr!I were dt the mercy of the employer\ After much
!i.uffenng and pnvat1on the worker4i were forced back to work by
'tarvauon Further 'tnkes took place among the Texttle worker'
of Sholapur, Bar4!1, Bangalore and Madrali In the latter l.d\e the
employer\ demanded an unconditional 'urrender and undertakmg
from worker.; that they would not go on 'tnke m the futme
NAGPUR si:.ssION A I Tu c
In my article P 1206 (1) I helve \did, 'But I am not .... mul.h
concerned with the abuse of the Cap1tah't Pre41\, or repre"1on by
tM Government a' I am about md1v1dual' wnhm the Trade Union
Movement advocatmg, d!I Kirk " made to cldvol.ate m the't
org.m~ of Capllah\m, that there 'hould be a 'Pht m the 11.idc
Umon Movement Mr Kirk apparently " not prepared, 1t 'eem'
by hi\ 'tatement to abide by cl maJonty deu'lon " My e\tlmJ.tmn
a\ to what the'e d1'irupter' mtendcd to do has cllready been de.irl}
!lhown
Thi\ bung' m. to one of the mo\t important land mclrl1.' m thL
h1,tory of the Trade Umon Movement m India, th11i l!I the I Oth
Se&s1on of the A I TU C wh1l.h took place m Dec.embe1 1929 JI
Ndgpur During the ten yedr\ of the ex1'tence of the TU C tht.
worker\ had gradually begun to a!i.\crt them~elve' and tht.
movement Wcl\ takmg proper 'hape W1thm the TUC there h.1d
cry,tah.;ed a defmtte Left-wmg element with 1t' root' well do" n
among the worken Trade Umon!i. had come mto e~utem.e whllh
dccepted the pnnc1plei; of and were born out of the cla\\-,trugglc
Further the general .;1tuat1on wali charactera\ed by an ovri
~&larpenmg of the clas~-i;truggle a' a re.,ult of the dppdlltn!!
cond1t1on~ of the worker'\ and the w1de,pread unemployment
cau4ied by the mteni;1fled explo1tatton by both Brstl\h and Indian
captt.al Agcun\t these t.ond1t1on\ the worker~ had put up a i;troggll.
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more vigorous and more determined than ever before, and during
the recent years the struggle wa~ characterised by several
important features. The fact is that the Strike Committees which
were elected, were by and from the rank and file of the striking
workers, .and it was these that gave birth to the militant Trade
Unions, inspiring the workers with class-consciousness and
urging the workers on to independent working-cla~s action. Apart
from the great sacrifices and privations that the workers
underwent during these determined !!.truggles, the differentiation
in the Labour Movement was accelerated. It was thb that was
given expression to at the Nagpur Se!!.!!.ion of the T.U.C.
The largest number of oigani~ed workers ever represented at
any session of the A.l.T.U .C. were representt!d at this Se!!.sion, 50
Unions wih a membership of 188.436 were represented. out of
which a majority were organi!.ed in militant Left-wing Trade
Unions. includmg the G.K.U. and the G.l.P. Railwaymen·~ Union.
It wa!!> at this Congress that a real effort wa!!. made to end the
policy of vacillation which had been followed 111 the pa!-.t, and to
give a definite working-cla'>s lead. The following were l.>ome of
thl· resolutions that were put forward at the Congress and
"UJ.lj)Orted by a majority: affiliation to the P.P.T.U.S , boycott of
the Royal Whitley Commis!!.ion. affiliation to the- League against
Imperialism, reappointing the Workers' Welfare League of India
..t!!. its agent m Great Britam: no nommations to the Government
for the I.LO .. condemnation of the R.T.C. etc.
The above programme of resolutions coupled with the
knowledge that the Left-wing element had a majority threw the
Reformists Joshi and Co. into a panic. In the E.C. meeting the
whole of these resolut1onl.> were earned, the policy of classcollaboration was ended. the leaders who had been carrying on a
policy of compromise and qbotage of the workers' struggle were
thrown over board. Thus the hislory of the Indian Trade Union
Movement entered on another phase. As a result of the pas'>ing by
the E.C. of these resolutions which were binding the Trade Union
Movement to a militant and forward policy. the refusal to ~nd
delegates fo the I.L.O., the boycott of the Whitley Commission
and the R.T.C. meant a refusal to participate in a policy of
class collaboration with Capitalism. The affiliation· to the
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P.P.T.U.S., and the L.A.I. etc. meant collaboration with the
revolutionary working-class throughout the world on an Antiimperialist front. In view of this policy Messrs Chaman Lal,
N.M. Joshi, V.V. Giri, Shiva Rao, S.C. Joshi and others seceded
from the T.U.t. with their Unions. Thus the reformist leaders
were guilty of a further crime against the workiAg-class of
definitely splitting and wrecking the working-class movement m
the face of the enemy, and of setting up a rival All-India Trad,•
Union Movement.
The seceders issued a statement to the Congress in which they
explained their action. The rea~ons for seceding. however, were
soon shown at a meeting hurriedly held by them at Nagpur to
establish their rival organisation which was named the Indian
Trade Union Federation. The resolutions pas~ed at this mcetmg:
exposed thoroughly their r~a ..ons for o;eceding. Out of 8
resolutions carried at this meeting four dealt with the formation of
the Federation, the other four are as follow!-.:(1) Resolved that no Union or man with communiM1c
tendencies be affiliated to the Federation, (2) Dec1.,10n to
co-operate with the Royal Commission on Indian Labour. (1 l
Welcomes the i..tatement of H.E. the Viceroy regarding the R.T.C
and asks for reprc~entation thereon, (4) Last but not leai.t, name.,
are recommended for the annual joyride to attend the I.LO
Conference at Geneva. The founders of the Federation had no
time to give for the consideration of the workeri.' struggle. but of
course they are not a part of it. Thus my prediction in P. 1206 had
come true, the reformi!'lt disruptioniMs had been i,uccei.i.ful m
splitting the T.U.C.
In the meantime, the T.U.C. wtth its new leadership prepared
for action, which however was cramped owing to the Congre.,.,
influence remaining therein, Jawahar Lal Nehru the outgoing
President and Subhas Bose the incoming President. Subhas Bm L' •
whose attitude had been made sufficiently clear even before he
had been elected as President, had been propagating the idea of
suppression of the differences between the revolutionary and Lhe
reformist elements in the Labour Movement, and his hkmg for
Fascism.
1
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The Congress influence remained in the T.U.C. along side the
militant section because it had no other alternative owing to the
political situation in the country, the boycott of the Whitley
Commission and the Round Table Conference had to be
supported, and it was only for this reason that they remained with
the militant element as was shown by the fact that they would not
support the resolution in respect of affiliation to the P.P.T.U.S in
the open session and this had to be postponed for one year.
Apart from the other resolution~ which included those already
mentioned and which were passed, a manife:-,to. was issued in
answer to the splitting policy of the reformist agents of
Capitalism. This manifesto pointed out the forces that were
ranged against the workers' struggle, the umted effort!. of Indian
Capitalism and British Jmperialism. How the workers had failed
in the past to maintain even their mi~erable standard owing to the
lack of united organisation. concentrated action and militant
leadership. That the refonnists were oppo~ed to thi!i kind of
organisation and action which forced them to ~ecede from the
Congress. but still they wanted to fool the workers with the
Whitley Commission and the Round Table Conference appomtcd
by Jriush Imperialism.
The reformist split the T.U.C. in order to weaken the economic
and political struggle of the Indian workers. and in !.O doing help
British Imperialism and the Indian Capitalists. The Nagpur
Session showed more cle-arly than ever the necessity of
developing the militant working-cla!->s leadership 1rom the rank
and file of the workers themselves who alone will stand true to the
interests of the working-class. The betrayal of the workers by the
reformists who wanted the workers to pin their faith to Geneva.
the Legislative Assembly and Royal Commissions, was clear. On
the other hand the growing class-consciousness of the workers
gave at this Congress a definite lead to the workers to bu!ld their
vwn militant class orgamsations ready to face up this struggle.

THE G.I.P. RAILWAY WORKERS' STRIKE 1930
The wo;kers had not to wait long before another test was made.
the G.I.P. Railway workers gave the lead in February. 1930. On
the 14th of February a General Strike was declared on the G.l.P.
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Radway, at flf~t this wa<; under<;tood to be only a one day 1.itnke
but at the lalit moment tt was decided to continue 1t, thu1.1
confu411on ww, cau~ed from the begmnmg I ~hould hke to o;ay
here that I admit whclt ever evidence there I\ connecting me with
the G I P Railwaymen\ Umon, I was the V1ce-Pre4!1dent of th1'
orgam<;at1on at the time of my arre~t The mtenuon ot the Umon
before our clrre\t when a Stnke Committee held been elec..ted w.i'
to prepare for a generJI stnke on the railway' The re,pon'e to the
c..all of the G I P Ra1lwclymen\ Umon for th1' genercll 1,tnke m
February w.i~ \at1lif.lctory, over 40,000 worker' came out
There 1~ no need to go mto the caulie' of the \tnke, for over
three year' the worker' had made numerou' attempt' to get their
gnevance\ redre\1,ed and to obtam better cond1t10n,, hoth through
their Umon to the Agent of the Radway and through the All-Ind1..1
Ra1lwdymcn\ Federation to the Radway Board but no
\J.t11,t.ict1on could be got• On 1,everal ocl.a,10n1, between
September l 928 and September 1929 deputat10n1, ot the A I R I
w.uted upon the Railway Board At the meetmg of the Gencr..il
O>unc1J ot the Federation on September 29th. l 929 the repl) of
~u George RJmny, the Rcl1lw.iy Member ot the Government ot
India, wa' characten,ed a' "un,atl\factory and h1ghl) m'ultmg
Jnd p1ovoc.clt1ve" The General Council therefore, called upon the
Railw.iymen of India clnd the afflhated union' to prcp.m.
theml)elveo; for direct al.lion" The General Coum.11 furthu
cippomted a Propagandcl Committee and gave an ultimatum to thl
Government of lnd1c1 Jnd the Railway Bocl1d thclt failure to gr.ml
the demand' of the rJ1lwcty worker<; w1thm th1ee month' woulJ
compel the R,uJwaymen "to declare d General Stnke on .ill tht.
rallwayo;, m India"
It w1\1 be seen that by dec1dmg on the Genera\ Stnke on thl
GIP Rd1lway, the Umon had given the Go"emmcnt .md the
R.idwdy Bodrd fne month" to make up their mmd1, Ir .ili,o i,ho"''
that the leaderli of the A I R F were not 1,enou' when the} ~.n t..

the ultimatum m September 1929 and had no mten\\on of l.tlhn~ a
Genera\ Stnke at a\\ They wanted to carry on further ncgottat1on-.
cln<l eventually betray the worker~

The Reformist Splitters at Work
When the 1:iotnke was declared on the G l P Railway. N M
lo\b1, Bcl.kbale, lctmnad"' Metha, SC lo'h1 etc beg&ln then
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strike-breaking tactics through the small G.l.P. Staff Union. The
cause of the failure of the previous strikes of railway workers,
B.N.R. Kharagpur 1927, E.l.R. Lillooah 1928, and S.l.R. were in
the main due to the fact that the reformist leaders had worked to
keep these strikes localised, in other words they had prevented
other workers coming to the assistance of the!-.e workers who were
on strike. Had other workers on the railway~. all of which had
exactly the same grievances, been allowed to join in the struggle.
greater pressure could have been brought to bear. However, in the
case of the G.l.P. Railway strike they went one step further and
carried on a vigorous propaganda among the workers to get them
to remain loyal to the empl~ers and remain at work. They joined
handi. with the capitalists in declaring that the strike was not a
genuine Trade dispute. (All the above mentioned are members of
the Federation.) With their hands ~trengthened by this betrayal by
the reformisl!o. within the ranks of the workers. the Government
and the Railway Board stiffened their attitude and set about the
task of defeating the worker~ once and for aH, and breaking the
G.l.P. Railwaymen's Umon. The Government stepped in and
railway workers and their leaders were arreMed at almost all the
ra1iway centres. With the help of the Stdff Union and the
recruitment of new blacklegs certain of the services were
maintained.
On March bt Me'>srs Joshi, Gm and Chaman Lal approached
the Railway Board, over the heads of the o;;trikers, for a settlement.
What sort of settlement could these people who were breaking the
!.trike obtain? At the same time confusion wa' caused by the
President of the Union agreeing to cenain terms. At the meeting
of the strikets held in Bombay on the 7th of April to di~cus!- the
situation the Police opened fire and seven strikers we1e injured.
two very seriously. On the l 6th of April representatives from all
centre'i were called to Bombay and at that meeting a deci!\ion was
taken to ea\\ off the strike unconditionany, and so ended another
valiant fight of the worker!., defeated but not subdued by the jomt
efforts of the reformist Trade Union leaders and the employers.
Thousand~ of workers were victimised, thrown out of
employment and out of their homes. and dozens of workers and
their leaders were in jail. Jawahar Lal Nehru. the President of that
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T.U.C. at the time and the President of the Indian National
Congress, did nothing to bring assistance to the G.l.P. Railway
workers.
The positioa._of the railway workers has gone-steadily from bad
to worse; apa\t from the thousands of workers that were
victimised last year owing to the betrayal of the G.I.P. Railway
workers, thirty-five thousand more were retrenched up to May
this year. The Railway Board now announces that they intend to
retrench another thirty thousand. On top of this the A.l.R.E could
not obtain any redress for the grievances of the railway workerc..
In desperation, the Federation appointed a Committee of Action
with among others the following members on it, Giri, Jamnada!>
Metha, S.C. Joshi, Chaman Lal, all of whom assisted in the
betrayal of the G.l.P. railway workers la!!lt year and were
responsible for the heavy victi111isation. Now the position i~ that
we support the call for a general strike today as we did then. but
the above persons are not honest in their call for a general !>trike
They are only using such militant phraseology to maintain then
leadership over the workers and to ultimately betray them, a~ the~
have done before. In this case we have not had to wait long for the
results, the fin~t !'ltep!!i towards thi~ betrayal were taken on the 7th
of June when this Committee of Action headed by JamnadJ'
Metha met the Railway Board and agreed to term~ which mean
that, victimised and retrenched workers on the G.l.P. will rema111
unemployed, workers already under notice will be retrenched and
even a suggestion for a wage reduction is accepted and m fa1,..t
general retrenchment will go on.
During this year a fight was put up by the Bengal Jute worker-.
and over one lac were on strike. Section 144 was applied and thL'
workers' meetings were prevented. Strikes also occurred on thL'
N.G.S. Railway, the B.N.R. Workshop. the E.l.R. Workshop~ etr
Disruptive activities were carried on during the year among thL'
Bombay textile workers by a !!mall group of opportumst~ whl•
were connected with G.K.U. KhandaJkar, Shaikh, Kabadi and
others. In the first place their object seemed to be to tic tl.l'
workers' organisation to the tail of the Indian National Congrc~'
and its Civil Disobedience Campaign, from this was developed
disruptive and splitting tactics. The unfortunate ~tate of
organisation among the Bombay textile workers today must he 111
the main laid at the door of these disrupters.
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As I have said in P. I 206 "they concentrated on makmg the T.U.
movement oflnd1a a live body, an active body. Their object wa!!I to
make the Congress reflect the feelings and Wl'ihe'i of the worker'>
who were today living in slavery". This idea wao; put mto
operation at a meeting of the E.C. of the T.U.C. held m Calcutta
which considered the effect of the wor!!lemng cond1t1ons of the
workers and the widespread unemployment, and the fact'> that the
workers had !!ihown that they were prepared to take action by the
continuous !!itrikes which had taken place The E.C decided to
prepare the workers for a general '>tnke In puN.1ance of th1'i a
programme of demands and organio;at1on etc wa., put forward and
..
accepted by the E.C.
Th1!!. brought the reform1sto; m the movement to their feet,
Mr. Jamnada!!. Mehta who had recently been '>ho\\. mg cl certam
mtereM m the Trade Umon Movement, prote!-.ted again't the call
ford general stnke by the E.C. and pomted out the 1llegahty of the
...ame under the Trade D1i,pute~ Act of 1929 Thi' wa' of couri,e
before he went on to the Commmee of Acuon for the railway
workero; to prepare them for a gener.d '>lrtle Such legal
lummanes are a def1mte harm to the worker' He !!..ud that he
wai1ted to hear more about umt} and wai, dn\1ou,ly waltmg to
hear what wao; to be done about the heahng of the "ipht which took
plcice cit Nagpur. Th1!-. concern of the 1efo1 m1't' \\a'> to rec.apture
theT.U.C.

The need for unity among the \\orkers on a Clas~ basis
The desire for unity was mutual from .ill o;1Je.., m the mO\ ement
but for different reason!-.. The reform1~t' wanted umty of the
leader., and not of the rank and file, to pre\ent .in) dec1 ... 1ve action
on the part of the worker!-., on the other hand the m1htant Leftwmg wanted unity of the rank anJ file to be able to tcike ~ome
dec1~ive action for the bettennent of the cond1t1on!! .of the
workers The struggle between the refonn1'>h and the Left-wmg
't:ct1ons began to take a concrete form at Jhana and
I expres~ed certain opimons m reference! to the 1.iJ.me m P 1896
(The Communists in the Trade Umon Movement) Thi~ was the
position m 1928 and which led up to the Nagpur spht, the po'1t10n
could be foreseen then.
·
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The important influences in the Trade Union Movement today
come under three heads:( I) The Congress influence dominated by Sub has Bose, Ruikar.
Shaikh, J~adas Mehta and others who have obtained a position
in the mover&ent for some of its members on the basis of the u11e
of Left phrases in the political field (Independence, full-blooded
socialism, etc). In reality they represent in the workers' movement
the influence of the Indian capitalists and merchants and they play
the role of reformists in the movement on behalf of these people.
During the I Ith Session of the A.I.T.U.C. recently held in
Calcutta this group thoroughly exposed itself. Mr. Subhas Bo'>l
in his Presidential Address called upon the T. U .C. to retreat to a
position even worse than that which was held before Nagpur, an<l
to allow delegates to be nominated to the lmperialh.t l.L.O.
Geneva-perhaps he was even considering himself as a nominee
In so many words he supponed the Gandhi-Irwin Pact and
appeared to be angling after a seat on the Round Table
Conference. Having supported the betrayal of the national
~trugglc against British Imperialism at Karachi, he was no\\
trying to lead the T. U.C. into the same trap. The veneer of Subha"
Bose is too thin, the workers know that the R.T.C. means cooperation with British Imperialism and they have nothing to gam
by this. Therefore, they are not going to allow the T.U.C to be ~o
easily betrayed.
He then brings out in his speech the strange theory that the
T.U.C. is "public property". This is sheer nonsense. The T.ll.C. 1.-.
an organisation of the workers and belongs to them alone. Then:·
was a clear attempt at this session to bring the T.U.C. under tht•
wing of the Indian National Congress but this fortunately ha"
been foiled. It must have been very interesting however to hear
Mr. Subhas Bose trying to define his exact stand, and in a speech
he makes the following feeble effort "There is on the une hand thl'
Right-wing who stand for a reformist programme. abo~r
everything else. On the other side there are our Commumi-t
friends who. if I understood them aright, are close adherent., und
followers of Moscow. Between these two groups, stands another
group which stands for socialism-full-blooded sociali~m-.but
which desires that India should evolve her own form of soc1ah" 111
as well as her own methods. To this group I humbly claim w
belong".
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I have never heard such undiluted humbug given out to define
one's position, and gull the workers. I say quite definitely that
there is no middle course for the workers, Subhas Bose's "fullblooded socialism" is simply a definition of his type of Fascism,
nothing more and nothing less. Then he says "India will have to
evolve her own methods", there is only one meth-Od for the
workers the world over and that is the class-struggle. It has
become very cheap for persons in India now-a-days to say they
are socialists without even caring or wanting to' know what
socialism really is. Again, I say that this talk of socialism from
Subhas Bose is undiluted humbug and such terms are only used to
mislead the workers. All those persons that followed Subhas Bose
in his disruptive tactics at the recent T. U .C. and who have set up a
rival "T.U.C." come into the same category. Their "T.l!.C." will
no doubt, as Mr. Bose said, be able to understand the difficulties
of the employers.
(2) In the T.U. Federation we have the influence of the Liberal
Federation which dominates, some Congress influence there is in
~owr of the Unions affiliatro to the Federation but this plays
second fiddle of the influence from the Liberal Federation
dominated b) N. M. Joshi, Bekhale. Shiv Rao etc. This influence
represents th ~t of the Indian bourgeoisie, big mdustrialists etc ..
who are always prepared to co-operate with British Imperialism,
and their role is to obtain a few minor reforms and at the same
time the price for this is that they are there to hc!tray the workingclass-struggle. The Trade Unionism of th1~ leader!.hip has been
aptly defined in the Indian Industries Association Bulletin No. 21
which is based upon the suppression of any communistic
principles and the bringing about of "friendly relations between
the employc=rs and the employees". in fact educating the wor~ers
tC\ be satisfied with their lot.
I will here just mention another influence not definite enough
to be placed in any particular group. floating from one section to
another, supporting one day the refom1ist view point and another
day the revolutionary view point, an element that is most
uncertain and most dangerous, and which is always app!l'Cnt
where there is the petty bourgeois influence in the working-class
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movement. The element that I refer to now is that which, when it
suits their purpose, will use revolutionary slogans and phrases to
attract the workers. and would say that the communists have now
got the monopoly of this theory or that slogan. This element that
desires to play with militant slogans and use militant phraseology
as a means to rally the workers round them is not sincere because
they do not believe in the slogans that they use, and they do not
believe in the class-struggle. This .element is most dangerouo;
because at the crucial moment it is thi~ element that betrays the
workers in the most flagrant manner.
(3) The most import~nt influence, however, in the Trade Umon
Movement is that of the Communist~. whose programme is ha!>ed
on the class-!>truggle. This i& the leadership truly representative of
the working-cla&s and i~ the ifttluencc of the workers thcm!>elvel.
The question of unity after Nagpur, and now after Calcutta, 1'
not merely a matter of obtaining some measure of agreement
l!letween the leaders of the above group&. because in the fim place.
the first two group!> are both reformi&b and there is httle or no
difference between them. On the other hand, the latter cannot m
any way allow its platform to be watered down for the ... akc ut
unity at the top between them~elves and a group of reform1!-.t
leaders. The unity that the communi"t must work for from no\\
on. is the unity of the rank and file of the workers on the ba"' ot
the c lass-~truggle.
•

The Workers' struggle in the Textile (Cotton) Industry
A larger number of exhibits have been put in by the pro..,ecut1on
to prove my connection with the 1928 textile worker~· Mnkc m
Bombay and with the Gimi Kamgar Union. The Magistrate m h1'
Committal Order (page 154) has used an article alleged to ha"c
been written by me, P. 1035. to show that propaganda was he mg
carried on by the W. and P. Party among the mill workerl- of
Bombay, and he quotes thus:-"that the only effective method to
!>top this attack (viz. of the employers) was by the united ~tand of
the workers i.e. a General Strike. although some prominent T l 1
leaders were oppo~ing this (P. 1035). and in their speeche~ they
took credit to them~elves for prolonging the strike". Then hL' !>UY'
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that they held meetings, they organised a strike fund and arranged
the conveyance of strikers back to their villages. Then he asks two
questions. "What then was the meaning of their activity? Was it
merely an attempt to cany out a strike on ordinary Trade Union
lines or was it something deeper?"
Now, I want to try and reply to these questions. The Magistrate
suggests that it is not neces~ry to argue that the workers had real
grievances. He says that this argument misunderiitands the line
taken by the Prosecution. Now I quite understand the line taken by
the Prosecution after these 28 months as an undenrial. but I
cannot iitate my case unless I am allowed to put forward the full
fact~. In other words it is of no use taking the mustard without the
beef.
It is absolutely necesllary if I am to reply to the above
quelltions, and to put the Coun m possession of the full facb and
to ju~tify my activities in one of the biggest strikes that have taken
place in India, the Bombay mill-workers strike of 1928, that I
llhould place before the Coun briefly the causes that led up to this
'trike. On my return from the Cawnpore T.U.C. in November
19 ~ 7, I naturally kept in touch with the Trade Union leaders that
I had met there and also took an intere!>t in the Trade Unions.
Besides the exhibib pul m of my speeches in Bombay there are,
P. 967, 958, 960, 944, 949, 657, 971, 972 etc.
The Textile Industry began a very prosperous period in the year
1916. Indian manufacturers found their markets expanding in
Persia, Mesopotamia. East Africa, etc.; about the same time the
import of pif'ce-goods fell by about 50 per cent, leaving a big
margin of the home market to be supplied. The post-war boom in
the cotton industry lasted much longer than the boom in other
industries in India, there was a genuinely increased demand for
cloth. Further, cloth prices mounted up with the prices of other
gnods. And we find the annual average prices of cotton
manufacture for the three years 1918 to 1920 were three times as
much as tbe prices of 1914. In spite of this state of industry we
find that the wages of the workers lagged behmd seriously, of
course we do not expect any more from Capitalism. It was not
until 1920 that any increase was obtained by the workers.
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Another point of fact is that the Cotton Industry enjoyed
abounding prosperity during the years 1919 to 1921, the level of
profits was extraprdinarily high during these years as follows:' capital invested in 19\9, 102.68 per cent on
99.69 per cent on
capital invested in 1920, and 92. 73 per cent on capital invested in
1921. And this profit it must be remembered was being made on
inflated capital.
During the year 1920 several strikes took place in the textile
Industry, Bombay, Madras and elsewhere on the question of hou~
and wages. In 1921 there occurred 148 disputes in the Cotton
Industry in India ('I.D. in I' p. 31) involving 162, 203 workers. At
this time there was practically no organisation among the textile
workers. The two most promigent perhaps were the Madras
Labour Union, and the Textile Labour Association of Ahmedabad
under the control of M. K. Gandhi. In 1922 the position remained
abopt the same, there were 135 disputes between the textile
workers and the employel'l\ involving 168,005 workers, (l.D. in I.
p. 32) one of which took place in Bombay involving 60.000
workers.
Workers face attack
From this time the position began to change, the reaction of the
boom period was being felt by the employers and an organi~ed
attack was being prepared by them oh the conditions of the
workers. During the year 99 disputes took place, involving
111,447 workers (l.D. in I. p. 33) these disputes were on a larger
scale than before and were of a different character than the strike!'!
of the preceding years. The early strikes were to attempt to
improve the conditions of the workers, increase wages and
decrease hours. The strikes of 1923 were the beginning of an
attack by the employers on conditions, and the strikes in the main
were defensive.
The most important strike that took place during the year wa~
caused by the Ahmedabad Mill-Owners' Association attempting
to reduce the wages of the workers by 20 per cent from the 1st of
April. The workers of the 56 mills in Ahmedabad went on strike
against this reduction, 43,000 workers were involved. The strike
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ended on the 4th June after two month!! on the leaders agreeing to
a reduction of the wages of the workers lo the extent of 15.625 per
cent. The workers at Ahmedabad are under the mfluence of
the Ahmedabad Textile Labour Umon, which i!i m tum influenced
by M. K. Gandhi and Vallavbhai Patel and of course, many of
the mlll-owners of Ahmedabad who are supporters of the
I.N. Congress.
The year 1924 was marked out for one of the most important
and determined struggle!! of the Textile worker.;; of Bombay.
The number of dispute.;; that took pla"e m the Cotton Industry of
India during this year were 55, mvolvmg 200,347 workers (l.D.
m I. p 34). 'The most 1m~ortant of thec;e wai. m Bombay and
th1!i was an attempt to resist the encroachments of the mdlowner!i on the already bad cond1t1ons. The trouble aro!ie over the
Bombay Mill-Owner~· Assocaiuon dec1dmg to with-hold the
annual bonu~ of the workers, owmg a~ they said to trade
depression. Thts annual bonm, had been paid to the worke~ for
the last five years and they had come to regard 1t as part of their
wagei,, 1t should al~o be noted that there had not been any
reuuct1on m the coc;t of hvmg
This dec1Mon of the m11l-owner<, re..,ulted ma General Stnke of
the mill-worker~ of Bombay City The -.tnke began on the l 7th
January and affected all the m11ls, mvoh mg over 160,000
workers, and accountmg for the Joe;.., of 73.4 m1lhon workmg day~
(I D. m I. p. 7). The Local Government thought 1t of sufficient
importance to mterfere and they appomted a Committee of
Enquiry which had terms of reference to report whether the
workers had any customary. legal or equitable claim to the bonus
which was capable of enforcement, J.nd whether, a~ contended by
the m1ll-owners, the grant of the bonus was not JU~ttfied by the
profits of the precedmg year over the mdustry a!i a whole:A Chief
Justice of the Bombay High Court and two "independent" persons
made the Committee. and they reported on the 11 th March,
unanimously m favour of the m1ll-owners on both the questions.
Of course, nobody expected any othe1 "verdict from these
repre!iientatives of the employers.
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This strike was one of the biggest and most determined
defensive fights that the work:ers had put up. so far, against a
reduction of their wages. In spite of bad organisation the worliers
showed f sp~ndid sense of cl1-consciousness and cicli;ssolidarity.j~evertheless the strike llapsed ontthe 25th March,
the workers resuming work on the ,mployers' idlfms. During thii.
year another textile strike took pracc4at Cawnportlthis also ended
in defeat for the workers.
Textile Employers Attack Apin
Encou~ged by their success in:; 1924, the mill-owners'"of
Bombay decided to make another adack in 1925. The number of
disputes in the Textile Industry of India during this year wa5. 68,
involving 173,339 workers and a loss of over 11 million days (1.0
in I. p. 35). It will be seen by these that the !'umber of dispute!.
decreases, but those disputes that did take place are on a larger
scitle than ever.
The most important strike during the year was that of the
Bombay Textile workers and it wa.4' this dispute that led up to the
General Strike of those workers in 1928.
Was the attack on the Workers justified?
The Cotton Industry of India had reached a period of .,even!
depression and the mill-owners true to their class looked to the
workers to relieve the burden of expenditure, and reduce the co~t
of production. In spite of the fact thatItat this time the industry "'a"
ridiculously over-capitalised, a legacy from the boom and war
period. nevertheless the Mill-Owners' Association of Bomhay
decided to reduce the wages. through the deame!\s of food
allowance, by 20 per cent, of the textile workers. This reductton
was to take effect from the lst September 1925. This decision ot
the mill-owners meant a direct reduction of 11~ per cent in the
wages of the workers.
We seem to hear in this announcement of the Bomhay M11lowners an echo of that astounding statement, made inadvertently.
by the thea Prime Minister Mr. Baldwin, durinf'the 4'ame year.
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"The wages of all workers must comt: down." This from the
mouthpiece of Capitalism expressed admirably the intention of
the capitalists, and what they were determined to do in their
attempt to stabilise Capitalism, not only in Great Britain but in
India and elsewhere.

The Position of the Industry
It will be of interest to note that the Cotton Industry of India
was carrying a capital of Rs. 26,23,25,598 in the.year 1918-19,
and the year 1925-26 it carried a capital of Rs. 46,43,22,971.
(Paid-up and Debenture) (from the Statistical Abstract 1928).
This capital is for British Indian only. This shows that the industry
was carrying twice as much capital in 1925-26 than it had in
1918-19. The total number of workers employed in Mills in
British India in 1918-19 was 267,669, and in 1925-26 there were
330,225 (Statistical Abstract). The increase of the number 'or
workers is not shown to be very much. So "While the total capital
had increased by double, the number of workers to produce profit
on that capital remained almost the same.
I shall now deal here with the unscrupulous manipulation of the
mill-owner brigands. I h~ve dealt with the conditions that led up
to the position of the! Textile Industry in 1925 and the
unsatisfactory condition that the industry was in But in this
connection I might add that the position was further aggravated
by the continuously rising exchange, during 1920 it was then 2/to the Rupee, rhis phenomenon srimulated imports. New
companies and agencies were floated, and much speculative
placing of orders took place. especially from Great Britain for
machinery, mill apparatus, etc. Very large orders were placed
abroad for piece-goads, and with the expectation of a favourable
exchange these began to arrive in large quantities during this year.
However: the position changed. many of these mush-room
agencie-s and companies failed. leaving an unsatisfactory state of
affairs to be cleared up by the industry.
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Among the reasons that rendered the situation of the Bombay
Cotton Industry worse than that of other centres was the reckless
methods used to exploit the industry during the boom period, this
was done es~ially by the method of over-capitalisation. While
in other centres there was over-capitalisation, it was done in a
different manner, and used for the extensions of plant and new
erections at inflated prices, while in Bombay this was a
manipulation of the managing agencies, and of direct inflation of
capital.
A classical example of this manipulation was the sale of the
Sassoon Group of Mills, whose book value was computed at
Rs. 2.75 crores, to a syndicate formed for the purpose at 6 crores.
(Report of the Bombay Stock Exchange Committee of 1924.)

•

The result of this manipulation was that the same number of
workers in these Mills, working with the same number of
Spitldles and the same number of Looms, had to get on with the
task of producing profit on Rs. 6 crores instead of on Rs. 2.75
crores. Nevertheless in spite of this history of brigandry the
Bombay Mill-owners had the hard-neck to ask from the
Government protection for the industry, and the result of this was
the establishment of the Special Tariff Board (Cotton Textile
Industry Enquiry) by the Government of India and the suspension
of the Cotton Excise Duty in December 1925. The Cotton Exci~e
Duty was subsequently abolished.
WORKERS STAVE OFF ATTACK FOR THE
TIME BEING
In the meantime, however, the workers had been on stnke
against the proposed reduction of 11 ~ per cent in their wages. It
was the most serious strike that the Textile Industry had so far
faced, involving over 160,000 workers and resulting in the loss of
over 11 million working days (l.D. in I. p. 8). This struggle cost
the workers almost as much as the straggle of the last year.
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Nevertheless the workers on this occasion again put up a stubborn
resistance against the attack upon their wages and in spite of the
inadequate organisation they showed that they understood the
need for concerted action on their part. Very little or no assistance
was given them by the new reformist union, the Bombay Textile
Labour Union.
From the Report of the Communist Party of Great Britain for
1926 we find that the C.P.G.B. took the lead in the campaign of
support for the Indian Textile Strike in Bombay 1925, and
succeeded in securing the opening of a lock-out fund by the
General Council of the British T.U.C., the first of its kind in the
history of the British Labour Movement to support the Indian
working-class-struggle. This realised £ 1,250.
The employers maintained their position until the Government
announced the decision to suspend the Cotton Exci!.e Duty, this
was a concession to the employers. They then decided not to
enforce the 11Vz per cent cut, and after a long and bitter struggle
the workers resumed work having for the time being staved off the
attRrk.
The suspension of the Cotton Excise Duty gave the same
benefit to the mill-owners of Ahmed..thad as 1t did to the mill·
owners of Bombay City. In view of thi!i and in view of the victory
of the Bombay workers, the worker' of Ahmedabad should have
made an attempt to recover that which had been taken away from
them in 1923. However. no effort was made or has ~ince been
made to recover the 15 per cent. M. K. Gandhi through the
Ahmedabad Textile Labour were not prepared to lead the workers
on this issue. The sooner the workers are liberated from this
treacherous i.1fluence the better.

STRIKE OF THE MADRAS TEXTILE WORKERS
During this year there were other attacks made upon another
section of the Indian Textile \\orker!> this was in the Coimbatore
Spinning ahd Weaving Mills. Madras. Here 800 workers sturck
work against a proposed redm.·tion of 20 per cent of the~r piece
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work rate~ Arb1trat1on wa~ forced upon them and the local
Collector acted a~ Arbitrator The re,ult was that the workerli were
forced to accept a 15 per cent reduction for Weaveri; workmg two
looms and a li~ per cent for Weaver~ workmg i;mgle loom The
Madras Labour Umon ha~ done nothmg m th1~ matter to alter the
position
THE COITON EXCISE DUTY AND THE
SPECIAL TARIFF BOARD
The Cotton Exc1'e Duty Wd\ 1mpo~ed m the edrly \ldge\ o1 the
Indian lndu~try, followmg an ag1tat1on dod ell the d1c.tdt10n of the
Lanca,hirc Cotton cap1telh't', to ,ufle compeuuon m lnd1el Thi.,
duty ha~ been a burden on th~mdu-.try for melny }ear' .md 1' •.m
excellent example of foreign dommelllon f<or ye.ir' cln c1g1tdllon
ha~ been cc1med on for 1b remo\ al, huwe~er 1t \1\-d' not unttl c1fter
the Bombdy Mill-owner~ A''oc1dtton held earned on .t \lgorou..,
campaign, .md then the Bombay 'tnk.e of 1925, thdt the duty wc1'
removed
Thi' Wd' followed by d demdnd for dn enquiry mto the
cond1t1on.., of the mdu,try, which re..,ulted m the Go\ernment
acceptmg the propo,,\I for an enquiry and on the lOth June. t Q2~
a Special lanff Bodrd Wcl\ appointed The report of th1" T,mff
Bodrd Wdli pubhlihed on the 7th June 1928. 1t wa' much deldved
Nevenhele\li, th1' deldy did not pre\ent the Bombely mlll-owne1'
from elctmg on the recommenddtton-. (dl lea\t tho'e that ..-eferred
to the worker~) They knew them and 1t wa~ th1' repon thclt
provided the m1Jl-owner' with the excu'e to launch .mother c1nd
more determmed attdck upon the textile worker m 1928
TEXTILE WORKERS DURING I 926

There wa\ a dt\Unct lull m the \truggle of the textile "orker'
dunng 1926 The I D. m I p. 36 only repon' 57 d1 ... putL'
mvolvmg 22,713 worker!> This was really the lull before the
~tonn Durmg the whole of th1' period no re.tl effecuve Trc:1de
Umon held d'I yet e\tabh1oihed 1t1oielf, m Bombay we had the Girm
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Kamgar Mahamandal, and the Bombay Textile Labour Union
which was under the influence of the reformist leaders R. R.
Bakhale and N. M. Joshi. The report of the Bombay Textile
Labour Union is instructive for the year 1926 and shows what a
reformist union can do. The report says that during the year 1926
it received 260 complaints from the workers about their
conditions out of these complaints 89 only became !.Uccessfulsuccessful in the eyes of the B.T.L.U. During the period under
repon the union is proud of the fact that it did not authorise any
strike. However. in spite of this the Union has to report that they
dealt with five strikes in four mills. One was a reduction of wages
which the Khatav Mill imposed upon the Weavers in April and
maintained, the Union accepted the position. At the same Mill the
management imposed a cut in the wages of the Spinners. True to
their idea of Trade Unionism Bakhale and Co. dealt with it. and on
an assurance of the employers that they \\ould look into the
grievances and a promi!-.e to stop further unemployment (nothing
about the wage reduction), the Union says that it pcr~uaded the
Spinners to re!-.ume work. Another ca4'e, 15 workers '!truck at the
Sy, ...de~hi Mill. Bombay. the Union officials went along and
found that they had no real complaint! {T.U.C. Bulletin for June
1927. D. 390)
This is the record of the Unhm to \\ hich R. R. Bakhale i' the
Secretary. another candidate for the l.L.O. Here again was
complete bankruptcy ~hown. no contact with the "l'rkcr. and no
attempt to defend the already bad conditions of the worke~. or no
attempt to prepare the "1orker~ for the general attack that was
being prepared by mill-owner~.
THE ATIACK OF THE MILL-OWNERS
The number of disputes that took place during 1927, as
rc:poned in the I.D. in I. p. J7. Cotton Mills was 60. In the main
these were minor disputes. the mo~t important of which were
caused by.the resentment of the workers in the Bombay milts to
the attempts of the mill-owners to introduce their Rational
System. and this wa..11 what Jed up to the General Strike of J928.
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Very little advance was made in organisation among the textile
workers during the year 1927.
"Industrial Disputes in India" (p. 38) shows 1928 to be the most
important yeai; for the textile workers, there were 110 disputes in
all involving 3'23,484 workers and causing a loss of 24,851,274
working days.
Since the year 1925 after the attempt to reduce the wages of the
workers by J1~ per cent had failed, the Bombay mill-owners
carried on large scale retrenchment in this way creating the
necessary army of unemployed to use in their att:ick that wal!i
coming. In 1926 the employers after putting their heads together
decided that what they wanted was more output, more efficiency
and of course more profit. How were they to get this?
The biggest item of costs always il!i the wages of the worker,
and therefore the mill-owners 'looked to the workers to see how
they could reduce costs. They came to the conclusion that they
must introduce "Rationalisation", this they called "Fordising".
it was not until 1927 that the mill-owners were ready to make
their experiment and it was then that rationalisation was resorted
to in an organised manner.
It is necel!isary for us to go back to the year 1927 becaul!ie a!i I
have pointed out earlier 1t is not possible to show a line of
demarcation between one strike and another, strikel!i are all inte1connected and are all a part of the clas!i-struggle. Therefore, m
dealing with the 1928 mill strike, it is necessary for us to refer to
earlier stages to show how the struggle developed.

B6t

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE "NEW SYSTEM"
(RATIONALISATION)
The first attempt at rationalisation was made by Sa&l!ioon in hi!>
group, ui,ing the Manchester Mil1 in January 1927. This wa!i J.
mill that had been fitted out and reopened by Sassoon specially to
make this experiment. And in this mill the rational system wa!i
applied to the Spinning Department. However, we have some
earlier examples of the attempt to introduce the "New System" in
other mills belonging to the Sassoon group as early as September
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1926. In the Blow room of the David Mill rat1onahsation was
mtroduced, we then find that Sassoon began applymg 1t to certain
Departments of nearly all his mdlc; The mtroduction of
rationalisation at the ApolJo Mill, another of the Sassoon group,
led to a strike on August I st 1927 Here 1t wa!I mtroduced in the
Weavmg Department. This wac; followed by a stnke in the
Manchester Mill for the !lame reac;on, on 5th Augu!!.t. After this
!!.trike lasting for a month the workers had to re,ume work m both
the mills and the new system was contmued
The rationali!lation scheme was briefly as foHows, to get the
Spinner who was up to then workmg only one Mde to work two
'11des, and the Weavers who had only been workmg two looms up
to this time, to work on three loom'!, of course this doe!!. not go
mto detail of the d1fferent Departments In the f tr!lt place the new
'cheme was mtroduced on an opttonal bas1!1, and then made
compulsory the workers who would not work n bemg sacked. The
workers claimed that they could not work the new scheme, they
al!lo found that there was no equivalent mcreac;e m the wages, all
this naturally resulted m !ltnke!!.. After thec;e strikes, on the man
re!luming work, the management began to v1cttm1~ those
workers who had taken a promment part m the stnf..es. On
removing them the employers thought that 1t would be easier to
introduce the new scheme. All th1!1 was so far experimental on the
part of Sassoon's for the M11l-Owner!I' A!lc;oc1at1on
The year I928 opened with the often!l1ve of the Bombay
Mill-owners on January 2nd, this \\-a!I the mam attempt of the
employers to.,force their !ICheme of rauonah!lation. Here again
Sassoon led the attack, mtroducmg the new scheme m nearly
all his mills. On January 2nd, the workers struck work and m a
very short space of ume the whole SdSsoon group was mvolved,
over 12,000 workers being on stnke. At the same time an attempt
wa' made in the Spring Mill of N. M Wad1a and Co. to mtroduce
the new system in both the Spinmng and Weavmg Departmenb,
this resulted in 4,200 worker!!. gomg on stnke. (Report of the
B.S.E.C. 1928-29 p. 5.) I wa!I m Bombay at this time and taking
a keen interest in the development of this struggle of the
mill-workers.
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It l!I mtere!ltmg to note that Sas!loon'4i !lhould be the company to
lecld the attack, as Sa&soon, Jt will be remembered, Wei& the fmn
moc;t promment dunng the boom penod to mclntpulate their
capital and mfla~ 1t out of all proportion The cry of the Bombay
Mill-owner&' A!.soc1at1on was that they could not meet the
compet1t1on from Japcln, England, clnd Chmcl
It Wcl!. qmte obvious that Sa!.!loon'4i were .11..tmg d& the !lpe.uhead for a concerted attack plclnned 'Jy the Bombay M1ll-owner!.'
A4i\Oc1at1on on the cond1t1on4i of the worker" to redm. e co;,t, And
to JU\tlfy their attack they said that they were only carrymg out
one of the recommendations of the Spec1cll (Cotton) Tclnff Bo.trd
That wac; the need for the mtroducuon ot more efficient method!.
of work m the Md],, m other word' rat1on.th;,Jtion It 1\ rc.lthcr
;,trange, though, that Sa11,oon 4itifted mtrodm. mg new 'Y'tem m
1926 and the Spec1.tl Tanff Bo.ud wa;, c.l];,o dppomted m J926 So
on the fclce of 1t, the excu1.ie made by the m11l-owner' Wd"
defuutely fal4ie Becau11e I have "hown th.it Sc1,,oon WJ.\ dttcmptmg to mtroduce to the new 11cheme even before the Cotton Tclntf
BocUd begcln 1t' work, dnd the Bomb.i) Mill-owner;,' A4i\0Clat1on
had decided to mtroduce rauonah\clllon even before th1'
The mtenuon of the m11l-owner' Wd' to grc.lduc.llly mcrec.l\C the
number of \pmdle' looked after by one Spmner, c.lnd the number
of loom' looked dfter by each Weaver ell the ;,ame lime
mtrodul.mg new piece-work rate' The mtroduct1on of the new
piece-work r.ite' mednt a direct cut m the Wci!?t"' of the worker' J.'i
I wall \how ldter
Ot l.OUr\e the employer1.i da1e not mtroducc tht:\e dr.t\lll.
l.hdnge\ m dll mill' m Bombay '1multancou,ly, the rca,on '' quue
obv10u,, they feared a Gener.ii Strike of the workel\ ~o our
'friend" Sd4i!loon, the lec:ldmg bng.tnd, Wd' to m.tkc the
expenment and 'ee how the worlcr' would tclle 1t, .i.ho .it the
"iclme time to d1v1de the worker!! .md for'-e the ''-heme on them
mill by mall
THE REFORMIST TEXTILE UNION AT WORK
Encouraged by the failure of the mill worker' to re'1'1t the new
;,cheme of r.it1onc1h~clllon m the Sa'l\Oon m11J,, a' m the ccl'C of the
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strike of the workers in these mills which started on 2nd January
the workers were forced back to work on 25th February, the strike
ending in favour of the employers:-other mill-owners started the
attack on the workers in their particular mills. the worker!. in these
individual mills began to re~ent thi!. and ~everal strikes were
started. The attack differed in different mill!., some introduced
rationalisation, some new wage rates, other~ makmg the workers
clean machines during their own time, the mtroduct1on of the
ticket system and so on.
Here I will give a brief outline containing the general attack
leading up to the general~ stnke of 1928. Followmg the
Manchester and Apollo Mill~ 1927 and the whole Sasi;oon group
1928, the Wadia group introduced rat10nali'iat1on m their Spring
Mill in January, the workers struck work but re!tumed again on a
comprombe worked out by the Bomba) Textile Labour Union, no
attempt wa~ made to link up the ~truggle. Again on the 31 st
January the employers of the same mill reduced the rate:. of wages
of the workers. the worker!. struck work agam and were forced to
rcsurne work of February 7th defeated.
The employer" of the Kohmoor Mill mcrea.,ed the workmg
hours of their worker~. the men struck from 2nd February to the
8th February. The MadhoWJI DharamM Mill reduced the rates of
the wages of the worker~. they struck work from the 20th
February to 5th March. The Texule Mill withdrew thl' grants for
railway passes. the worker~ struck from 21-.t February to 25th
February. The Rachel Sas!>oon Mill increased thl' workmg hours.
a one-day strike took place here. The Pearl Mill and the Morarji
Gokuldas Mill reduced the rates of wageo;. a ...tnke took place here
between I 2th and 20th March. The Textile Mill stopped the
)ly~tem of "Badlis". the workers !>truck work from l 7th March to
th~ 'rd April. The Simplex Mill reduced rate' of wages and the
wo1 kers struck work on the :!6th March unttl I l th April. All thi-.
happened bcJween the I st January Jnd Apnl. and m each cai.e the
workers struck work for different pl•riod!> and .t.lso in each
case they were forced back to work defeated, a!>-.i-.ted by the
B.T.L.U. (Joshi, Bakhale and Co).
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In the face of this general attack the Bombay Textile Labour
Union stepped in to play its historical role, betrayal, and did
vigorous prop~anda to prevent the other mill workers coming to
the rescue of those who were being attacked, thereby doing
exactly what the mill-owner wanted, that was to prevent a
General Strike while they introduced their new scheme
(rationalisation).
The immediate effect of the new scheme of the employer~
would be to double the work and the output while only increasing
the wages by considerably less than 50 per cent, (that is of course
if the workers could operate the Scheme), and at the same time
creating a large army of unemployed worker&.
WORKERS TAKE THE OFFENSIVE
~s

against the policy of Me'isrs Joshi, Bakhale and GinwaHa
an~ the Textile Labour Union who were doing their best to keep
the workers at work by leaflets etc.: the Left-wing and Worken;
and Peasants' Party trade union leaders who understood the
manoeuvre of the mtll-owners, called upon the workers to make a
stand again:,t this attack. Tom between this conflicting advice the
workers who were on strike re&umed work again, in ~ome ca11es
after H months' struggle. Dissatisfaction continued and when
the workers received their wages at the end of March they then
saw what drastic cuts had been made in the rates, the full effect of
these cuts was then realised.
In the Kastoorc}land Mill, one of the Currimbhoy group, a
direct cut was introduced in the rate~ of the wages of the weaver11
and these worker& struck work on 3rd of April. It was about th1ll
time that I addressed my first meeting of the Bombay Textile
workers in relation to their conditions. In the Findley group of
Mills the employers also attempted to introduce the rationalisation scheme, the result was that disaffection spread from mill to
mill. Textile and Kastoorchand Mills were on strike at the
beginning of April and these workers merged themselves into the
General Strike. The workers in all other mills began to understand
the tactics of the employers and to realise that the attack wa"
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general This understandmg was c.ertamly ru,s1sted by leaflets and
meenngs held by the Worker!I' and Peclsants' Party and Left-wtng
trade umon leaders From this time onward11 I made 1t my bu111ness
to go to the mill area almost everydcly
On the l 6th of Apnl the whole of the workers m the
Cummbhoy group of mills struck work, and strange enough the
leaders of the Textile Labour Umon (Me.,.,rs Gmwalla, Paruleku
and Syed Monawwcll') on the 18th of Apnl attended Deh.,le Road
to see the workers and hear theu gnevance., The Textile Labour
Umon apparently dtd not know what the mdl-owner.s were domg
At the same lime a meetmg of the 11tnker11 which J attended was
bemg held at Ndgu SayaJlS Wad1 At th1c; meetmg a Stnke
Committee was elected
A demonstration of workers was then taken from Nagu Saya11·s
Wada numbenng about 15,000 and they confronted Gmewalla and
Co at Dehsle Road, Cement Chawl, with the mtentaon of
mformmg the leader!I of the Textile Lclbour Umon of the trouble
that ex1\ted d.mong them A huge meetmg wa11 held at which I was
one of the speaker., d.Dd the worker'> at th111 meeting dt:clared a
General Stnke At th1., meetmg another Strike Comnuttee was
ele....~d which mcluded the names of the abo\e gentlemen, along
with the workers and the Lett-wmg leaders
When the~ three offic1alc; of the BT LU returned to their
headquarter' at Sandhurst Rodd dDd reported what hdd happened
to their leader, Mr N M Jo\h1, the) were tdken to tMk Mr N M
Jo.,h1 wac; agamst the calhng ofthe General Strike, quite naturally,
and he was not concerned about the w1.,hell of the workerc;, the
Stnke Committee which h.id been elected by the workerc; m the
mommg could not be endorsed by him Further a 11ld.tement w&
ic..sued over the name-; of Jo1.ih1. Gmwcllla and Bak.hale oppolltng
the idea of a General Stnke, m this way they sull did their belil to
betrcly the workers To attempt to further sabotage the .,tnke they
appo1Dted a Committee of their O\\ n

THE GENERAL STRIKE
It was claimed by the Bomba) M1ll-owner11' AssoctatlClD and
other\ interested in m1c..reprec;entmg the ~1tuat1on that, the stnk.e
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was commenced without any warning, but it will be seen by what
has already been said that there is no foundation in this claim at
all. It was further claimed from certain quarters that no demands
were put forw_,-d by the workers before going on strike, however,
sufficient has already been said here about the condition~ of
workers and I have also shown what was the intention of the
employers. And this is supported by the Committee set up to
enquire into the strike (B.S.E.C. Report page 2). "Had it been
otherwise, it would not have been possible for a handful of men to
keep so many workers on strike for a period amounting very
nearly to six months."
The fact is that certain Trade Union Leaders and workers who
understood the mtentions of the m11l-owners, and w~re not
prepar~d to stand by and see the workers crushed mill by mill, and
made to submit to the rationalis\tion scheme and wage cuts of the
employers carried on a strenuous campaign of propaganda m
favour of a General Strike. Was not the General Strike the very
thit.g the mill-owners wanted to avoid? Was not their attack so
arranged to take mill by mill and so impose their scheme? Th1'i
being so we were not prepared to stand by and watch the worker!!
being beaten, we were not prepared to play the game of the
employers.
A General Strike was the only effective reply to the m1llowners' attack. The only logical way to meet this attack that
threatened the already bad conditions, to prevent further defeat.,
of the workers, was to respond with the whole force of the
workers, and in support of this, mass. meetings of the worker.,
were held all of which I tried to attend. The respon!le of the
workers to this lead was magnificent, they realised in !lptte of the
reformist leaders who tried to keep them at work, that it was their
conditions that were being attacked and the only way to res1'it th1'i
attack was to fight, and fight they did. (D 404 T)
Mr. D. R. Mayekar, the Secretary of the Gim1 Kamga1
Mahamandal who had now become an agent of the mill-owneri,
was carrying on propaganda, as D 403 T will show, agains.t tht'
~trike.

The number of miJls that closed down began to incfl'a!-le
steadily from the 16th of April, and on the morning of the 23rd of
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April some workers were leaving their mills and going to the
homes they had come from the Gold Mohar mill. when they
reached Sewri, a place about half a mile from any mill they were
met by a posse of police. The police attempted to disperse them,
in doing so they started trouble and followed this up by opening
fire on the mill-workers. As a result of this one worker Parasram
Jadao was short dead off the spot and another seriously wounded
(P 1035 and P.W. 245). I arrived on the spot shortly after this
incident and saw the dead body of the worker. A large crowd of
strikers who were standing around were naturally m a very
agitated state. In defence of this murder. the police officer who
gave the order to fire claimed that the workers were going to
attack the New City Mill, but this mdl was at least a mile away
from where the workers were attacked by the pohce and from this
position not a mill could be seen.
On the 26th of April every cotton mill in the city of Bombay
was closed down with the exception of one at Colaba. The
Genera.I Strike was complete and over 150,000 workers were on
~trike and these workers stood solid for over six months.
THE JOINT STRIKE COMMITIEE
The Left-wing trade union leaders and Workers' and Pea~ants·
Party, had given the lead, it was the correct lead and the workers
realised it. In the earlier stages a Strike Committee was ele.cted
from the workers and included in this were the Left wing leaders
and the members of the Workers· and Peasants' Party and this
Committee carried on the strike. At the beginning of the strike
three demonstrations of the mill-worker~ were organised and
attempts were made by the police to prevent them. On the 19t.h of
April one was organised from Nagu Sayaji's Wadi and on
approaching the Koh-i-Noor Mill, Dadar, for no reason all the
police dispersed it by indiscriminate battomng (P.W. 245).
Throughout the strike the police harassed the workers in an
organised.manner, even entering the workers chawls and beating
them and in this way attempting to intimidate them.
During this time much trouble was created by the B.T.L.U.
which as I have said was against the strike and trying to.break it~

as
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even press statements were issued by them condemning it. On the
28th of April two deputations were taken to the Governor of
Bombay, one was led by Mr. N. M. Joshi and the other by D.R.
Mayekar. Both~laimed to speak on behalf of the textile workers
in reality the position was that neither of them represented the
workers nor were they given any mandate to approach the
Governor. but this is the usual way that these persons imposed
themselves upon the workers.
On April the 29th at a meeting held in Nagu Sayaji's Wadi the
workers were called upon to fonn a Volunteer Corps and to be
disciplined, a programme of demands was also submitted at this
meeting by the Strike Committee CD 405 T), which later formed
the basis of the seventeen demands of the Joint Strike Committee.
The workers were told at this 111eeting that they had got to face a
stiff fight and that their job was ultimately to bring into being a
workers Raj. like the one that exists in Russia today. The spirit of
tht workers was splendid and they were not slow in coming
forward as volunteers.
At this stage it was considered necessary to bring about unity
between the workers under the influence of the B.T.L.U. and the
Strike Committee formed of members of the Gimi Kamgar
Mahamandal and Left-wing trade unionist!!, further it wa'>
necessary to draw the workers connected with the B.TL U
actively into the struggle. In this matter we were not concerned
about persons like Joshi or Bakhale, but what we were concerned
about was drawing the few workers that they had away from their
influence. To put this into effect a Joint Strike Committee waii
formed consisting of 30 members, 15 elected from the Strike
Committee already working and 15 from the B.T.L. U. Tho~e from
the B.T.L.U. included N. M. Joshi, Syed Munawwar, Gmwala and
Parulekar. Although these individuals were there, they did not
influence the workers, the reason for this being that on so many
previous occasions they had betrayed the cause of the workers.
The Joint Strike Committee was established on May the 2nd and
on May the 3rd the demands of the workers were again formulated
and those which had already been put forward were incorporated
in what became .known as the 17 demands, and are shown in the
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Fawcett Committee Report (pp. 175-177), the reply of the millowners to these demands is, also included on these pages.
The Joint Strike Committee elected Joint Secretaries, these
were R. S. Nimbkar and Syed Munawwar, and Joint Treasurers,
these were Mr. Parulekar and myself. Several leaflets and
communique were issued in the name of the Joint Strike
Committee, many of which have been put in as defence exhibits.
One such communique was issued on the 6th of May, which
showed the attitude of the mill-owners to the workers, and their
refusal to treat with the Joint Strike Committee. To avoid dealing
with the workers they put forward the pious plea, after asking
what the personnel of the J.S.C. was, that they were only prepared
to meet representatives of the registered Trade Union. They only
wanted to meet some of their old friends again who would see
"reason". The Joint Strike Committee represented the workers
and was too militant for them.

Girni Kamgar (Red Flag) Union started
In the meantime the union that had ~tarted the idea of the
G:·neral Strike got involved in some trouble. The Secretary of the
Gimi Kamgar Mahamandal, D.R. Mayekar, had misappropriated
fund~ of thf' Union, and in consequence of this had been expelled
from the Union. It seems that he must have got m touch with the
police and the Bombay Mill-owners' Association, and received
their advice. He first came out with propaganda against the strike.
The owners also apparently advi~ed him to register the Girni
Kamgar Mahamandal under the Trade Unions Act; which up to
then had not been registered. He therefore registered the Union in
his name, although at the time he had no legal connection with it,
and although he had no support and did not represent the Union.
He was given every as~istance and protection by the Registrar of
Trade Unions, and the Union was registered in his name: This is
an open case of where the authorittes have assisted an individual
who had misappropriated money from a body to register that body
under his name without making any inquiry if he really
represented that organisation. The authorities thought by doing
this they would cause confusion among the mill-w~rkers. A
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handbill was issued by the Workers' and Peasants' Party warning
the workers against Mayekar and infonning them that Mayekar
had misappropriated the funds of the Union. This handbill is
dated January 28th (P. 1016).
Another wahting leaflet was issued over the signatures of the
Managing Committee of the Gimi Kamgar Mahamandal. Funhcr
P. 1463 was issued making it clear to the public that Mr. D.R.
Mayekar had no connection with the G.K.M. In spite of all this the
Registrar registered the Union in his name. However I am glad to
say that the workers were not misled in this matter and were not
confused.
A meeting of the workers and members of the G.K.M. was held
on the 22nd of May 1928 in Nagu Sayaji's Wadi and at this
meeting it was decided to establish the Gimi Kamgar Union. The
premises of the old Union wemtaken over. I attended this meeting
with others of the accused and was elected one of the VicePresidents of the new Union (P. 958 T). On May the 23rd the
G,K.U. was registered under the Trade Union Act and officially
began work, and became known to the workers as the 'Red Flag
Union'.
Activities of the G.K.U.
Meetings were held of the workers at least once or twice a day
throughout the strike. The strike wa.~ taken up with unprecedented
enthusiasm, numerous workers coming forward as volunteers and
pickets, the main activities of the strike were carried on by the
G.K.U. During the period that the strike lasted the Joint Strike
Committee of which the G.K.U. was most imponant part.
organised assistance and relief for the strikers. Street collection'
were made and funds raised from other working-class organi!>ations in India and abroad. The total amount received by the Joint
Strike Committee was as follows:Total amount received from all sources: Rs. I, 11,527-0-11
This included among other amounts Rs. 34,496-12-9 from the
U.S.S.R., Trade Union Movement; Rs. 25,405-5-8 from the
International Federation of Textile Workers' Association
Rs. 4,668-8-0 from the Workers' Welfare League of India.

London etc. etc:-
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On the 12th of May the Mill-owners' Association issued a
statement in reply to the seventeen demands put forward by the
Joint Strike Committee, and on the l 7th of May they published a
further statement to the effect that they would only reopen the
mills and re-admit the workers to work on the following terms,
this of course turned the strike into a lock-out.
The terms were as follows:( 1) Standardised rates of wages;
(2) Revised and standardised muster-rolls,
(3) Full ten hours for all malt: operatives in all departments,
without extra remuneration to those who had been doing
work for less timtt previously;
(4) Standardised rules and regulations for enforcing
discipline;
(5) Uniform system of calculating wages; and
(6) Fines to be credited to a welfare fund and unclaimed
wages to be made available at any time on sufficient
identification.
The above statement made the position of the mill-owners quite
clP u, they now wanted to take the opportunity to standardise their
rationalisation scheme with the reduced wage rates for all their
mills in Bombay, and to do this the employer~ had turned the
!-.trike into a lock-out. But ·we are charged, and this is the
Prosecution case,-with prolonging the stnke; it 1~ quite clear
from the above that the Party to blame here is none other than the
mill-owners themselves. However at a later stage attempts were
made by the mill-owners to open the milh on these terms but the
workers retn'ied to resume work.

Workers resumed work
Several auempts were made by interested per~ons to try and
end the strike, but it wa." not until October the 4th that repre~en
tatives of the Joint Stnke Committee met the representatives of
the mill-owners, and at this meeting it was agreed that work
should be-resumed on the following terms:( I) That a Committee of three members be appointed by the
Government of Bombay, with terms of reference to cover the
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question of the 17 demands of the workers, the standardisation
scheme of the owners and their standing orders.
(2) Work to be resumed on the basis that for the period
between the ':'!Hing off the strike and the publication of the report
of the Committee of Enquiry, the rates and wages of March 1927
should be paid provided that in those mills of the Sassoon group,
the Findley group and the Kohinoor Mill which now worked on
the revised system, the rates and the wages of March 1928, shall
be paid in the Spinning Department only, and in the following
mills the rates of March 1928 be paid in the Weaving
Department:-the Manchester, the Appollo and Mayer Sassoon
Mills. The question of muster-rolls shall not arise. Certain scales
of advance were given on the workers resuming work. Work to be
resumed on Saturday, October.the 6th of 1928. This was in brief,
the terms of the resumption of work and how one of the biggest
strikes that Bombay city had ever seen came to an end.
, Two months earlier an attempt was made by N. M. Joshi and
other leaders to get the workers to capitulate. The workers were
informed that relief was running short, but they themselves
replied at all the mass meetings that they were not on strike for
relief, and that they would carry on the strike until they had won
(C.l.D. and Police Reports show this.) They carried it on however
until the above terms were arrived at which were certainly not in
the interests of the workers. The Prosecution have said time and
again that all we were concerned about was prolonging the strike,
the workers themselves would be able to answer this allegation
They were, of course, not satisfied even with these terms of
resumption and were prepared to carry on the strike even after
October the 6th.

Work of the G.K.U. after the strike
I have given the causes that led up to the strike, and a bnef
account of the strike and shown how again after one of the most
detennined fights on the part of the workers, showing splendid
courage and cla.~s-solidarity, the workers were forced to resume
work without gaining their point, rationalisation was to continue.
But the struggle itself had not been a wa.~ted effort, the morale of
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the workers was as good at the end of the fight as it was at the
beginning. The workers had learnt the need for militant
organisation and they set about the task of building a militant
Trade Union. Perhaps the most important point of all was that the
workers had decided to throw over board the reactionary and
refonnist Trade Union leaders. After the stnke Mr. N. M. Joshi
and his friends could not hold a meeting in the mill area, thtworkers did not want to hear these individuals.
A practical programme was at once decided upon to build the
G. K. Union, mill committee!-. wer(' started in all tnills and the
workers set about the task of buildmg a fighting fund and
developing a defence corps (P 967 T). P 929 T shows the attack
that was carried on by the Police upon unarmed workers who
were marching in procession on the l 2th of December 1928 and
was one of the reasons for call mg for 5,000 drilled volunteers. The
workers had learnt that the clas!l-struggle was a bitter !ltruggle in
which all the forces of the superior organisation of the capitahsts,
coupled with the forces of the State, the Police and the Army, were
arrayed agamst them. They had also learnt that this struggle could
not be conducted in an office in Sandhurst Road or by negotiatior1:, with the Governor etc .. but only by their own !ltrength and by
their own organisation led by themselves could they achieve
success
Seven centre~ of the G.K.U. were at once opened in different
positions throughout the Mill area in Bombay and the
membership of the Union began to grow by leaps and bounds, by
the end of 1928 its membership ,., a~ at least 70,000. All this was
achieved during 1928. At the beginning ot the year they were not
more than 5,000 organised m11l-worker'i m Bombay in all the
Textile Unions. P 792 T. meeting file shows the attempt of the
mill-owners to crush the Union almoM 1mmed1ately after the
General StriKe. It also demolishes the claim of the Prosecution
1hat the G.K.U. was not worling to better the immediate
conditions of the worker~. The handh11ls etc. show my attendance
at the numerous meeting~ of the workers of the different mills
held to build the Union and to maugurate the mill committees.
The reason for this outstanding development in Trade Union
Organisation
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was the fact that the leaders of the G.K.U. put forward a militant
policy, the fact that the workers were not satisfied with the terms
on which they had been forced to resume work, the fact that the
mill-owners ~ere not respecting the terms on which the worker..
had resumed the works in spite of the fact that it was in their
favour, and the fact that the mill-owners were still canying on
their attack even while the Enquiry Committee was sitting. In
support of this we have a mass of evidence, D 411, 412, 432 to
434, 456, 470 etc. etc. and the Fawcett Committee's Report.
These reasons should be sufficient. But on top of this the G.K.U.
wa~ preparing the workers for the attack of the employer.. that
was to be launched when the Fawcett Committee gave its report,
the result of this we saw in I ~9.
The G.K.U. was the reply of workers to Messrs Joshi, Bak.hale
and others of the B.T.L.U. who were against the General Strike
'°1d who had tried to betray them, and who had told the worker~
that the strike weapon was u&eless. This fact is amply borne out
by the report of the Royal Commission on Labour in India of
which Mr. N.M. Joshi is one of the signatories, page 339, where
it says, "The subsequent arrest of Leaders of the G.K.U. deprived
the workers of these representatives, and the Leaders of the older
Unions were unable to regain the confidence of the men." The
Textile workers of Bombay were completely disillusioned, the
reformist Leader& who advocated conciliation and arbitration
were exposed, the workers were out to form a Union that would
not wait for the employers to attack but would take up the
offensive Too long had the Textile workers waited to be attacked
by the capitalists, the fight was now to be changed from
defensive of their beastly conditions to the offensive for bettt:r
Because of this we saw the beginning of the largest Trade Union
that had ever come into existence in India, a Union which wa11 a
militant and Left-wing one because it was born from the struggle
of the workers. The roots of this organisation were in the
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workers, the G.K.U. was not formed from above by come-over
lawyers and politicians whose job used to be just to negotiate
with the employers on behalf of the workers. This Union was not
fonned by individuals who were seeking a trip to Geneva at the
expense of the workers or seats in the Councils. This Union, the
G.K.U. was an expression of the growing revolutionary mass
movement among the workers.
It was not something that had been hatched out overnight by a
few revolutionary agitators, it was the result of the. past struggle
of the workers; the exposure of the self-seeking pseudo Trade
Union Leaders who had foisted themselves upon the movement;
and it was the sign of the preparation for the struggle that is to
come. The Bombay textile workers through G.K.U. had given the
lead to the workers of India to throw off the reformists, and
organise on mihtant lines recogm!>ing the class-i.truggle.
To show that the struggle of the textile workers was not
something peculiar to Bombay, I will just rt'fer to some of the
other centres. A dispute arose in the Sholapur Spinning and
Weaving Mills on the 21 st of May 1928 leadmg ultimately to a
lock-out involving 8,000 workt:rs. It s.hould be noted that many
of the mills in Sholapur are owned by the same owners as the
Bombay mills. This strike spread to other mills in Sholapur, but
some representatives of the B.T.L.U. mterfered and were
successful in getting; some of the worker., to return to work. But
the grievances of the workers were not redre!ised and at least
13,000 workers remained on stnke. It wa.;; my good fortune to be
able to investigate the conditions of the workers at Sholapur at
this time and I was able to addre!is the strikers there for a few
days during August 1928.

The mill-owners were able to get the Government machinery
to operate and many of the workers were arrested and
imprisoned. In this strike new stunt was tried, civil suits for

damages were filed again~t the strike Leaders and Injunctions
prohibiting the holding of the meetings was granted (D. 390). The
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result of the strike was, as in other places, owing to the fact that
the action of these workers was not co-ordinated with the strikes
in other places, and because of the advice of certain Leaders, the
workers w~ forced to resume work without any satisfaction.
Strikes took place in many other centres in India, in the Lalimli
Mills, Cawnpore a strike of workers took place involving some
1750. The reasons for the strike were that 800 workers were put
on three months' compulsory leave. The strike ended
unsuccessfully. Here we have an example of the employer
treating the worker like a part of the machinery, to be put on or
taken off at will. Starvation wages are paid while the worke~ arc
employed and it is impossible for any provision to be made b)
the worker while he is working for periods of unemployment. But
of course this is no concent' of the employer (D. 390 T.U.C.
Bulletin).
The workers of the Choolai Mills at Madras struck work
/gainst the introduction of the double loom system on I 6th
August, on similar reasons for which the workers were on strike
in Bombay. The Madras Labour Union under the influence of
Shiva Rao came to the assistance of the employers and the stnkc
was called off pending the report of some Committees of expcrt1'
that had been set up by the employers. In this way the worker'
were betrayed. While the Bombay workers were fighting a life
and death struggle on the same question, these individuals hkc
Shiva Rao and Kirk were carrying on propaganda against them
on behalf of the employers. When at this moment the workers all
over India were offering a struggle against the attacks of
Capitalism at the moment when the struggle ought to have been
unified, these alleged representatives of Labour were sabotaging
the fight.
Almost at every textile centre in India during 1928 '\Orne sort
of strike took place. At Dacca in the Dakeshwari Cotton Milh a
strike took place, here the strike lasted only a few days and rhe
workers were got back to work with a promise that their
grievances wou\d be referred to a Committee of lnqu\ry. the
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management promising to redress their grievances in the light of
the recommendations of this Committee. Again at Ahmedabad
the textile workers wanted to get their grievances redressed and
to fight for better conditions this postt1on was "amicably"
sabotaged by the intervention of the Secretary of the Labour
Union and Mr. M.K. Gandhi. At the same time repre~entatives of
the textile workers who were on strike in Bombay went to
Ahmedabad to get assistance from their fellow workers there. But
Mr. Gandhi even went to the extent of advising the Ahmedabad
workers not to subscribe to the Relief Fund of "the Bombay
strikes. But in spite of this advice the workers of Ahmedabad did
~ubscribe several thousand rupees from their wages by small
contributions. But the more important assi~tance of the active
participation of the Ahmedabad workers m the struggle was
sabotaged by Mr. Gandhi and Co.
I have dealt with the struggle of the textile workers in India,
elsewhere I have dealt with wages and conditions, but I will just
emphasi'ie here again by giving a compamon of the wages
received by the textile workers m Great Bntam and in India. A
wea, ;!r working in Lancashire receives for a 48 hours' week the
some of Rs. 94-0-0 per month, for the spinners Rs. 94-2-0 per
month for the same number of hours. In Bombay for 60 hours'
week the wages received are Rs . .i.9-9-11 per month for a weaver,
and Rs. 27-9-11 per month for a spinner, approximately. This
shows that the wages of the workers m India even for a 60 hours
week are far below those of the British workers.
In dealing with industry in general there are many things that I
could have touched on, for instance the parasitical system of
Managing Agents and so on. To deal fully with all these things I
have not the time here, neverthele.\S, it is a fact that the Indian
textile worker is ruthlessly exploited. The strikes that I. have
Jescribed and the strikes that we have participated in and have
led, were all fought to prevent the conditions of the Indian textile
workers which are already nothing short of rotten from being
worsened.
same terrible conditions of Labour are today being

The

used as a Jever to worsen the conditions of the workers in Great
Britain. The lndian worker is today being used to bring dow the
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wages and lengthen the hours of the textile workers in
Lancashire. It is for this reason that the workers in Great Britain
send financial assistance, it is for this reason that we workers are
prepared to cqme from England to assist our Indian comrades in
their struggle, and it is for the same reason that the struggle of the
workers is one against Imperialism, that assistance is sent from
the Russian workers.
I have shown how the employers have attempted to force wage
reductions and rationalisation upon the workers. The only
rationalisation that the textile employers have in view is a
rationalisation based on greater exploitation of the workers. By
this I mean, labour costs are to be cut down and the workers'
conditions are to be made more miserable in order to secure for
the employers the maintenanee of excessive capital charges and
excessive profits.
It is by this that I justify our attitude during the textile strike!>.
Ql!r agitation among the workers for class consciousness and
solidarity, our support to the General Strike policy, the attempt to
bring the whole weight of the workers into the struggle at once. It
is for the reason that we set about the task of building a militant
Trade Union, the Gimi Kamgar (Red Flag) Union. an
organisation that was prepared to recognise the class-struggle. a
fighting organisation, by this means alone can the workers stave
off the attack of the employers and obtain for themselves proper
conditions of labour.

TRADE UNION MOVEMENT CONCLUSION
I have stated the case in relation to the working-clas!>
movement at some length. because one of the most important
purpose which Imperialism has in mind in prosecuting us is the
attack upon that movement. I want to emphasise the point that tt
is an attack upon the Indian Trade Union Movement. I do !>(l
because of the continued campaign of distortion and
misrepresentation carried on by the Government. It has come to
our notice that at Jea.~t two memoranda dealing with this case
have been issued from the India Office and distributed freely in
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the House of Commons and elsewhere. One was issued some
time last November and the latest one was i"isued on the 25th of
June 1931 by Mr. Wedgwood Benn, Secretary of State for India.
Both these documents appear to be attempts on the part of
Mr.· Wedgwood Benn to apologise on behalf of the Labour
Government for having to continue this trial.
This apologist for British Imperiali~m tells us ir. his latest
memorandum that it is not a fact that the Meer ut Ca-re i5 directed
against Indian Trade Unionists. He follows this up by telling us
that unlike the workers of the west the workers of India are
mainly illiterate and have to depend almost entirely upon person~
other than workers like themselves to assist in the organisation of
Trade Unions. "........... and it, is therefore, the duty of any
Government or authority in India to see that persons are not using
the workers for their own political ends."
What humbug, what hypocrisy! Who is going to "believe this
sudden outburst of paternal interest on the part of British
Imperialism for the slaves in India that it has so long been
robbing, even if it does come from the mouth of a Labour
Secn.:tary of State for India? He then goes on to describe the
i.trike wave of 1928 and the Bombay Textile Strike. and by his
own words !>hows that this case is an attack upon the Indian
Trade Union Movement. I have no need to say anything further
about this as I have fully dealt with this matter m the body of my
statement, a."' also I have dealt with the part we Communists
played in the Trade Union Movements. He praises N.M. Joshi,
Giri, Chaman Lal, Shiva Rao, Bakhale & Co., we do not grudge
them this praise, on the other hand we do not expect to receive
the praise of the imperialist bureaucrats or the agents of
Imperialism, if we got it we would not be worthy of the
confidence of the workers.
He then in his memorandum. goes on to talk about the
deplorable and wretched conditions of the workers in India. This
matter also ,I have adequately dealt with in my statement. Of
course, we do not expect to hear from him that these deplorable

and wretched conditions should be altered. Our crime 1s that
some of us are Communists and that we have been sincerely
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work.mg m the Indian Trade Umon Movement to alter this
temble state of affairs. Mr Wedgwood Benn JOIDS hands with the
Bureaucracy and the Prosecution here to suppress us and dnve u'
out of the Tqi.de Umon Movement but at the same time he has not
got the face to advocate the same pobcy or a \lmdar pro1iiCCut1on
of Commum&t m the Bnllsh Trade Umon Movement
I do not know m what pos1t1on the Secretary of State \tand& m
respect of contempt of Court, but cleMly this memorandum
tlisued and broadcasted by the India Office 1& contempt of Court
As a matter of fact apart from the lymg m1&reprei,entclhon to
Justify the continuance of this tnal he h& taken the mcltter out of
the hands of th1& Court and delivered a premature Judgment of
our guilt. thus &avmg the trouble of your Honour, 1t only remam,
now for you to pas& the sent;ncei;; Of cour\e, after ctll he., only
the mouthpiece, the material thdt he h~ put dcro&s m h1'
memorandum lb bupphed by the Intelligence Buredu ell S1ml.i
}'llth the help of the Pro&ecuuon But neverthelebs he tb a w1llmg
mouthpiece and apologtbl of Bnt1&h lmpenahsm
DI- 15-7-31
In my concludmg remarks here I would try to reply to the
above allegcltton
The Prosecution beg.m by belet.tmg for arre&t m th1' c..a'c
prmc1pally those who were connected with the m1hldnt Trclde
Umon Movement Of the 31 accused only 5, clCcordmg to the
Pro&ecut1on, were not Trade Umom&t The time for the me't w<l'
cho\en JUSt at the moment when further big struggle' were
1mmment in the induo;,tnes with which the accu~ were
concerned There can be no doubt thdt the ca\C wa& decided upon
largely at the mstdllce of the cotton-bo\se& of Bomb.iy cllld the
JUle-boi..ses of Bengal combined with the anxiety of the
Government about it& Railways.
The Prosecution then proceeded to bnng forward agami;;t u'
evidence, a large portton of which consist& of part1culai& about
our Trade Umon act1v1t1es. At the same time they btated m Court
and broadcasted throughout the country the1r theory of the nc1tu1e
of the 'leg1llmate' Labour Movement and the type of act1V1lY m
which 1t should mdulge, while accusmg us of 'fomentmg' and
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'prolonging' stnkes, of conducting 'fract10n' work, 'w1repulling' and 'captunng' and other sm1!.ter act1v1t1e!. m connection
with the Trade Umon Movement At the !.arne ttme the
Prosecution and the Labour Government have held up to the
admarauon of India the 'rational view!.' of the Reformac;t<; on the
'Labour question', and applauded the fight which the refomusts
conduct agamst the workmg-cla.,., revolutionary movement, and
thetr lulling the workers mto a 'ien..,e of fal'le c;el.unty that the
Whatley Comrmssaon ~hich ha!. rel.ently been tourmg India wall
brmg them better conditions. and their ddvocacy of Boards of
Concihatmn and Arbitration~
They have demed that they are attackmg the Trade Umon
Movement But thetr .tcllom m th1.;; ca..,e cono;Utute a complete
d1..,proof of thi!. demal This ca...e 1.., among other thmg ... , a direct
attack upon the Indian Trade Umon Movement. conducted with
the object of rec;trammg the m1htant act1v1tie!. of the orgam~d
workers. .tnd forcmg them to rem.un -.ub1ect to thetr pre!.ent
eccmom1c condition!., and the sy..,tem of pohucal oppre.,sion
which rules them.
In reply h.. this I have to pomt out the f.tl11ity of the Prosecut10n
theory I ha'e shown that the 'gcnume' Labour Mo"ement which
the Proc;ecution pnuse, I!. a tal"'e Labour Movement. led a!.tra} by
the agenb of the Bourgeou.ie (the Refonm..,tc. .mJ the Second
lntemattonahst!.), the really genume Labour Movement 1s the
mthtant movement which fight!. Capttahc.m con,1stently for the
improvement of its pos1t1on, .tnd who!.e h1stoncal destmy 1t is to
overthrow Cap1tahsm, to de.,troy the colomal dommance of
lmpenahsm. and to lead the struggle for ...ociahc.m
I have given facts (which are more than supported by the
Whitley Comtn1sMon Report) which o;hov. the appalbng
exp1oitat1on of the Indian workers, the nd1culou ...ty c.mall wages
(1t take!. aii average Indian wo1ker about 4~ year.. to earn the
equivalent to a day's wage of the Semor Coun~I for the

Prosecution), the long hourc;, the m!.CCunty of employment; the
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persecution and maltreatment; the bad conditions of work, the
insanitation and bad housing, the long-drawn-out series of attacks
on even thes.e conditions and wages (Textile, Jute, Railways etc
etc). I have s'1own how the employers treat the workers not 'as
parties to a contract', as their economists preach, but as slaves to
be dictated to and exploited until they have bOCome useless and
die.

I have shown how the Imperialist State treats the worke~. the
backward and barbarous state of Labour Legislation, the
up-to-date and efficient Anti-Labour Legislation; the lack of
education, the spying and the persecution of the workers' Trade
Union Movement; the lathiS. and bullets whenever the workeri.
come out on strike. That our Policy was correct has been amply
shown by events that have followed our arrests, the viciom.
attacks that have taken place upon the Textile, Jute, Railway and
other workers.
I have followed the history of the Labour Movement briefly.
Almost as soon as the industrial working-class is formed in lndrn
it begins to struggle for better conditions. Its efforts at firs\ are
naturally chaotic and feeble. But, the capitalists and the
Government recognise their historical enemy, and at once begin
on the one hand to suppress it, and on the other to corrupt it with
reformism. I have shown by actual instances the function of the
reformists in the Indian Labour Movement;-to keep the worker!>
at work when they want to fight; to sabotage their fight, if it
cannot be prevented, by keeping the workers divided and
localising strikes; to take the lead in their protest against
imperialist policy (e.g. the Trade Disputes Bill etc.) so that
protest comes to nothing: to preach class-collaboration and dw
acceptance of the reactionary policy of Imperialism (the Simon
Commission~ the R.'f.C.~ and the l.L.0.). and to mc1\e the
workers against the revolution and the militant leaders, !-lo that
their suppression and arrest is made easier.
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In spite however of the efforts of the Government, the
employers, the Congress and the reformists, the workers'
movement has gone on developing. Its organisations, in the first
stages nothing more than strike committees, are now becoming
permanent, stable Trade Unions, extending over large areas, and
embracing an ever increasing proportion of the workers. From the
vague, ill formulated demands of the early stages they have
progressed to clear, systematic programme\. From merely local,
sectional, solidarity they have grown to the consciousness of the
unity of intere~t of the workers clS a class nationally, and even
internationally. The workers instead of following blindly the
leaders from outside thetr class begin taking an increasingly
active part in organisation, meetings, demonstration, picketing,
etc. marking a step forward in the growth of the workers'
movement as an independent force in India. And the most
advanced sections of the workers are coming to reali~ that their
aims cannot be confined to economic questions. but must become
political also. They are acquiring the social and political
revolutionary consciousness of the working-class.
So much progress has been made in a period, since the
movement began, of less than 15 years. Though db.couraged and
suppressel.! in all ways by the employers and the Government,
misled by the refonnisb; although without education, and almost
completely cut off from the more advanced sections of the
working-class of the world by the action of the Government, the
Indian working-class has made this very notable progress in so
short a time. Thi~ appears to me to be a complete confirmation of
our theor) :.~ to the nature of the working-da!ls movement and its
place in history. The Indian working-class is within sight of the
position which our theory marks out for it, the leadership of the
mass revolutionary movement for the overthrow of Imperialism,
and the leadership in the subsequent struggle for the organisation
of a Socialist Society.
Our activities (speeches, Trade Union meetings. etc.) in
connecti'on with the movement have been in accordance with our
theory. That is a sufficient defence for them. The Prosecution.
speaking for the bourgeoisie. finds them objectionable (though it
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has not ventured to condemn them as illegal). We have worked,
not in the interests of the bourgeoisie, but in the interests of the
workers, laying bare the mechanism of the capitalist system, the
causes of the strikes-. the workers' poverty and the methods which
the workers must adopt to end such a system of exploitation.
We always and consistently advocated preparation for action.
When we considered action not to be in the interests of the
workers, we did not advocate it. When we did consider it in their
interest, we did advocate it, without reference to what the
employers thought. This is how we 'fomented' strikes. When the
workers struck work, we did not advise surrender at the first
opportunity, but fought for the continuance of the strike until the
sacrifice and suffering of the workers involved in it brought some
recompense in the shape of concessions. Unless the worken.
come out of the struggle with added knowledge much of their
suffering is in vain. I have justified the right of the Indian
workenf to receive assistance, both financial and moral, from
their fellow workers in Russia, Great Britam and elsewhere in
their struggles.
This is how we have 'prolonged' strikes. When we found
Trade Unions being misled by reformist strike-breaking
leadership, we conducted propaganda in favour of our policy.
This is 'wire-pulling' and 'capturing'. We advocated a militant
policy of strikes rather than submission and servility. We
advocated 'solidarity' and 'class-consciousness'. We are not
ashamed of these activities. We are, on the contrary, proud that
the workers approved of them; and that the employers found
them so inconvenient that they had to 'pull wires' and get us
llTCsted.
The position is the same today as it was before our arrest, the
need is there for the workers to have their well-organised and
centralised militant industrial Trade Unions, based upon the
theory of the class-struggle. It is essential to organise the widest
masses of the working-class, to defend the day-to-day interest of
the workers and to maintain the general revolutionary struggle of
the masses of India, this alone can be done by the Communist

Party.
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I maintain that all class-conscious workers must concentrate
every effort on the creation of an independent revolutionary
Trade Union Movement. For this it is es~ential to organise
militant industrial Trade Unions based upon factory committees,
with the leadership elected directly by the workers and consisting
of the most advanced militant workers. It is most important that
every effort should be made to expose and isolate the reformists
of aJl shades, from the open agents of British Imperialism such as
N. M. Joshi, Shiva Rao, Chaman Lal, S. C. Joshi etc. to the sham
'Left' national reformists such as Jamnadas Mehta, Bose, Ruikar
and all other agents of the Indian bourgeoisie who form a
reactionary block against the ·revolutionary Wing of the Trade
Union Movement. It is also most important in my opinion that
the principles of conciliation Boards and arbitration Courts must
be vigorously opposed; the only means of winning 'concessions'
from the exploiters is by resolute class-struggle, by strikes and
mass revolutionary action. The T.U.C. mu1't be transformed and
built up into a militant centre of the All India Labour Movement
on a clas..; basis. able to prepare and lead the economic struggles
of the worker~.
The ~uce~ses of the Indian revolutionary struggle is dependent
on a strong well organised working-class, to lead the Indian
ma.,~es in their struggle for independence and emancipation. Such
an organi~ation must he linked up with the revolutionary
International working-class movement, helping forward the world
revolution, the. fight against Imperialism, the common enemy of
the worker~. and the world victory of the working-class as a
whole.
Q. With regard to your connection with the C.P. of India the
evidence is P 1295, and P 1303. Have you anything to say about
these?
A. I know nothing about these exhibits. Nevertheless ai, I
was a metnber of the C.P.G.B. in India I worked with the
members of the C.P.I., and this of course naturally follows being
a member of the same organisation.
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As regards to an explanation of my connection with the C.P.I.
I agree with what Spratt has already said in reference to this
matter.
Q. With regar4, to your connection with W.P.P.'s and
A.I.W.P.P. there is the following evidence: W.P.P. of Bombay:
P 1344, 1326, 1373 (2), 1348 (7), 1373 (l); W.P.P. of Bengal:
P 644, 1616; W.P.P. of the Punjab: P 1339 (P451), 2051C, 1626,
549 (18), 1641, 1642; A.I.W.P.P: P 468 (2), 668, 1763, 1764,
669, 638, P.Ws. 36, 90, and 254. Have you anything to say about
these?
A. I have nothing to ~ay about these exhibits but I worked
with the Workers' and Peasant&' Party of Bombay and I attended
the All India Workers' and Peasants' Party Conference at
Calcutta in Decembar 1928. I al~o ag~e with what Spratt has !-.aid
in reference to this organisation.
Q. The following evidence may be said to relate to your
associati6ns and connection~: P 502, 21 14. 2081, 930 Kranti of
29.7.28 (photograph), 667, 45.9, 611. 639, 658, P.W. 193, 1029,
645, 662, 665, 670, 797, 1261, 1280, 526 (10), 873, 971,
P.W. 182, P 643, 646, 647, 648, 649. Have you anything to !-.ay
about thii, evidence'?
A. In rei,pect of my connection with Hutchmson I have to say
that I met Hutchmson for the first time at one of the sittings of the
Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee which wai, being held at the
Secretariat, Bombay. I thmk it Wall some time during October
1928 I should explain here that the sittings of the Strike Enquiry
Committee were public and possibly Hutchinson had read in one
of the newspapers that these &itting& were being held in public
and he attended. During the lunch interval he came and spoke to
me with some of the other Labour Leaders there and he told me
that he was interested in Labour affairs and also that he was a
journalist. I met him once or twice after this and he asked me if I
could give him a brief outline of the recent strike. I think I gave
him a copy of the brief history that I prepared. The visiting cards
can be accounted for by the fact that we had very seldom met and
there was no pre-ammged meeting.
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P I 029: In respect of this exhibit I cannot say anything because
I never knew of the existence of such thing~. either a circle or a
book or anything else which may be connected with it.
I have replied I think to the question of those exhibits put to
me which refer to Desai when I gave reply in regard to the
European correspondence.
Q. If there are any exhibits or evidence which I have omitted
or any other point on which you have to say anything in this
statement you can say it now.
.
A. 1 have to make a few remarks as a reply to this question;
these remarks that I shall make. should not be taken in the nature
of a complaint becau!>e I hold no illusions on the question of
justice under Imperialism. I understand what capitalist
class-justice is. What 1 have to say here therefore will be more in
the nature of an exposure of the hypocri~y of this farce of a trial. I
would say therefore that many of the things that ha\'e happened
during the course of this trial have not come exactly as a surprise
to me. I have explained what I considered wel\! the reasons for
our arrest~ during my reply to the question .in relation to my
Trade Union activities. Our arresb especially those which took
place in Bombay and Calcutta, were carried out with an imposing
military display. The idea I suppose was to put fear into the
workers with whom we had been connected. I can only say that
Capitalism doe~ not appreciate the forces that it has got to deal
with. However, we were brought to Meerut, and in Meerut Jail
many of us were kept isolated from one another for a long period,
no reason was ~iven for this. I personally on severdl occasions
asked to be allowed to ~ comrade Spratt, but this was refused
for some time. Later it came to light that the person responsible
for this method of dealing with us was none other than
Mr. R. A. Honon, the complainant in this case. This peison
seemed to be the all-pow6rful authority in Meerut at that time on
the "Red Menace".
So we were.brought to Meerut, a place that I had never visited
before in my hfe, to stand a charge under Section 121-A. The
grounds for ever bringing us to Meerut to stand such a eh~ are
non-existent or al the most extremely flimsy. The conference that
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it is alleged by the Prosecution was held here has been magnified
out of all proportion to its actual importance. The Majority of our
activities, as the evidence shows, were carried out either at
Bombay or Calcut\a. The main reasons of course for the
Prosecution selecting this out-of-the-way place are quite obvious.
Their object was to inconvenience us as much as possible and
thereby make their task much easier, to isolate us from the
movement with which we were connected, and from our friends
or relatives who may have assisted us, and to bring us under the
most subservient and illiberal judiciary in the country. Even
within the structure of bourgeois society there are degrees to
which certain persons and departments are prepared to cringe at
the behest of the powers that be. I mean that some are prepared to
go much further to serve their master!.
Then there was the question of Jury, had we been tried in
either of the two places where the majority of us were arrested
and where the majority of our activities took place we would
have had to be given a trial by Jury. A trial of this character under
those circumstances would have been too much of an uncertamty
for the Prosecution with the flimsy evidence that they have
brought forward. Hence, another reason for the selection of
Meerut by the Prosecution to launch this trial. Many other
reasons could be given but I think this sufficil!nt to support my
contention.
At a very early stage we went through the formality of
applying for a transfer to a Presidency town, Bombay or Calcutta,
where our activities had taken place and where we would have
been in a better position to obtain more facilities. But strange to
say for putting into operation this ordinary legal right, for which
there was overwhelming justification, (refening back to the
memorandum from the India Office of the 25th of June 1931) we
find Mr. Wedgwood Benn using it as an argument that we were
prolonging rhe trial. It is a fact that only a few of us had ever seen
Meerut before we were brought here under arrest. Thi'
application wa~ naturally dismissed by the Allahabad High Court.
While I am dealing with the allegation of our prolonging the trial
I will just refer to this memorandum of Mr. Wedgwood Benn
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again, ". . . and by various other means, including a brief
hunger-strike, they obstructed the proceedings and caused delay."
This lying allegation was also made in a previous memorandum
and which was replied to by us, in respect of this I should like to
say in the first place that after being brought to Meerut and
lodged in Jail we were kept waiting by the Prosecution for nearly
three solid months on the excuse that the Prosecuti~n were
preparing their case, i.e. from March the 20th to June the 12th
when the Magistrate's Court began. On the questi~n of our
hunger-strike which in all lasted for four day~. I should like to
reiterate that we attended the. Court on all days during this
hunger-strike and were not responsible for the holding up of the
Court as alleged by Mr. Wedgwood Benn. I would only say here
that such despicable allegations, which were, according to Mr.
Wedgwood Benn, the result of an 'official enquiry". are only an
attempt on the part of Prosecution to cover up their own
incompetence.
The next important step which followed this was an
application for transfer of the case to Allahabad for the Sessions
Trial and a Jury Trial. It is important to note, however, that the
Executive had already made up its mind what was to happen, and
before the High Court could decide our application for transfer
and Jury, an Extrnordinary Gazette was issued by the
Government on Monday the I 3th of January announcing the
appointment of the Addiuonal Sessions Judge who was 10 try this
case. It follows of course that our application for a Jury Trial was
naturally tumed..(k>wn.
Interviews with our friends and Council in Jail and elsewhere
have been systematically hampered, a~ is shown by our
application for proper facilities, interviews etc: to conduct our
Defence (I 0.2.30). Throughout the whole period from the time
that we were brought to Meerut a heavy censo111hip of our
correspondence has been carried on. This question of censorship
especially applies to the correspondence between myself and my
relatives, and our Defence Conunittee in London. I have ample
evidence in my possession of letten half and two-thirds ~
out, and funher evidence of letters that have been suppressed
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altogether. That this systematic examination and censorship has
been carried on by the Prosecution is amply borne out by the
evidence of Abdul Aziz P.W, 138, ex-Jailer, District Jail,
Meerut, and Lieut"enant-Colonel M.A. Rahman P.W. 133,
ex-Superintendent, District Jail, Meerut. This is a part from the
evidence which I have got of registered letters being sent from
the Garden House. I am not going to quibble here whether this is
fair or unfair, whether the Prosecution have an undue advantage
over us or not, because after all, I have already said I have no
iJlusion about class justice, and at any rate the whole of the
bourgeois state machinery is on the side of the Prosecution and
naturally they are going to use it, especially in a political case of
this character.
Referring again to the memorandum Mr. Wedgwood Benn
after his "official enquiry" expresses himself satisfied that all
legitim;ate facilities are being given. Of cour&e we can appreciate
the irony of the situation, knowing that this pseudo-Labourapologist for Imperialism is only repeating parrot-like what the
bureaucracy and the Prosecution want him to !lay.
Among the many interesting incidents that have happened
during the case we have the incident of the arrest of one of the
members of our Defence Committee in this very Court
compound, and this arrest was carried out under the orders of
none other than Mr. R. A. Horton, the complainant in this case.
Another case of harassment of our friends was given when one
friends of ours Fazl Elahi came from the Punjab, on his first visit
to Meerut, to assist us in Defence matters, the room in which he
was staying was raided by the Meerut Police, he was bound at the
point of the revolver and a search took place, after which he wa.'
released. We naturally raised a protest about this continual
harassment of our friends and in explanation of the above
incident the Superintendent of Police said that he was sorry, some
mistake had been made. It was not a mistake however, this same
friend of ours, on his return to the Punjab in July 1930 after the
second visit to us, was arrested under Regulation III of 1818, and
has not yet been realeased. I suppose he ought to have taken
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warning when the Meerut Police raided him on the first occasion
and not visited us again.
Another incident of a like nature is that of another friend of
ours, Abani Chaudhuri, from Calcutta this time, who while on a
visit to see us was arrested in Meerut and taken back to Calcutta,
kept in a Jock-up for some time and then later released.
Another matter I should like to refer to is that of the question
of bail. On numerous occasions we have applied for bail, in some
cases on the question of ill health a~ in the case o.f Muzaffar
Ahmad and Spratt, and on other occasions asking for bail as a
right. In some quarters the illusion is still held that a person
should be assumed innocent untill he is proved guilty. In this case
we have been held in Jail now for two years and four months.
Now apart from the disadvantage, inconvenience and difficulty
that we are put to in conducting a defence while being kept in
Jail, I think we have successfu1ly exploded the myth, if it still
remains, about a person being considered innocent until he has
been proved guilty. As far as I am concerned our application for
bail have at least served the purpose of exposing this fraud of
bourgeois justice. The granting of bail to a few after they have
spent two years in jail and after some have explained their
position does not alter my argument.
This case has shown that a constant watch has been kept by the
C.l.D. on workers meetings, Trade Union meetings etc: and a
mass of material has been submitted which refers almost entirely
to open activities of Trade Unions and the working-class
movement in ~ral. For the 'unearthing' by the C.l.D. of these
open activities, this court, as was the ea.~ in the Lower Court,
will no doubt have to congratulate the C.l.D. on their alertness in
detecting this 'crime'. In respect of this Court I hold no illusions,
any point that has been made by the Defence has usually been
brushed aside with the help of the C.P.C. On the other hand any
point that has come up that may be useful to the Prosecution or to
assist the Court in coming to a 'true' finding in this ea.~ has
usually been saved. I repeat again that the judiciary in this
country plays a second part to the Executive which ~s the
deciding fac[or.
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There 1s not a more glaring example of the d1~vantage to
which the accused are put than that of the case of defence
w1tnesse11. At the end of the Magistrate's enquiry a general last of
Defence witnesses was subnutted at the same time I submitted a
bst of Defence w1tnessei. on my own behalf. The names m my hi.t
mcluded a number of persons m the mam reMdent m England. In
the early stag~!i. of the Tnal ID this Court I !i.ubmitted an
apphcauon to the D1stnct Magi11trate a11k1Dg that the per11on..,
named residmg outside Bnush India should be !i.ummoned by the
D1stnct Magi!i.trate to come to India a!i. my defence witne11!i.es The
D1stnct Magi!i.trate refui.ed to ill.sue \Ummon11e!i. to theM! personli
on the ground that he had no authonty to 11ummon witne!i.M!\ not
to be found m Bnt1!i.h India or that he had no mean!!. of gettmg
\Uch liummoni.e!i. executed. (D1stm!t Mag1!i.trate'11 order dated
9.3 30.)
Follow1Dg thi!i. an apphcatmn w& made to the Governor
Generali on the 22nd of March 1930 reque\tmg that the
authontle!i. ID Meerut be directed to issue liummon11ei. to the11e
wttne!!.!!.e!i. res1dmg oubide Bnt1sh India, that prov1Mon be made
'o that they may be allowed to enter the country and leave 1t
agam without bemg arrested, and that whtle m India they \hould
not be ..ubJect to annoyance by police, etc The latter pomb were
C!i.sent1al as m !!.Orne ca!i.e!i. thei.e per.,oni. have been named by the
Proliecutmn as co-con!i.ptrators. A reply wa!!. received to th1'
appltcat1on from the Government on May the 17th, 1930, which
said ( J ) they had no power to liummon w1tne&&es from out.,1de
India, or directed that they be so summoned; (2) that if such
persons wish to come & witne&!i.CS the Government of India could
not give any undertakmg that passport& would be granted to
them, or that 1f they enter India they would not be arrested, "1f
they had done anythmg which rendered them liable under the
law."
In view of this a further attempt was made to get these defence
witne\i.e\ An application ww. made to th1~ Court on the 30th of
May 1930, requesting 1t either ( 1) to summon the~e w1tnesse!!. or
(2) co direct the Pro~t1on to bring them before the Court or
(3) issue a commission to record their evidence 10 England. All
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these requests were rejected by tht., Court by an order on the 4th
of August 1930 Thus the pos1tton wa~ that while the Prosecution
with their unhm1ted resources could bnng eight w1tnes~., from
England, several from French po'~e~Mon~ m India and one from
an Indian State, the defence could not even get summon'iec; 1c;sued
for their defence w1tne'ises
In my c;tatement I have dealt a)mo..t entirely \\tth the workerc;'
.. truggle. not m the abstract but deahng with the actual fact'i and
mc1dents that have taken place, 'iUch a\ 'itnkes, the' workers'
cond1t1ons, the butldmg of their orgamc;at1onc;, the Trade Umons
etc I have tned to give a p1cttfre of bourgeois rscx.1ety ai;, tt ts,
ba!!>ed upon explo1tauon, ..uffenng and m1~ry. and I have also
tned to .,how the workeri;' struggle agam~t th1i; '>late of
.,octety

I have i;,hown conclustvely I thmk that th1i; tnal t., an attack
upon the workmg-cla..s movement and 'pecially the m1htant
Trade Umon Movement The tnal .ic; ..uch "'a poht1cal tnal, dDd a
poht1cal tnal of this character only mark i; the .. tate of pamc that
the hourgeoNe ha\.e got mto, and 1t ha., alc;o reg1c;tered the fact
that they are gomg along the path to thetr own destruction In my
opm1on there l'i no evtdem. e before the Court to .,upport the
pdrl1cular charge of the Pro'iecuuon Nevertheles'i I do not c;h1rk
the rec;ponMb1hty of anythmg that I have done while I have been
m India On the other hand, ac; a Commumc;t, I am proud of the
fact that I have been afforded an opportunity of part1c1patmg m
the cla~~-c;truggle with my Indian comrades
Commumsm 1\ a general, poht1cal pohcy which 1rs bemg more
and more supported by mtlhonc; of workers, and which 1s
\preadmg throughout the world to-day cannot be 'topped by
per;ecut1on and repression The Commum!lt Party is the vanguard
of the working cla~c; movement, 1t 1' the only Party which 1s
capable of leadmg the workers to their goal, the overthrow of
cap1tah\m and. Impenahsm, and the e~tabhshment of a sociahst
c;tate of society. I beheve that the proletanan revolution will come

and that Communism will tnumph A~ a worker, if I dtd not thmk
th1., 1t would be hardly worthwh11e contmumg to \we m a s-y~tem
of society -such as I have de...cnbed that ex1~ts today
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I am confident that this trial will have the very opposite effect
to that which the Prosecution desire, it will awaken the
consciousness of ~ masses of India and at the same time will
focus the attention of the workers of Great Britain on the. struggle
of the exploited colonial masses, and will undoubtedly be
responsible for rousing the workers of Great Britain to take a
more active part in the fight against Imperialism and for the
freedom of the colonial slaves.
Fortunately, the Government being that of representatives of
the Labour Party, the workers will surely be disillusioned as to
the role that this Party is playing in acting as the lackey of
Imperialism, and out-doing even the die hard Tory Party in
carrying on a reign of terror in India,.and throughout the Empire.
This trial as such marks the fact that the working-class of India
is emerging as a powerful political factor and as a chaJJenge to
British ,Imperialism. It is for the workers now to rally, to organise
and to carry on the struggle to a successful conclusion, the final
overthrow of Imperialism and the setting up of the Dictatorship
of the Proletariat.
P. 638. As I have said I met Hutchinson on one or two
occasions and I did visit Khar on one Sunday evening and I had
dinner with Hutchinson. The only persons present on that
occasion were Mrs. Subasini Nambiar, Hutchinson and myself.
The age I have given in this Court is my correct age. If there is
anything different in my passport it is a mistake.
Q. What about your defence witnesses, that is th~e to whom
the Magistrate can issue summonses?
A. I will let the Court know later about this.
Q. You have read over your statement more than once and it
has been corrected and amended as requested by you. Are you
now satisfied that the above is a correct account of your statement
to the Court?
A. Yes.
Sd/- R. L. Yorke

22-7-31.
Sd/- B. F. Bradley

22-7-31.
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Certified that the above is a full and true account of the
statement 01ade by accused, t~en down in my presence by
stenographers, and transcribed by them, and corrected and
amended as and where requested by accused and admitted by him
to be a correct record of his statement.

Sd/- R. L. Yorke
22-7-31.

The Speech of the Prosecutor
in the Meer11t Case

[The opening speech of the Government Prosecutor.
Mr. Langford Jame:.·, in the case against the thirty-three Indian
and British working-class leader.'! at Meerut is of particular
interest for the Light that it thra;vs on the character of thi.\
important political trial, because it is a speech primarilv directed.
not aganist the accused, but against the Russian Revolution, the
Sovie(IGovemment, the Communil·t International, and the theorv
of Marxism and Leninism itself; reflecting with remarkable
frankness the mixture of sneering, hatred and bewilderment which
these subjects arouse in the bourgeoisie. Accordingly, we propm.e
to reproduce the main portions from the verbatim report.]
June 12, 1929.

May it please Your Honour,-The accused in this case stand
charged with a conspiracy to deprive His Majesty of the
sovereignty of India, and the case for the Prosecution is that they
have sought to do that by means of a revolution. Now the slogan,
which most satisfactorily, to my mind, sums up their intention!!, il"Long Live Revolution". A revolution is ordinarily an incident m
time. It happens. It is done away with, and it gives place to that
bright~r and better state of things which, any way in the minds of
its authors, it is destined to usher in. But the revolution which
these accused have conspired for, and which they have visualised,
is indeed a revolution that lives long. It goes on. It is a continuing
and almost perpetual revolution. Now that is a point which I shall
have to deaJ with much later on. At the moment I should like to
remove one possible misunderstanding. This revolution that these
Published in: "The Labour Monthly", January 1930, London
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accused have visualised is not a national revolution. It is an antinational revolution.
They appear to me to entertain feelings of hatred towards a very
large number of people, but it is reserved for those gentlemen,
who are usually accredited with working for the attainment of
Swaraj in India, it is reserved for these gentlemen to excitf. the
particular odium of these accused. The Indian National Congress
is stigmatised as a misguided bourgeois body, which has to be
captured and converted to the peculiar 'iews of these accused or
else destroyed. Pandit Motilal Nehru is regarded by them as a
dangerous patriot. His son, Jawaharlal Nehru, is dubbed a tepid
reformist. Mr. Subash Chunder Bose is a bourgeois and a
somewhat ludicrous careerist. Gandhi they regard and dislike as a
grotesque reactionary. In his lifetime Lala Lajpat Rai. was
stigmatised as being personally a scoundrel and politically
dangerous, while the late C. R. Das is written down as a poltroon.
Now the quarrel which these accused have with all these
gentlemen, who are generally looked upon as the Leaders of
Nationalist thought in India, the quarrel they have with themaod I am here using a word dear to the heart of the Bolsheviks-is
that their ideology is all wrong. They are striving, or at present are
accredited with striving, for independence in India. That is a
hopelessly wrong ideology, according to the views of these
accused. Mr. Gandhi's crime is enhanced by two other
considerations. He has the bad taste to have religious scruples,
and there is no God at all in the Mecca to which these gentlemen
look. Then secorMlly, he had the bad taste, after having, according
to them, fomented revolution to a point at which it was possible,
to have turned back in the day of victory, because of the horrors at
Chauri Chaura.
Now I have stressed this point somewhat, because it seeme<fto
me on reading the newspapers that there was some tendency to
dub these accused persons as national patriots. They may be
in~ocent or th~) may be guilty•. but I think ~at they w.ill a~
with me entirely that there 1s no question of thear being
nationalists, and I feel that it must be particularly galling to tl\em
that this idea should have got abroad.
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Now the object in fact which these accused had is, I repeat,
anti-nationalist. They would, I think, say it was international, but
the two words are ~ly the same. Their object was, shortly put, to
replace the Government of His Majesty King George in India, and
m its place to put the Government of the Third Communist
International. It might also fairly be stated that was in effect to
substitute for the Government of His Majesty the Government of
Mr. Stalin as he is now called. In fact, it is the case for the
Prosecution that these accused are Bolsheviks, that is to say that
they aim at the Bolshevik ideal, and that they have designed and
worked to instal in India the same rule as exists in Russia.
Now, giving the matter as much attention as I have been able to
do, it appears to me that to be a.Bolshevik of unimpeachable
character you require certain defimte qualifications to which the
ordinary man does not aspire. You do not love your country, you
are aqri-country, you are anti-God, and you are anti-family. In
fact, I think it fair to say that a Bolshevik of unimpeachable
character is anti-everything which the normal man considers
decent. You have ruthlessly to hate those who differ from your
views, and when the proper time arrives you have as ruthlessly to
kill them. And last, but by no means least, I think it is quite
essential that you should have no sense of humour.
Now I have indicated, and I shall have to indicate more later on,
this anti-country or anti-national motive. With regard to the point
of being anti-God I was much struck by a letter published in the
Pioneer from seven of these accused persons. The reason for the
Jetter is of little importance, but to make them intelligible, Jet me
tell you in a word what happened. Motilal Nehru wrote a letter to
the Pioneer in which he stated certain things against the accused,
or appeared to do so. He subsequently made it clear that he did
that by inadvertence. I particularly allude to the matter in that
way, because I do not wish to enter into the subject of dispute
between them and Pandit Nehru. In answer to Mr. Nehru's Jetter
0

they wished to make the point that the Red letters which, as I read
\n the p~. are flying round India (1 have not been honoured
"N..._ ane m-y~\f)-t'bat tbe tled \ett.en 6\c\ 1\t>\ etf\'at\a\t. (tom any

Bo.l.s.bev.ik conspinrcy. and tJae lllJlllfDent--and .,, excellent
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argument it is-which they used is this. The phrase "God and the
Soviet" which occurs in one of them should be enough to make it
clear that whatever their origin it is not communist.
I entirely agree. There can be no God according to the Soviet
creed, and a large part of their propaganda is directed to
destroying belief in God, whether he be the God of the Christian,
the Jew, the Muhammadan or the Buddhist. The belief in Him is to
be destroyed, and if and when the time comes that this reign of
destruction comes to India, I am ~ure belief in the God of
Hinduism will also have to be destroyed. All the religions of the
world have to be destroyed, aecording to these gentlemen, and
they have gone the length not only of murdering priests and
desecrating churches, but of setting up classes for the young men
and young children to preach to them the gospel of anti-God.
Now, obviously, any man with such a mental outfit as I have
indicated is not a pleasant fellow-citizen, but I agree that nobody
could be indicted for a crime for holding these views. Any man is
entitled to hold whatever views he likes, however unpleasant they
may ~ but Bolshevism is not merely an abstract philosophy. It is
a rule of life. At any rate its disciples have gathered from it a
working rule of life, incidentally one much to be reckoned with by
those on whom-it operates. There is a definite objective, and there
are definite methods by which that objective is to be gained. Now
in as much as we who appear for the Prosecution propose to aigue
that the agreement, the mere agreement to put in practice the
creed of the Communist International and to carry out its
programme, ipSIJ facto constitutes an offence under Section 12 lA,
whether, as we shaJJ prove in this case, the programme has
actually been carried out or not.. ......

Counsel for One of the Accused
Before letting my learned friend proceed, I would like to point
out that he is giving his opinion in his address which must be
confined to the statement of his case. He has in his own address a
few minutes back stated that it is no offence to be against God, or
to show an91 \m.\\i\au\ \t\\dt\\C~. \\as t\\\t. (\UC!i\\an \\.\c• u~

bearina upon the case'? \ subnut \\\at'lout l:\ouout -w\\\ 00\ a\\o-w
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my learned friend to make use of his own opinion in his address
for the purpose of propaganda against the accused.
i

Mr. Langford James
I think it would be asking as much of Council for the
Defence as it is of asking a policeman to recognise a barrister
to know what the case was about on the first day of the hearing
and before it has been opened by the Prosecution. But I must
beg that I am not interrupted in the course of this address. I
have considered most carefully what it is necessary for us to
prove in this case, and I do not propose to introduce any
irrelevant matter. If the statement of the case is propaganda
against the accused, I am sorrj, but I am afraid that the
statement of this case is propaganda against the accused, but
that cannot be helped. If the accused have broken the law of the
land ffld have broken it in a manner which the public may
think is a grotesque manner, it 1s not my fault.
Now, Your Honour, a large number of people, when you
mention Russia, connect it with bloodshed and a ruthless reign of
terror and with the Cheka (now, I understand, known as the
O.G.P.U.). That is a diagnosis of the situation, which although it is
somewhat superficial, at any rate contains the germs of truth. I
hope to satisfy you that according to the programme of this body
in Moscow, violence, bloodshed and civil war is inevitable, and I
should say that a reign of terror is unavoidable. But as I said
before, it will be necessary for us to go a little more deeply into
the matter and I propose to discuss as shortly as possible the
origin, the objective, the organisation, and the methods and tactics
of this Third International.
The origin need not detain us very long. Your Honour will
remember, as a matter of history, that in the early part of the year
1917, a revolution took place in Russia. At that time the Bolshevik
Party-which means the Party of the Majority-it sounds a
ridiculous misnomer, because, as I shaJJ show, they are a tiny
minority, but the name comes from a certain conference held in
London, at which what might be called the Left-wing of this Party
was in favour of a larger programme than the other Wing who
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were called the Mensheviks (Minority Party). Now coming back
to Russia in the early part of 1917, in fact in February, a
revolution was accomplished. At that time the Bolsheviks
attempted to overthrow the Government of the Tsar and seize
the State, and they issued a very interesting manifesto, but in
fact the revolution was accomplished by people whom they
now call the Social Democrats, and who are associated in the
minds of most people with Kerensky. and the Government of
Russia came into the hands of the Kerensky groue. The Tsar
was deposed.
Later in the year, in fact in October, according to one
calendar, and in November, according to another, the
Bolsheviks organised and carried through a revolution against
the Kerensky Government and they overthrew the Kerem.ky
Government and seized the power themselves. In passing, it
may be noted that this Bolshevik body, which later came to be
known as the Commumst Party in Russia, claim~ to have had in
its ranks at the time of this successful revolution rather less
than 24,000 men.
I have ~poken of the Communist International. It is not the
same thing as the Government of Russia ostensibly and
outwardly. In effect it has exactly the same objective and exactly
the same plan of action, and it is dominated by exactly the same
people. Now it came into existence in this way. In the year 1864
there was established in London a First International, that is to say
an International of Labour. This International died. In J889 there
was establis~d a Second International at Paris. This Second
International was in existence at the beginning of the Great War,
and it still exists. It has continued to exist and it is of some little
importance in this case because it is known as the Yellow or
Amsterdam International and from it has been coined the phrase
to be Amsterdamed.
To be Amsterdamed means that you hold rational feelings with
regard to the Jabour question. and rationalisation io; one of the
hated things in the Commumst Jntemauonal. J want to put ir a5
fairly as possible. I suppose it may be said that this Amsterdam

lnternationa\ aims at the estab\ishment of Socia\ism accoriiing to
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its views by peaceful and constitutional methods, whereas the
Third International holds most strongly that no such method is a
possibility. In any case I will ask Your Honour to note that there is
war to the knife bttween this International in Moscow, the Red
International, and the other International in Amsterdam, the
Yellow International, and to be a Yellow man is a dreadful crime
in Moscow.

(This speech of the Prosecutor of Meerut Conspiracy Case was published m
"The LABOUR MONTHLY", London, in its issue of January, February and
March 1930. The remaining portion of the Prosecutor's speech is given m
Appendix (ii} of this Volume.)
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negligible-conquest of the superior social groups
by the inferior-British not inferior-our standards
applied to them are subjective and therefore wrong
-no return to pre-British era.
74. Has Britain civilised us?-introduction of industries
-feudalism not destroyed-degeneration of revolutionary slogans-1857. fight of a revolutionary class
under reactionary leadership-what we would have
done in 1857?

964

967
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75. Do we deplore British conquest?-effects of itfirst company loot-reasons for Crown control in
1858-British Imperialism expands from the Indian
base-commercial and legal forms of loot-why
British writers exposed British rule in India~um
total of the results of the British rule in India. . . .
76. Our reasons and policy of national struggle-gains
of the British bourgeoisi&from India-what loss our
independence will cause to them-the basis of some
of our resolutions.
77. All classes here tend to gain from independence-question of revolution raised by whom?-the state
of British Imperialism-is it democracy or dictatorship?-the apparatus of force-its costs-force
matched against whom?
78. Share of the cost of the machinery of force in the
total state expenditure-dictatorship begins to
assume constitutional fonns-<:onsolidation of the
bourgeoisie--association of the feudal class in its
work.
79. Development of the radical bourgeois and petty
bourgeoisie-the influence of 1905-attitude of the
dictatorsfti.p-evolving into a constitutional autocracy--differences between our "Democratic Dictatorship" and their "Constitutional Dictatorship". . .
80. The formula of August 1917-the hoodwinking
inquiry-1919 Reforms-wide basis of class
alliance.
8 I. Enfranchisement does not give power to the
bourgeoisie over the machinery of force-voted and
non-voted budgets-certifttation by the Viceroy73 years of progress-Dictatorship the same.
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SECTION 2-Relation of the Indian Bourgeoisie
to the British Dictatorship: Paras 82-89

Para

Page

82. Attitude of the bourgeoisie--early Home Rule
demand-loyalty to the Empire in the war-boycott
of the First Assembly-Swaraj Party and the Second
Assembly-difference between their entry in the
Assembly and that of the Bolsheviks in the Dumawrecking the dictatorship by the constitutional vote.
83. No changers and Left Liquidators not comparable
and not correct-opposition gives way to cooperation and acceptance of oftices---by 1926 Indian
bourgeoisie panicipates in the rule of Imperialism
completely.
84. ~imon Commis 1sion repression and tum to Leftrevival of boycott fails-the talk of action of the
Working Committee and the A.I.C.C.
85. Indian bourgeoisie and British Imperialism ask us to
follow the constitutional example-what classes sit
there-legislation according to their interestslegislative gains of two years-temporary policy of
protection-Royal Commissions and Committees.
86. The Tariff Board and war policy-steel, chemicals
etc.-other big branches of production not in the
hands of the Indian bourgeoisie-still their attitude
to labour and peasant legislation hostile-success
in furthering their class gain through the legislatures
very poor-hence transference of the struggle outside the cQDstitution and amongst the people.
81. The economic struggle even of tbe bourgeoisie
necessarily becomes political-example of the
control of the lmperiaJ Bank and Chartered Bankdeposits policy-refusal of funher liberalisation

994

998

1OOO

1002

I006

of the dictatorship forces the bourgeoisie into
opposition.
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88. Does it then lead to the revolution?-the idea of
bourgeois independence-Canada and Britain as
examples-is separati~m a mere sentiment or a
material objective necessity?
1015
89. The nature of workers' and peasants' inde.pendence
as found in our programmes-can we not postpone
the class-struggle for a time till we have overthrown
lmperialism?-there is no room for bourgeois development like that of Engl~nd or Japan for our bourgeoisie-hence the clas~-struggle is forced to the·
front.
. . J019
SECTION 3-The Economic Basis of the
Agrarian class-struggle in India: Paras 90-100
90. The bourgeois programme regarding removal of
me poverty of the masses-the main poiPts of the
problem-the drain of wealth-high land revenuedebts-absence of rural banking-adverse currency.
91. The state of the Punjab peasclntry as an examplewhat does increased productivity lead to?-economic holdings will only displace two million peasants
in the Punjab-where to find place for them?
92. Money-lenders-rural banking is money-lendmgour fundamental prob\em:-who swa\\ows the
surplus?
93. Stratification of the peasantry-concentration of the
land in the hands of the rich owners-where is the
lost purchasing power locked'?-an example under
Batai cultivation in Lyal\pur.
94. How landowners were imported in the colony to
form a bulwark for Imperialism--eause of peasant

1022

1025

1028

·
1030

indebtedness-break up of village communes into
individual holdings-money rent.

l 034
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Para

Page

95. Effect of money economy as we read it-crops
brought un4er the rule of the capitalist exchange
market-the demand for reduction of land revenue
and its meaning.
96. The land revenue in India-its two systems-what
does our support to the demand for reduction of land
revenue mean?
97. The class-struggle inside the anti-imperialist struggle
in Bardoli-the Dobias and Dharalas-what it means
in U.P. and Bengal?-rents and the feudal classIndian bourgeois interest opposed to feudalism.
98. Pandit Jawaharlal's opinion-his welcome to landowners-even if feudalism is substituted by Capitalism expropriation of the peasantry through the
.tapitalist market remains.
99. Some utterances on the complete ruin of the pea!iantry and its inability to pay rent due to fall in price!iexamples from U.P., Bengal, the Punjab and Kamauc.
100. The bourgeois intellectual will object to deduce
from this that the bourgeoisie through ib prices
machinery expropriates the peasant.

1038

1040

1045

J054

1058

1061

SECTION 4-The Condition of the petty·
bourgeoisie and working-class-the inevitability
of the revolutionary class-struggle: Paras 101-105
101. The position of the petty-bourgeoisie-incapable of
revolutionary struggle-not being a class it uses
caste-bankruptcy of their programme with regard
to the masses gives way to our programme.
102. The class of small traders and artisans--their programme of charkha revival-why we have disliked it?
J03. The material conditions of the working-class which
force it into class-struggle, economic and political.
104. Inciting class waf-models of class war and other
questions.

1069

I076
I082
\088
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Page

105. "Outside connection"-the unnece!i!iary part of the
1090
indictment.
PART III
WHAT I HAVE DONE
SECTION I-Development of Tex.tile Capital and
Strikes up to April 1928: Paras 106-109

106. The growth of the Bombay textile bourgeoisie-it!i
profits which were the bash. of the Bombay strikes. 1093

107. No rise in wages though prices and profits rose and
real wage~ fell-the re~ulting strike!! and increa-.e
of wages.
1099
J08. The depression in industry and attack on wagesthe strikes of 1924 and 1925.
1103
109. The Japanese competition and Tariff Boardrat1onalisation and attack on wage'r-part1al ~trikes
and their failure.
1110
SECTION 2-The General Textile Strike in
Bombay, April to October 1928: Paras 110-127
110. The failure of partial ~trike!! nece!i~itated a Genl.:'ral
Strike-direct cause!i of the 1928 strike.
111. The attitude of the B.T.L. Union and Mr. N. M. Joshi
-the G. K. Mahamandal's changing attitudeGeneral Strike complete (26.4.28).
112. The B.T.L. Umon joins the strike-was the G.K.M.
controlled by the W.PP.?-how it was pushed into
the General Strike by the rank and file.
113. Did we prolong the strike?-negotiations and
classes-how the bourgeoisie uses the different
general strikes-strikes becommg longer and fought
harder since 1917-compromi!-ie with the B.T.L.
Union and formation of the loinl Strike Committee.

1115

1121
·

1126
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Para
114. P. W. Hasaf\ Ali's mistakes-The Governor's visit,
27th April 1~28-the mill-owners' communiques in
May-our reply-Sir Cowasji Jehangir's visitmill-owners refuse negotiation, I 5th May.
115. Mill-owners' plan of rationalisation in Januarythe Governor's speech and Mr. Joshi's replypicketing troubles-the conflict of two duties of
an Honorary Magistrate and strike leader.
116. Russian Textile worker~· help-the nationalist
attack on this help-Municipal Corporation refuses
help-the exodus of 80,000 ~orkers.
117. Making way for negotiations-regi!ttration of the
Gimi Kamgar Union (23.5.28).
118. Pandit Malaviya's visit and our "sin!t"-Khilafat
Committee's help rejected-the Police arrest me
and Nimbkar-mill-owner~ open talks in June
119. Relief begun-attempt to open mill!. under armed
protection in August-The H1daytulla Conference
and its failure (15.8.28).
120. Mill-owners' admission about wage cut-the
Assembly letter-the Mayor fund.
121. The Mayor's efforts at negotiations-Mr. Shaukat
Ali comes out to break the strike-alternative
proposals-our standard scheme.
122. More proposals for compromise-discussions with
mill-owners broke down again in September 1928settlement of October 1928 and the end of the
General Strike (4. I0.28).
123. Did we use the strike meetings and speeches during
the strike'?-their relation to strike matters and their
educative function.
J24. Our meetings did not incite violence-fall in the
cases of damage to property and crime in the miJJ
area during the strike period-the evidence of
speeches and the Riots Inquiry Committee.
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125. My three strike meeting speeches-Exhibits P. 1701
M3. P. 2242 and P. 2245.
1198
126. The help of the international proletariat to the
~b.

l~

127. Inland help to the strike-collections ir. Bombay,
Poona, Ahmedabad, etc.-the Congress help.
1209
SECTION 3-The Organisation of the Girni Kamgar
Union and Events up to March 1929: Paras 128-141
128. Small revolt against the October agreement-Ex.
P. 966-the task after the strike-competitors of the
G.K.U.-Volunteers and the Union-Ex. P. 967 and
P. 929.
129. The functions of red trade union volunteeri;;.
130. Complaints about violation of the agreement by the
mill-owners-the 71 individual mill strikes after
· lctober-were they incited by us?
131. The agreements and wage mcreases secured through
the small liitrikes-the formation of mill committees.
132. MiJl-ow ..ers' move against mill committees and
G.K.U. collections inside the mills-the Pear~on
Court of Inquiry for the 1929 General Strikcmy evidence refu~cd.
133. Why we formed Mill Committees?
134. Participat.l>n in Fawcett Committee's work-Ex.
P. 967-friction with the B.T.L.U. and B.M.W.U...
135. The attack of llth and firing of 12th December,
1928-the cause of handbill, Ex. P. 929-the second
attack which went wrong.
136. The consolidation of the G.K.U.-the programme
of funds and volunteers as worked out-the G.K.U.
finances-Exhibits P. 949. 959. 971and982.
137. The Pearl Mill murder case-(references-Exhibits
P. 958, resolutions of the G.K.U. Managing
Committee).
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1249

1261
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Page

138. The G.K.U. :and the February Communal RiotsExhibits P. 702, P. 858 and G.K.U. resolution in
Exhibit P. 958.
139. The false statements of Alwe, Kasie and Kishorilal
Ghosh regarding myself, the G.K.U. and the
Bombay workers with their references to Ex~.
P. 958, P. 395(1), P. 966, P. 967 etc.
140. The Tramwaymen's Union.
141. The All-India Trade Union Congress-its formation
and the attitude of the Natiogal Congre~s toward~ it.

1267

1283
1297
1302

SECTION 4-The Trade Union Congress and
Miscellaneous-Exhibits and Final Plea:
{
Paras 142-149
142. The T.U.C. and its early political ideals-the second
Intemational's effort~ to capture the T.U.C. and the
Cawnpore Session of 1927-Exhibits P. 545(8),
P. 545(6)-P.Ws. 111 and 119.
143. The Delhi E.C.T.U.C. Meeting-Jharia Congressthe T. U.C. must not co-operate with the surrenders
of the I.N.C.
144. The W.P.P. and C.P.l. Exhibits.
145. Exhibit Letters.
146. Refusal of the Court here and at Cawnpore, and the
District Magistrate to permit me to obtain information on the "foreign exhibits" when I was taken as a
defence witness in the Roy Case (on lOth December
1931).
147. Exh. P. 507 "Gandhi Vs. Lenin"-Four meetings-

Exh. P. 2512.

1309

1314
\ 3 \9
1321

1325

1329

148. One year and 13 days' delaying tactics of the Prosecution-471 useless exhibits-49 unnecessary

witnesses-880 pages wastefully printed.

1333
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149. Misinterpretation of our attitude on the question of
violence and non-violence-are our statements
Defence or Defiance? It 1s defence of the right of
every Indian to be a Communi!lt and to belong to a
Communist Party.
1338

Before the Trial Court of Meerut
Conspiracy Case
Statement of S. A. Dange

(The Court Records of the Proceedings of the Case)
In the Court of R. L. Yorke, l.C.S. Add/. Sessions Jud!fe, Menut
In the case of King-Emperor V<:.. P. Spratt and other~
Examination of S. A. Dange accu!ied under Section 342 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure, 189~ made before me R. L. Yorke
Addl. Sessions Judge at Meerut on the 26th day of October 1931.
My name is Sripat Amrit Dange; my father's name is Anmt
Raghtfuath Dange; I have no caMc as I do not believe in Ca!itc;
31 years of age; by occupation Journah<:.t and Labour orgam-.er,
my home is at Bombay, Polic.:e Station City of Bombay. Di~tnct
Bombay, I re~ide at Bombay.
Q. You heard your statement 111 the Lower Court P. 261 ~
read out to you on 16-3-31. ha that statement correct?
A. Yes.
Q. The following documents which are m evidence again!il
you may be described as foreign corrc!ipondencc:- -P I 869C,
2328 P2, 1968, 1009, 1606, 1607, 1845, 1633, 76,1345 (34).
2408 P, 1609 and A and 1807 ()}, 1610, 2215, 1208 (l), 2412 P.
2419 P, 2409 P, 2211, 2057 P, 2413 P2. 807, 1803, and 1203.
Have you anything to !iay about this evidence?
A. I am technically charged with conspiracy to deprive the
King of his sovereignty of British India. But as has already hci:n
said I am being tried for subscribing to the principle!. of
<::ommunism, and thereby endangering not only Government "hut
the whole of the established order of society". (Mr. Kemp''
speech in the High Coun). Sir James Crerar in his !oipeech on the
Public Safety Bill in September l928 wanted the suppression of
Communist views to ~ave· the "e&tablished order of society". The
Viceroy in a speech in Calcuua at the end of 1928 refemng to u~
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1!idld, "While every allowance mu ..t be made tor the genome
gnevance., which the Jabounng clac;-;ec; feel lhere can be no doubt
that the unre'it of the pa!!it years hcl1!i been due m no '>mall measure
to the act1v1t1es of certain per..on,, who!!ie end J!!i rather to promote
ant1-\oc1at purpo!!.ec; than to '>ecure the bettennent of the
workmen's lot The d1c;qu1etmg bpread of the methodc; of
Commum\m hac; fot borne time been cauc;mg my Government
,mx1ety
all cld1!i'ie'> ahke are threatened by the c;prec1.d of thec;e
doctnneb .ind no Government can afford to ignore thi.'> ms1d1ou1!i
danger " (Exh1b1t P 1206) So on 20th Man.h, 1929 the
Government removed 12 ccntrfl'\ of 1b anx1et) and locked them
m'i1de the Meerut Pw.on For th1ee year' 'th1' ms1d1ou' danger"
h.ic; been lo'-ked m'1de the pmon b} the big round up and locked
out.,.de Indm by the Pubh'- Safety Ordmam. e and Sea Cu.,tomc;
A'-t I would have bl.!en quite ple.t'ied to ~tdy m tf I hdd been
c;ho~n that exl.ellent 'e.,tabh,hed bOL1et) , culture", rehg1on',
et'- wh1'-h we were thrcatemng h.id now 1mpr0\ ed for the benefit
of mdllkmd and contnbuted to the happme" 01 the mdhons of
workt ., pca.,antc; and 'old1efb The element of dMuptton bemg
removed, 't.ib1hty and happme" .,hould have grown
But the .,o,,~re1gnty of the representative of H" l\llaJe't) Wd"
t..h.illenged ITil''t um. ercmomou,ly, .111d HJ, Excrllem.y 'pealmg
at the A''ouated C'hambt.r' of CommeRe ,,ud (15th De"embe1
J9i0) "An unkmd fncnd rrmmded me that when I addrt..c;,ed your
meetmg two year-. .igo J \entured on the Matemen1 that the
gener.t.I po'ilt1on g.ive good ground for .,ober opum11,m For d
year or \O dfh.. , that meetmg of 1928, n ., true the po,n1on
.,howed no great ch.mge for the wor,e, but the Wall Street
collapll\c of Octobe1 1929 p1med to be the hcgmnmg ot an .tt..ute
wotld depre .. .,.011" That unkmd fuend tor~ot to tell the V1lelO)
th.tt the locking of Commm11,t-. m Meerut Pn,on WJ.'i not ~mg
to help hi' e'itabh,hed tapnah't '>OCiety Cap1tah't 'tOL1ety wa'
trumblmg down under the y.e1ght ot its own c.ontrad1ct10n' .ind It
wa, not "the m!i1dmu' d.inger" of Commum'm that had any hand
m 1t The foreign ed1to1 of the Journal De Genevd wnte~. 'The
world never had m~utuuon' which c;eemed to be more firmly
ec;tabhshec.I than the Paah.iment cit Webtmm.,ter, the Bnu~h fleet
0
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and the pound sterling. The people were wont to consider these ac;
the chief pillars of international life, The Parliament was the
prototype of ~ocracy, the fleet was the guardian of the
security of the sea and the pound sterling was the world currency
par excellence. In less than three months the British nation has
abandoned the traditional party politics of its Parliamentary
institutions. it has witnessed a formidable mutiny among the crew
of its fleet and now it is assisting with a hardened heart the fall of
the pound sterling. These are great trials hard even for a people
with soul so well seasoned." These are great trials hard even for a
Capitalism so well sea,oned with 4,000 million!> pounc.ls of
foreign investment. To boac;t before the world of an "Ideal
Democracy" and yet to suspend ittWtd pas!!. a budget by means of
an ordinance (Order in Council) is not a great tnal, but a great
revelation to those who are enamoured of Parliamentary
Demqeracy. When Imperiali!>m is fooling the Indian bourgeoi'
patriots with discussions over the skelrtons of Parliamentary
structure and teaching them school-boy stories of Robert Bruce 1t
is a humiliation for it to appear next minute with an
electioneering campaign that openly asks for a Dictatorship. to
save the nation-that is Capitalism. Democracy Parliament.
establi!>hed order of society and His Majesty's private pur~e m
the bargain. are being ac;sailed by the international banker11' cabal
while adherents of the Communist International in the Empire do
not number more than a few thousands. The overthrow of Briti!>h
Imperialism is not an act of Communist conspiracy. It is already
going on before our very eyes for the lac;t ten year!!.. And a man.
who helped that Imperialism with crores of the Indian worker'·
and peasants' money, when he was the Finance Member of the
Government of India, in order that "establi~hed order,"
sovereignty, and the sovereign may not go down, has lo!!.t hi!!
faith in his own Capitalism and says: "I am not sure that we <lo
not need a new political and economic technique to deal with the
situation. I am not sure we should not be wise to talce a leaf out of
the books of both Italy and Russia in the matter of organised
thinking and planning." (Times of India, 18th July, 19"\I.)
Sir Ba~il Blackett, who says the above, has purposely confused
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with Boli;;hev1<;m but the yearning of th1.., director of the
Bank of England for "c:l new poht1cal and economic techmque" I'S
unm1c;takable Capttc:llt..,m 11, bdnkrupt and look'i everywhere, even
to Bolshev111m, to hft 1t out of the grave 1t l!t <>mkmg m We
Commumc;,ts are accu . .ed of planning the rum of all capnah11ts
But the moc;t br.imy fellow of Bntio;h Cdp1tah ...m P1ofe..,~or J M
Keyne~ proposed that very thmg, by whKh, of ~our1ie, he thmks
he c,.in re-orgam..,e Cap1tah.,m "Ind1v1dually we 1ihould all be
'rumed' but collectively we o;hould be mm.h a1i before Perhapc;,
mdeed 1t 1.., an dttrc:lctlve alternative, th1'l rnmm1ttmg of 'illlude by
the Cc.lp1tah'>t., For under ttie pre..,'>ure ot hardo;h1p .md of
excitement we might fmd out .,ome mm.h better w.iy!!! of
mcinclgmg our aff.im' The great e<-0nom1-.t 11, qmte o;ure that the
'"m'-1de of c,ap1tah"t"'" I'> ..lllra<.tl\c We agree with him m hie;,
hteial .,ence But with all hi., cJe,eme..,.., he ..., only fumbling for a
w.iy He 1o;, not 1iure and look<; to '\ome mm.h hetter way11", and
he, of c,our..,e doe.., not knov. who v.111 'how 1t It 1.., we
Commum..,1", 1t 1~ Marxl\m-LcnmNn the Commum'it
Intem.ttlonal which ha., bcttei: wa) O\ crthrow of Cap1tah . . m, the
DK tator-.h1p of the Prolet.m.it, then urde1 I\ cwnom1c pldnnmg of
.,oc1ah!!!t Ide and thu.., freemg the world from anarc.hy and chao1,
That I" the "muc,h better way"-the only Wcl)
The Bnt1o;,h bmp1re that o;mere1gntv ag.tm"t VvhKh we J.Te ..,aid
to be con..,pmng ..., nearly half wnquered clnd 1o;, no longer
..,overe1gn It 1.., a colony of Amem.•m Impc1 iah-.m When we
\peak of mak.mg Ind1cl and Bntam a ')ov1et Repubh<.. you fabely
ac.cu<;e U\ of brmgmg m Rmo;,1.in rule .ind c;,upplantmg the
bmpue But "hen thieve<; fall out the) let out the1r '>Cl ret.-, to
theJT v1cttms, ..,o 1o;, your .,ec,ret out Hender,on goe'I out tellmg the
world "We were told that the country would not hcl\e Ru-.!t1an
D1ctc1tor..,h1p, German 01<.tator.,h1p or fm thdt TOdtte1 e'en the
D1u.itor~htp ot the Bnt11,h Trnde Umon Council But the
<>o-called Nat10nal GO\emment 1c; prepared to atcept the
D1ctator~h1p of Amenc.an banker., at the w<;t of the Bnt1o;,h
workmg-cla\'I " Yet with the back.mg of the two mighty
lmpenah~m" ot U S A and France Bntii;,h C.1pttah"lm rc:lnnot
'\tdve oft 1to;, rum What better authonty tan there be on th1c;,
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point than the brilliant Governor of the Bank of England,
Mr. Montague Norman? In a letter to the Governor of the Bank
of France, M. Moret, he writes: "Unless drastic measures are
taken to save it, the capitalist system throughout the civilised
world will be wrecked within a year. I should like this prediction
filed for future reference" (quoted by Mr. Wilfred Wellock, M.P.
in a recent issue of the New Leader). Mr. Norman himself made
very drastic aeroplane dashes to the Fmancial Capitals of Europe
and America to save the credit of the pound and of the Bank of
England, which is the essence of Briti:!lh Capitalism. But he
failed. The pity of it is that after l 2 years of Governorship of the
financial operations of British Capitali:!!m, Mr. Norman still hope:-.
to save it. The capitalist system throughout the civilised world ii.
incapable of any "drastic measurei-' because those very measure!.
that are proposed to save it, hasten iti. downfall. The only "dra,tlc
measure" to save, not Capitalism, but society. is that the
dictat&'rship of the bankers has to be replaced by the dictator:!!hip
of the working-class. But this i!. no "prediction to be filed for
future reference," but an urgent nece:!!sity to be worked out in
realit}', if society i~ to be !.aved from a return to barbarism and
destruction of all its achievemenb.
If Capitalism h. collap~ing in Britain, it ii. not more stable in
India. That "e1;tablished order of society." which tht' knights of a
declining Imperialism have come forward to defend by our arrei.t
has escaped their control. We were !.aid to be the cause of
industrial ruin and unrest. We were removed and two and a half
years after, Sir George Rainy comes before the Legislative
Assembly and teJJs them ''the prei.ent economic depression in
India is beyond the control of the Government" (September IO.
\ 931 ). The State of the bourgeoisie is impotent to save its own
class. The champion of parasitic landlordbm, Sir Fazle Hussain
supporting the spoke~man of Imperialism said: "It wa.!I equally
true rhat no Local Govemmenl could put the matters right in a
couple of years", and as if to hearten his class he went on: "It wa!.
aho not right to get into the mood that lndia wa.' the only country
that was badly affected." He showed by way of iJlustration
what sort of conditions existed within the British Empire.
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Impenah\m-Cap1tah\m were bclllk:rupt not only w1thm India but
m the whole Empire Their con<ip1racy of bankruptcy had a
'foreign part' and an 'Indian part' Poor Fvle 1\ opum14'tic and
thmks his clas!. can get up after two year; So they used to 'iaY
about dead C .tan~m al'io' You may have a \hort flutter of hfe
agam, but you have to make way for Commum&m, for the
D1ctatori;hip of the ProletMtdt It 1& mmg from the rum!! of your
own economy The cap1tdh'it State l'i crumbhng and even 1f all
the Mahatmas collect all the taxe!i from the pe.i,antry for you, the
State 1\ collap!img
Like mean dem.igogue..,, ou& accu'ier'i mmepre,ent U'i before
the people and tell them that we cl.re out ag.im\t culture, agami;t
their family and happmel\\ And the nationah!it patnots JOID them
m that game I can only thro\.\' m their tace their own report and
the adm1..,..,mn of their own men An off 1l1al report quoted by the
Time" of India (l 7th October. J91 J> \dy1i In ~e\ eral feature\
ttafflc m women re\emble" c..attle-theft
To mdulge m It bnng1t
no d11tgrau: m the eye!I of the pubhc
At one place men were
C<lught kidnapping by pu..,hmg along a handc.irt contammg a
rnnce..t.~d double compdrtment mto v.h1ch they pt•t hlel)-lookmg
g1rh whom they e\p1ed m the 'treer' That J\ the v.ilue of women
m your l\OC1ct) You have to \Ct up a lOtnm1..,l\10n ot the League
of Natton" to "t..>p the mtemattonal 1.ap1t<lh't tradmg m glfls And
yet the hirelmg mtelle'-tual" of Cap1tah.,m are not a"hamed to .,ay
that n JI\ Commuml\m that dhoh1ihe!. the famtl) Mian Shah
Nawaz said m the Al\\embly (ll'it March, 1911) that 'he knew
from h11\ own knowledge that men were dnven to .,elhng their
daughterc; m ordt-r to get mone) to pd) their obhgatton'i m the
'hape of land revenue and the money-lendef"' interest" Who I'
thus abohc;hmg the fam1Jy? We or Capatah,m? All the patnotic
bourgeois and impenahc;t\ !.land for the mamtenance of th1c;
"e,tabhC\bed order" When tht-y fmd they cannot do it, they wreak
their vengeance on the bead'\ of the revolutionary worke~ .ind
peasant., who fight under thelf 'c1Dguard, the Commumc.t Party
and on the hedd~ of tho...e re' oJutmndJ'}' mtellectuah "ho refu~
the Mah.ttmu.. '-omprom1~ .mJ \urrender to lmpenah..,m But that
l\ not gomg to help C.i.p1t.ih'm \ecid' mcvttab\y lo Commum"m
lt t\ a na..C\'1ty 1f .,oc.. 1et\ .., to he !id\ed lt '' not .i lllMmJl
lOnsp1rJC)' but a .,,1c11t1hc '' .. rem of c;()(.1cJI rcc..on-.truc..t1on

PART I
WHAT I BELIEVE IN

THE PHENOMENON OF SOCIAL GROWTH AND THE
CLASS-STRUGGLE IN THE FOREIGN COUNTRIES
FROM WHICH MARXISM IS DERIVED
Q. The following documents relate to your connection with
the Communist Party of India:
P. 1287 (J J), 1140, 1141, 840, 1605, 1207 {I) (=409), 989
Kranti of 4-6-27 and 16-6-27, 1684, 1285, 1287 (2), (3), 2055C,
1295, 1300, 1310, 1296, 1208 (3), (4), and 1574. Have you
anything to say about thill eviden<"&?

SECTION 1: THE BIRTH OF CLASSES AND THE RISE
pF CAPITALISM-IMPERIALISM: PARAS 1-32
I . Our object not the same as alleged by the Prosecution
A. In answer to a question from the Magistrate in the Lower
Court, I had said that I was a Communist and I affirm the
statement now. I will explain what I understand by Communi.,m
and what my aims and objects as a Communist are. I do not want
to do this in order to mark myself off. by any special
interpretation of "my own" from the already existing authoritative
expositions of the aims and objects of Communism, found in the
works of Lenin and others. Till the epoch of Proletarian
Revolutions and a certain building up of Socialism i~ over, the
necessity of materially enlarging the details of the further aims of
Communism will not arise. For the present period the guidance of
Leninism is quite sufficient. Therefore, I could have disposed of
the whole question of my aims by pointing out to the most
authoritative works of Marx and Lenin. Some of these are put in
as Prosecution exhibits also-viz. "The Communist Manifesto of
1847" (P. 21), "Capita)" (P. 455), "The Civil War in France"
(P. 1179), (D. 409), "Imperialism" (P. 528). "State and
Revolution" (P. 1092). "On the Road to Insurrection" (P. 979).
"Left Wing Communism" (P. 975), Bukharin's "Historical
Materialism" (P. 864). So also the several theses adopted by the
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World Congresses of the Communist International. In order to
convince the Court about the aims and objects of the Communists
and to show that they are quite the same as they are represented
by the Prosecution to be in their complaint, they (the Prosecution}
have exhibited more than a hundred booki., and after the digest of
so many volumes they have formulated a complaint and delivered
an Opening Address to the Court which shows they have either
not understood our aims or have purposely misreprei.ented them.
I am not prepared to believe that the Pro,ecution, reprtsented by
the best available brain~ of bourgeois culture, are incapable of an
intelleetual understanding of the literature. I would rather say
that their class duty dictates to them the latter course. Therefore
my aims as a Communist .are not the same as shown by the
Prosecution nor is their interpretation of my activities correct.

2. Fundamental proposition ef the Communist Manifesto
The theory and practice of Communism which is also known
as Marxism and Lenimsm wa!. first scientific.ally formulated
by Marx (1818-1883) and Engdo; (1820-1895). Both Marx and
Engels were Gem1an!\, both of them in their early life took
part in the revolutionary upheaval' in Germany. both were
champions of the working-cla!>s and peasantry and were,
therefore, expelled from Germany. After expulsion, Marx
and Engels lived in England, the classical home of Capitalism.
While there Marx studied the development of Capitah,m, how
the• working-cla!>s create!. the wealth of societ) and how it
is appropriated hy the capitalist clas!> and how at a certain
stage of development it becomes necel>sary to overthrow
Capitalism and establish Socialism. He ob!>erved how Capitalil>m
developed in England and the Continent, the displacement
of handicraft production of English artisans by English
capitalists, owning the newly invented machinery. the capture
of political power from the hands of the old foudal lords
and merchants by the new bourgcoii.1e. He saw how in thi!\
struggle the working-das!\ and peasantry was used by the
rising bourgeoisie to fight it~ class battles and wa!I afler the
struggle exploited by the houri!eoi~ie. and he fonnulated the
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fundamental proposition in the Communist Manifeste>-"that in
every historical epoch, the prevailing mode of economic
production and ~xchange and the social organisation necessarily
following from it formed the basis upon which is build up and
from which alone can be explained the political and intellectual
history of that epoch, and consequently the whole history of
mankind (since the dissolution of primitive tribal society, holding
land in common ownership) h~ been a history of class-struggle.,,
contests between exploiting and exploited, ruling and oppressed
classes; that the history of these class-struggles forms a
development in which a stage now been reached, where the
exploited and oppressed class-the proletariat-cannot attain u.,
emancipation from the sway. of the expl01ting and ruling
class-the bourgeoisie-without at the same time and once for
aJI emancipating society at large, from all exploitatton,
opwre~sion, class distinction and cla~~-~truggle." (P. 21 ). The
proposition ~tatcs that the cla~~e~ arose from the dissolutton of
the primitive classless society, when private property arose. One
class was of those who owned the mean1' of production, land ell·.
and another of those who worked and gave the surplus to the
owners. The exploiting class dominated and govemcd society m
tb own interest. The conflict of economic interests has led to a
continuou~ clas1' war (sometimes violent, ~ometimcs peaceful)
and now in the present epoch of Capitalism a ~tage ha~ come
where scx:iety cannot move forward without once for all
overthrowing Capitalism and establishing a classless society, that
is Socialii,t i,ociety. This is historically inevitable. After the
episode of the Paris Commune, Marx emphasised the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat as a transitional stage. Thus in facr
all the fundamental principles of Communism were fonnuJated
b~ Marx and Engels in the period 1842-\ 895 inc\ud;ng the noY..
universally famous slogan "Workers of the World unite. You
have nothing to lose but your chains, you have a world to wm "
which appeared for the fir.it time in the Communi~t Mamfei.ro

issued by the Communist League from London in 1847 and
which was a\&o printed

a~

a guiding principle!> of the first Marx1"l

paper "The Communist" h1sued in September 1847 hy Engeh
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3. Communism is neither German, Ruaian nor English
There is a lot of talk going round about "Moscow Road" and
"Moscow Ideas". It is said that Communism is a Russian growth
unsuitable to any other soil and especially the Indian. I may point
out that neither Marx nor Engels were Russian. By birth they
were Gennan, by long residance they were English and their
study and writings were done in England. Communism would be
German according to the birth of its founders. 8Qd English
according to the place of its formulation and publication, French
according to its first experiment and Russian according to its
second and successful experiment. But such a labelling is absurd
and unscientific. Marxism has no nationality bacause it is a
science of social construction. The fundamental proposition of
Marxism applies to every social group wherever it exists. The
differences in its application arise, not from differences of
nationality, religion or caste, but from differences in the
economic development of the particular social group in a
particular historical epoch. In the present epoch of Imperialism
the application of Marxism to Russia, India, and China will be
predominantly similar, not because Lenin was a Ru~sian and the
Communists m India and China follow Leninism and observe
"Lenin Days," but because these three semi-continents are similar
in economic development, that is they are predominantly agrarian
and feudal While the application of Marxism to countries like
England, Germany a11d America wilJ be sol'llt"what different
because of the high industrialisation there. But it must be
remembered that these differences wi\\ not be very emphatic. In
its main outlines. the line of advance will be highly similar. Thus
when I follow Marxism, Leninism or Communism. I am not
following a method of this country or that but the method of
reconstmction of society which is proved historically to be
necessary and correct.

4. Our abn...:..0 replace world capitalist economy by a world
system of Communism
My aim as a Communist is to replace world capitalist ecoriomy
by a world system of Communism. Now the necessity for this
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arises out of the historical development of modem society which
threatens to degrade and even destroy the human race if capitalist
economy were npt overthrown. This necessity has nothing to do
with the question whetfier individual capitalists are charitable and
very religious men or a most hateful pack of scoundrels. Even if
they were most "ideal men" living on two pennies a day, eating
ftom \ton utens\\s, \n t\\e\t \ltlvate \\{e, the ca\)\ta\\st econom'1
wou\d \\ave to be ove.tt\\tovm am\ te\)\aced b'1 a soc\a.\\s\
economy because the formet is no \onget com\)atib\e wit\\ the
growth of society. So when Communists speak of their aim they
do not speak of it, as if it is ordained by some holy book
descended from heaven or because it is preached by an
extraordinary genius like that of.Marx or Lenin, such as are cast
forth by Nature once in centuries. Their aim is a historical
inevitability, the inexorable demand born out of ~ocial growth of
cenfOries. "The theoretical concfusions of Communists are in no
way based on the ideas or principles that have been invented by
this or that would be universal reformer. They merely express in
general terms actual relations springing from an existing classstruggle, from a historical movement going on under our very
eyes," wrote Marx himself in the famous Manifesto of 1847.

5. Existing system not eternal
The existing capitalist economy governing the whole world did
not exist from time immemorial. It is a well-known historical fact
that Capitalism arose after the mechanical inventions, the great
changes in the technique of production, exchange and transport
and the social revolution following from them. It is a
commonplace lesson of every school text-book of history that the
modem capitalist economy and the industrial powers m the world
were born from the industrial and technical revolutions of the
18th and 19th century. We all know that formerly there were
barons, landlords and kings on one side and small towns and
castles, artisans and handicraftsmen, handloom weav~rs and the
small merchants on the other; that all these have vanished In
their place have sprung up big ind~strial companies, huge cartels,
finance-kings and banks on the one hand, and a huge army of
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workers and petty-bourgeois employees on the other. An
unlimited accumulation of wealth at one end of the pole and
accumulation of misery at the other. This development has been
going on under our very eyes, giving birth to new fonns of classstruggle. The changed conditions, the new bourgeois economy,
was the outcome of the new technology of society the new
instruments of \)toduction and exchange, that are bemg daily
\)C.rice\ed more an~ tMte.
6. Its characteristics-Monopo\-y of the means of production
The characteristic features bf this capitalist economy which
dominates the world today are these: The monopoly ownership of
the most vital means of production of social necessities by the
capitalist class and big landlords, the existence of a propertiless
wage-earning class which being deprived of the means of
production is compelled to sell its labour power to the capitalist
class; the production of commodities for profit, and linked up
with all this the planless and anarchic method of production as a
whole.
The characteristics of capitalist economy are to be found in
their highly developed form in those imperialist countries where
Capitalism ha~ been developing in the l 9th century. The
monopolisation of the means of production by the capitalist class
and a whole propeny1ess population at their mercy are a
condition at their highest point of development in America,
England, France, Germany and Japan. Though these countries by
themselves are not a very substantial part of the world either in
territory or in population, yet their economy, the imperialist
e.conomy dominates the whole world in all its branches of life.
The monopolisation of the means of production by the
capitalist class has not been brought about by what is called" the
accumulation of the honest returns of entelprise, the abstinance of
the capitalist class in not spending away all its profits but
charitably an~ most humanly reinvesting them in industry so that
the poor may get work and be fed and humanity attain happiness.
Such an idea of capitalist process is resented for the pri- to
preach from the pulpit to the gullible, and the school
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master to the pupils so that they may not revolt against bourgeois
property.

7. Monopoly broulltat about by force
The monopolisation of the means of production by the
capitalist class has been brought about by violent robbery and
forcible expropriation of the artisans of the middle ages, the
violent expropriation of the peasantry and the feudal landlords by
the new bourgeoisie, and by wholesale robbery of such feudal
nations like India and China by the Capitalism of Europe and
America. The primary accumulation of feudal property and
afterwards of bourgeois property is a tale of nothing but bloody
violence on English farmers by English landlords, of opium wars
of the spoliation of Begums and N~abs, of rate wars and wars
for concessions of exploitation and finally imperialist world war!I.
Accumulation of capital in the hands of the bourgeoisie 1s
accomplhied by the ruthless exploitation of child and woman
labour, by the horrible atrocities on a rebellious working-clalis,
trying to get a few more rupees and a few less hours of work.
"Capital is born into the world oozing with blood from head to
foot," so said Marx.

8. Capitalism civilises-why then rebel?
But an objection may be raised that these are stories that
belong to the dead past, why unearth them now? Today at le~t
Capitalism is trying its best to give better conditions of work to
the workers, who would be nowhere if capitalists were not to run
their factories. Are not the capitalists taking you by their side on
the highest ruling authority of the Empire-the British Cabinet?
They are instituting great welfare schemes for the workers. They
are prohibiting child labour in factories and woman labour m
mines. In the best capitalist countries they are spending millions
to feed the unemployed. Then why complain against Capitalism?
If capitalists have the monopoly of the means of production, of
the great wealth-producing factors, why grumble against that?

Has not Capitalism developed the whole world from marshy
jungles into wealth-producing populated countries with culture,
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civilisation and all the best things that could be obtained under
the sun? There are some defects in the capitalist system, no doubt
about it. It has its bad features, as everything else in the world
has. But then the Communists alone have not the monopoly of
the best means for removing these evils. There are others also
who are as much anxious about society, workers, and all. They
too are trying to remove social evils. Let us "all" unite for the
good of humanity. Such are the arguments of many pettybourgeois reformists.

DI- 27.10.31.

9. We appreciate progress under Capitalism
We cannot afford in the first place to bury the hatchet and
forget history. History is a great account-book and balance-sheet
of every epoch of the class-struggle of the great concern called
society. When a great concern is failing, affecting the lives of
2,000 million people, it is impossible to take over charge of it and
reconstruct it without its previous account-book. Up till now in
all the historical epochs, all the misery has been credited to our
side, while all the good things of life have been pocketed once by
feudalism and next by the bourgeoisie But even supposing for a
moment we consent to forget history, consent to let bygones be
bygones, even supposing that the whole bourgeoisie has been
ovenaken by a complete "change of heart." we cannot pull on
with Capitalism. Even if every bourgeois were to tum out
tomorrow in the oQarsest Sabannati cottons, begin to live on
goat's milk and cucumbers and call his workers and tenants, "my
dear brother," while keeping intact the present property relations,
.
still Capitalism must be overthrown.
There is no school of thought in the world which appreciates
and assesses the world of Capitalism at its true and highest value
a., much as Marxism does. "The bourgeoisie during its rule of
scarce one hundn!d years has created more massive and colossal
productive fon:es than have all preceding generations together.
Subjugation of nature's forces to man. machinery, application of
chemistry to industry and agriculture. steam navigation railways.
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electric telegraphs, clearing of whole continents for cultivation,
canalisation of rivers, whole populations conjured out of the
ground-what earlier century had even a presentiment that such
productive forces ~slumbered in the lap of social labour?"
(Manifesto-Marx). This was written in 1847 by the founders of
Communism. Since then subjugation of nature's forces to man
has gone still further. Railways are superseded by air-ways,
canalisation of rivers is fading into canalisation of oceans if they
dare to obstruct man's traffic. From electric telegraphs we have
moved into television, and the old feudal soldier of the Bikaner
desert is not now surprised to see his son jump from the jerking
dromedary into the giant dirigible. The bourgeoisie has donr all
this, and that is why it is time now for it to be overthrown, juc;t as
it overthrew its predecessor, becue it is no longer compatible
with further progress.

I0. WJlat makes it now incompatible with progress-nature
and society-the process of production
What is it that has made the system suddenly incompatible
with further social development, when for so long it worked so
hard and so nice and created a new world? The element that ha~
made it so, we call "the contradiction between the productive
forces and production relations." What does it mean?
Human society ever since it began has had to abstract material
energy from Nature; without these loans it could not exist.
Society best adapts itself to Nature by abstracting (and
appropriating) more energy from Nature; only by increasing this
quantity of energy does society succeed in growing. "Every child
knows that any nation would perish of hunger, if it should stop
work, I ~hall not say for a year, but only for a few weeks.''
(Marx's letter.) Men cultivate the ground, raise wheat, rye, maize;
they breed and graz.e animals. They satisfy their demands for
food, clothing and shelter.
In order that society may continue to live, this process of
production must be constantly renewed. If we assume that at any
moment a certain amount of wheat, shoes and shirts have been
produced and all these are eaten up and used up, in the same
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period, it is clear that production must at once repeat its cycle;
they have to be reproduced. The raw material like cotton and also
the instrument which made it into cloth, all deteriorate and have
to be reproduced. In this process of production and reproduction,
the balance between what you have been able to produce and
what you have spent or it has been necessary for you to spend is
the decisive element in the growth of society.
For exa"!lple, a certain society, like that of the aboriginal Bhils
or certain groups closed in the interior of Africa, wb.ich must
devote all its working time to covering its most rudimentary
needs, will consume all its prodll(tC as rapidly as new products are
produced. If half the year it gathers mulberries and half the year it
spins on a takli it will have spent its old mulberries, by the time it
has spun some cotton for itself, and by the time it gathers new, it
ha.' worn out its takli product and must spin again and so on. This
society will remain at the same low level of existence.
11. Technology, the material measure of progress
But if by reason of machinery and tools, the same quantity of
necessary produce is obtained in half the time, that society will
get time to devote the saving in time to "culture" or obtaining
other useful prodµcts. Society will grow. So the growth of society
depends on the productivity of social labour. It means the
relations between the quantity of product obtained and the
quantity of labour expended. Obviously the productivity 'of
labour is a precise measure of the 'balance' between society and
nature. The expeoditure of labour consists of two components:
the labour that is crystallised and transferred into instruments of
production, and the "living labour", i.e. direct expenditure of
working energy. The material factors of the productivity of
labour as a quantity are the quantity of products obtained; second,
the quantity of instruments of production; third, the quantity of
the productive forces, i.e. living workers. All these taken together
become "the material productive forces of society." If in the case
of a certain society we know what kinds of instruments it controls
and how many, what kinds of workers and how many, we shall
also know the productivity of social labour and what will be the
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degree to which that society has conquered nature. For example,
if we know that a Sabannati-Ashram-Society on an All India
scale requires a hundred million tak:lis with hundred million
spinners to provide ~ necessary yam for cloth working at
12 hours a day and side by side with it Soviet India requires ten
million spindles with 20,000 spinners working at 7 hours a day
only, it can give us a precise material measure for the stage
attained by them in the conquest of nature and social evolution.
In trying to change nature with the help of instruments of
production (which also determine the distribution and
consumption) man changes himself also. If the handloom i~
evolved into a power-loom the handicraftsman will vanish and
the skilled power-loom weaver will come into existence. Motors
•
will produce motor-drivers. Thus instruments
and persons are not
merely aggregates but they stand in deep interconnection, in a
system,
persons and things standing in a definite relation to
each other. This technology of society is the material indicator of
the relation between society and nature. It is the fundamental characteristic which differentiates one social group from
another.
For example, the Mughal Emperor Aurengzeb, in the dayi.
when printing was not known, used to copy the Koran in
handwriting and sell it, which was the prevalent mode of
producing books. It took days to make one copy and cost one
guinea. Today, the same copy is produced on the lithograph by a
thouSdlld per hour costing a few annas. Technology has advanced
and indicates our higher stage of evolution.

;1

12. Instruments determine ideas and dasses-tbeir
lay-out--they produce a working-dass after their own
image
The instruments of labour not only determine the type of
labour, they also produce a system of ideas. Human beings are
not like tools. They think. But this thinking is also governed by
technology and the consequent social strocture following from it.
The elements in society would therefore be ( 1) things (2) persons
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(3) ideas. These elements stand in a definite relation to each
other. Everyone knows that the instruments of production do not
stand merely in certain places but in a .. ertain order. At any
given moment if we study society functioning we can find this
easily. For example, the textile mills in Bombay and their looms
and spindles are arranged in a definite order, in a definite
proportion, so many carding machines for so many spindles, so
many spindles for so many looms. Then again all mills have a
definite relation of the coal or electricity they consume, the cotton
they require, the iron and steel factories they want for meeting
their needs of machinery. The relation inside a single factory is
fixed. But the relation between one branch of technology, say like
textiles, and another, say production of cotton, in the unorganised
capitalist society, depends on blind forces, while in an organised
socialist system it depends on conscious direction of forces. But
still a relation does exist in all society. This relation between
different branches of social production and their proportions also
determine the structure of human relations of that society. For
example, we take textiles. In the feudal days when manufacture
of cloth was done by spinning on charkha and weaving on
wooden handlooms, the nature of technology determined the
order of human relations. Cotton was produced in small patches
on village lands, ginned and carded in the cottages and distributed
to spinners. The spinners' product was either woven in the same
family or given to the village weavers. What was the structure
arising from thi'!? There would not be a Central Cotton
Committee as we have today in India presided over by a cotton
magnate. There could not be a Cotton Exchange because no
cotton came to the mark.et operating on an international scale.
There could not be milJ-owners owing millions of spindles, as
millions of spindles could not be fixed in a steel-frame running a
thousand spindles at a time and making the instrument so costly
and so efficient that necessarily the village spinner could not buy
it nor could compete with it. There were of necessity small ~
patches, cottage spinners and weavers unconnected by any
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market on a large scale and not subject to a factory system.
Similarly in the case of building. The Moghuls could build the
beautiful Taj Mahal. Capitalist technique today can produce a
like one or even a "better one. But the Taj Mahal remains a
wonder. To whom? To the villager because it is so magnificent.
But for the modem men, the men of cities like London and New
York it is also a wonder. Their wonder consists in the question,
how could the technique of those days produce such a structure?
A large part of the wonder consists not in what thing is produced
but how it is produced. The Moghul Emperor took five years and
20,000 men to produce it. The technology of the time required
hundreds of separate artisans, employed thousands of slaves to
chisel out the masonry and raise it tn months and months. But
modem technology would cut the stone with huge electric iron
saws, rar it with cranes, get the whole thing planned by delicate
instruments and finish the job with a few hundred skilled workers
in a few months. The two technologies produce two different
labour relations, types of labourers and the order in which they
stand to each other. Slaves are incompatible with delicate
machinery. The technique determines the organisation of labour
in the productive process. The poor technology of ancient time&
produced things on small scale resulting in a poor exchange
process. The economy remained mostly economy in kind.
Modem technology makes it possible for a capitalist
manufacturer to produce, say, shoes by thousands. As he cannot
wear them all, he throws them on the market. He produces
"commodities" which is a consequence of change in technology.
In the nationalist literature of India today we find often a
reference to the fact that India produced fine muslins in ancient
days. The thumb cutting of Dacca weavers is a famous ~xample
which millions of orators today use to illustrate the ruthless
suppression of Indian lndtJstry by Lancashire. They say that if
violence had not been used against these weavers they would
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have competed against the finest of Lancashire cloths. There is no
doubt about the fact that Dacca weavers produced fine goods and
that they were forcibly suppressed. But that does not alter the fact
that the social technology of India of those times was poorer than
that of Lancashire or India today. As is said above the question is
not 'what' things were produced but 'how' they were produced,
which shows the stage of social evolution. Daccd muslin of 11 O
counts requires a weaver to cultivate a peculiar kind of nails and
dexterity of fingers over long years. The social time necessary to
produce ten yards of that muslin. was several hundred times more
than what the modem spindles and looms will require. A saving
in social expenditure of energy on the same product caused
by the two different techniques constitutes our advance. Even
the violent suppression and conquest of India was due to the
higher technology of Britain, and we would be unfair to the
British bourgeoisie if we were not to mention the fact that it
suppressed the British weavers also as ruthlessly as it suppressed
the Indian.
13. Instruments distribute men
If we observe the relations of men in the productive process we
find that the groupings of men are not accomphshed in such a
manner as to cause the variou& groups to lie in horizontal line but
rather in a vertical line. For example in the conditions of serfdom
of the ancient Hihdu caste system we find at the top the owners
of the estates, sharing their power with the theological autocracy
which at the beginning had an economic content. Then we find
ministers, petty merchants and at the bottom the peasants; al.I of
them again standing over the heads of the aboriginals,
jungle-cleaners and marshy place cleaners, the vanguard of the
colonising groups of Kshatrias. In capitalist production relations,
men are not only distributed as machinists, railwaymen, textile
workers etc., all of whom in spite of great difference bet~een
their tasks are working along the same line occupying the same
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relative station in production. But above them we find overseers,
master mechanics, "salaried employees," then the agents,
managers, owners and capitalists. So we find differently
constiwted relations "between persons at work. All of them
participate in the labour process. In classifying we may do so by
trade or calling and also according to classes. On the basis of
occupations we shall have smiths, carpenters, weavers etc. Then
in the higher class we shall have supervisors, engineers, jobbers,
etc. It is quite obvious that the smith, the fitter or the weaver are
in a class different from that of the engineer, the supervisor or the
jobber. And distinct from them all is the capitalist who has
control of all. In spite of the difference in work of the numbers of
the first category, they all stand in the hme relation in the labour
process. But their relation to the capitalist is quite different. The
greatest differences here are in the productive function, in the
significan& of each in the productive process.
The capitalist in his factory distributes and arranges his
workers just as he might his tools and machines; but in the
capitalist system, the workers cannot distribute the capitahst.
This is a relation of "master and servant, with Capital in
command". The basis of division of men into different social
classes lies in their different functions in the productive
process.

14. Distribution of Capital determines distribution of
products
The process of distribution is governed by the process of
production. The former is not independent of the latter. As I have
already said, in modem technology, each establishment produces
a special product and its distribution takes the form of exchange.
The manner of production detennines the manner of distribution
of its products. But in the process of production itself are
involved two "distributions", firstly the distribution of persons in
the process, and secondly the distribution of tools amongst these
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persons. The varying distribution of persons as we have seen is
again connected with the distribution of the means of labour. The
capitalist and the landlord control the means of labour, factory,
land etc; while the worker has no instruments of labour apart
from his labour power. The slaves and peasant serfs-like Dublas
in Gujarat-do not own even their bodies. It is therefore obvious
that the varying function of classes in production is based on the
distribution of instruments of production among them. Engels
says: "Economy deals not with things but with relatio~s between
persons and in the last analYJis between classes; but these
relations are always bound up with things and appear as things".
For example, the current class relations in capitalist society,
namely the relations between capitalists and workers are bound
with a thing, the instruments of production owned. controlled and
used to obtain profits for the former. These instruments like the
mills in Bombay are not merely for producing doth. They also
have a special, social significance. They are instruments of
exploiting wage labourers. The capitalist obtains profits because
he owns the means of production which ultimately means
Capital. Thus the distribution of the means of production
determines the distribution of the products. The owner of the
means of producing cloth has all of it whde to the share of the
worker falls little of it. It is these class relations which determine
in the first place the outline of society, its economic structure.
In a compli<.'aled society like the modem the relations of
production and consequently of distribution are very complicated
and interwoven. But the fundamental scheme of all is the relation
between the great groups known as social classes. The system of
society will depend on the classes included in society, their
mutual position, their functions in the productive forces, the
distribution oj the instruments of labour. We have a capitalist
society if the capitalist is on top; a slave system if the slave owner
is on top and in control of every thing; and the Dictatorship of tbe
Proletariat if the workers are on top.
0
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15. Change in technology changes social structure
The form of social classes depends on production relations,
which in turn depend on the technology of society. So if
technology changes, ihe social classes also must change. Fifty
years ago in India large scale production was unknown. The
means of production had not advanced beyond simple tools
which depended on the skilful use of the workers who wielded
them. As the instrument of production was subject to the skill of
the worker, production was scattered, and technique could not
give birth to large scale production concentrated in a factory and
consequently to the class of proletarians of modem capitalist
society. With the change in technique the artisan class is being
destroyed and a proletariat is in the process of formation. The
merchant guild master is vanishing aifd is being replaced by the
modem banks and capitalists. Class relations change with the
changes in the productive forces. "These social relations between
the prod*rs and the conditions under which they exchange their
activities and share in the total act of production, will naturally
vary according to the character of production. With the discovery
of a new instrument of warfare, the firearms, the whole internal
organisation of the army was necessarily altered, the relations
within which individuals composed an army and can work as an
army were transfonned, and the relation of different armies to
one another was likewise changed. We thus see that social
relations within which individuals produce, the social relations of
production, are altered, transformed with the change and
development of the material means of production, of the forces of
production". (Karl Marx "Wage Labour and Capital".) This in
other words is the proposition which I have already quoted. The
totality of production relations is the economic structure of
society or its mode of production.

16. The Supentructare-State, religion, art etc.
The question then arises-are the other phases of social life a
product of these production relations or are they an independent
growth? These other phases are of a varied character, some of
them appearing to be so far removed from a direct relation with
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the economic structure of society that they take up appearance of
an independent growth. But Marxism states that all the social,
political and cultural aspects including religion, art, manners,
customs, philosophy etc., are conditioned by the economic
structure of society.
In the modem imperialist epoch it requires very little argument
to prove that the State conforms to the economic structure. In
capitalist society, the capitalists control the means of production,
naturally they control the State also. The fusion of the fetivities
of the great banks and trusts with the actions of the State is so
naked since the world war, the Governors of big metropolitan
banks controlling currencies and economic operations of several
States at a time, illustrates the fusion to such an extent that none
now can sensibly challenge the proposition that the State is
controlled by that class which is dominant in economy-today
the bourgeoisie.
Religion is one of the phases of social life that is supposed to
be independent of the economic structure. But in this case, the
example of the ancient Hundu States will prove our proposition.
In the ancient Hindu States and in fact in all medieval States,
religion and its theological hierarchy was completely indentified
with the State, which was controlled by the dominant class in
economy, the landowners, slaveowners and barons. Naturally all
the actions of the dominant class which were also the actions of
the State found sanction in the religion of the time. An excellent
example of this is the Law of Mano. In a clear-cut manner and
quite ruthlessly 4e prescribes the law, religion, customs and
morality once as applicable to the dominant class or caste (which
at that time were interchangeable categories and not rigid and
devoid of their economic content as today) and then as applicable
to the suppressed class of peasants, serfs or slaves. He franltly
says that unless it was so the suppressed class would become
dominant and try to alter the relative position of the classes in
social life (including the economic) causing a great "disaster".
These social stahdards of the dominant class were to be forced on
the subject class by force and viol~ce and the king who w~ld
fail to do it would be dethroned by the dominant class. The St.ate,
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law, morality, religion, all confonn to the needs of the dominant
class in the economic structure of society. They abide so long as
they are necessary to maintain a certain equilibrium between the
contradictory class Interests in the structure. It is on the basis of
the economic condition that they are evolved and with it they
change and disappear. This is formulated by Karl Marx in another
place thus: "In the social production of their lives, men enter into
specific necessary relations, independent of their wills,
production relations, which correspond to a certain specific stage
in the evolution of their material productive forces. The totality
of these production relations constitutes the economic structure of
society, the real basis over which there arises a legal and political
super-structure and to which there correspond specific social
forms of consciousness. The mode ~f production of material life
conditions the social, political and mental life process in general
It is not the consciousness of men that detennines their being, but
on thef' contrary their social being that determines their
consciousness." ("Critique of Political Economy", quoted by
Bukharin in "Historical Materialism").

17. Ideology
This super-structure consists of various human organisations,
vague non-co-ordinated thoughts and feelings and an "ideology".
Generally we find several vague thoughts, ordinary feelings
common to a whole society, which may be called social
psychology. The social psychology involves two principal
elements. First there are general psychological traits found in all
classes of a given society, because the situation of those classes
may have certain common elements in spite of class differences.
For example in the feudal times a common trait is submission to
authority, routine and traditional practices; the peasant serf is
ruled by the lord, yet, he also has got the same trait and in his
turn expects submission from his family. Both enjoy unlimited
authority, one on his estate and the other in his family. That trait
begins to disappear .in the city life of a worker, which breaks the
family and consequently the authority of the "head of the family".
Hence the psychology of the old men of the countryside conflicts
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with that of the younger sons from the city, and in despair they
wail "it is the power of Kaliyuga!"
The second element is class psychology which is produced by
the aggregate conditions in which the class is stationed, in the
economic and socio-political environment. Class psychology
assumes very intricate forms and does not many a time lend itself
to a direct interpretation through its economic content. It can
always be explained by the concrete environment of the specific
class. Besides this, there are vocational types of psychology also;
viz. that of the lawyers and the jurists. All law and jurisprudence
have a solid economic content. yd to a jurist the law appears to
be every thing and many a time, a whole lot of them, due to their
vocational psychology which shut~ them up within the wheels of
law and its own logic, develop theories or view points which may
conflict seriously with the existing property relations. In such
cases the correcting agency of the State steps in and the "rulings"
that conflict in such a glaring manner are set aside by legislation.
A systematised class psycholog:x becomes ideology. For
example, in the early stages, the workers' discontent against the
capitalist order is a vague general dissatisfaction. It is not
ideology. Later, however, the vague tendency to have some other
system becomes definitely formulated. A ~et of demands,
programme or platform arises. a definite "ideal" begins to appear.
Hence, we get an ideology. We often hear of ideological
deviations and corrections. Because, a~ Engel~ says: "Ideology is
simply occupying oneself with thoughts as with independent
entities developi~ independently subject only to their ·own
laws." Naturally a correction of them is to expose their conflict
with their fundamental basis-the economic content of their class.

D/-28. l 0.31

18. Economy and other factors of social life-their relative
importance-the view of the Indian bourgeoisie
The insistence that is laid so long upon economy does not mean
that it is the only true element while all others are vague mis~s.
The theory of historical materialism does not deny the importance
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of the superstructure but explains it. It does not considei: the
various factors of the structure from the point of their unequal
value, whether lit~rature is more important than science, or
science more than "°litics. Such a gradation of tbe relative
importance is dangerous. The trigger is as important as the barrel
in a rifle. But certainly economy is more important than dancinj!.
But we reject considering the scales of importance of these
'factors'. They are not independent factors as such at all, but the
whole is a synthesis, all the elements being necessary to maintain
the equilibrium and continuity of society; at the same time all
these elements are conditioned by the material productive force~
of society.
It has become necessary here to show that the fundamental
basis of all society is its econom1t structure, becau!le m India
today, in the political and cultural movement!I, the champion!-. of
those movements consider that their particular movement ll\
conditi!ned by the causation of its own ideological system and 11
is unconnected with any other basis. As already pointed out th1'
is always the case when people try to deal only with the
super-structure and do not know the real bast~. For example, the
liberal bourgeoisie in India says:. "It would accept everythmg that
is best in British culture". The petty-bourgeoisie revolts and say'
that India has her own culture and we shall have nothing from the
British culture. Such statements come from two purely isolated
fightl'I between two ideological schools. But as we have seen
above these attitudes follow necessarily from the production
relations of the class to which the contending sections belong m
the production forces of Indian society. The liberal bourgeoisie
being completely interlocked, in Industry, Banking. Government
posts etc., with the British bourgeoisie, Jt has made its own the
British culture, which in its tum is the culture of the industrial
bourgeoisie. But the case with the lnd1an petty-bourge01sie l!'i
different. It is not yet organically fused with the liberal
bourgeoisie. It still depends on petty trading of village produc:ll\.
on petty farming rents which are threatened by the Brithh
expropriators. A large section is still governed in its life more by
the custom~ and laws of Manu than the ideology of M\\\ and
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Bentham. A section of it, drawn from the families of the feudal
landholders, expects to see the return of the "old glorious times".
Therefore, it thinks India has a special culture, which means a
specific type of feudal culture, which is not yet completely
destroyed because its basis the feudal productive forces are yet
dominant to a large extent.
Not knowing historical materialism of Marx, the scholars of
the Indian bourgeoisie run hither and thither to explain these
"special cultures" and "special message~" of India. 'ftie various
"popular parties," not based on the scientific historical
materialism of Marx, are easily d.eluded into thinking that the ills
of India can be cured by ~imple readjustment in the
superstructure of the State, law etc. Even a great scientist like
Sir C. V. Raman proposed that if Government were to give him
ten lakhs of rupees to establish experimental laboratories for
research and training in industrial chemistry, the il1s of India's
industry would be cured. This was a glaring example of Engels'
definition of ideology as being simply "the occupying oneself
with thoughts as with mdependent entitles developing
independently subject only to their own laws." The expert forgot
that industrial chemistry does not arise unless there is fm.t a
modicum of industry as a basis for it, unless there is a certain
accumulation of capital in the hands of the bourgeoisie and the
State power is in harmony with the development of the
productive forces of the country.
The thorough grasp of historical materialism is. therefore,
absolutely nece5*)' to show that the present clashes in politics,
in culture, in education etc. are disturbances m the superstructure
of society caused by the di~turbance of the equilibrium in the
productive forces and production relations of the classes of our
~ociety, some on world scale and some limited to the Indian field.
When this is accepted. it naturally follow!. that the political and
cultural warfare is not all in all, and no "compromise" or
"understanding': in the field of the superstructure. viz. a con-

version of reser'1ed subjects into transferred, a free distribution of
the copies of Gita instead of the Bible. appointment of Indian
Govemon and Legislators instead of the British. w\\\ restore \he
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equlibrium unless there is a readjustment or revolution in the
production relations, the property relations of the social classes.
Therefore, it is that the statute of the International Workmen's
Association, which fumprised the vanguard of the Proletariat,
says that "The economic emancipation of the working-class is,
therefore, the great aim to which every political movement must
be subordinated." At the same time it is necessary to give a
warning here that this is not to be understood in the sense that the
movement in the field of economy alone is important. That lead'
to
the
deviation
of "Economism"
and
ultimately
"welfare-work-reformism", which neglects the political task of
the working-class. The economic emancipation is the
fundamental aim. But politics as a mean~ to achieve it is the moi.t
important and the first and supreme weapon in the achievement
of that aim.

19. Malxism is concerned with changing the basis of
economy, not merely the superstructure
We know from history that revolutions have occurred d'
recently as 14 years ago, and that revolutionary upheavals have
been going on almost in every country of the world since the
cJose of the imperialist world war. What has been the outcome of
the victorious revolutions? Firstly, a different political power
Secondly, a different place of classes in the process of production, different distribution of the in~truments of production. Why'J
We know that all the means of human life are procured with the

aid of these instrumentli. Through the Jong process of history, mto
the details of which we cannot go here, the distribution of the~c
products takes place according to the distribution of the mean!! of
production among the social classes. As the ownership of the
means of production is in the hands of the capitalist class or the
feudal cJa~s. the Jargesr share of the products is appropriated by
thi~ class. So Jong as this accumulation of social necessities inlo
the bands of a class does not become a complete hindrance on
further production the discontent of the actual producing class.
the workers and peasants, does not take the fonn of a violent

conftict. But so soon as a further development become1i
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impossible the conflict breaks out in a violent class war. As the
dominating class fortifies its economic powers through the State
in the final analysis, the highest fonn of action of class war is a
political revolution, the capture of the State power. "Politics is the
concentrated expression of economy", but not every conflict
between the productive forces and production relations results in
a revolution of this type. Bourgeois writers of history depict
every change of a king or constitution as a revolution. Every
street rising leading to a displacement of one party by i!Oother is
calJed by it a revolution. But that is not the kind of revolution
which is aimed at by Communists. A dethronement of the present
monarchy by the present Labour Party or the Liberals may not
mean a revolution at all so long as the present property relations
between, say, the miners and the mine-owners, remain the ~ame.
The mere disappearance of King Alfonso from the throne of
Spain is not what we might call a revolution. Because it does not
alter the relative position of the !ilocial classes in production and
the consequent appropriation of the products. The working-class
continue~ to produce surplus values for the dominant bourgeoisie.
Thus a change in the personnel of the bureaucratk system of the
State or the change from monarchy to Republic or from one
bourgeoisie to another, smce it does not affect the fundamental
chardcter of the production relations, is not a revolution. Such
changes have their importance m so far as they are attempts to
lessen the intensity of the contradiction~ and bring about a
readjustment of the equilibrium withm the same socio-economic
structure. For example, the Chartist Movement in England
threatened a revolution against the bourgeois order, but did not
develop into one because the forces of production had not
exhausted a\\ tbeir poss1bi\it1es of growth. The discovccy of
mines and new regions and a consequent migration of -the
discontented Jabour force reduced the pressure of the
contradiction; the productive forces developed still further. It was
an adjustment•within the same socio-economic structure. "The
cause of revolutions is the conflict between the productive forces
and production relations as solidified in the political organisation
of the ruling class. These production relations are so emp\utic a
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break on the evolution of the productive forces that they simply
must be broken up if society is to continue to develop. If they
cannot be burst asunder they will prevent and stifle the unfolding
of the productive lf.orces and the entire society wi II become
stagnant or retrogressive, that is it will enter upon a period of
decay."
The signs of the revolutionary upheaval began to appear first m
the ideological change of the oppressed c)a~s. which is ripening
for a revolution. The ripening of the bourgeois French Revolution
first found expression in the philosophers of the revolution, in the
new ideas about State, Democracy, Reason etc. The next step was
the political seizure of the State apparatus and thirdly,
rearrangement of economy. The feudal barons were destroyed
and the bourgeoisie controlled 'he State, developing the
productive forces on capitalist lines whose growth was hindered
by the feudal order, by its thithes and taxes tying down the serf!>
to the ltind and thus depriving the growing industrial workshops
of a free supply of labour.

20. Dialectics
This in short is the Marxist method of reading history. This i~
what is called the materialistic interpretation of history or
historical materialism. It should be noted that this is not identical
with materialism ali popularly understood or misunderstood. Thi!->
method views s0cicty in dialectical motion and not as a static
permanent thing. Such a view-point is opposed by the
bourgeoisie in the present period though the method of dialectici.
was evolved in its essence by a bourgeois phi\sopher, Hegel. lt i!>
opposed because the bourgeoisie wants to tell the revolutionary
proletariat that a capitalist system is a permanent and immutable
State. Dialectics in essence is revolutionary, as it measures
progress by the development of contradictions, resulting in a
higher form of motion. lt views, when applied to history, the
feudal order as a higher fonn than the primitive one; the
bourgeois economy or social order as a higher fonn than the
feudal whose contradiction it is. But the bourgeoisie wants to
ft\O\) hete. wh\\e tbe Man\sts proceed and state that the same
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dialectical motion of society shows that the socialist order is a
higher form than the bourgeois and the highest because it will
have no class contradictions at all. Historical materialism is this
law as applied to social growth and explains the past and
enlightens and moulds the future.

21. Causes of the conquest of India as given by the Maratha
historians-they are not causes but the description of
symptoms and after-effects
The history of the conquest of India by the British bOurgeoisie
is represented in many fant~tic colours by the hii,torians,
whether of the Indian bourgeoisie or the Bntish. Prominent
writ~rs like Mr. N. C. Kelkar and Mr. V. V. Khare attribute the
failure of the Indians (and the Marathas e')pecially, because it was
with them that the last decii,ive fights were waged by the
invaders) to put up a proper resistance mainly to the following
causes:1. General absence of the feeling of nationali~m.
2. Absence of a habit of co-operative working.
3. Absence of an institutional life, with iti. accompaniment of
elective principles.
4. Absence of superior weapons of war.
Mr. Rajwade, the most bnlliant research scholar of Indian and
Hindu history and of sociology in one of his articles findi. the
cause of British victory in the superior weapons of war of the
British. Briti~h historians very rarely speak seriously of the whole
thing and say that the British won because the Indians lost! But
both sets of reasons are shallow and unable to explain why the
Indians had not those four attributes in the same period in which
the British had them. Others would not like to admit the first
three reasons bur would content themseJves by saying that it.was
a huge military bungle on the part of Indians
We say that all these reasons are merely symptoms, a
description o" the superstructure of the social group~ in India of
that time, but 'do not explain anything. The conquest of India by
Britain was a conquest of Indian feudalism by the forces of the
British bourgeoisie, and it wa.1t an mevitable happening bec::ause
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everywhere the feudal order has always succumbed before the
new superior order of bourgeois industry. The four reasons
shown above are not characteristic of India as such but generally
of all feudal syste"1s, because they are the outcome of feudal
economy. The characteristics of feudal economy are that
production is carried on in isolated scattered farms by a
peasantry, which is personally bound to the feudal lords, who
appropriate the whole surplus produce, according as they like.
Production of other necessities is carried on on small scale in
homes or small workshops with handicraft tools, and as the
productivity of labour is not great, very little of market relations
erevail. A hereditary bureaucracy, stagnant life, wealth and ea~
for the dominant class and complete subjection including
personal subjection of the va"it pelsantry, isolated production,
such are a few of the characteri~tics. Isolated handicraft
production is quite the reverse of modem factory production,
which if based on a co-operative principle, i.e. each proces~ m
production (and naturally the worker) depending on another
process. There is an active exchange of goods on the market m
bourgeois economy which is lacking in the feudal. There •..,
absence of a contact in the latter. Hence, the absence of an}
active feeling of "nationalism". Nationalism is a bye-product of
the bourgeoi~ structure of economy. Constitutional working 1!1
also a product of the new productive forces. The new technology
requires the pooling of capital of millions of persons, which
necessarily introduces a constitutional working and ...,
incompatible with absolute autocracy and the purely personal
power of the feudal nobility.
La"itly, we come to the weapons of war. The weapons used by
the British were, in the later period, used by the Indian feudal
nobility also when it came in contact with the French and British
annies. There is evidence of a gun factory at Agra and of
ordnance batteries in the Maratha annies. but where was the bas1!I
of production of the technique that would supply them
continuously'! It requires a certain amount of iron and steel
indu.~try, of the requisite fuel supply which can develop only in
conditions where the means of production have advanced to a
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stage of swift turnover, with an economical expenditure of energy
with the aid of advanced instruments. In the absence of steel
and mining industries the Indian army could not be equipped
with a continuous supply of weapons used by their opponents.
A technology that imports steel for its swords from Turkey could
not be expected to produce a continuous supply of a phalanx of
batteries.

22. Why Indian peasantry first fought against Moghal
feudalism and then became cold-class oppres..ion
restored by their Maratha !eudal leaders
Moreover. the Indian peasantry wa!I not interested in fighting
for its feudal nobility and nowhere has the peasantry done so.
There is a class contradiction between the feudaJ class and the
peasantry. As producers on the soil they create wealth which is
appropriated by the feudal lords because they own the means of
production-the land-and have fortified their power through the
State and the clergy. The class war of the pe~antry in Europe
was fought in many a peasant war, one of which has been
brilliantly studied and depicted by Engels in his "P~ant War in
Germany" (Exh. P. J 183-D 407). ln the ancient history of every
country there are records of attempts of the oppressed class to end
the unequal division of wealth. In India one of the biggest
upheavals of this kind was, in my opimon, the Buddhist
Revolution. But in the latest period of feudal India, the flaring up
of an unmixed class war wa~ to a certain extent prevented by the
invasions of Muslim feudalism. The Hindu feudal lords
succeeded in worlcing up the religious feeling~ of the peasantry,
which w~ led to believe that a fight with those imaders would
improve their condition. The class-struggle was canalised into a
religious struggle, which in fact was a struggle between two
feudal groups, each of which exploited its own peasantry for its
own class interests. But after each such struggle, the peasantry
found that its condition remained just the same. The great revok
of the peasantty, which had intensified during the twelve years'

famine of the fourteenth century, and which at last took the form
of a religious movement of refonnation under the leadership
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of the "saints", who had been harassed by the theological
hierarchy or were ruined petty merchants of the city (like
Tukaram), was also canalised into an important wailing against
stone walls or a fight against the Mohammedan barons. Still
it retained its peasant character till the organised risings and
successes of Shivaji. The forces of this popular hero of the
present nationalists and Hindus of the Deccan were mostly led
by the rank-and-file peasants, which left its traces on the
administration also. One of the most significant characteristics
of this was the attempt made to discontinue hereditary service~
and grants of land. But after the successes, when the old feudal
element entered his forces, the movement deteriorated. In the
Third Reign, when the leaders of the rank-and-file peasants
who had fought were themselvel' created feudal lords and
hereditary grants of land etc. were introduced, the pea~antry
became again apathetic. The same old stagnant life, galvani~ed
into actfvity only where famine lashed it into invasion~. the
same old surrender of wealth to the parasitic class wa~ re~tored.
The ideological discontent could not mature in any class demand.
aiming at a change in the distribution of the means of production,
because no new forms of economy had been generated within
the womb of the old. The ideology and political superstructure
had to conform to the productive forces, the technology of their
time. There w~ no new invention, no advance in technology;
therefore, the repetition of the old production relation, or
reproduction of the old contradictions and stagnation could be
the only result, though accompanied by a little shifting of
some groups but always within the same socio-econom1c
structure.

23. The work of the British bourgeoisie-overthrow of
feudalism
ft was quite a different case with the British at this time. When
the Moghul feudal nobilicy was invading India, the German
peasantry had fought out an unsuccessful class war with its
nobility, which was helped in the ruthless suppression of the
peasantry by the traitor Martin Luther, who in history is painted
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as a saint of a refonned religion but in reality was the leader and
exponent of the ideology of the new mercantile bourgeoisie.
When Jehangir was trying to speed up feudal justice by a chain of
golden bells (a fine symbol for Justice indeed!), the British
bourgeoisie had fought out one revolution and beheaded its
feudal king, thus removing the feudal fetters on its economic
development in the towns. By a series of historical and natural
circumstances, Europe had moved out a hit and had possessed the
mobile gold and silver resources of America, wbich were
profitably turned into mercantile Capital, expanding production,
and creating new instruments of production etc. When the two
warring feudal groups in India were entering a peace pact and
partnership guaranteeing their respective nghts and share of
exploitation of the peasantry, the British mercantile bourgeoisie,
though weak. wao; forging ahead and assummg the new Cdpitalist
form of a Company. Feudal India was being opposed, not by a
feudal king, but by the East India Company. That alone sums up
the relative position of both in the development of the productive
forces. The new productive forces ripened within the womb of
feudal economy. but the production relations. the property
relations, which were in fovour of and under the control offeudal
nobility. would not allow them to grow unless they yielded the
surplus product to them just as they appropriated the ~urplus
values produced by the setfs. For example, one bale of cotton to
pass from the field of one noble where it was produced to the
workshop in the town, 1f the states of twenty nobles intervened,
had to pay twe'&y tolls which naturally hindered the growth of
production and led to conflict~. Those fetters were removed by
the overthrow of feudal power by the bourgeoisie, with the help
of the peasantry which also was the enemy of feudalism. When
we were here forming confederacies of barons, Britain had
carried out the two bourgeois revolutions of 1648 and 1689
which curtailed the power of the landowning bourgeoisie and
France had c4rried out a thorough destruction of an relics of the
old order in the prolonged and ruthless revolutionary struggle of
1789-93.
.
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24. The bourgeois revolution of 1793-the role of the
peasantry
School textbook~ of the bourgeoisie in all countries suppress
the revolutionary rble of the peasantry in these revolutions and
their subsequent betrayal by the bourgeoisie. The bourgeoi!I
revolutions of the l 7th, l 8th and 19th centuries were the joint
attacks of the peasantry and the town petty-bourgeoisie against
the feudal order, under the leadership of the bourgeoisie. The
peasantry had tried single-handed to rise against feudalism hut
had been mowed down by the nobility whose rights and
unlimited privileges over the peasant serf, including his wife and
daughters, were threatened. The peasantry watt incapable alone to
lead the struggle because it was under the influence of the clergy
which was an ally of the nobility; •it was isolated and scattered
and therefore, could not make concerted attacks like the nobility:
its dem_Jnds were not consciously revolutionary. They only asked
for lesf exploitation and not abolition of exploitation. There wa1..
no considerable town proletariat to give them a lead. With the
rise of the bourgeoisie the position changed. The feudal fetter~ on
bourgeois production had to be broken, but alone the bourgemMc
was not capable of accomplishing this. It allied itself with the
peattantry. The greatest and most thorough bourgeois revolution
was that of J793. All the literature on which we are fed by the
bourgeoisie about this period paints it as the struggle for the
splendid ideas of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, propounded by
the French philosophers. But these are merely the ideological
expressions of the real conflict of the bourgeois productive force!I
against the feudal production relations, which kept the bourgeoi!I
forces under "fetters, inequality and class untouchability."
Bourgeois historians also suppress the role of the peasantry,
which has been brought to light by the Marxist writers in its true
significance. I shall give only a short picture of the part played by
the peasantry.
The revolutionary action of the peasantry commenced in the
beginning of J789 when France was only just making
preparations for the Election of the States General. Already at
that time the peasants had refused to cany out various services
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imposed upon them by the landlords. The movement grew still
larger in the summer of 1789. The vanguard of the movement
was the village Poir. The peasantry formed detachments with
whatever weapons came to hand, marched to the castles of the
nobles and demanded the surrender of all the deeds and
documents upon which the feudal landlords based their claims to
exploit the peasantry. If t~ese documents were handed over they
were immediately burnt. If the landlord refused the peasants
attacked the castle and burnt it to the ground, ~metimes
massacring the owners. According to the historian Taine, during
the four months preceding the capture of the Ba!>ti1le, there were
four hundred peal\ant outbreaks of this kind. While the
bourgeoisie was opposed to feudal property, it was a fanatical
worshipper of its own property; but feudal property is also a form
of private property and had it become the fashion to treat feudal
property with disrespect, the danger would have arisen of
bourgeois property being treated with the !-.ame disre!>pect later
on. For that reason the bourgeoisie were displeased at first with
the revnJutionary conduct of the peasantry Oust as the Indian
Congress is here displeased). The Deputies ot the National
Assembly began to complain: "Property of every kind is heing
!)ubjected to most outrageous plunder. Everywhere castles are
being burnt down, monasterit>s are being destroyed, estates are
being plundered. The law is powerless, the authority of the courts
no longer exists." Hence a section of the National A-;sembly
proposed that these acb of violence be condemned and the
peasants should ~ told that this kind of conduct was against the
law and they must wait patiently for what the National Assembly
would do for them (almost the appeals issued by the Congress in
India asking the united Provinces peasantry to wait patiently for
the Round Table Conference and abide by the Gandhi-Irwin
Pact!).
But the peasant movement developed so rapidly that it was
hopeless to believe that it could be stemmed with promises.
Moreover. the bourgeoisie dared not repel the peasantry (unlike
that in India) and the revolutionary conduct of the peasantry
forced the landlords to make some concession~. On August I 1,
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1789, the National Assembly abolished feudal regulations. But it
would not abolish feudal rights. For that they wanted
compensation. Th~ did not satisfy the peasantry. Then the
Constituent Assemb\y .again took up the question and tried some
reforms, which kept in a large measure the rights of the
aristocratic landowners. They fixed the compensation at 2 ~.
billion francs. The peasants of the Department of the
Loire-Et-Garonne wrote to the Assembly "You proclaimed the
abolition of the feudal regime, but in fact you have done the very
opposite, for we shall always have to call those to whom we have
hitherto rendered service, our seigneurs, for we shall never be
able to pay the compensation you have fixed." The pe~ant revolt
became more intense and the nobility also refused to make any
concessions to the bourgeoisie. The jesult was that the Aso;embly
confiscated property of the Emigre aristocrats. which was also a
half-hearted measure. Only when power at last pas~ed into the
hand of the real revolutionary petty-bourgeois Jacobin Party did
the c6nvention repeal the half-hearted measures of the
Constituent and Legislative Assemblies. On July 17, 1793, the
Convention abolished alJ feudal right:-. and service.!I. A decree on
June IOth, restored aIJ the common lands to the peasantry and
permitted them to be distributed, which was in the interests of the
sma\\ and middle peasants.
The characteristic feature of whole course of the Great French
Revolution was that in its fight against the nobility and tht.'
survivals of feudalism, the bourgeoisie succeeded in rallying the
masses of the peasantry, the urban petty-bourgeoisie and the
rising proletariat. The bourgeoisie succeeded in taking the lead, in
securing the hegemony of the revolutionary movement and
directing it in accordance with its own interests. Very unwilling/)
and only under pressure did the bourgeoisie, make an}
c.ooce<s.s\ons to t\\e \)Cl}Santry. It directed the revolution a\ong the
patb that corresponded to its interests and turned all the gains of
~ '(~"'l~\~\\tm ' " \u. a-wn fa~wt. \\ ~·Mi \)'t\\;t \Wt -pro\'J\\ged
~haracter o_f the revolution that -perrnjtted the pea...antry to di.o;pla)
Its revolut10~. energy, deliver heavy blows against its old
enemy• the big anstocratic landowners, and convert France into a
llllYnlry of small proprietors •
... i().31
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The mighty campaigns of Napoleon rested on the peasantry as
the basis of the armies, and the new bourgeois economy and
technique supplied the heavy artillery. Napoleon was the genius
of the bourgeoisie working with the strength of the revolutionary
peasantry, wllose newly-won lands were in danger, if the expelled
feudalism were to succeed in restoring its rule. (Reference

P. 1186)
In Gennany and Austria the situation was the worst. In these
countries the revolution of 1848, owing to their relatively shon
duration, did not give the peasantry the opportunity to exert that
pressure which was done by Che French peasantry in 1789.
Though some of the feudal relations were swept away, the landowners succeeded in retaining many of their privilege!t and large
estates even tilJ 1918. And when during the world war, the
German bourgeoisie called on these interests to make sacrifices,
they refused. The cleavage was one of the reasons of the failure
of German-Austrian Imperialism, agam!tt the Allied Imperialism
which was not suffering from such a drawback. Thus in all the
three bourgeois revolutions the peasantry comprised the fighting
armies and it is the peasant cl~s which became ruined after the
success of these revolutions, as an mevitab\e economic
con~uence of the victory. One hundred yean. after the victory
of Cromwell the British Yeomen had completely di!tappeared,
although it was due entirely 10 the mtervention of the Yeomen
and the plebeian elements of the towns that final victory V1ras won
and Charles l brought to the scaffold. The re\ult of the
revolutionary str\iggle of the peasantry alhed with the bourgeoisie
was the victory of the bourgeoi~ie-the establishment of the
domination of Capital in place of the domination of feudalism.
An ex.ce\\ent study of the ideolog1cul expression of the
bourgeois revolutions, the projecting of bourgeios production
neens into tne ooma\n ()\ \\\t tt\\.i\@~ "£\\\ ~\\\\Q~vn\ca\ field,

can be found in Engels• "Socialism. Utopian and Scientific," and

"FeQl'bacb" which ire available in English translations.
After the overdwow of the feudal regime, the peasantry took to
peaceful fanning. The appropriation of the whole of its surplus by
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the nobility being removed for a time, it was allowed to improve
its position. The bourgeoisie took to capitalist manufacture on an
expanding scale witl\ the basis of the new peasant proprietors as
their home market. During the l 9th century, the burnt of
exploitation fell on the working-class and whenever it tried to rise
against the bourgeoisie it was either not supported by tht>
peasantry or actively opposed by it, because it was through the
bourgeoisie that the peasantry had received its lands and
emancipation from feudal oppression.

25. Productive forces developed and changed society but did
not abolish classes-crises begin
The development of productive forces under the new produc•
tion relations was helped by the inventions
of the l 8th and 19th
centuries. These inventions increased the productivity of labour.
that is i; also increased the surplus values yielded by them. F01
example, if with the old means of production, a worker in a
guildshop or cottage produced a hundred units of a useful product
and received 80 units back as the necessary minimum for the
replacement of his exerted labour power, the worker with the new
means of production produced one thousand units in the same
time and received 80 or 100 units back-thus leaving 900 unit~
surplus to the owner of the means of production. where~ before
he could leave only 20. The rate of surplus value, that is the mte
of exploitation, increased, leading to a rapid accumulation of
wealth in the hands of the bourgeoisie, which centralised and
concentrated it leading to even more expansion of production of
commodities. When the production of commodities expanded
beyond the capacity of home markets, the expon of manufactured
goods began and with it was felt the necessity of foreign markets
and colonies. It is to these mighty efficient expanding claws of
the productive forces of bourgeois economy, bourgeois interests,
that Indian feudalism and peasantry fell a victim. It became a
"colony," a market. The iron forges of the British bourgeoisie had
seized the golden bells of Indian feudalism and converted them
into a mobile gold currency for its commodity circulation. Marx
in his Manifesto summarises the results thus:
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"We see then: the means of production and of exchange, on
whose foundation the bourgeoisie built itself up, were generated
in feudal society. At a certain stage in the development of these
means of production and of exchange, the conditions under which
feudal society produced and exchanged, the feudal organisation
of agriculture and manufacturing industry, in one word the feudal
relations of property, became no longer compatible with the
already developed productive forces; they were so many fetters.
They had to be burst asunder; they were burst asunder.· In their
place stepped free competition accompanied by a social and
political constitution adapted to •it and by the economic and
political sway of the bourgeois class. (Exh. P. 21)
The change, however, had not abolished classes nor
emancipated the whole society. One species of class society was
replaced by another. The bourgeoisie which had been
revolutionary against feudalism ceased to be so and considered its
rule as final and permanent. It formulated its position in the
slogan, "Whatever is, has reason to be", but refused to se.e the
further i mpbcation that "Whatever is exists so long as it is
necessary". The bourgeois property relations and order have
reason to be so long as it is necessary to develop the productive
forces of society. But so soon as it will become a hindrance like
its predecessor it will have to vanish. Capitalist social order is no
more free-from the law of dialectical development than was the
feudal order. Only the manifestation of its contradiction would be
different according to the different productive forces. The
bourgeois intelligentsia tried to hide this. Though dialectics in the
modem form was formulated by the bourgeois philosopher,
Hegel and applied by the bourgeoisie in its other scientifie
achievements, yet its concrete application to social development,
the bourgeoisie opposed vehemently, because it meant admission
of its eventual overthrow by its contradiction-the Proletariat.
This was thoroughly exposed by Marx. Even ttefore the
t-J1ge00t.... had scarcely established itself in a few countries, its
contradictions began to appear; the conflict of its productive
forces and production relations began to a~ in their l1IOSt
glaring form, the periodical epidemic ofl overproduelion.
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Says Marx: "A similar movement is going on before our own
eyes. Modem bourgeois society with its relations of production
of exchange and of p~perty, a sociefy that has conjured up such
gigantic means of ptoduction and of exchange, is like the
sorcerer, who is no longer able to control the powers of the nether
world whom he has called up by his spells. For many a decade
past the history of industry and commerce is but the history of the
revolt of modem productive forces against modem conditions of
production, against the property relations that are the conditions
for the existence of the bourgeoisie and of its rule. It is enough to
mention the commercial crises that by their periodical return put
on its trial, each time more threateningly, the existence of the
entire bourgeois society. In these crisej the great part not only of
the existing products, but also of the previously created
productive forces are periodically destroyed.' In these crise11
there bryks out an epidemic that in all earlier epochs would
have seemed an absurdity, the epidemic of over-production.
Society suddenly finds itself to be back into a state of momentary
barbarism; it appears as if a famine, a universal war of
devastation had cut off the supply of every means of subsistence;
industry and commerce seem to be destroyed; and why? Because
there is too much civilisation, too much means of subsistence, too
much industry, too much commerce. The productive forces at the
disposal of society no longer tend to further the development of
the conditions of bourgeois property. On the contrary they
become too powerful for these conditions by which they are
fettered and so soon as they overcome these fetters they bring
disorder into the whole of bourgeois society, endangering the
existence of bourgeois property. The conditions of bourgeois
society are too narrow to comprise the wealth created by them.
And how does the bourgeoisie get over these crises? On the one
hand by the enforced destruction of a mass of productive forces:
on the other by the conquest of new markets. And by the more
thorough exploitation of the old ones. That is to say by paving the
way for more extensive and more desttuctive crises and by
diminishing the means whereby crises are lessened".
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Crises of overproduction, the disparity between production and
consumption began as early as 1830 and 1840 and were
responsible not in a small measure for the Com law agitation in
England, the Chartist Movement and the revolutionary upheavals
of 1848. As soon as there was a crisis, the low grctde concerns
collapsed the stronger ones beat them, production was
centralised, costs reduced by a number of ways and a further
impetus to trade was given. When s.uch centralisation resulted in
unemployment, it was very soon absorbed by the expanding
production or the pressure was drained off by emigration. In the
development of capitalist production England was ahead as it had
accomplished its bourgeois revolution far earlier, almost a
century, than the continental countries. This was in some measure
due to the weakness of its feudal nobility which was exhausted
by a long war of the White and Red Roses. That is why the
British bourgeoisie has the largest reserves, has been the first
imperialist power, has been the stock exchange and money
market of the whole world and the largest colonial power. The
development of the production of the means of production
(production of heavy machinery etc.) is a sure index of the
growth of industrial Capitalism. That England was forging ahead
was seen in her iron output which was:
16 Mil. Tons in the- period 1831-41
18 Mil. Tons in the period 1841-50
32.5 Mil. Tons in the period 1851-60

Whereas in her neighbouring countries it was the export o(
British Steel and Capital that built their first railways. Britain had
49 million tons of coal production in 1850 which jumped up to
82 millions in 1860. Her export of goods of 70 million pounds in
1850 was 164 in 1860, i.e. it had more than doubled. The
pressure of population, of ruined artisans and of unemployment
was drained into emigration. The discovery of mines

in
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California took away 250,000 men. From 1830 to 1850 there was
a steady stream of emigration of about two million persons. The
other countries also f~llowed but very late. They had to deal with
their feudal fetters. c.
Crises of overproduction occurred every ten or twelve years or
sometimes less. In the l 9th century as shown above by Marx
these were overcome by conquest of new markets and a more
thorough exploitation of old. This is reflected in the colonial
expansion of the big industrial powers of the world. Lenin
quoting an American writer sets it out thus:-

Colonial Possessions
Britain
(Millions)
Sq. Miles

1815-30
1860
2.5
1880
7.7
1889
9.3

Population

126.4
145.1
267.9
309.0

France
(Millions)
Sq. Miles

Population

0.02
0.2
0.7
3.7

0.5
3.4
7.5
56.4

Germany
(Millions)
Sq. Miles

Population

1.0

14 7

For Britain the period of vast colonial conquests is between
1860 and 1880 and also the last 20 years. For France and
Germany, the growth was mainly or entirely in the last 20 years
of the 19th century. This was not an isolated development, due to
the caprice of adventurers and heroes, as the bourgeois historians
would like us to believe (though we acknowledge the fact that
individual qualities did play a part in it). The expansion was
thoroughly correlated with the new development of the
productive forces. Each crisis of overproduction was leading to
what Marx called concentration and centralisation of Capital,
leading ultimately to the monopoly form of Capitalism,
represented by international cartels in the economic field and a
fierce race for colonies by the respective States of the competing
bourgeoisie, in the political field. The crisis of 1847 and 1860
which had their repercussions on Franco-Italian politics and also
the Russian feudal nobility, which had to co~nt in some
measure to the emancipation of the serfs in 1861. After this Lenin
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marks off the periods in the development of the old Capitalism
based on the entrepreneur into that of the monopoly stage based
on the almost hidden, impersonal and uncanny power of
"Finance-Capital", thus:
( 1) 1860-70, the highest and final stage of the development of
free competition, the beginnings of monopoly may just be
discerned.
(2) After the crisis of 1873, a period of wide development of
cartels, still unusual and transitory; they constitute a transient
phenomenon.
·
(3) The boom period at the end. of the I 9th century and the
crisis of 1900-3, cartels become one of the basic features of
economic activity. Capitalism has become Imperialism.

27. Meaning of Imperialism-its five qualities
The aim of Communists is the overthrow of Imperialism and
Capitalism, and the immediate aim of the Communists in India is
the overthrow of British Imperialism. (Exh. P. 2339) It appears
that many people misunderstand what we mean by Imperialism.
Some think it means the rule of the Emperor and th~refore think
that only monarchies are Imperialisms. What we really mean is a
certain type of capitalist economy with its political
accompaniment. The description of this type is authoritatively
given by Lenin thus: "Imperialism emerged as the development
and direct continuation of essential qualities of Capitali"m in
general. But Capitalism became capitalist Imperialism at a
definite and a very high stage of its development, when certain of
its essential qualitie~ began to be transformed into their opposites,
when the features of a period of transition from Capitalism to a
higher social and economic structure began to take shape and be
revealed all along the line, the feature that is economically
essential in this process is the substitution of capitalist monopoly
for capitalist free competition. Free competition is the
fundamental quality of Capitalism and of commodity production
generally. Monopoly is exactly the opposite of free competition
but we have seen this latter beginning to be transformed into
monopoly beneath our very eyes, creating big industry a6d
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eliminating small, replacing big industry by still bigger industry,
finally leading to such a concentration of production and capital
that monopoly has been and is the result; cartels and combines
and trusts are fusing *ith them the power of a dozen or so banks
manipulating thousands of millions. At the same time monopoly
that has arisen from free competition does not drive the latter out
of exi~tence, but co-exists over it and with it, thus giving rise to a
number of very acute and very great contradictions, antagonisms
and conflicts. Monopoly is the transition from Capitali!;m to a
more highly developed order".
The above economic features are well-known to the Indian
bourgeoisie in the tremendous power wielded for example by the
Swedish Match Trust, the Oil Syndicates etc. The five c~sentml
features of Monopoly Capitalism or 11'lperiali~m are:
(1) The concentration of production and capital, developed ~o
highly that it creates monopoly, which plays a decisive role m
economi{ life.
(2) The fusion of banking capital with mdustrial and the
creation on the basis of this finance capital, a financial oligarchy
(3) Export of Capital which ha~ become extremely important
a~ distinguished from the export of commodities.
(4) The formation of international capitalist monopolies which
share out the world amongst themselves.
(5) The territorial partition of the whole earth completed by
the greatest capitalist powers.
It is this economic and political structure we want to overthrow
and replace by still higher form; the socialist structure, who!ie
forces have ripened already within the womb of monopoly
capital. The imperialist stage of Capitalism is a stage of decay.
because the contradiction of productive forces and property
relations, have now no room left to mitigate their intensity. The
disparity between consumption and production and the cri~is of
overproduction formerly led to colonial expansion, export of
goods, either consumption goods or capital goods. Expansion Jed
to a still further increase in production and development of
technique. But this process had come to its \ast point by 1914.
because by that time the whole world had been completely
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partitioned. In the absence of new regions the only way was to
redistribute the old regions over again, forcibly destroy the means
of production and begin the cycle again. This in other words
meant forcible seizure of the territories of one Imperialism by
another and the destruction of productive forces of one
bourgeoisie by another-in short a world war. We got one in
I 9 I 4, when the world stood partitioned amongst the six.
Imperialist Powers, who fought the war, or rather made their
working-class and peasantry fight it for them.
For the pre-war period details of the formation of international
cartels in the most important industries like Iron, Steel, Electricity, Oil etc. and the banks behind them, the consequent ex.port of
Capital, the partition of the world amongst the various Imperialist
Powers and the impending world war as the only solution that
Imperialism would attempt, can be found in the most learned
work of Lenin entitled "Imperialism-the last stage of Monopoly
Capitalism".

28. Imperialist wars-a necessity, not a policy-results of
last War-decline of Britain
Imperialist wars are thus not dependent on the murder of a·
prince or the will of a military genius. Neither they can be
scrapped simply because some well-intentioned polished samts
want peace and love in the world. They could not be scrapped by
the scrapping of a few old ships and the reduction of a few
battalions. War is not a policy with Imperialism but a necessity,
which arises from the increasing productive fOrces and the
inability of Imperialism to dispose of them because they are to be
disposed of on the condition that they yield profits--which
however are not obtainable within the markets of the same
Imperialism. One Imperialism has naturally to invade the markets
of the other, destroy the productive forces of the competing
Imperialism and thus try to insure the return of its own profits.
That is Imperialist war. Armaments are merely weapons, not
foundations of Imperialism. Militarism and wars are
superstructural Attributes raised on the fundamental contradiction
between the worldwide productive forces developed by society
and the ap\>ropriation of their products by the imperialist
bourgeoisie to the exclusion of three-fourths of society. Un\ess
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this is abolished, Disannament Conferences are merely
smoke-screens for the preparation of more armaments.
The imperialist bourgeoisie of the belligerent powers assembled
the resources of the *hole world in their war of graft and
plunder, a war designed to destroy the productive powers that
create useful values for society and not a war to increase the sum
total of useful values for the benefit of society from nature. The
war was unprecedented in its dimensions, in its destruction,
because the growth of human powers was unprecedented. There
never was a world society before like this, interlinked in all its
parts by the swiftest means of transport and maintaining complete
contact through the vast apparatus of capitalist markets. Not one
country, not the smallest comer of the globe was left untouched
directly or indirectly by the operation\ of the Imperialist War.
During the four years, 1914-18, the mobilised population was 70
millions, out of which 9 millions were killed, t 9 millions were
wounded al)d 4 millions permanently disabled. The most gigantic
apparatuse! of destruction were being produced daily. Five
million workers in Great Britain, U.S.A. and France alone were
engaged in the manufacture of war material. The British and
French bourgeoisie were sinking millions of their accumulated
wealth, robbed from the peasantry and workers, solely to blow up
men, women and childr of human beings, but to manufacture
guns and amunitions, to blow up their skulls. The two countries
alone put up on the field 48,000 guns, 112,000 machine guns,
106,000 planes and 6018 tanks. In the report made to the Third
World Congress of the Communist International, July 1921, it
was shuwn that at the time of the war, the national wealth of the
warring nations was 2,400 milliard gold marks; of which 1200
milliard was destroyed during the war. In addition the yearly
decrease in production was JOO milliards. So that after the war
the wealth remaining was 800 milliard gold marks. The
bourgeoisie was trying to overcome its crisis by "the enforced
destruction of a mass of productive forces" Marx had said b
1847 tReferences Exh. P. 2491).
Did the imperialist slaughter and the destruction of productive
forces cure Imperialism of crisis and contradictions? Did the war
result in a better world, living in peace. and contentment, "self
determining" its life with the vast amount of good things, that it
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had powers to produce from nature? No-. As a result of the war
a repartition of the globe took place amongst the victorious
Imperialisms. But that did not cure Capitalism of crises and
conflicts. The wiping out of Central European competition did
not improve the position of Allied Capital. On the contrary the
olde~t Capitalism of the world, that of Great Britain, was
outstripped by American Imperialism; in fact the whole of the
bond-holding States of Europe, the money-lenders and financiers
of the world, fell in bondage to American Finance. At the end of
the war American Finance was a creditor to the Alhes for 11,872
million dollars to be paid by annual instalments over 62 years. Sir
Charles Hobhouse in an article ill the July number of the
"Contemporary Review" gives figures which show the immensity
of European indebtedne5.s to the United States and the vast
amount which Germany has to pay to the victorious powers. He
writes:
"The capital indebtedness of Europe to America being in round
figures, £ 2,250,000,000 it will require a total eventual sum of
£ 4,300,000,000 to discharge this obligation. Germany's share of
these sums at 66 per cent amounts to £ 1,500,000,000 and
£ 3,000,000,000 respectively, only to be obtained at the expense
of the foreign trade of her own creditors. These latter in addition
owe £ l ,000,000,000 to Great Britain and a trifle of£ 40,000,000
to France. How long can international common sense tolerate the
continuance of such illusory assets and debits?"
The crisis became chronic and more accentuated, during which
the decline of British Imperialism, the oldest in the world, was
brought out in the most vivid colours in the course of the postwar twelve years.
DI- 30-10-31

The second result of the war was the esta,blishment of the
Soviet Union, the First Workers' Republic, which had overthrown
its Imperialism and, using all the productive forces developed.
under capitalism, had solved its contradictions by abolishing
Capitalism and forcing them to produce things not for profits but
for equitable distribution and use of the workers and peasants.
The third result of the war was the increasing strength of the
revolutionary movement of the workers and . th~ir ~rogre~~
towards an organised attempt to overthrow Cap1tahsm m thell'
own countries.
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The fourth result of the war was the rise of the revolutionary
movement in the colonies and conquered countries of
Imperialism-a movement of national emancipation from
parasitic Imperialisrfl and also of Capitalism, in their own
countries.
The advance of the new capitalist powers outside Europe i~
illustrated in their production of goods. United States production
of industrial goods increased between 1914 and 1924 from 24 to
43 billion dollars or 78 per cent.; Australian production between
1913 and 1923 from 161to348 million pounds or 106 per cent.,
Canadian in the same period from 1393 to 278 J miJlion dollars or
99 per cent., South African between J915 and 1920 from 40 to
98 million pounds, Japanese between 1913 and 1919 from 747 to
2,630 million yen. AU these increases• are considerably in excel>!>
of any allowance to be made for reduction to gold values in the
case of s9111e countries and of the general increase in world price~
(about SO per cent.). In the same period British industrial
production in 1913 values is estimated to have fallen J2 per cent.
to 20 per cent. (Lord Weir's estimate) and her export of good!>
according to the Balfour Committee of J926 has fallen by
27 per cent. Thi& led to European politics being dominated
by Anglo-American rivalry and new groupings of 1mperiali!>t
powers.
29. Rationalisation--increase in production-latest crisis
Immediately after the war Europe and consequently other part!>
of the world suffered from a crisis of under-production, which
was the first of its kind since the rise of Capitalism, which hali
always given birth to crises of overproduction (vide report of the
Third World Congress of the C.I.). The situation in Europe was
growing revolutionary and the proletariat attempted the
revolutionary overthrow of Capitalism in many countries. But
they were suppressed, and continental Capitalism started to
rebuild itself. The legacy of the war-the burden of reparations
and debts hampered the rebuilding. Gcnnan Imperialism was
thoroughly fleeced of the most important colonies, of its iron and
coal mines and plants, of its reserve of goods. This threatened a
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complete collapse of Germany, while it did not help the Allied
Powers much, as their loot was to a great extent drained into
America to pay for the war debts. Currencies of every continental
country began to fall, famine and bankruptcy stared in the face.
Ultimately American Imperialism helped with its war accumulations, the central European powers were put on their feet again on
the basis of the Dawes Plan. A partial restoration of production
took place. The Dawes Plan brought to Germany 1,750 million
dollars of credit, which Germany of cour~e imported in the form
of goods. To that extent Germany constituted a good market for
U.S.A. and other exporting countries. But when it came to
payment of the loans it was bound to take the form of export of
goods leading again to a conflict of German goods with those of
the victorious bourgeoisie. They were thus confronted with a
contradiction again. They must either give up the debts and
reparation claims and even convert the Dawes Loan into a gift or
consent to receive it in the only form in which it can be paid i.e.
export of goods, which are bound to lead to competition with the
lending countries. The extent of this competition can be gauged
from the fact that Germany has to pay 2,500 million gold marks
per year for reparation. The bond holders could not consent to
cancel their war bonds and idle incomes nor could they afford
to let their industry be engulfed by the incoming goods payment
from Germany. But there was no way out-a blind .illey of
depression and crisis !
However, partial stabilisation was carried out by thorough
rationalisation, wage-cuts, suppression of the revolutionary
proletariat and application of new technique to industry. The
result was that according to the ..Financial Times" of 22.1.29
comparative index figure of production for the first eight months
of 1928 in the leading countries, on the basis of 1913 as 100,
showed that every leading country except Britain had surpassed
the pre-war level of production. According to the memorandum of
world production and trade issued in lune 1930 by the economic
section of the League of Nations, the world's production off~
stuffs and raw materials increased between J913 and 1929 by
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25 per cent., of food stuffs by 16 per cent. and raw materials by
40 per cent. As regards industrial production the figures given by
the League show a further rise except in some cases as follows:
Index of Production.

U.S.A.
France
Germany
Western Europe
Britain
Sweden
Poland
Soviet Russia

1913-100

In 1929

First 8 months-1928
Accordmgto
"Financial Times"
(D. 22.1.29)

According to the
Econom1c Secuon
of the League
of Nauons

166
122
113
II I
90

154
130
122
112
127
138
140

Though in this table the United Kingdom is shown to have gone
above the pre-war level it is noteworthy that its percentage of
recovery is the last in the rank.
An ordinary man is puzzled to see this vast increase of food
stuffs, raw materials and production of industrial goods taking
place in the whole world on the one hand and to see unemployment, poverty, retrenchment, reduction of wages, strikes,
risings and shootings going on in every country of the world on
the other. A crisis of over-production has again overtaken the
whole world. There is abundance of everything you want, but it
cannot be sold. Prices have fallen but things cannot be sold. There
is plenty to sell and millions of men to buy, but things cannot be
sold. The capitalists want to sell them, but they cannot be sold.
World capitalist economy is in the grip of crisis. The whole world
has produced more and more, even gold and silver, but are agreed
in saying that there is no money to buy with. It is a deadlock. What
are the characteristics of this crisis? Firstly the present is a crisis
of over-production. Secondly the crisis is the first world economic
crisis since the war. It is a world crisis not only in the sense that it
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embraces all 1Ddustnal countnes of the world, 1t 1& a world cns1s
also ID the sense that the tndustnal cnsis has comcided ID pomt of
time with an agncultural cns1s, embrac1Dg the production of all
form& of raw matenals and food .,tuffs ID the pnnc1pal agranan
countnes of the world Thirdly though the cns1s 1s general ID
character, 1t has developed unequally The mdu.,tnal cnMs began
first of all ID Poland, Romama and the Balkan., It developed there
dunng the whole of 1928 Obv10us Mgns of a commencing
agncultural en.,•~ could be seen m Canada•• US A, Argentina,
Brazil and Austraha by the end of 1928 All this time industry was
chmbmg up m the U S A By the middle of 1929 mdustnal
production m the U S A had achieved almost a record level Only
m the ~econd half of 1929 began the tum of the tide, after which
there developed a headlong cns1s m mdu&tnal production which
threw back the U S A to the level of 1927 Then came Canada
and Japan Then followed bankruptcies m Chma and India and
other colomal countnes, where the cns1s i& aggrctvated by the fall
m the pnce of .,liver and where a cn~1s of over-production 1s
combmed with the destruction of peasant economy reduced by
feudal explo1tat10n and overwhelming taxes to a state of complete
exhaustion The cns1s struck the colomal countnes and Western
Europe with full fCKce an 1930

10 Communist view of crisis-fetishism of commodities-contradiction of productive forces and production
relations
We generally hear from all non-Marxist wnters, that the
phenomenon 1s due to the absence of purchasmg power amount
the masse.,, 1 e the consumers of world production But this does
not explam where the purchasing power has gone In fact except
the parasitic classes, who form a very .,mall mmonty of the world
population, the maJonty, more than 90 per cent , are producers of
these very goods which we see are "over-produced" and are not
bemg sold. If the· maJonty of world population 1s producmg these
goods, why has 1t not the power to consume them? The cause of tt
hes not 1n the answer that it has no purchasmg power, which
means simply begging the question; but 1n the produchon
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relations, the property relations of capitalist society. The property
relations are capitalist relations. It means that all instruments of
production, distributi<>\ and exchange are owned by the capitalist
class. All the land and factories etc. are owned by them. The
working-class has to sell its labour power to the capitalist class in
order to get a living~ and the capitalist class buys its labour power
to be used in running the means of production solely on the
condition that the whole process yields it a profit. The workingclass produces surplus values i.e. more goods than are paid back
to it as its wages. This principle also holds in agriculture. In short
the result is that if the worker or peasant, with the aid of the means
of production, produces say 100 units of goods, he is paid his
wages in 30, 20 or even 10 units, whicb then is his purchasing or
consuming power. Even if it is a peasant the same process works
in his case, the surplus being taken from him through the means of
rent, taxeiy interest and the market where he sells his product.
Thus every year, the balance of units, after their reckless waste,
destruction, and consumption has been allowed for, goes on
accumulating, in the fonn of money, capital, goods etc. in the
hands of the bourgeoisie, until, after a period of 10 or 12 years or
even less, the capitalist class finds itself in possession of so much
surplus goods that it does not know what to do with them. There
comes then the crisis of over-production. It is not that suddenly in
one year too much production has been done. The crisis mainly
comes as the accumulated effect of several years of disparity
between the consumption allowed to the working-class and
peasantry by the capitalist class and the produce taken from them
in return for that. Cannot the working-class and peasantry
consume the whole of it? "Consumption has fallen," "there is
over-production," does not mean that the masses have been so
much overfed that they all have got constipation and therefore
cannot consume more. The word "over-production" is a deceptive
word. It hides the content of accumulation by a class, the
withholding and accumulation of goods in the form of capital,
wealth, money, gold and actual goods by a small class of parasites
to the exclusion of the masses. The word very successfully
transfers the evil arising from this fact of property relations to
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some unagmary quahty m the commod1t1es themselves, which
have suddenly become so mystenous, so naughty, &o "sluggi&h."
so "depressed" that they would not move on the market, refuse to
be consumed But this is all nonsense which appears to be sense
because Cap1tahsm through its organ11,atton of the exchange
market, through the money form m which all exchange 1s done,
hides real content and create& what 1s called "the frt1sh1.,m of
commod1t1es," which causes a defimte soual relation between
men to assume m their eyes the fanta&tu.. form of a relation
between things There is no "over-production" as such m relatton
to the phyMolog1cal need& or conslHllmg power of the world's
populallon. The world can consume not only what 1s produced,
but even more, tf all the productive forces of &oc1ety were to be
used to the full extent Thmg& are not exchanged, clre not sotd
because th1& cap1tahst class wants Its tnbute, the surplus, the
profit locked m them In other words it 1s not "profitable to sell,"
"the pnces are rumous" to the bourgeo1s1e In the meantime
further production 1s curtailed, retrenchment and rctt10nahsat1on
are undertaken, wage& and salane& are reduced What does 1t
mean? It means more people are depnved of their power to
con&ume goods which mtens1fies the cns1s When Cclp1tah&m wa'
ascending 1 e. there were people &till left to approach and tell them
to take the good& m exchange for the1rl\, the&e penod1cal cnses
were overcome Formerly when there were retrenchments or cub
of wages and rat1onah&allon, when the reduced cost had yielded
more surplus to the bourgeo1S1e, the men so thrown out were
db.,orbed m new factones and on new land& In the impenahst
stage there are no new lands left, productive forces have
developed so much, techmque 1s &a advanced, monopoly so
widely orgamsed on world &eale that there 1s no "absolute"
mcrease tn employment m several countnes There II\ a chrome or
permanent unemployment of mtlhons, a chrome gomg down of
consumption, a chrome crisis, which become& accentuated at even
shorter mtervals than before on world scale and m fact never
vanishes from the world as a whole at any &mgle pomt of tune.
The intellectual agents of the bourgeo1~1e hule this simplest of
all propos1t1ons. the contrad1ct1on between productive forces and
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production or property relations. which are the cause of the whole
capitalist muddle in all sorts of mystifying talk of the "eternal"
law of supply and "1emand. of the "scarcity" of money. of
disparity_ of gold distribution, and such other things. Now all these
mystifying complications arise from the capitalist relations and
defy solution and understanding so long as the fundamental
proposition of the appropriation of surplus value created by the
toilers is not grasped. This situation is described in practically
identical tenns by all the leading spokesmen of Capitalism. The
British President of the Board of Trade declared in 1925. "every
country has far greater industrial capacity than before but in a
far poorer world.·• (Sir P. Cunliffe Lister, House of Commons,
617/25). He was echoed by the Gennan Chancellor, Luther.
addressing the Oennan Annual Trade and Industrial Congress in
1926: "It is a phenomenon of the war and the post-war period that
the total,r>roductive capacity of the world has risen far above the
demand." (London 1imes 29/4/26). In November 1926, the
German industrialist. Felix Deutch. estimated the world's
industrial capacity at 40-50 per cent. higher than before the war;
but actual production was only just approaching the pre-war level
at that time. If this phenomenon is not considered from the
revolutionary class point of view of Marxism one would be lost m
confusion to find 50 per cent higher capacity to produce the good
things of life and yet "a far poorer world." In fact the world is not
poorer, it is the working-class and peasantry, the real producers
and main consumers that are poorer.

31. Monopoly of wealth, cause of crisis-monopoly in
Britain, U.S.A. and Fran~bare of wages in national
incomes
The sole monopoly of the increasing wealth and capacity to buy
and consume is held by the bourgeoisie, which can be definitely
proved in the figures of the increasing accumulation of wealth by
the capitalist class and the Joss of wages and falling shares of the
working-class and peasantry in the national p~ce. in all the
countries including those which are supposed to be prosperous.
The British wcft'k.ers lost to the extent of 5,000 million pounds by
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aggregate wage reduction between 1921-26. This fall is not
covered by the fall in the cost of living. In the same period the
profits of industrial companies as shown by the figures in the
"Economist" rose year by year, the average dividend on ordinary
shares being:

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926

8.4%
9.3%
9.8%
10.3%
11.3%

More.over the return on all capital bearings, on fixed interest
like Government loans, debentures, royalties etc. increased by
the return to gold standard. which increased the value of the
pound. The Labour Research Department estimated that between
1900-1925 the real income of the working-class in England has
gone down by 20 per cent. An article in the "Daily Herald" of
Lond.on by Mr. F. Brockway which wa11 reproduced in the Indian
press in May 193 l discusses the latest official figures on this
question. During the past ten years according to Mr. Graham,
President of the Board of Trade, the annual income of the workers
has fallen by 700 million pounds. Mr. Graham supplemented his
statement about wage reductions by pointing out that during the
same ten years the national income has not fallen. It has remained
stable at 4,000 million pounds a year. But Mr. J.M. Keynes says
that the national income is actually increasing at the rate of
100 million pound1 a year. The average dividend for 24,000
typical limited liability companies was 9.8 per cent. in 1930.
Incomes from land increased from £ 300 millions to £ 415
millions since 1922. Since 1920 the interest paid on war loans has
increased in real value from £ 300 millions to £ 750 millions per·
year. In one of the month's at the beginning of 1931 the capital
lying idle one bank alone was £ 360 millions. The latest Inland
Revenue Retums ·for the year ended March 1930 showed that
there were 437 .iiimonaires whose income for the year was

m

49 million pounds. At the same time out of the whole population
of 48 millions t\lere were only 2! million persons chargeable for
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Income Tax i.e. having an annual income of£ 135/- which is the
exemption limit. Mr. Brockway says: "If the incomes of the
working-class are falltq and the national incomes are not falling,
the incomes of some other section of the nation must be
increasing." Yes, the bourgeoisie is increasing its wealth.
It may be said that this is the position in England because it had
been involved in a ruinous war and has to compel her workers to
share the burden with the bourgeoisie to meet competition and
War Debts. But other figures show quite clearly that the process of
impoverishment is a pre-war phenomenon also. How6ver take a
country like that of U.S.A. which has gained everything by the
war. Capitalist propaganda has created an impression in the world
that the U.S.A. is the ideal land of prosperity," high wages etc.
amongst all the countries in the world. The U.S.A. has the biggest
and most highly organised productive forces. With a population
which is~ per cent of the world and with a land area which 1s
6 per cent of the whole world, it produces 25 per cent of world's
wheat, 52 per cent coal, 75 per cent grain, 40 per cent steel and
iron, 60 per cent cotton, 40 per cent silver, 20 per cent gold,
72 per cent oil and 85 per cent automobiles. It is completely free
from any survivals of feudalism unlike the European countnes
and has been the home of cartels and trusts. Who commands all
this wealth'? The Federal Commission Report on Wealth and
Income of the United States says that 13 per cent of the population
owned 90 per cent of the total wealth in 1926. The acregate
income of all wage-earners including even some of the parasitic
services, comprising 63 per cent of the population amounted to
39.5 per cent of the total national income according to Government Statistics oflncome for 1924. Between 1890and 1914 there
was no improvement in real wages but actually a fall. If we take
into account the rise in real wages between 1914 and 1925 and
make allowance for the fall on the previous period, the rise in real
wages, comes to 10-14percentbetween 1890and 1925, while the
wealth of the natjon increased 263 per cent, exports increased
'JJ)1 per cent, value of manufactured articles increased 388 per
cent and bank clearings 420 per cent. After allowing for the
change in money values, the "real wealth" of America increased
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between 1900-1924 by 96 per cent while real wages increased by
14 per cent. On the basis of the official figures of the International
Labour Office 1926 it is found that in 1925 the average worker's
wages was 20-30 per cent below the official subsistence minimum
for a family of five. The average wage of industrial workers in
1919 was 1,155 dollars while the minimum necessary "to
maintain a family of five at a level of health and df'cency" was
officially computed to be 2,262 dollars. This difference of 51 per
cent led to upheavals and consequently slight wage increases, but
the difference still remained at 30 per cent and increased in
the depression of 1930 when the unemployment figures rose to
8 or 9 millions and the biggest and most prosperous industrial
combines announced wages cuts.
Another illusion with regard to America is that her peasantry is
rich and is out to beat the whole world in production by scientific
methods of agriculture. Here also it should be noted in the first
place that monopoly syndicates rob the peasantry by their price
policy. The price of agricultural goods in 1926 November was 130
on the bast:o, of 1909-14 as 100 while the non-agricultural products
stood at 161. The difference between the two reveals the
increasing exploitat1on of the farmers by the single factor of
monopoly price. The farming population which is 26 per cent of
the working population receives 13.8 per cent of the national
income. For example three million acres of land in the State of
Texas were liable to be seized for arrears in interest and debts and
were to be sold by auction if payments were not made by 1924. A
Government Inquiry m the State of Missoun showed that 28,500
or 9 per cent of its farm estates were vacant as they could not be
profitably cultivated. In Canada also, a report says that in the
Province of Saskatchewan, the most fertile of all the provinces,.
the indebtedness of the farmers amounted to 440 dollars per head
about the year 1922.
The national wealth of France for 1909-13 was 225,000 million
francs divided amongst 11,634,000 persons. But half of this was
owned by 98,243 persons, each of whom possessed more than
250,000 francs.
•
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A study of all other countries would reveal the same state of
affairs: there is a growing concentration of national wealth in the
hands of a small minority of the nation, the capitalist class, while
a fraction of the national income is distributed over millions.
These few illustrations show that workers' wages are attacked by
British Capitalism, wti;ch is in a decline, as well as by American
Capitalism which was said to be still ascending. It shows that the
weaker Imperialism is made to surrender its loot to the stronger
through payment!. of war loans, reparations, Dawes loans etc. And
all Imperialisms strong and weak unitedly exploit the workingclass and peasantry, national and international. All the productive
forces of the world are dominated by the bourgeoisie of the world.
Naturally the whole distribution of products is dominated by it. It
refuses to produce or distribute the produce except on the
principle that it gets back more than what it gives. It has all the
ownership of buying power, therefore cithers cannot buy; it has all
the commodities, therefore others cannot consume unless by
labour they yield to it more than what they get. The private
property ..'1ations, the capitalist system, therefore is at the root of
the whole trouble. It must be overthrown, if society is to survive
and progress, just as the bourgeoisie had overthrown the feudal
order and rescued society from stagnation.

32. Distribution to be socialised-who will carry it outMarxism is the theory of this-six deductions and three
results
Who will carry out this task? Marxism answers this question
dialectically. The feudal order produced in its womb is its own
contradiction, the bourgeoisie, which overthrew the obsolete
class. Marx says: ''The weapons with which the bourgeoisie felled
feudalism to the ground are now turned against the bourgeoisie
itself. But not only has the bourgeosie forged the weapons that
bring death to itself; it has also called into existence, the men who
are to wield those weapons-the modem working-class-the
proletarians."
The productive forces developed in bourgeois society are
worked and wielded by the working-class. Even that individual
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bourgeois manufacturer who in the initial stage of Capitalism was
directly associated with the process and direction of production
has vanished, except in small negligible units. He has been
replaced by the impersonal power of the banks, by finance capital,
which many a time is seldom aware where on the surface of the
globe, the forces of production "owned" by it are in fact working.
The ownership of things produced is completely divorced from
any participation of the owners in the production of things.
Production is already socialised on an international scale. The
weapons are wielded by the proletariat. What remains to be done
is only to socialise distribution, that"is destroy the ownership of
the means of production, to overthrow the capitalist order based
on private property in the means of production, distribution and
exchange. This can only be done by the class which actually
works the whole apparatus that is the working-class aided by
the peasantry. Communism is the revolutionary theory of the
working-class which strives to rescue society from the destruction
of its productive forces, which would be inevitable if they are
allowed to be... imprisoned within the stifling envelope of capitalist
private property. It is the theory which reorganises society on a
higher plane and removes the contradiction and misery from
which it is suffering today. Every advanced revolutionary class
must have a revolutionary class theory of its own.
DI- 31.10.31.

The revolutionary theory of the bourgeoisie, when it was an
advanced class as against feudalism, was provided by the
bourgeois economists and philosophers of the British and French
Revolution and before them it was religiously clothed in the
Protestant Reformation. The revolutionary theory of the workingclass, which is now revolutionary as against the bourgeoisie, is
provided in Marxism-Leninism.
I have sketched in brief the position prevailing in the
imperialist countrie~ in general, because the full implicdtions of
the 11\(fian situation and the position that Conununists adopt
cannot be understood without it. The conditions sketched so far
will show that the natioqal or bourgeois view-point which pits one
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country as a whole against another is misleading. Within each
country there are "two nations," one pitted against another. That
all the exploiting classes of all countries though competing
against one another are united in exploiting the working-class and
peasantry. Therefore Communists do not look at an Englishman
as an Englishman or r<Jerman as a German, but view him from
the class point of view. We consider the worker Englishman our
ally and comrade as against the bourgeois Englishman. Secondly
it shows that in spite of the highest development possible under
Capitalism the real mass of the population is in no way better off;
in spite of the tribute of the whole world pouring into the
imperialist countries the working-class and peasantry are still
poverty-striken. That helps us in exploding the illusions prevalent
in some of the revolutionary parties in India that a capitalist free
India would be a paradise for the masses in whose name they
always speak. Thirdly ft shows that po"erty is not a permanent or
unchangeable factor, that wealth grows according to the growth of
technology. But its monopoly by one class makes poverty for
another cafupulsory in spite of the increase in wealth. That the
solution of the problem of poverty is the solution of the problem
of private ownership of the productive forces. Fourthly it shows
that social deveJopment being a dialectical process, this problem
is inevitably solved by the rising class, the Proletariat. Fifthly it
shows that the problem is not an isolated one limited to one
country, but one affecting world society, which for the first time
has come into existence as an effectively interlinked unit in the
epoch of Imperialism. Sixthly it shows that having accomplished
its fullest possible development, the system is now in decline and
awaits being overthrown and superceded by the higher socialist
order, for which the productive forces are ready, and also the
revolutionary class, which is to use the weapons on the basis of an
advanced revolutionary theory. Besides these conditions and
deductions there are three more factors which influence and are a
guide to the Indian struggle against Imperialism and Capitalism.
One is the experiences of the proletariat of the imperialist
countries against their bourgeoisie, and the present condition of
their class--struggle. The second is the general revolt of colonial
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countries against their imperialist oppressors, of which the Indian
struggle is a part. And the third is the Soviet Union, the emblem of
the victory of the proletariat and the vindication of the correctness
of Marxism-Leninism. The essentials of all these factors are all
involved in this so-called "conspiracy" as stated in the Public
Prosecutor's address. I shall briefly treat the first and the third
now and then come to the colonial, specifically the Indian
question.

SECTION 2.-The class-struggle of the proletariat against
Capitalism in the period of the lst and 2nd ·
Internationals: Paras 33-45

.

33. The early Proletarian Movements up to Chartism
In proportion as the bourgeoisie i.e. Ctpital is developed, in the
same proportion is the Proletariat, the modem working-class
developed, a class of labourers who live only so long as they find
work and who find work only so long as their labour increases
Capital. These labourers, who sell themselves piecemeal, are a
co.mmodity like every other article of commerce and are
consequently exposed to all the fluctuations of the market. The
Proletariat goes through various stages of development. With its
birth begins its struggle with the bourgeoisie. At first the contest
is carried on by individual labourers, then by the work people of
a factory, then by ihe operatives of one trade in one locality
against the individual bourgeois who directly exploits them. They
direct their attack not against the bourgeoi~ conditions of
production, but again~t the instruments of production themselves;
they destroy imported wares, that compete with their labour,
they smash to pieces machinery, they set factories ablaze, they
seek to restore by force the vanished status of the workman of the
Middle Ages.
•
At this stage the labourers sti11 form an incoherent mass
scattered over the whole country and broken up by their mutual
competition. If anywhere they unite to form more compact
bodies, this is not yet the consequence of their own active union,
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but of the union of the bourgeoisie, which class, in order to attain
its own political ends, is compelled to set the whole proletariat in
motion and is moreover, yet for a time, able to do so. At this stage
therefore the proletarians do not fight their enemies but the
enemies of their enemies, the remnants of absolute monarchy, the
landowners, the non-indhtrial bourgeoisie, the petty-bourgeoisie.
Thus the whole historical movement is concentrated in the hands
of the bourgeoisie; every victory so obtained is a victory for the
bourgeoisie. Modem capitalist industry had its birth in England.
Therefore the first struggles of the working-class began in
England. The echoes of the French Revolution were not heard
amongst the bourgeoisie, which had already received a share in
the political power with the fast declining feudal class. Some
societies of workmen were founded having sympathy with the
revolutionary principles of the French Revolution and aiming at
the radical transformation of the British.political system. Bread
riots broke out in 1790 and the Government fearing a revolutionary movement, transported the radical leaders of Edinburgh
(1793), susi'nded the Habeas Corpus Act (1794), passed a
Seditious Meetings Act ( 1795). In 1797 a mutiny took place at
NeJlore which led to the prohibition of what we now call the right
of free assembly. In J811 a sect of Luddites started attacking and
destroying machinery. In 1819 a large assembly of workers at
Peterloo was set upon by the military, and a general massacre like
that of the Jallianwala Bagh in India was carried out and the
movement suppressed. The repressive Legislation was repealed in
1844, still a great restriction was exercised on the Trade Union
Movement.
At the same time the middle-class petty-bourgeoisie had not
received the desired share of the political power, which was still
dominated by the landowners combined with the big bourgeoisie
of that period. The result was, that the petty-bourgeoisie seemingly
fought for the workers' rights and the workers' movement was led
into the channel of the struggle for Parliamentary vote. The
Reform Bill of 1832 gave much to the petty-bourgeois middleclass but nothing to the workers, who then turned to industrial
action. Just after the Reform Act there was an industrial crisis, and
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the workers fonning themselves in Trade Unions, established the
Grand National Consolidated Trade Unions (1834) and planned a
General Strike. The employers attacked the workers before the
strike could come about by involving them in sectional disputes.
The aid of bourgeois law was invoked and in 1834 a group of
six workers in Dorchester were sentenced to seven years'
transportation on the plea of taking illegal oaths i.e. joining the
trade unions. Thus the first phase of the Trade Union Movement
ended in a failure. This period was dominated by the Utopian
Socialism of Owen, St. Simon and Fourier, who thought
that model experiments in humane capitalist management or cooperative production imposed on society by determined pioneers
who are out to change society, would lie sufficient. These theories
certainly criticised the existing capitalist structure; but the secrets
of that structure were not yet understood by them. Because as yet
the mode of production and with it the antagonisms betwe~n
Labour and Capital were incomplete. They could not see that
the stage was historically inevitable, neither could they discern
its roots.
The period of trade union outburst was followed by Chartism in
J838. The movement got its impetus by the crisis of production
and marketing in British industry. The workers drafted a petition
to Parliament in which they asked for (1) Equal Electoral Districts
(2) Universal male !.Uffrage (3) Annual Parliaments (4) No
property qualifications for M.Ps (5) Vote by ballot (6) Payment of
members.
This was the "Charter" they wanted from the Parliament of the
bourgeoisie. A great agitation was raised throughout the country
and all the revolutionary energies were directed to obtaining
signatures, explaining the points and forming a Convention to
adopt a Charter and send it to Parliament. A million and a quarter
signatures were obtained and the petition sent to Parliament,
which kept silent over it for some time, Chartism gathered
strength and became more expressed as regards its aim. It was not
to be a hannless ~tition asking for voting rights. The more
energetic and rank-and-file leaders like O'Brien and· Jutian
Harney who was later on associated with Marx for a time, wanted
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political power, social equality and almost an imitation of the
French Revolution. The Parliament rejected the petition and the
advanced Proletarian section of the Convention wanted to take
direct action, though it contained strong elements who wanted to
rely on "moral force". The Convention was overtaken by
hesitation. It wanted t<kall a General Strike, gave notice of it and
then withdrew it. Amidst differences it adjourned and ended. But
one revolutionary section, the Welsh Chartists prepared for an
armed rising, which was suppressed. The leaders of Chartism
were transported in 1840. When the movement subsided some of
the leaders were released. In 1842 the movement revived and
another petition this time with three million signatures was sent.
Again the movement was confronted with the question, 'what is
to be done next if the petition is rejected'. The leadership could
not think beyond a strike action. Armed uprising was opposed by
a section. A strike ultimately did take ~lace. But the trade bemg
bad the employers simply shut their factories and waited. The
strike collapsed due to exhaustion. After this there was confusion
within the tanks of the leadership. O'Connor, the organiser of the
movement, took to the fantastic scheme of independent communes on land settlements built by floating workers' compame!i.
The gradual disillusionment coming to the workers through the
failure of Utopian schemes, parliamentary petitions, and unorganised strikes was leading them to the undiluted class outlook
which found expression through the columns of the "People's
Paper". The revolutionary upheavals on the Continent in 1848
blew a breath of life into the Chartist Movement; there was a
demonstration in London, where an attempt was made for the new
concentration of forces. But removed as it was from the larg:e
working-class centres it collapsed without any achievement.
Remnants of the movement persisted, though it was in a decline
due to the industrial situation becoming favourable.
The discovery of new regions of mining outside England
fostered emigration, which drained off the youthful forces that
were behind Chartism. Ernest Jones, a far more revolutionary
agitator than the previous Chartists, carried on the movement
based on the textile struggles in Preston and Wigan in 1853.
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formed a "Mass Movement Committee" and worked for the
establishment of the rival Parliament, "The Labour Parliament",
at Manchester. The Parliament was still within the confines of
Utopian ideology. It wanted to collect national revenue by a levy
on wages, support strikes and settle the unemployed workers on
land, without any programme of political power. Of course, the
scheme could not but collapse. But it was a landmark in the
Labour Movement. Marx in his letter to the Parliament dated
9/3/1854 says: "the mere assembling of such a Parliament marks a
new epoch in the history of the world ...... The labouring classes
have conquered nature; they have now to conquer men. To
succeed in this attempt they do not want strength but the
organisation of their common strength. organisation of the
labouring classes on a national scale, such I suppose is the great
end aimed at by the Labour Parliament. If the Parliament proves
true to the idea that called it into being, some future historian will
have to record that there existed in the year 1854 two Parliaments:
a Parliament at London and a Parliament at Manchester-a
Parliament of the rich and a Parliament of the poor-but that men
sat only in the Parliament of the men and not in the Parliament-Of
the master~."
34. Continental Movements-the Communist League-1848
Revolutions-The League disbands-the Cologne Trial
On the continent of Europe the workers' movement had not
taken any organisational shape as there a capitalist development
had not taken place on such a large scale as in England. There the
working-class was fighting the battles of its enemies, under the
leadership of the petty-bourgeoisie, who betrayed the workers
after each fight. The struggles of 1848 however finally dis·
illusioned the workers and freed them from petty-bourgeois
leadership though not from its ideology. The February Revolution.
in France and the March Revolution in Gennany in 1848 were the
first great battles between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. On
24.2.1848 Louis f!hi!ippe was driven out of Paris and the French
Republic was proclaimed. On the 13.3.1848 the people of Vienna
broke the power of the Austrian monarchy. On the 18th the people
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in Berlin rose in anns and after an obstinate struggle of 18 hours
had the satisfaction of seeing the king surrender himself into their
hands. All these upheavals were in fact the urge of the pettybourgeoisie towards political power for its own class, a desire for
freedom to develop C~italism and enthrone it in the State in
place of the feudal class lhat held power. The petty bourgeoisie on
the basis of the great revolutionary energies of the young
working-class of the cities had succeeded in defeating the feudal
aristocracy. But when once feudal aristocracy was removed the
further revolutionary steps that the working-class wanted to take
for its class emancipation alarmed the petty-bourgeoisie. In
Paris, Vienna and Berlin along with the petty-bourgeoisie the
working-class was also armed. When the revolutions expelled the
aristocracy from the big cities, the petty-bourgeois shopkeepers
suffered in trade and the workers were t~rown out on the streets.
Now as regards the political and armed control, the working-class
helped by 4,000 students in Vienna was strong enough to overawe
the petty-boprgeois section of ~he revolutionary front. They had
borne the burnt of the fight. They wanted the unemployed to be
maintained by taxing the cities, that is taxing the petty-bourgeois
traders and merchants. This naturally alarmed the peuybourgeoisie which was already alarmed over the loss of trade due
to the flight of the nobility. Capitalism had not yet become so
consolidated as to flourish on the markets of an independent pettybourgeois farming class, the largest and the real market of
capitalist trade. The proposals of taxations and maintenance out of
State funds which meant a cleavage of classes on the economic
front led to a cleavage on the political front. The c&ash between the
petty-bourgeoisie and the workers came to a head in Paris. "It
could be fought in France only; for France, as long as England
took no part in the revolutionary strife, or as Germany remained
divided, was by its national independence, civilisation, and
centralisation the only country to impart the impulse of a mighty
convulsion to the surrounding countries. On June 23, J848, the
bloody struggle began in Paris, between the mass of the working
people on one side and aU the other classes of the population on
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the other. The counter-revolutionary forces succeeded after severe
fighting. The working-class was crushed by the petty-bourgeoisie
whom it had rai~ed to power. The French example encouraged the
petty-bourgeoisie in Berlin and Vienna. In Berlin they prayed
only for a constitutional monarchy; in Vienna when the counterrevolutionary nobility was at the gates they remained passive.
Naturally the counter-revolution smashed the working-class
forces that offered resistance. The revolution had never changed
the old state machinery. Not even the old officers of the army
were dismissed, and when the counter-revolutionary attack
commenced the old state officers turned traitors from inside. The
result was the immediate restor@.tion of the monarchies in
Germany and Vienna. It took some time in France, till Louis
Bonaparte could muster the peasantry in his favour and carry
out the coup in 1852. The petty-bourgeoisie that had been
frightened by the strength of the workmg-class, had betrayed it
and cheated it out of power, was itself overthrown by the counterrevolution.
The revolution fell because there was not as yet a solid class
organisation of the workers, leading them as a class in the struggle
for power, under their own banner, and for their own class
programme. The proletariat was not yet internationally united,
just as the bourgeoisie too was not yet mtemationally developed
and interconnected. Thus in the words of Marx, "every victory
so obtained was a victory for the bourgeoisie". In France,
the bourgeoisie had succeeded in rallying the peasantry to its
aid for reasons which we have already noted before (Para 24).
This period is described by Lenin as "the first period in the birth
of socialist ideas and the germs of class-struggle of the proletariat.
This is the period of the preparation and birth of Marxism, the
only doctrine of Socialism which has stood the test of history." .
The gradual developing class consciousness of the workers in
England, France and Gennany found its expression in the fonnation of the Communist League, a working-class association,
which was first e~lusively German, but later on International. It
had its roots in Paris and Berlin, its activities were directed ftrst
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from Brussels and then from London. The moving spirits of the
League were Marx, Engels, Karl Schapper, Moll and Harney of
the Chartists.
The Communist Manifesto, now the most famous and classical
document of Communifm. was issued on behalf of this League,
which in its London Congress in November 1847 had directed
Marx and Engels to prepare a complete theoretical and practical
Party Programme. The Manifesto is the first clear and comprehensive statement of the ideals of the working-class, as a class, and is
the first formulation of the slogan of the "Dictatorship of the
Proletariat." The Manifesto was drafted in January 1848 and was
in the last stages of publication when the February Revolution
occurred in Paris. The League could do very little in the revolution as the active sympathisers of the League in Paris were in the
ranks of the Blanquists. After the defeatJ>f all the revolutions the
members of the League had to seek refuge in the various
lands. Men like Schapper and Willich still dreamed of fresh
revolution~ outbreaks. An attempt to link up with Germany was
made but failed. Soon after in May 1851 the raid on the Central
Committee in Cologne took place. The arrested persons were kept
in prison without trial for seventeen months. The trial began on
4.10.1852 lasting up to 12.11.1853. Seven of them were sentenced
to from three to six years. During that trial the capitalist counterrevolutionary Prosecution and the Court behaved as they are
accustomed to behave under the bourgeois system. During the
trial the principal forgerer witness admitted that the evidence
which he supplied to the Government was forged in London at the
instruction of Government. When the defence tried to procure
evidence from London, the counsel's correspondence from
Cologne with the London Communist refugees, made openly with
the knowledge of the Court, was treated as complicity in the
alleged plot.

35. British Unions-the lst International-Statutes
With the development of industry, the proletariat not only
grows in number; it becomes concentrated in greater masses, its
strength grows, and it feels that strength more. The collisions
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between individual workman and individual bourgeois take more
and more the character of collisions between two classes. The
workers combine and give fight. Sometimes they are victorious,
but only for a time. However, the real fruit of their battle lies not in
the immediate result but in the ever expanding union of the
workers. This union is helped by the improving means of
communication created by modem industry.
Altogether collisions between the classes of the old society
further, in many ways, the course of development of the
proletariat. The bourgeoisie finds itself involved in a COJ\Stant
battle; at first with the aristocracy, then with certain sections of the
bourgeoisie itself and at all times with the bourgeoisie of foreign
countries. In all these battles it sees itself compelled to appeal to
the proletariat, to ask for help and thus drag it into political arena.
The bourgeoisie itself therefore supplies the proletariat with
its own elements of political and general education, in other
words it furnishes the proletariat with the weapons for fighting
the bourgeoisie. Further entire sections of the ruling classes,
like the petty-bourgeoisie and tradesmen, are by the advance of
industry pR'<'ipitated into the ranks of the proletariat or at least
are threatened in their conditions of existence. These also
supply the proletariat with fresh elements of enlightenment and
progress.
After the failure of the Chartist Movement the trade unions
revived in England on a national scale. In 1850 the Amalgamated
Society of Engineers was followed by other trade unions. In 1858
the Trade Councils were started to temporarily unite all the local
unions in towns (The Bombay Trade Council wa1t formed in
1928-10 years from London to Bombay~). The progress of trade
unions evoked an attack from the employers, to counteract which
a general conference was convened in I864. Lock-outs and strikes
followed, as the trade crisis deepened. The attempt to suppress the
movement did not succeed. Moreover the expansion in trade, the
fall in prices and !\UCh other factors had created an aristocracy
which in no way adhered to the revolutionary traditions of
Chartism. In order to buy this off into peaceful parliamentary
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bourgeois methods, the Reform Act of 1867 gave voting rights
to householders in towns and thus split off a section from the
lower ranks of the proletariat. In 1868 the first regular Trade
Union Congress met. The Criminal Breach of Contract Act
(which prevailed in ~dia till 1923) was repealed and the Trade
Union Act was passed in 1871 (a measure which appeared in
India in 1926).
At this time under the inspiration of Marx the English and
French workers founded the International Working Men·~
Association or the first International in .London on 28.9.1864.
This First International inherited all the spirit of the Communist
League, which later passed on in unbroken tradition to the Third
Communist International. The aims and objects of the Third
International are essentially the same as those of the First
International. The statutes of the Firat International which were
drafted by Marx and adopted with minor alterations by the
Association stand as follows: ''That the emancipation of tht:
working-,iass is to be attaiqed by the working-class itself. That
the struggle for the emancipation of the working-class does not
mean a struggle for class privileges and monopolies but a struggle
for equal rights and equal obligations, for the abolition of every
kind of class domination. That the economic subjection of the
workers under the monopolists of the means of production, that l!I
of the sources of life, is the cause of servitude in all its forms, the
cause of all social miseries, all mental degradation, and political
dependence. That the emancipation of the working-class i~
therefore the great aim to which every political movement mu!lt
be sub-ordinated. That all endeavours for this great aim have
failed as yet because of the lack of the solidarity between the
various branches of industry in all countries, because of the
absence of the fraternal tie of unity between the working-classes
of the different countries. That the emancipation is neither a local
nor a national problem but a problem of social character
embracing every civilised country and the solution of which
depends on the theoretical and practical co-operation of the most
progressive countries. That the actual simultaneous revival of the
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workers' movement in the industrial countries of Europe on the
one hand awakens new hopes, whilst on the other it is a solemn
warning of the danger of relapse into the old errors and an appeal
for the immediate union of the hitherto disconnected movement.
DI- 2.11.31.
The statutes are dominated by the thoughts proceeding from the
experiences of 1848. The proletariat then had depended on the
petty-bourgeoisie. The workers in Vienna did not know what their
comrades in Paris did, so successful was Metternich in isolating
them ideologically. Moreover there was a danger of the workers
busying themselves with constitution-making like the
bourgeoisie, and forgetting itc; fundamental economic and social
aim. Therefore the warning was sounded. It can be c;een from this
that if the Proletarian Parties of today-the Communist Parties-unite intemat1onally in a centralised Commumst International
they are avoiding the blunders of 1848 and are following the
direction!. of the First as much a!. of the Third International. If
confiscation of bourgeois property along with the deMruction of
the bourgeois State looms so large in the Commumst programme,
tt 1s the outcome of the betrayals of 1848 and 1871. We are
following the First as much as the Third International in this also.
To the philii,tine bomgeois brain the "conspiracy of ideas'' begins
with the Third International. Unfortunately for them. their list of
"co-conspirators", is sadly incomplete. This "conspiracy" began
m 1847, is cemented by the blood of the heroes of 1848 and
corrected by the sub~equent e~periences of the working-class. We
have been affiliated internationally in the ideals and statutes of
1864 of which 1919 is merely a repetition in a d1fferent epoch.
Our chains are soldered with those of our Cologne comrades of
the First Communist Trial eighty years ago. But we are more
fortunate than they. Behind Cologne stood the unsuccessful June
Rising of the Parisian workers, before it swung the future corpses
of the heroic Paris communards But behind Meerut stands the

12 years old proletcirian power of the Soviet Union and before it
o;wmgs the sweep of the mighty Indian revolution.
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36. The period of the First International-American Civil
War-Marxist Address to Lincoln-British Workers'
attitude then and now
The period of the First International was the period of great
upheavals and crises. It was the period when the Italian pettybourgeoisie was fight\ng its class battles under the bourgeois
republicanism of Mazzini, ultimately to end in monarchy
supported by the farmer Commander Garibaldi. A revival of
revolutionary activity was seen in France. In Russia under the
influence of the bourgeois democratic ideas of its Western
neighbours, the incapacity of absolutely feudal conditions of
production to stand in competition against the production of the
Western peasantry working under freer conditions, and the
pressure from within of the ripening bourgeois economy led the
autocratic Czar to decree the emancipation of the !>erfs in 1861
but it was niggardly carried out and d!feated by the landowncri,;
till 1905; still not until 1917 was serfdom fully uprooted. In 1861
the Civil War in America began, the war for the extinction of
slavery. Bt)urgeois history clethes this war in a lot of sentimental
stuff about the humanitarian feelings of the North as against the
slaveholders of the South that wished to retain the slaves. Most of
our petty-bourgeois intelligentsia who do not view thi& ep1&ode
from the dialectical point of view are cheated by the manner in
which the bourgeois historians present this episode and point with
pride to the great achievements and civilising role of the "Wei.t".
But in fact the bourgeoisie in England played the most reactionary
role in this Civil War. The Southern States of America rested on
the production of cotton through slave labour, while in the North
the bourgeoisie was developing an advanced economy based on
free labour and farming carried on by independent farmer& on
their field. The existence of the Southern slave system depended
on its extension to larger territories. America with its vast virgm
land provided good field for such an expansion. The expansion of
slavery of the South meant the extinction of the freedom of the
Northern farmers and with it of the bourgeoisie and workmgclas&. "The present struggle between South and North is nothing
but a struggle between two social systems, the system of ~lavery
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and the system of free labour. Because the two systems can no
longer live peacefully side by side on the North American
Continent, the struggle has broken out. It can only be ended by the
victory of one of the other." (Marx, 7th November, 1861). The
Civil War was fought on these issues. The bourgeoisie of the
North, suffering from the corruption inherent in the class took up
the question in a lukewarm manner. It was even prepared
to compromise with the South. In his letter to Engles dated
July I, 1861 Marx says: "I found that the conflict between the
South and the North-after the latter had been degrading itself for
the l.ist 50 years from one concession to another-finally c:;,ame to
blows through the weight cast into the balance by the
extraordinary development of the North West States. This
population, richly mixed with fresh German and English
elements, besides that, essentially self-working farmers, was
naturally not so inclined to be intimidated as the gentlemen of the
Wall Street and the Quakers of Boston." The population of these
North West States was 7 ,870,869 as against the 5,000.000 of the
seceding slave States. The corruption in the bourgeois
management of the war was overcome by the revolutionary
elements of the- farmers and workers and the war was won.
The First International on its foundation sent an addres4': to
Abraham Lincoln, congratulating him on his re-election to the
Presidency which he had held during the anti-slavery struggle.
Marx, the founder of Communism, which is the enemy of the
bourgeoisie, sending an address to the President of the bourgeois
Republic! Why? Because historically a bourgeois republic
involving the de&truction ot the slave oligarchy i4' a forward step
in the progress of S"•dety to a Socialist revolution. Enemy of all
slavery, Communisna considers the wage-slavery of the modem
worker as a higher stage in the social advance to freedom. Hence
the addre~s. But the- address itself is not a piece of wlgar
sycophancy, as is found in the innumerable addresses that are
presented by the Indian bourgeoisie to their imperialist masters or
its patnotic agents. The addre~s did not want the American people
to be lost in wage slavery after overthrowing chattel slavery. It
wanted death to all forms of slavery. "We congratulate the
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American people on your re-election by large majority. If
resistance to the slave power were the reserved watchwords upon
your first election, the triumphant war cry of your re-election is
'death to slavery'. From the commencement of the titanic
American strife the w~rkingmen of Europe felt instinctively that
the star-spangled banner carried the destiny of their class. The
contest for the territories that opened the dire epogee, was it not to
decide whether the virgin soil of the immense tracts should be
wedded to the labour of the immigrant or the prostituted tramp of
the slave-holder? When an oligarchy of three hundred thousand
slave-holders dared to inscribe for the first time in the history of
the world, slavery on the banner of armed revolt, when on the very
spot where hardly a century ago an idea of one great Republic had
first sprung up, whence the first dee larations of the Rights of Man
was issued, and the first impulses. given to the European
revolutions of the 1Sth century; when on those very spots counterrevolution, with systematic thoroughness, gloried in rescinding
the ideas ,entertained at the time of the formation of the old
constitution and maintained slavery to be a beneficent institution.
indeed the only solution of the great problem of relation of
Capital to Labour, and cynically proclaimed property in men the
comer stone of the new edifice; then the working-classe~ of
Europe understood at once, even before the frantic partisan'\h1p
of the upper cla~ses for the Confedernte gentry had given it!I
dismal warning that the slave holders' rebellion wa~ to sound the
tocsin for the general holy crusade of property against labour and
that for the men of labour with their hopes for the future, even
their past conquests were at stake in that tremendous conflict on
the other side of the Atlantic. Everywhere they bore therefore
patiently the hardships imposed upon them by the cotton crises,
opposed enthusiastically the pro-~Javery intervention importunities of their betters, and from most parts of Europe contributed
their quota of blood to the good cause. While the workmen, the
true political power of the North, allowed slavery to defile their
Republic, while before the negro mastered and sold without hb
concurrence they boasted in the highest prerogative of the white
skinned labourer to sell himself and choose his own master, they
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were unable to attain the true freedom of Labour, or to support
their European brethren in their struggle for emancipation; but this
barrier of progress has been swept off by the Red Sea of Ci vii War.
The working-men of Europe feel sure that a~ the American
War of Independence initiated a new era of ascendency for the
middle class so the American anti-slavery war will do for the
working-classes."
The attitude of the European workers and especially of the
British and French referred to above affords a stror.g contrast to
the attitude that they are now asked to adopt towards the Indian
and colonial struggle for emancipation. The American Civil War
stopped the exports of cotton which was supplied from the
Southern plantations to the Briti~h textile mills. The import of raw
cotton fell from 1140.6 million pound!> m 1860 to 309.3 in 1862.
Thereby 60.3 per cent spindles and 58 per cent looms were
rendered idle. Mills were closed down, and workers in England
and also in France were thrown out on the streets. A similar result
has happened due to the revolutionary situation in China and
India. In J862, the workers in spite of starvation supported their
comrades in the North becau!>e the Civil War was a crusade of
slave proiJ~rty against free labour. The British bourgeoisie whose
profits were threatened by the do!.ure of mills, though at home it
had voted 20 m. :Jion pound!> for the liberation ot slaves,
sympathised with lhe Southern slave holding States. "The entire
official English Press", wrote Marx to Las!>alle on 29th May,
1861, "is naturally for the slaveholders. They are the same
fellows who have tired the world with their anti-slave-trade
philanthropy. But, cotton, wtton!" The bourgeoi!.ie tned to incite
the workers to dem• •utiitrate against the North and bring pressure
for compromise. But it failed. And today the same tale is repeated.
The whole bourgeoisie is trying to suppress rhe movements in
China, India and the Soviet Republic, and inciting the workers to
side with it in its counter-revolutionary activities by telling them
that they are losing their bread due to the revolutionary activities
of the working-class in other countries. What a strange contrast
the attitude of Lancashire workers of J862 presents to that now
adopted by their Trade Union bureaucracy, that allows gun-boats
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to be manned by the British workers against the Chinese and
Indian workers. The International solidarity of the working-class
written on the banner of the Comintern is thus a principle which
in history has brousht freedom from slavery to the whole
American Republic dnd will now bring freedom from wage
slavery to whole world. We are but continuing the traditions of the
Lancashire workers of 1862, when we ask them to keep "Hands
Off' the revolutionary working-class and peasantry of India and
China who are waging a war of freedom from slavery to
Imperialism and Capitalism.

37. The Paris Commune
The period of the First International was enriched by another
experience, very valuable to the proletarian class struggle. That
was the lesson of the Paris Commune. fiith the establishment and
fall of the Commune closes a period, which completes the ta!>k of
laying completely the theoretical foundations of Marxism.
ideologicadly tested in the revolutionary struggles of 1848 and
1871. With the fall of the Commune the ideological bondage of
the European working-class to the glamour and promi~es of
bourgeois democracy also fell. With the fall of the Commune. the
highest experience of the First International, the Intemataonal
also collapsed. But it left a complete system of Marxism, a
complete and scientific understanding of the foundations of the
bourgeois order that killed the Commune, and a formulation of
the proletarian revolutionary movement that would resurrect the
Commune over the ruin!I of its murderers on a colossal scale.
On the eve of the Franco-German War of 1870, the Paris
members of the First International issued a Manifesto "to the
workmen of all nations", in which they said, "brother~ of
Germany! our division would result only in the complete triumph
of despotism on both sides of the Rhine ... workmen of all
countries! Whatever may for the present become of our common
effons, we the members of the International Working Men'!I
Association, who know of no frontiers, we send you as a pledge of
indissoluble solidarity, the good wishes and the salutations of the
workmen of France." (Exh. P. 1179-D 409). The workmen of
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Paris and Germany protested against the war under the leadership
of the International, but the forces of reaction had their game
alright. At the commencement of the war, the German Emperor
and Bismark had made it appear that for them it was a war of
defence. But when, after the battle of Sedan, the rottenness of the
"Second Empire" of France became visible, the war was turned
into a war of annexations. Germany asked for "guarantees" from
France (Just as today France asks "guarantees" from Germany).
The guarantees were the provmces of Alsace and Lorraine and an
indemnity of five milliard francs. On hearing of the defeat.and the
news that the German armies were marching on Paris, the workers
of Paris overthrew the Empire ~nd declared a Republic on
4.9.1870. In this rising the worker~ were led by the secret
organisation5. of Blanqui, the most redoubtable and
uncompromising leader of the revolution, and also by the
representatives of the Fust International. Though this time as in
every other ca~e. the workers were the revolutionary forces, the
actual Government was set up by "a Cabal Qf place-hunting
barristers with Thicrs as their statesman". The Blanquist and
Marxist st-ctions though quite aware of the reactionary bourgeois
character of the Government so formed allowed it to function as
the Prussians wer" at the gates of the Republic to drown it in
blood. Blanqui w1ote, "all opposition, all contradiction must
disappear before the common need. There is only one enemy, the
Prussian and hi~ allies, the partisan of the fallen dynasty who
wishes Prussian bayonets to restore order in Paris." But the new
Government was a five of treacherous fellows who under the
cloak of putting ur a defence of Paris against the invaders were in
fact trying to sell n. "Paris, however, was not to be defended
without arming its workers, organising them into an effective
force and training their ranks by the war itself. But Paris armed
was rt>volution armed. A victory of Paris over the Prussian
aggressors would have been a victory of the French workman over
the French capitalist and his State parasites. In this conflict
between national duty and class interest, the Government of
National Defence did not hesitate one moment to tum into a
Gdvemment of National Defection." (Here one may well be
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reminded of the i:efusal of the Indian bourgeoisie to draw the
revolutionary working-class and peasantry in India into a direct
and active conflict with Imperialism. The victory of the Indian
workers and peasants over Imperialism is a victory of the Indian
workers over the Indian bourgeoisie. In this conflict between
national duty and class interest .the Congress of national
independence does not hesitate one moment to tum into a
Congress of national defection by the Gandhi-Irwin Agreement.)
The Republican Government was headed by Thiers that
monstrous gnome who had charmed the French bourgeoisie for
almost half a century, because he was the most consumate
intellectual expression of their own class corruption. Before he
became a statesman, he had already proved his lying power~ ~ a
historian. The chronicle of his public life i~ a record of
misfortunes of France. Scenting a p!lpular commotion in the
February Revolution of 1848, he had declared "I ~hall alway~ be
of the party of the revolution." When the revolution came and the
working-olass instead of changing one ministry for another
superseded Louis Philippe by the Republic, Thiers wa!>
disappointed and carefully hid himself, "forgetting that the
contempt of the workingmen screened him from their hatred.
After the June Massacre of the revolutionary workers, he became
the leading mind of the "Party of Order". Fond of brandi~hing
with his dwarfish arms in the face of Europe, the sword of the fir!>l
Napoleon whose historical shoe-black he had become, his foreign
policy always culminated in the utter humiliation of France.
Despite his versatility of talent, and shiftiness of purpose, thili
man had his whole lifetime been wedded to the most fossil
routine. To him the deeper under-currents of modem society
remained for ever hidden, but even the most palpable changes m
its surface were abhorrent to a brain, all the vitality of which had
fled to the tongue. Thus he never tired of denouncing ~ a
sacrilege any deviation from the old French protective system.
Whea a minister of Louis Philippe he railed at the railways as a
wild chimera; and when in opposition under Louis Bonaparte he
branded as a profanation every attempt to reform the rotten
French army system. Thiers was consistent only in his greed for
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wealth and hi!i hatred of the men that produced it. Having entered
his first ministry under Louis Philippe poor as job he left it a
millionaire. A master in small State roguery, a virtuoso in perjury
and treason, a craftsman in all the petty 5.tratagems, cunning
devices and base perfidies of parliamentary party warfares, never
scrupling when out of office, to fan the revolution, and to stifle it
in blood when at the helm of the State, with class prejudices
standing him in place of ideas, and vanity in place of a heart; his
private life as infamous a!I his public hfe was odious-even when
playing the part of a French Sulla, he could not help sett.jag off the
abomination of his deed!I by the ridicule of his ostentation. This
Thier!'., along with his "Cabinet" which was composed of Jules
Favre, who by forgeries, proved m court. had become a rich man,
ofEme!.t Piccard, who in conjunction with his brother, a man who
was convicted of theft of 30,000 franc~ from the banks, 5.et false
news going about from hi!i Home Office to contrive the Stock
Exchange rates to smt his speculation, and !>Uch others, set about
electing a bogus As!lembly and in its name convincing Paris and
France of the neces~ity of surrender to Bismark. By their
conspiracy and trea~on the Fort of Metz fell. When the workers of
Pans hea1d this they attempted on 31.10.1870 to drive the
Government out. But they did not succeed. The forces led by
B lanqui recoiled bdore the idea of turning the national war into a
civil war which alone was the guarantee of !IUCce!l!i of the national
war. Blanqui yielded and a comprmmse agam took place. It was
agreed that the old Government should return, 1,hould hohl new
elections and make no Prosecultons. Thier!I. consistent m his
treachery, carried out the first two conditions but arrested as many
opponents a!I he cou1d. Elections were bound to be a!. desired by
him, as one third of the territory was under the Germans, and the
capital wa!I cut off from the provinces. Thier!'. fooled the peasantry
by the mo!it lying statement5. about the revolutionary workers iJ1
Paris. A !ihow Assembly sat and decided on capitulation on
27. l.1871.
The workers of Paris who were the real revolutionary sections
•
behind the Republic were now confronted with the treachery of
the bourgeoisie, which had surrendered to the enemy because its
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class interests were threatened. Paris had either to lay dawn her
arms at the insulting behest of the rebellious slave-holders of
Boardeaux and acknowledge that her revolution of 4.9.1870
meant nothing but a simple transfer of power from Louis
Bonaparte to his royai rivals; or she had to stand forward as the
self-sacrificing champion of France, whose salvation from ruin
and regeneration were impossible without the revolutionary
overthrow of the political and social conditions that had
engendered the Second Empire and under its fostering care
matured into rottenness. Paris emaciated by a five months' famine
did not hesitate one movement. The civil war was opened by
Thiers who sent some regiments to seize the artillery of the
National Guards. The attempt failed, the usurpers were driven out.
Theirs and his gang fled to Versailles. On 18.3.1871 the glorious
workingmen's revolution took undisputed sway of Paris. The
Paris Commune, the first embodiment of Marxism, of Proletanan
Revolution, came into existence under the shadows of the
frowning'artillery of the Prussians and the treacherous French
bourgeoisie at Versailles calling itself the National Government.

38. We stand by the Commune-the French Bourgeoisie
killed the French Workers' Commune
Who had overthrown the corrupt debt-ridden Empire of Louis
Bonaparte? The working-class. Who were fighting uncompromisingly against the Prussian army? The workers. What were the
patriotic bourgeoisie led by Thiers doing? Arranging the terms of
capitulation and the massacre of revolutionary Paris. In spite of
exasperation, the workers, so long as capitu.Iation was not a fact,
bore with the Government of patriotic forgers and Stock
Exchange robbers, in order not to hamper the defence of France.
It is not they who started the civil war. It was the patriotic and
treacherous counter revolutionary bourgeoisie, who with the aid
of the invaders' guns attacked Paris in order to make the
revolutionary workers agree to the Thiers-Bismark Agreement.
"The Paris workers were putting the pact in danger", so cried
Thiers, and his patriotic gangs. "The pact is in danger", so cries
Mahatma Gandhi and his patriotic gangs, sixty years after the
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Commune, in a different part of the world. Thiers, that monstrous
gnome, called in the aid of the Prussian enemies' bayonets to
compel revolutionary Paris to observe the "pact" and pay five
milliard indemnity to the Gennan King. Gandhi, the Mahatma,
and his patriotic bourgeoisie helped the British bayonets, realise
from the revolutionary peasantry forty crores of the annual British
land revenue loot. In subjective idealism Thiers was corruption
and cowardice. In subjective idealism the Mahatma is selfsacrifice and heroism. But though in personal character the two
are poles apart, objectively the effect of the actions of both is the
defence of the reactionary exploiting interests of the bourgeoisie.
Success of the Communards meant the repudiation of the huge
national debts held mostly by the patnotic French bourgeoisie.
Succe~s to the revolutionary pea~antry in India means the
repudiation not only of the national debts but also of the six
hundred crore~ of peasant debts held by the patriotic moneylenderl'I in India. Thiers asked Bismark to lend the Prussian guns
to support the "pact". Gandhi a~ks Irwin to lend his "goodwill" to
support the "pact"-the goodwilJ behind which stand the good
and willin 11· bayonet~ of the Empire.
D/-3.11.31.

Thiers was not .t Mahatma. When his counter-revolutionary
forces entered Paris on the corpses of the workers, he left them to
rot and stink and buried them even half alive. But the Congress of
the Mahatmas is more subtle. It emasculates the revoluti\)nary
peasantry with slogans of peace and love, conferences and talks;
disarms the revol·1tion before it is bayoneted and afterwards
provides "ambulance cars", a box of medicines and a box of
Inquiry Committees, to inquire whether revolution clad in the
rags of the starving peasant was shot with or without a warning of
a Magistrate. Sixty years of Imperialist culture have given th&
patriotic Indian bourgeoisie a sense of humour, of which Thiers,
the French Sulla, had not the advantage.
In this case w~ are alleged to have conspired with the Third
International to establish a regime in India on the Soviet modeJ.
We are said to have received fantastic ideas and inspiration from
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"the penny yellow books found at the rickety bookshop windows
in India, eagerly devoured by the sex-hungry youths of India", as
Miss Mayo likes to put it. But unfortunately the blood-hungry
historians of Imperialism have forgotten history. Before the
Soviet was born, thEl(e was the Paris Commune. There was the
First International that embodied all the ideology of the
Commune, before the Third International contained the ideology
of the Soviet. Gentlemen of the bourgeoisie; we uphold the
principles of the Communist League classically expres!.ed in it~
Manifesto of 1847; we are descended from the First International
of 1864. We wave the banner of the Paris Commune of 1871,
drowned in the red blood of the Paris workers by the patriotic
French bourgeoisie and unfurled again 40 year~ later by the
working-class and peasantry of Russia. Our parentage i~ more
ancient and nobler than the deg•nerate historians of the
bourgeoisie think.

39. The Fommune and its degrees
What was the Commune? In what way did it di~tinguhh it:-.e\I
from the Empire or the Republic'? The Commune was that form of
the State which the working-da1111 wa~ trying to find and had
failed to find since the February Rcvolut1on of J 848. On I 8th
March, the Central Committee in it~ Manifesto said, "Proletarian~
of Paris, amidst the failures and treasons of the ruling classe!-.,
have understood that the hour has .,truck for them to ~ave the
~ituation by taking into their own hands the direction of public
aff~ir11 · . · TheY_ have understood that it is their imperious and
their absolute right to render them~elves masters of their own
destinies by seizing upon the Governmental power." But the
Governmental power of the working-class essentially differs in
form and content from that of the bourgeoisie. "The workingcJa5s ~n?t simply Jay hold of the ready-made State machinery
d wield 1t ~or its own pu~li." The working-class had made
revolutions and each ume they had surrendered the State
into the hands of the bourgeoisie, who centralised and
ted the Stale machinery in order to suppress the workingpeasantry and exploit them with greater violence. Jn the
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19th century took place the development of "the centralised State
Power, originating from the middle ages, with its ubiquitous
organs, standing army, police, bureaucracy; clergy and judges."
With the development of class antagonisms between Capital and
Labour, "the State assumed more and more the character of a
public organisation for the oppression of labour i.e. of a machine
for class domination. After every revolution marking a certain
advance in the clas!, struggle the merely oppressive character of
the power of the State became more and more apparent. The
State, after the revolution of 1848-49, becomes the natural
weapon of Capital in its war against Jabour." The second Empire
had consolidated this. The Commune was the direct anti-thesis of
the Empire. It was a definite form· of a Republic which was to
abolish not only the monarchical form of c\a),,s rule but also class
rule itself (References Exhs: P. 528 and P. 1179). The Commune
was not a change over from the Government of a Conservative
Party of the bourgeoisie to the Government by a Labour Party of
His Majesty, the bourgeoisie. It was not a change over from the
Government of Mahatma Irwin to the Government of His
Excellency Gandhi. It was aimed at the fundamental alteration in
the prodm.• ion relations of society. It was the transference of the
productive forces held by the bourgeoi~ie to the direct
administration of tl •-: producer!>. It was not a change merely in the
superstructure but in the basi!! also. Therefore the Commune
could not halt only with the expubion of Thiers; it had to destroy

the bourgeois State machme and tep\ace 1t b)' one in which. the
working-class was organised .;s the ruling class.
The first decree 01 i' "' Commune was the abolition of the
standing army and its replacement by the nation in arms. The
Police, until then merely an instrument of the Government, was
immediately stripped of all its political functions and turned into
the responsible and at any time replaceable organ of the
Coll)mune. The same was applied to the officials
all other
branches of the administration. From the members of the Council
ot the Commune down to the humblest worker evel)body in
the pubhc service was paid at the rate of workman's wages ru.
an ordinary workingm..m. All pnvileges and repre!>cntation

or
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allowances attached to the high offices of the State disappeared
along with the offices themselves. Having got rid of the standing
Army and the Police, the material weapons of the old
Government, the Commune turned its attention without delay to
breaking the weapo~ of spiritual oppression the power of the
priests. The judicial f~nctionaries lost their sham independence
In future they were to be elected openly and to be responsible and
revocable. The Commune realised that ideal of all bourgeois
revolutions, cheap Government, by eliminating the two largest
items of expenditure-the Army and the bureaucracy. But neither
cheap Government nor the "true Republic" was it~ ultimate aim,
they were its mere concomitants. Its true secret was this. It wa:,
essentially a working-class Government, the produce of struggle
of the producing class against the appropriating class; the politil-Jl
form at last discovered under which to work out the economic
emancipation of Labour.
The Council of the Commune consisted of municipal repre~en
tatives el~ted by universal suffrage in the various district!oi of
Paris. Th~y were responsible and could be recalled at any time
The majority were naturally working-men or acknowledged
representatives of the working-class. But this form of the
Commune is not to be confounded with breaking up of a
centralised apparatus into decentralised piecemeal ~ocial group!!
of Communes or Panchayats (as dreamed of by the reactionary
Utopian petty-bourgeois). Modem methods of industrial production and planning rule thi& out. The decentralisation, as it appears,
is merely an instrument to bring out the great initiative of the
Proletariat and to associate it directly with every function of the
State authority of its own class. In spite of deciding once in three
or six years which member of the ruling class was to represent the
people in Parhament, universal suffrage was to o;;erve the people.
constituted in Communes, as individual suffrage serves every
other employer in the search for the workman and manager in h1'
business. The Commune was to have been not a Parliamentary but
working corporation, Legislative and Executive at the same time
Its ~pecial mea&ures could not but be-token the tendency of the
Government of the people by the people. Such were the abolition
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of the night work of journeymen bakers; the prohibition under
penalty of the employers' practice to reduce wages by levying
upon their work people fines under manifold pretexts-a process
in which the employer combines in his own person the parts of
Legislator, Judge and executioner, and filches the money to boot.
Another measure of this class was the surrender to associations of
working-men, under reserve of compensation of all closed
workshops and factories, no matter, whether the respective
capitalists had absconded or preferred to strike work. The
Commune relieved the middle class of Paris-shopkeepers,
tradesmen, merchants-of the ever-recurring cause of di..~pute,
the debtor and the creditor accounts. This was the first and the last
revolution in which the working-claios wru. openly acknowledged
as the only class capable of social initiative by the great bulk of
the middle class. The Parisian middle-class unlike that of Soviet
Rul>sia, due to its circum~tances under the Empire, the robbery
and suppression it had to undergo then in the interest of the big
capitalists, stood by the Commune.
The Commune declared to the peasants that "its victory was
their only hope". The bourgeoisie in J848 had burden.!d him with
additional taxation and wanted to shift on hi~ shoulder the
indemmty. The Commune declared that the peasant would be
relieved of the blood tax and transform his blood-suckers, the
notary, advocate, u.ecutor, and other Judicial vampires into
salaried communal agents elected by and responsible to himself.
The French pea~antry was thoroughly debt-ridden and was
getting ready to overthrow its oppressors. The bourgeoiMe at
Versailles saw this already and they cut off Paris from the
peasantry, spread h!" about the Commune and massacred the
Commune before the pca~antry could come to its aid.
Since the establishment of the Commune, whilst robbery and
thieving had left Paris along with Th1ers and the bourgeoisie to
reign at Ver~ailles, there were no massacres or murders m Paris ·
under th~ Commune. Through Thiers was sending spies to
provoke attacks and pogroms, the Commune used the bullet on
very few occasions. While Thiers was everyday shooting the
national guards and Communard~ that strayed by chance in his
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range, the Commune did not shoot the hostages retained by it as
guarantee for its men held by Thiers. On the very day when the
Commune's Red Flag was raised Thiers arrested Blanqui and
hurried out of Paris with his valuable i>risoners. The Commune
negot\ated for exc~ge of. \')t\sonets, of.f.ete\\ to te\ease and i\"e
every man of Thiers in exchange for Blanqui. But the Versailles
bourgeoisie replied "to give Blanqui to the Commune is to give it
a head." B lanqui was imprisoned in a fortress with death sentencl'
hanging over him for the rising of October 31, for daring to
oppose the sale of France to Prussia by the patriots.
The Central Committee of the Commune elected on 26th March,
1871 consisted of 92 members of whom 72 were Socialists.
Amongst them the Blanquists were in a majority, while only 17
were Marxists, i.e. members of the First International.All of them
were not men of calibre. Some were g,ure boasters and talkers. But
that was inevitable in view of the youth and inexperience of the
working-class of that period. The Commune had failed to seize
the Bapk of France a ~atal mistake which embarrassed it
financially. On the l Sth March when Thiers fled to Versailles the
Commune did not attack Versailles and thus break the counterrevolutionary stronghold which, if done. would have prevented
the subsequent isolation of the Commune from the peasantry.
When the spies of Thiers and his agents entered the Commune
sufficient Red terror was not established against them. These
mistakes, the mistakes of the youthful working-class in the face of
the bourgeoisie that commanded a huge military machine and all
the roguery and treachery of years of bourgeois State craft were
great mistakes. The bourgeoisie consolidated its position and
attacked the Commune. The heroic Communards, working-men
and women fought to the last. The last fortress of the Commune
fell on 29th May. The bourgeoisie shot and massacred thousand!I
of men and women first in the battle and then in the orgy of
judicial murders when the bourgeois Government was restored.

40. What did Marxism learn from the Commune?
The experience of the Commune completed the part of
Marxian theory on the question of the State. The Commune fell
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on 29th May. Marx considered the Commune such an important
even in history that the very next day he read in London before the
Genera\ Council of the International his thesis "The Civi\ War in
ftance:•

~~.\\1~:) The "H()t\. \~ t\()\ Qt\\'j

a \\\eote\\ca\ e~~s\\\on

but a defence of the Commune, a classical and most brl\liant
accuunt of the whole course of events and the only true and
correct account of the Commune up till now.
As early as the Manifesto of 1847, Marx had ~ome to the
conclu~1on that the whole course of development must lead to the
seizure of political power by the work.mg-class which then
becomes organised as the ruling class. The experiences of the
revolutionary period of the 1848-51 had shown that after each
revolution the workers were armed. Consequently the first
commandment of every bourgeois at the head of the State was the
d11iarmament of the workers. Accordingly after every revolution
won by the workers a new struggle arose which ended with their
defeat. The oppressing class did not leave arms with the
oppressed class. It perfected the machmery of oppression the
more irrespective of the fact whether the form of the State so
establishetl was monarchy or a Parliamentary Democracy.
Naturally the working-das~ when it becomes the ruling class
must suppress the lwenhrown bourgeorsie. Thi~ suppression is
not the same as the suppression of the working-class and
peasantry by the bourgeoisie. The former is a suppression of a
parasitic minority by the majonty, the people, who are producers
of wealth. The latter is a couoter-revolut1onary suppression of the
majority, the people, by the minority, the bourgeoisie, in order to
continue the appropu.ition of wealth socially produced by the
majority. As this oppression and exploitation of the working-class
is upheld and organised through the State, the work.mg-class has
to destroy this bourgeois State. Marx had not yet found what the •
working-class will substitute in its place. The idea of a
Dictatorship of the Proletariat was born in the forties but its form
was not dear. Marxists are not speculators or Utopians. Marx
waited for historY. to give the answer. The Commune· was the
answer. The working-class does not set up a Parliamentary
Democracy of the bourgeois type. The working-class cannot-
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continue with old bureaucratic machine. The bourgeois State, i.e.
its bureaucracy, Army, Police, Judiciary has to be replaced by the
Commune State, now called the Soviet State. That was the form
"discovered at last" by the working-class to administer its
.
Dictatorship during the y-ansition to Socialism.
The new State administering the Dictatorship of the Proletariat
for the minority composed of the parasites, who are now deprived
of their political power and therefore plot the counter-revolution
with tenfold intensity, is not a "State in the proper sense of the
word" because it is no longer an organ of an exploiting class to
hold down by organised violence the exploited class. Pettybourgeois writers fail to understand this character of the new
State. And some of them think that whereas formerly the
captitalists exploited the workers, now the workers will exploit
the capitalists. Such thinkin& betrays a lack of understanding of
the essence of the social relation of classes in economy. The
essence of capitalist economy is that a parasitic non-workmg
bourgeois clps, by its ownership of the instruments of production
which is fortified by its militarism organised in the State, extracts
surplus values from the working-class and peasantry which is
compelled to sell its labour power to the bourgeoisie, and
appropriates it for its own class interests. That is exploitation of
one class by another. In the proletarian State, the working-class
organised in the State "owns" the means of production and
"employs" itself to work them. The surplus they produce is not
surplus value in the former sense, that is it is not produced by the
sale of wage labour of one class to anotfier class and is not
appropriated by or for that parasitic class; to again become
capital, that is a further means of extracting more surplus value.
Now in such a State, if the fonner dispossessed bourgeoisie is
forced to work in the factories and fields, it is not selling its wage
labour to any parasitic class in order to produce profits for that
class, because the bourgeois turned into a workman is now his
own ~ployer, a member of the working-class. It is obvious that
we cannot be said to "exploit" ourselves when we work to produce
values, which come back to us in another form and are not
appropriated by a parasitic class. The bourgeois State and the
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feudal State were organised to uphold the "exploiting" and
"exploited" relations between two classes and to keep the
exploiting in power and exploited in subjection. Since the
economic category of exploitation which is the basis of all the
previous States vanishes when the proletariat abolishes private
ownership and appropriation of social necessities, the proletarian
State ceases to possess the essence of the former State. Therefore,
it is no longer a State in the proper sense of the word.
Neither the Commune nor the Soviet 'resembles the
Parliamentary institutions of the bourgeoisie. The Parliamc:ntry
institutions as found in the bourgeois State are merely a screen to
delude the working-class and peasantry into thinking that they
themselves determine their own fate through the suffrage, that in
spite of this, if their poverty is not removed, the evil lies in the
"eternity of poverty" or an "unknowable force." The Commune or
the Soviet differs from the parliamentary institution in that it is a
"working institution." It undertakes both the executive and
legislative functions, is directly engaged in the production and
distribution of commodities. The Commune or Soviet is also
based on the elective principle. Only so long as the former
dispossessed bourgeoisie is not rendered harmless, the &uffrage is
restricted to the workers and poorer peasants. The Soviet is the
present form of the Commune which accomplishes in the best
available manner the association of the producers directly in the
administration of things.

41. Close of the First International period-factions in the
First lntemational-growtb of the State machine-decline of Blanquism and Anarchism-International
Congresses-literature of Communism-works of Man
andEncels
The fall of the Commune closed one historical period in the
growth of the bourgeoisie as well as of the proletarian classstruggle. As we have seen earlier (para 26) the bowgeoisie
embarlced on a period of large scale production, trustification aacl
colonial expansion. 'The capitalist State became nMR centialised,
more perfected in its technique that is its bureaucracy, military,
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police prisons etc. This made it inwlnerable to Blanquist coups
or anarchist (Balcuninist) attacks. It was not possible any longer to
overthrow the bourgeoisie by the strength of a secret "Society of
Seasons" in the absence of an all national crisis. With the
expansion of Capitalism and conquest of colonies, a section of the
working-class began t<1. be bought over and turned into an
aristocracy of labour amenable to bourgeois influence. The
continuous fall in prices led to a more or less general increase in
real wages and reduced the incentive to risings. The strong wave
of repression that was set in motion by the bourgeoisie alarmed at
the Commune and all that it signified, rooted out many a
revolutionary working-class group and the working-class
transferred its struggle to the industrial front.
The experience of the Commune completed the revolutionary
theory of Marxism especially on the question of the bourgeois
State machinery. But with the fall of the-Commune also fell the
International. The International was not a strong party
organisation exclusively of Communists or Marxists as the Third
Internationat'is. The First International served as a federation of
trade unions as also an organisation of revolutionaries, who took
their stand on Socialism as their final aim. This was due to the fact
that the bourgeoisie, and the petty-bourgeoisie especially, had not
yet perfected their political domination as against the feudal
elements and were, therefore, compelled to call the workers into
directly political conflicts which led to the trade unions being
participants in purely political action. The rigid limitation of trade
unions to industrial action was a growth of the later period when
the sharp division of classes led to the system of party, each class
creating its own political party, which of course, was bound to rest
basically on the economic organisation of the particular class. The
Socialism of the revolutionaries in the International, though one
in its main outlines and agreeing with Marxism, was not agreed as
to the correct methods of its achievement. There were in the
International Proudhonists, Bakuninists, Mazzinists, Blanquists
and Muxists, all with different ideas regarding the course which
the revolution ought to take, the role of the State, the nature of the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat and such other vital questions.
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The Proudhonists thought that with their very radical description
of property as theft they were Socialists; while in practice and
after a further elaboration of theory they were found to be merely
against the excessive concentration of property and upheld the
small capitalists. They were opposed to strikes also. It was the
"Socialism" of the shopkeepers. The Mazzinists shouted for God
and thus made room for the clergy under whose ample clock
masqueraded 'mammon'. The Mazzinist's bourgeois God was
pounced upon by the Bakummst's campaign against "God and
State". And the latter would even bring the forces of the nether
world to smash the State "now and at once. in any way y~u can,
wherever you can." Smash the State and society and its economy
will take care of itself. He also co1l5idered the petty-bourgeois
middle class a stronger revolutionary element than the workingclass. The Blanquists were neare~t to the Marxists but they
believed in the secret society and the military coup by the
workers, as the sole form of revolutionary action for establishing
the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. Marxism included and was
greater than Blanquism had nothing in common with
Bakuninism, except the fmal stage of society wherein, both
agreed, there would be no state. It was absolutely marked off from
the Proudhonists and the Mazzinists. The Commune precipitated
these differences into active demarcation. The strongest quarrel
was waged between Bakuninist anarchists and Marxists, wherein
the latter won in all the Congresses of the International and the
Bakuninists were expelled in 1872 at the Hague Congress. But
this was not the real cause of the break-up of the International
which could have continued to work with greater vigour, with the
disappearance of non-Marxist elements. The real cause, as noted
above, is the change in the material conditions of the workers and
the objective situation which grew less favourable for a
proletarian revolution as Capitalism ascended and grew.
The achievement& of the First International were mainly •
amalgamations of National Socialist Parties into a centralised
body and building a revolutionary Marxist basis for them. It also
introduced lntematfonal Trade Union Unity. The General. Council
resolution of 1866 on the Austro-Prussian War, directed that the
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national was must be used by the workers for advancement of
their struggle for emancipation. The Lausanne resolution of 1867
said that wars are not prevented merely by the abolition of the
army but it requires a change in the social system. The Brussels
resolution of 1868 recommended that "workers down tools in
case of war breaking out in their countries, for war today is civil
war, workers fighting aigainst workers." This famous attitude was
adopted by the Second International but betrayed by it in the
imperialist war of 1914. And it is the same attitude which is being
insisted upon by the Communist Parties of the world today.
(Reference Ex. P. 527.)
After the dissensions of the Bakuninists assumed an acute form
and they were expelled, and the other parties, especially the
British Trade Unions, grew cold, the Headquarters of the
International were transferred to New York. After two years it wa"
disbanded in 1874.
The revolutionary philosophy of thC-Working-class which was
fonnulated from the "existing class-struggle, from a movement
going on before our very eyes", and which was tried, tested and
enriched Vy the revolutionary experiences of the workers of
1848-51 and of 1871 received the most brilliant and profound
expression in the works of Marx and Engels. The theory of clasc;struggle was already advocated before them. But the fundamental
proposition of historical materialism was Marx's own discovery,
as also the theory of surplus value. Side by side with the
organisation work carried on by Marx he supplied the movement
with the rare production of his genius, which carried Socialism
from a realm of utopianism on to a scientific basis. Marx'~
outstanding works are the "Manifesto" (1847)--Ex. P. 21; "The
Critique of Political Economy", (1859); "Capital" (1867, 1885,
1894)--Ex. P. 455; "Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte"
(1851)--Ex. P. 1193-D 408; "The Civil War in France"
(1871)-Ex. P. 1179-D 409. Engels collaborated with Marx m
many of his writings. The work "Revolution and Counterrevolution" which goes in the name of Marx was written by
Engels. Engels edited the two volumes of "Capital" after Marx's
death. He also wrote the most popular exposition of Communism,
"The anti-Duhring" (1877) when the German Professor Dohring
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who, though blind, was a brilliant and learned author, had
undertaken the work of smashing Marx.ism. Engels' most original
study is the "Peasant war in Gennany"--(Ex. P. 1183-D 407).
Both in their life had become the acknowledged leaders of the
revolutionary movement of the proletariat. Marx.ism had become
the basis to which most of the parties in Europe were veering.

42. Founding of the Second Intemational-its period-war
and the Second lntemational
The disbanding of the First International did not mean the
break-down of the working-class Socialist Parties or their
international alliance. Some sort of international contact was
maintained by the Bakuninists, who, when expelled from the first
International after its disbanding, continued to hold International
Conferences, calling themselves the real First International.
These Conferences ceased in 188f·on the death of Bak.unin and
the ebb of anarchism in the Continental countries, due to the
growth of class consciousness amongst the workers and all the
Socialist Parties. Each country was building a strong Socialist
Party of its own, the strongest being the Social Democratic Party
of Germany, which was declared illegal by Bismark in 1879. It
continued to function, issued a newspaper from Switzerland,
scored heavily at the elections and was legalised in 1890 when
Bismark was removed. The socialist organisation of the German
working-class was far ahead of the other countries and remained
so far a long time till the Russian Communist Party outstripped it.
In England the Social Democratic Federation was formed in
1881, the Fabian Society in 1885, the Socialist League in 1885
and the Independent Labour Party in 1893. In 1889 on 14th July
fell the lOOth Anniversary of the capture of Bastille, the first
rising of the workers which began the French Revolution. On this
occasion delegates from all the Socialist Parties assembled in
Paris for the celebration of the anniversary and it was decided to
form the Second International. There it was also decided that "at a
definite moment a wide scale international demonstration is to be
organised in such a way that in all countries and all towns
simultaneously on a definite date the workers submit to the State:
Power the demand for the introduction of the eight hours day and
proclaim aloud the other decisions of the International Paris
Congress". (References Ex. P. 2491.)
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The American Federation of Labour had fixed the l st of May
1890 for such a demonstration even before this Congress had met,
so the Second International adopted that date. Thus the May Day
came into existence. It is not a day of merriment but a day of
demonstration of the International class solidarity of the
Proletariat, a day to summarise each year's experiences of the
class-struggle and to fdtmulate and propagate the demands of the
Proletariat. (References P. 2491.)
The Second International was born in a period when the
national bourgeoisie of the big capitalist powers was partitioning
the world amongst themselves, and bringing the loot to the home
countries. On the basis of this colonial loot, the bourgeoisie
succeeded in bribing sections of workers with high wages and
ameliorations. It resulted in deflecting the working-class on to a
policy of class collaboration with the bourgeoisie and renouncing
the path of class-struggle. The Trade Union struggle for partial
demands, for less hours and higher wages, for Parliamentary
suffrage became the leading issues before the workers. The effect
of this was that a tendency arose to "revise" the revolutionary !i.ide
of Marxis?. The "Revision Movement" was undertaken by
Bernstein, an engineer and a briliant pupil of Engels, who, at the
time of his death, had entrusted all his library and papers to
Bernstein. Bernstein belonged to the German Party, was exiled by
Bismark, went to stay in England after a short stay in other
countries, and remained there for several yean. While there he
came under the influence of the British bourgeoisie and the
aristocracy of Labour which had become "responsible" and
"reasonable" by the share in the colonial loot. The cardinal point
of the "Revisionists" was that it was not necessary, after all, for
the working-class to seize and smash the bourgeois State by a
violent revolution. A gradual transformation through the
Parliamentary and other institutions would do the task; "cooperate with the bourgeoisie," "industrial peace" etc. were
naturally the sk>gans of the new pseudo-Marxists and Socialists.
The worst danger was that they justified all this by reference to
Marxism itself.
The Second Intema~ional became a loose Federation of all sorts
of Socialists, who wore agreed that capitali!lt society should be
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superseded by Socialist society and that the political struggle was
a necessity for the workers. It is interesting to note that amongst
the adherents of the Second International in India, who have,
since the growth of the Communist Movement, found themselves
suddenly in love with the Second International or the Indian
National Congress, there are several groups, who would not like
the workers in India "to dabble in politics". But the Second
International in J891 and 1893 emphasised the importance of the
political struggle, and debarred organisations which did not
recognise this from entering it. But having no really Marxist or
revolutionary basis, the individual sections deteriorated, and in
France the "Socialists" Millerand joined the French Ministry of
the Waldeck-Rousseau Cabinet. This was the first betrayal by a
National Socialist Pany and created a storm in the Socialist
Parties of the world. The Paris • Conference of 1900 and
Amsterdam Conference of 1904 by a majority decided that
Socialists should not join a bourgeois Government but those who
had already done so refused to resign. So in 1904 Millerand,
Viviani and Briand were expelled. In 1907, at the Stuttgart
Congress the opportunists moved that the Trade Unions should
not be controlled by Social Democratic Parties. thus trying to
rescue the mass organisations from the direction of their
revolutionary sections organised into party. The increasing hunt
for colonies and the clashes of the imperialist powers over them,
the trustification of industry and friction arising from
international cartels and their div1S1on of the world into reserved
markets, led to threats of war and a tremendous increase in
militarism. The war danger became very imminent by 1912 when
an international crisis threatened lmpenahsm. The crisis was
getting more and more acute since 1910 and England was m the
grip of a big strike wave. The reaiton was that while the period
before 1900 was one of falling prices the growth of monopoly in
all its forms had checked that tendency and prices were rising
steadily from J900 to 1910 leading to a fall in real wages. In
England the seamen and dockers struck in 1911 and won. They
were followed by the railwaymen. 1912 saw a great miners' strike.
In 1913 the Dublin capitalists locked out their workers. It was
followed by a building workers' strike in 1914. If the War had not
broken out, 1914 would have seen a tremendous All National
General Strike with revolutionary consequences in England.
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The workers in Russia who had been suppressed after the
revolution of 1905 had begun to rise again with the Lena GoldFields massacre. The atmosphere was filled with the talk of war
and strikes.
What was the reaction of the Second International to this rising
revolutionary wave? The International had already failed to keep
the Social Democr•s from joining bourgeois Government,
because joining a bourgeois Government means aiding the
bourgeois State in its function of suppressing the working-clas~.
When War was threatened the International in its Congress at
Stuttgart ( 1907) and Copenhagen ( 1910) considered the question
and betrayed its opportunist character. The Left Wing at thii.
Congress headed by Keir Hardie of the British Labour Movement
and Vaillant, a French Socialist (not the Bakuninist anarchist)
advocated that if a war broke out, the workers of all countrie.,
should immediately declare a General Strike as the war would be
a war of imperialists. This proposal W&j rejected by 131 to 51. The
International abandoned its character of an International of
workers and left its Parties to fight for their own bourgeoisie m
case of war.

I
43. What it did when war actually broke out-the role of the
Labour Party-the vote for war credits in Germany

When the War actually broke out the Socialist deputies of the
Second International, sitting in the Parliaments of their respective
countries, voted for the war credits. All the talk of preventing war
by a General Strike or by any other means "most appropriate" was
thrown overboard. The Socialists of the Second International led
the workers to fight the battles of their bourgeoisie. The heritage
of the First International. the lessons of the Paris Commune, of
Marxh·.m, were forgotten, and the betrayal was great because the
Second International influenced a membership of 12 miJJion!!t
from 27 countries. The International crisis threatening Capitalism
was jumped over by the war. The patriotic mania, the supposed

danger of being wiped away ftom the face of t\\e eat\\\ t\\at was
'we\~~ \be'oourgeoisie of each wamng nation before its worken
and peas~nts, the faJ11e propaganda of the bourgeois Press and the
co-ope~t~on of t~ leaders of the working-class with the
bourgeoJSJe, set asu:le the strike wave, the militant action of the
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working-class against the capitalist system, in the belief that the
war would solve the problem of poverty. The working-class and
peasantry of each nation was led to believe that the defeat of the
bourgeoisie of its enemy would mean victory for itself. The
exploitation of India at present is being directed in the interest of
British Imperialism by the so-called Labour Party. The Indian
bourgeoisie and its petty-bourgeois intellectuals grasped the
imperialist nature of this "Labour Party" only when it hit them by
an ordinance in 1924, and its policy in 1929 and 1930. But the
Communists have exposed the opportunist and imperialist role of
the Labour Party since the War, when it joined hands with the
imperialists of its country. When Austria declared war on July 25,
1914, the Parliamentary Labour Party expressed its gratification
at the "peace efforts" of Sir Edward Grey and asked all Labour
orgamsations "to watch events vigilantly so as to oppose if need
be in the most effective way any action which may involve us in
war". On August 1, the Brist section of the Bureau of the Second
International issued a manifesto over the signatures of Keir
Hardie and Arthur Henderson callmg upon Labour to hold vast
demonstrations against war m every industrial centre. "Combine
and conquer the Militarist enemy. Down with class rule." Two
days after this the British bourgeoisie declared war. The anti-war
resolution of the Second Intemat1onal at Basle caJJed for every
means to prevent war, havmg regard to the sharpness of class!.tmggle and the general political sltuation. What w~ the position
of the class-struggle in England at this time? Mr. Sydny Webb.
now the bulwark of Imperialism. says, "The number of disputes
culminated in the later half of I 913 and the first half of 1914 in the
outbreak of something like 150 strikes per month. British Trade
Unionism was, in fact, in the ~ummer of 1914 working up for an
almost revolutionary outbur~t of gigantic industrial disputes
which could not have failed to be seriously embarrassing for the
political organisation to which the movement had committed
itself, when in August 1914 war was declared and all internal
conflicts had perforce to be suspended". Webb omits to mention
that the suspension was not voluntarily done by British Labour
but under t\\e fa\se \eadets\\ip of \ts Labour-im\)Crialists. The
Basle resolution declared that, "should the war none the less break
out, every effort mustbe made to utilise the crisis and hasten the
fall of capitalist domination." The leadership of the British
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workers failed to carry this out. On 7th August 1914 the Labour
Party decided to make no pronouncement on the vote of war
credits. August 29, the E.C. of the Party "agreed with the policy of
the Parliamentary Party in joining the campaign to strengthen the
British Army," and promised the support of its organisations! The
betrayal was made co~lete by sending the Secretary to the Pany,
Mr. Arthur Henderson, to enter the Cabinet in July 1915. On
August 24, the Trade Union Congress, the General Federation of
Trade Unions and the Labour Party decided to terminate all the
existing trade disputes. Fearing that the workers would denounce
them, they also cancelled the T.U.C. Session. In March 1~15 the
T.U. leaders entered into an agreement with Lloyd George by
which the workers surrendered every right of theirs. Holidays and
the eight-hour-work day were abrogated, employment of women
and children in mines was introduced, all former wage
agreements were suspended and the woskers were not to get even
overtime pay or compensatory allowance for all these sacrifices to
Imperialism. (Webb's History of Trade Unionism). The Munition!.
of War Act of 1915 prevented a worker from leaving his work
without the consent of the employer. The result was that
wholesale robbery of workers' wages was practised by the
employers and if they protested, they were sent to the Army.
The Indian bourgeoisie draws a different lesson from thi~. It
asks the Indian workers and peasants to emulate the patriotism
and self-sacrifice of the British workers in stopping class war
when threatened by an enemy from outside. But it fails to mention
the role of the British bourgeoisie. It was the workers who were
killed on the battle-field. On the economic field it was the worker~
who bore the war burden. The bourgeoisie bought war bonds and
is even now after 12 years living on the interest. The war wa~
profiteers in every country ne well-known to the workers. The
bouigeoisie in every country reaped a harvest of wealth from the
war while the workers were thrown in the harvest of tomadoe~ of
high prices, disease and massacres.
It is wrong to suppose that British workers did not strike for
wage.'> during the patriotic war. The engineers, miners, armament
workers, all bad to strike for higher wages as the prices were
rising. The employers called for Government intervention but the
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workers refused to be intimidated and in some cases they won.
The Clyde workers, in a manifesto, denounced the Trade Union
officials' support to the Government as "an act of tre,h;hery to the
working-class". With the sanction of the treacherous leadership
the workers' leaders in the armament works were deported in
March-April 1916. Thus throughout 1915 and 1916 the workers
were carrying on class war on the industrial front, while the
bourgeoisie and the opportunist Second International leadership
of the British Labour Party, the l.L.P. and the T.U.C. were cooperating against the British \\orkers to carry out an impenabst
war. It was the natural outcome of becommg renegadt to
Imperialism. (References Exh: P. 1270, "The Communist",
January 1928).
•
The social democratic deputies in the Re1chstag voted for war
credit~. The French deputies did the same. In Russia the Duma
copied the betrayal. The International solidarity of labour against
the bourgeoisie wal!I forgotten.

44. Attitude of Communists to war-Lenin's slogans-the
work of Leibknecht and Rosa Luxembourg-the
perversian of Lenin's slogans by the Social Democrats
But was there none m that huge organisation of 12 million
workers of 27 countm 'i to oppose the war, to denounce it and give
the correct Commun •.,t lead to the working-class of the world'?
Was none so courageous and faithful as to stand out in that
international fever of patriotism fanned by the Imperialist Press in
every country and give the slogan of the Proletarian Revolution?
There was, and it was the small Left-Wing section of the Second
International under tit~ leadership of Lenin, Luxembourg and
Leibknecht. We have already seen the revolutionary attitude to
war as indicated by Marx and the First International. The same
attitude was endorsed by the Second International, but whereas
the Paris Commune carried out its r~volutionary duty, the Second
International failed to do so. The attitude of the Communist of the
Third International to the question of war is a continuation of the
Marxist attitude
a continuation of the Leninist preaching
during the last imperlalist war.

ano
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The Leninist attitude to war is determined from the class point
of view. Is the war waged in the interest of the working-class by
the revolutionary working-class? Is the war a progressive one
leading to a further unfolding of the class-struggle or is it
reactionary? For exampie, the wars waged by the bourgeoisie in
the l 8th and l 9th centuries were progressive wars. Because they
were wars waged by the bourgeoisie against the absolute feudal
order, thus leading to the d~velopment of Capitalism, the
development of productive forces and of the Proletarian struggle
bringing the whole epoch nearer to the fight for Socialism. The
war waged by the Indian or the Chinese bourgeoisie would be a
progressive war in the same sense.
But the war of 1914 was a reactionary war. It was a war of
imperialist powers, who fought in order to destroy the productive
forces of one another, as there was no room for further expansion
or growth. An imperialist war signifies the end of the progressive
growth of Capitalism and is therefore a sequel for proletarian
revolution.dt shows decline, not progress. This has been amply
proved by the post-war experience. In Europe, the FranceGerman War was the last national war. Today in the world, the
wars waged by the colonies for Independence from the imperialist
yoke can be said to be progressive national wars. So also the war
waged by the Proletarian Soviet State against an impenahst State
would be a revolutionary progressive war.
In the second address of the First International to the workers,
Marx therefore asked the workers to do their duty as citizens, but
at the same time to consolidate their position as workers. In 1848,
he also advised a war against Russian Czarism, in order to weaken
the reactionary feudal forces, which every time suppressed the
progressive forces of the petty-bourgeoisie, the peasantry and
workers from devek>ping. But the same position did not remain in
1914 when German and Russian imperialisms fought each other.
Because now both of them were ripe for being overthrown and
there could be no preference. The productive forces in both had
reached their maximum within the bourgeois structure and could
be pushed further only by being liberated from the shackles of
private ownership. Hence Communists oppose the imperialist war
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but support the revolutionary war of one proletarian State against the
bourgeois State, or of the colonies against their imperialist masters or
of workers against the bourgeoisie. Our anti-war attitude is not that of
Pacifists or humanitarians; it is a class attirude. The Social Democrate
in the Second International failed to see this. Outwardly every
imperialist State called the war one of "defence". But in fact every
imperialist State wanted to destroy the other; with the net result that
one Imperialism is substituted for another, other one reaction for
another reaction. It was not a question of substituting felidalism by
Capitalism or Capitalism by Socialism.
There were some sections of Social Democrats, who took the
slogan of "Neither peace nor war". This attitude also was wrong.
If the war was reactionary it had ·to be opposed. Such an
opposition could not be neutrality like that of the Pacifists. "When
the bourgeois State forced the working-class to fight its war, the
opposition to the fight could only be a civil war. This was the
attitude adopted by the revolutionary wing of the Second
International under the leadership of Lenin. The Social
Democratic Labour Party of Russia in its manifesto in November
1914 said: "It is the task of the Social Democrats in every country
to wage in tht.. first and foremost place a fight against Chauvinism
m their respective countries. The overthrow of Czarism, the
United States of Europe, erected on the ruins of Russian, German,
Austro-Hungarian monarchies, the Socialist Revolution in the
advanced countries, the Democratic Revolution in Russia, were to
be the aims of the struggle. The transformation of the imperialist
war into civil war, such was to be the road." On 15th July 1915
writing in the "Social Democrat", the paper of the Russian Party,
Lenin wrote "During d reactionary war the revolutionary class
cannot but desire the defeat of its own Government". (Reference
P. 2391). "Revolution in war time is Civil War and the
transformation of the war of States into a civil war is facilitated by
military failures (defeat) on the part of the Government of the
States. It is m fact impossible to bring about such a transformation
without encouragin.g defeat." (Ex P. 247 page 58). Against the
imperialist slogan of "Save your country," the Bolshevik. slogan
was "Welcome defeat-" "Change imperialist war into civil war."
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Anybody who has lived through the war craze can see what
tremendous revolutionary courage was required to stand in the
centre of Europe and issue such a slogan when even the mightiest
Second International leaders had joined on the side of the war in
their respective countrifs.
The imperialists tried to pervert the slogan. In Russia they
argued that Lenin wanted Germany to be victorious. But this was
not so. The slogan was to be acted upon by the workers in every
country. So there could not be a question of wishing the victory of
one Imperialism as against another. Some Social Democrats
formulated the question that if the workers and peasants of one
country, misled by its bourgeoisie, did attack another, where the
workers were not in a position to overthrow their bourgeoisie,
should these social democrats simply see their workers and
peasants massacred? The answer is tha whatever be the position
of the party it cannot support its bourgeoisie in the war. It mu!:ll
oppose it. Secondly the attack on the bourgeoisie affects the
bourgeois Jtate, which is bound to arm the workers and peasants
for the war. So the question of impotent massacre is ruled out by
the bourgeoisie itself. The Party has to utilise this position.
overthrow its bourgeoisie and then, if peace becomes impossible,
to conduct a revolutionary war. That is what the Russian Social
Democrats-the Bolsheviks-did.
The Social Democratic members of the Russian Duma refused
to sanction war credits-the Bolsheviks were not opportunists
like the Labour Pary. In Germany the banner of revolt was led by
Liebknecht, in the German Reichstag. At the first voting, he was
led by the idea of party discipline and as the German Social
Democrats had decided to vote for war, Leibknecht obeyed the
mandate. But later he rebelled and in March 191 S he voted against
war. He was immediately drafted as a common soldier in the
army. Exactly the Leninist attitude was taken by the great Irish
leader James Connolly, who was not in touch with Lenin at all.
Connolly advocated that the Irish workers must begin the war of
national Independence immediately, taking advantage of the
imperialist carnage. The most consistent and virulent opposition
was organised by the Bolsheviks in Russia and Liebknecht and
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Rosa Luxembourg in Germany. At first the British, French antt
Russian imperialists applauded the "German" Liebknecht and
Luxembourg for taking up the slogan of "Civil War". The German
imperialists cheered the "Russian" Bolsheviks for advocating the
overthrow of Czarism. Thus the imperialists of every warring
country wanted to use the Communists in the enemy countries for
their own victory. While the Communists in all the imperialist
countries wanted to unite, internationally for the overthrow of all
the bouigeois States by using their mutual military conflict.

45. Zlmmerwald and Kienthal Conferences-proposal of
founding the Third International-the Russian
Revolution
For three years the struggle did not bear fruit. The masses had
not yet been convinced by their own experience of the correctness
of the Bolshevik lead. Without such an experience, the finest
theory and leadership falls flat. For two years the Left Wing of the
Second International could do nothing except issuing manifestoes
to the workers, forming propaganda centres wherever possible
and organising fractions. The greatest work in this direction was
carried on by Liebknecht in Germany and the Leninists in Russia.
Within the Second International a revolutioNll}' Left Wing had been
growing since 1907 under the leadership of Lenin and Luxembourg.
In 1910 they tries to organise a Conference of the revolutionary Left
Wing but did not succeed as the members were afraid of the powerful
International throwing them out. In the quarrel between the
Mensheviks and Bolsheviks. the International sided with the
Mensheviks. After the war, opportunism became still more vivid. So
when a Conference wru. held at Zimmerwald in September 1915, the
Leftists fonned the Zimmerwald Left and issued a manifesto against
the war calling upon the workers to tum the imperiaJist war into a
civil war. Both at Zimmerwald and Kienthal the Left were not in a
majority. Though they were not full Congresses of the Second
International yet they were congresses for all purposes of its
adherent. At these conferences, Lenin brought forward a proposal of
founding the Third !iitemational. Every one except a few memb&rs
considered it a mad proposal. It was unthinkable that any one
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could propose a Third International against the most powerful
Second International of twelve million members. Even within the
Russian Bolshevik Party the proposal was considered to be too
radical. Lenin wanted the Party to break with the Zimmerwald
platform and form a 1\ird International. The majority opposed
and the Bolsheviks remained in the Second International.
According to Zinovieff, the nucleus of the Comintern was begun
since 1907, the proposal made openly in 1915 and carried out in
March 1919. after the Russian and German Revolutions. Three
years of the imperialist war convinced the workers that "one's
enemy is in one's own country". That the imperialist w~ must be
turned into the civil war.
The exhaustion was felt first in the country which was the least
strong in its organisation, where the imperialist chain was the
weakest and the workers' revolution~ party strongest. It was
Russia. The shortage of bread, the mismanagement of munitions
at the front exasperated the workers and soldiers until the
revolutionllfy tide could not be stemmed. The Czar was
overthrown and a provisional Government was established in
March, 1917. The tide was rising in Germany also. On 28th June
1916, S0,000 workers in Berlin struck work for Liebknecht's
release. Next day Brunswick joined it. It was the first political
strike in Germany. But the revolution there took time to mature. It
was one year after the Russian Revolution that the Kaiser fled on
9th November 1918.
The two Russian Revolutions of 1917 and the subsequent
revolutions in the Central European countries were the direct
outcome of the imperialist war. But in the fonner, there was a
party and a proletariat schooled in the experiences of the
revolution of 1905. In the latter, there was no such party nor a
proletariat that had gone through a revolutionary baptism.
showing it the treacherous role of the pseudo-revolutionary pettybourgeois parties. Moreover the Russian proletariat had the
unique fortune of possessing the extraordinary genius of Lenin.
The Russian imperialist system was not so strong as the Gennan
or British. These and other factors gave birth to a successful
proletarian revolution in Russia, while the proletarian revolutions
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and revolutionary attempts in other countries were betrayed and
drowned in blood.
The Russian Revolution ushers in an epoch of proletarian
revolutions and the emancipatory wars of the colonies. The
Russian Revolution has been inspiring the world revolutionary
movement of the workers for the last thirteen years. We stand here
charged with advocating the same ideals and the same methods as
were used by the Russian working-class and peasantry in their
fight against Ci.arism and Capitalism. Every bourgeois leader in
India today tries to frighten British Imperialism with the prospect
of the Indian Bolsheviks getting stronger if Dominion Status were
not given to the Indian bourgeoisie. There is a worldwide war
against the Bolsheviks. We will thetefore see what the Russian
experience teaches us and what lessons we draw from it for the
proletarian struggle in India.

DI- 5-11-31.
SECTION 3.-The Russian Phase of the class-struggle
from 1905 to 5-Year Plan: Paras 46-66
46. Early Russian developments till 1905
The development of Capitalism began in Russian later than in
England, France and Germany Whtie Europe and America as a
whole were going swiftly on the road of capitalist development,
the peasant was still a serf in Russia. The incapacity of feudal
economy to compete with products of capitalist economy, the
effects of the Crimean war and such other factors compelled the
Czar to decree the abolition of serfdom in 1861. But the
"abolition" was such that the peasant had literally to buy his
freedom. If he wanted to cultivate his land as an independent
peasant, the feudal lord demanded a price that he could never pay,
or if he could pay, he was given such a piece that he had to hire
himself out to the landlord for more money as the small piece was
insufficient to meet his needs. Thirty years after the
emancipation, the pPsants were still being flogged and 'Sold as
~s. However, a certain stratum of small peasants and "free"
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labour was created. A part of the peasantry when completely
ruined went to the town industry.
The republican ideas of the French Revolution had their
influence upon the small middle-class in Russia. Discontent
against the Czarist sy~m grew amongst them. When many of
them, tired with the conditions in Russia, went abroad for
education and "Western" acquirements, they came in contact with
the adherents of Marx and Bakunin, and imbibed their teachings,
especially of the latter. The Russian intelligentsia was already
filled with the Slavophil mania, that is the notion that the Russian
Slavs have a special message to give to the world (just like the
Indian Rabindra Nath Tagore and Gandhi wandering about to give
the "special message" of India to the world). There was prevalent
in Russia the "Mir," an ancient system by which land was held in
common by the village. The intellige1ttsia idealised the "Mir,"
idealised the peasants. The whole literary act1v1ty of the eighteensixties was full of an idealisation of the peasants. Bakunin gave
the slogan l'fo the people. Go amongst the peasantry, teach them,
do good work for them and society will be cured of all illt.
including Czarism." One of the advocates of this movements,
Pisarev, added one more slogan-that the intelligentsia must
undergo the same physical inconveniences as the peasantry, as a
means for genuine approximation to the people. The Czar fearing
the growth of revolutionary tendencies amongst the immigrant
students called them back and threatened banishment if they did
not return. They came back and went to the "people", started
schools, became doctors, teachers and preachers and began to
mildly stir up the peasants. Even this peaceful welfare work was
not tolerated by the Czar. The natural reaction was that they
determined to leave "peace and welfare" and take to the road of
violent terrorism. Terrorist activity was at its height during the
period of 1870-80, its greatest action being the assassination of
the Czar Alexander II in 1881. The reaction of the Government to
this was an increase in the secret Police force (the Okhrana) from
whose operations even the members of the royal family were not
left free. According to Masaryk, the average duration of the life of
the Russian terrorist was two years. During the years 1860-92 the
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number of victims of the terrorist revolution is stated to have been
30,000 (Masaryk. "Spirit of Russia", Volume ll). The presiding
genius of Russian anarchism was Bakunin. It was not the
anarchism as we find it in India, the only factor common between

the two being the name and terrorist attack against the members
of the bureaucracy. Bakunin's mature philosophy was summed up
in two words "against God and the State". Russian anarchism was
atheistic, while the Indian is crudely superstitious religious and
even communal. 'The Russian anarchists were in fact anarchoCommunists, i.e. they wanted to abolish immediately the State,
and institute Socialism something of the Mir type. Therefore they
asked for "Land and Freedom," of which only the latter is heard
amongst the so-called Indian anarchists.
The absence of any outlet for the middle-dass intelligentsia in
industries, the absence of liberal bourgeois Parliamentary
institutions, combined with monstrous rigour of repression, made
Balcuninist anarchism strong. But when during the latter part of the
I 9th century, Capitalism began to develop in Russia, conditions
altered. ASblble Proletariat began to grow and with it the influence of
Marxi4lm also. In 1883, Plekhanov. Vera Zasulitch and Axelrod
formed the fint Communist Group that began popularising and
applying to Russian conditions the theory of Marxism. These
pioneers ofCommunism in Russia were drawn from the disillusioned
nnks of the "Populists" (as the anarchists were called because of their
slogan "To the people"). By 1895 there were three political groups
contending for the leadership of the movement-one was the liberal
bourgeoisie only supplicating for a constitution; second, the Populist
socialists advocaling destruction of autocracy and feudalism to be
followed by a return to the old social life of the village Commune;
third, the Social Democrats or Communists whose ultimate aim was
a Communist society and immediate demands were the overthrow of
Czarism. dest111etion of feudalism. a Constituent Assembly and the
minimum dlnmds of the workers in fact on bourgeois democracy
such as was nbtainable in Western Europe.
Russian Capitalism grew very rapidly between 1890 and 1900,
whereas the rate of tncreasc in the other countries was slowiag
down and they were tiunting for divisidn of the world market. Tbe
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impetus to this production was given by the growth of railways
which were needed for the movement of the grain trade of the
land owners. Railways which were 1488 versts in 1860 increased
to 41714 by 1900. Along with them rose allied industries. The
cheapness of labour b/ought in French and German capital. The
development took pi~ mostly on large scale production, from
the very beginning, as it was built on the technical experiences of
the Western bourgeoisie.
But side by side with this development there existed, unlike
France or England, the all-powerful land-owning class whose
parasitic demand of rent did not allow the growth of a middle
peasantry but impoverished the whole strata. Between 1888 and
1898 in 50 provinces of European Russia the number of horses
owned by the peasants declined from 19.6 millions to 17 millions
and cattle from 34.6 millions to 24.5 millions. The peasantry was
destitute, cruelly exploited, flogged a:d shot for disobedience or
refusal to do any serf labour. Its condition can be compared with
that of ou9easantry under the Talukdars of Oudh. The growth of
industry dD the one hand and complete ruination of the peasantry
on the other was bound to lead to the depression· in trade and
industry which set in at the beginning of 1900 and lasted in a more
or less degree till 1910 and was the cause of the revolutionary
upheavals slowly breaking out in 1901 and culminating in the
revolutionary of 1905. (References P. 247).

47. Rise of various parties-Economists, Anarchists, Social
Democrats etc.
Petrograd was the first centre of railways and industry and
therefore the first of strikes also, which had begun as early as
1875. With the development of Capitalism, the Proletariat began
to appear on the scene as a separate force and claim attention from
the revolutionary schools of thought. The Marxian viewpoint
found adherents amongst the intelligentsia through the activities
of the Plekhanov group. But Communist thought was as yet
contlned merely to the intellectuals and had not yet become the
basis of Proletarian struggle. This was the f'ust task carried out by
Lenin. The economic struggle of the workers for wages and hours
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with their employers had attracted many intellectuals to the
industrial centres for conducting the workers' movement and
amongst them had sprung up various shades of thought. The
activity of even the most mild welfare workers being forbidden by
the Czarist Police, most of these circles were secret and Lenin
worked amongst one of them. He had mastered Marxian
economics and political theory in his college days and was
already under Police surveillance, his brother having been hanged
for an anarchist attempt on the Cmr. Lenin was a great admirer of
the revolutionaries of the preceding epoch, their courage,
methods of organisation and sacrifices. But he was convin.,ced of
the petty-bourgeois nature and the futility of their struggle, and he
exposed their reactionary Socialism. which wanted to return to
the pre-capitalist and feudal State in which Russia had been
rotting so far. He began this with his articles "The heritage we
renounce" and "The friends of the people-who are they"?
The depression in industry brought on a strike wave. Lenin had
not remained content with merely exposing the horrible
conditions of work of the workers. His circle while secretly
circulating leaflets on workers' demands and exposing abuses
explained to them that the solution of the evil lay not only in
economic struggle, but that the overthrow of autocracy and a
social revolution alone could finally solve the problem.
Now there were in Russia Marxists-Communists, who believed
as Lenin believed, but who did not act up to their belief in the
correct manner. By the time that the workers had begun to revolt
and the political activity of the petty-bourgeoisie and bourgeoisie
on constitutional lines was gathering strength, the Communists in
Russia found themselves involved in immense ideological and
oganisational controversies out of which arose Leninism. There
were the economists. They considered the economic struggle of
the workers as the only and most important struggle. They wanted
the movement to be limited to minor demands and improvemenr
of material conditions. Political struggle against autocracy and
for democracy they liked to leave to the petty-bourgeoisie. Thus
this school though calling itself "Social Democratic or
Communist" was like our pure Trade Unionists or Social Welfate
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workers of the type illustrated by the Servants of India society or
the Servants of the People Society, who send organisers amongst
workers for economic struggle, sometimes even with the ideal of
Socialist society before them, but who in politics follow the proimperialist Liberal Federation or such other institutions. The
Socialism of this grodip consists in vaguely conceiving a socialist
society to which the working-class along with the other classe!I
will somehow gradually evolve. The economists laid great
emphasis on "spontaniety of the masses." They considered that
out of Trade Unions, out of the daily economic struggle, the
masses will spontaneously rise to a higher class-consciousness
and the needs of the struggle. Next to the economists was one
group of Social Democrats or Communists who went a step
further than the economists. By all means the working-class must
take part in the political struggle. They admitted the Marxian
slogan that every class-struggle is a political struggle. But then
they conceived it as a "process". The working-class must first
carry on "mild politics", the politics arising from Trade
Unionis~ It must learn by experience what politics ii., slowly and
step by step. The working-class is incapable. according to them.
of building up a revolutionary party at once, or grasping the
revolutionary content of the anti-Czariht democratic movement,
without a long course of training. Therefore, a Communist. they
said, must not inces~antly call upon the work.en for revolutionary
action. This school also took the colour of maintaining the most
uncompromising "class outlook". The) "ould not hke "the
workers to take part in the demonstrat101h 1! the petty·bourgeois.
They would not like the workers to tdlo.~· pd11 m ctny democratic
movement conducted by the buurg\.'01111t. On the face of il this
looked very Marxian and an unadulterdlcll class outlook. But in
fact it hopelessly misundenitood th~ t.ic:tit.. and strategy of
Marxism. The Communist Manife~to haJ long ago said that a
Communist must support every re'<olutionary movement. even
that conducted by the bourgeoisie and use it for his own
revoJutionary aim. The Leninist line had to fight against alJ these
tendencies and groups. It ~hould bd ~membered that all these
groups were in one part), the Social Democratic Labour Party of
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Russia and agreed on one programme, but they differed in its
application, in the line of struggle and also m the interpretation of
Marxism. All of them re.lied on Marx just a• today in India even
the anti-Communist quotes Lenin in his support.

48. Lenin opposes them-"Wbat Is to be done"orpnlsation of professional revolutionaries
The most exhaustive refutation of the vanous wrong tendencies in
Communism and the first clear fonnulat1on of Lemnism as to be
found in Lenin's work "What is to be done" which he wrote between
1901 and 1902. The outline of thoughts m thi!i. booklet had abady
appeared m the controversial articles of Lenin m the "Iskra". The
Social Democratic Party was split mtatwo sections in the Second
Congress in 1903, nominally on the question whether or not to have a
centralised organisation but really on the question of different
tendencies with regard to the revolutionary struggle which later on
crystalised into Men1thev1sm and Bolshevi~m. When the
controversies broke out there were Social Democrats of the
economist M:hool who said, "Leave controversies of theories, or
quarrels between leadeR, or exaggerauon of the importance of
ideology. to lhe people who are out ~•de Rus~ia, in exile. Here
concentrare on the organisation of \\Ork~r~ and Trade Umons." Lenin
opposed this "freedom" to evPI} tt>11dency taking the lead of the
workers' organisation. Because ~u. h .i freedom ultimately led to
chaos and absence of umted actaon ·r he ach.ocate\ of "no theoretical
quarrels befon: the workers" fbe<-..ttN~ the worker.. do not kno"' or
care to know what i!ii Moscow and "hat as Geneva. w !iaY our lncban
pseudo-Socialists) quoted even MaR that: "A "mgle step of the real
movement is worth a dozen pro~mmes." Lemn pointed out that to
repeat the\e "'"rd" in the epoch of theoretacal chaos i$ sheer mockery.
md if quarrel' have to be 1;Cl a'1de for the sake of tactical alhances.
then )OU mu'lf remember Marx again, who wrote ''1f you must
combine. then enter into agreements to Wltt"fy the practical aims of
the movement, but do not haggle over principles, do not make
'conceuion~· in theory." The theoretical ~truggle is absolutely
neces~
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Writing on the question of spontaneity of the masses Lenin
says that the strikes and revolts of the workers ending in
destruction of machinery began in Russia in 1870, but they were
merely signs of coming consciousness, they were simply trade
union struggles. There was no Communist consciousness, that is,
the workers were ndt and could not be conscious of the
irreconciliable antagonism of their interest to the whole of the
modem political and social system. This consciousness could
only be brought to them from without the history of all countrie~
shows that the working-class, exclusively by its own effort, 1s
able to develop only trade union consciousness, that is, it may
itself realise the necessity for combining in unions, to fight
against the employers and to strive to compel the Government to
pass necessary labour legislation etc. The working-cla~~
organisations out of their own evolution can only find the way to
trade union politics, which confitTes itself to bourgeois
parliamentary system. The slogan of giving the "economic
struggle a political character" as a tactical slogan of using the
trade unioh struggle to infuse Communist consciousness and
convert that politics into the revolutionary politics of
Communism looks mo~t profound and alluring. But such a
conversion is not pos&ible by limiting the movement to the
economic sphere only. It must spread over all forms of social lifetaking note of the struggle of all classes and their alignments. The
workers can acquire class political consciousness only from
without, that is only outside of the economic struggle, outside of
the sphere of relations between the workers and employers. The
sphere from which alone it is possible to obtain this knowledge 1s
the sphere of relationship between all classes and the State and
the Government-the sphere of the inter-relations between all
classes. For that reason the reply to the question what must be
done in order that the workers may acquire political knowledge
cannot be merely one which in the majority of cases the practical
workers, especially those who are inclined towards economism.
usual\y content thcmse\ves with, that is "go amongst the
workers." To bring political knowledge to the workers the social
democrats (Communists) must go among aJI classes of the
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population, must despatch the units of their army in all directions.
The Communist ideal should not be a trade union secretary but a
tribune of the people, able to react to every manifestation of
tyranny and oppression, no matter where it takes place, no matter
what stratum or class of people it affects.
But the widening of the field of struggle is likely to lead to
another deviation in the field of organisation-one is likely to
attempt to convert a whole trade union into a "party" and neglect
the question of revolutionary organisation. In the zeal to widen
the movement a criticism is made that unless the rank and file take
part, the continuity cannot be maintained; when a handful of
leaders are arrested, the whole movement comes to an end. Lenin
admitted the correctness of the desa:iption of the state of affairs.
But the lesson that his critics drew that the masses must take the
movement "out of the hands of revolutionary leaders-the
workers must rely on workers, on the rank and file only and not
on a set of ten wise men", was mischievous and demagogic. It was
an attempt to set the worst instinct of the crowd against the
"leaders." Lenin fought this. "A Committee of students is no
good, it is not stable," the critics said. "Quite good," said Lenin,
"but the conclusion to be drawn from this is that we must have a
Committee of professional revolutionists, and it does not matter
whether a student or a worker is capable of qualifying himself as
a professional revolutionist. The conclusion that you draw
however, (like some of the Indian comrades who favour debarring
intellectuals from holding trade union posts and restricting the
posts to workers exclusively) is that the working-class must not be
pushed from outside. I would like to ask what is meant by the
students "pushing on" the workers. All it means is that the
students being to 1he workers the fragments of political
knowledge they possess, the crumbs of socialist ideas they have
managed to acquire. Such pushing on from outside can never be
too excessive; on the contrary so far there has been too little of it.
in our movement; we have been stewing in our own juice far too
long. We have bowed down far too slavishly before the
spontaneous "economic struggle" of the workers against the
employers and Government". Next to the theory, the question of
organisation is most important. In this the wide organisation of
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workers like trade unions must not be confused with the
organisation of revolutionists which is the party. On this his view
may be summarised thus:-( I) that no movement can be durable
without a stable organisation of leaders to maintain continuity(2) that the more widely the masses are drawn into the struggle
and form the basis of th~ovement, the more necessary is it to
have such an organisation and the more stable must it be (for it is
much easier than for demagogues to side-track the most backward
masses), (3) That the organisation must consist chiefly of persons
engaged in revolution as a profession, (4) That in a country with
despotic Government the more we restrict the membership of this
organisation to persons who are engaged in revolution as a
profession and who have been trained, the better will it be for the
safety of the organisation, (5) the wider will be the circle of men
and women of the working-class or of other classes of society
able to join the movement and perform 'ctive work in it. The
centralisation of the secret functions of the organisation does not
mean the centralisation of all functions of the movement, neither
does it mean"1iolation of democracy within the party. Applying
the conclusion that he drew to himself and his comrades Lenin
wrote "µie most grievous sin that we have committed in regard to
organisation is that by our primitiveness we have lowered the
prestige of revolutionists in Russia. A man who is weak and
vacillating on theoretical questions, who had a narrow outlook,
who makes excuses for his own slackness, on the ground that the
masse~ are awakening spontaneously, who resembles a trade that
union secretary more than a people's tribune, who is unable to
conceive a broad and bold plain, who i~ incapable of inspiring
even his enemies with respect for hirrself, and who is inc~ pc:ricn,:ed and clumsy in his own profes .ional an, such a man is
not a rcvc1luth')nl~t but a hopeless amateur. Let no active worker
take ~ffonce at the'le frank. remarks, for as far as insufficient
training is loncl'rr.i;d 1 apply them first and foremost to myself. 1
used to wor1 m .t drcle that set itself a great and all embracins
task and fWe y member of that circle suffered to the point of
torture from the realisation that we were proving ourselves to be
amateurs at a moment in history when we might ba"e been ab\e to
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say-paraphrasing a well-known epipam •give • •
organisation of revolutionists and we shall oveabim die wllalc of
Russia". And the more I IKall the baming sense of shame I.._
experieneed, the more bitter w my feelinp towmds dlOle psalldo
social democrats whose teachinp bring disgrace on the calliag cf
a revolutionist, who fail to understand dud oar task is 8DI to
degrade the revolutionist to the level of an ama1e11r bat to e.811 die
amateur to the level of a revolutionist."
The programme of spreading Communist consciousness to all.
of taking the lead of every real revolutionary straggle lmd its
dangers also, to which Lenin paid careful attention. The qaesaion
of alJiances with non-Communist panies for taclical purposes. to
set the broadest strata of the masses in a revolutionary motion.
brought forth the danger of the real Marxian principles getting
adulterated at the hands of the petty-bourgeois adherents. To
overcome this and to guarantee the organisation of revolutionists
from being swamped by opportuni~ts, Lenin advocated alliances
with non-Marxist parties and groups only in separate concn:te
instances for a limited purpose with the proviso that the party was
at complete liberty to criticise and expose the ideological
differences between the party and its ally. Secondly, the alliances
took place not between individuals but between the party as a
whole and the ally, that is the party did not merge into or become
the organic member of the other body but retained its identity and
separate command in all spheres. This method \\<orlced very well, so
much so that in the several alliances that the Bolsheviks formed with
other parties, though for a time they looked as if they were
compromising or losing hold, they came out successful, and stronger
than before. The Bolsheviks split from the Menshevilcs in the Second
Congress and built up their revolutionary OQJanisation. When in the
rising wave after 1902, the Czarist autocracy attacked even the most
moderate bourgeois liberals, as were foond in the Zemstvos, the
"Iskra" goaded the Zautvos to put up a fight; when the students were
attacked or drafted into the anny as a punishment, the workers were
brought to demonsttl* in support of them. The Bolshevik orpnisers
were already in the industrial centres and had even reached the army
and navy to a small extent.
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49. Sodal Democradc Party orpn.lsatlon-tbe Zubatov
Unions-January 1905-tactlcs of the Mensbel'iks and
Bolsbel'iU-UnoDDCement of the Duma
At this time the Police Chief Zubatov advised the Government
to start unions of workefll through police help-thus keeping the
workers under the influence of leaders who would be loyal to the
Czar. The Zubatov Unions sprang up in many centres. But the
result was that when the workers got organised and strikes arose,
the workers amongst whom the Bolsheviks had spread their
influence refused the loyalists' lead and took a revolutionary tum.
Lenin's line was: "Let Zubatov organise the unions since the Czar
would not allow the Bolsheviks to organise one; the Bolsheviks
must work amongst these unions on their own Imes and, when
conflicts arise, win over the workers to their side". The increasing
depression in trade and the failure of the Czar in the RussoJapanese War precipitated a crisis. When the revolutionary
atmosphere was being smelt, the question of strategy arose. The
Mensheviksil said that the revolution would be led by the
bourgeoisie against the Czarist feudalism, just as it did in the
French and other revolutions of the previous century. The
revolution would be bourgeois democratic, that 1s free the
bourgeois productive forces from the feudal fetters. Therefore the
workers should only "spur" the bourgeoisie on but without
intimidation. ("Just mildly warn them against compromise" as many
a petty-bourgeois in India today does in the name of the workingclass organisation). They must not "repel" the bourgeoisie, which
showed opposition to the Czar. As for the peasantry, it still had faith m
the Czar and therefore would not fight against monarchy. The
Bolsheviks had quite a different line. 1be bourgeoisie according to
them merely showed imbecile opposition. but it was incapable of
revolutionary fight. A few concessions from the Czar and a few
thrusts of the class-struggle from the workers would throw it in the
arms of Czarism. Therefore the only revolutionary force was the
wolken. As for the peasantry it could not take the lead, but it was
getting revolutionary as its conditions forced it to fight the
landownen and hence Czarism. 1be revolution would be bourgeois
democratic, but it would be carried out by the working-class and
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the peasantry-not by the bourgeoisie. The political power would
be a Dictatorship of the Proletariat and the peasantry. The
economic organisation would not be socialist and industry would
not be nationalis~ but remain private property, but under
workers' control. It meant that the owners would have no secrecy
of accounts and management, the factory Committee would see
how things were done no more than 5.7 per cent net profit would
be allowed; and out of this profit, to guarantee expartsion and
further investments 25 per cent would have to be reinvested in
mdustry. The land would redistributed amongst the peasantry and
landlordism abolished. The Government would be workers' and
peasants' Government, without bureautracy and army. the whole
people being armed against the counter-revolution.
On 9th January, 1905 the Czarist police fired on a procession
that was going to see the Czar with a petition for democratic
rights and a constitution. It was the signal for intense resenwcnt.
A wave of strikes spread throughout Russia. Their demands were
a Constituent Assembly and an eight hours' day. Czarism was too
strong to be defeated by mere strikes, which soon were exhausted.
Under the pressure of the movement the Czar appointed a
commission to mquire into the reasons of working-class
discontent (that should remind as of the Whitley Commission)
and asked his Minister Bulygin on 18th February, 1905 to prepare
a draft for calling of a Duma with a nght of discussion but not of
Legislation. A draft did come out in which the workers, nine-tenth
of the peasantry and the petty-bourgeoisie had no vote. Thetie
concessions were received with interest though not with
satisfaction by the liber;al bourgeoisie. But they were repudiated
by the workers. The movement was now spreading into the
agrarian districts. In the summer of 1905, 14 per cent of all
count:cy districts were drawn into the agrarian movement. The
movement of the peasantry had not a purely political character
just as it had for the workers who now used the weapon of strike
for political ends. Political consciousness was to be found in those
peasants who had been in the anny and navy. The naval disaster in
the Russo-Japanese War in May 190~ gave an impetus to the
revolution. The revolt of the "Potemkia" shook the belief of the
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masses in the absolute power of the Oovemment. It created
revolutionary traditions in the army and prepared the way for
anned risings. Therefore Lenin wrote several articles on the
Poternkin Risings. Ju~ before this the Czar published information
about the formation orthe Duma. The franchise was to be given to
the bowgeoisie and property-holding peasants merchants, big
landlords and higher ranks of professors, but not to the workers,
poor peasants and poor intellectuals. But the textile strike of
Lodz, the barricade fighting, and the Potemlcin Rising, the
repression and massacres by Government continued and therefore
the announcement had not much effect. Still at this time the
question of the boycott of the Duma came to the front. The
attitude of Lenin on this question has been a subject of reference
from a very well renowned social revolutionary in India. During
our work we ourselves had been confronted with this problem.
Boycott of Councils and Assembly has been a pet thing of
Gaaclbiaq, irrespective of the situation in the country. The
Leniaisl ktitude on this is relative. It is not for or against the
boycoa of the Duma. councils or parliament per se. In the middle
of l9m be supported boycott of the Bulygin Duma but in 1907 he
and the pmy lifted the boycott of the Duma.
D /- 6.11.31

It was not done in order to wring some reforms from Czarism
and to compromise with it or for "breaking Czarism from within"
as our Indian Assembly heroes would like to put it.
SO. Lenin and the boycott of the Duma

When the character of the Duma was announced the Third
Congress of the Union of Uniens decided on July 3 to launch a
campaign of protest, a few days' strike and demonstrations. It
advocated boycott of elections. The party of the Zemstvo
constitutionalists, like our bourgeois Liberals Sastri and Sapru
type, decided to take pan in the elections and formed a party of
the Constitutional Democrats or Cadets. This was the Right Wing
of the bourgeoisie already on the road to compromise with
Czarism. In the Congress of the Zemstvos and urban
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municipalities (July 6-8), the majority was for boycott while the
Organising Conunittee was for constitutional monarchy. This was
the Left Wmg of the bourgeoisie which was thus split into two
sections. Amongst the Communists there was a divergence of
opinion. 1be Mensheviks proposed that semi-legal workers'
Committees should be formed which in co-operation with the .
illegal party should make use of the electoral campaign and
compel the enfranchised classes through their representatJ.veti in
the Duma to press for a Constituent Assembly. Further these
Committees would bold their own elections, in which quite a
network. of representative organs of revolutionary ·SelfGovemment, crowned by a natiof!ally elected revolutionary
Assembly, would be created, which would be dictating its will to
all other progressive groups. It was the deceptive tactic of raising
"organs of parallel Government" without having first overthrown
Czarism and its State. The petty bourgeoisie in India has been
toying with such an idea for the last ten years, with deceptive
schemes of "parallel Oovemment".
Lenin took stand against both these tactics The Third Congress
of the Party (both Mensheviks and Bolsheviks jommg ID it), held
m London 1n 1905, had left the question open. So he ~rote in the
"The Proletari", August 3, 1905 an anicle headed "The boycott of
the Bulygin Duma and insurrection". The Leninist or Marxist
formulation of the question was not in the manner of sentimental
or moral sblpidity, as we fmd it in Gandh1sm. The boycott was not
decided on the question whether it is moral or immoral to sit in the
Duma of the "satanic" CDll'. The decision depended on the
concrete objective condition-was the insurrection developing or
not? What was the Dama in the alignment of class forces? 'lbe
Duma was •a deal between Czarism and the landlords and the
bourgeoisie who for the sake of alleged constimtional doles,
absolutely harmless to the autocracy, are gradually to dissociate
themselves from the revolution, i.e. from the militant people, and
effect a reconciliation with the autocracy. The political position of
the bowgeoisie is between the Czar and the people. It desims to
play the part of the.faonest broker and steal into power behind die
backs of the fighting people. 'That is why one day the bowpoile
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appeals to the Czar and another day to the people. To the fonner it
makes serious and business like proposals for the political deal
and to the latter it appeal~ with high-sounding phrases about
liberty. The bourgeoisie in its fight against autocracy is compelled
to rouse the political c&nsciousness of the people. We must take
advantage of it and sow our theory among the working-class.
when the Left Wing of the bourgeoisie itself is advancing the
slogan of a direct fight with the Duma by rneallS of the boycott,
the Bolsheviks must support the boycott". "The question of
boycott is in itself a question of International bourgeois
democracy. The working-class is not directly interested in it
except in supporting that section of bourgeois democracy which is
most revolutionary." For the purpose Lenin says: "It will be
expedient to come to temporary agree111Cnts with various groups
of revolutionary bourgeois democracy. But in doing this, the class
distinction of the Party of the Proletariat must be maintained and
the Party , must not for a ~ingle moment cease Communist
criticism to its bourgeois allies. It must advance the slogan of the
•
democratic revolution".
On 'the proposals of the Mensheviks that workers should
elect their own deputies outside the legal elections and fonn a
revolutionary Assembly, he says: "Such slogans are worthless.
They represent a confusion of ideas from the point of view of
political tasks and serve as grist to the mill of the Loyalists
from the point of view of the immediate political situation.
The organisation of revolutionary Self-Govc;mment, the
election of deputies by the people is not a prologue but an
epilogue of the rebellion. To attempt to establish these
organisations now, prior to the rebellion and without a
rebellion, means to strive after absurd aims ind to carry
confusion in the minds of the revolutionary Proletariat. To
attempt to eclipse the slogan of rebellion by the slogan of
organising revolutionary Self-Oovemment or even to push the
former into the bac.kground is Jilce advising us first to catch a
fly and then to stick it on the fly paper".

So
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S1. The October General Strike-December Rlsiaareaction- participation in the Duma-the liquidators
The growing revolutionary situation threw the Duma into the
background. In September another strike wave baglllf, with the
economic strike of 6,000 Moscow printers. With them joined the
printe~ of Petersburg. A bakers' strike fought with the soldiers on
September 2S. On September 20, a conference of railway
workers' delegates met in Petersburg for their service grievances.
A rumour of its arrest spread and the railway strike began on 7th
October. It spread throughout Russia and became the carrier of
the great Political General Strike of October. Not a single
industrial centre or a large shop or factory was left which had not
joined the strike. Economic demands went to the back.ground and
the demand of the eight-hour day and Constituent Assembly
became the chief demands of the strikers. There were street
battles in Kharkov, Odessa and other places. The strike influenced
even the liberal landowners, merchants, professors and otTicials.
But though these people took part in the movement the leadership
of the fight was taken by the workers. During the strike the
Petrograd ..,. orkers elected a Council of 26 deputies from 100
works. This Council took the name of "Soviet of Workers'
Deputies". The name Soviet spread to other centres of the strike
where such council.. were being formed. The Soviet was the
representative fighting organisation of the workers, brought into
being when the revolutionary struggle was intensified. Since then
the Soviet has become a recognised form of the workers' State. On
October 17, the Czar issued a Manifesto sanctioning the rights
already seized by tbe people. But it did not break the strike
because no one believed in the promises of the Cz:ar. The workers
had to call off the strike on 2 lst October as they were exhausted.
The liberal bourgeoisie was won over by the Czarist Manifesto. It •
refused to render help to the sqikers. The revolutionary phrases
disappeared from their speeches and conferences. Five days aftet
the Petersburg workers had to come out in sympathy with the
mutiny of the Kronstadi sailors. This time Curisrn bf9Ulht all its
military forces to crush the movement. In Rlply Soviet decided
on November 27 to prepare for an anned uprising. Qn.

t.
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December 3, the Petrograd Soviet was arrested. As a result the
second Political General Strike began in Petersburg and Moscow
on 7th and 8th and developed into a siege and barricade fighting
with the troops. The Moscow workers fought for ten days and
were defeated on the* 18th. Such fights took place in several
centres. This was the first armed uprising of the masses.
Even before the echoes of firing had died away the Menshevik
leader Plekhanov wrote that the workers had gone too far and they
should not have taken to arms. Instead of finding out what was
necessary to have made the revolution a success the Mensheviks
sabotaged the spirit of the workers. Lenin's deductions were quite
different. In answer to Plekhanov he wrote, "To keep from the
masses the knowledge that a desperate war of extermination 1s
necessary as a preliminary to our eventual programme, that would
be self-deception and false leadership-of the people". One of the
main causes of the failure of the rising in Moscow was the
inadequate revolutionary worlc done in the Army and one of the
chief errot'S lay in the uncertainty and hesitation of the leaders as
to their military and strategic policy. He writes: "The December
Rising has confirmed yet another profound saying of Karl Marx
which has been forgotten by the opportunists. Marx says that
insurrection is an art where the chief quality is a desperate, daring
and a resolute offensive. We must not preach passivity or wait
inactively for the troops to come to our side. No, we must
advocate from the house-tops the need for a daring attack., for an
armed uprising, for the extermination of all masters, and for a
most active fight to win over the allegiance of the irresolute
solcliery. We must apply all the new discoveries of science. Our
workers' battalions must be trained for the mass production of
bombs, they must be helped to provide themselves with
explosives, fuses and automatics." That was Lenin's conception of
the lessons of the Moscow insurrection.
When insurtectionist risings wem taking place the Czar passed
auew e\ecun\ \l.'W au~ \\making liberal changes in the
A.ugust \aw. "B'Y thi.1 in many places the middle and pettybourceoilie pined ten time more votes. \n *l\\ion \0 \\\o\t at \be
landed proprietors. peaunta and town-dwellers an ~/ectoral
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college for workers was also established. The Cadet bourgeoisie
was reinforced by these concessions and moved towards the Czar,
who on the other hand carried on a ruthless suppression of Trade
Unions, radical papers, shot leaders of the workers and sent
punitive expeditions into the villages. After the close of the strike
wave the Duma was announced to meet on April 27, 1906. But
before it could meet, the Czar announced that the Duma would be
merely a consultative body. The bourgeoisie accepted it and
started the electoral campaign.
The Communists were again confronted with the question of
boycott. Both the Bolshevik and Menshevik sections of the Party
argued that the halt in the revolutionary wave was temporary
(February 1906), that the Duma .was a pretence of popular
representation and that it was necessary to combat it and prepare
for a better insurrection. But the Mensheviks held that the Party
should use the first stages of the electoral campaign to rally all the
forces of opposition to Government. The Bolshevik section
opposed this and wanted the direct continuation of the December
line of action. No decision was taken though the majority of both
Mensheviks and Bolsheviks were inclined towards boycott. Only
in Georgia, where the party was very strong, the Communists
swept the elections and got 18 seats. The bourgeois and pettybourgeois sections captured the elections in all other places. The
peasantry, which hacJ rallied to the insurrection, was in a mood to
see what the Duma could do for it since the insurrection had not
been of much help. From the results it was clear that there was no
sign of insurrectionary wave, that the opposition had not even
been actively expressed in the form of the boycott. So the 4th
Stockholm Congress of the Social Democratic Party which was a
General Conference ot both Bolshevik and Menshevik sections.
called off the boycott and decided to fonn its block in the Duma.
and tried to push the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois parties in the
Duma into a definite opposition to the Government. All the
Bolsheviks did not favour this but Lenin and a few others voted
for the proposal (April 1906). When the first Duma met on IOth
May 1906 the Cadets disagreed with the Labour and peasant
deputies ('Iiudoviki) who wanted the Government to cany out the
agrarian reforms immediately.
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The Social Democrats sided with the Trudoviki and urged for
radical action. The Cadets after some hesitation joined in. 180
Deputies issued the Vyborg Manifesto asking the people not to pay
taxes. The Social Democrats conjointly wilh three Olpllisations of
railwaymen. peasants and teachers issued a separate manifesto
declaring the Oovernrdtnt illegal and called upon the Peasants'
Committees to seize lands and the army and navy not to fire on the
people. When the Government threatened action, the Cadets retracted
their manifesto and the Duma was dissolved. Afterwards the
representation of landowners was increased. The new second Duma
met on 20th February 1907. It had sixty Social Democrats in it. The
Government soon anested and exiled some of them on the charge of
having made propaganda in the army. The Duma again dissolved in
June 1907. The same day the law was again changed, the workers,
intellectuals and peasants were all disfranchised. It was a complete
destruction of even small popular represc:11tation. This brought forth
the boycott tendency again to the forefront, the mitiative being taken
by the Teachers' Organisation. Some of the Bolsheviks showed even
now signs al favouring boycott. But Lenin unequivocally was aganist
boycott and for participation. This conduct of his has been cited in
India several times in order to show that in a great revolutionary fight,
even Lenin had compromised and allowed the Party to join the
Czarist Duma. From this, it was argued that the compromise in Indian
politics need not be condemned because it is a compromise. It must
be studied and valued in relation to the concrete objective situation.
Exactly for these reasons as given by the critic, Lenin explained his
reasons for participation in the Duma in an article headed "Against
the Boycott". The sil'Uation at the time of the Bulygin Duma in August
l 90S was quite different from that in 1907. The boycott of the
Bulygin Duma was a complete success and was necessary because at
that time the revolutionary wave was rising (something like our
boycott of the Assembly in 1920). The old regime was trying to
sidetrack the people from the path of direct action and revolution to
the zigzag path of the Duma. 1b have told the people at that time to
give up their rising strikes and insurrections for the promises of a
constitution was to strengthen Czarism. deprive the people of the
lessons of revolutionary activity, the exposure of the real nature
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of Czarism. Then even the bourg~isie was showing opposition.
After December, the situation had changed. The insurrection was
defeated. The revolution bad receded. The Czarist terror had
suppressed all organisations, the bourgeoisie had joined hands
with Czarism. When revolutionary activity was suppressed, there
must be some links for the revolutionary party to keep touch with
the people. When the wide popular press was destroyed, the
Duma was the best loud-speaker. It had to be used. Participation
after the failure of the insurrection was not to be used for purposes
of forming alliances with the bourgeois parties, for bourgeois
methods of parliamentary wire-pulling, or for smashing
autocracy from within. The participation was for unmasking
Czarism, for broadcasting the ideology of revolution to the
masses. In the third Duma (November 1907 to June 1912) the
Social Democrats had fifteen seats and they sat there throughout
the period of reaction.
What was the policy followed by the Bolsheviks and other
parties with regard to the organisational work, when it became
clear that the risings had failed and the revolutionary wave
receded? The workers had to bear the brunt of the Czarist attack
of repression. The strike movement weakened every year. The
percentage of the success for the employers increased year by
year, being .29.4 per cent in 1905, 68.8 in 1908 and 80 in 1909.
The number of the members of Social Democratic Party fell, the
largest number of resignations being from the intellectuals who
could not stand the hardships of the period of reaction. Many of
them lost themselves in mysticism and God. The literary
intellectuals gave prominence to sex problems in literature. The
largest number of defections were in the Menshevik. sections, who
amongst themselves had not evolved ideological solidarity and
discipline, and had followed the policy of live and let live. The
result was that a section of the Mensheviks called for a policy of
"liquidation" of thC illegal party. The law was ruthlessly
suppressing all organisations which were not monarchist · or
loyally inclined. The liquidators advocated that illegal secret
work was futile. That its gains were not worth the sacrifice. They
considered the Duma to be sufficiently democratic to indicate a
"change of heart" on the part of Czarism and progress towards the
Democratic parliimentarism of the bourgeoisie of, Western
Europe. They called upon the workers to give up secret
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revolutionary organisations and strictly limit themselves to legal
unions, welfare clubs etc. Their party in the Duma gave up the
demand of expropriation. of landlordism in order to please and
ally itself with the Cadet bourgeoisie. This move of co-operation
with Czarism was so cowardly that some of the Menshevi.k.s
revolted against this taew legal Marxism and Communism.
Plekhanov wrote: "Revolutionary conspiracy is now frequently
attacked precisely by those who are unfit for any revolutionary
action. They are tired; they want rest, the heavy ceaseless
martyrdom of the self-sacrificing nnk-and-file workers is beyond
their strength, they escape from their circles and try to make
themselves and others believe that their fight is no treachery to the
cause but merely passing over on to a wider basis".
The Bolsheviks emphasised that Czarism was still the
reactionary machine of the feudal aristocracy; that only illegal
revolutionary activity could provide the workers with true
socialist ideology and it alone could•direct the revolutionary
labour organisations. The workers must be rallied by this
organisation to the three fundamental slogans of 8-hour day,
expropriati6n of the big land-owners and Democratic Republic.
Amongst the Bolsheviks there was a section of "Left
Liquidators". They wanted to concentrate solely on illegal work
They upheld the boycott of the Duma. This group was formed by
Bogdanov, Lunacharski and Gorky. This tactic was opposed by
Lenin who saw that unless the available legal connections were
maintained the Party would become a sectarian organisation cut
off from the workers. Under Lenin's leadership the Party stuck to
the policy of revolutionary work very carefully done through
Trade Unions, newspapers etc. and also spread their programme
through the Duma.

52. Stolypin's Agrarian Refonns--rnlval of tracle-mikes
begin-parties during reactioD-llolatitm of bourgeois
partles-BolsheTik
Md
Measbe'rik
cllvisloasphilosophical strugle-the problel8s al boarpois
revolution and the peculiarity of the Rmslaa Revolution

Czarism had not relied merely on violent suppression. It also
created a class of supporters for itself. Tiie new poHcy was
worked out by Minister Stolypin who is known for his bloody
suppression as also the new agrarian policy. Th! agrarian policy
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was to break up the old Mir or the agrarian communes holding land in
common. A law of November 1906 allowed the peasant to claim his
share and withdraw from the Mir. This resulted in creating a class of
middle peasantry with sufficient land and goods to be called even,
"rich" and become a nwket for capitalist goods and fonn a village
bourgeoisie to support the CDI'. Also in the plains cultivation had
become difficult for the landowners due to the revolutionary risings.
The Government followed the policy of asking the landowners to sell
lands directly or through the Agrarian Bank to individual peasants.
Thus ten per cent of the land of the great proprietors was sold during
four years, of couse at high prices. The land~ concentrated i.n the
hands of the rich peasants, and the poor peasants became workers in
the industries. After the revolution till She war 2~ million peasants
thus became industrial workers.
On the "peace" restoried by Black Hundred pogroms and seven
thousand death sentences on workers, anisans and peasants, on the
market created of the middle peasantry by the Stolypin Reforms and
on the cheap labour of the impoverished peasantry pushed into the
towns, Czarist reaction triumphed. Industrial production grew and
the depression lessened after 1910. It is shown that in the demands
for articles required in the countryside there was special rise. The rise
in the heavy industries like manufacture of steel and iron was an
index of the growth. Metal manufacture rose by 51.3 per cent, pig
iron by 65.5 per cem This industrial boom revived the workers'
movement, which began to be seen in the revival of strikes for higher
wages. The bourgeoisie in order not to harm its production made a
few concessions. But they were meagre and the political demands
came forward again. In Apnl 1912 the gold-miners in Lena made
economic demands on the company which was a British concern.
The mines were situatc!d far away in Siberia. The company was the
sole ruler and exploitation was particularly brutal. The company's
anned guan:b attacked the workers and about fifteen hundred strikers
were shot deao. One can imagine the brutality of the company against
the gold- miners from what we see about their brother exploiters in
India in the Oorgaon Gold-Mines in Mysore. The Lena blood-bath
called forth protests throughout Russia by strikes and
demonstrations. About a million workers had struck. in 1913 lY&
millions sttuck. DwUlg first- half of 1914 the figure had riSen to 2Y&
millions.
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What was the reaction of the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks to
this rising wave, and what was the attitude of the workers to these
parties? The Menshevik Liquidators wanted to limit the
movement to the fight for association, trade unionism and
reformism. The Bolsheviks in contrast to this brought forth their
programme of the dtree fundamental aims-8-hour day,
expropriation of land owners and a Democratic Republic. The
workers to the surprise of the Mensheviks flocked under the lead
of the Bolsheviks. It was surprising because during the period of
reaction the legal organisations (Trade Unions etc.) of the
Mensheviks showed a large and substantial membership while the
Bolsheviks were hunted out and looked like a corpse. When the
revolutionary tide rose, the Bolsheviks suddenly seemed to have
come to life and captured the masses, who refused to continue
themselves within the bounds of the advice of "respectable
leaders" or radical-looking "Menshevif Communists". T. Dan,
the historian and leader of the Menshevik Communists writes:
"As a re~ult the liquidators who had up to now been of the opinion
that their otlvious task in the years of preparation would create a
position of advantage for them when the workers' movement
revived, noted much to their surprise that their monopolist
position was shaken by that illegal Bolshevik Party which they
had looked upon as a 'living corpse'."
During the period of reaction another development had taken
place. That was the ~eparation of the Bolshevik section of the
Social Democratic Party from its Menshevik section. This
occurred at the Prague Conference in 1912. As a result the
Bolsheviks formed their own Central Committees, their own
newspapers, the "Pravda" and "Isvestia". The Labour organiHtions were also split on the issue of leadership and programme. It
may be noted here that the present Communist Party of Russia
dates its foundation from 1898, when the Social Democratic
Labour Party of Russia was founded. A change in the name of the
Party was proposed by Lenin in the Party Confereqce in May,
1917. But it was not changed as there was no time for discussions.
The name Social Democrats now signifies with us the pseudoSocialists like Kautsky, MacDonald and such others. It is also to
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be noted that the programme of the Party was the same since its
foundation and was not changed till after the February Revolution
of 1917. Both the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks attended the
Congresses of the Party, (except when one or the other section
could not or did not send their delegates. This happened with the
Menshevik.s many a time). Many "Unity Conferences" were held
between the two sections of the same Party but nothing came out
of them. Thus the Bolsheviks had a separate discipline, separate
principles and policy though both the sections called themselves
Social Democrats. Both preached adherence to Marxism and
the necessity of overthrowing Czarism and bringing abQut a
Democratic Republic. In spite of bitter controversies temporary
alliances were formed, the most notable being in 1907-09, the
alliance between Lenin and Plekhanov, who had become
politically a Menshevik, on the question of the philosophical
revision of Marxist materialism by prominent Bolsheviks like
Bogdanov, Lunacharsky, Gorky, into the channel of subjective
idealism, "God-creating" tendencies making way for the priest,
the church and ultimately the overthrows of Socialism. In this
philosophic controversy a strange combination of the Bolshevik
Lenin and the Menshevik Plekhanov was formed against a group
which included many Bolsheviks, for example Bogdanov who
was still a joint editor with Lenin on the "Proletari". In the present
conditions of Party development throughout the world amongst
Communists such an anomalous position may not be allowed and
the Russian Party developments on these separate incidents may
not be taken as precedents because at that time the demarcation of
parties and the class.. struggle had not become so acute, a world
Communist Party ha4 not been born, and the critical epoch of
proletarian revolutions though in embryo had not yet set in any
active form.
The formation of the Russian Communist Party as separate
from Menshevik and other groups, constitutionally sanctioned by
the Conference in 1918, was really accomplished in 1912, its
elements and adherents were formed during the period of 1905
Revolution, and the reaction and the nucleus of its Leninist
leade~hip laid in the Party disputes of 1906 when a Bolshevik.
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section was formed by Lenin. On the eve of the world war there
was no country where such a strong party development had taken
place. The largest party of Europe, the Social Democratic Party of
Gennany, had a group led by Rosa Luxembourg who was nearest
to Lenin, as much unco.romising and theoretically correct in all
the major planks of Marxism. This group had not evolved a
separate leadership, separate organisation, and separate disillusioned class conscious proletarian following. It had not gone
through the splits and cleanings. Liebkuecht, and Luxembourg
began that work when the war broke out, when in the fever of
patriotism and military dictatorship it had become extremely
difficult to plant a revolutionary nucleus amongst the works and
prevent them from marching under the leadership of the
bourgeoisie. In Russia the Bolsheviks had a ready apparatus to
lead the revolution when need arose. lbe first characterisation
that the war is a robber war of imperialists came from the Russian
Party, from Lenin.
DI 7.11.31.

Another advantage was that the Russian-proletariat and
peasantry had the latest experience of 1905, a rehearsal of the
coming revolution. In Western Europe after 1848 and 1871 the
imperialist development and colonial loot had prevented such a
rehearsal. They had a whole period of 50 years of ascending Capitalism. While in Russia neither the peasantry could be given land at
the expense of the landlord nor could the workers' conditions be
improved as imperialist-capitalist development had already
brought Capitalism to the plane of decline. Thus after 1905 there
could not be a long spell of inactivity or materially improved
objective conditions for the bribery of the proletariat. And whatever was wanting was completed by the experience of the war.
Another peculiarity of Russia at the beginning of the war was
that there the power of the feudal land owning class had not been
overth.rown and the bourgeoisie had not yet been installed in the
control of the State, i.e., the bourgeois revolution had not been
carried out. Land-owning Czarism crushed all the classes except
that of the feudal landlordism and even bourgeois democratic
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freedom was not allowed. Therefore the petty-bourgeois intellectuals were in opposition to Czarism. The problem of the
bourgeoisie revolution had been solved in the previous century by
the revolutionary bourgeoisie in co-operation with the peasantry,
both of whom attacked the feudal power. At that time there was
no proletariat strong enough to lead the peasantry or threaten the
bourgeoisie in such a manner as to make it counter-revolutionary
and give up attacking feudalism. This condition· had now been
changed. In Russia the proletariat, as soon as it grew to a certain
extent, imbibed the lessons of Marxism under the influence pf the
proletarian movements from the West. The autocracy having
prevented even the growth of Trade Unionism helped the growth
of revolutionary traditions in the workers from the beginning,
which was assisted by the fact that the revolutionary intellectuals
finding no outlet in the channel of bourgeoisie democracy devoted
their energies to the workers' and peasants' organisations. The
bourgeoisie as it developed saw the revolutionary movement of
the workers under the influence of Marxism, saw that if it helped
the peasantry to the revolutionary overthrow of the land-owning
class, the propletariat would follow the same example against
itself also. Therefore the bourgeoisie in Russia could not lead the
peasantry of Russia against feudalism as it had done in England
and France. Naturally the question arose who would carry out the
bourgeois revolution, overthrow feudalism and set the productive
forces free for capitalist development, which is a higher stage
than feudalism? That was the crux of the Party quarrels since
1903 to 1917. The Bolsheviks said that the peasantry was a great
revolutionary factor fDd would fight against landlordism under
the leadership of the proletariat and establish a workers' and
peasants' Republic as the proletariat alone would give land to the
peasantry. The Cadets hoped to solve the problem by refonns
through the Duma and giving land to peasants on payment of
compensation. The Trots.kites considered that a bac.kwan:J country
lib Russia could not hold out as a workers' and peasants'
Republic unless the proletariat of the West accomplis\led their
Socialist revolution. The Mensheviks though in apeement with
the Bolshevik programme considered that the Cadets (the Liberal
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bourgeoisie, like that fonned of our Malaviyas, Patels etc.) would
be good ally for the Proletarian parties against Czarism. But the
Bolsheviks concentrated their attack on the Cadets more than on
any other Party. Why~ Because that determined the question
under whose leadership the peasantry would march. Without the
alliance of the peasantry there could be no revolution. Now the
peasantry had illusions that the Cadets would give them land
through the Duma. It had to be freed from these illusions,
otherwise it would not take to revolutionary attack on feudalisrn
The Proletariat had to be freed from any alliances with bourgeois
parties, since these parties would lead it into illusive compromises. In a revolutionary struggle the compromisers are the
greatest danger. Because under the illusion of compromise the
revolutionary class postpones or gi~s up the struggle, the
autocracy which is tottering then consolidates itself and
massacres revolution. Therefore the Bolsheviks paid more
attention tp isolating the peasantry and workers from the Cadets
and Mensheviks. Hence they were nicknamed "the Cadet eaters"
Had they not done so, there would not have remained a single
party ready to lead the revolution and to take power from the
Provisional Government after March 1917. This is the most
significant part of the Bolshevik tactic. The correctness of this
tactic is demonstrated by the mess made of the Indian mass
movement of emancipation by the Indian "Cadet" Congress. The
achievement of the Bolsheviks in the period of 1903 to 1917 was
the isolation of the bourgeoisie from the peasantry, the isolation
of the Mensheviks from the Proletariat, formation of a well
disciplined and tested organisation of revolutionists drawn from
the workers, peasants and intellectuals, guided by the theory of
Marxism, rescued from the hands of "respectable Marxists" who
tried to revise it.

53. RUSlia Joins war-the crisis-the February overthrow-Provisional Government and the SovietsLenln's return
It is well-known to the students of history that during the
l 9th century Russia had acted as a great bogey to Britain
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in the East. In the Crimean-War Britain and France had
united against Russia but the export of capital from France and
England to finance Czarist loans and Russian industry had
liquidated the old Russo-British friction and Russia had to join
the allies in the war because the Russian bourgeoisie was
interlocked with allied capital which was invested in Russian
heavy industry.
During the war Czarist militarism was helped by naoney. and
munitions from the allies. But a corrupt bureaucracy and a weak
bourgeoisie which had not yet advanced to the stage of efficiency
of Allied Imperialism was exhausted soon and could not manage
the war. The production of munitions ~gan to break down to such
an extent that on some fronts the soldiers had not even cartridges
for their rifles and were simply killed under fire from German
artillery. Discontent grew at the front. Shortage of food led to
severe crises in the towns, and shortage of manufactured goods
and absence of cultivators on the land led to crises in the
countryside. Above all this the peasantry had to maintain parasitic
feudalism as before. The first protest came from the Petrograd
workers who refused to send delegates to the War Industry
Committee, which was an organisation to ensure class peace and
bring the workers to co-operate with Czarism to fight the war. The
Mensheviks joined the Committee. The Bolsheviks refused. By
January 1917 the crisis had become acute and food riots began in
Petrograd. These were followed by strike of womrs in the
factories. The Petrograd garrison was won over by the workers.
That settled the fate of Cmrism. The soldiers and workers elected
their deputies and formed their Soviets. The prison was stormed
and political prisoners released. The workers however did not
fonn a revolutionary Government. The Soviet was under the
influence of the Mensheviks. In the Duma the Bolshevik deputies
had been exiled to Siberia for having opposed the war. The real
cadre of Bolshevik leadership was either in prison or exile.
Therefore the Duma and the Mensheviks in the Soviet suceeeded
in introducing compromising hesitation in the Soviet. The Dmna
fonned a Provisional Committee of mouarchists and Cadets to
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conduct the Government of the Czar, but the Soviet would have no
Czar. By a resolution it decided to confiscate the financial
resources of the old State, i.e., the State Bank, Currency Printing
Press etc. but asked the Duma Finance Commission to carry out
the decision. Thus it\showed inclination towards the historical
step that the Paris Commune had failed to take but left its carrying
out in the hands of the bourgeoisie. The President of the State
Duma issued an appeal to preserve constitutional and social order
and to allow no attacks on life and property. In the meanwhile the
Czarist forces tried to restore the old regime. So the workers and
soldiers fought on the barricades and streets of Petrograd and
Moscow, secured victory and the abdication of the Czar. When the
Provisional Government was formed by the Bourgeoisie the
Petrograd Soviet discussed the question of participation in the
Government. The Menshevilcs were for participation. However,
the proposal was rejected. But in its policy the Soviet adopted the
policy of support to the Government (March 1917). On the same
day the !'oviet of workers and the Soviet of soldiers amalgamated
and issued the famous Anny Order No. 1. This order asked the
soldiers to elect their own committees and send delegates to the
Soviets. The troops were sub-ordinated to the orders of the Soviet
and their committees on all political matters. The soldiers were
given complete citizen right to participate in politics, were asked
to observe military discipline when on duty, but the salute and
standing at attention when off duty was abolished. Officers were
forbidden to bully or abuse the soldiers. On 16th March the
Provisional Government issued its manifesto which granted
complete amnesty to political prisoners, liberty of speech,
association, press, unions, strikes etc; promised immediate
preparation for summoning a Constituent Assembly elected by
uaiversal suffrage to determine the constitution and form of State,
substitution of a State militia with elected officers in place of the
fonner Police and abolition of the disabilities of the soldiers. This
manifesto was endorsed by the Soviets. But in the manifesto the
Government avoided the vital question of the termination of war,
the confiscation
land, and an unequivocal declaration of
Republic. Having left the whole matter to the Constituent
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Assembly there was the danger of the Provisional Government
sabotaging the revolution, starving Petrograd and its Soviet,
continuing the war and ultimately restoring monarchy. The
Bolsheviks saw this. But the Soviets at that time flushed with the
overthrow of the age-old oppression of Czarism were carried
away and supported the bourgeoisie in the Provisional
Government. The game of the bourgeoisie was to put the Liberal
Democrats, and if necessary even the Menshevik leaders of the
Proletariat on the Government seats, then tum to the people and
say that the attack of the Germans against Russia with such a
·revolutionary' Government was an attack on the revolution itself;
therefore the people must go on with- the war. In fact the allied
powers had hailed the revolution and acknowledged the new
Government and promised it support because the bourgeoisie in
power would conduct the war more enthusiastically and
efficiently than the decrepit landlordism. The bourgeoisie wanted
to hold power on the back of the peasantry and the working-class.
It could have done so if it could have solved the land problem. But
the land-owning class by its mortgages to the banks, was linked to
the bourgeo1:,ie which, if it expropriated the land-owners, would
be expropriating itself. Thus when it could not close the war nor
give land to the peasantry, it was bound to fall. But this conception
about the new Government was not grasped by the Soviets, the
Government was not yet discredited before the workers and
peasants. Therefore many of the Bolsheviks like K.amenev and
Rykov supported the Government. Many believed in the
Constituent Assembly. the ideal of the last 20 years, to cure
the evils.
This mistake was exposed by Lenin when he returned to
Petrograd from exile on April l 6. As soon as he landed he
chastised the Bolsheviks who had supported the Provisional
Government. He at once gave the slogan nNo support at all to
the Provisional Government", and formulated the famous
April Theses whi~h became the basis of the November
Revolution.
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54. The first Soviet Conaress-CoallUon Government-July
Demonstratlou-KornUov March-Masses tum Leftpercentage of the Bolsheviks in the Soviets-Lenin urges
Soviets to take "nrer by peaceful revolution-then calls
upon Bolsheviks fer Insurrection-Peasant Congress and
compromise with the Left Social Revolutionaries.
The first All-Russia Congress of Soviets, the real barometer of
the opinion of the people, that is the workers and peasants, met m
June 1917. This Congress, under the influence of the pettybourgeois parties, of the Socialist Revolutionaries which had the
largest influence amongst the peasantry, and the Mensheviks,
who called themselves Communists and had a majority influence
in the Town Soviets, supported the imperialist war policy and the
Coalition Government of Kerensk¥- The first Provisional
Government when it issued the Note to the Allies stating that they
would continue the war to the end had called forth a protest from
the soldief,.t which led to a crisis in the Government. The Foreign
Minister Miliukov was made to resign under pressure from the
Soviets, and the First Government dissolved. The masses had to
be deceived by a better method. So a Coalition Government wali
formed with the support of the Soviet of Petrograd (May 1917).
In the Government the Socialist Revolutionaries and the
Mensheviks had responsible ministries, thus giving the
appearance to the Government of being formed of the real
representativc!s of the masses. For example, the Ministry of
Agriculture was given to V. Cheronov, the most influential man
amongst the peasants. (It was like giving Pandit Jawahll" Lal the
portfolio of agriculture m U.P., while retaining the imperialist
anny, the peasant debts and all capitalist relations intact and yet
calling it a Government of the masses.) Naturally the Congress of
the Soviets supported the Government and its policy. The
Bolsheviks who differed were hooted. Lenin considered the
support of the Soviets so important that he attended the Congress
as a rank and file delegate and addressed thC Conpess on the
Bolshevik programme. With the support of the Soviet Congress
Kcrensky planned a big offensive on the front. But the soldiers
were exhausted, technique had broken down and the Russian
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army was massacred. When the news of the tragedy reached
Petrograd, the workers and soldiers came out on the streets. They
took the slogan "Down with the Government, all power to the
Soviet". The Central Committee of the Bolshevik Party was asked
to direct the operations and seize power. The Central Committee
flatly refused. The masses were veering to the Left but had not
done so completely. The Government of the popular parties of
Socialist Revolutionaries and Mensheviks was not yet discredited
completely m the eyes of the majority of the people. Hence the
Central Committee refused. The July Demon~tratlon was turned
mto a peaceful demonstration and a premature rising was
prevented, with the result that Keredsky arrested some of the
leading Bolsheviks and suppressed their papers.
The petty-bourgeois Government, incapable of carrying out the
proletarian programme or even the bourgeois programme could
not satisfy either a revolution or a counter-revolution. The
situation of 1848 was brought back. Therefore the bourgeoisie,
the land-owners and the allied imperialists planned a military
coup to overthrow both the Soviets and the Government. General
Komilov marched on Petrograd with some monarchist troops.
The Soviets came out to a man to give battle to the monarchist
coup and Komilov v.as beaten. This roused the worlc:ers and
peasants to the danger of the counter-revolution. The capitahsts
began to comer food-stuffs and goods and planned a famine in the
cities which were the strongholds of the revolution. 1be failure to
mtroduce 8 hours day and workers' control even six months after
the revolution, increued the Bolshevik adherents in the ranks of
the workers. 1be petty-bourgeois parties held a Democratic
Conference, promised speedy summoning of the Constiblent
Assembly, but by September end the masses were completely
disillusioned and were ready for seizure of power by the Soviets.
The growth of Bolshevik majority was felt in the numerous
non-party conferences of the workers and peasants, in the
Democratic conference, and in the Trade Unions llld the Spviets.
The growth of Bolsh~vilc majority in die Soviets can be seen from
their percentage of delegates to the Congress. 'The implicit
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support was of course much more than is illustrated in the
figures:
All-Russian Congress
of Soviets

lst 16June 1917
2nd 10November1917
3rd 23 January 1918
4th 20 March 1918
Sth 7 July 1918

No.of
Delegates

No.of
Bolsheviks

'Ii of
Bolsheviks

790

103
343
434
795
773

13
SI
61
64

615
710
1232
1164

66

These figures ought to shatter the statements of the bourgeois
intellectuals and the "purely democratic" gentlemen Socialists of
the Second International that the Bolsheviks seized power as a
minority clique of a few-only it wa1 a determined and efficient
minority (Reference Public Prosecutors' Address to the Court).
Though the Bolsheviks were in majority and had the backing of
the worting-class and peasantry it did not mean that power was
surrendered by the bourgeoisie of its own accord or in recognition
of "the right of majority to rule the country". Neither did the
Bolsheviks beseech K.erensky on "bended knees" to give power m
the hands of the Soviets because the people were behind them.
When the crisis intensified in September, the peasants began to
confiscate the big estates on their own initiative and formed local
Soviets to supervise distribution and control. The so-called
Revolutionary Government sent troops to protect the landowners,
but the troops in some cases soon fraternised with the peasantry
and in others were driven by it. In September the Railway workers
struck for higher wages, the landowners asked the Government to
double the price of corn bought by the Government from them
which was agreed to by Kerenslcy who would not, however,
increase the wages of Railwaymen. Relying on these symptoms
Lenin urged the preparation for insurrection and a forcible
overthrow of the Government. Before he urged this measure. it is
worthy to note that he tried much to fonn a Coalition Government
with Left Socja.Jist elements and even the Menshevib in the
Soviets, ul)ing diem to supersede the Provincial Government and
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take power in their hands. From his retreat, on September 26-27,
Lenin wrote: "The Russian Democracy, the Soviets, the Socialist
Revolutionary and Menshevik Parties have before them now an
opportunity which is rare in the history of revolution. They can
assure the convocation of the Constituent Assembly on the date
fixed without adjournment, they can preserve the country from
military and economic disaster, they can safeguard the peaceful
development of events ... there could be no longer any question
of resistance to the Soviets but their hesitations. No class will dare
to provoke insurrection against them, and enlightened by the
Komilov experience the big proprietors will peacefully surrender
power before the Soviets' ultimatum. In order to overcome the
capitalists' resistance to the Soviet programme it will suffice to
institute a vigilant supervision by the peasants and workers over
the exploiters and a short time imprisonment upon the
recalcitrants. If the Soviets seized power they could still-and it
is probably the last chance-assure the peaceful development of
the revolution, the peaceful election by the people of their
representatives, the peaceful competition of parties within the
bosom of the Soviets, the experiments of different party
programmes and the peaceful transference of power from one
party to another". This peaceful development of the revolution,
however, cannot be t.onfounded with the non-violent revolution of
the Indian bourgeoisie. The political and economic content of the
former was quite different from that of the latter. The transference
of power from the bourgeoisie to the Soviets involved a complete
destruction of feudal economy depriving the bourgeoisie. of
political power, and if necessary the nationalisation of key
industries accompamed by workers' control, in those that were
not nationalised. It was a transference of economic and political
power from one class to another. Lenin contemplated the
possibiJity at that particular moment of a "peaceful development"••
because, as he clearly states, "the whole mass of the worJcing class and peasantry and the military forces were behind the
Soviets and ready. to support the seizure of power~ since they had
lost faith in the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois parties of which
the Provincial Government was formed by reason of the Komilov
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rising and the economic sabotage oftbe bourgeoisie. (On August
J, 1917, before the Bolshevik Revolution, 568 concerns had been
closed down by the owners on various pretexts.) The Indian pettybourgeois parties when they talk of their peaceful revolution, have
none of these class r,_rces in their minds or objectively before
them either in their economic or political content.
But the conditions favourable for the proposal had vanished
within four days by the rapid match of events. So by the beginning
of October Lenin was urging the Central Committee of the
Bolsheviks to seize power immediately either in Moscow or in
Petrograd. There were a few members in the Central Committee
who considered the movement still premature. But Lenin's viewpoint secured a majority. Complete preparations were made
keeping in mind the profound instructions of Marx "insurrection
is an art; defensive is the death qJ insurrection". Reliable
battalions were converged on strategical point; the battleship
Aurora, whose sailors were the staunchest Bolsheviks, was
brought to~lay its guns and exactly seven hours before this time
today, the 7th of November, fourteen years ago, Krylenko
staggering with fatigue climbed to the tribune of the Second
All-Russian Congress of Soviets with a telegram in his hand, just
as today we climed into the dock with a telegram but differently
worded-to the Soviet. "Comrades, from the northern front the
army sends greetings to the Soviets annoucning the formation of a
Military Revolutionary Committee which has taken over the
command of the northern front". It is a sorry spectacle, yet full of
revolutionary hopes that we on the Indian front cannot send a like
telegram to the First Workers' Republic announcing them the
victory of the Indian revolution. We could simply express the
revolutionary greetings, which we have done today, congra·
tulating them on their victory which also is partially a victory for
the Indian working-class and peasantry.

DI· 12.11.31
The seizure of power by the Bolsheviks means the seizure by
the workers and peasants. But the Bolshevik Party had its
strongest organisations in the workers of the towns. In the vast
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peasant land of Russia, a purely workers' organisation could not
be expected to run the Government without the support of the
peasantry. The Bolsheviks had not a vast network of dJoir
leadership in the peasantry, which though quite sympathetic to the
Bolsheviks was organisationally bound in the organisation of the
Socialist Revolutionaries. The All-Russian Congress of peasants
assembled in Petrograd, refused to recognise the Bolshevik
Military Revolutionary Committee and the Government fonned
by it. But the great peasant party of the S.Rs. was itself split in a
Right and Left section, the Left being in the majority and
sympathetic to the Bolsheviks. Lenm proposed a compromise to
them, included three representatives of theirs in the Council of
Peoples Commissars on certain ministerial posts and won over
the support of the leading influences in the villages and small
towns. But it must be noted that the compromise did not surrender
the hegemony of the Bolshevik Party, i.e., of the factory workers.

55. Land Decree-Brest Peac~abotage of the pettybourgeoisie-Dispersal of the Consdtuent Assembly
The Government of the bourgeoisie and land-owners was
overthrown dJld that of the workers and peasants enthroned. What
were the consequences of this revolutionary change? Tqe new
Government was not bke that of the Labour Party, admimstering
the affairs of the bourgeoisie It was to be the smashing of the
feudal bourgeois State and its replacement by the worker's State.
But this worker's State was not immediately carrying out a
Socialist revolution, i.e., overthrow of the bourgeoisie in social
economy altogether. The first act in the economic transfonnation
was the Land Decree by which the feudal ownership of land was
abolished. Henceforth land ownership was vested in the State.
Land ownership is nominally vested in the State in British India
also. In Britain and France, feudal land ownership was destroyed
a century earlier; so in this respect the Soviet Land Decree was ·
merely carrying out the bourgeois revolution. But there was a
complementary pap to the decree, to this bourgeois revolution
which was absent iu the fonner revolutions. The political-power in
the present case was held by the Workers' and Pei.wits' Soviet led
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by the Communist Party. What difference did this make? In the
fonner case, the land get into the hands of the rich peasants and
ultimately into the hands of banks and agricultural financiers. The
land workers and poor peasants were expropriated. In the Soviet
State this was preven~. The seizure was now an organised
seizure-i.e., the local peasant committees and Soviets seized the
land, and expelled the feudal landlords. Then the disposal of the
land was made according to the needs and capacity. There w~
another danger lurking in this. The landless worker or poor
peasant having no cattle and capital was bound to be exploited by
the richer peasant who possessed cattle and capital. Thus
gradually the land of the poor peasant was bound to be
concentrated in the hands of the bourgeoisie and become the basts
for the reintroduction of the bourgeoisie into political power,
acting from the base of the villages andttherefore more powerful
and dangerous. The insurance against this was the formation of
separate committees of the poor peasants and land workers,
holding thcylivestock and farm tools of the big estates by the
village Soviets and lending them to the poor peasants for use. Thi~
weightage, political and economic, is completely absent under the
bourgeois State, though the land may be nominally nationalised
and owned by the State.
Next to the land question came the question of peace. The
Soviet Government at once asked all the belligerent powers to
convene a delegate conference for cessation of war and making "a
peace without annexation and indemnities." The Allies refused.
German Imperialism hoped to defeat the disorganised Russian
armies thoroughly, seize the grain and coal areas in South Russia
and thus with renewed strength attack the Allies. The Bolsheviks
refused the peace terms leaving to the Germans the conquered
territories. During the negotiations Trotsky utilised the
conf~nce to broadcast his appeals to the workers of the
belligerent countries to revolt and stop the war. He appealed to the
0entl8Jl proletariat to rise and stop the German attack on
workers' Russia. The German workers responded. There were
strikes in Berlin and in the Navy. But there was not as yet a
desil'1' for general revolutionary upheaval. Oerman Imperialism
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succeeded in crushing the worken at home. In Ukraine they
exploited the bourgeois nationalists, set up a Rada which refused
to join hands with the Soviet negotiations for peace and
concluded a separate peace with Germany in such a manner that
Ukraine became a base of German Imperialism. There was a great
crisis in Russia over the German peace terms. The Communists
refused to yield an inch of ground. Would it not be betrayal of
their declarations for peace without annexations? How could they
surrender the border line workers and peasants to German rule?
The Russian Party was rent with controversies. The Leninists
wanted even to go to Siberia, if the Germans conquered Petrograd
and Moscow, and conduct the Soviet Government there. Lenin at
this stage intervened and was the sole person responsible for
defeating this Leftist heroism. The Proletarian Revolution rested
on the workers and peasants of European Russia. A transfer of the
peoples Commissariats with the whole band of the excellent
brains of the revolution to the Siberian fore&ts would not mean a
transfer of the real basis of the revolution. It would be merely a
romanticism of the Robinhood type and not a Proletarian State.
The conque!i.l of the revolution required "a breathing space"
which must be bought if necessary at the expense of a peace
dictated by a robber Imperialism, "with its knee on the chest" of
the revolution. The peace terms would leave the Proletarian basis
of power in all branches untouched, and even the few territories
now lost would be restored soon, if the German workers made a
revolution in their country, signs of which had already become
visible. After a tremendous intra-party struggle the Brest-Litovsk
peace was signed on 18th March, 1918, after the Allies had
refused help against Germany.
More seriol.ls to combat was the internal danger of sabotage
by the petty-bourgeoisie. The petty-bourgeois middle-class
employees of the railways organised in the Vikzel, refused to
transport the troops of the Soviet Government against the counterrevolutionary K.erensky, under the plea that it took no si~s until
the Constituent Assembly decided the question of power. Here
again the class-consciousness of workers came to the rescue.
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Though the middle-class staff was not richly paid by the
bourgeoisie and was as much exploited as the lower grade manual
workers, like the signallers, pointsmen, coalers, enginemen etc.
yet the petty-bourgeoisie of the Station-masters and such others
were ideologically arfcl culturally allied with the bourgeoisie,
while the other sections were not. The Proletarian rank and file, as
against the Trade Union petty-bourgeois bureaucracy, ran the
trains, helt'C'f the Soviet, and the Vikzel's sabotage was broken.
Then there was the sabotage of the State Bank clerks and salaried
officers, and of the telephone bourgeois girls. Here too the Soviet
appointed its own officers, who went to the Bank and learnt from
the peons the allocation of duties. At the prospect of such a
powerful sabotage many a Bolshevik weakened, but Lenin stood
firm and asked the Party to learn froll\. the peons and the lowest
grade employees the work of the State. A lot of venomous
propaganda is carried on against the Soviet that it wanted to
destroy thfintellectuals, the middle-class, petty-bourgeoisie, "the
salaried proletariat", who under the Bolshevik terror were
compelJed to flee the country. The British imperialist propaganda
agents in India frighten the petty-bourgeoisie by their imaginary
fate under a proletarian rule. But all this is mere misrepresentation. There is no doubt that the higher civilian
bureaucracy whether Indian or British will be removed from its
posts altogether. It cannot be retained even on the low salaries
proposed in the Commune State (even on the Rs. 500/- as found in
the Mahatma's proposal) because that bureaucracy is in most
cases directly related in blood and money to the landowners and
the bourgeoisie. The heads and most important sub-heads of the
bureaucratic machine have to be removed altogether, otherwisethe continuity of the previous bureaucratism cannot be broken.
But such need not be the case with the lower subordinates and the
staff. Lenin wrote: "Besides the preponderatingly 'repressive part'
of the apparatus, the standing army, police, officialdom, there
is in the contemporary State machine another part. closely
interconnected with banks and syndicates fulfilling a great mass
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of work of account keeping and registration, if one may so express
it. This part of the apparatus cannot and must not be broken up. It
must only be tom from subjection to capitalists with their wirepulling influence. It must be subjected to the Proletarian Soviets.
Thus when the State Bank was seized, only the former Governor
was removed and replaced by the Bolshevik Finance expert,
Piatakov. But wherever such steps were taken the pettybourgeoisie, incited by the fonner masters, sabotaged or struck
work. When their resistance was met with firmness and the
Soviet State could not be overthrown by them, the sabotage
collapsed within four months. Only the higher bureau~racy
migrated out of Russia, along with the. landowners and capitalists;
(and one of them has found his way into India to become the
most imaginative Prosecution witness, Inspector Derojinsky,
P.W. No. 182).
All the counter-revolutionary groups, the non-Bolshevik
Parties and even honest petty-bourgeois elements, who did not
believe in the efficacy of the Soviet system, concentrated their
energies on the Constituent Assembly. The slogan of the
Constituent Assembly had been adopted and made popular by
all the revolutionary parties, including the Bolsheviks, for the
last 20 years. Every strike, every demonstration asked for a
Constituent Assembly elected by umversal suffrage to determine
the constitution of Russia. Land to the peasants, ordinary rights of
citizens in a bourgeois democracy such as were found in the West
were to come to the people only through the Constituent
Assembly. Now when the Soviets of workers' and peasants'
deputies were the political power what was to be done with the
Constituent Assembly which the Provisional Government had
failed to call, and which failure was one of the reasons of popular
opinion veering towards the Bolsheviks who asked for the
immediate convening of the Assembly? Here was a problem of
first-rate importance before the Communist Party. Was the
Constituent Assem~ly elected by universal sutfrage to be allowed
to determine the constitution of the new State and act as the
sanction for the new State, or was the Soviet Congress to
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predominate. A large number of Bolsheviks were under the
infatuation of the last 20 years' propaganda. They thought that if
the Constituent Assembly supported them and the Government
then alone would they enjoy the support of all the people, i.e. all
the workers and peas~.
But Lenin struck quite a different note. The Soviet form of
democracy was a higher form than parliamentary democracy as
represented by the Constituent Assembly. To allow the C.A. to
act as a sanction for the Soviet State was to go back a stage. The
C.A. was now the rallying centre of the bourgeoisie and the
counter-revolution, while the workers and peasants solidly
stood behind the Soviets as is shown in the table quoted in
para 54. The C.A. therefore should be allowed to meet but it must
be dispersed after it had shown its bykruptcy in meeting the
demands of the workers and peasants. Lenm arrived at this
formulation and was confident that the C.A. would not meet the
demands of the masses because out of the 36 million votes that
were polled the S. Rs. had polled 20 million, the Bolsheviks
9 milhon and other parties 6 million, which presented quite a
diffetent contrast to the percentage of seats held by the
Bolsheviks in the Soviet Congress. Of the elected members agam
535 were anti-Bolsheviks and 168 Bolsheviks. When the date of
the Convocation came near, the S. Rs. tried to mobilise battalions
to protect the C.A. from dispersing. When the preliminary
conferences of the delegates took place, the Bolshevik group
proposed to them that they ratify the land decree of the Soviet
The conferences with a majority of petty-bourgeois elements
under the leadership of the bourgeois groups refused. That
much was sufficient to expose the "bourgeois parliament" in the
eyes of the masses. The Bolsheviks, when the C.A. met, sent an
ordet for the deputies to disperse. Thus the long dreamt of
bourgeois parliament that was to give democratic freedom w~
superseded by the Soviets and the leadership of the C.P. The
"constitutional screen" of the landowners and the bourgeoisie to
hide their class dictatorship and delude the wotkers and peasants
was tom away.
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.56. What Is International in the Russian RevoluUontendency to partial acceptance of Lealnism-~
shows four spedftc conditions of the Russian Revolutioa
-Leninism Is not mere application of Marxism-the
eleven points tbat enriched Marxism-Indian tendency
to reject certain points-accept whole or reject wboleno non-party attitude
The facts and significance of the Russian Revolution were at
first perverted by the intellectual agents of the world bourgeoisie.
But when the Soviet grew stronger and withstood all attacks, there
was a rush of visitors and delegations to study the new
phenomenon of the working-class building up Socialist Society.
(For example delegations from the Labour Party.) When the
workers of the world, under the leadership of the Communist
Parties, began to hold the ideal of the Soviet before themselves the
petty-bourgeois intelligentsia and the labour aristocracy acting as
the agents of Capitalism within the Labour Movement adopted a
new tactic. In the European countries, they had adulterated
Marxism, tried to "revise" and "correct" it, on the ground that
after the experiences of the new stage of Capitalism-Imperialism
which was not prevalent when Marx fonnulated his doctrines,
Marxism requires "correction" or "revi!lion". They have produced
a breed which says "we are Marxists-but not Leninists. We are
Communists but not of the Third International type." (As is hinted
in the cross examination of Mr. Brailsford.) Some have gone
further and say, "we are Leninists, but not according as the
Comintem understands it today." Now what is the result of such
an attitudes? We are
with this sort of political acrobatics
even in the camp of the Indian national bourgeoisie. When a
certain slogan or political principle becomes popular with the
masses, the politically worn out reactionary groups change their
outer skin in order to ingratiate themselves with the new trend of
mass psychology. If the masses accept them they become the
settled centres of reaction within the growing movement and
betray at the tintt of crisis. For example, the big. Indian
bourgeoisie with its' land-owning affiliations, refused to accept
the word "Swaraj" at the 1906 Conpess and broke the Session.
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Next they fought the introduction of the Home Rule ideal of the
tadical petty-bourgeoisie in 1917. When Home Rule became
popular and the masses began to march under its flag, they
adopted the Home 1\ule ideal. When the petty-bourgeois
Congress chucked out the word Dominion Status from its
constitution in 1920 they held away for a time but reentered it and
from within sidetracked the mass forces on to the line of reaction.
Today even the most counter-revolutionary bourgeois talks of
complete Independence, but "honestly" differs on the nature of
that Independence as conceived by the revolutionary parties.
Similarly when Marxism became the accepted creed of the
working-class, the petty-bourgeoisie accepted it but wanted to
revise it. The attempts at revision were strongly fought by the
Bolsheviks. The erstwhile Marxists lik~Plekhanov and Kautsky
denounced the Russian Revolution and its methods lest the
working-class of every country be enamoured into following
them. But Jfhen the workers ~f the industrial countries and the
oppressed toilers of the subject countries gravitated towards the
Soviet idea, the opportunists in the revolutionary proletarian
movement adopted a new tactic. They said that the Soviet is really
the workers' State. Lenin was really the greatest leader of the
proletariat. But then you cannot accept his principles and methods
in other countries. Russia had her own "peculiarities." We cannot
learn lessons of the Russian Revolution, because our country's
development is "peculiar" (as Jawahar Lal and Subash Bose
would like to put it). We admire Leninism but only when it is
restricted to Russia. Moreover even if Leninism is to be applied to
the conditions in our country the application as suggested by the
Comintem is wrong. Thus argues a certain section of the radical
intellectuals in India, who finding that the Labour Parties of
Europe and even the Liberal and Labour imperialists have
succeeded in their career-making before the workers on the
slogan of Socialism and Marxism (adulterated, perverted and
revised) writ large on their flag to deceive the working-class, and
are giving up their wholesale opposition to Marxism and

Socialism. Socialism and Marxism are becoming a fashion with
some of the Indian warlords and even a man like Sir Fazle
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Hussain confessed with great pride before the Session of the
Federation of the Indian Chamber of Commerce in 1930 that
he too was "something of a Socialist." A man like Subash Bose
when faced with the strength and solidarity of the workers'
demonstration at the Calcutta Congress in 1928 was hes1tatmg
whether to choose between the workers or his petty-bourgeois
volunteers. But when he became conscious of the new forces he
began to wear the borrowed Trade Union and Socialist feathers. to
stJ'IJt as a genuine eagle among the revolutionary working-class,
but at the same time would like to keep some mental reservations
on the question of what attitude the working-class should adopt
towards the problem of Geneva. We meet with the spectacle of a
Congress President declaring his "Socialist" solidarity with the
working-class and peasantry and in his actual politics paying
homage to the "discipline" imposed by a counter-revolutionary
compromise or a Pact. All of them praise Marx and Lenin.
because the revolutionary working-class in India is by the instinct
of an oppressed class moving towards the Soviet idea, towards
Leninism, though even advanced members of that class may not
be able to exrress it scientifically in so many words. Lenin
himself had anticipated these trickeries and when he was alive he
pointed out that the Ru.. ~ian Revolution has its own peculianties
no doubt, but there a;e "some fundamental features of our
revolution to be of such international s1gmf1cance . . . The
advanced workers in every land have long understood-although
m many cases they did not so much understand it as feel it through
the instinct of their revolutionary class." (Reference Ext. P. 975.)
But neither Lenin nor the Comintem insist that every feature of
the Russian Revolution or the Russian Party will be copied in
other countries, including the bald head of Lenin or the beard of
Marx. Such slavish unscientific imitations are left to the
degenerate petty-bourgeoisie or the religious fanatics who would
follow their prophets to the length of wearing a langoti or having
their heads shaved in three places. Lenin said "Of CO\lrse it would
be the greatest mistaJCe to exaggerate this truth (of international
application of the Russian experience) and apply more than the
fundamental features of our revolution. It would be likewise
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erroneous not to keep in mind that after the Proletarian
Revolution in one of the advanced countries, things will in all
probability take a sharp tum; Russia will cease to be the model
and will become again the backward (in Soviet or Socialist sense)
country." Because a highly industrialised country like England,
Germany or U.S.A. can build Socialism faster and more easily
than an agrarian country like Russia. What were the peculiar
conditions according to Lenin helping the Russian Revolution
whose repetition in another country is not very probable? Thelle
specific conditions were (1) The possibility of connecting the
Soviet Revolution with the conclusion, thanks to it, of the
imperialist war which had exhausted the workers and peasants to
an incredible extent. (2) Th~ possibility of making use for a
certain time of the deadly struggle of two world powerful groups
of imperialist plunderers, who were unable to unite against their
Soviet enemy. (3) The possibility oNithstanding a comparatively
lengthy ci vii war partly because of the gigantic dimensions of the
country and the bad means of communication. (4) The existence
of sucll a profound bouigeois revolutionary movement among~t
the peasantry that the Proletarian Party included in its programme
the revolutionary demands of the Peasant Party (the S. Rs,
a Party which was sharply hostile to Bolshevism) and at once
realised these demands through the proletarian conquest of
power.
But Leninism as not merely the application of Marxism to the~e
specific conditions of the Russian struggle. Leninism is a further
development of Marxism in the epoch of Imperialism and
proletarian revolutions. You cannot be a Marxist without being a
Leninist, nor can you be a Leninist without learning the lessons of
the Russian Revolution, because Leninism developed in relation
to certain class forces and their conflict, in relation to a bourgeois
revolution as well as a proletarian revolution, the general features
of which apart from its Russian peculiarities are bound to be
reproduced in every country, in so far as the general features of
feudalism or Capitalism are reproduced in the same way in every
country. We have seen the general deductions of Marxism from
the class-struggle of Marx's time. Leninism enriched that
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experience by the solution of the following questions: (1) The
theory of Imperialism and of the Proletarian Revolution. (2) The
conditions and the forms of reali11ing the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat. (3) The mutual relations between the proletariat and
the peasantry. (4) The significance of the national question
generally. (5) Particularly the significance for the World
Proletarian Revolution of national movements in colonial and
semi-colonial countries. (6) The role of the Party. (7) The tactics
of the Proletariat in the epoch of imperialist wars. (8) The role of
the Proletarian State in the transition period. (9) The Soviet State
as a concrete type of the Proletarian State in thdt period. (I e) The
problem of social sub-divisions in the Proletariat itself as a source
of the division of the Labour Moveinent into an opportunist and
revolutionary tendency. ( 11) Overcoming both the Right Social
Democratic tendencies and Left deviations in the Communist
Movement.
DI- 13.J 1.31

Those who accept "Marxism", (as they would call it) but say
that they are not Leninists or Commumsts, accept mostly the
Marxian critique of Capitalism but reject its revolutionary part,
especially on the question of the overthrow of the capitahM
political power. with its corrupt bourgeois Parliamentarism, and
illl replacement by the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. The
opportunist Socialists of the imperialist countnes reject Leninism
because they do not want to o;trive for the separation and
independence of those countries that are subject to their
Imperialisms. The "Marxists" of the Second International in
England, France, U.S.A. would desire the independence of India,
China etc. but would not aid the revolutionary movements of
tho~e countries for independence. They would rather persuade the.
subject countries not to press for independence though they
would recognise the abstract right to independence of these
countries (e.g. M.r. Brailsford's view, a.!I is seen in his evidence
before this Court). In India also we find the petty-bourgeois
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Socialist parties of the Punjab, and C.P., adopting the fashion of
Socialism but preaching against Leninism and the Comintem. We
find the President of the Trade Union Congress-Ruikar-asking
for immediate establishment of Socialism and in the same breath
urging for more representation at the Round Table Conference
which is the summu~ bonurµ of class-collaboration on the part of
petty-bourgeois nationalists, Labour imperialists, feudal landowners, princes and the industrial bourgeios all trying to reconcile
their irreconcilable contradictions.
We have to reject all such deviations. We stand for complete
application of Leninism to the Indian conditions, unequivocal
adherence to Marxism-Leninism by every one who is a
Communist, and further complete adherence to the Comintem
There are some who would like to accept Leninism but would
hesitate to adhere to the C.I. Such an attitude is a contradiction
because it rejects the Leninist line on t>oint number 6 in the eleven
points noted above. If you accept Marxism thoroughly. you have
to logically accept Leninism, the Party and the Comintem. If you
deny thlComintem you then naturally deny the Party, and "only
that much part of Leninism and Marxism" a~ some people ex pre,.,
it. Then you create a dual Party or no Party. In the former ca,e, 11
a more or less good party exists already, it is bound to lead to a
conflict and sabotage of the Proletarian struggle which then
become~ divided under dual leadership. In the latter case no party
means no correct leadership which leads to aimless piecemeal
disorderly struggle. Thu~ in both cases you arrive ultimately at the
negation of Lenimsm and the Proletarian revolution. The whole
chain is quite indivisible. I will deal with the Indian aspect of tht'>
question a~ found m the exhibit~ a little latter on. Suffice it to ~ay
that the attempt of the Prosecution and ~ome pseudo-Socialist~ to
separate Marxi~m from Lenini~m and contrapose them i~ an
attempt to introduce opportunism in the Indian CommuOJ!-l
Movement. For u~ there can be no such thing as an "independent
attitude" of taking "the good point!!" of both Moscow and Geneva
and rejecting the bad. For us Moscow is all truth and Geneva

alJ lie.
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57. Bolsheviks and Red Terror-how it arose-causes of
allied hatred of the November Revolution-the wild
stories against the Soviets-Anarchism of the Bakuninist
Anarchists-casualties in Petrograd lighting-no restrictions on political parties except the bourgeois-intervention in Civil War-the S.R. rising and attempt on Lenin's
life-Red Terror instituted-Kautsky's books and Lenin's
answer to him-formal democracy and dictatorship
Did the Bolsheviks on their installation m power start a reign of
terror? (The late Mr. Langford James in his address LO the Court
drew a very vivid picture of this supposed Red Terror.) Capitalist
propaganda between February and November 1917 was
overflowing with the praise of the bloodless Russian Revolution,
because that revolution had put into power the bourgeoisie, which
was pledged to war. After November the intense venom of the
bourgeois press was released against the Bolsheviks, because in
the first place they repudiated imperialist war and signed pt"ace
with Germany. But this they did after calling upon all the allies to
stop the war and join a peac~ conference which they refused.
There were 18 such attempts and appeals from the Soviet between
November 1917 and December 1919. The second reason was that
the Soviet ·epudiated the Czan'it debts, on the strength of which
the Czar had maintained his autocracy. The third was that the new
State was not a bo••rgeois Parliamentary State but a proletarian
class State. If it wer,... allowed to elCist it would be an inspiration to
the world proletariat and peasantry. The world propaganda
against the Soviet was thus the concentrated hatred of the world
bourgeoisie against the world proletariat and peasantry. The
innumerable lies that were ~pread about the Bolsheviks have now
died down, exposC'd .1nd !limashed by the most progre~~ive and
healthy development of Soviet Russia and the necessity forced
upon decaying Imperialism to come to terms with her. The
hideous form of the propaganda of early days has now been
replaced by a subtle method which trade in India on the ignorance.
of the people helped by the ri&orous censorship maintained by the
Government. Mr. Langford James in his address to the Court
repeated almost ill the old stories about Soviet Russia, and the
attempt was so dh.gusting that even the "Daily Herald" of London
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which has no love for the Soviet was ashamed of it and denounced
it. It is not necessary here to recount all those lies. You can find
them systematically put down and exposed by an American
author, E. A. Ross, who has gone into the question in his book
"The Russian Soviet Republic." Immediately after the November
Revolution there W8' no Red Terror. Neither was there a general
confiscation of the belongings of the bourgeoisie. The Soviet had
not even declared the factories nationalised. The seizure of power
in Petrograd resulted only in 1408 ca!tualties and the so-calle<l
bombardment had not gone beyond the smashing of window
panes of the Palace. Immediately after the conque!tt the
Anarchists had issued an appeal according to their principle!> of
abolishing the State immediately (of whatever class) urging upon
the people to seize everything they liked, and calling upon every
section of them, including thieves and robbers to abohsh r>ociety.
In order to abolish the State they e~ouraged the weakening of
centralisation of power. They said: "Village, ignore the order!» of
the city, disobey the centre. Organise the Commune. Ye Gulls of
Religion~ destroy the churches. Blow up the universities." (Full
text of this interesting Manifesto can be found in Ros!.' book.)
Such attempts of the Bakuninist Anarchists were bound to re!o>ult
in a certain disorder and they were attributed to the Bolshev1k!o>
who in the first days allowed full freedom to all the revolutionary
political parties and did not take any steps against the propaganda
of the parties like those of the S.Rs. and Anarchists. There wa!o> no
terror either against the bourgeoisie or the petty-bourgeo1s1e. But
the overthrown bourgeoisie fights for its counter-revolution with
tenfold vigour. Even before November Petrograd and the big
cities were threatened with famine, the Bolsheviks began to take
energetic steps against this. The bourgeoisie supported the Czamt
Generals in their revolt. The French, British, American and all the
other bourgeois powers united to smash the Soviet and aided the
Czarist Generals in starting the Civil War. In March I918 when
the Germans were silenced by the Brest Treaty, the British landed
marines on the Murmansk Coast on the plea that they wanted only
to protect their base in the Baltic against the Germans and would
vacate it very soon. But after landing they massacred the whole of
the Kem Soviet in July 1918. The Czecho-Slovaks who were on
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Russian soil and wanted to go back to fight on the side of France
were allowed to proceed to Vladivostok to board their ships. On
the way, at the instigation of France, which paid them 11 million
roubles and England which paid 3'h millions, they seized the
Siberian Railway and fought the Soviets in May 1918. The
Japanese, the British and the Americans landed troops in Siberia
on 6th April and July l 7th, 1918. The Czech treachery starved
Moscow as they held up the food transport in Samara and
Simbrisk. From the North the Britii,h advanced from Archangel.
The plan was to join hands with the Czechs and Kolchak who was
advancing from the Urals. From the South the Cossacks helped by
the British and French guns advanced toward!i North. Thus when
the foreign imperialist powers were out to overthrow the Soviet
by armed intervention, in Moscow and Petrograd they carried on
conspiracies with the S.Rs. and the counter-revolutionary
bourgeoisie. The head of this was Lockhart of the British Mission.
The conspiracy was hatched in the extra-territorial grounds of the
Consulate. The British Lieutenant Raley got into touch with the
Commander of the Lettish Guard of the Smolny, by name Berzin,
and promised him several hundred thousand rouble~. Forged
documents purporting to be secret Ruc;so-German tredties were to
be plante<1 in the peoples' commissariats. The question was
seriously debated whether Lenin or Trotsky should be merely
kidnapped or should be killed on the ~pot. Some one pointed out
that these two had such uncanny powers that if kidnapped they
would win over their kidnapper!i on the way by propaganda and
get free. So they must be killed. But Berzin was a Bolshevik
Commander. He joined the conspiracy but took instruction!I from
the Bolshevik Cheka. When everything was ready the Mi~sion
was raided and thf· whole conspiracy exposed in August 1918.
Just then the Socialist revolutionarie"i, becommg reactionary,
arose in revolt. They murdered the German ambassador, Count
Mirbach, to show that they did not like the Brest peace with
Gennany. It was an attempt to involve Soviet Russia in war with.
Germany, a suicidal policy at the moment. The S.Rs. were
suppressed and expelled from the Government. The coalition of
18th November .1917 was ended and henceforth the peoples'
Commissariat was wholely a Proletarian Government under the
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guidance of the Communists. The S.Rs. however did not stay
their hands. Their Party headquarters had now become the
rendezvous for bourgeois conspirators. On 5th September an
attempt was made on Lenin's life in Moscow. Uritsky of the
Cheka was killed in Petrograd and Volodarsky in Moscow. This
was the last blow to\he freedom of the political parties and the
more or le~s absence of any rigorous restrictions on the
bourgemsie. The working-class of Russia was profoundly moved
by this attack on their greatest leader. The effect was exactly
contrary to the expectations of the bourgeoisie. The workers and
peasants gathered round the banner of Bolshevism more solidly
than before. A complete extermination of the counterrevolutionaries was demanded and hence the Red Terror came
into existence. The difference between the Red Terror and White
Terror is that the former is exercised by the overwhelming
majority of the people through their State power, which is frankly
a class State, against the minority-the exploiters. The White
Terror is exercised by a minority against the whole people to
protect jt.s parasitic and . decaying existence against social
progre~i,. Every new revolutionary class, when 1t rises to power,
has to exercise its revolutionary terror against the clas~ which is
overthrown. Every new class power ill threatened by armed
intervention and the violation of Its mtegrtty by the surroundmg
exploiters. The bourgeois French Revolution of 1793, whose
principles are now taught even in school text-books of the
bourgeoisie, had to institute its terror agamst feudalism and 1t!!.
alJies. The French bourgeoisie was attacked by the British
bourgeoisie allied with the European feudal States, consistently
for 22 years (1793-1815). To combat the attack, the hives of the
enemy inside the bosom of the revolution had to be cleaned out.
The Bolshevik. terror was nothing compared to the French terror.
The Red Terror did not use its proletarian revolutionary arm
against more than 10,000 counter-revolutionaries. The French,
the British and other bourgeois States, that had risen to power by
exterminating feudalism on the shoulders of the peasantry, were
now sending their armed forces to kill the revolution of the
workers and peasants of Russia, because it had dared to rise to
power against the bourgeoisie.
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We hear a lot about the Communist International "interfering in
the internal affairs" of the British Empire, trying to overthrow the
Empire and fomenting revolution. But Mr. Churchill and the
renegades of the Labour Party try to hide from the workers that
they spent millions of pounds in supplying arms and officers to
the counter-revolutionary Denikins, Kolchaks and Wrangels in
Russia, that they interfered most violently in the internal affairs
of Russia. Mr. Churchill, fearing that the British soldiers might
refuse to fight against Russia, cheated them into landmg at
Archangel on the pretence that British missions and troops had
been stranded and required a rescue. For two years the bGurgeois
bandits of England, France, U.S.A. and Japan killed thousands
of peasants and workers of Russia until the Red Army drove
them out.
And now they complain of the Comintem sending into their
countries not armed battalions but revolutionary leaflets. Can
these assassins of Lenin and thousands of Soviet workers show a
single instance of the Comintem or its members having ever
attempted to kilJ any one of these imperialist bandits? The Social
Democratic and petty-bourgeois lackeys of Imperialism forgot
this. Kautsky wrote a book entitled "Communism and Terrorism"
perverting the historical experience and lessons of the Pans
Commune and the teachings of Marx. He cried for democracy and
freedom for the bourgeoisie saying that the Soviet State was not a
democracy like the Paris Commune, which had allowed even the
bourgeoisie to take part in its Commune Elections. He also wrote
another book, which tried to show from the point of view of
"Marxism" that the So"iet State, the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat, was nOt the real proper form of the proletarian State
because \t \\ad telected fonna\ democtae~. The answet to the
former work was written b'j 1'rotsk'j in the midst of h\s m\\\tarj
expeditions againl!it the counter-revolution. The \atter was
answered by Lenin in his book "The Proletarian Revolution
the renegade Kautsky" (Ext. P. 898). The Soviet State is the real
democratic Dictatorship of the Proletariat, because it is a
dictatorship of the majority of the people (who are the workers
and peasants) against the bourgeoisie. It is democracy for the

and
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proletarians and the dispossessed. Does the bourgeoisie in its
State allow democracy to the workers and poor peasants? Not
even the shadow of it.

58. The difference between the economic and political content
of bourgeois and l*Oletarian revolutions-did Bolshevism
introduce Sodalism after October 1917?-0ctober was
not a Socialist revolution
From what has been stated so far it must have been made clear
that the immediate and ultimate ideals of the Communists ari!le
directly from the development of productive forces and the
consequent changes in the condition of society calling for a
constant struggle towards a change in the production or property
relations of classes. In order to bring about the nece!!l!!lary change
in the, economy of society the cla&s-struggle is fought on the
question of political power, since all reg~lation of class monopoly
of wealth or of property relations is done in the final instance by
the class State which pours its clas!!I content in it!!. law of property.
But havinlconquered the political power, the changel'l in ~octal
economy follow two different roads for two different kind~ of
cla!!ls power. When the change from feudali!'tm to Capitalism
take& place, the bourgeois productive forces have already ripened
within the womb of the old society; bourgeois economy ha'
already developed to such an extent that it only now require!!. to
take polit1cal power from feudalism in order to enable its further
development and progress. But it is quite a different case with
!!.Ocialist economy. The basis of socialist economy ripens withm
the womb of Capitalism but the actual transfer of production and
distribution on to sociali~t methods follow~ the conquests of
power by the proletariat. For example, the bourgeoi~ property
relations, in which the worker sells his labour power for a wage
develop within feudalism, wherein the serf is not free to sell his
labour power on the market. It is also possible to find feudal and
bourgeois economy prevailing side by side, and its reflex m the
State power being shared by a bourgeois-feudal bloc as was found
in Germany before the 1918 Revolution. You can find feudal and
bourgeois economy living side by side with both the classes
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sharing political power in the State. Similarly you can find
socialist economy living side by side with a survival of capitalist
economy. But there is this vital difference that the State in the
latter case cannot be jointly controlled by the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat. It must be exclusively a proletarian State. What is the
specific and vital demarcation between socialist and capitalist
economy? This question is answered by the question who
appropriates the surplus produce of labour. Under Capitalism the
wage-earner sells his Jabour power, and the surplus value
produced by him is appropriated a& private property of the
capitali&t class. Now private appropriation of surplus value by a
class in common both to feudalism and Capitalism. That is why
both can share economic and political power. But private
accumulation of surplus value by a cla!.IS is definitely the thing
that is absent in socialist economy. Socialist economy is a far
more serious contradiction of capitalist economy than the latter is
of feudal economy. The function of the proletarian State is to
bring within the sphere of socialist economy all the productive
forces of the given i1ociety, that ii, it must move constantly towards
destruction of capitalist relations. Therefore, the two cannot be
reconciled within one State, one political power. Now though they
cannot co-exist in one State, they can for a time co-exist in one
~ociety in the economic field. And thi~ happens for a long time in
a petty-bourgeois country like Rus.,ia (or China or India in the
future) because in these countnes agriculture 1s ~till pettybourgeois and the predominating productive force. Even if the
State is proletarian, supported by the peasantry, even if it has
nationalised all the big industries, the society or the whole
economy of it has not yet become socialist. In the socialised sector
of economy the worker produces values and his surplus comes to
him through his State, that is it does not become private
appropriation for further exploitation. But then there is the vast
number of private farms where labour is hired and sold and the
surplus value produced accumulates for further exploitation.
There is there capitalist economy. Unless they are collectivised.
mechanised and so~ialised a proper distribution of all goods
produced in the whole of the society cannot be brought about. The
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sale and purchase of labour power of one by another cannot be
eliminated. This process can be swiftly carried out in
industrialised countries like England, U.S.A. and Germany
because there large scale mechanised production already exists in
agriculture, along with .. highly centralised industrial production.
There is, however, one thing to be noticed. Under the capitalist
State (especially in a highJy industrialised country), though
socialised economy cannot be introduced, yet forms of its
introduction have already got ready. Highly centralised large
scale production with its planned methods on a sufficiently big
scale is built up within Capitalism. What socialist economy
requires is to destroy the private appropriation of the surplu!>
which compels the vast technique to function only on condition
that it can produce profits for the owning class and not for
use. Thus we get the following formwations: ( 1) Feudal and
bourgeois economy can exist side by side in one society. Any one
of them can be predominant without very acute conflicts. The
State can bt; wielded by any one of them exclusively or jointly.
(2) CapitaJist economy does not tolerate socialist economy within
itself. The State is wholly a bourgeois State, even if a few
representatives of the Trade Unions or workers' parties are to be
found in the Government. (3) Socialist economy can tolerate
!lurvival of capitalist economy within itself. But the State must be
exclusively under proletarian control, even if the petty-bourgeois
peasantry is found in the Government. At the same time, the
movement of growth must be in favour of socialist economy and
against capitalist or petty-bourgeois economy, or else the latter
will engulf the former. (4) In the first two it is economy that
predominantly detennines the nature of political power. In the
third it is predominantly the political power that governs and
shapes economy.
Having seen this we shall now clear a few perversions made by
the bourgeois propagandists about Soviet Russia, the perversions
which are believed in many quarters in India. These perversions
are built by postulating wrong premises, calling them Marxist
premises, and then trying to show that Soviet Russia does
not specify them. Questions such as these are raised often. The
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Communists captured political power. Now when there is
Communism in Russia, why is there inequality of wages? Why
do they want Capital? Have they not destroyed Capital? How
much Communism is there now? They introduced Communism
and then had to scrap it out and introduce the New Economic
Policy and bring back Capitalism. So have they not failed? When
there is Communism why is there the system of wages at all? Why
not anybody go and take any thing he likes? If the whole authority
belongs to workers and peasants is it not natural that intellectuals
~hould be exiled and killed? so on and so on. Now there is not~ing
wrong if such questions are framed by workers who may not have
read Marxism. But we find hundred~ of bourgeois professor~
and lawyers and socialists in the Second International raising
these questions and triumphantly pointing out that in spite
of a workers' State there is some economic trouble and no
Communism in Russia.
In the first place such questions arc unscientifically worded. No
Communist ever can say that on the morrow of the revolution
or even within a decade of it there will be Communism.
Communism is the final stage of society which comes after
Socialism, the two are not the same. Under Communi~m there is
no State, because there are no classes left. The productive forces
and relations are so organised that there i~ bound to be plenty of
everything and no restriction then need be exercised on the
question of hours of work or distribution of things produced. So
in all the above questions the use of the word Communism is
un-Marxian. Again if you fonnulate all the questions with the
word Socialism in place of Communism, what does Soviet Russia
show in answer? The Revolution of November 1917 did not
destroy classes. It destroyed only the class State of the
bourgeoisie. But it could not destroy the economic and cultural
stratification of classes. The Revolution of November 1917 was
not a Socialist Revolution, in the sense that it did not introduce
Socialism in Russia. It only produced political conditions that
prepared the pre-requisites of starting the real socialist revolution,
that is large scale soeialist planned production both in industry
and agriculture. The revolution destroyed landlordism. But that
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does not mean that it was a socialist measure. Because this wa!I
done by bourgeois revolutions also in the 1Sth century and it helps
capitalist economy to grow. The revolution nationalised some
industries. Is not nationalisation of industries as sociali!lt
measure? Not in all con<iitions. During the war in many countries,
the industries were taken over from private owners and controlled
by the State. But the State was a bourgeois State, paid tribute to
the bourgeoisie for this temporary nationalisation, which again
was in no way controlled by the proletariat in its interest. The
Government of India has nationalised railways, roads, poM,
telegraphs, salt mines, opium etc. Does it mean that it has
introduced Socialism? Not at all. But the condition of
nationalisation in Russia was different. The State belonged to the
proletariat. If it nationalised the factories, was it introducing
Socialism? Was it not a Socialist Revo»ition? No. Because the
ownership of some industries may go into the hands of the
proletarian State but 1t may lease out these industries to capitalist!I
as concessiops. It then only becomes State Capitalism, with the
proletariat i~ control of the State. It is not Socialism. Next, even 1f
a few industries are managed by the workers' State itself through
its Soviets and other organs, that is, even if the ~urplus produce of
the workers m these industries goes to the working-cla!ls State and
therefore to itself, those industries constitute fractions of socialist
elements only and not socialist revolution, so long as it does not
become a predominant form of production in the total productive
forces and production of the given society. The Socialist
Revolution in Russia thus did not take place in November 1917
but started in 1928.

59. Economic developments and nationalisation-decline
from March to November 1917-arrested by the October
Revolution-decline during the civil war
People have got very fantastic notions about nationalisation in
Russia and judge the programme of the Indian Communist Party
from those wrong notions. Therefore, we shall see what is the
progress of nationalisation of industries in Soviet Russia and
incidentally the economic measures of the revolution-because
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we must not forget that the essential motive of the conquest of
political power is fundamentally "the economic emancipation of
the working-class to which every political movement must be
subordinated".
The economic break-down of Russia which bourgeois
propagandists tell us was the result of the revolution really began
even before the February Revolution. "By the end of the third
winter of the war ( 1916) the economic disorganisation in Russia
had reached its breaking point", writes Maurice Dobb ("Russian
economic developments since the revolution") and he qu9tes
Baerlein as follows: "As early as 1916 the railway system was in a
grievous condition. Cartloads of fre~h roses came from the
Riviera for the Petrograd aristocracy, but in the Viatka
Government of North Russia there was no means of transporting
wheat." While sums amounting to seven to eight thousand million
roubles had been borrowed from abroad and while gold reserves
had been shifted to France and England to the amount of 460
million roubles in payment of war equipment, the deficit in the
State Budget in 1916 amounted to 76 per cent of the whole
expenditure and inflation had swollen the currency issue by
nearly four times to nine milliard roubles at the end of 1916.
Did the February Revolution and the Provisional Government
of the middle classes, supported by the bourgeoisie and landlords,
improve matters in any way? No. The position got worse still. One
of the first acts of the Provisional Government was to declare a
State monopoly of the Com Trade, in an attempt to tackle the food
problem and to prevent the rise in prices of corn. But illegal
speculation, in food stuffs and evasion of the grain monopoly
grew apace. A worsening of the transport chaos took place. By
October 1917 the number of locomotives awaiting repair had
increased to 5,500 or nearly 30 per cent of the whole-an increase
of some 2,200 as compared with the previous autumn." Between
March and November 1917 the currency in circulation nearly
doubled, while prices rose as much as 224 per cent. The
Provisional Government could not arrest the decline as it could
only be done by handing over the lands to the peasantry, who then
would release food for the towns and would themselves act as a
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watch on the corn speculations and by the introduction of
workers' control in industry. But these measures meant expropriation of landowners and severe curbing of the capitalist!!
of which the petty-bourgeois Government was incapable.
What did the Nove1'ber Proletarian Revolution accomplish m
this respect? Is it not a fact that the economic decline went deeper
during the next two years, foJlowed by a severe famine? Ye~. 1t
did. But the Proletarian Government did not cause it or aggravate
the decline. On the contrary, it reduced the terrible and inevitable
misery. The Bolshevik Government after taking over the State
Bank found that the private banks financed the strikes and
sabotage of the petty-bourgeoisie against the Workers' State and
acted as mediaries for the flight of Capital. Only then was a decree
of nationalising banks issued on December 30, 1917. Thus th1'
nationalisation was forced by the politiial exigencie!i and not al! d
measure "to introduce Socialism". The merchant fleet and corn
depots were nationahsed in February 1918. But it was not till June
1918 that,,a general decree of nationahsat1on of firms with a
capital of over one million roubles was pa~sed. Thus not a single
branch of industry was nationah~ed before May and June 1918, a!.
an act of general socialist policy of nationahsation. Even thi1,
general decree and other conf1scat1ons prior to it were due to
purely political reasons. One was that the capitalists in order lo
overthrow the Worker!\' State conspired with the German
Government by which Germany was to declare a large number
of concerns as having been bought by her and as such puttmg
them beyond the pale of nationalisation. The !iecond reason
was th.it the Civil War had begun and in order to cope with 1t
several factorie!i and concerns had to be nationalised m order to
break the resistance of the bourgeoisie. Prior to June 1918 m
50 per cent of the cases of nationalisation the reason was the
sabotage of the owner, unwillingness to continue production 01
flight of the owner~. But the greatest resistance that the owner'
offered was to workers' control. The workers' factory committee'
were cla1mmg the right to inspect the accounts and books of the
management and to see that no material left the factory without
reason. As early as June I 917 that is before the Bolshevik
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November Revolution Kerensky had to tolerate this because the
bourgeois sabotage and sale to foreigners had begun even then in
order to coerce Government into surrender, and complete the
restoration of the capitalist dictatorship. In order to prevent this a
decree on workers' control wai, issued on November 14, 1917.
Workers' control did not mean nationalisation or confiscation. By
Article~ 1 and 6 the Workers' Committee was given the right to be
consulted on matters of sale and purchase, of fixing the output
programme and even of determining the i,elling price. If the
Committee's opinion was contrary to the wish of the owner the
former prevailed, subject to an appeal to a superior econo~ic
organisation. The Committee had tht: right of in~pection of
account books without regard to commercial secrecy, which is
nothing but a method of ~ecret appropriation of profits. The
Committee at the !lame time wa~ charged with the maintenance of
worker~' discipline and Article 7 re!lerved to the proprietor the
sole executive right of givmg orders as to the running of the
concern and forbade the Factory Committee to countermand
them. The effect!I of this decree were both good and bad. The good
result was that the capitalist counter-revolut1onary activities were
~everely watched and cnppled on the indu~tnal field. The bad
re~ult wa~ that in many case!I the workers went further than mere
control and seized the factones. Before July 1918 only hundred
bu&ines~es were nationali&ed by decrees of the Centre and 400 by
local organisations on their own initiative. In some production was
d1~organised. Separatist, syndicali&t and centripetal tendencie'
grew in many case&. But Sociahsm ii, not decentralisation and
anarchic production by each productive unit as it likes. It require~
!ltrict control and planning, a well-regulated equilibrium between
all branches of social production, which is not possible by
~yndicalist methods. W1thm the Bolshevik Party there had grown
a Left Wing Commum!lt ~ection. which favoured immediate
nationalisation of all small and big enterprises directly by the
worker~. This section wa!I ah~o the one most vehement m
denouncing the Brest peace with Germany. This group issued a
separate paper of its own and was led by Bukharin, Rykov and
others. Lenin called for a cautiou~ policy in nationalisation m as
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much as there was no cadre of trained workers or Communist
technicians in sufficient number to organise production and
distribution. Lenin vigorously slashed the Left Wingers as "slave!I
of phrases". He called for central control on production, and the
occupation by the Gentwts of the Ukraine called for a speedy
reorganisation. The Factory Committees were brought under the
control of Trade Unions and these in matters of industrial
management were subordinated to State control, at the Thud
Congress of the Trade Unions in April 1918. This was opposed
severely on the ground that it would destroy the independence of
Trade Unions and all tho!le arguments used against the capitali!lt
State encroaching on the rights of workers. But these objecton.
forgot the fundamental point that more work or !lacrifices of other
kind!I, State control etc. were not now exercised by the enemy
class for its interests but by the Wor1'ers' State that is by the
workers over themselves voluntarily.
Another important measure of the most serious character wa'
the repudi;f{ion of the Czarist debts by a decree in January 1918.
The decree was issued when the Allied Powers refused to enter
into peace without annexations and indemnities, and to stop
helping the counter-revolution. Foreign capital invested in State,
mumcipal and guaranteed loans in Russia was 5,400 million gold
rouble~. The foreign bandits had helped the Czar against a
revolution with several loans. The revolutionary proletariat
already impoverished could hope to reconstruct its life only by
repudiating this huge liability, the simple interest charges on
which would have absorbed a large percentage of the output of
their productive capacity.
The cancellation of debts, nationalisation of businesse~
sabotaged by the bourgeoisie and abolition of landlordism could
not produce their results immediately. On the contrary, the
revolutionary disturbance of the normal productive process was
bound to cause a decline for which the previous period was
responsible to a greater degree than the Bolsheviks. Still dunng
the first year of the revolution the deficit in the budget was
66.6 per cent of the total expenditure while it was 81 .7 per cent m
19 J7 and 74 per cent in J9 J5. "In the first 8 months of the
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revolution the rate of increase of paper money was slowt.. - than it
had been in the period of the Provisional Government" (Dobb).
Had the imperialist interventionists not financed the counterrevolution and devastated the whole country even up to the gat~s
of Moscow, this process of recovery would have gone on more
speedily with only "the key positions", of industry in the ha'lds of
the State and perhaps those too would have been given for a time
to private industry as concessions for some period. But the
bourgeoisie hoped to restore its dictatorship over the masses by
force and civil war.

60. Decline and War Communism-breakdown of economycessation of civil war-currency-agricultural production and wages
Most of the economic measures that were mtroduced during the
Civil War are considered by the intellectuals to be the normal
ideals and methods of the Communists. Hence when they were
abandoned, they pointed to the introduction of other economic
measures as failure of "Communism" and the necessity of
restoring Capitalism. As has already been shown, the majority of
the Bolshevik Party did not want to nationalise any and every
business. First it was hmited to industnes that were strategically
to maintain the new political power and breakdown the sabotage.
But when the Civil War began this policy had to be abandoned and
a system of War Communism came to be introduced. Under it
every concern employing over five persons was nationalised. The
decree of general nationalisation was issued in June 1918, that is
when Civil War had already begun. The number of enterprises
administered by the State rapidly rose to 1,000 at tbc beginning of
1919 and passed 3,000 by January 1920. At the end of 1920 to the
State normally belonged 37,000 enterprises of which 18,000 had
no mechanical power while over 5,000 businesses were with only
one employee. Was this the nonnal economic need of socialising
industry and buildi~ up large scale planned production7 No. It
was an outcome of Civil War, when the petty-bourgeoisie hoped to
join the counter-revolution, sabotage economic life and produc-
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tion, and bring about the overthrow of the Workers' State.
Nationalisation of enterprises with one employee or even a
hundred for that matter was a war measure and not the method to
bring about socialist society. That is why in our programme you
can never find a mendbn ~xcept of "key positions".
In management, the Civil War introduced "militarisation". The
anarchic control of individual factory groups was abolished and
all were rigidly submitted to the control of the Vesenha, (the
Supreme Economic Council). Due to the necessities of Civil War
even the Trade Unions were deprived of their powers and made
subject to the State. Without strict order and discipline the
workers would not win against the powerful landowners and the
bourgeoisie. These measures naturally gave birth to a huge
bureaucratic apparatus distorting the nature of a socialist State
Bureaucracy is the direct antithesis or Socialism. Neither could
the economic life be pushed forward with such bureaucracy. They
did not kly.lw fhat warehouses and goods they had nor could they
manage &em. Business got stuck up in these "bottlenecks" of
bureaucracy. The demand of the Civil War on the resources of
the State in money and reli4ble fighting workers for the front
dislocated production. The largest centres of fuel and corn supply
were in the hands of the enemy. The result Wli starvation of
workers in cities, fall in wages, and the State living on piles of
paper money. In the winter of 1919 when Yudenich's guns could
be heard on the Nevsky, men fell dead of exhaustion and hunger
on the streets. The real wages of the workers in 1918 were 40 per
cent of pre-war, in 1919 they were 30.8 per cent. Their productivity was reduced to one-third while the total output of industry on
an average was 14.S per cent. The currency circulation which
stood at 30 milliard until March 1918 went up to 60.8 in January
1919. Inflation multiplied three times in 1919 and four times in
1920. The .real value of aJJ the circuJating media fell from 2,200
million roubles in November 1917 to l52.9 millions in July 19181919 and to 29.l m 1921. While the note issue rose by leaps and
bounds, the real value of Government revenue from such issue
feJl from l 63 million roubles to 20 millions in 1920.
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Taking advantage of this state of affairs, the Kulaks in the
peasantry began to speculate on food stuffs and the masses of
peasantry refused to bring food stuffs on the exchange market, as
the high prices of manufactured goods and paper roubles
devaluing every moment gave them nothing real in exchange for
their goods. But grain was an absolute necessity and unless the
bulk of the peasantry sided with the revolution, the Civil War
could not be won. Therefore, a ruthless gratD monopoly and a
compulsory grain levy had to be instituted in order to save the
towns and the revolution. But who was to carry that out? Merely
an armed force in the name of the revolution or a bureaucracy
could not have succeeded. It was a·question of class forces. The
revolutionary class force in the countryside was the poor peasants
and the land workers. The February and November Revolutions
had helped the whole peasantry to seize lands and drive away the
big landowners. But in that process the richer strata of the
peasantry began to appropriate the whole land as against the poor
peasants, who had no capital for implements to work with. Now in
the middle of J9 J 8 the class-war spread to the peasantry, the land
workers and poor peasants coming out agamst the richer and
middle peasantry. Land workers and poor peasant committees
(decree, June 1918) and Soviets were formed, who helped the
revolution to carry out the corn levy and the fight against the Civil
War. The richer peasants, therefore, helped the Czarist Generals
for a time, until they found that the Generals stood for the restoration of landowners. The middle peasantry did not take any active
side and simply wai&ed to see the result. The poor peasants siding
militantly with the town workers helped, and beat the counterrevolution. However, when Civil War. had come to an end, the
method of corn levy had exhausted its possibilities. The sowing~
had gone down heavily, as the middle peasantry .,,fused to grow
things only to be exchanged for paper or a whole crop for a pair of
boots. The rate of exchange between town and village lost all
basis of incentive to production. In pre-war days a pood of tye
was exchanged for about 8 archins of cheap cotton goods.. This
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rate of exchange in the Civil War had fallen very heavily as is
shown below:
(Mil. poods)·-

Textile goods
supplied
(Mil. archins)

Ratio of one pood
grain to archins
of textiles

108
212

32!5
180

1:3
1:0.8!5

Grain collected

1919
1920

Now was this policy a nonnal socialist policy? No. It was
the result of the Civil War, it was the result of the millions of
pounds spent by the foreign imperialists to kill the Proletarian
Revolution. Both the workers and peasants suffered by the war,
underproduction, famine and bureaucracy. But this was not the
result of socialist policy, not the result of "an experiment in
Communism" as bourgeois scholars term it. But an abnormality
produced by the imperialist attack. That is why when the Civil
War was ~n. War Communism, grain levy, militarisation of
labour werE at once scrapped out by the introduction of the New
Economic Policy (NEP) in August 1921.
DI- 14.11.31

61. Introduction of NEP-alliance with the middle
peasantry-educative functions of the dictatonhip
Within the Communist Party there were two wings who
opposed the NEP. One was the Left constituted of Trotsky and
others, who wanted militarisation of Labour to continue, who
viewed the peasantry as a backward mass, with whom a class war
is inevitable, and therefore who are to be forced into Socialism.
The Right Opposition wanted complete decentralisation of the
State apparatus of industry, on the syndicalist lines. This group
was Jed by Madam Kollantai and sympathised with by Bukharin.
Lenin who led the majority attacked both these groups and
especially the latter as it was a disintegrating factor in the
centralisation policy of the proletarian State. 1be discussions on
the question of NEP show very clearly how according to Lenin
Socialism wu going to be built up. It wu not going to be an
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overnight process. He characterised Wu Communism as a ·~ump"
and a "mistake", "in complete contradiction to all we wrote
concerning the transition from Capitalism to Socialism." For the
capture of power he had advocated "Two Tactics" for two stages.
[Exh: P. 1207 (2)]. In the first the feudal autocracy was to be
overthrown by the workers and peasants as a whole and the
bourgeoisie neutralised. In the second the workers allied with the
poor peasants were to overthrow the bourgeoisie and neutralise
the petty-bourgeoisie of the middle peasants. After the proletarian
revolution had been carried and the Civil War won the third tactic
was "alliance of the proletariat and the poor peasants with the
middle peasants." This alliance with the middle peasants who
now fonned the bulk of the peasant population was to be effected
by the NEP; the NEP would reintroduce free trade, the free
market. It also meant a policy of concessions to capitalists for
developing industry. To that extent it meant a certain growth of
Capitalism. In the absence of large scale industry, socialised by
the State, small scale production has to be reinvigorated. It will
give birth to Capitalism. "But have we any occasion to fear this
Capitalism provided we keep the factories, the big enterprises, the
means of ~1.ansport and foreign commerce in our hands," asked
Lenin and replied 'No'. To those impatient Leftists he answered, .
"during the Dictatorship of the Proletariat it will be necessary to
re-educate millions of peasants and petty proprietors, hundreds of
thousands of employees, officials and bourgeois intell~s: to
subject them all to the proletarian State and to proletarian
guidance to rid them of bourgeois habits and traditions ...... In
like manner it will be necessary, in the course of a Jong struggle
and under the aeg.i~ of the Dictatorship, to re-educate the
proletarians themselves-for even the proletarians do not shake
off their petty-bourgeois prejudices in the twinkling of an eye, as
if by miracle through the grace of virgin Mary, thanks to
watchwards, resolutions or decrees; but only as the outcome of
tedious and ditTicult mass struggle against massed petty-bourgeois
influences." "The Dictatorship of the Proletariat is a hard fought
fight against the torces and traditions of the old society; a fight
that is both bloody and unbJoody, both violent and passive, bod!

a
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military and economic, both educational and administtative." The
NEP was now a class-struggle, as a Dictatonhip of the Proletariat
functioning under new fonns, not the spectacular victories of
glorious battles but slow constructive worlc. Thus those who think
that Leninism is oppo~ism and a weathercock policy of compromises are great ignoramuses. The NEP was not a deviation-it
was the natural outcome of the revolution in a backward
agricultural country of small scale production, and every country
of this type will more or less have to go through the NEP
development. Those who say that we fint massacre the peasants
and then when in danger compromise with them are simply
slandering us. (The address of the late Mr. Langford James.} The
Communists are the only Party that stands for the vast mass of the
poor and middle peasantry, for this development of small scale
industry to supplement the large scale 1'PCialist industry till the
latter can supply the needs of the whole population, and till small
scale agriculture by the voluntary wil1 of the peasantry becomes
mechanised,and collectivised.

62. Restoration of economy without foreign l~ors
crisis-solution by lowering cost etc.--reiults as at the
14th Congress, May 1925 and 15th Congress, December
1927 of the C.P.S.U. regarding industry and agriculture
The period of 1921 to 1925 was a period of restoration and
rehabilitation. After the introduction of the NEP, Soviet Russia
tried to secure Capital from the industrial countries. But they
insisted on the recognition of the Czarist debts and restoration of
nationalist property, abolition of the State monopoly of export and
import trade. The Bolsheviks who were in need of Capital were
prepared to yield on the question of debts in return for guarantees
of long-term credits, but they were adamant on the question of
nationalised large scale industries and monopoly of the exportimport trade, through which the superior technique of the
imperif.}ist countries batten down national economies of the
backward countries. After the defeat of the Allied Imperialism in
their attempt to forcibly overthrow the Soviet, a new orientation
towards Russia too.le place and she was eagerly asked to come into
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the whirlpool of international imperialist conspiracies at Geneva
and of the League of Nations. But many States refused recognition
to the Soviet Government hoping that it would be overthrown
soon. The first recognition came from Great Britain in 1924. Then
other countries followed. When the results of the industrial
revival were seen in 1922 and 1923, the attitude of Soviet Russia
towards the need for foreign Capital changed. A larger confidence
m the creative power of the workers was generated and a policy of
complete self-reliance and less dependence on foreign Capital was
followed.
We have already seen the depths to which production had sunk
during the three years after the revolution. When the Soviet was
freed from foreign attacks, the huge military forces were
demobilised. The grain levy was abolished and the single
agricultural tax took its place. Four thousand enterprises were
released by the State and leased out. They were all small scale
busmesses employing not more than 18 workers each. The State
mdustries were reorganised under industrial Trust~. their coordmated control for general policy lying in the hands of the
Supreme Economic Council but for all other purposes acting as
separate commercial concerns. A new gold rouble was issued as
currency. The Budget was cut down and made dependent on real
revenue. The result was that gross industrial production which was
18 percent of pre-war level in 1920 rose to 27 percent in 1921 and
35 per cent in 1922. In 1923, the Soviet was faced with a serious
"scissors" crisis, the mdustrial prices rising far above the
agricultural prices. In Septe[llber 1923, on a pre-war ratio of 100
the industrial prices had risen to 190 and agricultural prices had
fallen to 60. Soviet Russia was again faced with as much peasant
discontent as in the days of compulsory grain requisition. This
time the State had an organised control over the major part of
industry. Party discussions on the causes and remedies of the crisis
were opened, the problem thrashed out and drastic remedies
applied. The most drastic remedy was in the field of State industry.
A liberal supply of currency and credit to the State industry had
made the Trusts c~less of commercial values, they had instituted
monopoly prices, and neglected to secure a rapid turnover of
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capital through sales. The indiscriminate supply of cmlit was cut
down. The divergence between wholesale and retail prices, the
difference being pocketed by the NEP man was fought through the
co-operatives. Costs of production were cut down by retrenchment
drive against bureaucft1Cy. Such and other measures closed the
scissors within six monlhs. The political report of the C.C. of the
C.P.S.U. to the 14th Congress in May 1925 shows the rate of
growth of restoration thus: Agriculture: In the economic years of
1924-25 the gross production of 9 milliard roubles amounted to 71
per cent of pre-war production of 1913, of 12 milliard roubles.
Next year it was expected to rise up to 88 per cenl Industry: Gross
production in 1924-25 of all industry i.e. State, concessions and
private was 5 milliards, i.e. 71 per cent of the pre-war 7 milliards.
In this productive activity, was capitalist development gaining the
upper hand or the socialised sector7 1Jiis was the most crucial
question since on the answer to this depended the answer to the
question-will Capitalism return or will the Soviet march towards
Socialism?;lbe share of State and co-operative industries in
production in 1923-24 was 76 per cent of die total industrial
production; in 1924-25 it was 79.3 per cent. The property
concentrated in the hands of the workers' State was 11.7 milliards
in Capital funds and 7 .5 milliards in private enterprise, chiefly in
the fonn of peasant enterprises. The central administered State
industry and the Metal Trust made a profit of 142 million
Chervonetzroubles in 1923-24. In 1925, it rose to 350 millions of
which 173 millions were handed over to the State treasury.
Similarly in the matter of the internal trade, the supply of raw
materials and grains, the share of the State organs dominated the
share of private capitalist enterprise. Thus when in Western
capitalist countries they were restoring industry enriching
Capitalism and ac<:umulating social wealth in the hands of a
parasitic class, in Soviet Russia the gains were being concentrated
in the hands of the workers' State to form the foundations of
further socialist expansion. When the workers in the West were
being
in the matter of wages and hours of work, in Russia
they were slowly rising to above the pre-war level. 1be average
monthly wage of the workers in Chervonetz roubles was 35 per
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head in April 1924 i.e. 62 per cent of the pre-war; in September
I 925 it was 50 roubles or 95 per cent. The total sum paid in wages
was rising. In 1923-24 it was 808 millions, in 1924-25-1200
millions, in 1925-26-1700 millions. The assistance to the poor
peasants amounted to 100 millions.
This state of affairs changed even more hopefully by the time of
the 15th Congress of the C.P.S.U. in December 1927. The gross
output of the whole of agriculture (1926-27) had risen to 12370
millions of pre-war roubles, i.e. 160.6 per cent of the pre-war
level. In industry i! was 8641 million roubles, i.e. 102.5 per cent.
We have already seen (in para 31) that the capitalist countries
involves in war also regained their pre-war production and even
surpassed it. But at the same time the werkers' and peasants' share in
the increased national income was not increasing. The capitalist
recovery was being accomplished there by means of the growth of
unemployment, rationalisation, mcrease in hours of work, strikes and
risings, wholesale wage-cuts and increased taxation. In Soviet Russia
the growth was accompanied by a well regulated distribution of the
national income in favour of the workers and poor peasants. The
capitalist class was slowly losing its share even in the small scale
trade and industry. In the rural areas the rich peasants living on the
rents of land workers and poor peasants had strengthened a bit, but
the vast strata of middle peasantry was consolidating its position in a
far greater degree without which there could not have been the
mcrease tn the production figures seen above.

63. Construction problems-whence to bring Capital--prerevolutionary Russia built on foreign Capital-socialist
rationalisation-Party Congress discuuions to increase
industrialisation-collectivisation of agriculturepremature scheme of the opposition-two deviations and
the real equilibrium between town and country
But a restoration was easier because it only meant putting into
order what was already there. The Soviet was now confronted with
the problem of reconstruction, new investments and further
production. Where was Capital for this to come from? Prerevolutionary capitalist Russia had been built by foreign
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Capitalism. The total foreign Capital invested in Russian industny
(excluding State loans etc.) before the war was 2,200 million gold
roubles of which 32 per cent was French and 22 per cent British.
90 per cent of the Capital in metallurgy and 87 per cent in oil was
foreign. A considerablyroportion of the cotton mills were staffed
by English managers and foremen as we find in India. In the
engineering and other works English and German technicians
predominated. When the revolution confiscated all this capital on
the profits of which foreign Imperialism fattened, the foreign
powers refused to give capital to the U.S.S.R. for reconstruction.
The foreign intellectuals, technicians and managers, hating to see
workers beneath them in political power working with a new spirit
of freedom, sabotaged and conspired to destroy industry. Under
such conditions it was natural that various groups should arise m
the Communist Party advocating • different methods of
reconstruction. Uptil now the main basis was to allow unrestricted
growth to middle and poor peasants and some incidental growth of
the Kulaks,A section got alarmed at the growth of Kulaks and
advocated a campaign of extermination. They hoped to build the
basis of industrial capital on the expropriations of the Kulak class
and push forth heavy industrialisation. If this policy had been
followed in 1925 it would have meant kindling an immediate class
war in villages on a large scale and a campaign of collectivisation.
But for this there must be a basis of supplying goods and
machinery to the villages, which was not there. It would have
meant a drop in food supplies, crisis in the towns and retarding
industrialisation. So this policy was rejected. The Fourteenth
Congre11ts decided on industrialisation by a campaign of socialist
rationalisation, drastic economy without lowering working-class
standards. Grain reserves were built up for the expanding industry.
Having followed this policy for two years, a policy which on the
political field meant a fight against Trotskyism, the Fifteenth Party
Congress in 1927 December chalked the programme of making a
drive for collectivisation of agriculture. This meant bringing the
middle peasants to form collectives of their farms, introduce
mechanised production, increase production and consequently
their surplus return. On the industrial field the famous Five Year
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Plan was adopted, the problem of Capital being solved not by
making concessions to foreign Capital but by socialised
accumulation of the State industry, by the voluntary raising of
productivity by the working-class, by continuous working weeks,
by shock battalions of work etc. When the Five Year Plan had
sufficiently built up the technical basis for supplying the villages
with tractors and tools and when the grain problem was well in
band, the Sixteenth Party Congress decided on the general
socialist offensive along the whole line, for the final su!'pression
of Kulak economy for converting petty agricultural economy into
a predominantly socialist and collectivised economy. The real
socialist revolution was thus begun. Anybody who knows a bit of
economics can easily understand why the alternate offensives
have to be well timed, once pushing on mdustrialisation and once
pushing on the agricultural front. Soviet economy is not anarchic
economy but planned in so far as its conscious directton is nor
vitiated by a private small scale production scattered in the 22
million small farms. It cannot leave the economic forces to their
own working. If 1t were to push up industrialisation and neglect
agriculture, the result would be that the peasants' capacity to
produce not having risen, there would be an mdustrial crisis as
under Capitalism. But to increase the peasants' capacity to buy
means to mcrease productivity by mechanisation. Mechanisation
cannot take place on isolated small farms. They must therefore be
collectivised and then mechanised. Under Capitalism, this process
takes the form of ruination of the small and middle peasantry,
concentration of farms in large capitalist estates and then their
mechanisation. But as Capitalism in decline cannot absorb the
pauperised peasant ill" industry, he is thrown on the unemployed
market. Thus under Capitalism the growth either way leads to
crisis and ultimately to decline. Under the Socialist State, the
conscious direction of economic forces eliminates this conflict.
But there is one type of conflict that remains in the Soviet. That is
the class-struggle. Collectivisation is met with resistance by the
Kulaks, who are capitalist elements. They incite the deep-rooted
property instinct of the middle peasants. But it does not work long.
The middle peasants finding the gains of productivity obtained in
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collectivisation soon join in by millions. Their higher
productivity helps the market for industrial goods in the rural
districts and for their own in the towns. Thus the two forces create
an equilibrium.
Why was it said tJ?at the real Socialist Revolution began in
1928? Because it \f/as then that the plan was laid in Soviet
economy to make the ratio1 of socialist production to small scale
petty commodity production larger. The Five Year Plan put on the
agenda to transform agricultural Russia into an industrial country.
Secondly, agriculture itself was going to be brought into
collectivisation and socialist construction. Once the output of
socialist production becomes or has begun to be dominant both in
industry and agriculture the real Socialist Revolution has begun.
Such a beginning was made in 1928.
When the bourgeois world heard otthe Five Year Plan, it first
laughed at the idea, at the immense rates of development planned
therein. When under the drive of collectivisation the Kulak
elements r.gan to resist the measure, the capitalist world
predicted the downfall of the Soviet. The usual Riga stories of
revolts were broadcasted. After two years of the Plan this attitude
changed and Capitalism in every country has accepted the fact that
the Five Year Plan is going to succeed and if it succeeds, it will be
a menace to world Capitalism.

64. Indices of growth-rates of development high but not so
the level of development-comparisoDS-41'e&S under
Soviet and collective farms-distribution of National
Income-wages-hours-number of workers
l"lie relationship between industry and agriculture from the
point of view of the relative importance of industry in the gross
oug>ut of the whole of national income began to change thus:
Share of lndusrry

Of Asriculture

Pre-war

42.l'li

57.9 'I>

1927-18

45.2%

54.8%

1928-29

48.7 'Ii

.Sl.3 %

1929-30

53~

47~
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What is however of greater importance is the relative shares of
the socialised sector and private capitalist sector.
Capital investments in industry:
Socialised

Capitalist

1926-27
1927-28
1928-29

1270 Ml. Rbs.
1640 Ml. Rbs.
2046 Ml. Rbs.

63
64
56

1929-30

4275 Ml Rbs.

51

Capitalism was completely beaten especially in large scale
industry, its share in 1929-30 being 0.7 per cent and that of the
socialist sector being 99.3 per cent. 'The rate of development of
State industry planned by the Supreme Economic Council grew in
1929-30 to 209.8 per cent on 1926-27. The rate of development
however must not be confused with the level of development. Such
a rate of growth is not shown by any capitalist country in the
world. But Soviet Russia has not yet caught up with the highly
industrialised countries. For example her electrial power output in
1929 was 64-65 million kilowatt hours while in U.S.A. it was
126000 million, in Canada 47628 milhon, in Gennany 33000
million. Similarly in pig iron the output was 5.5 million tons while
in U.S.A. it was 42.3 million, Gennany 13.4 and Britain 7.7.
The most remark.able growth was in increase of area under Soviet
and collective fanns. In this the Five Year Plan is being completed in
two years. A general comparative statement of the Sixteenth Party
Congress showed this. The Soviet farms organised under the grain
Trust "will have by the end of the Five Year Plan as much area under
grain as the whole of die Argentine today. (1930)," secondly all the
Soviet fanns taken together will have one million hectares more
under grain than the whole of Canada has today. The results in
coUective fanning showed that in three years the area sown in the
collective fanns increased forty times. Secondly their area shown
today is as large as France and Italy put together.
D/-16.12.31

Such a growth in the capitalist system leads to concentration of

wealth in the hands of a parasitic class. Jn the U.S.S.R. it leads to
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improvement in the workers' standards. What sections of the
population have how much share in the national income in the
workers' State? The share of the workers and toiling peasantry
who do not exploit qte Labour of others represented in 1927-28,
75.2 per cent of the 'total national income, in 1928-29, 76.5 per
cent, in 1929-30, 77 .1 per cent. The share of the State sector
which is generally the income of working-class and peasantr:.
constituted 8.4 per cent in 1927-28, JO per cent in 1928-29 and
15.2 per cent in 1929-30. The share of the rich peasants and town
capitalists decreased to 1.8 per cent in 1929-30. This shows that
while in the most prosperous capitalist countries the share of the
exploiting classes is over 50 per cent, in the Soviet Union it is no
more than 2 per cent. That is why in the Soviet Union increased
production does not lead to a crisis. of over-production as it 1s
doing in other parts of the world today.
As regards hours of work, in the capitalist countries, they
are incfllasing while in the Soviet Union they are decreasing.
In 1929-30, 960,000 workers or 40 per cent of the total
industrial wage-earners were on seven-hour day. Today the
working-day is shorter by 2.18 hours than the prerevolutionary working-day and will be 3.21 hours shorter by
the end of the Five Year Plan. The working-week in Russia
compares thus with other countries:
U.S.S. R.

40.2 Hours

England

47.l Hours

U.S.A.

49.6 Hours

Germany

47 to 52 Hours

India

60 to 72 Hours

Side by side with this the real wages increased to 167 per cent
of the pre-war level. In the most prosperous country of
Capitalism-the U.S.A., the number of employed workers has
deelined absolutely while production has increased. In England,
the number of workers has been stationary since 1890. In Soviet
Russia it rose from 10.99 millions in 1926-27 to 13.12 million
in 1929-30.
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65. Preparln1 for w..-nti-Soviet Propaganda-ladian
bourgeoisie joins In -Paris Intemadonal Chamber of
Commerce on the causes of the world crisis-the Indian
professon repeat them-Is Soviet dumping one of
them?-Litvinoft's reply
This tremendous orderly Socialist growth in Soviet Russia acts
like a thorn in the sides of the declining world Capitalism. Having
failed once in overthrowing the workers' State by anned
intervention ten years ago, Imperialism is again rallying its forces
of war against the Soviet Union. Soviet amb~sadors and officials
have been murdered in the capitalist countries; their shipments of
gold were seized (by France); their .fllerchant fleet which was
carried away in the Civil War by the bandit Wrangel with the help
of the British and French has not been returned; the Chinese
counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie seized the Soviet's section of
the Far Eastern railway; Soviet embassies are raided on the pretext
of hunting for "lost State documents" by the imperialists. All this
with the hope of preparing the world for war against the Soviet
Union. But how are we in India concerned with this? VVny should
we, workers 'tnd peasants of India, celebrate the anniveniaries of
the Russia Revolution and Lenin days? Why should we
congratulate the U .S.S.R. on the success of the Five Year Plan? In
the first place becaust> success of the Soviet Union means success
of the world's working-class movement. Secondly because, the
success of the Plan shows the inevitable success of Socialism, of
the revolutionary initiative and creative powers of the workers and
the failure of the capitalist sys&em. Thirdly because, it shows how
the tremendous incrca.i;e of productive forces under Socialism
alone is now capable of increasing the prosperity of the workingclass and peasants, and fourthly because it shows that all this can
only be done by a successful proletarian revolution. In Inida the
Five Year Plan is being actively used by the British bourgeoisie to
enlist the Indian bourgeoisie in a fight against the Soviet Union.
So long, since the Russian Revolution, only an ideological antiBolshevik campaign was being waged. When strikes occuned
anywhere the Communists and the Comintem were sought out for
abuse and attack. But actually, the Indian bourgeoisie had not
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joined hands in an economic fight against the Soviet Union and
the Five Year Plan. When the world slump in industry and
agriculture hit all the capitalist nations but could not hit the Soviet
Union, the shrieks o{ capitalist hatred against Socialist economy
became more universal and desperate. In this the Indian
bourgeoisie joined, though in fact, it had nothing to fear from the
Five Year Plan and its success. The world bourgeoisie opened itc;
new attack against the Soviet Union, in order to divert the attention
of their workers and peasants from seeking the cause of the world
slump in Capitalism, and attributing it to Soviet competition. The
International proletariat was definitely pro-Soviet. Such a
psychology is harmful to the war aims of Capitalism. Hence 10
1930 the world bourgeois press was flooded with stories about
slave conditions of labour in Russia, of political prisoners rotting
in limber camps, of priests being •persecuted and intellectuab
being shot. The International Chamber of Commerce meeting m
Paris considered the world crisis and found 12 causes of the crisis
amongst which no. 10 was "the forcing on the world markets of
large quantities of grain, raw materials and semi-finished products
by Soviet Russia at prices less than the normal cost of production"
In this meeting the Indian bourgeoisie had its representative in Mr
Devid Erulkar. When the whole International bourgeoisie w&
against the Soviet, the Indian representative did not care to see
whether his class in India had any reason to subscribe to the above
proposition of the Chamber. But the Indian bourgeoisie has never
been known to have shown an ounce of understanding even of its
own bourgeois economics and the world forces. In the most
advanced bourgeois countries the bourgeois intelligentsia, the
professors and experts, help their bourgeoisie in understanding its
class interests more intelligently by means of painstaking
scientific productions. But in India, the bourgeois intelligentsia
has failed even to explain to its class its real class interests,
because its master, the Indian bourgeoisie, is incapable of
independent class action against Imperialism. The result is that we
find a professor of the department of Economics and Sociology of
the Lucknow University. Mr. R. B. Gupta. M.A.Ph. D., repeating
p81TOt-like that Soviet dumping is one of the causes of the world
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and Indian crisis. Not only that but he betrays the interests of his
class by saying that "the boycott of foreign goods has intensified
the depression in trade" while in fact the boycott is the defence of
the weak national bourgeoisie in India against the cheap
commodity production of the European and American
bourgeoisie. We find another profe~sor, Mr. G. D. Karwal in his
article in the "Leader", December 1930 repeating the same tune
and approvingly quoting one writer that "the unloading of Rusbia
products is taking place in many countnes and with the Russian
Government controlling production and wage 'cales it ib possible
for the Communistic regime to underbid the workmen of other
countries". In this the writer cleverlY. misrepresents the fact or
does not understand that if there is to be underbidding it ill. with the
bourgeoisie of the other countries and not the workmen. We next
find a representative of the landowner~ in the Council of State, Rai
Bahadur Lala Ram~aran Dass puttmg the following question:
"Will Government state whether its attention has been drawn to
the contents of the book, "the Five Year Plan of the Soviet Union"
by G.T. Grinko, published by Messrs Martin Lawrence and
Company Ltd. London and what steps, if any, Government
contemplates to safeguard the intere!!.t!. of those engaged in
agriculture in India against the effecti. of the impending heavy
dumping of wheat, oilseeds, cotton and other produce by Russian
on the Indian market?" (The "Capital", May 7, I 931) The Hon'ble
member engaged in "agnculturing" millions of profits from his
tenants was naturally frightened by the tremendous increase in the
productivity of Soviet agriculture and began to gasp for fear that
all that produce would come here to kill his trade. He still retained
.!>Orne bobriety in that, he did not. like our learned professor, talk of
actual dumping but of impending dumpmg. However, the Rai
Bahadur forgot to read at the same time that all the increase in
productivitv under the Soviets is not skimmed off the producer
but is left t~ him in increasing proportion. The Government's reply
given by Hon'ble Mr. J. A. Woodhead ~aid: "Government have not
yet seen the publica\ion referred to but have taken steps to obtain a
copy. (It seems they did it free of cost by at once confiscating a few
copies under the Sea Customs Act-an excellent practice in days
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of deficit Budgets). They have as yet no evidence of dumping on
the part of Russia." If the learned professors had consulted this
landowner in the Council of State who had the copy of the Five
Year Plan or spent a few shillings over the Soviet Union Year
Book published by Qeorge Allen and Unwin, they would have
found that they were ~rely humbugging the Indian bourgeoisie,
the workers and peasants by saying that Russian exports of either
raw materials or industrial goods were the cause of trade crisio;
These professors quote the high production figures of world
productive forces. But they did not care to see what share of the
export trade Russia had. Russia was an exporter of goods in 1913
also. In 1928 she did not export even 60 per cent of her pre-w11r
exports. Her export trade in 1913 was 1,520 million roubles. In
1928-29, it was 877 .6 millions. She has left to the rapaciou1;
capitalists 40 per cent of her former fiild, at a time when the total
volume of world export trade hai, not fallen but risen. Moreover 1f
these Indian intellectuals had dived deeper they would have found
that theiy:ountry, their bourgeoisie had gained rather than lo~t
from Soviet Russia. India's exports to Soviet Russia in 1928-29
were 24,362,000 roubles while imports from the U.S.S.R. were
only 5,775,000 roubles. What were these imports? Only oil which
India or any section of the Indian bourgeoisie does not produce
(page 304 of the Soviei Union Year Book, 1930 Edition). Though
latest figures on this point were not available and though it is a fact
that the howling about Soviet dumping gathered strength in th1'
and the last year particularly, the proceedings of the Bombay
Chamber of Commerce sufficiently show that the bogey of
dumping has not a serious foundation. "The Capital" of 7th May,
1931 quotes the proceedings of the Committee of the Chamber in
which we find it stated, "The attention of the Committee w~
drawn recently to the heavy increases in the imports of goods of
Russian origin into India particularly in the case of sugar, timber
(aspen logs) soda-ash and other chemicals-The Chamber wrote
to Government on the matter saying, 'While the Committee did
not suggest that the existing situation was such as to cause alarm it
appeared to require watching'!" It should first be noted that in the
above nowhere does the Chamber mention wheat, cotton etc.
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which the Rai Bahadur mentioned in his question. The Chamber
mentions sugar and aspen logs, used for matches, and chemicals. 1be
Chamber is not interested in minimising but rather exaggerating the
problem of Russian imports as its constituents are the largest
importers from Britain and other countries. Now as regards sugar and
chemicals we are completely at the mercy of the international sugar
combines, who, by international cartel agreements, fix monopoly
prices for export. Last year there were several conferences to fix the
export quota of each country at agreed prices. But the contradictions
of Capitalism break such attempts and the charge of dumping is now
Ievelfod not at Russia but at the Java Trust, a British concern. The
Trade correspondent of the "Times of India," an intensely anti~Soviet
paper writes, "The Java Trust action iq dumping the old crop sugar at
low rates is being criticised in some quarten. as the Trust was
expected to maintain the rate at F.I. 8.25. It is feared that this may
create an uneasy feeling among the other participants of the
Chadbourne Plan. Germany and other central European countries
with bank rates of 12 to 15 per cent are already finding it very difficult
to carry the segregated stocks." (29th August, 1931)
During the week the correspondent wrote this the Java Trust sold
all their old crop of whites of about 270,000 tons and of browns of
about 150,000 tons to Ex.port Houses. "The latter in their tum were
offering these purchases on the Indian markets." Does all this sound
like Russian dumping? These Leviathan Trusts in sugar have such a
hold that while prices of all other commodities crashed by nearly 50
per cent, sugar prices were higher than in 1930.
August 24th 1931, at Karachi

Wheat white ready
Sugar Java ready
Cotton New York

1931

1930

Rs.-a11.-p.

Rs.-as.-p

17-0-0
12-9-0
6.87C

26-8-0
11-15-6
l l.20C

1929 (September)
Rs.-a'l.-p
40-4-0
12-10-0
18.56C

(October)

From this it can be seen how strong the Sugar Trusts are and
how little there is of Soviet dumping. In chemicals, the Gennan
cartels and the. British combine of the Imperial Chemical
Industries Ltd. of Lord Melchett wiLh a capitalisation of 62 million
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pounds monopolise the whole supply for India. The charge of
Russian dumping when thus reduced to figures becomes a myth, a
bogey to frighten the gullible. The counter-revolutionary Indian
bourgeoisie is not daring to take strong capitalist class action
against Australia and wants to steal into a tariff barrier under the
excuse of combating Russian wheat imports. But it dares not
offend or abuse the big sections of the imperialist bourgeoisie. The
following comparisons of exportable surplus of wheat show how
Russia which had been the grannary of Europe is now very low m
wheat exports.
Estimated exportable surplus during seru,on, 1st Augu~t. 1930
to 3 bt July, 1931 :
Country

M1/11on Bushell
240

USA

Canad.i
Argentine
Australia
AG'ss1a
Balkans and Hungary
India

~52

200
152
120
48
24

If we look at the actual imports by India, the Jnd1an Trade
Journal, a Government publication, for August 13, states that
during the three months- April to June 1931, the import' of
wheat in India were 80,562 tons out of which 79, 150 tons, that 1-;
almost the entire quantity, came from Australia. Now if you shout
to the peasant the other way round and say to him that his wheat "
not sold on the foreign markets because Russia competes with him
in the foreign markets, the peasant can easily see, that export~ of
Indian wheat were greater in 1931 than in the previous two year,.
Wheat &.ports from India

Year

Tons

1928-29
J929-30

114,700
13,000

1930-31

J96,500

Thus even here the Russia of workers and peasants is in no way
a direct or indirect cause of the worsening of Indian ex.ports or
imports. India is an exporter of agricultural goods to the world
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market. What is the Russian character of competition in this with
India? None. Not only from her total volume over the pre-war
level she has left 40 per cent of her "claims," but her ratio of
agricultural goods ha~ come down from 70 per cent, in 1913 to
38. 9 per cent in J928-29. In view of this the Indian representative,
while consenting to Clause I 0 of the International Chamber, was
betraymg his bourgeoisie and doing the work of the Impenalisms
of France, U.S.A. and Britain, who chafed at the success of the
Five Year Plan because the effort~ of the Russian working-class
and peasantry, which are now becoming the socialist
accumulation of their own industry, would have been available as
the profits of the imperialist bourgeoisie, if Russia had been the
he of bourgeois propaganda
same bourgeois country as their~.
wa!> exposed by Mr. L1tvmoff, the Soviet delegate at the
Commi!>sion of Inquiry for the European Union at Geneva. He
a!>ked whether it was not a fact that Soviet export~ rather mitigated
the world's crisis? Did the fact that the Soviet Union was
absorbing from 50 to 75 per cent in the total export of certain
branches of machine industry m Germany, Au!>tria, England and
Poland intensify or mitigate the cri!>is? In 1930, 53.5 per cent of
the total tra1..tor exports of the U .S.A. went to the Soviet Union and
m the same year the Soviet Umon received 12 per cent of the
textile machinery e"port of Great Britain, and from Germany 25
per cent of the total export of agricultural machinery. It was
unnecessary to point out that once the importance of Soviet
imports was admitted, it was impossible to object to Soviet
exports, which mu!>t be made to balance the import!>. There was a
loud cry against Soviet wheat, whose export was negligible. On
the other hand the t.•.xports of Canadian wheat increased from
2,350,000 tons in J913 to 10,900,000 tons in 1928 and there had
been an increase of 810 per cent in the Argentine butter exports.
Why had these increase evoked no protest? The Soviet wa~ not
'dumping' her products though m some cases her prices are·
certainly lower than world capitalist prices. The rea~on was that
export trade is a IJ}Onopoly of the Proletarian State. "The normal
cost of production:' under Capitalism includes a heavy toll of rent
and interest in agriculture of profits of the bourgeoisie of exchange
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speculation, and the middle men. The elimination of these under
the socialist form of production and exchange was bound to lower
the prices. But it cannot said to be "dumping" which is the policy
of high prices on hocpe markets and cut prices for exports made
possible by high protectionist duties, and this was done by the
capitalist countries. For example in Czechoslovakia the price of
sugar on the home market was 555 Kroners for 100 Kilogramme!>
and the export price was 80. In Germany the price was 48 mark!> at
home and 11 marks for exports. The cost of production, so far a!>
wage charges, whether in reduced hours and other amenities or m
actual wages, are concerned, is higher in Russia than in India. The
Indian bourgeoisie has most shamelessly allowed the Burma Shell
group to rule the Indian market by a monopoly price above world
parity, which fact was exposed by th; Tariff Board on oil at the
time of the oil rate war in 1928. It wall the Soviet oil at that time
that saved the Indian workers, peasants and other poor consumer,,
crores ofppees, untill the two imperiali~t groups of Britam and
America came to a compromise and re1mpo!>ed their monopoly
prices on their Indian consumers.

66. India's trade with the Soviet-adverse balance of Britain
-favourable balance of U.S.A.-India's gain of three
crores suppressed in official statistics-Government
Report and the Soviet Union Year Book-Indian
bourgeoisie does not see its own interest-the petty..
bourgeois attitude-want of technicians in the U.s.s.R.
-migration from U.S.A.-the fate of inventors under
Captalism and under the Soviet-wages of techniciansbeauty under Socialism and Rama Nand Babu
When Indian exports are not competed with by the Soviet, when
her exports to Russia are greater than her imports, when
economically and politically even the Indian bourgeoisie, let alone
the workers and peasants can benefit from a pro-Soviet policy,
why i:lo the Indians bourgeoisie and its intellectual agents pick up
the anti-Soviet cries? In the first place because the Indian
bourgeoisie is more afraid of the Indian workers and peasants pro·
Soviet inclinations than of the British imperialist suppression of
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its industry. And secondly because it is not strong enough and
wiJling enough to go against the British capitalist dictation. The
British policy of anti-Soviet propaganda is greatly in contradiction
to her political relations with Soviet Russia. Britain recognised
Soviet Russia earlier than any other country. America has not done
so uptil now. Yet in trade what do we find? British imports of
Russia for the period of 1920-29 were 165, 108,000 pounds while
exports were 113,017,000. Adding to this invisible exports in the
form of freight, insurance etc. of 27 million, the Soviet Union had
a favourable balance of 25 million pounds. In contrast to this the
trade with U.S.A. with whom there are no political relations or any
treaty as with England, the American imports from Russia for the
six years, 1923-29 were J20 million dollars while her exports to
Russia were 450 million doJlars. Herein lies the reason why Soviet
propaganda about dumpmg is led by Britain. The British
bourgeoisie wants to develop trade with Russia but cannot. Her
inability disguises as a moral unwillingness to trade with the
Soviet. The British bourgeoisie is unable to finance long term
credits like the U.S.A. and &ell a!!i cheap as Germany and U.S.A.
the machi11 ;ry, tools etc. required by the Soviet. In order to spite
her&elf she can do nothing but shnek against the Soviet, and the
Indian bourgeoi&ie • ~ foolish enough to be cheated in this. Has the
Indian bourgoeisie Jemanded direct trade relations with Soviet
Russia during the last nine year~. that Great Britain has been
trading with the "abominable" Bolsheviks? The Statistical
Abstract of British India published by the Govem~nt of India,
shows that the Indian expon~ ( 1928 edition page 487) to Russia to
have been 49,51,0V~ 1opees in 1927 and imports (page 475) of
48,52,000 rupees. In the fir&t place we find in this a balance of
only 99,000 rupees in favour of India. But the figures given by the
Soviet Union Year Book show a balance of Rs. 3,02,73,015 (This
is worL..ell out as follows:-Exports to Russia in 1927 roubles ·
25,633,000 and imports from Russia roubles 4, 177,OOO-Balance
in favour of India roubles 2 J,456,000. Converted into pounds at
the exchange rate l>f9.45 roubles and then in rupees at IS.pence to
the rupee). Where h& the huge difference of over three crores
disappeared? Why is that trade figure suppressed'? Obviously to.
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cheat the Indian bourgeoisie and the people, in order to make them
believe that a direct trade with Russia for the negligible sum of
50 lakhs giving the poor f2'vourable balance of one lakh is not worth
the trouble. The Indian boftrgeoisie and its intellectual agents have
proved dull enough to shut their eyes and not push the question ahead
even in their own interest. The Indian bourgeoisie has failed to see
that British capitalist re-export to Russia tons of commodities bought
in the cheap Indian market and needed by Russia. Russia makes huge
purchase~ of cotton, hides and tea all over the world and from Great
Britain. Evey one knows that Great Britain does not produce any of
these three. How does it then selJ them to Soviet Russia? Obviously
by buying them from the Indian and Chinese markets. 60 per cent of
British ~ales to Russia are of goods not produced in Great Britain and
of this 60 per cent, half comes from the colo~ies and dominions. A~
regards dominions like Canada and Australia the Soviet makes
purchases directly from them. Even Egypt ~ns her cotton directly to
them. Then wff'o remains of importance except India? A large volume
of tea, cotton, jute and hides is re-exported by Britain to Ru~sia at
high prices after purchasing from India at low prices and the gain i!>
skimmed off the Indian producers to make up for the adverse balance
of British trade with Rus~ia. In 1925 the British bourgeoisie
purchased at preferential rates 5 million pounds of hides and skin~
from India and sold 2,892,000 pounds worth to the Soviet. Has the
Indian bourgeoisie ever claimed trade facilities with Russia? The
limallest stripling of a nation keeps an independent consulate in India.
Italian textiles compete directly here in Indian markets with Indian
textiles. The Indian bourgeoisie with its reactionary outlook kindles
communal feeling on a Tripoli issue to incite a boycott of Italian
textile goods. The Indian Nationalist papers however eagerly
board<;asted the communiques of the Italian Consul denying the
Tripoli massacres. But they suppressed Litvinotrs exposure of the
imperialist lies about dumping; they tolerate false statistics, sell their
produce to British agents and do not ask for direct relations with
Russia. Why? Because the Indian bourgeoisie is counterrevolutionary and weak.
What does the petty-bourgeoisie, the middle-class that every
day sentimentally weeps for India's progress, for employment and
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prospects think of the Five Year Plan? Its attitude is of a type that
has no class line of its own, because it is not a cla!ts at all. The
petty-bourgeois has ambitions, and dreams of becoming a
bourgeois some day, of becoming "independent" as he flauntingly
likes to put it. But in reality he never rises above the poverty line
.md is constantly tumbled into the proletarian class economically.
Naturally he hates the working·class and is ideologicallv the slave
of the bourgeoisie. You can go in any hive of these men and even
when they are starving unemployed or hawking two annas pat.riotpictures on the streets, they will ask you "how can the workers
create art and literature, how can they do the work of intellectuals?
Is not art killed in Russia? Have they not driven away the
technicians, professors and intellectuals? What incentive i!. there
for creating art, for inventions etc. if you cannot make money and
be rich?" These questions have been repeated m every age by
every class whose class rule has been threatened by the oppressed
class. The capitalist press has frightened the intelligentsia of every
country by the concocted mas~acres of profes!tor!i and technician!.
and their flight from Russia. There i!. no doubt that any counterrcvolutionary attempts are punished. The bourgeois State having
been smashed its highly paid bureaucracy has been hroken up. So
the bourgeois intellectuals cannot expect any longer to get
fabulous salaries that are allowed even by the cheapest bourgeois
Government in the world. There can be no question of the State
!.upporting writers, scribes and poets who write mere nonsen!.e
about the pale moon and the pale damsels. The proletariat has no
place for pale idling damsels and therefore no need for such
poetry. But there are poets, writers. and novelists rising from the
proletariat, creating proletarian culture, and they have not to spend
their lives sleeping under hedges, catching tuberculosis and seeing
bourgeois society awakening to the existence of the great artist
just when the great artist is sinking into the grave, starved and
broken.
DI- 17.11.31
Let the bourgeois intelligentsia look up the life sketches of the
utists of every country and they wilJ find the edifice of bourgeois
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art built on the bones and tears of starved genius, Shakespear died
in a poor man's tavern. Chatterton was starved to death.
Rembrandt, whose works now sell for thousands of guineas at
Christie's in London, had to be declared a bankrupt. Kepler's life
was a continual struggle with poverty and debt. Success in the
lifetime of the artist is a rarity. Yet bourgeois art has not ceased
being created. So it is with inventions, the authors of which have
died in poverty while the financiers have made millions from
them. The modem scientists and inventors are the contracted
servants of mighty syndicates who have bought their production m
advance. There are hundreds of proce~ses, the inventors of which
are kept in obscurity but which yields millions to the Trusts. To
give one or two examples. Charles Telliet, who invented a boat m
which ammonia was used as a motive power, was sent to a debtor'~
prison and his inventions stolen. On has release he invented the
system of fteezing food and thus preserving it. This invention wa~
a revolutionary one. Food products could be transported over va~t
distances and the shortage of one kind offood of one place could
be repaired by imports from another. What happened to the
inventor? While the cold storage syndicates made miJiions, the
law courts refused to acknowledge Tellier's rights over the patent
and he dies of starvation in 1913. Demsy, a chemical geniu!-i,
invented dyeing formulas while working in a factory. m.
employers came to know of this. They dismissed him suddenly
one day, raided has rooms on some pretext and seized the
notebooks in which the formulas were noted. The law courti,
decided in favour of the rich company and against the poor geniu!-i.
The invention of agricultural machinery was stolen by the house
of Mackormicks, who have become millionaires on it and also the
benefactors of many a nationalist newspaper in India through their
contribution!. of large advertisements (e.g. the Mackorm1ck
ploughs). The inventor of the ginning machine, which created a
revolution in cotton industry, was robbed of his patent rights; the
financiers denied that he had any rights at all. He, Eli Whitney,
died in poverty. The linotype machines, which have revolutionised
the newspaper plants have the same history. While their inventor,

Mergenthaler, was dying in poverty, a set of millionaires fattened
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on it. One of them, by name Whitelaw Reid, while an ambassador
at London, spent some of his millions on keeping such a luxurious
garden at his palace, that Queen Victoria became its frequent
visitor. Dive at the root of every great creation in bourgeois
society, and you will find its wealth built on the poverty of its real
worker. Still inventions have not ceased to be created. So\iet
Russia, Socialist society has no need to suppress the genius
because= it has no millionaires ready to rob the inventor for .their
private gains. Soviet Russia feeds, maintains and honours its
artists and inventors, and gives them w.hatever facilities they want.
They are not required to pass through a school of tuberculosis, the
streets and the insults of an arrogant publisher or an employer. The
proletarian State welcomes them on the slightest request.
Even taking the question of the ordinary technicians and experts
they are given preferential treatment and emoluments. Socialist
society does not equalise wages at once. This point was made clear
by Lemn long before the Bolsheviks captured the State. Inequality
of wages between the skilled and unskilled and of other types of
workers has prevailed all along and therefore the statements of the
bourgeoi!lie that inequality of wages is now introduced by Stalin
are fabe. Since 1921 September there have been 17 categories of
wages. Before 1921 the difference between the lowest and highest
was I to 9. It was widened in 1921 to 1 to 5. Categories 1 to 2
covered workers and 10 to 17 covered technical and administrative
personnel. The ratio 1 to 3 ex1~ted between lst and 9th categories
and 3 to 5 between 9 and 17. What has been done from time to
lime was still further widened by these ratios in order to attract
experts and technicians, as the Five Year Plan requires a large
number of these. It must not however be understood that
inequality will never be abolished. It is only a temporary measure
of the transition stage. The "changed outlook" towards
technicians, as it is called, was outlined by Lenin as early as 1921.
"To conceal from the masses that the enlistment of 1>9urgeois
specialists, who are 'given an exceptionally high compensation, is
a deviation from the principles of the Commune would be to stoop
to the level of the bourgeois politicians. To openly explain how '
and why we made a step backward and then to discuss publicly
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what means are available in order to recover the loss is to make the
masses learn, from actual experience in working with the enlisted
specialists, how to built Sqcialism. It is necessary to enlist a thousand
men, first class specialists in their respective branches, who are
devoted to their work, who love large scale production because they
know that in large scale production a high level of technical efficiency
is reached. And when it is said that it is possible to build Socialism
without an apprenticeship to the bourgeoisie, I know that such wordi.
come from the psychology of the inhabitants of Central Africa. We
cannot imagine a Socialism not based on all the lessons derived from
the large scale capitalist culture. Only those are worthy of the name
Communists who understand that it is impossible to create or
introduce Socialism without taking lessons from the organisers of
what has been created by the Trusts. F~r Socialism is not idle
invention but an appropriation by the proletarian vanguard who
conquered th_y power. It is an appropriation and an application. We,
the party of t1'le proletariat, and the proletariat can secure the ability to
organise the largest enterprises of the Trust type only from the first
class specialists of Capitalism". Speaking at the 9th Congre~s of the
C.P.R. in 1920 Lenin said: "The task of the Communists in the State
Commission for electrification is to refrain from commanding, or
rather not be command at all, but to approach these scientific and
technical specialists (who in most cases are inevitably steeped in
capitalist predilections and attitudes) with every care and tactfulness,
learning from them and helping them to widen their horizon, starting
out from the data and the achievements of the respective sciences. It ill
necessary to remember that, if the engineer is ever to come to
Communism, he will do so not in the same way as the underground
worker, the agitator and the writer, but through the portals of his
science; equally the agronomist will come to Communism in his own
way; and this holds good for every technician and scientist in his own
field". How doe!-! this compare with the statement of the late Mr.
James that our method to deal with the intellectuals, peasants and
everybody else with whom we might differ is simply to kill him?
The very fact that the Soviet has taken 40,000 American
technicians in her employ while the most prosperous Imperialism
with half the world's gold in her chests cannot find employment
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for them, ought to be a sufficient answer to the carping pettybourgeois in India about the success of the Soviet and the life
under it.
In spite of this we find a man like. Mr. Ramanand Chatterji, a
rational bourgeois journalist, but Philistine all the same, saying in
a meeting in Bombay in June 1931 thaMhe equality which Soviet
Russia was trying to introduce would destroy all beauty Now it is
a hard task to find the real meaning of beauty as conceived by an
elusive Brahmo-metaphysician and a joumah~t at that. But on
second thoughts I think Ramanand Baboo and those critics of
Socialism who agree with him are quite right. Soviet Russia does
destroy the beauty of a Philistine Brahmo in a snug palace
glorying over how our feudal ancestors invaded Java and carried
there the "Pan-India culture". the researches into which give
employment now to so many bourgeois professors. Soviet lndta
will not tolerate these hives of Pan-Hindu, Pan-Islam or any Pans
and their 'beauties', when within ten miles of them three hundred
thousand jute workers starve on Rs. 15/- a month and live in the
filth of the bt1ttteeo; and yet do not rise in revolt when they find that
their neighbour Ramanandji and his ilk pay a year's wages of a jute
worker for the beautiful photograph in ten colours of an idler
vagabond poet. Ramanandji is again right, for on the filth of the
proletariat thrives bourgeois beauty. If the one fails, so does the
other. I will only quote Lady Astor who returned from Russia in
August I 931 in company with Bernard Shaw and Lord Lothian at
present the Under Secretary of State for India. Lady Astor
describing Soviet con4itions in a lecture at the Liberal Summer
School in Cambridge said, "the only drawback about the treatment
of babies was that they were so anxious to get the babies clean that
they would not allow them to get diny". Lord Lothian describing
peasant conditions said: " While th~ ordinary peasant lived in a
small house full of flies and vetmin, occupied also by domestic
animals, the ideal collective farm consisted of one thousand
families with a communal kitchen, very clean, with competent
cooks, five hundre<f cows in milk, tractors, builders, reapers, a
large number of horses, a timber mill, a forge, a doctor, a clinic. an
office with ty~writers and calculating machines and a creche for
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babies". But our learned Brahmo shouts: "I want that hut of flies
and vermin. For on them are reared the beautiful palaces of the
Bengal zamindars and merchants. From them pour the
advertisements of my ~eview and on the Review thrives my
sublime beauty". What is the cure for such petty-bourgeois
reactionary breed that will not see and yet blasphemes the
revolutionary workers' ideals and Socialism? Lord Lothian says:
"There is a proletarian amusement park, shooting galJeries,
swings and circuses. The shooting gaJleries are adorned with
pictures of Sir Austin Chamberlain and M. Poincare, dark object~
at which the proletariat learns to shoot". Will it not be necessary to
add some pictures from the bourgeoisie of this country also?
Lenin while commencing to write his book, "Left Wing
Communism", quotes Kautsky, who, in.1902, wrote in the Iskra,
when the Russian revolutionary tide was just rising: "But, however
the peasant struggle in Russia may end. the blood of the martyr!>
who have rprung from it, unfortunately in too great numbers will
not have been shed in vain. It will nourish the shootings of the
social revolution throughout the civilised world and make them
flourish more quickly. In 1848 the Slave & were the crackling of
frost which killed the flowers of spring of the awakening people!>.
Perhaps now they are destined to be that storm which breah
through the ice of reaction and will irresistably bring with it the
new happy spring of the peoples". The November Revolution
broke through the ice of reaction in Western Europe as well in Asia
but it has not yet brought with it the new spring. Why?
SECTION 4.-The Direction of the class-struggle

in the Parliamentary Countries: Paras 67-72
67. Experience of Russia exceptional or general-will it be
the same in parliamentary countries?
The lessons of the class-struggle, formulated by Marx in the
most scientific manner, later on enriched by the experience of
their thorough and correct application under the leadership of
Leninism, left very little to be added on the question of the
bourgeois democratic and proletarian revolution, of the new form
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of the proletarian State, of the functions of the dictatorship of the
proletarit, of the role of the party, trade unions, parliament etc.
The newest experience came only from colonial countries. The
Russian revolutionary developments, however, were for a long
time considered either exceptional or to be applied immediately
m all their fullness by the Communists of Western Europe. Postwar revolutionary developments of Europe therefore vmdicated
Bolshevism, showed it to be a model tactic for all to follow. The
question had been already raised by the Mensheviks m all
countries that under a full-fledged parliamentary democracy: the
transition to Socialism will not reql!ire a Dictatorship of the
Proletariat, established on the strength of the &uccessful armed
revolution, but that power would peacefully p~& into the hands of
the workers through the successful wielding of the ballot box
(v1de the evidence of Mr. Brailsford). They argue that there is no
parliament, no adult suffrage, no trade umoni&m and collective
agreements in the power of millions of organised workers in trade
unions as in England, Germany and elsewhere. Where these exist
a violent revolution is unnecessary. The Magistrate in this case
also told us that the law of His Majesty allows you to O'lrerthrow
His Majesty's sovereignty through the institutions created under
that law, under the constitution. You can strive to do anything
through it, but not outside it. It is a difficult logic to understand
and believe that (to take a simile) a robber, who carries a club to
keep his head from being broken by those whom he dally rob~.
can allow that very club to be used for breaking his head, simply
because one day he finds all his victims votmg for 'iUCh a
procedure. Commonsense will tell that the club simply requires to
be seized and broken. In Marx's time this truth did not require
explanation. But later on adult suffrage, parliamentary acts,
collective agreements and ameliorations received under them had
clothed the club with so many cotton paddings, silken covers and
embroidery that the workers had ceased to see that behind all
these there lay the clvb, the violence of the bourgeois State, which
throws away the paddings and embroidery when its real power is
threatened. Imperialism in India tells us, "we give you a
constitution, even almost to the extent that our home country has
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got. Therefore these revolutionary theories are all useless".
Gandhism believes in these promises, agreements and settlements.
But does history justi~ that? Has the bourgeoisie of the free!lt
parliamentary country cbnsented to the workers' desire to transfonn
Capitali~m into Socialism? Have those middle class parties and the
so-called Communist but not Leninist parties ever stood by the
proletarian class interest and revolution?

68. The German rising-murder ofLiebknecht and
Luxembourg-Republic with a Social Democratic
Government-the conclusion from it
The imperialist war, after four years of the massacre of worke1..,
and peasants and enrichment of the bourgeoisie of all countnes,
was broken by the workers in Russia. The next step was taken by
the German workers. In November 1918 in the first week almos.t
every ind~trial town had a rising and the bourgeoisie seeing that
the soldiers and sailors sided with the workers gave in and started
the game played by the Russian bourgeoisie a year earlier. (For
the 'Various risings see Diary in P. 2491.) They procured the
abdication of the Kaiser and the power was handed over into the
hands of the Social Democrat leaders, Ebert and Scheidemann. In
Russia when the Czar abdicated, the power was not "handed over"
to the Social Democrats (the Leninists). That is sufficient to show
that the Social Democrats in Germany were not the Social
Democrats or Communists of Russia. They swore in the name of
Marx. But Marxism was at that time voicing itself through
Liebknecht and Luxembourg, who were relea~ed from prison by
the revolution. Just as the revolution began with the setting up of
Soviets in Russia, the German workers also set up Soviets. It
showed that the Soviet is not a peculiarly Russian phenomenon,
but an internationally expressed form of the proletarian State. The
workers in industrial centres took action to capture power, the
peasants in agrarian districts and land workers on big estate~
seized land. But the revolutionary action of the masses is not alone
sufficient for a successful revolution. There must be a strong
Communist leadership. In 1905 in Russia there was a mass
revolutionary action but no C.P leadership. In 1917 February
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there was C.P. leadership but not the right situation. In November
1917 both were present. Germany had had no 1905. It was having
it. The Spartacist group under Liebknecht and Luxembourg called
for a Dictatorship of the Proletariat. But the Social Democrats as
before betrayed. They argued about the collapse of the industry,
about the enemy at the door, and the difficulty of a revolution at
that moment, as if revolution comes without it at any time. The
majority of the working-class had not yet been disillusioned about
the Social Democrats, as the Russian worker!I were about the
Mensheviks. Moreover, the only revolutionary group, the
Spartacists, were suffering from four Luxembri!lt errors which
have appeared from time to time among many Communist Parties.
It paid no attention to the technical preparation for the revolution.
It believed too much in the spontaneity of the masses. it
considered the peasantry m all stages of the revolution as a pettybourgeois force agamst the proletariat. It identified membership
of the Party with the membership of Trade Umons unlike the
Bolsheviks. The national question was undere!ltimated as being no
concern of Communism and imposMble of solution underworld
Imperialism. In spite of these errors the Spartacists were real
revolutionaries. The result was that the patriotic bourgeoisie got
Luxembourg and Liebknccht murdered by monarchist assassins.
Both of them were hammered to death and thrown into the river in
January 1919. The financ1er!I of the country helped by the Social
Democrats in smashing the Soviets, organised the officers' corps
again!lt the revolutionary wo1ker!I. The Soviets were liquidated
and a Republican Con!ltitution was evolved. The Constitution
made the National Labour Council elected by Factory
Committees, a part of the Constitution. But the Factory
Committees, without a workers' State, remained only watchful
guards and later became ineffective. Though a Republic was
founded and the Social Democrats, the party commanding the
largest following amongst the workers, formed the Government of
Scheidemann and ri"oske, what did the masses of workers and
peasants gain? The monarchists of Prussia, seeing that the
industrial north was getting Communist, migrated to Bavaria, and .
in alliance with Poland and France conspired to overth~w the
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Republic. But the French, thinking it might restore militarism and
hence resistance to its own loot, backed out. In Bavaria they
raised the "Orgesch"', those counter-revolutionary pettybourgeois guards, whtse business was to smash revolutionary
trade unions and organisations. In 1871, counter-revolutionary
Thiers had taken the help of Bismark against the Pam
Commune. In 1919 the German bourgeoisie and counterrevolution took the help of France to behead the German
workers revolution. In a class war the bourgeoisie recogmsei.
no nationalism and boundaries. When the Allies by the
Versailles Treaty demanded reparations, France wanted
deliveries of Ruhr coal for her iron foundries seized from
Lorraine, the industrialists of Germany transferred theu
capital to foreign banks and in the•name of the fatherland
asked the workers to accept ten•hours' day and two hours' extra
levy for reparation~. When the French seized Ruhr the workers
resisted tlfo deliveries of coal to France. The German and
French millitarism after coming to an understanding about the
shar~ of each from the exploitation of the iron and steel
industry, crushed the workers' resistance. The big finance
kings of the AEG, Krupps and Stinnes in Germany were
quarreling not about the freedom of German Nationalism but
about the percentage of shares that they would be allotted m
the new Franco-German mixed concerns to be floated to
exploit the coal-mines and steel industry under the domination
of the French banks and The Comite des Forges. When they
could not agree on the shares, they quarrelled. The British
incited the German bourgeoisie to quarrel because the delivery
and smooth production of German coal was a setback to their
coal. The occupation of the Ruhr, the seizure of plants and
furnaces destroyed the German credit and the German Mark.
The latter began to collapse just as the Russian Rouble had
collapsed during the Civil War. By October 1923 the par value
of the Mark to sterling had come down from 20.40 to 80,000
millions. It became impossible to pay wages, or continue
production, when the money basis of the whole economy had
lost its significance. By October 1923 the crisis had developed
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into a revolutionary situation. The Allies expected a Bolshevik
revolution. They sent warships in the Baltic to be in readiness
for intervention just as in Russia. The Polish and French
prepared for intervention from the east and south, if the
workers succeeded in their revolution. All the forces of
revolutionary outburst were ready, but there Nas no leadership.
For 40 years the working-class in Germany had been
organised in the Social Democratic Party. That party ha~ never
seen the struggles like the Russian. The war gave birth to a
Left Wing in it-the lndependeut Socialists within whom
were included the Spartacists. The Spartacists stood for
revolutionary action and later became the Communist Party of
Germany in 1919. But they committed Left Wing mistakes.
They under-estimated the role of the Parliament and thought
that the masses-the workers and peasants-were
disillusioned with the Reich, while in fact large sections of the
masses expected very much from the Republican Constitution.
Thu& inst1. ad of exposing bourgeois parliamentarism they
boycotted it. A large number of workers were followers of the
independent Socialists from amongst whom the Left Wing
section was amalgamated with the C.P.G. But as yet the
exposure of the Left Wing revolutionary phrase-mongering
was not carried out. Thus a strong, centralised and welldistributed Communist leadership with its roots in the masses
had not been born. In the October crisis the Social Democrats
refused to support a General Strike demand. The Communist
Party issued a manifesto in which it took the correct line of not
advising immediate insurrection. But if partial actions took
place they did not particularly disown them. They also called
for a thorough isolation of the Left Wing Social Democrats and
for the formation of a united front from below. But the German
revolution was bot given time to collect its fotces. The
workers' Government set up in Saxony was overthrown, the
rich peasantry supporting the reaction and the small peasantQI
not siding with the revolution as it had done in Russia.
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DI- 18.11.31.
The insurrection in Hamburg was drowned in blood. It was
premature for the fact '{hat several thousands of workers were
found actively fighting against the insurrection on behalf of the
S.Ds. The German revolutions confinned the lessons of the
Russian Revolution. The bourgeois constitution, bourgeois
Parliamentarism is not a cure for Capitalism. The masses must be
taught by experience to throw away the Parliamentary machbe
Only the leaders being convinced of its futility is no use. Fo- a
revolutionary situation there must be an experienced Communist
Party. That Party must have ideologically and organisationally
demarcated itself from all other compromise parties, and
especia11y the Left Wing parties and Refqrinist Labour leadership.
There must be a thorough technical organisation for the revolution.
After the abortive revolution of 1923, Allied Imperialism saw
the foolishpess and danger of fleecing Germany by the old
primitive method of direct loot. They adopted the course of
"reconstructing" Germany as a highly industrialised colony of
Allied Imperialism. The Gennan working-class, massacred and
maimed in the war, starved and forced to work on 30 per cent of
pre-war wages, riddled with famine and disease, sank into
exhaustion. From 1923 to 1931 Gennany has been reconstructing
its capitalist economy on the workers' back, with the gloriou!I
result that in 1931 it has applied for insolvency again, with 7
million unemployed starving on the streets. An intensely patriotic
republic, an intensely efficient Capitalism, the most efficient
technique and Labour at the end of 8 years find themselves unable
to reconstruct Capitalism on a stable basis.

69. The period of proletarian revolutions-revolutions in the
smaller countries-France, the classical land of class·
struggle comes out as the hangman of revolutionsresults of these revolutions
That the epoch of proletarian revolutions had begun, that
Capitalism was unable to reconstruct itself can be seen from the
most important revolutions and insurrections following upon the
Russian Revolution. A few of them may be quoted.
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1. March 1917-The bourgeois democratic revolution in

Russia.
2. November 1917-The proletarian revolution in Russia.
3. March 1918-The workers' revolution in Finland.
4. November 19 J8-The bourgeois revolution in Germany
and Austria carried out by workers and peasants.
5. March 1919-The bourgeois revolution in Hungary
carried out by workers and pe~natc;.
•
6. January 1920-The bourgeoi.:; revolution in Turkey
carried out by the petty-bowgeotsie and peasantry.
7. September 1920-The revolutionary seizure of factorie~
by the workers in Italy.
8. March 1921-The March rising in Germany. (References
till 1921, P. 2396.)
9. September 1923-Revolution in Bulgaria.
10. Autumn 1923-Semi-revolution of the Gennar.
proletariat.
11. December 1924-Rising in E~thonia.
12. May 1926-General Strike in Great Britain.
13. 1927 rising m Vienna.
14. TherevolutioninChinabeganin 1919.
1S. The rising in India in 1921.
16. The rising in Morocco in April 1925.
17. The rising in Syria mAugust 1925.
18. Agrarian revolt in Java 1923-24.
(References, article by Bukharin. Exh. P. 1220).
In all these revolutions the two Imperialisms that poured theiJ
millions and used their vast mihtary machine to massacre the
revolutions were those of England and France. British
Imperialism senr its forces against the Chinese, lodian and
Turkish revolutions. The French massacred the Riffs in Morocco
and the Syrian rising. In Syria, they bombarded the Velvet City oJ
Damascus fQr three days and razed it to the ground, and yet this
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very French bourgeoisie was telling the world that the Germans
were vandals as they had bombarded the cathedral of Rheims and
the Bolsheviks had ai'1).ed guns at the treasures of the Winter
Palace. In Bulgaria th~ peasant party came to power under
Stambulisky, but the peasantry without the leadership of the
workers cannot hold out long against the bourgeoisie. A coup
d'etat of the bourgeoisie killed Stambulisky and a Civil War was
begun. The Communists committed there the grave blunder of not
calling out the proletarians to aid the peasants. The result was the
restoration of bourgeois dictatorship. In Poland, Romania and
Czecho-Slovakia, the French bourgeoisie lent 8 million francs
credit in 1923. They were not in cash but in the form of purchases
of war materials from France by these countries to arm the
counter-revolution in Central Europe. rn Italy the mistake Wa!>
that the opportunist wings of the Socialist Party were not
denounced _!p time, Serratti, the Communist leader sabotaged the
carrying ofit of the leadership of the Comintem and failed
therefore to advance for the seizure of political power when the
workers began to seize factories. The Government was powerJes!>
and was saved only by the treachery of the Trade Union leaders
and the Right Socialists, who agreed to hand the factories back to
the capitalists, on the ground that the workers were not in a
position to work them as the raw materials were held up by the
bourgeoisie which had control in other centres. But that exactly is
the reason why the base of the struggle should have been extended
and not curtailed. The result was that the petty-bourgeois middleclass and the disbanded soldiery which first inclined towards the
proletariat went over to the counter-revolution and the fascist
dictatorship was established. Fascism started as a party of the
middle-clac;s, professing to be both against high finance and
against its anti-thesis, the revolutionary proletariat. But fascism
has no economic programme, because the middle-class, aided by
the aristocratic upper sections of the bourgeoisie and the rich
peasantry, ultimately is based upon private property in
instruments of production, i.e. upon Capitalism. As such it is
bound to carry out the policy of Capitalism. It started with the tall
talk of petty-bourgeois economy, something quite new in social
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working. What was the resu1t? When the Lira fell in va1ue and
currency collapsed as in Germany, the American financiers were
called in for help. The Italian bourgeoisie supported by the
Americans became the ruler behind fascism. Its only hope now
remained in making petty-bourgeois stunts and feeding the
people on dreams of prosperity-on what basis-on the basis of
militarist expansion and seizure of colonies for exploitation. Thus
fa'\cism becomes full-fledged Imperialism; and yet there are in
Indian petty-bourgeois leaders who call them&elves Socialists and
at the same time proudly declare the ideal of fascism for Indian
youths. That means that they recommend to the Indian pettybourgeois to attack the Indian workers and poor peasants to
enthrone armed Capitalism in Indian economy. Everyone who
recommends fascist ideals in India must therefore be thrown out
of the workers' platform by the Indian workers and poor peasants.
Every admirer of fascism is a potential hangman of the worker.
They must remember that Mussolmi too had begun as a Socialist.
In India we have to be careful from the very beginning and cannot
coquet with i;;uch elements on any condition'\.

70. The lesson of the British experience-struggles on the
railways, coal mines etc.-the results of Commissions1iipple Alliance-fall in wages-unemployment
The Indian workers and peasants are told today to believe in the
"&atisfactory assurances" of the Indian Viceroys and Bntish
state!.men. The whole of the lndian National Congress leadership
has been spending millions of the workers' and peasants'
contributions to make the people put faith in the "gentleman's
agreement." The Government teJJs the workers also to follow the
"gentleman's way" of Geneva and get what they want by
negotiations. Has the British bourgeoisie which preaches the ·
above les~on observed any agreements with its own workers'? I am
purposely limiting myself to the relations and agreements
between the British workers and the British bourgeoisie. because
it may be said that as conquerers of India t~e British bourgeoisie
might \ie and decieve to retain its rvle, but so far as its own
workers are ~oncerned it must be behaving like brothers with
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them. But all such "household" theories do not hold good so far as
class relations of the exploited and exploiters are concerned. We
have seen how the Br~sh workers received a share of capitalist
prosperity and coloniaJ•k>ot from their bourgeoisie and therefore
abandoned the revolutionary struggle. We have also seen in para
43 how during the imperialist war the British Labour parties, one
and all, joined hands with their Imperialism, with the slogan of
protecting the rights of smaller nations, of culture and
civilisation, of self-determination etc. We have also seen in para
28 how the British bourgeoisie has never been able to secure its
pre-war leadership of world finance and the workers have been
Josing heavily in their wages. I shall now mention the biggeiit
attempts of the British workers to improve their cond1tionll
through the bourgeois Parliamentary mlchine and through direct
action and how these constitute the premises on which the
Communist platform of the Comintern, the..C.P.G.B. and the
C.P.I. is ra~ed.
In para 43 we have seen that, according to Webb, almost a
revolutionary outburst was developing in Great Britain when the
war broke out. The workers were forced by the Second
International leadership to stop this class-struggle. When the
Armistice was signed the same struggle was renewed and the
workers in every industry brought forth their demands. The pease
brought back the soldiers, who had to be found a place in the
industry on demobilisation. while the industries themselves were
under the necessity to curtail their capacity as the war industriel-i
would have to be closed down. The bourgeoisie clearly saw the
revolutionary implications of the situation and like the most clas~
conscious very shrewd bourgeoisie with vast reserves that it is, JI
set to work. A system of "out-of-work donation" to ex-soldier!>
and civilians was instituted in November 1918. The war-time
restriction on wages was abolished and a Minimum Wage Act waii
passed, first for six months and then renewed in May 1919. On
November J4th the National Conference of the .t..abour Party
asked the Labour members to withdraw from the coalition
Government. The General Election fought by the wily Lloyd
George on the slogans of "Making Germany pay for tbe war" and
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"Trial of the Kaiser" was won by the coalition. The trade unions
began their offensive first on the question of hourfi of work.The
railwaymen secured eight-hour day m February 1919. The
engineering and ship-building workers got 47-hour week instead
of 54. Similarly cotton, iron and other workers m organised
industries got the eight-hour day, but not the other sections of the
working-class in most of the unorgamsed industries.
In January 1919 the miners formulated their programme of
demands. Along with the demand for shorter hours of worlc and
increased wages, it asked for public ownership and democratic
..:ontrol of the mines. The mmerfi issuad stnke notices and secured
the support of the ratlwaymen and transport workerfi forming the
famous Tnple Alliance. A strike at this Juncture of such a
powerful combination would have developed into a senous
\ltuation. The military forcefi were impatient for demobthsauon
.and might not have stood by the Government, though Government
tned to placate them by the donation fund. The British bourgeos1e
has been famous for leaving aside all scruples and entering into
negotiation1.. prom1sm~ anything to tide over the cnsis and then
')mash the opponent. And this they did. They negotiated with the
mmers, appomted a Royal Commission to enquire mto their
demands, with the l't"&ult that the strike notices were suspended
though not withdrawn. They also called a National Industry
Conference of employers and Labour for the usual programme of
class peace. The Government at the same time gave an advance
promise that they would &crupulously carry out the
recommendation of the Commission both in letter and in spint.
But the Triple Alliance refused to jom. Still the Conference and
the Royal Commission were successful in lessoning the cnsh,.
The Commission even issued an interim report (20th March,
1919) and recommended a wage advance of 2 shillings a shift, a
reduction of hours of underground workers from 8 to 7 and give
the opinion that even on the small evidence given so far, some
~ystem of public ownership or Joint control was desirable.
Such a radical recommendation cheated the workers and the
irrmediate crisis was averted. But the railwaymen came out m
September on the question of hours and wages. The Government
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denounced the strike as an "anarchist conspiracy". In spite of
military force the Government had to yield to· some of the
demands of the railwaymen.
With these struggles \he organisation of the workers expanded
and the trade union membership rose from 4,189,000 in 1913 to
over 8 miUions in 1919. The expanding needs of the struggle
required co-ordination and unification. So the Genera) Council of
the Trade Union Congress was formed for the first time in 1921.
But the British workers had not as yet a revolutionary leadership a
strong Communist Party. The young C.P.G.B. was formed only in
August 1920. The result was that when the Coal Commission
recommended the nationalisation of the mines, the Government
refused to carry it out. On the contrary the bourgeoisie decided to
launch an offensive and suppress the• movement. A slump in
prices and trade had begun. The German revolution had been
smashed, the reparations paid in kind by Germany were hitting
British trad~ and in the colonies the Indian struggle was showing
its head.
Uptil now since the war, the mines and railways had been under
Government control. It was suddenly decided to hand th~m back
to the owners, five months in advance of the time originally fixed
and announced. The miners opposed the decontrol as it would
have destroyed the all-national wages system and introduced
competitive di!itrict arrangements. The decontrol was carried out,
the owners issued a notice of wage reductions and lock-out11,
which began on March 31, 1921. The miners called in the aid of
the Triple Alliance which decided to strike on 12th April. The
Government caJled out the military forces and a Civil War was
looming on the horizon. But again the spirit of 1848 dominated.
The leadership afraid of the revolutionary consequences
collapsed and the Triple Alliance betrayed the mine~s on "Black
Friday" (15th April, 1921 ). That set back the whole movement for
a time... Nationalisation, wages, hours etc. were promised to be
brought about through the next fight in the general election. The
bourgeois attack on workers' standards commenced. But the
resistance had broken down. In 1921 the working days lost in
disputes were 86 millions, in 1922 they fell to 20 millions and in
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1923 to 10 millions. During these two years the workers lost 10
million pounds per week in wages. Why this failure? Because the
leadership had all along advised the workers to rely on
negotiations and class collaboration, to keep faith in the bourgeois
Government, the Royal Commission etc. The leadership of the
Second International Socialists !iabotaged the struggle at this
point, hence the failure. Hence the Government appointed
Commissions and Committees to tide over the crisis and
afterwards when the crisis was over it attacked the workers .•The
extent of this attack can be seen from the !iingle fact that the total
weekly wages change between 1914 and 1920 was an advance of
13.332,300 pounds and the decrease since 1920 to 1923 was
I 0 kmillion pounds. Whereas the cost of hving from 1914 to 1920
had risen from 100 to 269, the wageii had risen to 226.6. At the
end of 1923 the cost of living had fallen to 177 and the wages to
about 130 to 140. (L.R.D. Monthly Circular for January 1926,
page 8.) Yet British Capitahsm had faded to restore its economy
or give work to all. By the falJ in wages, goodh become cheap,
\\tork increa!"•'s and workers get work, so argues the bourgeoisie.
But the unemployed army has become a permanent one in
England as in every <'lher country. Smee 1920 it hall never gone
below one million.
71. British workers tried two weapons-Labour Government

and the General Strike--the achievements of the Labour
Government-its fall
The working-class had not yet definitely experienced the result
of two weapons, which, they had been taught, would be the most
effective, in giving them political power and bring about socialist
society. One was a Labour Government in Parliament, and the
second such a mighty all-national General Strike that the whole
bourgeois ~ocialist order would come to a standstill. The British
workers had the opportunity to taste the fruits of both these
weapons in 1924, 1926 and 1929. Do those lessons tell U!i to give
up Marxism as the only weapon to change production relations in
society and free its productive forces for further development?
The Labour .Party had 191 members in the Parliament in 1924.
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In January of that year, the Conservatives resigned the
Government and the Liberals having agreed to support the Labour
Party, the first Labout; Government of England came into being.
While in opposition~ the Labour Party had denounced the
capitalist robbery of Germany by the seizure of Ruhr and heavy
reparations. It had denounced the refusal of the bourgeoisie to
recognise Russia, the only Workers' Government in the world
The whole British Empire, the European Continent, in fact the
whole world looked with interest at the Labour Party forming the
Government. The Communists only did not expect the Labour
Party to do anything that would break the capitalist system inside
the country or the capitalist foreign relations of Great Britain. The
Labour Party in the T.U.C. had alread:>:: allowed the workers to be
duped by Coal Commissions and Ind~strial Peace Conference1'1
The Party could not be expected to change the capitahl\t
foundatio¥ and relations of British economy. Still the
Communfsts supported the Labour Government, and asked for tt!I
formation because, unless it had become a fact and the worker!I
confronted with the Jiving fact of it, unless it had Its run to
expose its futility, the idea of realising Socialism through a
parliamentary vote could not be got out of their minds. Hence
Lenin had said that the Communists would support the Labom
Government just al!. the rope supports the man who has hanged
himself. (Ext. P. 975.)
India knows very well what the Labour Government of J924
did to its bourgeois nationalist movement as also the worker''
movement. The first Labour Government attacked the
Communist movement and the Communist International by
instituting the Cawnpore Conspiracy Case. They imprisoned the
revolutionary youths of Bengal. The Labour Government left the
Bombay textile workers' strike "in the hands of the Government
of India and saw no reason to interfere with it", as they said in an
official statement. The Labour Government in the approved
imperialist style warned China against taking action against
British capitalists in China and sent its gunboats to massacre the
Chinese Revolution. It threatened Mexico and showed to Egypt
the warships in Alexandria.
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(The Prosecution Counsel, the late Mr. Langford James, as if in
pity for the fate of Mr. MacDonald, had read out in his address to
the Court several extracts from the Inprecorr, in order to show
what an abominable set the Bolsheviks were in the Comintem
who wrote about MacDonald and prophesied his renegacy to the
cause of the working-class.) The first Labour Government had
elected Mr. MacDonald as its first Premier and Foreign Secretary.
In the hands of the most expert and reactionary bureaucrats of the
Foreign Office he behaved worse than Lord Curzon to~ards India,
Russia and Germany. On assuming office the question of treaty
with Russia was forgotten until Neil M'aclean opened the question
publicly. The London Labour Party was about to threaten a protest
meeting and MacDonald had to yield and give recognition to the
Soviet. But he was a puppet in the hands of the Foreign Office.
They flattered his egomania, they praised him and got very
important work done exactly m the traditions of Imperialism.
"For this egoist was to prove at bottom as weak and unstable a
man as that one of whom Mrs. Elphinstone said, 'he has a leg!'
'He had a le1:;' will serve for MacDonald's epitaph. His inevitable
abbey statue will, one trusts, show him in Court dress". This was
wntten not by the Inprecorr or any rabid Bolshevik but by one
who signed himself as "U.D.C." and who was probably his
colleague m the Cabinet in the first Labour Government. Though
recognition was given to Russia he never sent an ambassador and
pu~hed energetically with the Exports Credit Scheme. In the
traditions of the Foreign Office he even forgot that he was once a
Socialist. He wrote pompous letters to Tchicherin and Rakovsky.
In a public speech he called the President of the U.S.S.R., "a
Mr. Roykov", as a man not of "real political authority". In one
Jetter he wrote that a settlement with Russia would be reached
"Satisfactory to the people of Russia and to us and our subjects. "
It is a matter for wonder, writes U .D.C., that he never began a
note, "We, James Ramsay, by the grace of God". Think of the
workers' Socialist leader writmg himself "us and our sultjects".
He had already become in his ideology an imperialist oppressor.
In his relation with the arch Imperialist Poincare, he was fawning
and currying favours. He promised full co-operation in the
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French occupation of the Ruhr. enforcing the Dawes Plan on
Germany, and he, a Socialist, declared that Germany must be
forced to pay heavy ~parations, else she might compete with "our
industry". Such a Premier the Indian bourgeoisie applauded, in
the hope that they would be granted a capitalist Swaraj without
safeguards for British Imperialism.
As regards the workers themselves, the Government had failed
to do anything to better their conditions. The unemployment
figure remained over a million as before. There was a textile
workers' strike which was only patched up. Only a direct attack of
Government on the Trade Unions was stayed which allowed them
a few opportunities of consolidation. The fall of the Government
was cleverly engineered by the bouigeoisie through its Foreign
Office, who arranged the clever forgery of the Zinovieff Letter
and MacDonald's bungling about 1t. The Government might have
changed.but the bureaucracy of Capitalism was still there running
its capitalist system. The experiences of the Labour Govemm...nt
thoroughly justified the Marxist doctrine that for any change in the
capitalist system the old State with us bureaucracy has first to go

72. The Coal crisis-the Samuel Commission-Government
preparations and T.U.C. bungling~ecret conver·
sations-Soviet help refused-British experience con·
firms Ruuian experience-the vote cannot stop attack on
wages-that the General Strike without a revolutionary
party has no use-Leninism derived from history
With the faJJ of the Labour Government, the British worker~.
under the reconstruction drive of Capitalism turned towards the
Left and headed for the General Strike of 1926. Capitalism in
Central Europe had succeeded in beheading a\l the revolutionary
forces and had started on the road of partial reconstruction. It was
necessary now for British Capitalism to smash the radical
working-class forces. The revolutionary forces of the British
workers have always been the miners, and every offensive of
Capitalism has begun with the miners. On June 30. 1925 the
mine-owners gave one month's notice of abolition of the national
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minimum of wages, reducing wages by 13 to 49 per cent and
increasing the hours of work to eight. The Miners' Executive
refused to accept the proposal. The Communist Party had been
warning the British workers of the impending attack for months
and months previously, pointing out that the attack on miners was
the beginning of an attack on the wages of all workers. The miners
were now supported by the Trade Union Congress, the railwaymen, transport workers and engineers. A strong quadruple
alliance was formed and a big battle seemed to be approaching.
D/-19.11.31
The Communist Party, however, pointed out that unless
workers defence corps were set up, unless a strong leadership was
built in every local the great action would collapse. The
immediate lock-out, however, was averted by the Government
guaranteeing 20 million pounds subsidy to the mine-owners, who
would then continue the present scale of wages and hours. The
compromising leadership of the workers as represented by the
T.U.C. and MacDonald was elated with the action of the
Government. They spoke of "bloodless victory" and agreed to
help the Commission which Government appointed to enquire
into the miners' conditions. But, as the Commumst Party alone
pointed out, the subsidy and the truce were only a screen behind
which the Government prepared it forces. Police forces and the
military were organised to meet the strike situation on a large
scale. The fascist or~anisation for maintenance of supplies was
~et up. During all this time the Labour Party and the truce
remained inactive and abused the Communists for raising
baseless bogeys of capitalist attack, while the shrewd
Mr. Wheatley declared, "that we were rapidly moving towards a
revolutionary crisis, when the fate of the working-class would
depend upon whether their working-class brothers in the army
and navy wouJd shoot them or Jive with them." The Government
showed itself alive io this situation and attacked the Communist
Pany and sentenced 11 of its leaders for inciting the anny to
overthrow the Government and join the revolutionary workers.
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The Samuel Commission reported in March, 1926. It turned
down the demands of nationalisation and it gave some very
scientific reasons wtrifh ought to have taught even the Socialists
some sense. It agreed with the statement of the Miners' Federation
that mining concerns are now complex heavy industry units,
which comprise electricity, gas, oil, chemical products, blast
furnaces and other activities. When the huge capitalist concerns
are so interlocked, what meaning does a proposal of nationalising
only one of them carry. The Commission said: "By removing
these mines into State ownership the very sections of the industry
which already approached the standards that are likely to prevail
in the future would be the most injured. Existing combinatiom
would be disintegrated and a serioui obstacle would be raised
against further integration". In plain language the Commission
told the Socialists that modem monopoly Capitalism is so
interloc~ that you cannot nationalise only one part of it; and if
you argue that the part which is highly developed only should be
nationalised then the capitalists would not develop the other. The
MitcDonald Socialists surrendered before such an argumenl,
because the only answer to this is that the capitalist economy
itself has to be overthrown, ruling out the policy of "serious
obstacles" and sabotage to further development under Socialist
Nationalisation. On the publication of the report all the pseudoSocialists refused definitely to state at once that they rejected it
and that a serious fight would have to be given. Only the C.P.G.B.
called for a definite organised united front against the attack. On
April 30th 1926 the mine-owners tabled their demands of eighthour day and 13 per cent wage-cut. The Trade Union Congress
took the stand that the miners would not accept reduction before
the reorganisation of the industry, implying that they would do
so (or at least the leaders would do so) at a later stage. But the
Conservative Govemmen\ intent upon smashing the Union
refused to allow the leaders to save their faces. The General Strike
was in fact begun by the workers themselves over the heads of
their hesitating leadership. The printers of the Daily Mail refused
to print an article conqilning a violent attack on the workers, and
went on strike. The Government considered it as an act of
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hostility and broke off negotiations. The General Strike began on
3rd May, 1926.
The General Strike, the great ideal of every Trade Unionist
which was to bring everything to a stand stiJI, and thus force
Government to yield to the demands of the workers, had at last
come. It was being conceived for the last 75 years smce the
Chartist Movement. At that time it was to be brought about for a
definite political issue, for gaming political rights for the
working-class. The attainment of franchise had removed that
issue. Now it was purely for the wages and hours of the miners.
The strike, threatened since the war iermmated, had at last come
and revealed the vast incapacity of the leadership, the absence of
any really sincere organisations on a nationwide-scale clo&ely and
&olidly interlinked to function in a crisis. The General Strike
revealed that each group of workers, each organisation, though
appearing to be of vast dimensions was like the vans of a railway
train, scattered over several railways and incapable of forming a
smgle train except after immense loss of time, and unavailable
when required. The leadership at the top simply thought of
"somehow" ending the dispute. The local groups did not know
what the top was domg or thinking and what exactly was required
to be done. On the call they &imply struck work and asked
everyone else to strike, which everyone did. Each day the strike
spread and every service and industry stopped. The Trade Union
leader& called out the pnnting workers and in loyalty to bourgeois
fairness to show ho'" "good boys" they were, they closed their
own paper and press also. When the workers clamoured they tried
to issue the 'British Worker' as a small sheet, but ihe Government
raided the press and allowed the paper to appear only after
censoring. The Government took over the "Morning Post" plant
and issued their own paper, "The British Gazette". The Trade
Union leaders again bungled and offered the Government the cooperative food supply services. The Government refused and
under military prot.eCtion made its own arrangements. The leaders
prohibited picketing, but the workers refused to obey and
prevented blacklegging. The Government called out the students
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of the universities, clerks, and petty-bourgeois girls to become
volunteers and run the trains, buses etc. The T.V. leaders had not
even a Defence Corpl to protect their pickets. We have had in thi-.
Court a witness (Mr. Fordham, P.W. 16) who is now a Magistrate
in U.P., who wac; at that time a student in Cambridge and took part
in breaking the strike and is proud of it (vide his evidence).
Blacklegs who fought against the worker. in Britain, are bound to
get their rewards in the colonial loot. The British Government in
England behaved towards its workers just as ruthlessly and armed
the petty-bourgeois fascists thus to shoot the workers as ruthles~ly
as they do today in India, the latest example of which is the White
Terror they are practising in Dacca against both workers and
radical sections of the middle-class. ·
When the strike had lasted four days and even showed l'ligns of
intensifying the Government called it "illegal", and an attack on
the con~.fttution of the Kingdom. The T.U. leaders trembled and
protested their loyalty to the bourgeois Government and to the
bourgeois Parliament. On 8th May, Sir Herbert Samuel, the
Chairman of the Commission, whose report was the immediate
cause of the strike, returned to England and saw some of the T. U
leaders. Secret conversations took place. The workers never knew
what they were. On 11 th May, the workers were trying to extend
the strike to the engineering and ship-building trades also, while
the leaders were talking with Sir Herbert. On 12th May suddenly
the announcement was made that the strike was called off. The
workers for a time were puzzled. Then they thought the
Government might have yielded, so magnificent and powerful
had been the response of the workers. They held meetings to
celebrate the "victory". The capitalist press called it an "abject
surrender", and the T.U.C. General CounciJ called it an "honourable settlement". We in India now know what an honourable
settlement means. The General Council had negotiated with Sir
Herbert in his "private capacity" only, as he himself put it. He had
no instructions from Government to negotiate. The T.U. leader.;
accepted a scheme of wage reduction and all that was connoted by
the Coal Commission. Not only that. They had not even stipulated
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that the existing Trade Union agreements would continue. So that
when the workers went to resume work the employers exacted
new agreements. The miners after the termination of the General
Strike continued their struggle but were beaten in the singlehanded fight against the strength of the whole bourgeois State
machine. (Some of the references-P. 901.)
The workers of every country (including India, Exh. P. 1381)
had rallied to the help of the General Strike, the greatest help
having been rendered by the Russian workers. But the T.U.C.
General Council, afraid of capitalist jll-will, refu~ed to receive the
money sent by the Russian workers. It is therefore quite natural
that when the Indian worker!> accept the fraternal help of the
workers of every country including Russia, that the General
Council of the British T.U.C. should denounce u:-.. The slave of
Baldwin assuming the airs of the bo~s cannot but denounce the
diSiciples of Leninism.
The British General Strike shows th.lt the widest strike of all
industries annot automatically overthrow the capitalist system,
that in the strictly economic strike the capitalist State comes to the
aid of the hourgeoi:-.ie. Every big strike becomes a political strike.
Without a revolutionary organiSiation and seizure of power a
General Strike alone can never succeed in overthrowing
Capitalism. The conclusions are that the Russian experience
holds good even in the freest bourgeois country in the world; that
the ballot-box does not help you even to defend your wages from
the attacks of the bourgeoisie. That even the most powerful
General Strike without a revolutionary party and revolutionary
action does not succeed even in its economic aims, let alone the
political, that before the workers can become revolutionary they.
must be rescued from the Jeac:jership of the Menshevik, the pettybourgeois Trade Unionist and Labour aristocrats. The freest
Parliament is a speculators' den (as Mr. Bernard Shaw calls it) and
can never lead to-Sociali&i Society. It may elect pseudo-Labour
Governments but it cannot change the fundamental class relations
and destroy the capitalist organ.
·
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PART II
THE SOCIAL BASIS OF THE CLASS-STRUGGLE
IN INDIA

SECTION I-Democracy and British Dictatorship in India:
Paras 73-81

73. Role of the individual in the Indian conquest negligible-conquest of superior social groups by the inferiorBritish not inferior-our standards applied to them are
subjective and therefore wrong-no return to pre-British
era
We have seen so far the activities gf the human social group'
in other parts of the world, their struggle with nature resulting
in inventions and increase of immense productive powers, the
private ijl'Propriation of the increased wealth of society by a
class, at one time the feudal class and at another the
bourgeoisie, the socio-political class-struggles arising out of
such appropriation, the revolutionary struggle of the
proletariat, its new socio-political outlook and the method of
reconstruction of society on Socialist basis in Russia. We !-ihall
now see how much of this is applicable to the Indian
conditions in which we have worked.
When all this mighty drive of social development and
revolutionary class-struggles for a happier world had been
going on, the independent feudal economy of India was seized
and crushed in the steel wheels of British Imperialism. Feudal
India of 18th century was stagnant, while bourgeois Europe
was constructing the giant wheels of capitalist production to
storm the vast closed lands of Asia. We have seen in para 21 the
frivolous analysis of the history of Indian conquest by
bourgeois writers, who see our fall either in superstition of
the priests or the treachery of unpatriotic Sardars, Nawabs and
Peshwas.
While separate battles can be explained by such reasons, the
whole epoch of the conquest or subjugation not only of India.
but of China, Africa, Egypt, Turkey, Persia, to the bourgeoisie
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of Europe and America cannot be explained except by the
development of the superior technology alias c1 vilisation of
their bourgeois society. The historical materialist method of Marx
(which the late Mr. James in his address to the Court said is not of
any use to the Bolsheviks) alone shows us the right way, a method
now being adopted though with some adulteration by the
bourgeois writers also. We were conquered by force, hy violence.
But this violence was superior to ours, was the bourgeois violence
of Britain against the feudal violence of India. It was neither just
nor unjust becau!!le it was a force that was submerging the world
like a flood from the excess of productive forces, that must find
markets if it is to progress and sustain itself. Hastings may have
been a scoundrel and a murderer when he despoiled the Begums
of Oudh and hanged Nand Kumar. But he did not succeed in India
because he was so and we were excellent religious angels. His
successor Cornwallis when matched with the young and virile
bourgeoisie of America had failed. The young and unadulterated
bourgeoisie of U.S.A. had stood against the partially feudal
bourgeoi!!lie of England. But Cornwallis succeeded against the old
and stagnant feudalism of India. A scoundrel in both the placesyet when contendmg against two types of technology, he
produced two different result!.. Marxism does not neglect to count
the human intellectual quantity as a definite quantity in the
1,hapmg of history and its separate events. But it assign~ it a
negligible role in relation to a whole epoch, an appreciable role in
relation to its cl'mponent separate events, but never the
predominant role of the "sole cause" in the complex of social
history. That place is assigned to the totality of productive forces
and production relations. I do not mean that every conquest is a
result of superior technology attacking an inferior one. There are·
instance~ of the conquest of a culturally advanced social group by
a barbarous one. But almost every ~uch conquest has resulted in
the conquerer having ended by being merged in the conquerred
group. Our histori.ans cite hundreds of instances wherein the
invaders bad been successful but ultimately merged into the social
order they ha~ conquered. Our historians at the same time say that
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the Britisher had conquered us and, though culturally of an
"inferior civilisation", had not yet been submerged in Indian
society but had suc~eded in keeping aloof and destroying our
"old civilisation", culture, religion etc. Now when the&c
historians called the "British" civilisation (it is not British a&
such but capitalist) inferior, their standards of measurement
are the subjective, moral or ethical notions and as such quite
unreliable. The Hindus do not kill a cow and the British do.
But such standards are useless, as can be seen from the fact
that Hindu Society itself at an early stage in its development
ate cows and bullocks. Ethical Codes are basically the
prejudice~ of the dominant class, which imposes them on
society as their own safeguards ~ainst the revolt of the
exploited. As the process of ideological development J!i
intensely complex and subtle, it does not serve as an objective
material I standard of measuring superior or inferior
civilisation. The Indian historian calls the British civilisation
inferior from the standpoint of his feudal Imperialism, which
spread its culture to China, Java and other countries. The
remnant of that psychological arrogance, coupled with an
important, inferior economy that has saved the social group
from complete extermination like the Red Indians because of
its vast population, accumulated reserves of wealth and an old
agrarian feudal; economy entrenched on fertile land make& U!>
dream of "giving messages to the west" and spiritual
leadership. The Imperialists cheer us, when we indulge in tht&
gaseous imaginery superior leadership, so long as it does not
attempt to take the concrete material socio-political shape. Let
us once for an admit that we have been conquered by a
superior economy, by superior productive forces which have
called violence, subterfuge, massacre, murder and diplomacy
to their aid, just as Indians also have done in relation to other
countries in their past history. Let us once for all admit that its
productive forces in the end lead to a higher stage of social
development, that there is not going to be a "return" but a
march forward by assimilating all the achievements of the
bourgeois technology that has conquered us.
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74. Has Britain civilised us?-introduction of industriesfeudalism not destroyed-degeneration of revolutionary
slogans-1857, fight of a revolutionary class under
reactionary leadership-what we would have done in
1857?
Does this mean that British Imperialism has "civilised" us? In
Europe when the economically powerful bourgeoisie overthrew
it!-> feudal order and destroyed the feudal relations, it liberated the
force!I of production in ib own country. In some c'?lonial
po!lsessions till the war the imperiali'it export of capital resulted in
development of industries, a growth.of the colonial and dominion
bourgeoi~ie which ~oon became poht1cally powerful enough to
refuse to be expropriated m the interests of the mother country.
Bntii,h Imperialism m India did not carry out this task of
developing the productive forces of the country. It deprived the
feudal order of its political power but retained its socio-economic
character, making it serve the needs of the imperialii;t country. To
..erve the needs of British industry means to serve a!I its suppliers
of raw mi1tPnali; and markeb. If it were to develop as a bourgeois
capitah!lt country 1t would be an industrial power competing with
the 1mpenalist countrie~. Impenalism !IO far as it can prevent it
will not carry out .. uch a smcidal function, though in the very act
of tran!lforming a huge feudal economy into a raw material ba!le.
of modem industry, a certain amount of indu!ltrialisation does
take place. (Reference P. 90)
We consider the Bntish conque~t as an aggravated evil for two
reasons. If as a cap.bli!lt civili!lation it had properly destroyed the
feudal order, it would not have been such an evil; because in that
ca!le it would have generated the proletariat, a revolutionary force
that would have m time overthrown it. The British conquest
started hy destroying the political power of the Indian feudaJ
emperor.,, purely as a proposition of merchantile loot in the first
instance. It was nothing but simple violent primitive robbery.
However when it embarked on the campaign of destroying the
power of the princes and lords, the work was let half dane due to a
series of historical impediments. One was the threat of Napoleon,
necessitating in ~ome cases an alliance with the princes; secondly
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the opposition of feudal lords in England to a thorough
destruction of their class allies in India; thirdly the numerical
strength of the princes and lords and the rising of 1857. These
three prevented the thbrough disappearance of the princes and
their allies and his abortion has now choked the new India in a
pecuJiarly horrible manner, a small representation of which can
be seen in the proceedings of the Round Table Conference.
The late Mr. Langford James did us a service, when in his
opening address he brought to the forefront the slogans we shout
every day. Revolutionary slogans by the prisoners of lmperiahlim
in India owe their birth to the indomitable spirit of the great
Bhagat Singh and Dutt. But I am sorry to say that those who
profess to follow the great revolutionary have failed to understand
his later development and have degraded the revolutionary
slogans many a time into a shout of reaciton. Slogans of the
prisoners are not jokes nor lung exercises. They are not veils to
shut out irla loud noise your innermost pain of suffering. You do
not shout slogans to tell the world how cheerful or romantic you
are in sufferings. Slogans in a way are a revolutionary duty. The
revolutionary duty in such a case is to keep up the correct selftraining from degeneration, and the correct leadership. In a
simple concentrated manner they represent your revolutionary
class outlook in relation to a whole movement or its separate
events. "Down with Imperialism" and "Long live revolution"
summarise the aims of the national movement for Independence.
But they have been so vulgarised now that even the reactionary
supporters of the Round Table Conference shouted them at the
Ballard Pier in Bombay and some introduce even a communal riot
with them. Therefore they have to be amplified. We amplify by
adding, "Up with the rule of the proletariat and peasantry," "Long
live the Communist International". Now it will be very difficult to
confuse us and our aims when one hears these slogans with any
other school of revolutionaries. The followers of Bhagat Singh
have forgotten that he had blossomed into a socialist and was on
his way to becoming a Leninist ( 1930) though he was confused in
his ideology for want of proper literature. But none could have
expected from him in 1931 the slogans "Long live BahadurShah"
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or the observance of the "1857 Day" as some of his followers have
been doing. Such slogans and such Days betray the class outlook,
the romanticist in his hatred of the present rule trying to idealise
rank reaction and becoming an utopian. Why so? Because the
movement of 1857 is not scientifically understood. We are simply
deceived into idealising it by its anti-British character. The war of
1857 was a war of reaction offeudal lords to restore their former
role of uncontrolled exploiters of the peasantry. The peasantry
and arusans, in so far as they supported them, were strengthening
a new their weapons of feudal ~lavery. They fought under their
fonner oppressors' banner because 'the new British rule had
introduced money rents and was ruining handicrafts without
... ubstituting industry in their place. Thus the class which
ordinarily would have played a revolutionary role was supporting
a reactionary war. What has been the outcome of 1857? The
present native states, the present talluqdars and jagirdars and the
~trongholds of feudal oppression allied with British imperialist
exploitation are the legacy left by 1857. I would have considered
it a great his1r'lrical service if Dalhousie had succeeded in wiping
out all these yellow patches from our map. In that case we would
have been saved the trouble of carrying out one more task in the
revolutionary programme-that of destroying these reactionary
11trongholds of princes-and we would have better concentrated
on Imperialism alone. That is why we do not shed tears over the
fall of Bahadur Shah, though we may over his poems. if you hle,
or over the last of the Peshwas. I should also dispose of one
fantastic question th.at is likely to be raised. If a Communist had
been alive in India in say 1800 or 1850 would he then have helped
the British into consolidating their rule over India because they
represented a bourgeois economy which according to Marxism is
supenor tu feudaJism. Now 1t i:. not possible to project the
historical forces of one epoch into another and begin arguing
about the resultant complex. History is not a chemist's tube. What
we can do is only analyse the process with the given forces and
later 9evelopments. Still this much can be said in answer. The
existence of a Communist pre-supposes. a certain development of.
the proletariat. If it had been there it would have fought both

to
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against the British and the Indian feudal forces. There would have
been no question of choice. Such hypothetical questions can heM
find their answer in tbe "1848 of Europe".
~

75. Do we deplore British conquest?-eft'ects of it-first
Company loot-reasons for Crown control in 1858British Imperialism expands from the Indian basecommercial and legal forms of loot-why British writers
expose British doings in India-sum total of the results of
British rule
Does this mean we do not deplore the conque!it of India by
Britain? No, it does not mean that. Becau!ie in the courllc of
ordinary development, in the absence of British conquest the
bourgeois forces would have been gefterated within the womb of
Indian feuda1ism, the clas1'-struggle would have been fought out
as in Europe. If not that we would have gone through a Chinc'c
experienie which would abo have been far better than ouri.. A' 1t
is we have a single efficient imperialist militarism in power,
superimposing capitalist relation~ of the market on a peasantry
that carrie!i on production under feudal conditions. The re,ult ''
the absence of the development of the productive forces, a double
exploitation of the masses and complete disarming of the peop1e
We deplore British conque!it a~ much as we deplore the desire of
some revolutionaries to go back to the pre-British days.
The first period of the conquest of India by the East India
Company, was a period of indiscrimmate and unlimited loot of
wealth. It was not the indirect loot carried on under the cover ot
commercial relations between a conquered agrarian country and
an industrial country. But it was a direct one in such an open
manner that the proprietors of the East India Company, when they
saw their servants coming loaded with wealth, demanded an
increase of their dividends, and the House of Commons rushed in
to lay claim to all the territorial possessions of the Company and
the gain~ accruing therefrom in 1773. By 1858 1t was clear that
the possibilities of such a Joot had decreased. The capitalist cri11e~
had begun to make its appearance in a regular manner in Europe.
the first to experience them being England, cal\ing for more
systematic export of goods to foreign markets and their
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exploitation then had hitherto been done. We have seen elsewhere
how the production of iron and steel jumped in England from 18
million tonnes in 1840·50 to 32.5 milJion in 1850·60. It may well
he remembered that the system of guaranteeing fixed returns on
railway capital invested by British companies, and the
construction of railways begun during this period. were in a
measure the reason of this development of British steel
production.
DI· 20.11.31
The revolutions of 1848 were the outcome of the cri~es of 1840
but England was saved from the intensity of the storm, as India
wa~ already serving her as a safety value. As the bourgeoisie
developed and obtained control over the Parliamentary machirte
and ousted the land owners from the State power, the bourgeois
power began to grow more systematic and organi:-.ed. The vast
wealth taken from India had given a stable basis of liquid capital
to British industries. but a disturbed Mate of affairs in India. and
unregulated •apacious Company control, wherein the traders were
directly administrators both of the political rule and commercial
development, was ni :t in accordance with the idea of a bourgeois
Stale. which in outward form appears to be above classes and
therefore functions better in the business of deception. The time
was ripe economically and politically to constitute India into a
State sub·ordinate to the Brithh Imperialist State. The 1857 War
only served as a very suitable pretext.
The second use to which India was put was to serve as the
eastern base for the British militarism. As yet the British State had
not developed fully into a militarist State with a regular standing
army and vast armaments. This development took place in Britain
later than in the other continentcll countries. (Reference Exh: ·
P. 898). One of the reasons I think is that much of its work of
combating the advance of its rivals was done through the armies
raised in India. Th~ imperialist expansion of England, ualike that
of other countries, proceeded from its richest colony India, after it
had struck its roots there on a sufficiently large scale. The..
penetration in South Africa, China. Egypt, Persia etc. was done
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from the Indian base, on a large scale. The expenditure on such
wars till 1857 was 35 crores besides the regular normal military
expenditure of 15 crores a year. Mr. Buchanan, a member of the
Welby Commission, fn his report says: "The military strength of
India is the main factor in the strength of our Empire m the Eai,t."
As an example of the aid that these forces render, he say~. "Nearly
6,000 British troops on a complete war-footing were rapidly
despatched at a critical moment from India to Natal; others have
followed, and Indian regiments now garrison Mauritius, Ceylon,
Singapore and other places." (He is referring here to the time of
the Boer War.) It is perhaps thi!-. factor which hid from the
European world that England had a standing army on the Indian
soil which led Marx to believe that Britain as such had not
developed into a m1litarii,m, thougft Britain had become the
biggest colonial power before 1880 while the other continental
powers only began after 1880.
When lthe military dictatorship of the British trader~ wa1,
divorced in outward form from their economic function~. the
dictatorship assumed the form of Government establii,hed by la\\
in India. The openly violent expropriation of Indian wealth wa!i
clothed in the peaceful forms of commercial relations and
bourgeois property laws. As the British bourgeoisie did not mtend
to completely destroy the feudal system, since it was the only
class with which it could enter into an alliance of exploitation vf
the peasantry, the basic property laws whether of Hindu or
Mohammadan feudal systems, were left as they were. But the new
ideology of the bourgeois property relations and status appeared
through the new procedure, the Law of Torts, Civil Procedure and
even new values of 'truth'-the bourgeois truth appearing
through the Evidence Act, Bourgeois "law" was raised above
society, all were equal before law was the new principle
substituted for the old feudal principle of rank and status holding
their own in all spheres. This subtle form of bourgeois
dictatorship, which in the last instance is the arbiter and sanction
of the law, serves to partially obliterate the class character of the
State. But in India the imperialist nature of the State could not be
hidden successfully, due to the national factor, which keeps alive
the differences.
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The exploitation of India by the British bourgeoisie has been
exposed in great detail with voluminous facts and figures by the
Indian bourgeoisie and also by many liberal bourgeois
intellectuals in England. Especially before the last quarter of the
19th century, when Capitalism had not yet become Imperialism,
when peaceful trade and commercial exploitation of markets was
predominantly the policy of Capitalism, when heavy industry and
export of capital bad not become dominant in England, you could
!i.ee many champions of India in the Hou11e of Commons,
indignant at the policy of conquest, at the forward policy of the
Afghan frontier, men who could 4pend years in impeaching
Hastings, and shouting themselves hoarse over the robbery of the
begums. At that time very interesting works, exposing the
violence and loot as practh.ed by the Bntish, could and did appear.
But later on, when Capitalism had become Impenalism living on
the incomes derived from export of capital to the colonies, the
'Pring source of liberalism dried up. India became an All-Party or
non-Party question-even for the Labour Party. Because every
section of the bourgeoisie including the upper strata of Labour
became a partner in the profits from the colomes. That is why the
best exposures of British writers have appeared mostl) before
1900 and some till 1914, but rarely after that. The Indian
bourgeoisie awakened after the war. Hence its activity in this
matter belongs to the post-war period.
The sum total of results of British rule according to us (as
expressed in the Colonial Thesi-; of the C.I. Exh. P. 90) are: the
handicrafts and manufactures were destroyed first by extra
economic force and violent destruction and a vast number of
artisans were thrown on the land. The character of agnculture was
thoroughly changed. The growing of crops was subjected to the
needs of the exchange market and the peasant economy was·
brought within the orbit of capitalist market. The peasant still
remained burdened with feudal slavery, while hi~ productive
activity became economically subject to the capitalist mark.et.
This double burden impoverished him completely. Absence of
industry gave him no outlet. Land values and rents roSt?
excessively. Indebtedness of the peasantry increased and the
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number of parasites feeding on him grew. (some of these things
are also set down in the Resolution on Peasants in the general
political resolution of the W.P.P. vide Exh. P 135 and also in
some of the articles ht the Masses). The low level of productive
forces, the poor national income was burdened with an expen~ive
bureaucracy and disproportionate militarism, the resulting
discrepancy being filled up by high taxation and public debt.
Famines, poverty, illiteracy, disease and high death rate, all
leading to pacifism and mysticism from the petty-bourgeois to the
peasantry, are the heritage of British rule in India.

76. Our reasons and policy of national struggle-gains of the
British bourgeoisie from India-what loss our
independence will cause to them-the basis of some of
our resolutions
Everybody in India and outside agree~ with the fact that we arc
poor and.t'undeveloped, and everybody agrees that we mu-.t
develop and not remain poor. Even the Government says ( vide it-.
Annual Reports to Parliament) that India is poor, that lndian1'
should ultimately get complete political power, and that the
British shall have ultimately to relinquish control over this poor
ward entrusted to their charge by Providence working through the
pious souls of the East India Company and its artillery fire. We
Communists also ~ay that it is high time that this excellent
guardian policeman should give up our necks to ourselves. So
everyone seems to be agreed-and yet it does not happen.
Because in the first place it is a thing that does not "happen" but is
"brought about". Secondly because the chorus of agreement is
false. It is false because the problem as stated looks like a problem
to be solved upon an all-class agreement. While in fact it is a
problem of class-struggle and national struggle. It is a problem of
contradictions embracing the very basis of the structure. The
cont;adictions or the class-struggle is not created as is alleged in
the Crown complaint.
The first contradiction is between the interests of the Indian
bourgeoisie and those of British Imperialism. The natural
ambition of the Indian bourgeoisie is to develop the productive
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forces of India. that is building up industries. The desire of the
Bntish bourgeoisie is to employ the Indian masses as markets for
its goods, prevent industriali~ation and the growth of the
industrial bourgeoisie. Thus the two ambitions conflict and they
certainly are not the creation of Communists. This conflict affects
the other classes also. Without indu&trialisation, the growing
petty-bourgeois intellectuals cannot find thelf hving. Without
industrialisation the pauperised peasant cannot find a place to sell
his labour power. Without the destruction of Imperialism the
peasantry cannot be saved from the burden of maintaieing a costly
foreign bureaucracy. Without industrialisation the working-class
cannot grow. All this gives birth to the neces~ity of a united front
against Imperiali!!im, to an intensified national struggle.
British lmperiali~m has invested in India about 1,000 million
pound~. in industries, railways. shipping, mines, banks.
Government and Municipal loans. Total British investments
outside the united Kingdom are computed to be 4,000 million
pounds; India therefore holds one-fourth of the total exported
capital of Grt:at Britain. More Briti'h capita] is inveMt:d in India
than any other single country. The gain from India to Britain
accruing in the form of profits over imports and exports, over
investments, currency manipulation~. payments of servicei, etc.
are c;aid to be roughly 150 million pounds per year. This is only 4
per cent of the total national mcome of Great Britam. lf it is such
a small part then why is it that Bntish Imperialism holds so
tenaciously to India? The importance of this 150 million pounds
drained from India cannot be realised by comparing it to the
national income. The question i!!i. who realises this money and
how is it employed? It is the income of the uppermost bourgeoisie
in England. The incomes of this class being large, their
consumption percentage is low. I should take it to be one-third.
The question would arise-are all these investments, the sources
of its parasitic incohle nece..,sarily held by the big bourgeoisie?
Anyone who knows how high is the modem concentration of
capital will not doubt that. it is so held. It i!!i essentially so in
England. There you do not get that kmd of joint stock company
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development as in America or Germany, in which the stock is split
into millions of small units. So very little stock is held by the
small well-to-do petty-bourgeoisie. Secondly England with its
small area, the incomplete liquidation of the big land-holders and
a very old Capitalism has a very high percentage of the
proletarian population and no rich farmer class of any
considerable size. It is the farmer class which forms the big strata
of petty-bourgeois small holders of foreign stock in other
countries. It is not there in England. Whatever small share may
have been so long held by the aristocracy of labour and the
middle-class of the "offices" has been now thrown off by them or
expropriated from them in the last ten years of severe fluctuationii
and crisis. Hence almost all the holdings are concentrated in the
hands of the big bourgeoisie. To consi<fer that two-thirds of their
incomes become savings, that is, reinvested to draw more surpluii
values, ispot an exaggeration. Even if the whole sum of national
savings 6f 500 million pounds is distributed over the whole
national income (4,000 millions) which means that even the two
million unemployed are supposed to have savings, the percentage
comes on the average to 12.5. To consider that a bourgeo1!.
drawing over 2,000 pounds a year saves two-thirds would not be
much wide of the mark. With those who draw hundreds of
thousands, the percentage would run sti11 higher. The Liberal
Industrial Inquiry says, "that something like three-fourths of the
new capital invested in industry is set aside out of profits". So out
of the 150 millions from India, the British bourgeoisie can be said
to reinvest as its national savings JOO millions. The annual
national savings made available for re-investment are 500
millions (Ibid, page 108). Thus the Indian drain contributes 20 per
c~t _to the annua1 basic capital of the British bourgeoisie. I think
this is what Lord Rothennere had in his mind when he said that
~ngland would lose 20 per cent of her national income by the lo~s
of India. With the usual method of Capitalism. he described the
.lPss of the bourgeoisie as the loss of the whole nation. India is the
jewel in the British Crown because no other single
tributes such a large bright block of capital to the
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British bourgeoisie. The loss of India does not mean only the loss
of these ISO million pounds. India is the basis of Britain's eastern
militarism and trade. India maintains an efficient military
machine for the British bourgeoisie. (That it is so can be seen
from the latest speech of Sir Samuel Hoare.) Such extra
expenditure after deducting what may be considered the nonnal
for Indian purposes would amount to 25 crores of rupees per year.
But more than this is the question of the threat of trouble in
England itself. that would be given by the loss of India. The loss
means the beginning of the disintegration of the Empire, and the
fall of the Empire means the almost complete collapse of world
Capitalism. Apart from this ultimate release of vast revolutionary
momentum there will be serious complications immediately in
the British internal situation. The Indian imports provide work for
about a million workers in England. I arrive at this figure in the
following manner. The total number of workers in England is 16
million. Commodity production in England is mainly for exports.
We find that 70 percent of textile production 1s exported; of coal
33 per cent of iron and steel 50 per cent. These three are the staple
and exporting industries (vide the Report of the Liberal Industrial
Commission 1926, pages 334 and 343). In the minor industries
also not less than 25 ~r cent product is exported (L.R.D. Monthly
Circular 1926). I therefore consider 50 per cent of the whole
productive capacity being engaged in production for exports that
is 8 million workers. The Indian share of British exports for 1925
was 86.1 million pounds. This would absorb 900,000 workers for
Indian exports. 'Ibis number does not include the British workers
engaged in the sea-borne export trade from India. nor the
intellectual proletariat engaged in the Clearing house operations
of Indian financial transactions with the whole world, all of which

pass throu1h London. I would therefore put generally one million
Brit1Sh workers as being provided for by the monopoly of Indian
trade which would be wiped out almost entirely by the loss of
lndiL It means the nwolutionary pressure of one-sixteenth
population on tbe Britilh bompoisie Revolutioaary India
nationalisillg all the capitel invested berews -~
of 117th part of the IOtal effective capital of Che. lridlll
bouapoiaie.
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77. All classes here tend to gain from independence-question of revolution raised by whom?-tbe state of
British ImperlllCism-is it democracy or dictatonhip?the apparatus of force-its costs-force matched against
whom
Though all classes in India apparently stand to gain by carrying
out the struggle for independence from Imperialism, there 1s
another set of contradictions within India itself, which preventi,
and all-class front against Imperialism. Indian society like any
other society (quite contrary to the statements of the Prosecution)
is divided into classes. We have the bourgeoisie living on prof1ti,
produced by the workers. We have the land-owners living on the
rents from the peasantry. The function of these classes is to
exploit the working-class and peasantry. The bourgeoisie 1s
opposed tj> Imperialism so far as it is deprived of the 150 crores of
rupees drained of by England annually and prevented from
increasing the productive forces in the country and enriching
itself more. The big land-owning class grumbles but is not
opposed to Imperialism like the bourgeoisie, because it is itself a
creation of the British Raj. The former land-owning class being
wiped out in the wars, the present land-owning class which was at
first merely the tax-gatherers' class, was confirmed in itii
allotments as land-owners in order to form a solid class supporter
of British Imperialism (vide Reference Ex. P. 759). The interests
of both these classes conflict with those of the working-class and
the peasantry. We have a class-struggle as in every other country.
The working-class and peasantry have thus to fight out a classstruggle and a national struggle. For the workers and peasantry
the struggle against Imperialism is as much necessary as the
struggle against their immediate oppressors, the land-owners and
capitalists. They have to cany out both at one and the same time.
The Communists stand for revolutionary struggle against
Imperialism and Indian Capitalism and feudalism. We do not
believe that the Indian bourgeoisie, though it stands to gain by
independence, is going to fight for it. Therefore the workers aided
by the peasantty and the revolutionary eJements of the petty-
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bourgeoisie have to carry out the task, because the fear of the
social revolution ultimately throws the national bourgeoisie into
the arms of Imperialism.
When we present the question of the national struggle as being
a part of the revolutionary class-struggle, to be earned out by the
working-class and peasantry under the leadership of the workingclass as organised in the Communist Party, we are said to be
talking prescribed Moscow receipts, having no relation in .fact to
the needs of the Indian situation. We are said to be importing a
class war in a country where there is.none and where there is love
between all classes. "We are said to be unnecessarily importing
the question of revolution when everything seems to be attainable
by the conference method." We maintain that the question of
revolution is not unnecessardy and artificially raised by us. It is
there m actual hfe m India. The clasti-struggle exists, it is not
created. We have seen from other countnes how all the tenets of
Marxism and Leninism are derived from and applied to he
existing coriditions of the social struggle. India is no exception.
No one in India, not even the most moderate nationalist
requires to be convinced of the fact that the State in India is a class
State of the British bourgeoisie maintained by force. (Even
Mahatma Gandhi, the advocate of the conference method, now-adays admits that the army in India is an army of occupation.) The
main function of Government, as is always stated by the
bourgeoisie is maintenance of law and order. The maintenance is
done by force; it is of Jaw that is existing property relations, the
imperialist-capitalist system; of order that is the peaceful
conditions guaranteeing a continuity of present relations to
facilitate the process of exploitation. What is the cost borne by the
masses of this apparatus of force? The whole State being an organ
of the dictatorship of one class against another, all the revenues
raised by it can be ¥id to be its maintenance cost.
D/-21.11.31

The revenue raised by the central organ of the imperialist
dictatorship was Rs. 127,2:1.,77,920 and by the subordinate
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provincial organs Rs. 93,29,54,406. The dictatorship of the
modem bourgoisie undertakes directly some of the economic
functions of the bou~oisie, which have become so wide and so
necessary for all classes and at the same time so vitally necessary
for the maintenance of the dictatorship that it becomes dangerous
to leave them in the hands of the bourgeoisie with its internal
competition and contradictions. Such departments are the posts
and telegraph, the railways, customs, land revenue, income-tax
etc. For example, if the assessment and realisation of income-tax
were left to a limited company it may collapse due to the
contradictions amongst the bourgeoisie itself. Therefore the
bourgeoisie voluntarily surrenders the functions to its own organ,
which is not so fluctuating as a linflted company but for all
purposes subject to their control like their own company. It is not
that the bourgeoisie cannot manage these departments. The
railway syiltems of America and England are privately owned. But
in times of war, the State, in order to protect the bourgeoisie from
itself, is forced to take over their control. The wireless telegraphic
system of the British Empire is managed privately by the big
combine, the Imperial and International Communications
Limited, formed of 12 separate companies with a capital of 30
million pounds. In spite of this the State has to take control in
times when ordinary profit-making competitive management
becomes dangerous. The British dictatorship in India being everyday threatened with the revolutionary movement and
international complications, is increasing its hold on several vital
services and undertakes many economic functions which in a
nonnal bourgeois State are left to the bourgeoisie itself. The
latest example is its refusal to give to a private company, the firm
of the Tatas, the institution of the air-service for internal purposes
in India. So from the revenue budgets, if we omit the ordinary
capitalist functions discharged by the State and those that are
undertaken in order to realise money for the apparatus of force,
the State is reduced in its essence to a dictatorship based on force
composed of the military, police and bureaucracy. (The judiciary
is included in the bureaucracy.) The Central and Provincial
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expenditure on its essential apparatus of force 1n 1927-28 was
distributed thus:
1927-1928

Money spent on the machinery of
force behmd the D1ctatonh1p

Central
Budget

Prov1naal

General Adm101strahvc Bureaucracy

1,72,17,998

11,17,70,093

Pensioned Bureaucracy

2,79,14,206

3,80,54,880

Military

Budget

56,31,94,893

Police

68,99,654

] 1,55,00,135

Pnsons

34,96,100

2,32,57,545

Bourgeois Jusbce

13,90,211

5,68,06,953

Pobt1cal (Inter-state relations)

1,57,74,479

Frontier bnbery and Force

2,49,68,001

Total
Total revenues (Central and Provmc1al)

66,10,55,542

34,53,88,706
220,52,32,326

Spent on exerc:'ISe of undiluted violence
(Central and ProVlncaal)

100,64,44,248

These figures are for a year which was quite normal. In times of
popular upheavals the expense on State violence mcreases. It
would seem that one hundred crores for a populabon of 24 crores
and seventy lakhs ID British-India is not much. But such a
comparison is misleading. The comparison can properly be made
only ID relation to the. effective mass of the population that comes
out on the streets for active participation 10 the poltt1cal
movement, such as demonstrations, nuds, breaking of laws,
political strikes etc. In Bnttsh-India the population of both the
sexes between the ages of 1S and SO, the period of possible
effective action is about 124 millions, a little over half the total.
But the whole of this never takes part even in the most intense
period of agitatio~. A large part remains sympathetic and
benevolently neutral. The big bouigeoisie and land-owners go on
the -.ide of Government. The richer sections of the petty-
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bourgeoisie in the towns and villages do not come out on the
streets. In 1930 Bombay and Calcutta were the hottest places of
Civil Disobedience, raids and street demonstrations. I do not
think that at the mosl intense moment more than one lalch of
persons took part even in a demonstration pure and simple or
active sympathetic raiding party. That means l/6th of the active
population, taking 6 lakhs of the ages between 15-50 and nearly
l/12th of the total of the city of Bombay. By this we may say that
in the whole of India the machinery of violence of the British
dictatorship had to contend against the unarmed activity, even
taking it to be frought with the threat of mild violence as in the
agrarian areas, of about 20 million persons. The violence of the
British dictatorship is maintained at the cost of 100 crores of
rupees per year armed with the t!eadliest mechanism of
destruction against the potential unarmed violence of 20 million
workers, peasants and youths.

78. Share of the cost of the machinery of force in the total
State expenditure-Dictatorship begins to assume
constitutional forms-consolidation of the bourgeoisieassociation of the feudal class in its work
Is the British dictatorship mamtained and financed by a
contribution of "equal sacrifices for all"? The yearly Government
of India publications give very graphically how each rupee of the
total Central and Provincial revenue is made up. It shows that 74
per cent of the revenue is made up of:
Customs

22

Railways

.17

Land Revenue

.JS

Excise

09

Salt

04

lnigabon

.04

Forest

03
.74
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Half of the Customs revenue is from taxation of imports of
commodities consumed by the masses. Thus the bureaucracy and
machinery of violence is fed by the working-class and peasantry.
Out of the total revenues of 220.52 crores we have to omit the
revenue amounting to 45.63 crores derived by purely capitalist
commercial activities of the State in the matter of railways and
irrigation for which separate capital accounts are maintained.
There remain then 174.89 crores for maintenance of the functions
of the dictatorship. From this a pan is allotted to cloth!' the
dictatorship and its fundamental basis of unrestricted violence in
diverse deceitful forms, such as th~ "democratic" institutions,
departments of education, religion etc. The remaining 101 crores,
i.e. 57 .5 per cent is spent on its organs of force and bureaucracy.
The dictatorship of the bourgeoisie in its most subtle fonn
becomes a Parliamentary democracy, which serves to create an
illusion that the masses are being governed not by a class but by
themselves according to their own will as expressed through the
ballot-box. In India the British dictatorship had no reason to
undertake s•1::h a deception because immediately after the violent
conquest, the military occupation and forcible imposition of new
capitalist relations, the whole country was plunged in a social
chaos. It took some time for the new forces to spring. up and
gather strength. The Civil War in America, 1860-65, produced a
cotton famine in England; which made the textile owners look up
for cultivating surer fields in their own Empire for cotton. The
cotton boom affected India and gave impetus to the cultivation of
commercial crops. cTnder the moving forces of the imperialist
capital exported to' India, the means of communications linking
the internal markets to the seas, the demand for raw materials for
factories, created a new bowgeoisie with an international sense of
the stock exchange market. The factories gave birth to a new
working-class, concentrated in large-numbers, selling its Labour
power to capital having nothing to lose but chains, disciplined by
the machine and: soldered into a strong class by the
interdependence of its co-operative actions in the productive
Process. The factory owner and the factory worker were the
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inevitable creation of Imperialism. The Indian bourgeoisie arose
slowly from 1860 to 1914, and the world war gave it a
consciousness of strength. The result of the birth of the Indian
bourgeoisie was the ~rtb of the demand to convert the undiluted
violent dictatorship ihto one functioning under the cover of
Parliamentary democracy, with less rigour and with the consent of
the Indian exploiters. The first demand was one of the rights of
criticism of the severity of the dictatorship. The second was for
"the association of Indians in the work of administration of the
country" i.e. the association of the Indian bourgeoisie in the work
carried on by the dictatorship.
The British bureaucracy in India was not that solid disciplined
frame which it is today. At first it suffered from individual
deviations, a conflict between megibers of the Viceory's
Executive Councillors or a conflict of Provincial Government
members disobeying the Central. Then there was the second
group of !Jtternal conflicts, that between the bureaucracy in
England dd the bureaucracy in India, which took the form of the
question of Parliament's control over the Indian affairs. Both
these conflicts were settled by 1894. When Lord Mayo's
Government grumbled about the introduction of the bourgeois
legal system without knowing from the Councils of 1861 their
opinion, he was told, "the Government established in India is
from the nature of the case subordinate to the Imperial
Government at home and no Government can be subordinate
unless it is within the power of the superior Government to order
what i~ to be done or left undone." (Montagu-Chehnsford
Report.) The dictatorship of the imperialist bourgeoisie functions
through the Parliament, whose executive organ is the British
Cabinet. A mitigation of the complete control of the Parliament
means a mitigation of the dictatorship. "If the control they (the
British Government) possess were to be in any respect less than
complete, the power of Parliament over Indian questions would
be necessarily annulled", wrote Disraeli's Government. The last
occasion when the Indian bureaucracy tried to direct affairs
according to its own sense of the need of the situation was in
1894, when the cotton duties were imposed against the growth of
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the Indian textile bourgeoisie (which later on was one of the
causes of the 1925 Textile Strike in Bombay and partially that of
1928 about which evidence has been led and tp which I shall come
later on). When some prominent members of the bureaucracy
differed. they were told by Sir Henry Fowler "to place their
resignations in the hands of the Viceroy". The supremacy of
Parliament over the Government of India and that of the Central
Government over Local Governments were thus finally
established.
These conflicts and objections about some separate measures
being dictated from England were not due to any pious desire to
annul the dictatorship. It was due to the fear that a very severe
administration of the dictatorship might lead to a revolt like that
of 1857. Even after 1857, though there was no bourgeoisie yet
born and the landlords were completely bought over, the
peasantry, wherever it was being pauperised, had continued to
revolt as in the Deccan Riots of 1870. Hence the Indian
bureaucracy wanted to institute a new policy. The second reason
is that every bureaucracy is bound to overreach its limitations,
forgetting, especially when it is in a formative stage, that it rests
on the support of the class which has raised itto power to work out
and administer in accordance with the interest of that class and
not according to its "dictates of conscience".
In spite of this the rise of the bourgeoisie in India, the rush of
the European bourgeoisie towards the colonies and partition of
the world, the American Civil War, the emancipation of the serfs
in Russia compelled frt>m the hands of Czarist dictatorship, were
too great events, not to force the British bourgeoisie to think of
finding a cless in Indian society itself on which to rely for the
continuance o~ its dictatorship. "Above all the terrible events of
the mutiny brought home to men's minds the danger arising from
the entire exclusion of Indians from association with the
legislation of the country," so says the Montagu-Chelmsford
Report. Thus it was the revolutionary action of the peasantry
(though under the leadership of the reactionary feuda\ lords) that
helped the feudal landlords, its own oppressors, and the growing
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bourgeoisie to become associates in the work of the dictatorship.
The Indian Councils Act of 1861 and further that of 1892 gave the
Indian bourgeoisie a right to tell British Imperialism how badly
the dictatorship stood tp the way of its development. The Indian
bourgeoisie not having any means to tell this more plainly had
started the Indian National Congress in 1884. When the workingclass in Europe had already produced Marx and the First
lntehtational, had gone through the experiences of the Commune
and was now going to found the Second International, we had no
proletariat at all. A group of educated petty-bourgeois were
asking for increasing association of Indians in the administration
of the dictatorship of Imperialism when the Paris Commune haJ
already given the call to the Dictatorshif of the Proletariat.

79. Development of the radical bourgeois and pettybourg«:J>isie-the inftuence of 1905-ttitude of the
Dictat6rshlp-evolving into a constitutional autocracydilference between our "Democratic Dictatorship" and
their "Constitutional Dictatorship"
The developments after 1892 were far more serious. There
were severe famines leading to the expropriation of the peasantry.
The petty-bourgeois youths, unable to find much outlet in the very
slow growth of the minor industries, took to terrorism. The
Continent of Europe was threatened with a severe crisis. The
British bourgeoisie itself was in a crisis. The result was the
Curzonian regime, the swing of the Indian bourgeoisie to the Left
under pressure from the petty-bourgeoisie. The Indian National
Congress adopted the resolution for SwaraJ. The Boycott
Mov.ement arose as a protest against the suppression of the
growth of the Indian bourgeoisie. The Montagu Report while
referring to this period says that the Russo-Japanese War of 190405 was a contributory factor in the movement. The RussoJapanese War in 1905 led to the 1905 Russian Revolution.
But Mr. Montagu does not say that it had any influence and he
is right. 'There was no prolewiat in India sufficiently class
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conscious yet to pick up the ideological radiation of the 1905
Revolution of Russia. Only the petty-bourgeoisie had arisen to
national consciousness and it naturally picked up the influence of
its own class, that is the admiration for the rise of the Japanese
bouigeoisie.
What was the attitude of the Imperialist Dictatorship to the
rising consciousness of the Indian bourgeois and petty-bourgeois
ranks? It tried to suppress the revolutionary pressure of the pettybourgeoisie by repression and to buy over the feudal landlprds
and the upper bourgeoisie to the support of the dictatorship. When
we Communists use the language of the class-struggle of the
workers and the class alliance of the bourgeoisie with
Imperialism we are said to be talking a language not accepted by
responsible sane constitutionalists. But the evidence of the late
Mr. Montagu, the Secretary of State for India would show
differently. Writing about the idea behind the Morley-Minto
Reforms, he says: "The problem which Lord Minto's Government
set themselves to solve was how to fuse in one single Government
the two eleillt"nts which they observed in the origin of British
power in India. They hoped to blend the principle of autocracy
derived from the Moghul emperors and Hindu kings with the
principle of constitutionalism derived from the British Crown and
Parliament, to create a constitutional autocracy." The Prosecution
in this case have several times ridiculed our slogan of
"Democratic Dictatorship" (vide the Crown Counsel's Address,
page 7). Will they now laugh at this excellent representative of
British Imperialism when he is speaking of creating
constitutional dictatorship? Perhaps they may, seeing that the
writer is dead and no longer a Secretary of State for India. But
Mr. Montagu was quite right and frank in using the phrase
"constitutional autocracy" and so are we. What is the difference
between our "Democratic Dictatorship" and Mr. Montagu's
'Constitutional Autqcracy' or 'Dictatorship'? As he says, the
· British Government in India was composed of two principles. The
principle of autocracy, which means th~ rule of force unrestrieted
by law, which under a feudal monarchy is open and unmitigated
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by any other element, and therefore "derived from Moghul
emperors and Hindu kings". The second was the "principle of
constitutionalism". It means the "rule of force" appearing as a rule
of "law" or "a cons~tion", which is generally a form of the
bourgeois dictatorship, and therefore "derived from the British
Crown and Parliament". Under the bourgeois rule the task of
administering this deception of the rule of constitution is
generally handed over to the petty-bourgeoisie and even
sometimes to a section of workers as in England and there the
blending is easy. But it is difficult in a colonial country. There the
interests of the imperialist bourgeoisie are contradictory to those
of the national bourgeoisie. The latter is not interested m
administering the "unrestricted rule of force by Imperialism" in
the guise of a constitution, unless it is lurrendered a share, whieh
the imperialist bourgeoisie is unwilling to do. Hence the MorleyMinto problem was to find "a special blending" that is to keep the
rule of t~ imperialist bourgeoisie unrestricted and yet get it
administered by a class which will not conflict with bourgeois
imperialist interests, and succeed in creating the illusion of a
Constitution. Autocracy was to be a reality, and the Constitution a
mere "principle." The autocracy of the Indian feudal kings was
taken over by the Crown of the British bourgeoisie; now was the
time for the "principle" of constitutionalism, the illusion to flow
out from that Crown. To whom7 To those "derived from the
Moghul and the Hindu Icings", that is to the feudal Nawabs,
talluqdars and land-holders. "Constitutional autocracy" was a
dictatorship of the British bourgeoisie administering as a
Constitution of the Indian feudal class. It was time for the British
king to appear in an Indian prince's dress to allay the revolt. He
did it by the Morley-Minto Reforms. Mr. Montagu says: "They
anticipated that the aristocratic element in the society and the
moderate men, for whom there was no place in Indian politics
would range themselves on the side of the Government and
oppose any further shifting of the balance of power and any
attempt to democratise Indian institutions." (Mr. Montagu's soul
may now look with satisfaction on the Round Table Conference.)
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This shows the difference between our Democratic
Dictatorship and the Constitutional Dictatorship of the MorleyMinto Refonns. Ours is a Democracy for the proletarians and a
dictatorship against the aristocratic element in society and the
moderate men. Theirs is a Constitution for the feudal and now for
the bourgeois class and the dictatorship aga'inst the masses.
You cannot laugh at our tenninology, for thereby you laugh at
your own bourgeois dictatorship. Now at least the Prosecution
will not argue about a "Government established by law". They
are of course at liberty to argue nout their "Constitutional
Dictatorship". But they cannot say it 1s democratic, as
Mr. Montagu says: "It is to prevent any attempt to democratise."

80. The formula of August 1917-tbe hoodwinking inqairy1919 Reforms-wide basis of class alliance
While trying to veil the rule of force with a Constitution giving
the reactionary feudal landlords the opportumty to associate with
the work of British Imperialism, the furies of the dictatorship
were let loose against the radical wing of the petty-bourgeoisie,
the cases of Savarkar and Tilak being the most famous of them.
The violence of the Imperialist Dictatorship against the Press,
Demonstrations and Assemblies was sanctified as the
administration of law by the Press Act (1910). The Seditious
Meetings Act ( 1907 and 1911 ). The Criminal Law Amendment
Act (1913) etc. The radical Press was suppressed and the heavy
hand of repression stifled the bourgeois national movement till
the war. The constitutional garment of the dictatorship however
had given no shelter to the bourgeoisie which was developing.
The war boom gave the bourgeoisie a new strength, and even
inside the Constitutional Dictatorship of the imperialists and the
zam1ndars they penetrated with a desire to expose it, not for the
benefit of the worldni-class and peasantry, but for their owb class.
Amongst the non-official element in the Councils, the Janclholders had nearly 70 per cent of the seats between 1909 and
1916, the rest aoina to the legal profession and others. that is the
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Indian bourgeoisie. By 1917 the land-holders lost much ground
"to the commercial interest," and the Indian bourgeois and pettybourgeois interests hfgan a mighty clamour not for a revolution
but for a refonned Constitution. The Imperialist Dictatorship was
engaged in a death struggle with another Imperialism. At first 1t
totally denied the right to ask for a "Democratic Constitution"
for Home Rule. Next when it found that the times had advanced
beyond such Czarist outlook, and that a mass revolution wa!.
maturing, the Imperialist Dictatorship offered to the bourgeoisie
association in its work. In 1917 when the .rumblings of agrarian
revolt were being heard, in the words of Mr. Montagu, "A ruling
prince (feudalism), a Lieutenant Governor (bureaucracy of the
Dictatorship) and an Indian ex-Mem'ber of the Council (Indian
bourgeoisie) attended the Imperial Conference and shared "m the
innermost deliberations of the Government of the Empire,"
shared fn the innermost conspiracies of the Imperialist
Dictatorship. But when the footman's stool, given to the Indian
bourgeoisie at this Conference did not satisfy it, (about which
there was a lot of row in the papers). the King Emperor was called
to aid. The pronouncement of 20th August 1917 was made
containing that long-winded formula, "the increasing association
of Indians in every branch of administration, and the gradual
development of self-governing institutions with a view to the
progressive realisation of responsible Government." The formula
served its purpose of silencing the Left Wing growth of the pettybourgeois and bourgeois sections. The leader of the Left,
Mr. 1ilak, congratulated His Majesty on the pronouncement by
the Gangapur telegram and promised "responsive co-operation"
with the Imperialist Dictatorship. The formula, like a winding
staircase, set the petty-bourgeois Leftists on the "upward" path
rising to the tops, where the golden seats of the bureaucracy
appeared to lie, but giving them no opportunity to occupy the
wide expanse of the wealthy plains around. The fonnula raised
their hopes but did not widen their share in the exploited wealth of
the country.
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The pronouncement and the Reforms Inquiry was a "war
measure" in order to keep something before the people in India till
the crisis of war bad been tided over. Mr. Montagu puts it quit.e
frankly in his diary in which he says, "I have set the politicians
thinking of nothing else but my inquiry". Only he told the truth
after his death when it was of no use to us.
The reforms of 1919 widened the basis from which the
Imperialist Dictatorship hoped to draw its supporters. So Jong
the land-holders predominated, now the predominance was
given to the bourgeoisie, wherever it.had grown during the war
period. The upper strata of the intelligentsia, income-tax
payers, a section of the richer peasant petty-bourgeoisie were
enfranchised and given the majority in the Provincial Councils
(70 per cent of the total seats). This class formed 2.8 per cent
(6,375,000) of the total population of the eight provinces
(excluding Burma), in 1921, (227,238,000) vide Simon
Commission Report, page 191. In the Central Legislative
Assembly the electoral roU is of l~ millions, half a per cent in
a population of 240 millions. The Simon Commission says.
"The adoption of the property qualification as a basis for
franchise gave a predominance and sometimes a monopoly in
the vote to certain classes of the population". In clear terms, it
means, only the bourgeoisie, the land-owning class with a
small section of the richer sectors of the petty-bourgeois were
enfranchised.

81. Enfranchisement does not give power to the bompoisie
over the machinery of force-voted and non.voted
budpts-certlftcation by the Viceroy-73 yean of
progress-Dictatorship the same
Enfranchi1e1nent is not really the indicator of how far the
Imperialist Dictatorship is prepared to allow room for the colonial
bourgeoisie to devel9p industrially and to subject the Sta~ to its
class control, by whiab alone it can hope to develop. The interests
of th& imperialist bourgeoisie and those of the colonial
~UIJCOisie 1a inheiently contradictory. 1berefore the ImpeQaliat
Dtctatorship cannot allow its fmal authority, it organs of force, of
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army, bureaucracy and fmance to be delivered into the hands of the
Indian bourgeoisie. So under the new and enlarged constitutional
form of the DictatQrship. the essence of Dictatorship having
remained the same: conflicts broke out between the Indian
bourgeoisie and British Dictatorship within the Constitution
itself. In the first place the Indian bourgeoisie was not allowed cl
vote on some of the financial items in the Central and Provincial
Budgets. The financial requirement of the supreme organ of force,
the army, was beyond its vote. The pay and pensions, the
appointments and control of the upper sections of the bureaucracy,
the real bureaucracy that administers the Imperialist Dictatorship,
were non-votable. The third big item that it could not touch was
the income of the British bourgeoisiQ.(the debt charges), from its
investments in Government Loans. The smaller organs of force
like the Provincial police, jails and justice were made subject to
the finayial vote of the bourgeoisie. But even here control is nil. If
we take the expenditure on the organs of the Dictatorship for the
year 1927-28 (see para 77) we find that 31 per cent of it is voted
and 69 per cent non-voted. In the second place, even in cases
where the vote is allowed, the Provincial or Central Head of the
Dictatorship can set aside the vote and certify the requirements of
the State. In the first Assembly ( 1920-23) wherein the largest
section of the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois class did not take
part, the Viceregal dictation of Lord Reading certified the
enhancement of the Salt Duty, and the Princes' Protection Act
(1922). Even the most loyal land-owning and upper bourgeoisie,
which had its interests completely identified with those of
Imperialism, had to refuse to pass the Finance Bill of 1923 on the
income-tax question. Its opinion was contemptuously thrown
aside and the Bill was certified. In the second Assembly
(1923-26), in which the bourgeoisie after liquidating the mass
revolutionary movement outside, entered "to wreck the
Legislature from within", the Government demand for finances
was rejeced as aprotest against the refusal to give responsible
Government to the Indian bourgeoisie. The Finance Bill was
certified again. In I 92S, the bourgeoisie refused to pass the Bengal

Criminal Law Amendment Bill, directed against the middle-class
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revolutionaries of Bengal. The Bill was certified. In the life of the
fourth Assembly the whole country was put under the direct open
rule of force of Martial Law and Ordinances, and all the cant of the
rule of law and Consititution was thrown aside. In the matter of
giving the Indian bourgeoisie a share in the 5250 key positions in"
the All-Indian Central bureaucracy that runs the Dictatorship, the
Lee Commission held before the bourgeoisie a hope that its sons
would have one half the posts in the Civil Service by 1939 and half
in the police by 1949. After nine years of the working of the
Constitution and "the gradual development of self-governing
mstitutions with a view to a progressi\'C realisation of responsible
Government", of which the Legislative Assembly was supposed to
be the highest expression, the point to which the "self-governing"
and "progressive realisation" of the honour and responsibility of
the most honourable members of that August body had reached is
reflected in a scene which shows the Imperialist Dictatorship in its
most vivid colours.

DI- 23.11.31
On 1l th April 1929. the Pre!>ident of the Assembly, Mr. V. J.
Patel, a fine specimen of the moi.t class-conscious and clever
bourgeois, after ruling out the Public Safety Bill (which later on
became an Ordinance, vide Exh: P. 2579) said: "I have received
the following communication from His Excellency. the Viceroy
and Governor General (The message was received standing by the
Assembly, except the members of the Congress Party who
continued to sit in their.places). Will the Hon'ble members kindly
!>land in their places?" Pandit Motilal Nehru said: "Is it your
decision, Sir, that we should stand?" Mr. President: " Courtesy
requires that we should stand" (The Assembly then received the
message standing). And what was the mes!lage and how was it
written? "In pursuance of section ......... I, Edward Frederick
Lindley, Baron Irwin, hereby require the attendance of the
Legislative Assemblf in the Assembly Chamber at 11 o'clock on
Friday, the 12th Aprif 1929" (Assembly proceedings, page 2992
dated 11.4.1929). There are supercilious Rai Bahadurs and
Kuights who retQm letters addressed to them. if their titles are not
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properly superscribed on the envelope; Hon'ble members frown if
they are not called honourable; but their relation to the
Dictatorship of I~rialism is that of livery servants. The
Dictatorship of the barons of British industry refuses to recogrme
their honour, insists on the homage of standing even to the scrap
of paper that is to be read, the scrap, which "hereby requirell "not requests-their attendance. The Indian bourgeoisie attended
at 11 o'clock on J2th April 1929, on Baron Irwin, who tell~ them,
"you have refused to consent voluntarily to the Public Safety Bill.
to the deportation and suppression of revolutionaries. But the
organs of force, the Army and Finance are in my hands and not
yours. Therefore, I promulgate the fublic Safety Ordinance I
require your attendance to hear this. ¥ou can now go and prote~t 1f
you please". The violent open dictatorship, clothed in the
Councils Act of 1861, coloured with the attribute of electl(ln
conferred on the Indian lat}downers and big bourgeoisie in 1892
and 1909 and promising to become gradually a respom1hle
Govemment of the Indian bourgeoisie, remains in essence the
same dictatorship after 73 years of "constitutional progrell!i J
rule of force unrestricted by law, of force imposed by the barom
of British industry on the Indian working-class and peasantry, on
the Indian bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie alike. The
Parliament of the British bourgeoisie has issued four constituuom
for India and in all the four the essence and organs of the
dictatorship are left intact.
11

,

SECTION 2.-Relation of the Indian Bourgeoisie to the

British Dictatorship: paras 82-89

82. Attitude of the bourgeoisie--early Home Rule demandloyalty to the Empire in the war-boycott of the firlit
Assembly-Swaraj Party and the second AssemblydltTerence between their entry in the Assembly and that of
the Bolsheviks in the Duma-wrecking the Dictatorship
by the constitutional l'Ote
What is the attitude of the Indian bourgeoisie and land-owning
classes to this rule of force established by conquest? Its attitude
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has varied from time to time, partly influenced by the attitude of
Imperialism towards its economic ambitions and partly by the
revolutionary pressure from the masses and the petty-bourgeoisie.
The Indian bourgeoisie as a force did not exist before the war.
Whatever of it there was, was the small hive of merchants engaged
in export and import trade closely bound up with the foreign
exchange banks and houses. Under the shelter of the war it
developed on an appreciable scale possessed of a considerable
amount of mobile capital and reserves expropriated from the
peasantry and workers by high prices and low wages. Even then it
did not develop any revolutionary liias. Its highest demand was
Home Rule, and not independence. It spoke of the Irish struggle
and threatened to copy it. But at the same in the next breath it
promised five million soldiers to defend the Empire and
lmperiahsm, if a promise of Home Rule came forth. The Irish
resisted conscription and organised the insurrection and yet our
petty-bourgeois heroes had the impudence to give a threat of the
Irish example while promising millions of pea&ants to fight the
battle of Brir1sh Imperialism. You can see this attitude in the most
radical leader of the petty-bourgeoisie of the war days.
Lokamanya Tilak, in his speech at the Provincial Conference in
Belgaum in April 1916, on the "Loyalty Resolution". He says: "In
order to strengthen and consolidate the British rule, we have
shown our willingness to sacrifice to the utmost our blood and our
purse" (page 405, Writings and S~hes, published by Ganesh &
Co., 1919 Edition). "We never entertained the idea of severing the
British connection." cl bid page 409). In the weak stage of the
bourgeoisie of the time and when the masses had not been drawn
into revolutionary movement this was the only policy that could
suit the objective forces. The eminence ofTilak does not lie in his
ideals, which especially in the latter stages were not at all
revolutionary, when it may be remembered that just at the time he
was supporting the loyalty resolution, James Conolly was
organising the wo~ng-class for iA&urrection against British
Imperialism and Lenin was calling upon the working-class to tum
the imperialist war into a civil war. The eminence of this leader of·

the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois class, apart from his personal
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qualities lay in organising and directing the petty bourgeois
movement in the capacity of sacrifice and preventing the
compromising u~ bourgeoisie from sudden collapse before
imperialist diplomaC'y. There lies the difference between hi!.
leadership of the bourgeoisie and that of Gandhi. Under the pressure
of the mass movement and the shock of the competition revived b)
the close of the war, the ruined petty-bourgeois turned more to the
Left. The war profits began to decline and the bourgeoisie
sympathised with the Non-Co-operation Movement under the
leadership of Gandhi. When the constitutional reforms of 1919 were
instituted and the Legislative Assembly set up, the mass revolutionary
forces were on the rise and the working of the constitutioual
dictatorship was boycotted by a large section of the pettybourgeoisie.1be bourgeoisie was as ah~ays split into sections, the big
financiers and those whose interests were completely linked with
those of Jmperialism, entering the Assembly and the more classconscim/S and radical section desiring an independent growth,
remaining out though not participating in the mass movement. The
fust Assembly was elected by less than 25 per cent of the voters.
Though the official figures showed 25 per cent, ten per cent would be
nearer the truth as the Government exercised a considerable amount
of force and compulsion in the rural areas on the voters. When the
mass revolutionary pressure collapsed on the surrender of Gandhi
under the pressure of the bourgeoisie and the landowners, the
bourgeoisie which was so long coquetting with the Left abandoned
the revolution and entered the Assembly and the Local Council~
under the leadership of the Swaraj Party. A section of the petty
bourgeoisie representing the interests of those who had not the high
property qualifications of the franchise kept on the boycott slogan
and organised as the "No-Changers". What did the bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois sections that entered the Assembly do? Was their
entry the same as that of the Bolsheviks in the Czarist Duma after the
failure of the 1905 revolution? We have seen the reasons which urged
the Bolsheviks to enter the Duma. 1.'he revolutionary situation was no
longer present. Therefore it was necessary to use the Czarist Duma
for ~ing the fon:es under the covet" of legality, and for
ktt!MDP tb•
.
... antagomsm
of muses to Czariam alive bY
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revolutionary propaganda through the Parliament. The Bolsheviks
were carrying out revolutionary Parliamentarism and they
themselves were a party of the working-class. The Swarajists were
not a revolutionary party of the working-class. Therefore their
fundamental notions of social progress which were based on the
development of Capitalism were not intrinsically opposed to those
of the Imperialist Dictatorship, which in other wordc; means that,
in relation to the working-class and peasantry, both stood for the
continuance of the present property or social relation!t. Their
mutual opposition lay in bourgeois competition which had a
revolutionary content only in so far"BS it desired the displacement
of the foreign bourgeoisie from the field of the exploitation of the
toilers in India. But it was not the opposition as between two
mutually exclusive classes like the working-class and bourgeoisie.
The necessary outcome of such a position is that at a certam stage,
the Indian bourgeois and British 1mpenalist interest can combine
and compromise without each deserting it!!. own class interests.
The Swarajists entered the Assembly with the idea of
coni-.titutioqal opposition and not revolutionary Parl1amentarism.
Their earliest programme when the SwaraJists had not yet cooperated with the Rritish Dictatorship !i.tated that they wanted to
enter the LegislaturPs with the pohcy "of uniform, continuous and
con~tant obstruction, to make Government through the Assembly
and Councils impossible, if the Government rejected the National
Demand". The conditional dam~e "if the Government rejected the
National Demand" itself is sufficient to !!.how the nonrevoJutionary and compromising attitude of th~ Swaraj
bourgeoisie to the Assembly. The Government had rejected the
National Demand when made by millions of the revolutionary
masses. The Dictatorship of Imperialism was not going to concede
to the Assembly heroes what they had rejected to the mass
pressure. Secondly the policy 'Shows that it has failed or purposely
refuses to grasp the essential forms ofthe dictatorship. 1be above
clause implicitly roncedes that Government is carried on through
the Assembly and Councils. The Government or the Imperialist.

Dictatorship is carried on through its machinery of force, 1he
Army, Police, Bureaucracy, Justice. Prisons etc. None of dllne

were governed in any sense by the Assembly or the Councils. And
in the final instance, even if they are, a Parliamentary vote does not
displace the dictatorsf\ip of a class. The Swarajist policy was not
revolutionary Parliamebtarism once more because it did not aim at
rallying the disorganised forces in the country by propaganda
through the Assembly. As a party of the bourgeoisie it adopted all
the forms of bourgeois respectability and set on the road to
participating in the work of the Assembly, i.e. participating in the
deception carried on by the Imperialist Dictatorship.

83. No-changers and Left Liquidators not comparable and
not correct-opposition gives way to co-operation and
acceptance of omce--by 1926 Indian bourgeoisie
participates in the rule of Imperialism completely
Does this mean that the No-changers were right in stick.mg
to the boycott, saying that they would not participate in the
councils df the satanic Government? We do not believe so
Czarism was as much satanic if not more. Yet the Bolshevik.,
use the Duma not for getting conces~ions but for organisat10n
The No-changers in no sense can be compared to the Left
Liquidators who stood for continuous boycott of the Duma,
because the latter did not advocate the abandonment of
revolutionary activity. Their leftist mistake lay in insisting on
the liquidation of all legal work. The attitude of the Nochangers, while retaining the pseudo-revolutionary attitude to
the Assembly, was one of ignominous capitulation, liquidating
all forms of political activity.
Even this mild attitude of playing ·with radical ideas of
obstruction and wrecking was soon given up. The National
Demand was rejected and while speaking on it Pandit Moti Lal
Nehru said: "We Swarajists have come here to offer our cooperation. If the Government will receive this co-operation, they
will find that we are their men". ( vide reference Ext. P. 908, page
56). When the Budget of 1924-25 came before the Assembly,
Pandit Nehru in moving its rejection said: "My present motion ha~
nothing to do with the wrecking or destroying policy of the Nonco-operators; and is in fact a perfectly constitutional and
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Jegitimate means of drawing attention to the gnevances of the
country." So he had already agreed to abide by the
Constitution, that is the deceptive form adopted by the
Dictatorship. In 1925, Mr. C.R. Dass carried on negotiations
with Lord Lytton, the Governor of Bengal, for the formation of
a Ministry, thus trying to lend direct support to the
.idmmistration of imperialist force against thr masses.
Acceptance of office under the Constitution has no other
meaning. Any Con~titution formulated by the B•itish
Parliament can only be a Constitution which at its most liberal
mterpretation is a violent Dictatorship, hidden in
const1tut1onal illusions, of the mterests of the 1mperiali~t
bourgeoisie predominantly and of the Indian bourgeoisie a~ its
minor partner. These negotiations were cut off by the death of
Mr Das!.. In July 1925 Pandit Nehru accepted membership of
the Skeen Committee. Soon after Mr. V. J. Patel accepted the
PreMdenbhip of the As~embly and declared: "from this
moment I cease to be a party man. I belong to all part1e!!I. If the
Viceroy wants I will attend him ten ume!. a day and my
c.l\1ttstance will always be at the d1spo1;al of the Government
offtcals." Unfortunately for all h1!. attendance he got hi!.
"Speaker's Peerage" in the Delhi Prison in 1930 (a:-, he himself
'aid it). In 1926 in the Provinces sectmns of the SwaraJists
broke away and formed the ResponMv1st Party who Mood for
acceptmg office. The first acceptance of office was began in
the Central Provinces by Mr. Tambe who Jomed the Governor's
Executive Council an4 later on became an Acting Governor for
d few months. Thu!. by 1926 repre4'entatives of all sections of
the Indian bourgeoisie and the upper strata of the pettybourgeoi~ie and the petty-bourgeois intellectuals and
rich peasants were found accepting offices and actively aiding,
advising and administrating, wherever they were allowed
to do so, the violent rule of Imperialism against the Indian
working-class and "poor peasantry, unul it was again· forced
mto opposition by the refusal of the Dictatorship to
accommodate the Indian bourgeois in interests within its
economic framework.
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84. Simon Commission-repression and turn to the Leftrevival of boycott fails-the talk of "action" of the
Working Committee and the A.I.C.C.

The announcementtu the Simon Commission and the refusal to
give the Indian bourgeoisie any place in it, coupled with the
adverse Currency Legislation and a coolness in the policy of
protective tariffs for the Indian bourgeoisie on the part of the
British bourgeoisie forced on the bourgeois parties to once agclm
talk of fight and challenges. The Congress again called upon the
bourgeoisie to boycott the Legislatures. But the reward11 of
participation in the work of the Dictatorship were too temptmg
and valiant bourgeois, out for Independence poured in hundreds of
telegrams asking the Congress, which again was getting under the
mfluence of the radical petty-bourgedtsie, to excuse him as the
"business was important". The boycott accordmg to the General
Secretary of the Congress proved a thorough failure (Annudl
Report to the Calcutta A.I.C.C. 1928 December, page 54). When
the Government continued its attack on the growing revolutionary
trend of the movement, the bourgeoisie was forced to arrange a
stage play of sacrifice, fight and challenge by the imbecile method
of boycott. The Working Committee met on .Sth July 1929 and
found that it was not powerful enough to fight those ve!ited
mterests, who profited by the participation in the work of the
Imperialist Dictatorship and who would be hit by the boycott. "In
view of the importance of the question" it shelved the question to
theA.I.C.C. (Bulletin No. J 1of1929, page 122). TheA.l.C.C. met
and "in view of the importance of the question" left it to the
Lahore Session of the full congress to decide. The source of the!!ie
hesitations lay in the secret negotiations carried on by the
bourgeois leaders with the Government on the question of giving a
few crumbs. Membership of the Assembly and Councils provided
the best screen for such secret treaties and stage shows. The
Congress deliberately and knowingly upheld such secret
negotiations while it openly bluffed the people with revolutionary
phrases. The servility of the leadership of the Congress to the
Constitution of the Imperialist Dictatorship, which we have
criticised all along and against which the Prosecution had taken
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cudgels on behalf of the Congress at the beginning of this case,
can be shown in the scene of the A.I.C.C. meeting in Bombay.
Secret negotiations had taken place between Pandit Moti Lalji and
the Viceroy who had announced the extension of the life of the
Assembly. The nature of these negotiations was not known to all.
Therefore the President of the Congre~s. Pandit Moti Lalji, who
,at in the Assembly at the mandate of the Congre~s made a
"itatement in the A.l.C.C. He said: "The announcement made by
the Governor General.. .... .is very important and calls for a definite
action on the part of the A.l.C.C. There are however certain facts
which it is necessary for the A.l.C.C. to know before it can decide
upon the action to be taken". After such a grave and brave call for
action backed by certain facts, the President told that
'revolutionary' flock before him, "I feel I must not disclose tho1'C
facts without making a reference to the Governor General". A vety
grim call for "definite action", and al110 "certain facts which it is
nece~sary to know in order to decide upon the action". But the
facb cannot be disclosed. To whom? To the Congress that put the
honourable g~ntleman in a position of power to know those certain
facts. The facts are known to the Imperialist Dictator, who has
perhaps already decided what action he should take against the
Congress. The Congress is out for complete Independence and
"definite action" but it must first have the gracious kind consent
from the Dictatorship giving it permission to become brave. What
was the resolution of the A.l.C.C. on this? "Thi~ Committee
having heard the important pronouncement from the President"{the important pronotlllcement that the Viceroy had made an
important pronouncement, certain facts about which could not be
di~closed-"realises the gravity of the situation"-and having
realised it the A.l.C.C. took the important and definite action of
authorising the Working Committee "to take such action as may
be necessary". As regards what? "As regards the action to be taken
by the members of. the Congress Party in the Assembly and
Provincial councils." The A.l.C.C. takes definite action to
authorise the Working Committee to take such action as may be
necessary regarding the actioo to be taken by the memben.
Tremendou~ revolutionary action! And all based on facts that
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cannot be disclosed, without reference to the Viceroy. What men
of action and profoundly complete independence?
This is the herd that is going to free the country. The
uncompromising pol~y of Imperialism put an end to all this farce
and under the revolutionary pressure of the masses. for which the
working-class and peasantry did not make any "reference to the
Governor General". the constitutional Dictatorship had to shed ni,
deceptive colours and come out with its full force of violence
against the tollors. Thus ended the fourth constitutional bribery of
the Indian bourgeoisie. The foundations of the fifth on the bone'
and blood of the heroic struggle of 1930 are now being laid to
meet with what fate?
85. Indian Bourgeoisie and Britisla Imperialism ask us to
follow the constitutional example--what classes sit
there?- Legislation according to their interestsLegiJlative gains of ten years-temporary policy of
protection-Royal Commissions and Committees
The political career of the nationalist bourgeoisie in the
Legi&lative A&sembJy show& that it had not at all carried out a
consi&tent line of what we call "revolutionary parliamentarism"
Its fir~t boycott was forced on it by the mass pressure. As soon dli
tt was withdrawn. it donned all the liveries. wigs and robes of the
lackeys oflmperialism in the Assembly with great pride, showmg
to the world that is to the world bourgeoisie, how soon an adept 1t
can become in the art of parliamentary deception. It not only did
not carry out revolutionary parliamentarism as it had boasted 1r
would do, but it actually deserted to the imperialists, accepted
offices and became administrator of the Dictatorship.
The Imperialist Dictatorship points to this acceptance, by the
nationalist bourgeoisie, of all the good points in the Constitution.
its responsive co-operation in the working of it and asks the
working-class and peasantry to follow the same road, to agitate for
constitutional rights in a constitutional manner, just as the
nationalist bowgeoisie did in the period 1923-29. The nationalist
bourgeoi!iie when charged with having deserted to the camp of the
enemy, turns round and says, "well, we co-operated when
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necessary with the Dictatorship. But it resulted in some good to
the whole of India. We have fought for the workers and peasants
on the floor of the Councils". The question is, can we with
advantage follow the road of the bourgeoisie in the Councils?
Does it lead to all-class-good, all-clai,s-welfare or only to the
aggrandisement of the class of the exploiteri,? Does thii, road
profit us, the workers and peasants in any way? We ha·;e already
1ieen that the real power of the Dictatorship does not lie m the
constitution conferred by it but outside it. The Constitution· has
conferred no rights on any class that can really invest it with
pohtical and economic power. So • the recommendation of
lmperiahsm to u~ to follow the way of the Indian bourgeo1Me has
no meaning. But what about the claims of bourgeois nationalii,m?
It 1s known that even though the bourgeoisie has no power to
control and to enforce the carrying out of its opmion as expressed
m 1t~ rei,olutions in the Councils or the Assembly yet 1t has a
complete majority in the Provincial Councils and the A~sembly
when allied with the landholderi,. The Constitution divides the
electorate on •wo bases---0ne, the communal and caste bas1s-Hmdu, Mohammedan and Sikh etc.-another the social or clas~
basis, landholders, Commerce Chambers etc. Though the~e bases
appear to be different yet essentially they are one and the same;
bccaui,e the whole of the electorate 1s fundamentally based on
high property qualifications, that is, it is composed of the
landholders, rich farmers, the bourgeoisie and the upper
bourgeoi~ie. Naturally the social class of the representative,
whether elcted as a non-Mohammedan or Mohammedan, as a
landholder or from the Chamber of Commerce is exactly one and
the same-the exploiters' class of landholders and the
bourgeoii,ie. The attempt to show that the representative elected
on communal basis has different economic clas~ allegiance from
the one elected on definitely economic or social class basis is pure
cheating of the workers and peasants who are duped into believing
that a Hindu or a Muslim landlord when elected on the communal
basis will fight for the economic rights of his co-religionist
peasants without looking to bis own .class interests as such.
Therefore for all material concrete everyday life purpose~ we
0
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have to divide the representatives in the Councils on their
economic class basis, as landlords, businessmen, manufacturers or
their agents in the intelligentsia, and study them as such. The big
landlord& have never '-oycotted the Constitution at any period even
at the time of intense revolutionary wave, when even the big
nationalist bourgeoisie left the Assembly. They have ever been
willing to aid the Imperialist Dictatorshiop whether in 1921 or
1930. As for the industrial and commercial bourgeoisie, a larger
part of it boycotted the Constitution in 1930 than in 1921 and
consolidated its class ranks for its class interests within the
Constitution since 1923. In the bourgeoisie also there are different
interest&. The export-import traders have different interests frurn
the manufacturers. The importers of steel will oppose protectmn
to Tata&, others may not. The attitude
different sections of the
landlords and the bourgeoisie towards the re&olutions and bill\
coming up before the Legislatures differs according to their
economicrtlass interests and not according to their communal or
caste origin, except in cases which are purely communal which
happens rarely. The SwaraJist bourgeoisie which assumes very
much of non-class airs and talks of sympathy to the workers and
peasant& is no exception to this. The competitive struggle of the
exploiters amongst themselves, their internal class contradiction!-,
lead to the formation of different parties amongst themselves such
as the Swarajists, Independents, Nationalists, Responsivists, NonBrahmms etc. Their votings and combinations whether in relation
to bdls and proposals of Government or their own group~ we
guided purely by the question of class gain.

,,f

DI- 26.11.31
Their doings of the last ten years show four things justifying the
view-point of Marxism-Leninism.
( 1) That the interests of the Indian bourgeoisie in relation to
Imperialism are fundamentally contradictory and therefore it&

problems insoluble constitutionally.
(2) That the Indian bourgeoisie, like any other, suffers from
internal class contradictions and is incapable of fighting even for
its own class demand.
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(3) That the Indian bourgeoisie, like any other, is opposed to
the working-class and even the peasantry.
(4) That the landlords are completely allied with Imperialism
and are opposed not only to the workers and peasants but even to
the industrial bourgeoisie on vital points.
During ten years of working with constitutional dictatorship
the bourgeoisie all along tried to secure gains for its own class.
In the life of the first Assembly the revolutionary outburst
overshadowed everything. But as soon as it was betrayed and
fmished the bourgeoisie which had remained outside the
Councils went in and there began a period. of small but
important concessions to it from Imperialism. The greatest
ambition of the Indian bourgeoisie is to build up a high tariff
wall and grow behind it. Impenahsm is naturally bound to
oppo!te. But it looked as if the Imperahst Dictatorship had
given up this policy, its own clas!t interest and had adopted an
attitude of allowing the Indian bourgeoisie to grow. It looked
a~ if Imperialism was about to "decolonise" India dnd make
big concesswns to its bourgeoisie. This matter has been
subject of great controversy but it ha!> now been definitely
!thown by historical experience that Imperialism has no such
de!> ire (For the controver!ty v1de Exh: P. 2491 ). The temporary
manife~tation of concessions wa~ due to !teveral factor!>, a few
of which were:
( 1) The fright caused by the seriou!t mass revolutionary upheaval
of 1921 and the necessity of attemptmg to buy off sections of the
bourgeoisie by promises and not very vitdl concessions.
(2) Capture of Indian markets by Continental and Japanese
goods and the inability of British lmpenahsm to stop it by
ordinary economic competition.
(3) The necessity of keeping the Indian bourgeoisie quiet when
British capital would be engaged in attacking British Labour,
which culminated in 1926 and 1927.
(4) The alarming deficit in Budgets necessitating the attempts
to fill them up by increasing customs revenue etc. But all this
policy of concessions was to be carried out in a very dilatory
manner. the most usual method employed being that of
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commissions and committees. During the last ten years of the
constirutional dictatorship we have had six Royal Commission11
costing Rs. 54,04,53'l (for complete list with the expenses incurred,
see page 508, Legisfative Assembly Report dated 6th February,
1929). There was also a big crop of committees, the most important
being the Inchcape Committee on Retrenchment, External Capital
Committee, Thxation Inquiry Committee, Muddimau Refonm
Committee, Skeen Committee and the latest the Banking Enquuy
Committee. The Lee Commission promised the petty-bourgeoi,1e
half the posts in the bureaucracy after 20 years of candidature, the
Currency Commission refused to give gold currency to the Indian
bourgeoisie and put on its head the weight of 18 pence ratio; the
Simon Commission declared it unfit tor Dominion Stab.ls and the
Agricultural and Labour Commissions revealed problems thdt
neither Imperialism nor the Indian bourgeoisie can solve. The only
concessi~ that produced anything fruitful was the Fi1ieal
Commission out of which arose the Tariff Board (whoM!
recommendations have played ~uch a havoc in the 1928 Textile Strike
of Bombay: vide evidence). All other commissions and committee'
have served to collect some statistical material which can be u~ed
with benefit not by the bourgeoisie but by the class-consciom.
vanguard of the working-class. To Imperialism the long rows of the~
reports are stretchers on which they aspire to carry declining Briti'h
Imperialism to a revival. To the Indian bourgeoisie they are so many
tombs of the frozen eggs of their future. To the Communists they are
chalk lines on which to lay the rail roads of revolutionary strategy,
after flashing on them the red searchlight of Marxism.

86. The 1Brifl' Board and war policy-steel, chemicals etc.other big branches of production not In the hands of the
Indian bourgeoisie-still their attitude to labour and
peasants leais\ation hostl\e-success in furthering their
class gain through the leglslatul'eS very poor-hence
transference of the st.....,.e outside the constitution and

amongst the people
The only substantial gain to Indian Capitalism during a decade
o{ inquities bas been tbe protective tariffs granted to the cotton
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industry, wherein the Indian bourgeoisie is the strongest. Only
m this field can there be said to be some concession from
Imperialism to Indian Capitalism. But in all other vital matters
there has been none. The solid edifice of Capitalism is built on
the development of the machine industry, the production of the
means of production. The index of this development is the
production and consumption of iron and steel. In the whole of
India there is only one plant of this industry-that of the "I:atas.
But though it is an iron and steel plant it is not one that
produces machinery. Its largest capacity is engaged on the
production of steel rails, wagons, building materials etc. 2/3rd
of its production is dependent on Government orders. It also
exports a part of its big 1ron output to Japan. On the
recommendation of the Tariff Board the Indian Steel
Protection Act was passed in the interests of this one single
company and the initiative came from the Government side in
1924. The Indian bourgemsie tells u~ that this concern is a
national industry. Is Imperialism then changing 1b policy and
helping national indu!>try i.e. helping 1t-. rival, the Indian
bourgeoisie, to grow? No. The protection to iron and steel was
given because the Tata Iron and Steel Company is necei,&ary
for the military purposes of Imperialism. Both the Government
and the nationalist bourgeoisie accept this proposition. Pandit
Madan Mohan Malaviya is very proud that his bourgeoisie is
able to manufacture rails on which the victorious British
Imperialism can be carried to shoot the workers and peasants
m Mesopotamia. "Witltout the rail~ which the Tata Steel Works
supplied the success of the Briti\h arms in Mesopotamia
would not have been so certain as ir was," said the patriotic and
the holy Pandit while supporting the Government Bill on
protection (Legislative Assembly proceeding!I, page 2320
dated 27th May, 1924). Only two years before that he was
vociferously supporting the Khilafat agitation against the
dismemberment of 'furkey. Two years after he was boasting

that it was the, "national concern" of the Tatas that supplied
rail~ lo Imperialism in order to defeat Turkey and then asks,
wuh the holy water of the Ganges m his hands, the masses of
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India to perform the shradha of the masses of Turkey by paying
1~ crores per year to the Tatas, the Indian bourgeoisie and the
Pandit for helping tQ send the peasants of Turkey to Heaven with
the aid of the British;,ullets. When a member pointed out, at the
time of voting the reward to the Tutas, that there were many 'kept'
members in the Assembly who had shares in the Tatas, the Pandu
asked the members to trust to the sense of honour of those
members not to vote protection to their pockets. So the protection
to the steel industry was not given to build up the foundations of
Indian Capitalism, but to maintain a war plant. The protection
approved lately to the chemical industry by the Government of
India, on 4th September, 1931, is also a part of the war policy. ·1 ·he
Tatas are in a position to supply rail~ay material to carry troop!I
and even to turn out guns. But up till now there has been no ba!li11
for the supply of chemicals for war. England is a far off base and
likely to)e cut off by submarines. The Tariff Board in their report
observed: "The case for protection of the chemical industry rests
primarily on its supreme national importance. It is a key industry
whose products are used in most other countries; it 1i.
indispensable for purposes of national defence ......... ". The
Government accepted the recommendation and imposed a duty
of 7 annas per hundred weight on magnesium chloride. Who can
say that the protection policy is not a part of war preparations
on the Asiatic frontier? The third industry which is protected
is cotton. The protection granted to textiles is extorted by
polit1cal and economic struggle in which the workers have played
the largest part. Protection is a part of the bribe to the strongest
section of the Indian bourgeoisie in order to wean it away
from financial support to the political anti-Imperialist movement.
It is also partially a deal between the Indian and British
bourgeoisie to keep a third party, the Japanese, out. The success of
the -bribe can be seen from the fact that the Bombay Textile
bourgeoisie which is most in need of protection has been the least
supporter of the political movement and their representative at
the R.T.C. was quite willing to barter away on the question
of "safeguards".
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The Tariff approved in the matter of sugar. electrical
wires, cables ect. play at present a negligible part in the
productive forces exploited by the Indian bourgeoisie and
therefore in no way hit the imperialist economy in any way.
Thus by a policy of mere protests, commissions and inquiry
committees the Indian bourgeoisie has been able to secure
protection worth the name for the textile industry only that
may be said to affect the British bourgeoisie to a certain
extent. The other tariffs are either for war equipment or for
minor branches. Yet for so small a part from the exploited
wealth of the workers and peasants, the Indian bourgeoisie
abandons the political struggle outside the present
constitution.
As against this the largest fields of exploitation are more or
less exclusively controlled or dominated by British capital,
and the Indian bourgeoisie has been straining every nerve to
get a share in them, not by economic competition for which it
1s not powertul enough, but by using the extra economic
force-Legislation or poitical power. But the political power,
the State, being the Imperialist State, it has been defeated in
the attempt and even got the worse of it. In shipping, coal,
banking, exchange and jute the Indian bourgeoisie is still a
weak minor. A few members of its class have secured entrance
as far as the outer gates of these huge British monopolies. In
order to force that entrance further they tried to reserve the
coastal shipping by the Haji Bill. But they failed. On the
contrary they have lost heavily on the exchange ratio, and in
this they were betrayed by their own allies, the landholders'
representatives. The Steel Protection Bill in 1924 was passed
by the Assembly without a division, so solidly they were
united on it. But on the Currency Bill, in March 1927, the
industrial bourgeoisie was divided and the voting wu 63
against Sl. The internal class contradictions of exporters and
imponers of currency speculators etc. left the industrial
bourgeoisie in die lurch.
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While they were thus pouring millions into their pockets by
protection, wherever they could, what attitude did they take
towards the workin&-class and peasantry in legislation affecting
them? They put a veftement opposition to the Trade Union Act of
1926, which Government had passed because the working-class
had advanced far beyond the stage of tolerating illegalisation of
its Trade Union activity. But when Imperialism three years later
introduced the Trades Disputes Act in order to keep down the
militant direct action of the workers, the Indian bourgeoisie first
"agreed to the principle" of the bill and ultimately passed it.
Not one of the members of the Assembly ever brought any
private bill to improve the workers' lot. In the local Councils,
when Bombay carried the Maternity Benefits Act it was done by
the help of the rural land-holding members who had a grudge
against the highly proud Bombay bourgeoisie. In the U.P. the
Oudh Rent Act was opposed tooth and nail. In Madras, they
fought 16e Malabar Tenancy Bill. Because both gave occupancy
rights, though meagre, to the peasants. In Bengal the Swarajists
fqught the Bengal Tenancy Bill for the same reasons. In the
Punjab they would not allow the money-lenders' Bill to go
through. It was passed due to the competition between two group11
of exploiters, not due to any love for the peasantry. The whole
history of legislation would show that all that benefits the workeTh
and peasants was opposed, and if passed it was due to the pressure
of the movement outside or by the opposition of the landholders
to the industrial bourgeoisie and their mutual rivalries.
The co,11Clusion from the ten years' experience of the
Constitutional Dictatorship and the use made of it by the Indian
bourgeoisie is this. The British bourgeoisie is not at all willing to
allow its Indian competitor to use the political machine, the State,
for its class aggrandisement, except in small matters. The Indian
bOurgeoisie has tried with some success to directly increase its
profits of industry and commerce by the aid of the Imperialist
State. But the same bourgeoisie refused to allow the wopcers an~
peasants the right of political movement in order to further their
own economic interest. They are told not to mix politics with
economy. The workers' and peasants' earnings are subject to
"economic laws" with which poJitics should not be mixed up. But
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when the bourgeoisie and landowners are hit by the same
economic laws they want to use the State to protect their class
interest. Both the imperialist and the Indian bourgeoisie unite in
protecting their economic interests by politics and prove the
Marxian proposition that "politics is a concentrated expression of
economy". The success of Indian Capitalism, however, was very
poor. When the temporary policy of encouragement was
abandoned by the British bourgeoisie in 1927, the Indian
bourgeoisie transferred its economic struggle from the Assembly
floor to the world outside. It wanted to use the revolutionary
forces of the workers, peasants and J>C?tlY bourgeoisie against the
growing pressure oflmperialism and to wrench some concessions
for itself. The organisational expression of the bourgeoisie in the
struggle is the Indian National Congress.

87. The economic struggle even of the bourgeoisie necessarily
becomes political-example of the control of the Imperial
Bank and Chartered Bank-deposits policy-refusal of
further liberalisation of the Dictatorship forces the
bourgeuisie into opposition
The defenders of Imperialism tell the intellectual defenders of
Indian Capitalism to learn to stand on their own legs and not to
rely so much on Government help. Wh}' should not the Indian
capitalists mobilise the resources of India and build industries of
their own and compete with the foreign bourgeoisie? Why should
they ask for protection from the Dictatorship, when they know
that they are not going to get it? Why should they not build their
own ships, their owt1 banks on the moneys of their own
countrymen and oust the foreign competitors? These are the
typical questions put to the middle-class patriots who fight for
"Indian" industrial development. In the first place it is a general
proposition proved by history that in no country has capitalist
economy developed with fuU force without the bourgeoisie
possessing the political power. The State is an indispensable
mstrument for that class which wants to build its ec;onomy,
and India is no exception to this rule. Whatever capitalist
deveIOpment has taken place has come about in spite of and
against the de~ire of Imperialism. But a further development is
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impossible without the constitutional Dictatorship of Imperiabsm
being converted into a constitutional Dictatorship of Indian
Capitalism. For example we can take the field of banking.
Industrial developmtnt in the present period means long term
credits at cheap rates of interest, supposing for a moment that
other favourable factors are in existence. Long term credits for
Indian industries means a high development of centralised
banking facilities under the control of the Indian bourgeoisie. It is
aJso necessary for financing of the trade in such a manner that It
operates to the benefit of the Indian industry. Can the Indian
bourgeoisie do without political power in this field? Take the
Imperial Bank of India. It is constituted by an Act of the
Legislative Assembly and is an accredited receiver of
Government revenues which it hold\ as deposits. Thus the State
here acts directly as the customer of the bank-a customer whose
operations total more than the operations of all other customers
The dep)>sits of the Imperial Bank are one-third of the total
deposits of all the joint stock and exchange banks in India. Its
total deposits in 1928 were Rs. 79.25 crores. The deposits in the
biggest bank of the Indian bourgeoisie, the Central Bank of India,
were only Rs. 18.55 crores. Whence did the Imperial Bank get
such a large amount? Its public deposits were only Rs. 7.64 crores
while as a treasury holder of the Government it carried Rs. 7 t 30
crores so that when there was a run on the Central Bank it had to
take assistance from the Imperial Bank. Who controls the
Imperial Bank? The British Imperialist Dictatorship. How does
the control affect the Indian bourgeoisie? It is reflected in the
foJJowing table:
(The Central Banking Inquiry Committee Report, Page 575).
Deposits
Noll-Indian Cunent Accounts
Non-lndaan Fixed Depo&its

Lacs
564
264

Tbtal
Indian CorTent Account
Indian Fixed Account

121
1732
2149
3111

1170
3038
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The table shows that while the British bourgeoisie deposits
Rs. 828 lacs with the bank, it gets advances of Rs. l 170 lacs41.4 per cent more than what it deposits. In the case of the Indian
bourgeoisie when it deposits Rs. 3881 lacs it is advanced Rs. 3038
lacs-14 per cent less than what it deposits. If we calculate this
difference on the fixed deposits, the advances to the British
bourgeoisie are 436 per cent of its fixed deposits while those of
the Indian bourgeoisie are only 141 per cent. In the evi¥oce
given before the Banking Inquiry Committee, it was shown that
the bank insures its properties and mortgages with British and
other foreign banks, it opens branches in competition with the
Indian banks and captures customers by giving loans on lower
rates to kill the competing bank and raises them when the
competitor is wiped out. Though it has got Indian directors on the
Management Board, yet its bureaucratic machinery being
controlled by Europeans, the day-to-day custom of the bank
operates in favour of British business. The majority of the shares
of the bank .tre held by the British bourgeoisie-284 lacs-as
against the Indian capitalists' shares-278 lacs (Report C.B.I.
Committee, page 574). No bank of the Indian bourgeoisie can
beat the credit of the Imperial Bank with its huge Government
balances of over 70 crores. Naturally the only way in which the
Indian bourgeoisie can get hold of its power is to get a complete
possession of the State. Hence the struggle for the Imperial Bank
becomes a political struggle. One more example. The whole of
the export-import trade is in the hands of the exchange banks,
nearly all of which are foreign. The most powerful of them, the
five Anglo-Indian banks, are led by the Chartered Bank of India,
Australia and China. The bank is not like the other banks. It
operates by a Royal Charter, the latest of which was renewed in
1927 for thirty years. "In China the bank has direct representation
at the leading tni_ding ports, including Shanghai, ~ntsin,
Hankow, Canton, whi\e in Hongkong its status is such that it is
permitted to issue notes up to 30 million dollars." (''The Statist"9th November 1929-InremationaJ Banking, Section-page 716.)
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This bank has also controlling interest in the P. and 0. Banking
Corporation which again has the controlling share in the
Allahabad Bank. CaJ¥ bank which has political voice directly m
the Chinese ports and controls the currency of one of them be
overthrown in its trade supremacy without the seizure of polibcal
power by its competitors-the Indian bourgeoisie? So the
economic struggle against the exchange banks becomes a
political struggle which is not again localised to the Indian sotl
alone. The political struggle of the Indian bourgeoisie agaimt
them has to be linked up with and becomes a part of the Chinese
struggle also. The struggle of the Indian bourgeoisie against
Imperialism is now-a-days carried Ol\,SO very plainly and openly
in terms of banks, trade, and currency, that it is needle~'
to show further examples illustrating our principle that its
political,ttruggle is essentially an economic struggle and that
the latter to be successful cannot be limited to econom1c
competition but has to be waged against the political dictatorship
as such.
It has already been shown that the Indian bourgeoisie has faded
to gain anything notable by agreeing to work the constitutional
machinery of the Dictatorship. We have also seen that, even when
the Dictatorship was not giving the Indian bourgeoisie "equal
partnership" in the profits of exploitation, the most radical section
of it, the Swarajist, never tried to work the same constitution of
the Dictatorship in favour of the workers and peasants but rather
against them. In all tenancy legislations the feudal landlords and
the Swarajist bourgeoisie have opposed liberal existence to the
peasantry.
When the Dictatorship refused to liberalise its const1tut1on
further in favour of the Indian bourgeoisie in such a manner that it
can have "the right to discriminate" against the giant of Bnt1sh
finance and give thorough protection to the dwarfish Indian
bourgeois finance, the bourgeoisie went to the masses and
threatened a revolution against Imperialism.
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88. Does It then lead to the revolution?--the idea of bourpols

Independence-Canada and Britain as exampla-11
separatism a mere sentiment or a material objecthre
necessity?
In order to give a successful and· powerful threat. the
bourgeoisie is forced to rouse the working-class and peasantry
and to organise them for the threat. It calls upon the peasantry to
fight for independence from British Imperialism so that the
Indian masses may be freed from poverty and i.lavery. Is this not a
sufficient reason for us to co-operate with the Indian bourgeoisie
m an anti-imperialist struggle? If· the interests of Indian
bourgeoisie are fundamentally opposed as shown above to those
ot Imperialism and if it has failed to achieve its interests through
a constitutional agreement and if as a result of it, it is going to the
country for support in a political struggle, is it not sufficient to
show that it is the leader of the revolutionary struggle and that the
bourgeois struggle is ultimately in the interest of the whole
country irrespective of classes? Because after all a development
of the Indi;m bourgeoisie means the development of the
productive forces of the whole country. 'The Communists also
desire the development of productive forces. Theirs is also the
complaint that British Imperialism does not develop the
productive forces of the country. Is it not then clear that the
Communists should lead the workers and peasants in the
revolutionary struggle, not in opposition to the bourgeoisie but m
co-operation with it? Why then should they shout in season and
out of season against the Indian bourgeoisie? You may shout
simply "Down with Imperialism" but why "Down with
Capitalism"? The Prosecution in this case and some of our anticommunist co-accused also have picked up this argument and
have held us before the people as rabid anti-nationalists because
we oppose the Congress and its bourgeois leaders.
Is it absolutely necessary that anti-imperialist struggle has to be
a struggle for inddpendenco-indepeodence in the SC{Dse of
complete separation "from the Empire? The realist spokesmen of
the bourgeoisie do not admit that it must be so.The question of
illdependence has to be viewed by the bourgeoisie and by us also
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from the point of view of the concrete material development of
the country. The sentimental factor has very little place in the
final outcome of tile struggle. It serves only as an ideological
incentive to rouse
forces. What after all is the difference
between the status of Great Britain, France and Germany on the
one hand and that of Canada, Australia on the other? The fonner
are independent sovereign States and the latter are dominions.
What is the difference in their status? Canada is within the Empire
but raises a tariff wall against British goods, maintains a
Consulate in U.S.A., signs separately all the agreements of the
League of Nations, has a navy and an army. When England was in
need of men and money in the Greeco-Turkish War, Canada
refused to be a party to the war agaiivt Turkey when requested by
Lloyd George to send men and money to help Greece. As regards
capital investments the American share in Canada is greater than
that oft.8ngland. So though not separated, yet is she not
indepenClent of the Empire?
DI- 27.11.31
Take Germany. She is an independent sovereign State, but is
mortgaged to the Capitalism of the Allied countries and all her
economic life is at the mercy of America. Then take even
England, "the most independent State". Though a victorious
Imperialism, having the largest colonial possession, yet as a result
of the economic crisis she has become a colony of America. not
theoretically but in practical politics. In order to stabilise her
currency and economy England had to change its Labour Party
Government and instal the National Government at the bidding of
the U.S.A. financiers. An ex-minister of this "most sovereign
State" after the fall of the Government declared: "We were told
that the country would not have Russian Dictatorship, Gennar
Dictatorship or for that matter even the Dictatorship of the British
Thlde Union Council; but the so-called National Government is
apparently prepared to accept the Dictatorship of the American
Banlcs at the cost of the British working-class." The Daily Herald,
the organ of Labour Imperialist wrote, "where is the patriotism
we may ask, in allowing the Federal Reserve Bmt of New York to
dictate as a condition for a funher credit to the Bank of England.

·n.e
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the policy to be pursued in relation to the unemployment benefit?
This is not patriotism but acceptance of the Dictatorship, not even
of the British Bank, but of foreign finance. It is a blow to British
prestige equalled only in recent history by the terms of the
Versailles Treaty. Sterling may recover, the Banks ofAmerica and
France may rally to the aid of Lombard Street, but more is at stake
than the credit of the Banks." (September 1931 ). More is at stake
and that is the sovereignty of British Imperialism. Neither is this
sovereign independent State in a position to levy tts owrr tariff
without being chalJenged by another Capitalism JUSt as the Indian
bourgeoisie cannot raise a tariff waltwithout opposition from the
British bourgeoisie. When the British industrialists proposed to
levy tariffs, the French Government threatened intervention,
although in a very polite language because had it not a control in
British affairs, because of the help of French banks in the crisis?
The imperialist robbers guard each other's thm coatmg of
sovereignty, even when exploiting each other, m order that the
revolutionaty masses should not be severed from their ideological
mooring tv the imperialist class State and its all powerful
sovereignty. Therefore, as the news say!I, M. Rolbn, the French
Mmister of Commerce, approached a representative of the Board
of Trade and expressed the view of the French Government that
an imposition of customs duties for the purpose of remedying the
adverse balance of trade would constitute an mfringement of the
elementary rights of the countnes engaged in normal economic
relations." (Times of India 19.9.31).Thus the independence of
Germany is dependent on France and England and the
mdependence of England and France is dependent on U.S.A.
economically and politically, though theoretically all of them are
quite separate from each other. The theoretical existence of
Canada withi11 the Empire harmonises completely with its •
political and economic independence from the Empire and a
concrete existence within the American Empire. The theoretical
independence of bermany, England. Belgium etc. harmonises
completely with their concrete and practical subjection to the
Dictatorshi)t of American finance. When such is the case the.
continued insistence on the right to separate or the actual
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separation from the Empire is reducted to a mere sentiment when
read in terms of the Indian bourgeoisie or the Congress. Because
you may separate fropt the Empire and yet be subject to the
British Bank credits, or you may remain within the Empire and
yet have the right of tariffs, your own army and navy, your own
banks etc., by mutual compromise and adjustment. Therefore the
Indian bourgeoisie reduces its anti-imperialist struggle into one
for Dominion Status, and the Congress reduces its antiimperialist struggle for independence to one for "substance of
independence". Independence and Dominion Status in terms of
the bourgeoisie are equivalent tenns, provided the economic
substance with its concomitant political super-structure is given
in its hands.
The bourgeoisie is thoroughly right in this view. The worldwide development of modem capitalist Imperialism 1s
intemationjlllY so interdependent that "absolute separation" and
absolute iddependence of one bourgeoisie from another is not at
all possible. Every bourgeois sovereignty in external relations is a
limited sovereignty, and in the modem epoch of Imperialism even
internal bourgeois sovereignty has become limited. In all
practical working, the modem independent bourgeois States are
one world State, with an extremely sensitive interdependence. In
the pre-imperialist epoch the independent bourgeois State had the
independence to develop the productive forces of its own country,
to appropriate in a sovereign manner all the exploited surplus
values produced by workers and peasants, and the power to resist
by force the encroachment of another bourgeoisie. In the
imperialist epoch with the system of international investment of
capital, irrespective of political boundaries of independent States,
the former economic content of absolute independence is lost. So
what remains now is the possession of the machinery of force by a
bourgeoisie which if independent can use it in order to smash the
prodlictive forces of another, if they are getting stronger, or to
resist the others' attack. if its own development, its own
appropriation of the producers' wealth, is becoming a danger to
another. Thus the bourgeois struggle for independence becomes
in the modem imperialist epoch a struggle to obtain freedom to
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develop a strong machinery of force on the basis of which to
create or preserve its international share of the wealth
expropriated from the workers and peasants. Absolute and
complete economic financial independence is an impossibility for
any bourgeois State, because in all essence its whole fabnc is a
part of world finance. Hence the demand of the bourgeoisie dlld
the Congress is "for equal partnership," "for substance," meaning
thereby a satisfactory share in the exploitation It is not insjsting
on complete independence, it does not just now feel the necessity
for mdependence to build its macbiBery of force because it has
nothing to preserve or increase as its share of the international
loot. It is quite prepared to leave the external relations and the
army to the imperialist partner, and for the present take the
hmited economic substance. Thus the bourgeois demand for
mdependence is bound to become one for Domm1on Status when
1t comes to actualities.

89. The nature of workers' and peasants' independence as
found in our programmes-can we not postpone the
class-struggle for a time till we have overthrown
Imperialism?-there is no room for bourgeois development like that of England or Japan for our bourgeoisie-hence the class-struggle is forced to the front
But such is not the case with the demand of the revolutionary
parties of the working-class and peasantry (Exh: P. 135.) They
have no interest in the financial partnership with the internauonal
bourgeoisie, because the one is exploited by the other. There
cannot be a partnership between the exploited and the exploiters.
The revolutionary struggle of tht working-class and peasantty ·
necessarily means stopping the loot of the imperialist bourgeoisie
from India, expulsion of its bureaucracy and overthrow of its
militarism. The worlung-class has no profits to ~ by
pani~ipation in world fmance' hence its separation is real and
revolutionary. Our demand for independence amounts to negation.
of all exploitation and therefore does not degenerate into one for
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Dominion Status. Our struggle therefore necessarily includes a
struggle for Soviet Democracy. Soviet Democracy is incompatible with bourgeois •mocracy. Hence separation is the natural
resultant.
The attainment of Dominion Status by the bourgeoisie in the
present epoch of the decline of Capitalism is an impossibility.
Dominion Status means giving to the colonial bourgeoisie a share
in the profits and freedom to develop. Can a losing concern allow
its trade to go into the hands of a subordinate for the simple
demand of it? Dominion Status to the Indian bourgeoisie will lose
British Imperialism 115th of its national savings and will give
birth to a possible competitor, adding to its already existing
difficulties. British Imperialism is n<>' in that rich position now
when it could allow Canada, Australia, U .S.A. to develop
independently and kick at the mother country.
This upcompromising attitude of British forces the Indian
bourgeoisie to assume revolutionary airs, to threaten mass action
and talk of independence in order to increase "its bargaining
power." It does not take to revolutionary action even for its class
gains, like that of U.S.A. in the 18th century, for two reasons. It 1s
economically weak and is itself closely interlinked with British
concerns. Secondly even to obtain Dominion Status, if it i.,
compelled to organise the revolutionary forces, it is afraid to do it
because in the present epoch of proletarian revolutions, whenever
the bourgeoisie for its class gains puts the workers and peasants
on to revolutionary action, it is turned into a class-struggle for the
overthrow of the bourgeoisie and Imperialism together. It
happened like that in China, in Java etc. So the Indian bourgeoisie
is afraid to go to the masses and enlist their revolutionary support
as did the American bourgeoisie against England.
We have already seen that the interests of the Indian
bourgeoisie are contradictory to those of Imperialism, that the
uncompromising attitude of Imperialism forces the bourgeoisie
into opposition, but for fear of the workers' and peasants'
revolutionary class-struggle and its own economic weakness, it
cannot support revolutionary action. Even if the bourgeoisie is
not really fighting for independence but is only showing some
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opposition, still for the sake of united front, why should we not
restrain the workers and peasants from pursuiog an immediate
class-struggle? [Exh: P. 1373(19).] Let us first do away with
Imperialism, then in our own home we may fight our own
internal feuds, if there are to be any. Even strategically for the
Communists it is better to have one enemy at a time. Grow first
like Japan, the great Asiatic power. Then if Capitalism does fail, if
our especial Indian culture does not succeed in evolving a better
society, we may think of becoming like Soviet Russia. Why not
postpone the class-struggle for the time being? Let the Congress
and Communists, Mahatmaites and Marxists unite against the
satanic Government is the advice of the nationalist pettybourgeoisie to us. And the Public Prosecutor in this case made it
something of a grievance that we did not accept this advice.
This call of the bourgeoisie for all-class unity makes a
powerful appeal to the masses and some sections of the pettybourgeoisie. The working-class and peasantry being still under
petty-bourgeois illusions listen to this all-class unity appeal very
seriously. When the revolutionary Communtsts have exposed the
hollowness of the plea they have been shouted down by the pettybourgeois intellectuals. The bourgeois argument is very simple
and therefore more dangerous, requiring an exposure showing
how the world conditions of capitalist economy leave no room for
the development of Capitalism, for that type of revolutionary
growth of the bourgeoisie which built England, Gennany, U.S.A.
and Japan. The present conditions of world economy inevitably
force the class-struggle to be conducted jointly with the antiimperialist national struggle. The present conditions of world
proletarian movement govern the forms of our two-fold struggle.·
The programme of the Communists in India 1s evolved out of the
compelling forces of world economy and the place of the Indian
inside. 1be pro1ramme of the C.P.I. is the only progra.mme that
can lead the Indian masses out of the present bJind alley of
Capitalism. The programme of the Indian bourgeoisie bas tq
SUl'Rader to QUn bec:mise it cannot solve the Indian problem al aU.
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SECTION 3.-'lbe Economic Basis of the Agrarian
Class-struggle in India: Paras 90-100.

90. 'lbe bourgeois programme regarding removal of the
poverty of the masses-the main points of the problemthe drain of wealth-high land revenue-debts-absence
of rural banking-adverse currency (Some of our
viewpoint on this in P. 135)
The capitalist economy of India is a part of world economy and
is influenced by it. The programme of the Communists receive~
its shape mainly from the conditions of Indian capitalist economy
and is influenced by world conditions to the extent that the
operations of Capitalism and hence of the class-struggle are
international (which would furt\er explain the question of
international relations of the proletarian parties). There would
have ~n no reason for us to congratulate the Chinese Revolution
(Exh: P. 1381) or condemn the Sacco-Venzetti Case (Exh: P.
2311) had it not been that the Capitalism of both the countries
affects our struggle.
We cannot think of India as an isolated chamber. The Indian
National Congress and the bourgeoisie are not absolutely blind to
this fact. But they are incapable of assessing its full import and
hence even from the point of view of the bourgeois struggle
commit mistakes. We shall therefore see how our programme
supersedes that of the Indian bourgeoisie (which will explain
incidentally our resolutions before the A.l.C.C. which have been
put into exhibit) and is vindicated by the actual needs of the
situation and its development.
The Indian bourgeoisie posing as the leader of the peasantry
moans over the appalling problem of their poverty and propose'
to fight for them and remove their poverty. The Communist Party
a}so fights for the peasantry in order to free it from poverty. There
is not a single writer of the bourgeoisie in India who does not say
that is the most urgent problem of the Indian situation. The agenu.
and intellectual representatives of the British Imperialist

Dictatonhlp a\sa al\m\\ \'°' e"itt\ ~p ~ \t'i \\) \\\\\t.'tt.\\\\\\\.\t
it a great deal. The Montagu-Cbelmsford Report in \ 9\ g said: "1t
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is evident that the curve of wealth descends very steeply and that
enormous masses of the population have little to spare for more
than the necessaries of life" (page 87). Twelve years later the
Simon Report said the same thing: "The ordinary cultivator on his
tiny plot is still a man of few resources, with small means for
meeting his limited needs" (page 19). So all are very anxious to
remove the poverty of the teeming millions. The Dictatorship has
no specific programme for them. But the Indian bourgeoisie has
one on which it bases all its propaganda, to capture the peasant
masses for its own class gain. The premises for the programme of
the Indian bourgeoisie which are1llways put before the peasantry
(and against which we put our own) are: (1) the foreigners drain
195 crores of rupees from India, making "us all" poor to that
extent; (2) the foreign Government takes a very high land revenue
and ruins the peasantry; (3) the land revenue and other burdens of
taxation throw the peasantry into debts; (4) government does not
assist rural banking and therefore the peasant cannot get capital to
increase the productivity of his land; and (5) government reduces
pea~an(~ return of his price of crop by adverse d1slocat1ons of
currency. This affects not only the peasantry but the whole
country. These points you can find in the bourgeois nationalist
literdture in India. The peculiarity of these poin~ is that they nowhere mention what is the relation of the bourgeoisie and the
landlords to the peasants' economy. The whole issue of the
peasant poverty is shifted on to the shoulders of the British
Dictatorship an<&. the question of classes inside the country is
hushed up. However, we take the bourgeoisie at its own words
and give the intellectual petty-bourgeoisie the credit of
revolutionary honesty and suppose for a moment that it does
succeed with the aid of the peasantry in the anti-imperialist
struggle. To what extent is the problem of peasant poverty solved
thereby? The bourgeoisie is everywhere the same in its class role.
AU the capitaJfst countries have got "their own role." that is of
their bou11eoisie. Does that "their own rule" solve the problem of
~'1.'\ -to\\\.,,.'\\\\\..~~\.~~, \\\t.. ~

1.\ana\,\Qt\" tout\~ \\\cw.

mo.
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The drain of 195 crores of rupees is composed of several items
and goes out of India in several ways. Will the expulsion of
Imperialism alone ~tum these 195 crores to the peasantry, the
workers or even tht! petty-bourgeois middle-class? The British
bourgeoisie draws this wealth by means of trade, interest on
loans, pensions of its bureaucracy sent to India, currency
manipulations etc. The installation of the Indian bourgeoisie in
power will only mean a diversion of trade into the hands of the
Indian bourgeoisie. Trade as such, export or import, does not stop.
The sale of British goods to the peasantry will be substituted by
the sale of goods of the Indian bourgeoisie. Thus the bulk of the
195 crores will be still accumulated and drained. Only the pool
will be held by the Indian bour~oisie instead of the British .
• in the same way as it is
Cotton will be bought from the peasants
today. Only the profits of discounting its bills on the foreign
export gwicet will be taken by the Indian exchange banks instead
of the foreign. The Indian bourgeoisie describes this process ~
"retention of the wealth inside the country". It may be retained
inside the country. There is much food locked inside the earth
also. The main question is does it reside inside the vast masses of
the peasantry? It does not by any means. The stoppage of the drain
reduces the "poverty" of the Indian bourgeoisie only and not of
the masses.
The nationalist bourgeoisie bids for the support of the
peasantry on the slogan of the reduction of land revenue. The total
land revenue demand of the British Dictatorship to finance its
machinery of force and its other activities is about 35 crores for
the last ten years (35.68 crores in 1927-28.) This is 16 per cent of
the total taxation. The sum appears to be staggering but not so the
percentage. In fact the total percentage of land revenue to total
taxation has been falling for some years, when in those very years
the nationalist bourgeoisie was clamouring against excessive land
revenue rates. In the recent years the struggle of the Bardoli
peasants is the ideal epic of the peasantry by singing which the
bowgeoisie wants to hold the leadership of the muses. But the
problem of land revenue is not a problem of its ratio to the total
taxation of the country. Mahatma Gandhi may demand reduction
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of the land revenue by half as a sign of Swaraj. But such a
reduction not only by half but even by three-fourths is not going
to benefit much the vast masses of the peasantry nor is it going to
reduce its debt problem. Its excessive rigour is not its absolute
amount but its relation to other factor!I. Land revenue cannot be
considered apart from the question of the whole peasant problem.
It 1s indispensibly related to (a) the capitalist exchange market
and money rent; (b) the fragmentation and low size of holdings;
(c) the rental demands and tenures; (d) indebtedne!ls; and (e) the
general crisis of Capitalism. It is for these reasons that in our
programme we do not solely insist on the reduction of land
revenue (vide the W.P.P. Manifesto on Bardoli). Our demand in
rdation to the peasantry has to be taken up as a whole. Our
programme has been brought several times before the Indian
National Congre~s but it has been all along rejected by it. That our
programme 1s now attacked by the Prosecution in this case and is
held before the country as one that will rum the pea~antry rather
than improve its condition.

91. The state of the Punjab peasantry as an example-what
does increased productivity lead to?-economic holdings
will only displace two million peasants in the Punjab-where to find place for them?
As an illustration of our programme we may take the c;tate of
the Punjab peasantry our effort~ at the Lyallpur Conference. The
rea~on for taking the Punjab as a first illustration is that it is
adored as an ideal land of peasant proprietors. It grows high
pnced crops. It enjoys a good climate and a fertile soil. The land
revenue is paid direct to the Government. unlike the U.P. where it
is paid to the zamindars. The whole land is watered by rivers aqd
canals. It grows good wheat and cotton and it is praised by both
Impenalism and the national bourgeoisie because iLc; people are
daring and migr;tte to other lands. join the army and relieve the
pressure of poplillation on land. In hUch conditions we ought to
have found the peasantry free from debts, owning tolerably good
holdings without fragmentation and people covered with gold.
But actually we find that ( 1) 83 per cent of the proprietors are in
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debt. The debt of the tenants is heavier. (2) The total agricultural
debt of the province is 135 crores or 33 times the annual land
revenue (Page, 56 Report of the Central Banking Inquiry
Committee). (3) Annual interest charges amount to over 34 crore~
or nearly 8 times the tofftl land revenue of the province. When the
intellectual representatives of the bourgeoisie diseuss the causes
and the remedies of indebtedness, they agree almost on all points
with the British bourgeoisie and the Government. Both the Indian
and British bourgeoisie blame the peasantry for extravagance in
marriage and death ceremonies. Both blame them for litigation.
Both curse them for not seeing the advantages of co-operativei..
Both want to whip them into increased effort and productivity.
The peasant's pseudo-liberators tell the world that he sits idle for
six months. All pray to heaven that he may be liberated from debt
and while praying they carry in thei, pockets the peasant'-;
mortgage deeds, and a1most every street paper contains unstinted
abuse of the money-lenders. We view the result of these remed1ei.
as follows.,You want increased production. Supposing it iii
obtained wliere will you sell it? Our bourgeoisie is sorry for the
low productivity per acre in India and wants scientific cultivation
to be increased. The yield of wheat per acre in India as compared
with the wheat producing countries in the other parts of the world
shows the following results:
MAUNDS PER ACRE
India
U.P. lmgated
U.P. Unirrigated
U.S.A.
France
Canada
Germany
Great Britain

12.2

8.2
10.7
13.0
13.2
17.5
22.5

(Figures as given in the paper read by the Director of
Agriculture in U .P., Mr. George Clarke, at the Indian Science
Congress held at Allahabad in January 1930.) The figure of 8.2 is
the yield per acre of uninigated land in the U .P. The irrigated
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yield is 12.2. In 1927-28, the area under irrigation was 12 per cent
of the total crop area (vide "India" 1928, page 111). If we take the
above two figures as normal yields over the whole country, the
average production comes to 8.68 maunds per cent. Supposing
our bourgeoisie and landlords succeed in raising the productionwhich of course they cannot-to the British point, to 22.5 maunds
per acre and also the other countries were to join in the race, we
shall get the total world production of 292.2 million tons, while
the present approximate world production is 130 million tons
( 1930). We have seen for the last two years that under the present
property relations of capitalist society even these 130 million•tons
could not find buyers. Millions of bushels are lying in the fields in
Canada because the price does not cover even the cost of moving
the crops from the field. In Ottawa they bum wheat in the
locomotives instead of coal. If capitalist relations are to remain
the same how can production be increased to 292 million tons?
The whole bourgeois world is issuing mandates to curtail
production and not to increase it. The bourgeoisie argues that if
mcreased production cannot be disposed of do not do it, but that
each peasant should increase the productivity per head. In other
words it m~clDS rationalisation of agriculture by reducing the
number of cultivators per acre. What does it mean in the case of
the Punjab? There are 29 miUion acres under cultivation with
4,031,000 cultivatori,. The average holding is thus 7 .2 acres. It
requires 15 acres to keep one plough and a pair of bullocks
engaged without waste of energy either of the peasant or his
instruments. So in order to give minimum living to the four
million cultivators either two millions will have to be expelled
from the Punjab or the cultivated area will have to be doubled.
Under the present capitalist relations neither is possible, because
there is no industrialisation to absorb the two millions, nor is there
another 29 million acres that can be cultivated. If intense
cultivation on the present acreage is to be practised in order to
raise productivity-granting that by competition and tariff walls
our bourgeoisie )\'ill find tlie markets-the new capital
requirements in the: form of manure, improved seed and tools
will ~e so huge that no bank in India can undertake the task.
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For example the present plough of Rs. 7-8-0 to be converted into
a better one, say the Meston plough, will cost Rs. 15/-, that is a
new total capital of Rs. 16.87 crores for the Punjab alone will be
required. In Chhach where they have intense cultivation n
requires from Rs. 100 t(\ 270/- per acre for manure. Leaving aside
such high specialisation, if Rs. 10/- per acre are allowed
ordinarily we shall require 29 crores for manure capital. How can
a peasantry with a debt of 135 crores raise 46 crores more, when
the whole world bourgeoisie is not releasing its monopoly of
wealth and the people have nothing to buy with?
92. Money-lenders-rural banking is money-lending-<»ur

fundamental problem-who swallows the surplus?
The propaganda of the Indian bourgeoisie against moneylenders is in&pired from motives of• profits rather than of
sympathy for the peasantry. Its cure for the money-lenders is rural
banking. What is rural banking if not money-lending? You may
say the mon~y-lender charges high interest, as much as 150 per
cent per ye\r, while the banks charge l 2Yl per cent. That the
money-lender is a ruthless oppressor. Is the banking bourgeoi~ie
less ruthless? The money-lender is his own bailiff while the
polished bourgeois bank uses the bailiff of law. There is very little
difference between the bank and the money-lender, so far as the
peasant is concerned.
D/-28.11.31
The demand of rural banking is the demand of the city
bourgeoisie to oust the money-lender and instal itself as the
receivers of rent. The demand of rural banking is the demand of
the Indian bourgeoisie to control the export of commodities at
their source, to establish a monopoly of buying. It is a demand to
reduce the price it has to pay for its raw material by operating
upon.the crops through its loan banks. It is a competition between
the rural money-lending bourgeois who pockets a large part of the
peasant's surplus and the city bourgeois who wants a share of it. It
is only an attempt to transfer the indebtedness of the peasant from
one section of the bourgeoisie to another. In their competition.
the pe11~t for a time may gain a small reduction of interest. but
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when the deal between two bourgeois sections is complete, the
peasant will be thrown into the clutches of capitalist farming and
the monopoly buyer even worse than today. Rural banking is the
forerunner of the Wheat Pools on the Canadian model, that
control the fate of the workers' price of bread and when the
markets fall, squeeze the farmers out and tell them to stop
cultivation, at the point of Martial Law if necessary. (The Central
Banking Inquiry Committe has actually suggested the Canadian
model for adoption in India, in paragraph 281.) Money-lending or
banking in agriculture is only a form of investment of capital in
agriculture and the expropriation of the pea1'ant surplus value
production by the bourgeoisie does not cease, whether it is earned
on by a Limited Company of money-lenders, who never see the
peasant, or by a single money-lender"who always hangs around
him. The difference in the tortures inflicted by both is the
difference between the death by the butcher's knife whose hand is
visibly near and the death by the bulJet whose !ihotsman hides in
the polished chambers of a stone building.
The conversion of the indebtedness of the pea!tantry Manding at
pre1'ent at high rates of interest into one held by banks at low rates
does not solve the fundamental problem of rural poverty (and
therefore does not find mention in our programme). The
fundamental problem is who !tteals the !turplus of the peasant
labour and how it is done. Only on the solution of this depend!t the
!iolution of the agrarian problem. The expropriation of the peasant
!turplus is a problem of class-!ltruggle. In the va1't rural masses of
India a terrific class-struggle is raging. the 1'ame class-struggle
which the French Revolution, the Ru~sian Revolution and all
agrarian revolutions of the world have expressed m direct forms.
We, Communists, dp. not create the class-struggle in the
peasantry. It is not itllported from Moscow in a suit case nor
conjured out of the works of Lenin. The class-struggle is there,
embedded in the capitalist system under which the peasantry in
India is starving. The Punjab is said to be the most prosperous
land, "the ideal land of peasant proprietor~." and our agrarian
programme (which was going to be put forth through the Lyallpur
Conference of which I was first elected the President) is one that
arises directly from "the demands of the peasantry even of chis
ideal land and is the only solution of the agrarian problem.
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93. Stratification of the peasantry-concentration of land in
the hand of the rich owners-where is the lost purchasing
power locked?-n example under Batai cultivation in
Lyallpur
In the Punjab we h~e come to a stage of very well marked
stratification of the peasant proprietors. The concentration of land
in the hands of big proprietors is proceeding fast, and the rate of
exploitation of the poor section is so high that the stable class of
middle peasantry is being gradually ruined. The percentage of
small owners with barely a strip to cultivate can be compared with
those who possess more of the land though they are few m
number. It will reveal the growth of the parasitic class of land
owners developmg in a province where land can be purcha~ed and
sold more freely than in the neighbouring provmce.
No. of owners
6,25,400
14,28,000
9,19,000
4,34,000

Percentage
179
404
262
15.5

Acre ttt>ldmg

Le.,., thdn I dcre
1to5
5 to 15
Above 15

% ot the total
land
I
II
266
61 3

The most intense class-struggle 1~ v1S1ble in these f1gure1o
Every peasant proprietor must have at least 15 acres of land to
keep him alive the year round in times of normal prices. But 3/5th
of them have not got more than 5 acres each, while a tmy
section-15.5 per cent-has more than enough and owns 61.3 per
cent of the land. Do not those 28 lakhs of small proprietors desire
to possess that huge tract of 18 million acres held by a few nch
proprietors? They do. They hunger for land, free of burden, to
cultivate and to live on. Those upper rich are also ready to give
land to the hungry peasants but for a pnce-a price which
"allows" starvation to the toiler in order to create riches for the
rent1er. Even then not all the parasites will give land. From the
group of 1,68,000 owners owning between 25 and 50 acres, they
refuse to give 609,000 acres for cultivation. From the group of
121,000 owners of over 50 acres who hold over 74 lakh~ of acre5.
they refuse the tenant 52 lakhs for cultivation. Is not then .this
parasitic class the cause of over-population on fragments of
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holdings, forcing ten lakhs of cultivators to starve with less than
t acre per head? The nationalist bourgeois reformer praises the
4ard-working peasant on the small strip of land. "Eating barley
that they may sell their wheat grinding the seeds of their melons
to mix with their flour and giving the rind to castle that nothing
may be wasted, the Mehtons of Hoshyarpur Jullundur are a
remarkable example of what can be achieved even upon the
smallest holding by industry and thrift." Writes Mr. Darling and
the imperialists and the bourgeoisie applaud him. In Alipur 3 per
cent of the owners own half the tahsil leaving about 2 acres each
for the remaining 97 per cent. The class-struggle thus reges in all
fury compelling the 97 per cent to seize the land of the 3 per.cent.
It does not require a Communist to tell them much about it.
It is one of the planks in the nationalist creed to idealise the
poverty of the poor peasants and hold them back from the "satanic
lures of the city." But as usual nationalism here also becomes a
bundle of contradictions. If the peasant has a piece of land which
cannot feed him well or keep him engaged, nationalism tells him
to have supplementary cotton industry or a second string to his
bow. This propaganda only serves to keep a large reserve of
landle~s labour in the rural areas, to cheapen the wage rates for the
benefit of the richer landlords. Then comes a second school which
wants him to migrate, to be enterprising in order that he may earn
wages outside and send hi!o. money to the village so that the land
revenue may be paid, the money-lender satisfied and the danger
of class-struggle reduced. But Capitalism refuses to absorb the
increasing number of the pauperised pea!o.antry. Imperialism,
landlords and the rich rural bourgeois refuse to let him have better
wages in the city, and thus. jammed between the two, the poor
peasant oscillates between the town and country ever starving and
waiting for a happier d'ay. That day is when he overthrows the rich
landlordism, tears up his mortgage deeds and papers and frees
himself from the dictatorship. To this end he is driven by
Imperialism and Capitalism.
They say everything will be well with everyone only if the
purchasing power of the masses were to return to them or to
increase. The bour_geois moans over columns of newspapers
about the vanished purchasing power, as if he does not know
where it has vanished. But Marxism locates the thief that steals it.
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It is the feudal capitalist and imperialist system of propen}
relations that exists in India and in the world, that puts the
purchasing power in the pockets of the robbers. This robbery I!!
done skilfully under Capitalism, because it takes place under tht..
cover of the money form of exchange. But in agriculture under the
semi-capitalist feudal c~ditions it is vividly clear where the
peasant purchasing power goes. The visible proof of it is found in
the batai system of land tenure. A study of this system shows that
even if he has a very economic holding, the tenant cultivator
starves and is worse off than the labourer on the capitalist farm.
(In our programme we ask for the abolition of this system.) Thr
Economic Board of Inquiry. Punjab, under the patronage of the
Government maintains certain farm accounts of various system ot
tenure. Most of the farms are situated in the fertile Lyallpur
colony area where splitting up of the holdings into small piece' 1<;
prohibited. It is a district which has ~e highest average of
cultivators holding above 25 acres. From the account~ publi!lhed
by the Board for 1926-27 we may take out four estates (three from
Lyallpur and gne from Montgomery district) of acres 28, 228. 796
and 50 on ~ich the crops did not fail and were more or le'~
normal. All these were rented out on the batai system. The
distribution to tenant~ was as follows:
fatale No.
I of 28 acres given to 1 tenant g1vmg him 28 acrc1> tor cult1vdlllln
2 ot 228 ,,
,, 18 ,,
each 12.66 ,,

3 of 796
4of 50

,,
..

,. 40

.. 5

,,

.,

20
JO

Thus every tenant had an economic holding to work upon
There is one peculiarity about No. 3. It is that 500 acres of it wt:re
prepared for tractor cultivation and preliminary ploughing wa'
done with a tractor. The minute details about these farms can be
found in the publication. The board refuses to draw an}
conclusions as it is afraid of landing itself into the class-struggle
and perhaps becoming an "accused organisation" in the Meerut
Case. The results worked out from the accounts show that the
actual application of peasant labour produced per acre Rs 50/-,
40/-, 591- and 38/- respectively. How was this produce shared
under the batai system?
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Estates
Net income per acre
Of which the
Landlords took
Ten.mt'll share ........

I
Rr,. 50

%
100

33

66
34

"

"

17

2
40

%
100

25 62 5
14 37 5

3

59
39

20

4

%
100

38

%
100

66
34

26
12

66
34

In every case the landlord has. taken nearly double the share of
the tenant. But the real import of this can be gra5.ped still further
by the total incomes.. The total net production was Rs.59,527. Out
of this 4 landlords seized Rs 39,430 and 64 tenants were left with
R5.. 20,097 for the whole year's work. The landlord took Rs. 9,857
per head and the peasant Rs. 3 I 4. When 64 peasants were
producing values per day they were producing for each of the
parasites Rs. 27/6/- per day and for themselves only 14 annas a
head. Sti11 more you have to consider the fact that the tenant
had to find money for expenses of seed, revenue, water charges.
etc. for which he may have had to pay mterest to the moneylender. The major part of the expenses are shared by the tenant
and the percentages of earnings of both on expenses alone,
apart from the fact that the tenant has contributed his productive
labour will shuw why money so feverishly rushes for investment
in land.
Expen~e"

R'I

per ac1e
by the
Landlord
Tenant
9 I 0
2-1. II 8

10

2

8

I

2
4
6 12

5

20 13 II
28 0 10
17 8 10

Percentage return on
eitpemes of the
Tenant
Landlord
164
68
250
71

487

71

HI

87

This shows why every petty-bourgeois with a few farthings.
tries to invest in land and not in induMrie~ or banks. The demand
for land by the poor peasantry finding no outlet m industries and
the high rate of exploitation of the labour if the tenant raises the
price of the land continually. The mtense exploitation shows
above attracts the money-lender to invest his money and the city
bourgeoisie yearns for rural bankmg in order to have a ~hare in
the loot,
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The bourgeoisie sheds tears over the vanished purchasing
power and says that the masses are poor, and the reason it gives i~
that we are ground down by Imperialism. But that is only one
cause according to us. A simple overthrow of Imperialism will not
add to the 14 As. of tbe cultivator in the above example. Along
with it the parasite lan~lord capitalist must vanish. A change in
the social structure in the above example would mean raising of
the 14 As. of the toilers purchasing power to Rs. 2-10. The
purchasing power will thus return.

94. How landowners were imported in the colony to form a
bulwark for Imperialism-cause of peasant indebtedness--break-up of village communes into individual
holdings-money rent
The fallacy of the statement that prohibiting fragmentation of
holdings (about which an attempt was• made in Bombay by a
Government bill: vide W.P.P. activities) and keeping the new
colony areas in big blocks of land will produce a happy cla&~ of
peasant p~rietors, is proved hy the fate of the Lyallpur Colony.
The Imperialist Dictatorship in India sometime~ appears as the
champion of the peasantry and claims credit for the irrigation and
colonisation of the wastelands in the Punjab. But unfortunately
the Dictatorship produces men who reveal its secrets. The
nationali~t bourgeoisie of the Congress also thanks the
Dictatorship for irrigation or colonisation projects and is prepared
to acknowledge the irrigation Joans of a Dictatorship as a debt that
can be justifiably borne by the working-class and peasantry in
India. For were they not raised to benefit agriculture? But a
member of the Dictatorship himself says the following about the
opening of the canal colonies:
"It was thought that a moderate infusion of the capitaJist
element would strengthen the colony not only by providing
natural leaders for the new society but a\so bringing in men of
superior intelligence and wider outlook than the ordinary

peasants." What happened to these natural leaders of superior
inteJJigence? "They bring their lands much more slowly under

cu\tivation, they quarrel with their sub-tenants. They dispute
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endlessly amongst themselves ... In the Lyallpur Colony of
today few of the larger grantees reside on and some never even
visit their estates" (Darling's "Punjab Peasant"). The real purpose
of the Dictatorship was not to bring land into better cultivation. It
was to create a class, which, after bribery, would support it against
the rising class-struggle and the ambition of the city bourgeoisie
to get rid of the Dictatorship. "Where, too, in the Punjab, society
is still semi-feudal in character, there were obvious advantages in
propitiating the landed gentry with valuable grants of land; and
the hope was cherished that "it would do something to restore the
influence of a class which has been seriously impaired by the! rise
to power of a prosperous and educated middle-clas!I in the towns."
(Ibid, page 137). Thus the irrigation ~'>chemes and vast debts to
foster colonisation were actuated by a desire to stabilise a feudal
landlord class as a support of the Dictatorship of Imperialism
against the attemptio. at democrati!lation by the rising bourgeoisie.
So here again as in the sphere of con!!.titutionalisation of the
Dictatorship by Mr. Montagu, Imperialism was raising a class to
fight another class-a class war of reaction against progressive
development. If in the colony areas now we see a class war, it is a
correction of the former retrograde proce&,s. However, the hope of
Imperialism is not yet completely smashed. In the struggle of
1930 when the city petty-bourgeoisie and the workers and
peasants threatened Imperialism, the Punjab landed gentry
"propitiated with valuable grants of land" resolved to stand by the
Dictatorship and against the Congress and the Civil D1sobed1ence
Movement. The Imperialist Dictatorship, threatened with a
serious situation by the rapid expropriation of the peasantry,
pretended to save the }'Jeasant&, by the Punjab Land Alienation and
other acts. But capitalist economy is superior to such aberrations
of its own legal structure. The law only changed the label of the
peasant exploiters from non-agriculturist to agriculturist moneylenders. The terrific rate of exploitation is creating rapidly a class
of rentieres, who call themselvei, peasants. The area under

tenancy is increasing. The ideal smaJJ proprietor is now the idea\
toiling slave of one million parasites according to 1921 census,
who, I 0 years ago in 191 I were 626,000.
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Our attitude to this question including that of the moneylenders (as expressed in our platform and literature) differ~
radically from the bourgeois-Congress view, or even the
viewpoint of the so-called Punjab Socialist Party. It has been
thoroughly demonstrated that the incidents of mongage debts and
peasant indebtedness began after 1860. Mortgages which in the
early seventies had averaged only 15,000 a year, 20 years later
( 1888-93) averaged 20,000 and in J0 years the annual increase in
the area under mortgage rose from 1,65,000 acres (1875-78) to
3,85,000 ( 1884-88). Sir James Lyall, the then Lieutenant
Governor wrote: "Under the influence of indebtedness and our
present law and Civil Code procedure, transfers of land were
proceeding in all districts in an increasing ratio and in many with
dangerous rapidity". The number of bankers and money-lender'
including their dependents increased from 52.261 in 1868 to
J,93,890 in 1911. These facts are kn°"'n to every bourgeoii.
economist in India but being bourgeois they cannot understand ll~
~ignificance. The official spokesmen of Imperialism who have
humanitariav feeling!!. con!!iider that the peasant wa~ a i.tup1d
fellow who was either extravagant or indolent and therefore got
into the hands of the money-lenders. Some of them say that the
peace and security of British rule have enhanced his credit and
prosperity. Tho!>e who are prosperous borrow because they have
credit. The poor borrow because they are poor. The profound
conclusion of <;uch writers i1-1 that the rew,on why the two men
became blind wa~ because they lost their eyes! One lo~t it because
he had an eye lo lose and the other because he had already lost it.
Our petty-bourgeoisie content them!!ielves by simply pointing out
to the British rule.
The real cause is to be sought in the advent of the Dictatorship
no doubt. But the real nature of it lies not in the fact that it
is foreign. British or White but because it is a capitalist
Dictatorship. Secondly, even if the British Dictatorship had not
come, the Indian bourgeoisie would have been forced to do
exactly what the British bourgeoisie did.
We have seen what the Czarist Minister Stolypin did after the
Revolution of 1905 in Russia. He permitted the peasant" in
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agricultural communes to separate themselves with their share of
Jand, with the right to sell or purchase. The result wa'i the growth
of a rural bourgeoisie that became the supporter of Czarism and a
pauperised peasantry that went as workers to the towns. Was there
any question of foreign rule there? None. Every capitalist
economy has done it in every country. The British Dictatorship
did it here also. Mr. Thombum, who has studied the Punjab
peasant economy well, noticed this feature but failed tc>
understand its proper significance and after mentioning it
degenerated into a sermoniser over extravagance, credit etc.· "In
1849-50 we converted collective into individual ownership of
land plus the right to alienate it at pleaMire. By so doing we made
an unconditional gift of a valuable estate to every peasant
proprietor in the Punjab and raised his credit from the former
limit of the surplu~ of an occa~ional good crop to the market value
of the proprietory right-conferred. In one day the old order passed
away and gave place to a new one, which imposed upon the yet
unsophisticated Punjabi a responsibility to which he was unequal.
To hi~ delight and f\urprise he found that his former petty
borrowing power~ were now practically unlimited, his bania
being ready to accommodate him to any extent." Divested of the
!iophisticated nonsense about responsibility, surprise, etc. what
does the above proposition mean? It means that at first the
collective agriculture was broken into one of individual private
property holders. A process of cla!'s differentiat\on was started.
But it is impossible to accentuate it without money economy,
money rent!">. The fixity and security of British taxation l!"> often
compared in glowing tetiins to the ruthless complete expropriation
hy the former Sikh rulers. But this fixity brings the peasants into
the clutches of the capitalist market because the revenue and
rental charge has been made a fixed charge in money on the
peasants' production. Without the money rent. the right of
alienation would not have led to rapid expropriation of the
peasantry. Indebtedness, increasing mortgages and pauperisation
of the poor peasants were born out of the introduction of capitalist
economy into agriculture, which happened under the British rule,
but there is nothing "British" about it. The British Dictatorship
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did in the Punjab in 1849-50, what the Czar did in 1861 partially
and in 1905 more thoroughly. The Prosecution, who charge U!I
with copying Russian methods for the solution of the pea11ant
problem, would do well to note that they have been allies of the
Russian hangman St~pin long before we thought of becoming
their executors to save the peasantry.
95. Effect of money economy as we read it-crops brought

under the rule of .the capitalist exchange market-the
demand for reduction of land revenue and its meaning
What did the introduction of capitalist economy mean? It
meant the break-up of the stagnant economy of the feudal day, u
had progressive element inside it. Germs for such an introduction
had ripened within the economy of the commune village~. A
growth of a rich peasantry as against.the poorer one had been
&lowly developing, though by periodical redistributions, the
peaks used to be lopped off. The British rule simply broke-up the
shell of w~t had already ripened. The rich peasant was allowed
to &eparate from the commune and its obligations, which many a
time meant the payment of the share of taxes of the poorer one by
the rich member. The opportunity to separate was "a delight and
surprise" to the richer strata and not to the poorer. The separation
and allotment of landholdings took place according as they
existed at the particular period, and even the poorer sections liked
to hold land separately and break off hoping to see better day!!.
With the break-up of the communal agriculture, the men with
little reserve borrowed to invest capital in instruments, cattle etc.
and the competitive struggle began. This by itself would have not
meant much but for the introduction of money rent. The
obligation to procure ready money to pay rent to the Government
ts a compulsion to bring crops on the exchange market.
Submission of crops to the exchange market means enticement of
village economy into the fluctuations and expropriations of the
capitalist market and the consequent expropriation of the poor
pe8hants who are unsophisticated so far in the knowledge of
capitalist finance. The result is that in order to provide for cash
money, the banker, money-lender is sought after, who between
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him and the market wipes off the whole of the peasant's surplus,
compels him to sell out and become worker in the towns or a field
worker. Concentration of land, and growth of landed proprietors
begin.
This is an inevitable process under Capitalism and not a
specific feature of the British Dictatorship. Every Capitalism has
to find a market for its goods in the peasantry. Ten richer peasants
are better buyers than 50 pauper peasants in a commune (though
one big landlord is not a better buyer on the whole than ten richer
peasant~).

DI- 30.11.31.

Hence class differentiation has to be accelerated. Secondly, the
growth of the richer peasantry means sending out the poorer to the
factories. Thirdly, it means a better growth of commercial crops
for the industries. All this is inevitably necessary for Capitalism.
It is necessary in order to develop the productive forces in
capitalist society up to a stage.
The specific evil of the British Dictatorship is that it broke the
old shell but did not provide the new one. On the contrary, it
reimposed a bit of the old broken piece on the new forces. It did
not allow the Indian industries to develop to absorb the ruined
peasant or the artisan. While breaking the commune and
introducing money economy it imposed the feudal landlords who
held up capitalist competition in agriculture and thereby
prevented the growth of the bourgeoisie. The specific destructive
feature of British Imperialism lies in this. It generated all the
human ranks for the arowth of industry and Capitalism, but
i-uppressed the material forces for it.
The petty-bourgeois parties in India, not understanding the
economy of Capitalism, adopt a reactionary utopian outlook
towards this question. Their analysis of causes being wrong, their
remedies are wrong. They think -the peasant goes into debt over
his marriages and pleasures. So they organise social reform
circles and harangue about thrift, self-control and all the ancient
fables about it. Not knowing the compulsion of capitalist
economy they preach fantastic schemes of self-sufficing village
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units. In normal times they preach increased productivity. When
confronted with a glutted market, they tumble into scheme, of
curtailment of production. They are sorry for the los~ of
purchasing power of the peasant and when shown vividly how 11
is pocketed by the i1arasitic landlord and rich peasant moneylender, they remember the rights of private property in land and
the "due returns" of Capitalism. For even a slightly more
purchasing power, the poor peasant must be allowed to retain a
portion of his produce on which alone he can become a cuMome1
for goods. To alJow him to retain it means extinction of rent. 1.c
landJordism, extinction of his debts and interest thereon. It lead,
to a revolutionary class-struggle which may ultimately engulf the
bourgeoisie also. So they abandon the class-struggle again .. 1
landlordism and money-lenders and ultimately end in vapoury
schemes of village reconstruction antt demand for reduction of
land revenue only. How do we view the struggle for the rcduct10n
of land revenue? Reduction of land revenue by half is said to be
one of tht'ingredicnts of Puma Swaraj. Landlords, rich peao;ant<;,
poor peasants, big industrialists and smalJ bourgeoisie aJJ demand
it. The Communists also demand it. In each case the demand ha1i a
different class significance. In each period of agricultural
development it cames a different economic significance. What
does our demand mean in relation to that of others?

96. The land revenue in lndi-its two systems-what does
our support to the demand for reduction or land revenue
mean?
The land revenue in India is a part of the surplus valucll
produced by the peasant toiler and seized by the lmperiahllt
Dictatorship for its maintenance. The operations undertaken to
carry out the seizure assume many varied forms, whose sum total
comprises all the systems of land tenure and land revenue codes.
The Dictatorship in some historical stage of the needs of it!>
consolidation and development required allies. So it allowed a
class of powerful brigands, who were for the time in possession of
land and were pocketing the whole of the surplus values of the
peasant to retain a certain percentage for themselves in return for
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their uninterrupted support to the Dictatorship against all
attempts to overthrow or nullify it. Such agreements were
principally of two types. One in which the Dictatorship in a period
when it had not yet the highly developed machine of bureaucracy
or the complete bourgeois class sense, scenting the undeveloped
productive forces, agreed only to take a fixed sum for all time to
come and left the possessing brigands to do with the peasantry as
they liked. That became the Permanent Settlement Zamindari.
Another type was that in which the Dictatorship and the possessing brigands agreed upon a certain proportion to be shared by
each from the receipts of the seizure of values produced by the
peasant. The Dictatorship reserved to itself the right of varying
the amount of such total seizure but the shares of allocation of it
between itself and its supporting class remained more and less
fixed. That became the Temporary Zamindari system. Under the
first type falls 18 per cent of the total area and under the second 30
per cent. There is a third type of seizure and it is called the
ryotwari. In this the principle at the beginning was that the
Dictatorship would seize directly from the cultivator a part of his
produce through its paid servants and would admit of no
intermediary. These clas~ification~ are conventional, and in the
present stage of the development of the productive forces, of the
cla~s-struggle and the national-struggle they have lost their
original content and form, as regards the relationship between the
Imperialist State and the cultivator. Our bourgeois professors
stick to these classifications because in the first place they are
continued into the text-books of the educational system; secondly,
because it provides a good attractive ideological fonn for the
class-struggle between bourgeois economy and feudal relations
which hinder its development. At the time that these
classifications came into existence, these forms of seizure had
real meaning. The British Dictatorship did not employ its
bureaucracy to regulate the amount or forms of seizure of the
peasant produce by those whom it recognises as zamindars. It was
only concerned with what it received. In the permanently settled
tenures it had no reason to inquire at all what happened to the
actual toiler. In the temporarily· settled, it only exercised a little
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supervision to see that it received a proper share. In the ryotwan it
had to deal with separate, small or comparatively big holdmg
peasants who were directly brought into contact with the
bureaucracy of the Dictatorship, in matters of the seizure of their
produce. But as til\le passed by, this had to change. The
zamindars, backed by the Dictatorship and its machinery of force,
seized all they could from the cultivators, leaving them very little
for their own feeding. The result was revolts, fall in production,
and consequently an adverse effect on the British bourgeois
profits. The Dictatorship had to intervene and guarantee the
cultivator a greater part of the produce for his needs so that he
may produce more. In many cases the zamindars squandered
everything and the Dictatorship undertook to manage their
possessions by Courts of Wards. In the case of temporarily settled
zamindari, as it prevails in Agra and O.dh, where the D1ctatorsh1p
takes 45 per cent and the zammd~ 55 per cent of the total seizure
of peasant produce, it was impossible to ascertain the 45 per cent
without yowing the full hundred per cent. Thus today under all
the three systems of land revenue the Dictator~hip directly a~M~t~
the seizure of the pea~ant produce. For example, under the
zamindari, if the zamindar's men fail to ~ecure rents from the
cuitivator, the Dictatorship at once appear~ on the scene with 1t11
course issuing decrees, attachments, warrants etc. and its Pohce
force executing them. Under the ryotwari, if the ~uh-tenant
holding the land from the actual tenant (or khatedar), who ha'
rented it from Government, fails and refuses the same proce!is 111
carried out. It is also not true to &ay that under ryotwari there 1s no
intem1ediary between the Dictatorship and the cultivator. Where,
and as happens m most cases, the cultivator rents land from
original khatedars, he is liable to the man from whom he rents the
land. The only difference is that under zamindari of the type m
U.P. and Bengal the cultivator in every case has to deal with the
zamindar and the Government. While in ryotwari there is a
percentage of cultivators who are not )'et ruined and made sub-

\e.wm\s. They can deal directly wjtb the Government. Jn
~mdari !n c:very case the Dictatorship has io share the loot with

115 ally,

while 10 ryotwari it is not universal. But since in ryotwan
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also the extremely small holding and the pauperisation of
peasantry leads the peasants to become sub-tenants and to
concentration of land in the hands of rich farmers, money-lenders
or bankers, we get everywhere m India a system which is more or
less a zamindari system. The three systems may be said to have
resolved into two-permanently settled or temporarily settled
zamindaris. The classification made by Government from the
point of view or sharers in the expropriation of the cultivator thus
becomes faulty. The Punjab is put under temporary zammdari.
But there are small cultivators as are found in the ry"twari
directly paying rent to the State, while in ryotwari there are
millions of acres sublet by the owners thu~ making the system
what i~ generally understood as zamindari. In fact if we take the
loose sense of the term zamindari-that is a system of cultivation
m which the cultivator carries on cultivatmn with his own
mstruments, and is compelled to pay rent to one or more supertenants or owners, who share it with the State-then probably
80 per cent of the cultivators live under zamindan. under the
direct subjection of landlords, khatedars, khots etc. Thus we can
'lay that 8 out of every 10 cultivators are directly expropriated by
a &ocial parasitic class, apart from the fact that the State and the
whole capitalist system rest over their head.
Viewed in this manner the struggle for reduction of land
revenue is purely a reformist struggle, which ultimately promises
no emancipation for the peasantry. When any one, whether under
ryotwari or zamindari, asks for a remission of revenue or rent,
what does he ask for? That the Dictatorship should reduce its
share of the seizure 6f the peasant's produce. Since most of the
cultivators' rental goes through an intermediary the benefit of the
reduction of the revenue does not reach him for a long time while
enhancement affects him at once. Secondly, the expropriation of
his surplus through rent does not vanish at all. The enhancement
of land revenue becomes a serious danger only in cases where by
deliberate policy the small cultivators' minimum subsistence also

is cut into by settlement officers propostng fanciful rates by
looking_ to the high prices of certain products, as happened in
Bardoli. 'Ibe stn1ggle against enhanced laDd revenue when
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carried on by a small peasant is a struggle for guarding hi!.
minimum subsistance. The same struggle carried on by wealthy
estate owners becomes a struggle for maintenance of their profltfi
from rent. When we support such a general struggle, we in fact
support the former, DO\ the latter. Moreover, we never support the
struggle against land revenue as such. But it is always allied with
other fundamental demands (vide the W.P.P. Manifesto on Bardoh
in 1928). To take a concrete example from the Bardoli struggle,
which we supported whole-heartedly and about which evidence
has been led in this case. There the Bombay Government
increased the land revenue demand by 22 per cent on the previouf!
settlement and the people refused to pay it. This refusal had a
different meaning for different classe&. For example, take three
cases out of the several mentioned by the Government lnqmry
Committee (page 19) who!!.e report was•ccepted and approved by
the Congress. A piece of (page 19) land (I) 9 acres and 21
gunthas assessed at Rs. 45-7 wa!!. rented to the cultivator at
Rs. 217-8-p (2) 10 acres and 38 guntha!!. assessed at Rs. 33-14 wa.,
rented to the cultivator at Rs. 248. The enhancement of 22 per
cent means increase in the assessment by Rs. 10/-. But now the
peasant would not have to surrender only Rs. I 0/- more of h1.,
produce. The rentier landholder will not give up the ratio of h1~
rent to that of the as&essment so he will insist on taking Rs. 266-8,
an enhancement of Rs. 49. In the second case while the share of
the Dictatorship will increase by Rs. 7-8 the monopolist holder of
the land will claim Rs. 54-8 more. So who will fight m the
struggle against revenue enhancement more determinedly-the
monopolist who lets out the land or the tenant cultivator? Of
course the latter. When the big landholders were compromising m
the Councils over the question, it was the cultivators and tenant~
who starved themselves, suffered los&es, disease and death at the
hands of Police violence. At the landholders encouraged them
from a distance and sent them a few pies for relief because the
successess in the struggle meant a successful continuance of the
expropriation of Rs. 2 J7 and 248 by the rentier landlord in the
above instances. The one struggles for "existence", for the
protection of his starvation wages. the other applauds him for his
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own "parasitic existence." When we advocate a platform of
peasant struggle, we fight against the expropriation not only by
the Dictatorship but also by the monopolist rentier.

97. The class-struggle inside the anti-Imperialist struggle in
Bardoli-the Dublas and Dharalas-what it means in
U.P. and Bengal?-Rents and the feudal class-Indian
bourgeois interest opposed to feudalism
In that mighty struggle of Bardoli, there was also another
chapter which was hidden from the eyes of the masses. There are
thousands of landless workers who are literally slaves of the
pea~ant families, not only rich but so~etimes of the ordinary type
al~o. They are called Dublas. The Dubla is a slave who can be sold
from one master to another. He has no separate independent
existence, he is not a human being. He is entered in the cost of
production along with manure and bullocks. In the accounts of the
farmer, depreciation is charged on him as they charge it on the
plough or a tool. The Congres11 advocates before the Government
Inquiry Committee, vehemently pressed for determining the cost
and depreciation of a Dubla. The committee tried it and said: "It is
a difficult m.llter to reduce that uncertain quantity, the Dubla. to
rupees and annas." In the evidence laid before the committee by
the Congress, rich fanners would come one after another and
declare that their agriculture was in loss because "the Dubla had
disappeared." The Dubla, like the bullock, when under oppres11ion, desires for freedom and simply runs away. When he does
this, he is hunted out from village to village and all the farmers
join in the chase and even the Imperialist machine aids in it. In
order to take away from this hunt the obliquy that is attached to
the idea of "slave hunting" in the modem bourgeois times and in
order to fool the world, every master puts a certain cash debt on
the Dubla's head, labels him as an indebted person flying from his
creditors, and thus satisfies bourgeois conscience and culture,
which gets eloquently indignant over slavery (have they not been
taught to hate slaveey in the text-book "Uncle Tom's cabin"!) but
aids in a hunt for the Dubla because his slavery is clothed in
bourgeois tenns of cash obligations. What interest has the Dub1a
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to fight against the enhancement of land revenue? Nothing at all.
With reduced profits his fodder is reduced, but out of increased
profits he will not get a single blade more. Yet in the whole
campaign of the Bardoli struggle no one except us spoke for the
liberation of the Dubla slaves. Yet the Indian bourgeoisie is not
ashamed to clap its detegates when they thunder against slavery
in the League of Nations. It is quite possible that individual
farmers may be very kind to their Dublas, may even treat them as
members of their own family. But such kindness cannot take the
place of emancipation. Thus within the anti-Imperialist struggle
for reduction of land revenue, there is a class-struggle for the
liberation of the Dublas. There is also a class-struggle of the
Kaliparaj villages against their landlords. When we support the
Bardoli struggle we not only support the one against the enhanctJ
land revenue but also the class-struggle. The poor peasant of
Bardoli who has a small holding and ilt some places also own!. ,,
Dubla toils as heavily as his Dubla on his field. He is incited
against us by the bourgeois rich farmer who tells him that we do
not suppoff his struggle against high land revenue but want to
incite a fight between him and his Dubla. Thi~ is a piece of
misrepresentation. We certainly do not tolerate the expropnat10n
of the pea!lant's produce not only by the Dictatorship but by other'
also. At the same time we point out that the. robbery of the !lmall
peasant by his rich lessee from whom he rents land is just as much
to be overthrown as the exploitation of the labour of the Dubla by
the peasant owners small or big. Unless the toiling peasant
recognises that this is so, he will not succeed against the
Dictatorship. Unless the claims of the landless workers and even
of the so-called criminal tribes like the Dharalas are recogni~ed,
so long as they do not get the promise of land and freedom, they
will not aid the small and middle peasants in their struggle agam!lt
their expropriation by Imperialism.
The ~truggle against land revenue, i.e. the share of the
Dictatorship in the peasants surplus become a genuinely anulmperialist struggle, in the case of the actual tenant or owner
cultivators. But that same struggle when carried on under the
feudal zamindaris like those of U .P. and other places, by the very
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nature of the system under which the Imperialist Dictatorship and
its allied class expropriate, the peasantry assumes a double role. It
seeks to overthrow both landlordism and Imperialism, because
there the one is inseparable from the other. The estates of Agra
and Oudh are vast plantations cultivated by peasants in small
plots, working under semi-slavery conditions. Slavery is a
thousands times better than the life of the U.P. peasant, because a
slave has at least to be fed by his master till he has sold him. But
here you are free peasants and nothing is yours. The whole
province of Oudh is a vast colony of "free slave~" who are killed,
beaten, dishonoured by the handful of owners of the 260 estates.
The Imperialist Dictatorship supports this class of brigands, now
called "Barons of Oudh," because, as the Simon Commission
observes, "the most powerful of the talluqdars own hundreds of
villages and enjoy very large incomes. Their wealth, their social
Matus and the control they exercise over the1r tenants, give these
·Barons of Oudh' a position of very great influence in their areas."
(Page 64). Their wealth arise& from the robbery of the peasants,
their social ~tatus from the class rule of Capitalii,m and feudalism
and their control from the bayonets of the Dictatorship. A purely
reformist ~ll uggle against land revenue in this area at once
develops into a class-struggle. Because here the Dictatorship is
directly the force that guarantees the feudal rights of the
zammdars and is a cosharer with them. It guarantees to the feudal
landlord~ the strength of its machinery of force, with whose aid
the barons expropriate the peasantry of all its produce. This brings
us to one characteristic of the zamindari system as it prevails in
the U .P. and Bengal, and the other general type which we have
already defined. The r~nant in the ryotwari areas of Bombay or
the petty zamindari areas of the Punjab leases land from a bigger
landholder who receives a certain amount of rent, a fixed part of
which he delivers to the State as land revenue. Here the tenant
enters into a more or less bourgeois type of trcmsaction
unencumbered by any other personal obligation of custom or
usage. But in the zamindari areas under feudal condition~ a tenant
is burdened with feudal obligations which though nominally
declated illegal, continue to exist (vide Sir Malcolm Hailey's
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speech in the U.P. Council). The cultivator is directly ruled by the
zamindar, to whose servants and agents he has to pay for easy
tenns of tenure, big nazranas, birthday gifts and free service
whenever required. Until 1921 the peasantry was being wholely
expropriated by the feudal barons. After the risings of 1921 the
Dictatorship, awakelaed to the danger of revolutionary
extermination of the zamindars by the ruined peasants, curbed the
feudal brigands and granted some fixity of tenure to the peasant1'.
But it proved absolutely futile in the real working, as the
Governor of U .P. himself admits. The feudal landlords being not
in a position lo buy off the whole bureaucracy were in a position
to nullify the Oudh Rent Act and such other enactments. Neither
was the Dictatorship in a position to displease this powerful cla!i1',
which is a great counter-revolutionary bulwark against the
masses. So in this part the Dictatorship of the modem bourgeoaMe
which historically overthrew feudalis~ in its own country is the
direct supporter of it. The result is that the peasant in this area ha11
to meet the demand of rent as much as in the other areas, but m
addition, " forced to put his tabour power and implements at the
disposal of the zamindar for which he gets no return. HJ,
expropriation is, therefore, more distressing. Not being given the
help of even that semblance of law which the Dictatorship 1<i
forced to lay down for its own unlawful existence, the pea!lant
under these feudal zamindars is deprived of his produce, h"
clothes, his cottage, his wife, his children, is robbed, beaten and
killed at the sweet wi11 of the zamindar. In the permanently ~ettled
tracts the expropriation of the peasantry by land revenue demand
is negligible. When we compare the shares of the Imperialist State
under the three prominent parts, we find the incidence of land
revenue realisation per cultivated acre to be:
Rs.
Under ryotwan
.. 1.ammdary Temporary
..
Permanent

2-10-4
1-1 S-4
0-15-4

(on 63.9 million acre!>)
.. 64.9 ..
.. 48.6 ..

.

(The total million acres compared form 64% ot the cultivated area.)
(Worked out from "Stat1st1cal Abstract of Government of India.'' 1930
edition, page 358-59.)
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On the face of it this looks as if, in the system where the
Dictatorship expropriates the peasant directly, the peasant is
heavily oppressed, while under the zamindari expropriation per
acre is so small. But the fact is quite the reverse. If the highest rate
of average exploitation by the Government is taken to be at
Rs. 2-10-4 per acre the difference between Rs. 1-15-4 and 2-10-4
and that between 0-15-4 and 2-10-4 per acre of cultivated area is
the bribe which the Dictator~hip pays to the feudal landlord, the
big zamindars, for their support to its adulterated maintenance
against all revolutionary attempts and against "further attempts at
democratisation." The extent of the bribe to this parasitic class
can be gauged from the fact that while in Bengal the Dictatorship
receives Rs. 3 crores from the peasants' produce the zamindars
are left with 10 crores. In U.P. the British Dictatorship receives
Rs. 694 lacs from a total known expropriation of Rs. 2135 lacs,
leaving 1441 lacs to the parasitic class. This is on the
acknowledged realisation. But in addition to this the wealthproducing labour power of the peasants exploited by feudal usage
1s not calculated. "The actual fixture of rentals as between the
landlord and the tenant ha& been a matter of bargaining in which
the Government has taken no direct part" said Sir Malcolm Hailey
to the Legislative Council on 20th July 1931. The Dictatorship
need not take a direct part but every rupee enhanced by it in the
land revenue add& Rs. 2/- to the feudal land-holder's pocket. Thus
the D1ctator1hip bribes and carries with it a big feudal train to
assist its work. It may not directly assist in the fixture of rentals
but it lends its bayoncb when the peasantry wants to reduce them.
The expropriation of the peasantry by a class that has no function
to discharge in social production creates a quadrangular struggle
in Indian political and economic field. We may take the annual
expropriation of the peasantry by I 2'h million rent receivers at
about 180 crores. It represents an accumulation in the hands of the
feudal class of 57 P.CT cent of the total paid-up capital of all the
joint stock companies in India, which was about 267 crores in
1927-28 according to Government statistics. It means that a few
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million land owners receive in 18 months more than the total joint
stock capital of British India. The Indian bourgeoisie discharges a
social function in production and distribution and is economica11y
and politically an active class as yet, except in cases where it hai.
become absolutely Jl.lOnopolistic and divorced from the social
function as is the ea~ in Bombay Textiles, Tata Iron etc. Tht:
Indian bourgeoisie finds it difficult to assemble the liquid
resources for investment in the face of the fierce imperialist
opposition and competition; while a sum which would represent
67 per cent return on their capital is annually swallowed by a
feudal class and is not made available as a fund for the averagmg
of capitalist profits. The second loss to the Indian bourgeoisie t'>
that a peasantry, whose whole production is expropriated hy
feudal rights carrying no progressive economic function, is a poor
buyer of industrial goods. Thus the Ir1llian bourgeoisie, and, for
that matter, even the British bourgeoisie find their economic
class-interellt in conflict with feudal Jandlordism. The cla'>11
consciou~onomy of the natfonal bourgeoisie put the issue qmte
plainly, though ultimately they do not fail to point out altemauvel!I
in order to avoid a class-struggle. Speaking about agricultunl!lt\
mcome~. which are not taxed, Professors Shah and .Khambaltah
say: "It ill pre~umed that the land revenue these people pay Ill the
counter-part in tne direct taxation of the income taxes that the
industrial and comrnerc1al classes have to pay. It may be so in th~
w.m~tan\'j sett\ed ryotwari provinces, where in fact the
·~~~iduaJ incomes are so exceedingly small that no human or
Cl\tlhsed system of taxation can possibly tax them. But in the cal!le
of the zamindari, land holders and especially those whose land
~ven~e h_as been settled once for all several generations since, the
situation Is wholely defferent. The income in this case is almost
ly UDeamed: it is utterly independent of the personal
·
of the o~pd finally it is steadily growing
'vity of the owner. Thanks to the
wners are themselves exempted from
in the demand from them for the
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purposes of the State; and though there is in most provinces
enjoying such settlement some son of landlord and tenant
legislation framed with a view to safeguard the rights of the
tenants under these landlords, the latter have a thousand and one
means of defrauding the peasants of their rights and privileges"
(Wealth and Taxable Capacity of India, page 300). The main point
of the bourgeois complaint is not so much again~t receiving rent
as against its not being taxed like their incomes. The Indian
bourgeoisie which still takes some personal pan in industrial
activity, unlike the monopolist coupon cutter~ of the Impertalist
countries, grumples against the landlords "coupon-cuttings"
without any activity. Like a brilliant modern child it pointfo out to
Imperialism, that its most ancient brother is going tax-free while
1t is being taxed simply because 1t i~ brilliant enough to increase
the producing forces and thereby its own incomes in a concentrated, intensive and palpable form. It doe~ not advocate the
abolition of landlordism but asks for taxation and the Imperialist
Dictatorship, faced with deficits, i~ inclined to agree with it!
The lmper1ali!tt Dictatorship representing the interests of the
British bourgeoisie sees that this feudal clas~ is unnecessary and
parasitic, that it does not discharge any necessary socJal function.
Therefore, it allows a certain criticism of feudalism by the
mtelligent'iia of the bourgeoisie. Even the Anglo-Indian papers

take part in it and a most responsible member of the Dictatorship.
Sir Basil Blackett observed in a lecture before the Royal Society
of Arts in London: "True economic progress in India" will not be
fully realisable till India sloughs off its "mediaeval abstractions".
Sir Basil wants to hide bis true class outlook behind a very clumsy
phrase "mediaeval abstractions". What does he mean? The
characteristic of the mediaeval age is feudal economy and its
"abstraction" is the ideological and social superstructure that
arises from that economy.

DI- 1-12-31
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million land owners receive in 18 months more than the total joint
stock capital of British India. The Indian bourgeoisie discharges a
social function in production and distribution and is economically
and politically an active class as yet, except in cases where it has
become absolutely m¥opolistic and divorced from the social
function as is the case in Bombay Textiles, Tata Iron etc. The
Indian bourgeoisie finds it difficult to assemble the liquid
resources for investment in the face of the fierce imperialiM
opposition and competition; while a sum which would represent
67 per cent return on their capital is annually swallowed by a
feudal class and is not made available as a fund for the averaging
of capitalist profits. The second loss to the Indian bourgeoisie is
that a peasantry, whose whole production is expropriated by
feudal rights carrying no progressive economic function, is a poor
buyer of industrial goods. Thus the Incfian bourgeoisie, and, for
that matter, even the British bourgeoisie find their econormc
class-interC?}t in conflict with feudal landlordism. The cla1111
conscious Economy of the natibnal bourgeoisie put the issue quite
plainly, though ultimately they do not fail to point out alternative!>
in order to avoid a class-struggle. Speaking about agriculturist'!>
incomes, which are not taxed, Professors Shah and Khambattah
say: "It is presumed that the land revenue these people pay is the
counter-part in the direct taxation of the income taxes that the
industrial and commercial classes have to pay. It may be so in the
temporarily settled ryotwari provinces, where in fact the
individual incomes are so exceedingly small that no human or
civilised system of taxation can possibly tax them. But in the case
of the zamindari, land holders and especially those whose land
revenue has been settled once for all several generations since, the
situation is wholely defferent. The income in this case is almost
wholely unearned: it is utterly independent of the personal
interest or exertions of the owner and finally it is steadily growing
independently of any activity of the owner. Thanks to the
Permanent Settlement the owners are themselves exempted from
any corresponding increase in the demand from them for the
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purposes of the State; and though there is in most provinces
enjoying such settlement some sort of landlord and tenant
legislation framed with a view to safeguard the rights of the
tenants under these landlords, the latter have a thousand and one
means of defrauding the peasants of their rights and privileges"
(Wealth and Taxable Capacity of India, page 300). The main point
of the bourgeois complaint is not so much against receiving rent
as against its not being taxed like their incomes. The Indian
bourgeoisie which still takes some persona) part in indu&trial
activity, unlike the monopolist coupon cutten. of the Imperialist
countries, grumples against the landlords "coupon-cuttings"
without any activity. Like a brilliant mbdem child it points out to
Imperialism, that its most ancient brother is going tax-free while
it is being taxed simply because it is brilliant enough to increase
the producing forces and thereby its own incomes in a concentrated, intensive and palpable form. It does not advocate the
abolition of Jandlordism but asks for taxation and the Imperialist
Dictatorship, faced with deficits, is inclined to agree with it!
The Imperialist Dictatorship representing the interests of the
British bourgeoisie sees that this feudal clas& is unnecessary and
parasitic, that it does not discharge any necessary social function.
Therefore, it allows a certain criticism of feudalism by the
intelligentsia of the bourgeoisie. Even the Anglo-Indian papers
lake part in it and a most responsible member of the Dictatorship,
Sir Basil Blackett observed in a lecture before the Royal Society
of Arts in London: "T~ economic progress in India" will not be
fully realisable till India sloughs off its "mediaeval abstractions".
Sir Basil wants to hide his true class outlook behind a very clumsy
phrase "mediaeval abstractions". What does he mean? The
characteristic of the mediaeval age is feudal economy and its
"abstraction" is the ideological and social superstructure that
arises from that ecmiomy.

DI- 1-12-31
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Bourgeois economy having grown within the feudal structure, "the
abstraction", the feudal rights of nazrana, serf labour, the existence
of big landholders and their influence in politics become a hindrance.
They require to be overthrown. The conflict begins in the ideological
field. But that conflict ~nera.tes revolutionary forces and as Sir Ba!id
Blackett himself obser-Yes, "more than once since the MontaguChelmsford Reforms (which it may be remembered gave a share of
the partnership to the bourgeoisie as shown before) a-; for example
during the controvef!ly over the Reserve Bank Bill, the Central and
Provincial Legislatures have borne witness to the possibilities of
severe friction between urban and rural interests; and the inevitable
predominance of the urban intellectual among the politically minded
Indians gives constant preoccupation to the Government and
especially to the district officer." ("Leader", February 2, 1930.) The
'mediaeval setting' is the political bulwar~ of Imperialism and i!I not
economically a direct competitor to the British bourgeois intere~t a'
the Indian bourgeoisie is. The Indian bourgeoisie cannot progre'!l
without theJ>Verthrow of feudal aristocracy. British goods can find no
market without releasing from the feudal blood-sucker a few drop-; at
least for the peasant, of course, in the end to be yielded to the
Imperialist bourgeoisie. Hence, the Simon Commission sugge't
reconsideration of the permanent settlement, and imposing a tax on
the zamindari incomes. The bourgeois interests support Tenancy
Bills but all of them refuse to pursue the opposition to the end.
because the end means rousing the pea&antry against landlordt!lm,
against the money-lenders. Once the revolutionary tide is on who can
say in the present epoch where it will stop? It boils and grows over
into a 11"Volution against the whole bourgeois order.
The feudal class recognises this class cleavage. It is not we
alone that speak it out. Economic social reality is a thing that
makes the most rabid anti-Communi!it!i provide the base for the
argument of the Communists. Marxism is born out of class reality
and that reality, in a time of sharpening class-struggle, begins to
recognise our premises but refuses our solution. The
consciousness of parasitism of the fact that it has ceased to be in
any way a socially necessary class even to the smallest extent, m
the present stage of the world productive forces, has downed upon
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a section of the intellectual representatives of decaved feudalism,
in the brains of a feudal lord, who is trying ideologically to grow
into a modem bourgeois. And nothing can give more pleasure than
to quote in support from the speech of Rai Rajeshwar Bali at the
Zamindar Conference held in Rai Bareli (19-7-31). He said: "We
must all remember that no class or community can survive for
long which ceases to be of value to society. This is particularly true
at the present moment when the world forces are acting against the
retention of institution connected with Capitalism of any kind.
Therefore, we must actively and incessantly demonstratt;. our
value." (The Leader, July 25, 1931) Rai Rajeshwar Bali
confounded his feudal class with the modem bourgeoisie. Still he
is to be congratulated on his decision "to demonstrate the value" of
feudalism to Indian society. He proceeded to outline the basis of
thi!o. demonstration and most actively insisted on three very
profound proposals. The landlords instead of becoming dancing
monuments in the Butler Palace after the notorious leadership of
Sir Harcourt Butler and the late Raja of Mahmudabad, in the
realm of demonstrating their "unlimited values" in the "mediaeval
romantic setting" of society life should follow "Mahatmaji's cult
of simple life and swadeshi." Absentee landlordism should be
converted into presentee landlordism and the rural areas should be
reconstructed. What i1, the net result of this demonstration of value
of landlordism? If all the landholder~ ~pend a hundred thousand
rupees on Khadi instead of ten lakhs on silk the 14112 crores of rent
they take from the peasantry cannot be reduced by a single pie.
Their savings of nine lakhs are not returned to their tenants. An
absentee tyrant does not become less demoniac by his presence,
rather he adds to it. Reconstructing rural area has only one
meaning to strike at the root of expropriation of the peasantry by
rents. This is impossible for landlordism because it means the
abolition of landlorcii~m and construction not of the rural area but
of its own coffin. The ultimate result of all this advice is a
reconstruction of the fallen tombs of dead pirs and temples of
nondescript Mahanrs, while the bones of the peasant sink. into the
grounds of his mud hut under the blows of the Attachment Officer.
LandlOrdism has no value in the development of the productive
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forces. It only hinders them by exacting a tribute by reason of its
old production relations. Its only value lies in its abolition from
social life and survival in the museum of Indian revolution.

98. Pandit Jawaha' Lal's opinion-his welcome to landowne~ven if feudalism is substituted by Capitalism
expropriation of the peasantry through the capitalist
market remains
We have seen so far the fundamental basis of the production
relations of the peasant toiler, that prevail over 3/4th of the
cultivated area of India. It is that the peasant in order to exert h1!1
energies in extracting useful and necessary things from nature
must first agree, has to agree, to surrendering half the fruits of thi.,
toil as rent to a class which holds the monopoly of the soil. The
moneylenders oppression is in a great ltteasure due to this feudal
expropriation. The dearth of capital for the bourgeoisie arn.e!I
from this sterilisation of its supply at its very source. Commodny
movemenfs are crippled due to this feudal loot; and bourgeois
indu&try groans under the heavy burden placed on its &boulders by
the tribute to the landlord, which its raw material carries on itli
head. Imperialism threatened with a competitive native
bourgeoisie and a revolutionary proletariat and peasantry refuse!!
to displace its feudal allies and the Indian bourgeoisie, unable to
fight, releases a few intellectuals to shout for nationalisation of
land. Now it is a well-known fact that Communists advocate
nationalisation of land and the distribution of it to the landless and
small peasants. Vide programme (Exh. P. 90). This is interpreted
by some as "the extension of the Ryotwari System" to the whole of
India. For example, Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru, who is supposed to
be a Socialist, is against the feudal land tenure. Speaking at the
Lahore Congress (December 1929) he said (in his Presidential
address): "We have among us many big landowners and we
welcome them. But they must realise that the ownership of large
estatts by individuals which is the outcome or a state resembling
the old feudalism of Europe, is a rapidly disappeanng
phenomenon all over the world. Even in countries which are the
strongholds of Capitalism the large estates are being split up and
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given to the peasantry who work on them. In India also we have
large areas where the system of peasant proprietorship prevails
and we shall have to extend this all over the country." The Pandit
as committed many fallacies here. Large estates owned by
individuals do not necessary resemble feudalism. In the U.S.A.
large estates are owned by capitalists who cultivate them by
employing hired land workers and with machines. In no way does
this resemble feudalism. The characteristic of feudalism is not the
largeness of an estate. Even an estate of 100 acres may be feudal.
The difference is that under feudalism the cultivator may·own his
instruments of production. When he produces crops he is left with
the minimum of the produce for his living and the whole surplus
value or rent is appropriated by the landlord. The cultivator also
lives under certain feudal obligations of giving free labour and
gifts to the landlord which is not prevalent under capitalist
agriculture where the peasant does not own the instruments, is a
hired land worker and has no personal obligations of the feudal
type. He is free to sell his labour power anywhere. In countries
where thorough bourgeois revolutions took place, it is true that
the feudal estates where split up and distributed. For a time the
peasants thri' ed, but out of them grew rich middle and poor
peasants. Land again became concentrated in the hands of
agrarian capital and the peasantry was reduced to land workers.
The extension of ryotwari may be said to be middle stage in the
above European process, but as we have seen, it does not
prevent the growth of rent exploiters. The Pandit did not care
to know why even in countries which are the strongholds of
Capitalism feudal agriculture is breaking down. Simply
because its break up helps the growth of Capitalism. The
Pandit may welcome the big fedual landowners who on his
own proposition are not required by ryotwari nor even by
Capitalism. So the welcome can be only from their own classfellows. The Pandit when he welcomes them thus becomes a
feudal chieftain? He may say he wants them to break up their
estates and welcomes them for that. A class cannot consent to
break up its' own babes. Either they must break the peasantry
or the peasantry wilt break them. If the Pandit welcomes them
on whfob side then does he stand?
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However, though not in deed yet in theory, the bourgeoii.
intellectuals recognise the necessity of the break up of feudal
estates and handing them over to the peasantry. But what does the
bourgeoisie itself propose to do with the peasantry, supposing the
latter gets all those states, is freed from the feudal burden, and
allowed to cultivate its own plot of land and help the building up of
Capitalism? In the modem epoch, the whole of Indian agricultural
production, whether on ryotwari or zamindari estates, is ruled by
the capitalists' exchange market through its prices. The value of
wheat, cotton, rice etc. even in the remotest comers of India 1'
subject to the changes in the markets as far away as New York.
Whatever is left to the peasant, after his big leeches-the moneylender and the landlord or lessee-are satisfied, is attacked and
expropriated by the capitalist market. The process of exchange
between the peasant and the capitalist trader is always an unequal
exchange.
This is not only the Communist viewpoint. The Banking
Inquiry ~ommittee appointed by the Government of India in 1t~
report say& the same thing. "The Bombay Committee point out
that some of the practices in unorganised markets, such a~ fix.atl(ln
of price~ ~ecretly and reduction of prices on the ground of alleged
inferior quality, act to the detriment of the agriculturist. ........... " In
paragraph 261 of their report they (the U.P. Committee) refer to
the practice in a novel form of the well-known evils of cornering
and dumping; they say that "there is some evidence to show that
exporting firms are occasionally guilty of dumping agricultural
produce to facilitate purchase at lower prices ............ More than
one Provincial Committees have adverted to the fact that the
agricultural produce is forced on the market at certain period1'i in
such a way that the farmers fail to obtain the best prices". (Pagr!i
2 J0, 2 J J•) This holds good not only in a backward peasantry but
even in such countries as Canada, U .S.A., Germany, England etc.
The inequality arises from the nature of the methods of
production. Production of industrial goods, whether of
capital goods, is standardised, concentrated
consumption or
and centralised in huge international combines with a price policy
that extends over continents and which is not subject to any

of
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fluctuations. The trader possesses an advantage of training,
organising, literacy, the support of banks etc. in his negotiations
with the peasant. For example, if the exchange value of one seer of
wheat represents, in a given period a yard of cloth, in the actual
process of exchange the peasant is bound to be mulcted of at least
half a foot of cloth. In addition to this there comes to the help of
the capitalist market, the highly deceptive medium of exchange,
which is money. Money hides the real value relation~. A token
coin worth four annas serves to exchange commodities worth four
times its real value. The currency system of every country is
controlled by the bourgeoisie of that country and it is used by them
as a whole for cheating the vast mass af peasantry in its own and
other countries, and secondly by the various sections of the
bourgeoisie against one another. The individual isolated peasant is
no match for modem Capitali4'm in the exchange process, and
even when the productive forces cheapen consumption goods, the
fullest advantage of it never comes to him.
Another handicap which the small peasant suffers against
Capitalism is the one which, in industry, is the difference between
small scale anJ large scale production. The per acre production of a
small peasant is far less than that of a capitalist farm and therefore its
cost of production is higher. In industry the result of this would be that
the plant with bad and limited techmque must invest more capital and
work like that of the big plant or it g~ into losses. In this process a
levelling of technique takes place. Capitali~t competition levels
capitalist profits which constantly try to find their average. This does
not take place in agriculture, because their technique cannot be
introduced as easily. A ~nwll holding cannot be made big easily. In
industry one plant by reason of a secret process may get differential
profit4' for a time. But such secrets do not remain so very long. In
agriculture the land is limited. Therefore it exacts a monopoly price
for the 0V1tner unless it is nationabsed and made exchangeable like
other commodities. The owner claims absolute rent, whether you get
profit or Jiving thereby or not, he does not care. Since it is limited you
cannot defy him (by threatening to cultivate air or some such thing).
The only alternative' is to overthrow his monopoly ownership.
Secondly, its limitedness and the need of all available food-stuffs
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for the world population, keep the small peasant going because the
price of land produce due to the above two factors is determined
not by the cost of production on the best land (as in industry) but
on the worst land. But this does not mean that the small peasant
rules the prices. The~ are times of crisis when Capitalism leave~
nothing to the vast mass of people to buy with and a fall in world
prices occurs by what is called over-production. The small peasant
then cannot get even half his cost of production with the result that
he sells below it and makes up the balance by starvation. The slow
starvation and expropriation through which he passes in nonnal
times becomes accentuated in crisis.
The bankruptcy of the nationalist bourgeoisie in finding a wayout for the peasant from his expropriation by the Capitalist Market
is best illustrated in times of crisis, which refutes the allegation
that the application of Marxism to litdian conditions would be a
hot-house growth or unwarranted. The periodical recurring cri~e'
of Capitalism lay bare all its contradictions, which are then
understQOd in their true perspective. The utter bankruptcy of the
Congress bourgeois politicians and economists in ~olving the
peasant problem by merely harping on reduction of rent and
revenue is repeated over the whole of India from their own
mouths, and our programme arises directly on the ruins of their

programmes.
99. Some utterances on the complete ruin of the peasantry
an~ its inability to pay rent due to fa\\ in prices-examples
from U.P.. Bengal. the Punjab and Karnatic
The present crisis of world Capitalism of which India is a part
and c_ontributory factor is expressed in the agrarian area in the fall
of pnces. The fall is not a cause of the crisis, as the bourgeoisie
W8?ts t~e people to believe, but only a symptom. It is itself a result
whic~ in its tum produces its own cycle of results which is very
beautifully expressed by Marx in his manifesto (P. 2 J). Still let us
confine ourselves only to ~ces' problem, the unsaleabihty of
o~ the ~ap~talist Market and the consequent quei.tion of the
nt s obligation~ as to rent and revenue which are fixed
sin money. The Honorary Secretary of the U.P. ZemindaP.'
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Association, Mr. Harl Raj Saroop, who is not expected to
exaggerate the losses of the peasantry for fear of injuring the
interests of his class, compares the cost of production and the
proceeds realised from the produce per acre of wheat and
~ugarcane in Muzaffamagar district, which had the honour to send
it~ District Magistrate to conduct the inquiry into this case. He
says: "The average produce of sugarcane in irrigated tracts in
normal years is 15 maunds per acre which will at the most fetch
Rs. 75. The tenant's minimum expenses in producing an acre of
sugarcane will be somewhat as follows:
Ri..
Rent dlld Revenue
Manure
P\oughmg, Harrowmg, Weeding and Bmdmg
Irngatmn with labour for watenng
Seed
Cuttmg and Collectmg
Mak.mg Gur, with cartage to Market
Total:

ti.

p.

20

0

10
25
12
15
7

0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0

22

8
8

112

0

0
0

So the tenant gets in sugarcane in spite of all his labours
dbout 35 per cent le("c; than what he actuaJly 11pends. The case
of wheat is still w1\rse because the tenant produce~ on an
average of J 2 maunds of wheat worth Rs. 30/- and spends
about Rs. 62/- thus getting a return of less than half". From this

account what would be the obvious conclusion so far as
payment of rent and revenue is concerned? If the pe'asant
retuses to pay the whole of the rent, revenue and water
charges, Rs. 32/-, still his fixed cash liability on expenses
remains at Rs. 80/-, a deficit of Rs. 5/- per acre on sugarcane.
On an acre of wheat the loss being more than SO per cent. if the
peasant refuses the whole rental and water charge he will hav~
a deficit of Rs. 15/- per acre. In such circumstances a demand
to reduce the rent and revenue by half does not mean a demand
lo '\ave the peasant from dt~tre~" but to !!lave Imperialism and
landlordtsm, who are not f"ntltled even to a pice of rent, granting
for a moment that they are sold m normal circumstances.
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1\vo Congress leaders of Rai Bareli, Messrs Sitla Sahai and
Mata Pershad Misra in a statement on behalf of the Congress 11ay,
"putting the rabi and kharif both together we find that even m
cases of gram and dhan which fetch good price, the tenant cannot
pay his rent and live;Hf he has sown barley or peas or jowar or
wheat he has to borrow if he wants to pay". (Leader, May 5, 1931.)
Such a statement means that the British Dictatorship and feudal
landlordism must renounce all their demands on The peasantry,
because if the peasant has to live he is not in a position to
surrender any part of his produce in order to maintain the
Dictatorship and the feudal class. The excellent gentlemen who
made the statement realised this implication and three lines below
they suddenly found that the peasant can pay 50 per cent, "tf
Government themselves make any inquiry they will also come to
the same conclusion as we have, vtz. that it is econom1cally
impossible for the kisans to pay more than 50 per cent". Just three
lines above they say, "if the kisan has to live he cannot pay". That
is their firit conclusion. Then they forget their own conclusion and
say that Government will arrive after inquiry at the same
conclusion. And what is that same? That the kisan cannot pay
more than 50 per cent. Wherefrom has sprung this sudden
accretion of money to 50 per cent ability to pay rent? Obviou!.ly
from the fear that non-payment means dissolution of all the
exi11ting production relation~. of cla~s rule and the Dictatorship In
his manifesto to the U.P. peasants and zamindars, Mahatmd
Gandhi asked the peasants to pay 50 per cent or 75 per cent of their
usual rent. While explaining this he said: "Indeed an inquiry made
in over 300 villages in the east of the province shows, that the price
of the produce at the present rate does not even cover the rent-.
payable." This makes no allowance for the cost of production.
When the kisan can pay nothing, not even for his food, he is asked
to pay for the maintenance of Imperialism and the feudal
landholders. In the same article where he said the above, he say.,
"Congressmen on their part will see to it that ki~an~ will
scrupulously fulfil their obligations to the zamindars." (Young
India, May 1931.) The expropriation of the peasant by Capitah~m
is very well·described by the Indian Chamber of Commerce on the
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question of relief to Bengal peasants, in their letter to the Government
of India. "The consumers and shippers who keep the statistics of the
world's demand and supply at their finger-ends will only be too ready
to secure supplies at as low a price as possible. With his appalling
poverty, illiteracy, and submissiveness the Indian agriculturist is
seriouly handicapped for the purposes of bargaining and he always
finds hinself at a serious disadvantage, in his dealings with those who
want the products of his labour." (Times of India 3on/31.) Please
remember that this is not written in any Communist manifesto but by
the Indian Merchants' Chamber. A Committee of 20 zamindars of the
Kisan Sabha of Shaikhpura in Punjab in their report of inquiry said:
"The Committee has most carefully studied the condition of present
rabi harvest; no acre produces more than 8 maunds of grain. This
grain fetches in the market about Rs. 8/- and the revenue and water
rates in this district range between Rs. 121- and 14/- per acre. Not only
i!i. there a deficit of Rs. 4/- to 6/- but absolutely nothing is left to the
peasant to enable him to maintain his family. It should be
remembered that he has also left nothing to meet his expenses in
connection with the next sowing for the k.harif crop". The conclusion
from the finding can only be one that if the peasant has to live he
cannot pay i"r the maintenance of the Dictatorship or the rentier
para,ite. He must dissolve the class rule over him. But the Committee
doei. not !tay that. It ~ays: "the Government should therefore either
take I/ l 0 of the amount of produce in kind or charge 1/3 of the
pre~nt revenue asses!i.ment charges." That is Government should add
to the starvation and indebtedness of the peasant. The Dictatorship is
obliged for such kindly advice and acts upon it, with the result that
accord mg to the Land Revenue Admini!ltration Report of the Punjab
for the year ended in September 1930, the forces of the Dictatorship
were let loose with greater vigour and the number of processes issued
against the larnbardars and owners rose to 19,409 being an increase of
nearly 30 per cent over 1929. At the Annual General Meeting of the .
Punjab Chamber of Commerce the Chainnan said (April 15, 1931 );
"The cost of production per acre is very much higher than the price it
yields and the payinent of land revenue by the 7.amindar (in the
Punjab sense) has .become almost an impossibility, so much so
that most of the zamindars have had to pan with the ornaments of
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their womenfolk and in some cases undergo worse indigmtiet.
for the purpose of paying land revenue." The learned loyal
gentlemen ended by asking Government to set up sale,
organisations as a remedy. From Gujrat, where the peasantry 1,
said to have won viQtories in their struggle against the ruin and
&tarvation under the' leadership of the Congress bourgeo1s1e,
we get the same picture. An examination of 750 family budgctl!
wa& made in the Matar Talluqa by Mr. Kumar Appa of the
Gujrat National University and meJTlber of the Congrcs'
Experts' Committee on the question of adjustment of debt'
The report says: "Before providing for the depreciation, land
revenue, and unpaid interest, actual receipt in cash and in kmd
excluding all extraordinary expen!!les and capital items, the
analysis &hows the following:
Def1c1t11 of Rs

fdm1hc11

I to 100

H9

1'01 to 300

334

301to500

145

501to1000

74

Over 1000
Other..

CJ

49
750

Mr. S. D. Kalelkar writing on this says: "only 25 per cent of the
peasants are feeding on their crop. The people will have nothmg to
eat even if they are to pay only half of the revenue". And yet all the
holy gentlemen of the Sabannati Ashram were telling the pea&antll
to borrow money and pay their tribute to Imperialism. Finally for
those who would throw the blame of extravagance, inefficiency or
dishonesty on the peasantry, here are four figures of the cost of
cultivation and price of yield on a Government farm in the
Dharwar district:
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Per Acre

Jowar
Cotton
Pea.,
Wheat

Expenditure
Rs. as. p.
20 12 2

Yield
R\

ai.

34 0

p
0

17

9 0

29

3 0

18 0 0
37 0 0

7

12 0

lO 0 0

On an average of the four acres there is a ~urplus of Rs. 5/- per
acre. Why? Because it is a Government farm. It has the best
instruments, best bullocks, expert advice, and best manure: It is
free from the demands of village ~orkers like the sweepers,
,mith~. potters etc. whose rights are traditionally fixed. It is free
from the moneylenders. It can sell m the be~t market, and so on
.md so forth. If all these burdens are put over the above accounts
the normal surplus would soon become a deficit. The 'Karmavir',
which on the basis of the above facts wants to advocate the cause
of the peasantry, is not, however. willing to tell the peasants to feed
them~elves first. It proposes to starve the pea'\ants and pay 1/3 to
the State and demands for the peasant "the right to become
m~olvent like the moneylenders." (quoted by "the Ke~ari", Poona
City, 21-2-32.) This champion of the pea~antry fails to know that
the right of the bourgeoisie to become in~olvent is a mutual
arrangement of the robber class to accommodate each other's
failures and start again their career. Can the robber allow hts
victim when he is paying him a visit to declare that he is insolvent
and therefore would like to bt excused? That would mean suicide
for the bourgeoisie. Moreover, the workers and peasanb as a class
are creators of wealth. They are out to seize what is forcibly taken
away from them. To tell them to fight for a right of insolvency is to
show one's own in~olvency of ideas.

100. The bourgeois intellectual will object to deduce from this
that the bourgeoisie through its prices machinery
expropria~ the peasant
You may point to the fact that the cra'\h of prices affects both
agrarian and industrial prices. The answer to this is furnished by
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the Indian Chamber of Commerce. The fall in prices of agrarian
products is greater than in the manufactures. "It is, I suppose, the
usual order of things in a depression of this kind that the price of
raw products falls more sharply than that of manufactured goods",
said Lord Irwin in ,tlis address to the Associated Chambeni of
Commerce in Deceniber 1930. The same thing was said by Lala
Shri Ram in his Presidential Address to the Federation of Indian
Chambers in March 1931. So, in the falling prices the centrali!.ed
monopolistic organisation of the bourgeoisie reaps a differential
gain as between the exchange of agricultural and manufactured
goods. It may be said that this happens in very abnormal timer-. and
deductions and programmes of a party cannot be made from &uch
data. But the same thing appears even it we take the reverse ca!.e,
that of rising prices. The index numbers of whole!!iale price!. in
India, before and after the war began..show the i.peed with which
agrarian prices are outstripped.
Index number of Wholesale Prices-India 1873= l 00
Ye31
1913
1916
1918

Exported Article\
154
163
199

Imported An1dc'
117
236
289

This shows that whether in rise or in fall the capitalist exchange
market gain!!. in relative speed either way. Thi& relative difference
is reduced in such countries as America, Canada and Germany,
where agrarian goods at their point of wholesale dispo~al are
{.\Dder the control of combines or banks. There both the agents of
exchange, being highly organised wings of capitalist finance, cut
down each other's differential gains. But this does not happen m
countrie~ like India where the sale of agrarian goods from the big
internal or external markets is very much scattered. That is why m
Canada and U .S.A. the agrarian bourgeoisie could hold the wheat
from the market for a year or two by assembling it under the credit
banks. Such an action was impossible for the Indian or Chine~e
bourgeoisie and so it clamoured at the doors of the British
Dictatorship for financial help in imitating the American Farm
Board but it was naturally refused such help. In the first place
because the Imperialist Dictatorship is not interested in protecting
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the Indian bourgeoisie against the British. Secondly because it
wa.1; too insolvent to do this huge operation. However, whether this
is done or not, the real cultivator gains nothing. If you say that the
fall in prices is abnormal and hence the cultivator is hit and want to
infer that in rising prices he is well-off, it i& a wrong conclusion.
The Indian bourgeoisie in its fight against the J8d. ratio said that
the fall m prices hit the cultivator. It was right; but when it said that
the rise in prices that would follow on the t 6d. exchange would
benefit the cultivator, it was exaggerating the situation. The rise in
prices fetched by his products never reaches the cultivator
actually. The fall is passed on to him but not the nse. Similarly the
ri!le in prices of manufactured goods is rapidly passed on to him,
but not the fall. Exactly the reverse proce!I~ take!> place with regard
to the workers. The war boom m agriculture did not benefit the
poor and the middle peasantry but only the rich peasants and
landlords. The Indian bourgeoisie tells the peasantry in zamindari
area!!. that the extension of ryotwari will make it a master of its
produce and hence a gainer by good price movements. What do we
fmd in Bardoli? The contradiction:o. of the bourgeoisie when
collected from two places and put together, give good matter for
laughter. M1. Mahadev Desai say!I tht'i about "the abnormal rise in
pnce of food grains and of cotton." "Evidence was led everywhere
to show that the cotton pnce:o. far from benefiting agriculturists
had rumed them e&p~ially the tenants" and the officer& (of the
Government Inquiry Committee) accepting it observe, "that the
cotton boom was by no means an unmixed blessing from the ryot's
point of view: indeed on a consideration of all these circumstances
1t may be regarded as Jess a blessing than a curse." Where did the
hles!lmg of high price .. vanish? It was pocketted by the holders of
land who increase the rent charged to their sub-tenants and thus
expropriated the cultivator of his gains. But this robbery is very
clear in zamindari areas. In the falling prices the cultivator has to
meet his fixed rent in money; but in rising pnces the gains are very
rapidly robbed by the landlord. The following table will show that
feuclal landlordism is worse than the Imperialist Dictatorship. The
Congress Report on the U.P. agrarian distress gives the following:
"If we compare the prices of the food grains and the rent and
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revenue demand of J898-99 with those of 1914-15 and 1930-3 t
we get the following numbers:

Index Numbers
Year

.•

Price

Revenue

Rent

1898-99

100

100

100

1914-15

117

105

131

1930-31

80

113

160

"The figures show that while compared to those in J898-99
prices have gone down by 20 per cent, the revenue has increased
by 13 per cent and rents by 60 per cent."
Dt. 2.12.31
That is the only conclusion of the le.itrned committee. But there
is another which we cannot fail to draw, that the rise in pricei. wa'
snatched away from the peasant by rent and revenue. While pnce'
increaseqcy 17 per cent, rents increased by 31 per cent. A second
conclusion is that between two exploiters the one belonging to the
home is more ruthless than the foreign. The zamindar who 1~
asked to become a Janaka or Omar Khalif and whom the Congrei;~
report calls "brother", while he has set fire to village~ and
dishonouring peasant women (as in Pipri in U.P.), that cla!>s of
robbers is shown by the table to be five times greater parasitic than
the Dictatorship. The question of the advantage from prices iii a
question of class and not a general question, as it is made out. The
general conclusion applicable even in a land like the Punjab can be
stated in the words of Mr. Darling supported by Dr. Mann that "the
large landowners have profited a lot by the rise in prices .........the
small owners have suffered." ("The Punjab Peasant" pp. 149, 244.)
Thus whether in ryotwari or zamindari, whether in times of high
prices or low prices, the poor peasant cultivator enriches the
capitalist class, landlords and generally the whole parasitic
structure. Even if he is freed from Jandlordism, even if the feudal
estates are broken up by the poor peasantry will not prosper unless
the capitalist social relations are overthrown and the workers and
poor peasants directly govern production and distribution. The
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Socialist Society, the Democratic Dictatorship of the Proletariat
and peasantry alone can achieve the task of destroying the
phenomena of poverty in plenty. The programme of the
nationalist bourgeoisie, whether inside or outside the Congress,
doe!! not aim at the destruction of rent but only its limitation; and
even this limitation is not governed by the needs of the peasantry
but by the needs of the bourgeoi& State if it is theirs or the
Imperialist Dictatorship, if it makes a pact with them. Without the
clbohtion of rent the growth of parasitism, whether in zamindari or
ryotwali, cannot be abolished. The programme of the bourg~o1sie
does not fight for abolition of feudal landlordism. Therefore, it
cannot develop the productive forces of the country even on
capitalist line~. The bourgeoisie does not advocate cancellation of
peasant debts but their transference to bourgeois agrarian banks,
controlled from the industrial bankmg centres, or merely their
"scrutiny". But the bourgeoisie ha!. no re~ources for such a huge
conversion of nine hundred crores of debts at not less than 25 per
cent mterest into one of 5 or lO per cent, nor has 1t the strength to
meet the opposition of the holders of this debt. The bourgeoisie
cannot help •he peasantry to receive even the exchange market
price of it~ produce, nor is it in a position to stop the expropriation
of the peasant by the prices operations, becau!.e Capitalism itself
1s unable to control the anarchy of its !!-ocial order. Therefore,
the whole of the radical Congres., programme resolves into
one of reduction of land revenue. But the fixed money term!' of
land revenue, even if they are reduced to suit the fallen prices:
do not rule out the seizure of surplus value~ from the peasant;
and before the returmist measure come~ into operation a
complete ruin and loot of the pea~antry are carried out so
that even the reform does not help. Thu~ the economic
programme of reconstruction formulated by Capitalism breaks
against the rocks of class contradiction& of Indian society. What
then remains is only our programme. The feudal landlords and the
money-lenders havs: necessarily to be deprived of their so-called
dues, debts have to be repudiated, rent abolished and land handed
over to the peasantry if society in India is to live and progress.
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The big bourgeoisie with its strangle-hold on production and
distribution, demanding its tribute from the workers, has to be
removed. The carrying out of this social reconstruction l!I
impossible without political power. Hence a struggle for
independence beco~s a necessity.
The mutual contrachctions of the three parasitic groups in India,
the Indian bourgeoisie, feudalism and British Imperialism, which
have been shown so far, prove clearly that India is not in anywa)
an exceptional country from the other countries in the world, m
the matter of its economic, social and political growth. It is w1thm
the grip of capitalist development, it is subject to all the lawll of
capitalist economy. It has given birth to all the modem cla1111e!I that
are usually found in any European capitalist country with exactly
the same class characteristics. Not only has it got cla.,.,e,,
economically and politically well marked from each other, but n
has got a fierce clasll war also. Clas! war exists where cla.,lle'
exist. In former India there were different classes, hence a
different type of class war. Today the classes have changed, under
bourgeoileconomy, their content and form. But the one e.,o;entml
content-that of exploitation of surplus values by the explmter'
from the expl01ted, remains. Since the form and content of cla1;.,c.,
have changed, the form and content of the class war h.ivc
changed. It alllo llhows that those who !lay that we can and should
postpone the c1ass war among Ull till we have llettled with our
"national enemy" have failed to under~tand the warring trendc; m
our economy. The facts given so far indicate clearly how one clall'
is putting down the other and living on its back. Does that proce.,.,
stop because we are engaged m the glorious struggle based on
love and peace? It does not. Hence the proletariat and peasantry
alllo cannot stop the class war. It inevitably arises from the
economy of our day. That is the reason why the slogan of "Down
with Imperialism.. has to be simultaneously joined with that of
"Down with Capitalism". The national struggle is a part of the
class-struggle. In the present epoch of proletarian revolutions and
in the Indian conditions where the bourgeoisie refuses to fight and
where feudalism is all along against the national struggle, the
class-struggle is bound to become acute side by side with the
national struggle also.
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SECTION 4.-The condition of the petty-bourgeoisie and
working-class-the inevitability of the revolutionary
class- struggle: paras 101-105
101. The position of the petty-bourgeoisie-incapable of
revolutionary struggle-not being a class it uses castebankruptcy of their programme with regard to the
masses gives way to our programme
It has been stated so far that the conclusions of Marxism and
Lenini!lm with regard to the peasantry arise directly from real life
m India as much correctly as they arise from that of other
countries. It has also been shown that the material basis of the
revolutionary struggle of the peasantry exists on the Indian soil
and not in the chambers of the Comintem headquarters as is
alleged. The same thing applies to the material basis of the
national and class-struggle as it affects the petty-bourgeois and
the industrial workers amongst whom we have also worked.
The petty-bourgeois wage-earners, "salaried employees" as
they call themselves, occupy an important position in production
and distribuu,:,n, in the management of capitalist society. In India
the British Dictatorship is one of their biggest employers. They
manage the vast operations of the industrial plants in their
!-.eparate minor and major functions. The office machinery of
Capitalism is worked by them. Capitalism uses them at teachers,
pnest!t, journalists, writers and poeb to spread bourgeois culture
and make sure that the mac;se11 become ideologically the
"lUpporters of its syc:tem even though they economically are
exploited by it. The big mass of this inteJJectuaJ proletariat is
poverty-stricken and over-worked. All their life they cherish the
dream~ of rising to the respectable heights of their bourgeois
masters Many of them desire to become 'independent' by startmg
i.maJJ shop:-. and trades and kacking indignantly at their office
tables. But soon they are ruined by the mighty competition of Big
Finance and return to their old post of lllavery. Possessing literacy
and culturally bourgeois they despise the workers and peasants.
When hard pressed by Capitalism they flirt with the revolutionary
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movement of the masses. When promised a prospect of good
salaries and ambitious rise they tum counter-revolutionarie~ and
become the slave drivers of the bourgeoisie against the worker'
and peasants.
The largest part of \bis petty-bourgeoisie does not get more thctn
Rs. '2/- a day. Being unable to convert their women and young
children into workers like those of the proletariat and peasantry.
their income of one earning member of the family become,
divided amongst several claimants. The family of the pett)bourgeois in India is exceptionally large owing to the fact that he
still holds to the prejudices of the pre-bourgeois culture and 1'
thereby unable to divide the family. Holding fast to the
reactionary prejudices of the old Hindu system, the Hindu pellybourgeoisie which by far forms the majority in India, ha!! to
maintain in the single family unit : large number of widow~.
which too ordinarily would have been distributed over a sect10n of
earning '1embers. Thus even where they can get better wagei.,
they can never raise their standard of living.
A highly industrialised society requires a great deal ot
accounting to be done. The needs of modem production and
distribution have to carry out the inventory of the world m all
matters. Without the highly organised system of accountmg
modem large scale production and international exchange of
goods would not be possible. This gives birth to a vast number of
petty-bourgeois intellectuals to run the machinery of bourge01!I
society. India being not highly indu~trialised it does not generate
such a big class as other countries. But the supply of this clas!I of
salaried workers is far in excess of the demand. Thinking that
industrialisation will feed them, they support all schemes of
national industries and march with the bourgeoisie again~t the
workers, when the latter strike for better standard of living.
because they are taught that high wages and low hours for
wor.kcrs mean less profits, less industrialisation and therefore le!!!I
employment for them. They look to the five thousand lucrative
posts of the British bureaucracy and want Indianisation so that
their problem may be solved. Growing sentimental they !>uffer
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heroic deaths in the name of nationalism, many a time without
exactly knowing what they are doing it for. But not possessing the
creative power of labour, not possessing the confidence of the
proletariat that wields the ..key positions" of social life they keep
on yearning for some miracle that may change &ociety on to a
better track and Imperialism to a better heart.
Though they consider themselves as belonging to a superior
class, yet Capitalism uses them as no better than the workmg-class
or even worse. The working-class i11 a producer of wealth and
hence d superior class power. Its strike &topi; creation of wealth
and hence it is much dreaded. Have you ever seen the pettybourgeoisie striking and making the whole capitalist imperialist
machine tremble for life? On the contrary whenever Capitalism
has been threatened with dethronement the petty-bourgeois
intellectual& have as a cla~s always run to its help. In England,
shoals of them rushed out of the Universities to become blacklegs
in the General Strike of 1926. They suffer from unemployment
like the workers. New inventions of machmes for accounting,
telegraphing and telephoning dhplace them in an ever-mcreasing
degree fron. employment. Concentration and centraliisation of
capital, amalgamation of several house' and plants into big
combines threw hund.·eds of them on the !itreet. In an enquiry in
Bombay more than half of them were found m debt. While
reading their morning patriotic paper over the tea ~up they dream
of their "motherland" bemg thoroughly ''lnd1anised," which m
plain language mean& they thmk of their own prospects wherem,
instead of the European boss, they shall be commanding others.
The patriotic Indian bourgeoi!ile havmg been compelled to pay
high rates for imported technician& at first ran up a huge
propaganda for technical and scientific educauon for the young
and promising sons of India. But when the young i,ons were found
lo be too many they were offered half the foreigner's salary and
most of them returning from foreign countries with expectations
of a glorious futu~ in the motherland found that the motherly
bourgeoisie, that ac:Wised them to be technician& and scientists,
had no industries to employ them.
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Or wherever they had, they were so bound up with foreign
capital that even an Indian bourgeois like Sir Purshotamdas was
found rowing in the same boat with his European colleagues in
defence of the Imperial Bank of India in the shareholders'
meeting on the que~tion of the employment of European staff,
when Mr. A. D. Shroff, President of the Bombay Stock Exchange,
questioned "why for the last six or seven years representatives of
the same four English firms in Bombay ......... should have
occupied seats on the directorate" (Times of India, 26.8.31 ).
After fifteen years of the most intense awakening of all classes,
the "intellectual proletariat" in India is not yet convinced that
after all Capitalism, whether British or Indian, is not capable of
solving their problems. They have not grasped that for all
practical purposes foreign ImperiaUsm and Indian Capitalism
treat them alike. In relation to them, they are an exploited clas~
just as the working-class and peasantry are.
Whatjloes the most patriotic bourgeoisie offer them under their
Swaraj or Ram Raj? The top heavy bureaucracy of the
Dictatorship will be replaced by the cheaper one. But the removal
of the highly paid bureaucracy is not automatica\\y of any gain to
the lower paid workers. There is no doubt that under Imperialism
they are always victims of retrenchment and wage-cuts. But they
have not fared better under the industries of the patriots. During
the present cri&is there is not a single industry that has not
retrenched its clerks or reduced their wages. There i& not a single
patriot who has not called upon the Government to carry out
retrenchment. All those pseudo-champions of Democracy in the
Assembly have appreciated the example of the king and asked
for equal sacrifices from all. A Nawab offers his one month's
salary as a "sacrifice" before Imperialism, while pocketting a
60 per cent enhanced rent from his tenant when prices have fallen
by 50 per cent, and demands an "equal sacrifice" from his poor
clerk who gets Rs. 50/- a month. Equal sacrifice on unequal
incomes means more starvation to the poor clerks and no loss to
the parasite&. In times of crisis both Imperialism and Capitalism
argue that the purchasing power has been reduced so they mui.t
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retrench their employees and cut wages. That adds to the
unemployed number and leads to still more reduced purchasing
power. Capitalism thus moves in a vicious circle. They kick them
out of the offices and factories first and then come solemnly
before the people with schemes of road development or ditch
filling, on which the bourgeoisie pompously announces that out of
the millions of the unemployed who were once working for years
in factories and offices, so many hundreds will be "fully
employed" for so many months. What ambitious s.;hemes for
overcoming the death of Capitalism? It is still a solace that they
have not shown the humour of employing the unemployed on
digging their graves in advance or carrying out research work into
the tombs of their forefathers.
..
The Indian bourgeoisie has nothing to offer to the vast mass of
the intellectual proletariat. Whether under Imperialism or under
Puma Swaraj hi~ fate is to toil, to be unemployed in crisis and low
paid in normal times-the same blind forces of capitahst
parasitism are ruling them here in India just as they do in
England. England is free, England is rich, England has adult
suffrage and democracy and so on. Yet when the finances of its
bourgeois State co\\a\)se, the axe of the Economy Committee
under that idea\ Puma Swaraj before whom the Pundits and
Maulanas are humbly rubbing their foreheads "for a guidance
from His Majesty's advisors", fell first on the unemployed
(65.S million pounds) and next in the list were the teachers
(13.85 million pounds), that very section of the intellectual
proletariat which spends every minute of its life in strengthening
the bourgeois system by culturally enslaving the children and
youths to it. In short the petty-bourgeois intellectual class has no
future under Capitalism, whether in India or elsewhere. Their only
hope lies in alliance with the workers and the peasants. The source
of the fulfilment of their ultimate ambitions at present lies in the
development of Capitalism. When Capitalism itself is declining,
when the source is being dried up, how can they expect to

flourish?

•

In the struggle for existence when pressed to the wall by the
Imperialist Dictatorship and Capitalism, the petty-bourgeois
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intellectuals grow desperate and a revolutionary fennentation
begins in them. Imperialism and its State being their largeM
employer, the intellectual proletariat finds itself automatically
ranged even in a small struggle for wages against the State. For
them the defeat o~ their employer means a defeat of the
Imperialist State, that is overthrow of Imperialism. The cla!>!lstruggle thus very easily and obviously becomes a polittcal
struggle.
But in this they find themselves incapable of any revolutionary
action without the alliance of a class. The intellectual proletariat 1!>
no class, it is an amorphous growth. If it decides to withhold It!>
labour, it is easily replaceable. It is incapable of a solid group
action, as the working-class is. Because it has no ~olidarity in the
very basis of its economic position b.etween the two clas!>es-the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Its condition!> of employment
are not an interdependent absolutely necessary proce!>s of cooperati~ functioning of labour as in a factory. The re~ult is that
when the pay of the Accounts Department in a Government office
at Delhi was cut, the intellectual proletariat there continued to
work but humbly petitioned to Government and refused to draw
the reduced salaries for three months. In contrast to this may be
witnessed the effect of the action of the workers in the
Government workshops threatenmg to withhold their labour m
case their wages were reduced or men retrenched. On one !>tde
there is submission and weakness arising from the weakness of
their very social function. On the other there is the revolutionary
contidence of the creators of wealth and pillars of social economy.
But the petty-bourgeoisie must find some weapon to defend it!>
interests. Failing to defend itself against the capitalist machinery
it tries to fall back upon its extra economic attributes. Not bemg a
clas& it uses its caste, community or province. It tries to preserve
its economic standards by uniting on false basis. Brahmin and
Ncm-Brahmin, Muslim and Hindu, Madrasi and Marathi, GuJrau
and Deccani are the various brigades of the economic struggle of
the petty-bourgeois clerkdom. A fierce wage competition rage.,
amongst them and the weaker groups fonn caste or communal
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alliances. The intellectual proletariat is one of the strongest forces
behind communalism and the best proof of this is their claim of
percentages in the services being reserved for each community or
caste. There is perhaps not a single Legislative Council in India in
which one or the other patriotic members has not asked the
Dictatorship about the percentage strength of each community or
caste in the Services, and this claim is in some cases being pushed
to the industrial and trade offices also. The reservation of
percentages is a stupid reformist tactic which weakens the pettybourgeoisie in the struggle for higher standards of living. Because
for the petty-bourgeoisie it results in a mere reshuffling and
redistribution of the more or Jes!. fixed numbers of the salaried
posts amongst their various communal groups. Reshuffling does
not increase the gains of the petty-bourgeoisie as a whole. A
'chool teachers' group of 100 consisting of 60 Muslims and 40
Hindus earning Rs. l 00/- a day does not add a single pie to its total
earnings as such by reshuffling them into 40 Muslims, 40 Hindus
and 20 Sikhs. It only serves to sidetrack the teacher!\' struggle for
higher wages and more employment. Instead of fighting capitalist
c;ystem the displaced groups begin to fight the employed on the
ground of communalism. However this artificial basis of struggle
collapses under the press of capitalist onslaught. Capitalism
breaks down all caste and communal barriers. You may say that it
also sets them up very tenaciously as we find it in India. But the
apparent contradiction belongs to two spheres. In the process of
exploitation Capitalism recognises no caste, community, race,
religion or sex. They alway~ conform to the demands of capitalist
services. Each must be in his own place running the capitalist
machine according to discipline. When it comes to appropriation
of the wealth produced, within the capitalist class as a whole, its
internal contradictions, its competing sections then begin t<?
search all kinds of weapons to guard their individual share of the
exploited wealth. The question of communalism, of minorities is
one of these weapons. The petty-bourgeoisie trymg to imitate its
masters or falling.a victim to the false propaganda forsakes its real
task until a common capitali~t attempt of retrenchment, extra
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work, cutting salaries reminds it of its class position and draws it
out of narrow circles. The salaried employees union, clerks' umon
are such organisations trying to unite not on caste or communal
basis but in craft ~r trade units. Even then not being in control of
the key positions "of the economic and social structure and it,
maintenance, their opposition even if it becomes revolutionary
does not fructify unless allied with that of the workers and
peasants.

102. The class of small traders and artisans-their programme
of charkba revival-why we have disliked it?
There is another section of the petty-bourgeoisie. It is formed of
the artisans and petty traders in the villages and small towns. The
artisans are ruined by the cheap factory goods invading the
villages and are thrown out of ttieir employment. The dwarfed
growth of the industries in towns is unable to absorb them as wage
eame_Js. The small traders are al&o gradually displaced by the
orgm{ised agencies of large export and import houses, who
maintain millions of employees moving from place to place to
make purchases of the raw products for export or internal
industries. Any reference will show that the number of the artisan
workers is falling and the share of the petty traders in the total
trade volume is decreasing, (Exh. 290), even though, in India, we
have not yet evolved the complex and widely distributed
machinery of stores as in America and the artisan class still exist&
on a large scale. But Capitalism is attacking them steadily.
This section forms a big revolutionary force against
Imperialism and Capitalism. To it imported goods represent
Imperialism and the industries of the towns springing within the
country represent Indian Capitalism. Both oppose its economic
interests and make the ruined artisans and petty traders anuimperialist and even sometimes anti-capitalist. Though they are
thus objectively forced into the ranks of Imperialism, their
'subjective orientation is reactionary and utopian. Because their
anti-capitalist ambitions do not look forward but backward. Their
so-called socialism is not based on the utilisation of the vast
production capacity of modem technique. They see in it the cause
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of their ruin. Hence they want to return to their own self-sufficing
village economy, hand manufactures and small trade. This return
to the pre-bourgeois period means a return to the stagnation of
feudalism, hence it is reactionary. Such a reversion is impossible.
The whole world process of social evolution shows that bourgeois
economy subverts feudalism and wherever feudal or primitive
economy h~ been replaced by the capitalist, a return to the
previous mode has become impossible. Therefore the cry of "back
to the golden age" is of utopian outlook. In Russia also the
populists had tried to go back but failed The section of the Indian
petty-bourgeoisie which objectively 1s revolutionary, in its ideals
repre'Sents a reactionary utopian lef!dency. (The problem is treated
m Ex!!. P. 296 & P. 297.) The reactionary utopian programme of
this !iiection came to the forefront during the days of NonCooperat1on Movement in 1921. The whole of the economic
programme of this school wa!I summed up by the c:harkha and
khaddar. The most revolutionary battalions roused for the battle
of freedom were marshalled under the reactionary outlook of the
charkha. Vast amount of energy and money was spent on it and
perverted form of logic, fact!ii and econom1c!io was carefully sown
among th~ m1lhons of workers and peasants. There i" perhaps not
a smglc mdustrial syndicate m the world that has spent so much
men and money m adverti1.mg its wares.
It need not be told that those who are not specifically
reactionary m psychology, those who follow the process of social
growth in a normal manner, are oppo!ied to charkha. No one can
ever doubt the Communists are opposed to it at all times and on all
ground., Yet we find that the thmg has 1.e1zed the minds of
thousandis of people. In the early day., of the charkha movement,
1t., .,upporters still seriou!ioly put forward arguments to prove its
economic value and also the possibility and necessity of
reconstructing our society on the charkha basis. But that phose
passed away when the revolutionary tide ebbed.

D/- 3.12.31
One at least of all the extant notions has been given up-that
khaddar can compete "!'ith mill products. (The refutation of this
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notton has been at times made by us through the Krant1 ) One or
two significant facts about the anti-social character of the charkha
m relation to the development of the modem productive forces
may be noted Mr. Mahadeo Dec;ai says "Workmg at the rate of
three to four c;pare houn a day 1t 1s easy to produce three pound\
of 25 s counts of yam 't month," and he puts the value of th1o; dt
R\ 3/- (Young India, 16th July °1931, page 188) Three to four
hour\ 1s a very loose figure for basmg calculat1onc; upon Still it
may be taken at three hours for all the 30 day!!. m the month Thdt
give!!. three pounds production of 25s for 90 hours per 'Pmdle per
head, that as 5.33 ounces for a ten-hour workmg day Thie; looh an
exaggerated figure The results of a compet1t1on commumcated to
Mahatma Gandhi and published by him (Young India, September
3, 1931, page 246) show that out of four compet1tor!i. the fir,t 'pun
m 24 hour!!.' contmued spmnmg 9,360 yardc; of 16 6 count' That
would give uc; a weight of 10.74 ounc~ for 24 hour!i. I will add
15 per cent more efficiency on ten hours' spmmng .md Vlte get
5 14 ounce\ of '1xteen1i for a ten-hour day On a rmg !i.pmdle m .t
mtll, you ~t more than 7 ounce!!. Output on lower count' muc;t be
larger m weight than on higher So either the firc;t figure t'I
exaggerated or the second l!i. a very low record Even 1f the
exaggerated re!i.ult l!i. taken as true we get the followmg output dnd
wages on a charkha and a nng spmdle for ten-hour workmg

OnCharkha

2

3

4

Output per spindle
for 10 hrc, on
25s ounce'i

Output per spinner
tor lO hri. on
25s ounces

Wdgc., per Jay

5 33

5 33

490

40800

R~

A.,

p.,

0

"i

..i

On one i;1de of rang
frarne 1 e 180
i.pmdle~

7

(NtAe - The re.,ult m column 2 on nng frame ts arrived at by muluplytng
4 90 by 180 'ipmdles per i.pmner and then dtstnbutmg 1t per head at the r.1te 01
24 men per I ,OOO spindles )
f~
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The spinning wages per pound of yam on charkha at the
above rate come to 192 pies and on the ring frame to 8.3 pies.
I have taken the ring frame costs on the Bombay basis. An
article in the evidence before the Fawcett Committef' in Bombay
(vide Exh. D 523, page 223) gives the spinning wages cost of
one pound of yam of 24 ! counts at Ahmedabad at .98 pence, that
1s 10.45 pies. For simpler understanding, the ratios can be put
down thus.
Wages per head

Output per head
On Charkha

Spmmng wages cost
per lb of yam
20

I
3

RmgFrame 76

This table sums up the intensely wa&teful nature of charkha
production. The productivity per worker on a ring frame is 76
times that of the khaddarite. His wages are three times more but
wages cost only 128th. There is not the slightest chance by any
meanll whatever for the charkha product to stand against the
m11l product. Whether in productivity or the total volume of
earnings the charkha is reactionary and wasteful. When human
energy and brain have developed productive force11 to such an
extent that one spinner today is 76 times more productive than the
mediaeval one it is sheer waste of precious human lifetime to
return to the charkha society.
The same story is revealed in handloom weaving. and the same
lesson is drawn. The weaving wages per sq. yard in the Gandhi
A!ihram at Meerut are quoted at 15 pies while in the mill they are
3 to 4 pies only. Thou&h the rate appears to be so tempting in the
fonner, the actual earnings of the Ashram weavers are Rs. I 5/- per
month on all designs while in the Bombay mills they are Rs. 48/-.
There is one section of the advocates of the charkha who do not
want to de~troy the development of machine production. They
themselves are industrialists and financiers but they support the
movement because they say it supplements the low incomes of the
peasantry and offers employment in "idle days". In this garb the

it
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charlcha appears as a method of increasing earnings. We look at
this question both from the point of view of the ultimate and
immediate results, to evaluate which the very premises, from
which the good results are claimed by the charkhaites have to be
examined. In the first place does the peasant have "idle days"?
If he has, has only this \York to do or something else, apan from
cultivation? If he has any other work, is it preferable for him to
take to the charkha as his supplementary industry? If he takes,
does he really get the relief himself or somebody else? An
examination of the working days spent on cultivation on his
alJotment and the days during which outside employment is
sought, by a number of tenants on certain farms in the Punjab
about which accounts are published by the Board of Economic
Inquiry, would show that where the allotted area is sufficiently big
labour from outside has to be engaged to cope with the work. In
such cases and where cultivation yields .. living wage there is no
incentive for taking to a meagrely paying supplementary work.
From this point of view charkha can serve as a source of necessary
supplemen9'ry income for the· holders of uneconomic plots and
landless workers only. For this section of the peasantry the
number of idle days is not so many as is stated by some. An
attempt to work out some scientific data to determine the number
of actual idle days has been made by Mr. Harihar Dayal in the
book "Fields and Farmers in Oudh" (pages 240 and 242). He
considers the normal working day to be of 9 hours and sets up a
table of 357 days in the year and the total number of hours of work
put in by a landless worker which comes to 1,572 hoUf'S. Then he
makes the statement that for about six months in the year he hat;
practically no work to do in agriculture. The Royal Commission
on agriculture says: "It may be assumed as a generalisation that by
far the greater number of cultivators have at least from two to four
months' absolute leisure in the year." The Central Banking
Inquiry Committee agrees with this view (page 240) and so does
the bourgeoisie. In the evidence before the Commission, however,
the working day was suggested to be of more than ten hours. In
making these computations, nothing has been said about the
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necessary number of holidays which a peasant must have as an
ordinary human worker. The whole year is not a working year at
all. There are ordinary social holidays and festivals. Then you
must be allowed rest days every week or a fortnight. Provision
must be made for what we call absenteeism in industry, due to
sickness and other causes. These three factors alone absorb at
least 2! months in the year. (Ten per cent in absenteei~m days 35,
plus 26 rest days fortnightly, plus 10 social religious holidays and
festivals= 71 days.) It may be that for certain sections of the
peasants the work is very little, but then that is a case of
unemployment and not one of an employed peasant standing in
need of supplementary income and passing "idle days". However
supposing that the peasant has such da)ls on such a large scale the
cottage industries or the charkha do not supplement his income. In
the first place the cottage industries have no chance to survive
against machine goods. Secondly their productivity and hence
mcome are very low, absolutely disproportionate to the labour
~pent. Thirdly whatever is so earned does not supplement the
peasant's bread at all. We know that generally the whole of the
poor and middle peasantry as also the landless workers are in
debt. 70 to 80 per cent of the whole peasantry is in debt. They
cannot meet their debts and other charges every year and the
burden piles up. For example the Punjab Provincial Banking
Inquiry Report shows that the debts of the peasants rose from
90 crores in 1921 to 135 crores in 1929. (Page 56, Central
Report.) If a most intensive campaign of supplementing the
incomes had produced say ten crores in this period dte result
would have been that the debts would have mounted up to
125 crores instead of t-:\5. To the vast indebted peasantry the
11upplementary income from charkha or from any other source
means only less percentage of arrears in the payment of interest
and rent. If he earns more he does not add to his bread and butter
but to the accounts of his creditor. Our final objection is that to
lead the peasant into the channel of finding his salvation by more
work on a supplemenl!lry industry is to hide from him the fact that
the real cause Of his PoVetty is the robbery of his labour
DOt

and
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the want of Jabour or the means. The bourgeoisie is keen on the
propaganda of supplementary cottage work because that reduces
the incentive of the peasant to class-struggle and keeps him off
from attacking the whole system as such. Thus from immediate a~
well as ultimate results the programme of charkha reformism is J
programme of reactior\and of sabotaging the real struggle of the
peasantry for a better life.
Amongst the petty-bourgeoisie can also be put the large group~
of students who in aJJ the bourgeois revolutions have carried the
banner of idealism and who have contributed undaunted heroes to
many a battle. But this section in spite of its heroism has no
specific class theory or aims or objects. Their ideal i~ an
independent bourgeois republic, but they differ from the Indian
bourgeoisie in their programme of action. By their heroism they
help the bourgeoisie but being continually pressed by
impoverishment into line with the pfOletariat, many of them
succeed in breaking away from their class moorings, accept the
Socialist Communist ideals and render valuable service~ to the
working-cll8ss and peasant.
103. The material conditions of the working-class which force
it into class-struggle, economic and political
The working-cla~s in India is comparatively of a small size
being only 3 millions. The largest section is employed in the
textiles and railways, which account for half the industrial factory
workers: Cotton and Jute together employed 7 lakhs and the
Railways 7,76,042 in 1929. The Prosecution in this case point to
the fact that we pushed up our trade union activity amongst the
workers on the railways, textiles and docks especially. They read
into it a sinister motive. But the real reason of the biggest and
efficient trade unions being fanned first in these branches is the
fact that Capitalism and therefore the working-class in almost all
countries began their development with these industriestransport and textiles. If an acute and more or Jess well-organised
trade union class-struggle is to be found in this section. of
the working-class it is but a natural corollary to the way in which
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capital develops. Absence of statistics is one of the features of
the British Administration in India. Hence it is difficult to
determine the exact size of the working-class. It is claimed
to consist of 50 million per~ons, if we include agricultural
plantation and domestic workers (Exh. P. 2580). This would in
fact include anyone who sells his labour power for wages and
produces surplus values for the capitalist class. But if we restrict
ourselves to the remarks of Lenin and define the conception
"worker" (Exh: P. 2491, page 377 dated 12.4.29) in such a manner
that only those come under it who in reality as a result of their
position in life had to acquire a proletarian psychology, wbich
however is impossible for one who has not worked for many years
m the factory, without any ulterior aims, merely on the basis of the
general economic and social conditions of the person in question,
the number of such workers in India will not be more than
2 millions.
Indian economists and social reformers have ~tudied the
peasant question to some extent, but they have ~hut out the
problems of the working-class from their literature because the
peasant liberated by the bourgeoisie helps its growth, but the
worker is ditt'ctly the antithe~is of the bourgeoisie. The colonial
bourgeoisie becomes a dangerous competitor to the imperialist by
reason of the long hours of work and low wages of the colonial
worker who is still only a paupensed peasant thrown out of the
village. Therefore the intellectuals of the imperialist bourgeoisie
as also their trade unions have studied and exposed the conditions
of the Indian working-class. (For example the report of Purcell
and Hallsworth and such other works.) The Prosecution in this
ca1:e say that we fomellt strikes, no matter whether the workers
have or have not any grievances. But these reports will show that
the Indian worker has to work in such inhuman conditions that for
all time there is a permanent fund of grievances justifying a strike.
The material conditions of the working-class, on the admission of
responsible Commissions, are forcing them into class-struggle.
While in capitalist Eu,rope they secured the 8-hour day years ago
and in Soviet Russia tlley are working even a 7-hour day, in India
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they have to work for 10 hours and in the native states it extends to
14 hours also. Their right to form a trade union was recogmsed
only five years back. It was only 8 years ago that it was discovered
that the limbs and life of a worker have value and that he should
be compensated for their loss, if they are lost in creating wealth
for the bourgeoisie. Still he has not the right of a full meal, as he
has no right to a Minimum Living Wage. He has no right to fall
sick and become old and if he does, he must starve and die. In
India there is no insurance for him. The Prosecution have painted
us as men who foment grievances where there are none. The
Indian bourgeoisie says it is overflowing with great love for the
brother Indian worker. It is only the foreign oppression that cau.,es
all the difficulty. It is a well-known fact that in cotton indu!llne . .
and in other small factories, it is the brotherly Indian bourge01s1e
that is dominant. British capital operates on a large scale in 1ute.
tea, and minmg. But the Royal CommtSsion on Labour ha11 the
same sorry tale to tell about the working conditions in mdulltne.,
whether owned by the patriotic bourgeois or the wicked foreigner.
The Pros~tion have ad nauseam repeated that Commumst!I
destroy family life, the sweet pleasure11 of a home, smilmg with
children. But the Whitley Commission seems to betray them.
Speaking about wool cleaning in the Punjab wherein women and
children are employed, they say, '"the mitial process conmh of
tearing or beating with the hands and with iron rods lump., of dry
mud, coagulated blood and other extraneous matter from the
unsorted wool. This is a foul process and as no system of gnd!-i to
remove the accumulated dust is provided, the air, the per11on and
the ground quickly become covered with din and wool fluff. Very
young children sleep alongside their mothers on piles of wool.
their faces and clothes covered with a fine layer of this germladen dust". Speaking about Shellac Factories in Bihar and Omi,a
and C.P. they quote the repon of the Director of Public Health:
"Washing pits, reservoirs and drains are not properly cleaned ar
regular intervals. The same water is used for washing over and
over again for a week or more and is allowed to ~tagnate for a
period before it is drained off. Due to purification of all the
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animal refuse from the sticklac along with myriads of crushed
insects in this water, the stinking effluvia from the washing basins
and drains are disgusting. But the persons employed on washing
have to stand knee-deep in this water in the pits and carry on work
for hours together." Children of 12 and 10 are employed in the
melting room where even adult workers get exhausted due to
excessive heat. In the 'Bidi' factories in the Madras Presidency
(those selfsame 'bidis' which the patriotic bourgeois tells us to
smoke in place of the foreign cigarettes), corporal punishments
and other disciplinary measures of a reprehensible kind are
sometimes resorted to in the case of the smaller children. Workers
as young as 5 years of age may be found in some of these places
working without adequate meal intervals or weekly rest days and
often for 10 or 12 hours daily for sums as low as 2 annas in the
case of those of tenderest years. (Pages 95-96.) In the Amritsar
Carpet Factories, "that national indigenous industry," the labour
of young children is contracted out for years for a loan of money,
that is in plain words children are sold to the moneylending
manufacturers for a loan to the needy parents. In the mines
90 per cent of the workers are life-long victims of the hook-wonn,
and the percentage of infection of hook-worm is a reliable guide
to the degree of sanitary control. (Page J 15.) In the Khewra Salt
Mines owned by the Government of India: "We were struck by the
poor health of the miners and their families. Anaemia is prevalent
and it appears from a report made by Colonel Gill, Director of
Public Health in the Punjab in 1922, that neither hook-worm nor
malaria is responsible. Colonel Gill also pointed out defects in
diet and complete absence of sanitary arrangements". This was in
1922. Eight years later; when the Government of India were
telling this Court that the wicked Communists foment strikes even
if there are no grievances, the Royal Commission notes the
tremendous progress of the Government of India thus: "At the
time of our viai.t conditions seemed to be much as his report
(Colonel Gill's~ of 1922) presented them and we have been
unable to find that an:t action had been taken" (Page 109}. If the
Govemment is making lakhs of rupees over the mines and the
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workers suffer from anaemia, are the Communists wrong when
they call the Government the "blood·suckers' Dictatorship," in
this case, not metaphorically, but literally? Evidence has been led
regarding an oil strike in Bombay in the Government Oil
Company. While denouncing the strike, they took to themselves
the credit of safeguailling the interests of workers. The Royal
Commission speaking about the Burma Oil Company (whose
workers were involved in the Bombay strike) say: ..Of the 17,000
workers employed by this company on the actual oil fields, about
12 per cent are subject to the Factories Act, but the bulk of their
workers and of those employed by other companies are 1'tubject to
no statutory control in the matter of hours and health and to few
statutory regulations in respect of safety ...... In Burma, there 1s
an Oil Fields Act which is directed to the preservation of 1hc
oil sands ...... but is not designed for the protection of labour·
(Page 112). Let not the Prosecution mistake the sarcasm of H1~
Majesty'~ Commissioners for that of a Communist mamfe11to.
The imperialist capitalist order in India, in the present epoch of
the declin_, of world Capitalism, cannot dupe the people mto
believing that it can give good wages, employ increa!lmg
numbers, and provide better life for them. Hence both the Indian
bourgeoi~ie and Imperialism admit that standards of living wage!!,
hours etc. have to be worsened. But they hold fonh the hope that
once the critical period is over the workers can agitate and
demand better standards. The struggle of the world's workmgclass shown so far does not justify such a hope. The cla!is
conscious proletarian vanguard of the industrial countnes t!i
definitely convinced that a socialist society alone 1s their
salvation, though sections of the proletariat may differ as to the
method of bringing it about. But in India even the ideal of a
socialist society is being attacked. The Indian bourgeoisie and the
Government want the working-class here to strictly limit itself to
seeking reforms within the capitalist structure and not to seek to
replace it by a ~ociali&t structure. They do not want the worlo..ingclass to raise the question of political power, and some of the
accused in thi~ case, who call themselves workers agree with the
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bourgeoisie and the Government that the workers should not care
to see whether MacDonal, Baldwin or Gandhi rules over them.
The workers are told that they should mainly concern themselves
with their bread, with their wages and working conditions. Even if
you start from this premise and Communism also starts exactly
from a similar premise (that is the problem of maintenance and
development of society by extraction of useful things from nature .
with the aid of improved technology and the proper distribution of
these things to the members of the society)-the question of
political power of class rule is forced on the workers in the
i.truggle for bread and better life. For example m the matter. of
legislation affecting them, the working-class is at once confronted
with the problem of class rule. Factory legislation in India began
m 1881, but every law so far passed has had to be forced from the
unwilling hands of the Imperialist State and the Indian
bourgeoisie. Though some amount of legislation does exist, it
does not mean that it is obeyed and given effect to by the
employers. Vast areas and big companies employing large masses
of workers are exempted from the application of the laws and the
fact is mentioned by the Royal Commission in several places. If
the working-cla'>s wants to improve its condition without seizing
political power but by legislation it has to express its grievances
by strikes. without which the bourgeoisie and Government refuse
even to consider their complaints. But strikes are controlled,
attacked, suppressed and broken by the violence of the State, its
police and military. That again forces on the workers' attention
the question of political power. In fact wage~. hours, the very
existence of the worker is closely bound up with politicsbecause it is the State that fortifies the social relations in which he
ii. to remain a worker and produce wealth for the bourgeoisie.
How the Indian workers are inevitably moved towards this
question of class·power by the experience of their daily struggle
will be illustrated when I will deal with my Trade Union work in
Bombay and other places?
It has been shown s9 far that contrary to the statements of our
Prosecutors and critics ihere exist in Indian society classes, class·
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contradictions and class-conflicts, and that all these are embedded
in the economy of our society and fortified by the political power
That we do not arbitrarily divide society because Marx or
Lenin said so. Even if you scrap out all that has been said or
written by Marx, Lenin or the Comintern, the Indian bourgeoisie
have to get rid of Im~rialism and the workers and peasants have
to abolish feudalism and Capitalism. The constitutional struggle
avails no class except the big bourgeoisie. So the national
and class-struggle gather strength on a mass scale throughout
the country.

104. Inciting class war-models of class war and other
questions
Granting that such conditions do exist, is 1t necessary and
good to aggravate the situation by inciting class war instead of
trying to heal the cracks by class peace? Historical expenence
shows that by class war alone, by its dialectical development doe\
society progress. If the worn out class, that is the worn out
economy1lnd all its superstructure, are not removed, the society
will be stifled. Class war is a necessity for the rebirth m a healthier
form.
Is it necessary that the forms of our class-struggle should be
modelled after that of the Russian or western expenence!I? Our
warring classes have the same content and form, have the same
actions and reactions as the classes in other countries. Our
capitalists and workers have the same form, the same social
actions and reactions as those of other countries. The only
difference would lie in the degrees of development. Therefore, the
general form or method of our class-struggle will be the same
as in other countries. England has not to fight for National
Independence but we have to. Therefore our class-struggle will
have to take account of this fact. France has no feudal class, but
we have, just as Russia had. So our class·struggle will be
composed of a national movement for Independence in which we
have to join hands with the revolutionary sections of the pettybourgeoisie, though they hold the ideals of Capitalism. against
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Imperialism. Our revolution will not be at once socialist
revolution as it will be in Germany or in England. Hence our
forms of struggle will be modelled after the experience of all the
countries and not particularly this one or that. But the Russian
experience is especially emphasised, because it is there that the
struggle has reached a more or less successful stage in the
rebuilding of a new and better society.
DI- 4.12.31

Is it necessary that the Indian workers must build up a
Communist Party? In the first place in the modem epoch where
the class differentiation of society has taken a very clear form,
every class has a party of its own. The bi& bourgeoisie in India has
the Liberal Federation. The petty-bourgeoisie of traders, artisans
and rich peasants are organised in the Congress, which stands
avowedly for class peace and the retention of the existing property
relations. All these class parties and organisations further their
own class interest, but the working-class has no party of its own.
If the workers must contend a class-struggle, they must have their
own class party. A class party of the workers with a revolutionary
programme against Capitalism and Imperialism can only be a
Communist Party.
Is it absolutely necessary that all the Communist Parties of the
world should unite internationally and that such a union in the
present penod is represented by the Third Communist
International? The modem bourgeoi&ie has broken down national
boundaries and built up a world economy and world society,
separate parts of which cannot function, without affecting the
other parts. International 'aCtions in all phases of life are now so
common that the question would appear superfluous. The
bourgeoisie of the world unites internationally whenever any
section of it is challenged by the working-class, which also then
has to cooperate on an international scale to guard its interests.
Hence the Communist Parties of the world unite internationally.
Such a union has been fanned three times since 1864. each time
conforming to and produced by the neeca of the times.
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105. "Outside connecdon" the unnecessary part of the
indictment
I have stated so far in brief outlines some of the principles of
Marxism-Leninism which I am convinced will save society from
destruction and will carry it on to a better stage. Leninism alone
can give freedom to India, can give freedom tQ the masses. The
late Mr. Langford James while explaining his case said: "By their
creed, by their convictions, by their constitution itself they are
inexorably bound to work intensively and unceasingly for the
overthrow of the British monarchy in England, in India and in the
dominions". In another place referring to our advocacy of the
Soviet system he says, "if you find these people saying that, and
if you find them working to do that, then indeed it is not possible
in the nature of things that they should do anything else than
plotting, planning and conspiring to smash His Majesty'11
Government to pieces". The first extmct states what I am bound
to do "intensively and unceasingly" and the second asserts that I
did what I was bound to do, i.e. "plotting, and planning and
conspiri'*." It is then claimed that I am guilty of the charge and
should be convicted. Thus the offence is clearly stated to con!ti'l
of two parts, one the holding of Communist principles and ~econd
acting up to those principles.
There seems to be some difference of opinion between our
Prosecutors and the Court as to what exactly is the most important
thing in the second part of the alleged offence. A considerable
indication of the opinion of this Court is available in its bail order
of 7th May, I 93 I. Referring to the point as to what constttute11,
"the seriousness of the conspiracy, the order observes," what the
summary (i.e. the Committal Order), however, does bring out 111
what is one of the most important points in the Prosecution Case,
namely the allegation that the conspiracy with which the accused
or the applicants are charged is not one which is limited to
India ... and therefore of a much more serious nature." And later
on "it is from this outside connection that the seriousness of the
caso to a considerable extent arises". (Pages 11 and 12). The
questions framed by the Court also begin with "what may be
described as foreign correspondence." In contrast to this I may
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quote Mr. Langford James. After explaining to the Court all that
he could or understood about Leninism and the Comintern, he
told what was necessary to convict us of the offence under this
section. "It is quite unnecessary to show that they were in fact
members of a Communist Party definitely fonned and affiliated to
the Third International. I think you will come to the conclusion
that they were such a party and if not actually affiliated they were
.ibout to affiliate to the Third International. But I repeat that it is
quite an unnecessary part of the indictment." And in the same
paragraph for the third time he said: "I do not want to be
understood to say that I cannot link up these people with the Third
International. I thing and in fact I am quite sure that I can, but the
point is that it is not really necessary, slrictly necessary to do so."
Thus according to the original brain that "could link up these
people with the Third International" and conceived the conspiracy
of this Conspiracy Case, "the outside connection" is not really
necessary. It is quite an unnecessary part of the indictment, while
for this Court it gives seriousness to that case to a considerable
extent. It has been our experience that the opinion of the
Prosecution holds good in this Court and I believe that Mr. James
knew the mind of his Imperialism better. Imperialism is not
concerned whether we had or had not foreign connection or
affiliation with the CJ. It wants to suppress the revolutionary
proletariat and peasantry in India and the holding of principles of
Communism. They do not want anyone to subscribe to any
revolutionary system of thought. So it can be stated that the
questions and answers about foreign correspondence, the
Communist Party etc. are 'really unnecessary'; 'quite an
unnecessary part of the indictment' and hence of the defence also.
According to Mr. James "incomparably the most important of our
activities, that which was taking the most of our time and
attention, were the strikes which raged in Calcutta and Bombay."
So I will now tum to this incomparably the most important of our
activities and if by that time the Court still would disagree with
Mr. James and think. that outside connection and explanation
about it are "really necessary" I will try to reply.
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Q. The following is (E. and O.E.) the rest of the evidence
against you grouped under its main heads:-

1. W.P.P. of Bombay-P. 1373 (6), 2137 P, 230, 1015,
1358, 2311, 1685, 1375 Kranti of 3. 9.27; 835, 1348
(41), 993, 1353, 1343, 1348 (16)(18)(19)(15)(24) (14)
(7), 1373 (ll), 1348 (2), 1624, 1373 (13), 984, 981,
1492, 930 Kranti of 30.6.28, 986 Kranti of 5.7.28.
23.8.28 and 30.8.28, 930 Kranti of 12.7.28 and 2.8 28,
1602, 1344, 1365, P.W.'s 244 and 245, P. 2242, P.1690,
1261, 1207 (4), (3), 1170, and431 Krantikari of28.J 29.
1211, 10020, 1207 (5), Kranti 9.8.28, 23.8.28, 20.8 28,
2.9.28, 20.9.28. 27.9.28, 5.10.28, 13.1.29, 3.3.29 and
17.3.29 (to be found in different Kranti exh1bn,
numbers.) P. 987, 988, 1205, 990. 983.
II. W.P.P. of Bengal etc.:-Bengal: P. 52, 526 (41), 161~
•
and 1855. U.P.:-P. 1619, 1621P,311and433,
526 (6)
Punjab:-P. 526 (24), 1408, 1409. 1393, 1608, 2051
1626, 1641 and P.W. 179.

c.

III. A.1.W.P.P.:-P. 1373 (2). 1613, 2024C, 1348(22). 1371
(3),1323, 1617, 1373 (5), 1654P, 1611P, 1797P, 1348
(35), 468 (2), 978, 977 and 669.

IV. A.l.T.U.C.:-P.W. 119, P. 10, 1965, 1966, 1967, 2138P.
2141C, 1878C,1863P, 545(1), 1614, 1848C, 479, 526
(34), 545 (3), 545 (8), 999, 1206 (I), and P.W. 123.

V. T.Us. and strikes:-P. 819, 1625, P.Ws. 273, 276, 278
and 245, P. 958, 944, 966, 967, 929, 985, 959. 949, 787.
786, 790, 792, 954, 1628P, 395 (2), (1), 396, 955 (I).
964, and 986 Kranti of 12.8.28.

VI. Connections and Miscellaneous:-P.Ws. 244 and 218,
P. 1972, 1973, 1966, 2067 (I), P. 1637, 995, 996. 1639,
2022C, 957, 146, 525 (1 ), 645, 980, 991, 997, 1000.
1001, 1220, 1003, 1299, 1819, 1822. 1885, 2213,
1207(2), (6), 1208 (2), 1796 (e), 2512, 915 and 1175.

Have you anything to say in explanation of this evidence?
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PART III
WHAT I HAVE DONE
SECTION I-Development of Tuxtile Capital and
Strikes up to April 1928: paras 106-109
106. The growth of the Bombay textile bourgeoisie-its
profits which were the bases of the Bombay strikes
The General Strike of 1928 in the textile mills of Bomba}'
would have happened all the same even if the accused in this case
who are charged with responsibility for that strike had not ~en
part in the events of that strike. It would have been as much
prolonged and as much stubbornly fought, and it shows a
complete lack of understanding of the forces that had brought
about and kept on the strike, when it is said that the prolonged
nature and stubbornness of the fight were exclusively or in a large
measure due to the Workers' and Peasants' Party and the
Communists who devoted their energies to it. The strike was an
inevitable outcome of the objective conditions existing in the
industry at the time and the series of historical developments that
had taken place in previous years in the textile industry of
Bombay in particular and generally of the whole world. My pan
m that struggle was to put whatever energy and capacities I had at
the disposal of the working-class and on the basis of the fighting
capacity of that class to lead it on to victory.
The growth of the textile industry in Bombay and India
illustrates one of the internal class contradictions of Capitalism. It
i!i a well-known fact that before the advent of the Bntish in India
the cloth requirements of the people were met by indigenous
production, which was carried on in scattered village units. That
scattered and slow method of production was intemipted by the
British conquest of India. The foreign merchant possessing
political power used it to forcibly destroy the weavers' guilds
wherever it could. The place of Indian goods was being given to
the products of Lancashire mills, though it is a fact that this
forcible destruction i~ some places of Indian textile manufactures
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was one of the methods employed to kill Indian trade, it 18
insufficient, as has been already shown, to explain the complete
capture of the vast village markets by foreign textile goods. The
main cause was the cheapness and superiority of machine-made
textiles over handicraft products and the advantages of a vai.r
co-ordinated organi~tion of the new bourgeoisie. The work of
destruction first begun by force was completed by the superionty
of machine manufacture. The Indian textile market Wd~
completely captured and fed by the British textile manufactureli
Once having captured it, it was in the nature of things for
Lancashire to hold on to the market and not allow it to be
recaptured by any other agency. But the internal cla,~
contradiction of Capitalism itself created the competing agency
If it was Bntish capital in textiles that destroyed our texttle
manufactures in order to live on profib from exports of lnd1cl, It
was again Bntish Capitalism in he.pvy mdustries, in machme
manufacture, that supplied the machinery to build up the textile
industry in India and thus to destroy exports of British textiles
Beforr 1870 Capitalism _in England was consolidating 1t!lelf
and exporting mainly consumption goods to foreign countne~
But side by side with this, one branch of Capitalism Wdli
developing machine manufacture. After the necessities of the
expanding home industries were met where was the surplu' of
products in machine-building plants to go? After supplying powerlooms and spmdles to the continent, the balance had naturally to
be exponed to some other countnes. After 1870, Capitali!im m
England and the continent had to change its character. Instead of
exponmg readymade consumption goods it began to export the
very machinery that made these goods. The birth of syndicate'
and combines, the hunt for colonies, the export of iron and steel
matenal began in this period. The quest for profits 1s the only
motive for capitalist production. So while the Lancashire textile
owner was interested in the export of ready-made cloth from h•~
mills and opposed to the growth of mills in other countnes, his
neighbour who manufactured looms and spindles must also
dispose of his goods. Since his brother capitalist had enough of
them he had to export those spindles and looms to those markets
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where his brother capitalist was selling ready-made cloth. It was
Lancashire which exported cloth to India. it was Birmingham
which exported textile machinery. On a certain amount of capital
being available for investment. the Indian capitalist started his
own mills and British and Indian cloth began to contest for the
market. The first mill in India was built with British machinery
in 1851.
It is not that the Birmingham manufacturer of machinery was a
less patriotic Englishman than the Lancashire fellow. It is not that
he did not see that the machinery he was exporting would
ultimately compete with the other patriotic Englishman next door
m Lancashire. He saw it, but it was the Jaw of Capitalism that was
governing him, the law of profits, not the law of patriotism. If he
did not export machinery he would hl!l\'e to close down and go to
the wall, or find market for his looms even if that market were
ultimately to fight his another patriotic brother. He chose the
latter as every bourgeois would do and does. Here was the biggest
cla!!.s contradiction running to the help of India and in fact of
every dependent colony. Both sections of British Capitalism were
united in holding India as a market. But the interests of the two
~ections in relation to each other were m the la~t instance
contradictory to each other. But as they did not conflict
immediately both pursued their own course without friction. The
result was: starting in 1851 the textile mills had risen to 51 in
1877 with over 12 lacs of spindles and 10,000 looms.
For a time this was allowed to go on imperceptibly. The slave
Capitalism of India began to build up the textile industry of its
own. In England the bourgeoisie in political power had changed
its colour. The relatively peacefully inclined sections of the
British bourgeoisie who were fed on the exports of consumption
goods were ousted from power which was henceforth seized by
heavy industry, which stood for colonies, militarism and wars for
the parcelling out of the world. The interests of textile capital of
the Liberal bourgeoisie, not being dominant, the rise of textile
industry in India was not much troubled till 1896. In the
meanwhile the 12 lacs of spindles had grown up to 38 lacs and the
10,000 looms to 35.®o.
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The Indian mills that were being built were mostly producing
yam that was consumed by the Indian handloom weavers and
exported to China and the East Coast of Africa where the Indian
merchants were migrating. Though it is a fact that the internal
class contradictions of Capitalism allowed the Indian capitalist to
buy machinery from Sritish firms, yet the British bourgeoisie did
not intend to allow thd. Indian bourgeoisie to completely oust the
British textiles from the Indian markets. So long as they were
merely producing yam on a small scale it did not much matter, but
when the looms began to be installed it was serious business. A
continually growing 200 per cent increase in spindles and looms
within 20 years, in a subject colonial country was threatening. The
appeals of textile capital to the ruling heavy industry interests, the
appeals of the Liberal bourgeoisie to the Conservative ironclad"
were successful. Once again national Capitalism for a tmw
bridged over its internal conflict and an excise duty of 31/z per cent
on Indian manufacturers was levied in 4 896.
The imperialist bourgeoisie preaches to the school boys that
politics should not be used for the purposes of commercial gain!I.
The excist duty is the standing answer exposing the lie of that
lesson. The political power, the State, exists to fortify the
economical gains of that bourgeoisie which controls that State.
The repeal of the excise duty became henceforth a standing
demand of the Indian bourgeoisie and was made by it a part of the
struggle for national freedom.
In spite of this the industry prospered. It was mainly due to the
long hours of work and the low wages paid to the Indian workers
by the Indian bourgeoisie. The English spinner working l 0 hour!I
a day in a good cold climate was getting 25 shillings or Rs. 13/- a
week while the Indian worker working 14 hours a day got 4
shillings or Rs. 2/- a week in 1890.
The Swadeshi agitation of 1905, the first organised outbur~t of
the rising bourgeois nationalism in India gave an impetus to the
industry. The jump was remarkable not so much on the side of
spinning as weaving. The spindle strength of S 1 lacs and 50,000
looms in 1905 rose to 62 lacs spindles and 82,000 looms, an
increase of 20 and 40 per cent respectively, by 1910. In spite of
the excise duty for which the Indian bourgeoisie paid
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Rs. 3,31,00,000 from 1896 to 1910, the industry was prospering
and its huge profits were drawing more and more capital into it.
On the eve of the imperialist war, the spindles and looms had risen
to 68 lacs and 108,000 representing an increase of l 0 and 30 per
cent respectively. (1915). The effect on production was also
surprising. While in 1900 imports of foreign cloth were 2191
million yards, the Indian output was 102 milyds only. According
to bourgeois nationalism, if the ratio of foreign imports to
Swadeshi cloth is to determine our love of the country, the Indian
people were so ungrateful to the Indian bourgeoisie, and so much
attached to saving money by the purchase of low priced foreign
goods that the Indian tincture of patriotism was only 4 per cent
!ltrong. But the Indian bourgeoisie was sparing no pains to raise
that strength. By 1914 the Indian production against imports of
3197 milyds was 1164 milyds. In the total demand the Indian
!ltrength had arisen to 27 per cent.
When thus bourgeois patriotism wa!I on the rise, and the textile
mdustry making millions and attractmg more and more capital to
n, the working-class was ruthlessly exploited and over worked.
There is not much data available on the conditions of the work
and wages before the war period. The period before the war was
one of wholesale expropriation of the workers. There was no limit
to hours of work, no weekly holiday, no effective Factory Act.
When the Government, of course in the interests of the British
bourgeoisie, proposed a Factory Act in 1881, it was opposed. The
Acts of 1881 and 1891 remained dead letters. The peasantry in the
village!. was terrorised by the Government forces and the
zamindars, its economic power sapped by the confiscatory rents,
famines and taxation. Impoverished, a section of it went to the
towns, to the textile mills and railways. There it carried with it the
terror-stricken mind ot'hs village and the de~pair born of defeat. It
had no strength to fight for human conditions of work and
treatment. But, as the Communists say, Capitalism is its own
grave digger. It creates its own contradiction. If with the rise of
the industry, textile Capitalism was becoming stronger so was the
working-class. The outbreak of the imperialist war gave an
impetus to the seeds of class consciousness of the working-class
to blossom forth. Tiie key to the 1928 struggle of the working-
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class of Bombay and other places lies in the war period
developments of the bourgeoisie and the working-class.
DI- 5.12.31.
The outbreak of the war gave the Indian bourgeoisie a free field
to develop to the extent it could. But the weakness of the
bourgeoisie prevented 1t from taking advantage of the
opportunity, and on account of the absence of any industrial
country other than England capable of supplying machinery to the
Indian bourgeoisie, the expansion could not take place. It could
only exploit the existing plants. In the textiles no increase in the
installation of new plants took place, but export from England
having fallen the Indian production increased. Foreign cloth in
ports into India came down from 3197 milyds in 1913 to 1081 in
1919, and the Indian production with practically the same spindle
strength rose from 1 t 64 milyds to 1640 in 1919. Our mill share
had gone up from 27 per cent to 40 pc! cent of the total mill
supply.
The Indiay bourgeoisie during imperialist war refused to
strike politiEally, but followed very quickly the slogan of
"Rob while others war." Reliable data are again lacking regarding
the profits made by the textile magnates in the war period. But
not even the bourgeois historians now dare to contradict the
assertion that profits were fabulous. Though the rate of dividends
declared can give a certain idea of the profits, it is not adequate.
The capitalist methods of accounting and presenting of balancesheet have a hundred and one ways of concealing the real
magnitude of the surplus robbed from the workers. Excessive
depreciation, reserve funds of several kinds, converting reserves
into bonus shares are some of the methods by which the workingclass. peasantry and the small section of the petty-bourgeoisie
who are allowed to hold a few shares by the monopolists are given
a false idea about the surplus value extracted from the workers.
The visible profits according to the balance-sheets of the Bombay
companies were:
1917
IOIO lacs
1920
302 lacs
1918
1921
228
846

..

1919

61S

"

"

1922

387
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According to Mr. J.A. Wadia visible profits were 52 crores net
between 1914 and 1920. The reserves of the industry in Bombay
mounted up from 2.36 crores in 1917 to 12.44 crores in 1921 and
the block valuation from 17.98 crores to 42.94 crores in 1922.
This is the picture of the Bombay magnates. Those in other
industries fared even better. The jute industry paid in dividends
400 per cent and over annually. When the Indian bourgeoisie was
thus making huge profits, just as their brothers in England and
Germany were making millions from the war boom while their
workers and peasants were cutting each other's throats for the
interest of their "fatherland" i.e. their bourgeoisie, the industrial
worker in the towns could not get a rise in wages even though
prices were rising. The peasant in the villages was being
oppressed by the war loan and the taxes, even when famine was at
the door and influenza was carrying away 6 million people in
1917-18.
107. No rise in wages though prices and profits rose and real
wages fell-the resulting strikes and increase of wages
It is said that the strike should be the last weapon of the
working-class. We are told that Capitalism, when prospering, is
ever willing to pay higher wages and so when it is in depression
the working-class should suffer wage-cuts for the sake of the
industry. This is a lie circulated by the bourgeoisie. Capitalism
has never yielded a single pie or a right to the workers until it was
fought for. The capitalists are never willing to give an increase
and are ever ready to rob the workers. This trait of Capitalism,
common all the worls!·over, was responsible for everything that
happened in 1928. The bitterness of 1928, the hatred of
Capitalism was not new; it was there already. It never wa~
expressed in any literature, because the Bombay working-class
till that time had not found spokesmen who could speak out its
thoughts, its own needs and ambitions. Communists express and
emphasise, while others try to gloss over and hide the existing
class-struggle and class relations. Capitalism, the owner of the
means of production, ever wants to increase the surplus
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value produced by the working-class. It is waging every minute a
continuous class war on the worker. The worker in order to live, to
survive, has to resist, which he does very slowly and many a time
reluctantly. The war had increased the prices of commodities and
the price level in Ind~ with 1914 at 100 was soaring up thus:
LEVEL OF PRICES, 1914=100
1915
1916
1917
1918

llO

130
145
175

lac!>

1919
1920
1921

195
200
180

lac!>

"

Were not the mill-owners aware of this? Certainly they were.
The most sensitive organisation of the stock exchange was everyday showing a rise in the commodities ftlarket, whose reflection 1t
is. Did the mill-owners come forth offering a rise of wages to the
workers? Did they not see that the real wage~ of the workers
would def{reciate severely when the prices were soaring? The
mill-owners saw it and waited to see if the workers would take
sound steps to express their grievances. From 1914 to 1916 for
three years the workers somehow pulled on. lndebtednei,s
increased but when the tide could not be stemmed, strikes began
with the modest demand of 10 per cent increase in wages. The
strikes broke out one by one in individual mills and it was the first
attempt to strike for wages. The wave spread to all workshops and
factories in Bombay in 1917 and the increases were given. It may
be pointed out that the increase was not given so that the workers
might live happily but that they may not stop production which
the owners could not afford in times of high profits. With the price
level at 145 the 10 per cent could not satisfy anybody; and when
the price level went up to 175 in 1918 the workers had to strike
against and got only JS per cent increase i.e, l /Sth of the rise in
prices. The mill-owners went on resisting the demands and
Janupy 1919 saw again a complete General Strike in the textile
mills in Bombay lasting for 15 days. It secured an increase of 20
per cent. The third and last of the successful General Strikes to
secure a rise in wages took place in 1920.
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The changes in wages and price level in Bombay in this period
are given below:/ncreases in textile wages and prices levels in Bombay
Pnce
Levels
Wages

1914

1917

1918

1919

100
100

145
110

175
115

195
135

Text1l~ General

Stnkes
Lastmg No. of days

Senei.of
Stnkes

1920

1921

200
{ 155 Time
175 Piece
General

11

200

170 Time
180 Piece

General

Ge.neral

15

30

This will show that the wages of the workers never caught up
the rising prices or the cost of living index as compiled by the
Government agency. The treatment which Capitalism meted out to
the workers in Bombay during thi~ period was sufficient to plant in
them a lasting hatred of Capitalism. Taking advantage of the
monopoly over the grain market the prices were pushed up so high
that the grain merchants and ultimately the imperialist
government machinery had to step in and establish control prices
in order to prevent food riots. The land owners continued to raise
the rents until the petty-bourgeois middle-class, which today is so
patriotically supporting the big bourgeoisie in its protective tariff
and boycott campaigns, had to clamour for some control over the
rapacious bourgeoisie by means of a Rent Act. During this period
of 1914-22 when the Bombay textile profiteers made 52 crores of
visible profits, the workers had to make five strikes to secure an
increase in wages which never pulled them up to the level of the
rising cost of living. What must have the workers done to fill up
the deficiency each year, each month. Either they must have
starved themselves more than what they were already doini
before 1914, or gone into debts. The deficit between cost of living
and wages (granting for a moment that both coincided in 1914 at
100 which is nor a fact) in the case of Bombay weavers alone
comes to ten crores of rupees between 1914 and 1920 according to
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my calculation which I had submitted to the Fawcett Inquiry
Committee (D 523). This was a clean gift to Capitalism by the
weavers from their own necessary minimum, apart from the
ordinary surplus values produced by them as on the pre-war level.
In face of such a robbery of the working-class, who has the
impudence to say that the class war is artificially created by the
Communists or that~ preach class hatred whereas without us the
working-class would simply overflow with love for the vampire
Capitalism. It must require an amazing ignorance or slavishness
for a man to preach to the workers in Bombay to love the
bourgeoisie or assist it. The workers can never forget the miseries
heaped upon them in the war days and continued even today.
While the textile magnates rearing up palaces for themselve~.
60 per cent of the population in Bombay was confined within a
filthy area of I /Sth of the whole city. In small one-room tenement'
the workers' families were closed as in the box and compelled to
live like beasts: In the report of the lady doctor appointed by the
Government of Bombay to investigate conditions of women
industrial worker~ in Bombay in 1922 we find the following
appallint state of housing:
"In the outside chawls I have several times verified the
overcrowding of rooms. In one, on the second floor of a chawl,
measuring some 15 by 12 feet I found six families living. Six
separate ovens on the floor proved this statement. On enquiry I
ascertained that the actual number of adults and children living m
this room was 30....... When I questioned the District nurse who
accompanied me as to how they would arrange for privacy in this
room, I was shown a small place some 3 feet by 4 feet which was
usually screened off for the purpose. The atmosphere at night of
that room filled with smoke from six ovens and other impurities
might handicap any woman or infant both before and after
delivery. This was one of many such rooms I saw." (D 548, page
28). In such one room tenements 97 per cent of the workers have
to live and as a result 600 children out of 1OOO births die off-that
is the family life permitted to the worker by Capitalism.
k was during these four years 1917-21, that the working-class
in Bombay as also in other places learnt that its life is influenced
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by international factors, that somewhere on this globe when
the people at the instigation of imperialists fought wars they
influenced its living in Bombay, threw it into debts and forced
it into strikes. The imperialist war taught the working-class
and peasantry in India that the splendid isolation of feudal
India is broken up, that its economy is now influenced by
international factors. The reluctance of the bourgeoisie to
increase wages voluntarily and the readiness with which they
gave increases in order to guard their profits, when strikes
were forced on them, made the working-class conscious of its
power, and taught the workers that strike is not the last
weapon, but the only effective weapon in their hands to save
themselves from starvation. The lesson of active class war was
learnt, though in very indistinct lines and through elemental
outburst of demands, during "'this period. We simply
liUmmarised this experience of the workers and held it before
them in a clearly formulated manner.
The bitterness of class war increased after 1921. With the
termination of the imperialist war the available stocks of goods, so
long held back, were thrown on the export market by Europe in
order to meet the immediate demands of the war burdens. The
~terling exchange having deteriorated and relatively the rupee
having risen imports into India became easier. To this were added
the feverish schemes of the bourgeoisie for expansion, as it was
boom period. The mill-owning rings inflated the capital by
recapitalising some plants at high prices by the simple method of
book entries and change of the names of the companies. A large
part of the sudden jump of textile capital from 9.40 crores in 1919
to 16.98 crores in 1920 is due to this trickery of finance. This was
later on used to spread exaggerated ideas about the losses of the
mdustry and was &te of the causes of the prolongation of the
General Strike of 1928. (D 401).

108. The depression in industry and attack on wages-the
strikes of 1924 and 1925
·
However here again as in f 907 nationalism came to the help. A
severe boycott c~paign checked recovery of Lancashire imports
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though only for a time. Indian production kept on rising and the
mill-owners did not create much trouble in the matter of wages.
From 1920 to 1923 there was no serious stoppage of work in
Bombay. Foreign imports of 1510 milyds in 1920-21 as again11t
the Indian production of 1581 milyds fell to 1090 milyds (a drop
of 33 per cent) as against a rise of Indian production to 1734
milyds. What advaft\Bge did the Indian bourgeoisie take of this? It
engaged itself in stock exchange speculation and when prices fell,
unloaded stocks on the gullible petty-bourgeois inve~tors. With
the gradual fall in prices, with the exchange troubles created by a
foreign Government which was out to restore the credit of the
British exchange, and the inexperience and grab of the
speculators in the industry, the visible profits came down from
10.10 crores in 1920 to 8.46 in 1921 and 3.87 crores in 1922. As Ill
always the case under Capitalism the first made to suffer from th1.,
were the workers. The mill-owners stopped theu bonus that wa&
being paid to them since 1919. Wh~ the workers were informed
by a sudden notice that they would not get bonus payments, there wa'
a General Strike of the mills beginning on l 7th January, 1924.
The,strike lasted for two month&. There was uptill now no
organisation of the workers to lead the strike. The spontaneou&
lead of the conscious elements of the workers and their
unconscious and unorganised solidarity wai, able to keep up the
strike. The bonus question was not a small question. The real loll&
to the workers from the loss of bonus is not grasped because the
loss is not so evident as it is in wage cuts. But the stoppage of
bonus was virtually a wage cut. The annual bonus, according to
the Bombay Labour Office had added 8.3 per cent to the earning&
of the workers in 1921 and therefore its ~toppage meant an as
mueh wage cut. (D 548).
The mill-owners took the attitude that the bonus was merely a
present from them to the workers who had no "customary, legal or
equitable claim" on it. The workers took the stand that the plea of
the mill-owners that their profits were in danger was false and
their balance-sheets faked. Moreover the mill-owners had never
g;iven a wage increase commensurate with the increase of the cost
of living and the two ends had never met. After over a month's
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struggle the workers refused to give in. Attempts were made to get
the strike called off on the promise of an Arbitration Committee to
decide the dispute, but the workers refused. It is said that the
Communists in 1928 preached to the workers an uncompromising
attitude on the question of arbitration and by refusing to accept
arbitration or reference of the whole dispute to an Inquiry
Committee including the terms of settlement, prolonged the strike
and used it for their revolutionary con~piracy purposes. But then
what about 1924? There at that time there was no Communist in
the strike. Still the workers refused arbitration and also refused to
call off the strike on the simple condition of referring the dispute
to Inquiry Committee. The mill-owners even resorted to starve out
the workers by holding back the payment of due wages. But the
workers did not break down. On February 19, 1924, the
Government of Bombay appointed an Inquiry Committee
presided over by a High Court Judge. While the committee was
'\1tting, the workers held a meeting where the workers and police
clashed and a firing took place on March 7. In it 5 were killed, 4
wounded and 13 arrested. On the same day the Governor of
Bombay realising the situation, asked the mill-owners to pay off
the workers wages which had been held back. The Inquiry
Committee declared its verdict on March 11, and rejected the
workers' claim. The strike collapsed through exhaustion and the
work was resumed by 25th March, 1924 after a struggle of 7'A
million working days. The fight was lost. If the average annual
wages is taken at 6 crores, the miJl-owners had saved nearly 50
lakhs a year by the abolition of bonus.
At the same time the workers in Bombay learnt some lessons
from the actual struggle they had to wage. In this class-struggle,
the workers were starved, fire opened on them, their wage~
withheld; and final'tf had come a committee which claimed to be
impartial, which claimed that it had no class affihation. That
Committee in the face of the visible profits of the industry, the
swelling block accounts had declared that the workers need not
get bonus. It was the biggest service that Imperialism did to the
workers in Bombay. It had associated a high functionary of
bourgeois justice with an acute manifestation of class-struggle
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and through this functionary declared half a crore of the
workers' earnings forfeited thus showing bourgeois justice to
be against the workers. It was but natural that the workers m
Bombay should lose faith in Inquiry or Arbitration
Committees in the High Courts of Imperialism. The worker!i
learnt in 1924 from real objective conditions that he who is not
with them is against them. In the class-struggle there are no
neutrals. So when \ve in 1928 expressed our disbelief 10
Arbitration or Inquiry Committees and rejected proposals of
submitting the fate of the strike to another class court of
Imperialism and the bourgeoisie, we were simply repeating
their own lesson which the workers had learnt in 1924. Not
only that. We being young and ignorant of all the happenmgi.
of 1924, were in fact warned by the olders workers agam ... t
such committees and we ourselves were given lesson~ rn the
past struggle by the class conscious and older worker~. The
most class conscious and experienced workers are generally
better teachers of the class-struggle than many a pettybourgeois intellectual bookworm.
The s~ond lesson they had learnt was that in times of huge profit-;
the worfers were not the first but the last to get even a meagre
increase, and that in times of even a small fall in profits they were not
the last but the first to be hit.As the industrial crises of the bourgeoisie
continually recur and have become chronic after the war, the workers
have always to wage an offensive or defensive struggle to snatch
better conditions and prevent the worsening of the existing
conditions. Thus at all times they have to engage themselves in a
continuous class-struggle and in this class-struggle the Imperialist
State will always side with the bourgeoisie as against the workers.
After having inflicted a loss of 50 lakhs a year on the workeri.
the mill-owners got emboldened and made another attack on the
workers' wages in 1925 September by announcing a wage cut of
11 Yz per cent that is a cut of 70 to 80 lakhs a year in the earnings of
the textile workers in Bombay. The strike began on 15th
September 1925 and extended to all the mills, lasting till
December, a fight of I I million working days-31.4 million more
than the previous one. This strike and the next one of 1928
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illustrated the cowardly nature and the inability of the Indian
bourgeoisie to fight its own battle, the battle of freedom to
develop the productive forces of the country, which would yield
them their profits. The mill-owners in Bombay made the abolition
of the Excise Duty on cotton goods an issue in the strike. The
strike in fact was not a strike but a lock-out asking the workers to
take 11 '12 per cent less wages or in the alternative asking the
Government to abolish the Excise Duty. It was actually a
monstrous demonstration organised by the bourgeoisie against
the Excise Duty and a demonstration based on the starvation and
killing of the workers. The bourgeoisie dared not rouse the
workers directly for political struggle against the Dictatorship,
which was hampering the development of industries in India by
the excise duties, mischief in exchange and such other means. Not
daring to lead a revolutionary struggle for national freedom which
would create conditions for the development of industries, not
daring to even mildly fight for vital reforms for its own class, the
bourgeoisie pushed the textile workers to the front, and forced a
strike on them and put up the banner on which was inscribed their
demand that "Government should abolish the Excise Duty or we
shall starve the workers by lock-out until they choose to starve
voluntarily by 11 ~ per cent". As Bombay produces half the total
mill production of cotton goods in India, a strike in Bombay and
the issues involved in it reach everybody in almost every big town
in India. A long stoppage of Bombay mills disturbs the
equilibrium of the economy of the whole of India. Therefore it
was the Bombay bourgeoisie which chose to bring the Excise
Duty question to the fore by this vile form of demonstration. The
bourgeoisie was using the workers to bring pressure on the
Government machinery, to get relief for its own class of about two
crores a year by dte abolition of the Duty, a task which it had
failed to accomplish in the toy legislatures in which it had sat
from year to year with a show of ridiculous opposition and
speeches.
The Imperialist Government granted the demand of the Indian
bourgeoisie and abolished the Duty, and the Cotton Duties Act was
repealed in April, 1926.
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The abolition of the duty was not done by the Government m
order to save the mill-workers from wage cuts. Neither was it an
indication that the British bourgeoisie and the Indian Government
had disagreed. It was also not an indication that Government
favoured the industrialisation of India and an accelerated growth
of the Indian bourgeoisie. The interests of Indian Capitalism are
directly opposed to those of the British bourgeoisie and the
abolition of the Excis~ Duty does not vitiate this proposition. It 1s
a fact that conditions in England were not favourable for such a
step on the part of the Government of India which exists first and
foremost to protect the interests of the Bntish bourgeoisie. The
Liberal Industrial Inquiry Report says on this penod: "From the
middle of 1924 to the middle of 1925 in fact we actually lo!lt
ground due to a number of causes, including a general cessation m
international trade the cessation of the special stimulus to Bntl~h
industry, of the Ruhr occupation, and the prospects and effect!! of
the British return to gold in April, 1925. In June, 1925 the numbers
of unemployed were some 250,~ more than m the year
previously" (page 270). Yet within this general picture of Britt11h
decline tbe textile mdustry was relatively in a better po!iit1on. The
unempl6°yment of textile workers which was 120,000 m 1923 wa!.
only 60,000 in July 1925 out of 576,000, the total number of
textile workers in England. While the percentage of registered
unemployed in mining and metal was 20 per cent it was 8 per cent
in textiles. It is a fact that India being the largest of British's cotton
markets a big setback here would hit the British bourgeoisie,
though not seriously yet substantially. But it must also be seen that
just after the abolition of the Excise Duty, the imports from United
Kingdom into India were rising from 955 milyds in 1922 to 1319
and 1644 milyds in 1923 and 1924 and were becoming steadier.
These fluctuations are not much expressed in the total export!! of
British textile to all countries including India, which were steady
from 1922 to 1925 round about 4150 to 4450 milyds. Though this
was an absolute decline over the pre-war figure of 7000 milyds yet
the industry had hopes of recovery and was not so much organised
as in others, like the coal, iron, engineering etc. which formed the
largest part of the total exports. Since the heavy export
~
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industries with their protectionist policy for themselves ruled
the day a concession to India's textiles was not going to create
insuperable obstruction.
There was also another consideration and that was far more
influential than the position of Lancashire as such in determining
the fate of the concessions. It was the necessary of keeping Indian
bourgeois and petty-bourgeois section~ engaged with few
concessions here and there. With a crisis in unemployment rising
m England, a very complicated situation on the continent and
ri~ing di~content in China it was paying to keep the Indian
bourgeoisie just relieved for a while. With the Non-Co-operation
Movement crushed, the bourgeoisie at the earliest available
moment was running to the councils. The abolition of Excise
Duty, the passing of the Steel Protection Act and such other things
were the best toys with which to tempt the people to cling to the
road of Swaraj through the Councils till other matters could be
settled. Thus the abolition of the duty was in no way a policy to
industrialise India.
The Government by abolishing the duty benefited the textile
capitalists of the whole of India by about two crores a year and
Bombay city by 96 lakhs. When the conce~sion was made they
cancelled the notices of wage cut, caJled off the lock-out and the
workers resumed work in a mood of victory, in December, 1925.
The strike had lasted for nearly three months. The textile
capitalists of Bombay in two years had made a saving in co!!iit of
production of 50 fakhs a year by cancellation of bonus payments
in 1924 and 96 lakhs a year by remission of the Excise Duty in
1925. They had asked for a wage cut of I 1'h per cent yieldmg
them only 70 lakhs a year, while actually they got 96 lakhs
equivalent to a wage cut of 16 percent. For all this the workers had
been starved for ihree months losing 1'h crores in wages, several
killed and wounded in firing and there was an increa!!iie in their
indebtedness. The Indian bourgeoisie had fought its anti1mperialist battle against the Excise Duty on the corpses of the
Bombay workers and having won, it was out again within a year,
with its hired bayonets turned towards the workers, for forcing
another wage C\lt on them.
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109. The Japanese competition and 'IBriff Boardrationalisation and attack on wages-partial strikes and
their failure
The imperialist war had destroyed once for all the equilibrium
of capitalist economy, ~d the violent oscillations felt all the world
over were not showing ligns of returning to normalcy, though the
violence of this oscillation had mitigated since 1923, the year of
the defeat of the German proletariat and the beginning of the
period of partial stabilisation. The imperialists of Europe started
schemes of reconstruction and stabilisation; international loan.;,,
guarantees and building up of new combines were renewed with
vigour. As usual the first onslaught of these movements was felt by
the workers. British capitalist economy undertook superhuman
efforts to relationalise production and effect wage cub The
working-class resisted, the general stri.ke of 1926 followed and
was smashed. With a strong Conservative Government, a defeated
working-class and corrupt labour aristocracy, a drive to a!lsemble
the Empir9 resources to suppress the colonial discontent and to
arrest the decline of British Capitalism was begun. The re!!ult wa'
that the Chinese Revolution was suppressed with the help of the
counter-revolutionary Chinese bourgeoisie. In India the exchange
ratio wa!I turned in favour of the British export trade, the
suggestion of the Indian bourgeoisie to give it more polillccll
reforms was rejected and an all-Imperialist, all-British Snnon
Commis&ion was announced.
Just as the Indian bourgeoisie had taken advantage of the war,
so had other countries. In the textile trade Japan and China had
advanced very rapidly. Whereas the all-Asiatic spindle &trength m
1913 was 9,384,000, it rose to 17,827,000 in 1927-a rise of 90
per cent-while the British increase was only 3 per cent.
D/- 7.12.31
Out of these 17 millions Japan claimed 6 million spindles.
During and after the war, the Japanese had not in any way
penetrated the Indian market. But long ago she had shown signs of
competing in goods like long cloth and shirting with the Indian
mills Proposals of an alliance between Lancashire and Bombay
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were discussed and almost agreed upon through the diplomatic
services of one of the richest Bombay mill-owners, Sir Ness Wadia.
By that arrangement Lancashire was not to compete in lower counts
with Bombay while Bombay would not move up to higher counts,
and both were to keep out Japan. But the arrangement for higher
political reasons did not find support with the Government of India
who refused a protective duty against Japan. But the competition of
Japanese textiles began to increase and their imports into India from
155 milyds in 1924-25 began to mount up to 217, 214 and 323
milyds, in 1925, 1926 and 1927 respectively. In the total imports of
over 2,000 milyds, this amount was negligible. But the fact that the
bulk of the imports competed directly in price with some of the
varieties produced by the largest mills-in Bombay gave strength to the
cry of Japanese competition.
The Bombay bourgeoisie soon after the 1925 strike asked the
Government of India for a protective duty. The Government
refused. They next asked for the appointment of a Tariff Board to
enquire into the state of the industry and its claims for protection.
The Government of India agreed to this and the Tariff Board
started its enquiry into the industry.
The demand for the Board had come from the Bombay millowners. The mills in other centres were not interested in it. Having
once asked for the Board the mill-owners could not but appear before
it with some materials. These material~ were mainly directed to
showing the so-called high wages the owners were paying in
Bombay. But the main ground on which the Bombay magnates had
asked for protection and enquiry was the Japanese competition. As
regards the mill-owners attempts to substantiate their claim on this
ground, the Tariff Board observed: "The attitude adopted by the
Bombay Mill-owners' Association in this regard calls for some
comment. We consider that we were entitled to expect from that body,
which had applied for protection against unfair competition from
Japan, full infonnation as to the nature and extent of that
competttion ....... It was also, we consider, reasonably to be expected
that some information as to the markets in India into which the
Japanese goods h~ve penetrated would be placed before as. Little or
no information was forthcoming from the Bombay Mill-owners'
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Association upon any of these heads." (Quotation in Exh: D 401,
page 17). Another ground that the Bombay magnates advanced
was the severity of the competition from the up-country mills
due to low wages prevailing there. On this point also the Board
observed: "All the( can be said is, therefore, that the cost of
production statemedts show that production both in yam and
cloth in Ahmedabad and in efficient up-country mills is as high
as it is in Bombay." When the Board asked them to submit cost
of production accounts 21 mills out of 275 supplied them.
Acting on such information the Tariff Board made 1ti.
recommendations, on the basis of which, the mill-owner~ m
Bombay started their attack on workers' wages and standards
in 1927 and 1928.
The workers in Bombay also submitted representations to the
Board on their conditions of life and work, on the horrible
practices of unlimited fines, assaults, Torfeitures of wage!I etc. The
result was that the Board asked the mill-owners to take more work
from the l_orkers for the same wages and this recommendation to
increase exploitation they christened with that deceptive phra!le,
"increasing efficiency."
The news of the recommendations was not understood in all 11'
aspects by the Bombay workers, until the mill-owners launched a
direct attack and held the Tariff Board report in their front as thelf
passport to the support of "public opinion". Where the workers
worked 180 spindles on Rs. 26/- a month they were asked to look
after 360 on Rs. 39/- half the increase of wage for double the increase
in work. The Tariff Board found that there was a marked dispanty
betw~ spinners' and weavers' wages and thought that the dispanty
ought to be removed. The mill-owne~ in order to remove the
disparity instead of raising the spinning wages, proposed to bring the
weavers' down. Schemes of wholesale rationalisation, not by IDCdns
of improve.cl technique or amalgamation of scattered planLi; or capital
but by the simple and inexpensive method of doubling the work of all
spinners and weavers, were planned out and the strongest of the
finahcial syndicates took upon themselves the task of launching out
the first attack and breaking the workers' resistance which was rightly
expected to be most determined. Once again the workers found a
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committee of so-called impartial judges-the Tariff Boardsupporting the ruin of workers' peace and his life in the interest of
the bourgeoisie. There are no neutrals, the workers learnt, and no
impartial third parties in the class-struggle. He who is not for us is
against us, was the lesson repeated.
The work of breaking the workers' resistance and
introducing new methods was begun by E.D. Sassoon and
Company, Limited, which is one of the biggest combines in the
textile industry of the whole of India. With the financial
backing of a banking house organised on an international
scale, immense credit, age-old experience associated with the
name of the Sassoons and an efficient technical staff that high
finance can command this company was the only one in
Bombay to dare such an experiment. They began the
mtroduction of the new Sweating System in Auguo;t, 1927 in
two of their mills. Immediately there was a strike which la~ted
for a whole month and ended in the beginning of September.
The workers resumed work on the understanding that the
adoption of the three-loom system would be optional. On
resumption one by one all who did not accept the system were
d1smisse,l Without any strong orgamsation of their own the
workers were out to fight a big octopuo;.
For two months there was no flagrant attack, but the beginning
of year 1928 saw a concerted attack in 9 mills. 8 of the Sa~soons
and one of Sir Ness Wadia. The Spring Mills introduced double
frame working and piece rates in spinning. The Sassoon Mills
introduced double frame working only. The strike affected over
16,000 workers. The Sassoons strike broke down by February,
25th and the Sprin! Mills ended in compromise on 16th January.
One by one the strongest of the owners began their attacks, the
three principal parties being the Sassoons. Wadias and
Fazalbhoys. These three amongst themselves combined the largest
part of the spindles and capital in Bombay, employing about
52,000 workers. These three houses are the dictators of Bombay
textiles and consequently of Bombay finance. Between August
1927 and April 11128 there were as many as 24 strikes. In this the
Ap,ollo workers 'raced two strikes (lst August-2nd September
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1927 and 2nd January-25th February 1928), the Spring Mill11
twice (2nd January-16th January 1928 and 31st January-6th
February 1928), the Textile Mills three times (2lst February-25th
February and 17th March-3rd April and 7th April-24th April
J928), the Rachel S~soon twice (2nd January-25th February and
3rd-4th March 1928}. Out of them 21 disputes were lost, one wa1i
compromised and two merged into the General Strike. Out of
these 24 disputes 12 arose out of the measures adopted by th,
Sassoons, 5 by Sir Nes~ Wadia, the textile magnate with very big
reserves and unique in some of his working methods. Two aro1;e
from the Fazalbhoys and the rest from individual owners. If along
with this it is remembered that the General Strike began with the
whole Fazalbhoy group closing down on 16th April, the trend of
the mill-owners' attack, the chief sources of it and the huge
combmes that stood behind it, become clearly visible.
The mill-owners had seen the resis~ance of the worken, in 1924
and 1925. Though beaten they had held out for nearly two month1i
in one case and three months in another. Even though without any
solid mtanisat1on they had combined when attacked. So the m1llowners were unwilling to face a General Strike every year and
especially when the trade prospects of 1927 were better than m
previous years. They therefore adopted the tactic of breaking the
workers' resistance by groups, and as shown above the first battle
was given by the !ltrongest syndicates and was won by them.
40,000 workers' standard of work and living were made woN~
Thus by five instalments and within one year i.e. by the end of
1928, the mill-owners would have introduced the new Sweatmg
System in almost all the mills, increased the hours of work m
several department~ and reduced the rates of wages of weaveTh,
wherever the three-loom system could not have been introduced
By the end of 1928 30,000 workers, if the above policy had been
allowed to continue, would have been absolutely thrown out of
work. the working time of over 20,000 would have been raised by
18 per cent and the same number would have lost 21 per cent m
eamings by the forced increase in hours of work without a
corresponding increase in the rates of wages. This new attack wa!I
unprecedented in the history of the Bombay working-class or
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the working-class of Europe and America, which also was
being beaten down in wages but not on such a monster scale. In
the isolated battles the workers had Jost completely. The
strikes had lasted for nearly 1'12 million working days, (the
Bombay Labour office has not given any exact data on this)
and the workers had lost over 20 lakhs in wages by the
stoppage, apart from the permanent loss resulting from the
defeat. If it had been spread over the whole industry the
stoppage represented 11 days' General Strike. Such four
instalment~ covering the whole industry would have meant a
~toppage equivalent to two month~ at the moM, if we take into
consideration the fact that the single stoppage of the Sassoon
group of 24,000 workers lasted for one month and 24 days. The
advantage of the new tactic lay in this fact. It was a system of
"guerrilla lock-out". The general introduction of the new
r,,y!>tem, increase of hours and a wage-cut would have
generated such a tremendous opposition that the resulting
~trike according to previous experiences would have gone on
for more than three months at least. By the tactic of holated
attacks, the mill-owners rightly calculated on easy victories
and a ~a· ing in the prolonged ~toppage of work of 1 to 11/z
months. The plans of the bourgeoisie were well laid and based
on ~hrewd busine"s calculat1ons.
SECTION 2.-Tbe General Textile Strike in Bombay, April
to October 1928: paras 110-127

110. The failure of partial strikes necessitated a General
Strike-dinct causes of the 1928 strike
Having broken the resistance of l/5th of the workers the millowners proceeded to launch their second attack on the workers of
the big Fazalbhoy group which is comprised of 11 mills
employing 21,000 workers. One of their mill~. the Kastoorcharid
Mill was already on strike since the 3rd April for reduction in
rates of blanket weaving. On 16th April, 1928 7 more mills of this
group struck work (P. W. 245-Hassan Ali) along with three other
mills in the immediate vicinity of this group. The closing down
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of this group, the firing on the workers and the death of one of
them, Parashram Jadhav on 23rd April brought about the
General Strike, the conditions for which had been ripening
since January.
The method of atJack followed by the Fazalbhoy group was
different from that 'of the Sassoons and Wadias. Though the
Fazalbhoys were a big syndicate they had not such strong
financial reserves as the Sassoons and Wadias. Therefore that
group could not afford to meet the workers with a direct attack
on clear-cut issues. They followed a method of subterfuge.
They transferred a large number of their looms to weave finer
varieties of cloth, mostly new patterns of dhotis and bordered
grey goods with an introduction of artificial silk yams. While
they raised the counts of yarn woven, they did not raise the rate
of wages per pound with the effec1 that as the output in finer
counts weighed less and the rate per pound remained the same,
the workers received less earnings. They transformed their
Pearl Mill all on finer counts and artificial silk. They also
introduced the high draft system in spinning. But the
machinery set up was of such a type that the management
agreed to alter it in December 1928, i.e. after the General
Strike. Having put up on higher counts, the doffing was low in
spinning and the management started reducing men in the
spinning on this account. But their book-calculations about the
percentage fall in doffing and the consequent reductions in
number of assistants to the spinner (that is doffer boys etc.)
were vitiated by one factor which they had not taken into
consideration, and that factor was bad mixings in cotton. The
accumulated result of all this was reduction of the employed
workers, increase of work for those employed, in the spinning
and fall of earnings of the weavers. This development
ultimately affected every worker in the textile process and bred
serious discontent. That the mills were put up on finers is
evidence from the returns of spinning counts. Counts 11 to 22s
had come down from 153 million pounds in 1926-27 to 131 in
1927-28. Counts 21 to 30s had risen from 104 million pounds
to 107. But the jump is more noteworthy in 31to40s. From 9.2
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million it rose to 12.3 million pounds, a rise of more than 33
per cent. In above 40s from 4.3 million pounds to 5, an
increase of 16 per cent.
It is not so much the actual increase that matters as the trend
of production and the inevitable suffering of the workers
arising from it. It was this that brought out the Fazalbhoy
group. It was this that caught hold of the imagination and
feelings of the workers. They had seen 40,000 of their
comrades beaten down alone in an isolated single-handed
fight. They now saw that it was not a question of one or two
mills but of the whole industry heaping more burdens oa their
head. The 40,000 already defeated in the previous three months
were convinced of this by their personal experience. But they
alone were not powerful enough, in the absence of organisation,
to convince the whole textile working-class of the oncoming
waves. It was necessary for another big mass of workers to learn
from experience of the danger threatening all of them. Such a big
mass was only to be found in the Fazalbhoy group. I say even this
that had the mill-owners not attacked the workers either in the
Petit Mills or other individual mills, it is doubtful whether the
General Strike would have come about in April. The fact that the
next group of workers to be affected by unemployment and fall in
wages were those from the Fazal group at once turned the scale in
favour of the strikE". Because these combined with the 40,000
already embittered formed a strong bloc of 60,000 men, coming
from mills situated in the most densely populated part of the
textile city and with the largest and widest system of contact for
the propagation and exchange of thoughts, feelings and
experience. Any general mass discontent or even a strong
grievance only among the weavers of the Sassoons, Fazals and
Wadias, can at any moment form a solid basis for a General
Strike. Such a situation had not matured in January, but it had
matured in April. Therefore in spite of appeals, a General Strike·
did not come about in January but was an accomplished fact after
seven days of the pay day in April. The historical development of
the industry, the ptrsonal experience of rank and file workers and
the conviction
of that experience that nothing but a General
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Strike could stay the threatening wage cuts, unemployment,
and worsened conditions brought about the General Stnke m
April 1928.
The Prosecution allegation in the matter of this Gencrctl
Strike is that in {act the strike was engineered and brought
about by us; that the workers had no grievances that we
formulated grievances and demands long after the 11trike had
taken place, and this we did because we want the generJI
strikes as rehearsals for the final act of insurrection-we do
not care whether the workers have or have not anything to gam
immediately from the strikes. They brought the Superintendent
of the Office of the Mill-owners' Association (P.W. 234) with a
document purporting to be a letter from the Joint Mill St11ke
Committee to the Mill-owners' Association putting bc:fore
them the demands of the workers. The argument behmd the
presentation of this witness and lhat document was to ~how
that the letter of demands was dated 3rd May and the stnkc had
taken \>lace 10 days earlier, the grievances formulated ID that
letter were purely an afterthought of those leaders who hdd
brought about the strike for the purposes of a "rehearsal" tor
advancing Communist influence amongst the workers. But after
the witness had been called the Prosecution changed their hne and
decided not to put in that letter, which was then brought on record
as a defence document (Ex. D 3). One would fail to see the reason
of bringing this witness before the Court if the above points were
not remembered. Because once the Prosecution had given up the
idea of putting in that document as their exhibit to support their
8J'f1lment of "a General Strike without grievances", and their
attempt to prove the J928 strike as a bad deed of the Communists,
the need for this witness vanishes altogether. But in order to
justify their waste of money and to remove the absurdity of the
whole show they put him in the box to testify to the well-known
historical fact that there was a General Strike of textile mills m
Bombay in the year 1928 and that he, the Office Superintendent
of the Mill-owners' Association, actually remembered that
historical fact. But the memory of that excellent Office
Superintendent was not sure when that historical fact. which
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according to the Prosecution was a rehearsal for insurrection
came to an end. He "thought" that it ended on 4th October 1928.
The same line is followed by the Prosecution in their examination
of two other witnesses who were personally cognisant of those 24
disputes that took place prior to the General Strike and other facts
leading to it (P.W. 244 R.S. Patwardhan and P.W. 245, Hassan Ali).
Not one question that would have suggested the existence of
grievances and strikes prior to and leading to the General Strike was
put to them by the Prosecution. Their trend of question is to show that
!ludclenly in April, 1928, Bombay found itself in the grip of a general
textile strike and that some of the accused here were the cause of it. It
was the Defence that showed by cross-examination of these
witnesses the existence of long-drawnout disputes arising from the
introduction of new rational systems of work and other grievances,
that the General Strike had not come up suddenly as if raised from
hell by the evil spirits of Communism. It is to refute the alJegations of
the Prosecution that I have stated !lo far the development that
inevitably and historically led to the General Strike in April 1928.
This can also be shown by reference to Fawcett Committee's Report
which sa!' ·: "On the 3rd May, 1928 the Joint Strike Committee
published a list of terms to be conceded by the mill-owners, which
has now come to bt.. known as the "17 demands" and which formed
one of the items submitted to us for consideration. But we may state
here that many of these demands were not put forward/or the first
time when they were so formulated. During the few months immediately preceding the General Strike there were several strikes in
individual mills and in groups of mills in connection with one or
more of the grievances submitted in the 17 demands for removal"
(page 4). The report then gives a list of the sixteen strikes which
occurred between August, 1927 and May, 1928. to which I have
referred above. This list has also been confinned by P.W. 244. After
a mention of the fact that in all instances prior to April 1928 the
strikes ended in favour of the employers, except in one case, the
Committee summarises the main grievances of the workers prior to
the General Strike:
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"(l) Direct cut i~ wages; (2) Reduction in monthly earnings'
owing to the following indirect causes: (a) Introduction of new
varieties of cloth at rates which did not bring the level of wages to
those earned on the production of the old sorts; (b) reduction of
piece rates to me'! unanticipated high production by individual
operatives; (c) adjustment in rates to bring them in line with rates
prevailing in other mills; (d) no adjustment made to increase rates
in cases where mills went on finer counts; (e) the introduction of
artificial silk and inferior raw material; (f) gradual withdrawal of
bonuses such as good attendance and efficiency bonus, and free
railway passes to workers etc; and (g) introduction of a method
of paying wages on the weight of the cloth after it had undergone
a subsequent process instead of the actual weight produced on the
loom; (3) The introduction of new methods of work involving a
reduction in the number of operatives employed, notably in the
Sassoon group (that is three looms and double frame workmg)
and the fear of spreading of this system to other mills in the c1tv:
and (4) The increase in the hours of mechanics in some mills
from 8~ hours to 10 hours per day. and the declaration of a
general intention to level up the hours of work for all mill
operatives in all mills to 10 hours per day.
"In addition to the above there were several minor grievance!! m
connection with the infliction of fines, dismissals, the practice of
handing over spoilt cloth to the weavers in lieu of wages. It would,
we think, serve no useful purpose to go at length into the exact
causes of the General Strike or to attempt to apportion blame for 1t
on either side. There were no doubt various contributory causes,
but in our opinion it can be safely said that the chief reason for its
commencement and continuation for a period of nearly MX
months was the fear of unemployment created by the new
methods of work introduced by Messrs. E.D. Sassoon and Co. in
their mills" (pp 6 and 17). As regards the strenuous propaganda
carried on by certain leaders in favour of a General Strike and the
~uggestion that it was due to them that the strike came about, the
Committee observed that "had there been no grievances it would
have been impossible for a handful of men to keep so many
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workers on strike for a period amounting very nearly to six
months" (Page 2). This knocks out the allegations that we were
the sole or chief cause of General Strike, that the workers
themselves had no grievances and that we brought about the
strike-grievances or no grievances-to further the aims of the
conspiracy. The General Strike of 1928 just as any other previous
strike was an outcome of the objective conditions of world
Capitalism in general and of Bombay's textile industry in
particular.
By this it is not meant to suggest that individuals and groups of
individuals played no part in this event. To rule out altogetlrer the
role of the individuals and groups would mean becoming
adherents of predestination, fatalism and such other similar
creeds which are totally incompatible with the scientific altitude
of historical materialism. Ability, experience, danng intellect and
such other qualities of the leadership do affect the course of
events to a certain extent. But while Marxism does recognise their
place it does not subscribe to the proposition of bourgeois
individualism and hero worship, that an individual man can make
and unmake history in spite of or against the course of historical
development. With these limitations I do say that I along with
others did play a certain part m the making of and guiding the
General Strike. I shall deal briefly with that part now.

111. The attitude of the 8.T.L. Union and Mr. N.M. Joshithe G.K. Mahamandal's changing attitude-General
Strike complete
I took no part in
~trikes that took place before 1928 January.
It was only in January that I went to the mill area along with Mr.
Bakhale, with whom I was a Joint Secretary of the All India 1rade

•c

Union Congress. Mr Bakhale negotiated the Spring Mill strike
and I was present on one or two occasions at these interviews with ·
the management. That strike was partially successful. But we
could do nothing in the Sassoon Mill Strike. There was no room
there for comproinisc and negotiations. I found that due to my
ign~rance at that time of the intricacies of the industry, the
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burdens on the working-class and such other things that a unionl\t
ought to know, I could be of no use to the strike. So I ceased to
take an active part in the strike and retired to acquaint my,elf
thoroughly with an. facts of the situation. Moreover I found
hesitation amon1,..st the other leaders as to the course to be
recommended to "the workers. There was one trend that argued
that without a General Strike these grievances would not be
solved; there was another trend which argued that as the
grievances were not felt by a sufficiently wide mass, the General
Strike would not come about and &ucceed. The Bombay Textile
Labour Union issued a statement on 8.1.28 in the name of
Mr. N.M. Joshi disapproving of the idea of General Strike. Thdt
statement was not whoUy against the General Strike a& \Uch,
Mr. Joshi had seen and taken part m two big General Strikei. and
even as a moderate Trade Unionist he could not be expected to
oppose the General Strike on principle. What he did wa' to
oppose it on the ground of possibihty, feasibility and poi.\tble
succe~. Being out of touch with the rank and file of the f1ghtmg
workers and not believing as we do in the immense power of the
proletariat, he doubted their capacity, solidanty and intelhgence
All these doubts are typically put in one sentence of his statement
He says: "As regards the present strike I feel sure that there ti. .i
possibility of its spreading, although I may not wish 1t, 1f no
satisfactory i.olution is found out almost immediately. And I do
feel that a General Strike under the existing condition& may fail
There is a very large number of workers who are not yet affected
by the new system and they may not come out: and even
supposing they come out they may not hold out long enough to
make the General Strike a succes~. I would not therefore mk a
General Strike if I feel that it would fail." (Ex. D 567 and D 390
A.l.T.U.C. Bulletin April, 1928, page 111).
That settled the attitude of the Bombay Textile Labour Union
and the large section of workers in a group of mills which were
under its influence.
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But the largest section of the workers in the most crowded part
of the mill area were under the influence of the G.K.
Mahamandal. The Sassoon Mill Strike was led by the G.K.M. The
G.K.M. reflected the opinion of the most advanced group of
workers in the mills. Though not possessing an up-to-date wellkept organisation the Mahamandal, with a membership varying
between four and six thousands, had a sufficiently wide
organisation and contact. The Mahamandal did not take up the
idea of the General Strike in January. And when a statement in the
press in the name of the Workers' and Peasants' Party was issued
in January 1928 stating that the mill-owners wanted to crosh the
workers section by section in order to avoid a determined
resistence as was given in 1924 and 1925, and that only a General
Strike could stop the rationalisation and wage-cut drive, the
Mahamandal did not take up that statement seriously (P. 9~8.
P. 1016 and D. 519). This was quite in keeping with the workers'
mood at that time. The Sassoon Strike had not broken down, the
attack in the mills was not yet very evident. The plans of the millowners were not yet thoroughly known; therefore it was that the
G.K.M. in its leaflet said: "Men in those factories in which no
change ha~ taken place should continue their work and help the
men in the E.D. Sassoon Company by taking them as suhstitutes
by turns and by collecting contributions". Strikers were asked not
to go and demonstrdte near the other m1Jls which were working.
[D 439 (33)].
DI- 8.12.31

TIU the Sassoon group strike was on and others had not taken
place this mentality prevailed. With the B.T.L. Union and the
MahamandaJ both against the Genera) Strike, it was impossible
for any group of persons to bring about a General Strike, because
the two organisations put together and agreed on a point meant the
opinion of the textile workers: In a handbill (issued between l 3th
and 24th February 1928) the Mahamandal wrote: "Men in those
miJls in which ne sort of change has been effected should
strengthen themsel\res by continuing their work" and asked the
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workers to taboo the proposal of a General Strike coming from
"nondescript upstarts" unless it came from the Mahamandal
which "if it is thought proper to declare a General Strike will give
a public notice to all to that effect." [Exh: D 439 (30)].
The tactic of l<>Of-lised strikes failed, the Sassoon workers were
beaten and the mill-owners commenced the second instalment of
their attack just as was predicted by those "non-descript upstart~".
The effect of this was at once reflected in the Mahamandal. 1 he
workers began to consider seriously whether it was possible to
stem the advancing attacks by isolated strikes. The Mahamandal
in a handbill says (about 26th March 1928): "As the strike m the
Sassoon group was broken other owners have begun to foist upon
the workers the system of three looms and two frames. So al~o
attempts to cut down wages are bemg made by resortmg to
various stratagems.............. We workers cannot be able to cope up
with this unless in the end we all become one and tenac1ou~ly
declare a General Strike." [Exh: P. 1464 which is same as D 439
(31).] lf'he words "in the end" and "future general strike" sttll
express hesitation lo recommend unequivocally the general stnke
as the only weapon, because the workers themselves were
hesitating and not a very large section of them was yet convinced
that they were being attacked as the result of a general plan of the
textile bourgeoisie. They stiU thought that all the wage-cuts and
new systems of work were the freaks of individual owners and
therefore the strikes would be localised to those individual mills.
On 1st April 1928 the Mahamandal issued a statement asking the
workers of the textile mill to resume work and removing some of
the misunderstandings prevalent in the workers about spinners'
wages. (Exh: D 497). The workers resumed work on 3rd April
(vide Fewcett Report and P.W. 244) but came out again on 7th
April as they were asked to clean machinery every day which was
not the former practice, and to drop tickets. The Simplex Mill
strike could not be negotiated and the Kastoorchand Mill came
out on 3rd April, the same day on which the textile mill resumed
work. The Simplex Mill was in the Jacob Circles area. a mill
doing very skilled silk work in weaving, the Kastoorchand Mill
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was at Dadar and the textile mill at Parbhadevi, three situated at
long distances from each other, which meant a great difficulty in
organisation and control of the strike by the financially poor
Mahamandal. This guenilla tactic of the mill-owners, the
fruitlessness of the isolated struggles for the last six months
naturally had their effect on the G.K.M. Hesitation and vacillation
gave way. The three strikes shook the Mahamandal's ideology and
they had to accept the viewpoint held by the W.P.P. as early as
January 1928. On 9th April, 1928, the G.K.M. issu.-,<I a handbill
saying: "You are aware that this danger and the wicked attack of
the owners on wages cannot be averted without a General Strike."
(P. 146S-P.W. 24S). It also said: "In every mill the owners with
reducing the worker's wages
the intention of devising means
by 25 per cent are resorting to one or other of devices ........... ..

for

"All this scheming of the owners is going on in order to talce
revenge upon workers who gave a fight in the year 1925, got our
25 per cent and became successful.. ............... .If you want to
maintain your wages, there is only one remedy for it. our unity is
that remedy. The men m the mills of Bombay must declare a
General Sirike ......... " [Exh: D 439 (29)]. In the meanwhile
rumblings of reduced earnings and dismi~sed men began to grow
louder from the FJzalbhoy group. The Mahamandal decided
unequivocally on preparing for a General Strike on 13th April,
1928. (Minute Book of the G.K.M. Exh: D 420, page 12). But in
the absence of a wide organisation, funds and other requisites the
resolution remained as a prophetic reading of the workers' mood
or feeling of their pulse. Nothing beyond a meeting here and there
of the two mills already on strike was done or could be done. The
spontaneous strike of the workers on 16th April in ten mills
confirmed the idea of the Mahamandal that the workers were now
veering round to the idea of the General Strike as a remedy to stop·
the mill-owners' attack. The leadership became confident and on
17th April the G.K.M. came out with a definite appeal this time
to make the General Strike complete and resist the .attack of
Capitalism. [Exh: D 439 (28)).
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112. B.T.L. Union joins the strlk~was the G.K.M.
controlled by the W.P.P. ?-how it was pushed into the
General Strike by the rank and file
On l 8th April at Nagu Sayaji Wadi meeting a Stnk.e
Committee of 85 \Dembers was elected at the instance of the
G.K.M. So long tfte Bombay Textile Labour Union after ih
statement on lOth January, showing a defeatist attitude about the
idea of the General Strike had followed the policy of "tail
endism". But when the workers struck on 16th April it moved
forward to take charge of affairs and again guide them mto a
channel of affairs and again guide them into a channel of
submission and to stop the spreading of the strike. On l 8th Apnl
they also called a meeting to elect a Strike Committee at Deh11le
Road. But before they could collect even a handful of li!ltencr' the
Mahamandal had finished its meeting at Nagu SayaJi Wad1 The
• to frustrate the attempt of
.,ame audience went to the Delisle Road
the B.T.L. Union to side-track the workers into a defeaw.t poh<.:y
At Delisle Road we secured a complete victory, and Mr. Ginwalla
of the ~.T.L. Union plainly saw the following that our lead had
secured and agreed to our Strike Committee with some add1t1on'I
of his followers.
The conclusion from this is; the world conditions ofCapitah"lm
affected the Bombay Textile bourgeoisie, as a part of world
Capitalism In order to secure its profits it attacked worker.,'
standards. The workers first resisted by groups as they were
attacked by groups. But when they saw through the general plan
of attack, they became convinced that a General Strike alone and
not a resistance by groups would help them. The condition., for a
General Strike and this conviction became .ripe in April The
proposal of a General Strike though made in January wa~ not
taken up then by the workers' organisations. The G.K.
Mahamandal's gradual developments towards the acceptance of
the necessity of a General Strike grew in proportion as the
intensity of the mill-owners' attack increased. The various
handbills and decisions of the G.K.M. only reflected the growing
inclination of the workers towards the General Strike and the
conviction that it was necessary to save them from wage-cut11 and
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unemployment. From a complete repudiation of the idea and of
those who advanced it, the Mahamandal advanced towards
accepting it in a hesitating manner and ultimately was forced by
events to agree to it, to work for it and lead it. The very fact that
the B.T.L. Union with 10,000 members at first opposed the strike,
and then had to fall in line on 18th April, shows that in this strike
the rank and file was forcing the lead on the organisations and not
that the leadership was consciously and effectively guiding the
rank and file which in fact ought to be the case, because it is the
function of leadership to anticipate the enemies attack and meet it
in advance rather than follow like tail-ends.
·
The fact that the G.K.M. had one member of the W.P.P. as its
adviser for a long time, that the W.P.P. since January 1928 had
given the slogan of a General Strike does not affect the above
view. The G.K.M. had never accepted the objects or the policy of
the W.P.P. nor even that of the Party member, whose help the
Mandal took from time to time. The history of the Mandal's
connection with the Party member itself illustrates the reactions
of the G.K.M. to the outside situation. The Secretary of the
Mandal and the President, as also the Managing Committee, did
not accept our Party member's advice, and even when on personal
and other issues a split was threatened between the two o;ections
of the Mandal, one led by the Mr. Mayekar and another by Mr.
Alwe, both were agreed upon not accepting the General Strike
!llogan. The W.P.P. on the advice of the Party member on the
G.K.M. had denounced the Secretary (Exh: P. 1016) but the
Mandal as such was far from endorsing it. In its meeting of 4th
February, 1928 it bJ:imed our Party member for the denunciation
(D 420, page 7), but the failure of the Sassoon group strike of 25th
February changed this attitude and in its meeting.of 28th February
the Mandal disapproved of the policy and conduct of its Secretary,
whom it had wanted to defend as against our Party member in its ·
meeting of 4th February. A few more strikes strengthened this
attitude, as found in its meeting of 20th March, J928. and the
Managing Committee came out with a handbill completely
vindicating our Patty member's policy and conduct (Exh: 1462).

.
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The split came to a head on 27th March and the Secretary was
dismissed and asked to hand over charge which he refused to do.
This was announced to the workers about 30th March (Exh: P.
1463) by the President of the G.K.M. The anti-General Strike
section weakened.\ the pro-General Strike section under the
pressure of mass of>i.nion became dominant. When the General
Strike did come, many members of the Workers' and Peasants'
Party were found associating with the Mahamandal. But the
Mandal as such had never adopted consciously or unconsciously
the general platform of the W.P.P. It was still shy of what the
bourgeoisie calls the "outsiders". It was still frightened of the bold
lead of the W.P.P. members given to the workers in their public
meetings, the uncompromising class ideology held up before
them and accepted by them. The Mahamandal executive had
lagged behind and it dissociated its.If from the W.P.P. member''
speeches: though it could not dare to make this resolution public
as the rank and file approved of our policy (Exh: D 420, page 15
dated 2nd May, 1928). This was the effect probably of the nervom
reaction of the executive to the monster May Day demonstration
on 1st May 1928, unheard of amongst the textile workers on such
a large scale before. Though the moderate B.T.L. Union, the
Seamen's Union and some others had participated officially in the
May Day, the Mahamandal was not officially a party to it. None of
its executive members was there. On 30th April it had appointed
Messrs. Jhabwala, Nimbkar and myself as advisers, but on 2nd
May it repudiated responsibility for our speeches amongst the
worker~. (D. 420). This shows that we had not captured the
G.K.M. and that the G.K.M. was not a section of the W.P.P. nor
was it under the influence of the W.P.P. This naturedly reverses the
process which is alleged against us with regard to strikes-that
we fonn fractions, capture unions, foment grievances and then
bring about a General Strike, as a prelude to the insurrection. Here
the process started with small strikes and then the General Strike.
We expressed our opinion as to how to fight the enemies attack
and analyse the situation. Our predictions came true and our
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advice was accepted by the workers. Sttll we had not captured the
organisation of the workers nor had built one of our own. The
strike was not our creation, but we were the creation of the stnke.
An orgam&at1on had not brought about the General Stnke of 1928,
but the stnke had brought forth an orgam&ation The casual
process of the 1928 stnke was exactly the reven,e of that of the
1929 stnke, and it was quite naturcll m view of the state of the
class-consciousness and orgamo;auon of the workers at the
begmnmg of 1928.
And as for the last hnk m the allegclt1on, that 1s the question of
msurrect1on, it has not come at all nor wa1; there even a talk about
it The function of leadership I& to am1c1pate the movements of the
enemy'o; force&. We did ant1c1pate to a large extent The function
of leadership is to d1scu~s and fmd out the methods to meet
i,uccessfully the attack We found that the General Stnke alone at
that time could stop the mdl-owneri,' attclck The function of
leader&hip 1s to orgamse and lead the battle of the masses. We
could not do that before the ma,ses themo;elveo; were convinced
and took to the General Stnke In th1\ we were not open to the
charge of khvostlsm" because we were mexpenem.ed, without
any roots among&t the worker111, without any organio;at1on and
other reqms1te& n~essary for an organ1o;at10nal leadenhtp.
Therefore we could only give an 1deological lead and watt for its
acceptance by the worker& them'>elve&
The bourgeome, the Government and those parties who were
agamst us advanced one more argument to prove that we were the
o;ole or the ma1or can~ of the General Stnke. The very fact, they
i;,ay, that at was necessary to give a &logan of General Stnke and
that tt wa& given by the W.PP as far back as January 1928 and
throughout February and March. was sufficient to show that ·
unhke the prev1ou& general stnkes this stnke was not
spontaneous. The an&wer to tht& 1s very simple. I have already
shown the reason~of the previous General Stnkes m the Bombay
textile industry. The first senes were due to the rising pnces and
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the refusal of the mill-owners to

increase wages. The workers
fought four such General Strikes and won. The next series were
due to the concerted and unanimous attack of the mill-owners on
the wages of the workers. In those two strikes, the mill-owners as
a whole announce4;1 the stoppage of bonus and wage-cuts. The
nature of the attaet. was quite plain to the workers and wall
common to all. Therefore it was not necessary at all to call for a
General Strike. They were in fact half general strikes and hci.ll
lockouts. Such was not the case in 1928. The mill-owners would
not adopt wage-cuts and rational systems throughout the whole
of the industry in an open manner and by a decision of the owner~
a!I a whole and made known to the workers. The wage-cut~ were
introduced by several underhand methods and group by group ot
mills. Therefore it was necessary for some one who had the
perspective of the whole industry to.study the trend of the attack,
its rea!lons and modus operandi and appri!le all the workerio. of 1t
In the absence of an all-embracing Trade Union organisation th1!i
ta~k hi¥f to be done by ttie W.P.P. The isolated attacb of the
owners were part of a general attack. Therefore the isolated
!ltrikes had to be substituted by a General Strike. By the very
nature of the attack, the general strike as affecting certam group~
of mi Us had to be anticipatory. Therefore a slogan had to be given
in advance. Though the slogan was given it could do nothing a!l l!I
i.hown before until a large section of the worke~ by their o\\n
experience found therm.elves victims of wage-cutli and
rationalisation.

113. Did we prolong the strike-negotiations and classeshow the bourgeoisie uses the different general strike~
strikes becoming longer and fought harder since 1917compromise with the 8.T.L. Union and formation of the
Joint Strike Committee
I will now take up the question did we prolong the strike, did
we try that the strike should not be negotiated and called off !IO
that discontent should spread more, the strong hold of textile
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Capitalism be dislocated and the workers grow revolutionary,
without caring whether their immediate demands were satisfied
or not, whether they starved or not?
As soon as a big strike takes place, the petty bourgeois
humanitarians get busy and begin a hypocritical wailing about the
suffering and starvation of the poor workers and their innocent
children. So long as the workers are producing wealth for the
bourgeoisie these humanitarian gangs never feel for the poor
workers and their innocent children who may be dying slowly by
hunger on starvation wages. But they come out of their holes
when the strike is over. Because then they feel not that the workers
are starving but that the fountain of their masters' wealth, their
wealth, has stopped flowing. Then another set of the so-called
third party men get busy trying to negotiate between the owners
and the strikers. They call themselve~ neutrah but are not really
110, because there are no neutrals in the class-struggle. These third
party men, by their ideology if not their actual economic interests,
are affiliated with the bourgeoisie. Their efforts at negotiations
are efforts to convince the workers about the necessity of a wage
cut, and Mlrewd business agents as they are, they do not fail to
brmg forward the argument of patriotism, the necessity of helping
the Indian indusuy, by which is really meant the Indian
bourgeoisie as against the foreign competition, that is the foreign
bourgeClisie. These humanitarians are the most dangerous
enemies of the working-class, more than the capitalists
themselves. The latter stand naked as class enemies hefore the
workers and therefon- cannot by themselves create hesitation or
corruption in the workmg-cla~s so easily. But these humanitarians
and neutral come as friends of the working-class and as in India
even today the majority of the working-class leaders are
invariably from the middle-clas~. they easily get access to the
matters under dispute. They are too easily accepted as
negotiators. But where the Trade Unions are strong, the
leadership firm and the class consciousnes~ of the workers quite
aliv~ and clear, no'hann comes from these negotiators. In fact they
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are then skilfully used for the smaller matters of the strike,
without in any way being allowed to work for the interest of the
bourgeoisie.
The slogan of the Bombay bourgeoisie in the 1925 strike was
the abolition of the Excise Duty. The slogan in 1928 was the
change of the exQllange ratio. The Indian bourgeoisie in i~
constitutional fight had lost the battle of the exchange ratio in the
Legislative Assembly. While the question was being fought moi.t
constitutionally, the Hon'ble Finance Member Sir Basil Blackett,
accused the Indian bourgeoisie of trying to depreciate the
workers' wage by advocating a low exchange ratio of l 6d
He said: "The inevitable result of a reduction of the exchange to
16d. would be a series of strikes all over the country........... "
(Page 1750 Legislative Assembly Proceedings, dated 7 .3.1927)
Sir Basil adopted the attitude of a patron of the working-class and
for their interest wanted an l Sd. ratil>. But the Indian bourgeoh~ie,
the employers of the working-class also said the same thing. "If
we still decide upon 18d. we shall be giving a mandate to the
parties ~oncemed to reduce wages and salaries ................ If there
is any effort on the part of the parties concerned to oppose the
reduction of wages and salaries which must follow the 18d. rate n
will mean serious struggles between capital and labour. And m
this connection we may point out the fate of the highly organised
and politically supported labour in England in the coal industry".
said Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas in reply to Government
(Legislative Assembly Proceedings, dated 7 .3.1927, page 1803).
And Sir Victor Sassoon at that time agreed with him (ibid, page
1785). The Government carried its point and therefore the Indian
bourgeoisie had to show that the natural result of Government
policy would be as predicted by it, that is a series of strikes in
every industry. Both the imperialists and the bourgeoisie used the
interest of the working-class as an argument to support their own
class interests which amongst themselves were contradictory. But
when the strikes did occur both the imperialists and the
bourgeoisie united in crushing them. Because Imperialism
harmed the Indian bourgeois interest, the Indian bourgeoisie did
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not go to the working-class and peasantry, to organise them
politically against Imperialism as a bourgeoisie which is really
revolutionary would have done.
So when the textile strike began the bourgeoisie and its papers
first opened a campaign against the 18d. ratio. This lasted
throughout the January and February strikes. But the problem of
the ratio was not so easy as the problem of the Excise Duty. The
problem of the ratio affected the whole of the imperialist
economy. The problem of the Excise Duty was a small one,
limited to a fraction of the textile industry. A General Strike in
Bombay and determined agitation helped by some other factors
could solve the latter, but such {orces were quite• powerless
against the ratio question. The Indian bourgeoisie knew this very
well and therefore it concentrated more on crushing the strike
than on the new ratio. Moreover the bourgeoisie also knew tbat
even if the ratio were to be changed, the strikes would not be
prevented for the simple fact that world economy was
approaching another intense crisis which later on broke out in
October 1929. The solution of the ratio question is not and was
not a panacea for the deadlock in Indian Capitalism.
It is a fact that 1928 strike was the longest of all the textile
strikes. But the reason for it is not to be sought in the leadership of
the strike. The Prosecution say that it is the boast of the accused
that they prolonged the strike. Well, if such a boast is there it is
not of our personal powers or plans but it is a boast of the
proletarian heroism and sacrifice that stood for six months the
attacks of Government and the Indian bourgeoisie. Such a fight
was not unexpectell. If you examine by means of a graph the
periods of duration of the strike since 1917 you will find that the
strikes were all along becoming longer and being fought harder.
In times of super-profits the bourgeoisie being unwilling to lose
profits by stoppage of work yields to the workers' demands"
without much resistance. Therefore the strikes in the boom period
of 1917-1921 were over in a few weeks. But those after 1921,
began to be resis~d stubbornly by the mill-owners and the period
of dµration began to rise steadily until it became longest in 1928.
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In that year the world trade depression had become more acute
and was rising, while the workers in Bombay since the 1925 strike
had got some respite due to the fall in the prices of agricultural
commodities and the consequent level of real wages going JUst
above the previous starvation level which increased their capacity
of resistance. Tcf. these factors was added the determined
resistance of the big financial house of Sassoons on the side of the
bourgeoisie and the determined resistance of the new leadership
on the side of the workers. All these factors combined to make the
struggle a prolonged one. But the main factor wab the
unwillingness of the mill-owners to negotiate the settlement with
the workers and their leaders.
I shall now state what we did to negotiate the settlement and not
to prolong it a day more than was necessary in the circumstance.,
and how we explored all averwes of settlement except the
criminal one of surrendering willingly the workers' cause.
It has been already stated that the General Strike action began
on t~ 16th April. 1928. The workerb on strike orgamsed
processions and meetings. On 18th a Strike Committee wall
formed. On the next day the Bombay Textile Labour Union which
had kept aloof from the strike appointed its own Strike Committee
and refused to accept our Committee. But the Strike Committee
of the B.T.L. Union was merely a watching committee. The
membership of the B.T.L.U. mainly came from the Mohammedan
weavers in the Madanpura area, the Kurla Mills and a few worker~
from other mills. The skilled weavers of the B.T.L.U. had not
been yet hit by wage cuts and so there was no driving force for the
strike from that section. The B.T.L.U. was the last union in the
world to preach militant solidarity to the workers and ask them to
strike. It did not fight strikes but negotiated them with "good
will", which invariably turned out to be good for the bourgeoisie
and ill for the workers. Still the B.T.L.U. was financially strong.
with a reserve of more than Rs. 10,000/-, and was in a position to
command, some more funds if necessary from the welfare
organisations with which it had connections. The G.K.M. and the
militant Strike Committee of the strikers had not more than
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Rs. 100/- and their organisers could scarcely pay their conveyance
for organisation of the workers.
From J6th onwards the mills began to stop one by one. On 23rd
April the police opened fire on a mass of the workers in the Sewri
area. One of the workers by name Parasram Jadhav died of
gunshot wounds on the spot. Contrary to the expectations of the
police the firing did not break the strike but strengthened it. It
aroused the soJidarity of the workers. It made them indignant. The
firing showed them that the police, the Government and the miJlowners who had sought the help of the police were one and that
the workers must stand as one against them. The conservative
anti-strike B.T.L.U. even was overrun by the strike feeling and all
the mills closed down by 26thApril, 1928 (P.W. 245).
D/-9.12.31
During this time serious negotiations were going on between
the B.T.L. Union and us on the question of forming a Joint Strike
Committee and presenting a united front to the mill-owners.
B.T.L. Union was opposed to calling a General Strike, but once
the strike was an accomplished fact and even its own sections
were involved in it, its main grounds for keeping aloof from us
vanished. Though we possessed the leadership of the strikers, we
had no finances to guide and keep such a huge organisation going.
We also wanted unity with the 30,000 workers who were more or
less under the influence of the B.T.L. Union. Unity at that time
with those confirmed Genevites and class collaborators would
have strengthened the strike. Unity with them at that time meant a
unity of one s~tion of workers with another section and not
merely a unity between leaders. A large section of workers by
their own experience had yet to be convinced that our policy was
the only right policy. Unity with the B.T.L. Union at that time
gave us the opportunity to demonstrate the correctness of ·our
policy and secure large contacts and financial strength, without in
any way making us lose our direction affairs and the right to
criticise if necessary our allies. Therefore steps were taken to
form a Joint Strike Committee which ultimately was done on 2nd
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May. The Joint Strike Committee consisted of 30 members, 15
from the B.T.L. Union, Mr. Joshi's section, and 15 from our
section which had advocated the militant policy and was in the
thick of the fight. It appointed two Joint Secretaries and two Joint
Treasurers and in order to avoid a possible cause of friction it
never appoint~ a permanent President of the Joint Strike
Committee as such. Those of the members of that Joint Stnke
Committee who are now prisoners in this case are all from that
section which advocated and fought for the General Strike till the
workers' demands were granted. (An attempt has been made by
some accused who now find it profitable to differ from us to
divide these members in a peculiar manner between three unions.
I shall deal with it separately.)
114. P.W. Hassan Ali's mistakes-the Governor's visit, 27th

April-the mill-owners' communiques in May,-our
reply-Sir Cowasji Jehangir's visit-mill-owners refuse
I negotiations, 15th May
The first thing that the Joint Strike Committee did was to send
to the Mill-owners' Association a formal draft of the demands of
the strikers which it did on 3rd May, 1928 (P.W. 234, Exh: 03). It
has already been shown that these demands were known to the
mill-owners before the General Strike informally because all of
them at one time or another had been issues in the several
individual strikes that took place prior to the General Strike. I
have already dealt with this aspect.
P.W. 245 Sb. Hassan Ali was in charge of the Labour Branch of
the C.I.D. in Bombay from lst March to 30th June, 1928. This
witness gave his evidence from his notes which he says had been
made at the time he was on duty from day-to-day. But mostly his
reports were based on newspaper reports and cuttings. He has
made mistakes about certains dates, which serve to show the
unreliability of these records. The B.T.L. Strike Committee was
not formed on 18th April as he says but on 19th as the Fawcett
Committee has noted in its report. (Page 3).
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The Joint Strike Committee was not formed on 27th or 28th
April but on 2nd May (ibid, page 3).
On 27th April the Governor of Bombay, Sir Leslie Wilson,
showed tremendous "self-sacrifice and interest in the welfare of
his subjects" by coming to Bombay from his summer resort at
Mahabaleshwar. His coming to Bombay was nothing but one of
those meaningless gestures of high Government officials, which
are intended to make the people believe in their "personal
goodness", while in actuality they arc intended tc bring about no
results in favour of the people. His Excellency came to find out
avenues of settlement. He interviewed the mill-owners at the
Government Secretariat, the leaders of the Bombay Textile
Labour Union and insignificant {ection of the G.K.M. which had
split off under the leadership of Mr. Mayekar from the major
body. On the day His Excellency arrived, our section sent a letter
to him saying that no settlement arrived at without us would be
acceptable to the strikers, as the largest section of them did not
recognise the other unions. This was, as can be seen from the
dates, done before the Joint Strike Committee-compromise was
arrived at. His Excellency came and went and the strike continued
as before. Though the Joint Strike Committee sent a letter of
demands to the mill-owners and expressed willingness to
negotiate on the basis of the draft, the mill-owners showed no
desire to open negotiations. They began by opening a campaign of
vilification and threats and spoke the language of warlQrds. They
did not send any reply to the Joint Strike Committee and refused
to recognise it. In reply to its letter of demands they sent directly
to the press a communique embodying their answers to the
workers' strike. 'Phey published their communiques in the press
on May 3rd, lOth, 12th and 17th. The Joint Strike Committee
replied to these statements in the press on May J1th and 21 st. All
these except the owners' statement of 3rd May were reprinted !n a
leaflet by the Committee (it is D 401). In the first place they
categorically refused to accept any of the essential demands of the
workers on th~ question of wage-cut, rationalisation. increased
hours of work, fines, retrenchment, forfeiture of wages, illtreatment and oppression of workers and victimisation. In the
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second place they used the most insolent language towards the
workers and their leaders. We have been blamed for using the
language of "insolence" and hatred towards capitalists. It ·~
perfectly justified. Those who abuse the workers every minute in
the factory or the field cannot expect to be praised and addressed
in a polite m3lpner. In the third place the mill-owners showed an
uncompromising determination to fight to the finish with their
backs to the wall, as one of them put it. In their statement of May
lOth they said: "What the Committee of the Association desire to
make quite plain is that they are determined to carry out whatever
reforms they believe to be absolutely necessary for the existence
of the textile industry in Bombay irrespective of strikes" (D 401,
page 9). On May 17th, they announced that they considered all the
150,000 workers of the industry as dismissed from work and that
they would be re-engaged only if they unequivocally agreed to the
terms formulated by the mill-awners. These terms were increased
hours of work without increased pay, new standard rates of wages.
retrenchment in all departments to the extent of I 0 per cent and
ntw system of disciplinary rules, fines etc. These were considered
absolutely essential for the existence of the textile industry in
Bombay and on 18th May 1928 the mill-owners were determined
to carry them out. But this determination was broken on the rock!>
of proletarian determination against which it clashed. It is now
December, 1931 and yet the industry exists without these absolute
essentials which the workers are not going to allow in spite of
determined onslaughts.
While referring in the press to the Joint Strike Committee''>
letter of demands, the mill-owners described the Comm\ttee a1,

"certain peop\e" who are outs\ders to t\\.e \ndust~ but nave
entered Labour ranks to create trouble (D 40\, -page '2.'2.). Now t\\e
composition of the Joint Strike Committee is on record. lt
represented all the three Textile Unions in the industry. Among
those "outsiders" sat Mr. N.M. Joshi, the member of the Royal
Commission on Labour; there were members of Legislative

Councils and Solicitors like Messrs. Asavalc and Ginwalla. Now
from our point of view it is not a very happy thing for the workers
to have Solicitors and M.L.Cs. dominating their class action.
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But these gentlemen were on the Committee on behalf of the
B.T.L. Union and I am pointing out their names in order to show
that the mill-owners were opposed to negotiating not only with
the Communists and Left Trade Unionists but with "respectable
genuine Trade Unionists" also. They bluffed the Governor and the
public by saying that they would negotiate only with registered
trade unions and as two of the unions in the Joint Strike
Committee were not registered they could not negotiate with jt.
They were out to enhance the prestige of the Trade Union Law by
compelling us to register. But that this was a bluff can be seen
from the fact that though the B.T.L. Union of Mr. N.M. Joshi was
registered the mill-owners had not recogmsed it and resented its
"interference" in any dispute. The mill-owners were out to fight,
not only Communists, but all "trade Unionists; they were out to
enforce wage-cuts and rationalisation, and the result was
prolongation of the dispute, as they hoped to win by starving out
the workers.
On I 5th May the General Member of the Government of
Bombay, Sir Cowasji Jehangir, (Junior), came to Bombay to bring
about a settlement. He interviewed the mill-owners and the Joint
Strike Committee. The fact that there were Communists on the
Stnke Committee and that it was composed of unregistered trade
unions did not prevent the Government's representative from
negotiating for a settlement with us. But the morals of these
owners of a national and Swadelhi industry were opposed to
Communists more than those of the imperialist Government. The
agent of the 0.1.P. Railway, a Government concern had no
scruples in talking to Bradley as a representative of the
ta\\~a~mc\\. \\u.\ \\\c ~.... •~\\\ l\\\\\-()~'t\t.~ tefa~ \o ~~._~\.\\\
ui, \\\ ~\)\\e ot \\\\':. tac\ \\\a\ man~ ot ui Nu\ fouy,\\\ \u \\\c tm\r.i af
tb.c Congre'E.'EI in tb.c days a{ \q1(.)-11.Thc Gencta.\ Mem'oet'!I vii\\
proved fruitless, "as the mill-owners could not agree to enter into
any discussions with the Communist members of the CommiJ;tee
and the Strike Committee were equally adamant in adhering to
the view that if a Round Table Conference were to be held at aJI,
the Committee as a whole would nominate the members to it, and
that they would not be dictated to in the matter by the ownen.
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(Fawcett Report, page 7). The All-India Trade Union Congres~
Bulletin of which Messrs N.M. Joshi, F.J. Ginwalla and R.R.
Bakhale (editor) formed the Managing Committee and wnh
which the Communists had no connection, wrote in it~ May
number: "It haSt.been plain from the tactic adopted by the millowners that they want the strike to be prolonged so that the
workers can be starved into unconditional surrender". "The
uncompromising and threatening attitude on the part of the millowners naturally led to a corresponding determination on the
parts of the workers to continue the fight to a finil'lh." (Exh. D 390,
page 170).

J 15. Mill-owners' plan of rationalisation in January-the
Governor's speech and Mr. Joshi's reply-picketing
troubles-the conflict ol two duties of an Honorar~
Magistrate and strike leader
It has been already stated that the mill-owners wanted the:
wotikers to come back according to the owners' new scheme of
standardisation and retrenchment. It has also been stated on the
mill-owners' behalf that before the General Strike they had no
intention of and they did not resort to cutting the wage~ of
workers or increa~ing their hours of work. But when the !\trike
was forced on them, the mill-owners then formulated their temt'
If there had been no strike they would not have on their own
account disturbed the peace of the industry. But this contention
has been proved to be false from the minute boob of the
Association which were placed before the Fawcett lnqmry
Committee appointed by the Government of Bombay.
Therein it was found that the Association had appomted J
Committee on standardisation on 6th January, 1928. Thus the
standard scheme, and the wage-cuts and retrenchment embodied
in it which were the cause of the General Strike and its subsequent
prolongation were contemplated in a defmite outline in January.
three months before the strike. The first report of this Subcommittee came before the mill-owners on 3rd May and
criticisms were invited from the mills on 24th May 1928. Yet the
mill-owners wanted the workers' consent to an almost non-
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existent scheme on. I Oth May. The spinning scheme was discussed
and many mill-owners opposed it on 5th June and yet they wanted
the workers to agree to it on 10 May. The &eheme was again
altered on 7th June 1928 and adopted on 9th. The whole scheme
including weaving was adopted by the Association on 23rd June.
The proceedings also reveal that the mill-owners had decided to
embody in the scheme a wage-cut of at least 12~ per cent. the
basis being that the average wage of the weaver shall not be more
than Rs. 42/-, whereas according to the Labour Office figures of
Government it was Rs. 48/- in 1926. But when the workers
denounced the scheme as one of wage-cub pure and simple,
under the guise of standardising wages from mill to mill the millowners denied that it contained a .wage-cut, until the admission
was forced by facts and figures later on. Thuc; the position till the
end of May was that the mill-owners themselves were not ready
with any satisfactory reply to the workers' demands. Their
scheme of wages on which they wanted the workers to resume
work did not get ready till the end of June and even when ready
they did not know what the exact effects of it would be. They also
refused to negotiate with the Joint Strike Committee though the
General Member of the Government of Bombay had seen nothing
wrong in negotiating with us.
It was the mill-owners thus who wanted the strike to prolong. lt
was not we who p10longed it.
In spite of this the Governor of Bombay from his privileged
position delivered a speech at the Mahabaleshwar Club in which
he attacked the militant leaders of the worker~. It has been a
hobby with the Governors and Governor-General to attack us in
their dinner speeche~ and Lord Irwin went so far as to do it even
when we were arrested and awaiting our trial. Sir Leslie Wilson in
his speech said: "I cannot help saying that the responsibility for
the mill strike and sufferings of the mill-hands rests entirely on
the shoulders of those who made the workers leave their work
whether they wished it or not-without giving the mill-owners an
opportunity of even considering what the grievances of the men
were." His Excellency also advised the workers very generously
to follow rather.the lead of men like Messrs N.M.'Joshi and
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Ginwalla (D 518, Times of India). But unfortunately for His
Excellency the very men on whom he asked the workers to reply
betrayed him. Mr. N.M. Joshi wrote to the press contradictmg the
above statement of Sir Leslie Wilson and regretted that His
Excellency sholJlti have made such a statement. (Times of India,
26.5.78, D. 518). Referring to this chapter in the history of
negotiations the Government of India have accepted in toto the
version as given by the mill-owners. In their Annual Repou to
Parliament, India 1928-29, the Government of India have made a
false statement with regard to the Strike Committee and n,
attitude towards negotiations. They say: "But during the firM two
weeks in May, though the mill-owners were willing to open
negotiations with the officials of the Bombay Textile Labour
Union (a registered body) they refused to have anything to do wtth
the Joint Strike Committee as it was then constituted. The Jomt
Strike Committee on the other hand refused to allow the official'
of the B.T.L. Union to carry on negotiations over their head"
(page,'10). It is absolutely false to say that the mill-ownero; were
willing to negotiate even with the B.T.L. Union though It wa'
registered. It is best to quote the President of that Union himself
on this matter. Mr. N. M. Joshi says in a signed statement to the
press: "If the intention of the Bombay Mill-owner&' Association
was to say that they would deal with the B.T.L. Union, they should
have said that clearly instead of bringing in the considerat10n of
registration. If their original object was to negotiate with the
B.T.L. Union it has not only been frustrated but they have put that
Union on the same level with a union which may have only a
dozen members. Even His Excellency the Governor has been led
into the same error on account of incompetent advice" (Bombay
Chronicle 716128, Ex. D 518). As regards the second statement m
the above quoted Government Report the question of not allowmg
the B.T.L. Union to negotiate separately did not ari&e at all
because after the union of all the three organisations into the Joint
Strike Committee, the mill-owners never approached the B.T.L.
or any other umon singly for negotiations. The compiler of this
report has been so accurate that while the August Conference was
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held under the presidentship of Sir Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah,
he names Sir Cowasji Jehangir, who at that time was not a
member of the Bombay Government at all.
The nationalist press and the Anglo-Indian newspapers which
ordinarily fly at each other's throats on bourgeois patriotic issues
joined hands against the workers in the campaign of vilification.
There was not a single paper in Bombay that did not blame us and
call upon the workers not to be "misled" by us. Every Congress
and non-Congress paper mourned for the loss to the mill-owners
and asked the starving workers to save the "national" industry.
'Ibey spread false reports of our speeche~ and stories about
fizzling out of the strike while the. workers in fact were becoming
more and more determined.
The Bombay bourgeoisie thus enli!tted the services of the
Governor, the General Member and the press to further its cause
and break the strike. Having set up such influential propaganda
machinery against us, they proceeded to use force and in this as
usual they sought the aid of the police batons of Imperialism. The
Commissioner of Police was requested to supply a special police
force for the "protection of the mills". At every mill-gate a party
of 5 to 10 policemen was stationed so that the blacklegs might
muster courage to go in. When the workers posted their pickets,
they were stopped from picketing though there was no law or
ordinance prohibiting picketing at the time. A crisis arose on this
question and we decided to vindicate our right of picketing by
violating the orders of police officers not to picket (5-5-28). But
before taking that step the Joint Strike Committee decided on 7th
May, 1928 to send Messrs. N. M. Joshi and Asavale, curiou~ly
enough both of them Justices of Peace in the city of Bombay to
the Commissioner of Police to talk over the matter. The
Commissioner was convinced that prohibition of picketing was
illegal and unwise and allowed it. Thus no necessity arose to test
the right by disobeying the police orders. But after having allowed
the pickets the police started trouble by harassing and arresting
them for alleged disorderly behaviour, trespass, annoyance, and
obstruction of tiaffic and such other sections of the law. By this
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method our best workers and organisers were sent to jail or fmed
one by one. One such arrest created a very funny but very
significant situation for a bourgeois member of the Strike
Committee from the B.T.L. Union, Mr. A~avale, who wa!I a
member of the Legislative Council and a rich contractor wa!I a
member of the Stike Committee also on behalf of the B T.L
Union. But he was also an Honorary Magistrate of Imperiali~m
commissioned to administer His Majesty's law in spare time for
no wages. It was a hard task for this man to reconcile his duty to
His Majesty's law with his duty towards the workers, when one
morning a strike picket was brought before him to be tned for
disorderly behaviour. The picket straightway began to fratern10,e
with the Magistrate, smiled with him familiarly and asked him to
release him. The simple defence of the picket was that the
Honorary Magistrate should recollect his experience as a \tnke
leader how the workers are harasse~ and then judged why he wao,
being brought there by the police. The poor strike leader and
Magisyate was in a fix. Ultimately his sense of loyalty and fear of
being criticised as being partial to the strikers led him to decide
against the picket whom he fined Re. 1/- (Ex. D. 518 Times of
India 26.5.28). It is ~aid that next day, he himself paid that rupee
to the picket. The contradictions of the servant of imperialist law
and a humanitarian Tracie Unionist lead to such results. He could
pay Re. 1/- because it was only one man but had there been such
thousand cases, the result would have been that the strike leader
would have been overpowered by his duties as a Magistrate and
he would have become the open saboteur of the strike. The
workers understood this and therefore rightly demanded from
their leaders unequivocal devotion to their class interest and
complete severance of connections with the bourgeoisie and the
imperialists.
The police, the press and all other forces of the imperialist State
and the national bourgeoisie were hurled against the workers in
their purely economic fight against wage-cuts and loss of
employment. Yet the imperialists and the bourgeoisie tell the
workers not "to dabble" with the question of political power
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which fights them on all fronts at all times. We are asked not to
mix economic with political questions. That is throwing dust in
the eyes of the workers. Every big economic ~truggle is ultimately
a political struggle and the workers even for a few rights and
economic gains are compelled to fight political battles along with
the everyday economic struggle.

116. The Russian textile workers' help-the nationalist
attack on this help-Municipal Corpor&tion refuses
relief-the exodus of 80,000 workers
We had also to meet another attack, this time from the pettybourgeois nationalist public and some pseudo-Trade Umomst&. It
was on the question of the mone}' for relief received from the
Russian Textile Unions. According to the Prosecution evidence,
on 28th April 1928 dollars 7690 were sent by the Deutche Bank
Berlin acting on behalf of M. Vemoff to the Bombay Branch of
the National City Bank of New York to be paid to Mr. S.H.
Jhabwala, Vice President, Bombay Textile Labour Union (Exh. P
1542, P.W. 231). This telegram was received by the Bombay
Branch on 30th April. In the usual course the bank makes an
enquiry about the person and his credentials to receive the money.
The Prosecution witness stated that he did not know who made
the enquiry in thi~ case. However on the same date the City Bank
wired back that as Mr Jhabwala was not a Vice President of the
B.T.L. Union fresh instructions were required. (Exh. 1543). It is
to be noted that the bank did not say that they could not trace
Mr. Jhabwala. It did not consult Mr. Jhabwala and there is reason
to believe that it did not consuh the B.T.L. Union, because
Mr. Jhabwala was a Vice President of the B.T.L. Union when this
telegram was received. Then why was such an obviously false
telegram sent? The explanation is that probably the Govemmevt
was afraid to give the money in the hands of a person who at that
time was working on the lines a militant Left-Wing Trade
Unionist and was still a member of the W.P.P. Allowing such a
large sum to go to the strikers through a W.P.P. man m~ant helping
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the W.P.P., the Communists and Trade Union radicals to
consolidate their influence. The Joint Strike Committee with ib
"safety values" of moderates had not yet come into existence. The
police and Government were yet undecided on their at~itude. They
wanted to take a \Chance with Vemoff and the Russian Trade
Unions, whom they expected to withdraw the remittance after
hearing that Mr. Jhabwala was not the Vice President of the B.T.L.
Union. But Vemoff and the Russian Trade Unions valued the
interest of the workers more than the name. They wanted to give
relief to the workers no matter through whom it reached, if in the
first instance it could not reach through a person who was nearer
to the workers. On 7th May the Bank was instructed to pay the
sum to Mr. N. M. Joshi, President of the B.T.L. Union and
Government was confronted with the problem of the Soviet Trade
Unions sending money to a "yellew man" for the relief of the
workers. Meanwhile the Joint Strike Committee had come mto
existence. The two wings had united and Government played the
tactic r6f making the Moderate group the financial arbiter of the
strike by handing over the money on condition that it shall not be
given into the hands of the W.P.P. men. On 9th May 1928 Mr.
N.M. Joshi received Rs. 20,916-12-9(P1546) and it was given by
instalments to the Joint Strike Committee for purchasing corn for
relief of the workers. Every pie of the sum was spent on relief.
The next day the whole nationalist and imperialist pre!ls
splashed full-page headlines like "Red Money for Bombay
Strike" and "Bolshevik gold for Bombay Strikers". The
bourgeoisie abused the Government for having allowed the
money to pass on and the patriots fell foul of Mr. Joshi. Mrs.
Besant from Madras denounced him and asked the excellent
question "will the bond of sympathy thus established in a period
of privation be allowed to weaken?" The answer to this will be
given by the heroic working-class of India when the imperialists
of the world will raise their armed hand against the workers'
republic. Mr. C.F. Andrews gave an interview in Colombo m
which he said that "he bad no objection to receiving such money
in times of distress, but to receive money from the Third
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International for strike purposes was quite a different proposition.
The Third International openly advocated violence and class-war
and was opposed to constitutional Trade Unionism which it tried
to wreck. Therefore he could not conscientiously welcome money
from that quarter." (Colombo 30/5/28 Ex. D 518). This most
truthful and Christian gentleman, the follower and prosperous
biographer of another most truthful and Christlike gentleman,
Mahatma Gandhi, started by telling the lie that the money was
sent by the Third International. Secondly this man, who had
dahbled with the most stubbornly fought Kharagpur Strike in
1927 and knew that strike had also received help from the Soviet
Trade Unions now finds that ti~s of distress and times of strike
are not the same things, as if the workers on strike are less starved
than those in famine! He made this distinction probably because
he remembered that the Gujrat Flood Relief Committee had taken
the help received from the Communist Party of Great Britain.
(P. 1381 ). So to condemn receiving help from Communi'St sources
at all times would have carried its own exposure. Thirdly this
gentleman, who abhorred class-war, wa~ himself paid by the
Imperial Citizenship Association of Bombay, an organisation of
the Indian bourgeois interests in Africa, to carry on incessant
propaganda on their behalf to support the class-war between the
White settlers and the Indian merchants and workers in Africa.
Paid by the mill-owners of Bombay he was willing to wage the
class-war of the Indian merchants against the Negroes and the
White settlers, there in Africa, but in India he attributed the flaring
up of class-war to the Third International and abhorred it!

DI- 11.12.31.
When Mrs. Besant had spoken against the 'money, her spiritual
son Mr. Shiva Rao from Madras naturally followed suit. Stil! it
must be said to the credit of Mr. N .M. Joshi, that he did not waver
in his attitude towards this money. He gave an interview to the
press that he W¥ not opposed to receiving and using money from
whatever source it came for the relief of the strikers. 'He stood for
the right of the workers to receive help from the international
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proletariat and asked the bourgeoisie whether it was not trading
with Russia and receiving profits of red roubles. This interview
silenced the storm for a time. It showed how the petty-bourgeoi 41
intellectuals and saints, apparently not belonging to the big
bourgeoisie, all the same engaged in its class service and
sabotaged the str~ggle of the workers and even aided the
Imperialist Government in cutting off the help coming to them
from the international working-class.
Another disillusionment came from the Bombay Municip.tl
Corporation. This body is dominated by the mill-owners, the
merchants and the petty-bourgeois voters paying rent of Rs. 1O
and over. A resolution was brought before them that R!I. 100,000
be sanctioned for opening some relief work for the striker&. The
resolution was lost. The workers were a bit surprised. In 1925 th111
Corporation had sanctioned a like sum, but m 1928 this wa11
refused. Because in 1925 the Bombay bourgeoisie was usmg the
strike to get the excise duty removed and had strong hope' of
~uccess; in 1928 it had no such hopes, and wanted the stnke to be
smashc;d outright. In 1925 the workers were not led in a manner
that acted on clear cut class lines. At that time there was not much
harm in giving relief. The workers who had come to look upon the
Corporation as a body not entirely opposed to them as a cla11'>,
speedily revised their viewpoint. They knew from this single act
that the Corporation belonged to none but the bourgeoi&ie.
Thus by their own experience the workers saw that tho'>c
middle-class layers who posed as pro-Labour and repudiated all
suggestions that they too were a part of the bourgeoisie, were
really chips from the same bourgeois bloc and in times of an acute
cla!>s-struggle never forgot their parentage. The Imperialist State,
the big bourgeoisie, the Police, the Municipal Corporation, the
Nationalist and imperialist press and petty-bourgeois saints and
breeders of World Teachers, all of them ranged themselve11
against the Bombay workers for the simple reason that they had
refused to produce surplus value for the bourgeoisie. They saw the
Marxian truth, "the emancipation of the working-class shall be its
own task."
Accordingly the workers stiffened their attitude. They received
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their outstanding wages and such of them as had homes or
relations in the country left Bombay before the end of May. The
Joint Strike Committee obtained concessionc; from the Cooperative Steam Navigation Company to the extent of 25 per
cent. of the fares to the coast-line places. But no concession could
be obtained from the railways. It was estimated that about 80,000
workers had left Bombay. Others were either completely
proletarianised or had no means to go to their homes, which were
far out on the railway lines.
117. Making way for negotiations-registration of the Girni
Kamgar Union
However, we did not neglect to take steps to make the way of
compromise easier. The mill-owners were not willmg to negotiate
with unregistered trade unions. They had given out th1~ as an
excuse for not negotiating with us. Because they expected that as
some of us were Communists we would refuse to do anything that
the mill-owners would want us to do and refu~e to get our union
registered under the law of the Government. But the mill-owners
had misjudged in this respect. We were quite willing to have our
union rebistered if that alone stood in the way of settlement. We
were perfectly sure that the registration of our umon would not
remove the difficulties at all. So when this excuse was very much
relied upon as the real difficulty in the way, during our talks with
the General Member of the Government of Bombay, we
immediately proceeded to get the Gimi K.amgar Mahamandal
registered. The name of the G.K.M. since the split between the
Secretary and the President wdS used by both the factions. When
we went to the Registrar's office to get it registered we found that
the former Secretary had already registered the name for his
faction (24th May) and the Registrar could not re-register it in our
name (P.W. 245). This was a difficulty of first rate importance8J!CI
caused a serious crisis amongst the group of those organisers who
were so long working under the banner of the Mahamandal. lbey
had cherished the Mahamandal since 1923. It had grown in the
General Strike qf 1924. It had fought through the 1925 strike and
now they were asked to surrender and bury that name in the midst
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of the third General Strike, simply because some dirty law had
registered that name for a handful of persons opposed to the
General Strike while the real flower of the G.K.M. was in the full
swing of the strike. A mere trick of law and of the Registrar, they
said, was not going to deprive them of those traditions and the
credit of the work l>f the last five years. If they were out to fight
the powerful bourgeoisie they could as well neglect this trick of
the law and go without it and stick to the Mahamandal as their
own and nobody else's. It was the simple logic of the worker, ~ho
was not willing to surrender the name and register under another
simply to please the mill-owners and open a way for negotiations
For two days the fight went on. We suggested that a new umon be
formed and registered. If we were the real workers of the
Mahamandal it mattered very little who carried away the name, 'o
long as the true traditions and the workers remained with us. We
would remain the same powerful 8ody if we worked v1gorou,Jy
and would create the same respect, credit and leaderi.hip for the
new union. When ultimately the leading worker& were won over
to thelfdea of takmg up a new name another difficulty arose over
the question of admis&ion of "non-workers" in the union. The
Mahamandal had special provision in it& constitution that no nonworker shall be admitted into the umon and the leading worker'
were brought up in that idea. The reason why the Mahamandal
had made ituch a rule i!t &hown in a handbill issued by it (P. 1462)
It was a reaction to the trick& practised upon the workers by the
petty-bourgeois persons that had entered trade unionism to male
a career. It was a repetition in a sense of the famous reaction of the
French proletariat to the betrayal practised upon it by the Second
International Socialist leadership, when Clemencean took
rninistersh1p under the bourgeois Government. The French
proletariat as a result of that betrayal began to hate politics and the
Communists had to fight out this wrong tendency. Similar was the
case with the Mandal. They distrusted all petty-bourgeois trade
u.nionists and distrusted us also for a time, even though they had
made us their advisers. Now when they had been persuaded to
form a new union they wanted to repeat the example of the
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Mandal and exclude us from it. We had to fight this tendency also,
because it is historically necessary for the working-class to use
the services of the revolutionary petty-bourgeois who make
common cause with the proletariat and work for the workingclass on the basis of the programme of proletarian class power.
Such a petty-bourgeois intellectual unites in him all the
advantages of the bourgeoisie, of which the working-class is
depnved, with the revolutionary class theory of the proletariat.
And as such the distrust entertained by the workers against the
petty-bourgeoisie as a class,-though quite healthy and necessary
in its class-struggle,-must not be applied to each and every
individual of that class without any reference to the charicter and
ideology of the individual concxroed. That would hamper the
development of the party of the proletariat. Apart from these
general considerations the immediate consideration was that
unless we were officially in the new union we would not be in a
position to control the strike and the negotiations as we would
have no effective voice in the official deliberation!I of the union.
The position was explained to the workers, and the opposition
which was limited only to a small group of the G.K.M. Managing
Committee was overcome mainly because they knew that if they
rejected us the rank and file stood with U!I to whom we could
appeal over their heads. The Bombay Girni Kamgar Union was
formed in a workers' meeting at Nagu Sayaji Wadi on 22nd May
1928 and was registered the next day with a membership of 174
and a cash balance of Rs. 43-8-0. (Exh: P. 958 Minute Book of the
G.K.U). About the same time Mr. Jhabwala got the Mill-Workers'
Union registered, while the B.T.L. Union was already a registered
body. Thus the Joint Strike Committee now consisted of three
registered unions. the fourth one, the Mahamandal, was opposed
to the General Strike, and had split away from the main body of
the workers and was not therefore admitted to the Joint Strike
Committee. The new G.K.U. office-bearers were:-PresidentA.A. Alwe, Vice Presidents-Bradley, Nimbkar. Jhabwala and
Tamhanekar, General Secretary-myself (S.A. Dange), JointSecretaries-SatJJm, Tawde and K.N. Joglekar; JointTreasurers-B. T: Alve and S.V. Ghate. Later on Jhabwala
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resigned and G.R. Kasie was elected in his place (25.10.28} and
Mirajkar was elected Joint-Secretary vice Saturn resigned
(25.10.28) (Exh.: P. 958). The G.K.M. has contributed 9 of its 13
office-bearers to this case.
118. Pandit 'itt:alaviya's visit and our "sins"-Khilafat
Committee's communal help rejected-The Police
arrest me and Nimbka~-mill-ownen open talk~ in

June
About 25th of May. I was ~urprised one day to receive a verbal
call from Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya to see him m
connection with the strike. I think he also called one or two other
members of the Stnke Committee. About this visit one mc1dent
happened which illustrates our ideas of forming alliances m the
matter of the class-struggle. Wtien I was informed of Pandltjt\
desire I asked if besides myi,elf and other members, Mr. lo!1h1
also, was informed, because it was generally understood m the
Strijte Committee that if any negotiations were to be earned on,
representative11 of both the wing& of the Committee should he
present. I was told that Pandit Malaviya would not like to have
Mr. Joshi in the Conference chiefly for the reason that he was a
Moderate in politics (think of Pandit Malaviya saying that !) and
did not co-operate with the Swarajists and other nationalists in the:
Assembly. This had reference to the voting on the 18 pence
controversy and the protectionist measures brought before the
Assembly. I told the intermediary that no negotiations or any
important step in that behalf could be taken without the presence
of the representative of the B.T.L. Union. Moreover, if in
bourgeois politics Mr. Joshi did not side with the bourgeot:i
Swarajist Ref9nnists on a particular issue, specifically limited to
their class, there was no reason why we should not co-operate
with him on the Trade Union front for the time that he wa'>
standing by the class-struggle that was being waged in the
OeneraJ Strike. Of course as Communist we would do away
with both bourgeois and Trade Unionist Reformists, but in the
given situation and when it came to a choice between the two,
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we preferred to co-operate with Mr. Joshi, the Trade Union
Reformist, who first opposed the General Strike but stood by it
when once it was on, than with the bourgeois Reformists with
their phrase-mongering about the welfare of the masses. I should
however make it clear that I am referring here to Mr. N.M. Joshi
of 1928. When Pandit Malaviya was informed of this he sent for
Mr. Joshi also. A small conference was held in Mr. Birla's house at
Sandhurst Road, Bombay, where Mrs. Naidu and a few
Congressmen were also present, and the workers' side was
explained to them. We told them how wages were being cut and
hours of work increased and rationalisation mtroduced. ·we told
them that though we were willing to negotiate the strike, the millowners were insolently refusing. 'Panditji promised to place our
case before some of the mill-owners and probably did so. To our
surprise when he met us next day he started quite a new song. He
gave a long lecture on the losses of the industry and asked us how
much reduction in wages we were prepared to accept. This was an
astonishing proposition. We refused point blank to talk about any
wage-cut at all. Then from wage-cuts the Pandit jumped to the
relief of the strikers. He said that it was necessary to arrange some
help for them. We of course agreed. Then with a pious expression
he told us that it was sinful to accept Russian money for that
purpose. He entered into the history of the Russian Revolution,
the massacre of the landlords and princes, the confiscation of their
property and so on. Now we had no time to teach Panditji the
history of the Russian Revolution. But we respectfully pointed
out to him that on the point of accepting "sinful money" Panditji
was a greater sinner than ourselves. The most pious Hindu
University was built on the donations of princes, the list of whose
hideous sins was famous throughout the world. If the holy
Shankracharya for heavy fees could perform the conversion and
marriage ceremony of a dethroned prince, who dared a murder for
a concubine, if "Mr. A" could spent millions of the peasants' taxes
for a scandal in London and if the donations of such men could
not be sinful for the Pandit why should the money sent by the
revolutionary Proletariat of Russia to feed the starving workers in
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India be considered sinful? If they had massacred princes and
confiscated their property, it was the will of the whole workingclass and peasantry, it was the revolutionary action of the whole
people against the ex1>loiting handful and as such historically
justified for the~ social progress. The tidal laws of revolutions are
more profound and greater than those of the knee-deep pools of
Benares. We did not see why we should reject their help on the
grounds shown by the Pandit. Such a reply naturally exasperated
Pandit Malaviya and we did not hear about him again in the strike.
While on the one side we had to firmly justify the taking of help
from one quarter, we were called upon on principle to reject help
from another quarter. The Khilafat Committee of Bombay sent to
the Joint Strike Committee a letter saying that they had collected
Rs. 27/- which they wanted to give for relief of the Mohammedan
workers and wanted the Committee to appoint three Muslim mdlstrikers to distribute relief in the Muslim quarters. This was an
insidious attempt to import Hindu-Muslim distinctions amongst
the -'orkers and we had to be particularly careful about it. It wall
communal reservation in another fonn and acceptance of such a
proviso in the relief distribution would have meant a recognition
of communal and such other claims in the Trade Unions. We had
no objection to take money from the Khilafat Committee but we
objected to its being reserved for Mohammedan workers. It mu11t
be remembered that the Joint Strike Committee was composed of
workers of all castes and religions, of Hindu and Muslim workers.
They unanimously rejected the condition and refused the money,
if it was to be accompanied by that condition (20.5.28); and the
Khilafat Committee was informed accordingly. The class
solidarity of the workers proved greater than the considerations of
communal gain.
After the failure of the police to break the strike by firing, just
when it had started, their attention was turned towards the pickets.
Because the imprisonment, fines and beating of pickets did have
not any effect, so they turned their attention to those whom they
considered as particularly useful to the workers at that moment
On 31 st May two blacklegs w• caught by the wodcers while
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going into the mills at 4 in the morning. They were taken to the
Nagu Sayaji Wadi for being put before the meetfog as specimens
of blacklegs. It appears that in the interval between the meeting
and their "arrest" their faces were besmeared with black soot and
when I went to the meeting early that day I found them sitting in
the meeting. They were brought before me by some workers and
I was asked to deal with them. I exp~ained to them what
blacklegging me.ant and how it was a treachery to thousands of
workers. Then they were told to go away. It appea.*S that the police
who were all along watching this, followed them and persuaded
them to register a complaint of intimidation, assault and wrongful
confinement which they did. The next day in the morning on
lst June 1928 at the Joint Stiike Committee meeting in the
Damodar Thackersey Hall I was arrested on the basis of that
complaint and taken to the police lock-up. An identifi,cation
parade was held but the two complainants did not identify me as
the man against whom they had the complaint. I was released on
bail and the police proceeded with their investigation. After a few
days they 81Tested two workers on the same charge and put us all
three for trial. In the meanwhile the two complainant workers had
compoltnded the cases and withdrawn the complaint. Thus the
efforts of the police failed.
The second attempt was made on Nimbkar. A meeting of the
members of the B.B.C.I. Ry. Union was being held, in the same
D.T. Hall where C.I.D. reporters claimed entry by right, which
was resisted by the workers assembled and the reporters were
asked to leave the meeting. As they refused to leave, the meeting
was dissolved (4.7.28). As a result of this Nimbkar was arrested
on 6th July for "an assault on a public servant" and prosecuted.
Unfortunately for the police on the evidence given the Magistrate
held the offence to be merely technical and he was fined Rs. 50/-.
Thus again the game of sabotaging the strike failed (3 .1 :28)

(Exh. P. 1744).
In the matter of negotiations, after the registration of our Union
and Malaviya'• abortive talks, thousands of workers left Bombay
and the strike ·stiffened more. The mill-owners first refused to
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speak with us on the ground that we bad not a registered union.
Now when the Unions were registered they objected to the
Union's fonning a Joint Strike Committee. It was such a foolish
attitude that Mr. N .M. Joshi wrote to the press on 7th June 1928
saying: "It is '{IY duty to point out to the public in Bombay how
the Bombay 'Mill-owners' Association once having either
foolishly or out of a spirit of mischief adopted a wrong attitude
are obstinately sticking to it, thus prolonging the dispute which is
doing good neither to them nor even to the mill workers". After
pointing out how the mill-owners avoided negotiations with the
B.T.L. Union which was registered long before the strike and how
in order to remove the minor difficulties the Strike Committee
had its constituent unions registered, Mr. Joshi asked the millowners if they meant business or humbug. In fact there was no
need for the question. The mill;owners were clearly humbugging
because they had no basis of negotiations, no standard scheme
with them. which they were asking the workers to adopt even
bc;fore it was ready and they had to agreement amongst
themselves, as it was quite evident from their minutes of meetings
in June already referred to.
As all attempts to break the strike by force failed and the
standard scheme was got ready in some fonn, the Association
asked the Joint Strike Committee Unions to meet them in a
conference. The Committee elected a Negotiations Committee of
six which met the Mill-owners' Committee on 9th June. The strike
had started on April 16th and was complete on 26th. Thus the
mill-owners had taken more than 12 months to open preliminary
talks with the workers' Trade Unions. Can such a state of affairs
be found in any ordinary bourgeois democratic country? It is this
trait of Capitalism and Imperialism that makes even the trade
union struggle of colonial workers most bitter and prolonged.
When we met the Mill-owners' Committee, we found them full
of anger and insolence. They were under the impression of
meeting those types of men they bad seen in the previous
general strikes, who believed more in the parliamentary language,
its meaningless polish and a policy of not "exasperating" the
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mill-owners. Moreover the mill-owners had still hopes of
breaking the strike by force and starvation. On the first day there
was mutual recrimination, charges and counter charges. Then we
were given copies of their scheme of standardised wages. The
mill·owners gave us to understand that by their scheme of wages
in spinning they had made no saving to the industry, on the
contrary they had given increases in wages. Their weaving
scheme was not ready which they gave later on. With regard to
weaving also they emphatically denied that there was any wagerut on the whole. They maintained that a few rates had been
brought down because they were high, but as a whole the scheme
represented no wage-cut. The ~ill-owners wanted to fool us into
believing this because they knew that there was no textile expert
amongst us who would analyse the scheme and expose the wagescut hidden in the complicated technique of that scheme. Amongst
the mill-owners themselves the scheme was the product of two or
three persons the chief amongst them being Mr. F. Stones of the
Sassoon group. Though at the beginning we could not find where
and how the wage-cut was hidden, yet our class outlook and the
undel"":anding of the capitalist system had convinced us that the
mill-owners would not undertake such a trouble unless they
profited by it. With the statistics that were available to me I
undertook to go through the scheme in detail. We also held
conferences with the mill-owners in order to get explanations
from them of their own figures. The conferences sat on 9th, 11 th,
16th, 19th and 26th June 1928. The mill-owners eluded all
attempts to show the exact reduction in the number of workers
and the percentage of the wage-cut. However we made a
statement that more than 10,000 persons would be retrenched
under the scheme and weavers' wages would be cut to the extent
of 20 per cent. I personally was not definite as to the exact dtent
of the wage-cut. But my investigations showed that it might have
been anywhere between 20 and 30 per cent but certainly not less
than 20 per c&lt. The mill-owners first simply laughed over the
statement ancf they could well afford to do that because they had
0
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the pride of having on their side textile experts who had been in
the industry for thirty years, while my studies, with the help of the
intelligent workers in the Union, had not been more than three
months old. But I had this advantage which the mill-owners can
never have. I ~uld consult the workers in each and every mill
about their actwll earnings, output, the nature of production, thr
state of machinery and the composition of materials. Tht!I
information could not be available to the mill-owners becau&e of
their internal competition. Each milJ-owner was the competitor of
the other though for the purpose of the strike all were united. And
none of them would allow the other to consult his costing sheet'!
and layout on the ground of trade secrets. When the mill-owneJ'\
were given the challenge to prove that our statement was not
correct, they gave up the talk of further negotiations or amendmg
the scheme. The negotiations fdl through on 26th June.
When the negotiations fell through the mill-owners issued d
coi_ymunique to the press explaining the basis of their standard
sclfeme ( 1.7.28). They said that it embodied "a fair day's wage for
a fair day's work". Now the strikers were not concerned with such
vague and propagandist definitions of the standard sclleme. They
were working on a definite contract of rupees, annas and pies for a
certain amount of work under certain definite conditions. We
showed that the scheme was effecting a cut of 20 per cent in one
case, a retrenchment of over 10,000 men in another case. The
mill-owners avoided a clear answer to this. They repudiated the
idea of a direct wage-cut. They said that the scheme as containing
a demand of increased efficiency from the workers was the
alternative to a wage-cut. Such language was alright for the
ignorant to consume, who did not know the technique. Increased
work for the same wage is called efficiency by the capitalists. The
workers cannot be "efficient" in that sense. Efficiency also means
retrenchment and unemployment of the workers. Tbe work.er,
cannot accept "efficiency" of this sort however much that body
called "public opinion" which today means bourgeois opinion,
may like that word.
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t 19. MiAe.un-ttempt to open mUls under armed
protection in August-The Hidayatullah Confennce
and its failure (15.8.28)

The Joint Strike Committee had decided to start distribution of
relief from June l 2th i.e. two months after the commencement of
the strike. It had on hand Rs. 32,000/- for that purpose. At fint
there were ten centres which later on were increased to fourteen.
By 9th June Rs. 15,000/- had been spent, leaving ahout two
weeks' rations on hand. In the Municipal CoJi>Oration another
attempt was made to procure relief and a resolution to spend
Rs. l ,CKXJ/. daily for relief of the strikers was brought before it.
But as expected, it was shelved to a committee for report. This
committee reported against fhe proposal. Their report was
discussed in the Corporation on 9th July and all proposals made
therein were thrown out. When the proposals were being
discussed a meeting of the strikers was held before the
Corporation Hall. The Hall is situated in thoroughly bourgeois
quarters which had never seen such a mass of workers nor had the
workers ever visited these quarters. There are two Bombays, one
of the bourgeoisie and one of the proletariat. We brought our
Bomb..y to have a look at the bourgeois Bombay, built on the
profits of the toiling workers. The two Bombays faced each other
and between them stood the Imperialist armed police for the help
of the bourgeoisie, which was abusing the proletariat from its
shelter in the Corporation Hall behind the imperialist anns. It was
a vivid proof of the counter-revolutionary nature of the Bombay
bourgeoisie.
We had spent on relief very large sums at the beginning which
was unwise. It was due to the fact that we ounelves did not expect
that the strike would last so long. When the negotiations broke
down, we were hard pressed for relief money, becanse as many as
30,000 men and women were asking for it. We had, therefore, to
cut down the amoun~ which was brought down to Rs. 4,CXYJ/. per
week. The centres of distribution were reduced to seven from
I Ith July 1928. (Kranti Bth July.} A vigorous campaign to get help
from the Unibns in other industries had to be undertaken as a
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result of which the G.I.P. Railwaymen's Union gaverRs. l,000/-,
the Bombay Port Trust Union Rs. 200/-, the G.l.P. Railway
Employees' General Union Rs. 200/- and the Bombay Tramwaymen's Union Rs. SOI (Kranti 12.7.28.) Volunteer bands were
sent to go rou~or collections in the city. The police followed the
volunteers and When the shopkeepers and others were inclined to
give money they were asked not to give it. The petty shopkeepers
were on the whole not enthusiastic all to pay and when they got
the warning of the police, they would certainly not dare to pay. We
also held meetings in the petty-bourgeois areas to collect money
for relief and explain the case of the strikers. It was a time when
the petty-bourgeoisie in Bombay was roaring loudly in support of
the Bardoli Peasants' Satyagraha and the bourgeoisie had opened
its purse for the bourgeois leaders of the peasants. But for the
workers in Bombay when a rnee~ng was held, the expenses of the
Hall came to Rs. 14/- while the collections amounted to Rs. 19/-,
the grand sum of petty-bourgeois support to the Bombay workers
Dl- 112.12.31
Thus June and July saw the failure of negotiations through
Government and directly with the mill-owners, failure to enhst
the sympathy of the petty-bourgeois public and failure to secure
help from the capitalist Municipality. This development
strengthened the class-consciousness of the workers and taught
them again that the emancipation of the working-class shall be its
own task. The workers carried on their fight with determination
and refused to accept wage-cuts and retrenchment.
When the mill-owners saw that of their own accord the worken
would not assume work, they planned a big offensive in August,
with the help of the police, military and the press. The European
Chamber of Commerce, the Share-brok~rs· Association, the
Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay, all called for vigorous
action to end the strike. The vigour was not to be shown in
aranting the woikers' demands but in a big offensive to break the
strike. Mr. H. Sawyer, the Deputy Chairman of the mill-owners
and a prominent member of the European Chamber and
Mr. Tairsee, at that time presiding over the Annual Meeting of
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the Indian Chamber, spent much vigour in denouncing tbe
Communists and asked the Government to take strong action. 1be
Indian Nationalist Press in Bombay also agreed. Acconlingly the
mill-owners published a plan to reopen the mills group by group
in seven instalments. Police help was requisitioned on a large
scale and the first experiment was fixed for 6th August 1928. (List
and dates in D 524.) The workers were asked to resume work on
the wages as given in the owners' scheme. The Strike Committee
in reply to this drew out a scheme of intense picketing, which was
no longer left to the volunteers alone. Each member of the Strike
Committee was given personal charge of picketing on a number
of mills from the group to be opened on a particular day. 1be
picketing time was changed to·4 in the morning when the police
force was ordered to be at the mill gates. 50 mounted police,
50 armed police and 200 ordinary police were the strength put at
the disposal of the owners. With the help of such a force the gates
of 11 mills were opened at the usual time and the sirens whistled.
But to the discomfiture of the bourgeoisie and the Government,
not a single worker turned up. The cavalry paraded through the
lanes and by-lanes to restore courage into the "intimidated
workE-~", but the workers smiled at them from their chawls. The
pohce found them quietly cleaning their teeth, while amusedly
studying with black powder in hand the crestfallen cavalry
passing up and down. Not only did the workers not go to work but
even those blacklegs who had kept going into the mills to do
sweeping and a bit of cleaning here and there did not tum up. The
attempt stiffened the strike rather than break it. After a trial
of 8 days the mill-owners decided to give up the show. The
Commissioner o.f Police expressed his unwillingness to continue
the supply of the police force since there appeared to be no
necessity for it. Thus ended the big armed offensive, the attempt
of the bourgeoisie to give protection to the textile workers agl!inst
the "intimidation" of Communists and help them come to work.
The working-class in Borilbay proved the bourgeoisie to be a liar;
it proved dtat not by intimidation but by voluntary decision they
had refused ft> accept the axe on their wages, and that tile
Communist le8ders only carried oot their will.
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On Sth August a resolution was moved in the Bombay Legislative Council asking the Government to appoint a Conciliation
Board for the strike. Tiie Government agreed to call a joint
conference of tbe mill-owners and the Joint Strike Committee to
ascertain if they would agree to submit the dispute to a
Conciliation Boadt. Accordingly a conference was convened
presided over by the Hon'ble General Member, Sir Ghulam
Hussain Hidayatullah. The Hon 'ble Sir Ohulam Hussain was riot
an impartial President, a role which he wanted to assume before
the public. He is a gentleman who has made himself qune
"famous" by having bought lands in the Sukkur Barrage area of
Sind, when he was the General Member of the Bombay
Government and therefore in a position to know which landii
would fetch better price by reason of Government operation~ on
the Barrage. He was openly charged in the Bombay Council wnh
having used his position to b~ lands cheaply and in an
advantageous area. Such was the gentleman we had now to deal
with as President for bringing about "conciliation" between the
bourg&>isie and the workers. Once on May 15, a mill-owner, m
the garb of a Government Minister, had the audacity to impose
himself upon the strike as an impartial conciliator. Now we were
offered a feudal landholder who owed this ministership to the
mill-owners' and landholders' support. That is how the
bourgeoisie assumes a thousand roles, and hides the class nature
of its operations by getting them carried out through the so-called
third party or impartial agents. The conference was held, and a
Committee was agreed to, which would consider and report upon
the standard scheme and the worker's demands. Suddenly the
mill-owners sprang a surprise on us in the midst of the conference
by asking us as to when we would call off the strike. Now this
question was not expected to crop up, as relying on the experience
of 1924, when the calling off the strike was not a condition
precedent to resumption of work, we did not expect the millowners or the President who supported the proposal to raise it.
However, the raising of that question was not so important as the
question of wages that would be paid in the period till the
Committee reported. The mill-owners wanted to leave that
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question also to the Committee which would be appointed. This
we rejected. Then they proposed to pay to the weaven the
standard scheme wages which was the subject-matter of the
dispute, with an increase of about 11 per cent on the scheme wages
of the weavers in the first month, 5 i per cent in the second and in
the third, the workers to work on the scheme as it was. This, of
course, could not be accepted because we had held that the
scheme represented 20 to 30 per cent cut in weavers' wages
besides the retrenchment in spinning and increased hours of
work in other departments. We proposed that in the first place we
would not like to call off the strike before the rep,prt of the
Committee was out. In the alternative if the strike was to be called
off, then we could go back to work only on the pre-cut wages and
conditions of 1925. To this the mill-owners would not agree. The
impartial landlord President even threatened us that such a
behaviour on our part would bring disaster; he did not say exactly
what kind it would be. We said that we must consult the whole
Strike Committee on such an imponant issue. At this statement, a
derisive laughter greeted us from the other side. Had we not
plenipotentiary powers to settle the strike, were we not the virtual
dictators? If the Strike Committee had not complete faith in us or
we had not complete faith in ourselves, why had we come at all to
negotiate with such incomplete powers?-were some of the
questions hurled at us. It would have been a deadly thrust at the
petty-bourgeois vanity in us had we not been fortified by the idea
of complete subordination of individuality to the will of the rank
and file. We could not go beyond our mandate, and consultation
with the rank and file was the safest guide, especially in a
situation when two wings of the Trade Union Movement were
united in a strange wedlock on such a mighty issue. We refused to
be taken in by flattery, derision or threat. Our simple reply was
that the plenipotentiaries of the biggest bourgeois States while in
the conference chamber cany a megaphone in their sleeves,
which continually delivers to them their Masters' Voice from she
finance syndicates. The bourgeois hireling plenipotentiaries hide
the master of the voice from the world in their stiff collars and
ample sleeves. But the leadership of the proletariat is newr
ashamed to ~y avow that every-thing that it dcios has to be
d~ne acccmling to tbe voice of the rank and file.
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The conference was adjourned. We consulted the Strike
Committee which expressed itself against the calling off the
strike during the inquiry period unless the wage-cut and 1925
conditions were restored. Next day, l 6th August, this was
communicated~ the conference. The mill-owners then withdrew
their consent to ·u Inquiry or Conciliation Committee. Their
game was clear. They wanted to get the strike called off, put the
workers on the standard scheme of 20 per cent cut and then throw
over the Committee into the dustbin. But they failed in this tactic
altogether. There was no reason for the mill-owners to reject our
proposals except that they still hoped to smash the stnke by
prolonging it. The Communists did not stand to gain by
prolongation. The mill-owners accepted in the October settlement
almost in toto what we had proposed at the August Conference.
Even if they had accepted our alternative proposal for the
Committee to work and the strik: to continue, the results would
have been the same as they were afterwards, except perhaps in the
matteJ of the verdict of the Committee. The Fawcett Committee
took ~9 full-day and 18 half-day sittings to complete its work. i.e.
38 full working days or about 7 weeks. If it had been appointed at
. the August Conference, and the strike continued, it would have
finished its work in October. By rejecting the proposals also the
strike lasted till October. Thus whether on the question of
demands or the duration of the strike the mill-owners derived no
gain by rejecting the proposals in August.

120. Mill-owners' admission about wage-cut-the Assembly
letter-the Mayor fund
Just about the beginning of August we scored another victory
over the mill-owners. Since the publication of their scheme and
throughout their negotiations with us and public propaganda. the
mill-owners had refused to admit that their standard scheme did
not only standardise wages for the same class of work as between
mill and mill but it also retrenched men, saved a lot on spinning
<vages (which they claimed to have raised), and effected an
absolute cut in the weavers• wages. When they put up the rates of
wages on the mill gates in July we explained to the workers that
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the scheme contained 20 to 30 per cent cut for the weavers. The
mill-owners could not hold long to their falsehood in front of our
figures and calculations, and more because of the fact that they
themselves were ignorant of the actual effect of the scheme. At
last, in August the Deputy Chairman in exasperation admitted that
the seheme did cut 7 ~ per cent wages. The whole fraudulent game
of hiding the cut thus began to collapse. Then another mill-owner
Mr. Usman Subhani declared that they did not know what the cut
was but he thought it to be between 5 and 8 i pt:r cent. I seized
these to pronouncements and wrote to the press exposing the
falsehood of the mill-owners' claims. Therein I still stiick to my
20 per cent estimate. Later on, when negotiations were resumed
with the owners, many of thein in their individual capacity
confessed to their utter ignorance of the scheme. This was not
surprising to us because even the bourgeois Tariff Board in its
report had said: ..Of the 175 Directors of the mills in Bombay
there are only 11 who have received practical training." It is quite
natural. In modem industrial Capitalism, all the work of
production and distribution is socialised and carried on by the
workers and a hierarchy of salaried officials and experts. The
capitali~! is in no way connected with these processes. He only
cuts coupons and pockets the profits. This illustrates how the
whole system can run without the capitalists and is ripe for
socialism.
In the further negotiations the mill-owners modified their
peremptory orders to the workers to accept the scheme as it was.
Mr. S. D. Saldatwala, the Chairman of the Association was more
courageous than the Deputy Chairman and said before the
Fawcett Committee: "Our original standard scheme was based on
a cut of about 11 per cent" (D. 523, page 10) and then added.
"I hope to convince you that a cut not of 7 t per cent but at least
of 30 per cent would be fully justifiable in the weaving section."
(Ibid.) If they considered it fully justifiable can anyone, knowing
the bourgeoisie, believe that they did not incorporate it in the
scheme or that they took pity on the workers? Were we then
wrong in our est\mate of 20 per oent? Still the mill-Owners hekl
very fast to one of their lies that they had incmased wagee in dae
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spinning and that they gained nothing in that department. On this
point it took more than a year to force the partial truth out of them
Their Chairman giving evidence before the Royal Comm1s1111on
on Labour on 30th November 1929 admitted that they gamed
2 per cent in sp~ing also. But in this even they introduced some
amount of falsehood. Before lunch time Mr. Mody, the Cha1rmclll
of the Association said before the Commission: "The standard
scheme has nothing to do with reduction of workers." After lunch
the same day Mr. S. D. Saklatwala, the Chainnan of the prev1ou,
year said: "Under the scheme there would be a reduction of
2,000 doffer boys and the industry would profit to the extent of
2 per cent." In this evidence the question of reduction m other
departments is skilfully omitted and naturally of prof1t111 from
retrenchment. I put the figure at 10,000 which meant a savmg of
6 p.c. in the wages bill by retre8'hment alone. The refusal of the
mill-owners till August to tell openly to the workers that their
wages were cut was deliberate dishonesty, to which they could not
hol~ consistently to the end simply because of our vigilance and
our intense efforts to know and study the scheme and 1t1;
techmque, in order that we may not reject it on suspicion only but
after knowing thoroughly the reduction of wages and men 1t
proposed to carry out. The admission of the mill-owner!!. wa'
forced out of them by our studies and determination, and that
made the issue of the strike clearer for all. It was henceforth
admitted on all sides a question of wage-cuts and retrenchment
and no longer of a mere scheme of standardised wages.
Two days after the failure of the negotiations in Bombay, the
Government of India released for publication on 18th Augu~t the
famous "Assembly Letter", now Ex. P. 377(1) in this c~e It
caused quite a sensation in the bourgeois and petty-bourge01'
world and was intended, as subsequent events show, as
preliminary to overtures of an alliance with the nationah~t
bourgeoisie against the worken' movement. But the letter had no
effect whatever on the workers. On the very day of its publicauon
we explained to the workers the implications of this tactic of the
Government that it was intended to rouse the Indian bourgeois
and petty~bourgeois against the Communists in particular and
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against all militant working-class movements in general. That the
publication was intended to smash the leadership of the strikes,
cripple whatever petty-bourgeois sympathies there were for the
working-class movement, and create an atmosphere favourable
for a strong offensive against the working-class leadership on an
all-India scale could be seen from the leading articles of the
whole bourgeois press in India, and from the fact that seven days
after this, on August 25th, the Gazette of India publi!lhed the
proposed Public Safety Bill moved in the A~sembly on
4th September 1928. The leading article in the Evening News of
Bombay of 20th August 1928 said (Ex. D 518): "Comrade Roy's
letter, if anything, reveals something more of the secret force
behind all the labour troubles. one of the leaders of the millhands
and railway workshop employees in Bombay is in correspondence with the League against Imperialism, an organisation
brought into being under Moscow auspices and which acts as a
sort of post office for the Communist International. Let us admit
at once that it is not a crime merely to correspond with Moscow
directly or indirectly. It may be that Mr. Jhabwala has simply
asked for more financial help to the Bombay strikers or kicking
against ~.:>me of the conditions under which the C.I. would give
additional funds." The article further points out that the C.I. is not
out for philanthropic help. It wants return for its money in the
fonn of a Red Re-volution in India, which is revealed by the Roy's
letter. "Moscow means business" is the conclusion in the article.
Anyone can see from this how exactly the Prosecution is
repeating almost word for word what is written in this article of
1928. It would be difficult to say whether it is a pan of the leading
article of an evenift& paper in Bombay or the address of the Crown
Counsel in this case. Not only that. A statement has been made
before the Hon'ble High Court by Mr. Kemp to the effect that the
poor and most amicable gentlemen of the C.l.D. were hanlworbd for full four years in unearthing the correspondence of the
prisoners here. Yet here we rmc1 an evening daily q11oting from the
"most socret" c~ of one of these terrible conspirators, and the aitouncling and terrible discovery s0ught to be
proved in this case that the League against Imperialism is a
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subsidiary of the Comintem was known to an evening daily in
Bombay and published by it as far back as August 1928. So it
would be an interesting question whether the overworked C.l.D.
was running this paper or the paper running the C.I.D. and
preparing in advance the outlines of the Crown Counsel's
Address. But tl?e performance on the Roy's Letter was not
thought sufficient. The same paper on the same day, and perhaps
others of its family also, published a garbled summary of comrade
Kusinenn's speech on the question of the agrarian revolution m
India and the role of the Communists in it.
This outburst of activity on the part of Government was not
going to affect our line of action, because ours was not a
conspiratorial activity which demands a change of line accorchng
to the fact whether or not the Government has come to know of 1t
The end of the strike depended solely on the question whether the
mill-owners withdrew the cuts aftd retrenchment, and not on the
question whether the so-called plans of the C.I. to be worked
throu~ the strike were known to the Government and the
bou~eoisie. We were prepared to compromise if the wage-cut
was withdrawn or to go on as before, if it was not. In such an
atmosphere the Mayor of Bombay Dr. G. V. Deshmukh, one of
the leading and rich surgeons of Bombay, called a conference of
the representatives of the Strike Committee, the mill-owner;,
merchants, share-brokers and such others, in the Corporation Hall
of Bombay. It may be remembered that the Corporation as such
had shown itself definitely hostile to the strike. In June it had
rejected the proposal of Rs. 1,00,000/- for relief to the strikers. On
July 9th it had thrown out a proposal of Rs. l ,OOOI- daily relief to
the strikers or their children. In such conditions it looked a bit
curious that the President of the Corporation should come forth to

work for the settlement of the strike. He started unofficially a
Relief Pund for the children of the strikers on 12th July, 1928
called the Mayor's Relief Fund for children. The suggestion for it
had come during the debate on 9th July. when the p t of relief to
the strikers was rejected. The subscribers to bis fund were most of
them mill-owners and big share-brokers. The total collections of
this fund amounted to Rs. 48,995-12-0. This sum was collected
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from only 134 subscribers, giving Rs. 365/- per subscriber.
But this does not give an adequate idea of the class of the
subscribers. Sir Victor Sasoon gave Rs. 10,000/-, Sir Fazalbboy
gave Rs. S,000/- and Raja Partabgirji of the Prah~ Mills gave
Rs. 5,000/-. Thus three of the textile mill-owners alone gave
Rs. 20,000/-. Mr. R. Birla gave Rs. l ,500/-. Then ten of them
contributed Rs. 10,004/- that is Rs. 1,000/- and odd each. In this
category are found His Excellency the Governor of Bombay, the
Mayor himself. Mr. Sasakura of the Toyo Podar Mills, and the
Native Share and Stock Brokers' Association, the remaining five
being of the big ring of share-brokers on the Exchange. The third
category paid Rs. SOO/- and odd, and consisted of 16 subscn"bers
making up Rs. 8,006/-. Thus 30 persons out of 134 made up an
amount of Rs. 40,000/- i.e. 4/5th of the fund. If you leave the five
mill-owners standing at one end and also the 20-25 small donors
who were either members of the Corporation or middle.class
humanitarians, the whole phalanx of about I00 donors was
composed of the big speculators on the Stock Exchange, through
which they were directly affected by the strike. Thus the Mayor
Fund was a combined effort of the big textile masters and stock
exchangr speculators.
Why had this exploiting gentry suddenly thought of the
starving children of the strikers'? Because they wanted to capture
the strikers• goodwill through their children and thus break their
determined hatred of Capitalism. It was a game of humanitarian
Mondism operating through the workers' children. But the
Bombay bourgeoisie, just as it lacks the highly advanced
technique of the British bourgeoisie, which produces MondiSln,
also lacks its sulllJe piopaganda and corruption methods. Tbc
more or less realist industrialist manufacturers among the donon
of the fund were overcome by the spirit of the nervous ban.iallOCk
exchange speculator who reconciles bis gambling and bis Old by
humanitarian charity. So when it came to the question as to wbd
should be benefited by the ~lief, the industrialist donors did DOt
object to the relief beins limited to the striken' cllildn:a oaly.
In fact they bad paid with that idea. But the s_peculatcq objacled.
They said it wbuld be a direct help to the strikers. Boda ds
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sections wanted some gain. The one wanted to prepare a ground
for class collaboration. The other wanted a reputation for chanty,
and all wanted the big middle-class petty-bourgeois strata to thmk
that after all tbe bourgeoisie was not so bad, not so cruel as to cut
the wages of tile workers. Otherwise why should it feel for the
children of the sltikers and pay Rs. 50,000/-for them? Ultimately,
the fund had to be named the Mayor Relief Fund ''for children"
and not "for strikers' children".
The game of the bourgeoisie was seen through at onct) and I
wrote an article in this strain in the Kranti of the 15th July 1928
(Ex. P. 1744) headed ''The deceptive Vampire of the bourgeoisie"
It said "the owners cut down Rs. 50,00,000 from our wages and
when the workers go on stnke they pay out of this sum
Rs. 20,000/- for the children's relief One belly of the Vampire
eats us workers and after having_eaten us up, offers consolation to
our children that they may not cry. Its one mouth orders wage-cut~
in order to crush us and another mouth tries to cheat us with ~weet
talkthrough our children. One hand of the bourgeoisie throws u~
out from the houses on the street with our children because of the
arrears of rent and another hand pretends to feed our chtldren
All these are the deceptions of the cruel blood-sucking Vampire
If the deceptive temptor gives you good food, eat It, if It give~
a palace, take it; but afterwards when 1t tells you to resume
work on its conditions and be a slave, kick it out and go on
with your strike".
The distnbution of relief started on 23rd July at seven centres
Here again the bourgeoisie behaved~ insolently towards the
workers. They would not give milk or food intended for the
children to their mothers. The reason they gave was that the
parents might eat the ration and starve the children. Could any one
but a corrupt and callous bourgeois think of such a thing? It is the
bourgeoisie and the feudal princes, who have been .known to sell,
kidnap or murder their sons or daughters on the question offannly
partnership of the stolen millions. Naturally they cannot see better
morality in others. S«ondly, on the centres of distribution boards
were hung saying ..For the relief of children of the poor"
(Reference Exts. of speeches.) That board had a sting of
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humiliation since all children were to be treated as of beggars.
Now though we recognise that beggars and thieves and such other
sections are by-products of poverty and exploitation, yet the
working-class resists and must resist being cJassed with these
'lumpen' sections. The worlcing-class is poor no doubt, but its
poverty has nothing in common with the poverty of the beggars or
the thieves. Because it is a class that has the consciousness and
seJf-respect of being the producers of sociaJ weaJth. The workers
resented the boards and we apprised the Committ~ of the Mayor
Fund of this fact. They then struck out the words "of the poor"
from the headline. The Kranti of the l 5th made s11ggestions
to the Mayor about the management of relief but they were
not heeded by his Committee. The third fonn of insolence was
the selection of places wherefrom relief was distributed. The
centre at Chinchpokli was the plague inoculation centre of the
Municipality and the one at Parel was the centre for small-pox
vaccination. It was due either to grim and insulting sattre or a
sheer lack of imagination. The mention of these centres in
the announcement was sufficient to scare away any intending
receiver of relief from going to those places to receive it. We had
to tell th~ workers, in order to persuade them to send their children
to receive relief, that they would be quite immune from the plague
of the bourgeoisie, if they went with a strong injection of
proletarian class consciousness.
DI- 14.12.31

The effect of all this was that very few families took advantage
of the fund, though it is same pleasure to us that the orphans of the
street, at \east, bad 'M>me food fot a few days.
The fund was closed on the calling off the st.Rke. Not a few
contractors made money out of it. The Municipal Commissioner
had taken charge of the amngements with his big stalf tJaat
managed the city of a million souls. Naturally the bureaucratic
manaaement cost more than what it costs to the Strike Committee
to give relief to 30,000 strikers, with the aid of a few workers who
were not "expel:ts in administration". In the whole disposal of the
fund the actuaf relief given was 72 per cent of die collectiodt
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excluding the balance, or 79 per cent if we include the balance
(7 per cent) of the account. This omits the consideration as to what
was the quantity of food for equal amounts paid by the Mayor
Fund and the Strike Committee. This was an important factor as
the mangemcnts of food of the Mayor Fund were done by
contractors whHe ours were made by direct purchases from the
grain market on a large scale and by distribution without the
profits of intennediaries. The actual relief delivered to the stnkers
from our fund constituted 88 per cent of total collections while It
was 72 per cent from the Mayor Fund. 21 per cent in the case of
the Mayor Fund were administrative expenses of relief alone
while in our case the balance of 12 per cent represented all the
activities of the Strike Committee. Actual relief admimstrabon
cost us not more than 3 per cent of our total collections. If we
allow ten per cent margin to the contractors, the value of the
Mayor's actual relief comes to.6S per cent. with 28 per cent for
intermediaries and the administrative bureaucracy. The workers'
1118Jl&gement thus cost three per cent while the bourgeois
m!nagement cost 28 per cent of the collections.

121. The Mayor's efforts at negotiations-M. Shaukat Ali
comes out to break the strike-alternative proposabour standard scheme
It was with such traditions that the Mayor called a conference
for settlement of the strike. The conference took up the question
of negotiations at the stage where it had been left off at the
Hidayatullah Conference of 16th August, i.e. the question on what
tenns the strike should be called off, if an F.nquiry Committee 1s to
function. Some three or four alternative schemes were proposed
by us. The Mayor and his supporters accepted some of them. He
also brought some alternative schemes (which we were willing to
accept). '1>ut none of which were accepted by the Mill-owners'
Association," observes the Fawcett Committee on page 8 of its
report. So this attempt to end the strike also failed because the
mill-owners refused all schemu of settlement. This shows who
prolCJDFCl the strike and how the mill-owners were trying to
- - ii by prolonption.
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During the negotiations through the President of the Co~
tion, another party had come on the scene to take active interest in
the breaking up of the strike. This was the notorious Maulana
Shaukat Ali. I have almldy referred to the attempt of the Kbilafat
Committee and the Maulana to bring communalism into the strike
by proposing to give money to the Strike Committee, ear-marked
for Muslim workers only, and how that offer was rejected by the
workers, both Hindu and Muslim. Since that time the Maulana
was not heard of. Now suddenly he appeared at the Conference in
the Corporation Hall and very soon around him was collected a
group of Mohammadan businessmen, corporators and others. He
was particularly pushed forwarp by Mr. Usman Subhani, the
agent of the Prahlad Mills, and the brother of Mr. Usman Subhani,
the famous millionaire of the early Congress and Khilafat days. It
was soon evident that this group was being pushed fonh at the
mstance of the Fazalbhoy group also. We smelt some sinister
game in the appearance of the Maulana. He in fact understood
nothing of the dispute or the industry. But like a goonda always on
hire he had come and wanted to trade on his onetime patriotism
and services to the country. He almost assumed the airs of a
dictator and threatened that if the strike were not called off he
would ask all the Mohammadan workers to break away and
resume work. On the failure of the Conference he attempted to
carry out this threat. He hired some ten or fifteen unemployed
goondas and went to the locality of the Mohammadan workers.
He harangued the workers, abused the Strike Committee and told
them to go back to work. He also made his goondas preach the
futility of strike~. But the trick was soon exposed when the
workers began to ask these fellows about their wages, what mill
they worked in and what they knew of textile work. The goondas
were found to be merely dumies dressed as workers. The Maulana
got enraged and had to beat a hasty retreat. The Maulana's defeat
was due to the fact that the class solidarity of workers is superior
to their communal prejudices. Here was a cl~s war with the
bourgeoisie. Amongst the workers on one side were Hindus,
Mohammac1ans·, Parsees, etc. Amongst the bourgeoisie, on the
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other side, there were Hindus, Mohammadans, Parsecs and
Europeans. Both the sides were fighting each other bitterly,
irrespective of their caste or religion. Muslim mill-owners and
Hindu mill-owners were united in starving Muslim workers and
Hindu worke~ without any reference to their respective gods or
holy books excl!:pt their holy books of bank accounts. The workers
of Bombay had cultivated sufficient consciousness, through the
several general strikes that they had fought, and were not gomg to
be duped by an agent provocateur of British Imperiahsm. The
whole episode was exposed in the Kranti in a workers' letter,
Exh: P. 1744, dated 20th September 1928; the Maulana afterwards did not come in the workers' area, until his sm1ster
presence was again requisitioned by his masters four months later,
in the Communial Riots of February 1929.
During the negotiations at tJie Corporation, we found that the
slogan of demanding wages and rates of 1925 or any other yecll'
had its own danger also. So far as fixed wages were concerned,
thve was not much trouble in finding out what they were, as there
were no material changes in the fixed wages directly smce 1925
The change in such cases was in the increased work for equivalent
wages due to reduction of the numbers of men per thou!iand
spindles. The difficulty lay in the piecework rates. There were
hundreds of varieties of cloth and consequently hundreds of piece
rates. The mill-owners resisted all attempts at inspection of their
books to verify these rates. The rates were so many that the
workers could not be expected to remember all of them correctly
Moreover, if a change of two or three counts were made in the
same variety of cloth it was very difficult to detect the change at
once, untll it led to a fall in the total wages and had run for some
time. Such were some of the difficulties of demanding restoration
of conditions and rates, to those found in a particular year. But we
had to do 1t and rely on the vast memory of the hundreds of
intelligent workers as there was no other alternative. When the
standard scheme was put forth, its one merit was that it left
nothing to vagueness and if operated carefully would have given
very little chance to die bureaucracy in die miJJs to cheat the
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workers by variation of counts or false rates, provided there was a
vigilant union to get the scheme correctly applied. But the scheme
could not be applied in its present form since it contained many
discrepancies; even the mill-owners did not know its implications, except the two or three framers of it. It contained a big
wage-cut on an average and the cut mounted even to 30 per cent
on previous rates in some cases. The workers could not be
expected to have technicians to understand the scheme and
therefore the easiest way found was to reject it altogether. But
t"Ven, if it were rejected, we had to fall back upon the demand of
wages for a particular year, which was definite regarCling fixed
wages but vague regarding pi~ rates, especially in the weavmg
department. We had already in our demands endorsed the
principle of standardisation, and we could not reject it if it could
be done without any harm to the workers. Once the worken were
prejudiced against the very idea of standardisation it would be a
difficult thing to standardise wages and condittons at anytime
afterwards, which would not have been in their interest. Therefore
we had to fmd an alternative. And that was to stand by the original
demaJ'l-1 of 1925 wages and rates or to ask for 30 per cent above
the standard scheme (12 Augsut 1928). The latter was adopte<l
only to bring 1lome to all parties the exact extent of the cut
involved and it '1ad the beneficial and tactical effect of forcing the
mill-owners to acknowledge for the first-time that they had
incorporated a cut of wages in the scheme. But this slogan of
30 per cent also was not very definite. Because on the ordinary
lower count sorts the cut was not 30 per cent but less. The simple
addition of 30 per ~ent to every rate in the scheme would not have
solved the matters and this is what the mill-owners demonstrated
at the Mayor's Conference. We were natorally asked bow we
would distribute this 30 per cent. Such a question was purely a
tactic, because the mill-owners expected us to plead ignorance of
the mechanism of the scheme. We had to take up the challenge
and show how the 30 per cent could be distributed. We therefore
decided (28th·Aupst 1928) to frame a new standaid scheme of
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ours, incorporating in it the wages, conditions and rates that were
demanded by the workers. We told the workers about this (see
any speech in exhibit about this time) and asked them to come
forth with their suggestions. A host of very intelligent workers
from the rank aflfl file came with information without which u
would have been Impossible to frame any scheme. (Some of the
strike meetings, reports about which are put into exhibit, were
held for this purpose.) With their assistance the task was earned
out. The challenge of the mill-owners benefited us in more than
one way. It called forth several intelligent workers and hnk.ed
them up actively with the work of the strike. We discovered
potential leaders and technicians. The principle of the standard
scheme was studied and understood by us and the workers
more thoroughly than before. We overcame the danger for the
time being of permanently p~udicing the workers again1;t
standardisation per se, and most important of all, the wages and
conditions demanded were formulated in most definite cmd
un~ivocal terms, leaving no room, if agreed upon by the
owners, for mischief according to the whims of individual mills
and bureaucrats. Henceforth our demand thus was: "We too want
a standard scheme. We have made one. Give us wages accordmg
to it, or alternatively restore the pre-cut wages and conditions."
It is not possible here nor is it necessary to explain the mdlowners • standard scheme which prolonged the strike and the
amendments we proposed to it. But I will give a few examples of
the rates proposed for weaving varieties by mill-owners and those
proposed by us. I will also show the changes proposed in spinning
wages. From that, it can be seen that we did not make such
demands on the mill-owners as could be called exorbitant or could
not be met by them. It will also show that, as in the General Su1ke
of 1924, the impanial Inquiry Committee, this time the Fawcett
Committee, in its report wholly agreed with the mill-owners'
proposals. It will also show how our demand of increase in me
weavers' rates had to be distributed in a complicated manner m
the whole scheme.
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SPINNING SECTION
Wages as

Wages as

proposed
proposed
by the
in the
mill-owners' workers'
scheme in
scheme in
July 1928
September

Department

2

Wages as proposed

Wqesas

by the mill-ownen
in their amended
scheme in October

approved
by the
Fawcett
Committee

4

s

3

BLOW ROOM

Rs. As Ps. Rs As. Ps.

..
Nowgames
Lattice Freeders
Pickers and Sweepers ..
Otlers
..
Exhaust and Breaker
Scutcher, Inter-Finisher

Rs As Ps.

Rs As Ps.
Same as in
0 Same as in column 2 column 4

3097340
23 12 9 26 6 0
Do
17 0 0 20 7 0
17 8 9
•
3 0 9 7 3 4 0 O Same as m column 2

Do
Do
Do

27

Do

3

3

28 • 8

0

Do

CARD ROOM

27 3 3 28 1 0
28 0 9
25 8 O 25 8 0 Same as in column 2
25 8 0 25 8 0
Do
22 l 7 25 8 0
22 IS 2
27 3 3 30 10 0 Same as in column 2
30973400
Do

Gnnders and Strippers
Fly gatherers
Lap carriers
Can boys
Flat Grinders
Otlers

Do

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

INTER AND ROVING
FRAMES

Drawmg T~ •ter
Slobbers
Inter-Tenter
Rovers
Dofferboys

..

Do

33 4 0 35 0 0
38 0 0 38 0 0
35 0 0 36 0 0
32 0 0 38 0 0
20662300

Do
Do
Do
Do

23 12 10

4

0

Do

27 4
28 8
29 ·~
23 0
28 I
37 7
30 10
I 02 0

0
0
00
0

Do
Do

27

Do
Do
Do

33 0 0
Same as in
column4
Do

RING SPINNING
S1ders-Singleside up to
300 spindles
.
Smgleside up to 3091360
Singleside up to 36 l/4~Q 1
Doffer boys
..
Tarwatla
..
Oilers and Banders
..
Doff carriers
..
Fitters

26 S
27 3
28 0
20 6
25 8
34 o
23 12
85 O

9
3
9
6
0
O
0
O

Do
Do

26

S 9

O Same as in column 2

0
0

Do
Do

Do
Do
Do

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

WINDING
Grey wmders
Colour winders

Warpcn

Creel boys

24 0 0
30 0 0
52 0 0 60 0 0
20662400

19 8 0

22 0 0
52 0 0
21 4 0

Do
Do
52 0 0
Same as in
columa4
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TWO EXAMPLES IN WEAVING
Son Pl111n Khad1
Width 24 mches

I
Length 24 yards
Weight 6 34 Lbs
Reed40
Plck40

\

"'·

Warp 14
Weft9

-

Allowance as per
m11l-owner's bst

According to
workers'
scheme

As amended
by mill owne..,
dunng
negot1at10ns

2

3

4

Width 20 per cent
Weft 7 per cent
Pick Rate I 33 pies per sq yard
Result -16 sq yards at I 33 pies
per sq yard plus 27 per cent
Whole piece pud at 27 pies

20 percent
12 percent
I 53
Result-

20 percent
9 percent
I l6
Result-

l2 ll pies
28 pies
Increase of
column 3 over 4 =I~ 4 percem

SORT-PATii PACHA
DOBBY DHOTIE
Width 30 inches
Length 7 yards
Weight 111,. Lbs
Shafts 8
Border l '/• •
One runner 11/4 •
Reed40
Pick 34
Warp24
Welf32

Width 6 per cent
Dhot1e 17 per cent
Dobby 6 per cent
Piclc Rate I 13
Result -S 81 sq yards at I 13
pies per sq yard
Whole piece paid at 8 S pies

6 per cent
27 per cent
12 per cent
110

lncre&Fe of column 3 over 4 =

20 perc.ent

•

II pies

6 pe1 cent
17 percent
12 percent
l 16
912

However, the specific mention about 1925 wages and rate~ had
to be dropped altogether at a later stage. The demand of 1925 wages
was formulated when we were not thoroughly aware of the slow
change that had come into the character of production in the
Bombay Textiles. We became aware of the details of this only after
the General Strike was on. When we began to deal with the details
of standardisation we found that there were hundreds of varieties
that were not being produced m 1925. So the demand of restonng
rates of that year did not cover all grounds. We also found that
March 1927 was a period which satisfied our demand. So we
adopted that as an alternative to 1925. This period also had one
other advantage. The minor objections of the mill-owners, dic.tated
by their pride about granting our demands exactly in the same
terms we wanted, were also satisfied by the change we made. Thus
our main demand embracing the majority of workers contained
three alternatives for compromise: (l) workers' standard scheme

of wages, ot (l) 30 pet cent above m\\\-owncu' titandatd !ie\\eme
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or, (3) the wages and conditions of 1927 March. The second most
important demand was the discontinuance of the rational scheme
introduced in some of the mills and of retrenchment. This was the
only outcome of the Mayor's Conference.

122. More proposals for compromise-discussions with mill·
ownen broke down again in September 1928---5ettlement
of October 1928 and the end of the General Strike
When the Conference failed many individual merchants, millowners and intermediaries began their own efforts to settle the
&trike. One such effort was done by Seth Mangald,s, the coarbitrator of Mahatma Gandhi in Ahmedabad mill disputes. This
gentleman called me to his house to have a talk about the strike.
Seth Mangaldas expressed great sympathy for the starvmg workers
and with that prelude asked me on what conditions we were
prepared to call off the strike. I told him the conditions stated.above.
To my surprise, Seth Mangaldas expressed himself strongly against
the mill-owners' standard scheme and offered me the tempting
proposal of making common cause with us to get the scheme
scrapped. I asked him how many mills would join hands with him
in that proposal. Without promi&ing anything I asked him to
ascertam that. He sent for me the next day, and told me that about
20 mills would be willing. In the meantime I had not been idle. I
had a suspicion that those who would accept Seth Mangaldas's
proposal must be such mills as would be required to pay somewhat
higher rates if the standard scheme were applied to them, than
they were doing at the time and that some of these mills must be of
the worst lot and not belonging to the big syndicate. I had an idea
which mills WQ(C of this type. So next day, when Seth Mangaldas
told me of the 20 mills my suspicions were confirmed, though he
refused to give directly their names. Then without much beating
about the bush I asked him what his next proposal was if the
standard scheme w~ scrapped. Then the gentleman with a !mile
wailed over the plight of the industry and ultimately said that we
shouJd negotiate a direct cut on the existing rates. On this I gave
him a direct "'PIY then and there. I told him that his group wanted
\\'> t\\W ~A')~U\~\\ ~~'Sito 'tl\\\\ \\'a. acia\\\.'ai\ \\\t. "S.\.U\ht~ ca.<:.\\e'\\\C
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because under that scheme they would have to pay higher rates m
some departments. That is, their present wages were lower than
those obtaining in the bigger syndicates and even lower than what
those syndicates wanted to pay after the cut as presented in the
scheme. So it w~ sheer nonsense to ask us to negotiate a wagecut even on tho~lower rates, and there the talks ended.
Another proposal came through the Madhavji Dharamsi Mdl
that a certain group of mills were ready to accept the demands of
1925 wages, if the Joint Strike Committee would agree to call off
the strike for their mills and if it wanted, continue it for other mills
We could not consider such an absurd proposal; because it meant
a break up of the solid front and a reversion to the conditions of
16th April, after five months of suffering. However, we did not
refuse the proposal at once. We told the intermediary that we could
not consider such a proposal from a group of mills separately. It
should come through the Mill-o\Oners' Association or the group
concerned should leave the Mill-owners' Association first. Then
we would consider it. The group would not dare to leave the
Ass~iation as the banking interests, guided by the bigger
syndicates, would have at once descended on them and ruined them
by a credit boycott, foreclosures and such other methods. The
intermediary confessed this as much to us. But since this tune,
dissensions amongst the mill-owners grew and gradually, except
the Sassoons, they were ready to restore the conditions of March
1927. The Sassoons would not agree to give up their rational
system. Still they changed on one point. Formerly they would not
allow the Association to negotiate except on the standard scheme
and their rational system. Now they were prepared to let the
standard scheme go and also the cut if the others desired but
themselves would not give up their system.
When the mill-owners were threatened with disruption the
negotiations were resumed and several sittings between them and
the Strike Committee were held. We went through the whole
scheme item by item. We got important changes effected in the
!pinning section in the matter of rates and number of men. But
when we came to the weaving section we again struck against
rocks. Apart from other sections, the mill-owners insisted on a cut
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of7j percent on weavers' wages, to which we could not agree. In
order to draw out the real intensions of the mill-owners, in one of
the sittings we said we would think of a cut of 2 i per cent. The
mill-owners interpreted this as the beginning of the end of our
opposition and after a good deal of thinking they brought down
their proposal to S per cent but they would not come lower in the
hope that we had now begun to break up and would soon accept
the whole cut as proposed by them. The next day they went to the
press with the announcement that we had agreed to the principle
of a wage-cut. We replied by repudiating the suggestion and saying
that the offer did not stand any longer, and had been made only
with a view to effecting an immediate compromise.
The month of September was the fifth month of the strike and
in our negotiations we kept on saying that we could hold out another
five months. Our relief operations were being replenished from
time to time by the working-class of every country and every
mdustry. But as I have already said the staying power of the sUikers
did not depend on the sum of money available for relief though it
helped the poorest sections to a certain extent. To remain
unemployed for a period of five months was not an ordinary test
for the fighting worlcers whose average daily wage had not been
more than 20 annas. It was still more trying for the workers of the
Sassoon and other mills, who had already suffered for more than
two months prior to the General Strike. Naturally here and there,
small groups of people did become anxious for a settlement. The
pressure of hunger began to be visible in the small success that a
few mills had in recruiting a few hundred workers for cleaning,
bundling and godown work. Though a few hundreds in a mass of
l l lakhs, did not c.onstitute any appreciable strength, yet it could
be read as an indication of the general pressure that was slowly
accumulating. Naturally the question arose if we should still stick
to an ua<:ompromising position and risk a break up and defeat.
Such a question has no hard and fast answer. In certain situati6ns
a coq>romjse becomes necessary while in others a defeat does
more good than a compromise. If we were thinking of compromise
we were doina"it because at that time it was necessary to save the
~trike from deleat; a defeat at that stage would have meant the
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wiping out of the new outlook from the Trade Union field before
it had struck roots. It was the first strike that was being carried
out consciously on the principle of class-struggle and under a
revolutionary leadership. If we could secure the demands for the
majority of worti{S but not all the demands of all the workers
and if we could not hold out longer it was advantageous to try a
compromise, to accept a little retreat in order to advance with
· double vigour.
The compromise suggested was that the rational system would
not be extended to mills where it was not working prior to the
General Strike. That the conditions of March 1927, that is wagecuts and retrenchment would be restored. The compromise did
not benefit the workers in the · Sassoon group-the rational
system was to remain there as it was, and this was what made the
proposed agreement a compromis; and not a complete victory.
The whole agreement was to be in force till the Inquiry
Committee, to be appointed, had reported on the subject-matter of
the di!ji!ute. It was going to be, on the whole, a victory for us as it
restored the wage-cuts ana retrenchment. A general outline of the
compromise was discussed and agreed upon.
On September 4th the Public Safety Bill was moved and it
soon became clear that in spite of the Bolshevik bogey raised by
Government, the Bill met opposition from sections of the
nationalist bourgeoisie. This opposition was not due to any desire
on the part of the nationalist bourgeoisie to shield the radical
Trade Unionists and revolutionary working-class leaders against
whom the measure was intended, but because the bourgeoisie
was afraid that the same weapon might be used against its own
institutions and movement also.

DI- 15-12-31
There was not one speaker who defended the right of free
speech and association for the Communists. 1bey all opposed
baQwse Government had not taken them, the Indian bourgeoisie,
hito confidence. Take us into confidence and then we shall
support Imperialism to go at the Communists and help the
Government to cut off the support of the international proletariat
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to the working-class of India as they want to do through the Bill.
Such was the essence of the whole opposition. The Government
would not compromise and the Bill was defeated. While the Bill
was being discussed several members in the Assembly pointed to
the Bombay Textile strike as the proof of Communist wickedness
and the necessity for the Bill. In Bombay the mill-owners'
spokesmen demanded the arrest of the Communist leaders of the
strike (vide Exh: The Kranti). But none of these things helped
them. The winter trade beginning with Diwali was also being lost
and some of the weaker mills were going down completely.
(Exhibit: The .Kranti). So amongst the mill-owners also the desire
for a compromise grew stronger at the end of September though
the big syndicates were unmoved. •
Some of the mill-owners gave a hint to the General Member of
the Government of Bombay, Sir Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah,
to call another conference for the settlement of the strike. With
the agreement of both the parties, on October 4th, a conference
was held, where an agreement was arrived at and the strike was
called off from 6th October, 1928. The struggle had lasted for
2~rd million working-days, three times longer than that of 1924
and twice than that of 1925.
What had we gained on 4th October. which was not being
yielded by the mill-owners before, that we consented to call off
the strike? Had 'fie suddenly, as is alleged, given up our
wickedness and wanton desire to prolong the strike, which was
inflicting losses on the capitalists and hardships on the workers or
had we compromised somehow or other to save our faces and get
out of a difficult position as the late Mr. James wanted to
put it'?
...
I have already shown that till the August Conference the
mill-owners wanted a complete swrender. So there was no
question of settlement and compromise. It was a fight to a finisll
as it looked then. At the ~ugust Conference they insisted on
resumption of went, before an Inquiry Committee was appointed
and without any. settlement as to the conditions of work and
wages during the period of inquiry. The mill-ownets in fact
Wanted the woiters to resume wodt on their own standlnl
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scheme. At the October Conference the dispute was not fmally
settled. An Inquiry Committee as proposed in the August
Conference was proposed again and agmd upon. But the most
important point was the conditions of wages and work during the
inquiry peri~ When the tenns on this point were being agreed
upon everyone! had the conviction that whatever the Inquiry
Committee may say, these tenns would have to continue for a
long time to come. Had it not been so. there would not have been
that intense opposition from the mill-ownen and insistence from
our side prior to and at the October Conference on this part of the
agreement. In this part lay the essence of the agreement. The
mill-owners agreed to restce the wage-cuts and retrenchment,
i.e. to give the wages, rates and conditions of work of March
1927 and agreed not to extend their rational system. We,
however, did not succeed in overthrowing the rational system
from the Sassoon, Finlay and ltoh-i-Noor Mills but we succeeded
in stopping its extension. This was not being agreed to by the
mi}l-owners at the August Conference. But they had to do 1t m
oEtober. So the strike had to go on till October. Every break up
of negotiations on our part was due to the determination of the
bourgeoisie to smash the strike completely. Every day added to
the prolongation of the strike was due to the mill-owners not
agreeing to the above terms before October and the worke1s'
determination not to work on reduced wages and worsened
conditions. If the strike was unusually prolonged it was due to the
determination of the mill-owners to enforce what they called
discipline and standardisation, wage-cuts and retrenchment. It
was due to the fact that the mill-owners learnt very late that these
things could not be enforced on fighting class-conscious workers
led by a militant leadership woddng for the interest of the
workers only and not conupted by class-collaborationist dope, as
is found in Abmedabad. If tbe Slrike was prolonged, it was not
that prolongation of strikes is a principle with us, but becaUse 1t
was necessary to win the demands. 1be struggle at that time was
a defensive struale. The mill-ownen had attacked us and were
determined to hold on till the
sunendered. We could
cer&ainly not be expecled to tell the workers not to hold on.

womn
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In answer to the attack, it was our duty to tell the workers to
defend themselves till the attack was withdrawn; and not only to
tell them but also to take steps to make it possible for them to
defend. It has been suggested that we told the workers that if they
prolonged the strike Capitalism would collapse. To expect
Communists to make such a statement in its literal sense is
absurd. No Communist believes that a simple stoppage of work
and prolongation of strike, even on a national scale, can starve
out and kill Capitalism. Capitalism is based on the violent
exploitation of the work:ers and forcible seizure of the produce of
labour power, sanctified in the capitalist system by the ito-called
laws of free contract and bourgeois property. A system based on
force and compulsion refuses to die of anaemia. Strikes,
Satyagraha etc. however prolonged, if not followed by a positive
form of mass action for the seizure of power, only result in a
temporary anaemia of the system. When Capitalism sees signs of
1t, it forcibly drinks the blood of the working-class. Knowing this
we cannot be expected to say that if strikers only hold on for
months and years Capitalism will collapse. Capitalism does not
die. It is beheaded. So says History.

123. Did we "use" the strike meetings and speeches during
the strike?--their relation to strike matters and their
educative function
It has been shown so far how the General Strike of 1928 in the
Bombay textile industry arose out of long-standing grievances
and new attacks of the mill-owners on the workers' wages and
conditions. It has also been shown how the mill-owners refused
to negotiate till they were forced by the resistance of the work:ers.
The strike was what the bourgeoisie calls a genuine trade dispute.
Its origin or its duration was not a part of any conspiracy of
Communists to bring ruin to the industry or to overthrow the
Government. There was no political demand as such in the 17
demands which were the subject-matter of the strike. There was
no demonstration, no resolution in any of the strike meetings as
such even of a seditious character, let alone an incitement to
insurrection against the State. It was not a strike preparatory
!o an insurredion, a general rising against the State or
mtended to dCvelop into a general political strike to
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overthrow or bring pressure by violence or threat of violence
against the State. The draft of the 17 demands, the various stage,
of negotiations and the final agreement show this quite clearly.
Not being able to prove that this strike was a part of a
conspiracy to \Verthrow the Government the Prosecution bnng
forward the speeches delivered during the strike and say that the
Communists in the Strike Committee and the Girni Kamgdt
Union were "using the strike to further the aims of the
conspiracy" or in the wordii of a press note of the Government of
Bombay, "endeavouring to use the cloak of Trade Uniomiim a' d
mask for revolution." The late Mr. James, while speak.mg about
our strike activities said that "the main objective" of the
Communists in a strike is the education of the workers m mav~
action and "to provide so to speak a rehearsal for the genetal
strike in the mass revolution.; (Page.., 94-95 of hi~ Openmg
Address-foolscap edition). The other objective i& to glorify the
Communists, before the workers as their real leaders. I fatl to <ice
hoJ4 if the Commumsts convince the workers that the Commum<it
Party alone works in their mterest, 1t becomes automat1cally d
step in the conspiracy alleged in thi& case. Every party, includmg
that of the bourgeoisie, is trying to convince the worker.., that 1t
alone woks for their good. If the other partie& fail 1t 1& not our
fault. The other parties fail because they fail the workmg-cla'" m
its hour of need. If the parties of the bourgeoisie have freedom to
secure the leadership of the working-class, why not we, when you
talk of equal rights and opportunities? To seek the reason<i fo1 a
General Strike in the desire of the Commumsts to have d
"rehearsal" is a philistine notion born from a stage manager'c;
conception of the working-class? It conceives of the workmgclass as consisting of puppets ordered about as the Commum"t'
who are not supposed to belong to the workers may wish "to
further their own masked interest". Such a conception is anythmg
but Communist. The General Strike is not brought about for the
sake of a rehearsal of mass action though its effect may act hke a
rehearsal. The working-class is not an idle army of mercenane"
doing mock battles and rehearsals at command. Strike& and
General Stnkes are brought about, either at the call of an
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organisation or without it, when the class position of the workers
becomes worse and worse, grievances accumulate and the classstruggle in an acute form becomes necessary. The resulting
discipline, mass formation, etc. follow from the needs of the
struggle. They ari!le as bye-products but the strikes are not caHed
specifically for them. Strikes are called or happen for a definite
grievance of the whole class or a section of it.
If only a rehearsal were the reason of the 1928 ~trike. it w.as
unnecessary. Because the textile workers in Bombay had seven
such rehearsals previously. And each of them was getting more
shown.
and more acute and prolonged, as has already
Except one, (of 1924), all of them were successful completely
and yet Bomaby was far from ..a mass revolution. The way in
which the Prosecution speak of the 1928 strike would lead one to
1,uppose that Bomaby should have had at least 9 mass revolutions
by this time. Yet we have not seen even the top-mast of the
approach of one. The fact is that general strikes alone, even on a
national scale, cannot lead to mas~ revolutions. The mass
revolution to start requires an all national crisis affecting both the
exploiters and the exploited, a strong Communist Party with its
roots rK : only in the workers but in the Army and Navy also.
(See the Thesis of the Second Congress or any relevant article of
Lenin). With su~ h authoritative expositions it is absurd to charge
the Communi~l who owe allegiance to Leninism of
contemplating. in 1928 conditions, the overthrow of Government,
by simply setting up or capturing Trade Unions and leading
strikes in textiles or railways or other industries.
It is a fact that we setzed the leadership of the Bombay textile
workers through ·a1~ General Strike. But it is not a fact that the
strike was brought about in order to create an opportunity to seize
the leadership. It has been shown how the strike arose out of the
attack of the mill-owners and took place only when conditions
bacame ripe for it, though appeals for it may have been issued
months in advance. It was not brought about "according to a
definite plan" as the Prosecution allege, by any of the accused.
When it cannot be proved that the Communis~ wanted to
make the strike the beginning for a revolutionary uprising, when

been
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it cannot be proved that the strike was brought about to fennent
the atmosphere and begin a seizure of factories or begin the
overthrow of Capitalism, when it cannot be proved that there was
a general conspiracy, "a definite plan", to bring about a General
Strike either in J928 or in 1929, the Prosecution's last thread, by
which they hant their case, is that we used the strikers' meetmg.,
to preach the principles of Communism, of Proletanan
Revolution, the success of Soviet Russia and the neces~11y to
have a like revolution in India also. During the strike, 170
meetings were held according to the Prosecution. Now th1\
number is arrived at by purely guess work or by takmg tt for
granted that meetings were held only when Police reporter\
reported that they were held. Some of the Police reporter~ have
deposed that meetings were held almost every day and many a
time two or three meetings were held on one day (P.W. 276)
From April 16th to October 4ttr it is 172 days, which indicate~
how the Prosecution have arrived at the figure of 170 meeung~
This leaves no room for more than one meeting on any of the
da~. According to me at least 250 meetings were held m th1~
period and at least 700 speeches delivered. The records here
contain only 55 speeches by shorthand reporters (P. W. 276 and
278) knowing Marathi, the language in which the speeche!> were
delivered, and 14 reports are by a man who knew nothmg of
Marathi and therefore was not in a position to understand what
was spoken. He has simply imagined the speeches, which 1s not a
rare thing in journalistic history. (It is P. W. 273-Macwan). One
P. W. No. 245 has filed an attendance role of his duties rather
than a record of our activities. He has made a table showing the
dates, when meetings of strikers were held, the accused who were
present and spoke and whether he himself was present at that
meeting or not. When he was not present he has filled in the dates
and places according to what he was told by his infonners. On
such material this witness has reported a substance of speeches at
two meetings only. He does not file any reports as such of
speeches taken on the spot. Thus out of a total of 700 speechei.
only 71 i.e. l/lOth are brought here in any form. According to
one witness, P. W. 278, he reported 88 meetings consisting of
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more than one speech; from him 35 speeches are on record. So
out of 700 speeches one need pay some attention only to
55-those reported by shorthand reporters who knew Marathi.
Thus the Court is asked to form an opinion as to the kind of
education we were giving to the workers through the meetings
from a record of our "educational" activity, of which 92 per cent
record is not available or not kept before the Court and only 8 per
cent can be given some consideration. Even these 8 per <..ent of
the speeches do not fairly represent the speech-activity in the
btrike of all those who participated. 23 out of these 55 speeches
are put on the name of one person only and thus the largest part
of the red pencil of the Prosecution has been spent on 3 per cent
of speech-activity during the longebt stnke in textile history and
with the help of this profuse use of the red pencil, a minute part is
so magnified as to over-shadow the remaining 97 per cent of
which nothing i& kept before the Court in any fonn deserving
consideration. From such a performance a generalisation is made
that the strike meetings were used as a cloak to foment violent
revolutionary activity. My reply to such an unwarranted
formulation on insufficient and distorted data, is that there is no
doubt th.. ~ we held meetings during this strike on such a large
&cale as had not been done by any one in the previous strikes in
Bombay. But to d.aw the inference about the subject matter of all
or most of these 11ieetmgs, from the large number of speeches of
one or two persons only, which, however, in the total number of
&peeches form a very small fraction, is a faulty and unreliable
method. For example if from the lecture& delivered by a college
staff of professors, only those of the professors of history and
politics and espec11.1Hy only those of his relating to the period of
violent revolutions in British history were reported and all the
other lectures were suppressed, would it be an accurate inference,
to say that the particular college and its staff always lectured <>!'
nothing but politics and violenc revolutions? But that is exactly
what is being done here.
The strike period is the only penod when the cultural level of
the workers can· be raised on a mass scale. The very low wages
and high hours ~f work leave no margin of leisure to the workers
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to pay atention to their cultural equipment. Neither does the State
give any educational facilities and even if it does on a small ,cale,
they are useless unless the wages are raised and hours of work
lowered, so that there is less exhaustion and deterioration of the
intellectual systtm of the workers and less incentive to withhold
the children from schools and put them on earning some pittance
to support themselves and the family. During the strike penod a
will to acquire some power, to win the strike, agitate and awaken
mental powers and ample leisure are elements that urge the
workers to acquire knowledge and rise ~uperior to then
conditions; though the increased pressure of starvation c.npplc\
much of this awakened activity. Therefore it is during the 'tnke
period that mass education can be carried on effectively and on J
large scale. The mass scale cau operate only through meetmg~
and lectures. One lecture on any subject in a ~trike " more
valuable than one month in a night school. So one of our rea!ion~
in )olding such large number of meetings was to carry on
education on a mass scale. Lectures were dehvered on the
economic construction of present day society, on the h1stoJ) of
India and other countries, on clasli war, dictator~h1p, the 'tock
exchange, industrial development, agriculture and lieveral other
subjects. There is no denying the fact that when Communl't
spoke on these subjects they did it from the Marxist pomt of
view. Certainly they could not be expected to do it accord mg to
the bourgeois text books. The bourgeoisie with its monopoly of
education and political power preache~ its own cl~i. pomt of
view on these subjects, in order that it~ own clas~ rule should be
accepted as the best and eternal; thus culturally and mentally
incapacitating the revolutionary class from thinking or working
for any better system. The Communists, who have a better ~oc1al
order to introduce, can bring their point of view forward only
through meetings, books, and papers and they claim the right to
do so. Just as the modem bourgeoisie has the right to explain
history as the eternal movement of men to acquire private
property and the good deeds of the propertied men and their
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agent-heroes, just as the innumerable religious sects have the
right to explain it as the eternal oscillation of the head or the tail
of their respective favourite gods and devils so we claim the right
to explain it by the materialist method of Marxism as an
unceasing class war to be terminated only when the Communist
society is established.
It would be, however, a one-sided statement that the lectures
were only for this purpose. Meetings were held to make
announcements about relief distribution, about the various
negotiations for settling the strike, about picketing, about
attempts to break the strike, about the standard scheme and so on.
The Strike Committee could not .i;pend money on handbills on a
large scale and the illiteracy and poverty of the workers prevented
the medium of newspapers being utilised to its full effect. That is
why we considered meetings most essential for the conduct of the
strike. Knowing this full well lmpenalism and the Indian
bourgeoisie now adopt a cour~e of stopping all meetings of
workers, as soon as there is a strike, under S. 144 on the pretext
that it wilJ cause breach of public peace. The workers are forced
to wagp a 'truggle for the right of meetings, which is being
denied to them. When we denounce the imperialist and the Indian
bourgeoisie for :irohibiting meeting~. they ~ay, we use inciting
language in our meetings. we go beyond "our limits", therefore
Government is forced to prohibit meetings and the Indian
bourgeoisie supports them in this. If that is so why do you gag
under S. 144 even the pro-Government yellow internationalists,
the most respectable moderates. like Messrs. Joi,hi and Girl?
Mr. N. M. Josh. ''as forbidden to enter the S.I. Railway strike
area in 1928 and Mr. Giri was debarred from going to Hyderabad
and Mysore in 1928 and 1931. None can accuse these gentlemen,
who speak "within limits" and believe more in the efficacy of
Sir George Rainy's smiles and the Railway Board than in the
proletariat, of ever attempting to break the peace. Yet they are
also gaged, why'? Because Imperialism does not want to tolerate
even the least Trade Union activity and is out to smash all the
elementary rights of the workers.
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124. Our meetings did not indte violence-fall In the cases of
damage to property and crime in the mill area during
the strike period-the evidence of speeches and the Riots
Inquiry Committee
Our meetings ,had the effect of preventing any possible breach
" causing it. The assembling of thousands of
of peace rather than
workers in one place morning and evening gave them
consciousness of a solid class strength, reduced the irritation and
provocation that arises from the feeling of personal individual
weakness and suffering, gave them additional courage and
patience and prevented isolated clashes as far as po!>stble
Of course a strike without clashes is impossible. The insolence
of the police force, the blacklegs etc. nece&sarily re!>ult!> m
clashes which are inevitable. But on the whole our strike wa'
free from these. This has been .-ecognised even by the officer!>
of Imperialism, and some of them have been puzzled by It
Having been all along fed on the fable!> created by the
imptrialist lie factories, about the atrocitiec;, arson and murder
and all sorts of conceivable or inconceivable cruelties which the
bourgeoisie could invent and arttribute to the worker!>, the..c
imperialists expected a riot every day, and a murder every hom
during the strike, because they were told that the Commum!lt
leaders as such were telling the people to revolt rebel, destroy and
bum. But nothing of the kind happened during or after the stnkc
For certain reasons you find imperialists and the Indian
bourgeoisie disagreeing for once about the Communists and the
stories about violence advised or committed by them. You fmd
the Indian bourgeoisie more reactionary and lying than the
imperialists. During the strike and after, the Indian cap1tahsts
thundered for our blood. But the imperialists refused at that ume.
The reason for refusal is not that Imperialism had grown
democratic, honest or truthful. The reason was that all the
sections of the Indian bourgeoisie, including the extremists had
not yet consented to our beheading as they did later on. However,
that apart. Whatever the reasons, when a deputation of the
European and Indian Merchants' Chambers waited on the
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Governor of Bombay and in consistency with their
counter-revolutionary and pro-imperialist role asked that we
should be arrested and put in prison or dealt with otherwise for
the sake of their profits, because we had created "a state of terror
and violence in the mill area," the Governor in reply, agreed to
their demand but said: "What has struck me most, so far as I have
been able to study the history of the last nine months as a whole
is that during that time in spite of the large number of hands
involved in the stoppage of work, there has been on the whole so
htte damage done to person or property." The Governor claimed
the credit of this for his police force, which, by the way; had done
everything possible to provoke the men. But even then he had to
add, "credit is also due to those 6f their leaders who had advised
them in their own interest to refrain from creating disturbances
and so losing the sympathy of the public." (Ex. D. 526,
Communique dated 21.12.28 by the Director of Information,
Bombay). The mill-owners' deputation said that law and order of
the British Government had ceased to exist in the mill area of the
city and a state of violence and terror under the guidance of the
Communist leaders, prevailed in a part of the city where lived
5/6th of the whole population. Now it would be a very flattering
and pleasing state of things, if the British law and order had
rea\\y ceased to function. But however pleasing it might be, it
was not a fact. Though we had the greatest influence over the
workers, yet that pan of Bombay had not turned into a Soviet and
it is a lie to say that our influence meant v1olence, terror and
crime. If it were as this gang of merchants said then how do you
find the Police Report for the year 1928 saying "there has been a
reduction of 30 pe1 cent in crimes compared with the crimes of six
years ago . . . the Delisle Road Police Station, which is in the
centre of mill district had a reduction from 514 cases in 1927 to
346 in 1928. This is remarkable in view of the fact that all the
mill~ were on strike for six months in the year" (page 4). It wouid
mean that the greatest influence of Communists in the city leads to
reduction in crime and not to ns increase, even if crimes were to
be interpreted a§:cording to the Imperialist Code. In the very heart
o.f the area. where we were said to have almost established our
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raj, the reduction of crimes was 67.3 per cent on the prev1ou~
year, in which there was no Communist influence. This m fact
makes out a case in favour of the workers' law and order, for the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat, for the influence and activ1t1es of
the Communists rather than against them. The same police report
on another page while complaining about our preaching
"incessantly against Imperialism and Capitalism" obllervc,
"though the stnke lasted for such a long period, it Wd\
comparatively peaceful" (page 21).
DI 16.12.31
There is another pronouncement from Government on the'e
speeches. After the Hindu-Mushm Riots m Bombay in Februdry
1929, the Leg1s\at1ve Council on 20th February a"ked tor an
Inquiry Committee, which the Government appomted on 22nd
April 1929. The Committee• actually assembled for ldkmg
evidence on 24th June 1929. It !!.igned its report on 22nd Augu't
I 929. Evidence regardmg our strike speeches commenced m the
Lo}'er Court with P.W. 245 (Lower Court No. 147) on 30th
Atfgust I 929 and regarding those reported by P.W. 278 (L C
No. 190) on 1 lth September, by P.W. 276 (L.C. No. 192) on 12th
September and P.W. 273 (L.C. No. 269) on 4th October 1929
Thus before these speeches were brought here on record they
were produced before the Inquiry Committee which ha!!. quoted
extract& from them m its report in an appendix (See report page'
9 and 41 ). Thus while the Court here was "judicially" gomg to
enquire into the case, another Government Comm1ttee had
already con-,idered a part of the evidence to be produced here ,md
given 1t~ verdict W1th the seal of approval of an Jnqun}
Committee, Government became confident and brought these
speeches be~ore this Court. A comparison between the extract., m
that a~pend1x and the evidence here given will ~how that the
<:omnuttee has quoted in advance almost verbatim, in a report
signed on 27th August, a part of the deposition regarding my
h, of P.W. Hassan Ali given in this Court on 2nd September
also extracts from speeches which here are exhibits P. 1699,

1709, 1711, 11st'.... ,J7, 1718, 1719, 1722, 1724, 1726.
d 1731. With these exhibits before them the Committee
vidence of the Hon'ble Mr. J.E.B. Hotson, at that tune
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the Home Member of the Government of Bombay and later on
the Acting Governor for ~ome time. This is what he said on J6th
July 1929 on the matter of these speeches which were put before
him and many more: "The Chairman asked Wltness what he had
to &ay with regard to the suggestion made by certain witnesses
that earlier and stronger action should have been taken by the
Government against the Labour agitators who had been making
inflammatory speeches."
Mr. Hotson replied that underlying the suggestion was the
ai,sumption that there was a direct connection between the Labour
d1!iputes and the disturbances. The Government were not quite
certain that such a connection could be established.
•
The Chairman pointed out that a repre!ientative of one of the
ml companies giving evidence had slated that the Labour
leadership preached class hatred which developed into a
communal riot.
The Home Member rephed that the Government was bound to
observe the strictest neutrahty between the employers and the
workers. Even when violent speeches were made it was not
always justlfiable to ru!lh mto a Prosecution. At all events in
ume!I of excitement people did use words stronger than what they
really •neant. For many months at all event~ whatever
mflammatory speeches might have been made they did not result
m violence. For a long time during the progress of the strike the
Government were justified in holding their hand.
Another thing was, the Home Member continued, that there
were "stories" going about the city as to what these Labour
leaders were saying at these meetings. The Government used to
have reports of all the spt>eches made at such meetings, and they
never came acfuu'- any inflammatory passages whkh ~ome
witnesses had attributed to the Labour leaders and all the
enquiries made by Government failed to get corroboration of
such speec:h~s He thought therefore that there was a good deal of
exaggeration in the statements made by witnesses regarding the
inflammatory speeches. After aJI the Government had to produce
evidence that would stand in a court of law." (&h D 386.
Times of India dated 18-7-1929).
When the ~peechec; were before the Government for a long
time they thought themselves JU!lt1f1ed m holding their hand and

'°"
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thought that they were not sufficient to stand in a court of law.
The failure of the Public Safety Bill, the failure to smash the
strike, the increasing strength of our Union, and the failure of
machinations to involve the militant workers in a pogrom
changed this opinion. The conscience of Imperialism is elruitic
enough for th•: Perhaps the speeches too had to undergo an
operation to suit the new opinion. Till July, till the evidence of
the Home Member, everything perhaps was not quite all nght
with the speeches, "to stand in a court of law". But the verdict of
the counter-revolutionaries on the Riot Committee and the
illogical and cowardly insistence of the Committee to throw
everything on the shoulders of the Communists and to
characteri~e speeches as inflammatory and inciting every sort of
crime emboldened and pleased Government, with the result thdt
here we find them in their present form "fit to stand before a
court of law".
From the foregoing I want to make two points: that dunng the
strike and in the speeches there was no incitement to act!t of
viol~nce, that there were no acts of violence due to our speecheo,
or fi"ecau.;e of the strike as such. But at the same time I do not
assert that we were observing the "pnnciple of violence". We
could not be guilty on the one hand of asking the much oppre!t!led
workers to surrender their heads to the lathi blows of impenaho,t
violence and on the other of wailing at the feet of the annetl
Black and Tans: "Oh! the people are non-violent. Beat, if you
must, but not unto death." We neither accepted non-violence a!t a
principle, nor incited the people to acts of violence. Our attitude
was to carry on the strike peacefully and if the Police and agent!I
of the mill-owners tried to terrorise the workers into submission,
to resist it with all the might that they could .command. Toleration
of lathi blows on the heads of women and children may excite
romantic tears and admiration from reverent preachers, it may
help to move the big pro-imperialist bourgeoisie to signing a
hypocritical protest, as the Bombay bourgeoisie did, with the
callous and cowardly slogan "Beat but not unto death". But,
though as a result of such protests Imperialism may substitute
canes covered, if you like with Khaddar yarn, in place of the Ion~
lathis (as the Commissioner of Police did in Bombay last year) it
does not serve to overthrow the Terror, to win freedom.
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There is no contradiction or opportunism when on the one hand
we asked the strike to be conducted peacefully and on the other
hand spoke out one of our principles that no class power is
overthrowm except by violent revolUtion. The former was the
immediate necessity of the objective situation. The latter is a
deduction from historical experience, showing the inevitable way
taken by all social revolutions in the past and that will be taken by
them in the future also. The advocacy of the Socialist principle
that a Socialist society will expropriate the property of the
bourgeoisie has nowhere as yet led even the ingeniou~ bourgeois
Jaw to charge a Socialist with conspiracy to commit house
trespass, robbery, etc. It would be equally absurd to charge a
Communist with conspiracy te commit acts of violence or to
mcite acts of violence, because he believes that independence
from Imperialism and overthrow of Capitalism do not come
except through a violent revolution. In this connection it may also
be pointed out the thesis adopted by the Communist International
m the Third World Congress m the year 1921. The thesis had an
eye especially on European conditions of that period when the
proletariat there was making a straight bid for power and
overthr•. . wing the bourgeois States-Republics and monarchies as
well-by an armed revolution. In some c~es the workers after
seizing power had magnanimously released the bourgeois
counter-revolutionaries, who on obtaining freedom dynamited the
revolution. In some cases the workers accepted anarchist and
social revolutionary tendencies, while in the majority of cases
wherever possible the bourgeoisie shot, hanged and tortured the
workers. About such conditions the thesis says (Exh: P. 2369):
"With regard to tbe acts of White Terror and the fury of bourgeois
justice, the C.P. must warn the workers not to be deceived during a
crisis by a hypocritical appeal to their leniency by the enemy, but
\o demonstrate \'to\etarian mota\\t)' \:>)' acts of pto\etar\.an )ust\ce,
in settling with the oppressor.. of the workers, and in times when
the workers are only preparing themselves, when they have to be
mobilised by agitation, by political campaigns and strikes, anned
force may be used solely to defend the masses fl'OJJl bourgeois
outrage. Indiv'idual acts of terrorism may demonstrate the
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revolutionary rancour of the masses, and however justified they
may be as acts of retribution against the lynch law of the
bourgeoisie and its social democratic flunkeys, such deeds will
not raise the workers to a high level of organisation or make them
better prepared {o face the struggle. Acts of sabotage are only
justified when u~ for the purpose of hindering the despatch of
enemy troops against the workers or for conquering important
strategic points from the enemy in direct combat. Pe~onal
terrorist acts while they can easily be justified in view of the lynch
law of the bourgeoisie, are by no means the correct method for
increasing the proletarian organisation and militant preparedne111;,
for they give rise to the illusion in the minds of the working-cla"
that the heroic deeds of individual~ can take the place of the
revolutionary struggle of the proletariat." Such was the attitude of
the C.l. in the European cond1t1ons of 192 I. Could 1t be expected
of Communists in India, while •conducting a purely economK
strike and that too in the conditions of 1928, which were not
advi;nced to even one hundredth of what they were in 192 l
Europe, advocate a contrary pohcy to the above and think 01
con~pire to commit acts of violence as is alleged?
125. My three strike meeting speeches-Exhibits P. 1701 M3,
P. 2242 and P. 2245
Out of the total of 11 report~ of strike speeches of which 55 me
by two shorthand Marathi reporters, 14 are by a newi.paper
reporter employed by the C.l.D., and not knowing Marathi
shorthand reporting, and 2 merely short notes by a Police-station
Inspector (P.W. 245), 3 ~peeches are put in evidence against me
individually. (1) P. 1701 M3 reported by P.W. 278, Deobhanker
and delivered on 21st July 1928 in the Marwari Vidyalay Hall.
(2) P. 2242 of 2nd June, and (3) P. 2245 of 7th June both reported
by P.W. 273, Macwan, and delivered in Nagu Sayaji Wadi.
I have not kept any diary of the meetings I attended and the
speeches delivered. Therefore I am not in a position to say 1f I
•attended and delivered speeches at those places and on those dates
which have been deposed to by the witnesses, because there have
been case~ during the strike under reference where reporte~
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reported in the press that I was present and spoke, while in fact I was
not present at all at the meetings. When a glaring instance ofthis type
occurred, reporting an imaginary speech of mine on the Bardoli
Satyagraha in a meeting which I had never attended and therefore I
had never any occasion to deliver the speech, I sent a contradiction to
the press which was published once. (If I am alJowed the opportunity
I can produce that contradiction as a defence exhibit.) But when I
found that it was becoming a practice and wac; part of a game against
us, I did not again bother myself with such corrections. Many a time
it happened that no reporter attended a meeting, but saw some one of
us ctt his room or office, inquired where and when the meeting had
been held and who attended. He would then go, put a para or two in
the mouth of one or two of us, make out several copiec; and pass it on
to a group of reporters for several papers. Then a report would appear
with some such introduction. "The Labour leaders, as U!-.Ual,
harangued the strikers today at.... " (See a sample in D 548). Though
the report was the same one circulated to all, !;Orne of the sentences
used to get coloured in the editorial offices according to the politics of
the paper concerned.
I wonder how with the depositions of the two witnesses
concem:.-.i with the three speeches of mine, I can be expected to
explain. I wiJJ take the case of P. 170 I. According to the witness,
P.W. 278, it was delivered in Engli!oih, before an Englillh knowing
audience of intellectuals of the Deccani petty-bourgeois area of
Bombay city, called the Girgaon area, where the Hall is situated.
~s i,uch I should have been easily makmg a hundred words a
minute. The witness who reported this speech ic; not an English
reporter and he himself says that this was known to the Deputy
Commissioner Gf Police who posted him on duty. He
acknowledges that he cannot take verbatim reports in English
longhand and he himself did not know Englii,il shorthand.
When I suggested to the Court about this witness that I would
like to carry out a test of the reporter in English, I was told that tbe
question did not arise, and the conclusion was obvious that the
man could not report English speeches. The witne&s ~ays: "I took
?nly what I thc?ught important in the speakers' spttech as it is
impossible to take verbatim in English longhand. My report is not
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a full report". In the face of such facts it is needless to comment
on the attempt of the Prosecution in re-examination to get the
statement from the witness-"whatever I have put down was !laid
though it is true that I missed a good deal". The witness has missed
such a "good deal" that the report looks like that of an incoherent
sleepy talk raftter than that of a lecture delivered before an
intellectual audience. Moreover, the reporter's knowledge of
English is so meagre that he is incapable of following any i-.peech
in English, even to the smallest extent let alone, the important
parts. This can be seen from the corrections made by the Deputy
Commissioner of Police in the gist reports submitted by the
witness and also in the present exhibit. I disclaim any
responsibility to explain a report which has "missed a good deal"
Then I come to the next two exhibits. With regard to th1., the
process of reporting is exactly the reverse to that of the above The
witness here is a Christian by t>irth, (a point especially brought
forth in re-examination by the Prosecution itselO, has the Gu1arat1
vernacular as his mother-tongue, is a newspaper reporter m
E"lish shorthand, while the reports in exhibit are of speeche~
delivered in Marathi. You can never get such a perfect piece of
evidence! I do not mean to suggest that his Christiamty would
stand in the way of his reporting the speeches of an anti-rehg1ou~
Communist or that his mother-tongue Gujrati would resent the
entrance of Marathi on such a tongue of his as could very
generously accommodate an evidence of
falsehood and
contradictions. Neither do I suggest that English shorthand
reporting incapacitated his fingers from reporting in Marathi
longhand or shorthand. None of these by themselves are mutually
exclusive factors. But then we find all of them in all their woro;t
distortions, that can be found only in a reporter, acting as a CJ.D.
Informer, as he himself says, while serving as a chief reporter on
the most patriotic daily newspaper, the "Bombay Chromcle",
whose "sheet-anchor", we are told, is non-violence, and whose
chief reporter of the political weather around, helping to steer that
sheet-anchor, is an imperialist police spy. No wonder the
"Chronicle" never anchored at a single point of truth regarding the
workers' movement in the Bombay island. "Asked whether,
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whenever he had been employed by the police, it was in his
professional capacity as a reporter, the witness said 'in the whole
world the press and the police have to co-operate. and they give us
news and we give them something in return' ".This "something" in
the present instance is his fourteen reports put into exhibit in this
case against us and out of these fourteen "somethings" I am asked
to t-xplain two. What else can I say than that these reports are
merely "somethings in return" for the news and the 300-400
rupees that the police paid him and have no other value? The
witness unconsciously and in indignation has spoken the truth. In
the whole world the class press and class police of the bow-geoisie
have to co-operate and produce "something in return" for each
others services, in order that the class enemy of the bourgeoisie,
the proletariat, may be decimated on the strength of that
"somdhing" of a piece of evidence in the courts of that
bourgeoisie.
Let us see what processes these two speeches have been
subjected to by this reporter. These speeches, delivered in Marathi,
he followed in English, mentally translated them on the spot as
they were being delivered and took notes of his mental translation
in English shorthand. The witness says he knows simple Marathi
but is nol a Marathi scholar. Being not given to sticking to one
thing either in life or in evidence, he also followed a Marathi
speech by menta1 translation in Gujrati longhand and mixed it
with English shonhand. (P. 2237 of Nimbkar, vide his deposition).
Thus this prodigy, who has been a journalist and English
shorthand reporter for the last 22 years, heard our speec..hes in
Marathi, mentally translated them either in Gujrati or English,
took them down in a mixture of Gujrati longhand and English
shorthand, and fit..ally gave them a form of "somethmg'' which
now stands here as Prosecution evidence of what we spoke to the
workers. Had it been a case under S. 124 A for seditious speeches,
Government would not have dared to bring these against me even
before a packed jury, but in a charge of conspiracy not onfy
"something" but anything can become evidence.
The Prosecution finding that the reliability of the witness were
very rudely shattered, hit upon a very ingenious device of proving
that he knew Mirathi and consequently Marathi reporting also.
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They got from him the following statement "our church services
and prayers are conducted in Marathi". Thereby the Prosecution
want to challenge the effect of our cross-examination showing that
the witness knew nothing of Marathi or Marathi reporting. The
logic of the Itosecution unfortunately is undennined by History
The church services and prayers of an Indian Christian may be
carried on in Marathi. But the Prosecution failed to ask this most
Christian reporter if he himself ever attended his church. I thmk
the Prosecution thought the question superfluous. Because they
knew that the necessity to attend his church prayers is very
peremptory for a man like this reporter, who, while on leave with
full pay from a patriotic daily, was doing the work for the C.I.D
Certainly the need to wash his sins must be very pressing and I am
prepared to grant that he regularly attended his prayers. But then
history shows that God has n~er ordained that his devotees muM
understand the language of the divine utterance. On the contrary,
the practice has been that all the transactions between God and htb
<¥votees have been carried on in something like a code language
The Parsis do not understand the Pahlavi of their prayers, the
majority of Mohammedans do not understand the Arabic of their
Quaranic prayers, the Hindus have at least a hundred key~ to
decode the Vedas; and for the Christians, they have Latin for
Roman Catholic services. Contrary to this most conservabve
march of history is there any reason why our most Chrishanly
conservative reporter of 22 years experience in English reportmg
should and must understand the Marathi of his prayers? I agam
grant that this devout double dealer did understand the language of
his church, which church also, I grant for a moment, was, unlike
its histori~ traditions. not practising double dealing between
God and his devotees in this cue. Because otherwise if the cbwch
weie ~ected by its devotees, then it might also be.gin mentally
tntns~g the o~ginal Lalin prayers in Biblical Bnglish shorthand
and deliver them ma minn of QUl'Mi ,,.,,,_,, with 1111 aca:ot or
alphabet of M'aadU. _...,.,.., ftr die~ of so wrsatiJe a
·~-Mt Macwaaut1,,... ... dleClloc6mtc:hurdl did not
If! dais and ourlk mp • llbaaruod rhechwda Mmaibi. But what
lfnderstanding our Marathi, the Marathi of the Bolshevik
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speakers and also of ordinary men? Unfortunately for the
Prosecution their own expert Marathi witness,' direct from the
oriental Translators' Office of the Bombay Government
Mr. Ezekiel, P.W. 275, says "the Marathi translation of the Bible,
Old and New Testament is in what is popularly called missionary
Marathi. Marathi used in churches 1s very different Marathi."
Mr. Ezekiel has been put forward as a witness who has translated
the Marathi documents and newspapers for the Prosecution and
yet he has so carelessly undennined the foundations of the
Marathi of a brother witness. Mr. Ezekiel is a Jew and the
Prosecution are certainly entitled to argue that Mr. Ezekiel for a
time forgot his role of a brothor witness and as a Jew took his
ancient revenge against the Christam Mr. Macwan. The fact is that
both the witnesses are faithful to their sole master, but
contradicted each other's interests and opinions simply because
their master is a bundle of contradictions.
The Defence did not leave the matter at that. A number of
Marathi sentences from the speeches on record were read out to
the witness-Macwan. In one case of a simple sentence of six
words. he said "I cannot foJlow the words spoken nor read the
Marathi writing" (D 617). Many of the sentences dictated by one
of the accused and taken down by this reporter were shown to the
Marathi translator Mr. Ezekiel In one case he said, "it i~ however
not good Marathi. There are also many mistakes in spelling and
grammar". Regarding another sentence taken down by him the
translator says "similarly (the sentence) is grammatically wrong".
"The sentence (follow~) sounds to me as if the writer were a
Gujrati".
The obvious conclusion is this. When the police found that the
Times of India reporter Mr. Sirur who was fonnerly doing work
for them got into trouble with the strikers for false reporting, they
searched for some man who would not be suspected of doing work
for them. They got this man, Macwan, and his cloak of a
nationalist newspaper reporter served him well for some time. For
the sake of the handsome sum of Rs. 400/- for sixteen . . . . . .
(see his deposition) he bluffed the police that he knew Marathi. He
took leave with full pay from his paper, did the work of the police
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and produced what he calls "something" of reports. And the
Prosecution in all seriousness want in their tum to bluff the Coun into
believing an evidence based on and produced from nothing but bluff
I disclaim any responsibility for the speeches put in through tb1,
witness.
126. The help of the international proletariat to the strike
I will now take the question of the financing of the strike I hc1.ve
already mentioned the two big sums received from the Trc1.de
Unions in Russia for the relief of the strikers. The impenah!it and
nationalist bourgeois press made much propaganda agamst u~.
feeding the petty-bourgeois public on stories of how the Red,
killed the bourgeoi&ie in the revolution and how the money
received for the strike still carries the red colour of their blood
Many patriots and reactionary.feudal landlords m the All!iembly
and elsewhere directly incited Government to stop this money
from being delivered or to take action against us for rece1vmg 1t

of- 12.12.31
The balance-sheet of income and expenditure of the Jomt Stnke
Committee shows a total income of R~. 1,11,527-9-11 from 7th
May, 1928 to 31st January, 1929. The mcome and expenditure
after October 4th, when the strike was called off, are merely
re-adjusunents and minor items. Out of this income Rs. 82,238-5-5
were from foreign contributions, and Rs. 26,383-6-3 from mland
contributions. The balance of Rs. 2905-5-3 is something like cross
entries, being refunds of tickets and sale of gunny bags bought
with corn. This shows in the first place that the largest part of help
for the strikers came from the European workers. Leaving ~1de
the refunds etc., money from foreign contributions was 75.7 per
cent and from inland 24.3 per cent of all contributions as such. For
every rupee received from inside the country Rs. 3/- were received
from the European workers.
The money came from different organisations of workers m
Europe. Money was sent both by the Yellow and the Red
organisations, as the Prosecution would like to classify them.
It would appear from the accounts that the Yellows .,ent
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Rs. 43,073-0-8 and the Reds Rs. 39,165-4-9 of the total of
Rs. 82,238-5-5. This shows in the second place that the Reds alone
were not desirous that the strikers should bf" helped in their
struggle. The Yellows also wanted the strike to succeed, at that
time at least. It may be noted that in the total of Rs. 82,238-5-5
mentioned above Rs. 17 ,660-11-0 were not received during this
strike, but were the balance left over from the moneys received
during the General Strike of 1925 in which none of the
Communist here were participants. It would appear as if the
innocent Yellow leaders had kept this balance ready for the
coming strike of the "mischievous Reds!"
Now if we take the third test as to who from the Strike
Committee, the Reds or the Yellows, received these moneys for the
strikers, we find that Rs. 18,095-5-8 only passed through the
hands of two of the accused here and Rs. 64,142-15-6 came
through Mr. N. M. Joshi and his organisations. That is 78 per cent
of the "financing" of the strike came through absolutely "safest for
the Empire" hands.
While dealing with these fiAures it may be remembered that
though these sums by themselves look very imposing in the
povert, .,tricken Indian conditions, where Relief and Charity Fund
collections do not swell beyond d. few thousands, their importance
mu&t not be exa~gerated. The collections for the Bardoli peasants'
fight which was proceeding parallel to the strike did not go beyond
Rs. 2,00,000, when the whole of the nationalist bourgeoisie in all
the provinces stood behind that movement with its men, money
and press. We will be over-estimating the utility of this money if
we lose sight of their relation to the wages and living of the
workers yvho wt..,. put on relief. The relief operations began from
June 12th and lasted for 114 days. The round sum of Rs. 95,000
spent on corn relief gives Rs. 833 per day, whereas the wages of
the textile workers per day which they had ceased to receive
amounted to Rs. 2,00,000. The relief distributed over all the
worlers comes to 248th part of their wages. These "tons of foreign
money" against which the Government and the bourgeoisie
shrieked do not give more than one pie to each worke~ who earned
Rs. 1-6 per day"on an average. If his family had consumed 2Y.! seers
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of flour a day it was being offered now a homoeopathic wheat
flour pill of near about one fourth a tola per day for the whole
family! Even supposing that the whole money was spent on the
30,000 strikers only, who came to receive relief and were the
neediest of all the workers, they received only 'a 38th pan or pies 5
per head per day\Such a paltry sum can never explain and take the
place of the self-sacrifice of the workers. It is not the tons of
foreign money that encouraged the workers to fight vigorously for
their demands, though it may be recognised that the help of the
international working-class did render partial aid in saving the
very needy from complete starvation and death in many a case.
Neither did this money play any pan in aiding the
organisational work of the strike. The organisational expenses of
the Strike Committee were about Rs. 13,000 in round figures. The
money collected inside India was double this sum, and even if the
transport expenses of the exodws of the strikers from Bombay
(Rs. 3,310-2-3) were not considered as a form of relief but as a
pan of organisational works, the total would still be far less than
the ;bland collections. Without money coming from outside, the
inland contributions would have fully covered our organisational
expenses which certainly are one of the most important demands
on the resources of a strike-leading organisation.
By this analysis about the source of the moneys received and ib
recipients, I am not trying to take any shelter behind the fact that
even the most loyal-to-Imperialism organisation like the
International Federation of Trade Unions and its affiliated
organisations like the British Trade Union Congress or the
International Federation of Textile Workers' Associations sent
money to help the strikers, and the largest pan of it through such
an excellent Socialist and Trade Unionist like the Rt. Hon'ble Tom
Shaw who has succeeded in reconciling his Socialism, which m
words denounces war, with his War Ministership under
Imperialism itself. The analysis shows partly the character of the
strike of 1928 and the way it was being looked at by the world
trade unions. The class-struggle of the Bombay Textile workers
had not yet assumed a definite uncompromising form of class-war
fought exclusively under the leadership and influence of the Red
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Flag and all that it connotes. The workers had not yet
ideologically, organisationally and practically taken the definite
role of revolutionary trade unionism. The big trade union drive
that burst forth after October 1928 was not ";sible in even the
faintest symptoms before or during the strike and the sincere
determined trade unionism of the Communists was treated as the
exuberance of "rusticated college students" as the Times of India
put it. Little had the pro-imperialist l.F.T.U. dreamt that soon a
mighty wave of organisational activity unheard of before vvould be
set in motion by the working-class in Bombay, just being
awakened into class consciousness. The l.F.T.U. hoped to
demolish the new leadership by financially propping up the
Geneva heroes and making them appear before the workers as
their saviours from hunger. Henc"e the great activity and sympathy
shown by the I.F.T.U. and I.F.T.W.A. in sending money for the
textile workers.
If the desire of the l.F.T.U. had been genuine, if it had only
the idea of working for the success of the workers' strike, it
would not have refused help to the strike in 1929 or allowed its
largest constituent, the British T.U.C., to condemn the textile
workers next year. But the l.F.T.U.'s pro-imperialist game was
lost. Aiter the strike of 1928 the Bombay Textile workers
organically bound themselves on a large scale to what is
signified by tht Red Flag and naturally the l.F.T.U., the British
T.U.C. and the I.F.T.W.A., which were so generous in the
preceding years in their appeals for help to the Bombay
workers, became louder in their shrieks of hatred next year.
The Socialist Pacifist Tom Shaw, who previously was hurling
bank drafts for the strike, was next year a War Ministermobilising his "men-of-war" against the workers. But
unfortunately for these gentlemen, class-war does not sail on
bankdrafts nor does it halt for the armed pacifists who are
pacifists in imperialist wars and armed against class-wars .•
The complain of the Indian bourgeoisie against the
Imperialist Government for allowing the money to come into
India for the help of the strikers was quite justified. The
bourgeoisie tnew that the l.F.T.U. and the colonial working·
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class cannot pull together for long; that we would soon break up
with the Genevite sweet speakers and it also knew that the l.F.T.U
will desert but the workers of the Soviet Union will not. And 1f the
workers of the Soviet Union are allowed to help the colonial
workers, wheR\.will the bourgeoisie be? Naturally if it had to hve
and also appeatas the nationalist leaders of the working-class, it
must break the Indian working-class away from the U.S.S R,
away from every militant section of the world proletanat. Hence tt
asked for and got the Public Safety Bill.
At the same time we were also justified in insi&ting on our nght
to take the help of the international proletariat. Capitalism had
destroyed the national barriers by rammmg down the Chmese
walls of national isolation by its cheap commodity production.
export of goods and capital. Imperialism, its next &tage, by 1t41
world organisation of exploitin~the working-class and peasantry.
has created a world society. But it has also d1v1ded the whole
world into two hostile camps, the world bourgeoisie and the world
pro~tariat. When the smallest part of this world bourgeos1e by 1tli
intlrnational contradictions threatens a collapse and thereby a
danger to the world bourgeoisie, the most powerful sections of
Imperialism act internationally to prop up the collapsing ~ector
though the prop does not help to save it. For example the shortage
of gold of the Bank of England calls in the help of the Federal
Reserve Bank of the U.S.A. The bourgeoisie also co-operates
internationally to suppress the colonial workers, as in Chma A'
against this the world proletariat is bound to co-operte
internabonally, and if the working-class of India is attacked m 1t1..
standards of wages, whose help is it to seek but that of the world
proletariat and especially of the Soviet Union? All the weak
capitalist nations run to the U .S.A., the banker of the world
bourgeoisie, for help. All the oppressed workers of the world
naturally run for help to the U.S.S.R., the banker of freedom for
the world proletariat. Possessing political power, experience, the
resources of a vast country, the Soviet Union is the best fitted to
help the world proletariat. In our need are we to &Eik help from the
victorious workmg-class of the U.S.S.R. or from the bankers of
the U.S.A.? The Central Council of Trade Unions of the
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U.S.S.R. the Red lnernational of Labour Unions, is for us what
the Council of the International Chamber of Commerce is for
the world bourgeoisie with this difference that the latter
suffers from cut-throat competition within itself and is the
organ of a declining class while the former has no internal
contradictions and is the organ of the advancing class.
Knowing this the Indian bourgeoisie tries to break the
~olidarity of the Indian workers with those of other countries
and especially with those of the U.S.S.R.; and knowing this we
have to stand and work for the maintenance of this solidarity. It
can never be destroyed by laws of bamshment, protribition of
entry to money and fraternal delegates into India from the
workers of other countries, bectmse that sohdarity is grounded
on the organisation of modern world economy.
127. Inland help to the strike-collections in Bombay, Poona,
Ahmedabad etc.-the Congress help
Our insistence to retain international solidarity will be
clearer when some attention is paid to the attitude of the Indian
nationalist bourgeoisie towards the relief funds of the strikers.
I have 1lready referred to the pious advice of Pandit Madan
Mohan Malaviya, Mr. C.F. Andrews and Sadhus of their ilk.
The nationalist bourgeoisie is not opposed to receiving foreign
money from any source as liuch. It does not want the Indian
workers to get help from the intematonal proletariat and
especially from that of the Soviet Union. The nationalist
bourgeois is jubilant at the prospect of dollars and francs if
they come for his toyfight with Imperialism. When the rouble
was crashing in value in 1920, he bought the rouble-the Red
rouble-and speculated heavily on it; and one member of their
class was ludicrous enough to institute a suit in the court of
British Imperialism against the Soviet Union asking for
redemption of the paper roubles he held. But the bourgeojsie
would not like the workers to receive roubles to relieve them of
hunger. Such an attitude would have had some show of
justification if the nationalist bourgeoisie had itself rendered
help. It not only did not render help but even sabotaged any
being given; and the leadership of this sabotage belonged to
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the big bosses of the National Congress including Mahatma
Gandhi.
The Strike Committee organised street collections of relief money
from the shopkeepers and the petty-bourgeoisie in Bombay and
elsewhere and from the workers in Bombay and outside. In every
place it was~ with opposition from the nationalist bowgeoisie.
The nearest to us were the workers in other industries and
unions, whom we approached for help, and some collections
on pay-day were made by our volunteers at the gates of
factories. We also approached individual Trade Unions m
Bombay and some help was obtained from them. But the low
wages of the colonial workers
prevent them from
accumulating big reserves of funds in their Unions, which
besides being young are attacked from all sides and not
allowed to grow. Therefore the help from these sources was
small though not poor. Then.. we tackled the bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois sections which were not directly under the
influence of the textile capitalists. The Citizens' Relief
Cqmmittee, working mostly under the direction and mfluence
of Mr. N. M. Joshi and his people of the Servants of India
Society, was organised in August 1928 in a meeting at the
Servants of India Society. This Committee collected a small
amount from the merchants and petty traders. In a young
bourgeoisie, as we find in the colonies, a highly sensitive class
consciousness of the interest of its class as a whole as agam!lt
another class has not penetrated to all its various sections, as 1t
has done in the Capitalism of the U.S.A. or England. Therefore
we meet with such aberrations as a 'Grain Dealers' Association
paying a thousand rupees to the Strike Relief Fund through thi~
Committee. However such aberrations were few. Generally the
bourgeois and petty-bourgeois were hostile to the relief fund
and naturally so. They certainly were not going to aid a class
war against their own class interest. During the next six
months, this class outlook grew so strong and organised, that
not a single aberration of the kind mentioned above was found
in the attitude of the whole of the Bombay bourgeoisie towards
the strike in 1929.
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Next we approached the Bombay Provincial Congress
Committee. This body has of late boasted very much of its
interest in the masses and has said that the workers should throng
into its ranks and make it their own so that it can wholely look to
their welfare. Now the workers have no time to waste in making
experiments each year, to measure how far the Congress has
moved towards the workers and away from the bourgeoisie. Our
experience has confirmed our statement that the workers can
never capture this bourgeois stronghold by votes and elections.
Can the workers capture the mills and banks of the bourgeoisie by
votes? Certainly not. It is somethmg like that with the 'Congress
also. In 1928 we possessed nearly half the votes on the B.P.C.C.
and the General Secretary was ours, while most of the Subcommittees had a majority of our members. In all the meetings,
where the interests of the bourgeolSle were not touched, where
financial help except for the benefit of the financial ring in control
was not asked, the members left the working ma.ionty to us and
were slack. But when we asked money for the Stnke Relief Fund
and held meetings for it the game of sabotage was started. They
lured away many of the young men that generally supported us
and prevented a quorum bemg formed (Exhibit reference of
speeches.) Ultimately by several manoeuvres we succeeded in
holding the met.ting. Shamele~sly enough some of the members,
who were the h1rehngs of the pro-Shaukat Ali groups, wanted to
sanction money with the proviso of communal distribution which
we refused. Then they wanted to come themselve-; with their petty
contribution of Rs. 3,000/- and d1stnbute it personally. We were
not going to co1..:•·nt to a parallel orgamsat1on to function in the
strike area and then allow it to become a source of dissensions. In
order to hush up our opposition in public and denunciation of
their bourgeois character, at last a sum was santioned. Then the
bureaucracy sabotaged the handing over of the money. The
treasurer had no money! The cheques had to be obtained from the
Trost Committee which first must decide for itself, if it had any
• •
margin at all .to pay for this extra demand, not budgeted for
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before. Thus things dragged on for days. The B.P.C.C. which had
written off thousands of rupees, given out to questionable
characters posing as Khadi merchants and producers, had
invested large sums of its Swaraj Fund collections in foreign
goods stores (f- example the Ashoka Swadeshi Stores Ltd.) and
Motor Car Companies because the directors of the Fund were the
directors of these companies, sabotaged relief being given to the
strikers. With the self same coterie still in control of the Congre!ts,
we are told that it has now suddenly become a Congress of
workers. Can the Congress dominated by the agent!» ot
Fazalbhoys and Birlas ever be a Congress of the wage slaves of
Fazalbhoys and Birlas? Impossible.
Were we not aware of the nature of the Congress and of the
petty-bourgeoisie? Why then di<l we ask help from them, 1f we did
not expect them to help? Because we wanted them to expo~e
themselves by their own actions before the workers. It is never
sufflcient that the few conscious workers should know the
behaviour and attitude of the nationalist bourgeoisie. The whole
working-class must be convinced, by actual experience of their
own, about the correctness of our attitude. The sabotaging
activities of the bureaucracy of the Congress helped us to securi:
this experience for the workers.
We also sent delegations to Poona and Ahmedabad to collect
money and win support for the strike. In Ahmedabad they met
Mahatma Gandhi persona11y and requested him to render help
through his Union. His first and foremost statement was
(Reference exhibit speech P. 1702): "I am not convinced that the
workers are in the right. How can I help them?" That revealed the
bourgeois in him. He did not begin by doubting the bourgeoisie.
But he started with the assumption that the workers were wrong
and that is what the bourgeois does. Our delegation left him to
• his prayers and his mill-owners and went straight over his bead
to the workers in Ahmedabad directly. They collected there
Rs. 5863-6-3.
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So who ultimately came to the rescue of the Bombay workers
in their starvation and strike? The Bombay Municipality made
fund of their suffering, patriots of the Congrt' !)s sabotaged our
attempt to secure money; the Mahatma presumed the workers to
be m the wrong. What did the mill-owners do? They asked the
imperialist armed forces to help them in forcibly opening the
mills, got our volunteers arrested and sent to pnson. clamoured
for our arrest, the Public Safety Bill and the Trade Disputes Bill,
Joined hands with Imperialism again~t the workers. Thus the
bourgeoisie was pro-imperialist and its patriotic agents. hid their
likeness with their creators-the bourgeoi~ie-under a pddding
of coarse khaddar. But unfortutlately for them Marxism is a
powerful enough ray to tear the veil. In 1926 the Gauhati
Congress had passed a resolution favouring the workers and
peasants. In 1931 we fmd Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru telling the
Bombay workers that the Congress will side with the workers in a
di~pute between them and the capitalists. But when the class-war
actually begins, the workers find the~e pandits on the other side of
the barricade, ready to render the only service they can do, that is
to appo1,1t Inquiry Committees to determine whether the patriotic
and mo~t swadeshi mill-owner had or had not telephoned for the
armed forces to come and beat the women workers assembled
befo1e the mill-gates to demand their dues. (Example of a latest
case m Bombay.) It is only the international working-class that
sincerely helped the Bombay workers. The Russian, British,
German and other workers in the foreign countries. and Indian
workers at home together gave 94 per cent of the total relief
money for their comrade strikers. It was this solid objective
experience that taught the workers the slogan "Workers of the
world unite"-it is this that convinced them that along with
Imperialism must be abolished the Indian bourgeoisie also and
that the fight will be carried on by the workers and peasants
organised in their own class organisation and not under the
leadership ofth~ "tax-gatherers oflmperialism" like the bos~es of
the Congress.
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SECTION 3-The oqanisation of the Girnl Kampr Union
and events up to March 1929: paras 128-141

128. SmaD revolt against the October agreement-Ex.
P. 966--4he task after the strike-competitors of the
G.K.U.-volunteers and the Union-Ex. P. 967 and
P. 929.
The strike was called off by a monster meeting held in the Nagu
Sayaji Wadi on 5th October 1928, where the agreement arrived at
on the previous day with the mill-owners was explained
Tremendous enthusiasm prevailed and the agreement Wa!i
endorsed by the workers. Almost every prominent member of the
Joint Strike Committee of both the wings was present and spoke
in the meeting. A handbill over the signatures of the Jomt
Secretaries of the Committecr was also issued explaining the
terms. It is a fact that the agreement did not remove the rational
system-the three-loom and two-frame system-from the
s/Ssoon, Finlay and Koh-i-Noor Mills. Nearly ten thousand
workers who were directly hit by the system remained dissatisfied; and had every reason to revolt against the agreement, which
they did. When on Monday morning 6th October, the mills were
reopened and the workers in these groups found that they had to
work under the old rational system, they considered themselves
betrayed. They came out and started a campaign to close down the
mills again. Herein was going to be the test of the new leaders of
the workers. In former days and even today in many cases where
the reformist leadership is predominant, the rule was that when an
unfavourable agreement in any respect was repudiated by the
workers, the leaders decamped and refused to face the fury of the
dissatisfied workers. We could not afford to do this. We had to
stay with the workers, we belonged to them wholly and solely.
Therefore we went straight into the meetings of the dissatisfied
workers and explained to them how the system could not be
overthrown. The workers had held out for nearly six months, the
mill-owners had agreed to the demands of almost all the workers
excepting the Sassoon section and in the present conditions it was
impossible to continue the struggle any longer on that sole issue.
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But if they insisted upon continuing the struggle we were bound
to carry out their mandate; our signatures over the agreement had
no value by themselves. Any agreement entered into in the name
of the rank and file must be endorsed by the rank and file. If they
refused to endorse it must be scrapped. We had given our 4efinite
opinion and lead that work ought to be resumed. But in order to
measure the exact extent of the resistance, we issued the handbill-Ex. P. 966. The Prosecution claim that this 1'andbill shows
that immediately after we had settled the strike, we wanted to stop
the mills from working normally and therefore called upon the
workers to start boycott of some of the mills. This handbill was
also brought as an exhibit by the null-owners before the Fawcett
Inquiry Committee of 30/10/28 and is printed in their proceedings
at page 113 (Ex. D. 523). The mill-owners argued exactly as the
Prosecution argue now. An this action proves the identity of
thought of the Indian bourgeoisie in Bombay and the Prosecution
here, and confirms the statement of Spratt that this case is a strikebreaking Prosecution and nothmg else. However this handbill
does not lend itself to the interpretation of the Prosecution. It did
not call 1•pon the workers to continue the strike, though we would
not have hesitated to do so if necessary. The question fonn of the
sentence at the top which they have failed to notice itself shows
this. It was a que!iuon, as I have said, to measure the extent of the
resistance to the agreement in order to aid us in deciding our line
of action. The response to this handbill as we expected was
negligible. After one or two meetings it became clear that the
Sassoon workers also were exhausted and the majority of them
were unwilling md unable to continue the struggle at that
moment just then. This was quite natural. They had been the first
victims of rationalisation and had been fighting for over one year.
Within four days the agreement had been accepted on all sides
and accepted with thorough understanding. The greatest factor in
bringing about this result was the fact that the workers found that
here wu a leadership that was not going to desert their struggle,
though it might bave to face ups and downs in that process.
The teSUmptien of work confronted us with greatef tasks ancl
new problems. The experience of the world proletariat had~
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us that Capitalism, when forced to make concessions or withdraw
its attacks on the wages and hours of workers, tries to nullify them
by devious ways, unless the leadership is vigilant and organisation strong. The agreement of 4th October contained three soft
spots, wherelp we were sure the mill-owners would try to drive 10
spikes to breclk the gains of the strike. One was the elasticity of
the clause of restoring wages and conditions of March 1927, the
second was that the question of musters would not be rai..ed.

DI- 18.12.31
The third was the payment of fixed rates of wages for the
provisional period of October and November tilJ full work
commenced on older rates, after the machinery and equipment
had been set in proper order for work. The mill-owners' tactics of
depriving the workers of the &ains of the strike through the!le soft
spots, two of which were in fact the essential demands at the root
of the General Strike, could not commence in October. Becau~e
Qie workers who had gone back to their villages did not return till
the third week of October. But smaller complaints of
victimisation did begin to pour in and we had to set up an
organisation to deal with them and therefrom arose the
organisational work of the Gimi Kamgar Union.
As has been stated, the G.K.U. was founded on 22nd May 1928
during the General Strike, under circumstances which have been
fully shown elsewhere. During the strike the Union as such did
not function, except in so far as it was a participant in the Joint
Strike Committee. All meetings, picketing, relief distribution etc ,
were done in the name of the Strike Committee, though the
moderate group of Mr. N. M. Joshi took care to mention,
wherever it could, that the foreign remittances for relief were
received by the Bombay Textile Labour Union and were
contributed by that Union to the Strike Committee. During the
strike the G ..K.U. income from May to October was Rs. 88-12-0.
When the strike was over, .thousll. the Strike Commi~tee,
composed of three unions, continued to exist. the three unions
began to separately build up their own organisations. The
Bombay Textile Labour Union had a ready-made apparatus,
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which so far as its office work went, was well organised. That
Union had been working since 1926 and its first year of report
showed 6,000 membership with Rs. 17,OOO a11; collections. The
second annual report showed 4,000 members with Rs. 12,000
collections (A.I.T.U. Bulletin, October 1928). When it started
competition with us it had Rs. 13,000 to back it up, for centre
offices in the mill area and a paid office staff. Our Union had no
centre offices except the Head Office whose rent also was in
arrears. We had committed ourselves to pay Rs. 2,000 for relief
grain as our contribution, when the money for relief distribution
in the last week of the strike fell short. So while our debts were
over Rs. 2,000, we had Rs. 14 to our credit with our treasurer. But
we had one thing which our tivals had not got. We had the
immense strength of a revolutionary theory and a scientific faith
in the creative capacity of the proletariat. On such foundation and
Rs. 14 we started to build up the G.K.U., backed up by the
additional credit of our work during a victorious strike. In our
lectures during the strike, we had already from time to time
emphasised the necessity of a strong union embracing the
majority of workers with an efficient staff and volunteer corps.
Accord1ngly we issued on 12th October 1928 a handbill (P. 967)
explaining to the workers how and to whom they should pay
subscriptions, the necessity for raising a substantial fund and a
cadre of organisers to push up organisational work.. This handbill
also had been used by the mill-owners against us before the
Fawcett Committee and the same is now being brought in
this case.
The Prosecution have raised a tremendous structure over this
handbill and thP c;cheme of volunteers' and speakers' corps
outlined therein. The Committing Magistrate says: "This
provision of an anny is an unusual feature of Trade Union
propaganda but from the point of view of the revolutionary it is an
emi1H111tly sound proposal." The Magistrate also quotes a handbftt
(P. 929) issued by me on I2th December I 928.
lbe .proaramme .oudinect in these two handbills, contains
nothmg '\let..., •ous to warrant the remarks of the '(a&istnte or
the use of i t . by the Prosecution. The Prosecution have railed
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a structure of a revolutionary conspiracy to overthrow the Bntish
Empire. But to unearth a conspiracy extending over 6CveraI y~
and not to fmd an "anny to wage war" would make the
Government look disgraceful and discomfited. Ari anny or at
least plans of raising one is an absolute necessity in such a
conspiracy extending over three continents and aimed at the
overthrow of the mightiest Empire on earth. Now for four years
the secret Police careered over the whole world for documents but
they had to fmd some army in India ready to pounce on the Kmg's
sovereignty. Otherwise the drama would be without any romance
Having found the roots of the conspiracy at Moscow, the
Prosecution should not have been so very anxious to unearth a
Red Army in India! They should have contented themselves with
the Soviet Red Army and our appreciation of the heroism of that
body. But the subtle legal brains refused to consider the
tonspiracy quite complete, until some Red Army drilhng nght
<W'wn here under the very nose of Imperialism and shaking the
beer bottles of the imperialist bureaucracy by its heavy march
were found; and after a tremendous search of six hours of the
offices of the Gimi Kamgar Union they found these two
handbills. Well, if you cannot fmd the Red Army, the next best 1s
an army of Red handbills. At least the whole Red Anny had
vanished, perhaps converted into "invisibles" and bottled up m
the three mysterious bottles of tincture iodine for First A1<I,
(another army apparatus!) found with Spratt. The handbills were
seized and exhibited, for do they not actually contain the words
"Red Army"?
•
Anybody who is not previously told that these handbills are
issued by some terrible conspirators and are valuable evidence to
bow that these conspirators were raising a Red Army like the
Bolsheviks to overthrow the Empire will not take these leaflets
for anything more than what they actually say, i.e. the ea\\ for a
volunteer corps and a staff of worker-speakers and organisers for
the otpnisation of the Union.
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129. 1be functions of Red Trade Union Volunteen

The Magistrate thinks that it is an unusual feature for a trade
union to have such an anny or corps but he thinks it a sound
proposal from the point of view of the revolutionary. I do not
think that to have a volunteer corps or to call it a Red Army or to
dress it in Red clothes is a revolutionary act. It is the function
discharged by that body which would make it a revolutionary or
otherwise. Almost every institution in India or in the world
maintains some sort of volunteer corps. And if a coloured dress or
badge and the word 'Army' were sufficient, the most re,actionary
Salvation Army would have been the most revolutionary body. I
do not put the G.K.U. on par "'!ith the Salvation Army. What I
mean is that mere names and description~ do not help. It is the
actual task carried out that makes one revolutionary or
reactionary. The task allotted to the volunteers that were to be
raised was definitely laid down in the handbill. A trade union if it
is to function properly on a wide area must have a volunteer
corps. They are required for picketing, for keeping order at
meetings, for acting as couriers from mill to mill in emergency
times and to defend the union, its offices and workers from
murdervus attacks of the Police and its henchmen. The most
important of all is the last task. These were purely defensive and
trade union task:. and the handbills do not say anything beyond
this-only it is said in a forceful manner.
British Imperialism allows only reactionary oiganisations in
India to have even armed volunteer corps. Every European and
Anglo-Indian in India is an armed man flourishing his revolver at
the poor workers and peasants that he meets with. Hunting and
shooting parties Of idle Magistrates, Bank Managers and business
men trample over fields and forests arms in hand and many a time
shoot a peasant in place of a deer and escape with a filie of a few
mpees for a human life. But if the poor peasant were to enter the
forest for a piece of fuel wood without a permit, he would straisfit
off be marched to jail. British, American and Australian tourists
roam about the country with anns in hand in a disarmed country
and shoot ricklhaw coolies (as in the famous Simla case) and
ekka-drivers (ai in the recent Madras case) fordemandiJIJ lm:ger
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fare of a few annas. The law of the bourgeoisie and its bourgeois
administrators negotiate compensation in money value of the lost
life of the poor work.er. But when ui infuriated peasuitry harassed
by famine and taxation kills a zamindar, a planter or a Magistrate,
the armed forces of Imf>Crit!ism, aided by its corps, shoot and
hang hundreds of the peasuits for one life of an exploiter. The
worldng-class and the peasantry have no protection of law or of
the State, because the State and the law belong to their enemies-the imperialists and the bourgeoisie. Naturally the working-class
and peasantry have to organise their own machinery of protection
against the anned White Terror. Such a machinery in the
circumstances of the Gimi Kamgar Union could only take the
form of a volunteer corps.
As such the functions of Red volunteers are quite different
from those of the bourgeoisie. The volunteers of the reactionary
organisations, like that of the Salvation ~y. and scouts of the
Powell breed, are auxiliary forces of Imperialism against the
movement of ptional freedom, and against the workers and
peasants. In tHhes of strikes uid acute national struggles, they
play the role of the murderers of workers and peasants, as was
shown by the role of the Kitchener Corps in the G.I.P. Railway
strike, the Territorials, and the Anglo-Indian Rifle Clubs. The
functions of the Red Volunteers are also different from those of
the Congress and such other organisations. The Congress
volunteers are not given the task of protecting the people. For this
the volunteers are not to be blamed. Some of them personally
. have shown the highest heroism, like any soldier of the
Revolution. But the effect of their heroism is not to further the
cause of National freedom but make peace with the exploiters,
because the Congress bourgeoisie uses their heroism for
compromise and sabotage of the struggle of the youths, workers
and peasants. In the innumerable massac~s that the Police have
carried out of the peasants in U .P., the volunteers of the Congress
were sent under command of respectable leaders with an

ambulanQe car and the slogan of peace and surrender, after the
Imperialist Police have short and looted the peasantry.
1be functions of the volunteers of the militant trade unions
must be quite different from these. In the first pl.ce oar corps is
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definitely built on class lines, the men being drawn from the
working-class in the towns (and the poor peasantry in the
villages). Secondly our volunteers are out to carry out the needs
of the class-war and not of class peace. Thirdly our volunteers ire
under the control and command of the class leadership of the
workers. Necessarily some more features arise from this.
DI- 18/12/31
The Trade Union volunteers or Red volunteers must nut be
mixed with elements from the petty-bourgeoisie. They must be
from the class-conscious ranks. The workers are not afraid of •
discipline and we do not hesitate to maintain it. The Red
volunteers must be equipped with whatevef weapons are possible

in the present circumstances of the country. and must not hesitate
to use them in order to protect workers' demonstrations, meetings,

offices of organisations. working-class houses, men, women and
children. But the use of force if necessary must be done with care
and precision. Though we are not pledged to non-violence, we are
not out for the use of violence in each and every case. Such use for
example was justified when the hireling Pathans of the Oil
Companies beganto loot shops and workers' quarters in Bombay.
Such use was justified when the Pathans attacked the head office
of our Union in February 1929. In that period of organisation such
use had to be purely of a defensive character. The Red voluteers
must become a tower of strength and confidence to the workers.
Every Red volunteer must know his locality and must become the
organiser of protection for the poor workers, men and women,
from the violence of money-lenders and the harassment of the
landlords and the police. But it is also necessary to carefully
distinguish between the separate clashes which are erratic
manifestations of class-war, the general line of class-war, from
the individual quarrels. The working-class as a whole is exploited
and abused every hour of its life. The bourgeoisie as a class
practises violence and terror against the workers at every step.
Therefore there exists continuous class-struggle between the
bowpoiaie and tbe wo~ng-class. In this struggle, the factory
managers aQd supervisors administer the bourgeois law inside the
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factory, and ill-treat the workers. When the workers' consciousness is just beginning to rise and organisation is not yet strong, the
workers resist such ill-treatment by attacks and physical violence
against the factory bosses. However justified such resistance may
be because of the oppression~the Red volunteers cannot assist the
workers in carrying out such actions on the ground of defending
the class. They have to prevent such attempts. But the method of
prevention must not be the Gandhian method, which asks the
furious peasants, who have carried out such an action to surrender
and be killed by the police. Our method is to explain to the
workers the futility of such attacks and to explain to them the
superiority of class-struggle as a whole. Similarly in individual
quarrels on personal grounds or minor bickerings unconnected
with the general grievances, the Red volunteers must try for
restraint and retain peace. In fact there can JJe no hard and fast
rules showing where they should resist with their strength and
where they should not, for separate situations. But such a corps is
an absolute n-ssity in a colon~al country, overridden with
feudal conditions, where most innocent gatherings and
demonstrations of workers are attacked by the police and the men
of the landlords and the bourgeoisie, money-lenders and factory
goondas.
The Red volunteers in villages also have to carry out a similar
work. The Congress volunteer under the guidance of bourgeois
leadership is made to act as the revenue tax-gatherer of the
Government and the zamindars and to squeeze the peasantry in
the interest of the zamindars under the false excuse of the truthful
observation of an untruthful Pact. The Red volunteer acts exactly
contrary to this. He develops the existing class-struggle according
to the fonn suitable for his province or place. He does not squeeze
the peasants' money to save the zamindar and help class peace.
Under the present conditions class peace means peaceful
exploitation by Imperialism of the workers and peasants. The
bourgeois leadership uses the Congress volunteers to maintain
class peace, that is to maintain exploitation. The Red volunteers
are directed to overthrow exploitation, which naturally means not
class peace but class-war.
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The Red volunteers cannot take part in the refonnist
manoeuvres of the Congress bosses, to sidetrack the energies of
the militant self-sacrificing volunteers into the work of picketing
liquor shops and foreign cloth. We must fraternise with the
Congress volunteers, who are under the influence of the
bourgeoisie of the village rich, since these volunteers are actually
poor peasants and land workers. We can join hands with them or
draw them on to our side in a work like that of norent campaign,
resistance to compulsory labour, mass demonstration and dt:fend
the peasants property and household from the exploiters.
The control and command of such work and the volunteer ·
corps must lie with the class organisations concerned. It must be
remembered here that I am not speaking of the Communist Party
organisations, but of Trade Unions and peasant organisations. The
command of all such corps must be proletarian both in the towns
and in the countries. If this care is not taken, then the most selfsacrificing and fighting elements from the proletariat and
peasantry commanded by the Congress bourgeoisie, the
shopkeepers, merchants and fashionable youths, who hanker
more after the romance of the "movies" than the grim class
struggle, are used by the bourgeoisie to fight in the interests of the
bourgeoisie and the zamindars and against the interests of the
fighters themselves. For example, Babu Geno who died of
Satyagrah under a lorry of foreign doth in Bombay was himself a
worker. His heroic death increased the sale of Swadeshi Cloth,
and the Bombay mill-owners did double shift work. But as soon
as the pact was signed and trade slacked a bit, it was the comrades
of Babu Genu himself, the textile workers, that were thrown out
of employment. The bourgeoisie that negotiated for a democratic
constitution on the strength of the millions of Babu Genus in India
is not prepared to give, in that constitution or even in the present
Municipal Government, a democratic franchise to the Babu
Genus because they have no property and do not pay high rents to
qualify themselves to vote and sit with the rich bourgeoisie.
It was not an unusual feature to have volunteer corps for Trade
Unions in Bombay or· any other place at tha~. The G. -K.
Mahamandal had its volunteer corps and it did work in the 1925
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textile strike. The Bombay Textile Labour Union had one of its
own. The Joint Strike Committee had also a corps to do picketing
and other work during the strike of 1928. So when the G.K.U.
began its work, it was quite natural for it to have volunteers for
its work.
But our volunteers were not going to follow the tradition of the
previous ones. We wanted them to do proletarian class work, the
work of the Trade Unions as such. It means that we did not want
them to lend their services to communal meetings or
demonstrations, celebrations of the anniversaries of feudal kings
of the old times or heroes of this or that religion. We had found
that the volunteers of the Union, that had preceded us in the textile
industry, had indulged in this sort of thing, which ought to be
foreign to the Trade Unions of the true type. In order to stamp our
corps with quite a different tradition, a traditien which is rich with
the history of the international proletariat, we used to describe our
volunteers as Red Army, Red Corps etc. But because we used
these epithets, jt. would be ridiculous to argue that we were
organising a real Red Army. It would be also ·ridiculous to argue
that we were trying to build up a Red Anny by merely issuing
handbills and cloth belts. We were neither creating a bogus Red
Army by painting white shirts in red, "to save in washing," as the
militant hero of the Congress bourgeoisie Khan Abdul Ghaffar
Khan has said regarding his "red shirts." (The true Red Shirts
should have protested against such an imbecile explanation of
their historically heroic uniform.) Nor were we creating a
real Red Army at that stage. The epithets we used simply to
demarcate ourselves from the traditions of the previous
corps, which worked on anything but proletarian class lines.
However we could not fulfil the programme till the time of our
arrest. 'Ibis is evidenced by my complaint in the handbill of
December 1928, P. 929. We had not raised more than a hundred
men and those too were not all according to .our ideas of highest
standards.. This was due mainly to the fact that the G.K.U. was
never given time to cany out this programme by the several
strikes that were being forced on the workers between October
1928 and March 1929.
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130. Complaints about violation of the agreement by the mill·
owners-the 71 individual mill strikes after Octoberwere they Incited by us?
In October the largest number of complaints arose on tJie
question of re-engaging those workers who were working in April
t 928 when the strike began. Though there was no specific clause
about it in the agreement it was understood in the discussions. It
was also understood that though in the agreement the daily
advances to be paid according to schedule were liable to be
adjusted according to piece or fixed rates and work done, the .
adjustments would not be made and the mill-owners would
forego deductions to be made in the cases of overpayment. In the
whole of the industry, the wages bill of the workers on attendance
roll was more by several thousands, according to the daily rate of
advances than it would have been according to the prevailing
i,chedules of wages. The mill-owners intended to deduct the
overpayment advances from the next month's wages, which we
refused to allow; and they agreed to it. Similarly several mills
refused to re-engage workers who came back very late in October
or even in Noverrt'ber. We had to get their places reserved till the
end of October and there also we succeeded. We had to go through
more than five thousand complaints in October of this type and
got them satisfactorily settled in the majority of cases.
The organisational results from such success were magical. As
soon as the two weeks' payment was made workers rushed in
thousands to the office of the G.K.U. to pay their subscriptions.
We did not expect such a tush. Never in the history of Bombay
Unions had anyone met with such a rush and therefore having no
previous experience to rely upon we had not kept ready any staff
to meet the situation. But immediately after the first two weeks'
experience we decided to open six centres {that is sub-offices) of
the Union in vmous localities. Each centre was given in-charge
of a responsible member of the Union, with paid clerks,
organisers etc. (Resotuiion of the Managing Committee ·of
16110128, Ex. P. 958.) An account was opened in the Imperial
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Bank of India in the name of the Union and operated upon by any
three of the five officers of the Union authorised to do so. Such
authority was vested by a resolution of the Managing Committee
in the President-A. Alwe. Vice President-R. S. Nimbkar, Joint
Treasurers-B. T. Alwe 8'd S. V. Ghate and the General
Secretary-myself (16/10128). That a vast organisation was
springing up was clear from the fact that though the workers had
been on strike for six months, yet they recognised the claim of the
Union as the first upon their poor earnings of the first 2 or 3
weeks. All the workers had not yet come back and the mills were
not working in full capacity. Still our October collections were
Rs. 6794/- that is on the basis of 4 annas per member we had over
27 ,OOO members, one-third of the total number of workers that
had returned to work.
The workers, contrary to all expectations of the mill-owners,
showed quite a new spirit of initiative. They were not going to
tolerate any lonpr the insults from the mill bureaucracy. Bribery,
abuses, beating etc. were resented, resisted and even retaliated.
This had a very panicky effect on the bureaucracy which lived so
long on bribery and extra exploitation, apart from the one carried
on by Capitalism in the ordinary process of production.

D/-19.12.31
The bureaucracy tried to resort to its old method of terrorism.
The first and easiest method was worked through the clause, "The
question of musters shall not arise" in the agreement. We
interpreted this clause to mean that the particular mill may not
engage exactly the same worker it had on a particular job. A
shifting of labour from mill to mill was allowed, and thus the
musters, so far as specific individuals were concerned. may
become quite different from what they were in April 1928. The
mill-owners refused to accept this interpretation. To them it
meant a right to retain as many workers on a particular job as they
liked. They virtually claimed the right to carry out retrenchment
as per their standard scheme. which however was yet a subject
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matter of .dispute according to the agreement. So in many cases
where they had four men per frame of spindles they retained only
2. Several mills asked some of their departments to work longer
hours which also was a subject matter of dispute. By the
agreement all matters of dispute arising from it were to be
submitted to the Fawcett Committee. This Committee was
appointed by the Government on l 3th October 1928 and began its
public sittings on 29th October. On 3lst October we submitted
before them some of the important disputes, as many as 12, and
the Committee ruled I 0 of them in our favour. But at the same.
t\me it called the Director of Information. Mr. Jennings to give his
views on the interpretation of the mutiter clause. After his
evidence the Committee upheld the mill-owners' interpretation
which became one of the causes of the lightning strikes. Already
the workers had made three strikes in different mills and had
forced favourable agreements out of the mill-owners. When tbe
mills began work full steam, the century-old class nature of the
bureaucracy and the bourgeoisie rose up and began to attack in a
very cunning manner the wages and rates of the workers. They
attacked the fixed wage-earners through the muster clause The
piece workers in weaving were attacked in a more ingenious way.
They gave them the old sorts of 1927 with a changed number and
fixed a lower rate per pound than what it was in 1927. Or they got
but quite a new sort under the old number and paid the same rate,
though the changes in the warp, weft, etc. required a higher rate.
When the workers questioned, they kept on repeating that
everything was what it was in March 1927 according to the
agreement. One mill, Shapurji Bharucha, was impudent enough
to introduce the rational system in direct breach of the agreement
and had to withdraw it when the Fawcett Committee upheld our
objection. The workers by such actions on the part of the millowners were becoming convinced that the 5¥1 months of a
General Strike in the industry and a solemn agreement had not
changed the bureaucracy. Naturally the workers were forced mto
direct action of individual mill strikes, wherever a grievance
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cropped up. They began to build up their mill ..committees and
departmental leaders in each mill. The highest possible pitch of
vigilance on the rates, the material supplied, the fines, the conduct
of officers etc. was instituted. The general result was that bribery,
assaults, cheating and such a\her fonns of exploitation began to
be reduced. The mill bureaucracy became weakened and in many
places its terror completely smashed. The workers regained
confidence and organised with greater determination and
intelligence. The following table shows how the months of
November and December were the hardest fought, though as yet
the workers had not taken a full meal of a full. month's wages.
Number of strikes:
Successful

Month
October

November
December
January
February
March
Total

Unsuccessful

Compromised•

1928

2

0
7
12

2
2

1929

II
10
2
7
0

s
1
6

0
0
0

32

31

5

.

..

Undecided

0
0
0
0
0

Total
3

20

3*

24
7
8
9

3

71

*The undecided 3 merged in the General Strike of 1929 April.

Thus out of 71 disputes as many as 44 (62 per cent) took place
in November and December. As regards the results, if the
"compromises" are added on to the "successfuls" and those that
were left undecided in March till our arrest are omitted from
consideration, we find to have won 37 out of 68 strikes, a 54.4 per
cent succ:ess. I have already referred to a remark of the Fawcett
Committee that all the individual mill strikes prior to April 1928
were lost. But when the workers began to organise according to
our methods, they not only won the General Strike, stopped
rationalisation and wage-cuts, but they also won against the
underhand attacks begun soon after the big strike by the
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bourgeoisie, who thought the workers were too exhausted to resist
immediately. In fact we won almost every important strike.
Though the percentage of success is actually 54.4 per cem on the
total number of disputes, the losses were not so serious as the
gains. Many of the strikes lost were not in fact strikes in the real
sense. Some of them were due to misunderstanding. Such strikes
were at once called off by us without hesitation and did not last
for more than a day or two. The reformists and imperialists charge
us with inciting meaningless strikes without any reasons. But
such a charge is absolutely unfounded. From October 1928 to ·
March 1929 we had occasions to advise an immediate liquidation
of some of the small strikes, when we found that there was no
immediate grievance that would not be removed by a simple
negotiation. While doing this we have not at all given up our
principles or deviated from a correct attitude towards the strikes.
While writing about strikes the Third Congress of the C.I. says,
"our organisational activity must not lay itself bare to the
accusation of stirring and inciting the workers to nonsensical
strikes and other inconsiderate actions." (Exh. P. 2396). The large
majority of these 71 strikes were not nonsensical or inconsiderate,
and where there appeared to be the slightest reason to suppose
that they were so, they had to be liquidated, though in some
instances they inflicted some amount of humiliation on the Union
at the hands of the mill-owners. However such occasions are
bound to occur during the progress of the rising proletariat that
has begun to learn initiative and to create its own militant
leadership form its rank ~d file committees and groups. When
such mistakes occurred we did not disown or denounce the men
b.efore the mill-owners, but fought against their being used by the
bosses as levers to demoralise the workers, though before the
workers themselves we had to expose the mistakes ruthlessly and
criticise them. And that is what every trade unionist, I think, must
do, if he is to build up an isitelligent and disciplined working-class
leadership.
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131. The agreements and wage increases secured through the
small strikes-the formation of mill committees
The agreements arrived at between us and the mill-owners
will show that the most hard fought strikes were completely
justified. They prove that ~ mill-owners had introduced lower
rates for new varieties of cloth and had embarked on
retrenchment. Some of these agreements are on record as defence
exhibits. (D 432). while some are to be found in the files of the
Union brought here in search. The longest of the~e strikes was that
in the Koh-i-NoorMills (30th November to 26th December 1928).
The agreement arrived at between this mill and ourselves is the
longest and most exhaustive one on record. The agreement shows
that in December 1928, there existed attempts on the part of the
capitalist bureaucracy to receive bribes, to assault the workers and
forfeit wages. On weaving rates some of the.typical increases are
shown below:
Mill

Average increases on
Ntw Sorts secured
by our agreements

21-11-28
24-11-28
26-11-28

I. Manek11 Petit

2. Moral)ee Gokaldas

3. New Great Eastern
4. 9 Malls of Cummbhoy
Group
5. Moon Mdl
6. Framji Petit
7. Simplex
8. Koh-1-Noor

Dates

17%

5-12-28
7-12-28
9-12-28
-12-28

14~%

26-12-28

2%

7!%
11%

Apart from these increases in wage rates there are several
agreements restoring to retrenchment of workers, cancelling
increased hours of working introduced in some of the department!>
without a corresponding increase in the wages.
In passing we may note here a fact which will show the
character of the patriotism of the national industry for which the
workers are asked to sacrifice. An examination of the agreements
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will show the rates paid on khadi weaving. For example, our
agreements with the New Great Eastern Mill and Framji Petit
Mill, show rates to be paid on khadi cloth and khadi dhoties. In
one case, which the specification was s2· x 24 yards x 14 i
pounds, we got the rates raised from three pies per pound to four
pies, an increase of 33 113rd per cent. In another mill the rate was
raised from 4 pies to 4 ! pies per pound for the specification
44 x 24 x 11. More instances can be found in the agreements in
D 432. Now it is well-known that Communists are opposed to the
khaddar movement as a plank in the political platform of the
National Emancipation ~ovement. The grounds for this position ·
have been stated before in para 102. The attitude of the miJlowners and the Indian bourgeoisie is contradictory to ours. The
whole of the Indian bourgeoisie including the textile mill-owners
applaud Gandhiji for this khaddar movement. Because it
advertises Swadeshi and consequently the goods of the Indian
mills. Hundreds of times complaints have appeared from the
sincere but misguided Khaddarites that the Indian mills
manufacture cheap Khaddar and sell it, thus killing the trade of
"genuine" khaddar. The Bombay khaddar interests who have
invested thousands (not from their pockets but from the loans
given for good from the enormous Congress funds) and who are
in league with the Indian mill-owners, in reply to these complaints
have always charged the Japanese merchanb for doing such
treacherous business. The Indian mill-owners also solemnly
affirm that they never have any intention of making profits from
sale of mill khaddar by taking advantage of the Khaddar
Movement, and the petty-bourgeois leaders of the Congress, tied
as they are to the chariot Vflleel of the bourgeoisie, utter simply
dark warnings against the sinful mill-owners who protest
innocence and pay a few thousands for intense Swadeshi
propaganda. When this was going on in 1928, the textile
bourgeoisie was cutting down the weaving rates on khadi cloth
and dhoties surreptitiously in order to lower costs and sell them at
the best khadi rates with a genuine Khaddar Bhandar stamp. The
mills mentioned above hBd cut down rates by 331, 13i and 121
per cent. The bourgeoisie patriotically lied before the public who
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were its victims and reaped super-profits. At the same time, in
spite of the agreement of October, it cut down rates of the
workers. Prospering on treachery to the peasantry, treachery to the
workers and treachery to its own organisation, Indian Capitalism
cannot but become coun~revolutionary and give the country in
the hands of Imperialism. When the workers in Bombay fought
against this gang, the Congress sided with the bourgeoisie.
Though the workers never intended it, the fight for higher rates on
all varieties including khadi cloth and dhoties, in fact was
indirectly saving the khadi producers, the ideal patriots, from the
severe competition and fraud of the mill-owners. Yet the Congress
tried to sabotage the workers' struggle.
These 71 strikes were completely initiated and conducted by the
workers themselves. During this phase of the struggle, the whole
rank and file was drawn into the direct couduct of the strikes for
which a new type of a live and flexible organisation was born. It
was the mill committees and rank and file departmental leaden..
The.constitutj,on of the G.K.U. (Ex. P. 939) which was copied
from that of the B.T.L.U. contains a provision for establi&hing
mill committees and the rules for their elections, management
and functions. But neither the B.T.L.U. nor the G.K.U. or any
other union had ever brought into being the real rank and file
leadership in the form of the mill committees. But when the
struggle assumed new forms, the mill committees began to
spr.ing up at the end of November 1928 and rapidly became very
popular and powerful. The mill committees were not strictly
created by regular elections nor did they function in accordance
with the rules of the constitution. The reason was that the rule was
originally framed without any experience of rank and file
working. We gave the slogan of forming Mill Committees not
from any pre-arranged plan as such. If that had been so it would
have been done long before November. We had no experience of
these things at all. When the November strikes in individual mills
began, ~e found it impossible to cope with the whole work. So,
when we attended the meetings of the workers and used to call out
the men who knew the working of the mill. their grievances, the
wages etc. in detail and could !'Xplain them. When such men came
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forward we gave them the power to draft their case in full and put
it before the management in the name of workers and under the
authority of the Union. After one or two such examples, it was
found that this worked very well, reduced the strain on the small
number of officials of the Union and also trained the workers. So,
a general slogan to form Mill Committees was issued and very
eagerly taken up by all the workers. Within two months we had
Mill Committee or a group of intelligent workers in almost every
mill. The Mill Committees carried out the following work. They
enrolled members and collected subscriptions. They watched the
bureaucracy, and prevented it from harassing the workers by
asking for bribes or mo)esting the women workers, or in any way
worsening the conditions of work. They formulated grievances,
collected information and directly approached the management
and negotiated. When they failed to get a hearing, they either
approached the head office for advice or embarked on a strike if it
was immediately necessary. They prevented victimisation,
dismissals, fines and abuses. The Mill Committees by January
1929 had deveJoped into one of the important controlling factors
in the management of the mills, so far as the workers' side was
concerned. They called forth the best elements from the rank and
file and began to prove superior to the corrupt mill bureaucracy
even on questions of technical management.
132. Mill-ownen' move against Mill Committees and G.K.U.
collections inside the miUs-The Pearson Court of
Inquiry for the 1929 General Strike-my evidence
refused
This development was sttongly resented by the mill-owners
and by December they had decided upon a strong hand policy.
They issued two circulars, one prohibiting collection of Union
subscriptions on the mill premises and another asking the mill
managers not to allow the Union officials to enter the mill
buildings beyond the office at the gate in order to see or hear on
the spot the grievances of the workers. The second circular was
issued in order to preven( the Union officials from acquainting
themselves directly with the lay-out of machinery, the iest-house
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and sanitary arrangements etc. Since long before the G.K.U. was
born, it has been the practice for all Unions to collect subscriptions inside the mills on pay day. When there were no Mill
Committees and no intensive participation of the workers in
Union work, the usual ~od of collection was almost semiofficial. Each Union had a number of sympathetic jobbers or
foremen. The jobbers have powers to engage or dismiss a man. He
often acts as a money-lender also (vide Whitley Commission
Report). So a sympathetic jobber if captured by a Union, was
able to bring many "members" and regular subscriptions, for he
virtually was the master of the large group of his workers though
the system of work was not a contract system. The Unions also
were naturally dominated by jobbers. But they being themselves
collectors of Union dues, no objection was ever raised by the
management to the collection of Union du;s inside the mills and
moreover such collections also were not very large. The G.K.U.
however overthrew the power of the jobbers and head jobbers and
brought the nwOc and files into activity. Many of the jobbers thus
lost the backing of the prestige of the Union, commissions on
subscriptions and their illegal earnings. The mill-owners (in some
cases prompted by the jobber) naturally raised the cry of
discipline being lost and production suffering on account of
subscription collection inside the mill, though this was done only
once a month and during pay hours of the mill. We were not going
to give up this right, and some of the mills had to strike for this.
nu our arrest, we continued to realise dues on pay days inside the
mills though the opposition from the mill-owners was growing.
The biggest grievance of the mill-owners was about the Mill
Committees which according to them were becoming almost
parallel organs of supervision and control. This was expressly
voiced by them before the Pearson Court of Inquiry appointed
after the General Textile Strike· of 1929. 'The Court in its report
observes: '"1bere is ample evidence to show that in the middle of
November the G.K.U. had collected sufficient strength and that
the effect of its policy was being keenly felt· by the mill-owners.
One of the chief grievances of the mill-owners which is said to
have caused most of the strikes that took place from the middle of
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November was the working and methods of the Mill Committees
formed by the G.K.U. for each mill and the doings of the members
of such Mill Committees" (page 13). Further on it observes: ''The
interference by the members of the Mill Committees with the
management was subversive of discipline, and the lightning
strikes which were brought about by these members were not such
as could be tolerated by the mill-owner~". The Pearson Court sat
from 6th July 1929 to 21 st July, as constituted under section 4 of
the Trade Disputes Act of 1929. It was asked not only to er.quire
into the General Textile Strike then going on, but also to report on
disputes and agreements which had taken place before the Meerut"
arrests of 20th March 1929, and with which the new office bearers
elected after our arrests were not expected'to be fully conversant.
All the papers affecting these methods were lying here in Meerut
in the charge of the Additional District Magistrate who was
enquiring into this case. When I applied for certain papers being
sent to assist the Union in its case before the Court of Inquiry the
Prosecution informed the Magistrate that they were required by
them, though in the end they never put in those papers before this
Court as their exhibits. As the Court of Inquiry was going to
enquire into agreements arrived at in some cases between myself
on behalf of the G.K.U. and the mill-owners and also those
negotiated by the other office bearers, I wrote to the General
Member of the Government of Bombay on 7tb July 1929 saying
"some terms of reference before the Court of Inquiry refer to that
period and to mills, the agreements and understandings regarding
which were mainly arrived at thr9ugh me. And if I remember
aright I have been accused of not observing them by the President
of the Mill-owners' Assoct.lion. Will you let me know how the
Court can enquire into the dispute, when the office bearers of the
Union who were present during and parties to agreement in the
first stage of the dispute (that is before 1929 April) are not allowed
to give their viewpoint and evidence on those matters and
especially when such matters are made a part of the terms of
reference. Does your Government think that an enquiry
conducted without the viewpoint of such principal parties to
certain agreements and disputes under enquiry can be considered
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exhaustive, impartial and fair?" A copy of this letter was sent to
the Court also. The General Department of the Bombay Government acknowledged receipt of the letter in its No. 7565-D-P T2
dated 20th July 1929. The question was also raised by the
representatives of the Unioit before the Court. In para 5 of their
report the Court observes: "In the course of the enquiry it was
suggested to us that Mr. Dange and possibly some others who
were standing their trial at Meerut should be called to give
evidence before us on the ground that they being the officials of
the G.K.U. prior to their arrest on the 20th March were the proper
persons to depose relating to the affairs of that Union prior to that
date. Ordinarily speaking that was a suggestion to which effect
might reasonably have been given." The Court, however, refused
to do what "reasonably" should have been done. The reason they
gave was that we would have been cross-examined on matter~
which were being enquired into in this case and it might have
harmed our interests. The Court also says that especially in view
of this fact wl'len the Mill-owners' Association wanted to lead
evidence to show that the G.K.U. was being used by the
Communists as a cover for their activities, it was disallowed by
the Court as trespassing on the field of the Meerut case (para 6.)

DI- 21.12.31
Such a solicitude for justice being meted out to us did not,
however, prevent the Court from considering and using facts and
papers that are evidence in this case-viz. "the Red Army
Handbill" Exhibit P. 967, and the Kranti issue in Exh: P. 1744 and
agreements and letters in D. 432. This Court of Inquiry sat and
inquired under circumstances which expose the reactionary and
sabotaging nature of the Trade Disputes Act under which it was
formed and the uselessness of such courts in the workers'
struggle. The Court refused to do what should have been done
''reasonably" as they themselves admit, i.e. they refused to hear
the Meemt prisoners on the subject matter of disputes on which
they alone were competent to speak. Having disposed of matters
under inquiry in the period prior to March 1929, what was done
with the matters arising from the strike that was actually on? The
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Government appointed the Court on 6th July and on 12th July
arrested two of the leaders of the G.K.U. who at that time were in
a position to conduct the case of the Union before the Court,
which held five sittings without their presence as representatives
of the Union. Ultimately, the Government sentenced them to six
weeks' imprisonment on l 9th July and the Court used to call them
under guard from the prison to conduct the G.K.U. case. With the
men connected with events prior to March 1929 in Meerut prison
and with men connected with events after March 1929 in the
Bombay prison the Court of inquiry sat and judged the G.K.U.
with what they called impartiality and fairness !

133. Why we formed Mill Committees
The Court quoted a statement of mine on the function of Mill
Committees and lightning strikes made before the Fawcett
Inquiry Committee. That statement was nothing but a description
of the position of Mill Committees as conceived by the
constitution of the G.K.U. The Court observed that the
constitution of the Union was quite sane and did not confer on the
Mill Committees or their members individually power to call a
strike. According to the constitution the Committees were "purely
advisory" bodies. The Court has accused us of not observing the
sane rule. I do not deny that the Mill Committees did exercise
powers more than what were conferred on them by the constitution of the Union, and that I did not attempt to bring these
Committees strictly within the limits of the rules and their literal
interpretation. But this does not mean that I endorsed every action
of the Mill Committees. The constitution of the G.K.U. was
obviously a copy from that of the B.T.L.U., in which the Mill
Committees were given only advisory power. During the working
of the Committees I found that that rule was not calculated to
develop the initiative of the workers, and their capacities of study,
organisation, management etc. For these they must have powers
to take certain steps with regard to their demands and grievances
in individual mills as apart from the demands common to the
whole industry. I also fouRd that they were not required to be able
to do this. They took initiative and powers of their own accord and
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it was against my principles to lesson their initiative by pointing
out to the letter of the constitution. They were controlled only so
far as to guide their actions in a disciplined channel, conformable
with the general interests of all the workers, and to give them a
proper perspective in mattlks which were immediately beyond
their comprehension and in which therefore their individual
actions were likely to conflict with the general line of the
movement. It was, therefore, quite natural for the Court to find the
Mill Committees not strictly in accordance with the constitution.
The Court wanted us to make the Committees conform to an
obviously faulty constitution. We wanted the constitution to
advance according to the situation, when a particular struggle has
far outgrown the limits of the constitution and not that the workeri.
should go back within the limits of a faulty one. The bourgeois
nature of that Court is seen in another remark it makes. It calls the
power conferred in practice upon each officer of the Mtll
Committee to negotiate with the owners or declare a strike as "an
act on the pd'rt of the G.K.U. which clearly disclosed a
revolutionary tendency." (Page 19 of their report.) It is not a fact
that each individual member of the Mill Committees had power to
or did declare a strike though he had powers to approach the
management on the question of grievances of his department
However, there is no harm in permitting the Mill Committees as a
whole to declare strikes under certain circumstances. It is wellknown that in India the employers make changes in wage rates
and conditions of work and dismiss workers without any previous
notice to the workers or their organisations. Naturally, when the
workers are suddenly confronted with changes they also are
entitled to suddenly refuse to work. Lightning strikes are direct
effects of the highly anarchic conditions in the industry and the
refusal of the bourgeoisie to recognise the workers' organisations
or consult and inform them of proposed changes, a minimum right
of trade unions recognised by the bourgeoisie in all advanced
countries. Lightning strikes against such an order of things,
against assaults on worlcers or confiscatory fines and dismissals
become absolutely necessary and justified; and every Mill
Committee must have powers to directly negotiate and take action
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on such matters as immediately affect its workers. There is
nothing revolutionary in this. And even if it is, it is bound to be
acted upon by the workers in every organisation to protect their
interests.
Reformist trade unions, afraid of,Iispleasing the bourgeoisie,
do not want the Mill Committees or Factory Councils to take
initiative in direct action, where necessary, in India. They want to
keep these Committees as "purely applicant bodies," standing in
all humility before the trade union bureaucracy sitting at the tlead
Office. The reformists do not want the workers to learn all the ins
and outs of the industry and be seriously capable and efficient to
take over the control and management of the factories when the
necessity will arise. On the contrary, we want the workers to learn
the whole mechanism of production and distribution and become
capable of exercising workers' control when the factories will be
nationalised; and the Mill Committees are schools for such
education. They are bodies through which you feel the pulse of
the workers. They are advisory in the sense that they advise the ·
Central leadership on the workers' mood, their grievances, the
state of organisation and the steps that are to be taken on a scale
larger than that ofone individual mill or factory. In relation to the
organised central leadership of the Union which is and ought to be
formed from the essence of the best elements drawn from the Mill
Committees, they are "advisory" before an action is determined
upon and the "executive" organs when a certain action is to be
carried out. In relation to the management they represent, direct
and impose the will of the workers on the management in order to
improve the working conditions or prevent their deterioration in
the individual factory conetrned.
It was this unprecedented rank and file participation in the
work of the Union which made the mill-owners feel "the effects
of its policy'; (The report of the Pearson Court.) The mill-owners
had thought of breaking down completely the resistance of the
workers by attacking them immediately after the big six months'
strike. But they had und~restimated the capacity of the workers.
When they were asked by the Court why they agreed to wage
increases, as shown in the agreement made by them with the
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G.K.U., they replied that it was done in order to purchase peace. If
these gentlemen were so anxious for peace why did they resist an
agreement which they ultimately made, for six months? Not for
peace but because at that time stocks had accumulated and they
could afford to close down "for a few months which would have
served two purposes--one of putting down the workers and
another of getting the stocks off their hands. Now they wanted
to trade and therefore wanted peace. They wanted peace from
the workers in the name of the Agreement, but themselves
continued to attack the wages of the workers. Certainly we were
not those gentlemen of the Delhi Pact to give them such a kind
of peace!
This Court of Inquiry was the first to be appointed under the
Trade Disputes Act. The faithfulness it displayed towards its
masters, the bourgeoisie and its verdict agaiftst the workers, have
amply justified our criticism that the Trade Disputes Act is a
Strike Breakers' Act and as such must be scrapped. If ever a
disillusionmen( was required by the workers about it, it was
provided by the results of this Inquiry Court. There are still many
Yellow reformists and even some "radical" leaders who,
whenever the workers want to resist the terrorism and retrenchment practised by the employers (whether State or private),
always send appeals to the Government to intervene and appoint a
Court of Inquiry under the Trade Disputes Act. They do this not so
much to stay the workers' sufferings as from their fear of the
working-class revolt. The Trade Disputes Act is a Strike Breakers'
Act and therefore, those who ask Government to use it for
preventing or settling a dispute naturally become strike breakers,
deserving to be severely dealt with and brought to their senses by
the organisations of the workers in which they work, in order to
save them from degeneration.

134. Partidpatlon in Fawcett Committee's work-Ex. P. 967frletion with the B.T.L.U. and B.M.W.U.
Side by side with its organisational work the 0.K.U. was
conducting the workers' case before the Fawcett Committee
appointed according to the October agreement. 1be mill-owners
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several times raised the question of the small sectional strikes
before the Committee, which sometimes inquired about the
reasons of the strikes and gave its ruling whether they amounted
to a breach of the agreement or not. Our attitude to such rulings
was that when we found that the matter was not strictly within the
tenns of the agreement and the Committee being unacquainted
with the industry was incapable of really grasping the issues of the
disputes, we pressed our claims with the mill-owners in spite of
the Committee's views. This was quite necessary and within the
tenns of the agreement. It has been suggested that as soon as we .
agreed to call off the strike on certain conditions, we began
preparations for another strike and broke die spirit and also the
terms of the agreement by such preparations and therefore
the 71 lightning strikes took place (vide Mr. James' Address.)
Now there is no doubt about the fact that in the Kranti of
October 13, 1928. I wrote the article that the strike was not ended
but suspended. The handbill of I 2th October also said "in order to
pursue the new fight for the demands of all mills to a successful
close a preparation for six months is necessary (Ex. P. 967.) The
Pearson Court quotes the words "six months" in italics thereby
hinting that the big strike of April 1929 coming as it did exactly
six months after this handbill of October 1928, was carried out
according to a definitely pre-arranged plan of giving "no peace till
Capitalism is overthrown" (Their Report page 10.) But all these
suggestions and innuendoes are baseless and fail to understand
the October agreement as also our subsequent condud in
outlining the programme in the handbill. There was nothing in the
October agreement to prevent us from making new demands,
which were not subject matter of the inquiry before the Fawcett
Committee. For example, a strike that occurred in the Dawn Mills
had as one of its reasons the non-fulfilment by the management of
a promise they had given to the workers that they would put up a
decent dining place for the workers. Such a strike was not banned
t>y the October agreemept. Then again the agreement was quite
temporary. The mill-owners had agreed to maintain the wages of
March 1927 and not to extend rationalisation, only until the
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Committee reported on the matters before them. As soon as the
Report was out the mill-owners were free to do what they liked.
We thought that the Committee would not take more than six
months to finish its work. If the Committee were to uphold the
mill-owners' side, as they adtually did on important matters, what
were we to do? The workers were not going to allow a wage-cut or
extension of rationalisation. Also we had agreed to the rational
system in a few mills only during the truce period and were free to
fight out that system after that. All this could not be done without
organisation. The mill-owners were not in need of any
programme like that issued by us. They had the police and
military as their "volunteers," they had the banks for their "strike
fund" and they had the whole bourgeois press for their "lecturers."
They had everything ready to smash us, while we had yet to
get together the modest forces outlined in•our handbill, before
the period of agreement expired. The mill-owners had already
said before the Committee that they would introduce the standard
and rational s'ystems some time in October 1929 (Fawcett
Committee Report, page 127). So if there was a plan of another
general strike it was conditional upon the nature of the report of
the Fawcett Committee and the attitude of the mill-owners. If the
prospect of an attack was so clearly outlined before us by the millowners themselves were we not entitled to issue the programme
as in P. 967?
The mill-owners understood this very well and they took steps
against the G.K.U. They issued orders to stop collection of Qnion
dues inside the mills and to victimise the Mill Committee
members. There was also another party which would have liked
the G.K.U. to go down. This was the three rival Unions in the
industry--(l) the G.K.M., the rump of the old Mahamandal;
(2) the B.T.L.U. of Mr. N. M. Joshi; and (3) the Bombay Millworkers' Union of Jhabwala. The tremendous growth of the
G.K.U. hfKf pushed all these three Unions into the background.
Only the B.T.L.U. tried to hold some ground in the first two
months but it failed. Jhabwala 's Union was fonned of a few
hundred mechanics mainly, whose hours of work were being
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increased and who showed some amount of "craft-separatism".
The B.T.L.U. was completely ousted from alJ areas except
Madanpura and Kurla. It clashed with us directly on two
occasions and failed. One was on behalf of two jobbers who were
dismissed by the management on pressure from the workers. The
B.T.L.U. asked the management for their reinstatement but it
could not be done as the workers had refused to work under them.
The management finding the two Unions making contradictory
demands took the dispute before the Fawcett Committee
(November 27, 1928). The Committee refused to go into the .
matter as it had no jurisdiction. The jobbers also approached some
of our principal leaders who were their old acquaintances. But
that also did not help them as the rank and file were determined
not to work under them in any case. The Mill-workers' Union
remained a negligible force. After the agreement of October 1928,
when it was found that the Sassoon workers resisted the
agreement, the leader of this Union attempted to make out before
his membership that he did not advise or agree to such an
agreement. This was an attempt not to face issues honestly but to
throw the blame op other parties. The agreement contained only
one signature that of Mr. N. M. Joshi on behalf of the Joint Strike
Committee and every one could play the dirty game of saying that
he for one had nothing to do with it It was in answer to such an
attempt that a specific mention of the names of all those who were
present at the October conference and had agreed to the truce
terms was made in the handbill issued to the Sassoon workers
(Ex. P. 966). Another attempt by the same Union to secure a
footing was made in December. It was after the attack of certam
hirelings on the G.K.U. leaders and the consequent clash with the
police on 12th December 1928. The Mill-workers' Union on the
same day sent out a letter to several mills telling them that they
stood for industrial peace unlike other Unions. (It was a
suggestion that they did not approve of such happenings as took
place on 12th December 1928.) It was an attempt to build up a
Union by agreement of i~ustrial peace with the mill-owners. But

all such attempts failed.
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135. The attack of llth and ftrin1of12th December 1928the cause of handbill P. 929-tbe second attack which
went wrong
The G.K.M. 's attempts were not those of a Union as such, but
of a blacklegging agency ''>f gangsters. The B.T.L.U. and the
B.M.W.U. had at least stood with the General Strike of 1928 and
though refonnists they had not yet become regular gangster
agencies. (It is said the B.T.L.U. degenerated into one in the strike
of April 1929.) The G.K.M. was nothing but a group of a few men
of the under-world led by a gangster, whom we called "dada" in
Bombay. This gang now wanted to break the G.K.U. and followed
the well-known method of gunmen. A false message was received
on 11 th December noon in our head office by a phone that there
was trouble at the Sassoon Spinning and Weaving Mills. This mill
is situated in the locality inhabited by this gangster. On rece1V1ng
the message according to our usual practice, two of our Icade~
with two others went in a car to the mill. It was found there from
the managemerlt that there was some very unimportant complaint
about a jobber, which we now think was only stage-managed.
When our representatives came out and boarded their car, it was
attacked by ten or fifteen men. The main attack fell on Mr. Kasie
and another who were severely injured on the head. Nimbkar also
got slight scratches. The assailants decamped. They were led by
one K. Broker, who is a notorious gangster in the locality and
stood behind the G.K.M. A complaint was lodged at the Police
Station. The police made it a summons case and of course failed
to trace the assailants. The workers when they heard the news
flocked to the Union Office to find out if all were safe and in the
morning they closed down about fifty mills in protest of the
attack. About 10,000 of them, it appears went to the gangster's
place in rage and razed it down. The gang had already fled. When
the demonstration was going through Lalbag, the police tried
to snatch the Red Flag carried by one of them. This led to a
clash. ~ police opened fire and killed four workers and injured
18. The police report says that thirty of their forces were injured.
but curiously enough fails to mention altogether the cause of
the clash.
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Of the four dead, three were textile workers and orie was a
motor mechanic The presence of a motor mechanic 4111ongst
the dead shows the way of fmng by the pohce force The
procession which came mto clash wnh the pohce was entirely of
mill-workers. There was no chance of any motor mechamc. taking
part m 1t, neither was 1t accompanied by any motor cars The death
of the mechamc can be explamed soleJy by the fact that the
police 1Ddulged ID 1Dd1scnmmate fmng, a larger and more gnm
feature of which was later on expenenced by the people of
Sholapur ID May 1930 Fare where you hke was the rule that
guided the pobce and naturally every passerby and inhabitant of
the locabty was ID danger and one such pai;serby happened to be
the mechamc.
Thei;e attacks and armed terronsm agamst defenceless workers
were bound to excite feelings In the mommg of l 2th, after
dtsper~mg the workers that had gathered m front of my house JUSt
near the head office of the Umon, I ru~hed to the press and 1i;sued
a handbill mformmg the workers of the safety of the persons who
were attacked and requestmg them not to close down the mills
But before the handbtll could be fully dt~tnbuted, the finng had
taken place Immediately we had to take ~tepi; about the funeral of
the four workers From the mortuary we took the three bodies of
the textile workers, (the body of the mechamc havmg been taken
dway by his relauons and fnends) and earned them to the
crematonum some males away There we got them photographed
by a photographer who had his shop near the Umon office and who
1s Prosecution witness no. 189 Armed pohce lomes accompamed
us an along and prevented any procession or demonstration They
forced on us a homed cmmatton, so that a large number ol
workers may not assemble at the ceremony The photographs were
taken for two reasons. It 1s now a gener.U practice to take photographs of firing, demonstrations etc. for their news value and
ds a remembrance. But there was also one more specific reason
for us.
There was a negligible element of communahst oppos1t1on m
the Union, helped and guided by the Non-Brahmm Party, whtch
under the influence of Government worktng through one of its
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Ministers, who was himself a party member, was trying to create a
schism in the Union on caste issues. The Bombay organisation of
this Party had followed the mean tactic of inciting the communal
and superstitious prejudices of the Hindu workers by telling them
that we had taken no care ~ arrange for the observance of proper
Hindu rites, in the cremation of Parasram Jhadhov who had fallen
in the firing on 23rd April 1928. Their paper, the Kaiwari, had
especially selected Nimbkar and myself for the attack, as we
happened to be born by natural accident of Brahmin parents. In
order to guard against such allegations we took the precaution to
have the photograph and publish it in the Kranti of l3th January
1929-Exh: P. 1744. The photograph is here D 417.
After finishing with the funeral I went to the press again and
issued another handbill-Exh: P. 929. The Prosecution have
exhibited this second handbill, but have noU>roduced the first one
of the morning of the same d\ly. Both these handbills were
primarily meant to send the workers back to the mills so that the
commotion bp' reduced and therewith the chances of fumrshmg
some excuse to the mill-owners and Government to make a more
determined attack on the workers and the G.K.U. But 11uch
appeals to the workers were not to be made in a demoralising or
frightening tone. No doubt they had to be told that they were
powerless at that moment before the organised armed forces. At
the same time we could not say that they were absolutely
powerless. They were told to avoid a direct clash with the police
forces, not with humanitarian considerations but because in the
present state of the workers' organisations the losses would have
been far greater than the gains. For example, the workers were
right when they refused to give up the flag and resisted. They were
right when they closed down the mills and rallied behind the
G.K.U. That one single move consolidated the rank and file more
than anything else could have done. But it would have been a
mistake to continue the strike. All these considerations
detenni,ied the tone and slogan of the handbill. It was a call for
militant organisation as well as an exhortation to resume work.
Only on such a basis couJd peace be restored, side by side with
the full use of the tiemendous response of the wodcers for
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further organisational work of the Union. Hence the handbill
P. 929 is, as it should have been, in conformity with Trade Union
Principles.
The police who were cold and negligent about our complaint
against the assaults of J1th December, were however very prompt
and enthusiastic about the happenings of the 12th. They wanted to
catch some men amongst us on the allegation of having incited the
workers to go and destroy the gangsters' den. One by one all the
prominent workers of the G.K.U. were summoned to the Police
Station and a searching cross-examination was carried out, but it
failed to lead to anything.
.
This attack was an outcome of an organised conspiracy of the
blacklegging gang of the G.K.M. whme leading spirit was
Borkar, helped by the mill-owners and the police. The swift
advantage which the mill-owners tried to take of this incident
lends support to this statement. On the very day the clash took
place, the mill-owners held a special meeting at 3 O'clock in the
noon, and discussed whether they should declare a lock-out as the
workers had closed down the mills without reason of any genuine
trade dispute. Some of the more shrewd amongst them saw the
danger of a general mass discontent if such steps were taken m
the tense atmosphere of the day and the proposal was dropped.
They then decided to ask the Government to arrest the leaders of
the G.K.U. and declare it an unlawful association. Accordingly a
deputation waited on the Governor of Bombay in December 1928.
The Governor's reply though not encouraging at the moment
assured the mill-owners that it was behind them and would take
steps to smash militant Labour. But immediately Government did
not accede to the mill-ownws' request as it had not yet tried all its
indirect methods of gangster attacks, prompting inter-union
rivalry, financing anti-G.K.U. groups, and in the end provoking
communal pogroms. In the next three months all these were
tried and on their failure, they resorted to the action of 20th
March, 1929.
Emboldened by the connivance of the police towards their
~urderous attack, anoth~r set of hirelings attempted to way\ay me
ID

a more daring manner than they had done on J Jth .December.
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They knew that the ruse of a telephone message and luring us in
their quarters would not work this time. So this time they planned
the action to take place just near our Head Office. In December,
another gangster came to the Head Office at about 8 in the
morning which was my u~al time to come there and start going to
the various mills for settle\nent of complaints etc. I found about
50 men standing in groups at various comers of the street. When I
was going near the tram stand just near the office of the Umon, a
swaggering fellow smelling liquor asked me where Mr. Dange
was. This question confirmed my suspicion. In December it was
impossible to find any worker in the majority of mills, who did
not know most of us. Moreover, I knew the face and name of this
gang leader, as I had information collected about almost all
important gangsters in the mill area since the last attack. So I
pointed him towards the office where I told him he would find the
man he wanted. He and four or five of hil companions who al!.o
being non-workers but disguised as workers did not recogmse me,
went to the o~ce and created a scene there but failed to get what
they wanted. On my return I met a newspaper reporter who used
to see us daily for news about strikes and other matters. I told him
of the morning "joke." True to his bourgeois s.alt he perverted
what I had told him and flashed the story on the wires. Having had
experience of the happening of l 2th December I took the
precaution to write to the various centres of the Union a letter m
my own hand, telling them to inform the workers that any new~
appearing in the press about any attack on me should not be
believed and that I was quite safe. In spite of this the Mill
Committees sent messengers to inquire about the truth of the news
and the timely steps taken by them prevented a probable closing
down of mills and a further clash. These two successive attempts
in the same month, the use made of them by the mill-owners and
the indirect help of the police convinced us that serious efforts
were being made to terrorise in the first instance the leaders of the
G.K.U. or in the alternative to provoke clashes and pogroms. It
became, therefore, more necessary to strengthen the organisation
and also be on guard against the incitement of communal warfare.
faint signs of which were showing themselves.
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136. The consolidation of the G.K.U.-the programme of
funds and volunteers as worked out-the G.K.U.
finances-Exhibits P. 949, 959, 971 and 982
The offensive of our opponents had an electric effect on our
organisational programme. The workers became convinced of
the eecessity of carrying out the programme regarding the
membership, funds and volunteers, which was drawn up on the
assumption that within six months the Fawcett Committee
would finish its work and help the employers with their
verdict. During the last strike the Joint Strike Committee had
found itself short of funds in spite of the receipt of over
Rs. 1,11,000. Moreover we did not expect the co-operation of
the reformists in the next strike, if it ·were forced upon us.
Neither did we expect Government to allow the help from the
international proletariat to reach us. This was clearly
demonstrated in the strike of April 1929 which took place after
the publication of the Fawcett Report. However it would be
wrong to suppose that we had definitely fixed upon a general
textile strike in the immediate future. Even if there had been no
Inquiry Committee or no prospect of an immediate conflict,
the programme! \va!t necessary for the purposes of building up
Trade Unionism. We succeeded only m fulfilling half of the
programme in the three full working months of November,
December and January. The month of February was darkened
by the Hindu-Muslim riots, the effects of which were felt even
till the end of March. If we had been left in peace, we would
have got every man and woman in the mills inside the Union.
But Imperialism did not want to tolerate even simple Trade
Unionism in India, and therefore carried out the Union
smashing raids of 20th March 1929.
The Prosecution have put into exhibits certain papets and books
of the G.K.U. concerning the financial side of our Union work,
concerning some receipts and disbursement of moneys. Their
purpose is not clear in putting in tliese papers and exhibits. If it is
meant to show that I was handling large sums of money as a
General Secretary of )he Union, the exhibition
these halfcomplete careless jottings was superfluous. A reference to the

of
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resolutions of the Union, the bank account and the five names of
the office bearers, any three of which could jointly operate the
accounts, would have given a more faithful picture. What tias been
done is to put in a so-called daily cash-book, which is not written
by any of the office-beareri.of the Union (Exh: P. 959) and covers
in a very incomplete manner certain days in February, and then
even mentions the receipts and disbursement done through the
writer alone and not of the whole Union. It is in fact a note of
transactions done by the head clerk of the Union and does not in
any way reflect the financial condition of the G.K.U. since it
scrappily mentions some items for only 32 dates out of a period of
5~ months. It is not a cash-book of the Union at all. The other two
exhibits are P. 949, a bunch of papers and P. 971, a pencil-written
notebook, both mentioning certain figures of Union moneys. In
the Lower Court the Prosecution had also put in P. 982, a piece of
paper with certain figures, probably of rupees mentioned against
the names of Bradley, Usmani etc. but it was not put to any
handwriting 1'i.tness to show whose paper it was. The Prosecution
however withdrew this exhibit in this Court. As for P. 949 one
paper marked No. 6 was shown to P.W. 133, Colonel Rahman but
was noi shown to the Handwriting Expert of the Prosecution, P. W.
277. Out of this bunch of papers P. 949, though at the beginning
the Prosecution wanted to use only No. 6 they later on seemed to
have decided to use the whole lot, as it appears from the selected
figures they have printed in detail from pages 21 to 31 of this
exhibit. As for P. 971, the poor thing has also suffered from
negligence which it does not deserve. For if the other two
contained figures by a hundred, this exhibit mentions imposing
sums running into thousands. But the modest Mr. James did not
like to pursue these thousands with the same zeal as he pursued his
or those of the Strike Relief Fund coming from outside India.
Though the Prosecution have used the commandeered services of
four handwriting witnesses, they never allowed them to set their
profane eyes on this exhibit. When an excellent Lieutenant·
colonel I.M.S. and a handwriting expert attached to the highest
secret service of the Government were not asked to detennine the
parentage of this exhibit why should a layman like myself
interfere in the job?
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There are ve!Y powe~l reasons for this behaviour on the part
o~ the Prosecution. Havmg ~nc~ put the documents in exhibit they
withdrew one out of 4 of this kmd. And with the remaining three
they never dea!t properly. They we~ not refered to in the summing
up of the case m the Lower Court either by the Prosecution or the
Magistrate. Then why are they there at all? The reason is that the
Prosecution have been assailed by their own contradictions. Their
two fundamental theories fight against each other. One is the
theory of Moscow gold, the interpretation of every act of ours
being backed by Moscow gold. And the second is the theory of the
use of Trade Unions to further the aims of the conspiracy. On the
first theory, they say these accused had no funds to carry on theii
activities; they appealed to Moscow and worked with Moscow
gold. Having said that they laid their hands on the G.K.U. and,
probably to their surprise, find that there are thousands of rupees
lymg in its bank account paid by the textile workers and the
thousands of subscription receipts, and vouchers stand there in all
defiance as a challenge to the ridiculous theory of Moscow
financing everything. But then the Prosecution cannot go back on
their second theory, and, true to their Imperialism which is full of
contradictions, they stuck to their contradiction, seized a few
papers mentioning some small sums against the names of some of
the accused as having been paid by the G.K.U. in its routine work
they have come fonh to say: "Here is a Trade Union and there i~ a
band of conspirators and in between we put, your Honour, some
papers with sums of 10,20, l 00. Obviously the most clear
conclusion is that the Trade Unions financed the conspiracy or if
you like the conspiracy financed the Trade Unions." They have
refused to see that if they mention this, then the necessity of
Mo~cow gold is ruled out; and if they retain fully the Moscow gold
then the Union gold is ruted out. The two are mutually exclusive
for the reason that a "clever conspirator" (so clever that the
Prosecution say that it took its clever police three years to unearth
us while a Bombay daily was actually using our "most sec~t"
morning letter in its evening edition) who knows that the pohce
are after him would not do the costly experiment of asking for
Moscow gold, when he has a Union worth thousands to back him.
In order to get out of th~ muddle, they practised two things. They
kept back all papers that would show that the Union was
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financially very powerful and secondly they put forth some halfcomplete documents and scratchy notes to show that moneys were
being mysteriously handed out, in many a case appearing as large
"suspense" items; and what is a suspense item, if not a suspicious
conspiratorial item holdi- the fate of the Empire in painful
suspense?
If the Prosecution had taken care to be less slipshod they would
have found that while the so-called Cash Book, P. 959 would
mention one item as suspense, it fails to mention anything
between 7th and 15th February, 1929. At the same time P. 949 on
paper Nos. 27 and 28 summarises a number of vouchers for these
dates and over and above leaves a large space after each date in
order to mention some more that might come in. D 562 (the letter
of the Joint Treasurer of the G.K.U., Mr. B. T. Alwe, dated 16th
February, 1929) mentions having received Rs. 5,680-12-0 while
the so-called Cash Book has no such refe~nce at all. Then there i~
one more thing about P. 949. Paper No. 19 on which accorchng to
the Prosecuti9n some figures are written in my hand, shows a total
of Rs. 10,029-7-6 as money said to have been paid in the head
office in February, 1929 while paper No. 20 gives the total of
expenditure of Rs. 12,675-9-3. Part of paper No. 19 is in one hand.
part in another, while nothing is said as to who wrote No. 20,
neither is it alleged that it is mine. If any one tries to build any
conclusions from such figures he either does not understand
anything of accounts or he is deliberately drawing dishone~t
conclusions, because none of these papers is in any sense
complete or written by persons responsible for the income and
expenditure of the Union especially in February 1929. Then again
conclusions drawn from these papers will be cut out by
Exh. P. 971. For example paper No. 19 in P. 949 mentions a total of
Rs. 1700/- from Tardeo for three dates, 14th and 18th February
and Sth March but does not mention Rs. 400/- found on
4th February in P. 971 and P. 959. It also mentions a few sums
from Naigaon centre but does not mention an item of Rs. 3728/found in P. 971 against the same centre. Again paper No. 20 of
P. 949'shows Rs. 1780/- and Rs. 1510/- (total Rs. 3290!-) as being
sent to the bank credit and also tallies with P. 971. But the actual
Imperial Bank Pass Book of the Union D 4S9 shows under deposit
Rs. 4.500/- on JSth February besides these two items on 18th and
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26th. As regards P. 971 by itself, its income side totals Rs. 11623-5-0
while its expenditure coloumn totals Rs. 18402-10-3. It is easy to
see how this happened. Two items of Rs. 3510/- and
Rs. 1OOO/- appear as safe deposits on l 2th February. It appears that
due to the communal ~ots in the city the Imperial Bank at Byculla
where the G.K.U. had its account and which lay in the riotous zone
could not be approached in those days. Hence these sums were
kept with somebody as safe deposits for two or three days and
when the bank could be approached, were partly sent to the bank
and partly expended on current expenses. Thus they appear twice.
So also two sums of Rs. 1000/- and 2000/- are given on 25th and
26th February for bail deposits, the practice being that as soon as'
arrests of workers were reported, somebody used to be sent to the
police stations, with sufficient money to bail out the men and then
separate receipts for different cases were made out. Rs. 2600/- in
D 556 of 27th February (and later on realised by the G.K.U. after
our arrests) is a consolidated receipt with reference to the above
two items, and seems to have been noted in P. 971 on 1.3.29, the
balance being carried into other items of bail. The same thing
happened with this entry as with those of safe deposits and hence
the double mention in the rough jotting~. When these items, which
ordinarily shoukl have been repeated on the income side but do not
appear to have been done probably in order to keep the net income
figures clear of cross-entries are deducted, we get the total
expenditure reduced by Rs. 7710/- which would then come to
Rs. 11292-10-3 against our income of Rs. 11623-5-0. This makes
P. 971 by itself quite intelligtble and the transactions of the person
who kept it quite clear; but it also is not a completel}
representative account of the Union as a whole. This will show
that P. 949, P. 959 and P.97 J are incomplete notes and can give no
idea and yield no complele conclusions about the transactions of
the G.K.U. If the Prosecution and those who agree with them
wanted to draw any fair conclus1ons, they should have exhibited
and studied the over 2,000 vouchers found in search of the
Union-item No. 73 of the search list P. 947. They should have
exhibited, arranged, and summarised in an intelligent form all the
Union papers they seized in the search. Even then also quite a
complete picture woufd not have been possible. Because a~ the
search officer himself 8dmits (M.B.Sait, P.W. 188) "he took only
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what he thought important" and "left the rest behind." Now this
"rest left behind" consisted of a number of files, receipts,
vouchers, registers etc. Without them a complete picture cannot be
presented of the Union membership, of the income and
expenditure and of its fin'1Jcial position in detail. None can &ay
now what has happened to this "rest left behind" because the
police seized the material by breaking the locks and forcing the
doors open, when none of the officers of the Union were present,
and after pillaging the whole thing left it in nobody's charge.
However any false conclusions that may be drawn from the
Prosecution exhibits can be set aright by a reference to the
Defence exhibits filed on these matters, as also a thorough d1ge!lt
of the papers found in item No. 73 of the search list P. 947, which
has not been exhibited so far. Such a digest will show, (correct
within two or three hundreds due to the incompleteness of the
papers especially for the month of Marci!, 1929) that every pie
collected has been spent for the work of the Umon alone and will
smash thoroughly any statement alleging the appropriation of the
Union funds 'or anything but the interest of the workers. Every
rupee paid by the workers is traceable and accounted for in the
documents of the Union, though the mill-owners left me no time
to pay attention to the office work, its regular organisation, a!I
every hour of every day from October to March, I was contmually
on the run due to the 71 strikes, the innumerable individual
complaints from various mills, the sittings of the Fawcett Inquiry
Committee and such other 'things. Naturally, this was bound to
dislocate a certain amount of office work but not to such an extent
as to leave room for reckless statements. A conference of the
bourgeois bodies convened in June 1929 by the Governor of
Bombay made allegations of the unlawful use and sources of the
funds of the G.K.U. and subsequently the Pearson Court wa.,
asked to submit a report on this allegation after examining the
papers of the Union. The report was kept confidential but the fact
that Government could find nothing to take steps against the
Union, as is confessed by it in its note of February 1930, show~
how strong and quite regular our position has been throughout.
From the materials available and put forth in the exhibits and the
searches, the following abstract of the financial positions of the
G.K.U. can be made out.

COLLECTIONS OF THE G.K.U. FROM MAY 1928 TO MARCH 1929
Centre

October

November

December

January

February

March

Total
(By Centres)
(By Months)

!'-I
~

~

;:s

6457 6 0

2057 8 0
2653 12 0

17464 0 0 Oct. 6794 0 0
16095 6 6 Nov. 12283 0 0

OQ
Ill

853 6 0

2769 8 0

17052 7 0 Dec. 15135 4 6

(\

1341
406
2340
781
155

16699
7026
9065
4635
6334

Wadi

720 12 0 2441

0 0 2040 0 0

5893 4 0

4305 8 0

Naigaon

353 11 0 1139 6 0 2341 15 6

3149 4 0

503 8 0 1595 12 0 3916 5 0
Ferg. Rd. 533 .. 0 4427 0 0 1735 II 0
DI. Rd.
400 4 0 2232 14 0 1434 9 0
Tardeo
........
!625 0 0
. ·····
Shtvdi
173 0 0 284 4 0 989 4 0
Hd. Office 41~ 9 0 162 12 0 1046 8 0

7414 0 0

Lall}ag.

6794 0 0 12283 0 0

15135 4 6

6506
2518
3300
1458
861

12 0
80
00
00
00

2155
34
1800
950

00
00
00
00

15 6
50
11 0
40
00

31100 12 0 16555 4 6 12505 15 6
And Collect1ons May to Oct

9437~

II 0 Jan. 31100 12 0
8 0 Feb. 16555 4 6
II 0 Mar. 12505 15 6
12 0
13 0
46

9~374

46

88 12 0

88 12 0

94463 0 6

94463 0 6

Total collect1on ot the Umon from May 1928 to 19th March 1929 were·

,,,-

en

~

...t:c;:s~

~
C::i
~

s.
Ill

!:;i

-s·
~

i:
~

~

94463 0 6
N
VI
VI
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For the purposes of this abstract exhibits P. 949, P. 959, P. 971, and
Defence exhibits D 441, D 442, D 443, D 444, D 446, D 447,
D 448, D 449, D 450, (head office register of receipts for money~
credited there by the centres), D 428 (I), (2) and (3) D 459, D 460,
D 461, D 462, D 559 an'1 D 562 can be consulted. Collection
figures are found in a mbre or less consolidated manner till
January 1929, but those of February are scattered owing to the
complete dislocation of office work and regular routine caused by
the riots in February. This one factor may leave some room to
make some wild statements. But they can be shown to be all
baseless. From all the papers referring to this month's collections,
noted above, the totals, even after accepting the highest figures,
where more than one reference to the same item would require
such a decision, cannot be pushed up by any means beyond
Rs. 16555-4-6. Anybody who would maintain a higher figur~ can
be proved to be in the wrong. Similarly ijt the case of March,
though P. 959 would give a total of Rs. 12098-2-6, I would be
prepared to consider Rs. 12505-15-6 more valid according to
D 441 to D 45Q. Then the results are that limiting ourselves strictly
to D 441 to D'450 for the purposes of October to January we get a
total collection of Rs. 65313-0-6, and adding up February and
March, a total of Rs. 94463-0-6. But if we accept the highest
figures in those cases again wherein two or more cross referencei.
may vary, the above January end total as per D 452 (1) and (2)
will come to Rs. 67154-1-3 which together with February
(Rs. 16555-4-6) and March (Rs. 12505-15-6) comes to
Rs. 96215-5-3. Ultimately basing myself on the present material
and accepting the highest figures in cases where variations within
a few hundreds-quite natural in view of the incompleteness of
the available exhibit material-as correct, I can say that the
workers paid Rs. 96,000/-in round figures to the G.K.U.
Coming to expenditure a reference to D 452 (2) would show it
to be Rs. 14124-3-6 up to January end. There is no such
consolidated sheet for the months of February and March 1929. A
reference to the papers in item 73 of P. 947 for February gives a
total expense of Rs. 5790-4-3. Add to this references in Exh: P. 9~9
and P. C)71 (of Rs. 100+95+100::295) which are not found in item
73 papers, one pronote or rather receipt of Rs. 11 OJ- lodged with
the Union in April 1929 and an item of Rs. 70/- incurred in
D 562. Then deduct Rs. 400/- in P. 959 which would appear once
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as a suspense item but 1s returned m expenditure which can be
.;;een from reference to papers tn item 73 of P 947. This brmg& the
expen~es by vouchers to Rs. 5891-10-9 Then there are depoMt& of
bail money for workers who were cUTested m February and March
m the New Chma Mill case and other ca&es, as also payments
(Rs. 2350/-) made by cheques directly through the bank On the
ba&is of all available material, the ab&tract for February would
work out thus m my terms·
1-ebruary 1929

Income
By l.Ollections

By cheque
on Bank
Other rece1 pts

14 12-l)

1:.xpendnure

R!> 16555-4-6 To Ex.pen'>e\
R'> 2150-0-0 To Bail Depo!>ll~
Rs 'i59-13-9 To 8dnl..
Rs 19465-2- l

100 0 0

Balam.c with Gen
liecrelary

250 0 0

BaJam.e \\ 1th

150-0 0

Olfa.e

25-0-0
559 11 9 (P 9')9)

R~

8241-10-9

R\ 1000-0-0
R!> 7790-0-0

R~

400 11-6

R~

32 12-0

Rs 19465-2-1

(The three items of Ro;; 1180-12-0 returned b)' Jo1Dt Trea1,urer ID
D 562 are ruled out by cros& entneo;; as between office and the
tred5.urer) As regard'> the month of M,uch obvmusly nothmg very
definite can be ~aid as item 73 which contained matenah throwmg
hght on February does not contam any paper" of March But that
'>Uch papel"i there were can be 'Seen from pages 22-2Ci of
Exh P 949 wherem the total of voucher expen~es ID March
"through Dange" come~ it) Rs 1190-10-0 P 959 would .;;how
<,um.;; of R.;; 1809-4-0 be mg handed over to me Thao;; together with
February balance of Rs. 400-11-6 would make R" 2209-15-6
agamst me. Of this Exh p 949 !lhOW!I expenses through me of Rs
1190-10-0 but this is only up to 11 th March There are no papers
regardmg the re~t of the 8 day" tall 20th March
D/-221231

The balance was spent m deposits of ball money

at the pohce

~tattoos which was R!t. 900 or JU!ll thereabouts. This can be
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partially corroborated by reference to D 563. This would leave
Rs. 119-5-6 only specifically against me in March. In D 459
(Imperial Bank Pass Book) we find two cheques of Rs 500 each
cashed on 7th and 16th March, but it is not known by whpm and
for what as they were iqued bearer cheques for "self''. Neither
. ' them on those dates. It means that
does Exh: P. 959 mention
Rs. 1119-5-6 remain to be shown in expenses or balances. Adding
up the disbursements for which record is available, there would
remain to be explained a shortage of Rs. 680-7-0 to make the total
disbursements square with the total receipts. This deficiency al5o
could be corrected if the papers left behind by the Search Officer
were available here. Thus a sum of Rs. 1800-12-6 only awaits a
reference to further relevant records which are not brought here,
and certainly I cannot be held responsible for it. Still I am quite
sure that it can be easily found either in qalances or expenses for
the unrecorded period of 8 days, during which numerous hou5e
searches and launching of cases were being carried out against the
workers deipanding our constant readiness with large cash m
office to release them on bail and give them other help. The
abstract for the month of March on this material would work out
thus:
March 1929
Income
By colJectJons
Balance from Gen
Secretary from Feb
By cheque

By Balance from
Feb. (P959)
By cheque on Bank

Expenditure
12,505-15-6

400-11-6
1,000-0-0
36-4-9

650-0-0

To Voucher P 949

1,190-10-0

P959

573-12-3

.. .

Cheque
Expense, record of
which is not here
To Bad
(P 959, D 563 etc.)
To Bank Deposits

650-0-0

l,800-12-6
2,400-0-0
7960-0-0

\7-\3-0
14,592· 1S-9

a&

14,592-15-9

(Here cl'<>Sb entnes of Rs I, 746 as between the office and Treasurer are cut out
per re£enmces m &bib.Its P. 959 and D 431).
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So we can now strike a consolidated balance-sheet, which
would present a broad but correct outline of the state of the
Unions' finances on the eve of our arrests:
Income
Income Jan. end
February
March

Expenditure
67,154-1-3
16,555-4-6
12,505-15-6

Expense to Jan.end
14,124-3-6
.. Feb.end 11,241-10-9
.. March end 6,615-2-9
Balance m Office
17-13-0
.. at lmpenal Bank 64,4:J5-0-0

96,215-5-3

96,493-14-0,

In a turnover of nearly a lakh of rupees the discrepancy of less
than Rs. 300 is nothing in view of the incompleteness of the
material available in the records put before the Court and also in
search material. Also small mistakes are likely to have occurred in
the above by small suspense sums appearing over again as
expenses through bills and such others and hence the excess
appears on the side of expenses temporarily. They can, I am sure,
correct the above discrepancy. I can state with complete
confidence before the workers without any fear of being disproved
on any material item that till the day of my arrest the workers had
paid into the Gimi Kamgar Union in round figures
Rs. 96,000 out of which Rs. 25,000 were spent on the work of the
Union and Rs. 71,000 were left in the form of cash-balances with
the Imperial Bank, bail deposits at the various police stations, and
some small sums with the Joint Treasurer, Mr. B. T. Alwe. I am
quite prepared to prove, explain and argue on the figures I have
stated and the conclusions drawn, from the documents available
here and even to strengthen and illuminate them, correct to the last
pie, if opportunity were given to me to procure the documents left
behind after search by the police officer, and if they are still
available. This should be sufficient to explode the wild talk about
the G.K.U. money and its "use".
The Gimi Kamgar Union really began to function from
October, after the caJling off of the strike. Since then the

membership began to s0ar up continuously till Januazy, in which
month the ..collection of subscription and Strike Fund WM die
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highest. But it cannot be said from the drop seen in the collections
of February and March 1929 that we would not have been able to
keep up the high membership which was well over 100,000 in
January. The fall in membership in the next two months is not due
to the turning away of ~e workers from the Union as such.
February was a month of communal rioting in Bombay, and the
pay day of the workers, on which all the collections are made, fell
in the middle of the riotous period, and thousands of workers who
had not already left Bombay did so on receiving their pay
straightway. In February for the same reason the mills did not
work to full capacity and therefore our collections in March also
were low. Had it not been for the February calamity we would
have got every man and woman of the remaining 40,000 in the
G.K.U. within the next three months. Every rupee of the ordinary
subscription represents four member~. We had also a Strike Fund
• not compulsory for
of one rupee per head, payment of which was
every member. The special collection of the Strike Fund was less
than Rs. 1O.qfil<> for all the six months together. Deducting th1!.
from the total of Rs. 96,000 we get an average membership
nearing 58,000 from October to March. The lowest being 28,000
in October 1928 and the highest over 100,000 in January 1929.
(The Registrar of Trade Unions in Bombay disbelieved my report
when I informed him in December that our membership was near
80,000 and he persisted in announcing it as 54,000 only. Now at
least from the above figures he should correct himself.) When we
were removed from the field, the Bombay Government in its note
of 25th February 1930, while reviewing the past, observed: "The
Gimi Kamgar Union was the first Union to undertake an intensive
propaganda and to organise a large body of workers into a Trade
Union, with a regular organisation, collection of subscriptions and
accumulation of funds. The other Trade Unions had only a limited
membership although their organisation was on sound enough
lines and they were controlled by well-known social workers." It
was ex.ac;:tly for this reason that the G.K.U. aroused the ire of the
Bombay bourgeoisie and the Government which wrote the above
note. They did not want "a large body of workers into a Trade
Union with a regular organisation." They wanted only such
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uni~ns as had "~ limited membership controlled by well-known
social workers -well-known for their being amenable to
bourgeois reasonableness, their intense efforts to avoid strikes and
guard the interests of both the bourgeoisie and the workers which
ultimately means predominantly to guard the interests' of the
bourgeoisie. If the organ~sers of the G.K.U. would not make way
for these well-known social workers then )mperialism, assisted by
the Indian bourgeoisie, would step in and try to clear the way by
locking their opponents in the prisons. Unfortunately, it has not
helped the well-known sound enough social workers in any way.
J37. The Pearl Mill murder case-(references-Exhibits

P. 958, resolutions of the G.K.U. Managing Committee)
Soon after the attack and firing of December 12th the
G.K.U. was faced with the Pearl Mill murder case. This Mill
had given much trouble to the workers in several ways. It was
running counts 40 yarn on high draft system which very few
mills in Bombay did. It had a large number of Jacquard looms,
which had not yet appeared in the Bombay industry on a very
large scale. It produced many kinds of fancy sorts with high
percentage of 'silk work. The Bombay industry not yet being
used to silk chose the wrong type of material which caused
very great hardships in the weaving department. resulting in a
very heavy fall in the already poor wages of the women
workers in winding. On the ground that they were running 40s
in spinning the mill wanted to reduce half the workers in ring
spinning wherein it employed a large number of women
workers on wages lower than the average for the male
spinners. In Jacquards lhey were trying new varieties, whose
rates they did not want to fix on the former scale on Jacquard
weaving, which was comparatively higher than other weaving
rates. The whole of the Bombay industry was uncertain about
these rates and was clearly experimenting as can be seen from
the fact that even in December t 929, six months after the Millowners' Association had worked out their scheme of
standardised wages ~d work, the Association said that- they
were experimenting with Jacquard and therefore could not
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place any scheme before the Fawcett Committee on that
section of weaving. If they were experimenting they were
certainly not doing it in a laboratory. They were actually
altering wage rates of the existing Jacquard weavers and
testing their reaction. Th•y were experimenting in every mill
that had Jacquard looms. Naturally experiments of the millowners on Jacquard meant experiments on the worker's
earnings and his living. In such a condition was the Pearl Mill.
The workers in this mill had produced like other mills, their
rank and file leaders, who were actively taking part· in the
organisation of the G.K.U. The worker leaders in the Spinning
Section were the first to come in conflict with the mill bosses
on the question of the women spinners, who were being played
off from day-to-day without any wages and also on the ground
of the defectiveness in the highdraft frames. When the workers
told the management to carry out the necessary alterations
before they could work on the frames, the management,
though theylhad agreed with me to set the frames aright,
resented the workers pointing them out the defects; and the
Superintendent of the group of Fazalbhoy Mills wrote to me on
28th November 1928, asking me to stop the Union activities in
the mills and to tell the workers "not to dictate their terms of
working to the Spinning Master." Then there was trouble in the
Jacquards also. The leadership in expressing all these
grievances was. taken by the workers' group in the mill, led by
an intelligent Jacquard weaver by name Papa Miyao. Though
no Mill Committee as such was elected in the miJI, this group
did all the work of a Mill Committee and brought upon its head
the wrath of the bosses, who selected Papa Miyao as their
special victim. They gave him less work on his Jacquard loom,
did not provide him with beams; they set persons against him,
and cut the beam threads in his absence thereby ruining his
wages heavily. Still he would not give up leading the workers'
grievatTces before the bosses and before the G.K.U. AJacquard
weaver of the type of Papa Miyan usually earns about Rs. 100/- or
more per month, if he is supplied regularly with work. But as a
leader of the workers Papa Miyan's earnings fell and that
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skilled man could not even get Rs. 40/-. He had a wife and
young children in his family. His wife was ill while the
vengeance and hatred of the bosses towards him would not let
him earn a living in spite of his great skill. There were small
strikes and trouble. On 20th December he took the grievances
of a few workers to the manager, who threatened him with
dismissal. The mill went on strike on 22nd December, at the
call of the departmental leaders. Papa Miyan had been absent
for two days, and somebody gave it out that he had been
dismissed. The mill struck work for him. The management
maintained that the strike was caused by Papa Miyan, who was.
not dismissed but had resigned voluntarily his job, as he said
he was disgusted with the management~ In the course of the
inquiry carried out by a Committee of the workers themselves,
it transpired that Papa Miyan had used some such words in
anger but had no intention of giving up his job. However the
workers decided that as there were some grounds to say tb.at
Papa Miyao had resigned and had not been dismissed, the
management should take him back. The management
consented to take him back provided he undertook not to call
lightning strikes. The undertaking was given by him and a few
of his fellow workers, on the advice of the G.K.U. to do so, and
work was resumed on 26th December. On 28th December
when the Superintendent of the mills visited, a few complaints
were laid before him by Papa Miyao and other workers. The
Superintendent, who expected the workers to have become
dumb slaves by the undertaking of 26th December, flew into a
rage to find them telling him the defect in management and
their grievances. He flew at them, kicked and abused them.
Fortunately for him the workers held their patience. On the
same day in the noon the Assistant Weaving Master· in the mill,
by name Davar, was killed in the Folding Department near the
weaving shed. A police party was called in, which surrounded
and took charge of the mill. Just when the police were being
posted I arrived at the mill, accompanied by another officer of
the G.K.U. The worke..S were taken out of the mill and one of the
management staff poin~ out to the police some 20 to 25 persons
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from amongst them who were put under arrest. I remained
there till the workers were allowed to leave the mill except
those who were arrested, for whom we then proceeded to make
arrangements for bail and defence. As the police had taken
special note of my arrivtl at the mill just after the incident, two
or three days after I was summoned to the Delisle Road Police
Station and put under a long cross examination for over three
hours as to my knowledge of the incident and the accu!led
workers. They had arrested most of the prominent worker!I
from all departments; but it was difficult to get evidence of
their complicity. While in the pohce station, Papa Miyan wao,
brought from a cell before me and was asked if he knew me
and 1f I was the man who had told him to kill Davar. It wa'
clear from the face of the man that he was bemg starved and
persecuted for a confession. He of cou•se knew me but denied
that he had committed the crime or that I had asked him to do
anything. The police examined me very critically as to how I
came to thl! mill just when they were arnving there. They
suggested that my arrival pointed to a previous knowledge on
my part of the incident or the plan. They then wanted to know
how Mill Committees were formed, and who the membero,
were in this Mill's Committee. I explamed the constitution of
the G.K.U. on the matter. But as the Pearl Mill had had no Mill
Commntee offically confirmed by the G.K.U. there wa!I nc
question of any names. As regards my arrival at the mill, it wao,
on account of a previous appointment made by the
management of the mill with me for settlement of certain dispute.,
The police were not satisfied with this. They hunted at the Centre
Office at Ferguson Road for any records of the Mill Committee
meetings in order to find out if the murder had been discussed and
decided upon by the committee as a whole. But they could get
none. When they got an approver from the accused, he told them
that he (the approver) had phoned for me at the head office to
come to the miH at 12-30 in the noon in view of the kicking
incident and the consequent indignation of the workers. But the
phone on his own admission was not received by me at all. On
reference to the management. the police were told that the mill-
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management had asked me by a letter to be at their office
at 4 p.m. for settlement of disputes and that happened
to be the time when police arrived on the scene and :.aw me
there. This disappointed them and they left persecuting
the accused for implicating any of the Union officers
or myself.
The G.K.U. engaged four counsels for the accused who were
twenty in number. One of the coun~els was a barrister,
belonging to the Parsi community by name Mr. B. J. Wadia
(who later on became a justice of the Bombay High Court)~
The man who was murdered was a Parsi and it may be
remembered that the managerial staff of the Bombay mills is
mostly composed of Anglo-Indians and Parsis. The Parsi
bourgeoisie at once approached Mr. Wadia not to take up the
case for us as the murdered man was a Parsi. But Mr. Wadia
did not withdraw from the case. The defence of the accused
was not left to the relatives who had come to Bombay on
receiving the news. The G.K.U. by a resolution of the
Managing Committee of 16th January 1929 (Ex. P. 958)
sanctioned money for this case. Over Rs. 3,000/- were paid to
the counsels and Rs. SOO/- spent on other allied matters. The
case was heard by Mr. Justice Blackwell, who from his
summing up to the jury and his general behaviour throughout
the case appeared to be a bit vindictive and under the influence
of the newspaper propaganda against the Red Flag Union. The
jury returned a divided verdict. Justice Blackwell would not
have it. He sent back the jury to try and see if they could get a
unanimous verdict. The Jury went back, tried and saw. It
returned with a unanimous verdict. All those that were selected
and emphasised upon in the summing up were declared guilty
and the rest not guilty. Judgment was delivered at 8 in the
night in the Bombay High Court on l 8th March, 1929,
sentencing two, Papa Miyan and Maruti, to death, five to
transportation for life, °Jhree to various terms of imprison~nt
and acquitting ten.
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On l 9th March in the night when Imperialism was distributing
its armed forces in the city of Bombay to prepare for the next
morning, I was writing ttie special issue of the Kranti on the Pearl
Mill case, in which I wrote "the Court of the British Government
has given a decisiotl which will satisfy the friends of
Capitalism.... the law throughout the world is the law of the
bourgeoisie". Six hours after I wrote this for the unfortunttte victnns
of the Pearl Mill case, I myself was m the grip of that very law.
The Kranti with this article appeared on the morning of 20th March
1929, when we were being transformed from denunciators of
bourgeois law into the victims of that law.
The management kept the mill closed for some days after
the incident of 29th December. They were delighted to have
got rid of the worker leaders of the mill in such a manner. On
5th of January 1929, the workers were p~d off their wages and the
mill was reopened with completely a new batch of worker!I
and jobbe~A complaint was brought by me before the Fawcett
Committee on 2Jst January for wrongful dismissal and
victimisation. The Committee took evidence, but ultimately
ruled that the dispute was not covered by the agreement of
4th October, and they were, therefore, unable to judge 1t
We deliberated over the problem in the Managing Committee
(Ex. P. 958 and a reference by Alwe in his statement) and it wao;
decided not to bring out on strike the men of the Fazalbhoy group
of mills, of which the Pearl Mill was one, in sympathy with the
dismissed men. We had found that, due to a threat of strike in the
whole of the group, the management had begun to take many of
our workers back and the jobbers also were persuaded by us to
engage none but the old workers. A few most marked Mill
Committee leaders were however victimised, who could not get m
until the mill was again faced with a strike in Febmary in the S1zmg
and Drawing Departments. This.is sufficient to show the policy of
the G.K.U. with regards to the sectional strikes and its attitude
towards the help that ought to be rendered to workers in difficulties
and the way in which it was utilising the large sums of money
col\ecsecl from its members.
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138. The G.K.U. and the February communal riots-Exhs.
P. 702, P. 858 and G.K.U. resolutions in Ex. P. 958
At the beginning of the year 1928, every strike by the workers
was being beaten, for want of organised leadership, though the
workers were prepared to resist the onslaughts. There was no
strong Trade Union based on the principle of class-struggle. At
the beginning of the year 1929, the positjon had completely
changed. There was a strong Trade Union, with the strength of all
the textile workers solidly behind it, with large funds and c1. paying
membership of over one lakh. The workers had begun creating a
strong proletarian cadre functioning through the Mill
Committees, which comprised of about 5,000 selected, conscious
workers from all the mills. The o:K.U. had repulsed the
underhand wage cuts and dismissal~ carried out by the millowners after the General Strike in violation of the October
agreement. It had completely overcome the rivalry of the other
unions. It had withstood numerous attacks on its office-bearers
and organisers. Having failed to suppress the workers by these
means, some sections of the Indian bourgeoisie and the
imperialists tried the incitement of communal war, and the
Hindu-Mosletn riots of February 1929, were the outcome I have
referred elsewhere (in para 101) to the Communist viewpoint on
the communal question. The Hindu-Moslem problem is not a
religious problem nor ean its solution be ever found by treating
the two categories-Hindus and Moslems-on the basis of
religious, communal or caste adherence. It can be solved from the
class point of view by the solution of the social problem on the
bas)& of the class-struggle. This has been stated quite clearly, as
for example in P. 702 flle Moharram Manifesto of the Bombay
W.P.P., and in P. 858. The bourgeoisie and imperialists in India are
fully aware of this attitude. Yet they have purposely chosen to
attribute the cause of the Bombay riots to the Communists in the

Gimi Kamgar Union.
Bombay had not seen communal riots since 1896. But after the
fai~ure of the Non-cooperation Movement, when the ~perialists
s~nously began to foment the Hindu-Moslem troubles m ~r to

sidetrack the energies of the proletariat and peasantry mto
reactionary suicidal struggle, Bombay in spite of its having the
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most class conscious working-class was affected a little. Though
there were slights skirmishes, there was nothing like the mad
massacres of 1926 in Calcutta. In 1929 however the imperialists
and their agents finding all their attempts frustrated against the
workers decided to invo\ve them and consequently the whole city
in a furious communal rioting. After the riots were over as usual
the bourgeoisie asked for a thorough inquiry into the affair. On
26th Feburary 1929 Mr. K.M. Munshi moved in the Bombay
Legislative Council an adjournment of the House to discuss the
disturbances. The motion was cmried and according to the wishes
of the House, the Government appointed on 22nd April 1929, a
Committee to inquire into the February riots. Before the
Committee could meet there had occurred the General Strike of
the Textiles Mills on 26th April 1929 and again an attempt was
made to drown the strike in a Hindu-Moslem riots, in the first
week of May. The inquiry was postponed on 24th June. When the
terms of reference were formulated in April, they contained no
reference di(ectly to the General Strike of 1928 or the subsequent
individual mill strikes as a possible cause of the nots
Government at that time had an idea of relying either on secret
instructions to the Committee or the good sense of the bourge01s
in them. But the strike of 1929 affected their nerves more than
they could restnun. In the second terms of reference the
Government definitely mentioned the General Strike of Apnl
1929 as a cause of the riots in May. A loyal Committee of
reactionary gentlemen presided over by the Commissioner of
Sind was not going to ignore the mandate of its masters.
The Committee issued a questionnaire to the press. I wrote to
them for a copy of it, which they sent me in the Jail. The
questionnaire contained three questions which affected us and
many of the matten involved in this case. Question No. 3 was:
"Were the strikes rsponsible for the riots? If so how far?"·
Question No. 8 was: "Were the attacb on the Patbans due to the
fact that they were used as strike breakers or to economic reasons
or to what cause?". Question No. 13 was: "Were the measures
taken by the Police to protect the wolkers in the Oil installations
adequate?". The questionnaire consisted of 26 questions. If you
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examine their report, you will find that all along Communism and
the G.K.U. were on their brains and the major pan ot the report
deals with the above three questions as almost the sole rnatter of
mquiry before them. Instead of dealing with the conduct of the
police and the Government forces, about which also they had
included some questions, they wrote in fact a report on the
Communist influence in Bombay and how to "protect" the
workers from it. I was personally present during the debate in the
Bombay CounciJ on 26th February 1929 and knew what th~ game
was. The questionnaire of the Committee and its composition
clearly showed that its report was going to be an interim
condemnation of the Communists and incidentally of the Meerut
accused who had belonged to the G.K.U. But in order not to allow
the attempt to go uncontested as far as possible, I sent a statement
on some of the questions to the Committee on Sth June 1929
which the Committee Secretariat received on 7th June. I had not
with me any papers relating to the riot days for reference nor was
the police report, which was published later on, available to me.
The Riots Inquiry Committee received 125 written replies and
examined 80 witnesses orally. During the oral examination of
many prominent members of the bourgeoisie, the Committee
every time asked pointedly if in the opinion of the witnesses the
Communists were at the bottom of the riots. Many of them
emphatically denied that the Commumsts had anything to do with
the communal riots. A report of the evidence before the
Committee appeared in the papers and from memory I can say
that amongst those who refused to put the blame on the
Communists were Messrs. K. F. Nariman. Lalji Narainji, Sir
Punhotamdas Thakurdas and some others. I have already referred
to the evidence of the then Hon'b]e Home Member, Sir E. Hotson,
in which he said that our speeches during the strikes were not of
an inflammatory character as was suggested by the Committee
(Para 124). In spite of this when the Committee wrote its report, it
kept completely silent about this evidence. It printed in its report
extracts from the spec;ches which are now exhibits in this case.
The Committee also kept silent over my statement. It paid no heed
to the evidence of the then office bearers of the G. K. U., Messrs.
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Kandalkar and Joshi, who were invited to give evidence. Without
a single reference or discussion of the evidence so tendered the
Committee most arbitrarily reported that the G.K. U. was the ba~ic
cause of the riots; that the speeches of the Communist leaders
bred contempt oflaw anti order; that the leaders not only preached
the overthrow of the Government but drilled Red volunteers; that
they incited the workers to resist the Pathan blacklegs in the OJI
strike, which led to free fights and ultimately to the communal
riots. The Committee representing on it the essence of the
imperialist bourgeoisie, assisted by one Hindu and one
Mohammadan bourgeois, have poured into their report their
intense hatred of Communists and recommend that "Government
should take drastic action against the activities of the Commumc..~
in Bombay", and secondly "during the riots immediate stepc;
should be taken to lock up or get rid o•hooligans including old
offenders ........... , the hooligan menace being next in seriousne~'
to the Communist menace". They wanted the Communists to be
excluded hy law from regjstered trade unions and dealt
with severely "under the Indian Penal Code and the Code of
Cnminal Procedure." (Page 28 of their Report). Government wa.,
satisfied with this performance. Drastic action was being taken
But the Committee was very illogical in recommenCiing the action
against hooligans. If Government were to carry out that part n
would have required to lock up hundreds of the Hindu-Mushm
bourgeois, who form the elite of the "hooligans and old
offenders"!
But while spending their wrath against the Communists and the
G.K.U., the Committee forgot to twist the facts of the not~
sufficiently to suit conclusions. The facts that it quoted in its report
and also in that of the police directly contradict the conclus1on'
drawn therefrom. This was quite natural. The whole of the big
bourgeoisie in Bombay and the Government were deeply
disappointed to find that the workers in the city refused to be drawn
into the riots, that the Communists prevented the workers from
being excited into a suicidal fury, and that the Government were
not given an opportunity of carrying out a pogrom. This was also
reason of the contradiction between the report submitted by the
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Government of ~dia to the ~ssembly and that by the Secretary of
State to the Parliament. Whtie one wanted definitely to put the
blame on us, the other was not quite so sure. While the gentlemen
of the Committee were enthusiastically asking Government to
suppress the Communists and the G.K.U., they absolved both the
Hindu and Muslim bourgeoisie and the Government from any
blame. With regard to the Government they state that it took all
possible measures quite in time to suppress the riot. With regard
to the Hindu-Muslim bourgeoisie they say that both were quite
innocent and recommended that "the Muslims should trust the
Hindus and the Hindus should trust the Muslims". They left ii
implied that both should trust the British. In fact this was not
recommendation to the people but a desc"ription of the manner in
which the three members of the Committee worked. The Muslim
bourgeois member trusted the Hindu bourgeois member, who
appropriately returned the trust; and both of them trusted the British
President and all three in mutual admiration and trust condemned
the workers, their class enemy.
My reply to the Committee's absurd statement and attack on us
is contained in my statement sent to the Committee and completely
r~futes the allegations against us. The communal riots were not
caused by us or the Gimi Kamagar Union. They were the work of
police aided by the agent provocateur, Mr. Shaukat Ali, who, once
an anti-imperialist, is now the active paid agent of imperialism,
planted in the bourgeois national movement to disrupt it by
communal dissensions. The riots were not in the beginning
communal at all, nor were they due to the oil strike to which every
enemy of the workers traces them. A study of the various handbills
issued by the G.K.U. (E1..h. P. 951 D and the issue of the Kranti
dated 23rd February 1929) would show this and would also show
the effons made by us and the G.K.U. as a whole to stop the riots.
There are three strikes which are alleged to show the existence
of the commwial conflict against the workers. It is absolutely
incorrect to state that there was at any time any kind of a virile
communal feeling amyngst the workers. Though they nominally
classify themselves b~ religion and caste, the Bombay workers
are exceptionally free from the Hindu-Muslem feeling.The
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working-class like that in Bombay with nearly two decades of
industrial life had become class-conscious and not caste-conscious
The Bombay workers afford no ground for the mischief of the
communal leaders. The three strikes in which attempt was madtto import the Hindu-MuWim feeling were those in the New China
Mill, the Brandbury Mill and the Burma Oil Company's
installations. The trouble in the New China and the Brandbury
Mills was directly due to the management and their attempts to
displace the weavers and jobbers of one community by those from
another. But the Riots Inquiry Committee, the police report and
the reports and speeches of Government Ministers do not start
with this attempts, nor do they mention these strikes in particular
All of them attack the strikes of the workers in the Oil Company'i;;
installations in the city. The oil strike began on 7th December 1928
as a result of the dismissals of a few workers. The company refu1ied
to negotiate with the Union of the workers and employed Pathans
to break the strike. These blacklegs were paid double the wage!.
ordinarily 8i\'en to the oil workers, though they were not able to
handle the work properly. The Pathans were al~o employed not ~o
much for work as for attacking the workers. Meetings of workers
and the pickets were assaulted.The Pathans looted the shop!. m the
locality and the rooms of workers in the chawls. Affidav1t1i
regarding these happenings were published and complaints filed
with the police. But the police had been completely under the
influence of the otl company. The oil interests in India and the
world are so powerful that they make and unmake Governments
They are the supreme rulers in the politics of every big state in the
world. 1be constant recurring rate were which shake the whole1i
world between the Standard Oil and the Royal Dutch Shell, of
which the B.0.C. is a subsidiary company in India, the Teapot
Dome scandal in America, and the revelations in the Oil Tariff
Board Inquiry of the Government of India clearly show how Oil
Imperialism controls the police, the press and all the state apparatus
in its interests. The oil strikers had to fight against the power of
such a powerful imperialist concern with world-wide links.
The Riots Committee says that we of the G.K.U. asked the mill
wotbn to help the oil strikers in their defence against the Pathans
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and therefore the anti-Pathan attack began. In fact it was not at all
required to tell the mill workers to help the oil strike. In the area of
the installations the oil and mill-workers stayed in the same chawls,
and when the Pathans entered the chawls both the mill and oil
workers were attacked, and therefore both joined hands in
defending themselves against the attack. Morever it is absolutely
necessary for ev~ry Trade Union and class of workers to help
another Trade Um on and class of worker~ in the struggle with the
employers. Moreover clashes between the oil workers and the
Pathan blacklegs took place from the beginning of January to the
middle of it. The Riots Committee admit that from 18th January
to the beginning of February there wer~ no attack on Pathans.
Finding a difficulty to explain this they say that we were engaged
m Municipal elections and therefore had no time . They also suggest
that we either started or helped to spread the rumour that the
Phathans were kidnapping children. Now if we were busy with the
elections, it was certainly not in our interest to start such a scare.
The police report shows that the scare began as early as 24th
January, before the Municipal election~ and in a locality with which
neither mill-workers nor we had any connections. Even the police
report admits that "the police have failed to trace the origin of the
rumours and it is unlikely that the origin will ever be traced". But
the mediocre brains on the Committee thought that they were more
mformed than the police, and made false remarks against us.
The police report shows that complaints were being made to
the Commissioner since 24th January 1929 that there were rumours
of children being kidnapped. 'These complaints were mostly from
the non-mill areas and from bourgeois quarters ...The first known
attack occurred on a motor driver in a non-mill area, according to
the police report, and the news of the scare appeared in the press
for the first time on 3rd February 1929 with which our paper the
Kranti had nothing to do. During the first two days, the attack was
not even specifically directed against the Pathans as such. I~ ~he
attacks, not the mill workers only, but all classes and commumties,
Hindus, Mohammeclans and Christians were found participating .
The police report of 3rd February shows that a Hindu ~arpenter
was killed in the mill area on the suspicion that he was a kidnapper.
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Iranis, Gurkhas, Traders, a Greek engineer and all sorts of persons
were attacked on this day. We had no idea that the scare was going
to affect the millworkers to such an extent that they would closed
down the mills next day, the 4th February (Monday). But to our
surprise we found that m~s had begun to close one by one in the
morning till by middle of the day almost all mills and even the
railway workshops were closed. In spite of this the Police
Commissioner said in his evidence that there was no general panic.
He says: "I spent the whole morning of the 4th in the mill area,
and while one must admit the fact that 150,000 millhands and
30,000 railwaymen stopping work indicates a panic in itself, even
in these areas there was no panic, as panic is understood amongst
the general population, that is to say business was going on as
usual, people were going about the streets and shops were open.
Panic undoubtedly there was but not a gClleral panic". When the
mills closed down we endeavoured to collect the workers altogether
and tell them to go back to work. But it had no effect. They all
refused and ,gaid they must go home to protect their wives and
children. On the evening of the 4th, when we called the worker& to
the K.E.M. Maidan for a meeting as we usually did, we found to
our surprise that the whole four-storied building overlooking the
Maidan was full of Pathan residents. We at once cancelled the
meeting (Ex. P. 951-D page 21) because we feared that the Pathans
might think that the workers had assembled to assault them. But
the handbill cancellmg the meeting did not reach in times to the
workers and when at 3o' clock the workers began to go to the
K.E.M.Maidan, the Pathans thought they were approaching their
building for an attack and began throwing stones. The workers
thought the Pathans were out to smash their meeting. The result
was that thousands of workers flocked round our head office which
was only 50 paces from the Pathans' budding. In order to keep
order and prevent any attack we called in our volunteers to the
head office. There were armed police stationed near about. They
fratemtsed with the Pathans and stationed themselves at a distance
from the union office. The Pathans after this fraternisation came
out in a body of fifty and rushed towards the head office where
most of the G.K. U. leaders had assembled to explain to the workers
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the necessity of resuming work and the falsehood of the rumours.
When the Pathans advanced, our volunteers who were not more
than thirty or forty met them and repulsed their attack with courage.
The Pathans are stronger men at dagger thrust and stone throwing
but do not know the lathi work while our volunteers were only
Jathi players. So before the Pathans could come to grips with
them, the long lathis disabled them and they went back into their
building. When the police found that their game was foiled, they
attacked our volunteers and wounded some of them. The Police
Superintendent asked us to disarm the volunteers. This we refused
to do. We told him that we had no intention to aggravate matters
but unless our office was protected from the attacks we could not
disarm or remove the volunteers. He agfeed to see that the Pathans
did not stir out of their building. Of course we could not trust the
promise, but we knew that the nervous shock received by the
Pathans was sufficient to keep them quiet. Moreover, in order to
avoid a nonsensical fight, we removed our head office to Nagu
Sayaji Wadi temporarily and took away our volunteers also.
Tuesday, the 5th Feb. saw many complicated developments which
are described in detail in the Kranti of February 23rd. In the
morning Mr. Alwe tried, with the aid of Mohammedan contractors
whom he knew, to disarm the suspicion of the Pathans in the Abu
building opposite the head office of the G.K. U. In the attempt he
was attacked by a Pathan which fact was mentioned in the report
of the Home Member made to the Bombay Legislative Council on
26th February 1929. The news exasperated the workers who went
to the head office. The Pathans as on the previous day tried to
storm the office but they were repulsed. On Tuesday the dacoit
element of the Pathan" was busy and began to loot shops in the
bourgeois area. A large number of Pathans marched to the office
of the Commissioner of Police, attack the police force there and
injured six constables (Police report, page 17). This development
was absolutely unexpected and the police took drastic steps. They
entered the Masjids in which the Pathans had taken shelter, arrested
them and removed them to a well-guarded camp. When the police
force was attacked d~stic action was taken by the police, but when
the union offices were being raided, the police looked on or
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harassed our volunteers. The reason for this attack on the Police
Commissioner's office and the police force is not given by anybody,
and is altogether suppressed by the Riots Inquiry Committee. But
we came to know of it. In the night of Monday a new idea had got
hold of the Pathans. Man)\ of them discussed the reasons for the
attack. Those days were the days of the ex-king Amanullah's
popularity, of the solidarity that was being brought about between
the Afghan and the Indian peoples by means of support to
Amanullah and his progressively anti-British outlook. It was galling
to the Bntish to see this solidarity. It would mean a death-knell of
that constant scare of the Afgan invasion on India and the excuse
for which British Imperialism maintains large military forces on
the Frontier and exploits the Indian treasury. They had to destroy
this solidarity and brotherly feeling. They sowed the seed whereby
the general attack on Pathans began. A m31sacre of that type was
just the thing to create permanent 111-feehng between the Pathan
workmen and Indian workers. Some of the Pathans who thought
on these linetstaned a campaign amongst their groups of which
the result was the attack against the police force on Tuesday.
When on one side developments were taking this tum there
appeared on the scene the arch villain of the piece, Mr. Shaukat
Ali, accompanied by his brother the late Mr. Mohammad Ah. They
had at last got the situation they wanted and the job they were
thirsting for. On Tuesday morning they gave an interview to the
Times of India. The main part of the interview was a serious of
excited exclamations, according to the Times report, in which
Mr. Mohammad Ali twice asked "what are Nimbkar and Dange
domg." The Time says: "Mr. ShaukatAli made a vehement attack
on the Labour leaders, his views being endorsed by his brother''.
The nmes of India reporter, as if according to a pre-arranged
plan asked, "is it likely that the situation will develop into a
Hindu-Moslem conflict, seeing that most of the victims are
Moslems"? And Mr. Mohammad Ali replied "of course 1t
will" and Mr. Shaukat Ali interjected: "I am going to organise the
Mohammedans for purposes of self-defence". Mr. Shaukat Ali
also observed that before the kidnapping scare started a
group of Mohammedan Mills was chosen for assaults on operatives.
This interview was published in the TI mes of India of 6th February,
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1929, and is reproduced by the Inquiry Committee in their report.
The Committee in its report says "Mr. Mohammad Ali has
expl.ained .to us that he especially asked the reporter not to publish
the interview. Moreover Mr. Shaukat Ali later on did his best to
help in quelling the disturbances. The declaration of Mf. Shaukat
Ali can be described at the worst as indiscreet, which indiscretion
must be shared by the Times of India for publishing the alleged
interview although Mr. Mohammad Ali had asked the reporter not
to publish it." I thoroughly agree with the Committee that the
interview was indiscreet. I also very much appreciate the foresight
of Mr. Mohammad Ali in asking the reporter not to publish what
was said and also the anxiety of the Committee to call it an
"indiscretion". I am also amused at the crude attempt of the
Committee to throw suspicion on the authority of the interview by
using the world "alleged" even when the authors themselves
admitted it and tried only to explain it away. I agree that it was
indiscreet because it revealed the identity of the agents who turned
the riots into a Hindu-Moslem fight. Mr. Mohammad Ali asked
the reporter not to publish the interview because he was more far
seeing and shrewd than his mountebank brother. The Committee
felt chagrin because it exposed the hollowness of the Committee's
conclusions. The Committee admits that the attacks in the north
of the island on the 3rd, 4th and 5th February were not communal.
It says: "On the Sth however it turned into a communal riot and
murders were committed in the south of the island. Attacks were
made first by the Pathans on the Hindus generally and then by
Moslems on Hindus and Hindus on Moslems" (page 5). The attacks
on the Pathans had ceased by Tuesday night but thanks to
Mr. Shaukat Ali's "self-defence" a general Hindu-Moslem fight
began on Tuesday evening. According to the Committee itself "the
worst days of the riots were the Sth and 9th February". But
unfortunately for the Communist-phobes of the Committee, the
police report says that from 7th February "the mill area was
comparatively calm, nearly all the outrages occurring in the area
south of BycuUa." In fact we had succeeded in pursuading the
workers to resume work from the morning of the 6th (Ex. P. 951 DP. 2, 3 and 4). And as far as the riot was concerned it was over in
the north of the city that is the mill area by Tuesday evening.
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The G.K.U. did everything it could to stop the mad fury that
had possessed the people. We issued every day one or two handbills,
telling them of the great harm they were doing to their class by
such action, and impressiJt.g upon them the fact that all Hindu and
Moslem workers had common interest and they must stand together
as a class; while their enemies were trying to devide them in order
to neutralise their class strength and their militant organisation.
We were constantly going rounds the mills, distributing personally
these handbills and contradicting the rumours and assuring the
workers that the G.K.U. would do everything for the protection of
both Hindu and Muslim workers. We distnbuted at least 200,000
handbills from 4th to 14th February. We did 150 miles of rounds
by car each day, covering in the whole period over 1500 mile'>
round the mills in order to stop the riots. These and other measure'i
cost us over Rs 4,000/- and moreover thc!G.K.U. suffered a lo.,s
m income of nearly Rs. 20,000/-, as subscriptions to the full extent
could not beFovered m February and March due to short workmg
during the not days.
DI- 23.12.31

While the Communists and the G.K.U. were doing this the agent
provocateurs hke Mr. Shaukat Ah were holding meetings of the
Muslims and fomenting the riots. In our anxiety to save the workers
from the poison of communal feeling we even went so far as to
offer to co-operate with Mr. Shaukat Ali. After seeing his interview
in the press on 6th February, some of us went to see him. We
explained to him the whole position and offered to issue a
declaration jointly with him condemning the riots. That treacherou!.
mountebank at the very outset refused and said, ..you have come
too late." Yes; too late because he had already released his gangs
to start communal fighting, in "self-defence" as he caUed it. The
trend of the casualties, their communal composition and locality,
the places of firing resorted to by the military and police, the
amount and locality of property looted, the composition of the
arrested persons all point to the fact that though the workers' area
contains 5/6th of the population of the city it was the least affected,
that the working-class never resorted to incendiarism and looting,
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that the rioting was never serious in the workers' locality.Appendix
B of the police report shows that the highest number of casualties
were on the 7th. 8th and 9th February, when the workshops and
mills were working according to that very report. Appendix c
shows that out of 149 fatal casualties only 36 (24 per cent) occurred
anywhere near or in the workers' locality. Appendix F shows that
out of 196 riot cases registered at the 13 police stations in the city
only 45 (23 per cent) were registered at stations in or about the
mill area. Appendix G, showing the number of rounds fired by the
military and police, shows that out of 115 rounds fired by the
military and 53 by the police, not one had to be fired in the mill
area. However the police carried out certain arrests and these were
described as the arrests of mill-workers in order to quell the riot.
It would not have been surprising even if the majority of the
arrested were to be mill workers as described by the Superintendent
of the temporary jail created at the Worli chawls, though the
Superintendent in his report admits that he made no inquiries about
the occupation of the arrested persons and had no details. Having
failed in involving them in the riots and a pogrom, the Government
was likely to have harassed the workers by arresting them 11nder
the Curfew Orders and the general round up of suspected men,
and they did so in some places. The action of combing out ..bad
localities" taken by the Government in order to restore peace was
merely a blind. After Bombay had been given a taste of ..Swaraj
without the British Imperialist", as the imperialists like to describe
the state of communal conflicts, it was high time to call back the
evil spirits that had been released. But to do it suddenly would
have revealed the villain of the piece and the well directed
organisation behind it. So a smoke screen of a Curfew Order and
combing out of ..bad charKters" was held before the people. The
persons so combed out could not be the real aristocracy of
criminals, because that would have struck at the very root of the
agent provocateurs, who directed the huge crime of a communal
strife. Therefore the beggars and street-dwellers were picked up.
labelled as mill workers criminals and bad characters .and locked
inside the prison. Havi~g locked in such a class was not the riot
bound to end? And it did end: A perfect enactment of a drama of
hoodwinking the people'in order to shield the imperialists agents
who were behind the scene.
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Last of all I mention appendix D, showing the number of shops
looted, property stolen, and their locality. The police report
shows that 61 shops were looted and the owners registered
damages to the extent o{ Rs. 4,62,931-10-8. This is certainly a
highly exaggerated claiih and is a practice followed by the
bourgeoisie in every town wherever riots have taken place. Apart
from this, what is noteworthy for us is the fact not one of the
shops is shown to have been located anywhere near or inside the
mill locality; and all the awards given by the Courts which
decided these claims of damages in 1930 were to those in B & C
wards which are purely bourgeois wards of the city and miles
away from the mill area.
All these data point to only one conclusion-that the mill
workers, whether Hindu or Muslim, 41ever took part in the
communal riots. The assaults in the mill area were due to the
temporary excitement caused by the kidnapping scare, which
lasted for (very short time. The workers never looted or burnt
any shops, houses etc. and during the worst days of the rioting
they were working in their factories. The temporary communal
deviation was checked and corrected by the strong leadership of
the G.K.U. and their insistence on the class outlook. And all this
was possible because of the inherent superior proletariat morality
of the workers. Had not the Communist leadership aided by this
proletarian morality been functioning properly, Bombay would
have seen unheard of massacres on a monstrous scale. It was the
Conununists and the G.K.U. who kept five-sixths of the
population of the city in control and prevented them from failing
victims to communal pogroms.
Our attitude to the Pathans is quite different from that of the
petty-bourgeoisie. It is a common idea with the petty-bourgeoisie
that the Pathan is in all cases nothing but a money-lender and a
hireling roffian, alwayi ready to be employed to commit violence
on the nationalist movement, as in the case of the Bardoli
movement of 1928. In Bombay city in 1927 and 1928 there was a
general hatred of the Pathans for this and also for the dacoities
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that were taking place on a large scale. Our critics assume that
our attitude towards all the Pathans is Government by such
common impression. Our critics also take the aid of our
programme, in which cancellation of debts is one item. And on
this they build the theory that the workers attacked the Pathans in
order to make short work of their money-lenders. The police
report does not give any information about the occupation of the
Pathans that were killed. But if it had been a general attack on
money-lenders, the destruction of property and incendiarism
would have occurred in the mill area and on a very large scale. It
must be remembered that our programme of cancellation of debts
does not lend itself to a vulgar bourgeois interpretation of
repudiation by insolvency or by a simple murder of the
money-lenders. The cancellation takes place through an act of the
revolutionarry Government of workers and peasants, and not by
the isolated individual destruction of the money-lender's books or
person. It is possible that once the anti-Pathan assaults began, due
to the kidnapping scare, the prevailing prejudice against the
Pathans as money-lenders, dacoits and violent ruffians might
have acted as an aggravating factor. But it was not one of the
important motives behind the riots.
Our attitude to the Pathans is based on class outlook. Amongst
the Pathans also there are worker Pathans. With the worker
Pathans we pledge working-class solidarity, a bond of fraternity.
For us, therefore, there is no such thing as a general "Anti-Pathan
Feeling".
In this connection llllY also be mentioned a very significant
question raised in the police report. It says: "A question naturally
arises therefore why, if the Pathans were suspected of
kidnapping, the majority in the South were left unmolested while
the minority in the North were subjected to attack." (Note: The
North of Bombay is generally the working.class area. Having
formulated the question, the report draws the conclusions that the
attack took place not because of any genuine kidnapping scare
but because the Communists who were leading the strike in the
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North advised the attack as the Pathans were blacklegging in the
oil strike. Now if that were a fact, if was sufficient to have
attacked the blackleg Pathans only and a general scare in the
whole city was not necessary. The real answer to the question lies
elsewhere. The Inquiry Cdmmittee says: "Although there were
nearly two thousand Pathans working in the docks together with
the Hindu labourers, there was not the slightest fracas between
the two." (Page 17.) This fact cannot be useful to support the
answer of the police to the question raised. This fact very
pointedly supports the view of the Communists that class
solidarity is above communal prejudices and is an antidote to
them. The Pathans in the north of the did not work together with
the other workers. They were not workers at all and therefore had
no class solidarity with them. The workers in the North, as a
result, could be easily misled into believiftg any nonsense about
the Pathans. In the South of the city, the Pathans and the Hindu
workers wor~d together and therefore had a sense of cl~\
solidarity. The nonsensical kidnapping scare was believed in the
South by the other sections of the population but could not affect
the dock workers, who knew what their comrade Pathans were
Class solidarity of the worker Pathans and the worker Hindus wm.
superior to their communal prejudices as the Pathans or the
Hindus. We consider the worker Pathans as our comrades and
therefore a communal anti-Pathan feeling cannot be entertamed
by the workers.
The February riot was the last attempt of the Government and
a section of the bourgeoisie to drown the militancy of the workers
in blood, and plant into the proletarian movement in Bombay the
seeds of its destruction, just as it has done in other parts of India.
Having failed in that attempt the only thing ·left for it was to
abandon all shams of neutrality, of so-called sympathy with the
trade union movement of the workers, and hurl, in all nakedness,
its imlMnse State forces against the militant unions, which it did
on 20th March, one month after the riots.
(Note: this portion was read out and tendered in original to be
copied out in order to save time).
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139. The false statements of Messrs. Alwe, Kasie and Klsbori
Lal Ghosh regarding myself, the G.K.U. and the
Bombay workers with their references to Exs. p. 958,
P. 395(1), P. 966, P. 967 etc.
There are certain exhibits which I have been asked to explain,
and about which some of my co-accused have made incorrect
statements. I am referring to the statements of Messrs. Alwe,
Kasle and Kishori Lal Ghosh. At the outset I have to make it
clear that these gentlemen have every right to choose any line of
defence they like and any political stand. I am forced to refer to
their statements, not because they have ceased to or did not agree·
with me in all my views regarding the conduct of workers'
movement. I even concede to them the· right (and they have
already exercised it) of criticising our Communist principles; but
not of misrepresenting them, which they have done. They have
also attributed things to the Managing Committee of the G. K. U.,
which it never did. If a small misrepresentation or an incorrect
statement would have helped these two men to get released I
would have kept quiet, leaving to the unerring common se'flse of
the Bombay workers to find the truth about them. But the matter
is greater than the release of two individuals. It is a matter that
affects all the Bombay Textile workers, whom these people have
misrepresented before this Court in order to appear as "good
boys", and get their release, at the cost of the reputation of
150,000 workers.

I have already stated that after the General Strike of 1928 was
called off and the old pre-cut wages were secured, the
mill-owners, thinking tha.the workers were exhausted, began to
reduce wages and men, mill by mill. This led to 71 separate small
and big strikes till April 1929. While explaining to the Court why
he had no time to take part in the work of the Workers' and
Peasants' Party, though he was its member, Mr. Alwe says: "I
had got such a tremendous work of the G. K. U. that I did not get
time for meals from 8 A.M. to 11 P.M. My sixteen hours were
spent in dealing with ihe workers' complaints, in carrying on
talks with the owners, and in strikes caused by insignificClllt and
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minor things." (Page 974 English copy.) Since he refers to the
work of the G. K. Union, that is in the period after May 1928, the
strikes which he mentions must be the 71 strikes after October
1928. Mr. Alwe obv\ously describes these strikes as "caused by
insignificant and midor things." I have already shown that in
more than half these strikes, the G. K. Union secured increase of
rates and of men. Though it is a fact that some of the strikes were
not successful, in none, except perhaps one or two out of 71, wa1i
it ever proved that the strikes were "caused by insignificant and
minor things" and unnecessarily kept our truthful President
hungry for sixteen hours. That these strikes were caused by
"insignificant and minor things" and were not at all justified is the
conclusion of the Pearson Court of 1929. So, does not Mr. Alwe
agree with that Court and therefore become a party to
condemning the workers for causing'basele&s strikes?
In another place he says that he abused the Government
becau89'it would not intervene in the strike. It is not my busines4i
to see why he abused the Government but then he states the
following proposition about the workers, which has a dangerou4i
implied meaning. He says . . . "because, when any two parties m
furtherance of their particular object come to extreme&,
intervention is needed and it is the duty of any ruling power to
intervene thus and if it does not do that duty, it must be said to
have swerved from its duty. And it was just in accordance with
what I said that the Government in the end brought about a
settlement between the two parties and the strike was ended"
(Page 985.) This means that Mr. Alwe considers that Government
should intervene in strikes if the workers and owners do not
compromise. Now that is exactly what Government does when rt
prohibits workers' meetings, procession, picketing etc. because
they show that things have "come to extremes". Similarly the
Trade Disputes Act also passed for that. So Mr. Alwe approves of
that Act according to the logical deduction of his proposition. Not
only that. By the Act Government intervenes only when asked to
do so. But Mr. Alwe wants that Government must interVene as a
ditty. 'WeU, \At. ~\,.,ecan \\O\d \hat view. We do not. But he g~
fwther and ays that the Geneta\. S\tie "WU de\\ ~"i \\\\~
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method. It means that according to Mr. Alwe. the workers had
"come to extremes", and it was the Government who kindly
interVened and ended the strike. But Government had intervened
three times, on 27th April (the Governor's visit), on 15th May
(Sir Cowasji Jehangir's visit) and on 15th August 1928
(Sir Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah's visit). But the strike was not
ended. It ended at the fourth intervention. Why? Because the
workers by their resistance to wage-cuts forced the owners to
restore old rates and wages, which they were not in a mood to do
on the previous occasions. That is why the stnke ended. The
Government Member was merely a tool of the owners to save
their face. But Mr. Alwe agrees with the Government and says it
mtervened and saved the workers. Y/e do not agree with this
view.
Mr. Alwe in his statement has made eight pomts against
Communists as such and against those Communists who were in
the G.K.U. and the strike. Though Mr. Alwe calls himself, with
&sumed humility, an illiterate and ignorant person, he seems to
have sufficient literacy or at least brains to pick up the abuses
hurled at us, Communists, by the Prosecution and Mr. Langford
James. Because all his eight pomts are exactly the points stated
by them against us. Mr. Alwe says that we always want the
workers to goon strike and to starve. We are opposed to
compromise and we do not care what happens to the workers. We
are after publicity. We blame the workers when the strikes fail
and take credit to ourselves when they succeed. If you carefully
read the address of the Prosecution and the Government
complaint, it exactly says this and Mr. Alwe thus agrees with
them. The Govern~ of Bombay in their press note in February
I930 said that we used the strike for our own purposes and for
revolutionary conspiracy. The mill-owners al~ say the same
thing and Mr. Alwe also says the same thing! I have already
shown what efforts we made to get the demands of the workers.
granted and to end the strikes. The October agreement itself was
our compromise and nobody else's. After October we brought
about 71 agreements. many of which are on record and which
removed the wodc.ers' grievances. In face of such things, if
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Mr. Alwe and along with him Mr. Kasie say the above, what is
the obvious conclusion? In one place Mr. Alwe says . . . "They
(Communists) were great experts in making false reports". (Page
984.) Today, we really find that we did make a "false report"
when we told the wor~s in 1928 that Mr. Alwe and Kasie were
good worker leaders, when they were actually splitting up the
Union by creating a communal fight. I promise not to make such
a "false report" again. But Mr. Alwe in the course of the
statement has made some very "truthful reports" about which I
should like to say a word as they concern me. Mr. Alwe after
saying that we were against compromise while he wanted
compromise, quotes Ex. P 958, A.B.C., Minute Book of the
G.K.U. and takes credit for stopping the strikes in A-ShapUl'JI
Mills, B-Pearl Mills, and C-Jam Mills. If you refer to this
Minute Book exhibit you will find dlat the solution and policy
about strike B was suggested by me, about C by Nimbkar and
about A no name is given, unless every unnamed credit iii
claimed tfy Mr. Alwe or ~le. Who is expert in false reports?
There are two handbills of the G.K.U. (Ex. P 966 and 967) m
which the Union volunteers are called "Red Anny". The
Prosecution have made a very frightening story out of them and
both Messrs. Alwe and Kasie have thrown the responsibility of
the handbills on me, as I was the General Secretary of the G.K.U.
Now, I am quite prepared to take th~ sole responsibility of the
handbills, if necessary and if that can save these gentlemen. But I
must show that, if at all, Communists are not only "experts m
making false". Speaking about these handbills, Mr. Alwe
says... "It was the Secretary of the Union who issued such
handbills" (Page 989). Mr. Kasie says the same thing (Page
1013). I will amend that statement and say that not the
"Secretary" but the "General Secretary'', that is myself, used to
issue the handbills. There were two secretaries besides the
General Secretary. A President and a Vice President, who claim
th• they negotiated with mill-owners and worlced for 16 hours
over 75 Mill Conunittees ought to know this simple fact. Having
put the handbills on me Mr. Alwe says.•. "But when once or
twice I regarded the language used by them as strange it was
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necessary to bring before the Managing Committee of the Union
a resolution to the effect that before issuing any handbill it should
receive the sanction of the Managing Committee and it should be
discussed on which subject the handbilJ is to be issued and what
language is to be used. P. 958 contains the resolution". Mr. Kasie
goes further than this and says... "The Managing Committee of
the G.K.U. had reprimanded the Secretary for using words like
"Red Army". WiJJ this pair of truth experts ~how where in P. 958,
the Minute Book, did the Managing Committee ever pass such a
resolution? Unfortunately for them, the Managing Committee had
complete faith in these "outsiders" (i.e. in us} and only directed
that a handbill be issued. Even this it did only once on I 6/i0/28
just at the beginning and later on trusted its officers to do the
right thing in such matters.
I will give one more specimen of the "truthful report" of Mr.
Alwe, in contrast to the "untruthful" Communists. Mr. Alwe
seems to be very much upset over the fact that he was not made
by us a candidate for the Municipal Election on behalf of the
W.P.P. though he was its member and though at one time we said
that he should be elected to the Municipality. Mr. Alwe charges
the W.P.P. with treacherous conduct towards him in this matter. I
need not go into the details of that episode but the simple fact that
Alwe's name was not on the electoral roll as a rate-payer, and the
fact that no man can be a candidate unless his name is there for a
specified period before the elect1ons, ought to explain why Mr.
Alwe could not be a candidate at all. If we spoke of him as one it
must have been when it was not known that his name was not on
the roll. Mr. Alwe's remarks against those who superseded him
do not affect me peoonally, because I was not and never thought
of becoming a candiaate and as such I am not much aware of the
details of the whole affair, though as a mem~r of the W.P.P. I
would have borne my share of Mr. Alwe's anger, had it been
justified. But since Mr. Alwe charges me, as a Communist, with.
making untruthful reports, I will pc;>int out the two different things
that Mr. Alwe says about this matter in his statement (leaving
the further expc1Sure of this question to those who actually
superseded him the elections). On page 973, he says "Seven or

in
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eight months before the Municipal Election, that is at the time
of the strike, these very gentlemen used to say that Alwe must be
elected as the representative of the workers". Thus Mr. Alwe on
his own admission was aware of the fact that we wanted him to
stand for election an<lthat we spoke about it to the workers seven
or eight months in adbace. Then when he found that he was not
made a candidate, he says: "When I saw this difference in what
they said and what they did, I thought there was some ground for
danger". On page 976, Mr. Alwe forgot what he had said above
and explaining a reference put to him. about his nomination by
the W.P.P. as a candidate for the election he says: "Of course I
did not know this. I was not even told (about that). I saw it when
the document was cited against me after I was arrested and
brought here. Then I was much surprised". So which is true?
Whether he heard from us seven or eight months before the
election that we wanted him to be eF:ted or that we never told
him about that? Which is the fact?-that he "saw the difference"
and "ground of danger" long before or that he was surprised to
see it ~r his arrest? Will Mr. Alwe take back the general and
sweepinA statement that Communists are experts in making false
statements? Because if he does not, he runs the risk of being
convicted as a "Communist" in this respect at least!
I am forced to deal with Mr. Alwe' s statement because, as a
co-accused in this case his capacity to do mischief is great. Alwe
in his statement all along has said that he is an ignorant worker,
whom we "clever outsiders" have cheated. If he means thereby
that because he is an ignorant worker, I should excuse him the
attack he has made on Communists generally and on me
particularly, I disagree. Alwe is not an ignorant worker, but a
clever man who had all along the idea of using us for his own
ends. And a man who can spin out an intelligent yam over sixty
foolscap printed pages cannot certainly take shelter behind t~e
plea that he is ignorant. However, I must also state here that he is
cOITect when he says that he did not work with us with any ideas
of winning political independence for the country or the workeD
as a class. But in order to prove that, he need not have spun out
falsehoods regarding the strikes, the Union and our work amongst

rhe people.

Mr. Alwe has also stated some falsehoods about the G.K.U.
help of Rs. SOO/- to the Dauria strike. Mr. Kishori Lal Ghosh,
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another co-ac:cused has also .spent a l?t of energy in explaining
what he considers the. mysterious way m which this help was sent
and used an~ the te~ble wrong that I did him in not sending the
money to htm. I wdl state only a few points on thfa question to
colTect the mistaken view taken by Ghosh and the deliberately
wrong statement made by Alwe regarding me.
The strike of 15,000 jute workers at Bauria began in July 1928.
The help of the Gimi Kamgar Union was given in January 1929.
We could not help the strike earlier because we ourselves were
going through a strike since April 1928 and our Union had no
sufficient funds to spare till December. It wa1; in December, when
some of our office-bearers went to the Jharia Session of the Trade
Union Congress, that they were informed of the urgency and
need of help and it was promised~ When they returned, the
Managing Committee of the G.K.U. was informed of the state of
affairs and it sanctioned Rs. 1,000/- to be paid in two instalments
for the Bauria strikers' relief. The resolution was originally
moved by Bradley, as can be seen from the Minute Book (P. 958)
and not by Alwe. The very keen feeling for the sufferings of the
Bauria workers which, according to the imaginative Mr. Ghosh,
led Alwe to move for this help seems to have come to him at a
very late sta.ge, if at all, according to the Minute Book of the
Managing Committee which Mr. Ghosh has not failed to read
minutely, as can be seen from his statement (Pages 1094-1095).
That finally the resolution was moved by Alwe is due to the fact·
that generally resolutions, on which a great unanimity exists and
has to be expressed particularly, are put from the chair without
being debated upon. As the General Secretary of the G.K.U.
authorised to remit the money I did it. I sent the money to
Muzaffar Ahmed. Mr. Alwe in his statement says: "We did not
know who conducted the Bauria Mill Strike or who was the
President or Secretary of the Union. It was therefore decided at
that time that the amount be sent by the Secretary of the G.K.U.
to the address of the Secretary of the Bauria Union and th~
inquiry should be made as to who the Secretary was ...... Why this
first instalment of Rs. SOO/- ·was sent to the name of ~uzaffar
Ahmed can be explained only by him who sent it ~ his name.
Because from what I have heard here R. R. Matta _was the
Secretary of the Union and Kishori Lal Ghosh its President; what
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can the object be then in sending the money to the name of
Muzaffar"? (Page 978.) Alwe's refeience to the decision, 1f u 15
to be taken as found in the Minute Book of the G.K.U. on 16th
January 1929, says nothing about the inquiry regardmg the
Secretary of the BauQ& Union or the person to whom the money
is to be sent. The re\olution in the Minute Book (Ex. P. 95R)
simply contains the sanction of the help. On the contrary I can
say that we did mention the fact that the money would be sent to
Muzaffar Ahmed whose name was not unknown to Alwe. An
active President, who says that he supervised the work of all of us
and "an ignorant worker" who states that he conducted the work
of 75 Mill Committees, and negotiations of 71 strikes and signed
all correspondence, (see his statement page 984) must have seen
the reference to Muzaffar Ahmed in Ex. P 954 on date 411/29 and
his interest in Trade Union matters as also his work among!lt the
Calcutta workers from the references jri Kranti to the Scavenger11'
strike. Mr. Ghosh suggests that the money was sent to Muzaffar'11
address in accordance with the decisions of the Party (Page
1095). 1'lew Mr. Gho~h as well as anybody else had the Mmute
Book o( the W.P.P. when he wrote the statement. Will he ~how
any decision therein as regards the G.K.U. help to the Bauna
strike? Mr. Ghosh says that the G.K.U. resolution doe~ nCJL
sugge~t that the money be sent to Muzaffar Ahmed. True; but n
also does not suggest that it should be sent to Mr. Gho~h. In
criticising my conduct in this matter Mr. Ghosh does not forget to
bring m constitutional considerations and says that I violated all
trade union constitutional practices and was guided by purely
Party considerations which, he says, "weigh with Commumst!I 110
much". (Page 1095.) Mr. Ghosh says that I was the Ass1!ltant
Secretary of the A.I.T.U.C., as also the General Secretary of the
G.K.U. and I should have sent the money either through the
treasurer of the A.I.T.U.C. or to the Secretary of the Provmc1al
Comnuttee of the T.U.C. that is to himself. If constitutional
considerations me to weigh more than Party considerations, why
was the circular asking for help to the Bauria strike issued over
the. name of Mr. R. R. Bakhale, Assistant Secretary of the
A.I.T.U.C. and not over my nmne or joindy with me, though I
was a Joint Asstt. Secretary of tbe A.I.T.U.C.? Wu it not PartY
consideration that influenced Mr. N. M. Joshi in asking Bakbale
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and not me to issue that? Then why was not the help directed by
the appeal to the Treasurer of the B.T.U.F. or the Treasurer of the
Bauria Jute Workers' Union directly? The struggle was being
conducted by the Union there and help should have gone to the
General Secretary of the Union who was R. R. Mitra. Instead of
that why does Mr. Bakhale in his appeal write that he would send
the contributions to "Mr. K. ~ho~h who is conducting the
struggle through the Bengal Provmcial Committee"? In fact Mr.
Ghosh and Mr. Joshi wanted their Party to keep control. So he
once trotted himself out as Secretary of the Bengal Trade Union
Federation if you insisted on sending things to a "Secretary" and
once as President of the B.J.W. Union, if you insisted on doing
things through a "President". While the President of the former
and the Secretary of the latter were never mentioned in the
correspondence or appeals. So what wrong was there if I sent the
money to Muzaffar Ahmed who also, if you so much insist on
constitutional grounds, was a vice-president of the B.T.U.F. and
whom I knew better than anybody else? On Page 1094 of his
statement Mr. Ghosh makes a suggestion, which is aimed at me
and Bradley, that "the information about the G.K.U. money being
sent to Muzaffar Ahmed was given to me not by Bradley or
Dange but hy Mr. Bakhale. I doubt whether I should have heard
of the money at all, till perhaps considerably later". Mr. Ghosh is
not straight enough to say plainly what he really means to say. If,
as he insinuates, I had not wanted him or the public to know that
the G.K.U. had sent the sum to Muzaffar, the Jetter from me to
Muzaffar of which Mr. Ghosh quotes only a fraction on Page
1095 would have been differently worded or not sent at all. It is
expressly stated therein, [P 395(1 )]: "You will also kin~y
acknowledge this help in the Calcutta papers. whose copies
should be sent for o\l• record". If only Party cons1deratious had
weighed with me more than the consideration of the workers'
struggle, I should not have written in the same letter ~he
following: "If there is a Union leading the strike and commanding
allegiance. so much the better". The Party that is lead~ng the
strike correctly is asked to administer the money only m case
there is no such union. Mr. Ghosh is wrong when he says th~
capital P. of Party'in the letter means the W.P.P. If it was so. at
was ~nnecessary tO add the qualifying clause to the word Party·
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What I had in mind was the experience of Bombay. I wanted to
avoid the money being used by a union that might manage to take
the lead somehow but may not command allegiance of the
workers, or a party or group of persons, who might plant
themselves on the ~kers but may be giving them a wrong
lead; and I cannot help it if any of these descriptions applied to
Mr. Ghosh and led to the present tragedy. Mr. Ghosh reads a
specially communistic meaning in my behaviour. But what ha1; he
got to say when I point out to him the fact that Mr. Tom Shaw,
when he sent £ 6fXJ/- from the International Textile Workers for
the relief of the Bombay strikers, sent them to Mr. N. M. Joshi,
not as the General Secretary of the A.l.T.U.C. or as the President
of the B.T.L.U. but to him personally with directions to use the
money in the manner he would like? Was there anythmg
communistic in him also? The fact js that every person, who
knows something of party working in modem life, is guided by
party considerations; and I am not at all ashamed of the fact that
this cons1~ration did weigh with me when I sent the money, but
it was not the sole consideration. However, the main point of Mr
Ghosh's contenbon 1s to prove that he had nothing m common
with the Communists and the W.P.P. and I readdy grant that,
hopmg 1t may give peace and safety to has absolutely
consbtutional, independent and non-party soul.
The third gentleman who has tried to qualify himself for
release by abusing the Communists is Mr. Kasie. Mr. K~le'1;
denunciation is more crude and he has directly told the
Government and the Court that we made secret plots. He sayo;
"Uptil now I spent the days of my life in solving the question of
livelihood...but when these five or six persons from Bombay
joined the stnk.e. (there came in) somewhere secret conspiracy··
I had no connection with such sectet plou of these perso~s"
<Pase 1017). Is this not a pure confession and an attempt to give
evidence against us?-that we were making aecret plots, but
Mr. Kasie had nothing to do with them? Now there was no
~sity to tell the Court that we made semt plots. He could
have said, if he was honest, that he for himself Md nothing to do
with our principles or politics, whalever it wu. But perhaps

Mr. Kasie wants our conviction more than his releue?
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In one place . Mr. Kasie has constructed a more igneous
falsehood: than ~is brother ~ould. He divides the thirty members
of the Jomt Stnke Comnuttee amongst three union:!!, ten for
the B.T.L.U. (Mr. Joshi's section) and fifteen for the G.K.M.
(our or his section) and five for the Mill Workers' Union
(Jhabwala's section). Mr. Kasie seems to have learnt from some
half-baked lawyer that the essence of defen~e against conspiracy
charge lies in breaking all connections and links of agreement
with the accused. So, the poor fellow worked hard to show that
we five "outsiders" on the Joint Strike Committee were not
from that Union to which he belonged. So he says that we five,
that is Jhabwala, Dange, Nimbkar•• Mirajkar and Bradley,
were nominated on behalf of Jhabwala's Union, while the
G.K.M. nominated all fifteen workers. Now all this part of
Mr. Kasie' s statement regarding the Joint Strike Committee is
a tissue of palpable lies. In the first place, the B.T.L.U. had not
ten but fifteen out of thirty seats on the Joint Strike Committee.
The compromise leading to the Joint Strike Committee was based
on this very understanding that Mr. Joshi's section will have
half the seats on the Committee and our section the remaining
half (vide the Fawcett Report and the evidence of the PW. 245,
whom Mr. Kasie himself refers to in hts statement). Secondly, we
were not at any time members of Jhabwala's Union. On the
contrary, we and Jhabwala were on the G.K.M. as can be
seen from the statement of Alwe and the Minute Book of
the G.K.M. (Exh. D. 420). Thirdly. the fifteen names of the
representatives of the G.K.M. on the Jt. Strike Comntittee as
given by Kasie are wrong. The fifteen member., from our
~tion. at the time of forming the Committee were as follo"s:-·
I. S. A. Dange. 2. R. S. Nimbkar, 3. B. F. Bradley, 4. S. S.
Mirajkar, 5. S. H. Jhabwala, 6. Baburao, 7. Trimbakrao, 8. A. A.
Alwe, 9. Tamhanekar, 10. Kadam, 11. Pednekar, 12. Gadkari,
13. Avsekar. 14. K. Desai, 15. Kasie. From time to time if any
member went out of Bombay or was absent he was substituted by
others. What Mr. Kasie has done is to omit the first seven names
altogether and put ~ven other names in their places, of those
persoaas who later on were substituted for absentees. Mr. Kasie
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says he is an ignorant worker, put into trouble by clever outsiders.
But ignorant workers do not construct such falsehoods.
Both Alwe and Kasie have declaimed against persons whom
they call "outsiders"-that is those organisers of trade unions and
participants in the w~'king-class struggle, who are not actually
workers. This "outsiders' controversy" is as old as the beginning
of the first strike in India. The employers and Government have
broken many strikes and unions simply because there were a few
educated persons in them, whose services were put at the disposal
of the workers. The workers broke down the opposition of the
Government and the employers in the matter by ms1sting on their
right to use the services of whomsoever they hked for their
interests. When on one side the workers overcame the opposition
of Government and cap1tahsts, men like A\we and• Kas\e are
i,pringing up to erect new barrier'> in the way of the workers takmg
the help of educated persons, who have a revolutionary desire and
capacity to serve the working-class and lead it to victory. I can
understai{d the opposition of Government and capitah~t to
"outsiders" coming in the workers' movement because the
"outsiders" help the workers m gettmg a broader outlook at the
begmning of the movement and with their education. of which
the workers are deprived by the Government and the bourgemMe.
they can understand and expose Capitalism intellectually m a
better manner. But why should Alwe and Kasie take up the
position of Government and capitalists and be even more
reactionary than they and oppose all "outsiders" as such?
It 1s a fact that the workers' movement is used by many of the
petty-bourgeois educated persons for making a career for themselves. But at the same time have there not been young educated
persons, who have suffered for the sake of the workers and

peasants, without any other motive except that of emancipatmg
them from Imperialism and Capitalism? But Alwe and Kasie
object now to all educated persons coming into the worken'
mo'lement and when you consider along with this the fact that
tl\ey do not want the workers to take to the movement of pohttcal
independence, their obvious motive becomes clearer. 1be effect
of such a policy can be only to isolate the workers from aJI
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movement of emancipation, enlightenment and joining hands
with those sections of the middle-class youths, who are fighting
for national freedom. Thus they indirectly surrender the workers
into the hands of Imperialism.
The most powerful reason which has prompted these
gentlemen against "educated men" and "outsiders" is not that
some of these men have spoiled the workers' movement. The
reason seems to be personal. Mr. Alwe scented the "danger from
outsiders" (page 973 of his statement) when he found that after
seven months of expectation and dreams of becoming a municipal
counsellor, he could not become one. But like a shrewd man. that
he is, Alwe is cautious, while Kasie has spoken the truth more
plainly. He is against "outsiders'' because he thinks that we
.. outsiders" brought him into the iai\. He says (page \017): ..By
coming into the strike of us worken, these persons did, on the
contrary, only one thing. The securing of al\ the demands
remained aside but a poor worker like myself had to come to the
Meerut Jail and to suffer and groan for two and a half years." That
is the real cause of their wrath against us. They want leadership,
but they do not want the sufferings that follow it. They want the
workers' movement, but they do not want it to take the road of
political freedom, for a simple look in that direction has led them
to the Meerut Jail. Mr. Kasie says: ''I finish my statement with the
humble request that none of my co-workers should let themselves
be influenced by such persons." But the worker-brothers, who in
every strike are victims of firing and death, who in 1907 at the
lime of the arrest of Lok. Tilak l who was, by-the-bye, a c.omplete
"outsider" and "educated person") Jemonstrated and ~truck work
for political freedom 20Jd suffered death by firing, who in J 921
days shook. Imperialism, though the movement was led by another
"outsider," and who since 1928 have suffered sttll more sacrifices,
know very well whether to trust the revolutionary leaders. no
matter whether outsiders or insiders, who work for their class
good, or those like these two excellent gentlemen who begin to
"groan," com.plain and betray those with whom they worked as
soon as they see mi Meerut prison. My friend Kasie, in Ydlose
very presence, British law convicted the Pearl Mill workers to
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death in Bombay in 1929, and who has seen how British Courts
have convicted thousands of workers and peasants to life
transportation, as in the China Mill Case in Bombay and the
Chimer, Sholapur, and Satara Cases in connection with the
national movement f\lr political and economic freedom, has
developed so much faith in British Law and Justice that when he
was asked if he wanted to give any defence witnesses, he trusted
that "the Court can decide justice or injustice without the help of
witnesses" (page 1018). And above all, he exhibits this trust when
already this Court in its bail order of 7th May 1931 on their
application has exhibited its class prejudice against all workers as
such when 1t said, "As both are labourers the danger of their
absconding cannot be neglected" (page 18 of Order), which
means that workers as a class have no credit or social status in the
country, which they can offer as securily for their bail.
Mr. Kasie is so much in a hurry to get himself dissociated from
us that in his attempt he has betrayed his friend Al we also, who on
the last pfte of his statement has trusted him to do many good
things for him (page 992). His first argument is that all the bad
deeds against the Government were done by us and he had no
hand in them. Then if the Government blames him for remaimng
with people like us in the Union he throws the whole blame of
bringing us in the Union on Mr. Alwe's shoulder. He says that
he personally was opposed to our entering the G.K.M. "But
Mr. Alwe brought these persons in .... ," and a few lines above
"If Mr. Alwe had not given an assurance about them they would
not have got an entrance at least into our workers' movement".
(page 1016.) So, according to Mr. Kasie, if there was a crime m
bringing us to the G.K.M. it was done by Alwe. "Hang everyone if
you want but not me" is the purport of Mr. Kasle's prayer.
However, both Alwe and Kasie have spoken the truth when
they say that they had nothing to do with politics, that they held
no opinions advocating political freedom for the workers from
Impeaiialism. I can certify the fact that they knew very little of my
politics. If 11ot then at least their present statements are sufficient
to show that they have no desire for the complete emancipation of
the working.class from Capitalism and Imperialism. Mr. Kasie is
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also partially right when he says, "Mr. Dange was making a
conspiracy against me in order to get me out of the Union".
(page 1014.) I say partially because I was not making a
conspiracy but openly writing in the Kranti against the mischief of
Kasie in inciting communal quarrels in the Union on the Brahmin
and non-Brahmin question. There was no need for conspiracy
because the workers at Shivdi and Morbag were openly
denouncing him in a handbill in March 1929.
In summing up my reply to the statements made by both these
co-accused of mine against me, I can say with regard to Mr. Alwe
that it is ridiculous to charge him with revolutionary conspiracy to
establish a workers' Raj, when he himself in his statement says,
" ... the speeches that were being made to the effect that the
workers' Raj must be established were regarded by me only as
empty talk". (pages 985-986.) You cannot take emphness
seriously ! As regards Mr. Kasie, he says about himself this,
"As I am ill, my head is not steady ... " (page 1016). In fact
Mr. Kasle's unsteadiness began long ago and increased rapidly
since 20th March 1929 ! Since his head is not steady the lt:ss said
of him the better!
DI- 4.1.1932

140. The Tramwaymen's Union
The second union in the list of my ''trade union crimes", is the
organisation of the Bombay Tramwaymen's Union. (Address of
Mr. James.) The Prosecution alleges that this Union was also
organised in accordan~ with our plan to get a stranglehold on
every important industry and as transport is very important, we
began to build up a union of tramway workers and to work up the
aims of the conspiracy through it. It is a fact that when I was
arrested I was the General Secretary of the Tramwaymen's Union
as also of the Gimi .Kamgar Union.
The Bombay Electric Supply and Tramway Company Ltd.
{B.E.S.T.) is one of the biggest and most profitable companies in
Bombay. The position bf this company is more peculiar than that
of the railways and stronger also, if you cotisider it even from the
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ordinary capitalist point of view. The railway companies that were
originally floated to build up railways in India had to impon
heavy capital into ln.dia, and do all the initial work of survey,
engineering, cutting df ways through mountains and over rivers
etc. The traffic also was not assured to them. The case of the
B.E.S.T. is different. The railways built up their traffic; while in
Bombay the traffic created the tramways, and the B.E.S.T. now
has a stranglehold on the vast mass of the Bombay middle-class
and workers. The B.E.S.T. got the roads ready from the
Municipality of the city. The cotton mills created the city and thca
city then asked for the tramways. The result is that a few
capitalists floated a company; the Municipality gave them thca
roads, the monopoly of transport and later on the monopoly of
electric supply. A group of capitalist began to fatten on the life on
the whole city.
The railways when they pass through a new country, bring the
markets '°ithin reach of the peasant, aid the movement of
commodities and discharge a very important function m social
economy. The Bombay tramways compared to this stand on a
lower level of an organised fulfilment of a social function. Their
customers are assured to them. The needs of the city life compel
thousands of men to put into their hands an anna each per day. The
B.E.S.T. is a monopoly giant fed by the city, living on the licence
of the citizens' municipality and yet it defies the city, the citizens'
Municipality !
The B.E.S.T. makes every year a net profit of nearly fifty lacs.
During 1931, the year of severest depression, it declared a
dividend of 14% because the B.E.S.T., is a monopoly giant and
the citizens, the middle-class and workers must use its trams to
earn their daily bread.
The B.E.S.T. is a company whose President, at the time when
we formed a Union of its workers, was Sir Purshotamdas
Thalmrdas, and there is scarcely a rich man in Bombay who has
not a scrip of the B.E.S.T. stocks. This patriotic gentry, however,
always called managers from America to organise its business,
and the principle of lndianisation was reserved in the books of
resolutions that came out every year from patriotic bodies. What
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was the attitude of this Company, owned by Indians, managed by
foreigners and licensed and given monopoly by the Municipality
of "citizens" towards its workers?
The formation of a Union of the tramway workers was not a
new thing that I did. The tramway workers had a Union of theirs
in 1922, led by Messrs Chaman Lal and Pawar. The Union had at
that time a larger membership than in 1928. In 1922, the men on
the traffic lines, the conductors, ticket collectors etc. were in the
Union, while in 1928, the Union was limited only to the worksh9pmen at the Kingsway workshops at Dadar, Bombay. The C<?mpany
had refused to recognise the Union, e-.ren when it was under the
leadership of Chaman Lal and Pawar, and though it commanded a
large membership. When the Company refused to recognise the
Union and speak with its representatives, Messrs Chaman Lal and
Pawar, the workers struck work on l 7th September 1922. The
Company sustained some loss as the traffic workers stopped all
work on the lines. But the strike was broken with the help of
imported labour and police aid. This Company of th~ Indian
bourgeoisie was so much mindful of the welfare of its workercountrymen and their right to form their own organisations that
according to the Labour Gazette of November 1922, "about 1,300
members of the Union were dismissed from the Company's
service". The Company did not stop at that. It considered all the
old workers as dismissed from service and re-engaged the new
and old workers on a fresh contract of service, which so far as the
Company's obligations went, was on a daily basis. All the workers
were considered as "~y wage-earners" and musters and re.cords
were maintained on this basis. But actually payment of wages was
made monthly, the bonus and provident fund calculations were all
done on monthly service basis. The new classification was
introduced to facilitate immediate dismissal of any worker,
without liability to pay him notice period wages. This was the
immediate case of my being called upon to engage in the work of
the Tramway Uniop in 1928.
The strike of 1922 l'lad killed the Union and there was no Union
till 1927 April, when a new Union was fonned by Jhabwala. In the
first month it had, I think, about 50 members and all of them
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were from the Dadar workshop of the Company. The Union after
the first month sank into inactivity. In March 1928, the Company
gave notices to 200 workers out of the 800 in the workshop that
they would be dismiS\C(I as the Company had no work for them.
Such a heavy retrenchhient in spite of the profits of half a crore,
caused grave discontent and the Union sprang ·into life again.
Meetings were held and resolutions passed protesting against the
action of the Company and the indifference of the Municipality
which gave license to such a Company to exploit the city. But
there was no proposal of a strike. Our simple demand at the time
was that retrenchment must be stopped. A report of the meetingi.
and resolutions was sent to the Company by the Union but the
Company refused to recognise the Union or speak with it11
representatives. They insisted that the Company would recognise
• was approved by the
the Union on condition that its constitution
Board of Directors and that it did not admit as its office-bearers or
membersv8°y one who was not an employee of the Company. The
reply meant a direction to 'the Union to become a Company
Union, acting according to the advice of the Company who did
not-want the Union to talce the help of any independent organisers
or advisers in its work (Ex. P. 1744 Kranti, dated 8th July, 1928).
The reply to the Company's conditions was that a trade union had
every right to engage anybody's services in its work; and it would
send a copy of its constitution for information to the Board but not
for its approval or disapproval. After this the Company ceased to
correspond with the Union. But the attitude of the workers had the
desired effect. We succeeded in putting the whole matter before
the President of the Board of Directors, who at that time was
Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. Three amendments were made, as a
result, by the Company in its retrenchment policy. They reduced
the number to be retrenched, which was originally fixed at 200.
They had fint given 24 houn notice. But now they agreed to pay
one month's notice pay to those who were retrenched. ~
Conipany usually pays at the end of each year. a bonus to 1!s
employees. which the retrenched workers would have received tf
they had been in service a month or so or more. 'Ibe CompanY
agreed to pay the bonus in advance to the retrenched men.
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Amongst the retrenched were some of very long-standing service
who, if they had been in service for a year or so, would have
according to the contract of their service, receivea a highe;
gratuity from the Company. This fact also was forced on their
consideration. This small success of the Union gave confidence to
the men and almost all the men in the workshop became members
of the Union. The membership according to the annual report of
the Union was 881during1928-29.
The management had promised to the deputations that had been
sent to them by the workers before this Union was formed th#lt
they would revise the rates of pay in the workshop. The basis of
this promise was that the nature of wor:k done in the workshops
had considerably changed since the rates of wages were fixed.
The original rates were based on the railway coach-building
workshops, while the work in the tramway workshop was of a
'>uperior kind, since the Company improved its designs of coachbuilding and had also introduced a new pattern bus service. In
order to get the promise fulfilled, we formulated a new set of
wage rates and promotions and submitted it to the Company,
which as usual refused to discuss it with the Union as such. The
proposals were published in the Kranti dated 12th and 19th July
1928 (P. 1744). In spite of all our efforts, nothing was done by the
management in the matter. It still maintains its insolent attitude of
not recognising the Umon, though lately the Company has been
forced by the workers to negotiate with the Union representatives
(two of whom were "outsiders") on the question of partial closing
of the workshop (Agreement dated 19th October 1931). That 1s
the attitude of the Indian bourgeoisie, an Indian Company, even
when the Government of India, the Government of foreign
bourgeoisie, has no objection to negotiate with the Railwaymen ·s
Federation and the "outsiders" in it.
The Prosecution have not put into exhibit my activities in
connection witb the Tramwaymen 's Union. The Crown Counsel
mentioned it in his address but could fmd nothing to put
before this Court. thopgh as can be seen from the Kranti and the
A.l.T.U.C. Bulletin (D 390) meetings of tramway workers were
held, attended and addressed by some of us. What is the reason of
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the silence of the Prosecution over this branch of my Trade Union
work? According to them, we conspire through every available
Union, every available meeting of the workers. Why not the
Tramway Union then, a key in the life of Bombay? The reason is
plain enough. The fact is we "conspire" through no Union. Our
attitude and principle~ everywhere the same. The Prosecution
want to smash the militant trade unions, and such as immediately
threaten the profits of the bourgeoisie and the Government on a
large scale by means of strikes and refusal to accept wage
reductions. The Tramway Union was not a big Union; 1t
threatened no strike. Our speeches only discussed the question of
retrenchment and the problem of recognition of the Union. We
were powerless to bring about any strike on the lines. Since the
Union was not strong, the "conspiracy" was not deep enough for
the Prosecution to seize, search and bring the records of that
Union in this case. This would show that it is not revolutionary
conspiracy that you are trying but the big and militant trade
unions that you are trying to smash. Since the Tramway Union
was a s!Dldl one limited to one workshop only, it escaped the
mutilation by searches and arrests and the coils of this case m
March 1929, but the workers could not escape an attack on their
earnings and as soon as they resisted they were faced with the
police force and lathies of the Government and the management
in October 1931.

141. The AU-India Trade Union Congress Its formation and
the attitude of the Natioaal Conanss towards it
The working-class in its struggle against Capitalism is obliged
to unite industrially, nationally and internationally. In their direct
struggle with the employcn each section of the workers forms
trade unions, but just as the employers form national federations
of their own to protect their economic class interests, the workers
have to unite their unions on an all-national basis. The All-India
Trade Union Congress represents the national unity of the trade
unions of the Indian workers.
But the present AU-India 'Dade Union Congress did not
come into existence for this specific purpose. and it is one of
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the accusatio~s. against us in this case, that we imported classstroggle, . pobttcal strugg~e, a revolutionary anti-imperialist
struggle into a Trade Umon Congress, which was meant to
further the economic interests of the workers by legitunate and
peaceful methods. The A.I.T.U.C. was founded in 1920, and its
first Congress was held in Bombay in October 1920 under the
presidentship of the nationalist bourgeois leader Lala Lajpat Rai,
who by his stay in America had come to possess a reputation of
being a "socialist," which ultimately turned out to be unfounded.
The immediate incentive to the formation of the Congress was not
the developing revolutionary struggle in the country, nor was jt
due to any all-national emergency affecting the trade union
struggle of the workers as such. Jbe imperialist powers
deliberating over the Versailles Treaty were threatened with the
revolutionary movement of the workers in their countries and in
order to co-ordinate their national-imperialist policy towards the
workers on an internationally agreed imperialist basis, they
had decided to institute a powerful watchdog institution. The
outcome was the Washington Conference and the International
Labour Office of Geneva. The Conference had recommended
that each nation should send representatives of its trade unions
through its Government, and the Government of India, accepting
this, announced that they would send Indian representatives on
the recommendation of trade unions here. In India there was no
body that could make any recommendation on behalf of all trade
unions or workers; so a body had to be founded. All the
fashionable trade unionists who were tempted by the prospect of
free trips and an international status united to form an All-Indian
Trade Union Congress. There were· also many real trade union
workers who seeing the necessity of an All-India unity of trade
union, joined hands with the fashionable group, since there was
very little of trade union activity to warrant separate organisations
or non-co-operation with the pseudo-labour leaders. The All-India
Trade Union Congress was founded and its First Congress was
held in the most fashionable bourgeois quarters of Bombay. Not
the needs of tbe worting-cJass struggJe, but the prizes offered by
lmperiafis~ was the immediate incentive of the A.I.T.U.C.
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The main purpose of founding the T.U.C. was served and
Government accepted its recommendations of Indian delegates to
the International Labour Conference at Geneva. The Second
Congress was held at Jharia in 1921 under the Presidentship of
Mr. Baptista, and the tbird Session at Lahore in 1923, where
Mr. C. R. Dass presided. This period of 1920-23 was one in which
the Indian workers, peasants and middle-classes rose in revolt and
offered battle to Imperialism. It was a period when the European
proletariat was bidding for class-power. Did all this affect the
T.U.C., the so-called organisation of the Indian worlcers in any
way? Not one union did represent the militant workers
who presented Bombay in complete darkness to the Prince
of Wales when he landed there in 1921. The worlcers who
were spontaneously taking part in the nationalist movement
for political freedom were not in tht Trade Union Congress
at all. And the representatives, who went to Europe came back to
India, without understanding a bit of the mighty proletarian
movementtf'here.
The founding of the T. U.C. as a separate national organisation
of the worlcers as a class, however, roused the jealousy of some of
the bourgeois nationalist leaders, and the danger it presented to
their organisation, if the T.U.C. were to become a really active
body functioning on class lines, was apparent. Mr. C. R. Dass m
his Presidential Address to the Gaya Session (December 1922) of
the Indian National Congress advised the nationalists to organise
the workers and espouse their cause and be gave this reason for
his a.:tvice: "If the Congress fails to do its duty, we may expect to
find organisations set up in the country, by labourers and peasants
detached from you, disassociated from the cause of Swaraj, which
will inevitably bring into the arena of the peaceful revolution
class- struggles and the war of special interests. If the object of the
Congress be to avoid this disgraceful issue, let us take labour and
peasantry in hand •..••. " When thousands of workers and peasants
were falling victims of imperialist firing aided by zamindars and
the bourgeoisie, Mr. Dass was calling their struUle "a disgraceful
issue," and asking the middle-class petty-bourgeois, whom he was
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addressing, to take labour and peasantry in hand, (let us take them
in hand). In order to protect the bourgeoisie from being attacked
by the class-war of the workers, and also in order to forge some
weapon exclusively in his hands to aid him in his fight against the
orthodox non-co-operators, Mr. Dass tried to infuse political ideals
into the Trade Union Congress by presiding successively over its
two sessions at Lahore (1923) and Calcutta (1924). But as soon as
the political ferment around cooled down and his 1JOlitical
programme of Council Entry was secured, he became indifferent.
From 1920 to 1924 the Trade Union Congress had as its president
the biggest leaders of the nationalist bourgeois movement, which
was aimed against British Imperialism. But not one of these
presidents had advised the T.U.C. to refuse to associate with the
thoroughly imperialist I.L.O. at Geneva. They were nonco-operating with Imperialism, but they were willing to let the
working-class organisations remain under the imperialist and
capitalist influence of the I.L.O. because both they and the
imperialists had the same attitude towards the workers.
The organisation of the Trade Union Congress was not
welcomed in any better spirit by the National Congress. As 'oon as
the T.U.C. Session was held at Bombay in October 1920 the
National Congress in December 1920 at Nagpur, awakened to the
necessity of organising the workers and passed the resolution:
''This Congress is of opinion that Indian Labour should be
organised with a view to improve and promote their well-being and
secure to them their just rights and to prevent the exploitation
( 1) of Indian Labour (2) of Indian resources by foreign agencies"
(Volume I page 35 of Congress Resolutions published by the
A.I.C.C.). The resolution is directed against the exploitation of
Indian labour by foreign agencies, but is silent about exploitation
by Indian agencies, when at this very time the Bombay Textile
workers were striking against their Indian masters for increase in
wages to compensate a rise in the cost of living. In tbe true
capitalists language it ·talked of "their jut rights", as ~ •
are "unjust rights" also: With a flourish tbe A.l.C.c .. llJl?Omted a
Sub-Contmittee of eleven to carry out labour organisation work
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(lst January 1921) (Volume I page 59). The eleven ladies and
gentlemen did nothing. So the Working Committee at Calcutta on
2nd February 1921 asked Mr. C.R. Dass to give effect to the
resolution of Nagpur (Vol. I page 86). When four months later,
one member of the Committee asked for Rs. 1,500/- to carry out
the work, the Working \::ommittee of the Congress at its Bezwada
Meeting shelved the proposal to the Sub-Committee for report
(April 1921) (Vol. I page 91). However the workers themselves
never waited for the patriotic angels to come to them to show
them the path of their salvation. They took to their own line of
demonstrations and support to the national movement of freedom,
in spite of the distrust and the cold attitude towards them
manifested by the Congress leaders, who addressed the workers
of Bombay as ..hooligans", on their demonstrations at the Prince
of Wales landing. For more than a yell after this the Congress
forgot its resolution on Labour. The political movement wa11
betrayed, the petty-bourgeois leadership collapsed. When
everythinvas lost, in its leisure hours, the Congress again turned
to Labour, and the Working Committee at Calcutta in November
1922 gave its "opinion" that the resolution passed at Nagpur
"Should be carried out without further delay" (Vol. I page 223).
Next month at the Gaya Session, December 1922, the Congress
gave up the former resolution of separately organising the
workers and by a new resolution welcomed the A.l.T.U.C. and
appointed a Sub-Committee this time ''to assist the Executive
Council of the A.I.T.U.C. for the organisation of Indian labour,
both agricultural and industrial". The New Co~ttee consisted
of six members, of whom one was M. Sringarvelu Chettiar, who
later on was one of the accused in Cawnpore Communist
Conspiracy Case of 1924. It is noteworthy that none of the
old heroic Committee of eleven was found on this Committee
(Vol. I page 236).
The nationalist bourgeoisie, as the candidate for the next
Government of the country, learns the lessons of Government: at
the hands of Imperialism and practises them on its rival, the
worken and peasants. One lesson is to hoodwink the people by
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co~ssions and committees and .to avoid to do a work by

pleadmg want of funds. The Workmg Committee remembered
that the Gaya Congress in December 1922 had appointed a labour
organisation committee, in February 1923 when it met in
Bombay and appointed Dr. Sathaye as convener for it and
sanctioned Rs. 200/- for initial expenses and asked for "a plan of
work, if any", (Vol. I page 254). The Committee seems to have
thought or slept furiously over "the plan of work, if any", and the
convener submitted proposals in July which were graciously
considered by the Working Committee in August 1923. In the true
fashion of a body that aspires to take the place of the Govemme"nt
of India it resolved "that Dr. Sathaye be informed that the scheme
will be considered in detail after circulation among the members
of the Working Committee and that meanwhile Dr. Sathaye be
informed that considering its present financial condition, the
Working Committee does not hope to be in a position to adopt the
scheme this year or to give effect to it. Under these circumstances,
Dr. Sathaye is requested to reconsider his application and make
fresh proposals, if any". The Committee has no funds; even if it
has, it does not hope to give effect to the scheme. It asks for fresh
proposals and still says that the scheme will be considered in
detail after circulation. Can any Home Member of the Government of India even beat this piece of hypocrisy?
The matter was again pressed before the A. I. C. C. by
Dr. Mukherjee at Coconada on lst January 1924 (Vol. ll page 2)
and it was sent up to the Working Committee, who at the Bombay
meeting (Vol. 11 page 12) on ht February 1924 postponed the
consideration "in view of the present financial condition". All
these resolutions were being passed when the "just rights" to live
of the workers in Ahmedabad and Bombay were being attacked
by a wage-cut of t 5% in the former and stoppage of bonus in the
latter. In the Bombay strike, when assistance for relief work. was
asked, the Working Committee in its meeting of 23rd April 1924,
(Vol. ll page J9) pleaded the same excuse. The Nagpur ConR":ss
of 1920 no\ed the existence of workers in India and the neces,\tty
of organising and ~ting them; the Gaya Congress, two years
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later appointed a Committee to co-operate with the Trade Union
Congress in their work and then everybody decided not to do
anything in the matter. The Coconada Congress of 1923 and of
Belgaum in 1924, refused even the philanthropic reference to the
programme of labour erganisation. This omission of hypocrisy
was corrected at the Cawnpore and Gauhati congresses in 1925
and 1926 which reinserted the clauses on ''the organisation of
labour, both industrial and agricultural, the adjustment of
relations between employers and workmen and between landlords
and tenants" (Vol. III page 25 and Vol. IV page 61).
In this long period of six years there were big strikes in the
industrial centres, accompanied by firing by Government forces,
called in by the Indian and European employers. But in the
Annual Reports of the General Secretary of the Congress, none of
them are even mentioned. When sud~ was the attitude of the
central organisation, the Provincial Committees followed the
same line '1d every subordinate committee imitated the central in
appointing labour sub-committees and ultimately doing nothing
or openly siding with the employers against the workers in
Bombay. The Congress deliberately and systematically followed
the policy of keeping the working-class away from political
consciousness and organisation, and refused to espouse the
economic struggles of the working-class whether against Indian
or foreign employers.
When the tide of active politics went down, the nationalist
bourgeois leaders were not to be found in the ranks of the Trade
Union Congress. After the Calcutta Session of 1924, the Presidentship of the Congress was conferred on men, who though not
workers, were interested in trade unionism. Their ideal, of course.
was in no way better than that of the nationalist bourgeoisie.
Politically they were even backward and reactionary. But they had
one virtue. From whatever motives, they struck to organising
trade unions and though they desired to use them for keeping the
workers away from class-struggle and within the bold of Geneva
Imperialism, the objective effect of their work was a more or less
stable growth of trade unions among sections of workers.
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SECTION 4.-The Trade Union Congress and
Miscellaneous-Exhibits and Final Plea

Paras: 142-149
142. The T.U.C. and its early political ideals-the Second
lnternational's efforts to capture the T.U.C. and the
Cawnpore Session of 1927-Exts. P. 545(8), P. 545(6)-

P.Ws. 111 and 119
The existence of the Trade Union Congress as a separate
organisation of the working-class was justified and necessary. lt
was moreover increasingly becoming clear that the workers had
to find the expression of their political emancipation not through
the National Congress, but through the T.U.C. and a political
party of their own.
The Trade Union Congress. even before the advent of the
Communists, was expressing itself on political questions, but the
political ideals so expressed were not anti-imperialist or anticapitalist. The lead that the working-class was being given can be
best found in the Presidential Addresses of the congresses. After
the non-co-operation days when the bourgeoisie embarked on the
career of co-operating with the British Dictatorship, the talk of
leading the workers into a fight for Swaraj {Dass's Address of
1922) vanished. The President of the 1925 Bombay Session,
Mr. Thengdi in his address said: ''The work of the Indian National
Congress is mainly political while ours is mainly economic".
[Ex. D 14S(l8)]. And further on, "to get things done through the
Government and by law is a sure, though slow, remedy for all
your ills". The lead given by the Chairman of the Reception
Committee, Mr. Bole was thoroughly reactionary. He called the
Versailles Treaty "a Magna Charta of the labouring classes all
over the wortcr•. However, the Trade Union Congress had begun
developing international contacts; it was affiliated to the Workers'
Welfare League ia August 1924. It had established an office. and
staJted the Tnade Union Bulletin in July 1924. For the first time.
the Presidential Acfdn:ss of 1925, in spite of its extra-loyal
~tude, spoke in
of class and conceived the workers as :an
tndet>endent social category producing social wealth on which

term;.

Capitalism thrWecl.
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The sixth session of the T.U.C. at Madras on IOth January 1926
was presided over by Mr. V. V. Girl. It was attended by
Mr. Graham Pole. The. President in his address pointed out that
Mahatma Gandhi was 6gainst the formation of the Trade Union
Congress and four years back Mr. C. F. Andrews, the elected
President of the year, had agreed with him but later on came to
recognise that "international co-ordination on labour problems
was necessary". But the idea of co-ordination of the workers of all
countries on a class basis fighting against Capitalism was far from
their mind. The Congress by its resolutions asked for the
formation of a political party of the workers "on the lines of the
Labour Party of England". It also opined that "a measure framed
by Indians conferring on India Swaraj or Self-Government base
on adult suffrage be passed into law, Without delay... But like its
petty lawyer leadership the Congress while demanding Swaraj
was asking for seats on the Legislature in terms of the
recommendations of the Muddiman Report!
However, the T.U.C. was not quite that innocent body of
workers, whom Capitalism would like to confine to purely welfare
schemes and wages questions, to the purely economic demands.
It was already asking for political freedom, for which the rank and
file and fought alongside the nationalist movement in the days of
direct action. But the political demands were to be realised
through the Imperialist State and were consistent with the
existence of foreign dictatorship. It is alleged against us in this
case that we worked our revolutionary conspiracy through the
T.U.C. inasmuch as those harmless ideals of the T.U.C. were
changed into those asking for a Soviet Republican model and
urging the workers to revolutionary action. The evidence here
regarding our T.U.C. work begins with the Delhi Session of
March 1927. A reference to the report shows that the Congress
was attended by Saklatwala and was held at Delhi at his request.
The call for general strike found in some of our Trade Union
resolutions is said to be a special Communist tactic. But the report
submitted then by the General Secretary, Mr. Ginwalla. shows

that the Trade Union Congress had actively helped the General
Strike in England of May 1926 and had sent Rs. 8,306/- to the
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British T.U.C. for helping the General Strike. Out ~f the 47
resolutions passed none touched the fundamental aims and
objects of the T.U.C. and on the question of international
affiliation, the C?ngress .approved t~e efforts at that time made by
the Anglo-Russl8D Umty Committee for unity between the
I.F.T.U. the yellow organisation and the R.I.L.U., supporting
affiliation to which is considered to be one of the ingredients of
our "crime". Saldatwala came and went. The Delhi Sessioq
congratulated him, elected S. V. Ghate as Assistant Secretary and
D.R. Thengdi as Administrative Secre~. and thereby shook
British Imperialism so violently that alJ the three incidents have
been brought into this case as evidence. But these three incidents
did not shake the T.U .C. from its old constitutional politics !
The large mass of evidence brought here regarding the Trade
Union Congress relates to the Cawnpore and Jharia Session of
1927 November and 1928 December, and the E.C. Meeting of
February 1928 at Delhi. The evidence agamst me mdividually
relates only to the Cawnpore session and the Delhi Meeting of the
EC. to T.U.C. 1be reason for concentrating on these parti~ular
years and sessions lies in the fact that with the year 1927 began a
period of industrial and political upheaval, which during the next
four years continued to gather in volume and intensity. British
Imperialism had decided on an iron hand policy and kicked at the
Indian bourgeoisie through the Simon Commission. The Labour
Pany and the Second International gang had also a hand in 1t.
When the offensive on the pohtical front began, the labour
imperialists naturally feared that the Indian working-class, as in
1921-22, would join with and strengthen the hands of the
nationalist bourgeoisie, if it decided to give battle. Therefore, the
workers' organisations had to be won over to the influence of the
policy of Geneva. the British Labour Party, British T.U.C., the
1.F.T.U., the Second International, all of which have one and the
same policy towards India-that it must remain a slave of
Imperialism. Though
l.F.T.U. was outwardly ~.ing ~talks
of unity w\1h the R.l.L.U., it had no intension of bringmg it about
Therefore.. at its Paris Congress it decided to make efforts to secure
affiliation of the colonial workers• organisations. A big bunch of

me.
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labour imperialists, trade unionists and socialists of all kinds
suddenly took fancy to study the Indian conditions and came to
India. Amongst them were Messrs. Purcell and Hallsworth. The
Cawnpore Session of\lte T.U.C. and the Delhi Meeting of the E.C.
of T.U.C. was one cohtinuous attempt of these men to get the
A.I.T.U.C. affiliated to the I.F.T.U. and to tone down or sabotage
the workers' taking part in the anti-imperialist front that was
developing on the Simon Commission Boycott. The Cawnpore
Session and the Delhi Meeting, contrary to the allegations of the
Prosecution, do not record a single attempt to bid for power by the
Communist and Left-Wing trade unionists, but was an organised
offensive of the Second International, the British Labour
Imperialists and the I.F.T.U. to prevent the working-class in India,
not from joining the R.I.L.U. or the Comintem only, but from
joining the movement of political e~ancipation and taking the
leadership of the anti-Imperialist front. My article published in
the "Herald" of Bombay entitled "The Conspiracy of Imperialism
in the Alf-India Trade Union Congress" [of which Ex. P. 545(8)
seems to be a copy], explained this very point of view. But that
article did not suggest or propose affiliation to the R.l.L.U. or any
other body. At the Cawnpore Session a number of leaflets, were
distributed on this very subject and the Prosecution have
exhibited some copies of them which the police got hold of there
[Exs. P. 545(6)]. These leaflets also warned the Congress against
the attempts being made by the yellow internationalists, but did
not propose any affiliation. They again insisted on the unity
between the two Trade Union Internationals, that is reiterated the
resolution of the Delhi Congress on the subject. The Congress in
spite of the attempts of Purcell reaffirmed its Delhi resolution on
the subject of international affiliation, and also decided upon the
boycott of the Simon Commission.
Prosecution witnesses No. 111 and 119 have been brought to
prove that I was present at the Cawnpore Session. I certainly do
not Cieny the fact that I was there and that I was elected one of the
Secretaries for the ensuring year; but I am not in a position to
corroborate their other statements as to what I spoke on which
resolution. P.W. 119 says that I moved the resolution congratulating
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the U.S.S.R. on its Tenth Anniversary. There were worldwide
demonstrations and congratulations from all proJetarian arte
on the 1Oth Anniv~rsary Celebration and the Tradeq~nio~
~on1gresf
f s of the Ind
11~ workers certainly could not have kept
1tse rom congratu atmg the Workers' Republic and neither
rade
. . be
can a
real t . umomst
expected not to move or support such a
resolution. I cannot, however, vouchsafe for the correctness of the
P.W. 's Report.
Ex. P. 1878 C dated 5.12.27 is said to be a report sent by me to
all those comrades in the "conspiracy" who had agreed upon· a
revolutionary policy to be followed at Cawnpore in the T.U.C.
The body of the report itself does• not warrant any such
conclusion. It is addressed to the members of the "T.U.C. Left'',
that is those, who did not agree with the policy of the Geneva
School and had expressed a desire in the Congress to follow a
more radical policy. The report itself says that those who agreed
on this point decided to form "a cohesive group and a plan for
future work in order to foster real trade union activity amongst the
workers". To attack the numbers of this "Left" with the charge of
"conspiracy" is to attack the aim of real trade union activity and
nothing else.
The nationalist bourgeoisie, unable to agree upon the constitution that it should have, but intent upon hiding its internal
contradictions behind the mask of an All-Parties Unity in the face
of Imperialist attack, was trying all sorts of antics of "producing a
constitution" of free India before it had even fired a single shot
for freedom. There was a veritable epidemic of constitutions and
endless waste of paper C1iflPl the phrases about the advantages of a
Federal State or a Unitary State, about defence and debts and so
on. The bourgeoisie is going through the~e travails for the last
four years and nothing is yet born. They smack their lips over the
igneous copies they make of this or that country's constitution
with improvements "to suit the genius of India" and like the
idiotic merchant, who copied the ledger of his rich rival and
imagined that being in possession of this copy he had also ceme
into possession of the coveted wealth, they begin to assume the
airs of ''free men" and the manners of "ambassadors". While in
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fact for their pocket expense of 2S shillings a day at the
"ambassadorial" Round Table Conference, they have to run to the
steward of the St. James'. This mediocre bourgeoisie wanted to
engage the T.U.C. also in this foolery. The T.U.C. leadership
dominated as it was by \he kindred spirits of the bourgeoisie,
agreed to join in and appointed a sub-Committee to draft a
"Labour constitution for the future Government of India". The
Committee consisted of Messrs. Chaman Lal (President of the
Congress), N. M. Joshi (General Secretary), M. Daud, G. Sethi,
K. Ghosh, D. R. Thengdi, Jhabwala, Dange and Spratt. Out of
these nine, the last five are accused in this case. Spratt w~
appointed convener. But the Committee never met nor did n
frame any constitution.

143. The Delhi E.C.T.U.C. Meeting_.Jharia Congress-the
T.U.C. must not co-operate with the surrenders of the
I.N.C.
Though 1'e game of the Second Internationalists was foded m
Cawnpore, they did not give it up. An official invitation wa!I
procured in the meanwhile from the I.F.T.U. to the T.U.C. for
affiliation to it. A meeting of the Executive Committee was
arranged at Delhi in February 1928, and contrary to all
constitutional procedure, though the full session of the Congres!I
had not decided on any affiliation, the E.C. was being asked to
decide on this vital matter without any consultation with the
affiliated unions. The Genevites in power knew full well that they
would have a majority at the E.C. meeting. When the meeting Wll!I
held in one of the Committee Rooms of the Assembly Chamber,
Messrs. Purcell and Hallsworth recommended affiliation to the
l.F.T.U. A proposal was also brought Torward to break off
connections with the Workers' Welfare League, which was the
representative in England of the T. U.C. since 1924. What does
this show? It means that it was the yellow internationalists who
were taking the offensive. It was they who were committing the
Congress to international affiliation and that with the I.f.T.U
They were moving for disaffiliation from W.W.L. Our reply to
this was naturally to prevent it, since the I.F.T.U. was only an
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agent of lmperialis~ inside the working-class movement, an
agency that was dominated by the British Unions and the politics
of. the Labour. Party. In spite of th.is there was no ploposal at
this E.C. meeting from us for affiliation with the R.l.L.U. and
as regards the ~.W.L. we were me~ely asking for the status quo.
The W.P.P. circular to trade umons issued on this matter
[Ex. P. 545(7)] does not positively demand affiliation but says, ••if
any affiliation is considered it should be in favour of the R.I.L. U".
The result was that there was no affiliation to any international,
though the official bureaucracy succeeded in disaffiliating th.e
T.U.C. from the W.W.L. and appointing the British T.U.C. as the
agent of the Indian T.U.C.
Thus whether at Delhi, March 1927, at Cawnpore, November
1927, or at Delhi, February 1928, there were no proposals from
the Left section of the T.U.C. or the Communist trade unionists
fundamentally altering either the aims and objects or the trade
union activities, undertaken by the Congress. All the proposals
were preventives keeping the T.U.C. from going under the
domination of the International of Labour Imperialistc;. And
though a few officials of the T.U.C. were from the Left Group, the
majority control remained in the hands of the Geneva School.
The year 1928 was a year of the offensive of Imperialism
agamst the nationalist bourgeois movement which was gathering
volume on the Simon Commission question and also a year of the
offensive of the Indian bourgeoisie against the Indian workers.
The longest and biggest strikes took place in this year and
naturally shook the ideology of the workers. But the Trade Union
Congress as such gave little lead, because it was still in that stage
m which the National Congress was before the war period. The
political atmosphere was in a ferment when the T.U.C. met at
Jharia in December 1928 under the Presidentship of M. Daud. As
the repon shows [D 145(34)], the Presidential Address (D 305)
gave no lead to the workers to meet the situation confronting them
and the country as a whole, and the Chainnan of the Reception
Committee was thankful to the workers and employers for
working "in a spirit C:r amity and good feeling". The President,
M Daud, expressed himself against Complete Independence and
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wanted Dominion Status with "safeguards for labour". In spite of
such a reactionary lead, which relegated the toilers, the majority
of the nation, to a secondary place in the affairs of the country and
patronised them with "safeguards", the Government attacked the
Trade Union Con~ress by arresting Johnstone in the midst of the
Congress, because he represented the League Against Imperialism, and deported him. This one offensive act of the Imperialist
Dictatorship undermined the strength of its support from rhe
Geneva School. The T.U.C. was affiliated for a period of one
year to the League Against Imperialism as a protest against
Johnstone's arrest. But from this it would be erroneous to
conclude that the Left Trade Unionists dominated the Congress.
The Jharia Session, as can be seen from the resolutions, represent~
a peculiar balancing of the Right and Left. There was no change in
the fundamental aims and object~f the T.U.C. But the Congress
formulated "a basis for the future constitution of India to be
placed before the All Parties Convention" that was held at
Calclftta on 22nd December 1928. The Congress unequivocally
declared for the "( 1) Socialist Republican Government of the
working-classes, (2) Abolition of the Indian States and Socialistic
Republican Government in those places. (3) Nationalisation of
Industries and Land." This basis was to be presented to the
Convention by a Committee, and Mr. R. R. Bakhale, the Deputy
Leader of the Right Group. The Congress affiliated to the League
Against Imperialism that stands for complete independence for
the colonies, but did not refuse to send representatives to Geneva.
which is opposed to such independence! The Congress rescinded
the resolution of the Delhi E.C. Meeting and withdrew it~
representation given to the British T.U.C., but did not restore irs
agency of the Workers' Welfare League. It decided not to have
any agent at aJl. Thus after eight years of existence the Congress
had defined the political form of the State it would like to have m
India. But it was not adopted as its ideal but as a proposal to be ~ut
before the All Parties Convention' a tool invented by the Indian.
bourgeoisie to sabotage the Simon boycott by the diplomatic

back-door.
'Ibis delicate balancing of the Right and Left thoroughly went
in favour of the Left at Nagpur in 1929. And the gentlemen of the
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Right instead of taking the defeat in a democratic spirit seceded
from the Congress and fonned a separate organisation, which was
nothing but a well-dressed carcass put in a glass Ctie and labelled
"Geneva Dolls on Annual Show", roaming in the labourimperialist markets of Europe at Government expense.
When the Trade Union Congress, in response to the growing
polibcal tension around, was thui; advancing in its political ideals,
the National Congress did not revise its attitude towards the
organisation of workers. After Gauhati, took place the Madras and
Calcutta congresses of 1927 and 1928. The A.1.C.C. and All
Parties Convention had asked the T.U.C. to take part in the'show
of framing the constitution. But there was no attempt made to dig
the forgotten resolution of 1924-25.to undertake organisation of
workers. Till 1929 even the advanced petty-bourgeois section did
not approach the T.U.C. until Pt. Jawahar Lal's socialist shadow
brought him to the Presidentship, followed by the nationalist
fasc1st shadow of Subasb Bose, w\\o, qU\te in exact \imitation of
h1s master, C.R.. Dass, came to the 'T.U .C. on\)' m order to procure
some sort of stick to win his losmg pos1t1on in the nationalist
Congress circles. Once in a while the Working Committee was
asked to hdp the Golmuri Tin Plate Workers' Stnke and it left the
matter to its Secretary. The G.l.P. Railway workers struck on
3rd February 1930, just when the National Congress was preparing its ultimatum \)f non-co-operation with the British Dictatorship after its conciliation offer to the Viceroy before the Lahore
Congress, was rejected. But the Working Committee m its meeting
m the second week of February, when the Government force~
were beating down the workets with armed force. which soon was
to be employed aga.a~..,~ the Congress also, recommended to the
workers co-operation with the same Dictatorship and said: "The
Committee trusts that a Conciliation Board will be appointed ... ··..
Except for this little piece of remembrapce (which w~
occasioned by the fact that the strike thrust itself upon their
attention as the railways affected the movements of the~r l~rs)
the Congress remained oblivious of the workers' organ1sattons..
. It has always happened in history that when the pe~-bo~eo1s
is beaten. he runs tO"the workers for aid. It happened m India after
the defeat of 1921-22. It was bound to repeat and did repeat in
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1931. The Congress signed the Delhi Pact but was not sure that it
would be observed by the Dictatorship. The upper section pettybourgeoisie was becoming lukewarm and the Congress wanted
some pawn to move. It also was afraid that the workers and
peasants would march bver the heads of the Congress and take to
direct action to protect their interests. So it again remembered the
existence of workers and indulged in the inexpensive pleasure of
passing a resolution on Fundamental Rights at Karachi. Dass
remembered the workers at Gaya after the debacle of Bardoli,
Jawahar Lal & Co. remembered the workers at Karachi after the
debacle of Delhi. It is always after and never before. Because, if
they call in the workers and the poor peasants in the real thick of
the fight, they are afraid of the revolutionary national and clWl~
struggle that might ensue from their participation. It is done after,
because then they are wanted eithlr as a pawn to threaten
Imperialism with, or to placate and quieten the rising forces into
the ignon;nious compromises that are made. One leader, while
speaking on the resolution of Fundamental Rights in the A.l.C.C.,
said in plain terms, "if as some of them apprehended, the negotiations with the present British Government failed, the masse!i
would have to come once again to their rescue and fight the battle
It was therefore necessary that the masses should know exactly
what was meant by Swaraj of which the Congress spoke". This 1i.
plain enough to show that the workers' unions and organisation,
have no reason to be jubilant over the Fundamental Rights
Resolution. The Trade Union Congress deed not flirt with the
National Congress with proposals of conferring this right and that
right upon the workers. It is the business of the Trade Umon
Congress to take the leadership in the workers' struggle and not to
beg of the bourgeoisie, however radical it may be, for a place m
the constitution. Democracy for the workers is not conferred. it
has to be won. The Nationalist bourgeoisie has for the last eleven
years systematically ignored, neglected, despised or sabotaged
the workers' organisation-the Trade Union Congress. Why
should we go and seek co-operation with it and that in its
surrenders, when we have the capacity and forces to win freedom

ourselves?
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The Court has asked me to explain a reference regarding Jharia
Congress by P.W. No. 123. I was not present at the Jharia Session
of the T. U .C. neither does the Prosecution say that I was. I cannot
explain the reference. But it is a fact that I was elected one of the
Secretaries of the T. U .C. and was so till my arrest. I was infonned
of my election by the General Secretary, Mr. N.M. Joshi.
From the evidence presented here about the developments in
the Trade Union Congress since 1926, only one conclusion can be
drawn, that the political ideals and demands of the working-class
were becoming clearer and finding their ex.pression in the
resolutions of the Congress, and the growth of the influence of
Geneva and the Second IntemationaJ.. attended by co-operation
with Imperialism and Capitalism was being prevented. The
Congress was far from attempts, whether by Left or any other
group, at forcing it into revolutionary action to overthrow the
Government. The charges in this case cannot be substantiated by
the evidence.

144. The W.P.P. and C.P.I. Exhibits
However, well-organised and well-directed the Trade Union
Congress may be, it cannot take the place of political party for the
working-class. All thr workers in an industry or a majority of
them can join the trade unions and take part in their work. But
every class in the growth of its movement has to produce an
advanced section, a rank and file leadership, that has to cultivate a
broader outlook, a larger perspective beyond the industrial classstruggle in which the unions are generally engaged. This essence
of the broad masses ha~ to be organised into a political party,
because ultimately the working-class and peasantry have to
establish their own class state. The workers in India have to take
the leadership in the national struggle and for that they must have
an independent political class party of their own. The Workers'
and Peasants' Party was organised with this view, and during its
two-years work, it tried by propaganda only to give t~~ correct
class ideology to the workers and clarify their pohtical_ and
economic needs and ·aims. The W.P.P. did not go beyond this, as
can be seen from the evidence tendered here.
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I began to take part in the activities of the W.P.P. from March
1928, when the Party threw itself whole-heartedly in the struggle
of the Bombay workers against the offensive of Capitalism. The
Textile Strike of the Bombay workers required a newspaper.
Mainly with this view• the Kranti started from 30th June 1928
by the Party, and as a member of the W.P.P. I edited and managed
the paper till my arrest. During this period the paper was more
than self-supporting and if am allowed to bring evidence, I can
show from the accounts that the theory of the Prosecution that
the Kranti was financed by grants from outside is completely
baseless.
A number of exhibits referring to the W.P.P. conference m
December 1928 in Calcutta have been put to me. P.W. No. 25'1
R.B. Trivedi who deposes about the Conference proceedings does
not mention my presence there and I thillk the Prosecution also do
not maintain that I was at Calcutta. I did not attend the Calcutta
Conference and am not in a position to say anything about it.
There ale some exhibits put to me and classified as C.P.l.
documents. I have already stated my views on the C.P.I. question
Now as for the documents.
Ex. 1207 (I) Printed Report of C.P.I. Conference of 3lst May
1927. I was not present at this Conference. I can prove that I was
not in Bombay at this time (31st May 1927). Ex. P. 1285: Letter
accepting membership of the Presidium of the C.P.I. dated l 8th
December 1927. This is put in to make the reference in P. 1207 (I)
consistent with the Madras Papers that follow this. But the
Prosecution in trying to make it consistent forgot to do the
essential thing. Somehow they put to me references of a place or
proceeding where I was not present. The same thing has happened
with the Madras Meeting of the E.C. of C.P.I. The Prosecution say
that there was such a meeting and that I presided over it (Exs. P.
1287 (2) (3) etc. etc.). They had sent their clever man P.W.No
244 Rao S. Patwardhan to see what the "Bombay people" did at
Madras. But he nowhere mentions my presence in Madras. The
fact is that I had not been to Madras at all. Similar is the case with
what are called the Calcutta Meeting references (Ex. P. 1295.)
I had not gone to Calcutta and cannot say what happened there.
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The same can be said about P. 1296 and P. 1297, about Bombay
Meetings of 17th and 19th March 1929. I am said to have been
Chairman on the 17th but not present on l 9th. In the "Madras
Papers" care has been taken to put down the initials of the
Chairman on the proceedings. But here everything is omitted.
And if you read these papers with the previous reference the
conclusions will be a bit funny . There is a conference in Bombay
in May 1927. one in Madras in December, 1927. a meeting of the
E.C. in Calcutta in December 1928-a blank of full one year
between. There is a constitution and rules which the Prosecuticm
have not failed to print as many times as possible and still you
find, only two months after Calcutta, th~rosecution unearthing a
paper which starts over again framing the rules and discussing
the organisation of the C.P.I. ! A very crudely arranged businessth1s evidence collection or creation, whichever you may like to
call it.
145. Exhibit Letters

Letters, Group I-From one party to another
Jn the exhibits put to me there are a large number of letters,
which are not written by me nor sent to m~. Many of them are
photographs or copies purporting to be taken from the originals.
Some of them are deposed by the police w1tne!.ses to have been
mtercepted by them in the post office. These are as follows:
LETTERS
Third Party Letters (that is letters neither addressed to me nor
sent by me.) Exhs. P.
76-S.N. Tagore, Berlin, to K. Ghosh
526 (2)-Bradley to Potter Wilson 14.1.29
526 (6)-P.C. Joshi to Spratt
526 (24)-Majid to Spratt
835-Mirajkar to Thengdi 29.1.28
840-Joglekar to Thengdi
.
983-Gbosh to Bradley (Rejected by Prosecution)

1009-Code Letter 4.9.27
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1140-Muzaffar Ahmad to Joglekar
1141-Muzaffar Ahmad to Joglekar
J323-Muzaffar to Ghate 2.8.28
1348 (22)-Muzaffar to Ghate 20.5.28
1348 (34)-C.P. OU. to Ghate 28.6.28
1348 (35)-Muzaffar to Ghate 30.11.28
1373 (5)-Muzaffar to Ghate
1633-V. Chattopadhya to Jhabwala 16.5.28
1636-P.P.T.U.S. to Jhabwala
J654 P-Muzaffar to Ghate
1848 C-Muzaffar to Ghate
1869 C-Arthur Field to Joglekar 27 .11.24
1968-Spratt to Robin 21. 7 .27
2038 P-S.N. Tagore to Muzaffar 21.11.28
2051 C-Sohan Singh to Muzaffar •
2055 C-Spratt to Muzaffar
2057- ... to W.P.P. Bengal
2065 ( ~pratt to Muzatfar
2067 P-Spratt to Joglekar
2211-V. Chattopadhya to Jhabwala
2328 P2-Des to Douglas 14.6.27
2408 P-Ghate to Dutt
2409 P-P.C. Joshi to R.P. Dutt 5.11.28
2412 P2-B.F. Bradley to Potter Wilson 27 .11.28
2413 P2-B.F. Bradley to Potter Wilson
2419-Spratt to Robin
Total 34
As these letters were not written by me nor were they within
my knowledge, I cannot say anything about them.

Letten, Group II-From some party to me but not allowed to
reach me
Another class of letters is of those that seem to .have been
addressed to me. The Prosecution say that they were intercepted
by the police in the post office. Some of these were altogether
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withheld by them. Some were photographed or copied by hand
and typewriter. The exhibits here are these "originals " or Copies.
Exh:

.

..
.
.."
...
.."
.."

.."
...
..
..
"

."
.."
"
"
••

P 1602 (P)
P 1605 (C)
P 1607 (C)
P 1608 (C)
p 1609 (0)
P 1610 (P)
P 1611 (P)
P 1612 (P)
P 1613 (C)
P 1614 {C)
P 1615 (C)
P 1617 (C)
P 1619 (P)
P 1621 (P)
P 1624 (C)
P 1625 (C)
P !626 (C)
P 1628 (P)
p 1637 (0)
p 1639 (0)
P 1641 (C)
p 1665 (0)
P 1797 (P)
P 1807 (I) (0)
p 1819 (0)
P 1835 (P)
p 1845 (0)

P 1863 (P)
P 1864 (C)

from S.V. Ghate 20.8.28
from C.P. Dutt undated
from C.P. Dutt undated
from S.S. Josh 14.7.28
from Bob Lovell 2.8.28
from Chatto 18.9.28
from Muzaffar Ahmad 5.11.28
from Muzaffar Ahmad 1.3.29
from Muzaffar Ahmad 16.1.28
from Muzaffar Ahmad 11.2.28
from Muzaffar Ahmad 2.3.28
from Muzaffar Ahmad 7.8.28
from P.C. Joshi
from P.C. Joshi 6.3.28
from Usman1 2.4.28
from Usmani 29.11.28
from Majid 27.7.28
from Gho!i.h 3.1.29
from S.S. Josh 13.3.28
from S.S. Josh 4.7.28
from S.S. Josh 18.8.28
from S.S. Josh 14.2.28
from Goswami 17.11.28
from Glyn Evans 13.12.28
from ? Packet ofnewspape1s
from J ,, 26.11
from Dutt 29.3.28
from Spratt 18.12.27
from Spratt

"
Letten, Greup m-Police copies from "my" letters

In the same category fall the copies which the police say
they took in the post office from my letters. There are to such
P 1878 (C) and 2141 (C).
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Group II and III were born, bred and developed between the
post and police. The Prosecution have to expert witnesses, one
from Calcutta and the other photographer from London who are
prepared to own any ~PY or photograph as their own, no matter
where they have originated. So the post, police and Prosecution
are at liberty to do anything with these papers. I have nothing to
do with them.

Letters, Group IV-From some party to me, found in
searches in "Originals"
P 819 from Thengdi
P 955 from Muzaffar Ahmad
P 957 from Usmani
P 973 from Alve
P 995 from Usmani
P 996 from Usman1
P 1967 from Spratt

(In Thengdi's office)
(In G.K.U. office)
(In G.K.U. office)
(In Dange's office)
{lft Dange's office)
(In Dange's office)
(In Spratt's office)

The persons from whom they purport to come should be
referred to.

Letters, Group V-From "me" to some party in "Original"
P 395 (1) (2)
P 396
P 997
P 1299
P 1965
P 1966
P 1972
P 1973

To Muzaffar
To Muzaffar Telegram
Postal receipts of book parcels
To Ghate 8.4.28
To Spratt 5.7.27
To Spratt 8. 7 .27
To Spratt 20.5.27
To Spratt 24.6.27

As regards this group of letters it may be said by the
Prosecution that a man can recognise his own handwriting and
say whether he wrote the particular letters or not (though such a
point cannot be urged in the case of very clever forgeries of
signatures or identical handwritings of two different persons). But
in my reply in relation to such items, I have to point out my
previous experience and the way in which the Courts use the law
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against th~ accused. In the Cawnpore Case, in which I was an
accused, I was asked similar questions about letter~ sent to me
and by me. Not having had any previous experience of bourgeois
law, I straightway acknowledged those which I had received or
written and denied those that I had not. The Prosecution seized
that statement and argued that I had proved the handwriting of
those whose letters, I acknowledged to have received and
admitted my offence regarding my own letters. And as for those
not telling
that I had really not received at all, they said that I
the truth. The Court agreed, and said that I told the "truth" where
I admitted the letters and told a "falsehood" where I denied them.
The Assessors in the case, who were common citizens not
knowing this bourgeois law, accepted my plea and declared me
not guilty. The Court disagreed with them and brushed their
opinion aside and held me guilty. Hence, I consider that it is unfair
and illogical to ask an accused person to give evidence against
himself and eminent jurists agree with this view. When such is the
vice in which the liberty and principles of a person and Party are
held, it is useless to answer the question.

was

146. Refusal of the Court here and at Cawnpore, and the
District Magistrate to pennit me to obtain information
on the "Foreign exhibits" when I was taken as a Defence
witness in the Roy Case
There are some documents in the case, which are alleged to
have originated from a "Foreign Bureau" on the Continent of
Europe, which, the M•istrate says, was acting under instructions
of the Comintem. The Bureau had three members of whom
M.N. Roy was one, and the Prosecution have put down Roy in
their list of "63 co-conspirators". There are also about 40 exhibits
which are claimed by the Prosecution to be in the handwriting of
Roy. When the Prosecution arranged to bring witnesses from
England, some of the accused applied to this Court as well as to
Government to summon some of those in the co-conspirators' list
and give those who were under ban. a guarantee of safe ingress
and eiress. The Oovemment refused saying that we could
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ourselves call anyone we liked but the Government would not
grant them immunity from arrest. Now one of the "co-conspirators" in this case, Roy, was found in India, arrested (21.7.31)
and brought to trial as an accused in the old Cawnpore Conspiracy
Case of 1924. in which three of us here were tried. In the
Cawnpore Case I was the only one. who made a statement before
the Magistrate, in which I stated that I was a Socialist, and as the
editor of the "Socialist" (my weekly newspaper 1922-1924), I had
to keep correspondence with many persons and amongst them
with Roy. The Court used this statement, which, I now know, wa1;
not as it should have been in certain parts for a Soc1ah11tCommunist, against me and Roy. In order to explain what I meant
by this statement, I was particularly required by the defence m thP
present Roy prosecution, to appear as a witness. I was summoned
by the Addl. Sessions Judge Cawnp8re through this Court to
appear on the lOth December, 1931. As soon as I received the
summons I put in two applications before this Court, one on 7th
and another on 8th December. In one application, I requested for
permission to see two persons in Cawnpore (Messrs. G.G. Jog and
H.N. Shastri), whom I wanted to summon as Defence witnesses,
with reference to Exts: P. 1381, P. 10, P. 243, P. 1965, P. 1966etc
A copy of the application was sent to the District Magistrate here
The D.M. asked me to apply to the D.M. at Cawnpore, who wafl
not expected two know whether really there were any such
exhibits here or not. So I asked this Court to give me a cert1f1cate
saying that the two persons could give some relevant evidence, lb
stated in my petition. The certificate was given. But almost a
similar request on the most important exhibits was refused. The
second application asked for permission to interview Roy morder
to secure information from him especially with regard to the
famous "Assembly Letter" published by Government on the eve
of the Public Safety ·em and which is an exhibit here [Exh. P. 377
(l)] and which Roy had announced in the press, was a forgery. I
requested the Court to send in charge of its officer some of th~
exhibits in the case ascribed to Roy. Tiae Court refused to do it
saying that it had no power to send the exhibits or to grant me
permission to interview Roy on the matter. My application was
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referred to the District Magistrate here, who passed an order on
the lOth December that he was not prepared to send the exhibits
"except on the order of a Court".
As regards consultation, the Magistrate said: "I agree with the
learned Sessions Judge (i.e. this Court) that this is a matter for the
orders by the Sessions Judge of Cawnpore". This Court referred
me to the D.M. who referred me to the Judge at Cawnpore. Well
when I was taken there under police guard, I applied to the Judge
mentioning there above two references. The most learned Judge
referred me to the jail authorities! And the jail authorities refused
saying they had no powers! Thus all judicial learning combined to
frustrate my attempts to get correct infonnation on the exhibits in
the "foreign section" from available sources. Yet this Court, the
D.M. here and the Sessions Judge at Cawnpore observed a very
obliging brotherhood towards each when the Prosecution at
Cawnpore wanted certain documents from the records of this
Court. This Court and the D.M., both of whom refused me the
defence facility, readily sent Exhibits P. 2477 and P. 2478 in this
case with Mr. Gaya Prasad, who is appointed an charge of the
exhibits by thi~ Court and who is at the same time Prosecution
witness number 272. He deposed there (in the Roy case): "The
writings encircled in blue pencil in P. 2477 and 2478 were written
by S. A. Dange, an accused in the Meerut Conspiracy Case. They
were written in my presence. Dange has been previously
convicted in 1924. He is the same Dange. These e.thibits from part
of the Meerut Case and I want to get them back and I Jeave a
copy." In cross-examination be stated: "I had the photographs
made at Cawnpore. I was asked to produce them to the C.I.D.
photographer, who photographed them." Thus the records in
charge of this Court have been travelling from C.I.D. to C.I.D. but
when I asked for a few exhibits being taken to Cawnpore,
everybody pointed to somebody else and nobody said he had
power to permit it.
After returning from Cawnpo~ I applied through this Court
for a copy of Roy's statement before the Addl. Sessions J~ge
Cawnpore, on 12th December 193 l, thinking that it might contain
1 rross-reference to exhibits in this case. The copy was refused by
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the Judge in his order of date 21.12.31 delivered to me by thi!I
Court. The order again reveals the profound learning of the
learned Judge at Cawnpore, Mr. A. Hamilton, and shows the way
his victim will be treated. He says: "The charge ip the case before
me referred to the y~rs 1921 to 1924 and the aP"Plicant was tried
and convicted for conspiracy in those years, so only what refers to
subsequent years can help him, and nothing was said about
subsequent years. I reject the application." The learned Judge i~
so profoundly immersed in his learning that he forgot that the case
before him may refer to the years 1921 to 1924 but only three
weeks before he wrote the above order he himself had admittP.d
evidence referring to the year 1930 and supplied by this Coun
from this case. Now I can grant that two learned Judges sitting
five hundred miles apart can know what evidence is required to
help each other, so that their preys ~ay not escape, but I did not
think that Mr. Hamilton at Cawnpore would claim to possess an
intensive knowledge of the exhibits in this case, and give hii.
opinioni6s to what would be useful to me here and whether it must
necessarily refer to the "subsequent years", as he says. Becaui.c
the case here, as in Cawnpore, begins-if it can be said to have !!.
beginning at all-with the Russian Revolution and the
Comintem. Here are exhibits exactly referring to the period and
incidents that have reference in the Cawnpore Case evidence also.
Only to take the instance of evidence individually referring to me.
there is the mention of my book, "Gandhi Vs. Lenin", Exh: P. 507,
here and referred to in the deposition of Col. C. Kaye in the
Cawnpore Case and Mr. Hamilton could have seen it at page 25 of
the proceedings of the case printed for the High Court. Similarly
here are in exhibits the two books of Roy "India in Transition" and
"India's Problem and its Solution" Exh. No. P. 759 and P. 296 here
and Ex. B and C in the Cawnpore Case. (Page 22 Printed
proceedings). Is not the learned Mr. Hamilton a bit too
much learned when he tells me what is and is not in this case or
the one he is trying? It is no wonder that with such learning he
condemned the Kakori accused seven years back and has
oppressed and gagged Roy from saying anything in his defence
and did not allow rfte to see him. in spite of the fact that such an
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interview would not have resulted in another "worldwide
conspiracy" as I do not agree with Roy in his differences with the
Comintem.
147. Exhs: P. 507 "Gandhi Vs. Lenin" Four meetings-Exh.

P.2512
Exh: P. 507, a book "Gandhi Vs. Lenin" has been put to my
account. This book was written by me in March 1921, when in
obedience to the call of the Indian National Congress I left my
college and joined the students' non-co-operation movement.
Though I joined non-co-operation, I was not in thorough
agreement with the Gandhian programme In this book I have
compared Gandhism and Leninism and have shown preference in
favour of latter. In spite of this I have to say that the book is not a
Leninist work at all. No Marxist literature was available at that
time. In the book I have confounded the viewpomt of ordinary
economic determinism with the Historical Materialism of Marx,
and have in many places even shown leaning towards Idealist
philosophy. which has no place in Marxist Materialism. 1 would
not subscribe to that book today and it is of no use now in the
~ervicc of Communism, though in those days, I think, it was the
first of its kind to appt"ar in India. and break through the web of
lies that were being circulated about the Russian Revolution and
Lenin, by the imperialist bourgeois press.
Exh: P. 1684, put to me, is a repon by P. W. 262 of a meetin~
held on 14th September 1927 to welcome Usmani on his release
from jail. Usmani was my co-accused in the Cawnpore Case. As
such and as a man, who had come out of the torture of jail life
unbroken in our comon principles, I was bound to welcome him.
But the report of the speech made by the P. W. is incorrect. The
report says that I spoke about refusal of passport to me to go out of
India. Nowhere throughout the evidence is it alleged that I ev~r
applied for passport and that it was refused. The report is
obviously a fabrication.
P. 1685-Report of 6 meeting by P. W. 262 held to celebra~ t~

Anniversary of the Russian Revolution on 7th November 1927 ID
Bon.bay. Those wlao wish for tieedom whether from Imperialism
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or Capitalism are bound to rejoice at the growth of the Soviet
Republic and so did we. I cannot say that the report of the speech
is correct.
Exh: P. 2311-m,ting held to protest against the judicial
murder of Sacco-Vanzetti by American Imperialism. The
oppressed classes in every country must show international
solidarity with the victims of Capitalist Imperialism. If the Indian
workers and peasants want freedom, and help from all the
countries in their struggle, they cannot get it by sending appeal'! to
the "World Powers" of Imperialism but by themselves rendermg
help to the workers and peasants of other countries. In 1927, we
simply protested against Sacco-Vanzetti's fate. They were i.even
years in prison, undergoing the farce of a trial under American
Imperialism. We, who protested against this, shall be 11oon domg
four years under British Imperialism. undergoing a similar farce.
The whole world protested for Sacco and Vanzetti and I am glad
that we ~Id join our small frail voice in that mighty protest.
The repon of my speech is incorrect.
Exh: P. 2512--This exhibit has a history and has caused a lot of
trouble. It is alleged that this bunch of papers is in my hand, that 1t
was written somewhere in January 1930, either in jail or polk.e
custody, and that it was found in the personal search of one V.H.
Joshi near the docks in Bombay. It is inferred that it i!> a repeuuon
of offence on my part and it has been used as a ground for refu11al
of bail to me.
In reply, I have to repeat what I have said before this Court.
when I argued my bail application on April 1931. I said that 1fl
am to lead evidence to show where, how and who compo11ed or
produced this exhibit I must be released on bail; since th1ii
evidence particularly cannot be led unless I am freed on bail from
that jail and police custody, where the exhibit is alleged to have
oriJinated. But the Court refused to take note of this and grant the
bail. This document has been given unnecessary weight, only to
hit at me in anyway possible. It looks like a few jottings or notes
made by a person, who has watched the movement in the countr)'.
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has followed the evidence and proceedings of this case, is
interested in it and has made some remarks about the whole thing.
Even a stray note on any incident in the evidence by your Honour
can be procured and put into exhibit as a "document shedding
light on the conspiracy," but that would not mean that it
corroborates the evidence in anyway. This document in noway
strengthens or weakens the Prosecution Ca~ than what it already
is by the evidence or the statements made or the evidenc~. To call
such scraps of papers, which, from their very fonn, purport to be
stray notes or observations on economics, poht1cs, "the Meerut
Case" etc., a corroborative piece of evidence, and to believe it to
be so is utterly wrong. For the Prosecufion, with 3000 documents
and the backing of their own law, to do such a thing 1s clumsy,
unwarranted and unnecessary. And for any other person who has
not come to the level of the police prosecution, to believe it or
u'>e it against me or anyone else would be called a piece of
political knavery or foolery or personal vandetta. That is all. The
document is not mine.
Exh: P. 1690-Report of the Lenin Day meeting, held in
Bombay on 2 I ~t January 1929, P.W. 180 (Mankar). I have already
stated that the working-class, in order to free themselves from
!llavery and to evolve a higher culture, must give up attachment to
the bourgeois and feudal heroes who m their own time have done
liome good to the cause of the people. but the perpetuation of
whose outlook is now no longer good for them. The workers and
peasants must now create new heroes, and a new type of "Days"
and demonstrations in their honour Such an evolution will free
them from those degenerating communal clashes and wanton
murders in which the people in India are involved by impenalist
agents. One of such Days is the Lenin Day.
The Prosecution as well as the Committing Magistrate have
relied very much on my speech at this meeting, and want to
ilJustrate my views on the question of violence and non-violence
by reference to this speech. Because, altogether in the whole
evidence. they could pat seven meetings and speeches against me.
Of them, I have shown how three, the strike speeches. are utterly
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unreliable. Of the remaining four, there is no report of any
shorthand reporter with regard to three speeches. They are
summary notes of the impressions of a C.I.D. Inspector. The only
speech for which t-e police made arrangements to procure a
report from a good slionhand reporter is this Lenin Day speech
Mr. Mankar is a well-known shorthand reporter in Bombay whom
the police engaged this time. Now from the reputation of the
witness the police were entitled to believe that they would get a
correct report. But they misjudged on the essential point. It i'i not
sufficient to know shorthand reporting and the English language
only to be a good reporter. The reporter must be able to follow the
subject. I think this is recognised on all hands. Now Mr. Mank.ir
may have been a good reporter for nationalist speeches. But he
had no practice with Communist -speeches, which are very
difficult to follow, especially when you deal with theory. for a
reporter who has not had practice with the ~object. That one factor
rendered' Mr. Mankar incapable of following correctly my speech
Hence you will find hi~ report disjointed. sometime~ even
unintelligible. What a mess a reporter makes when he doci; not
know the subject can be seen from one very clear reply of Mankar
in cross-examination. He has ascribed a statement to Nimbkar m
his speech at this meeting, which even an ordmary man, let alone
a Communist. knowing something about Lenin, will never say. He
says: "So far as I know, the ~ntence 'Lenin lived and died for the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat' is correctly reported". Who can
believe, in face of this, that Mankar's reporting on vital pomts m
the speeches is correct? Later on Mr. Mankar himself admits "In
case the hall is badly lighted there is some difficulty in takmg
notes. The position in which the reporters are sitting also affect!!
the efficiency of reponing. The peoples' Jinnah Hall (i.e. where
this meeting took place) is a worthless hall for reporters." Though
in.P. 1690 he bas made no note, in P. 1691 he says: "I made a note
that bad sitting and bad lighting made efficiency and accuracy
diff"icult". I do maintain that lhe report of my speech on the Lenm

Day, P. 1690. is tay iacomlct and maaerially wrong.
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148. One year and 13 days' delaying tactics of the
Prosecution-471 useless exhibits-49 unnecessary
witnesses-880 pages wastefully printed
During the course of delivering the statements the Prosecution
have several times raised the objection that what we said was
unnecessary, that it was waste of time, paper and money. In one
case they suggested to this Coun not to print at all a certain
portion of the particular statement which they considered superfluous. That the agents of a Government which cannot balance its
budgets and has to issue an ordinance every morning, should'be
!lo mindful of expenses is very creditable, but only it should have
been done in time and in the proper place. Their objection to and
complaint against money being spent on the statements is an
attempt to make their side of the case available to the judges in a
de luxe edition, while our answers to their de luxe falsehoods they
want to suppress in uncouth wonn-eaten files. The charge of
wasting public money on nonsensical printing of records can be
proved against the Prosecution with reference to a few facts,
which can testify to either corruption or mismanagement in their
ranks. As soon rut evidence began to be put before the Lower
Court, we objected to several documents, books etc. going in as
they were irrelevant or unnecessary, but exhibited by the
Prosecution simply to cepri ve us of valuable books or prolong the
proceedings of the case. Our objections were all over-ruled. What
do we now find in the Sessions Court? The Prosecution have
withdrawn, as a result of ~ome sense dawning on them or
rejection by this Court, 471 exhibits from the huge rubbish they
have put in. In the Lo\l·~r Court, they poured m trainloads of
witnesses 320 in number. The necessity and relevance of all this
waste of time and money began to vanish with the change in the
outside atmosphere and the Prosecution could manage in this
Coun without the service of 49 of these 320. Yet they called our
list of 136 witnesses for Defence a vexatious list and advised the
Magistrate to reject it. Who is then following a vexatious and
wasteful policy, the 'Prosecution who put in 49 unneceSMU)'
witnesses or the Defence who called for only 136 witnesses for
th1ny-one accused? The Prosecution object because 24 accused
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have taken 1400 pages for their necessary statements. But how
many pages have they wasted in printing unnecessary and usele&s
exhibits? The 471 exhibits which have been withdrawn or
rejected cover nearl~ 570 printed pages. Who is responsible for
wasting money over btese pages? It may be said that it could not
be foreseen that these exhibits were useless or that the counsel in
the Lower Court, Mr. James thought them relevant, but the
counsel who succeeded him, Mr. Kemp considered them useless.
But the story of waste does not end there. The Prosecution have
printed many exhibit booklets and papers though several copie~
of them were available in the searches and it was unneces&ary to
print them at all. Not only have they printed them but done it more
than once. For example exhibit P. 523 "Call to Action" and tho&e
contained in it have been printed t"'ice, each time 50 foolscap
printed pages, while more than one hundred copies of it were
seized in the searches and were in the possession of the
Prosecutj.Pn (and some of which from the unexhibited searche&
were later on returned). The W.P.P. resolutions, constitution, rules
etc. also have been printed several times, though a large number
of-copies of them were available for reference or distribution. a:-.
copies of exhibits. It is needless to quote all the numbers of such
exhibits. For example see, Exh. P. 51 which is same as P. 111,
P. 137, P. 235, P. 306, Exh. P. 52 same as P. 129, 218, Exh. 56 same
as P. 136, 162, 234, 307. Exh. P. 138 same as P. 161, 309, Exh.
P. 217 same as 229, 5 J7. Exh. P. 514 same as 549(9) of which the
Prosecution themselves note on the head of 514 that they found
150 copies of it. A whole company of Bengali, Hindi. Urdu
translators were engaged to translate vernacular documents,
which have been later on withdrawn. Who wasted money and
time on these translators? In one place the Prosecution have put
into exhibit six identical telegram forms, with nothing written on
them. They printed the forms six times in the exhibits an~
ultimately cancelled them (Exh. P. 98). Probably because it
al>Peared too ridiculous for an already ridiculous Prosecution to
print six blank telegram forms to prove a conspiracy, when
millions of these fonns are turned out every year by the telegra~h
department and are given free at any post off'tee window l There is
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still one more method of wasting pages well-known in the
printing trade. In the case of several exhibits they have printed
only one line and left the whole foolscap page blank, which
ordinarily prints 46 lines. (For example see Exhs. P. 618, 619,
631, 635, 647 etc. etc.) Is this done by mistake? No. There are 43
cancelled exhibits of which they have printed only the number
and description making 57 lines altogether and they have spent
full 40 foolscap pages for these 57 lines which, at the rr.ost, would
have taken two pages. This type of waste does not include those
exhibits which have been retained on record and are· not
cancelled. I have roughly calculated the total number of printed
pages of such exhibits as have been \\tithdrawn altogether and of
those exhibit booklets and pamphlets, hundreds of copies of
which are available in the searches and yet they have been
printed, not only once or twice but even six times. The number of
wasted pages comes to no less than 880, and a more thorough
examination for which I have had no time, would increase the
number to over one thousand at least. Are we responsible for this
waste or the Prosecution and the Court, who instructed,
supervised :md carried out this vast bungle? While on the one
hand they have printed blank rejected telegram forms extending
over several pages, d·ey and this Court refused to print, when we
petitioned for it, the :.lnly copy available, in India or England, of
the Thesis of the Second World Congress of the Communist
International, Exh. P. 2395, consisting of only ~3 pages. The sense
of economy and propriety has dawned suddenly in the case of our
statements only and those exhibit~. which we need to be printed
for defence, when aH 'tlong the Prosecution have wasted public
money over one thousand useless pages, 49 useless witnesses and
several other things whose list is not small. That is the sample of
Government's economy and fairness and "facilities" for defence.
Another point of attack of the Prosecution on our statement is
the time taken for their delivery. Qpposing our bail applications
before the Hon'ble High Court, on 25th May 1931, when the
eleventh accused .,as delivering his statement, Mr. Kemp
accused us of wasting time and said: "If they (the accused)
behave<! reasonably. they cannot take more than two or three
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months." Now the time taken by the Court for recording our
statements does not lie in our hands at all. The arrangements
made by this Court for the recording of statements are wholly
responsible for "the i!\_ordinately long time" taken by the
statements. The speed of recording is not limited by the speed of
our delivery but by the speed of the stenographers, who are
employed to do the recording. If our individual speeds were
responsible the number of pages done by each of us on a nonnal
working day would have varied greatly. But we find on the
contrary that the number of pages per day per accused are more or
less uniform. This is due to the fact that we have timed our speed
to that of the stenographers. The Prosecution witnesses who have
reported our vernacular or English speeches have deposed to the
fact that we spoke more than a hundred words per minute (P. W.
Nos. 180 and 276). The recording of statcrments here is being done
at the rate of 30 words per minute on an average. I have
conclusive~ shown this in my application filed in this Court on
5th June 1931 as soon as I knew of the baseless allegation made
by Mr. Kemp before the High Court. By my comments on the
speed of the stenographers, I do not want to be an instrument of
blaming them. They are delivering the goods for what they are
paid. But I cannot help using the fact for defending my position. 1f
you assail me. If the Court had engaged men with higher practice
and speed, with better pay, we would have finished the statements
in one third the time that has been taken. Today, 4th January 1932
is the 189th working day, (since 18th March 1931) of our
statement. If the Court or the Government were so very anxious to
speed up matters, I would have been finishing my portion on
24th June 1931. A single factor of the speed of recording is
responsible for this delay of more than seven long months. What
will probably have taken one full year would have been done in
four months, if those who are responsible for this arrangement
had .themselves been "reasonable" or had not conspired to
deliberately cause delay, prolong our imprisonment, and then tum
round and accuse us of having wasted time. With facts and
figures, I assert, Sir, that it is the Government, the Prosecution
and the Court, who are responsible for wasting nearly thirteen
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months of our life in a prison, while bourgeois law hypocrif all
.
.
IC y
hoIds us ,,.mnocent t1'II proven guilty,"
m the following manner:
(l) Remand period between arrei.t on 20th March 1929 and

commencement of Magisterial Inquiry on I 2th June 1929
.................................................................... Two months and 23days.
(2) Pc-riod between Magistrate's semi-Judgment Order on
11 th January 1930 and commencement of Se<>sions Trial on
31 st January. ........ .... ... ..... ... .. .. ...... .... .... .. .. .
20 days

··········· ·················

(3) Loss of time in statements due to the slow speed of recording
hy the Coun through its stenographers or by JI'> own hand.

...................................................................................... Seven months.
(4) Loss of time in Lower Court over 49 witnesses found
unnecessary in the Session\; on an average.................. Two months.
Total one year and 13 days

This is exclusive of the holidays, which will total more than
five months during the three years of our under-trial period.
With such crying facts the Government impudently states in
the House of Commons that we have followed delaying tactics
and this Court also threatened to note several times, the minutes
and seconds taken by some accused to put a question to a witness,
simply because, not knowing bourgeois law, he took time to
frame it in a suitable manner to satisfy legal technicality. This is
only one of the samples of justice meted out to us.
Your Honour has several times in your orders noted that you
are trying to keep on strictly judicial grounds and to give judicial
and impartial opinion. But the very bourgeois law which you are
trying to operate is buically against human considerationc; being
applied to those whom it attacks, and as such your judicial and
impartial decisions are bound to result against every human
demand of ours. For instance whenever any one of us (including
myselO applied for bail on grounds of the sickness of our
families, who have none to help them, Your Honour in your orders
"sympathised" witb us, but refused bail on "judicial grounds," "as
lhe law does not permit". So, even when the human consideration
in an· I.C.S. Judge allows him to "sympathise" with us, the "law"

.
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does not permit the human sympathy to be brought into actual
practice: it prevents it from bearing fruit. It means that bourgeoi:i
imperialist law is incompatible with the exercise of sympathy and
human considerati"{ls, that means it gives no quarter to its classopponent on any ground. In our system we do not hold the human
to be above the supposedly abstract nature of law. Hence on your
own observations, our system would be superior, therefor1..
deserving to talce the place of bourgeois imperialist "law". It al:io
proves, Sir, that you may be "judicial," but you will not be human!

D/- 5.1.32

149. Misinterpretation of our attitude on the question or
violence and non-violence--are our statements Defence
or Defiance? It is defence of the right of every Indian to
be a Communist and to belong to a Communist Party
I have stated so far the principles that I held and the activ1t1e'
that I es;igaged myself in. In the first part of the statement from
paras I 'to 72.1 have described the Phenomenon of Social Growth
that generates the class-struggle and the course it has followed m
the foreign countries from which Communist theory is denved.
This is done in order to refute the false statements made by the
Prosecution regarding the origin and growth of Communism.The
second part from paras 73 to I05 deals with the Social Ba!iis of the
class-struggle in India, in order to refute the allegation that we
create artificially a cla~s-struggle where there is none and that we
import ideas and methods at the behest of the Communist
International, where there is no basis for them. The third part from
paras 106 to 147 deals with the Trade Union Struggle in which we
took part and especially the Bombay Textile Strike, about which
so much evidence is led. It also deals with the smaller and detailed
itetns of exhibits which may have been left in the first two parts.
All the three parts are necessary in order to understand the case.
They will show that what we have done is to subscribe to the
principles of Marxism-Leninism, and to tell them to the P_C0 ple.
To hold certain views to propagate them and to fonn panaes for
chat purpose is our inalienable right, which exists in mo~t
bourgeois countries. We claim to exercise th• right in India and 11
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does not amount to a "conspiracy to wage war". The Prosecution
have tried to make out that the Trade Union work that we did, the
big strikes in which we took part, were a step leading to a violent
upheaval and armed insurrection. But if they were honest and if
they had read properly the very literature they have put in
evidence, they would have found that the strikes and
demonstrations that we led were not of that type that were
culculated to lead an armed insurrection. Armed insurrection and
revolt is not a joke nor a piece of romantici~m for a few youths to
indulge in. They require a deep economic crises, affecting not
only the oppressed but the oppressprs also. But that alone is not
sufficient. They require a strong working-class party. But that
also is not sufficient. They require intense work in the army, in the
navy, in all classes of the population, intense technical
preparation. Now in all the evidence that has been put down here,
is there a single scrap of paper. a single word to ~how that we were
preparing for or had even the intention of preparing for such an
insurrection? There is none. There is no doubt that as
Communists we pointed out the histoncal course that the Indian
working-c1dss and the peasantry will take in its class-struggle
against Capitalism whether foreign or Indian. But "bourgeois
democracy'' in the heart of the British Empire, near the very
threshold of His Majesty's Palace in London, permits its citizens
the right of telling this. We are certainly not Utopians nor
dreamers to think that Imperialism and the bourgeoisie will allow
any party to actually prepare for and embark upon msurrection.
But we do claim the right to hold the principles of Lenini'im and
propagate them.
In their affidavit filed before the Hon. High Court on 18.6.31
the Prosecution admit in the first para "that there is no evidence
on record showing that any of the accused herein committed any
overt 8\!t of violence". The Crown Counsel in his argument before
the High Court, in April 1931 had gone even further (from which
position ha retreated later on) and said that there was "no overt act
alleged against t~ accused". The question of violent ~ert ~t
was.raised after this. Paragraphs 2, 3 or4 in the affidavit filed tn
June make the unwarranted statements shat inconsistency with the
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principles of Leninism to which we owe allegiance. We "clearly
contemplated and made preparation for the commission of acts of
violence". Now the only evidence on record on this question of
violence and non~violence are the speeches deliverd by some of
us and the Leninist-works dealing with the Marxian theory on the
overthrow of the State, the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, and the
historical aspect of the revolutionary struggles. The question of
violence and non-violence is so much emphasised, not because
we were contemplating "acts of violence" but because in the
present atmosphere oflndia all political activity is incessantly cut
across by insistence on non-violence as a principle. Attempts are
made by Gandhism to distort History and the people are told that
the developnment of India in the past has been based on the strict
adherence to non-violence and that the future also must be so. tf
we are to achieve freedom. \t is to ex\)\ode tb\s fa\se c\a\m, w\uc\\
is encouraged by Imperialism, because it i~ to its advantage. that
correct)listorical data have to be put before the people. If this 1s

not dofie, the weapon whether non-violence or violence in the
given situtat1on becomes a fetish, and social progress 1s
hampered. But just as an ordinary citizen carrying a revolver rn
England and not pledged to non-violence cannot be said to be
preparing for commission of acts of violence, so a Commuml>t
carrying Lenin's Books, "On the Road to Insurrection" or "The
State and Revolution" cannot be charged with contemplating
"commission of acts of violence against the state".
The Committing Magistrate in his Order while dealmg with
this question has distinguished our outlook from that of the
Terrorists or Anarchists and said: "In justice to Communism.
however, it must be emphasised that this violence is in no way
allied to anarchism or terrorism. It cannot be denied that
Communism is, when once its premises have been granted,
ruthJessly logical" (Page 38). The Magistrate recognised this but
he puts his own premises behind our conclusions, without which
he·could not have kept us here, if he had followed our premises
and ruthless and correct logic. The Prosecution did the same. with
the result that our premises about insurrection and commencement of the revolution are taken away. and our outline of
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principles and their preaching is twisted by their own bourgeois
premise into "conspiracy to wage war" and intention to commit
acts of violence and we are put in prison. They take our logic, but
insert their own premise and illogically convict us.
I have, however, to say one thing with regard to this reference
to our differences with anarchism or terrorism. There is no doubt
we do not agree with their principles or methods. But our
disagreement is not of the treacherous type as is exhibited by the
nationalist bourgeois Congress. I have in my statement criticised
the Congress leadership and also other parties with .whom I
disagree. The Congress also disagrees and denounces the
terrorists and Communists. But it does not rest with mere
denunciation; it does something more. We disagree with the
Congress leadership~ but we are not \)repared to cooperate with
\he ~n\\t.\\ G()~ern.me'\\\ \'\\ '\)'\\\\\\\!, \\ ~()~\\. ~e d\-s.aitee "'1\\\\ \he
tenor\sts, 'out we are no\ {>te-pared to ass\st t\\e armed tenorism ot
the British Dictatorship in sending them to the gallows. While the
Congress leadership (the first amongst them being Mahatma
Gandhi himselO in their official statement say:"As to Bengal, the
CongreP is at one with Government in condemning
assassinations and should heartil) cooperate with Government in
the measures thPt may be found neceo;sary ... " Their late~t
statement (dated 31 st December 1931) which means the Congress
is willing to be the hangman on behalf of Imperialism. The
Congress President, Mr. Patel, while condemning the Comilla
young girls, made the idiotic statement that: "It doe~ .1ot become
our women to wield lethal weapons of death and dc.'struction. It is
given to a woman ,,. create and sustain life and not kill". This
ignoramus forgot the history of India, of his own province, where
women have led armies and fought battles. But a reactionary as he
is, unable to wield any weapon and given to "sustaining only
himself and creating life", he wanb to condemn Indian
womanhood to cooking and rearing children; and yet he _is not
ashamed to hypocritically call upon woman to work m ~e
national movement, at the same time intending all along, as 1s
revealed above, to'keep diem slaves of the kitchen and th_e cradle

in ftltuie JndiL "" me not prepaml-to subscribe to treachery and
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condemnation, which can be indulged in by a bourgeois president
because he is protected by his nationalist newspapers, who print
his interviews but are afraid to say what the defenceless women
themselves have to say in defence. Our attitude is of disagreement
with both the Congres\ and the anarchists; but we believe in
winning over to our side by argument and reason, by our work and
by the indication of the correctness of our principles by History,
those youths, workers and peasants who follow the wrong lead of
these two organisations. But we do not betray them, we do not
become their hangmen "at one with Imperialism". We recognise
that the Congress as well other parties have hundreds of selfsacrificing men willing to give up their lives for national freedom.
We disagree with the views and methods of the Congres~
leadership when they tell the working-class and peasantry to
cooperate with Capitalism, their class~nemy; but that does not
mean that we will join hands with foreign Imperialism in
massacring them. We must, in special circumstances, even defend
them, not ~uy joining their organisations but under our banner,
when they are attacked by Imperialism. While at the same time
we will tell the workers and peasants and youths under their
influence that the methods preached by them will not lead India to
freedom; however revolutionary their actions might look
temporarily; that not "mock-battles by permission" nor midnight
armed coups can achieve freedom but only the historical road of
Leninism can do it.
A question has been sometimes put whether what we say 1s
defence or defiance. I have to state, Sir, that we are putting up a
defence in such a thing is allowed under bourgeois law. But if
defence means desertion of principles we cannot put up with it. It
is not defiance, because thereby I do not gain my objective. It 1s
defence and not defiance, in deadly earnest. Only it is not defence
so much of an individual, as of the right to propagate the
principles for which that individual stood and stands.
I db not defy; but defend and urge that this Court do recognise
the right of every Indian to hold Communist principles, to belong
to a Communist Party, to be one with the International of the
World Proletariat, to carry on trade union and literary activity,
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while subscribing to Leninism-a right which exists in alJ the
advanced bourgeois democracies and in England itself, on the
basic principles of whose judicial system and polit1i...al liberties
this country is said to be governed.
Sd./ R. L. Yorke
Q. You have now read over your statement and it has been
corrected and amended as and where requested by you. Are you
now satisfied that the above record is correct?
A. Yes.
Sd./ R. L. Yorke
13/1/32

Sd./ S. A. Dange
13/1/32

Certified that the above is a fulJ and true account of the
statement of the accused taken down by stenographers (except for
portions indicated) or read out in my presence and hearing and
transcribed by stenographers subsequently and read over by
accused and corrected and amended as and where requested by
him and admitted by him to be correct.
Sd./ R. L. Yorke
13/1/32
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Meerut
Statement of the Meerut Prisoners' Release

Committee, London

The Meerut Prisoners' Release Committee has endeavoured to
present to the world the main features of the Meerut Conspiracy
Case by adding to the original pamphlet prepared by a Banisterat-Law with a preface by Romain Rolland the results of the appeal
of the prisoners to the High Court of AJJahabad, together with the
important political statements contained in the judgment.
The text of the Memorial of the prisoners to the Governor of the
United Provinces regarding the treatment of political prisoners is
also included. This shows that even while the Conspiracy Case
prisoners were in jail, they continued to fight against imperialist
::>ppressors.
This remarkable case was descnbed as follows by Justice
Sulaiman in the Hi&h Court of Allahabad: "The trial has become
somewhat notorioUJ on account of its unprecedented duration."
It also earned an international reputation for the unprecedented
savagery exhibited in the sentences passed upon twenty-seven of
the accused by Justice Yorke at Meerut on lanuacy \6, \933.
The \earned Judge took. ovet fwe months to oom\)ile his
\~\,'\.'\'«.'\\.\. ~~~ ~~'\\.'\'\\.t'\\.\. ~ """"'~'\\.~'ttA-a..w\ ~"ltx\~-'!.\.'J..
too\sc:.a-p \)tlt\~ ~ges, "Wnic.\\ c.\osed with the fo\\owing

admission:
"As to the progress made in this conspiracy its main achievements have been the establishment of Workers' and Peasants'
Parties in Bengal, Bombay and Punjab and the U.P., but perhaps
of deeper gravity was the hold that the members of the Bombay
Pany acquired ovet the workers in the textile industry in ll.ombay
as shown by the extent of the control which they exercised during
the strike of 1928 and the success they were achieving in pushing
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forward a thoroughly revolutionary policy in the Gimi Kamgar
Union after the strike came to an end.
"The fact that the revolution was not expected actually to come
to pass for some years seems to me to be no defence whatever.
No one expects to ~ring about a revolution in a day. It is in the
light of all the above facts that I have endeavoured to assess the
relative guilt of the different accused in this case, and to 'make the
punishment to fit the crime'.
"Convicting these twenty-seven accused as stated in each of the
individual chapters, I sentence them as follows:
Muzaffar Ahmad, accused, transportation for life.
Dange, Spratt, Ghate, Joglekar and Nimbkar accused, each to
transportation for a period of 12 (twelve) years.
Bradley, Mirajkar and Usmani accused, each to transportation
for a period of 10 (ten) years.
Sohan Singh Josh, Majid anJ Goswami accused, each to
transportation for a period of 7 (seven) years.
Aj<;thya Prasad, Adhikari, P. C. Joshi and Desai accused, each
to transportation for a period of 5 (five) years.
Chakravarty, Basak, Hutchinson, Mittra, Jhabwala and Sehgal
accused, each to 4 (four) years rigorous imprisonment.
Shamsul Huda, Alve, Kasie, Gauri Shankar and Kadam
accused, each to 3 (three) years rigorous imprisonment."
The notorious trial began on March 15, 1929, and closed on
January 16, 1933. During the whole of this period the majonty of
the accused were confined to jail. During the course of the tnal,
the veteran nationalist, D. R. Thengdi, who in 1923 was the
President of the All India Trade Union Congress and one of the
early pioneers of the Indian Trade Union Movement, died, hi&
health having been impaired by the conditions of imprisonment
Kishorilal Ghose died recently as a result of a disease
contracted whilst in prison.
The Meerut Conspiracy Case was conducted on a gigantic
scale. The evidence consisted of twenty-five printed volumes of
'folio size. There were altogether over 3,500 prosecution exhibits,
and no less than 320 witnesses were examined.
A mass of documentary evidence consisting of papers ID
printed, typewritten and manuscript forms, books, pamphlets and
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letters, notes and other documents found in the possession of the
various accused at the time of the searches, as well as those found
at the search of numerous other places were also produced, and
there was a mass of oral evidence both from India and England to
prove them. There was also voluminous evidence to prove the
various political activities of all the accused and their association
with each other.
The preliminary enquiry before the magistrate took over seven
months, resulting in the commitment of the accused tC' the bistrict
Sessions on January 14, 1930.
In the Session Court the prosecution evidence took· over
thirteen months, the recording of statements of the accused
occupied over ten months, the arguments continued for over four
and a half months. The Prosecuting Counsel occupied two months
for his final speech and the learned Session Judge took over five
months to prepare his judgment.
Even though the majority of the accused were confmed to Jail
for the whole of the period of the trial, the vile conditions of
coJonial jails did not crush their revolutionary spirit.
During the Civil Disobedience Campaign in 1930, thousands of
political prisoners were cast into these hells, and the prison
conditions were unmasked in a Memorial addressed to his
Excellency the Governor of the United Provinces and signed by
thirty of the Meerat accused, protesting against the savage and
mhuman treatment to which political prisoners were being
~ubjected in the jail. We make no apology for printing the
Memorial in full; not only does it expose the pnson conditions in
India, it also shows the courage and devotion which actuated the
Meerut accused td"'pt'Csent such protest whilst they themselves
were being subjected to similar guardianship.

For The Meerut Prisoners
Against Imperialist Terror
Romain Rolland

The world to-day presents the spectacle of an inferno. The man
who detaches himself from the narrow circle of the privileged
nations, and within these nations, from the classes, and within
these classes from the privileged castes, sooner or later discovers
that every civilisation in which he rejoices and of which he ill
proud rests upon the atrocious, ~egrading and murderous
exploitation of nine-tenths of the peoples of the earth. When thi~
revelatio_p has penetrated his being, the joy of living dies within
him till fhe moment when he resolves to do battle to destroy this
canker, even though in the combat himself must be destroyed.
Those who renounce the struggle in advance, tJie great herd of
the subservient and the passive, strive !O content themselves with
the miserable excuse for not acting, that what is has always been
and that one cannot change it. This is false. Truly the history of
humanity has always been that of the oppression of peoples, of
classes and of castes, and of the desperate effort of the oppressed
to free themselves, but never has the crushing of nine-tenths of the
inhabitants of this planet reached such a degree of deliberate
organisation as in this last half-century. The great oppression of
to-day is no longer imposed by one or more individuals, groups or
states, but by a system which extends to all the great exploiting
states, by an Imperialism of money, which transcending all the
national antagonisms and conflicts, dominates the international
policy of the great Empires. Menaced by the trembling of
capitalist economy, which in its difficulties plunges to m~ly
destructive courses, shaken by the revolts which to-day l~ke
earthquakes stir the enslaved peoples, this hideous oppressa~n
manifests itself yet more bnitally, employing to an extent and with
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a rigour unexampled, the most monstrous means. Even the
semblance of legality with which the modem States hitherto
sought to mask their abuse of power, has fallen. Imperialist
civilisation now reveals its true face; the law of the fist, the
"Faustrecht," the "Sit pro ratione voluntas." By terror it was
established and is maintained.
This terror which now weighs on every part of the earth
delivered over to capitalist exploitation, has assumed gigantic
proportions in the great territories of India and of the Far East,
where it sucks the blood of millions of human beings . ..J:t is
inherent in the fatal character of the crime that the blood-suckers
cannot release their victims without perishing. England has
subsisted for a century upon the body of India, bled white; her
prosperity already tottering, would collapse in the very hour that
her prey should escape her. The corpulent ease of Holland rests iii
the same way upon the substance of the Dutch Indies which
nourishes her. France has made of her Empire of Indo-China not
only a source of super-profits, but a bastion of war which her
proconsuls of armed finance, like those of ancient Rome, of the
Republic of publicans, have made their base of operations for the
forthcoming struggle in the Pacific, now preparing, and for the
partition of China. This is why a state of siege reigns secretly or
openly in Bengal as in Annam, in Batavia, at Hanoi and at
Peshawar. This is why thousands have been condemned, or have
rotted for years without trial in the jails and concentration camps.
In May 1932, there were 80,000 prisoners in British India, whose
only crime had been to follow the watchword of non-violence of
Gandhi and of the Indian National Congress.
In French Indo-China on January l 4th, 1933, there were 2,970
political prisoners, out of a total of 6,897 convicted since the
Yen-Bay affair (official figures), of whom a large number were
old men, women and children, guilty only of having pleaded for a
reduction of taxes, the abolition of corporal punishment by private
employers, and universal suffrage. In the Dutch Indies on January
ls.t. 1932, there were 10,000 political prisoners; in China SO.OOO
Without account of tlie hecatombs of massacres; in Corea 35.000.
This fist makes no mention of the thousands who have been
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arrested, tonured and condemned in Japan, of the thousands of
victims in the Italian, Belgian and Ponuguese colonies, and in
South Africa. It leaves unrecorded the victims of the diabolical
American lmperialisri\. that compound of hypocrisy and cruelty,
which makes its churches the commercial travellers of the
Standard Oil Co., which makes itself the abettor of the corrupt
marshals of the Kuomintang and of the assassins of Cuba, which
restores independence to the Philippines the more easily to
encompass their new economic enslavement. and which in South
America stokes up lhe fire of war and sanguinary dictatorship~.

*

*

*

"'

*

So long as the oppressed reacted aglinst the oppressors only by
intermittent and piecemeal spasms of revolts, coercion prevailed
against them swiftly and noiselessly. It only began to lose all
measure ~f restraint when it found itself confronted by immen&e
organised masses, like those of the Satyagraha Gandhi movement
in British India. But this great wave, which the genius of one man
holds in leash, static within the limits of non-violence again
reassured the reformist bourgeoisie, anxious to preserve the
existing social order at the price of some concessions. It required
the stubborn obstinacy of a vieceroy, and of an obsolescent and
narrow-minded caste, to drive to desperation this magnanimou!I
opposition which would have sought to conciliate the interest of
England with those of India.
All is changed since, in these latter years, the working mas!les
and the peasants have realised the need to organise themselves in
a fighting revolutionary bloc, resolved to transform the social
system. A new era has opened in the revolt of the oppressed
world. In British India it dates back hardly more than five years to
the Bombay Textile strike of 1928, and to the formation of the
Gimi Kamgar Union. In Annam its commencement was still more
recent: in February 1930, when the Communist Party of IndoChina was founded at the same time as the V1et-Nam-Quoc-DanDang (the Indo-Chinese Kuomintang) which canied out the
nationalist insurrections of Yen-Bay.
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Repression followed. immediate and implacable. In IndoChina was set-up a special permanent Court, ..The Criminal
Commission" of Saigon, which tries cases in secret, the defending
Counsel officially nominated and denied the right to examine the
documents material to the case "should the safety of the State
demand". Up to July 1st, 1932, this Court had passed 1,094
sentences, 83 of death, 160 sentences of penal servitude for life,
420 of deportation. On May 8th, 1933, it sentenced 8 IndoChinese revolutionaries to death, 18 to penal servitude for life,
and 100 others to 900 years imprisonment. The majority ofthese
had been in jail for 3 years.
In British India the judicial machinery is heavier, clumsier,
more antiquated. It endeavours solemnly to falsify legality,
instead of strangling it, as in Indo-China, behind closed doors. lt
has closed by the scandalous judgment at Meerut, a monstrous
trial. For four years, from June 1929 to January 1933, this process
dragged itself out, under a mountain of paper, comprising more
than 2,600 documents and tens of thousands of printed pages. The
cost, stupidly in these times of economic ruin, amounted to more
than £ 120,000 sterling. The sentences are of such revolting
injustice that even the liberal opinion of moderate English people
has been dismayed and is endeavouring to utter some timid
protests. But it is necessary to arouse the opinion of the world; for
this trial is not merely the trial of 27 condemned persons; it is the
trial of the system of Government which has passed judgment
upon them. As one of the condemned, R. S. Nimbkar, General
Secretary of the All-India Workers' and Peasants' Party, has
clearly established, English liberalism is not only powerless to
repair the verdict, it is even incapable of conceiving eidier the
illegal proceedings which have become current or the exceptional
laws which the imperialist terrorism of Great Britain applies to .
six-sevenths of the people of its Empire, to one-sixth of the
population of the world.
The Labour Go'(emment which knowingly made use of these
methods, or at least.pennitted them to continue under its auspices.
became itself the prosecutor of this trial. It thereby trampled under
foot all the doctrines of middle-class liberalism of which the·
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Labour Party was the outcome. More serious still it deliberately
speculated on the passivity of the workers' movement in England,
and wittingly pandered to this passivity, making of it an
accomplice, in order to extenninate the movement of the Indian
workers who form six-*venths of the British Empire. Such is the
shame of which the workers' movement in England and in Europe
must cleanse itself. The weight of this shame will fall fatally upon
the workers' movement, if it does not at once arise and react
against the criminal laxity of its officials.
The Trade Union Congress is at this moment making a great sttr
about the coming celebration of the centenary of the martyred
labourers of Dorchester who, in 1834, were transported for havmg
committed the crime of forming a Trade Union, and who are
commemorated to-day as the founders of British Trade Unionism
Three generous Englishmen, Philip Sltratt, B. F. Bradley, and
Lester Hutchinson have associated themselves with the Indian
workers in the spirit of brotherhood, and have been tried wnh
them at M~rut. After four years imprisonment, during which one
of the accused died, the Trade Umonists of Meerut have been
sentenced to transportation under murderous conditions, one for
life, the others for twelve years, ten years, seven years and five
years. Their only crime is that of laying the foundations of an
independent Trade Union organisation in India. The aim of Bnush
Imperialism is to nip in the bud every effort, every chance of the
millions of Indian workers, who are struggling in an inferno, to
band themselves together in their own defence. Will the world of
labour allow this to be accomplished? Will the world of intellect
remain silent?
We appeal to both, to the workers, and to the intellectuab. We
denounce the fearful exploitation of Indian labour, which keepi;
the peoples in a state of under-nourishment and of exhaustion,
which makes them sweat out with their blood the gold which is
lost in the bottomless coffers of the British Empire.
We denounce the arbitrary arrest of the men whose hearts
desired to put an end to these crimes. against whom, as was
admitted by the Government of India itself in the Leg1slat1ve
Assembly on March 1929, no unlawful action could be proved.
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They are for us the living symbol of those thousands of victims
in the great combat which today is bemg fought throughout the
world to break the yoke of Imperialism. All these victims make a
victory, for they bear witness to the iniquity which is crushing
them, and to the irresistible rising of the new revolutionary forces
which are awakening mankind.
Nothing henceforward will arrest them.

The Memorial of the Prisoners of
Meerut CoDS.firacy Case
Meerut, September 3, 1930

YouR EXCELLENCY ,-The memorial of the undersigned mo't
respectfully sheweth:
(I) That your memorialists as under-trial pnsoners m the
Meerut Conspiracy Case are the inmates of the Dt!ttnct J,ul,
Meerut, and have been here smce ~arch, 1929.
(2) That since the Civil Disobedience Movement began, there
has be'1 a very large addition to the population of the Jail, ~o
much so that we believe ttfat the ja1l 1s overcrowded far in exce~'
of its usual capacity and the prescnbed maximum.
(3) That apart from the fact that the system of makmg
differentiations among polit1cal prisoners is bad in principle, the
classification of these political prisoners into "A", "B'', .md "C"
classes has been made in such a way as to cause great d11,satisfaction, and in many instances no regard is paid even to the
rules on the subject framed by the Government. Instances are nor
wanting where invidious distinction has been made between
pri"oners of equal status and education.
(4) That the ''C" class pnsoners were from the begmnmg
dissatisfied with the food supplied to them, particularly with
regard to the "bhuj1".
(5) That they made repeated representations to the authoutte~
concerned, with no practical result, and when a number of the~
declined to take the food, they were punished with "cells ·
''standing handcuffs," and "bar-fetters".
(6) That the whole jail was full of all sorts of report~ clllJ
rumours regarding the treatment meted out to them. .~~
representations were made on their behalf by the "A" and B
Pabhshed la the Booklet oflhe Meerut Prisoners' Release Commattce. London
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class prisoners. A number of your memorialists also made
representations in writing to the Superintendent of Jail on
August 21.
(7) That it may be mentioned in this connection that since the
present jailor has come the discontent has further increased by
reason of his harsh treatment and the abusive language he
is reported to have been in the habit of using towards the
prisoners.
(8) That alternately with the punishment meted out to the
prisoners, and reported assaults on them by the ordinary convicts
at the instance of the jail officials, o~rs are reported to have been
made to these prisoners of prompt release if they would tender an
apology. About sixty prisoners, unable to stand this treatment,
accepted this offer and were released.
(9) That a number of boys were kept in cells at the absolute
mercy of the convict overseers about whose habits and character
the less said the better.
( 10) That interviews with relatives, & c., such as are allowed
by the jail rules, have been forbidden in many cases. The relatives
of the prisone~ coming to the jail for interviews have also been
treated discourteously, having been kept waiting all day outside
the jail gate, where there is no convenience for visitors, only to be
told in the evening that interview i~ refused.
( 11) That it was hoped that the Inspector-General of Prisons, in
the course of his visit, which took place on August 27, would
inquire personally into the grievances of the "C' class pnsoners,
but so far as your memorialists are aware he did not visit them
at all. One of your memorialists, Dr. Mukerjee as well as the
"A" and "B" class prisoners, made an oral representation about
the "C" class prisoners to the Inspector-General when he •
visited them.
(12) That on the morning of August 29, at about 8.30, your
memorialists were surprised to bear loud groans, and it ~med to
them there was considerable commotion in and about the circle
where the ''C" class prisoners are lodged. This was shot11y.
followed by a gunshot and the alann bell. Within a few minutes a
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very large number of armed policemen, preceded by a number of
warders armed with lathis and rifles, rushed inside. Subsequently
the Superintendent of Jail and the Superintendent of Police,
followed within a fe" minutes by the District Magistrate and the
Joint Magistrate, went in. The cries and groans continued until
these officials went inside. As long as they were there, and
thereafter, there was absolute silence.
(13) That some of your memorialists returning from court at
about 12 noon found whipping going on and several prisoners
lying on the ground groaning and bleeding.
( 14) That within less than four hours from the start of what the
District Magistrate calls a "serious" mutiny, inquiry was finished
and punishment was given, and it did not, so far as your
memorialists' information goes, tak• more than half an hour to
conduct the inquiry.
(15) That the official communique issued by the Distnct
Magistrife, which states that it was a "serious mutiny," and that 1t
was quelled "without the use of firearms," and that "no prisoner
was reported to have been injured," seems to your memorialtsts to
be self-contradictory, and calculated to mislead the pubJic as to
the extent and character of the matter.
(16) That although the disturbance itself was of a trivial
character, and no allegations being made that any jail official was
hurt, and it being stated that no prisoner was injured, nevertheless
no fewer than fifty-six prisoners were given bar-fetters, and
thirteen prisoners were given the maximum punishment (thirty
stripes) allowed under the Whipping Act, which is a severe and
inhuman punishment. It is further reported that a large supply of
bar-fetters has been ordered.
( 17) That the victims of the whipping were mostly boys from
sixteen and seventeen up to twenty-two years.
(18) That your memorialists have reason to believe that tn
some cases at least the whipping administered was not tn
accordance with the regulations laid down by Your ExceJJency's
Government. One Anglo-Indian Inspector of Police is alleged to
have snatched the Rattan away from the convict who had been
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ordered to do the job, and began flogging him. As a result certain
parts of the body were injured which are not Spt".cifi.ed in the
regulations. It is alleged that all those who were flogged have
been put in cells and have not been given proper medical care.
One of them, who was extremely weak and was in bar-fetters, was
caned in that condition against the provisions of the Prisons Act,
and subsequently flung into a solitary cell. One prisoner was so
severely injured by the flogging that two days after lae was still
subject to repeated fainting fits.
(19) That in identifying the persons for punishment, it seems
that those who had taken a prominent part ih presenting the
common grievances to the authorities were singled out. It may be
mentioned in this connection that a number of ordinary convicts
who took part in the identification and in the execution of the
caning order were given substantial remission.
(20) That according to the official communique the District
Magistrate he\d a summary inquiry. It is not c\ear what this
means nor under what law the whipping was a.dm\l\\s\ere(\.
According to the Prisons Act, it is the lai\ Su\)Ctintenden\ -w\\o \'ii
authorised to inquire into the jail offences and mete out
punishments.
(21) That your memorialists, an inmates of the jail for the last
eighteen months and as political prisoners, consider it their duty
to acquaint Your Excellency's Government with all the facts
which are within their knowledge of information. While from the
limitations of their present position your memorialists cannot
verify all the reports and rumours that have come to their ears.
they assure Your Excellency that in spite of many things much
more serious than what has been stated, being heard by them, they
have put down only those which they seriously believe to have the
largest amount of truth as foundation.
.
In these circumstances your memorialists pray that a searching
and strict inquiry be made into the event of ~ugust 2~, the
inhuman and brutal punishment of thirty stripes given to ~trteen
Satyagrahis, and that the officials responsible for the~ be ~rougbt
to bOok. It is further prayed that the serious IDJUStlce and
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oppression which the "C" class political prisoners are suffering be
forthwith removed.
Signed by thirty prisoners.

s. s. MIRAJKAR

M. G. DESAI

D.R. ThENGDI .....

GOPALBASAK

SoHAN SINGH JosH

K. L. GHOSH

S.A. DANGE

A.A.ALwE

s. N. BANERJEE

GAURI SHANK.AR

A.JooHYA PRASAD

s. H. JHABWALLA

G. ADHIKARI

G. R. KA.sLE

R.

s. NJMBKAR

K.

N. JOOLEKAR

MuZAFFAR AHMAD

v. N. MUKERJI

M.A. MAJID

P. C. JosHJ

L. R.

K. N. SAIGAL
H. L. HUTCHINSON

KADAM

DHARANI GOSWAMI
SHAMSUL HUDA

PHILIP SPRATT

GqpENDRA CHAKRAVARTI

B.

R.

SHAUKAT UsMANI

MITRA

F.

BRADLEY

The Appeal
From the Judgment of R. L. Yorke
Additional Sessions Judge, Meerut

The fierce sentences pronounced in the Lower Court at Meerut on
twenty-six of the accused, of 170 years' imprisonment and transportation, and one sentence of transportation for life, shocked the
majority of people outside of the ranks of dyed-in-the-wool
reactionary imperialists, and it was no difficult task to gather
people of various shades of political opinion into a committee.
And so the Meerut Prisoners' Release Committee came into
existence in January, 1933, its main objectives being:
To organise a wide agitation for the release of the prisoners and
to raise £ 1,000 to meet the cost of appeal to the High Court at
Allahabad against the judgment of R. L. Yorke, District Sessions
Judge, Meerut.
It is with no small amount of gratification that the Committee
place on record the splendid response to the appeal for £ 1,000,
which was actually raised in the course of six months, contributions coming from hundreds of working-class organisations
throughout this country and also from Australia and South Africa.
If special mention can be made of any of the contributors, then we
should have to draw attention to the magnificent donation of
£ I00 made by the Nelson and District Weavers' Association. 'The
propaganda conducted throughout the working-class movement
around the question of release of the prisoners and the £ I .OOO
appeal, raised Slleh a stonn of indignation that resolutions of
protest were adopted throughout this and other countries and
forwarded to the Secietary of State for India. It would be no
exaggeration to state that the eyes of the world were focused on
the appeal proceedings in the High Court of Allahabad when the
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case was opened on July 24th, 1933. Everyone expected that the
proceedings would be very protracted. Counsel for the Defence
was actually briefed for three months, but in fact the appeal
proceedings lasted ex•ctly eight days.
The long duration of the trial, which extended over a period of
nearly four-and-a-half years and the relatively short period taken
by the High Court Judge to hear the "appeal" cannot be regarded
as accidents. Judge Sulaiman made some pointed reference~ in
connection with the conduct of the case in the Lower Court,
without, however, casting aspersions on his learned brother
Yorke. Judge Sulaiman said, "Much time would be saved if the
Sessions Judge does not feel himself called upon to discuss in his
judgment all the evidence produced by the prosecution and the
•
defence. Ajudgment has not to be a resume
of the entire evidence
or a discussion of the relevancy of all the evidence. A court i~
entitled JO select such evidence as it considers important and
sufficient to prove the point" for consideration.
"We feel that if the Learned Sessions Judge had not discussed
the entire evidence with minute detail, he need not have written so
lengthy a judgment and need not have taken so much time."
The significant political feature of the long-drawn-out court
proceedings, which would have been much longer still if the
prisoners had for their own purposes taken fuller advantage of
the method of procedure-was the effect it had upon the workers'
and peasants' organisations in India. It is impossible to arrest
thirty-two people who have been in the forefront of working-class
and peasant movements, especially in an illiterate country like
India, without having a very devastating effect upon these
organisations. During the trial the organisations with which these
imprisoned leaders had been connected, were more or less
re$arded as illegal organisations and as a consequence the Gimi
Kamgar Union which had, according to Government figur~!i,
some 60,000 members at the time of the arrest of the whole of its
Executive in March, 1929, had practically ceased to exist at the
time of the appeal in July, 1933.
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Although the appeal proceedings were confined to eight days,
the judgment pronounced by Judge Sulaiman is a very important
one to the whole of the working-class and the peasants throughout
the British Empire. It also has a particular significance for all
sections of the 350,~,000 Indian population. Those people who
imagine that the peoples of the Empire are free to determine their
own destiny in a constitutional way would do well to take heed of
some of the quotations extracted from the judgment delivered by
Judge Sulaiman in the appeal proceedings:
What is Conspiracy?
"Depriving His Majesty of the Sovereignty of British India
would obviously include the severance of the connection of India
with the Imperial Government in England. It cannot, therefore, be
questioned that any conspiracy to establish the complete independence of India, as distinct from obtaining for it the status of a
l'ielf-goveming dominion within the British Empire, would be
tantamount to conspiracy to deprive His Majesty of the
Sovereignty of British India. The same result would follow if then!
was a conspiracy to establish a perfectly democratic or republican
form oj Government in India outside the British Empire."
The Indian Penal Code is so constructed that it is not necessary
to commit an illegal act to prove conspiracy: Judge Sulaiman
stated:
"It is important to note that the offence of criminal conspiracy
is complete as soon as two or more persons agree to do or cause to
be done an illegal act.. :·. For the purpose of Section 121-A, it is
not necessary that any act or illegal omission shall take place in
pursuance of the conspiracy. The agreerwnt in itself is enough 10

constitute the offence."
The Government of India have gone to great lengths to prove
that these people have not been prosecuted because of their
political opinions. They argue that several people may have
Communist or Republic• opinions, they may bold ideas for the
complete separation of llldia from the British Empire. but ''die
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offence of criminal conspiracy is complete as soon as two or more
persons agree to do or cause to be Cione an illegal act, 'Or an act
which is not illegal by illegal means. It is immaterial whether the
illegal act is the ultimate object of such an agreement or is merely
incidental to that object. For this purpose of Section 121-A, it is
not necessary that any act of illegal omission shall take place in
pursuance of the conspiracy. The agreement in itself is enough to
constitute the offence."
Judge Sulaiman added: "It cannot be too clearly stated that in
this case the Government has not prosecuted anyone for his
opinions. The most serious part of the charge-which as regards a
large majority of the accused has been proved-is that the
accused have endeavoured to put thei-.opinions into pplCtice; the
inevitable result of their action is that they have brought
themselves within the scope of Section 121-A of the Indian Penal
Code".

If this judgment is allowed to stand then the mere fact that the
Indian workers and peasants thought and acted politically in
unison would actually amount to conspiracy. The ruling class
fears nothing more than the conscious organisation on a political
basis of the great majority of the 350,000,000 suppressed Indian
people.
The savage sentences passed upon the prisoners in January,
1933 were to be an object lesson for those who dared to follow in
the foot-steps of the accused.
'Ibey have tried to terrorise the workers am peasants of India
by Conspiracy cases, Trades Dispute Acts, Pu~lic Safety Acts,
Bombay and Calcutta Hooligan Acts each and all, however,
have failed to crush the ever-growing resistance of the workers
and peasants to unpualleled exploitation, neither can they wipe
out die struggle for complete national independence.
1be many protests and widespiad indignation .expressed in
many COUDtriel forced Brilish Imperialism to Rduce these savage
sentencel, and in tbe 11111pesa of heart 10 dear to the British in
the face of the world. Judge Sulaiman stated:
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Reformation of the Offender
"It is commonplace to observe that the theory of punishment is
based upon (a) the protection of the public, (b) the prevention of
crime, and (c) the reformation of the offender. But even
commonplaces require restatement occasionally as in practice
these principles are sometimes forgotten.

"In the case of political offences, arising out of the beliefs of the
accused, severe sentences defeat their object. In practice
such sentences confirm the offenders in their beliefs and create
other offenders, thus increasing the evil and the danger to the
public.
"We are satisfied that the sentences imposed in this case by the
Trial Court are calculated to defeat the purpose of punishment. We
hope that the sentences we impose will have the opposite effect. If
they do not, and the present offenders prove incorrigible, it may
be necessary in the public interest to curtail their activities for
lengthy periods."
Judge Sulaiman in his judgment stated:
"It is not now disputed that a Communist International exists in
Moscow, nor is it disputed that there is a Communist Party of
Great Britain. It is equally admitted that a Communist Party of
India was formed and existed in British India.
"It is con\lenient to divide the twenty-seven accused into four
f,tOU\)S:

\. Members of the Communist 'Part~ ot \n.\\\a.
2. Members of the Communist Party of Great Bri.ta\n.

3. Communists by conviction but did not become members of
the Communist Party of India.
4. Political workers belonging to either the ~ts' and
Workers' Associations or Trade Unions or the CongressJ who

de~y. that they have ever belonged to any Communist organisation

or JOHled in any conspiracy.
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The Court ordered the sentences to be reduced as follows:

•

Original Sentence

I. Muzaffar Ahmad Transportation for life
I. Dange .. .
12 iplrs' transportation.
1. Usmani .. .
10
2. Spratt .. .
12
I. Ghate .. .
12
I. Joglekar .. .
12
I. Nimbkar
12
2. Bradley ...
10
1. Mirajkar
10
I. Sohan Singh Josh 7 ..
1. Majid ...
7 ,,
3. Goswami
7
n
3. Chakravarta
4 years' rigorous imprsmt.
1. Ajodhia Prasad ... 5 years' transportation.
tt

3. P. C. Joshi
3. Basak ...
1. Adhikatl

I.
4.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.

Shams-ul-Huda ...
Desai
Hutchinson
Mitra
Jhabwala
Sehgal ...
Kasie
Gauri Shankar ...
Kadam .. '!
Alve

s ,,
4 years'
5 years'
3 years'
5 years'
4 years'
4 ,,
4 ..
4 ..
3 ..
3 ..
3 ..
3 ..

High Court Decision

3 years' rigorous imprsmt.
3 ..
3

..

2

..

I
I

"

1
I
1
1

1
I

.
.

..

7 months ..
..
Conviction maintained,
but released forthwith
from jail (see below)

tt

ngorous imprsmt.
tf<lllsportation
ngorous imprsmt.
Acquitted
transportation
rigorous imprsmt.

.

..
.
..

• Denotes group in which the Court thought fit to place them.

By such acquittals and drastic reductiom of sentence on the
individuals accused imperialism. standing exposed in the face of
the indignation of the international working-class, sought to cover
up its tracks, and to re-establish confidence in its system of
justice; that is to say, to disguise in the face of world opinion the
cla$S character of its justice. By such methods British Imperialism
hoped to destroy the world interest in the case, and thereby can)'
on unhindered, its anti-working-class campaign-likewise its
campaign against all who dare to organise the great struggle for

National lndepeddence.

The Meerut Sentences
R.PageAmot

The Meerut prisoners have been sentenced. After nearly' four
years in the stifling jail of Meerut, held without bail and tried
without jury, they receive sentences of transportation for life, for
twelve years, for ten years.
What Devil's Island meant in the calendar of French Impenalism, what northern-most Siberia meant in the record of the
Tsardom, that transportation has meant in the annals of British
India. The penal settlements, and of these the Andaman Islands
are the most used and the best known, are a bye-word for the
horrors inflicted on their inmates, fever-ridden swamps, where
disease and death commute the Government sentences of longtenn imprisonment.
These men had dared to help in the organisation of trade unions,
they had dared to lead mass strikes and to develop the class
character of the workers' struggle in India. Through their efforts
and through the lessons of the strike they led, the Indian workers
were rapidly over-coming the weaknesses of the earher penod and
as a consequence were growing mcreasmgly c.onsc1ous of
themselves as a clas.$., and had taken the first steps to mdependent
4itruggle and leadersfttP of the whole struggle of the Indian masses.
For this the vengeance of Imperialism falls upon them in this
series of savage sentences:
Muzaffar Ahmad, Vice-President of the All-India Trade
Union Congress, already sentenced to four years' imprisonment in the Cawnpore conspiracy trial of 1924, is sentenced
to transportation for life.
Philip Sprltt, executive member of the All-Ind.ia Trade
Union Conpss, active in trade union worlc and in the
Publisllecl ill "THE LABOUR MONTHLY"'. London, February 1933
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co-operative movement when in England, is sentenced to
transportation for twelve years.
S. V. Ghate, Vice-President of the Bombay Municipal
Workers' Union, and in 1927 appointed Assistant Secretary
of the All-India 1\ade Union Congress-transportation for
twelve years.
K. N. Joglekar, organising secretary, G.I.P. Railwaymen's
Union-transportation for twelve years.
· R. S. Nimbkar, President, Bombay Oil Co.'s Employees
Union, Secretary, Bombay Trades Council-transportation
for twelve years.
S. A. Dange, General Secretary of the Gimi Kamgar
Union (which lead the six months' Bombay cotton strike of
1928), and Assistant Secretary of the All-India Trade Union
Congress-transportation for twelte years.
B. F. Bradley, formerly of the London District Committee
of the Amalgamated Engineering Union, member of the
Exec/tive Council of the Gimi Kamgar Union, and
Treasurer of the Joint Strike Committee during the Bombay
cotton strike-transportation for ten years.
S. S. Mirajkar, Secretary of the British India Steam
Navigation Co. Staff Union-transportation for ten years.
S. Usmani, delegate to the All-India Trade Union
Congress, previously sentenced in the · 1924 Cawnpore
trial-transportation for ten years.
P. C. Joshi, Editor of Kranti Kari and Secretary of United
Provinces Workers' and Peasants' Party-transportation for
seven years.
D. Goswami, Organiser of the Bengal Jute Workers'
Union-seven years' transportation.
Abdul Majid, left India to fight for the Khilafat in 1920,
and visited Russia-seven years' transportation.
G. M. Adhikari, a doctor of engineering, M. G. Desai.
an Indian journalist; S. S. Josh, President of the first
All-India Workers' and Peasants' Party in December, 1928:
A. Prasad-all prominent workers in the Indian Labour
Movement-transportation for five years.
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Those who received four years' rigorous imprisonment
were: G. Chakravarty, leader of the Kharagpur Railway
strike, official of the East India Railway Union; R.R. Mitra,
General Secretary of the Bengal Jute Workers' Union; Gopal
Basak, official of the Bengal Textile Union; Lester
Hutchinson, Editor of the New Spark, after the arrest of the
others elected to an official position in the Gimi Kamgar
Union; S. H. Jhabwalla, General Secretary of the G.l.P.
Railwaymen's Union (with 41,000 members); K. N. Sehgal,
member of the All-India Congress Committee.
Those sentenced to three years, rigorous imprisonment
were: S. Huda, Secretary of the 'transport Workers' Union of
Bengal; A. A. Alwe, President of the Gimi Kamgar
Union; R. Kasie, official of the Gimi Kamgar Union;
Gourakshanker, member of the Workers' and Peasants'
Party; L. R. Khadam; prominent worker in the Labour
Movement.
Three were acquitted, while in the case of another, D. R.
Thengdi, pioneer of the Indian Trade Union Movement and a
veteran Nationalist, British imperialism was cheated of its
victim by the old man's death in prison.
When the news of these dreadful sentences was received in
Bombay, the Gimi Kamgar Union called a strike in protest. It wa~
a sign that the cotton workers of Bombay, who get neither
insurance benefit nor P.A.C. relief, for whom to strike means to
face starvation, understood very well that the right of trade umon
organisation is at stake.
The issue is nothing less than this, as indeed, is. in~icated by the
hst ()f whom the \\risanets are, whether the cap1tahsts are to be
a\\owed to toot out ttade unionism \n \nd\a.
This is not how the prosecution put it. The'Y cnati~ ~t.
prisoners, in the portentous language of the Indian Pena\ Code, ·
that they conspired to deprive the King-Emperor of the
Sovereignty of British India.
This was accompanied by a long rigmarole about the
Communist International, which blossomed out in the speech of
the prosecuting counsel into the statement that the object of the.
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accused "was, in effect, to substitute for the Government of His
Majesty, the Government of Mr. Stalin, as he is now called."
But in the whole three years and ten months of the trial, from
arrest to sentence, ndl a single overt act, which could deprive the
King-Emperor of his Sovereignty, could be proved against them.
Their "offence" was to have stimulated, encouraged and led the
fight against the terrible oppressions and poverty imposed b}
British Imperialism upon the toiling masses of India. This 1~
"conspiracy against the King ...
On the other hand, for the 1928 cotton strike alone the
prosecution produced seven hundred of the usual garbled pohce
reports of speeches, to prove the "incitement of antagom~m
between Capital and Labour."
That is to say, the prisoners were sentenced for doing just what
every fighting trade unionist in this country is found doing dunng
a strike, and for saying just what is daily said in our trade union
branchet. The Meerut trial therefore is in the first place an attack
on the workers' right of trade union organisation. The sentence'
strike at the root of trade unionism. the international workingclass, and above all, the British working-class, 1s bound to fight
against these sentences and not to cease the struggle until the
sentences have been cancelled and the prisoners released.
Trade unionism in India in the real sense begins with the
Meerut prisoners. The name, trade union, had not existed before
1918, and the meagre trade unions that grew up after that date,
were vessels without contents; not trade union organisations, but
trade union offices, in which sat middle-class philanthropists and
lawyers, generals without an army and without an enemy. In a
woni, this trade union movement in name only, tolerated by the
eovemment as harmless and even useful, became the prey of
every sort of adventurer and opportunist who used it as a jumpingoff ground for a seat in the Legislative Assembly or a post under
the!' government.
The Meerut prisoners brought life and fight into these union~.
increased their membership and organised the trade union
movement in trades hitherto unorganised. The great strikes at the
encl of the war had thrown up forms of trade union organisation
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which were little more than strike committees and these had
vanished like the transient organisations of tht. early strike
movement in Great Britain.
The Meerut trial and sentences represent therefore the attempt
of British Imperialism to strangle at birth a great historical
working-class movement, in a country whose population
comprises one-sixth of mankind.
British Imperialism has its reasons for this. Indian trade unions
have to protect workers against the most mi~rable conditiops, of
wages ( 1d. an hour). hours (limited in 1922 to a 60-hour week).
and general working conditions. If Marx could tell how the
millocracy of England used up three generations of cotton
operatives in one lifetime, an even worse tale must be told in India
during the ..beneficent" rule of the sahibs, when the expectation of
life has fallen within a generation from 30 to 22, or less than half
the average expectation of life in England.
The fight of an organised Indian working-class against such
conditions as these would threaten the very ba&i~ of Imperialism,
the super-profits on which the British capitalists fatten.
The Indian working-class could not be bnbed as were sections
of the English working-class in the later nineteenth century by
crumbs from the rich man's banquet of super-profits, for they
themselves are the source of super-profits. The Indian trade
unions, if real, as the Meerut prisoners were making them, were
bound to be of the same sort as the Chartist trade unions, and
could never sink into the torpor and friendly society condition of
the British craft uni~s in the latter part of the mneteenth. century.
But the parallel with Chartism is msufficient. The Indian trade
union movement is being born in the epoch of Imperialism, amid
wars and revolutions, in the country that is a blazing furnace of
colonial revolt against Imperialism.
Born in these circumstance$, the Indian trade unions are bound
to be but a first step. The Indian proletariat once aware of itself as
a class, enters on a.road when of necessity it is bound to organise
trade unions, to organise its own independent working-class party,
to take the lead of the peasantry, to lead the whole ~ational .
struggle for emancipation, and to find its goal (though not its final
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goal) in the overthrow of Imperialism, the independence of India,
and the complete destruction of the feudal-imperialist regime.
British Imperialism recognises its deadliest enemy in the Indian
working-class and for ']lis reason, tries to crush its advance by a
reign of terror and sentences of transportation.
For this reason, too, because there is no reconciling of the
interests of the Indian workers with the interests of the imperialist
bourgeoisie, all other interests and all parties are bound to take up
their positions on one side or other. The British Labour Party, and
the Trade Union Congress General Council, abandon their
humanitarian pose when colonial super-profits are at stake (for
they share in these super-profits) and condemn the Meerut
prisoners, only blaming the Government for not finishing them
off more quickly. A sentiment with which the Tory Secretary of
State for India cordially agreed, "thi• trial has gone on far too
long," as he said when he took over this hangman's job from the
Labour Government.
The p""sees of the General Council, celebrating this year the
centenary of the Dorchester Labourers (sentenced to seven year!i'
transportation a hundred years ago for organising trade unions m
England), would not raise a finger to release the men who were
organising trade unions in India.
On the other hand, the organisation of the Indian capitalists, the
Indian National Congress, when faced by the sharpening claslistruggle, abandons its opposition to the "Satanic" British Raj, and
its representative, Gandhi, signed a pact with the Viceroy which
released 50,000 political captives, but kept the Meerut prisoners
fast in their gaol.
The Meerut prisoners' trial and sentenc:ei raise the whole
question of the right of workers to organise trade unions in a
colonial country, where the masses are held down by naked force.
For British Imperialism it is too dangerous, and for Gandhi and
Lansbury also. But for British workers it is an elementary duty.
which they cannot fail to cany through, to support the fight of
woik.ing-class organisation in India, and to join with the Indian
workers in their struggle against British Imperialism.
It is not only a duty: it is a necessity. Not only is it true that a
nation that oppresses another cannot itself be free; but the same
imperialist class that is oppressing India, is oppressing and
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robbing the workers of this country by wage-cuts and speed-up
tariffs and taxes, is taking the bread out of the mouths of ~
workers' children, depriving them of the benefit~ of education,
insurance and all other social services, and casting into gaol Tom
Mann or any other leader of working-class revolt. The railwaymen
facing a wage-cut, the busmen on strike against speed-up, the
Lancashire workers suffering under the Midland Agreement, are
fighting the same class that would deny the Indian worker.;: the
right to organise.
But the deepest significance of the Meerut Trial and the reason for
the extreme ferocity of the sentences, is that the representatives of
the Indian masses and the representatives of the British workingclass were carrying on a united struggle against British
Imperialism. For a hundred and fifty years British Capitalism has
been a parasite on India, sucking its life-blood. For a hundred and
fifty years every device of imperialist propaganda has been used to
sunder the exploited of India from the exploited of Britain.
It is the glory of the Meerut prisoners that for the first time on
such a charge representatives of the exploited classes oflndia and
Britain stood together. Their stand is a symbol of that unity of the
British working-class with the masses of the British Empire
which alone can destroy British Imperialism.
The Meerut prisoners, Englishmen and Indians in the dock
together, destroyed once and for all the jingo picture of "black
men" versus "white men," of "Asiatics against Europeans" and
showed the true line of cleavage in a fight of the oppressed of both
nations against the oppressors. To obtain their release, therefore,
must be the object of both British and Indian workers. But it is the
British Govemrne1&1--Tory, Labour and National-that have
kept them in prison. It is the British Government which is
responsible for the sentence. The biggest responsibility lies with
the British working-class to secure their release, by nation-wide
agitation in every organisation, in every kind of meeting.
The feeling of horror and indignation that was felt in the ~iddle
of January when the sentences were announced must grow mto a
powerful agitation that will force open the prison doors, annul
these venomous &entences, and establish the workers' right to
organisation in India.

The Class Struggle in India
Clemens Dutt
The Meerut Trial

The trial of thirty-one Indian working-class leaders at Meerut
occupies the centre of the political stage in India to-day. Attempts
may be made to disregard it or belittle its importance (the Daily
Herald, more shameless than the .capitalist Press, at first
suppressed all mention of it), but it remains the most important
event of the period in India, giving the truest indication of what is
happenint there and throwing the clearest light on the alignment
of class forces at the present time. All the vague chattering about
strained relations between "India" and "Britain", and the need for
"statesmanship" in the Labour Government's handling of thi!.
delicate problem, all the conjecture and wrangling over the
possibilities of the Simon Commission Report, all the intrigue
and manoeuvering in the Indian puppet legislatures, all the
commotion over Hindu-Moslem differences, serves only to hide
the reality of the situation and pales almost into irrelevance before
the issues comprehended in this signal of the coming mass
conflict with British Imperialism. The Meerut trial reveals and
expresses the new stage of acuter class antagonisms in India, 1t
marks the ripening of the strength and consciousuess of the Indian
proletariat, it tests and exposes the insincerity ...d cowardice of
the Indian bourgeois nationalists, and it provides the admission
by British Imperialism itself of their own recognition of the
greatest threat and danger to themselves.
The big strike movement in India during the last eighteen
months has been only one sign of the new period characterised by
the emergence of the proletariat as an independent political force.
Pubhshechn "The LABOUR MONTHLY", July 1929. London
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The _Meerut trial marks a further stage in which the centre of
~vi~ ?f the anti-im~erialist struggle and the main line of
impenalist attack defimtely shifts from the bourgeois nationalist
movement to the proletarian movement. British imperialism
seeks to redu~e its enemy to impotence with one blow. But just as
the "Bolshevist Conspirac( trial at Cawnpore, during the period
of the Labour Go~emment m l_ 924. denoted the beginning and not
the end of rev~lut1onary consc10usness and Communist sympathy
among the Indian workers, so now the Meerut trial means, not the
extinction of the Communist movement but a turning point from
which the period of the struggle of the Indian working-class for
leadership in the mass movement-against imperialism takes on a
new and definite character.
The Cawnpore trial was a small thing in itself, in spite of its
significance and its results. There were only four victims and they
were all young men whose association with the labour movement
in India had only just begun. In the present trial not only do three
of the former victims again appear, and this time with
considerably greater standing as recognised le.tders of the
organised workers' movement (Comrade S.A. Dange, for
example: is the present assistant secretary of the All-India Trade
Union Congress and General Secretary of the large militant union
of textile workers in Bombay that has conducted the strike there),
but the majority of the arrested men are prominent leaders of
working-class organisations, most of them officials of trade
unions, and all of them more or less directly associated with mass
movements of workers or peasants.
It is no accident that the men now on trial are so closely
identified with ~strike movement. It is precisely the fact that
they are not theorists or conspirators but the actual leaders of the
proletarian revolt against intolerable conditions of exploitation
that is at once the reason for their arrest and the proof that the
intention will be frustrated. For the movement among the work.en
has already too deep a foundation to be destroyed by the arrest of
its leaders. It is only necessary, in this connection, to refer to the
events in Bombll)'. Not only was practically every member of the
Executive Committee of the Gimi Kamgar Union, which was
leading the textile strike, included in the arrests, but the capitalist
Pmss opealy not.eel and commented that the arrests were made
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just prior to and in preparation for the publication of the
Government Fawcett Co~mittee Report on the issues in the
textile dispute, a report wfrich was of such a nature that it was
likely to provoke a further strike. This strike actually took place in
spite of the arrests.

British Imperialist Policy
The policy underlying the Meerut case has, however, a much
wider basis than merely the attempt to stifle industrial unrest. The
Meerut arrests are only one of the most significant items in a
general offensive of British Imperialism, characterised by the
display of despotic brutality and by a policy of ruthless repression
directed first and foremost against the vlorking-class and mass
movement rather than against the nationalists.
While the)'<>urgeois nationalists were crowing aloud at their
bravery in declaring for independence and a "life and death
struggle" against British autocracy, and boasting of the heavy
attack that would be made against them, British Imperialism has
almost contemptuously disregarded them (Gandhi is fined one
shilling and six pence for his defiance of British law in burning
foreign cloth in Calcutta) and struck determinedly at its chief
enemy. It is a sign of the times that most of the repressive
measures recently forced through and most of the vindictive
punishments meted out by the courts have been devoted to
decapitating and undermining in all possible ways the rising mass
movement. Particularly, Che object has been to crush the alarming
growth of the proletarian revolt before the peasant millions could
be set into motion.
The weakness of international labour has played a great part in
facilitating the attack against the workers in India. British
Imperialism has so many fronts on which to fight that its success
on one hnmediately enables it to adopt stronger measures on
another. the temporary defeat of the Chinese revolution. and
especWJy the "industrial peace" ~mmder of the British workers
and their obedient support for the policy of Imperialism in India,
participation in the Simon Commission, etc"f have been important
f.act0rs in making possible the present campaign of terror.
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Additional security has been furnished by the successful
destruction of the dangerous development of independence in
Afghanistan, by the obtaining of allies among the most
reactionary feudal elements in India with the proposal to create an
Indian "Ulster" out of the so-called "Native States," and by the
absence of effective opposition from the Indian bourgeois
nationalist movement.
The Indian bourgeois nationalists, their fears of the mass
movement being greater than their opposition to foreign
Imperialism, have retreated in proportion as the proletariat has
advanced and they have been only half-hearted in their resistance
to the imperialist attack. They allowed the passage of the Trades
Disputes Act, and even the Public Safety Bill was only rejected by
the intervention of the President in the Assembly. The
Government is sufficiently secure in its power to be able to take
such a step as the postponement of the Indian elections without
great outcry.
The plans of Imperialism have been well-laid. After the
challenge "Of the Simon Commission, which provoked the
nationalists to do their worst and exposed it as nothing so terrible
after all, the imperialist rulers proceeded to deal with the greater
menace. The brutal suppression of strikes last year, by
victimisation of leaders, free use of police and military forces,
wholesale arrests and imposition of heavy sentences on various
charges (as in the case of the Bauriajute workers and the ten-year
sentences on the leaders of the South Indian railway strike),
prepared the way tbr the campaign against the "Communist
menace", in which even the Viceroy was made a propagandist,
and the subsequent legislation and "conspiracy trial". At the same
time less direct means have also been employed in order to guide
working-class activity into safe channels, notably by
encouragement of the refonnists and, particularly, .the
appointment of the Whitley Royal Commission on Indian Labour.
These plans are being carried forward and even exten<k:d by the
British Labour Government. The "conspiracy of silence" on India
during the election was a guarantee, if any were needed, given by ·
the Labour Party, that they would faithfully carry on the work of
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Imperialism if they were given the responsiblity. Their
Government is still only a few days old, yet it has already
implemented its pledges by adding another victim to the Meerut
trial, a young English journalist about whom there could be no
pretence that he was an agent of the Communist International, but
who, at the sight of the bovemment terror in Bombay, had dared
to raise his voice in protest and come out in defence of the
workers. It has continued the arrest of workers, intensified
repression in Bombay, and further attacked the few working-class
organs still being published.
Class-Conscious Nationalism
The events of the last two years have provided an interesting
test of the class alignment of the different sections of the
bourgeois nationalist movement. Its main representative, the
Indian National Congress, although sometimes termed
"extremist" in comparison with the loyalists and liberals who, in
the main, support British rule, is dominated by the bigger
bourgeois ~lements, but contains a mixture of elements in its
membership ranging from big landlords and capitalists down to
petty clerks and pauperised intellectuals. It has very few
proletarians in its ranks. The heterogeneity of its social
composition has given rise to a complicated variety of tendenc1e4'
within it, but the struggle between them becomes more and more
concentrated round the chief cleavage-- for the interests of the
Indian bourgeoisie or for the proletariat and peasantry. The
reconciling of these interests is becoming increasingly difficult,
and the radical section is being driven to follow the lead of the
proletariat and even to the support of Communism, often in spite

of itself.
Taken as a whole, the bourgeois nationalist movement is on the
decline, because it can no longer lead the struggle of the whole
nation, pd it is adopting a more definitely class-conscious hostile
attitude" towards the proletarian straggle. A year and a half ago.
the Simon Commission, seemed
the wave of indignation
to have put an end to the decline which followed tile collapse of
non-co-operation in 1922. The Madlu Session of the National

aPinst
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Congress, in December, 1927, reflected the new orientation of the
national struggle, consciously directed against Imperialism, as
seen in the resolution for complete independence, the resolution
against British Imperialism and imperialist war preparation$ and
the support given to the League against Imperialism. We pointed
out at the time, however, that these resolutions were adopted by
the old leaders rather as a means of holding the allegiance of the
somewhat rebellious rank and file and of preventing the
leadership being taken out of their hands, than from a11y intention
of prosecuting a revolutionary policy.
The truth of this has now been borne out. The masses have not
been drawn into the Congress; even against the Simon
Commission the severest limits went set on mass demonstrations.
The heralded rejuvenation of the bourge01s nationalist movement
has come to nothing. There has not even been a marked
improvement in the dwindling numerical strength of the Congress
ranks. Some figures recently given to Gandhi, on the occasion of
his visit, by the Congress orgamsation of the Nellore district,
north of Madras, are fairly typical. In 1921, they had 10,000
members and collected nearly 16,000 rupees for the Congress
funds. In 1922, after the debacle, their membership dropped to
about 4,000 and their collections to 2,000 rupees. Since then their
finance has dwindled year by year. In 1926, it was 445 rupees, in
1927 there was a sli&ht increase, but by 1928 it was down to the
lowest level of 278 rupees, and the membership was about 250.
In the face of the aggressive attitude of the British Government,
there has been forced a confession of the unreality of the antiimperialist gestures of the Congress. Already, at the Calcutta
session last Decemh*t, the independence resolution was virtually
abrogated, and although the actual adoption of Dominion status
as a goal was accompanied by the most extravagant threats of
mass civil disobedience in 1930, not even their sponsors took
these seriously. The Independence League, which started with
Sl}Ch a flourish of trumpets. is practically dead. It has dirtied out
no ~s activities, it has hardly held a meeting. Its president,
SriniV~"4 i~ftPt.., has resigned from it, and has jumped straight
into the camp oi the liberal Right Wing. raising anew the old cry
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of the "responsive co-operators," who left the Congress in 1925
and 1926, that it was necessary that Congress members in the
Legislative Councils should be free to accept Ministerships under
the dyarchy system. This demand was put forward by Madras
representatives at the ~II-India Congress Committee in May,
1927, and was only cirdt>ped because of the postponing of tHe
elections by the Government.
The reversion to Liberalism was implicit in the acceptance of
the Nehru Report, based as it was on the voluntary limitation of
the demands of the Congress to the maximum acceptable to the
Right Wing nationalists outside. On this basis some of the latter
have rejoined or been recruited into the Congress, and proposal!I
were being actively made for common action in the elections. In
Bombay a committee was appointed which included alongside of
the Congress leaders, such men as Jinnah (the Muslim leader of
the "independents" in the Assembly), aad Jayaker (one of those
who left the Congress on the "responsive co-operation" issue). It
is not unlikely that the old reactionary, Pundit Malaviya, will be
chosen as OFXt year's Congress president.
Most significant of all is the growing sharpness of the antiworking-class attitude adopted by even many of the younger
leadets. The talk about support of the mass movement and labour
organisation remains as much a phrase as ever. In spite of all the
pious mention of it in innumerable speeches and articles, there
has not been even the simplest practical step, such as support for
the Bombay strike. The debate on the Public Safety Bill in the
Assembly, which became a discussion about Communism, wa!I
practically an invitation by the nationalists to the Government to
prosecute the alleged Communists.
The attitude towards the Meerut arrests, u expressed at a
number of provincial conferences of Congress organisations. has
been revealing. A high-sounding Defence Committee was
appointed, but very little bas yet been done in giving concrete
assistance. Its Presiden'9 Dr. Ansari, reported:In spite of issue of appeal and a thousand letters sent ro
ioilividuals, the response has been very poor ........ Rich
people had failed in their duty. Now it was for the middlec1ass and the poorer people to come to the rescue. (Liberty,
May 19, 1929.)
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At the important Bengal Provincial Conference in March,
1929, the President, S.C. Bose, one of the younger "independence" leaders, who led the fight against Gandhi at the
Calcutta Congress Session, used the Meerut trial to deduce the
need for suppressing the difference between revolutionaries and
reformists in the Indian working-class movement. Incidentally, in
the same speech he put in a plea for Fascism as well as for
Socialism. He announced that the "lessons" of the Meerut arrests
were as follows:( I) It is necessary to remove all cau~es of friction between
the different sections of Jabour.
(2) The Whitley Labour Commission ought to be boycotted.
(3) There ought to be closer co-.operation between the labour
movement and the Congres'\.
It is worthy of note that earlier in the year, the Bengal
Provincial Congress Committee turned down a re!oiolution callihg
for support of the working-class struggle on the grounds that they
were opposed to "class war."
The Tulk of Socialism
In opposition to the anti-working-cla~s attitude of the big
leaders, there is an important Left Wing in the Congress which
reacts under the influence of the pressure of the mass movement.
The conflict between the two wings is becoming more and more
definitely a clas6 cleavage. To a certain extent. the Left Wing in
the Congress has shared in the repression exercised against the
proletarian movement owing to its sympathy with the latter. It is
being pulled in two different directions, representmg as it does
the field of battl~ in the fight for leadership between the
proletarian and bourgeois elements.
As a result of the pressure of the mass movement, a large part
of the Left Wing has taken its stand under the banner of
"Socialism," more often expressed as a vague ideal than as
connected with any concrete action on behalf of the classstruggle. The young Jawaharlal Nehru, Secretary of the National
Congress and President of the Trade Union Congress, has led the
way in this propapion of socialism in the abstract. The talk of
soci,lism has been particularly marked in the organised
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Nationalist Youth Movement, which has developed rapidly of late
but is confined to middle-class and petty-bourgeois elements.
To a considerable extent, the talk about socialism on the part of
the leaders represents only the same sort of radical claptrap as is
talked about independ,ce, and has no greater significance. At the
All-Parties Convention which adopted the Nehru Report, the
ultra-reformist president of the All-India T.U.C. put forward an
agreed resolution of that body in favour of a socialist constitution.
The representative of the Political Sufferers' Conference (the
organisation of political prisoners) also declared for socialism but
added "much as we feel strongly on this subject, we do not
propose to hamper the work of this Congress."
One of the outstanding socialist declarations is the resolution
passed almost unanimously last April by the United Province'
Political Conference. It runs:The following recommendation be made to the All-India
Congress Committee. That, in the opinion of the Conference.
the great.poverty and misery of the Indian people are due, not
only to foreign exploitation of India, but also to the economtc
~tructure of society which alien rulers support so that thetr
exploitation may continue. In order, therefore. to remove thl'
poverty and misery and to ameliorate the condition of the
Indian masses, it is essential to make revolutionary change' m
the present economic and social structure of society and to
remove the gross inequities that subsist under it. As a first io.tep.
it is essential that provision be made for a living wage for every
worker and to tax heavily all unearned incomes, and for
peasants to have adequate land and be protected from
interference of middlemen.
It is interesting to notice that this resolution, minus the lt1~t
sentence, was passed by the A.l.C.C. in May. 1929.
At the Sind Conference, in May, 1929, the President waio.
Mr. Chaman Lal, who is able to combine a reputation for
extremism with securing such marks of official favour as being

appointed on to the Government Whidey Conunission. He spoke
in favour of socialism, and proposed co-operative purchase of the
land which will be made available for cultivation by the new
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Sukkur barrage. The Bombay Chronicle, the leading organ of
bourgeois nationalism in Bombay, has an interesting comment. It
begins its leading article with the words:Socialism is in the air. For months past, socialistic principles
have been preached in India at various conferences, especially
those of peasants and workmen.
It sees no hope of realisation, even of Chaman Lal's "mild
Socialistic" scheme, but it remarks with great frankness:lt is, however, good for the classes to assure the masses that
they would not continue to be exploited under Swaraj.
After this candid confession. it considers the practical
application and finds it in:carrying out the constructive programme of the Congress.
That programme, Khaddar in particular, is nothing if not
socialistic in the best sense of the term.
These comments are representative of the nationalist Press. We
have here a curious phenomenon where the representatives of
bourgeois interests are found supporting a typical example of
what Marx called "feudal socialism". In general, translation of
socialist aims into practical support of a reactionary programme
is inevitable when the nationalists who profess them are not ready
to take action in support of the class-struggle actually being
waged by the workers and peasants.

The Working·Clau Struggle
In spite of the hammer blows directed against it, the Indian
proletariat is not only unsubdued, but is still advancing. The
fight of the Bombay textile workers has the most tremendous
!.ignificance for the future. It shows in the dearest form
the development towards independent class leadership of the
working-class struggle which is the most important tendency now
arising.
Through bitter experience. amid incredible hardships, the
Bombay workers are winning through to taking full charge of
their own struggle. In 1924, it was almost surprising when some
of them refused to accept the counsel of the middle-class
nationalists who negotiated on their behadf. In 1929, they have not
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only repudiated the refonnist trade union leaders, but they have
buili up their own organisation with a factory committee basis. ~11
efforts to smash them have failed. They have scorned the
manoeuvres of the reformists and deserted the always stagnant
textile union, run by t'- refonnist General Secretary of the
T.U.C., which has now hardly 6,000 members. The Bombay riots
represented a provocation on a large scale, which failed to
entangle them. The repression, arrest of all their leaders, drafting
in of troops, introduction of "curfew" and martial law has failed to
intimidate them. They have carried on the strike against all odds,
and yet they were ready also to levy themselves for the support of
the Meerut prisoners.
The second feature of the present period is the growth of
political consciousness and emancipation from the political
domination of bourgeois nationalism. eln spite of illiteracy,
isolation, & c., the workers are adopting Communist,
revolutionary working-class aims. Their demonstrations are
being made ti(lith such slogans as "Down with Imperialism" and
"A Soviet Republic for India". The march of the workers to the
Congress Session in Calcutta last December, when they were met
by the lathis of the Congress "volunteers", whom they brushed
aside to take possession of the meeting tent, was a significant sign
of the contrast between the two movements.
Clearer political consciousness brings also a sharper fight with
refonnism. When the Trade Union Congress leaders, Joshi and
Bakhale, come out openly as strike-bre8kers in the present
Bombay mill strike, their real role can no longer be misunderstood. The trade union reformist leaders work hand in hand with
the nationalists for industrial peace. For some time past, such
notorious agents of British reformism as Kirk, in Madras, and
Indians like Shiva Rao, with the encouragement and support of
the British T.U.C., have called for the expulsion of "reds" from
the trade unions in India. Naturally, they look almost with
complacency on the Meerut arrests and use it to further their

propaganda.
The nationalist attitude is to seek to prevent "class war" in the
interests of Indian industry. The following quotation from the
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leading article of the foremost nationalist paper in Calcutta, on
the treacherous settlement by S.C. Bose, of the strike of the Tata
iron and steel workers last year, is a frank admission of this
viewpoint. It remarks:lt was the recognition of the importance of a flourishing
national industry struggling for a place under the sun that
induced S.C. Bose to sacrifice much of his valuable time in
promoting cordial relations between labour and capital at
J amshedpur. (Liberty, May 18, 1929.)
The alliance of British and Indian reformism is becoming still
more clear. British imperialism seeks to crush the struggle of the
Indian workers, not for the sake of Indian industry, but because of
the revolutionary menace to British· imperialism involved in it.
In their actions they are ably seconded by the General Council of
the British T.U.C., as well as by the Labour Party, as seen in the
recent falsified and anti-working-class communications issued by
theT.U.C.
Against all these enemies, the Indian workers are engaged in a
severe and difficult fight. The path towards building up their
independent organisations in alliance with the peasants'
movement i~ beitet with obstacles. The campaign of tenorism has
succeeded in breaking down the organisation of the Workers' and
Peasants' Party. Already, before the arrests, it was showing signs
of weakness owing to the variety of clasi, interests it attempted to
represent and the mixture of semi-reformi~t and class-conscious
elements within it. The attack against it has shown that it is not a
mass party and does not fulfil the needs of the proletariat. It i~
inevitable that in spite of the repression. and partly becuase if it.
the workers will advaftce towards the formation of a firmly-based
revolutionary Communist Party.
It is not possible to deal here with the development of the
peasant movement. Numerous partial struggles and other signs
point to the approach of a critical situation. At the present time.
the workers in India are advancing in the face of a world of
enemies. When thc;y succeed in allying themselves with the
peasants, they will have a support which will make them
irresi~tible.

Appendix (i)

·Statement by a Legal Expert:
The Meerut Conspiracy Case
By a Barrister-at-La,.._t

The Arrests
On the 20th March, 1929, thirty-one men were arrested in
India. and subsequently charged with the offence of "conspiring
to deprive the King-Emperor of the sovereignty of India."
Another man was arrested three months later and charged with the
others. Three of the arrested men were English; the remainder
were Indians.
It is important, first of all, to have some idea of who these men
were, and setbndly, how it was that they came to be arrested and
charged with this political offence.
The three Englishmen were Philip Spratt, B.F. Bradley and
Lester Hutchinson. Spratt is a graduate of Cambridge University
who had gone out to India to investigate working-class conditions
and had become an Executive Member of the All-India T.U.C.
Bradley, has been a member of the Amalgamated Engineering
Union in this country for many years and was Vice-President of
the All-India Trade Union Congress and of the Great India
Peninsular Railwaymen's Union. Hutchinson was a Journalist and
Editor of a left-wing paper; he was arrested in June 1929, a few
days after he had been elected Vice-President of the famous
Bombay Textile Union, the G.K.U. (Gimi Kamgar Union).
Nearly all the Indians were prominent trade unionists. They
include Dange and Ghate, the two assistant secretaries of the AllIndia T.U.C. both of whom wen: prominent trade unionists m
Bombay and memben of the Girni Kamgar Union. They also
included Joglekar and Nimblw who, besides being well-known
Congiessmen, were also executive members of the G.K.U. and of
the Bombay Railwaymen's Union. Alwe and Kasie were
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respectively the President and V1ce-Pres1dent of the GK U. and
were actual mtll workers. Goswami ctnd Mtttra were officials of
the Bengal Railwaymen's Umon and m 1928 helped to organise
the two successful strikes of the Calcutta Scavengers' Union.
And so the hst could be expanded The remammg accused,
Journalists, teachers and lawyers mcluded among them, were all
connected with some form of political workmg-clas!. actlVlty One
died m prison, Thengd1, the veteran nauonahlit and past Pre,1dent
of the All-India TU.C The four years between arre!.t and
JUdgment proved too long for his tued body 1f not for hu. yQung
and v1gorom. spmt.

The Condition of the Worker in India
The charge against these men wali m !.U'>lance pohtical, but m
reality the charge was nothmg more or le% than a wedpon to
silence the attack they were conductmg agam'!.t the vtle and
ctbommable cond1ttons Capitah!.m impose~ upon the workers m
India.
The conditions m which the Indian worker hve~ and workll are
<1mongst the worst m the world Although India 1!. pnmanly an
ctgncultural country and a producer of raw material, there are
many mdustnal arell!I, particularly m Bengal where there are
numbers of JUle mtlls, and Bombay is the centre of the Indian
Textile Industry. The Indian iron and steel trade\ are estabhshed,
there are important coal-mines worked by both male and female
labour. The country 1s covered with a network of railways
employmg a million work.en, and which are, m fact, almost
entirely owned and ~ged by the Government
In 1927, A. A. Purcell and J Hallsworth wnted India a!.
delegates from the British Trade Umon Congress and m 1928 the
T U.C. published an interesttng report by their two delegates,
giving a graphic picture of the hfe of the Indian worker On
housing at says "disgustingly bad conditions preva1/ generallv so
far as the working-classes are concerned. " The figures of
mfantile monality they quote are dreadful; m 1926, t;ays the
Director of Poblic Health, Bengal, 131,000 infants died m that
Provnrce less than a month after they were bom. 119,000 died
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between one month and twelve months; 60,000 were stillborn;
and between 60,000 and 70,000 mothers died in childbirth.
Wages are extremely low. The Royal Commission on Indian
Labour which visited India in 1930-31 estimated that the cost of
living figure for the WO(king-classes is between 37s. to 40s. a
month, and this for renl, clothing and food. This makes no
provision for furniture, sickness or accident. The report says with
admirable moderation, "these facts are best left to speak for
themselves, and it is unnecessary to emphasise the general
poverty they disclose. "
What wages do the workers receive since they can exist so
cheaply? "All inquiries go to show," say Purcell and Hallsworth,
"that the vast majority of workers in India do not receive more
than ls. per day-and, as a matter of fact, many cases have been
quoted to us of daily rates in operation which descend to 3d. or 4d
for women and 7d. or even le!'i.s for meat." The railways have a
minimum wage; it is 16s. 6d. per month of twenty-six dayi,. And
the Government does not make any better employer than the
private indi"dual; in many ways it is one of the worst offender!I
By reason of its ownership and management of the railways, iialt
mines~ machine factories, and ordnance works it is probably the
biggest mdividuaJ employer of labour in the whole of India. The
Royal Commission on Indian Labour has some mterestmg
information on industrial conditions under the Government a!I
capitalist. In dealing with the condition~ in the Govemmentowned salt mines at Khewra, it comments on the employment of
women underground for manual labour, the absence of any
supervision and check upon the number of hours they work, and
the condition under which the work is done. The following 1s an
extract from its comments on the health of the worker.
"We were struck by the poor health of the miners and their
Ana:mia is prevalent." The Report continues "At the time of our
visit conditions seemed to be much as this Report (a 1922 Report)
presented them, and we are unable to find that any action had been
taken Oil it. Health conditions in the mine are no more satisfactory
... the inadequacy of the sanitary arrangements and the pollution
of the atmosphere underground may be regarded as contr1butmg
to the low

standard of health of the community."
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Even in the East, notorious for its poverty and filth such
conditions inevitably arouse discontent and resentment 'in the
working-classes. As industrialisation grows so docs the classconsciousness of the worker. He sees more blatantly displayed the
greed and ruthlessness of the possessing classes, and, with that
discontent, so does the realisation of the necessity for united
action become more and more apparent. Thus is trade unionism
born. The Royal Commission on Labour in India, 193), states:
"The leading industries were yielding phenomenal profit!., but
wages lagged behind prices, and labour, so far from participating
in the unprecedented prosperity, often found conditions harder
than before. The world-wide uprisiRg of labour consciousness
extended to India, where for the first time the mass of industrial
workers awoke to their disabilities, particularly in the matter of
wages and hours and to the possibility of combinatton."

The Action the Government Does Take
In India the true function of a Government within the capitalist
states becomes clearly apparent. Its actions on behalf of the class
it represent& are clearly seen for what they are, because they
correspond with its own actions as a direct employer of labour.
The growth of working-class organisation is carefully studied.
Various statutes and-later ordinances which, designed ostensibly
to combat the growing nationalist demand for independence serve
as equa11y effective weapons against the working-cla-.ses. came
into being and were used to limit and hamper the activities of the
Indian Unions. An example in point was the Public Safety Bill
under which the Gov~ment sought power to deport non-Indian
Trade Union Organisers, and to prohibit the receipt of monies
from workers' organisations abroad by the Indian Trade Unions
and political organisations. The Indian legislatures refused to pass
this bill, so to make it into law over their heads the Governorswho have dictatorial powers-issued ordinances to the same
•
effect.
At the same time,-the police, military and the magisterial courts
were 111.sed as strike-breaking weapons, and, as in the last century
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in England, the legal machine became a useful instrument in the
suppression of strikes and the intimidation of strikers and their
leaders. Injunctions and evictions, searches and confiscations.
martial law and police raids, were the regular accompaniments of
strikes.
~
Furthermore, the Government set-up at what must have been
enormous expense a complete elaborate and efficient espionage
system. One of the most remarkable features in the case we are
considering is the use made by the Prosecution of copies of letters
and documents obtained by the interception of correspondence
between the prisoners and others. correspondence intercepted
with the active co-operation of the Post Office both in India and m
England. Judging by the volume of letters produced it seem!>
probable that for at least three years before 1929 every letter
received by prominent trade unionists Mi India must have been
opened and photographed by the police.

The Workys Reply
The Labour Gazette, published by the Bombay Government.
gives the following figures of Indian strikes:Year
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930

No.of

No. oj workers

duputes

111vo/ved

128
122
203
141
145

186,811
131,655
506,851
532,061
196,000

No. of wotl'1ngdal"S

fmt

l,027,478
2,012,270
31,647,404
12,165,691
2,300,000

It is a curious coincidence that the majority of the leaders of the
1928 strikes found themselves in 1929 in the dock at Meerut,
charged among other. things with incitement of antagoni~m
between capital and labour. That is the accusation brought agamst

them ~ \he Government o{ \nd\a. \n \ 9'3 \, \\owcvcr, t\\e \\.oya\
Commission on Labour in India expressed the following opinion
regarding the origin of strikes in India: "But although workers

with Nationali.r;t,
Communist ar Commercial ends to serve, we believe that there
may have been influenced by persons
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has rarely been a strike of any importance which has not been due
entirely or largely to economic reason~." This opinion seems to
exonerate the Meerut prisoneri. from respc,nsibility for
antagonism between capital and labour.
In 1928 the greatest strike in the history of the Indian Labour
Movement occurred when 100,000 Bombay textile workers
struck against reduced wages and "more looms". They were out
for six months without pay and the strike was largely organii.ed by
the G.K.U. The workers finally returned to work on the old wages,
but the question of working conditions was referred to a
•
committee known as the Fawcett Committee.
There were other strikes. The Cal~utta i.ca-.engeri. struck, and
unsuccessfully. The Bengal Jute workers, and the East Indian
Railway operatives were out. And theu Unioni. grew, grew from
the vile conditions and from the efforts of the prii.oner~. The
employers in India feared this rii,ing Ude of induo;trial revolt. How
did they combat it?
In March I929 the Fawcett Committee was about to report and
to publish the results of the enquiries into the conditions of the
Bombay mill workers. Their report when it wa~ published was in
fact unfavourable to the workers, but it ill significant that three
days before the Committee's findings \\-ere made known every
member of the Executive Committee of the new Girni Karngar
Union together with prominent member~ of other Tr.1.de Unions
were arrested in various pans of the country and sent off in
handcuffs to Meerut. These arrests depri\'ed militant 1 rade
Unionism of its leadership.
It is because the Prosecution was launched in these
circumstances, becaulC the prisoners arc almo&t au militant trade
union leaders, because of the emphasis laid by the Prosecution on
che trade union activities of the prisoners-particularly strikesthat 1t is important to appreciate the growth of worfc.ing-cla~s
organization amongst the ind':'strial workers in India an~ the
deve\opmen\ of their fight against ex.p\01tation and oppress•on at
the hands of the}r employers. The commence~nt of tn~

mt

Prosecution of MEh J929 is direcdy c~led wi\b
tlp\~
growth.in tlae ...... of die womrs duPa& 1928 and with the
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imminence of fresh industrial struggles just because of the
recommendations of the Fawcett Committee.
The Nature of the Charge
The prisoners were charged with conspiring to deprive the
King-Emperor of the 'sovereignty of India. As we have seen,
practically, the whole of the activities of the prisoners were trade
union and industrial activities, and it ~ereforc became necessary
for the Prosecution to prove to the satisfaction of the court, if none
else, that these activities were intended to be political. The only
way this could be done was by alleging that these activities
were part of a larger scheme on the part of the Communist
International to overthrow, by means of the prisoners, the whole
political system of India, and accordingly the conspirators were
charged as conspirators with no less than sixty-three other bodies
and individuals including the Third ,nternational and "other
persons known and unknown and not before the Court. "
It was for this purpose that the Prosecution brought into the
case any ofganization or person with leftwing tendencies and 'o
in disfavour with the Government. In fact, it was only necessary
for the prisoner to have in his possession a copy of Marx's Capital
for the Prosecution to say that the whole of his activities were
directed, not primarily to secure better wages and conditioni. for
the Indian workers but an immediate and violent political
revolution, against the existi.ng Government of India.
~

Why not a Jury?
The prisoners were tried at Meerut. Most of them lived, worked
and wc=re arrested in Bombay and Calcutta, but Meerut wa11
chosen as the place of their trial.
The prisoners were not tried by jury. Had the prisoners been
tried at Bombay or Calcutta they would have been entitled to a
trial by jury. At Meerut they were not. The Government of India
had good reason to fear for the success of the Prosecution if it had
ralcen pJace before a jury. Juries in political cases are notoriously
"unreliable". Two of the Meerut prisoners, Spratt and Mirajk~.
were acquitted by juries in 1927 when they had been charged with

sedition.
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Naturally the Government did not draw attention to the fact that
the criminal code enforced in the State where Meerut lies does not
entitl~ the prisoners to a trial by jury. Rather, they attempted to
est~bhsh th~t ~ee~t had been the seat of the conspiracy, a task
which, bearmg m mmd that nearly all the strikes which had taken
place had been in Calcutta and Bombay, seems a httle difficult
even for a Government Pro!>ecution to establish successfully. All
the Government had to rely upon was the fact that some pubiic
meetings had been held in Meerut (in which four only of the
prisoners had from time to time taken part) and that le.tters
between two of the alleged conspirators had been transmitted
between them in Meerut. In fact, twe~ty-four of the prisoners had
never been in Meerut.
That the court which tried the prisoners was not unaware of the
disadvantages arising from a denial of the right to a trial by jury is
evidenced by the fol1owing remarks. The Magistrate in the
preliminary proceedmgs !laid, "Man is a political animal ...
justice in a case like this is more likely to be done by a trained
judge than by a jury." The High Court were even more exphcit.
They said, "A jury might not take a judicial view." That, of
course, is one of the principle faults of the jury system.

The Prisoners in Court
The preliminary Magisterial Enquiry. which corresponds to
police court proceedings in England, commenced in April 1929
and lasted eight months. The actual opening speech of the Cro\\n,
a large portion of which was devoted to a denunciation of the
U.S.S.R., lasted from )une l 2th to June 26th. Practically the
whole of this eight mo'ibhs was occupied with the evidence for the
Prosecution, for most of the accused did not exercise their right to
cross-examine the witnesses for the Prosecution or make
statements or give evidence on their own behalf in that court.
In the meantime. the Government was making arrangements
to provide a "trained judge" for the hearing of the charges.
Procedure in India i~ in this respect similar to that of the English
judicial system, that t5 to say, after a preliminary hearing before a
Magistrate the accused are committed for trial before a judge. In
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this case, however, the Government. decided to appoint an
individual from the Indian Civil Service, an Englishman, as an
"additional sessions judge" to hear the case. This judge was
Mr. Yorke. Under the provisions of the law prevailing in Meerut
five nominated lay 'fSsessors sat with him throughout the case to
"assist him". It is not easy to see what useful purpose these
assessors served. They were not in any way comparable to a jury,
because the sole responsibility for both the verdict and the
sentence lies with the judge. Under the Indian Criminal Law, their
function was to assist him to decide any questions of fact arising
during a trial, but, whatever attention he may have paid to then
advice during the trial, he largely disregarded it when it came to
the question of the verdict, for in the case of five of the prisone~
all the assessors found them "not guilty" but the judge decided
that they were guilty, and in the C3iC of another five the majority
of assessors found the prisoners "not guilty" but the judge found
that they were.
The Length of the Trial
The hearing proper of the case lasted from January 1930 to
September 1932, that is, two years and eight month~. lb climax
was an address by counsel for the Prosecution which la!lted
continuously for two months. From the time when they were
arrested, March 1929 to April I931, all the prisoners were kept m
close confinement in prison and suffered the rigours of two Indian
summers in the Indian plains. In spite of the effect of th1~
confinement upon the health of men, who were still, at that time.
entitled to be treated as innocent men. the Sessions Judge
consistently refused to pennit of their release on bail. Eventually
ten were allowed bail by the High Coort of India, who said, that in

their opinion they should have been released tong before.
Four years is a long time between anest and sentence. It I'
necessary therefore to consider whether the length of time w.i'
substantially caused by the Prosecution or the defence.
/\s we \\a"e seen, it wu necessaey for the Prosecution to
establish, in onkt to slilCCeed in their charge, that the ct\me fot
which the men were accused was a politi<;aJ one. Pursuant to that
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necessity, the Prosecution called no less than three hundred
witnesses and introdu~ as evidence some three thousand books
an~ documents. Leavmg out printed books and pamphlets, the
wntten documents alone make up seven volumes or a total of
seven thousand pages of written evidence. Further the Prosecution
made use of many files of newspapers, both Indian and foreign as
'
part of their evidence.
The trial, like most state trials is enormously expensive. Its cost
to the Prosecution is in the neighbourhood of £ 200,000 an
indication that the Government of India had little or' ao
consideration for the cost, when faced with the necessity, in their
own class interests, of attacking the mpre militant leaders of the
trade union and working-class movement.
What was the necessity for the three hundred witnesses, for the
seven thousand pages of written evidence, for the hundreds of
books and pamphlets produced by the Prosecution, books which
can be purchased in practically every country in the world'? It was
the political nature of the charge. Proof of the facts of the various
prisoners would not have taken very long nor would the
production of their intercepted correspondence have required any
witnesses, but, since the prosecution had drawn up the charge in
such a way as to raise the widest possible political issues. it
deemed it advisable to support the charges with innumerable
books and pamphlets and evidence for that end. The prosecution
had to link up the actual thirty-one prisoners before them with the
sixty-three "'co-conspirators" mentioned in the complaint. It was
compelled to attempt to link up the activities of the prisone(J with
the Third International, with the wnting of Marx and Engels, and
with the whole history, principles, and practice of Socialism and
Communism and the growth of Nationalism. The Complaint, the
Judge's Orders, the Speeches for the Prosecution and. the
Judgment itself dealt with these subjects in very great detail. In
short the Prosecution had their own idea of what Socialism and
Communism meant and then proceeded to fit the actual prisoners ·
into what they deeme4 to be their proper place in the p~ture.
Natun\\y, since \be po\\uca\ ~\ ot \\\c cons\)\~ was
emphasised by the Prosecution from the very start. those of the
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prisoners who were Socialists and Communists were compelJed
to put forward their point of view to the court, and as the majority
of the prisoners had definite political opinions they presented
their opinions in a single joint statement so that it cannot be
said that the action o~ the prisoners increased the length of
the trial.
·
It cannot honestly be said that any action of the prisoners
increased the length of the trial. Even making allowances for the
fact that four of them (all convicted) were deprived of the right to
address the court in their own defence (because they were not
ready to do so on less than twenty-four hours' notice when one of
the Counsel for the defence was suddently taken ill) the time
taken up by the evidence and statements of the prisoners was
considerably less than that used by the Prosecution, and it must be
remembered that while there was on~Prosecution each of the
thirty-one prisoners was entitled to make a separate defence.
Some time was taken up during the four years by various
applicatiOJtS made both by the prisoners and the Prosecution on
such questions as admissibility of evidence, application for a jury
or fQr bail or for transfer of the case to another court. The majority
of the applications on the part of the prisoners was refused, but in
no case did either the Sessions Judge or the other courts to which
applications were made complain that the applications were
unjustified or appeared to have been made for the purpose of
causing delay. It would be grossly unfair to suggest that prisoners
who are faced with life sentences should not be entitled to make
applications of this nature.
No mention is ever made of the many adjournments during the
course of the Trial for religious and other holidays and even if the
Judiciary thought that the prisoners were unduly protracting the
legal proceedings, Section 527 of the Indian Criminal Procedure
Code gives the Oovemor-Oeneral power to transfer any c~se from
one court to another "whenever it appears to him that the transfer
will promote the ends of justice". The Viceroy with the
Government of India had every reason to let ~trial take its full
course in the Sessions Court,~ the prisoners' request to have
their case transferred to a Higher Court was rejected.
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In the f~ of great provocation the prisoners conducted
themselves with calmness characteristic of working-class leaders.
So ~uch so that the Pro.secuting Council even saw a conspiracy in
their conduct, for he said:
. "It has ~truck me very forcibly the astounding conspiracy of
silence which has been carried on for two months. I have never
addressed a Court for two months before this. To me it is
astounding that not a single interruption has been made." .
The "Co-Conspirators"
The great advantage to the Prosecution of the introduction of
the enormous volume of written evid~nce was the fact that by this
means the prisoners' actions could be identified with the
teachings of Socialist and Communist writers. In the ordinary
charge it would be completely inadmissible to attempt to use as
evidence against a prisoner the writing& of somebody who had
been dead for a considerable period of time. But when objections
of this kind were made by the prisoner in these proceedings the
judge was able legally to admit these writings as being l'P.levant on
the ground that they emanated from "fellow-conspirators" of the
prisoners. The Communist Manifesto by Marx and Engels, 1848,
was extensively used in evidence against the prisoners.
To much of this kind of evidence serious objection can be
taken. The Court invariably assumes without the slightest
question that each and every Communist would carry out in all
respects and ,in all circumstances the most violent programme
ever advocated by any Conununist writer, for example, that a
member of the Communist Part) in India would follow to the
letter advice given by ~nin for use by his fellow workers m the
midst of the revolutionary struggle in Russia in 1917; and this
without the slightest evidence that any Communist, either charged
or not charged, had ever advocated the employment of these
methods in India in 1928.
Other objections of a more legal nature may be ~ntionec:t· For
instancet documents connected by evidence only with a particular
•
•
prisoner were used 'JS evidence agains.t them all. Communi0at1ons
by tbe prisoners to their legal advisers during the trial were
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intercepted. And finally three important documents namely. a slip
of paper, a draft article, and a letter which the police said they had
found when they searched the various houses and apartments
occupied by the prisoners, were used by the Prosecution and by
the judge in spite of th~failure of the Prosecution to produce them
on the hearing.

The Prisoners' "Crime"
The prisoners have been convicted by an Indian Court but that
fact does not prevent intelligent people in England and the rest of
the world asking the simple question: Did the prisoners do
anything that was unlawful?
In the first place it is perfectly clear that none of the prisoners
committed any act of illegality. Their writings and speeches
warned the workers against the use o~iolence. The High Court
themselves said: "It is conceded that the accused persons have
not been charged with having done any overt illegal act in
pursuanc!i ofthe alleged conspiracy . .. it is clear that if there was
any offence committed in the nature of a conspiracy of a serious
character. it was almost nipped in the bud. ... All that they have
done is to hold meetings, study the principles of Communism and
probably also to malu an attempt to disseminate the teachings
which are said to be dangerous to society. ... "

Working-class activity is in India subjected to narrow limits.
The prisoners did not step outside of those limits.
Neither was there the slightest suggestion of any attempt at
secrecy on the part of the prisoners. All the speeches of the
prisoners used by the Prosecution, were speeches made at public
meedngs at which both police and reporters were usually present.
It was not suggested that the prisonen made any attempt to
conceal their movements; from their point of view there was no
reason why they should.
As we have seen, the prisoners were nurly all actively engaged
in tNde union work; it follo\Ys therefore that their activities would
naturally be expected to be pn>pllllDda, and the organization of
demonstrations, agitation for the improvelmtlt of the wages and
coaditions of the workers, cuhniaaliq. if neceuary, in strikes,
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and, to enlighten the youth of India, the formation of stud · l
Ycrrc es
and the like.
:inese in fact. were the only activites of the prisc.ners of which
evidence was given by the Prosecution.
It is true that the prisoners indulged in propaganda. They spoke,
they wrote. In fact, they were active trade union leaders.
It is also true that the prisoners had organized many
de~onstrations, such ~ meetings of welcome to released political
pnsoners, the celebration of the Russian Revolution, and of Mayday. The Pros~uti~n viewed with great suspicion the help given
by the trade unions m the demonstrations at Calcutta and Bombay
in support of the boycott of the Simon Commission. The prisoners
even organized meetings protesting againb the execution of
Sacco and Vanzetti.
It was never suggested that any particular speech at any of these
demonstrations was itself unlawful.
As for the formation of study circles and youth leagues one
would have thought that, granted the nght of the individual to
think and teach himself, these could hardly have been anything
but lawful. Almost the ~ole evidence against Hutchinson, one of
the priso:rers, was the formation of a study circle. The fact that he
was convicted indicates the vie\\'s held by the Government of
I11dia of those wh', attempt to encourage the youth to think.

The Real Crime
The main feature of the work of the prisoners was to organize
the workers into independent trade unions for the vanous
industries and to use such organizations to resist by strike action
any attempt of the.. f'mployers to reduce the appalling standard of
living of their members. These strikes all had an immediate
industrial end in view; they were all in themselves lawful.
Accordingly, it was necessary for the Prosecution to find some
underlying political and sinister motive. The speeches .and
writings of the prisoners were examined in the greatest detail; a
selection of extracts was made and a dossier of phrases and
sentences capabk of a "subversive" meaning w~ prep~-and
used. This, in fact was the principle evidence agamst the pnsoners.
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A strike for industrial ends is as lawful in India as it is in
England. The trade unions with which the prisoners were
connected were eqully lawful. To find the prisoners guilty the
Session Judge had of necessity to declare that the activities of the
prisoners were. unlawfill, to say that strikes were not ..genuine"
ones, but part of a schthne to '"deprive the King-Emperor of his
sovereignty". One would imagine that in these circumstances the
Court would make some show of examining the actual strikes and
of at least declaring that they were not "genuine".
Precisely the rever8e happened. The judge took up a completely
illogical attitude. First, both he and the Prosecution declared that
if the activities of the prisoners in their trade unions were
"genuine" the Prosecution must fail. He then proceeded to declare
that "the question of genuine grievances is not an issue in this
case; it may be supposed that they were1enuine grievances". It is
difficult to find words adequate to describe such an example of
judicial dishonesty.
It may reasonably be expected that the prisoners made every
attempt to ~how the Court that their activities and the strikes they
organized were justified by the appalling conditions and wages of
the workers. Such applications were refused on the ground that
the evidence would be irrelevant.
We may here interpose some evidence as to this of a kind that
the Sessons Judge refused to hear. The Royal Commission on
Labour in India says:""Prior to the winter of 1918-19 a strike was a rare occurrence in
Indian industry. Strikes took place occasionally on the railways
and in other branches of industry; but to the majority of industrial
workers the use of the strike was probably unknown, lacking
leadership and organization, and deeply imbued with a passive
outlook on life, the vast majority of industrial workers regarded
the return to the village as the only alternative to the endurance of
hard conditions in industry. The end of the War saw an immediate
change. There were some important strikes in the cold weather of
19I8.!19; they were more numerous in the following winter, and
in the winter of 1920-21 industrial strife became almost general in
organized industry. The main cause wu the realisation of the
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pot~ntialities of the strike in the existing situation, and this was
ass1s~ by th~ emergence of the trade union organizers, by the
educ~t1on which the. ~ar had given to the massf"s, and by a
scarcity of labour arismg from the expansion of industry and
aggravated by the great epidemics of influenza."
In a search for a logical basis for the convictions, one asks if the
prisoners were prosecuted because of their opinions? The Court
was especially anxious to make it clear that they were not. Tiie
Magistrate who committed the prisoners for trial state<l: "It is no
crime to hold Communist views." The Session Judge adopted this
expression of opinion and even added of his own accord: "This is
not a Prosecution for holding opinions."
In the end the Government of Indi'a presents one with a pretty
little puzzle. "Genuine strikes and trade union activity"., it says in
effect, "are perfectly lawful, nor do we prosecute people for the
opinions they hold. Yet we will spend £ 200,000 and use any
means in our power to harry and convict any one who looks like
making trade union's work in this country."
The truth is that the whole structure of this colossal trial was a
sham, an attempt to dress the counter-revolution in wig and gown.
Strikes are legal in theory so long as they are ineffectual in
practice; a man's opinions are no crime \O long as they conform
with those of his rn\ers. Let a band of devoted men set out to
organise the toiling masses of India against the oppression of their
foreign rulers and their blood-sucking masters-what is worse, let
them succeed-then they have committed a real crime against the
capitalist state. They have "conspired" with their fellov1 workers
all over the world to wring some measure of justice out of a
system that exists ou!~ to exploit them.
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Appendix (ii)

The Speech of the Prosecutor
in the Meerut Case

PARTII
Now I have said that this International existed at the beginning of
the war. It was also in existence at the end of the war. But by that
time the Bolsheviks had captured the power in Russia and their
views, as I have attempted to point out,pid not coincide at all with
the views of Amsterdam with whom at that time and later the
name of our present Prime Minister was constantly coupled in
Bolshevik,literature. Therefore, an attempt was made to found
another International in Russia and naturally, and as a matter of
course, the persons who attempted to found it and did in fact found
it were this Communist Party in Russia, which had by that time
increased to a larger figure than it had been before, but was still a
very tiny minority. I think it is important to bear in mind the fact
that this Communist International was founded by the Russian
Bolshevik or Communist Party which ruled Russia at that time
and that this Communist International embraced all the tenets of
Bolshevism, and the views expressed by this Communist
International are identically the same as the views expressed by
this Communist Party of Russia.
When I come to deal with the organisation of the International,
you will see, Sir, that in fact the Communist Party of Russia is a
section of the International and the Communist Parties of all other
countries are also sections of the International. In theory, the
lnte111ational can meet anywhere in Europe. In practice, it always
meets in Russia; and it must follow as a matter of common sense
that Russian influence is therefore the predominant factor in this
International, and when we come to deal wish this organisation
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you will fmd that not only is it the predo:nnnant influence but it is
practlcally the regulatmg and controllmg mfluence
Now, so much for, very bnefly, the &tory as to tlie ongin of this
body, I will now deal as shortly with the creed and objective Now,
1t may be said, I thtnk with some truth, that the creed of
Bolshevism ha~ an old testament and a new te~tament The old
testament 1s the gospel accorcbng to Karl Marx and 1s exemplified
I suppose, best m the well-known Commumst Mamfesto issued b;
Karl Marx and Engels The new te1.itament may be said to be the
gospel accordmg to Uhanov or Lemn which I 41Uppose, 1s typified,
1f you can find any one book better than another-I notice Mr
Spratt selected 1t for the educat10~ of the youth-m State and
Revolution
Now, I do not propoi;e to d1i;cu&i; c1t c1ll the matenahst1c
phtlosophy of Marx and hts theory of accumulc1tton of surplus
values I do not know whether anybody entenams any feelmgs of
love for th1i; somewhat antiquated philosophy, but 1t 1.,
unnecessary to go mto It becau&e Marx exist& for the Bolshevik
not on account of hi' phtlosophy of accumulation of surplui;
values but becaui;e of his theory or rather his theones as to (1) the
class war, {2) the "ttate. and (3) the d1ctatori;h1p of the proletanat
Now, first of all, as to his theory of the class war Marx d1~1ded the
world mto two c}a... ...es which he named the propletanat clasi; and
the cap1tabst or bourgeois cl~s
Now, It would "teem that you ought to be able to get from this
Communist Mamfe,to a fairly clear defimuon of those two terns,
seemg how imponant they &re, but I regret to i;ay that 1t 1i; not 'o
possible as one would have expected The capitahsts are de,cnbed
as the class of modem cap1tah't owners of the meani; of social
production and employers of wage labour That 1s ta1rly
satisfactory. The proletanat t4i referred to m three places First of
all, may I say that the word comes from the Latin word
"proletan1" as far as I know, which ma} be looi;ely translated as
wasters, and referred to the people who came m from the country
districts flocked mto Rome and had prdl.t1cally no occupauon and
no pro~. I am .U,. throwmg any stone'\ at the proletanat .lt all as
defined by Marx. but that 1s the ongm of the word
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Now, to come back to Marx. He first of all says that the
proletariat are the class of modem wage labourers who, having no
m~s of production of their own, are reduced to selling their
labour power in order to live. Well, of course, incidentally that
covers me and anybody \lse who merely makes a living, shall we
say, by his wits. But a little later we get this further definition.
"Without property, his relations to his wife and his family have no
longer anything in common with the bourgeois family relations;
low morality and religion are to him so many bourgeois
prejudices." And later again, the proletariat is described as "the
lowest stratum of society".
Now, it probably would be a rough and ready description to say
that the proletariat are the have-nots of this world and the other
party are those who have got something. I do not pretend that thi!i.
is at all a scientific description, but that is 1Yhat in fact it practically
comes to. The theory of Marx was that there was a bitter struggle
between the proletariat and the capitalist or the bourgeoisie and
certainly the. Bolshevik claims that Marx said that it could not be
ended except by bloody revolution.
Well, now. to come to his theory of the state. I suppose any
ordinary person who thinks about the state regards it as an
institution which for better or for worse, well or less well, is there
to guard the liberties and rights of all the citizens in the state and
see to the best of its ability that they all get fair play and equal
treatment. I say that this is the sort of idea that the ordinary man
would entertain with regard to the state. Now, that was not at all
the theory of Marx. Marx said that the state was the organ of the
ruling c.Iass and inasmuch as the bourgeoisie or capitalists or
haves, or whatever you like to call them, were the ruling class, and
the proletariat or have-nots never had been in power, it followed
that the state was the organ of the bourgeoisie or the capitalists.
Now. the duty according to him of the proletariat in this classstruggle which was going on perpetually and which would
ulti1J181ely come to a head, the duty of the proletariat was to smash
in pieces this state, this organ of &he capitalist class. It had to be
smashed in pieces. And the persons who were to take power w~re
the proletariat. And their assumption of power was called by him
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the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is clear, it must be clear, to
anybody that you cannot have a dictatorship of a mass in practice
however much you may have It m theory, and it 1s equally cle
th~, that a dictatorship primanly means Government by one=~
and m any sense must mean Government by a small compact little
body of men, a bureau if you like. And. therefore, the theory of the
dictatorship of the proletanat meant that !.Orne one person or some
small body of people on behalf of the proletanat should seize the
Government. Much stress is laid by Lemn later on the pomt that
the proletariat had not got to capture the exJ<.tmg !.tate and use it,
but had got to smash the ex1!iling organ mto pieces and erect or set
up an entirely new state of their own-.
Well, now, the theory goes on-and it may sound a httle
fantastic, at least it did to me the firl>t time I read 1t, and m fact it
has proved to be quite impossible m practice-but the theory goes
on in this way. Havmg sma!.hed the capitab!.t state mto pieces,
having set up the new rule of the d1ctator~h1p of the proletariat,
you have then got to a transtt1onal stage Th1!. d1ctator~h1p of the
proletariat is merely transitional It is in fact, of cvurl>e, the
substitution of the autocratic rule of one lot of people, or what the
Bolshevik \.Jnstders the autocratic rule of one lot of people, by the
autocratic rule of another lot of people. It 1s only transn1onal and
the millennium 1s to be reached when there is no longer any class
m the state at all. We are all exactly the same We are all to become
workers on the bench.
I am afraid that would not mclude your Honour, at least not m
their sense. I mean we are all to become actual workers m a factory
or actual workers in the field. Then we have got to the mdle11mum
of the classless commumty. And then what happenl> Il> this, that the
state "withers away". It withers awa). And I suppose you have no
state in the millennium and everybody owns everythmg or nobody
owns anything. I am not qutte sure which.
Now, that is the gospel according to Marx, put as fairly as I can
put it, and the important point of 11, I thmk, is this dass-~truggle
and the fact that Jhis dictatorship of the ~roletanat is only
trani:-.itional. The gospel according to Lemn was concerned
principally with the capturing of power by the Commumst Party.

i
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that is to say the setting up of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
and with this question as to the transitional stage. Lenin was a
considerable authority upon both these points naturally. It was he
who led this Red Revolution in Russia and it was he who directed
the course of the Goveryient after the revolution was effected.
To Lenin, the substitution of the proletarian state for the
existing state is absolutely impossible without a violent bloody
revolution. He emphasised that point in that admirable book that I
told you was prescribed by Mr. Spratt for the very young, The
State and Revolution. He emphasised that point that you cannot
capture power and set up the dictatorship of the proletariat without
a bloody revolution. He says that it is the duty of Communists in
all countries to work steadily to bring about an armed uprising of
the proletariat to overthrow the existing system of Government
and seize the state. Lenin preached thi~gospel both before and
after the armed revolution in Russia and this is the doctrine which
is commemorated and glorified on Lenin Day, which is January 21
in each year. and on the anniversary of the October Revolution in
each year.
I say that is the doctrine which is commemorated and glorified
on those occasions and those are some of the demonstrations
which the accused boast they have introduced into India. Now, I
suppose that most people are acquainted to some extent with what
in fact happened in Russia. These, to me, fantastic theories of
Marx were pushed to their logical conclusions with a ruthless
brutality which must make everybody in the world shudder. I have
found in fact with the accused a book which in its proper place I
will deal with, called Bolshevism, tM Dream and tM Fact. And it
is interesting to note that they must have known what effect it had
upon Russia, and there is no reason to suppose that they did not.
But this book gives a very lurid account of the Red Te1Tor. I will
read you only two or three passages from it. {Reads.)
Mr. D. P. SINHA : Whal is the dale and author of the book?
Mr. LANaPoRD JAMES : The author of lbe book is Edmund Candler, and the
date of publication i1 1920. The pusqe occurs on pase 37.

Mr. D. P. StNHA : Is that pn1 as an exhibit in the case?
Mr. LANOPORD JAMES : 'That i• entirely for me to decide.
Mr. D. P. SINHA : With pat nsspect I would submit to your Honour that
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my learned fnend m ht'I opening address can only refer to a book of
law or to a book which he proposer. lo file ai. an exh1b1t m the case And
if he refers to any book which does not fit mto uther of these two
categones than I submit we have every nght to draw our H
,
attention to this
Y
onour s
The JuDG£ You can draw my attention ton But 1 must ask you not to
tnterrupt more than necesi.ary becau11e we can never get on at thti. rate

Mr. Langford JamesWe are all sensitive this morning
What one cannot imagine, the physical and mental torture that
followed, the cold-blooded murder not only of the aristocrats hnd
the class that used to be called the rec;pectable bourgeois, but
peasants, workmg men, pnests and old men
This book gives a gruelhng account of the homble terror which
followed and which is defended by Trotsky m his Defence of
Terrorism a"' bemg a nece')sity and at times a necessary part of the
programme of this International For us m this court, however, I
thmk the more important pomt ts that this Ru')stan revolution was
a revolution which had as its obeJct the smashing lo pieces of the
existmg state of Government, and mdeed d1d m fact smash it to
pieces.
If the example of Russia ic; to be followed m India it 1s es11ent1al
that, as an integral part of the proc.es!I, the Government of Hie;
Ma1esty as by law estabhshed 'hould re c;rnashed m pieces
Bolshev1&m may be, as I beheve 1t to be, a festenng i,ore on the
face of Europe, a cruel and tyrannous autocracy masqueradmg
under the mask of popular Government, or it may be a paradise on
earth The hard fact still remamc; that 1f Bolshevism and that
system 1s to be introduced mto India the Government of His
Ma1esty must as a prehmmary be smashed m pieces There 1s no
room for both of them
Now. this Russian revolution, as l have already md1cated, was
earned through by a small and resolute body of men It 1s not so
generally understood that the present Government of Russia is
earned on by a small and resolute body of men who, on their own
figures, claim to be only about one and a-quarter mdbon out of a
total population of something hke l 80 millions. In the rural
Soviets, both village Soviets and d1stnct Soviets, the peasants
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have a very large footing; in fact they have a majority. But
gradually the proportion of Communists increases in the higher
Soviet organs, in action and they are in absolute control of all
positions of power. The All-Russian Soviet is entirely dominated
by the Russian Commtihist Party.
It is not a fact that Russia is a happy land peopled by
Communists. It is a fact that it is ruled by Communists with the
help of the O.G.P.U. and the Red Army. The O.G.P.U., which
used to be called the Cheka, is the police force of Russia and it
is entirely of course under the control of this Communist Party,
and by means of it and the Red Army the people of the country
are terrorised into submission to the rule which is imposed
upon them. This purposeful minority, which I have indicated
governs Russia, has its counterparts in other countries, and
they, as I think I have already point&! out, together make up
the Comintem.
Now I have digressed somewhat, perhaps, because I remember I
said that lfle gospel according to Lenin was concerned with two
things, the capturing of the power and the transitional stage. I had
dealt with the capturing of power, but I left the question of the
transitionsal stage in abeyance. Before I deal with this question of
the transitional stage according to Lenin's ideas, I want to ~ay a
word about another matter which is of extreme importance in any
consideration of Bolshevism, and that is the peasant question.
Now this doctrine of Karl Marx and Engels was essentially
applicable and intended to be applied to industrial countries, such
as England and Gennany.
I think you can search the writings of Marx through and find
practically no-if any very little-reference to the peasants. The
theory does not lend itself to dealing with peasnats. The irony of
the thing is that this experiment should have been tried in a
country like Russia which is essentially a peasant country. I
suppose that if you searched the world over for countries which
were essentially agricultural or peasant countries, the two that
would head the list would be Russia and India. Lenin was
consequently at an early stage confronted with the difficulty of

this peasant question.
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Now the peasant is usually a man who ts of a very conservative
frame of mmd He loves his home, he loves his c. illntry and he
loves his God In fact, he 1s prone to poiisess all those fallacious
ideas which the Bolshevik destres to root out But not only that,
the peasant usually has or attempts to have a httle bit of land of his
own And as a matter of fact 10 1905 m RusMa the reforms of
Stolypm had largely mcreased the poss1b1hty tor the peasant to
have this httle plot of land of his own
Now Lenm d1v1des the peasants mto five clcl11ses The first 1s the
agncultural proletanat This group mu11t be organised m
independent organ1sat10ns separated from the other group11 of the
rural population Then he get4' to the sem1-proletanat or poor
peasants Thi~ group may be converted to the law of the proletanat
1f the work is properly conducted by the Commumst Party You
have got the very lowest stratum, which you ought to be able to get
hold of, and then you get the stratum which you might with proper
attention get hold of Then comes the small peasantry, these are
small land-owners, owmg or rentmg small plots of land which
satisfy the requll'Cment4' of their families, and the,. do not
therefore Pmploy wage labour In the trans1t1onal perioo of the
d1ctatorsh1p of the proletanat this group may waver m its pohcy
However, 1f the pl'f'letanan pohcy 1s firmly conducted, if the
v1ctonous proletanet deals sufficiently thoroughly with the large
land owners and wealthy peasants, this group, m spite of its
wavenng, will, on the whole, be on the side of the proletanar
revolution.
Then you get to the middle peasantry In the econ01ruc sense
these are small peaADf4' owmng or rentmg small plots of land
which under Cap1tahsm as a general rule provide them not only
with a modest mcome but even with the po!its1bll1ty of obwnmg a
certain superfluity, at least 10 good years, which they can convert
mto capital and large farms, frequently nc;mg to the employment
of wage labour. The wavenng of this group dunng the penod of
revolution will be greater than that of the previously mentioned
group. Therefore. at least in the ammecbate future and rn the
beginmng of the dictatorship of the proletanat, the aim must be
not so much to wtn th1s group over as to neutrabse tt Then you
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come to the rich peasantry who are quite outside the pale. Those
are the capitalist farmers operating as a general rule with a number
of wage workers and bound to the peasantry only by their low
cultural level and habits of life and the fact that they personally
work on their farms.U'his group is a direct and determined enemy
of the proletariat. And finally, you have the large land-owner. In
theA BC o/Communism, which is a book I shall quote often, I find
that there are only three classes of these peasants alluded to.
So that, generally speaking, the Communist has to deal with the
question of the peasants by dividing them into three classes:
firstly, the man who is frankly a capitalist, the man who has his
own land; secondly, the middle-class man who may go this way or
that; thirdly, that class of hopeless people who in Russia are
known as "horseless" peasants because they have no horses. I
notice that Mr. Spratt, as we shall see when I come to deal wnh
that, calls that last class the landless peasant. Now, the question
was, what on earth to do with these people. l may tell you that the
rich land-owning peasant, the rich peasant, is in Russian called a
Kulak. It really means a vulture, and the question arose in Ru~s1a
at a very early stage as to what was to be done with those Kulaks
As I have said, the matter solved itself in a practical manner at a
very early stage. The Marxian theory apparently is, as I have tned to
point out, that once everybody in the land is on an equal basis, classe!<.
disappear and the State withers away. Now I take it for granted that
unless and until the State withers away, the Moscow clique, or th1~
little body of men which carries on the dictatorship of the proletanat.
remains in power. The transitional stage continues. Now obviously
the withering away cannot begin until everybody is equal, and unnl
you have reached the classless stage. Any fonn of Capitalism must
make this millenniwn an impossibility, because as long as any form
oi Ca\li\a\\sm cx\su.thc ttans\t\ona\ stage cou\inues and the c\ass\es'\
stage cannot possibly be reached.
Now the ordinary Bolshevik method with the capitahi,t,
~hether his capital be in land or in money. is to kill him. Jn the
case of the big land-owners that was a simple and comparatively
popular panacea. But, aft.er extensive trial, its extension to the

~or Kulak was fouad not to be feasible. Yet, as I
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have tried to point out, to the disciples of Marx th K lak
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PART III
According* to the theory. the state was supposed to take over all
the manufactures and factories soon. But it was discovered that
that was quite impossible. Something had to be done, and in th~
result, Capitalism in that department also was sanctioned. Now it
was quite impo!>sible to call it capitalism because it would be
obvious to everybody and to the Communists themselves that they
had admitted that they were departing from true Communist
doctrine. So this capitalist system of leaving the Kulak in the
country and the small capitalist in the town was sanctioned in the
name of the new economic policy And as apparently the
Bolshevik always gives everything a nicl<.-name or calls it by
initials, this policy was solemnly called NEP. The best brains of
the Moscow clique were commandeered to justify Nep. In the very
nature of things, of course. it was impossible to tell the truth about
it, but torrents of verbiage were poured out in explanation of this
new creation.
For real successful obscurantism on this subject I think the palm
ought to be awarded to Comrade Bukharin. His report to the
IntemationaJ on Nep in J924 is a masterpiece of pseudo-JogicaJ
balderdash. But I am not so much concerned with the nonsense
which bas been written ab()U\ Neti ~ '!11\\\\ \\\e \t\'\\Ct a\\~ \me
meaning of this thing. The introduction of Ne~ and th.e.protectio;

of the Kulak made it absolutely certain that thJ.'i transJtJonal stagi
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Russia's Path to Communism. finds some solace in the fact that
side by side with the Kulak the Government is organising the
horseless peasant and the batrak, as I understand him; at any time
the Moscow clique ~ stage a perfectly satisfactory massacre of
Kulaks by the horsele\s peasants. But that is small satisfaction to
the true Marxian.
I fancy everybody in the inner ring now realises that this
transitional Government is a permanency for the simple reason
that the Communist State has proved to be a practical
impossibility. It cannot ever wither away because it i1 not feasible
that it should ever exist. Now, of course, one cannot come to that
conclusion without thinking that this is the chim:era for which
some two and a-half millions of men, women and children have
been butchered by the OGPU at this dictation of these doctrinaire
desperadoes. But it seems to me that.the matter is of even more
imi>ortance from another point of view.
In spi~ · of the fact that everybody now knows that the
mill~nnibm can never be reached in practice and in fact,
we have this monotonous bleating going on from Moscow m
favour of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the betterment of the
peasant, the betterment of the worker and so on. And you will find
that you get it re-echoed from these accused who must have
known just as well as everybody else. or better because they had
the whole literature, that the whole thing is a practical
impossibility, and when we deal with the case I shall ask you to
hold that all these slogans which they have sprinkled about so
freely are not used to benefit the worker or the peasant but are used
to push forward and foster this revolution upon which they have
made up their minds.
It is not perhaps very material to his case but, as far as I can
see, this question of Nep has been the point upon which there has
been a good deal of quarrelling in the Bolshevik camp. I suppose it
is a matter of common knowledge that Trotsky, Zinoviev.
Karnenev, Radek, Bukharin and Tomsky have all been banished
from Russia by Mr. Stalin, and it seems to me to be likely at any
rate that it is upon this question of Nep that the real trOUble has
taken place.
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I h~~e now fi~ished with the question of Lenin's views as to this
transitional penod. Interesting as they are, I would ask you not to
let them remove from your mind the other point in which Lenin so
strongly follows Karl Marx, namely, that the capitalist state must
be smashed, not only in Russia but all over the world. I will also
ask you tl> remember the point that I made that whether it be a fact
for I believe it is, that the people who dominate the Government
Russia dominate also the Comintem, I say whether that be a fact or
not, it is a fact that the views and objects of the Government of
Russia are identically the same as the vie~ s and objects of the
Communist International. By their creed, by their convictions, by
their constitution itself, they are ~nexorably bound to work
intensively and unceasingly for the overthrow of the Birtish
Monarchy in England, in India and in the Dominions. Every
Member of the Communist Party is definitely pledged to the task.
Their outpost in the enemies' country is the Communist Party m
Great Britain, and they have worked to plant another outpost here
in India. These people are the implacable enemies of the
sovereignty of His Majesty the King Emperor. With them there is
no question of Jive and let live. They are quite prepared to live, but
the decree of the Comintem, which binds the Commumst Party of
Russia as a section of the Comintem, forbids them to
Jet live.
Every member of the Government of Russia is a member of the
Communist Party of Russia, and is therefore a member of the
Comintem and bound by its decrees. It is pledged to work for the
overthrow of His Majesty'11 Government by any means in its
power, and let nobody have any illusions on this point. Nol only is
it pledged to work for the overthrow of His Majesty's Government,
that is quite a necessary preliminary, but it is also pledged to ~o~
for the overthrow of what it is pleased to call the bouigeo1s m
every country including India, and thou~ they may for the
moment use the national bourgeoisie for thelf own purposes, when
they have done with it, it is ruthlessly shown up, an~ it will, of
course go into the)imbo with all of us, anybody who is not of the
party. don't want.your Honour to take my word only, my ipse
dixit, that this Government of Russia is pledged to overthrow the

of

i
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Government of His Majesty and regards that Government as
its natural enemy. I propose to read to you a few passages
from a paper which is one of the publications of this body
and which with its . flair for nick-names and short names it
.calls the "Inprecori". That means the International Press
Correspondence. I propose to read to you a few passages taken
at random from that paper. Anybody who reads it will realise that
it literally reeks with anit-British propaganda, but I will only pick
a few of them.
I should like to explain before I read them a point which I did
make earlier in my address, and it is this. The Government of
Great Britain, if it is in the hands of the Conservatives, for
instance, is regarded-Mr. Baldwin or Mr. Churchill are
regarded-as being hopeless reactionaries. It is no good wasting
breath over them. Naturally you wouTd overthrow them. But with
the Government of the Labour Party and the Prime Minister,
Mr. Ma1>onald, and his associates, Thomas, Clynes, Henderson.
&c., the matter stands upon a different footing. These gentlemen
are regarded as traitors to the cause. The Bolsheviks believe quite
rightly, as I suppose and hope, that none of these gentlemen,
whether in Opposition or as the accredited Ministry, would plot
and plan to overthrow His Majesty's rule. Yet that is what,
according to the Moscow people, they ought to be doing. They are
called traitors for not so doing, and they ~re daubed with the
yellow brush of Amsterdam. If you will bear that in mind I will
just give you a few extracts over a series of years. It cannot be said
that this is only a temporary or local madness.
&tract from Jnprecon; WJI. 4, No. 41, dated July 16, 1924, Page 409.

The situation, therefore, is not so simple. The MacDonald
Government is still on a rising wave of popularity. But if we wait
passively until the tide turns, then we shall have no need of a Communi~t
Party. The Social Democracy will go bankrupt anyhow. We are there to
hasten the process. That is the reason why our Party in England must
already resolutely tight MacDonald now m order that the masses, when
they at length realise MacDonald's true character, will know that we, the
Communists, told them the truth long ago.
In the year 1921 Lenin fought against Wynkoop, and other "Lefts" of
that time, over the question of Communists joining the Labour Party. Bui
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m the year 1924 we are face to face with a new situation A "Labour"
Government exists, and MacDonald 1s 10 power Therefore, our ltttle
group of Commumst must follow its h1stonc path They must first
become a mass party, and, secondly, begm to recruit workers mto the
pany and found a daily paper When one talks to the English comrades
about this they o;ay that 1s askmg them to wear a hat that 1s far too btg for
their heads, and they worry about how this hat will fit them Thirdly, we
must more thoroughly permeate the rank and file of the trade unions m
order to form a Left-Wmg movement there Fourthly, more attention
must be paid to the youth Until quite rec:ently there wa.<1 no Young
Commumst Movement at all m Engl.md, and 1t 1c; even now only at tts
very begmmng Fifth, thf' colomal question mu!>t be attacked with
audacity, such as befits Bolsheviks Sixth, d1gre!>\lons to the nght must
be combatted wherever they are met with, election campaigns must be
conducted differently, the Imes P.roposed by Rosmer must not be
followed, m their propaganda they must be prepared evf'n for a break
That 1s the moc;t important problem for the Engltc;h Party

These are the theones and rewlubons adopted by the Fifth Congre&'S.
and I am reading from a copy of Augmt 29, 1924, page 653.
Extrallfrom lnprecorr vol 9 No 17

April~.

1929

The c;01l of India 1s nsmg m flames under the fret of Bnt1sh
1mpenahsm The flow of the 'tnke wave \urpasses the highest tide of the
labour movement m the earhest phac;e of the revolution, 1921 The
rap1dly-growmg Left-Wmg union'> enJOY the f1ghtmg support of broad
masses Thousands of workers m Bombay and Calcutta are marc.hmg
and demonstratmg under the banner of struggle for the Soviets
Down with British 1mpen.ih'>m, the plunderer dnd hangmen of India
Down with the SwaraJl'll'> and other bourgeo1'> parties trmtors to the
Indian national revolution
Down with the Bnttsh and Indian reformt'>t flunkeys, the agent<1 of
1mpenahsm
Long hve the wvoluuonary struggle of the workeri. and peasants of
India
Long hve independent and hberated lmda
Long hve the Indian Soviet Repubhc

The pomt that I make is this Nobody can have the shghtest
doubt as far as I can see that these people m Moscow, whether the
Government of Rui,s1a or the Comm tern, have dehberately plotted
and planned to o\terthrow Bnush Impenahsm, that 1s to say, to
overthorw the sovereignty of His Majesty. They may be nght or
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they may be wrong, but that is the fact and if you find a body of
people in India who say that they want to follow the Moscow road,
that they wish to bring into India the same rule as exists in Russia,
that they want to introduce the Soviet system into India, I say if
you find those people \&Ying that and if you find them working to
do that, indeed then it ts not possible in the nature of things that
they should be doing anything else than plotting and planning and
conspiring to smash His Majesty's Government to pieces. That is
the whole object of the Bolshevik and so intense are his feelings
that he regards it in the nature of a religious obligation that this
should be done.
(1bc prosecutor read further extracts from theses published by the
Commumst lnternanonal to make clear its ob1ect1ve, and then contmued
as follows).

Now I come to the question of the organisation of this body. I
have here prepared a graph and I will• explain to the gentlemen
representing the accused what it is. I have put on one side a circle
to represent the Communist International or
which is
Comintern, and I have divided it roughly into sections hke the
slices of an orange. In those sections are the C.P.S.U., the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the C.P.G.B., which is the
English Communist Party, the W.C.P., the American Commumst
Party, the C.P.F., the French Communist Party. Of course it is not
to be supposed that these are at all exhaustive. There are a large
number of other Communist Parties, all forming this body, which
therefore is an amalgam of the Communist Parties of the World,
all of which hold the views which I have just been reading out.
Now underneath this body I have put in a small lozenge-shaped
thing, the E.C.C.I., which is the Executive Committee of the
Communist International. It on occasions expands itself into the
Plenum. which is the enlarged committee. On occasions it
contracts into the Przsidium, which is the smaller body. I believe
and I shall ask you to hold. sir, that we have the honour of having
in our midst a member of this Pnesidium.
LCt me give you a hint of what I believe to be the real uuth about
the whole or this matter. I am sure th• everybody has been
.:customed, certainly in this country, to laqe Committees which

ptended
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are generally called "Shop Window Committees" on which you
get all the big names. then you have a sub..Co~ittee which is
assumed to be doing the work. But then you have either one or two
P«:rmanent secretari~s. who really do the work. Now, I think, you
will find that that 1s the key to this Communist International.
Underneath the ECCI I have put down the Secretariat. This is a
pennanent Secretariat and the head of it is Mr. Stalin. And that is
why Mr. Stalin is virtually the Dictator of the whole concern. He
remains as the head of the Secretariat and from th:it excellent
position he has been able to banish from Russia anybody who
disagrees with him. I gave the names I think yesterday-Trotsky,
Zinoviev, Radek, Kamenev, Tomsky and Bukharin. They have all
gone because they disagreed with Mr. Stalin.
However that may be, here is this Secretariat and branching out
from this Secretariat I have put down one or two other subcommittees. They are really &opposed to be sub-Committees of
the E.C.C.I. For instance, there is the Org. Bureau, which means
Organisation Bureau. We shall find It re-echoed by some of the
accused in this case. "We have no Org. here." Or, "The Org. is
extraordinarily bad." Well, this is the Org. Bureau. Then you find
the Ogpu, *the Police, which is very important. Then the Agit.
Prop., that means the Committee which exists for the purpose of
fostering and stirring up "agitation" and "propaganda" in favour of
the revolution. Tuen there is the Editorial Staff. That 1s an
important little body because it sees to it that nothing except
Bolshevik propaganda is published in Russia; only their side of
the case is to be stated. An excellent rule of life if you want to rule!
Then the next one we have 1s the Oriental Committee, and as a
special section of that there is a colonial Commssion which looks
after our interests over here. There are several other SubCommittees but I will not trouble Your Honour with them as they
do not
arise much in connection wi~h thi~ case.
Then you will notice that I have taken m a line away from. the
Secretariat. because they are all under it, and put down on the nght

rea11;
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hand side of the paper a large number, though not anything like all
of them, of Internationals. I have called them Affiliated
Internationals but I should like to explain what they are. Now, the
first one is the International for the Revolutionary Youth of the
World. It is called the Y~ng Communist International, the Y.C.I. It
has another interest for us because the man who was first in charge
of it was Comrade Willi Munzenberg. Then there is the Women's
International. Then there is the Trades Unions' International-a
very important one originally called the Profintern, but now called
the RILU. Then there is the Peasants' International, which was
called the Krestintern so long as it existed. I believe it has since
practically ceased to exist.
Then there are other Internationals, such as the International of
the Intellectuals, the Teachers' International, the Sports
International, known as the Sportingteqa; so that when you play
football, for instance, you may be able to go on working out the
revolution to come. Then there is another one called the War
Resisters' lpternational, * because. although you may not know it,
we are the White Terror.. That is not used in any Nordic sense.
Everybody who opposes these people are the White Terror. My
learned friends there, and all of us, are making war upon this
peaceful body in Moscow, and so it is necessary to have a War
Resisters' International.
Now these Internationals play quite a part in the propaganda
which comes from Moscow. Let us take a case. Suppose you have
a strike of Textile workers in Bombay. Instantly from Moscow the
International of Textile Workers of the World sends greetings and
money. And I am certain that if you had a strike of the Hereditary
Painters of Spots on White Horses, then the International of
Hereditary Painters of Spots on White Horses would send
greetings from Moscow and money in support of the Strike. These
Internationals I think exist largely on paper, and they ~ist largely
for this propaganda purpose. They are under the Secretariat, and I
imagi~ they wander, from one room to another or possibly stay in
*This pacificlst body will be surprised to learn that i1, too, is a section of the
Comintern.-Ed.
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one room; t~ey have a Board Meeting of the Peasants and then a
Board Meetmg of the Sponingtem (sic) and then another one of
the War Resisters. and so on.
Now part of the difficulties in the way of anybody who tries to
track the Bolsh~vik _to his ultimate lair lies in the fact that they are
constantly mult1plymg these bodies. You will find upon my graph
the~e. for instance. that against the RILU I have put two bodies,
which means that those two bodies have been brought into
existence and are fathered. so to speak, by this RILU. The two
bodies are the National Minority Movement in England and a
thing called the P.P.T~U.S., which is the Pan-Pacific Trade Union
Secretariat. Now the National Mino.rity Movement in England
is in fact that part of the English Trades Unions which are
an integral part of the RILU. You can compare the RILU
to the Comintem in this way. Whereas the Comintern is an
amalgam of the Communist Parties of the world, the RILU
is an amalgam of the Red or Communist Trades Unions of the
world. it is difficult to put thi~ National Minority Movement into
a graph, especially for an amateur like me. But this National
Minority Movement is not so much a child of the RILU as an
integral part of the RILU.
Now, the P.P.T.U.S. is not an integral pan of the RILU but it is
affiliated to the RILi r, and I will show you very shortly that it is a
definite Communistic body acting under this RILU.
(The prosecutor quotes from the Report of the Fourth congress
of the RILU on the need of support for the Pan-Pacific Secretari:tt
on the pan of militant workers.)
.
There is more in regard to this P.P.T.U.S.; for mstance. the
newspaper which it publishes starts with the wel~-known slog~
"Workers of the World Unite" on the top of 1t. I thought it
had that badge. I noticed that some of the ac~used here have
on that badge, the badge of the Russian Revolutton, the Hammer
and Sick.le
With r~gard to the National Minority Movement. although I
have to prove the~e statements. I .do not think they_ would _be
seriously contested. the National Mmonty Movement 15 8 portion
of the RILU.
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If anybody after this says that the .RaU is not the same as the
Comintern he will be speaking accurate verbal truth, because the
Comintern is one body and the Rll..U is another, but in mind and in
objective they are identically the same, and they are really run by
the same people.
There are other refelences to the Third Congress. But I will not
truble you more. There is an excellent work by the late lamented
Tomsky. He has written a little brochure on the subject which
makes it perfectly clear that the mu was one in soul and spirit
with the Comintem.
You wilJ find upon that graph some other names. these bodies
are analogous to the International Communist Parties. There are
also bodies like the P.P.T.U.S. which branch off from one or other
of these Internationals. Then there are other bodies which
it is slightly difficult to place. I mention three of those down
below in the graph. Two of them are th! Workers' Welfare League
and the Labour Research Department. The third is the League
against Imperialism. The League against Imperialism from its
name flies its flag in the open, but the Workers' League is a
delightful body. It had to explain at one time that it was in no
way conected with a religious body, but existed for the welfare of
the workers.

Published in "The LABOUR MONTHLY", London, in February and March
1930. Tbe first pill of dais Prosecutor's speech is published under Item No. 4 of
this \blume.
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